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INTRODUCTION

WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS

This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(80) through
NASA SP-7037O1) of Aeronautical Engineering A Special Bibliography NASA SP-7037 and
its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows

1 NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N77-10000 series)
2 AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A77-10000 series)

HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED

This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate source
index, a contract number index, and a report/accession number index

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX

Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index
1 Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i e, not a valid

term, and the following term or terms are used instead For example

AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

2 Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same
subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found For
example

FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG

In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow
further his quest for particular items This is because subject terms readily include more than
one class of document For example

AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including
pilot role, instrument landing
systems and guidance aids
Airport congestion as constraint on
air travel, considering runway
capacity and adjusted demand

illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject
term



HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in the index Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching of the index
for variants of an author's name For example

EMELIANOV. M D
and

YEMELYANOV. M D

HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the
abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements The corporate source supplementary
(organizational component) does not appear in the index For example

BOEING CO, SEATTLE. WASH MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV
(Source citation entry)

BOEING CO, SEATTLE, WASH (Source index entry)

HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in this index Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented
may require multiple searching for variants For example

AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758

HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or
cataloging activity appear in this index Variations in initial cataloging may result in different
report number series For example

TP-924
ONERA-TP-924

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may
be found in the appropriate Supplement The page-number range of each Supplement appears
on the inside front cover of this index Once the range of page numbers containing the selected
accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be
found in the first column For example

Page 331 will be found in Supplement 86

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical Engineering
supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement

IV
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Typical Subject Index Listing

JANUARY 1978

p-| SUBJECT HEADING | EXTENSION
ADAPTIVE C01TBOL • T

r-l F-8C adaptive flight control extensions for^—'
maximum likelihood estimation
[HASA-CB-2881] .. P0596 H77-33;

TITLE REPORT
NUMBER

PAGE
NUMBER

_H
NASA

ACCESSION
NUMBER

The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter When the
title is insufficiently descriptive of the document content a title extension is
added separated from the title by three hyphens The STAR or IAA
accession number is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the
abstract in the abstract section of an individual issue of Aeronautical
Engineering If applicable a report number is also included as an aid in
identifying the document The page and accession numbers are located
beneath and to the right of the title Under any one subject heading the
accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the IAA accession numbers
appearing first

A-« AIRCRAFT
Baseline data from an A-4 cockpit in simulated

carrier fleck fire
[AD-A03U217] F"332 H77-23077

Void fillet foam accelerated load testing on
an A-« aircraft
[AD-A031118] p0338 H77-23273

Statistical analyses applied to the OS Navy
aircrew automated escape systems
[AD-A035C67] p0381 H77-25129

Statistical analysis of OS Navy major aircraft
accident rates, pilot and aircraft
tine-dependent variables
[AD-AOU0096] p0525 H77-30099

1-6 AIRCRAFT
AN/APQ-118 mnltimode radar for the A-61 all

weather attack aircraft
p0397 A77-37120

Response of A-6 landing gear door to air shock
loading
[AD-A0351I59] p0384 H77-25157

A-7 AIBCEAFT
Fiber optics application to A-7 aircraft

internal data-signal transmission system
p0117 A77-192U2

Advanced composites manufacturing as influenced by
design fcr A-7D aircraft outer wing panel

p0159 A77-22145
Criteria for developing a multi-sensor
reconnaissance pod system for carriage on
tactical aircraft onboard A-7 aircraft

p0190 A77-23519
Qualification and in-service evaluation of the

A-7D composite outer »ing
[AIAA PAPER 77-<l62] p0211 A77-25815

Manufacture of ribs for the A7D composite outer wing
p0359 A77-36700

Fiber optics cost models for the A-7 aircraft
p0359 A77-36972

Design of a digital flight control system using
area multiplexing

pC396 A77-37H05
A-7 titanium nose gear development

p0513 A77-H6801
Accelerated environmental conditioning of the A-7D

composite outer ving
p051U A77-U6838

Fall temperature range protect I've system for
fastener areas of carrier-based naval aircraft
[AD-A02U523] p0026 H77-10210

Inertially derived flying qualities and
performance parameters
[AD-A026963] pOOSO B77-1JOb<!

Bole of head-up display in instrument flight
[AD-A030075] p0231 N77-18153

Results of A-7 aloft bottoms np model and weight
sensitivity analysis
[AD-A033767] p0338 H77-2J350

Master monitor display applications study for the
A-7E
[AD-A039882] p0528 K77-30118

1-10 AIRCRAFT
Height and balance considerations in the design of
the A-10A close air support aircraft
[SA1E PAPER 1101] pOOlO A77-12183

The Fairchild-Republic A-10 fighter
p0200 A77-25099

Y.A-10 stall/post-stall/spin avoidance flight test
program

p0310 A77-3J178
advanced avionics for the A-10: A decision
analysis model
[AD-A027678] p012J H77-11I02J

Bole of head-up display in instrument flight
[1D-1030075] p0231 H77-18153

i-37 AIRCRAFT
S-37B fatigue sensor evaluation program: Full
scale test and field aircraft instrumentation
[AD-AO«211<4] pOSSO 877-33156

A-300 MBCBAF*
Comparison of fatigue design load spectra with

flight test measurement and service experience
in A-300 aircraft development

pOO«8 A77-13772
Gasdynamic investigations of explosive

decompression of one of the cargo holds of the
Airbus A 300
[DG1H PAPER 76-209] p009J A77-16561

& wing for the Airbus
p0163 A77-22662

Comparison of applied propulsion jet simulation
technignes, using models of the Airbus A 300
[HBB-OFE-1276-OB] p0267 A77-28789

Conparative impact tests on metal honeycomb
sandwich structures of A-300 B airbus
[FOK-H-1813] p0082 H77-1J163

ABLATIVE HATERIALS
Strength of glass-fibre-reiuforced plastics at
one-sided heating aircraft ablative thermal
protection coatings
[IAF PAPER 76-200] pOOOS A77-10939

Evaluation of carbon-carbon composite nosetip
materials
[AD-A033SHO] p032<l 1177-22188

ABLATIVE 10SE COHES
Xhin shell calorimetric techniques for transition

detection at ablation temperatures
p0242 A77-26804

Evaluation of carbon-carbon composite nosetip
materials
[AD-A033540] p032« H77-22188

ABOB! APPARATUS
Study of a fail-safe abort system for an actively
cooled hypersonic aircraft: Computer program
documentation
[FASA-CB-10U927] p0333 H77-2J090

ABSOBPTIOB COEFFICIZBT
0 BBSOBPTIVITY

ABSORPTIVE IBDBX
0 BBSOBPTIVITY
ABSORPTIVITT

Calculation of radiant cooling of air behind
intense shock wayes using mean optical
characteristics

pO«69 A77-Q3993

A-1



AC GENEHATORS SUBJECT IBDEI

AC GEBEBATOHS
A high-power rare earth cobalt permanent magnet

generator in a variable speed constant frequency
-aircraft starter generator system

p0399 477-37475
aircraft electrical power generation - The needs

and practicalities
p0408 A77-38464

Subsystem design analysis light weight alternator
(model test program). Addendum 2
[AD-A041257] p0592 N77-33171

ACCELEBATBD HIE TESTS
crack growth in Ti-8il-1Bo-17 with real-time and
accelerated flight-by-flight loading for
supersonic aircraft

p0044 A77-13291
Accelerated mission testing of gas turbine engines

[AIAA PAPER 77-992] p0413 A77-38625
Equivalent testing of gas turbine engines

Bnssian book
p0467 A77-43619

Accelerated environmental conditioning of the A-7D
composite outer wing

p0514 A77-46838
Void filler foam accelerated load testing on

an A-4 aircraft
[AD-A034118] p0338 N77-23273

Accelerated mission test: A vital reliability tool
J0595 H77-33196

ACCELERATION
Hinimum-time acceleration of aircraft turbofan

engines
[NASA-TH-J-73624] p0335 H77-23112

ACCELEBATIOB (PHYSICS)
FT ABGDIAE ACCELIBATION
HT DECELERATION
NT HIGH ACCELERATION
NT SPIN SEDUCTION

Optimal control of thrust and angle of attack of
an aircraft performing a climb-acceleration
maneuver

p0135 A77-19329
The calculation of the rms value of an aircraft's

normal acceleration due to Gaussian random
atmospheric turbulence
[VTH-213] p0079 877-13046

ACCELEBOBBTEBS
HT STBAIB GAG! ACCELEBOBETEBS

A damper for accelerometers
p0308 A77-32711

A Schuler tuned vertical indicating system
gyroless gravity vector indicator
[ A I A A 77-1066] p0457 A77-4281S

statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft
[AD-A025182] p0080 N77-13058

Development and tests of a simulator for a
pendulum accelerometer
[LBBA-E-mO-NT-32/SYE] p0082 H77-13079

The reduction of base strain sensitivity of a
triaxial accelerometer by the use of a mounting
pad measuring vibration signals up to 2 kHz
in aircraft instrument panels
[HAE-TB-IT-157] p0084 N77-13398

Statistical review of counting acceleroneter data
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 - 30 June 1976
[AD-A031833] p0282 N77-20096

The development of primary equations for the use
of on-board accelerometers in determining
aircraft performance
[AD-A039171I] p0527 N77-30112

Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Davy and Barine fleet aircraft
[AD-A041266] p0539 N77-31140

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
HT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

The flight recorder and accident investigation
p0237 N77-19035

An accident analysis of fighter aircraft in
relation to Bonifications introduced and new
developments

p0237 H77-19036
ACCIDENT PBB7EHTIOH

Snndstrand maintains lead in GP1S battle - Hark II
system on offer Ground Proximity Warning
Systems

p0250 A77-27027

Basic safety concepts of air transportation
compared with other travel modes

pO»50 A77-419J8
General aviation accidents involving aerobatics,

1972 - 1974
[PB-257747/6] p0177 N77-17020

The reduction of F-111 low-level enronte bird
hazards
[AD-A032879] p0332 N77-2J076

ACCIDENTS
NT 4IBCBSFT ACCIDENTS
HT BIBD-AIBCBAFT COLLISIOBS
ACCOHOLAIIONS

Oxygen accumulation in hypobaric chambers
[AD-A025860] p0072 N77-1207J

ACCOBDLATOBS
HT SOLAS COLLECTORS

ACETYLENE
Polyphenylquinoxalines with terminal acetylene

groups for military aircraft construction
materials

pOJ59 A77-36679
ACIDS
NT CABBOIILIC ACIDS
ACOOSTIC ATTEHDATIOH

Survey of inlet noise reduction concepts tor gas
turbine engines

pOISO A77-206J4
Methods of reducing low frequency cabin noise and
sonically induced stresses, based on the
intrinsic structural tuning concept
[AIAA 77-444] p0209 A77-25K02

Boundary layer considerations for optimization of
acoustic liners for aircraft engine ducts
[SAE PAPEB 760896] p0258 A77-28214

Acoustic shock from an aircraft flying along an
arbitrary trajectory in a layered atmosphere
with a three-component wind

p0296 A77-30563
Shielding aspects of heated twin ]et noise
[AIAl BAPEB 77-1288] p0565 A77-51048

Inlet noise suppressor design method based upon
the distribution of acoustic power with mode
cutoff ratio

p0026 N77-10311
A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes test methods and
results
[HASA-CR-155154] p0598 N77-3J9S9

ACODSTIC COBBOStlOH
0 COBBOSTIOH STABILITY

ACODSTIC DOCTS
Skin friction on a flat perforated acoustic liner

P0046 A77-13729
A theoretical study of the acoustic impedance of
orifices in the presence of a steady grazing flow

p0100 A77-17066
Boundary layer considerations for optimization of
acoustic liners for aircraft enqine ducts
[SAE PAFEB 760896] p02S8 477-28^14

A finite element algorithm for sound propagation
in axisymmetric ducts containing compressible
mean flow
[AIAA SAPEB 77-1301] p0565 A77-51057

Optimal one-section and two-section circular
sound-absorbing duct liners for plane-wave and
nonopole sources without flow
[HASA-TH-D-8348] pOU3 N77-15790

ACOOSTIC BBISSIOB
AE monitoring; of rapid crack growth in a
production-size wing fatigue test article
Acoustic Enission

p0115 »77-186bO
Acoustic emission - Bonitoring fatigue cracks in
aircraft structure

p0242 A77-268UJ
In-flight crack detection system for the C-1J5
lower center wing skin

p024<! A77-26BOJ
Non-destructive testing of electron-beam welds to
detect lack of fusion by acoustic emission

p0301 A77-31592
Acoustic emission system for monitoring components
and structures in a severe fatigue noise
environment

P0310 A77-329»b
Bodal synthesis for combined structural-acoustic

systems
p0311 A77-JJ1VO



SUBJECT IBDBI ACT01TOBS

Acoustic eiission investigation - helicopter rotor
system
[AD-A033571] p0319 H77-22110

Acoustic enission structure-borne noise
neasorenents on aircraft daring flight
[AD-A033188] p0319 N77-22111

ACOUSTIC BICITATION
Material damping developnents for aircraft

lightweight structures subjected to acoustic loads
[AIAA 77-396] F°206 A77-25748

Flov regimes underlying aeroacoustic eicitation of
airplane wings

p0211 A77-26039
iCOOSTIC ?4TI60E

Specialists' fleeting on Acoustic Fatigue Beview
aircraft construction materials

[AGABD-CP-222] p0328 N77-22568
Review of acoustic fatigue activities in Germany

p0329 B77-22569
Experimental solutions cf acoustic fatigue problems

in aircraft construction materials
p0329 S77-22572

Beviev of acoustic fatigue activities in the
United Kingdcm

F0329 H77-22573
ACODSTIC 6BBBBATOBS
0 SOUND SEHEBATOBS
ACODSTIC IBPECAHCB

A theoretical study of the acoustic inpedance of
orifices in the presence of a steady grazing flov

p0100 A77-17066
DC-10 integrally woven pclyimide/fiberglass

acoustic panel program
F0255 A77-27U98

ACOOSIIC IISTABILITT
Effect of flov characteristics in a supersonic

annular jet on the development of acoustic
perturbations in the jet

p0203 A77-25536
ACOUSTIC BEASOBEHBNTS

NT BOISE HEASQBEHEHT
Signal-treatment methods luring aircraft-engine

inspection based on vibroaconstic noises
pOOOS A77-11603

Sound shielding on an engine model and comparison
with theory
[DGLB PAPEB 76-163] p0094 A77-16573

In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter
impulsive noise

x p0248 A77-26886
Vibroacoustical method for determining the

technical state of aircraft turbine engines
pO«15 A77-39269

A revaluation of helicopter main rotor noise
pOU63 A77-II33U6

Additional experiments with a fonr-bladed cyclic
pitch stirring model rotor, part 2 of second
yearly report
[NASi-CB-137966] p0017 B77-10006

Acoustical evaluation of the BASA Langley v/STOL
wind tunnel
[BASA-CB-1!»5087] p0038 B77-11068

Theoretical and experimental investigation of
noise shielding for jet engines acoustic and
aerodynaiic interference measurements
[BBFT-FB-K-76-09] p0183 B77-17072

Acoustic tests of augmentor wing model
[NASA-TB-X-3519] p0315 B77-220U6

Effects of combined acoustic and flight loads of
crack growth
[AD-A033573] p0338 877-23550

Noise of fan designed to reduce stator lift
fluctuations
[HASA-TB-I-3538] p0371 K77-2l»1i»1

Attenuation of upstream-generated low frequency
noise by gas turbines
[BASA-CB-135219] p0477 H77-28122

Investigation of the effects of a moving acoustic
medium on jet noise measurements
[NASA-CB-152038] pO»97 H77-29921

ACODSTIC BOZZ1BS
Aeroaconstic studies of coannnlar nozzles suitable

for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
p0219 B77-18020

coannnlar nozzle noise characteristics and
V application to advanced supersonic transport

engines
p0220 H77-18021

ACOUSTIC EBOPAGATIOB
Calculation of curves of constant equivalent

levels of enduring sound for implementation of
the aircraft noise protection law - Bethods and
preliminary results

p0090 A77-16417
Structural acoustic considerations for aircraft

pOISO A77-20633

The transmission of acoustic plane-waves at a jet
exhaust
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-22] p0160 A77-22207

The effect of forward flight on the diffraction
radiation of a high speed jet

p0195 A77-2HJ01
Acoustic shock from an aircraft flying along an
arbitrary trajectory in a layered atmosphere
with a three-component wind

p0296 A77-3056J
Aerodynamic and acoustic tests of duct-burning

tnrbofan exhaust nozzles
[NASA-CR-2628] p0175 B77-169B6

Analytical studies of some acoustic problems of
jet engines
[PB-264918/1] p0478 N77-28133

ACOUSTIC PBOPEBTIES
HI ACODSTIC IBPEDANCE
NT iCODSTIC INSTABILITY
»T ACODSTIC SCATTERING
BT SOUND INTENSITY
Radiation characteristics of acoustic sources in
circular motion helicopter noise

P0053 A77-1M96H
Acoustic properties of pneumatic vortex sprayers

pOimi A77-H0703
Upper surface blowing aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics
CAIAA PAPEB 77-608] p0449 A77-U1857

Acoustical evaluation of the NASA Langley V/STOL
wind tunnel
[NASA-CB-145087] p0038 N77-1106B

Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
1.5-pressure-ratio, 1.83-meter (6 it) diameter
fan stage for tnrbofan engines (QF-2)
[NASA-TH-I-3521 ] p0289 N77-21051

1COBSTIC BADIATIOH
D SOUND HAVES

ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
aeasurement of wake vortex strength by means of
acoustic back scattering

pOOOB A77-11712
Acoustic scattering of point sources by a moving
prolate spheroid jet fuselage
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1326] p0567 A77-51080

ACODSTIC SIBOLATION
Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the
NASA-lewis 9 x 15 anechoic wind tunnel

pOSOQ S77-414H56
Methods of noise simulation and their application
to flight simulators
[FB-22] p049« B77-29179

ACODSTIC SODBDIN6
Monitoring of aircraft wake vortices at Beatbrow
Airport

pOUOO A77-37711
ACOUSTIC STABILITY
0 FBEQDEHCY STABILITY
iCOOSTIC TIBBiTIOBS
D SOOHD IAVES

ACOUSTICS
HI AEHOACOCSTICS
NT PSYCHOACODSTICS

ACQUISITION
NT DATA ACQUISITION
NT T&BGET ACQUISITION

iCTIBOBETBBS
NT IHFBABED OETECTOBS
NT IUFRBBEB SCANNEBS
BT RICBORAVE BADIOBETEBS

ACTDATOBS
Prediction and measurement of the dynamic
stiffness and damping of hydraulic servo-actuators

of P-15 aircraft
[AIAA 77-1120] p0208 A77-25790

Application of distributed boosters for
control surfaces in slender wings

p025« A77-27159
Design and fabrication of an 8000 PSI
control-by-wire actuator for flight testing in a
T-2 C airplane

A-3



ADAPTIVE CONTBOL SDBJECT INDEX

[AD-A024487] p0037 N77-11065
Dual output variable pitch tnrbofan actuation system

[NASA-CASE-LEW-12H19-1] p0123 H77-14025
High speed hydraulic started motcr for aircraft

auxiliary power unit
[AD-A027413] P0172 N77-16065

Objectives for the design of improved actuation
systems for flight control systems

p0376 N77-25073
ADAPTIVE CONi'BOL

The stochastic control of the P-8C aircraft using
the multiple model adaptive control /HHAC/ method

p0011 A77-12428
Application of Iiapunov model - Tracking parameter

identification for the CE-47 helicopter
p0011 A77-12460

Estimation of the parameters of the dynamic model
of an aircraft with the purpose of designing
adaptive numerical control

p0201 A77-25281
N A S A ' s advanced control law program for the F-8

Digital Fly-By-Wire aircraft
p0267 A77-28802

M a x i m u m likelihood identifier refinements for F-8C
adaptive control

p0267 A77-28803
An adaptive flight controller for the F-8 without

explicit parameter identification
p0267 A77-28804

Digital controllers for VTCI aircraft
p0268 A77-28845

Digital control of high performance aircraft using
adaptive estimation techniques

p0295 A77-30480
Application of pole allocation to the design of

stabilization systems, illustrated by the
longitudinal motion of an aircraft

p0360 A77-36980
Flight data processing with the F-8 adaptive

algorithm
[AIAA 77-1012] pO<155 A77-M2758

A two-level adaptive controller for application to
flight control systems
[AIAA 7"'-1092] p0456 A77-42797

Application of DBF adaptive array to
navigation/tracking systems

P0571 A77-51185
F-8C adaptive flight control laws

[NASA-CE-2880] p0596 N77-33202
F-8C adaptive flight control extensions for

m a x i m u m likelihood estimation
[NASA-CB-2881] p0596 N77-33203

ADAPTIVE COHTBOL SYSTEMS
D ADAPTIVE CONTROL

ADAPTIVE FILTBBS
Improved navigation using adaptive Kalman filtering

p0150 A77-20657
Adaptive tracking of abruptly maneuvering targets

p0267 A77-28836
Adaptive fading memory filtering in a

decentralized airborne tracking system
[AIAA 77-1C88] ' p0456 A77-42793

ADDITIVES
NT ANTIOIIDANTS
NT Oil ADDITIVES
NT PBOPELLAST ADDITIVES

The electrical conductivity during pumping and
filtration of BT fuel containing an antistatic
additive

p0300 A77-31441
New potentials for conventional aircraft when

powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
p0312 A77-33392

ADDBBSSIIG
ADSEL - A selective address secondary surveillance

radar
p0402 A77-37722

ADHEBODETEBS
0 ADHESION TESTS

ADHESIOM TESTS
Durability of bonded aluminum structure

p0046 177-13733
ADHESIVE BONDING

Durability of bonded aluminum structure
p0046 A77-13733

Effect of surface exposure tine on bonding of
commercially pure titanium alloy

P0046 A77-13735

Aerospace adhesive bonding
p0198 A77-24924

Aerospace weld bonding-rivet bonding
p0198 A77-24925

Says of improving Joints in aircraft construction
p0253 A77-271H9

PABST surface treatment and adhesive selection
Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology
for aircraft structures

p0255 A77-2/519
Research on adhesive bonding and surface
characteristics of metals at Fokker-VFR
[FOK-B-1816] p0039 N77-11405

Adhesive bonded aerospace structures standardized
repair handbook
[AD-A035601] p0425 B77-26072

Exploratory development on durability of
adhesive bonded joints
[AD-A039864] p0530 N77-30249

Surface finishing of metal airfoils by
adhesive bonding
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12631-2] p0538 N77-311J1

ADHESIVES
High performance composites and adhesives for
V/ST01 aircraft
CAD-A035928] p0388 N77-25265

ADHIBISTBATION
0 BAHAGEHEBT

ADVANCED 1IBBOBNE COHHABD POST
0 E-4A AIRCBAFT

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 1IGB.' TUN AIRCBAFT
D ATLIT PROJECT

AEBIAL EXPLOSIONS
fiesearch on smart target for aerial combat. Part

1: General description
[AD-A029171] pOISO N77-17050

Research on smart target for aerial combat. Part
2: Technical description
[AD-A029172] p0180 N77-17051

AEBIAL IHAGEBY
B AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH!

AEBIAL PHOTOGBAPHT
A new, versatile stereo-camera system for
large-scale helicopter photography of forest
resources in central Europe

p0189 A77-23271
The KA-102A Lorop camera airborne Long Range

Oblique Photography
p0191 A77-2J536

KS-128 night photo system flight test results
p0192 A77-23540

The helicopter Ka-26 in the Special Purpose
Flights Sector of Interflng. II

p0555 A77-49657
AEBIAL BECOBNAISS4NCE

Aerial reconnaissance systems; Proceedings of the
Seminar, Reston, Va., (larch 24, 25, 1976

p0190 A77-23517
Reconnaissance design considerations for the F-5
multiple mission tactical fighter

p0190 A77-2J518
Criteria for developing a multi-sensor
reconnaissance pod system for carriage on
tactical aircraft onboard A-7 aircraft

p0190 A77-23519
Tactical reconnaissance pod system development for

the F-14
p0190 A77-2J520

BPV sensor system interface
p0190 A77-23S^1

Integration of a tactical reconnaissance system
with Navy attack aircraft

p0190 A77-23522
How real is real tine reconnaissance image

data management
p0191 A77-23526

A CCD viewfinder as an adjunct to aerial
reconnaissance systems

p0191 A77-2J527
A simple technique for making long range imaging

and surveillance systems trade-offs TV
camera compensation nomographs for aerial
reconnaissance

p0191 A77-2J528
Dtilization of IB imagery in tactical reconnaissance

p0191 A77-23W9
Microwave radionetric imagor design for pods and
aircraft

pOISI A77-23532



SUBJECT INDEI ABBODIBABIC CBABACTEBISTICS

The AN/UXD-1 electronic camera BP-1C airborne
reconnaissance pod sjstei

p0192 A77-23537
long wavelength radar - Its purpose and applications

p0192 A77-23538
The Ka-26 helicopter in the special flights domain

of Interflng. I
p0115 A77-39153

Seal-tine aerial reconnaissance using the
return-beam vidicon

pOIII A77-10665
Aircraft laboratories and experience in using then

for the development of methods and Deans of
remote sensing of earth resources

p0515 A77-17199
Space experiment simulation using an aircraft

laboratory
p0515 A77-I17200

An evaluation of future EFT automatic navigation
systems

p0518 477-17319
Advanced avicnics for the Advanced Bemotely

Piloted Vehicle /ABPV/
p0518 A77-17350

A miniature rotary-wing EPV
p0518 A77-17351

Analysis of phase IIB of FE 13.8 Scout
helicopter as an observation platform
[AD-A028816] p0180 N77-17019

An analysis of personnel parachute.-, for use by
Marine Corps Force Beconnaissance Units
[AD-A011151] p0587 H77-33121

aBBIAL BDDDEES
The development of a carbon fiber-reinforced

plastic rudder for the Alpha Jet
[DGLB PAPEB 76-193] p0091 A77-16572

Trapped rubber processing for advanced composites
[SHE PAPBB IH76-172] p0563 A77-51009

(find tunnel tests of the dynamic characteristics
of the floidic ruddet
[NASA-CB-145142] p0232 H77-18163

Thrust augmented spin recovery device
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11970-1] p0323 N77-22117

AEBOACODSIICS
Semiempirical theory o( the generation of discrete
tones by a supersonic nnderexpanded jet
impinging on an obstacle

p0306 A77-32283
A parametric model study of the noise generated by

the aerodynamic interaction of the tail rotor
with the wake of the main rotor

p03«2 A77-33777
Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core

engine noise suppressors on NASA guiet engine 'C1

[AIAA PAPEB 77-922] p0112 A77-38597
Upper surface blowing aerodynamic and acoustic

characteristics
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-608] pO<K)9 A77-11857

Core noise source diagnostics on a tnrbofan engine
using correlation ana coherence technignes

p050<l A77-11157
Coherent structures in the mixing zone of a

subsonic hot free jet
[ONEBA, IP BO. 1977-88] p0562 A77-50989

Theoretical jet exhaust noise model for the duct
burning tnrbofan
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1261] p0564 A77-51028

Are wheel-well related aeroaconstic sources of any
significance in airfcane noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1270] p0564 A77-51033

Hoise component method for airframe noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1271] p0561| A77-51034

Hew scaling laws for hot and cold jet tiling noise
based on a geometric acoustics model
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1287] p0565 A77-51047

Unsteady surface pressure characteristics on
aircraft coaponents and farfield radiated
airframe noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1295] p0565 A77-51052

Forward flight effects on EBF noise Externally
Blown Flaps
[AIJA PAPEB 77-131*] pOS66 A77-51069

Numerical prediction ot aeroacoustic jet-flap flows
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-1316] p0566 A77-51071

Interim noise correlation for some OTB
configurations using external jet-flow deflectors

engine Over The Sing
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1317] p0566 A77-51072

Sunnary of forward velocity effects on fan noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1319] p0566 A77-51074

Investigation of subsonic fan noise sources by
fluctuating pressure measurements on rotating
blades
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1321] p0566 A77-51075

Acoustic scattering of point sources by a loving
prolate spheroid jet fuselage
[AIAA PAPER 77-1326J p0567 477-51080

Effect of flight on jet noise from supersonic
nnderexpanded flows
[ 4 I A A PAPEB 77-1328] p0567 A77-51082

Effects of forward motion on jet and core noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1330] p0567 477-51081

Acoustic performance of inlet multiple-pure-tone
suppressors installed on H4SA Quiet Engine fc*
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1333] p0567 A77-51087

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1339] p0567 A77-51088

Helicopter rotor aerodynamic and aeroaconstic
environments
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1338] p0568 A77-51091

Sons results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee
tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, loads, and
performance
[AI4A PAPEB 77-1310] p0568 A77-51093

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with
stator vanes as a noise source
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1312] p0568 A77-51095

Effect of forward motion on turbomachinery noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1316] p0568 A77-51099

Simultaneous characterization of jet noise sources
and acoustic field by a new application of
conditional sampling
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1319] p0569 A77-51102

Experimental results of large-scale structures In
jet flows and their relation to jet noise
production
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1350] p0569 A77-5110J

Aeroacoustic performance of a scoop inlet
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-1351] p0569 A77-51107

The influence of the inlet duct contour on forward
radiated fan noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1355] p0569 A77-S1108

Acoustic loads on npper-snrface-blown powered-lift
systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1363] p0569 A77-51115

Cabin noise behavior of a USB STOL transport
upper surface blowing ic-11 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1365] p0569 A77-51117

An analytical model for entropy noise of subsonic
nozzle flow
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1366] p0569 A77-51118

ABBODYHABIC AXIS
U ABHODTNAHIC BALANCE

AEBODIBAHIC BAL4BCB
Height and balance considerations in the design of

the A-10A close air support aircraft
[SASE PAPEB 1101] p O O l O A77-1^183

Scram jet exhaust simulation technique for
hypersonic aircraft nozzle design and
aerodynamic tests
[AIAA PAPEB 77-82] p0138 A77-19815

External force balance - The measurement of
inflight loads on F-1Q external stores
aircraft reliability design

p021J A77-26829
Aerodynamic centre of wing-fuselage combinations

[ESDU-76015] p0127 N77-11992
ABBODIBABIC BBAKES

RT LEADIBG EDGE SLATS
HI TBAILIBG-EDGE FLAPS
NT IIBG FLAPS

F-15 composite speedbrake in production
p0359 A77-36682

ABBODIiABIC BUZZ
U FLOTTBB
ABBODIHABIC CBBIEB
D ABBODINABIC BALANCE
ABSODIBABIC CBABACTBBISTICS
NT ABBODYBABIC BALANCE
SI AEBODYNAOIC DBAG
NT ABBODYNAHIC STABILITY
NT INTEBFEBENCE DBAG
NT IB1EBFEBENCE LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT LIFT
HI BOTOB LIFT
NT STATIC ABBODIBABIC CBABACTBBISTICS
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HI SOPEFSONIC DBAG
Practical requirements in industry in

computerized aerodynamic calculations for aircraft
p0013 A77-12552

Investigation of the effect of interference of a
delta wirg and a half-bod;

p0052 A77-i4882
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and

Astronautics, 18th, Tel Aviv and Haifa, Israel,
Bay 19, 20, 1976, Proceedings

p0053 A77-15026
AH* proposes new propeller aerofoils

p0056 A77-15623
Determination of the aerodynamic damping of

beading-twisting oscillations of tnrbcmachine
blades in air streams

p0059 A77-15978
Analysis of the nonstationary aerodynamic
characteristics of cascades of arbitrarily
shaped profiles

p0059 A77-15981
Determination of aerodynamic damping during

torsional vibrations of turbine blades
p0060 A77-1598H

Influence of aerodynamic factors on the excitation
of torsional flutter in the blades of compressor
cascades

p0060 A77-15990
Effect of certain aerodynamic factors on

inducement of vibraticns in turbomachine blades
p0061 A77-15995

Flight dynamics and contrcllability of large jet
airplanes Russian book

p0089 A77-16175
The effect of twist on the aerodynamic

investigation of axial compressor blades
p0098 A77-16786

General survey of the studies and testing
techniques that led to the definition of B500
performance

p0100 A77-17050
Ejectors for supersonic transport aircraft -

Analytical method
p0106 A77-17262

Bide control for high speed ground transportation
including passenger-seat dynamics and active
aerodynamic suspensions

p0115 A77-18724
Effect of a conical break in delta Kings on
aerodynanc characteristics

p0136 A77-19733
Aeromechanics of mission completion for

structurally damaged aircraft
[ A I A A PAPIB 77-112] p0139 S77-19836

Effects of inviscid parallel shear flows on steady
and unsteady aerodynamics and flutter
[AIAA PAPES 77-158] pOUlO A77-19864

On the analysis of the aerodynamic and flutter
characteristics of transonic compressor blades

p0115 A77-20139
Handling quality criterion for heading control

aileron-rudder sequencing for coordinated turns
pOT47 A77-204U3

Aerodynamic design future aircraft design
factors

p0153 A77-20716
Improvement of the structure-dynamical properties

of aircraft with CCV systems
[DGLB PA."EH 76-237] p0156 A77-21876

Possibilities and solution methods of CCV technology
[DSIE SAPEE 76-236] p0156 A77-21879

The technical concept of the H-62H. II - Fuel
system

p0159 A77-22120
On aerodynamic coupling between lateral and

longitudinal degrees of freedom for military
flight conditions
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-0] p0160 A77-22206

Practical aerodynamics of the Yak-18T airplane
Enssian book

p0162 A77-22U50
A wing for the Airbus

, p0163 A77-22662
Theory of an axisymmetric parachute. I

p0193 A77-23854
Supersonic gas flow past permeable plates

p0193 A77-23860
Development of a turbulent boundary layer after

interaction with a shock wave at H = 2-6

p0202 A77-25J26
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Baterials r

Conference, 18th, Harch 21-23, 1977, and
Dynamics Specialist Conference, San Diego,
Calif., Barch 21, 25, 1977, Technical Papers.
Volume B - Dynamics, structural dynamics

P0207 A77-25778
Viscous and elastic perturbations of
two-dimensional hypersonic aerodynamics
[AIAA 77-<l«9] p0210 A77-2b807

Flow regimes underlying aeroacoustic excitation ot
airplane wings

p0211 A77-26039
Eefinement of the Bean Streamline Method of blade

section design
[ASHE PAPEB 76-HA/FE-11 ] pO.^13 A77-26437

The commercial supersonic aircraft
p0250 A77-26999

Theory and practice of designing passenger aircraft
Bnssian book

p0251 A77-271^6
Aerodynamics of passenger aircraft

p0251 A77-27127
Bethods in the aerodynamical design of lifting
surfaces

p0251 A77-27128
Bethods of linear theory in problems involving
optimization of the aerodynamical
characteristics of subsonic profiles

p0251 A77-271JO
Changes in aerodynamical characteristics due to

structural deformations
p0252 A77-271JU

High-lift devices on a wing and means ot improving
their effectiveness

p02S3 A77-27148
Summary of NASA aerodynamic and heat transfer
studies in turbine vanes and blades
[SAB PAPEB 760917] p0259 A77-28225

The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at subsonic flight speeds

p0260 A77-28367
The variable geometry in supersonic compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-35] p0263 A77-285bO

Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis
of unsteady supersonic cascades. II -
Aerodynamic response predictions
[ASHE PAPEE 77-GT-45] p0264 A77-28558

High-temperature potential of ancooled radial
turbines
[ASBE PAPEE 77-GT-46] p026<! A77-2B5S9

synthesis techniques for insensitive aircraft
control systems

p0268 A77-28843
The aerodynamic design and testing of turbine

blades having high turning angles
p0270 A77-2SJ22

Flight mechanics. Collection of papers dedicated
to the sixtieth anniversary of the academician
Vladimir Vasil'evich Strnminskii Bnssian book

p0296 A77-30555
Nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of slender
wings of arbitrary planform

p0296 A77-J0556
Some specific features of the aerodynamic
characteristics of cones situated in viscous
hypersonic flow

P0297 A77-30576
Aerodynamic characteristics plane diffnsor
cascades in which the flow over the blade backs
is controlled by injecting air from slots into
the boundary layer

pOJOS A77-J.2092
Analytical calculation of curves of the 'airfoil

profile' type
p0305 A77-J210U

Effect of endwall cooling on secondary flows in
turbine stator vanes

p0306 A77-J22J9
Analysis of the geometry of an axisymmetric

hypersonic wake and of the gas velocities in the
wake on the basis of aeroballistic test data

p0307 A77-32J83
Flow past an airfoil of arbitrary shape by a

potential stream of fluid near a solid
interface. I, II

pOJOS A77-J27U3
Calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing of complex planform
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with allowance for vortex sheet at the nose
F0309 A77-32811

Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing
aerodynamics
[ A I A A 77-575] p03<!8 A77-34935

Development of the circulation control wing to
provide STOI potential for high performance
aircraft
[AIAA 77-578] p0318 A77-34937

V/STOL aerodynamic testing techniques at British
Aircraft Corporation
[ A I A A 77-580] p0349 A77-34941

The AV-8B wing - Aerodynamic concept and design
[ A I A A 77-607] p0351 A77-34959

A contribution to calcalate the performance of
multistage axial-flcw compressors

p0360 A77-36977
Effect of angle of attack and Bach number on

slender wing aerodynamics application to
space shuttle
[ A I A A PAPER 77-667] p0361 A77-37021

A two-dimensional cascade solution using minimized
surface singularity density distributions - with
application to file cccled turbine blades
[AIAA PAPER 77-715] p0362 A77-37055

In-flight measurements cf the GA/W/-2 aerodynamic
characteristics
[SAE PAPBS 770061] p0393 A77-37079

An investigation of the aerodynamics and cooling
of a horizontally-opposed engine installation
[SAE PAPF.B 770067] p0393 A77-37085

The controlwing aircraft applied to flying boat
[SAE PAP5B 770074] p0390 A77-37092

Use of simplified flow separation criteria for
slotted flap preliminary design
[ S A E PAPEB 770081] p0390 A77-37097

The fenestron helicopter fan-in-tail concept
status and evolution

p0405 A77-37792
Fundamentals of aerodynanic design: Propellers

/2nd enlarged edition/ Serbo-Croatian book
pOOOS A77-37949

Aircraft anti-icing devices ,
p0015 A77-39275

Aerodynamics of helicopter flight near the ground
[AHS 77-33-00] p0418 A77-40052

Upper surface blowing aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics
[ A I A A PAPER 77-608] pO«49 A77-41857

Hethods and problems in practical aerodynamics
/4th revised and enlarged edition/ Russian
book

pOOSO A77-42219
Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic

derivatives from steady-state measurement of an
aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1123] p0058 A77-43156

Maximum likelihood estimation of aerodynamic
derivatives for an oblique wing aircraft from
flight data
[AIAA 77-1135] pOH59 A77-43166

Aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic fighter
airplane configurations based on Soviet design
concepts
[ A I A A 77-1162] p0060 A77-43188

Identification of aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics at high angles of attack and
sideslip using the estimation before modeling
/EBB/ technique
[AIAA 77-1169] p0060 A77-43192

Becent research on aerodynamic characteristics of
fighter configurations during spins
[ A I A A 77-1163] p0460 A77-43196

Hew aircraft airfoils. I for transonic
aircraft, light aviation and for helicopter
rotor blades

p0061 A77-43329
Analytic construction of 'aerodynamic profile1

curves
p0470 A77-44100

Flight test results for an advanced technology
light airplane
[AIAA P A P E R 77-1217] pO«99 A77-04319

Nonlinear lifting-surface theory for yawed and
banked wings in ground proximity

pOSOS A77-45387
The arrow wing - Its potentialities and drawbacks

with regard to in-flight aerodynamic research
P0512 A77-46606

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a wing moving at subsonic speed, in the case of
a weak shock-wave effect on the wing

p0520 A77-47667
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of

kerosene-spray flames
pOSbO A77-48181

Aerodynamic effects during supersonic flow past a
laser beam

pOb52 A77-48515
Experimental data and theoretical analysis of an
operating 100 k» wind turbine

p0553 A77-4889B
Fluid dynamics of diffuser augmented wind turbines

pOb53 A77-48899
Vortex lattice prediction of subsonic aerodynamics
of hypersonic vehicle concepts

p0554 A77-49J4J
The technical conception of the IL-A2H -

Aerodynamic features
p0555 A77-49655

Influence of the noise level in a transonic wind
tunnel on the aerodynamic characteristics of
models
[ONEHA, TP NO. 1977-110] p0562 477-50996

Conditions of physical validity in the linear
aerodynamics of supersonic jets

p0570 A77-51608
Hethods studies on system identification from
transient rotor tests
[BASA-CB-137965] p0017 B77-1000b

High supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of
five irregular planform wings with
systematically varying wing fillet geometry
tested in the NASA/LaHC 4-foot OPST (LEG 2)
(LA45A/B)
[HASA-CB-147628] pOOIS N77-10010

Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a
helicopter rotor in translational flight. Two
dimensional simulation of the effects due to
cyclic variations of the velocity vector
[AAAF-BT-76-20] p0019 N77-10019

Prediction Hethods for Jet T/STOL Propulsion
Aerodynamics, volume 1
[AD-A024022] p0024 B77-10068

Prediction Hethods for Jet T/STOI Propulsion
Aerodynamics, volume 2
[AD-A024023] p0025 B77-10069

Lifting surface theory for rectangular wings
p0026 B77-10347

Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice
concept to aircraft-interference problems

p0027 B77-10309
An application of the suction analog for the
analysis of asymmetric flow situations

p0027 H77-10350
Inverse transonic airfoil design including viscous
interaction

p0027 B77-10354
Advanced transonic aerodynamic technology

p0027 B77-10365
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-flap configurations with
externally blown flaps
[NASA-CB-2705] p0030 H77-11006

Small axial compressor technology, volume 1
[BASA-CR-134827-VOL-1] p0035 B77-11048

Small axial compressor technology, volume 2
tables
[BASA-CE-134827-VOL-2] p0035 B77-11049

Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed to
drive a lift fan. 1: Baseline performance
[HASA-TB-X-3452] p0065 B77-12000

Airworthiness and flight characteristics
evaluation: TAH-1S improved Cobra agility and
maneuverability helicopter
[AD-A025Q76] p0069 B77-12043

Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrust
vectoring on low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a large-scale supersonic
transport model
[JlASa-TH-D-8296 ] p0072 H77-12065

FOBTBAB programs for the determination of
aerodynamic derivatives from transient
longitudinal or lateral responses of aircraft
[ABC-CP-1300] p0072 H77-12067

Rind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale model
of a lift-cruise fan V/STOL aircraft with
extended lift-cruise nacelles
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[HASA-TB-X-73164] p0075 H77-12999
Comparisons of several aerodynamic methods for

application to dynamic loads analyses
[NASA-CR-137720] p0075 N77-13001

Inlet and internal aerodynamics of a VTOL thrust
angmenter
[AD-A027647] p0081 H77-13067

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of 45 deg
swept wings at Hach approximately 0
[HASA-TB-X-73942] p0120 N77-13990

Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of
several rotorcraft airfoils at Hach nnmbers froo
0.35 to 0.90
[ NASA-TH-Z-73990] p0127 N77-14999

Stady of unconventional aircraft engines designed
for low energy consumption
[NASA-CR-135136] p0130 N77-15043

Hated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for the 0.04 scale model TE 1065 (Boeing
747-100) of the 747 CAH and the 0.0405 scale
model (43-0) of the space shuttle orbiter in the
NASA Langley V/STOI transition research wind
tunnel (CAS) , volume 3
[NASA-CR-147643] p0131 N77-15083

Effects of wing leading-edge radius and Beynolds
number on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of highly swept wing-body
configurations at subscnic speeds
[NASi-TN-D-8361] p0167 H77-15980

Aerodynamic and acoustic tests of duct-burning
turbofan exhaust nozzles
[BASA-CB-2628] p0175 H77-16986

An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics
of the Rline-Fogleman airfoil
[AB-76-5] p0175 N77-16988

Investigation of the steady-state behavior of two
delta-wing hang gliders
[NASA-TT-F-17394] p0178 H77-17031

Single-stage, low-noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 4: Pan aerodynamics. Section 1:
Results and analysis
[NASA-CE-134892] pOISI H77-17060

Single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 4: Fan aerodynamics. Section 2:
Overall and blade element performance data
tabulations
[HASA-CB-134893] p0182 N77-17061

Results of recent BASA research on low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic cruise
aircraft

p0217 H77-18003
Upper surface nacelle influence on SCAR

aerodynamic characteristics at transonic speeds
p0217 H77-18004

Experimental and theoretical low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a Hortmann airfoil as
manufactured on a fiberglass sailplane
[NASA-TN-D-8324] p0223 N77-18049

Side forces on a tangent ogive forebody with a
fineness ratio of 2.5 at high angles of attack
and low speed
[NASA-TH-X-73176] p0223 N77-18053

Computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristics of npper-snrface-blowing and
over-wing-blowing configurations
[HASA-TH-I-73987] p0223 H77-18055

On the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of
oscillating airfoils in two-dimensional
transonic flow
[NLB-HP-76003-0] p0224 N77-18060

Aerodynamic characteristics of a series of bodies
with and without tails at Hach nnnbers from 0.8
to 3.0 and angles of attack from 0 to 45 degrees
[AD-A028324] p0224 H77-18065

Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of proposed
high wing maneuvering air-to-surface submnnitions
[AD-A028227] p0225 1177-18067

Flow-field characteristics near the midaing
weapons pylon of the F-16 aircraft at Hach
nnmbers from 0.4 to 0.95
[AD-A028078] p0225 H77-18075

AEROZ: Computer program for transonic aircraft •
aerodynamics to high angles of attack. Volume
1: Aerodynamic methods and program users' guide
[NAS&-TH-X-73208-VOL-1] p0277 H77-20022

AEBOZ: Computer program for transonic aircraft
aerodynamics to high angles of attack. Volume
2: Comparisons of test cases with experiment
[NASJ-TH-Z-73208-VOL-2] p0277 H77-20023

AEBOZ: computer program for transonic aircraft
aerodynamics to high angles of attack. Volume
3: AEBOZ computer program listing
CNASA-TH-X-73208-VOL-3] p0277 "77-20024

Aileron and Krneger nose flap effectiveness
measured on an oblique wing
[HASA-TH-X-3459] p027b H77-200J2

Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a series
of wrap-around-fin missile configurations
[HASA-TH-Z-3461] p0279 H77-200J3

Correlation with flight of some aeroelastic model
studies in the NASA Langley transonic dynamics
tunnel

p0287 H77-21032
iind-tnnnel results of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/8-scale model of a twin
engine short-haul transport in Langley
V/STOL tunnel
[HASA-TS-Z-74011] p0289 H77-21047

Effect of wing flexibility on the experimental
aerodynamic characteristics of an oblique wing
[HASA-TH-Z-3460] p0292 877-21098

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
13-percent-thick airfoil section designed for
general aviation applications
[NASA-TH-X-72697] p0330 B77-2J049

iind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of symmetrically deflected
ailerons of the F-8C airplane conducted in
the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-74008] p0330 N77-2J052

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 3:
Aerodynamic characteristics of heavy lift
airship as measured at low speeds conducted
in the Ames 7 by 10 food wind tunnel
[NASA-CF-151919] p0331 877-23058

Low-aspect-ratio wing in a bounded inviscid flow
[AD-A032529] p0331 H77-23066

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: Hotion in
vertical gusts
[NASA-TB-Z-73228] p0363 S77-24052

Aerodynamic characteristics at Hach 6 of a
hypersonic research airplane concept having a 70
deg swept delta wing
[ NASA-IB-Z-3475] p0364 1177-24061

Flight testing and evaluation techniques for the
determination of handling qualities

pOJ69 N77-24119
Noise of fan designed to reduce stator lift
fluctuations
[HASA-TH-Z-3538] p0371 N77-24141

The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at subsonic flight speeds
[NLB-HP-76017-0] p0379 N77-25097

Effect of production modifications to rear of
flestland Lynx rotor blade on sectional
aerodynamic characteristics
[ARC-CP-1362] p0379 N77-2S101

Experimental evaluation of the effect of rotation
on the aerodynamic characteristics of two rotor
hub fairing shapes
[&D-A033555] pOJSO N77-25110

DS Army helicopter design datcom. Volume 1:
Airfoils
[NASA-CB-153247] p0383 N77-25151

Estimation at subsonic speeds of the longitudinal
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at angles up to 90 deg
[iBE-BEPT-1672(WH/D) ] p0426 877-26080

Airframe, wing, and tail aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6-scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft with the rotors
removed
[NASA-TS-D-8456] pO»26 N77-26082

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of a vectored-engine-over-wing configuration
having spanwise leading-edge vortex enhancement
[NASA-TH-Z-73955] p0433 N77-27072

A three-dimensional viscous/potential flow
interaction analysis method for multielement
wings
[NASA-CB-152012] p0434 877-27076

The transonic Beynolds number problem
limitations of transonic aerodynamic test
facilities

p0437 H77-27140
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
13.1-percent-thick, high-lift airfoil
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[BASA-CB-153937] p0471 H77-28069
Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamic
characteristics of irregular planform wings at
Bach number 0.3 in the Ames 12 ft pressure
»ind tonnel
[BASA-TH-X-73132] p0472 H77-28073

The characteristics of a family of rooftop
aerofoils designed at their drag-rise condition
in viscous, conpzessible flow. Fart 2: Off
design conditions
[ABC-CP-1321] p0472 B77-28075

Reasnrements of pressure distribution on a
half-model mug-body combination of 55 deg.
sweep over a wide range of Beynolds nanber
[ABC-CP-1328] pO<472 H77-28078

I comparison of the experimental aerodynamic
characteristics of an obligne wing with those of
a swept wing in the Ames 6 by 6 foot wind
tunnel
[BASA-TH-X-3547] pOll73 H77-28086

Aerodynamic performance of 0.4066-scale model of
JT8D refan stage with S-dact inlet
[BASA-TB-D-8458] pO«l7ll F77-28088

Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale powered
model of the rotor systems research aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-3489] p0474 B77-28090

Hind-tunnel investigation of a variable camber and
twist wing in the Langley 8-ft transonic
wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-D-8475] p0474 H77-28091

Investigation of effect of propulsion system
installation and operation on aerodynamics of an
airbreathing hypersonic airplane at Hach 0.3 to
1.2
[BASA-T8-D-8503] p0474 B77-28093

Aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
configuration with two advanced general aviation
airfoil sections and simple flap systems
[BASA-TB-D-8524] p0474 B77-28094

A comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics at
transonic speeds of four wing-fuselage
configurations as determined from different test
techniques, 4 October 1960
[L50H02] p0485 H77-29077

Characteristics of swept wings at high speeds, 30
January 1952
[L52A15] p0486 H77-29078

Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of an advanced
supersonic cruise arrow-wing configuration'
[BASA-TH-74043] p0187 S77-29096

Subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic
characteristics of a supersonic cruise fighter
model with a twisted and cambered wing with 74
deg sweep
[BASA-TB-X-3530] pO«87 H77-29102

Aerodynamic data and off-design characteristics of
the modified quasi-elliptical airfoil section
BLB 7101
[HLB-TR-76012-0] p0525 N77-30094

An experimental investigation of a snbscale
variable pressure ratio high thru flow turbine
[AD-A039823L] p0528 H77-30121

Aerodynamic characteristics at Hach numbers from
0.6 to 2.16 of a supersonic cruise fighter
configuration with a design Hach number of 1.8
[BiSA-TH-X-3559] p0577 H77-32081

Effect of rotor wake on aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6 scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft in the
Langley V/STOL tunnel
[HASA-TB-X-3548] p0577 H77-32083

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
and engine pressure distributions for an
aircraft with an integrated scramjet designed
for Hach 6 cruise conducted in Langley 7 by
10 foot high speed tunnel
[HASA-TH-X-73911] p0585 H77-33108

Theoretical parametric study of the relative
advantages of vinglets and wing-tip extensions
[BASA-TP-1020] p0585 B77-33112

The effect of flight on the noise of subsonic jets
[AD-A041730] p0592 H77-33176

ling rock as a lateral-directional aircraft limit
cycle oscillation induced by nonlinear
aerodynamics occurring at high angle of attack
[AD-A042104] F0596 B77-33204

AEBODIiABIC CBOBDS
<J AIBFOIL PECFILES

AESODI1AHIC COBPPICIBHTS
Aerodynamics of the Darrieus rotor

pOOSI A77-14559
Experimental determination of aerodynamic
influence coefficients during bending-twisting
oscillations of blades in a flat lattice

p0060 A77-15993
Theoretical determination of the characteristic

curves of airfoil profiles with flaps, flow
separation and ground effect
[DGLE PAPEB 76-206] p0093 A77-16S46

An experiment to measure moment coefficients for
aerofoils oscillating in cascade

p0145 A77-20145
System identification for nonlinear aerodynamic
flight regimes

p0164 A77-22708
Closed formulae for aerodynamic coefficients of
arbitrary biplane wing sections

pO.200 A77-24979
Performance of steady and intermittent blowing jet
flaps and spanwise upper surface slots
[AD-A024364] p0019 1177-10027

Rind tunnel models for aero-optical interaction
stud;
[AD-A024925] p0073 H77-12078

Theoretical parametric study of the relative
advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions
[HASA-TH-X-74003] p0175 B77-16989

Theoretical method for calculation of body and
wing-body configuration coefficients up to
extremely high angles of attack
[BHVG-FB8T-76-10] p0224 B77-18058

Computer program for estimating coefficients of
axisymmetric bodies at extremely high angle of
attack
[BHVG-FBWT-76-11] p0224 H77-18059

Lateral aerodynamic parameters extracted from
flight data for the F-8C airplane in maneuvering
flight
[BASA-TH-D-8276] p0235 B77-19009

B77 flight test data processing
[SABD-76-8010] p0235 H77-19011

Nondestructive method for instrumenting helicopter
rotor blades
[BASA-CASE-LAR-11201-1] p0326 B77-22452

A parametric analysis of Kinglet effects
[AD-A034944] p0331 H77-23069

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
1: FLZISTAB theoretical description
[BASl-CE-114712] p0336 B77-^J12«

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
2: PLEXSTAB 1,02.00 user's manual
[BiSA-CB-114713] p0337 877-231̂ 5

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
3: ILEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[BASi-CB-114714] p0337 B77-23126

Lift calculation and flow mechanisms when the
maximum lift is exceeded
[H4SA-TT-F-17429] ' p0471 B77-28067

Experimental observations of the two-dimensional
power augmented ram wing operated'statically
over water
[AD-A038163] p0475 B77-28097

Identification of stability derivatives from wind
tunnel tests of cable-mounted aeroelastlc models
[BiSA-CB-145123] p0493 B77-29166

An extended Kalman filter for estimating
aerodynamic coefficients
[AD-A040594] p0524 B77-30092

Data reduction for the unsteady aerodynamics on a
circulation control airfoil wind tunnel test
data
[AD-A041153] p0577 B77-32064

AEBODI1AHIC COBPIGOBATIOIS
Anisotropic radiatively coupled wedge flow

p0002 A77-10218
Structural tests of aerodynamic surfaces - A
systems approach to analysis and design

pOOID A77-12206
Rethods for elliptic problems in external
aerodynamics

p0013 A77-12554
Two-dimensional aft bodies for minimum pressure

drag in supersonic flow
p0045 A77-13496
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Supersonic and subsonic, CTOL and VTOL, airplane
design /4th edition/ Book

p0053 A77-14972
Layout and flight performance of a hypersonic

transport /HST/
[DGIB P f P E B 76-198] p0095 A77-16575

Determining linimal drag of nonslender body
F0112 A77-17975

Effect of a conical break in delta wings on
aerodynamic characteristics

p0136 A77-19733
Stability derivative measurements vith

magnetically suspended cone-cylinder models
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-79] p0138 A77-19813

Reynolds number and nozzle afterbody configuration
effects on mcdel forebody and afterbody drag
[ A I A A P A P E E 77-103] f0139 A77-19827

The engine-over-the-wing noise problem
p0257 A77-27806

Aerodynamics contributions to advanced aircraft
p0272 A77-29652

The inverse problem for axisymmetric aerodynamic
shapes
[AIAA 77-1175] pO«47 A77-H1753

The next SST - Rhat will it be
[Alii PKPEB 77-797] pOISO 477-11960

Practical aerodynamics of maneuvering aircraft /A
manual for flight personnel/ Russian book

p0561 A77-50693
The impact of emissions standards on the design of

aircraft gas turbine engine coobustors
[HASA-TB-X-73490] p002U H77-10063

A computational system for aerodynamic design and
analysis of supersonic aircraft. Part 2:
User's manual
[HASA-CR-2716] p0030 H77-11005

Wind tunnel tests and aerodynamic computations;
thoughts on their use in aerodynamic design

p0063 H77-11979
Aerodynamic design

p0119 H77-13979
Aircraft configuration noise reduction, volume 1:

Engineering analysis
[AD-A030655/5] p0126 N77-14814

Investigation of normal shcck inlets for highly
maneuverable aircraft
[NASA-CR-137970] p0128 H77-15026

Aircraft design concept
[ NASA-CASE-LAH-11852-1] p0128 N77-15027

Thermal design and analysis of a hydrogen-burning
wind tunnel model of an airframe-integrated
scramjet
[HAS8-TB-X-73931] p0130 S77-15045

The design of a two-dimensional, high-endurance
airfoil with a given thickness distribution and
Reynolds number
[AD-A027968] p0176 N77-17012

Aerodynamic validation of a SCAR design
p0218 H77-18005

Supersonic cruise inlets for variable-cycle engines
p0219 H77-18015

Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Volume 1: Technical
report
[NASA-CR-151925] p0229 H77-18132

Lift cruise f*an V/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Volune 2: Schedules
and budgetary data
[NASA-CB-151926] p0229 H77-18133

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics at a
low-wing lift-fan transport including hover
characteristics in and out of ground effect
[HASA-TB-X-3420] p0278 N77-20029

Wind tunnel tests and aerodynamic computations:
Thoughts on their use in aerodynamic design
[HLB-HP-76013-0] p0289 H77-21061

IFF identification in zones vith highly
concentrated interrogation

p0326 R77-22370
Design study of a feedback control system for the

Bulticyclic Flap System rotor (HFS)
[HASA-CR-151960] p0363 H77-24055

Rind tunnel high lift optimization of a multiple
element airfoil
[FFA-TH-AO-778] p0379 H77-25103

Ring-body interference at moderate supersonic
speeds. A comparison between panel method and
experiment
[FFA-TH-AO-910] p0380 N77-25104

Aerodynamic configuration development of the
highly maneuverable aircraft technology remotely
piloted research vehicle
[NASA-CR-143841] p0425 N77-26076

Calculation of pressure distributions on two
axisymmetric boattailed configurations
[WRE-TR-1779(»)] p0473 N77-28083

Flight evaluation of a spoiler roll control system
on a light twin-engine airplane
[NASA-CR-154121] p0479 R77-281J5

A study ot commuter airplane design optimization
[NASA-CR-154270] pO<!90 H77-29142

Investigations of three-dimensional flow
separation on fuselage configurations
[AD-A039382] p0531 H77-J0421

An improved free wing for an aircraft
[HASA-CASE-FRC-10092-1] p0539 S77-J11J5

Have drag reduction for aircraft fuselage-wing
configurations. Volume 1: Analyses and results
[AD-A010997] p0546 N77-J2012

Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests
[NASA-TB-73495] p0591 H77-3J161

Consistency in aircraft structural and flight
control analysis

p0597 N77-3321J
AEBODTIABTC DBAG
HI SOPERSOSIC DRAG

Honoptimality of the steady-state cruise for
aircraft

p0046 A77-1J71J
Studies of the drag of, air cushion vehicles overland

p0099 A77-1702B
Determining minimal drag of Lonslender body

p0112 A77-1797b
Rind tunnel investigation of devices to reduce bus
aerodynamic drag
[AIAA P4PEB 77-307] p0113 A77-182J2

Reynolds Lumber and nozzle afterbody configuration
effects on model forebody and afterbody drag
[AIAA PAPER 77-103] p0139 A77-19827

On the minimum induced drag of ground effect wings
p0189 A77-2J276

The influence of the structural permeability of
the canopy on the drag coefficient of a parachute

p019J A77-2JB56
Dependence of the drag coefficient of a parachute

on the number of shroud lines
p0193 A77-2J8S7

Calculation of lift and induced drag from sparse
span loading data

p0199 A77-24940
Estimation of thrust and drag in non-steady flight

p0202 A77-2528J
Binimal-drag slender wings

p0296 A77-J0557
Fairing drag and additional drag presented by
engines ID supersonic flight

p0341 A77-JJ626
Comparison of predicted with measured aerodynamic
characteristics of the ATLIT airplane
Advanced Technology Light Twin Aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770419] p0392 A77-J7070

Flight test evaluation of a method to determine
the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770470] p0393 A77-37088

Drag evaluation of the Bellanca Skyrocket II
[SAE PAPEB 770172] p0394 A77-J7090

The theory of the optinnm-optimorum airfoil in
supersonic conditions

p0414 A77-38975
Aerodynamics of horizontally-opposed aircraft
engine installations
[AIAA PAPER 77-1249] p0509 A77-45508

Design of turbine, using distributed or average
losses; effect of blowing

p0066 N77-1^021
DSTAH: Direct Sea-To-Air Befueling (inflight
refueling of military cargo aircraft froi ships
at sea)
[AD-A026750] p0127 H77-1b010

Spanwise variation of potential form drag
finite element method
[HASA-CB-145180] p0331 B77-2JOS5

Calculations, and comparison with an ideal
BinimnB, of trimmed drag for conventional and
canard configurations having various levels ot
static stability
[HASA-TB-B-8391] p03b4 M77-24062
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Flight-measured lift and drag characteristics of a
large, flexible, high supersonic craise airplane
[HAS:.-TH-I-3532] p0366 H77-24100

Experimental evaluation of analytically shaped
helicopter rotor hub-pylon configurations using
the hnb pylon evaluation rig
[AD-A033554] p0380 H77-25111

Static stability and drag effects of various
external store configurations on the F-15
aircraft at Bach numbers fron 0.6 to 1.3
[AD-A038494] pO«35 H77-27109

An assessment of the airplane drag problem at
transonic and supersonic speeds, 15 July 1974
[L51)F16] pO<!86 H77-29079

Rave drag reduction for aircraft fuselage-wing
configurations. Volume 1: Analyses and results
[AD-A04C997] p05!16 N77-32012

Determining the lift and drag distributions on a
three-dimensional airfoil from flow-field
velocity surveys
[HASA-TH-73247] p0577 H77-32079

An overview of concepts for aircraft drag reductions
p0578 H77-32092

ABBODTBABIC FOBCBS
HT AEBODYHAHIC DRAG
HT AEBODYHABIC IHTEBFEBENCE
HT AEBODYHA1IC LOADS
HT BLAST LOADS
HT GUST LOADS
HT IHTEBFEREHCE LIFT
HT JET LIFT
HT LIFT
HT BOTOH LIFT
HT SOPEBSOHIC DBA6
HT ilHG LOADIHG

Forces on nnstaggered airfoil cascades in unsteady
in-phase motion
[ A S H E PAPEB 76-FE-S] p0004 A77-10854

Aerodynamics of sideslipping delta wings at
incidence with leading-edge separation

p0051 A77-14558
Force on a fixed row of blades from an evenly

distributed nonstationary flow
p0061 A77-15998

numerical procedures for the calculation of
unsteady air forces on oscillating wings and
fuselages
[OGLE PAPEB 76-155] p0095 A77-16578

Operational experience with lift plus lift/cruise
V/STOL aircraft propulsion system performance

p0102 A77-17233
A synthesis of unsteady aerodynamic effects

including stall hysteresis
p0107 A77-17408

Prediction of aerodynamic out-of-plane forces on
ogive-nosed circular cylinders

p0116 A77-18879
Unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on loaded
two-dimensional blades in nonuniform
incompressible flows

p0144 A77-20137
Unsteady aerodynamic forces in a rectilinear
cascade of subsonic blades
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1976-78] p0145 A77-20143

An experiment to measure moment coefficients for
aerofoils oscillating in cascade

p0145 A77-20145
Direct side force control - Possibilities and^

problems of an application in the case of
fighter aircraft
[DGLB PAPER 76-239] p0156 677-21877

State-space formulations for flutter analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 77-117] p0161 A77-22230

System identification fcr nonlinear aerodynamic
flight regimes

p0164 A77-22-"08
Closed formulae for aerodynamic coefficients of

arbitrary biplane wing sections
p0200 A77-24979

Forces acting on an oscillating airfoil in
transonic flow

p0200 A77-25042
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on vibrating transonic

turbine cascades
[ASBE PIPBB 76-SA/GT-8] p021» A77-26464

Supersonic-flow disturbances and aerodynamic
forces generated on a streamline surface during
fluid injecticn

p0256 A77-27781

Dynamic characteristics of systems for regulating
aerodynamic forces arising on a surface In
supersonic flow with the blowing of a lateral Jet

p0260 A77-28265
Comment on 'Induced side forces at high angles of

attack'
p()299 A77-31071

Highly cambered blades mounted in cascade and
oscillating in a fluid in transonic flow

pOJOS A77-J2949
Variable thickness shear layer aerodynamics
revisited

pOJII A77-33191
Calculation of the surface pressure for a

fuselage/wing configuration situated in an ideal
fluid

p0416 A77-39686
Normal force of a flat delta wing in supersonic How

p0416 A77-39694
Active flutter control using generalized unsteady

aerodynamic theory
p0455 A77-42772

Simplified unsteady aerodynamic concepts, with
application to parameter estimation
[AIAA 77-1124] p0458 A77-4J157

An investigation of the effect on aerodynamic
forces caused by the addition ot end plates to
helicopter rotor blades
[AD-A023541] p0019 H77-10024

Effect of unsteady variations in horizontal flow
velocity on the unsteady aerodynamic forces on a
preloaded lifting surface
[BHVG-FBWT-75-28] p0076 H77-1J008

Effect of drooped-nose flaps on the experimental
force and moment characteristics of an oblique
wing
[HASA-TH-X-3398] p0172 H77-16068

Flow effects at cross blowr lifting Jets of V/STOL
aircraft and their reaction on aerodynamic
forces and moments of the nacelle
[DLB-FB-76-34] p0176 H77-17008

Comparison of two methods used to measure
aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models
in wind tunnel tests
[&D-J030208] p0177 H77-17U16

The measurement of aerodynamic forces on an
oscillating model of a fan-engine nacelle
[BAE-TB-STBDCT-889] p02J6 H77-19018

Side forces on forebodies at high angles of attack
and Hach numbers from 0.1 to 0.7: two tangent
ogives, paraboloid and cone
[HASS-TH-X-3438] p0278 R77-20030

The design, analysis, and testing of a low-budget
wind-tunnel flutter model with active
aerodynamic controls

p0287 H77-21031
Evaluation of the aerodynamic interference of the
tunnel 4T captive trajectory system on the
separation characteristics of the BLU-27 store
[AD-A032063] p0290 H77-21064

Force and pressure tests of the GA{H)-1 airfoil
with a 209 aileron and pressure tests with a JO*
Fowler flap
[HASA-CB-2833] p0378 H77-25083

Flow effects with cross-blown lifting Jets of
V/STOL aircraft and their reactions on
aerodynamical forces and moments of the airframe
[HASA-TH-75143] p04JJ H77-27070

The effect of spanwise gust variations on the
transfer function of an aircraft model with one
degree of freedom
[ABL/STBOC-HOTB-431] p0479 H77-281J4

Determination of compressible unsteady aerodynamic
forces on a finite number of weakly curved
cascade of arbitrary depth in plane flow
[BSVG-FBBT-76-24] p0491 H77-29154

Systematic pressure distribution and force
measurements of two yawed slender wings
[IFD-2/76/1] p0525 H77-30095

Separatea-flow unsteady pressures and forces on
elastically responding structures

p0532 H77-31075
Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic theory for
interfering surfaces by the method of potential
gradient
[HASB-CB-2898] p0586 H77-33121

Airplane math modeling methods for active control
design

p0597 H77-J3212



AEBODYBAHIC BEIT TBAHSFEB SUBJECT IBDEX

iEBODIHAHIC BEAT TBASSFEB
NT HYPEBSOSIC HEJT TBAHSFEB
HT SOPEBSONIC HEAT TBAHSIEB

Summary of N A S A aerodynamic and heat transfer
studies in turbine vanes and blades
[NASA-TM-X-73518] p0071 N77-12059

AEBODYHAHIC BIATIHG
NT SHOCK BEATIHG

Strength of glass-fibre-reinforced plastics at
one-sided heating aircraft ablative thermal
protection coatings
[IAF PAPIE 76-200] pOOOS A77-10939

Aerodynamic heat transfer to a hypersonic research
aircraft nodel /X-24C/ at Bach 6

pOOSI A77-14557
Hypersonic flov over indented nosetips

[ A I A A PJPEB 77-91] p0139 A77-19820
Thin shell calorimetnc techniques for transition

detection at ablation temperatures
p0242 A77-26804

Experimental investigation of a fin-cone
interference flow field at Sach 5
[AD-A029999] p0236 N77-19022

The effect of simulated aerodynamic heating on the
strength of three rocket motor case steels
[BPE-TB-45] p0583 H77-32210

AEBODYNAHIC IHTBBFEBBICB
Applications ot linearised supersonic wing theory

to the calculation of some aircraft interference
flows

p0015 A77-12566
Investigation of airfoils near the ground with

nonsymmetrical flov past them
[DGIB PAPEB 76-152] p0092 A77-16539

A wall interference problem in a hybrid tunnel at
transonic speeds
[DGLB PAPEB 76-169] p0093 A77-16562

A numerical method for the exact calculation of
airloads associated with impulsively started wings
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-2] p0137 A77-19761

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle/afterbody testing at transonic tlacb numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 77-106] p0139 A77-19830

Detailed measurements of the periodically unsteady
flow produced by rotor and stator wake
interaction in a multistage tnrbomachine
[AIAA PAPEE 77-202] p0111 A77-19894

Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes
p0163 A77-22678

Effects of flow field aerodynamics on imaging
sensor resolution for high performance
reconnaissance aircraft

p0191 A77-23523
The effect of velocity fluctuations and

nonuniformities in the free stream on the
boundary layer development

p0345 A77-33853
A contribution to the problem of propeller-wing

interference German book
p0414 A77-39163

Theoretical study of hull-rotor aerodynamic
interference on semihnoyant vehicles
[AIAA 77-1172] pO<l<t7 A77-41752

A model for wind-tunnel rotorcraft research -
nodel design and test objectives

p0465 A77-43363
Theoretical and experimental investigation of

noise shielding for jet engines acoustic and
aerodynamic interference measurements
[BHFT-FE-S-76-09] p0183 H77-17072

Prediction of aerodynamic interference effects on
a fighter type wing-tip tank configuration with
and without pylon and store
[HLB-TE-75070-D] p0488 H77-29105

Variation of pitching moment with engine thrust
for a twin-engine commercial jet aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-3569] pOSSO H77-32131

ABBODIHAHIC LIFT
0 LIFT
ABBODYHAHIC LOADS
HT BLAST LOADS
HT COST LOADS
Analysis of unsteady airloads of helicopter rotors

in hover
[AIAA PAPEB 77-159] pOIIO A77-19865

On the unsteady aerodynamic rotor blade loading in
a transonic axial flow compressor with
steady-state inlet distortion

pOHI6 A77-20153

Static aeroelastic twist effects on helicopter
rotor-induced velocity

p0148 A77-2044B
Teflon airfraoe bearings - Their advantages and
limitations

p0159 A77-^146
Nonlinear, unsteady aerodynamic loads on
rectangular and delta wings
[AIAA PAPEB 77-156] p0161 A77-222J8

Advancing blade concept /ABC/ development
XH-59A flight tests

p0163 A77-22669
Discussion of existing load spectra for aircraft

and their parts
P0193 A77-23S72

Calculation of lift and induced drag from sparse
span loading data

p0199 A77-24940
A dynamic loads scaling methodology for helicopter
rotors
[AIAA 77-121] p0208 A77-2579<l

Unsteady aerodynamic modeling for arbitrary notions
of thin wing

[AIAA 77-451] p0210 A77-25808
External force balance - The measurement of
inflight loads on F-11 external stores
aircraft reliability design

p0243 A77-26829
Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward flight

p0215 A77-26867
Helicopter aerodynamics and structural loads survey

p02<!7 A77-26885
Experimental studies of trailing-edge conditions

on an oscillating airfoil at frequency
parameters of up to one
[AIAA PAPEB 77-150] v p0257 A77-28041

Fluctuating loads on the flap surfaces of an
externally-blown-flap configuration
[AIAA 77-589] ' pOJSO A77-31946

Evaluation of empennage fatigue loads for the
Beech Super King Air using a flight simulator
[SAE PAPEB 770164] p0393 A77-37082

Load distributions on slender delta wings having
vortex flow

pOIOS A77-37942
Load distribution on a close-coupled wing canard

at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1132] p0461 A77-1J198

Botor response prediction with non-linear
aerodynamic loads on the retreating blade
[ONBBA, TP HO. 1976-116] p0461 A77-43352

Optimum acoustic design of free-running low speed
propellers
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1218] p0502 A77-44J37

Application of the finite element technique
combined with the collocation method to subsonic
lifting surface problems

p0519 A77-47537
Early operation experience on the EBDA/HASA 100 kw

wind turbine rotor blade loads
[HASA-TH-X-71601] p0029 H77-10610

FALSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft
loading standard for fatigue evaluation

p0074 H77-12130
Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips of
thin, lifting wings in subcritical flow

P0075 H77-12996
Dynamic response of nonuniform rotor blades

P0076 H77-13003
Investigation of aerodynamic loads at spin entry
[AD-A026989] p0120 H77-1J995

Three-dimensional compressible flow through highly
loaded axial compressor blade rows
[AD-A027781] p0221 877-18064

Aerodynamic load characteristics of six 0.OS-scale
stores in the flow field of an F-4C aircraft at
Bach numbers from 0.5 to 1.1
[AD-A029144] p0225 B77-18073

An experimental study on the aerodynamic response
of a subsonic cascade oscillating near stall
[AD-A029672] p02J6 H77-19021

Examples of load prediction difficulties
p0275 H77-19991

Sectional loads technique. Part 1: Test
technique. Part 2: Test results aircraft
design optimization

P0275 B77-19992
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Prediction of aerodynamic loadings on the
leading-edge slats of the Fokker F 28 airliner

p0275 H77-19993
Prediction of aerodynaoic effects of spoilers on

wings considering effects of base venting
p0275 N77-19991

A technique for predicting external store
aerodynamic loads

p0275 N77-19995
Assessment of existing analytic nethods for

prediction of high angle-of-attack loads on
delta wings at supersonic speeds

p0276 877-20003
Pressure distributions for a swept wing body

configuration obtained from coupling transonic
potential flcv calculations and boundary layer
calculations

p0276 H77-20006
Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips of

thin, lifting nings in incompressible flow
p0276 B77-20007

Vortex lattice approach for conputing overall
forces on V/STOL configurations

p0276 S77-20008
The theoretical prediction of steady and unsteady

aerodynamic loading on arbitrary bodies in
supersonic flow

p0276 H77-20010
Theory of ving span loading instabilities near stall

p0277 N77-20011
Dynanic loading on an airfoil due to a growing

separated region
p0277 H77-20015

Separated-flow unsteady pressures and forces on
elastically responding structures
considering aircraft buffeting
[NASJ-TH-X-732HI] p0277 H77-20026

Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 - 30 June 1976
[AD-A031833] p0282 B77-20096

tUtra high tip speed (670.6 m/sec) fan stage with
composite rotor: Aerodynamic and mechanical
design
[BASA-CH-135122] p0282 H77-20101

Approximate method for calculating aerodynanic
loadings on an airfoil oscillating in high
subsonic flow
[NAL-TB-455T] p0315 B77-22017

TOBBADO flight loads survey
p0368 B77-21111

Beapons testing techniques aerodynamic loads
during aircraft maneuvers

p0369 B77-21115
AR-1G helicopter aerodynanic and structural loads

survey
[AD-A036910] p0385 B77-25169

Dnsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow
[AGAHD-CP-226] p0532 B77-31073

Unsteady airloads in separated and transonic flow
p0532 H77-31071

Dnsteady airloads on an oscillating supercritical
airfoil

p0531 B77-31085
A practical framework for the evaluation of

oscillatory aerodynanic loading on wings in
supercritical flow

p0531 B77-31089
Statistical review of counting acceleroneter data

for Bavy and flarine fleet aircraft
[AD-AOU1266] p0539 S77-31110

A guide for estimation of aeroacoustic loads on
flight vehicle surfaces, volume 1
[AD-A011198] p0578 B77-32090

ABBOOIBAHIC BOHBITS
0 SIABIIITT DBBIVATIVES

ABBOOIBABIC BOIS8
A test facility for aircraft jet noise reduction. II

pOOOS A77-1181t>
Skin friction on a flat perforated acoustic liner

p0016 A77-13729
Sound shielding on an engine model and comparison
•ith theory
CBSIB PAPBB 76-iesj poosi 477-16573

Application of the method of causality to the
study of noise fro* a subsonic jet

p0106 A77-17309
Heat diffusion as a source of aerodynamic sound

p0107 477-17U13

An experimental investigation of airframe
component interference noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-56] p0138 A77-19800

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEE
over-the-wing configurations Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine program
[AIAA PAPEB 77-23] p0112 A77-19982

Turbulence generated noise on either side of a
doable layer jet

p0116 A77-202J8
A theoretical investigation of laminar wakes
behind airfoils and the resulting noise pattern

p0158 A77-22015
The effect of forward flight on the diffraction
radiation of a high speed jet

p0195 A77-21301
Bigh-speed helicopter impulsive noise

p02i»1 A77-2685i>
Investigation of transient processes in a
perforated useful length of a wind tunnel

p0297 A77-J0579
A parametric model study of the noise generated by
the aerodynamic interaction of the tail rotor
with the wake of the main rotor

POJ12 A77-3J777
Schlieren and noise studies of rotors in forward
flight
[AHS 77-33-05] p0118 A77-10053

Hain rotor wake/tail rotor interaction
pOSOl A77-11111

The aerodynamic noise of gliders
p0552 A77-18513

Influep ,e of the noise level in a transonic wind
tunnel on the aerodynamic characteristics ot
models
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1977-110] p0562 A77-50996

Noise component method for airframe noise
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1271] p0561 A77-51031

Forward flight effects on EBF noise Externally
Blovn Flaps
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1311] p0566 A77-51069

Summary of forward velocity effects on fan noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1319] p0566 A77-51071

The noise from nnheated supersonic jets in
simulated flight
[AIAA EAPEB 77-1327] p0567 A77-51081

Effects of forward motion on jet and core noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1330] p0567 A77-5108U

Helicopter rotor aerodynamic and aeroaconstic
environments
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1338] p0568 A77-51091

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with
stator vanes as a noise source
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1312] p0568 A77-51095

Simultaneous characterization of jet noise sources
and acoustic field by a new application of
conditional sampling
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1319] p0569 A77-51102

Experimental results of large-scale structures in
jet flows and their relation to jet noise
production
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1350] p0569 A77-51103

An analytical model for entropy noise of subsonic
nozzle flow
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1366] p0569 A77-51118

Experiments on the feasibility of aero-acoustic
measurements in the 3-m low speed wind tunnel
Of the DFVLB-AVA
[ESA-TT-311] p0029 N77-10873

Semiempirical airframe noise prediction model and
evaluation with flight data
[NASA-TH-X-56011] p0086 B77-1J791

Boise response of cavities of varying dimensions
at subsonic speeds
[BASA-TB-D-8351] p0126 H77-10817

Subjective assessment of simulated helicopter
blade-slap noise
[BASA-TB-D-8359] p017« B77-1686Q

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEB
over-the-wing configurations
[SASA-1H-I-73588] p0182 B77-17065

Basic aerodynamic noise theory sound
generation and propagation

p023<) 877-18996
Jet noise from jet mixing flow and shock waves

p023« B77-18997
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
1.5-pressnre-ratio, 1.83-meter (6 ft) diameter
fan stage tor tnrbofan engines (OF-2)
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[BASA-TB-X-3521] p0289 H77-21051
Acoustic tests of augmentor wing model

[BAS&-TB-X-3519] p0315 B77-220«6
Noise due to interaction of boundary layer

turbulence with a compressor or a propulser rotor
[AD-A033199] p0386 B77-25180

High speed helicopter noise sources
[BASA-CR-151996] p O K H O B77-27878

Experimental investigations of aerodynaiic noise
during fiscal years 197K, 1975 and 1976
[LB-27H38] pO»91 H77-29151

Propeller study. Fart 2: The design of
propellers for minimum noise
[HASA-CB-155005] p05»1 B77-31157

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with
stator vanes as a noise source
[BASA-TB-73706] p0582 877-32156

AEBODTBABIC STABILITX
Aeroelastic stability of ring arrays of blades

with a random dynamic inbomogeneity
p0059 A77-15976

The chances of 'classical' flatter onset in the
moving blades of turbines

p0059 A77-15980
Flight-characteristics requirements concerning

static stability in supersonic flight
[DGLR PAPEB 76-199] p0091 A77-16536

On the mechanism of vortex breakdown point
stabilization for low subsonic flow around a
delta wing

p0112 A77-17968
Stability derivative measurements with

magnetically suspended cone-cylinder models
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-79] p0138 A77-19813

Fifty years later - The new Belicostat rotary
wing propelled airships

p01H3 A77-20025
Some recent developments in unsteady aerodynamics

of a supersonic cascade
p01<W A77-20138

Dynamics of a slung load
p01*7 A77-201110

Flight characteristics studies related to the
employment of direct power steering in
longitudinal motion
[DGLE PAPEB 76-238] p0156 A77-21881

Airspeed stability under wind shear conditions
p0199 A77-2H9U1

Forces acting on an oscillating airfoil in
transonic flow

p0200 A77-250U2
Stability of the vertical descent of a cargo load

on a parachnte\
p0202 A77-25529

Aeroelastic stability of coupled
flap-lag-torsional motion of helicopter rotor
blades in forward flight
[ A I A A 77-U55] p0211 A77-25812

A critical examination of the flap-lag dynamics of
helicopter rotor blades in hover and in forward
flight

p02«6 A77-26870
Analytical study of transient processes associated

with jet-controlled stabilization of flight
vehicles

p0305 A77-32089
Theoretical analysis of the dynamic lateral

stability of a paraglider
p0311 A77-33262

The YDH-61A /01TAS/ tail rotor - Development of a
stiff inplane bearingless flexstrap design

p030» A77-337911
Prediction of elastic-airplane lateral dynamics

from rigid-body aerodynamics
[AIAA 77-1125] p0158 A77-B3158

Prediction of jump phenomena in
rotationally-conpled maneuvers of aircraft,
including nonlinear aerodynamic effects
[AIAA 77-1126] p0458 A77-Q3159

A new concept of static stability and its flight
testing in supersonic flight

p0506 A77-00815
Stability of the pilot-aircraft system in

maneuvering flight
p0553 A77-09340

Bechanism of stabilization of the 'separation
point' of a vortex during flow of a stream at
low subsonic velocity over a delta wing
[BASA-TT-F-17283] p0018 N77-10012

The design, analysis and testing of a low budget
wind tunnel, flutter model with active
aerodynamic controls, volume 2
[AD-A021180] p0025 1177-10090

Identification of minimum acceptable '
characteristics for manual STOL flight path
control. Volume 3: Detailed analyses ana
tested vehicle characteristics
[AD-A029250/8] P0081 B77-1J069

Effects of artificial stability on configuration
design

p0119 H77-1JS8^
Nonlinear effects in aircraft ground and flight
vibration tests
[AGAHD-E-652] P0129 S77-1503H

Integration of the 3-D harmonic kernel
[AD-A029550] p0177 877-17015

Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10807-1] p017S B77-17U29

A new method for test and analysis of dynamic
stability and control
[AD-A029039] p0186 B77-17107

FLBZSTAB: A computer program for the prediction
of loads and stability and control of flexible
aircraft

p0218 877-18009
A review of supersonic cruise flight path control
experience with the YF-12 aircraft

p0226 B77-18089
Computer programs for helicopter aerodynamic

stability evaluation
[AD-A030816] p0239 H77-1907b

An analytical and experimental investigation of
the hovering dynamics of the aerocrane hybrid
heavy lift vehicle
[AD-A0311I43] p02b2 B77-20089

Dynamic digital blade row compression component
stability model. Hodel validation and analysis
of planar pressure pulse generation and
two-stage fan test data
[AD-A032079] pO^SU 877-20111

F-15 flight flutter test program
p0288 877-21037

Inflight Botor Stability Monitor for Sikorsky
aircraft

' p0288 N77-21039
Investigation of aeroelastic stability phenomena
of a helicopter by in-flight shake test

p0288 B77-21040
Stability and control of maneuvering
high-performance aircraft
[BASA-CB-2788] p0292 1177-21100

Aerodynamic stability testing with magnetically
suspended models
[AD-A031173] p0315 B77-220U8

FLEZSTAB: A summary of the functions and
capabilities of the NASA flexible airplane
analysis computer system
[BASA-CB-2561] p0336 B77-2312J

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: Dive recovery of
hang gliders
[BASA-TB-X-73229] pOJ63 B77-210iJ

Stability and control characteristics of the
winglet configured KC-13SA
[AD-A03H910] p0361 877-24061)

An investigation of the half-model
reflection-plane technique for dynamic stability
testing at transonic Bach numbers
[AD-A035567] p0380 877-25116

Low-speed V/STOL stability and control prediction.
Volume 1: Bodel description and validation
[AD-A037688] p0131 B77-<!6158

Low-speed V/STOL stability and control prediction.
volume 2: Computer program user manual
[AD-A037689] pO»31 877-26159

Comparison of effects of unsteady lift and
spanwise averaging in flight through turbulence
[BASA-TB-I-70028] pO«33 877-27068

Static stability and drag effects of various
external store configurations on the F-15
aircraft at Bach numbers from 0.6 to 1.3
[AD-A038»9»] pO»J5 877-27109

A study of the effect of unsteady aerodynamics on
the aeroelastic stability of rotor blades in hover

pOQ86 877-29086
Dynamics and stability of lifting parachutes

pO»86 B77-290B7
The coupled flap-lag-torsional aeroelastic
stability of helicopter rotor blades in forward
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flight
pO<!86 H77-29089

Identification of stability derivatives from wind
tunnel tests of cable-mounted aeroelastic models
[HASA-CB-iq5123] pO«93 H77-29166

A brief overview of transonic flatter problems
p053» S77-31081

Botorcraft flight simulation with coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 3:
Programmer's mannal
[AD-A012907] p0581 H77-32143

Botorcraft flight simalation with coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 1:
Engineer's manual
[ A D - A O H 2 H 6 2 ] p0596 S77-33207

AEBODIBABIC StSLUHG
Aerodynamic design and flight testing of the VFB 61U

[DGIB PAPEB 76-208] p0093 477-16560
Comparison between theoretical and expermental

results of torsional stall flutter of an airfoil
p0115 J77-201MO

Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a
two-dimensional flat plate wing

p01«5 A77-201Q6
The effect of varying freestream velocity on

dynamic stall characteristics
p02»6 A77-26872

numerical solutions of the triple-deck equations
for laminar trailing-edge stall of thin
wings in subsonic flow

p0260 A77-2837M
Studies of flow separation and stalling on one-

ana two-element airfoils at low speeds
[SAE PAPJB 770U12] p0391 A77-37063

Investigation of a stall deterrent system
utilizing an acoustic stall sensor
[SAE PAPEB 770173] p039» A77-37091

Identification of aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics at high angles of attack and
sideslip using the estimation before modeling
/EBB/ technique
[ A I A A 77-1169] p0460 A77-H3192

Becent research on aerodynamic characteristics of
fighter configurations during spins
[AIAA 77-1163] p O H 6 0 A77-03196

Stall margin improvement by casing treatment - Its
mechanism and effectiveness in axial flow
compressors
[ A S H E PAPBB 76-6T-A] p0502 A77-4U3US

Nonlinear lifting line theory for predicting
stalling instabilities on wings of moderate
aspect ratio
[AD-A0276H5] p0077 H77-13020

Analysis of the development of dynamic stall based
on oscillating airfoil experiments
[NASA-TN-D-8382] p0176 H77-16999

Analytical and experimental study of subsonic
stalled flutter
[AD-A027869] p0225 H77-18072

Theory of wing span loading instabilities near stall
p0277 H77-20011

Exploratory investigation of the incipient
spinning characteristics of a typical light
general aviation airplane
[HASA-TH-x-73671] pO«31 H77-26153

A study of lightplane stall avoidance and
suppression
[AD-A039223] pO«36 H77-27129

Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin
accidents
[AD-A010820] pO«88 N77-29113

Comparison of dynamic stall phenomena for pitching
and vertical translation motions
[NASA-CB-2793] p052« N77-30088

AEBOOIBAHIC VEHICLES
0 AIBCBA1T

ABBODIHAH1CS
HT AEBOTBEBHCDTBABICS
BT BOTOB AEBCDIBABICS
HT SOPEBSOHICS

Foundations of aerodynamics: Bases of aerodynamic
design /3rd edition/ Book

p0110 A77-17S08
Viscous pertartation effects on hypersonic

unsteady aerodynamics tactical missile flight
[ A I A A PAPEF 17-5] p0137 A77-19766

Flow instability in supersonic compressors in the
regime of low compression rate
[ONEBA, IP so. 1976-71] p0196 A77-20151

The principles of aerodynamics Bnssian booX
p0162 A77-221U9

Aerodynamics. I - Fundamentals of theory. Airfoil
and wing aerodynamics. II Aerodynamical design
methods /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Bnssian book

p0250 A77-^7JbO

Applications of an improved nonlinear lifting-line
theory

p0256 A7
Finite-volume solution of the Euler equations for

steady three-dimensional transonic tlow
p0261 A77-

Experimental and theoretical investigations on
airfoil flow separation

p0268 A77-2S939
Aerodynamics contributions to advanced aircraft

p0272 A77-29652
Some topics in modeling in high-speed aerodynamics

p0297 A77-30575
Analysis of velocity measurements about a

hemisphere-cylinder using a laser velocimeter
p0299 A77-31070

The resolvent of singular integral eguations
of kernel functions in mixed boundary value
problems

p0299 A77-31185
Parabolic-series method for transonic wedge flow

p0311 A77-4J187
An investigation of an inclined jet in a crosswind

pOJSS A77-361S6
Numerical calculation of transonic potential tlow

about wing-fuselage combinations
'[AIAA PAPEB 77-677] p0361 A77-37028

Steady linearized aerodynamics. II - Supersonic
pO»U5 A77-11268

Aircraft aeromechanics Bussian book
p0117 A77-<l157b

Aerodynamics of a confined jet with variable density
pOS16 A77-<I72»8

Configuration of free vortices trailing off a wing
of finite span

p0520 A77-M7669
Project SQOTD: A cooperative program of

fundamental research related to jet propulsion
[AD-A021001] p0036 H77-110S9

Developments in steady and unsteady aerodynamics
for use in aeroelastic analysis and design
for supersonic cruise aircraft

p0221 N77-18031
Cold air performance of a tip turbine designed to

drive a lift fan. 2: Partial admission
[HASA-TB-X-3081] p0223 H77-18050

Design and performance of energy efficient
propellers for Bach 0.8 cruise
[NASA-TB-X-73612] p0283 B77-20109

Anti-NOx combustion chamber with variable
aerodynamic flow for a turbo-jet engine

pOJ22 H77-221J7
Design of a digital aircraft simulator for use

with a computer-aided decision maker
[AD-A033506] pOJ.it B77-22155

Quantitative study of three-dimensional flow
fields around flight vehicles in the case of
supersonic flow by means of optical methods
[BASA-TT-F-17428] p0363 B77-2I1056

High Reynolds Dumber Research
[BASA-CP-2009] pO»37 877-27139

Aircraft soviet technology
p0523 B77-30067

Investigation of flight dynamics during roll
[IFD-8/76] pOSHQ N77-31177

Initial unsteady aerodynamic measurements of a
circulation controlled airfoil and an
oscillating flow wind tunnel
[AD-AOH2102] p0587 B77-3J122

AEBOElAStlCITI
On the identification of state-derivative-coupled
systems

pOOII A77-12Q18
A method for studying the'aeroelastic stability of

shallow shells in the flow of an incompressible
fluid

pOOIJ A77-130»8
Application of a gradient-projection method to

nininnm weight design of a delta wing with
static and aeroelastic constraints

p0050 A77-13B99
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Method of analyzing flatter in light aircraft
P0052 177-14895

Application of holography to panel flutter
P0057 A77-15701

New aspects of the aeroelasticity of turbomachines
P0059 i77-15975

Aeroelastic stability of ring arrays of blades
vith a randco dynamic inhomogeneity

P0059 A77-15976
The problea of aeroelastic stability of ring arrays

p0060 A77-15983
Numerical procedures for the calculation of

unsteady air forces on oscillating wings and
fuselages
[DGIR PAPEB 76-155] p0095 &77-16578

Gronnd vibration test - A tool for rotorcraft
dynamic and aeroelastic investigations

P0107 A77-17411
Symposium on Aeroelasticity in Turbomachines,
Ecole Hationale Superieure de Techniques
Avancees, Paris, Prance, October 18-23, 1976,
Proceedings

p0144 A77-20129
Preliminary reflections on the problems of

aeroelasticity in turbomachines
p0144 A77-20131

Investigation cf blade flutter in a subsonic
turbine cascade

P0145 A77-20142
Unsteady aerodynamic forces in a rectilinear

cascade of subsonic blades
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1976-78] p0145 A77-20143

Unsteady pressures on a harmonically oscillating
staggered cascade in incompressible and
compressible flow

p0145 A77-20114
Experimental aeroelastic investigations on a

cascade in compressible flow
p01«6 A77-201U7

A study on choking flutter
P0146 A77-20148

Lateral equilibrium of asymmetrical swept wings -
Aileron control vs geometric twist

p0147 A77-20441
Static aeroelastic twist effects on helicopter

rotor-induced velocity
P0148 A77-20448

Methods and techniques of vibration testing in
flight
[ O N E B A , TP 50. 1976-120] p0154 A77-20868

Optimal control alleviation of tilting proprotor
gust response

p0199 A77-24939
Simplified and refined structural modeling for

economical flutter analysis and design
[AIAA 77-421] p0208 A77-25791

Aeroelasticity research for turbomachine
applications
[AIAA 77-437] p0209 A77-25797

Computation of unsteady transonic flows by the
indicia 1 method
[Alii 77-447] P0210 A77-25805

Unsteady aerodynamic modeling for arbitrary motions
of thin wing

[AIAA 77-151] p0210 A77-25808
Aeroelastic stability characteristics of an

oblique wing aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1154] p0211 A77-25811

Aeroelastic stability of coupled
flap-lag-torsional motion of helicopter rotor
blades in forward flight
[ A I A A 77-455] p0211 A77-25812

Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward flight

p0245 A77-26867
Aeroelastic characteristics of composite

bearingless rotor blades
P0245 A77-26868

Botor helicopter systea dynamic aeroelastic
stability analysis and its application to a
flezstrap tail rotor

p0246 A77-26869
Dynamic response of an elastic aircraft to wind

effects
P0257 A77-27787

A review cf the fluid mechanics of aeroelasticity
in tnrbcmachines

p0262 A77-28484

Influence of the middle-surface curvature on the
stress-strain state of a low-aspect-ratio wing

p0305 A77-J2097
Concepts for improving hingeless rotor stability

pOJ42 A77-3J778
Blade stress calculations - Bode deflection vs.

force integration for helicopter rotor
p0312 A77-J3779

Aeroelastic analysis of a bearingless rotor
pOJ«3 A7

Investigation of aeroelastically adaptive rotor
systems

p O J 4 4 A77-3J79J

Aeroelastically tailored propellers using
fiber reinforced composites
[SAE PAPEB 770455] p O J 9 2 A77-J7076

The Y.OH-61A tail rotor - Development of a stiff
inplane bearingless flexstrap design
[AHS 77-33-32] p0419 A77-40067

An analytical model for describing the response of
an unsymnetrical rotor
[ A B S 77-33-34] p O U 2 0 A77-U0069

Synthesis of active controls for flutter
suppression on a flight research wing
[ A I A A 77-1062] p0455 A77-42773

Prediction of elastic-airplane lateral dynamics
from rigid-body aerodynamics
[ A I A A 77-1125] p0458 A77-43158

A wind tunnel technique for determining stability
derivatives from cable mounted aeroelastic models
[AIAA 77-1128] p0459 A77-4J161

fiecent developments in rotary-wing aeroelasticity
p0465 A77-4J362

Becent experience in the testing of a generalized
rotor aeroelastic model at Langley Besearch Center

p0465 A77-4J364
Optimization of flexible wing structures subject

to strength and induced drag constraints
p0468 A77-43727

Influence of middle-surface curvature on stress
state of low-aspect-ratio wing

p0470 A77-440S7
Flutter-suppression studies on an actively
controlled variable-geometry wind-tunnel model

p0513 A77-4680S
Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward llight

p05S3 A77-49180
Aeroelastic analysis for helicopter rotor blades

with time-variable, non-linear structural twist
and multiple structural redundancy:
Mathematical derivation and program user's manual
[HASA-CB-2638] p0029 877-10556

Developments in steady and unsteady aerodynamics
for use in aeroelastic analysis and design
for supersonic cruise aircraft

p0221 B77-180J1
Preliminary evaluation of a technique for
predicting buffet loads in flight fron
wind-tunnel measurements on models of
conventional construction

p0277 N77-20012
Curve fitting of aeroelastic transient response

data with exponential functions
p0286 H77-21024

Determination of sub-critical damping by
moving-block/randomdec applications

p0287 N77-21025
Specification of inputs and instrumentation for
flutter testing of oultivariable systems

P0287 S77-21028
Correlation with flight of some aeroelastic model
studies in the NASA Langley transonic dynamics
tunnel

p0287 U77-210J2
Flight flutter testing technology at Grumman

automated telemetry station for on line data
reduction

p0288 H77-21034
The application of recent techniques in flight
flutter testing

p0288 N77-21036
Investigation of aeroelastic stability phenomena
of a helicopter by in-flight shake test

p0288 H77-21040
Aeroelastic characteristics of a circulation
control wing
[AD-A033328] p03J1 H77-23063
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FLEISTAB: A summary of the functions and
capabilities of the HAS* flexible airplane
analysis conpnter system
[NASf-CB-2561] p0336 B77-23123

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
1. FLEIS1AB theoretical description
[HASA-CB-11Q712] p0336 H77-23121

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
2: PLEISTAB 1.02.00 user's oanual
[NASA-CB-11Q713] p0337 H77-23125

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
3: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[NASA-CB-11<I71(I] p0337 N77-23126

Optimum design of composite ving structures with
tmst constraint for aeroelastic tailoring
[AD-A038029] p0026 N77-26099

High Reynolds Number Besearch
[NASA-CP-2009] pO»37 H77-27139

PLOT - A program foe aeroelastic stability analysis
of aircraft structures in subsonic flow

[NASA-TM-73217] pOt75 B77-28108
Aeroelastic analysis for rotorcraft in flight or

in a vind tunnel
[HASA-TS-D-8515] pO»82 H77-28525

A study of the effect of unsteady aerodynamics on
the aeroelastic stability of rotor blades in hover

pO»86 877-29086
Botorcraft flight simulation vith coupled rotor

aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 3:
Programmer's manual
[AD-AO«2907] p0581 B77-321M3

Nonlinear aeroelastic equations for combined
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion,
and extension of twisted nonunifocm rotor blades
in forward flight
[NASA-TH-71059] p0585 B77-33107

Botorcraft flight simulation with coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 1:
Engineer's manual
[AD-A012U62] p0596 H77-33207

ABBOBAGSETO FLOTTBB
0 FIDTTEB

ABBOSADTICAI EBGIBEEBIBG
Aircraft design DO yeacs after Juan de la Cierva

p015« A77-21321
Aero engine development costing

p0117 A77-10010
An engineering approach to estimating propulsion

contributions to system life cycle costs
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-879] p0452 A77-H1981

The computer for design and optimization with
applications to aircraft design, etc

p0510 A77-B6136
Design-to-cost in action

[ASHE PAPEB 77-DE-9] p051» A77-46904
Aircraft fuel conservation technology. Task force

report, September 10, 1975
[NASA-TH-x-70295] p0036 N77-11055

Follow-on studies for design definition of a
lift/cruise fan technology V/STOL airplane,
volume 1
[NASA-CB-137976] p0178 H77-17035

A new method for test and analysis of dynamic
stability and control
[AD-A029C39] p0186 B77-17107

On the applicability of integrated circuit
technology to general aviation orientation
estimation
[NASA-CB-151952] p0187 N77-17356

Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems
conference
[HASA-SP-116] p0226 H77-18081

Some engineering problems in the Boyal Air Force
fAGABD-B-653] p0233 B77-18H62

SFDS technical program document: Fiscal year 1977
engineering and development approved programs

air transportation safety
[AD-A030195] p0366 B77-20093

A personalized system of instruction for aircraft
performance
[AD-A039650] pO«76 N77-28116

Aviation and programmatic analyses; Volume 1,
Task 1: Aviation data base development and
application for BASA OAST programs
[BASA-CB-152581] pOQ90 H77-29139

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 2,
Task 2: Identification of planning factors and
activities for BASA OAST programs
[BASA-CB-152582] pOM90 B77-29100

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 3,
Task 3: Development of special issue papers
for N A S A OAST programs
[BASA-CB-152583] p0090 N77-29111

Soviet aircraft and rockets
[BASA-TT-F-770] p0523 B77-30065

Aircraft Soviet technology
p0523 B77-30067

Visual range: Concepts, instrumental
determination, and aviation applications
[BBS-HONO-159] p0525 B77-30102

Propeller study. Part 1: Introduction and overview
[BASA-CB-155002] p05«1 B77-31156

Propeller study. Part 2: The design of
propellers for minimum noise
[HASA-CB-155005] pOSUI B77-311S7

ABHOBAOTICAL SATELLITES
BT AEBOSST SATELLITES

Communications with aircraft via satellite
pOISI A77-2112J

Developing satellite-based systems for aviation
services

p0398 A77-J70S7
ABBOBADTICS

The changing horizons for technical progress
in air transportation

pO»50 A77-11946
In Herculean flight Soviet aviation history

p0523 B77-30066
AEBOSAT SATELLITES

AEBOSAT system for oceanic ATC communication
and surveillance

p005<l A77-15129
Developing satellite-based systems for aviation
services

p0398 A77-370S7
Satellite communications for the mobile service

[AAS 76-015] p0513 A77-H6630
L-band antenna for aircraft-to-satellite
communications for Aerosat system

pOSSO A77-08362
Study of the integration and evaluation of an
aeronautical satellite system in oceanic air
traffic control centre
[BBPT-8»/71/37-VOL-1] p0382 B77-25137

study of the integration and evaluation of an
aeronautical satellite system in oceanic air
traffic control centre
[BEPT-8V71/12-VOL-2] p0382 N77-251J8

study of the integration and evaluation of air
traffic control systems in an aeronautical
satellite system, volume 1
[SESA-EI-5030/111639/71-VOL-1] pOJ82 B77-25139

Study of the integration and evaluation of air
traffic control systems in an aeronautical
satellite system, volume 2
[SESA-EX-5030/11639/71-VOL-2] p0382 B77-25110

Air traffic control experimentation and evaluation
with the BASA ATS-6 satellite, volume 2:
Demonstration of satellite-supported
communications and surveillance for oceanic air
traffic control
[FAA-BA-75-6H-VOL-2] p0537 B77-J112«

ABBOSOLS
Aircraft environmental control problems as a
result of air contamination
[ASHE PAPEB 76-ENAS-13] p0135 677-19060

Rind tunnel flow seeding for laser velocimetry
applications

p0070 A77-00290
ABBOSPACE EBGIHBBBIBG
BT AEBOBAOTICAL BBGIBEBBIBG
Application of optimality criteria to automated
structural design

pOOOl A77-10207
Some ergonoiic aspects of cockpit panel design for
airline aircraft

pOO«3 A77-13171
Fiber composite structures

pOOSO A77-15297
Holographic determination of thermal and
mechanical deformations in the case of
structural components and structures of
aeronautical and astronantical technology
[DGLB PAPEB 76-180] p0096 A77-16587
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Foundations of aerodynamics: Bases of aerodynamic
design /3rd edition/ Book

p0110 A77-17518
Plnidic applications in aerospace

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-196] p019i| A77-23911
Strnctnres, Structural Dynamics and Haterials

Conference, 18th, March 21-23, 1977, and
Dynamics Specialist Conference, San Diego,
Calif., Barch 21, 25, 1977, Technical Papers.
Volume B - Dynamics, structural dynamics

p0207 A77-25778
Energy and aerospace /Sixty-fifth Wilbur and

Orville Wright Hemorial Lecture/ aerospace
contributions to energy conservation

p0357 A77-36131
The influence of curriculum on aerospace design

decisiocs
[ S A E PAPIB 770151] p0392 A77-37075

Case studies in aircraft design
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1211] p0501 A77-11335

The design and fabrication of microstrip
omnidirectional array antennas for aerospace
applications
[HASA-TB-X-73979] p0081 H77-13332

An analysis of an application of aerospace systems
engineering process as it affects design

p0169 N77-16012
Soviet aircraft and rockets

[HASA-TT-F-770] p0523 H77-30065
HASA/Havy lift/cruise fan. Phase 1: Design summary

[HASA-CB-135212] p0511 H77-31119
AEBOSPACE EBVIBOBBEHTS

Analytical prediction of moisture
absorpticn/desorption in resin matrix composites
exposed to aircraft environments
[ A I A A 77-100] ' p0206 A77-25752

Voice control systems for airborne environments
[AD-A013252] p0581 B77-32521

AEBOSPACE IHDOSTBY
NT AIBCEAFT INDDSTBT

The Shenyang F-9 combat aircraft
p0059 A77-15875

Deutsche Gesellschaft fner Loft- and Baumfahrt ,
yearbook 1975. Vclames 182

p0115 A77-18600
Aerospace adhesive bonding

p0198 A77-21921
Technology and decision making in the air

transport industry
p0299 A77-31066

Trends in the application of advanced powder
metallurgy in the aerospace industry

p0131 N77-15153
&EEOSPACE BEDICIHE

Investigation and analysis of the human factors in
aircraft accidents

p0003 A77-10500
Aeronautical Engineering: A special bibliography

with indexes, supplement 71 Aerospace
Bedicme and Biology bibliography, supplement
(71) . September 1976 "
[NASA-SP-7037(71) ] H77-11967

iBBOSPACE SISIEBS
New frontiers in aerospace navigation; Proceedings

of the Bicentennial Rational Aerospace
Symposium, farninster. Pa., April 27, 28, 1976

p0150 A77-20655
Designing for long life Kith elastomers

[SAF AIB 1112] p0303 A77-31909
AEBOSPACE TECHNOLOGY TBA1SFBB

Evolution of aircraft design through the concept
of the ccntrol configured vehicle
[ONEBA, TP BO. 1977-129] p0563 A77-51001

AEBOSPACE VEHICLES
Influence of structural dynamics on vehicle design

- Government view of aerospace vehicles
[ A I A A 77-138] p0209 A77-25798

Overview of HASA/OAST efforts related to
manufacturing technology

p0212 A77-26395
Development of the theory of plates and shells in

the design of structures for contemporary
aerospace craft

p0252 A77-27131
Composite tanks for aerospace vehicle application

p0512 A77-16516
AEBOSTATS

0 AIBSHIPS

AEBOTBBBBOCBEHISTBI
Self-adaptive difference method for the effective

solution of computationally complex problems of
boundary layer theory
[DGLB PAPEB 76-185] ' p0091 A77-16561

AEBOTHEBBODIBABICS
Air-cooled turbine cascade effectiveness criterion

pOOIZ A77-12503
Three-dimensional turbomachine flow equations

expressed with respect to non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates and methods of solution

p0102 A77-172J9
Effects of vorticity amplification in

two-dimensional and axisymmetric
stagnation-point flows
[AIAA PAPEB 77-92] p0139 A77-19821

Heat transfer in cross flow past a square prism
having a smooth or finned surface

p0202 A77-2S329
An analytical model for entropy noise of subsonic
nozzle flow
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1366] p0569 A77-51118

AFCS (COHTBOL SISTER)
0 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTBOL

AFBICA
Transport progress in practice: Air transport in

Africa - East African Airways Corporation
Experience

p0007 A77-1131^
AFTBBBOD1ES

Two-dimensional aft bodies for minimum pressure
drag in supersonic flow

pOOIS A77-13196
Beynolds number and nozzle afterbody configuration
effects on model forebody and afterbody drag
[AIAA PAPEB 77-103] p0139 A77-19827

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle/afterbody testing at transonic Bach numbers
[AIAA EAPEB 77-106] p0139 A77-19830

Comparison of axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric
nozzles installed on the F-15 configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 77-812] pOIIO A77-38555

Hot gas dynalpy test bench for model testing of
jet or turbofan outlet systems
[OKEBA, TP HO. 1977-7E] p0112 A77-10901

Supersonic aircraft after body study of a thick
boundary layer on a two-dimensional step
[LHBA-E-815-PV-1/SAE] p0065 B77-12001

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle afterbody testing at transonic nach numbers
[AD-A031525] p02SO 877-21065

General study of light plane spin, aft fuselage
geometry, part 1
[HASA-TT-F-17116] p0383 N77-25150

AFTEBBOBNEBS
0 AFTERBURNING

AFTEBBOBBIBG
Experimental study of combustion time in two-stage

combustion process
p0012 A77-12511

Unsteady combustion of fuel spray in jet-engine
after-burners

p0101 J77-17219
Analysis of unsteady flow in turbojet engine
afterburners
[POBL-185] p0192 B77-29155

AGE BABDE1IHG
D PRECIPITATION HARDENING
AGIHG (BATBBIALS)

Flight simulation testing of advanced composites
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
[AIAA 77-101] p0206 A77-2575J

AGBICOITOEE
Developing an Agprop three bladed propeller
agricultural aircraft

p0298 A77-310.26
A computer operational analysis of AG-plane

operation to evaluate design parameters
[SAE PAPEB 770180] pOJSI A77-37096

Boise emission of the agricultural aircraft z-37.
I - Sound intensity level measurements at the
agricultural aircraft Z-37. II - Sound intensity
level measurements at an agricultural airport

pOSSS A77-19656
Notes on the pollution of airplanes and
helicopters by chemicals during agricultural jobs
[HASA-TT-F-17111] p0587 «7

AB-61 BEIICOPTBB
Aerodynamic and dynamic design and development of
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the main rotor of the TAH-6U advanced attack
helicopter

p02Q!» A77-26858
Cost/performance trade-offs Hughes Helicopters

7AH-60 advanced attack helicopter
t A H S 17-33-11] pOH18 A77-H0055

Few technology ATE in support of the IAH-6t
advanced attack helicopter Automatic Test
Equipment
[AIAA PIPES 77-896] pOU52 A77-11984

AILBBONS
Optimal control for the rolling pulloat maneuver

of a modern fighter aircraft
p0011 A77-12I44*

Prodncibilaty aspects of advanced composites for
an L-1011 aileron. I

pOOUS A77-13710
Producibility aspects of advanced composites for

an L-1011 aileron- II
pOO»6 A77-137«2

Lateral equilibrium of asymmetrical swept wings -
Aileron control vs geometric twist

p01i»7 A77-20<m
Handling quality criterion for heading control

aileron-rudder sequencing for coordinated tarns
p0107 A77-20AH3

Prodacibility aspects of advanced composites for
an L-1011 Aileron
[SUE FAPEB EHB76-01] p0563 A77-51006

Aileron and Krneger nose flap effectiveness
measured on an oblique ving
[HASA-TB-X-3«I59] p0278 N77-20032

Wind tannel investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of symmetrically deflected
ailerons of the F~8C airplane conducted in
the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-7H008] p0330 M77-23052

Force and pressure tests of the GA(H) -1 airfoil
with a 20% aileron and pressure tests with a 30%
Fowler flap
[H1SA-CE-2833] p0378 H77-25083

AIB
NT BIGH TEBPEBATOBE SIB

Calculation of radiant cooling of air behind
intense shock waves using mean optical
characteristics

pOU69 A77-H3993
AIB BAG EESTBAIHT DEVICES

Evaluation of inflatable /'air bag'/ occupant
restraint systems for aircraft application

p0558 A77-49951
AIB BLASTS

D A E B I A L EXPLOSIONS
AIB BBEATBIHG ENGINES

HI BBISTOL-SIDDE1ET CJ.TBPOS 593 EHGIBE
NT DOCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS T U R B I N E ENGINES
NT J-79 E N G I N E
ST J-85 E N G I N E
NT JET ENGINES
NT BAHJET ENGINES
NT SOPEBSONIC COHBOSTION BAHJET ENGINES
NT T-53 E N G I N E
NT TDBBOFAN ENGINES
NT TOBBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
NT TOBBOBABJET ENGINES

International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines,
3rd, Hunich, Sest Germany, Barch 7-12, 1976,
Proceedings

p0101 A77-17226
Numerical nethods for calculating the performance

of air-breathing combustion chanters
P0101 A77-17250

Combustion measurements in air breathing
propulsion engines - Survey and research needs

p0200 A77-2197H
Variable cycle and supersonic transport

p0320 877-22118
Aircraft engines

p0523 877-30 068
AIB CAB60

Besponsibilities and assurances with regard to
cargo transport - Air transport lav

p0012 A77-12»72
The hidden passenger hazardous air cargo and

flight safety
p0097 A77-16737

The transportation system and the unloading of
cargo in the case of the C-212 Aviocar

p0201 A77-25121
Integrated surface-air transportation combined
technologies for freight and passenger movement

p0270 &77-29H60
Flight test development of a helicopter-towed
surface delivery system

p0006 A77-38006
Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and
space, parts 200 to 1199 regulations and
standards for the civil aeronautics board

p0075 N77-129J4
Identification of critical failures and cost

effective reliability improvement approaches
[AO-A028333] p0177 N77-170^2

Heavy lift helicopter - Cargo handling ATC
program, volume 1: Detail design structural
and weights analysis and static and dynamic load
analysis
[AD-A030072] p02J1 N77-18K18

Active arm (external cargo) stabilization system
flight demonstration
[AD-A031062] p0238 N77-19065

An analytical and experimental investigation of
the hovering dynamics of the aerocrane hybrid
heavy lift vehicle
[AD-A0314II3] pOJ82 N77-20089

SAC air cargo data entry: 2. Photograph; of
shipping labels
[AD-A031051] p0316 N77-22057

MAC air cargo data entry: 3. Initial testing of
on-line terminal, digital recorder, and checksheet
[AD-A031155] p0316 N77-22058

Technical and economic assessment of swept-wing
span-distributed load concepts for civil and
military air cargo transports
[NASA-CB-105229] pOb89 H77-331t7

AIB CONDITIONING
Air conditioning of pressurized aircraft cabins

p0193 A77-2J87H
Beclrcnlation air cycle environmental control
system for helicopters
[SAE PAPEB 760902] p0259 A77-28217

Ground-based air conditioning in passenger
airplane cabins Bnssian book

pOJ01 A77-31450
AIB CONDITIONING EQOIPBENT

The technical concept of the IL-62B. IV - Air
conditioning system

pO<415 A77-39449
Variable geometry air cycle machine for

aircraft environmental control turbomacnines
[ASHE PAPEB 77-EHAS-7] p0511 H77-168UB

A comparison of ECS controls Environmental
'' Control Systems for F-4 air conditioning

[ASBE PAPEB 77-ENAS-8] pOSIO A77-46819
AIB COOLING

Pressure loss coefficient of impingement cooled
leading edge system of a turbine blade

pOOOl A77-10772
Film cooling with Injection through slots

pOOOB A77-10773
Air-cooled turbine cascade effectiveness criterion

p0012 A77-12503
Analytic and experimental study of turbine rotor

blade temperature
' p0013 A77-12522

Efficiency of turbine-blade cooling by air
injection through longitudinal slots

p0089 A77-1632b
Contribution to the investigation of heat transfer

in tuxbine blade cascades in effusion cooling
pOIIO A77-177SH

Features of tbe concept of the efficiency
coefficient of a turbine with open air cooling
operating in a gas turbine engine system

p0111 A77-17770
Study on film cooling of turbine blades. I -
Experiments on film cooling with injection
through holes near leading edge

p0115 A77-186<lb
cyclic structural analyses of air-cooled gas
turbine blades and vanes
[SAE PAPEB 760918] p0259 A77-28226

The effect of a transversely injected stream on
the flow through turbine cascades. I - Flow
effects
[ASBE PAPBB 77-ST-87] p0264 A77-28598
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Heat transfer in turbine blade cascades «ith
effusion cooling

p0272 A77-29504
On the concept of efficiency of a turbine with

open-loop air coding operating in a gas turbine
engine system

p0272 1177-29520
Effect of endvall cooling on secondary flows in
tarbine stator vanes

p0306 A77-32239
An investigation of the aerodynamics and cooling

of a horizontally-opposed engine installation
[SAE PAPIB 770467] p0393 A77-37085

Reasnred effects of coolant injection on the
performance of a film cooled tnrbine
[AIAA PAPEE 77-946] p0412 177-38607

New approaches to turbine airfoil cooling and
manufacturing
[AIAA PSPEB 77-918] p0412 477-38609

Nev computation method of turbine blades film
cooling efficiency
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1977-85] p0562 A77-50988

Protection of cooled blades of complex internal
structure
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1977-90] p0562 A77-50991

Emissions of an AVCO Lycoming 0-320-DIAD air
cooled light aircraft engine as a function of
fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature and
humidity
[NASA-TB-X-73500] p0023 H77-10058

Feasibility study of noise-level redactions for
computer display channel equipment using
underfloor environment air cooling
[AD-A033053/0] p0286 H77-20513

Cold air performance of a
12.766-centimeter-tip-diameter axial-flow cooled
turbine. 2: Effect of air ejection on turbine
performance
[NASA-TP-1018] p0524 H77-30089

AIB COBBEBTS
HT JET STBBABS (BETEOBOLOGY)
MB COSBIOH 1AIDIHG STSTEBS

The development and flight testing of the XC-8A
air cushion landing systems /ACLS/
[SAB PAPEB 760920] p0259 A77-28228

An experimental investigation of trunk flutter of
an air cushion landing system
[AD-A038559] p0135 H77-27110

AIB COSHIOH VEHICLES
Q GBOOND EFFECT BACHINBS

AIB DIFEHSE
HT AHTI8ISSILE DEFENSE
Remotely piloted vehicles - An Air Force view

p0148 A77-20619
AIB FLOW
NT JET STBEAHS (METEOROLOGY)
computational methods and problems in aeronautical

fluid dynamics Book
p0013 A77-12551

Some problems of unsteady flow about aircraft
p0011 A77-12560

Transonic performance of an auxiliary airflow
system for axisymmetric inlets
[AIAA EAPEB 77-118] pOIIO A77-19860

Penetration and break-up of liquid fuel jets in
high subsonic speed airstreams
[AIAA PAPEB 77-201] p0111 A77-19893

Circulation control rotor flight demonstrator
p0311 A77-33791

Modular high accuracy tracker for dual channel
laser Doppler velocimeter

p0170 A77-1U301
Smoke generator

[HASA-CASE-ABC-10905-1] pOOBI H77-13418
An experimental investigation of trunk flatter of

an air cushion landing system
[AD-A038559] p0135 H77-27110

Besearch on noise generated by ducted air-fuel
combustion systems
[AD-A039957] p0512 877-31169

AIB FBEIGBt
0 AIB CABGO

AIB INLETS
0 AIB INTAKES

AIB INTAKES
NT ENGINE INLETS
NT SOPEBSONIC ISLETS
Pressures over a sharp-edged air intake

functioning in subsonic flow at reduced flowrate

[ONEBA, TP HO. 1976-127] p0151 A77-20870
Exploratory study of turbulence in air intakes

p0269 A77-28942
Experimental investigations of hypersonic air inlets

p0297 A77-30564
Study of the inflow process to an air scoop with a
screen, using an EGDA integrator

p0412 A77-40725
Aerodynamics of horizontally-opposed aircraft
engine installations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1219] p0509 A77-45508

Detail design in aircraft
pOS19 A77-18000

Transonic performance of Bach 2.65 auxiliary flow
axisymmetric inlet
[NASA-CB-2747J p0023 N77-10056

AIB JETS
Laser air-jet engine earth-based pulse
radiation created thrust

p0008 A77-11887
Lift augmentation on a moderately swept wing by
spanwise blowing

p0053 A77-14940
An automatic-control air-jet-propelled ACV

pOISI A77-20724
Vortex pairing and organized structures in
axisymmetric jets under controlled excitation

pOJ45 A77-33857
Evaluation of an airjet distortion generator used
to produce steady-state, total-pressure
distortion at the inlet of tnrbine engines
[AD-A033883] p0372 N77-21145

AIB LAUNCHING
Tactical expendable drone system /TEDS/

p0516 A77-17337
A launch transient experiment for imaging seekers
[AD-A028625] p0170 N77-16049

Air launched cruise missile staging base selection
for full scale development test and evaluation
[AD-A037199] p0337 H77-2J161

AIB NAVIGA1IOI
NT ALL-REATBEB AIB NAVIGATION
NT ABEA NAVIGATION
Concorde navigation

p0001 A77-10200
LF/VLF NAVAID signal reliability in airborne
applications

p0057 A77-15768
Progress report on the Gettysburg forkshop sixteen
months later for Loran c navigation systems

P0057 A77-15769
The use of microprocessors in navigation systems

pOOST A77-15772
Experience with the VOB-navigation system in the

German Democratic Bepnblic. I
p0097 A77-16739

The automatic navigator onboard aircraft
navigation aids systems

pOIIS A77-18725
Error model of an Inertial navigation system for
integrated navigation based on adjustment
according to the method of least squares

pOISO A77-20652
New frontiers in aerospace navigation; Proceedings
of the Bicentennial National Aerospace
Symposium, Rarminster, Pa., April 27, 28, 1976

pOISO A77-20655
Evaluation of the accuracy of coiaunity relative
navigation organization concepts

pOISO A77-20656
Improved navigation using adaptive Kalman filtering

pOISO A77-20657
The new DTC Ti»e signals Coordinated Universal

Time
pOISI A77-20658

A proposition for an advanced aircraft navigation
system for civil air transport

pOISI A77-20667
Automatic flight inspection of radio navigation
facilities

p0152 A77-20669
Dual INS velocity error reduction through new

damping techniques
P0153 A77-20678

Today's system - Inertial Omega hybrid
navigation system

p0155 A77-21592
Badiocoamnnication in air navigation

p0155 A77-21869
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Experience with the VOH navigation system in the
German Democratic Eepoblic. II

p0158 A77-22118
The maneuvering flight path display

p0161 A77-22730
Evaluating the characteristics of Ineinons colored
cockpit displays

p0161 477-22736
Badio navigation in North America - The next 25

years
p0189 A77-23268

Onega navigation - Rill the floodgates open
p0250 A77-27028

Developnent of pilot navigation procedures for
long haul commercial transport

p0260 A77-28293
Omega navigation systen status and future plans

p0270 A77-29321
Performance of a French airborne Omega receiver

and out lock for its use
p0309 A77-32913

A linear dynamic model for Doppler radar errors
p0310 A77-32964

Gradient method of navigation
p0310 A77-33165

Spiral approach navigation concepts for VTOL
aircraft using a microwave landing system
[AIAA 77-603] P0351 477-31958

Precision navigation updating by Deans of digital
area correlation

p0351 477-35218
Analysis of the accuracy of operation of the
rangefinding channel of a Shoran system

p0351 477-35695
COHAN /A correlation velocity sensor/
Correlation of Badar Altimetry for Navigation

p0395 A77-37353
Floated mnltisensor for Ion-cost navigation

pendulous gyroscope
p0395 477-37356

New theoretical approaches to the jamming and
mnltipath problems in aeronautical
communication-navigation systems

P0395 477-37371
The HLS function of the French 4GDLS for civil

aviation navigation
pOIOI 477-377112

The electromagnetic autonavigation system /the
E U A N system/

pO<!67 477-1(3576
Automatic correction of position error by means of

a digital correlation of surface structures
for air navigation

p0467 477-13577
Probing the airborne Onega environment

pOS03 477-11135
Aircraft navigation with the limited operational

phase of the N4TSTAB Global Positioning Systea
p0503 A77-11136

Helicopter offshore operations oil and gas
exploration and production

p0503 477-11137
A special-purpose pocket calculator for aviation

and maritime navigation
p0506 477-11571

Outlook for utilization of the North Atlantic air
space in 1978

p0506 477-11572
The design of complex navigation systems

Hussian book
p0512 477-16191

Hoyal Air Force assessment flights of Onega
Navigation System

p0521 477-17813
Flight experience with Onega

p0521 477-17811
An American Omega navigation evaluation programme

- 1975-1977
p0521 477-17815

4TS-6 European L-band aeronautical experiments
p0557 477-19908

Position Location and Navigation Symposium, San
Diego, Calif., November 1-3, 1976, Proceedings

p0570 A77-51178
Position location systems technology

p0570 477-51179
Precision location, navigation and guidance using

ODE techniques
p0570 477-51180

Applications of augmented mnltilateration tracking
systems for military targets

p0570 477-S118J
Navigation checkpointing with forward-sensed,

fixed-range terrain profiles
p0571 477-51189

Advanced terrain correlation techniques
position locating systen in war environments

p0571 A77-51190
Tactical and long-range navigation in the
AN/ABN-101/V

p0571 A77-51192
Aircraft Space Position Heasnrement System - An
application of precision ORE

p0572 477-51197
An application of Omega as a sensor in E-3A
Airborne Warning and Control hybrid navigation
system

p0572 A77-51198
The Inverted Bange - GPS User test facility
Global Positioning System

p0573 A77-51203
Principles, simulation results and
interoperability of JTIDS relative navigation

Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
p0573 A77-51205

Independent altitude monitor: 4 literature
search, analysis, and bibliography
[AD-A029511/0] pOOSO N77-13056

A comparison of air radionavlgation systems (for
helicopters in off-shore areas)
[AD-4030337/0] p0121 H77-1100^

Operational requirements for flight control and
navigation systems for short haul transport
aircraft
[N4S4-CB-137975] p0178 877-17031

Flight test results of the Strapdown hexad
Inertial Beference Unit (SIRO). Volume 1:
Flight test summary
[NASA-TB-73163] p0127 N77-26111

Instruments and method of air navigation
P0523 B77-30070

navigation checkpointing using horizon correlation
[AD-A039916] p0526 M77-30103

41B PIBACI
Airport, aircraft and airline security Book

p0211 477-26625
41B POLLUTION

The fuel approach to control emissions trom aircraft
[IAF PAPEB 76-111] pOOOS A77-10911

Catalytic combustion of C3H8 on Pt coated monolith
for reducing pollutant emissions from

aircraft gas turbines
p0056 A77-15557

Empirical validation of turbine engine exhaust
measurements

p0089 A77-16372
Standard reference gases and analytical procedures
for use in gas turbine exhaust measurements

p0089 A77-1637J
Status review «f NASA programs for reducing
aircraft gas turbine engine emissions

p0103 A77-17216
Results of further investigations of a new concept
of fuel prevaporization

p0101 477-17217
Aircraft environmental control problems as a
result of air contamination
[ASBB PAPEB 76-EN4S-13] p0135 477-19161

Gas turbine emission control - 4 systems approach
p0159 A77-22181

Evaluation of a staged fuel combustor for
turboprop engines
[ASHE PAPEB 76-IA/GT-5] p0211 477-26161

Belative effects on atmospheric ozone of latitude
and altitude of supersonic flight

p0211 477-26727
Sonitoring Concorde enisslons

C A P C A PAPEB 77-11] p0111 477-10638
Transmissoneter measurement of particnlate

emissions from a jet engine test facility
pOIII 477-10613

Characteristic time emissions correlations - The
T-63 helicopter gas turbine conbostor

p0507 477-11824
The effect of drop size on emissions from the

primary zone of a gas turbine type combnstor
p0549 A77-18171



AIB PDBIFICATION SUBJECT INDEX

Experimental clean combustor program: Noise study
[NASA-CB-135106] p0024 N77-10064

Discussion of aircraft air pollution legislation
and Naval aircraft operations
[AD-A026176] p0126 N77-14621

Screening analysis and selection of emission
reduction concepts for intermittent combustion
aircraft engines
[NASA-CR-135074] p0129 H77-15038

Aircraft Piston Engine Exhaust Emission Symposium
[HASA-CP-2005] p0183 N77-17081

Technology for controlling emissions of oxides of
nitrogen f rom supersonic cruise aircraft

p0220 N77-18024
Status of N A S A aircraft engine emission reduction

and upper atmosphere measurement programs
p0227 N77-18098

The variable geometry combustor
p0322 N77-22139

Analysis of the HLB airports pollution dispersion
model on sensitivity for meteorological
parameters and on source modeling noting
point source and line source modeling of
polluting airplanes
[NLB-TB-75014-U] p0389 N77-25681

Analysis and documentation of QCSEE (Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine) over-the-wing
exhaust system development
[NASA-CB-2792] p0436 N77-27119

The effect of Navy and Air Force aircraft engine
test facilities on ambient air quality
[AD-A036393] p0482 B77-28630

Notes on the pollution of airplanes and
helicopters by chemicals during agricultural jobs
[NASA-TT-F-17444;) p0587 N77-33129

AIB PURIFICATION
A rotating high pressure water condenser and

separator for aircraft environmental control
system
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-ENAS-10] p0514 A77-46851

AIB QDALITI
Development of EPA aircraft piston engine emission

standards for air quality
p0184 N77-17082

AIB SEA INSEBACTIOHS
0 AIB W A T E R INTEBACTIONS

AIB TO AIB HISSILBS
Flow-field characteristics near the midving

weapons pylon of the F-16 aircraft at Hach
numbers from 0.4 to 0.95
[AD-A028078] p0225 N77-18075

AIB TO AIB SOCKETS
D AIB TO AIB HISSILES

AIB TO SURFACE BISSILES
NT HABPOOB BISSIIE

Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of proposed
high wing maneuvering air-to-surface submunitions
[AD-A028227] p0225 N77-18067

AIB TBAFFIC
The traffic capacity and integrity of guidance

systems based on random-access airborne
interrogators

p0404 A77-37743
The effect that the probability of a successful

approach has on the sequential landing rate of
like aircraft

p0417 A77-39844
Some aspects of the development of air traffic of

the socialist States. II
p0555 A77-49651

Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and
space, parts 200 to 1199 regulations and
standards for the civil aeronautics board

p0075 N77-12934
Technical background: Interim criteria for

planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns,
and siting noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A03U49] p0324 N77-22150

Terminal area design: Analysis and validation of
BNAD task force concepts
[AD-A037022] p0365 N77-24088

Beport on airport capacity: Large hub airports in
the united States
[4D-A041<(35] p0493 N77-29176

AIB TBAFFIC CONTBCH
NT BADAB APPBOACB CONTROL

Reliability of automated flight service stations
p0003 A77-10442

AEROSAT system for oceanic ATC communication
and surveillance

p0054 A77-15129
The Discrete Address Beacon System tor air traffic
control

p0054 A77-151J4
A transportable VFR air-traffic control system

p0089 A77-161S5
ATC automation with minicomputers

p0108 A77-1748J
The metering system concept for airport
traffic control efficiency

P0108 A77-174B4
Expanded use of computers in air transportation

[AIAA PAPBB 77-274] p0112 A77-1821J
Automated Terminal Service for airport tower
installation

p01b2 A77-20668
Communications with aircraft via satellite

p0154 A77-2142J
Measures for enhancing safety in general aviation

in the areas of air traffic control, navigation,
and meteorology

pOISS A77-^1587
Regulation of the air traffic control system

pOlbS A77-
Sri's air traffic flow model

p0196 A77-
A real-time simulation facility for evaluating

advanced concepts in air traffic control
p0196 A77-24b99

A designer oriented air traffic control simulation
facility

p0196 A77-24600
Operational control - A unigue Australian concept

p0203 A77-2559S
The air traffic controller's problems associated
with ground movement control

p020J A77-25600
Air-derived vs ground-derived ATC functions

p0256 A77-2/636
Air traffic management. I - Evolution in the next
decade. II - Prospects from research and
development impact on aircraft design

p02.3 A/7-29660
Application of Kalman filters to automated ATC

systems
p0^99 A77-J10bO

Controlled flight into terrain accidents -
System-induced errors

pOJ07 A77-J24S3
Airtrack, a system for air traffic control

pUJIO A77-J2S8b
Secondary radar: Fundamentals and instrumentation

Book
pOJ47 A77-J463J

Air route surveillance radar
p0347 A77-34874

Aggregate flow model for evaluating ATC planning
strategies

pOJ53 A77-35U71
Performance of a square law pseudonoise ranging
time-of-arrival estimator

p0354 A77-Jb844
Air traffic control in the Soviet Onion

pU357 A77-J6bb1
The Air Traffic Control Evaluation Unit, Burn

Airport, O.K.
pOJST A77-J(>bb3

Air route surveillance radar system ABSR-3
p0357 A77-J6b65

Birds in flight - Badar observation and avoidance
procedures which can be employed by air traffic
controllers

pOJb7 A77-J6b66
Future air traffic control systems. Ill

pOJb7 A77-36567
FAA's flight service stations in modernization
process for general aviation

pOJ58 A77-J6b70
The HITRE HBTBEK air traffic control simulation

laboratory
pOJbS A77-Jbb71

Automation of the low density terminal ATC
facilities

p0358 A77-36b7^
An integrated approach to terminal area surveillance

A77-J74bb
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Developing satellite-based systems for aviation
services

p0398 A77-37057
An airline viev of the operational requirements

pOQOO A77-3770»
A precision approach monitor for HLS

pO<!01 A77-37721
ADSEL - A selective address secondary surveillance

radar
p0402 A77-37722

PALS - A beacon radar Precision Altitude and
Landing ncnitor

p0102 A77-37725
ATCRBS trilateration - A feasible system for

airport surface traffic surveillance
pOit02 A77-37726

Improvement to I-band DUE for HLS use
p0003 A77-37735

Computer analysis of HLS in mnltipath environment
p0103 A77-37736

A spiral guidance approach concept for all-ijeather
VTOL operations

pOIOI A77-37739
NATCALS - Ground-derived automation of all-weather

tactical airfield operations
pOUOa A77-37740

Air t raff ic flow contrcl and an efficient
heuristic program for fuel conservation

pO«16 A77-398i»2
\The terminal area automated path generation problem

C A I A A 77-1055] pOitSS A77-12767
The profile descent ATC for aircraft descent

[ A I A A PJPEB 77-1251] p0502 A77-B4339
Fuel conservation for high performance aircraft in

the terminal area
p0503 A77-»»»3I»

Validation of an airport simulation model
p0510 A77-15719

Stereographic projections in air traffic control
systems

p0511 A77-46262
Some mathematical aspects of air traffic systems

p0521 A77-47816
The new airport radar systems

p0549 A77-1I7979
Hew air traffic control communications and data

systems
p0550 A77-18252

Civil and military air traffic in Prance -
Hanagement and compatibility

p0551 A77-18411
The transfer of the German North H A T H A C to the

EOROCOHTFOL Centre of Maastricht Hilitary
Air Traff ic Radar Control

p0551 A77-481H2
E0ROCONTBOL and radar automated air traffic

control radar system implementation
p0551 A77-18413

Air t raff ic control and the initial operation of
supersonic transport aircraft - A review of
preparatory measures

pOSSI A77-48415
Austria's role in international civil aviation

p0551 A77-U8116
Simulation of traffic loading for approach and

landing systems with statistical interrogation
p0552 A77-q8686

A new high-brightness, all-veather, ASDE /Airport
Surface Detection Eguijment/

p0553 A77-H9221
Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control

p0553 A77-1I9225
Electronic systems for air traffic control

p0573 A77-51276
Queues with delayed, probabilistic feedback as a

model of air traffic control communications
p057» A77-51610

LH2 airport reguirements study
[HASA-CR-2700] p0020 H77-10032

The establishment of safe separations between
aircraft in flight
[HLB-HP-750i|1-n] p0032 N77-11020

Harrow-band passive systems theory with
applications to positioning and navigation
CAD-A0257<!3] p0068 H77-12036

Code of federal regulations. 11. Aeronautics and
space, parts 1 to 59 federal aviation
procedural rules and standards

p0075 H77-12932

Code of federal regulations. 11. Aeronautics and
space, parts 60 to 199 federal aviation
procedural rales and standards

p0075 H77-129JJ
Test and evaluation of ATCBBS electronic scan

antenna (system test)
[AD-A029486/8] p0078 H77-1JOJJ

System design study for VHP universal data link
and data link/DABS combinations
[AD-A029517/7] pOOBJ H77-1J290

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A030368/5] p0121 H77-14000

Tracals evaluation report. Ground/air/ground
communications special evaluation report,
Sheppard APB, Texas
[AD-A026823] p O I ^ I B77-T400J

Performance measurement system for major airports
CAD-A026224] p01.il B77-1U004

Haiti-site intermittent positive control
algorithms for the discrete address beacon
system, revision 2
[AD-A026515] p0121 W77-11006

Standard engineering installation package. OS
Army Airfield/Heliport air/ground communications
[AD-A026913] p01J2 B77-1S271

Collocated flight service station/Air Bonte
Traffic Control Center aviation weather anit,
task 1
[AD-A031099/5] p0133 H77-1bb79

Interface definition DABS engineering model/ATC
(NAFEC) terminal hardware configuration, volume 4
[AD-A0252J4/6] p0169 H77-16007

TRACALS evalaution report. Communications station
evaluation report, Kadena AB, Japan, 4 Rarch -
16 March 1976
[AD-A029713] p0177 N77-17028

Accident investigation: Analysis of aircraft
motions from ATC radar recordings

p0227 N77-1B091
Statistical studies on dynamic zones of protection

daring horizontal evasive maneuvers
[DLR-PB-76-51] p0280 H77-20054

Aviation safety. Volume 1: An inquiry into
certain aspects of approach and landing weather
phenomena and cockpit-tower relationship problems
[GPO-70-501] pOJIS 1177-22052

Badar detection of thunderstorm hazards for air
traffic control. Volume is Storm cell detection
[AD-A032732] pOJ17 B77-22064

A study of sudden ionospheric disturbances and
their effect on VLP position fixing accuracy

p0317 H77-22091
Test and evaluation of an enroate system
terrain-avoidance function with the HAS A3d2.1
system
[ AD-A036UH1] p0332 H77-2J079

PAA air traffic activity, fiscal year 1976
CAD-A032260] pOJ33 S77-2J08J

Air traffic control radar beacon system. Special
evaluation report. Pease APB, New Hampshire
[AD-A033068] p0333 B77-2J084

Applications of the simulation model for air
traffic control communications
[AD-A036738] p0365 H77-210B7

A review and analysis of the BITBE beacon
collision avoidance system
[AD-A037225] p0366 H77-21090

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A037130] pOJ66 H77-21091

Plight test and evaluation of ODBC (HcDonnell
Douglas Electronics Corporation) collision
avoidance system
[AD-A037H35/5] pOJBI B77-25126

Study of the integration and evaluation of an
aeronautical satellite system in oceanic air
traffic control centre
[REPT-84/71/37-VOL-1] p0382 H77-251J7

Study of the integration and evaluation of an
aeronautical satellite system in oceanic air
traffic control centre
[REPT-8H/71/Q2-70L-2] pOJ82 H77-25138

Study of the integration and evaluation of air
traffic control systems in an aeronautical
satellite system, volume 1
[SBSA-EI-5030/11639/71-70L-1] pOJ82 H77-25139

Study of the integration and evaluation of air
traffic control systems in an aeronautical
satellite system, volume 2
[SBSA-BI-5030/10639/71-VOL-2] p0382 B77-251UO
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DABS monopulse summary monopulse azinuth
estimation
[AD-A038157/II] pO«27 H77-26114

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 1:
Summary of results, system definition, radar
processing
[AD-A038IJ91/7] p0127 H77-26115

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 2:
Beacon processing investigation
[AD-A038492/5] P0127 H77-26116

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volnne 3:
Appendices
[AD-A038<t93/3] pOK27 N77-26117

An econometric analysis of enronte and terminal
air traffic contrcl
[AD-A036892] p0128 B77-26119

Communications station evaluation report,
Selfridge ANGB, Michigan, 9-18 Bovember 1976
[AD-A0371179] pOI(28 S77-26120

The ATCEBS mode of DABS
[AD-A03S5U3] p0131 H77-27092

Area navigation/vertical area navigation terminal
simulation
[AD-A03E623] p0131 H77-27093

Impact of automation upcn air traffic control
system productivity/capacity {ARTS III)
[AD-A038659] p0131 B77-27094

Implementation of area navigation in the national
airspace system: An assessment of BHAV task
force concepts and payoffs
[AD-A039225] p043« B77-27096

Computer-program for FAA/ATCRBS tape reader,
program Jasper 1
[AD-A038875] p0434 B77-27103

Description and performance evaluation of the
moving target detector automated aircraft
detection in all forms of clutter
[AD-AOP0055] p0438 S77-27274

A communications system for the terminal area
effectiveness program
[HASA-TH-73227] p0139 F77-27794

Terminal area air traffic control simulation
[NASA-CB-1S2017] p0440 H77-27881

Real-time manned simulation of advanced terminal
area guidance concepts fcr short-haul operations
[HASA-TK-D-8499] pO«88 S77-29111

Longitudial separation analysis of the central
east pacific track systen
[AD-A04C759] p0488 H77-29117

Area navigation route width requirements
[AD-A040153] p0489 H77-29119

Advanced productivity analysis methods for air
traffic contrcl operations
[AD-A0350S5] p0189 H77-29120

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A041089] p0489 N77-29127

FAA air traffic activity, calendar, year 1976
[AD-A000474] p0490 B77-29134

flonte Carlo simulations of VOR/DHE holding
procedures. Basic ideas and applications
[DLB-PB-77-08] p0526 B77-30105

tlicrowave holographic imaging of aircraft with
spaceborne illuminating source

p0531 H77-30139
Air traffic control eiperimentation and evaluation

iiith the NASA ATS-6 satellite. Volume 2:
Demonstration of satellite-supported
communications and surveillance for oceanic air
traffic control
[FAA-FA-75-64-VOL-2] pOS37 B77-31124

Multiple curved descending approaches and the air
traffic control problem
[BASA-TB-78P30] p0579 B77-32104

Air traffic control experimentation and evaluation
test
[AD-A041971] p0588 B77-33136

Requirements for flight testing automated terminal
service
[AD-A041975] p0588 H77-33137

Honte Carlo simulation of VOH/DBE holding
procedures. Basic notions and applications
[ESA-TT-419] p0588 B77-33142

AIB TBAFFIC COHTBOL1EBS (PEBSOIIBI)
Transport airplane flight deck development survey

and analysis: Report and recommendations
[BASA-CB-145121] p0178 S77-17030

Area navigation/vertical area navigation terminal
simulation
[AD-A038623] p0434 B77-^7093

Impact of automation upon air traffic control
system productivity/capacity (ABTS III)
[AD-A038659] p0434 B77-27094

AIB TBAISPOBTAIIOB
Beyond supersonic transport
[IAF PAPEB ISI-76-66] pOOOb A77-10972

Transport progress in practice: Air transport in
Africa - East African Airways Corporation
Experience

pOOOT A77-11312
Responsibilities and assurances vith regard to

cargo transport - Air transport law
p0012 A77-12172

Transport of the future and the tasks of science
pOO<46 A77-1J6U3

Air transportation and fuel consumption
pOOSI A77-1156J

A new air transport policy for the North Atlantic
Book

P0090 A77-16J75
LTA - Becent developments Lighter Than Air ships

p0099 A77-170^1
Overview: A look into the future of O.S. air
transport - Keynote remarks
[AIAA PAPEB 77-251] p0112 A77-18201

Expanded use of computers in air transportation
[AIAA PAPEB 77-2711] p0112 A77-18213

Our amazing air transportation system /AIAA-SAE
Rilliam Llttlewood Bemorial Lecture/ civil
aviation aircraft historical overview
[AIAA PAPEB 77-356] pOIII A77-18260

Energy considerations in aeronautical
transportation /The R. Bapert Turnbull Lecture/

p0135 A77-19649
A proposition for an advanced aircraft navigation
system for civil air transport

p0151 A77-20667
Forum on the future of air transportation

[AIAA PAPEB 77-263] p0195 A77-2B150
The transportation system and the unloading of
cargo in the case of the C-212 Aviocar

p0201 A77-25121
Flight safety in the air transportation system

P0252 A77-271J7
cc in the military airlift command Command and
Control

p0255 A77-27596
Air-derived vs ground-derived ATC functions

p0256 A77-276J6
Designing for air transportability military
aircraft standardization, certification,
testing, documentation

p0270 A77-29U58
Integrated surface-air transportation combined
technologies for freight and passenger movement

p0270 A77-29H60
Effects of selected BSD options on fuel usage In
the commercial air system

p0271 A77-29172
Technology and decision making in the air
transport Industry

p0299 M7-31066
Some early perspectives on ground requirements of
liquid hydrogen air transports

p0312 A77-33391
Flight test, development of a helicopter-towed
surface delivery system

p0406 A77-38006
The CAB California-Texas Fares case - An
intrastate stopover takeover

pOIHt A77-39096
Small is beautiful, silence is golden low
noise short haul air transportation

pO«17 A77-39923
Civil aviation activities In global perspective

pOI|I)9 A77-01930
Basic safety concepts of air transportation
compared with other travel modes

pOOSO A77-41938
The changing horizons for technical progress
in air transportation

pO»50 A77-41946
The aircraft energy efficiency active controls
technology program
[AIAA 77-1076] p04S6 A77-42784
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SUBJECT IHDBI AIBBOBBE/SPACEBOBBB COHPOTEBS

Rationalization of the European air net
p0551 A77-48474

Some aspects of the development of air traffic of
the Socialist States. II

pOSSS A77-49651
An analysis of the intcastate air carrier

regulatory foruo. Volume 2: Technical report
[AD-A023762] p0020 H77-10035

Baseline energy forecasts and analysis of
alternative strategies for airline fuel
conservation
[PB-2553E1/9] p0029 H77-10690

Toward nev beights air transportation in the
Soviet Dnion
[HASA-TT-F-172118] p0031 H77-11019

Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and
space, parts 200 to 1199 regulations and
standards for the civil aeronautics board

p0075 H77-12931
Aerodynamic design

p0119 H77-13979
Air transport propulsion for the 1980's

p0119 H77-13980
Structures and Haterials

p0119 H77-13981
Effects of artificial stability on configuration

design
p0119 H77-13982

Advanced helicopter designs
p0119 B77-13983

A systematic approach to advanced cockpit warning
systems for air transport operations: Line
pilot preferences

p0229 H77-18116
Airport and air transport planning

[PB-259413/3] p0280 N77-20057
Short haul air passenger data sources in the

United States
[HASA-CB-1S2671] p0316 N77-22051I

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 2: Airport feeder vehicle
[NAS4-CB-1S1920] p0331 H77-23059

SEDS technical program document: Fiscal year 1977
engineering and development approved programs

air transportation safety ~—
[AD-A034195] p0366 K77-24093

In Herculean flight Soviet aviation history
p0523 N77-30066

Interactions of technology and society: Impacts
of improved airtransport. A study of airports
at the grass roots in rural communities
[HASJ-CB-2871] p0532 N77-31005

British Airvays: An analysis of efficiency and
cost levels
[PB-268C60/1] p0536 B77-31113

The development of a model for predicting
passenger acceptance of short-haul air
transportation systems
[NASA-CB-145250} p0589; H77-33148

BIB RATES IBTEBACTIOHS
Water ingestion into axial flow compressors

[AD-A033611] p0372 H77-24144
IIBBOBNE BOUIPBEHT
SI AIBBOBHE/SPACEBOBHE COBPOTEBS
HI TEBCOH

LTA - Becent developments Lighter Than Air ships
p0099 A77-17021

The development and utilisation of an engine usage
monitoring system with particular reference to
low cycle fatigue recording

p0101 A77-17229
Digital scan converters in airborne display systems

p0212 A77-26346
Air-derived vs ground-derived ATC functions

p0256 A77-27636
A comparative performance analysis of modern

ground-based, air-based, and satellite-based
radio navigation systems

p0260 A77-28299
Performance of a French airborne Omega receiver

and ontlcok for its use
p0309 A77-32943

Analysis of noise during aero-electrical
prospecting by the method of transient processes

p0313 A77-33S05
Flight inspection packages and interface problems

for navigation aid inspection
[SAE PAPZR 770448] p0392 A77-37069

leather radar for light centerline thrust aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770386] p0395 A77-37100

Precision angle measurement in Doppler HIS
p0402 A77-J772B

The traffic capacity and integrity of guidance
systems based on random-access- airborne
interrogators

p0404 A77-J7743
Spin testing using multiple phototheodolites

p0407 A77-38028
Aircraft scatterometer adapted from Spacelab
to measure ocean surface motion

pOllb A77-39525
Beal-time aerial reconnaissance using the
return-beam vidicon

p0441 877-10665
Adaptive fading memory filtering in a
decentralized airborne tracking system
[AIAA 77-1088] p0456 A77-42793

An electro-optic airspeed sensor airborne
optical convolution velocimeter

b p0506 A77-44783
An operational video tape recording system

utilizing IBIG standard 129-7J segmented helical
scan recording format

P0556 A77-4987J
History and development of the SCOBE pod

Simulated Combat Operations Bange Eguipment
pOS71 A77-51188

High voltage design guide for airborne eguipment
[AD-A029268] p0173 B77-16272

An experimental facility for dynamic combined
environments reliability testing of airborne
eguipment
[AD-A034499] p0337 B77-2J1J3

An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 2:
Evaluation of airborne navigation system
performance during BNAV/HLS transition
[HASA-CB-145108] p0365 H77-24083

Determination of antenna radiation patterns, radar
cross sections and jam-to-signal ratios by
flight tests

p0369 B77-241.22
Aircraft equipment

p0523 H77-J0069
Definition of a data collection system for OS Army
tactical microwave landing system evaluation
[AD-A041230] p0538 H77-31126

Development of lightweight transformers for
airborne high power supplies
[AD-AOU1515] p0512 R77-J1162

Neasurements of the influence of static and
dynamic interference on an ILS-receiver and
measurement of the capture effect with the
double 'frequency procedure
[TOBS/SFB58/50] p0588 N77-33140

AIBBOBBE SDBVEILLiBCB BADAB
Long wavelength radar - Its purpose and applications

p0192 A77-2J538
A change detection and classification system for

side-look radar images
p0397 A77-J7422

Avionics first principles. II - Airborne radars
p0552 A77-48689

ilBBOBBB/SPACBBOBHE COHPOTBBS
Explicit equations for barometric altitude

computations
p0051 A77-14556

Computers in flight - An historical perspective of
computation in aviation and aerospace
C A I A A PAPEB 77-271] pom A77-i«2io

Expanded use of computers in air transportation
[AIAA PAPEB 77-274] p0112 A77-18213

Automatic flight inspection of radio navigation
facilities

p0152 A77-20669
Processor system configuration in the HOE

helicopter environment Bap-of-the-Earth
p0153 A77-20690

Inherent errors in asynchronous, redundant digital
flight controls

p0194 A77-24192
Snndstrand maintains lead in GPRS battle - Bark II

system on offer Ground Proximity Rarning
Systems

p0250 A77-27027
Design of a digital flight control system using

area multiplexing
p0396 A77-37405
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F-15 TESS test facility Tactical Electronic
Warfare System

p0397 A77-37408
Hicroprocessor development for a digital Flight
Control System voter/monitor

p0397 A77-37412
A fast phase locked loop algorithm with

applications to microprocessor implemented
communication and navigation systems

p0397 A77-37414
Airborne data analysis and monitoring with a mini

computer
p0106 A77-38018

Power supplies for full time fly-by-mre aircraft
control systems

pOtOB A77-381461
A flight control system using the DAIS architecture

Digital Avionics Information System
[AliA 77-1100] pOtS6 A77-42804

Automatic rollout control of the 747 airplane
[AIAA 77-1104] p0457 A77-42806

Central integrated test system /CITS/ - Check
three times for onboard testing of B-1
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-1260] p O S I O A77-45513

Complementary roles for BPVs in support of
tactical manned aircraft

p0516 A77-47334
Multiple Drone Control development for SPY and

electronic warfare applications
p0518 A77-17345

Advanced avionics for the Advanced Remotely
Piloted Vehicle /AEPV/

p0518 A77-47350
Proving the correctness of a flight-director

program for an airborne oiniconputer
p0573 A77-S1261

Eight-channel resolver simplifies digital flight
controls

p0574 A77-51354
A versatile computer-generated dynamic flight

display
[AD-A027419] p0123 N77-14024

AIBCBiFT
HSEG, a segmented mission analysis program for low

and high speed aircraft. Volume 1: Theoretical
development
[NASA-CH-2807] p0486 H77-29085

Soviet aircraft and rockets
[NASA-TT-F-770] p0523 H77-30065

Foundation of the magnetic field integral eguation
code for the calculation of the electromagnetic
pulse external interaction with aircraft
[AD-A039953] p0545 S77-31389

AIBCBIFT SCCIDBHT IHVBSTIG1TIOB
Investigation and analysis of the human factors in

aircraft accidents
p0003 A77-10500

Accident research at the Dnited States Army Agency
for Aviation Safety - An overview

P02I11 A77-26645
Controlled flight into terrain accidents -

System-induced errors
p0307 A77-32453

Lessons f rom individual aircraft fire accidents:
TBA 11011 aircraft fire - Logan International
Airport, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S .A. , 20 April
1974

pO<IU2 A77-40926
An evaluation of worldwide transport aircraft fire

experiences
p0443 A77-40927

D.S. air carrier accidents involving fire /1965
through 1974/

pO»13 A77-40929
Overseas national '-irways DC-10-30 CF fire -

November 12, 1975, JFK International Airport,
Hew Tork, Hew York

p0443 A77-40930
Lessons f rom individual aircraft fire accidents -

Accident of the Boeing 707-PP-VJZ at
Saulx-les-Chartreux, July 11, 1973

p0444 A77-40939
Teaching the practical techniques of establishing

egress system performance in an accident
environment

p0558 A77-49948
A crashworthiness analysis with emphasis on the

fire hazard: OS and selected foreign turbine

aircraft accidents 1961-1971
[AD-A029162/5] p0077 B77-1302J

General aviation accidents involving aerobatics,
1972 - 1971
[PB-257747/6] p0177 B77-17020

Accident investigation: Analysis of aircraft
motions from ATC radar recordings

p0227 B77-18091
Helicopter sling load accident/incident survey:

1968 - 1974
[NASA-TS-X-71007] p0229 877-18117

Analysis of OS Davy aircraft accident rates in
major aviation commands (pilot performance)
[AD-A031837] p0316 877-22055

Flight test evaluation of AVOID 2 (avionic
observation of intruder danger) collision
avoidance system
[AD-A033596] p0317 877-22061

The reduction of F-111 low-level enronte bird
hazards
[AD-A032879] p0332 B77-2J076

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format. Civil
aviation, issue number 2, 1976 accidents
[NTSB-BA-76-7] p0365 87 7-2407b

Annual review of aircraft accident data, OS
general aviation, calendar year 1975
[PB-264391/8] pOJ81 877-25127

An epidemiologic investigation of occupation, age
and exposure in general aviation accidents
[AD-A040978] p0488 B77-29112

Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin
accidents
[AD-A040824] p0488 B77-2911J

Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations, O.S. General Aviation 1975
[PB-267651/2] p0536 H77-31114

Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built
aircraft, US general aviation, 1975
[PB-267652/6] p0537 B77-31115

Briefs of accidents, involving corporate/executive
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267651/8] p0537 B77-J1116

Briefs and accidents involving missing and missing
later recovered aircraft, OS general aviation,
1975
[PB-267650/0] p0537 877-31117

Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267649/2] pOSJ7 877-31118

Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft OS
general aviation, 1975
[PB-267647/6] p05J7 B77-J1120

Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267646/8] p05J7 F77-J1121

Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions,
OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267645/0] p0537 B77-31122

Listings of accidents/incidents by aircraft make
and model, OS civil aviation, 1975
[PB-267644/3] p0537 B77-31123

AIBCBAFT ACCIDEHIS
HI BIBD-AIBCBAFT COLLISIOBS
Competition for airspace - Bird strikes and

aircraft operations
pOOOS A77-11261

A measure of safety effectiveness based on
aircraft accident rates

P0241 A77-266J4
Emergency powec benefits to multi-engine helicopters

p0218 477-26890
Crash management at airports

p0113 A7/-40928
The airport and fire from the air carrier's view

p0443 A77-40931
Extingnishants for aircraft fire fighting -

Auxiliary fire suppressants
p0144 A77-B09J5

Aircraft fire fighting tactics - Handling of
equipment

P0444 S77-409J8
The aircraft and fire from the pilot's view

p0444 A77-40940
Handling aircraft accident/incident survivors and

victims - Accountability techniques and body
management

p0444 A77-40911
aethods to measure aircraft fire fighting

equipment capabilities
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pO»0(l A77-00943
The airport fire defense - The basic mission and

needs
pO«45 A77-00944

Extingnishants for aircraft fire fighting foaming
agents - Protein, flucrcfrotein and AFFP

pOO»5 A77-40946
Balancing the costs of rescue services and fire

fighting among different categories of airports
pO«i!5 A77-00950

A net hod of analysis for general aviation airplane
structural crashvorthiness

pO«51 A77-U2566
Computer simulation of light aircraft crash

p055« A77-49311
The need for improved aircraft crashvorthiness

design
p055t A77-49Q73

Proposed helicopter safety system for catastrophic
failures

p0557 A77-49936
Evolution of automatic Opening lap belts in high

performance aircraft
p0558 A77-H9916

The development of nev designs of emergency escape
parachutes for ejection seats

p0558 A77-49947
OSAP experience in aircraft accident snrvivability

p0558 A77-<199«9
Aircrew escape and survival * Problems and solutions

p0558 A77-49950
The life cycle cost impacts of unsafe designs

aircraft accident effects
p0559 A77-50162

Single pass Doppler positioning for Search and
Rescue satellite missions

p0571 A77-51186
Pull-scale crash test of a CH-47C helicopter

[HASA-TH-X-3412] p0067 H77-12027
Safety of transport aircraft

[BBFT-FE-W-76-07] p0177 H77-17019
The flight recorder and accident investigation

p0237 H77-19035
An accident analysis of f ighter aircraft in

relation to modifications introduced and new
developments

p0237 H77-19036
Aircraft cabin compartmentation concepts for

improving postcrash fire safety
[AD-A033051/I4] p0280 H77-20053

Analysis of D. S. navy major aircraft accident
rates by aircraft type
[AD-A032379] p0316 H77-22056

A study of lightplane stall avoidance and
suppression
[AD-A039223] pO<!36 H77-27129

An epidemiclogic investigation of occupation, age
and exposure in general aviation accidents
[AD-A040978] pO«88 N77-29112

Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin
accidents
[AD-A04082II ] pO<(88 H77-29113

OS air carrier accidents involving fire, 1965
through 1971 and factors affecting the statistics
[PB-266883/8] p0536 H77-31112

Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation 1975,
[PB-267648/4] p0537 H77-31119

Briefs of accidents involving air taxi operations,
OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267€53/a] p0578 H77-32102

Analysis of air accidents involving airplanes or
helicopters of various types of application
[NASA-TT-P-17413] p0587 S77-33128

Testing simulation of damages occurred in service
p059U H77-33194

AIHCBAFT AITEHHiS
Linearly pclarized microstrip antennas

pOOSI A77-14716
Analysis of extended off-surface radiators of

aircraft antenna
p0302 A77-31776

Optimization of the reduction of the radioelectric
noise created by a corona discharge on aircraft
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1977-16] p0360 A77-37011

Analysis programme for static electricity on
aircraft

p0360 A77-37012

Bain erosion resistant fluoroelastooer radome and
antenna coatings

p0556 A77-497J1
B-1 forward radome microwave test range

p0556 A77-4974J
Analysis of aircraft wing-mounted antenna patterns

p0083 B77-1J^8J
Heasnrement of the power handling capabilities of

a biplanar slot array
[AD-A027500] p01J2 H77-15247

A short backfire antenna fitted with a waveguide
feed
[AD-A028910] p0173 H77-16279

VHF-OHF aircraft antenna
[AD-A03089U] p02QO H77-1S310

Real time data transmission and processing for the
determination of aircraft antenna radiation
patterns

pOJ69 N77-2412J
An array technique for zenith to horizon coverage
[AD-A035503] pOJ89 B77-25392

Aircraft antenna analysis and Hicrowave Landing
System (HLS) applications
[AD-AOma8a] p0489 H77-29123

AIBCBAFT APPBOACB SPACIHG
The metering system concept for airport

_ traffic control efficiency
pOIOS A77-17081

Begnlation of the air traffic control system
p0155 A77-2159J

Test and evaluation of a feasibility model ILS
glide slope performance assurance monitor for
the final approach path
[AD-A03M892/0] p0290 H77-21068

AIBCBAFT BASES
U HILITA8I AIR FACILITIES

AIBCBAFT BBAKBS
ST LEADING EDGE SLATS
III TBAILIKG-EDGE FLAPS
NC RING FLAPS

Development of aircraft brake materials
[ASLE PHEPBIHT 76-LC-1B-3] pOOOS A77-11195

Aircraft antiskid braking systems
p0058 A77-15795

Application of dimensional analysis to predict
airplane stopping distance

p01tt7 A77-20KU6
The employment of aircraft on operational areas in

the case of differing surface conditions
p0159 A77-2.i119

Vibrations of landing gear struts during braking
p0253 A77-27151

The technical concept of the IL-62H. Ill -
Hydraulics and nitrogen system

p025<! A77-27165
A corrosion protection system tor beryllium in
aircraft brake applications

pOJOS A77-32610
Rear formulation for aircraft brake material
sliding against steel

p0356 A77-J6202
A computer technique for the determination of

brake horsepower output of normally-aspirated
reciprocating aircraft engines
[SAB PAPEB 770465] p0393 A77-J708J

Effect of the environment on some properties of
sintered frictional materials aircraft wheel
brake materials

p0404 A77-37778
An alternate recovery system for the Aquila

mini-BPV soft landing
p0518 A77-H7346

Status of recent aircraft braking and cornering
research

p0227 H77-18094
Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on

dry and wet runway surfaces - A
velocity-rate-controlled,
pressnre-bias-modnlated system
[HASA-TH-D-8332] p0281 H77-20079

AIBCBAFT CABIIS
D 1IBCBAFT CORPABTHEHTS

AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
'Ski jump' Barrier /B. J. Mitchell nemorial Lecture/

curved ramp launching devices aboard
aircraft carriers

p0056 A7
Sea Harrier - The first of the new wave
/Twenty-third B. J. Bitchell aemorial Lecture/
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Harrier navalization for maritime power
projection and sea ccntrcl missions

p0250 A77-27051
Corrosion control of high temperature fastening

systems for aircraft carrier steam catapults
p0307 A77-32609

V/ST01 and the naval planner's dilemma
p0352 A77-35021

Investigation of landing gear deck obstruction
effects by drop testing

p0511 A77-16825
Evaluation of coatings for air/fluid accumulators

[AD-A033295] p0325 1177-22251
Baseline data from an A-1 cockpit in simulated

carrier deck fire
[AD-A031217] p0332 H77-23077

Summary of helicopter airframe testing in the
shipboard environment
[AD-A03S718] pOSIO N77-31111

ilBCEAFT COBBDHICATIOB
AF.BOSAT system for oceanic ATC communication

and surveillance
p O O S U A77-15129

EBP hardening of aircraft by closing the
points-of-entry ElectroHagnetic Pulse

p0055 A77-15108
Optical communications systems for aircraft

p0058 A77-158I10
& hybrid configured fiber optic data bus system

p0058 A77-15811
A transportable VFB air-traffic control system

p0089 A77-16195
Expermental cognition for qualification of voice

warning systems in aircraft
[DGIH PAPEB 76-211] p0091 A77-16531

Communications with aircraft via satellite
p0151 A77-21123

The air traffic controller's problems associated
with ground movement control

p0203 A77-25600
EPV video connnnications - A new challenge to

video data compression
p0269 A77-28968

Experimental image compression subsystem /EICS/
two-way aircraft laser image transmission

p0269 A77-28969
Secondary radar: Fundamentals and instrumentation

Book
p0317 A77-31633

FAA's flight service stations in modernization
process for general aviation

p0358 A77-36570
New theoretical approaches to the jamming and

multipath problems in aeronautical
communication-navigation systems

p0395 A77-37371
t fast phase Iccked loop algorithm vith
applications to microprocessor implemented
communication and navigation systems

p0397 A77-37111
Aircraft communications systems Russian book

p0107 A77-38121
Services and installations for aviation at

airports and airfields of regional importance
German book

p0116 A77-4iq62
The redaction of interference from large

reflecting surfaces instrument landing
system interference reduction at airports for
aircraft communication

P0151 A77-12511
Software implementation of a PR spread spectrum

receiver to accommodate dynamics SHF
psendonoise communication link for
aircraft/satellites

00506 A77-1173d
Satellite communications for the mobile^ service

[AAS 76-015] p0513 A77-16630
L-band antenna for aircraft-to-satellite

communications for Aerosat system
pOSSO A77-18362

Hew liflar concept for measuring the slant range
transmission in aircraft landing approaches

p0552 A77-18698
ATS-6 European L-band aeronautical experiments

p0557 A77-19908
AFSATCOH terminal segment reliability test program

p0560 A77-50194

Principles, simulation results and
interoperability of JTIDS relative navigation

Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
p0573 A77-512U5

Aviation safety. Volume 1: An inquiry into
certain aspects of approach and landing weather
phenomena and cockpit-tower relationship problems
[GEO-7Q-501] pOJIS H77-22052

A review and analysis of the BITBE beacon
collision avoidance system
[AD-A037225] p0366 S77-21090

A simulator to produce narrowband multipath
effects on L-band aircraft-to-satellite signals
[PB-263621/9] p0371 N77-21372

A communications system for the terminal area
effectiveness program
[HASA-TB-73227] p01J9 N77-27791

ASDAB (aircraft to satellite data relay) flight
test report
[NASA-TB-73711] p0515 H77-J1355

AIHCBAFT COBPABTHEBTS
Thermal analysis of flight vehicle compartment
structure

p0012 A77-12509
Gasdynamic investigations of explosive

decompression of one of the cargo holds o£ the
Airbus A 300
[DGLB PAPEB 76-209] p0093 A77-16S61

Air conditioning of pressurized aircraft cabins
p0193 A77-2387U

A fluidically-controlled aircraft environmental
control system breadboard
[ASBE PAPEB 76-RA/FLCS-3] p0211 A77-2614i

Ground-based air conditioning in passenger
airplane cabins Bussian book

p0301 A77-31150
The aircraft passenger compartment as a

temperature-regulated plant
pOJOl A77-32085

Modal synthesis for combined structural-acoustic
systems

pOJII A77-J3190
Fire testing of aircraft cabins

p0317 A77-J1189
Cabin safety by crash survival

[SAE PAPEB 770185] p0395 477-37099
Criteria for large scale fire testing of aircraft

interiors
p0112 A77-10921

A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire
safety

pOIII A77-10937
Cabin noise reduction - Use of isolated inner cabin

in helicopters
p0163 A77-1JJ1J

The aircraft cabin as a temperature-controlled plant
p0169 A77-11085

Aircraft interior sandwich panel development
p0520 A77-17625

Cabin noise behavior of a OSB STOL transport
upper surface blowing YC-11 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1365] p0569 A77-51117

Attenuation of light transmission in Army aircraft
transparencies due to slanting
[AD-A027661] pOOSO N77-13051

Development of fire resistant, nontoxic aircraft
interior materials
[ HASA-CB-137920] p0125 B77-1120S

Thermoplastic polymers for improved fire satety
[HASA-TH-X-73185] p0125 S77-11206

Aircraft design concept
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11852-1] p0128 H77-15027

Evaluation of Balon 1301 system for postcrash
aircraft internal cabin fire protection
[AD-A032150/5] p0169 S77-1600J

Aircraft cabin compartmentation concepts for
improving postcrash fire safety
[AD-A033051/1] p0280 B77-^0053

Aviation safety. Volume 2: Aircraft cabin
environment
[GPO-70-797] p0316 B77-220S3

Interior noise reduction in a large civil helicopter
[HASA-TH-D-8177] p0183 H77-28911

Effects of interior aircraft noise on speech
intelligibility and annoyance
[NASA-CB-115203] p0196 H77-29918

A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes test methods and
results
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[HASA-CB-155154] p0598 H77-33959
AIBCBAFT COSPIGDBATIOHS

Weight and balance considerations in the design of
the A-10A close air support aircraft*1

[SASE PAF2B 11011] p0010 A77-12183
Advanced design composite aircraft, the next step

for ccmposites
[SASE PAPEB 1105] p0010 A77-12184

The next-generation subsonic transport
[ S A H E PAPEB 1127] p0010 477-12195

The Boeing 7B7 and 717 faiilies
p0045 A77-13331

The Aerodyne - An B.P.V. with multiple capability
p0149 A77-20626

Effects of artificial stability on configuration
design

p0153 A77-20719
Some experimental and theoretical flutter

characteristics of an arrov-ving configuration
[ A I A A 77-422] p0208 A77-25792

A new role for structures technology in aircraft
configuration development
[ASHE PAPEB 76-BA/AIBO-8] p0212 A77-26403

Lift corrections to transonic equivalence rule -
Examples

p0241 A77-26730
BSEA flight control and stabilization Botor
Systems Research Aircraft

p0246 J77-26873
Analysis of aircraft performance at large angles

of attack
p0251 A77-27129

Passenger aircraft of the airbus type: Preliminary
design - A version of the 11-86 aircraft with
D-30KP-1 engines

p0253 477-27142
A modern technology - Open-ocean seaplane design

[SAE PAPEB 760922] p0259 A77-28229
A study of commuter aircraft design

[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-36] p0263 A77-28551
Performance improvement plan for existing light
aircraft

p0270 A77-29320
FCAP - A new tool for the performance and

structural analysis for complex flexible
aircraft with active control

p0298 477-30869
Cost-effectiveness benefits of a variable diameter

rotor system as applied to advanced VTOL aircraft
p0343 A77-33786

Japanese pushing flying boat designs
p0346 477-34126

Large-scale 7/sTOL testing in mnd tunnels
[AIAA 77-586] p0349 A77-34943

P-5E spin susceptibility test program
pOU07 A77-38029

The basic flying characteristics of the Botor
Systems Besearch Aircraft
[AHS 77-33-Q3] p0420 A77-40074

Maximum likelihood estimation of aerodynamic
derivatives for an oblique wing aircraft froi
flight data
[MAA 77-1135] p0459 A77-I13166

Becent ground-based and in-flight simulator
studies of low-speed handling characteristics of
supersonic cruise transport aircraft
[AI4A 77-1144] p0459 A77-43174

Aerodynaaic characteristics of supersonic fighter
airplane configurations based on Soviet design
concepts
[AIAA 77-1162] p0460 477-43188

Becent research on aerodynamic characteristics of
fighter configurations during spins
[AI4A 77-1163] P0460 477-43196

The shrouded tail rotor 'Penestron'
p0466 A77-43367

Parametric study of advanced long range
ailitary/ccBaercial cargo transports
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1221] pOSOO A77-44322

The remotely piloted helicopter
p0504 A77-44443

Comparative flutter calculations for the Viggen
aircraft

p0507 A77-44818
Vectored-engine-over-ving configuration design

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1228] p0509 A77-45507
The arrow wing - its potentialities and drawbacks

with regard to in-flight aerodynamic research
p0512 A77-46606

The aerodynamic noise of gliders
p0552 A77-4851J

Effects of artificial stability on configuration
design

p0119 H77-1J982
Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume 2:

Computer program user's guide and other appendices
[AD-A030656/3] p0126 877-14815

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume J:
Computer program source listing
[AD-4030657/1] p0126 H77-14B16

Aerodynamic centre of wing-fuselage combinations
[ESDO-76015] p0127 N77-14992

Obligue ving transonic transport configuration
development
[BASA-CB-151928] p0178 H77-17037

Investigation of larger than A size dimensional
configurations for determining dimensions of
external stores p-3 aircraft
[AD-A029024] p0179 B77-1704J

Flutter suppression by active control and its
benefits

p0218 N77-1U011
Titanium and advanced composite structures for a

supersonic cruise arrow wing configuration
p0220 H77-18026

Advanced structures technology applied to a
supersonic cruise arrow-ving configuration

p0220 H77-18027
Structural design studies of a supersonic cruise
arrow wing configuration

p0221 B77-18029
The implementation of a finite element computer

code and associated pre- and postprocessor into
6E4101 and AE4102 flight vehicle structural
analysis 1 and 2
[AD-A032333] p0286 H77-20530

Failure detection and control-system
reconfiguration: Past, present, and future
F-8 fly-by-wire aircraft

P0329 H77-2281J
Application of panel methods for unsteady subsonic
flow
[HLB-BP-76010-0] pOJ79 B77-25096

Study of structural design concepts for an arrow
wing supersonic transport configuration, volume
1. Tasks 1 and 2
[HASA-CB-132576-VOL-1] p0382 H77-25147

Study of structural design concepts for an arrow
wing supersonic transport configuration, volume
2. Tasks 1 and 2
[BASA-CB-132576-VOL-2] pOJ83 B77-25148

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a
large-scale advanced arrow wing supersonic
transport configuration with engines mounted
above the wing for upper-surface blowing
[FASA-TH-X-72761] p0475 B77-28109

A comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics at
transonic speeds of four wing-fuselage
configurations as determined from different test
techniques, 4 October 1960
[L50H02] p0485 F/7-29077

F-8 oblique wing structural feasibility study
[BASA-CB-154841] p0526 B77-J0107

AIBCBAFT COISTBOCTIOB
0 AIBCBAFT STBOCTOBES
AIBCBAFT COBSTBOCTIOB B4TBBI4LS
BT AIBFBABE HATEBIALS
Prodncibility aspects of advanced composites for

an L-1011 aileron. I
pOO«6 A77-1J740

Problems with fatigue in aircraft; Proceedings of
the Eighth Symposium and Colloquium, Lausanne,
Switzerland, June 2-5, 1975
[ICAF-DOC-801] p0047 A77-13751

Reliability analysis of wing panel considering
test results fron initiation of first and
subsequent fatigue cracks /The 5th F. J-
Plantema Memorial Lecture/

p0047 A77-13752
The effect of engineering approximations on

fatigue life evaluation for variable amplitude
loading

p0047 A77-13762
Fatigue evaluation of materials and processes

p0049 A77-1J779
Fibre reinforced composites with non fracturing

reinforcing elements
p0054 A77-15287
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Advanced composite materials fabrication
honeycomb sandwich and spar/rib aircraft
structures

pOOSS A77-1532I1
New technology for fighter aircraft

[DOLE PAPER 76-1 H7] p0091 A77-16S29
Application and effect of the results of stability

and structural component studies on current and
future aircraft
[DGIB PAPBB 76-167] p0093 A77-16550

Contribution of materials technology to progress
in propulsion system construction
[DGL8 PAPBB 76-150] p0094 &77-16568

Development of a carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
elevator unit for the Alpha Jet
[DGLR P A P E R 76-19U] p009« A77-16571

The development of a carbon fiber-reinforced
plastic rudder for the Alpha Jet
[DGLB PAPEB 76-193] p0094 A77-16572

Testing procedures for carbon fiber reinforced
plastic components destructive and
nondestructive
[DGLR PAPBR 76-215] p0096 A77-16588

Stainless steels and alloys in air and space-craft
p0109 A77-17510

Payoff of the application of advanced composite
materials to a fighter type aircraft
[ASHE PAPER 76-RA/AEBO-13] p0213 A77-26408

Design, fabrication and testing an advanced
composite AR-1G tail boom

p0249 A77-26895
The ning of a modern transport aircraft

p0253 A77-27143
Ways of improving joints in aircraft construction

p0253 A77-27149
Dtilization of the alloys 7T-14 and VT-22 in

landing gear construction welded joint bend
strength

p025» 477-27155
Synergistic integration of composite manufacturing

methods for IF-17 aircraft tuselage structure
p0255 A77-27492

DC-10 integrally woven polyimide/fiberglass
acoustic panel program

p0255 A77-27498
Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft

structures
p0273 A77-29657

Thermal stability of an advanced high speed
aircraft alloy beta Ti alloy

p0298 A77-30921
lightning protection design concepts for advanced

composite structures aircraft applications
p0302 A77-31765

The problem of onboard fire hazard
p0306 A77-32351

On selection of a hypothesis on sunning of fatigue
damage in aircraft materials

p0308 A77-32712
Composite technology - The boom is under way

rotorcraft materials
p0341 A77-33616

The composite technology - Its possibilities and
its risks /Hugo Junkers lecture/

p0356 A77-36390
Polyphenylguincxalines with terminal acetylene

groups for military aircraft construction
materials

p0359 A77-36679
F-15 composite speedbrake in production

p0359 A77-36682
Ose of composites in airframes

pO<!09 A77-38534
A l u m i n i u m alloys of the 70's: Scientific solutions

to engineering problems - An invited review
p0423 A77-40397

Development, fabrication and testing of a hybrid
composite tailboom for BO 105

p0464 A77-43354
Powered lift - Its impact on TC-14 materials and

structures
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1231] pOSOO A77-44327

Cast aluminum structures technology for ic-1i|
airframes
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1232] pOSOO A77-44328

Advanced composites and advanced metallics meet
the challenge of design-to-cost
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1234] pOSOl A77-44329

Composite horizontal stabilizer for the B-1 -
Design, fabrication and test

p0512 A77-46519
Aircraft composite primary structures in Brazil

pOb13 A77-46807
Durability testing of the A-7D composite

outer-wing panel
pOSIt A77-46808

Accelerated environmental conditioning of the A-7D
composite outer wing

pOi>14 A77-468J8
Producibility aspects of advanced composites for

an L-1011 Aileron
[SHE PAPEB BHB76-04] p0563 &77-51006

Trapped rubber processing for advanced composites
[SHE PAPBR EH76-172] p0563 A77-51009

Design, fabrication and test of an F-14 composite
overwing fairing
[SHE PAPBR EH76-175] p0563 A77-51010

Airframe composite materials
p0574 R77-5145J

Development of fire resistant, nontozic aircraft
interior materials
[HASA-CR-137920] p0125 B77-14205

Conference on Aerospace Transparent naterials and
Enclosures
[AD-A0321Q1] p0282 B77-20090

Specialists' fleeting on Acoustic Fatigue Beview
aircraft construction materials

[AGABD-CP-222] p0328 B77-22S68
Review of acoustic fatigue activities in Germany

p0329 N77-22569
Experimental solutions of acoustic fatigue problems

in aircraft construction materials
p0329 H77-22572

Development of a low-cost graphite reinforced
composite primary structural component
[AD-A035398] p0388 M77-25261

High performance composites and adhesives for
V/STOI aircraft
[AD-A035928] p0388 B77-25265

AIRCRAFT COBTBOL
HI HELICOPTER CONTROL
Optimal ride control for the Twin Otter, STOL
aircraft

pOOO^ A77-10J36
Effects of atmospheric conditions on the operating
characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft
[IAF PAPEB 76-112] pOOUS A77-10912

The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using
the multiple model adaptive control /HBAC/ method

pOOIl »77-1^i»2B
Aircraft longitudinal control combined with direct
lift control

pOO«5 A77-13352
Methods and problems concerning the flight control
of BPY's
[DGLH PAPBR 76-204] p0092 A77-16545

Adaptation of the lateral controls for the VFK 614
during the flight tests
[DGLB PAPER 76-221] p0095 A77-16574

Drive mechanisms of flight vehicle control
systems: Analysis and design. Handbook

p0114 A/7-1826b
Synthesis of an automatic aircraft control system

p011<4 A77-18503
Lateral equilibrium of asymmetrical swept vings -
Aileron control vs geometric twist

p0147 A77-20441
Handling quality criterion for heading control
aileron-rudder sequencing for coordinated turns

P0147 A77-2044J
Application of dimensional analysis to predict
airplane stopping distance

p0147 A77-20446
Shaping the flight behavior of the 747SP

P0154 A77-21JJO
Direct side force control - Possibilities and

problems of an application in the case of
fighter aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 76-239] p0156 A77-21877

A helmet-mounted light emitting diode /LED/
display applied to the aircraft maneuverability
problem

P0164 A77-227J4
Investigation of the influence of simulated
turbulence on handling qualities in light
aircraft

p0199 A77-249J6
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Estination of the parameters of the dynamic model
of an aircraft with the purpose of designing
adaptive numerical ccnticl

00201 A77-25281
Equations of motion of the center of mass of an

aircraft
p0202 A77-25527

Development trends in aircraft control systems
p0251 A77-27157

Influence of the dynamic parameters of the control
system en nose-wheel shimmy

p0251 A77-27160
Future trends in aircraft display/control systems

p02S6 A77-27663
V1F integrated flight/propulsion control

Vectored lift Fighter
[SAE PAPER 760886] p0258 A77-28208

Procednres used in flight tests of an integrated
propnlsicn control system on an F-111E airplane
[SAE PAPEH 760933] p0260 A77-28238

RASA'S advanced control law program for the F-8
Digital Fly-By-Wire aircraft

p0267 A77-28802
Synthesis techniques for insensitive aircraft
control systems

p0268 A77-28803
Operations civil aircraft flight control and

information requirements
p0273 A77-29662

Digital control of high performance aircraft using
adaptive estimaticn techniques

p0295 A77-30180
Optimal landing control

p0301 A77-31165
Full flight regime autothrottle system

p0301 A77-32072
Approximate dynamical model of a turbojet engine

p0308 A77-32705
Gradient method of navigation

pOSIO A77-33165
Flight conttol testing of the VAK-191B

[AIAA 77-588] p0319 A77-31915
Experimental investigations of control-display

requirements for VTOL instrument transitions
[4IAA 77-599] p0350 A77-3»951

An in-flight simulation of VT01 hover control
concepts
[AIAA 77-610] p0351 A77-31961

Analysis of control concepts for gas and
shaft-coupled V/STOL aircraft lift fan systems
[AIAA 77-611] p0351 A77-31962

Synthesis of ccntrcl systems with specified
transfer functions — applied to aircraft
motion in pitching plane

p0355 A77-35929
nonlinear parameter identification from a

vibration test
p0356 A77-36394

A contribution for solving the flutter equation
considering powered controls and automatic
flight ccatrcl

p0360 A77-36979
Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll

control systems
[SAE PAPEB 7701111] p0391 A77-S7062

A study of simplified methods for longitudinal
control decoupling
[SAE PAPIB 770168] p0393 A77-37086

Flying qualities design of the Northrop IF-17
fighter prototypes
[SAB PAPEB 7701169] p0393 A77-37087

Utilization of separate surface control systems on
general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPEfi 770*71] p0391 A77-37089

Investigation of a stall deterrent system
utilizing an acoustic stall sensor
[SAE PAPBB 770173] p0394 A77-37091

The contrclwing aircraft applied to flying boat
[SAE PAPBB 770171] p0391 A77-37092

Lessons learned in digital flight control
flight test on A-7D aircraft

p0395 A77-37362
Failure detection without excessive hardware

redundancy in aircraft control data
instrumentation

p0396 A77-37391
A spiral guidance approach concept for all-veather

VTOL operations
pOIOI A77-37739

A computer system for identifying aircraft
characteristics from flight test data

p0106 A77-3U017
Power supplies for full time fly-by-wire aircraft
control systems

p0108 A77-38161
An advanced fighter aircraft propulsion control

concept
[AIAA PAPEB 77-836] p0109 A77-J855J

Programmable data logger for automatic test
equipment for aircraft control systems

p0116 A77-11JB8
Software for automatic test equipment for
aircraft systems

pOllb A77-11J89
Testing gyroscopic systems with automatic test

equipment
pO«46 A77-113SO

Analysis of identification errors in flight dynamics
p0116 A77-11J92

Aircraft simulation on computer
P0116 A77-11J91

Aircraft aeromechanics Russian book
p0117 A77-IM575

Command augmentation control lavs for maneuvering
aircraft
[SIAA 77-1011] pO«55 A77-127S9

Synthesis of active controls for flutter
suppression on a flight research wing
[ A I A A 77-1062] p0155 A77-12773

Load factor response of digitally controlled
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1080] p0156 A77-127B6

Automatic rollout control of the 717 airplane
[AIAA 77-1101] pU157 A77-12806

Equivalent system approaches to handling qualities
analysis and design problems of augmented aircraft
[AIAA 77-1122] p0158 A77-1J155

Prediction of elastic-airplane lateral dynamics
from rigid-body aerodynamics
[AIAA 77-1125] p0158 A77-13158

Further observations on maximum likelihood
estimates of stability and control
characteristics obtained from flight data
[AIAi 77-1133] p0159 A77-1J161

Identification of aircraft stability and control
derivatives in the presence of turbulence
[AIAJ 77-1131] p01b9 A77-13165

Practical applications of parameter identification
for flight stability and control tests

[AIAA 77-1136] p0159 A77-1J167
Direct-force flight-path control - The new way to

fly
[AIAA PAPER 77-1119] p0161 A77-13197

Design and flight test of a decoupled velocity
control system for VTOL landing approach
[AIAA PAPEH 77-1113] p0161 A77-1J199

Linear regulator design for stochastic systems ny
a multiple tine-scales method hierarchically
structured snboptiaal controller

p0168 A77-13771
Active control technology aircraft design

pOSIO A77-1S521
The measurement of performance, stability and
control characteristics of a high subsonic jet
aircraft in non-steady flight conditions
employing high accuracy instrumentation techniques

pOSIO A77-15S25
Flight control. I - The aircraft as controlled

system German book
p0520 A77-17675

Design of nonlinear automatic tlight control systems
pOSS2 A77-18693

The determination of the center-of-gravity
position with the aid of dimensionless values

for aircraft control and stability
p0555 A77-196M

Practical aerodynamics of maneuvering aircraft /A
manual for flight personnel/ Russian book

p0561 A77-5069J
Evolution of aircraft design through the concept
of the control configured vehicle
[ONBBA, IP HO. 1977-129] p0563 A77-51001

Precision location, navigation and guidance using
DDE techniques

p0570 A77-51180
Eight-channel resolver simplifies digital flight
controls

p0571 A77-51J51
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Design considerations for laminar flow control
aircraft

p0027 577-10366
Design of active controls for the HASA F-8 digital

fly-by-wire airplane
p0028 H77-10377

Performance analysis of flexible aircraft with
active control

p0028 R77-10378
An experimental investigation of the flap-lag

stability of a hingeless rotor with comparable
levels of hub and blade stiffness in hovering
flight
[NASA-CB-151924] p0068 H77-12040

Comparative experimental evaluation of
two-dimensional and pseudo-perspective displays
for guidance and control

p0171 N77-16053
The Malcoln Horizon pilot performance

p0171 N77-16054
Application of a modified complementary filtering

technigoe for increased aircraft control system
frequency bandwidth in high vibration environment
[HASA-TH-Jt-71004 ] p0186 H77-17103

Development of longitudinal handling gualities
criteria for large advanced supersonic aircraft

p0218 N77-18006
FLEXSTAB: A computer program for the prediction

of loads and stability and control of flexible
aircraft

p021B N77-18009
Variable stream control engine concept for

advanced supersonic aircraft: Features and
benefits

p0219 H77-18012
Control of propalsicn systems for supersonic

cruise aircraft
p0219 H77-18016

TF-12 propulsion research program and results
p0219 S77-18017

Stability and control of maneuvering
high-performance aircraft
[HASA-CB-2788] p0292 N77-21100

Application of active controls to civil transport
aircraft

p0329 N77-22809
BASA Ames Active Control Aircraft flight

experiments (ACA) program for short haul
aircraft

p0329 H77-22810
Adaptive control laws for 1-8 flight tests fly

by wire control
p0329 H77-22811

Self-tuning regulators adaptive control research
p0329 N77-22812

The develojment of advanced automatic flare and
decrab for powered lift short haul aircraft
using a oicrcwave landing system
[NASA-CB-151948] [0333 N77-23093

Analysis of ccntrol concepts for gas and
shaft-coupled V/STOI aircraft lift fan systems
[BASA-TH-X-73611] p0335 1177-23111

Effects of control laws and relaxed static
stability on vertical ride quality of flexible
aircraft
[HASA-CB-1438U3] p0337 K77-23127

Backup flight control system functional evaluator
software manual
tBASA-CB-151361] p0337 B77-23128

Flight control system structural resonance and
limit cycle results

p0368 H77-21108
Flight testing techniques, aatumn 1976

p0368 B77-24109
A mission oriented flight test technique for

identifying aircraft and flight ccntrol system
transfer functions

p0369 B77-24120
A historical perspective for advance in flight

control systems
p0375 H77-25056

The performance of aircraft control cables under
service conditions
[ABL/STBOC-NOTE-424] p0383 H77-25152

Task-Oriented Flight Control Systems
[AGJBD-LS-89] p0432 B77-26161

Task-oriented Flight Contrcl Systems:
Introduction and overview aircraft control

P0132 M77-26162

Engineering of control systems and implications on
control law design

pOUJ2 H77-2616J
Implementation of task-oriented control laws

pO»32 N77-26165
Bibliography on task-oriented flight control systems

p04J2 B77-26167
Hind-tunnel tests of a 1/1 scale model of the Bell

XS-1 transonic airplane. 1: Longitudinal
stability and control characteristics
[16D12] p0485 1177-29071

Factors affecting static longitudinal stability
and control

p0485 N77-29U7J
Aircraft cybernetics

p0523 B77-J0071
Vortex-lift roll-control device

[BASA-CASE-lAB-11868-2] p0544 H77-31176
Handling quality criteria development for

transport aircraft with fly-by-wire primary
control systems
[HLB-TB-74141-0] p0544 B77-J1179

Digital flight control systems
[BASA-CB-145246] p0595 B77-3J200

F-8C adaptive flight control laws -
[NASA-CB-2880] p0596 H77-3J202

F-8C adaptive flight control extensions for
maximum likelihood estimation
CHASA-CB-2881] p0596 H77-3J203

Structural Aspects of Active Controls
[AGABD-CP-228] p0596 H77-J4208

A practical optimum selection procedure for a
motivator in active flutter suppression system
design on an aircraft with underwing stores

p0596 N77-3J^09
Impact of a command and stability augmentation
system on gust response of a combat aircraft

p0597 B77-JJ210
Airplane math modeling methods for active control

design
p0597 B/7-3J212

Consistency in aircraft structural and flight
control analysis

p0597 N77-3J21J
IC-14 control system redundancy

p0597 B77-3J214
AIRCBiFT DBSIGB
NT HELICOPTER DESIGN
Israel's pride of Lions Kfiv fighter aircraft

program
p0003 A77-10524

TC-14 - All blow and no puff general design
details

p0003 A77-10525
Application of circulation control rotor
technology to a stopped rotor aircraft design

X-wing v/STOL
p0006 A77-11^77

"C.221, the new French target drone
pOOOS A77-11625

Estimating procedures associated with aircraft
modifications
[SAIE PAPEB 1101] p0009 A77-12181

Fuselage analytical weight estimation method
[SAKE PAPEB 1102] pOOOS 477-1/182

Weight and balance considerations in the design of
the A-10A close air support aircraft
[SABE PAPEB 1104] pOOlO A77-1218J

Advanced design composite aircraft, the next step
for composites
[SABE PAPEB 1105] p0010 A77-12184

Application of advanced technology to future
long-range aircraft
[SAiE PAPEB 1126] pOOlO A77-1.2194

The next-generation subsonic transport
[SAiE PAPEB 1127] pOOlO A77-1J195

Thermal analysis of flight vehicle compartment
structure

p0012 A77-1J509
Practical requirements in industry in
computerized aerodynamic calculations for aircraft

p0013 A77-1^552
Transonic flows calculation by integral
equation, relaxation and finite difference methods

p0014 A77-1^561
A transonic hodograph theory for aerofoil design

pOOIS A77-1J564
The technical basis for a national civil aviation
research, technology, and development /BT S D/
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policy; Proceedings of the Workshop Conference,
Crystal City. Va . , Barch 10-12, 1976

p0016 A77-12927
Effect of spectrum type on fatigue crack growth life

aircraft load tests
pOOOO 477-13289

A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue
evaluation / 'FALSTAFF' / • III - Influence of
differences between genuine and generated load
segnences effect of ground-load variations of
PALSTAFF-like programs

pOOUB 477-13768
Spectrum loading in relation to aircraft design

pOOOS A77-13771
Application of a gradient-projection netbod to

m i n i m u m weight design of a delta wing with
static and aeroelastic constraints

pOOSO A77-13899
Computer-augmented preliminary design of aircraft

ving structures
pOOSO A77-13900

Hypersonic technology-approach to an expanded
program

pOOSI A77-10597
A method for the preliminary stability analysis of

aircraft structures - numerical analysis
p0052 A77-10906

Supersonic and subsonic, CTOL and VTOL, airplane
design /Oth edition/ Book

p0053 A77-10972
AEA proposes nev propeller aerofoils

p0056 A77-15623
Flight dynamics and controllability of large jet

airplanes Russian bock
p0089 A77-16175

Nev technology for fighter aircraft
[ D G L R PAPE8 76-107] p0091 477-16529

Experiences concerning construction and testing in
the case of a pressurized fuselage section with
a sandwich-construction design
[DGLB PAPEB 76-197] p0091 A77-16530

Theoretical determination of the characteristic
curves of airfoil profiles with flaps, flow
separation and ground effect
[ D G L B PSPEB 76-206] p0093 A77-16506

Airfoil design for a variable-geometry aircraft
[DGLB PAPER 76-153] p0093 477-16551

Aerodynamic design and flight testing of the VFW 614
[ D G L B PAPEE 76-208] p0093 A77-16560

Layout and flight perfornance of a hypersonic
transport /HST/
[DGLB PAPEB 76-198] p0095 A77-16575

numerical procedures for the calculation of
unsteady air forces on oscillating wings and
fuselages
[ D G L R P A P E B 76-155] p0095 A77-16578

Experience related to tbe_development of
high-stress carbon fibef-reinforced plastic
structures, taking into account the example of a
subsonic inlet ramp
[DGLB PAPEB 76-195] p0095 477-16581

Design of airfoils in transonic flow by the
integral aethod

p0096 477-16599
Safety concepts and innovations on the E-1 Bomber

p0097 A77-16730
System safety and the Utility Tactical Transport

Aircraf t System
p0097 477-16735

The technical concept of the IL-62H. I
p0098 A77-16700

Concorde has designed-in reliability hydraulic
control system

p0098 477-167*9
Prediction of light aircraft interior noise

p0100 477-17069
Turbine engine cycle selection procedures

fighter aircraft engine and airfrane design
pOIOS 477-17257

Foundations of aerodynamics: Bases of aerodynamic
design /3rd edition/ Book

p0110 A77-17508
Overview: A lock into the future of O.S. air

transport - Keynote remarks
[ A I A 4 P4PEB 77-251] p0112 477-18201

Feasibility of modern airships - Design definition
and performance of selected concepts
[4144 PAPER 77-331] p0113 477-18209

Our amazing air transportation system /AIAA-SiE
Billiam Littiewood Hemorial Lecture/ civil
aviation aircraft historical overview
[4IAA PAPEB 77-356] p011« A77-1B260

Drive mechanisms of flight vehicle control
systems: Analysis and design. Handbook

p O I I O 477-18265
Deutsche Gesellschaft fner Lnft- nnd Banmfahr t ,

Yearbook 1975. Volumes 162
pOllb A77-18600

The pay-off for advanced technology in commercial
aircraft design and operation

p0116 A77-19012
The dynamics of STOL /The Daniel and Florence

Guggenheim Lecture/ utility aircraft for
short haul service in remote areas
[ICAS PAPEB 76-01] p0117 477-19207

Fluidic applications to aircraft environmental
control systems
[ASSE PAPEB 76-EHAS-21] p0135 A77-19071

in avionics design philosophy for a Canadian
coastal patrol aircraft

p0135 477-19650
Fifty years later - The new Helicostat rotary

wing propelled airships
p0103 A77-20025

Convertible aircraft for manned and/or BPV
flight

p0109 A77-2062J
Aerodynamic design future aircraft design

factors
p0153 477-20716

Structures and materials for future aircraft
design

p0153 477-20718
Effects of artificial stability on configuration

design
p0153 477-20719

Aircraft design 00 years after Juan de la Cierva
p0150 477-21320

CCVs - Active control technology creating new
military aircraft design potential

p0155 477-21755
Predicting the loading of tail planes in the
preliminary phase of aircraft design

p0156 477-21870
Design criteria and characteristics of operational
CC7 flight guidance systems
[DGLB PAPEB 76-202] p0156 A77-21880

Baneuver load control and gust load alleviation -
Design and application possibilities
[DGLB PAPEB 76-200] p0157 477-21882

IC-15 development and test highlights
p0157 A77-22003

Progress report on the Viggen with emphasis on
man-machine design

pOISS 477-22008
Development of a small high-aspect-ratio canard
aircraft

p0158 477-22009
Advanced composites manufacturing as influenced by

design for A-7D aircraft outer wing panel
p0159 477-22105

Nacelle installation analysis for subsonic
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-102] p0160 477-22227

4 wing for the Airbus
p0163 477-22662

Design of military aircraft for minimum cost of
ownership

p0165 A77-22756
The CC7 concept

p0189 477-23309
Countdown on a new international deterrent
F-16 avionics design

p0189 477-23367
Determination of internal stress distribution in a
seaimonocogne aircraft fuselage with cutouts

p0193 A77-2J873
Aluminum-brazed titanium design

p0198 477-20923
Aerospace adhesive bonding

p0198 477-20920
Heat sink structural design concepts for a
hypersonic research airplane
[4144 77-392] p0205 477-25700

Advanced Design Composite Aircraft study
[4144 77-393] p0206 477-25705
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The Air Force Structural Integrity Program for
advanced composite structures
[ A I A A 77-460] p0206 A77-25769

Simplified and refined structural modeling for
economical flutter analysis and design
[ A I A 4 77-121] F0208 A77-25791

Influence of structural dynamics on light airplane
design
[AIAA 77-133] p0209 A77-25795

Influence of structural dynamics on fighter
aircraft design
[AIAA 77-131] p0209 477-25796

Influence of structural dynamics on vehicle design
- Government view of aerospace vehicles
[AI4A 77-138] p0209 A77-25798

An automated procedure for preliminary design of
primary structure for transport Aircraft
[ A S H E P4PEB 76-HA/AEBO-9] p0213 477-26101

Payoff of the application of advanced composite
materials to a fighter type aircraft
[ASBE PJPEB 76-H4/41BO-13] p0213 A77-26108

Flight control system development for the XV-15
tilt rotor aircraft

p02U7 A77-26875
Aerospatiale on the verge of developing a

•-ilting-rotor convertiplane
p0219 477-26913

The nikoyan HiG-23 combat aircraft family
p0250 477-27030

Sea Harrier - The first of the new wave
/Twenty-third H. J. Hitchell Memorial lecture/

Harrier navalization for maritime power
projection and sea control missions

p0250 477-27051
Theory and practice of designing passenger aircraft

Bussian book
p0251 477-27126,

Aerodynamics of passenger aircraft
p0251 A77-27127

Hethods in the aerodynamical design of lifting
surfaces

p0251 A77-27128
Development of the theory of plates and shells in

the design of structures for contemporary
aerospace craft

p0252 A77-27131
Designing thin-nailed many-stringer torque boxes

for strength
p0252 A77-27132

Height design theory for passenger aircraft
p0252 A77-27135

The takeoff weight growth factor in aircraft design
p0252 477-27136

Computer-aided analysis of an aircraft fuel system
p0253 477-27110

Passenger aircraft of the airbus type: Preliminary
design - 4 version of the 11-86 aircraft with
D-30KP-1 engines

p0253 477-27112
The ving of a modern transport aircraft

p0253 477-27113
Designing the basic structure of a wing

p0253 477-27111
High-lift devices on a wing and means of improving

their effectiveness
p0253 477-27118

Designing for increased service life of landing
gears in passenger aircraft

p0251 477-27153
Development trends in aircraft control systems

p0251 A77-27157
Aeroflot's ST01 trijet

p025« 477-27211
Development of the windshield for the B-1 aircraft

p0251 477-27161
Influence of structural dynamics on the design of

large aircraft
[4IAA PAPEB 77-135] p0257 477-28012

The development and flight testing of the XC-84
air cushion landing systems /ACLS/
[S4E P4PIB 760920] p0259 477-28228

4 modern technology - Open-ocean seaplane design
[S4E P4PEB 760922] p0259 477-28229

Airframe technology for energy efficient transport
aircraft
[SAE P4PEB 760929] p0259 477-28231

The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at subsonic flight speeds

p0260 A77T28367

Test flying the VFH 611. I - Airframe development
p0262 477-28167

Becent Canadian technical developments in STOL
p0262 477-28070

Proposed research capabilities of the HAE Convair
580

p0262 477-28182
A study of commuter aircraft design

[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-36] p0263 A77-28551
An application of pole-zero placement in the

design synthesis of an aircraft system
p0266 A77-286J3

Performance improvement plan for existing light
aircraft

p0270 477-29320
Designing for air transportability military
aircraft standardization, certification,
testing, documentation

p0270 A77-29H58
Energy and economic trade offs for advanced

technology subsonic aircraft
p0271 A77-29171

Computer aided aircraft project design
p0271 A77-29196

Ambient temperature crack growth in titanium
alloys and its significance for aircraft
structures

p0271 A77-2919S
Lift and moment fluctuations of a cambered
aerofoil under nonconvecting streamwise gust

p0271 477-29199
Aerodynamics contributions to advanced aircraft

p0272 477-2965^
Air traffic management. I - Evolution in the next

decade. II - Prospects froo research and
development impact on aircraft design

p0273 177-29660
The pay-off for advanced technology in commercial

aircraft design and operation
p0273 A77-29661

The oblique wing - Aircraft design for transonic
and low supersonic speeds

p0271 477-30010
Becent advances in computerized aerospace
structural analysis and design

p0298 477-30873
Developing an 4gprop three bladed propeller
agricultural aircraft

p0298 477-31026
Height prediction of onboard systems in the
preliminary phase of aircraft design

p0299 477-31031
Flexible multimission avionics F-18/4-18

features
pOJOO 477-31118

Artful dodger of the 1980s B-1 avionics and ECU
p0300 477-311119

Selection of the optimal longitudinal assembly for
a multispar box of a wing with allowance for a
nonlinear stress-strain relation

p0301 A77-31158
Selection of a method for calculating skin
developments of ruled aircraft surfaces

p0301 477-31162
The supersonic commercial aircraft. II

p0301 477-31717
SBCA system compatibility EHC

p0302 477-31781
A civilian spinoff shapes military aircraft

p0302 477-31837
Aircraft fire detection and suppressant systems

p0303 477-31895
Designing a monolithic wing

p030« 477-32078
Alpha Jet in series production

P0307 A77-3210S
Problem statement in planning and analysis of
variants of mass-production designs of boundary
layer suction systems

p030tt 477-32713
Ihat 4BS1 means to civil operators

p0311 477-J3271
Cockpit visibility - The pilot's reference eye

position in theory and practice
p0311 477-33272

Underestimated in the Rest - The SiG-25 Foxbat
weapon system

p03«1 477-33611
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Short-tern prospects for new commercial aircraft
fron the OSA

p0341 A77-33615
The Hot Cycle Botor/Ring opiate and review

p0343 A77-33783
I-»ing - A new concept in rotary sing VTOl

p0343 A77-33785
Aerospatiale proposes a new family /A.200/ of

aircraft, with 120 to 160 seats
p0345 A77-33964

Japanese pushing flying boat designs
p0346 A77-34126

A deflected slipstream aircraft of the sixties
/Breguet 941/ and its contribution to the
solution of some STOL problems
[ A I A A 77-565] p03«7 A77-34927

The Advanced Medium Short Take Off and Handling
Transport prototype and developnent programs
[ A I A A 77-566] p0347 A77-34928

Conceptual design studies of Havy Type A V/STOL
aircraft
[ A I A A 77-579] p0349 A77-34938

The AV-88 wing - Aerodynanic concept and design
[ A I A A 77-607] p0351 A77-34959

The transonic multi-foil Angmentor-Ring
[ A I A A SAPBB 77-606] p0352 A77-34969

The composite technology - Its possibilities and
its risks /Hugo Junkers Lecture/

p0356 A77-36390
Application of numerical optimization to the

design of supercritical airfoils without
drag-cteep
[SAE PAPIB 770040] p0391 A77-37061

The influence of design parameters on light
propeller aircraft noise
[SAE PAPEB 770444] p0391 A77-37065

An inverse method for the design of airfoils nth
snperctitical flow
[SAE PAPBB 770450] p0392 A77-X37071

Propeller design by numerical optimization \
[SAE PAPEB 770451] p0392 A77-37072

Flying qualities design of the Sorthrop TF-17
fighter prototypes
[SAE PAPEB 770469] p0393 A77-37087

A computer operational analysis of AG-plane
operation to evaluate design parameters
[SAE PAPEB 770480] p0394 A77-37096

Aerospace applications of microprocessors
p0396 A77-37393

Fundamentals of aerodynamic design: Propellers
/2nd enlarged edition/ Serbo-Croatian book

p0405 A77-37949
DASH-7 silent STOI for FAB-25 certification flight

test
p0406 A77-38008

Experimental investigations of thrust vectoring
systems for VTOI aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-805] p0409 A77-38546

Ronaxisyumetric nozzle configuration development
for a ntultimission cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-843] p0410 A77-38556

Evaluation of propulsive lift enhancement and
variable cycle engines for advanced tactical
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-885] p0411 A77-38575

Effects of deflected thrust on the stability and
performance characteristics of a close-coupled
canard fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 77-887] p0411 A77-38576

A contribution to the problem of propeller-King
interference German book

p0414 A77-39163
Calculation of the surface pressure for a

fnselage/ving configuration situated in an ideal
fluid

p0416 A77-39686
Criteria for large scale fire testing of aircraft

interiors
p0442 A77-40924

Optimization of an oleo-pnenmatic shock absorber
of an aircraft during landing

pOQ46 A77-41547
The next SST - What sill it be

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-797] p0450 A77-41960
Two-dimensional nozzle/alrframe integration

technology - An overview
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-839] p0451 A77-41973

Bon-axisyimetric nozzle concepts for an F-111 test
bed

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-841] p0451 A77-IH975
Advanced design procedure for aircraft engine

selection
[AIAA PAPEB 77-953] p0452 A77-41989

Life considerations in the engine design process
[AIAA PAPEB 77-954] p0452 A77-41990

Simplified multi-mission exhaust nozzle system
[AIAA PAPEB 77-960] p0452 A77-41991

The Falcon-50 dossier eight-passenger aircraft
design

p0454 A77-4222J
Load factor response of digitally controlled
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1080J p0456 A77-12786

Application of a computer program system to the
analysis and design of supersonic aircraft
[AIAA 77-1131] p0459 A77-4J16J

Aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic fighter
airplane configurations based on Soviet design
concepts
[AIAA 77-1162] p0460 A77-4J188

Development of an integrated fire/flight control
system for a high-performance fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1078] p0461 A77-4J201

Hew aircraft airfoils. I for transonic
aircraft, light aviation and for helicopter
rotor blades

p0461 A77-43J29
XF-19 E» snite

p0466 A77-4JJ9J
Optimization of flexible wing structures subject
to strength and induced drag constraints

pO»68 A7/-4J727
Monolithic wing design with spanwise web-spars

p0469 A77-44078
Flight test results for an advanced technology
light airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1217] p0499 A77-44319

Characteristics of fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1219] p0499 A77-44J21

Parametric study of advanced long range
military/commercial cargo transports
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1221] pOSOO A77-44322

Mass flow reguirements for LFC wing design
Laminar Flow Control
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1222] pOSOO A77-44323

Advanced composites and advanced metallics meet
the challenge of design-to-cost
[AIAA PAPER 77-1234] pOSOl A77-44J29

Application of powered lift and mechanical flap
concepts for civil short-haul transport aircraft
design
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1237] p0501 A77-44330

Thrust augmenting ejector technology for navy
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1239] pOSOl A77-443J1

Case studies in aircraft design
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1244] pOSOl A77-44335

ling design by numerical optimization
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1247] pOSOl A77-44336

Effects of technology level on v/STOL aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1238] p0508 A77-45501

Preliminary design and analysis of advanced
military transports
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1224] p0509 A77-45502

The timing of technology - Commercial transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1200] p0509 A77-45503

Results of a feasibility study to add canards and
ADBH nozzle to the IF-17 Augmented
Deflecting Exhaust Bozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1227] p0509 A77-45506

Tectored-engine-over-wing configuration design
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1228] pOt>09 A77-45507

Control of rare events by aircraft system design
regulation - Impact on operations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1258] pOSIO A77-45511

rc-14 flight test results
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1259] p0510 A77-45512

Active control technology aircraft design
pOSIO A77-45524

The computer for design and optimization with
applications to aircraft design, etc

pOSIO A77-46136
F-1B blends advanced fighter concepts

p0512 A77-46575
A-7 titanium nose gear development

p0513 A77-46801
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Plotter-suppression studies on an actively
controlled variable-geometry wind-tunnel model

p0513 A77-46805
The Hirage-2000

p0515 A77-a6975
O.S./F.B.G. advanced tactical EPV requirements as

analyzed by Boeing and Dormer
p0517 A77-47339

Selection of optimum EPV operational launch and
recovery techniques

p0517 A77-473I10
The insertion or elimination of fuselage sections

and the talancing of aircraft
p0521 A77-47699

Computers and vind tunnels - Complementary aids to
aircraft design

p0521 477-117879
Detail design in aircraft

p0549 477-48000
Performance of plain-type spoilers applied to the

GA/W/-1 wing
pOSSil 477-49344

The need for improved aircraft crashvorthiness
design

p0554 A77-49473
Jakowlev Jak-42 - Uncomplicated, reliable,

economical
p0555 A77-49653

The technical conception of the IL-62B -
Aerodynamic features

p0555 A77-49655
Design and test results of very broadband radones

for ECfl applications
pOSS6 A77-49747

The life cycle cost impacts of unsafe designs
aircraft accident effects

p0559 A77-50462
Evolution of aircraft design through the concept

of the control configured vehicle
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1977-129] p0563 A77-51004

Producibility aspects of advanced composites for
an L-1011 Aileron
[SHE PAPIB EHB76-04] p0563 A77-51006

Design, fabrication and test of an F-14 composite
overwing fairing
[SHE PAPEB EH76-175] p0563 477-51010

An analytical study for subsonic oblique wing
transport concept
[HASA-CB-137896] p0021 B77-10045

An analytical study for subsonic oblique wing
transport concept
[WASA-CB-137897] p0021 B77-10046

Inverse transonic airfoil design including viscous
interaction

p0027 N77-10354
Preliminary sizing and performance evaluation of

supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-73936] p0033 N77-11031

Design and test of a vind tunnel model PT2, a
sonic roof-top wing on a simple body
[FFA-TB-AO-928] p0076 H77-13005

Development and application possibilities of new
construction techniques with fiberreinforced
materials aircraft structures
[ESA-TT-267] p0083 N77-13165

Aerodynamic design
p0119 N77-13079

structures and Baterials
p0119 877-13981

Aircraft design concept
[HASA-CASE-1AB-11852-1] p0128 H77-15027

An analysis of an application of aerospace systems
engineering process as it affects design

p0169 N77-16012
Lift/cruise fan 7/STOI technology aircraft design

definition study. Volume 1: Technology flight j
vehicle definition
[NAS4-CB-151931] p0170 H77-16013

lift/cruise fan v/STOl technology aircraft design
definition study. Volume 3: Development
program and budgetary estimates
[BASA-CB-151933] p0170 H77-16015

4 simplified analysis of propulsion installation
losses for computerized aircraft design
(HASA-TH-Z-73136] p0170 N77-16016

A forebody design technique for highly integrated
bottom-mounted scramJets with application to a
hypersonic research airplane
[HASA-TH-D-8369] p0170 N77-16019

An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics
of the Kline-Fogleman airfoil
[AB-76-5] p0175 N77-16988

Follow-on studies for design definition of a
lift/cruise fan technology V/STOL airplane,
volume 1
[HASA-CB-137976] p0178 H77-17035

Design and analysis of winglets for military
aircraft
[AD-A029345] p0179 H77-17040

Aerodynamic validation of a SCAB design
p0218 H77-1800S

Preliminary study of tag-glider freight systems
utilizing a Boeing 747 as the tug
[HASA-TH-X-74006] p0229 H77-1811B

Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Volume 1: Technical
report
[BASA-CB-151925] p0229 N77-18132

Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Volume 2: Schedules
and budgetary data
[HASA-CB-151926] p0229 H77-1813J

Examples of load prediction difficulties
p0275 H77-19991

Sectional loads technique. Part 1: Test
technique, part 2: Test results aircraft
design optimization

p0275 H77-19992
Preliminary evaluation of a technique for

predicting buffet loads in flight from
wind-tunnel measurements on models of
conventional construction

p0277 H77-20012
lind tunnel tests and aerodynamic computations:
Thoughts on their use in aerodynamic design
[HLB-BP-76013-0] pU289 B77-21061

Besults from an exploratory study of airframe
noise on a small-scale model of a supersonic
transport concept
[HASA-TB-I-74021] p0291 H77-21090

Practical applications of fracture mechanics
techniques to aircraft structural problems

p0327 H77-22555
Application of fracture mechanics to the F-111

airplane
P0327 H77-22557

Application of fracture mechanics in designing
built-up sheet structures

p0327 H77-22559
Systems reliability issues for future aircraft
[HASA-CP-003] p0329 H77-22808

Application of active controls to civil transport
aircraft

p0329 H77-22809
A mathematical simulation model of a 1985-era
tilt-rotor passenger aircraft
[NASA-CB-151949] p033<l B77-2J094

The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at subsonic flight speeds
[HLB-HP-76017-D] p0379 K77-25097

Task-oriented Flight Control Systems:
Introduction and overview aircraft control

p04J2 H77-26162
Proportioning the airplane for lateral stability

p0486 B77-29082
Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin

accidents
[AD-A010821] p0488 877-29113

A study of commuter airplane design optimization
[BASA-CB-15U270] pO»90 B77-291Q2

Comparison between the statistical discrete gust
method and the power-spectral density method
[BLB-TB-75158-0] pO«91 B7/-291«l«

Aircraft simulator data requirements study, volnne 3
[AD-AOU0928] p049<! H77-29182

Aircraft soviet technology
p0523 H77-30067

study of design and analysis methods for transonic
flow
[NASA-CB-152041] p0524 N77-30086

Decision-making and optimization in aircraft design
[4D-A039461I] p0527 B77-30111

Seakeeping characteristics of a preliminary design
for a sea loiter aircraft
[AD-A040062] p0527 B77-30113

Innovative Aircraft Design Study (IADS) task 2,
volume 1
[AD-4041234] p0540 B77-31141
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Have drag redaction for aircraft fuselage-wing
configurations. Volume 2: Hanaal for computer
programs
[AD-AO<I0998] p05<!7 R77-32013

Special course on concepts for drag redaction
[ A G A B D - B - 6 5 Q ] pOS78 H77-32091

In overviev of concepts for aircraft drag reductions
p0578 N77-32092

Rodeling and parameter uncertainties for aircraft
flight control system design
[NASA-CB-2887] p0589 N77-33149

Hainan factors engineering considerations in
designing Naval aircraft for maintainability
[AD-A011156] p0590 N77-33153

AIBCBAFT DETECTIOI
Aircraft identification by moment invariants

p0155 A77-21683
Air route surveillance radar system ABSfi-3

p0357 A77-3656S
TSDBA - A novel secondary radar Time Space

Division Nultiple Access
pOUUS A77-H1125

Canadian Forces Search and Bescue
pOUSO A77-41936

The new airport radar systems
p05H9 A77-Q7979

Accuracy evaluation of augmented multilateration
tracking systems for aircraft detection

p0570 A77-51182
Applications of augmented multilateration tracking

systems for military targets
p0570 A77-51183

Development of the BHS-2 System of ODDSSE/T6E/
Range Neasuretgent System for tank and aircraft
tracking

P0571 A77-51187
Prediction of airborne target detection

[AD-AOM1128] p058K N77-32871
AIBCBAFT EBGIIES

NT HELICOPTER E N G I N E S
NT T-63 ENGINE
NT TF-30 ENGINE
NT TF-3» ENGINE
NT V A R I A B L E CIC1E ENGINES
Fatnce trends in aero gas turbine design. II -

Unconventional engines
p0007 A77-11S95

Signal-treatment methods during aircraft-engine
inspection based on vibroacoustic noises

pOOOS A77-11603
Magnetic particle inspection of aviation engine

vanes
pOOOS A77-11606

Dynamic-stress-data management for aeromechanical
testing of turbomachinery

p0009 A77-12175
Equation solution accuraoy in calculating jet
engine characteristics

p0012 A77-12502
Catalytic combustion of C3H8 on Ft coated monolith

for reducing pollutant emissions from
aircraft gas turbines

p0056 A77-15557
Application of simulation studies to the design

and improvement of fuel control systems for
aviation turbine engines

p0058 A77-15798
Amplification of jet noise through engine noise

[DGLB PAPEB 76-162] p0092 A77-16538
Contribution of materials technology to progress

in propulsion system construction
[DGLB PAEBB 76-150] p009« A77-16568

Theoretical and experimental results of the
investigation of two different supersonic
compressor stages
[DGLB PAPEB 76-166J p0096 A77-16586

International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines,
3rd, Munich, Rest Germany, Hatch 7-12, 1976,
Proceedings

p0101 A77-17226
Life cycle cost impact on design considerations
for civil transport aircraft propulsion systems

p0101 A77-17227
The development and utilisation of an engine usage

monitoring system with particular reference to
lov cycle fatigue recording

p0101 A77-17229
Operational experience on engine health monitoring

pOIOI A77-17230

Some experience with small engines onboard
combined starter and auxiliary power gas turbine
engine

pOIOI J.77-17232
The impact of despatchability and civil

airworthiness requirements on reliability and
engine control system design

p0102 A77-17235
A comparison of two transonic compressors designed
for a pressure ratio of 1.88

p0102 A77-17237
Status review of NASA programs for reducing
aircraft gas turbine engine emissions

p0103 A77-17216
Results of further investigations of a new concept
of fuel prevaporization

p010<4 A77-172H7
Simple complex method of selection of the main

design parameters of turbine stages for
turbine-en gines

P0105 A77-17256
Tarbine engine cycle selection procedures

fighter aircraft engine and airframe design
pOIOS A77-17257

Pressure ratio optimization criteria in aircraft
turbojet-engines design

p0105 A77-17258
Aircraft considerations for advanced S.S.T.

propulsion systems
pOIOS A77-17259

Investigation of the flow pattern at the engine
face and methods of the flow pattern simulation
at supersonic flight speed

p0106 A77-17260
Variable geometry for high performance aircraft
engines

p0106 A77-17261
A combined cycle with a partial-oxidation reactor

P0109 A77-175JII
Comparison of energy performance of different

types of heat exchangers
pOIIO A77-17760

Theoretical aspects of optimization of aviation
gas turbine engine design variables

pOIIO A77-17762
Beliability case history of an airborne air
turbine starter

p0116 A77-18937
Aircraft environmental control problems as a

result of air contamination
[ASHE PAPEB 76-ENAS-13] p013S A77-19M61

Starting systems for aircraft gas turbine engines
Bnssian book

pOIHt A77-20122
The aero engine and its progress - Fifty years
after Griffith gas turbine development and
technology assessment

pOISS A77-2159M
Testing equipment available in France for studying
aircraft and engine noise

p0157 A77-21887
The propulsion system of the aircraft z-37. I

p0159 A77-22121
Vibration tests on aircraft engines

p0162 A77-22260
Design of nonlinear squeeze film dampers for
aircraft engines
QASBE PAPEB 76-LDB-25] p0189 A77-23H88

The super integrated power,nnit - The aircraft
power unit of the future
[AIAA PAPEB 77-502] p019Q A77-23920

An engine designer's view for advanced secondary
power systems
[AIAA PAPEB 77-517] p019Q A77-23931

Beans of increasing the service life of gas
turbine engines

p0197 A77-24751
Gas turbines - Operational characteristics and

optimization German book
p0197 A77-2I1775

Haiti-mission uses for Prop-Fan propulsion
P0212 A77-26HOO

Fluidic fuel control for a small recuperated gas
turbine engine
[ASHE PAPEB 76-SA/FLCS-5] p0211 A77-261<17

Powerplants for future SSTs
[SAE PAPEB 760891] p0250 A77-27005

Supersonic-flow disturbances and aerodynamic
forces generated on a streamline surface during
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fluid injection
p02S6 477-27781

Boundary layer considerations for optimization of
acoustic liners for aircraft engine ducts
[SAE PAPEB 760896] p0258 A77-28214

Quietening a quiet engine - The RB211 demonstrator
programme
[SAE PAPEB 760897] p0258 A77-28215

The inpact of emission standards on the design of
aircraft gas turbine engine combustors
[SAE PAPEB 760909] p0259 A77-28220

TJ101/YF-17 flight test experience
[SAE PAPER 760932] p0259 A77-28237

Poverplant for Tornado - The EB.199
p0262 A77-28466

Development of a hybrid catalytic conbnstor
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-84] p0261| A77-28595

Engine cycle selection and propulsion system
integration for future high performance fighter
aircraft
[ASHE PSPEB 77-GT-101] p0265 A77-28611

Status report of the tnrbofan engine development
program in Japan
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-102] p0265 A77-28612

Quiet, Clean, Short-Hani Experimental Engines
/QCSEE/ - A technology development program
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-GT-109] p0265 A77-28618

The shaft coupled lift/cruise fan propulsion
system for Havy mnltimssion 7/STOL aircraft
[ASBE PAEEB 77-GT-112] p0266 A77-28621

Engine health monitoring in the Boyal Air Force
p0266 A77-28751

Design of a mnltivariable controller for an
advanced tnrbofan engine

p0268 A77-28844
Theoretical questions of aircraft GTE design

parameter optimization
p0272 A77-29512

Future trends in aero-gas turbine design -
Conventional engines

p0272 A77-29653
Future trends in aero-gas turbine design -

Unconventional engines
p0272 A77-2965H

A variable pitch fan for an ultra quiet
demonstrator engine

p0272 A77-29655
Engines - Towards lover costs computer method

for aircraft engine selection
p0273 A77-29663

The supersonic commercial aircraft. II
p0301 A77-31717

Determination of acceptance-inspection parameters
for gas-turbine engines

p030i| A77-32083
Influence of the intended nse of an aircraft on

the optimal parameters of gas-turbine power plants
p0304 A77-32086

Future propulsion plants. I
p0306 A77-32251

Investigation of the fatigue strength of aircraft
gas-turbine twin blades

p0309 A77-32716
Electric pulsations in turbulent electrogasdynamic

flows
p0309 A77-32816

Hew directions in combustion research as related
to jet propulsion systems

p0341 A77-33702
Phenomenology and design of jet engine combustors

p0341 A77-33705
Baman measurements of specie concentration and

temperature in an aircraft turbine exhaust
p0342 A77-33716

Airplane/engine optimization for an operational
lift/cruise V/ST01 airplane
[AIAA 77-572] p0348 A77-34932

Future propulsion plants. II
p0353 A77-35032

Face hardening as a means of improving the fatigue
strength of aircraft gas-turbine compressor disks

p0354 A77-35692
A computer technique for the determination of

brake horsepower output of normally-aspirated
reciprocating aircraft engines
[SAE PAPIB 770465] p0393 A77-37083

Automotive engines - A viable alternative for
aircraft
[SAE PASIB 770466] p0393 A77-37084

An investigation of the aerodynamics and cooling
of a horizontally-opposed engine installation
[SAE PAPEB 770467] p0393 A77-37085

Engine structural Integrity Program /ENSIP/,
fatigue life considerations

p0399 A77-376J9
Complex mission history effects on low cycle
fatigue of disks

p0399 A77-37640
A discussion of reasons for condemning engine
components before reaching their design fatigue
life

p0399 A77-37644
Operation of a turbine stage under variable
conditions flow parameters determination in
aerodynamic design

p0408 A77-J81J6
The H-mp aircraft engine Bnssian book

p0408 A77-J8JOO
Fan inlet for a V/STOL airplane

[AIAA PAPES 77-802] p0409 A77-38544
Failure detection of aircraft engine output
sensors via Bayesian hypothesis testing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-838] pO»09 A77-38554

Evaluation of propulsive lift enhancement and
variable cycle engines for advanced tactical
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-885] pO<!11 A77-38575

Engine life considerations in the preliminary
design of a tactical weapon system for
aircraft '
[AIAA EAPEB 77-955] p0412 A77-J8612

Engine life, usage and cycle selection
[AIAA PAPEB 77-956] p0413 A77-38613

Accelerated mission testing of gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 77-992] p04 1 3 A77-386^5

Vibroaconstical method for determining the
technical state of aircraft turbine engines

p0115 A77-J9269
Constraints on the operational ranges of turbojet
engines

p0415 A77-J9272
Propulsion cycle effects for a two-fan V/STOL
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-580] pO<(16 A77-J9477

Separation and investigation of wear particles
from aircraft engines

p0416 A77-39492
Aero engine development costing

p0417 A77-40010
Operational reliability of aircraft powerplants

Bnssian book
p0447 A77-41648

Airframe/engine integration with variable cycle
engines
[AIAA PAPEB 77-798] pOMSO A77-41961

Propulsion designed for V/STOL
[AIAi PAPEB 77-804] p0450 A77-4196J

Advanced supersonic transport propulsion
requirements
[AIAA PAPEB 77-831] pO<450 A77-41969

Supersonic propulsion - 1970 to 1977
[AIAA PAPEB 77-832] p0451 A77-41970

An engineering approach to estimating propulsion
contributions to system life cycle costs
[AIAA EAPEB 77-879] p0452 A77-41981

Testing of propulsion system diagnostic equipment
aircraft engine monitoring and inspection

systems
[AIAA PAPEB 77-895] p0452 A77-41983

Engine design decisions impact aircraft life cycle
costs
[AIAA PAPEB 77-916] p0452 A77-41986

Advanced design procedure for aircraft engine
selection
[AIAA PAPEB 77-953] p0452 A77-41989

Life considerations in the engine design process
[AIAA PAPEB 77-954] p0452 A77-41990

The airjet distortion generator system - A new
tool for aircraft turbine engine testing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-993] p04b3 A77-42000

A review of methods enabling increased service
lives of high-thermal-load turbojet propulsion
plants

p0461 A77-4J331
Theory of automatic aircraft power plant control:

Russian book
p0467 A77-4J604
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Unsteady processes in aircraft piston compressors
Russian book

pO»67 A77-13610
Determining gas turbine engine tolerance

monitoring parameters
p0169 A77-11083

Influence of flight vehicle mission on optimal GTE
powerplant parameters

•• p0169 477-11086
Macroscopic stud; of time unsteady noise of an

aircraft engine daring static tests
pOSOl A77-11153

The effect of boundary layer changes due to
transient heat transfer on the performance of an
axial-flow air compressor
[SAB PAPES 770281] p0505 A77-11565

Interactive graphics in aircraft gas turbine
engine design

pOSOS A77-15191
Aerodynamics of horizontally-opposed aircraft

engine installations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1219] pOS09 A77-15508

ECU methods for aircraft engine manufacture
electrochemical machining
[SHE PAPEB MB76-705] p0510 A77-15871

The aircraft gas turbine - Status and prospects
p0511 A77-16103

The airline viewpoint in gas turbine engine
low cost operations

p O S I I A77-16105
Gas turbines in the BAP f r o m a maintenance

engineering viewpoint
p0511 A77"-16106

Monitoring for preventive maintenance in the small
fleet

p0512 A77-16111
Ways of increasing the resources /potential lives/

of gas turbine engines
p0519 A77-17172

Some detail design problems in aircraft gas turbines
p0519 A77-K8001

Investigation of the state of dynamic stress and
the influence of service time on the fatigue
strength of turbine rotor blades of aircraft
gas-turbine engines

p0552 A77-18632
Some regularities of the wearing of fuel pump

plunger spheres for aircraft engines
p0551 A77-19371

Logistics planning simulation model for OSAF spare
engine management

p0560 A77-50510
Gas turbine temperature technigues

p0561 A77-50625
Construction and design principles of aircraft

gas-turbine engines Bussian book
p0561 A77-50681

Review of optical techniques vith respect to
aero-engine applications
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1977-80] p0562 A77-50987

A finite element algorithn for scund propagation
in azisymmetric ducts containing compressible
mean flov
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1301] p0565 A77-51057

The influence of the inlet duct contour on forward
radiated fan noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1355] p0569 A77-51108

A novel concept for suppressing internally
generated aircraft engine noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1356] p0569 A77-51109

CF6 engine designed -.or maintenance
p0571 A77-51352

Emissions of an AVCO Lyconing 0-320-DIAD air
cooled light aircraft engine as a function of
fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature and
humidity
[BASA-TH-X-73500] p0023 H77-10058

Advanced ccmbustion techniques for controlling HO
sub z emissions of high altitude cruise aircraft
[BASA-TM-I-73173] p0023 H77-10062

Effect of air temperature and relative humidity at
various fuel-air ratios on exhaust emissions on
a per-Bode basis of an Ivco Lycoming 0-320 DIAD
light aircraft engine, volume 2: Individual
data points
[NASA-TB-I-73507] p0021 H77-10066

Performance of 1.15-press«re-ratio fan stage at
several rotor blade setting angles with reverse
flov

[BASA-TH-X-3151] pOOJI 877-11008
Auxiliary power system for activity cooled aircraft

[HASA-CASE-LAB-11626-1 ] p0073 B77-12JJ2
Air transport propulsion for the 1980's

p0119 B77-1J980
Cost/benefit analysis of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine engines
[HASA-CB-135107] p0123 B77-11026

Discussion of aircraft air pollution legislation
and Haval aircraft operations
[AD-A026176] p0126 B77-11621

Screening analysis and selection of emission
redaction concepts for intermittent combustion
aircraft engines
[HASA-CB-135071] p0129 H77-150JS

Study of unconventional aircraft engines designed
for low energy consumption
[BASA-CB-135136] pOUO B77-1501J

Development of a gas turbine engine oil for balk
oil temperatures of -10 to 165 t, part 2
[AD-A027060] pOUl B77-15202

High speed hydraulic starter motor for aircraft
auxiliary power unit
[AD-A027113] p0172 877-16065

The effect of forward speed on J85 engine noise
from suppressor nozzles as measured in the
BASA-Ames 10- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[SiSA-TB-D-8126] p018^ B77-17068

Development of EPA aircraft piston engine emission
standards for air quality

p018« B77-17082
Summary report on effects at temperature,
humidity, and fuel-air ratio on two air-cooled
light aircraft engines

P0181 B77-17086
Introduction to HASA contracts on engine

modifications to reduce exhaust emissions
p0185 B77-17091

TCH aircraft piston engine emission reduction
program

P0185 H77-17092
Emissions and new technology programs for
conventional spark-ignition aircraft engines

P0185 B77-17096
Alternative general-aircraft engines

P0185 B77-17097
Summary of the general aviation manufacturers'

position on aircraft piston engine emissions
p0185 B77-17098

Beview of measurement and testing problems ol
aircraft emissions

p0185 B77-17099
fieview of measurement and testing problems

p0185 N77-17100
Coannular nozzle noise characteristics and
application to advanced supersonic transport
engines

J0220 B77-18021
Status of BASA aircraft engine emission reduction

and apper atmosphere measurement programs
p0227 B77-18098

Aircratt engine sump-fire studies
P0228 877-18101

Dynamic digital blade row compression component
stability model. Model validation and analysis
of planar pressure pulse generation and
two-stage fan test data
[AD-A032079] p0281 B77-20111

A preliminary study of the use of intercooling and
reheat in conjunction with regeneration for
aircraft turbine engines
[BASA-TM-X-73617] p0291 B77-21087

An investigation of the aerodynamics and cooling
of a horizontally-opposed engine installation
[HASA-CR-152731] p0291 B77-21088

Variable Geometry and Multicycle Engines
[AGABD-CP-205] p0320 B77-22112

Opportunities for variable geometry engines in
military aircraft

p0320 877-22113
some aspects of variable cycle propulsion systems

p0320 B77-22111
Parameters for optimizing engines as a function of

mission
p0320 B77-22115

Advanced engine design concepts and their
influence on the performance of multi-role
combat aircraft

p0320 877-22116
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Variable cycle engines for V/STOL fighters
p0320 N77-22117

Variable cycle and supersonic transport
p0320 N77-22118

Variable-cycle engines for supersonic cruise
aircraft

p0320 H77-22119
Assessment of variable-cycle engines for

supersonic transports
p0321 N77-22121

Possibilities of adapting by-pass-engines to the
requirements of higher supersonic flight

p0321 H77-22123
Variable cycle engine applications and constraints

for commercial and military (fighter) aircraft
p0321 H77-22125

High efficiency engine cycles for air transport
fuel eccnony

p0321 N77-22126
Hulti-nission uses for prop-fan propulsion

p0321 N77-22127
The &STAFAH: Dual flow Kith variable pitch and

constant speed
p0321 H77-22129

The variable geonetry ccmbustor
p0322 H77-22139

The pros and ccns of variable geometry turbines
p0322 577-22140

Potential improvements in engine performance using
a variable geometry turbine

p0323 H77-22141
On the maintenance of aircraft engines. A

bibliography, 1968 - 1975
[TDCK-67505] p0335 H77-23107

Minimum-time acceleration of aircraft turbofan
engines
[NASA-TH-X-73624] p0335 1177-23112

Analytical and experimental investigation of
ejector-powered engine simulators for wind
tunnel models
[AP-A03U725] p0373 H77-24158

Research on metal matrix composites for naval
aircraft engines
[AD-A033724] p0374 N77-24204

Solid state vertical scale indicator for engine
performance indication
[AD-A036154] p0387 N77-25181

Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling
improvements using high-strength, low wear
polyimide plastic
[AP-A035301] p0387 H77-25182

Investigation of grease-lubricated expendable
spline connections
[AP-A035296] p0387 H77-25183

Strategic defense materials: A case study of high
temperature engines
[AP-A037493] p0387 H77-25188

SPAERS: simulation for the Performance Aircraft
Engine Repair Systems
[AP-A035737] pO«25 1177-26073

Performance, emissions, and physical
characteristics of a rotating combustion
aircraft engine
[NASA-CB-135119] p0429 H77-26134

Integrated engine instrument system, volume 1
[AD-A035565] pfll»30 H77-26143

Integrated engine instrument system, volume 2
[AD-A035566] pOU30 N77-26144

Combustion noise investigation predicting
direct and indirect noise from aircraft engines
[AP-A038158/1] pO<439 H77-27873

Dual cycle aircraft turbine engine
[NgSA-CASE-LAB-11310-1] p0477 H77-28118

Attenuation of upstream-generated low frequency
noise by gas turbines
fNASA-CB-135219] p0477 H77-28122

Estimation of engine removal times and prediction
of replacement requirements
[AP-A038C76] pO»92 H77-29165

Aircraft engines
p0523 H77-30068

Ron-integrated gas turbine engine diagnostics
tradeoff analysis
[AD-A03949U] p0528 H77-30125

FAPTC Facility modifications required for altitude
testing of current V/STOL engine
[AD-A041608] p0544 H77-31184

Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft
turbine engines

[AD-A041317] p0545 H77.-31507
Power plant reliability

[AGABD-CP-215] p0593 1177-34181
Civil airworthiness requirements for powerplant

reliability
p0593 H77-3J185

Bisks affecting the structural resistance and
integrity of modern propulsion systems

p059« B77-33187
Aircraft engine design and development through

lessons learned
p0594 H77-33190

Progress in determining service life by endurance
tests Concorde aircraft

p0595 H77-JJ195
dethods of improving the performance reliability

of advanced military power plant systems
p0595 H77-33198

Preliminary results of OSAF experience with engine
monitoring and diagnostics

p0595 H77-3J199
AIBCBAFT EQOIPHEBT
HT AIBCBAFT BTDBAOIIC SYSTEHS
NT AIBCBAFT LIGHTS
HT AIBCBAFT TIBES
HT BOHBIHG EQDIPHEHT
HT EJECTIOB SEATS
SI TERCOS
Aircraft electrical systems Book '

pOOSO A77-11425
Fluidic applications to aircraft environmental

control systems
[ASHE PAPEB 76-EHAS-21] p0135 A77-19471

Cooling methods for aircraft, electronics equipment
[ASME PAPEB 76-EHAS-51] p0135 A77-19492

Reconnaissance design considerations for the F-5
multiple mission tactical fighter

p0190 A77-23518
Criteria for developing a multi-sensor

reconnaissance pod system for carriage on
tactical aircraft onboard A-7 aircraft

pp190 A77-23519
Tactical reconnaissance pod system development for

the F-1U
p0190 A77-23520

Vibration considerations for high performance
camera systems onboard reconnaissance aircraft

p0191 A77-23524
Electrochemical battery trends for aircraft and
missile applications
[AIAA PAPEB 77-481] p0193 A77-23901

Future trends in Air Force aircraft electrical
power distribution and control
[AIAA PAPBE 77-493] p0194 A77-23912

Advanced aircraft electrical system and its
application to helicopters

p02«5 A77-26865
Computer estimates of flight safety

p0252 A77-271J8
Development of nickel-zinc batteries for aircraft

p0258 A77-28148
Evaluation of sealed lead acid batteries for
aircraft applications

p0258 A77-28150
A reliable dual-redundant sensor FDI system for

the BASS F8C-DFBS aircraft
p0267 A77-28807

The significance and goals of engineering
diagnostics automatic aircraft equipment
testing

P0295 A77-30251
leight prediction of onboard systems in the
preliminary phase of aircraft design

p0299 A77-3103*
Components of pneumatic systems in flight vehicles

Bnssian book
p0300 A77-314Q5

Avionics and radio electronics of the Iak-40
aircraft Russian book

p0312 A77-334Q8
High voltage design for airplane equipment

p0397 A77-37433
Development of a 1200 KVA aircraft electrical

power system
p0398 A77-3747Q

A high-power rare earth cobalt permanent magnet
generator in a variable speed constant frequency
aircraft starter generator system

p0399 A77-37475
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Aircraft anti-icing devices
p0015 A77-39275

The technical concept of the IL-62H. IV - Air
conditioning system

p0115 A77-39449
Technical concept of the IL-62H. V - De-icing system

pO«15 A77-39456
Inforaation processing requirements for on-board

•onitoring of automatic landing
[ A I A A 77-1093] pOII56 A77-42798

Dynamics of a snail helicopter with a high
capacity rescue hoist

pO«62 A77-43336
The vehicle napping device FKG-1, a device for

indicating the location of land vehicles and
helicopters on the nap

pO<!67 A77-II3578
Low-temperature heat pipes for aircraft

Pussian book
pOQ67 A77-43612

Chemical power sources in aviation Russian booK
pO«67 A77-43617

The use of probability analysis in aircraft
certification and its effects on maintenance and
equipment maintenance
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1256] p0509 A77-4S509

Variable geometry air cycle machine for
aircraft environmental control turbomachines
[ASBE EAPER 77-BBAS-7] p0511 A77-46848

A rotating high pressure water condenser and
separator for aircraft environmental control
system
[ASHE PAPEB 77-EHAS-10] p051« A77-46851

Reliability, availability,
maintainability/logistics /BAB/LOG/

p05S9 A77-50U56
Aircraft electric machines with intensive cooling

systems Russian book
p0561 A77-50678

Environmental effects on maintenance costs for
aircraft equipment
[AD-A025801] p0069 B77-12048

Spectral and polarmetric instrumentation for the
aircraft astrophysical investigations in the
range 50-500mkm AB-30 aircraft receiving
equipment in far IB and snbmillimeter range
[D-228] p0086 H77-13936

A study of the failure of joints in composite
material fuel cells due to hydraulic ram loading
[AD-A027258] p0122 S77-14016

Aircraft propulsion lubricating film additives:
Boundary lubricant surface films, volume 3
[AD-A029267] p017t B77-16356

Hark 2 nose-gear-launch system hardware evaluation
report
[AD-A029020] p0179 H77-17041

Failure mode analysis in the light of experience
aircraft equipment maintenance

p0237 H77-19040
nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: High rate

discharge equipment
[AD-A031666] p0329 H77-22665

New radar for the F-13: A discounted cash flow
analysis
[AD-A033918] p0338 H77-23339

An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 1:
Operational considerations
[BASA-CB-iq5107] p0365 B77-24082

A view of the evolution of the reliability
improvement warranty (BIB)
[AD-A033952] p037« H77-24525

Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape,
rescue, and survival
[AD-A035251] p0381 B77-25132

The market for airline aircraft: A study of
process and performance
[BASA-CB-15q617] pOQ75 B77-28100

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 3: Frequency response (HSPB). Computer
program user manual
[AD-A038691] pO»92 H77-29159

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 6: Steady State Flow Analysis (SSFAB).
Computer program technical description
[AD-A038692] pO«92 B77-29162

Aircraft equipment
p0523 B77-30069

Aircraft gun icing evaluation
[AD-A039634] p0527 B77-30110

Bicrowave holographic imaging of aircraft with
spaceborne illuminating source

p0531 B77-30939
Safety (aviation material)
[AD-A041021] p05J6 B77-J1111

Ultrasonic detection of fatigue damage in aircraft
components
[AD-AOQ0009] p05U5 B77-31516

Baster monitor display application study for F-14
[AD-A041S70] p0590 B77-33158

ilBCBIFT FDEl STStEHS
The fuel approach to control emissions from aircraft
[IAF PAPEB 76-111] p0005 A77-10911

Developing an automatic grade monitor for aviation
fuels

pOO<44 A77-1J17J
Electrostatics in aviation fuel systems sessions

p0109 A77-17SOJ
The technical concept of the IL-62B. II - Fuel

system
p0159 A77-22120

Computer-aided analysis of an aircraft fuel system
p0253 A77-27140

The Lucas engine fuel system for Concorde
p0405 A77-37787

The H-11P aircraft engine Bnssian book
p0408 A77-38JOO

National Airlines Fuel Management and Allocation
Hod el

p0466 A77-4J399
Aircraft fuel conservation technology. Task force
report, September 10, 1975
[BASA-TH-X-70295] p0036 B77-11055

Seduction of gaseous pollutant emissions from gas
turbine combnstors using hydrogen-enriched jet
fuel
[BASA-CB-149116] pOOJ8 B77-11198

Gas-path seal technology
p022t) B77-18106

ilBCBAFT FUELS
Survey of hydrogen energy application projects

p0015 A77-12778
Developing an automatic grade monitor for aviation

fuels
pOO<41 A77-1J17J

Vulnerability of advanced aircraft fuel to
ballistic and simulated lightning threats

pOOIS A77-135M4
Air transportation and fuel consumption

p0051 A77-14563
Liquid hydrogen as propellant for commercial
aircraft i
[D6LB EAPEB 76-188] p0091 A77-16534

Fuel consumption of civil jet transport aircraft
p0102 A77-1723M

A wide range no moving part flowmeter for
aircraft fuel flow measurement
[ASBE PAPEB 76-HA/FLCS-10] p021« A77-26450

Some early perspectives on ground requirements of
liquid hydrogen air transports

p0312 A77-3J391
New potentials for conventional aircraft when

powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
p0312 A77-33392

Fuel subsystem characteristics for LH2 aircraft
p0312 A77-3JJ9J

Investigation of the factors affecting the
determination accuracy of addition
concentrations in aviation oils, using the
method of thin-film chromatography

p03»5 A77-33915
Aviation turbine fuels from shale and coal oils

p03S3 A77-35150
jet fuels - Redefining the low temperature
requirements

p0417 A77-39925

The aircraft energy efficiency active controls
technology program
[AIAA 77-1076] pO»56 A77-02784

The military utility of very large airplanes and
alternative fuels

p0516 A77-47271
Alternate fuels for future aircraft

P0552 477-48709
The liquid hydrogen option for the subsonic

transport - A status report
p0553 A77-48819

Hydrogen-fueled subsonic aircraft: A perspective
p0026 877-103141
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The potential of liquid hydrogen as a military
aircraft fuel
[AD-A026666] p0125 N77-14272

Alternative fnels for aviation
[GPO-78-544] p0132 H77-15212

Aircraft fuel efficiency program
[S-BEPT-94-633] p0178 N77-17032

Alternative aircraft fnels technology
p0228 H77-18105

Hew potentials for conventional aircraft when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline

p0293 H77-21629
Prelininary analysis of aircraft fuel systems for

use with broadened specification jet fuels
[NASA-CB-135198] p0438 R77-27241

Alternate aircraft fuels: Prospects and
operational implications
[NASA-TH-X-74030] p0482 N77-28322

AIBCBAFT 60ICAHCE
The Discrete Address Beacon System for air traffic

control
p0054 477-15134

Design considerations for a flare guidance subsystem
for time reference scanning beam HLS

p0057 A77-15773
A proposition for an advanced aircraft navigation

system for civil air transport
pOISI A77-20667

Realization problems concerning reliable CCT
flight guidance systems
[DGLB PAPEB 76-213] p0156 A77-21878

Design criteria and characteristics of operational
CCT flight guidance systems
[DGLB PAPEB 76-242] p0156 A77-21880

Flight characteristics studies related to the
employment of direct power steering in
longitudinal motion
[DGLB PAPEB 76-238] p0156 A77-21881

Half-plane scattering applied to ILS grading
criteria

p0157 A77-21951
Experience with the TOB navigation system in the

German Democratic Republic. II
p0158 A77-22118

A multi-DSE/inertial system for aircraft positioning
p0355 A77-35915

Guidance accuracy considerations for the Microwave
Landing System

p0397 A77-37454
An integrated approach to terminal area surveillance

p0398 A77-37155
Successful application of broadside glide slope

arrays
p0401 A77-37714

Aircraft ground roll guidance
p0401 A77-37715

Application of space diversity techniques to
landing guidance systems to circumvent
reflection induced signal fading

pO<!03 A77-37734
A spiral guidance approach concept for all-weather

VTOL operations
p0404 A77-37739

The traffic capacity and integrity of guidance
systems based on random-access airborne
interrogators

p0404 A77-37743
Doppler m.l.s. - The landing guidance system for
the future

p0453 A77-42039
Precision location, navigation and guidance using

DUE techniques
p0570 A77-51180

Flight simulator evaluation of an electronic
paravisual guidance indicator
[BSA-TT-350] pOOTI H77-12056

visual approach slope indicators. Principles of
operation, recommendations for installation and
maintenance
[PHILIES-EB-12] p0078 H77-13040

Comparative experimental evaluation of
two-dimensional and pseudo-perspective displays
for guidance and control

P0171 H77-16053
Test and evaluation of an enroute system

terrain-avoidance function with the HAS A3d2.1
system
[AD-A036B41] p0332 H77-23079

Failure self-detection in digital flight guidance
systems

p0376 H77-25066
Global positioning system navigation algorithms

for application to navigation satellites
used for aircraft guidance

pOb78 N77-J210J
Integrated path guidance system for unconventional

approach procedures
p0580 N77-32119

Becognition and elimination of interference
disturbances by modification of the radio field
of landing systems with spatial modulation
degree diagrams

pOSSO H77-32123
AIBCBAFT HAZABDS

Bird hazards to aircraft: Problems and prevention
of bird/aircraft collisions Book

pOOOl A77-10697
Vulnerability of advanced aircraft fuel to
ballistic and simulated lightning threats

pOOIS A77-13544
Lightning simulation testing of composites of

aircraft components and systems
p0212 A77-26059

iind shear - An update aircraft hazard
p0249 477-26919

Flight safety in the air transportation system
p0252 A77-27137

The problem of onboard fire hazard '
p0306 A77-32J51

Birds in flight - Badar observation and avoidance
procedures which can be employed by air traffic
controllers

p03S7 A77-36566
The aircraft and fire from the fire protection

engineer's view
p044J 477-40934

An integrated approach to the problem of aircraft
icing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1218] p0499 A77-44320

Discussion of aircraft air pollution legislation
and Naval aircraft operations
[AD-A026176] p0126 H77-14621

Evaluation of Halon 1301 system for postcrash
aircraft internal cabin fire protection
[AD-A032150/5] p0169 N77-16003

Development of a Doppler radar technique for the
detection of bird h'azards to aircraft
[AD-A030410] p0280 N77-20058

Aircraft fire simulator testing of candidate fire
barrier systems
[AD-A038601] p0475 N77-28102

Statistical analysis of OS Navy major aircraft
accident rates, pilot and aircraft
time-dependent variables
[AD-A040096] p0525 H77-30099

Design of a cascade fire apparatus for testing
countermeasure effectiveness
[AD-A043176] p0578 N77-32101

4IBCBAFT HIDBAOLIC SISTERS
Reliability applied to landing gear and hydraulics

p0009 A77-12116
Multiple backup systems assure operation of
aircraft hydraulic functions for Fokker F-28

P0195 A77-24575
Prediction and measurement of the dynamic
stiffness and damping of hydraulic serve-actuators

of F-15 aircraft
[AIAA 77-420] p0208 A77-2S790

The technical concept of the IL-62H. Ill -
Hydraulics and nitrogen system

p0254 477-27165
Reliability of aircraft hydraulic systems
Russian book

P0299 A77-J1199
Status of silicones as fire-resistant military
aircraft hydraulic fluids

pOJ59 A77-36791
AIBCBAFT IHDDSTBT

Co-operation in the European aircraft
manufacturing industry and among the scheduled
airlines /Brancker Memorial Lecture/

p0007 A77-11J11
Practical requirements in industry in
computerized aerodynamic calculations for aircraft

p0013 477-12552
Overview: A look into the future of O.S. air

transport - Keynote remarks
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• [ A I A A PAPEB 77-251] p0112 A77-18201
Forum on the fatare of air transportation

[ A I A A PJPEB 77-263] p0195 A77-24450
General Dynamics straggles to baild a [lane for

all nations
p0197 A77-24653

Short- term prospects for nev connercial aircraft
from the OSS

p03H1 A77-33615
Aircraft manufacturer warranties - Protection for

the manufacturer or tbe purchaser
p03H6 A77-34302

Austria's role in international civil aviation
p0551 A77-48416

Cost benefit analysis and the national aviation
system: A guide
[AD-A037434/8] p0381 N77-25134

AIBCB1FT IHSTBOBBFTS
NT ALTIBETEBS
NT AHEBOHETEBS
NT APPBOACH INDICATOBS
NT ATTITDDE INDICATOBS
NT AOTOHATIC PILOTS
NT FLIGHT HECOBDEBS
HI GTBO HOBIZOHS
NT GYBOCOHPASSES
NT HOT-SIBE ANIBOBETEBS
NT POSITION INDICATORS
NT BADIO ALTIBETJBS
NT SPEED IHDICATOBS

Investigation into the opt imum nse of advanced
displays in future transport aircraft

p0007 A77-11594
Experimental data recording on cassette recorders,

taking into account a use of commercial grade FH
components for ligfct aircraft in-flight
nonitoricg <
[DGLB PAPEB 76-138] p0013 A77-12978

Explicit equations for barometric altitude
computations

p0051 A77-14556
The deternination of the true vertical direction

in flight German book
p0117 A77-19185

Lov cost radar altimeters
p0117 A77-19246

An avionics design philosophy for a Canadian
i coastal patrol aircraft

p0135 A77-19650
Symposium on the Presentation of Information to

Pilots, London, England, Barch 18, 1976,
Proceedings

p0148 A77-20603
Flight information for airline pilots - The

certification angle
p0148 A77-20605

Investigation into the optimum use of advanced
displays in future transport aircraft

p0148 A77-20606
Correlation velocity sensor aircraft

navigation instrument
p0152 A77-20670

Operational reguirements for advanced fighter
aircrev displays

F0164 A77-22728
Cockpit information requirements - Common elements

p0164 A77-22729
Evaluating the characteristics of lumnous colored

cockpit displays
p0164 A77-22736

Integrated color display systen for aircraft
p0164 A77-22737

Tactical air applications for advanced mnltisensor
imagery processing and display techniques

p0164 A77-22738
Integration of a tactical reconnaissance system

Kith N a v y attack aircraft
p0190 A77-23522

Bicro»ave raaiometric imager design for pods and
aircraft

p0191 A77-23532
Introduction of the SI system of measurements into

onboard aircraft instruments
p0193 A77-23871

Turbine engine hot section display concept
p0243 A77-26816

Cockpit design for night nap-of-the-earth /SOS/
flight

p0245 &77-26861

Future trends in aircraft display/control systems
p0256 A77-27663

Proposed research capabilities of the NAE Convair
580

p0262 A77-28482
Seniantonatic testing of altimeter and air-speed
indicator

p0295 A77-30253
Avionics and radio electronics of the YaX-40
aircraft Bussian book

p0312 A77-3344b
Experimental investigations of control-display

requirements for TTOL instrument transitions
[AIAA 77-599] p0350 A77-349S4

Advanced integrated display system /AIDS/ for
V/STOL aircraft
CAIAA 77-600] p0350 A77-3495S

Flight decks for future civil transport aircraft
p0354 A77-352U6

Analytical display design for flight tasks
conducted under instrument meteorological
conditions

p0355 A77-35918
Doppler BLS ' Bonitoring the performance of ground

and airborne equipment '
p0403 A77-37731

Precise digital pressure measurement in an
airborne environment

pO<107 A77-38022
An LED numeric display for the aircraft cockpit

p0446 A77-4147J
The effects of relative instrument orientation

upon gravity gradiometer system performance
[AIAA 77-1070] p0455 A77-42780

Determination of the components of the specific
force of a gravlmeter for the general case of a
moving base

p0167 A77-43468
The electromagnetic antonavigation system /the

ESAU system/
p0467 A77-I43576

Design criteria for aircraft warning, caution and
advisory alerting systems
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1210] pOSOl A77-44J32

United's experience »ith computer generated visual
systems, April 1977 for aircraft cockpits

p0502 A77-04M31
The presentation of information in combat aircraft

pOSZI A77-17817
Solid state light emitting displays

p0560 A77-50623
A multipurpose position accuracy verification system

airborne DHE
p0570 A77-51181

Air Combat Banenvering Range/Instrumentation
•ACBB/I"

p0572 A77-51195
visual presentation of cockpit information
including special devices used for particular
conditions of flying
[AGABD-CP-201] p0171 N77-16050

The development of aircraft instruments
p0171 N77-16051

Integrated engine instrument system, volume 1
[AD-A035565] pO»30 N77-26113

Integrated engine instrument system, volume 2
[AD-A035566] p04JO N77-26144

Description and flight tests of an ocnlometer
[NASA-TN-D-8419] p0431 B77-26154

Aircraft equipment
pOb2J N77-30069

Presentation of DLS information
p0579 H77-J2111

1IBCBAPT LAJDIBG
HT CBASB LANDIBG
Simulating the last 100 ft computer-generated

images for landing training
p0003 A77-10648

Design considerations for a flare guidance subsystem
for tiie reference scanning beam BLS

p0057 A77-15773
PALB - A system for precise aircraft location

p0058 A77-1577Q
The new microvave landing systems /BLS/ and their
properties, giving particular attention to the
German system DLS /DHE-Derived Landing System/
[DGLB PAPEB 76-176] p0092 A77-16541

BLS - A practical application of mlcroiave
technology
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p0098 477-16959
Advanced composite landing gear leg

[4IAA PAPEB 77-304] p0113 177-18229
The employment of the hybrid flight measurement

system for measurements related to the study of
a microwave landing system

p0150 A77-20654
Deport concerning the status of the selection

procedure for a new approach and landing system
/HLS/

p0155 A77-21586
Deasures for enhancing safety in general aviation

in the areas of air traffic control, navigation,
and meteorology

p0155 A77-21587
Discussion of existing load spectra for aircraft

and their parts
p0193 A77-23872

Airspeed stability under wind shear conditions
p0199 A77-24941

Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Takeoff and
Landing Analysis /FATOLA/ computer program using
flight landing data

p0208 A77-25787
Analysis of aircraft loading in the case of a

multistrut landing gear
p0253 A77-27150

Vibrations of landing gear struts during braking
p0253 A77-27151

Vibrations of the principal struts of a landing
gear during landing

p0253 A77-27152
Omega ambiguity resolution through direct integer

laning
p0255 177-27605

Trends in aircraft landing systems
p0256 A77-276611

The development and flight testing of the XC-8A
air cushion landing systems /ACLS/
[SAE PAPEB 760920] p0259 A77-28228

Optimal landing control
p0301 177-31165

Analytical designing of soft-landing systems for
random scatter of initial conditions and
structural parameters

p0304 A77-32079
Flight-operations problems related to vind shear

in the approach and the takeoff phase
p0310 177-32961

Operational and performance criteria for STOL
aircraft landings in low visibility weather
conditions
[1111 77-577] p0348 177-34936

Flight evaluation of flight-path control reguired
for the approach and landing of STOL aircraft
[AIAA 77-609] P0351 177-34960

Category III landing minima
p0399 A77-37703

An airline view of the operational requirements
p0400 A77-37704

1 survey of the costs and benefits of HLS
introduction

p0400 A77-37705
The development and evaluation of two segment
approach techniques for aircraft landing
noise reduction

p0401 177-37716
Visual aids for steep gradient approaches in low

visibility conditions
p0401 A77-37717

An electronic time and frequency referenced
scanning beat compatible with Doppler BLS

pO»03 A77-37733
Computer simulation of ICAO HLS candidates in

representative airport environments
p0403 177-37737

HATCALS - Ground-derived automation of all-weather
tactical airfield operations

pO»04 A77-37740
The performance of the SETAC landing aid

p0404 A77-37741
Interactive computer graphics in an all-weather

landing system
p0404 177-377411

An electronic method for measuring takeoff and
landing distances

p0407 A77-38023
Visual landing aids for Category II conditions

p0415 177-39271

Spray from aircraft undercarriages at high speed -
A model investigation

p0416 177-39779
The effect that the probability of a successful

approach has on the sequential landing rate of
like aircraft

p0417 177-39844
Measuring the motion of an aircraft with direct
lift control during flight along the approach path

p0446 A77-41J91
Doppler m.l.s. - The landing guidance system for

the future
p0453 177-42039

A study of key features of random atmospheric
disturbance models for the approach flight phase
[1I1A 77-1145] p0460 177-43175

In evaluation of vortical wake hazard separation
distances for military aircraft
[1111 77-1146] p0460 A77-4J176

Ship landing trials with the BO 105
p0464 177-43J56

Analytic design of flight vehicle alighting gear
with random scatter of initial conditions and
structural parameters

p0469 &77-44079
The profile descent 1TC for aircraft descent
[1111 PAPEB 77-1251] p0502 177-44339

Fuel conservation for high performance aircraft in
the terminal area

P0503 177-44434
Feasibility demonstration of the earth referenced

maneuvering flight path display
[1I1A PAPBB 77-1114] p0507 177-45171

Hew lidar concept for measuring the slant range
transmission in aircraft landing approaches

p0552 177-48698
A navigation device to help helicopters to land on

ocean platforms
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1977-71] p0562 A77-5098J

Electronic systems for air traffic control
p0573 177-51276

Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice
concept to aircraft-interference problems

p0027 H77-10J49
1 flight investigation of piloting techniques and
crosswind limitations during visual STOL-type
landing operations
[H1S1-TH-D-8284] p0030 H77-11001

Landing practices of general aviation pilots in
single-engine light airplanes
tHlSl-TK-D-8283] p0033 H77-11033

Analysis and design of an electro-mechanical
optical landing system for helicopters at night
in varying sea states
[AD-A025346] p0078 H77-13042

Factors influencing tolerance to wind shears in
landing approach

p0226 N77-18085
Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems during
take-off and landing

p02J7 N77-19043
Flight test demonstration of automatic landings

based on microwave landing system guidance
[AD-A031777] p0281 N77-20066

Effects of pavement roughness on naval air
operations
[1D-1033558] p0324 H77-22154

System simulation in aircraft landing gear and
tire development
[1D-1034942] p0367 H77-24105

Dsage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt runway
during military field exercises
[ID-S033914] p0373 H77-24154

Hoise data for a twin-engine commercial Jet
aircraft flying conventional, steep, and
two-segment approaches
[HIS1-TH-D-8B41] p0375 H77-2<1640

Safety criteria for fail-operational antoland
systems and their application for civil
aviation

p0375 H77-25058
Summary of buckling and tension tests of landing
mats as related to C-51 aircraft bow wave problems
[AD-1037000] p0388 B77-25198

TB1CALS evaluation report. IIS station evaluation
report, Luke 1FB, iz 1 - 13 December 1976
ground equipment checks and airborne evaluation
[1D-1038390] p0434 H77-27102
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N A S A diagonal-braked test vehicle evaluation of
traction characteristics of grooved and
nngrooved runway surfaces at Hlami International
Airport, Biami, Florida, 8-9 Bay 1973
[BASA-TB-I-73912] p0437 H77-27134

Tire ron»aj interface friction prediction subsystem
[AD-A039968] ' p0496 B77-29532

The need of stick force stability for
attitude-stabilized aircraft, part 1
[HLB-TB-76125-0] p0544 H77-31180

Multiple curved descending approaches and the air
traffic control problem
[HASA-TB-78430] p0579 H77-32104

longitudinal handling qualities during approach
and landing of a povered lift STOL aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-62144] p0590 H77-33151

AIRCRAFT L1DBCHIBG DEVICES
'Ski j u m p ' Harrier /B. J. Hitchell Bemorial lecture/

carved ramp launching devices aboard
aircraft carriers

P0056 A77-15624
Corrosion control of high temperature fastening

systems for aircraft carrier steam catapults
' p0307 A77-32609

AIBCBAPT LIGHTS
Wide area illuminator development for OS Coast

Guard HH-3F helicopter
[AD-A041425] p0581 H77-32132

4IBCBAFT HAIBTEHABCB
Interface between naintainability and commercial

aircraft spares support
p0003 A77-10483

Baintaining transport aircraft
p0009 A77-12069

Concorde maintenance as seen by the designer - The
maintenance program

p0009 A77-12115
Maintenance basis for the aircraft Tu-134

p0098 A77-16741
Operational experience on engine health monitoring

p0101 A77-17230
Inspection of the working order of airplanes and

helicopters: Handbook
p0163 A77-22541

Design of military aircraft for ninimum cost of
ownership

p0165 A77-22756
Elaboration of a system of preventive personalized

maintenance of jet engines
p0201 A77-25282

Engine health mcnitoring in the Boyal Air Force
p0266 A77-28751

The significance and goals of engineering
diagnostics automatic aircraft equipment
testing

p0295 A77-30251
Automatic aircraft testing and checkout equipment

p0295 A77-30252
Combined operation of a programmed measuring

exchange and the Consul 253 organizing automaton
for aircraft testing

p0295 A77-30254
Reliability of aircraft hydraulic systems

Russian book
p0299 A77-31199

Some aspects of analyzing the state of corrosion
of civil aviation aircraft

p0301 A77-31466
Material maintenance Alpha Jet

p0307 A77-32406
Avionics design for testability S-3A aircraft

p0396 A77-37382
Selection of an atomizer and its modes of

operation for the removal of ice deposits, frost
and frozen snow from aircraft surfaces

p0442 A77-40726
An engineering approach to estimating propulsion
contributions to system life cycle costs
[ A I A A PAPSB 77-879] Pons2 A77-«1981

Hew technology ATE ID support of the T.AH-64
advanced attack helicopter Automatic Test
Equipient
[ A I A A PAPER 77-896] p0452 A77-41984

The Analytical Haintenance Program - No more
'maintenance as usual'

p0453 A77-42044
The use of probability analysis in aircraft

certification and its effects on maintenance and
equipment maintenance

[ A I A A EAPEB 77-1256] pl)509 A77-US509
Central integrated test system /CITS/ - Check

three times for onboard testing of B-1
aircraft
[AIAA EAPEB 77-1260] pOSIO A77-4551J

Fuel conservation through airplane maintenance
pOSIO A77-45925

Gas turbines in the BAF from a maintenance
engineering viewpoint

p0511 A77-46406
Bonitoring for preventive maintenance in the small
fleet

p0512 A77-46411
lear reliability of aircraft splines

p0559 A77-50467
Reliability improvement warranty techniques and
applications to F-16 aircraft

POS59 A77-50477
Logistics planning simulation model for DSAF spare
engine management

p0560 A77-50510
Automatic systems check-out

p0574 A77-51351
CF6 engine designed for maintenance

p0574 A77-51352
Bearing restoration by grinding
[NASA-CR-149188] p0039 B77-114U4

Environmental effects on maintenance costs for
aircraft equipment
[AD-A025801] p0069 B77-12048

Advanced simulator performance specification for
an F-111 test station
[AD-A025853] p0082 B77-13087

Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance
capability UH-1/AH-1
[AD-A028032] pOIBO 1177-17048

Scheduled maintenance policies for the P-4
aircraft: Results of the maintenance posture
improvement program
[AD-A030146] p0222 H77-1804S

AH-1S Flat Rate Manual
[AD-A029933] p0223 B77-18046

Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance
capability
[AD-A028414] p0230 S77-18142

Dtility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
(OTTAS). A critical look at its repairability
[AD-A029992] p0236 H77-19029

Failure mode analysis in the light of experience
aircraft equipment maintenance

p0237 H77-19040
Development program for
field-repairable/expendable main rotor blades
[AD-A030835] p0238 B77-19064

The use and control of hazardous materials in
aircraft maintenance

p0286 N77-2074S
The magnitude of internal rework on the F-4
aircraft during depot level maintenance at Ogden
Air Logistics Center
[AD-A032458] p0330 B77-2J048

Field evaluation of OH-1 helicopter inspection
systems. Project Inspect, phase 2
[AD-A033721] p0363 B77-24054

Adhesive bonded aerospace structures standardized
repair handbook
[AD-A035601] p0425 B77-26072

SPAEBS: Simulation for the Performance Aircraft
Engine Repair Systems
[&D-A035737] p0425 H77-26073

Baintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft
[BASA-CB-152003] p0471 B77-28063

Procedure for the development of naval aviation
maintenance objectives
[AD-A038201] p0471 B77-28064

FAA air traffic activity, calendar, year 1976
[AD-A040M74] p0490 B77-291J4

Estimation of engine removal times and prediction
of replacement requirements
[AD-A038076] p0492 B77-2916b

Flying, maintenance, and the sale of parts to the
field: Interactive models for AH-1 and CB-47
systems
[AD-A039193] p0523 B77-30073

Investigation of factors controlling engine
scheduled overhaul: T53/155
[AD-A042190] p0583 B77-32162

Product Improvement program evaluation
[AD-A042134] p0585 B77-J3101



AIBCBAPT HAB10VBBS SUBJECT IBDBX

Human factors engineering considerations in
design!ig naval aircraft for maintainability
[AD-A041156] p0590 H77-33153

Maintenance methods for improving propulsion
system reliability

p0593 S77-33184
&IBCB1FT HANBDVEBS

Optimal control for the rolling pullout maneuver
of a modern fighter aircraft

p0011 A77-12444
The pursoil-evasion problem of two aircraft in a

horizontal plane
p0011 A77-12452

Fatigue load spectra for combat aircraft - Their
derivation and data requirements

p0049 A77-13775
Attitude instability in stead; rolling and roll

resonance
p0108 »77-17<I94

Flight simulators for air warfare of the future
[AIAA PAPBB 77-327] p0113 A77-18246

Optimal control of thrust and angle of attack of
an aircraft performing a clinb-acceleration
maneuver

p0135 A77-19329
Estimation of weapon-radius versus Maneuverability

trade-off for air-to-air combat
[AIAA PAPEB 77-35] p0137 A77-19787

A subsonic flow investigation on a research body
at high angles of attack
[AIAA SAPBfi 77-180] p0162 A77-222UO

Cockpit information requirements - Common elements
p0164 A77-22729

Discussion of existing load spectra for aircraft
and their parts

p0193 A77-23872
Handling qualities considerations for DOE flight

p0246 A77-26874
Can land-based strategic bombers survive an SLBH

attack Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile
assault on B-1 bases

p0295 A77-30494
Energy-turn-rate characteristics and turn

performance of an aircraft
p0303 A77-31855

Vertical naneuvers of a flight vehicle in the
atmosphere

p0303 177-31981
Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices

flight tests
pfll»07 A77-38026

F-5E spin susceptibility test program
p0407 A77-38029

Aircraft aeromechanics Russian book
p0447 A77-41575

Command augmentation control laws for maneuvering
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1014] p0455 A77-42759

Some analytical control laws for the design of
desirable lateral handling qualities using the
model matching method for aircraft
[AIAA 77-1045] p0457 A77-4281Z

Dive bombing simulation results using direct side
force control modes
[ A I A A 77-1118] p0457 A77-43152

Prediction of junp phenomena in
rotationally-coupled maneuvers of aircraft,
including nonlinear aerodynamic effects
[AIAA 77-1126] p0458 A77-43159

Investigation of a helicopter manoenver demand
system

p0464 A77-43353
Studies on rotor and flight dynamics of a

horizontally stoppable hingeless rotor aircraft
pO»65 A77-43365

Aircraft of wide speed and manoenvering range
vertical or short takeoff fighter aircraft

p0466 A77-43366
Feasibility demonstration of the earth referenced

maneuvering flight path display
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-1114] p0507 A77-45171

Complementary roles for BPVs. in support of
tactical manned aircraft

p0516 A77-47334
Stability of the pilot-aircraft system in

maneuvering flight
p0553 A77-49340

Practical aerodynamics of maneuvering aircraft /A
manual for flight personnel/ Bnssian book

p0561 A77-50693
Air combat Ranenvering Bange/Instrumentatlon

•ACHB/I'
p0572 A77-51195

Army preliminary evaluation YAH-1R improved Cobra
agility and maneuverability helicopter, addendum
[AD-A024850] p0079 B77-1J048

statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Savy and Harine fleet aircraft
[AD-A025182] P0080 N77-13058

The automatic flare maneuver of an airliner
vc-10 aircraft
[VTH-1823 p0082 B77-13071

The effect of thrust vectoring on aircraft
maneuvering
[AD-&027367] p0082 S71-130HI

Augmentation of maneuver performance by spanwise
blowing
[BASA-TH-I-73998] p0168 B77-15983

Handling qualities aspects of HASA TF-12 flight
experience

p0218 B77-18007
Lateral aerodynamic parameters extracted from

flight data for the F-8C airplane in maneuvering
flight
[BASA-TB-D-8276] p0235 B77-19009

The influence of handling qualities on safety and
survivability

p0237 N77-19044
Statistical studies on dynamic zones of protection
during horizontal evasive maneuvers
[DLB-FB-76-51] p0280 N77-20054

Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Navy and Harine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 - 30 June 1976
[AD-A031833] p0282 N77-20096

Effects of simulated turbulence on aircraft
handling qualities
[HASA-CB-152621] p0284 H77-20115

Aircraft motion sensitivity to cross and
cross-coupling damping derivatives
[AD-A032654] pOJJ7 B77-2J1JO

leapons testing techniques aerodynamic loads
during aircraft maneuvers

pOJ69 B77-2411S
Estimation of drag and thrust of jet-propelled
aircraft by non-steady flight test maneuvers

pOJ69 B77-24118
Flight test and evaluation of (IDEC (McDonnell

Douglas Electronics Corporation) collision
avoidance system
[AD-A037435/5] p0381 B77-25126

Aerodynamic configuration development of the
highly manenverable aircraft technology remotely
piloted research vehicle
[BASA-CB-143841] p0425 B77-26076

The need for task oriented control laws
p0432 N77-2616H

Implementation of task-oriented control laws
p04J2 B77-^6165

Energy management display for air combat maneuvering
[AD-A040198] p0526 N77-J0109

Investigation of flight dynamics during roll
[IFD-8/76] p05<14 B77-31177

Transonic wind-tunnel investigation of the
maneuver potential of the BASA supercritical
wing concept, phase 1
[BASA-TH-X-3534] p0586 B77-J3115

AISCBAFT BOD2LS
On the identification of state-de-ivative-conpled

systems
pOOII A77-12448

Ose of structural model specimens for verification
of aircraft fatigue life

P0045 A77-13353
Aerodynamic beat transfer to a hypersonic research
aircraft model /I-24C/ at Mach 6

P0051 A77-14557
Hethod of analyzing flutter in light aircratt

p0052 A77-14B9:>
A method for the preliminary stability analysis ot

aircraft structures - numerical analysis
P0052 A77-14906

Airframe noise of component interactions on a
large transport model
[AIAA PAPEB 77-57] pOIJS A77-19801

An experimental study of techniques for increasing
the lead-lag damping of soft inplane hingeless
rotors
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p02U6 477-26871
Engine cycle selection and propulsion system

integration for fu ture high performance fighter
aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-101] p0265 A77-28611

Status report on the generalized likelihood ratio
failure detection technique, with application to
the F-8 aircraft

p0267 A77-28808
Influence of the parameters of gas jets impinging

on a wall on the snction of a circular wing
p0301 A77-31U51

Aerospatiale proposes a new family /A.200/ of
aircraft, with 120 to 160 seats

p0315 A77-33961
Simplified unsteady aerodynamic concepts, with

application to parameter estimation
[ A I A A 77-1121] p0158 A77-13157

A wind tunnel technique for determining stability
derivatives from catle mounted aeroelastic models
[ A I A A 77-1128] p0159 A77-13161

Hi-fidelity airplane simulation model
[AIAA 77-1166] p0160 A77-13191

Recent experience in the testing of a generalized
rotor aeroelastic model at Langley Research Center

p0165 A77-13361
Experience gained in adjusting the mathematical

model of the VFW 611 short-haul aircraft by ase
of measured eigenfreqaencies

p0508 A77-15391
Hen buffeting acquisition methods data

acquisition, military aircraft
[AAAF-NT-76-8] p0022 S77-10051

A vind tunnel captive aircraft testing technique
[AD-A023690] p0033 N77-11037

Wind tunnel investigation of internally blown
jet-flap STOI airplane model
[NASA-TH-D-8309] p0061 S77-11995

Low speed wind tunnel investigation of flight
spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices
on an extended-range wide body tri-jet airplane
model
[HASA-TH-D-8373] p0167 N77-15982

Hind tunnel and ground static tests of a .091
scale powered model of a modified T-39
lift/cruise fan V/STOL research airplane
[SASA-CB-151923] p0178 N77-17036

Stabilization, gust alleviation and vibration
damping of an elastic aircraft model moving in
the wind tunnel
[DLB-FB-76-11] p0186 N77-17101

Rind-tunnel results of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/8-scale model of a twin
engine short-haul transport in Langley
V/STOL tunnel
[NASA-TH-1-71011] p0289 N77-21017

Stabilization, gust alleviation and elastic mode
control for an aircraft model moving in the wind
tunnel
[ESA-TT-359] p0372 N77-21118

Spin tests of a 1/20-scale model of the XP-39
airplane, 15 Karch 19-39

p0183 N77-29061
Spin tests of a 1/20-scale model of the XF1D-1

airplane, 12 July 1939
p0183 H77-29062

Spin tests of 1/16-scale models of the U3H-3
landplane and seaplane, 12 January 1910

p0181 F77-29063
Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of an advanced

supersonic cruise arrow-wing configuration
[BASA-TH-71013] pO«87 H77-29096

Listings of accidents/incidents by aircraft make
and model, OS civil aviation, 1975
[PB-267611/3] p0537 N77-31123

Foundation of the magnetic field integral equation
code for the calculation of the electromagnetic
pulse external interaction with aircraft
[AD-A039953] p0515 H77-31389

Transonic pressure distribution on an aircraft
wing aodel during rocket sled runs
[AD-A01U33] p0578 B77-32085

UBCBAFT BOISE
BT JET AIBCHAFT BOISE
BT SONIC BOOHS

Botational noise measurement in a wind tunnel by
total sampling synchrcnization
[OBEHA, TP BO. 1976-111] p0007 A77-11281

Radiation characteristics of acoustic sources in
circular motion helicopter noise

pOOSJ A77-11961
Calculation of curves of constant equivalent

levels oi enduring sound for implementation of
the aircraft noise protection law - nethods and
preliminary results

' p0090 A77-16117
Sound shielding on an engine model and comparison

with theory
[DGLB PAPEB 76-163] p0091 A77-16b7J

Sources and characteristics of interior noise in
general aviation aircraft

pOlOO A77-1/067
Prediction of light aircraft interior noise

pOlOO A77-1706S
Airframe noise measurements by acoustic imaging

[AIAA PAPEB 77-55] pOIJB A77-19799
An experimental investigation of airframe
component interference noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-56] p0138 A77-19800

Airframe noise of component interactions on a
large transport model
[AIAA SAPEB 77-57] p0138 A77-19801

Inter-noise 76; Proceedings of the International
Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
Washington, D.C., April 5-7, 1976

p0119 A77-20629
Testing equipment available in France for studying

aircraft and engine noise
p0157 A77-21887

The effect of forward flight on the diffraction
radiation of a high speed jet

p0195 A77-21J01
Methods of reducing low frequency cabin noise and
sonically induced stresses, based on the
intrinsic structural tuning concept
[ A I A A 77-111] p0209 A77-25802

In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter
impulsive noise

p0218 A77-26886
Aircraft noise certification requirements which
ensure use of available noise control technology

p0219 A77-26915
The engine-over-the-wing noise problem

p0257 A77-27B06
Concorde-community noise

[SAE PAPER 760898] p0259 A77-28216
Aircraft operator - Would yon buy higher DOC to
lower noise and fuel use Direct Operating
Cost tradeoff

p0269 A77-290J1
Acoustic shock from an aircraft flying along an
arbitrary trajectory in a layered atmosphere
with a three-component wind

p0296 A77-J0563
A parametric model study of the noise generated by

the aerodynamic interaction of the tail rotor
with the wake of the main rotor

pOJ12 A77-J3777
Environmental aspects of airport development

pOJ16 A77-J1176
Propeller aircraft flyover noise testing

[SAE PAPEB 770113] pOJ91 A77-37061
The influence of design parameters on light
propeller aircraft noise
[SAE PAPEB 770111] pOJ91 A77-37U65

Interior noise analysis and control for light
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770115] p0391 A77-J7066

The development and evaluation of two segment
approach techniques for aircraft landing
noise reduction

pOIOI A77-37716
Flight test evaluation of helicopter operational
loads and dynamic response characteristics

p0107 A77-38030
Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine noise suppressors on RASA quiet engine 'C1

[AIAA PAPEB 77-922] p0112 A77-3S597
Small is beautiful, silence is golden low
noise short haul air transportation

p0117 A77-J992J
Schlieren and noise studies of rotors in forward
flight
[AHS 77-33-05] p0118 A77-100bJ

Use of changeover designs in subjective experiments
Latin square method in aircraft noise

perception test experimental design
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p0449 A77-41774
High-speed helicopter impulsive noise

p0462 177-43335
Cabin noise reduction - Dse of isolated inner cabin

in helicopters
p0463 177-43313

The noise protection area as a criterion for the
problem cf aircraft noise daring the taxe-off of
VTOL aircraft

p0463 A77-43344
A revaluation of helicopter main rotor noise

p0463 177-43346
The relative importance of acoustic sources

generated by helicopter rotors in high speed
flight

p0466 177-43370
Ham and tall rotor interaction noise during hover

and low-speed conditions
p0466 177-43371

OTS noise correlation for several nozzle/wing
geometries using a 5:1 slot nozzle with external
deflectors Over The Ring configurations

pOSOS 177-44461
lir transport noise reduction

p0505 177-44550
Problems in predicting aircraft noise exposure

p0520 A77-47561
Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control

' p0553 177-49225
Noise emission of the agricultural aircraft Z-37.

I - Sound intensity level measurements at the
agricultural aircraft Z-37. II - Sound intensity
level measurements at an agricultural airport

p0555 177-49656
The measurement of aircraft overflight noise -

Errors due to its nonstationary character
[ONEHA, TP NO. 1977-143] p0559 A77-50441

Are wheel-well related aeroacoustic sources of any
significance in airframe noise
[AHA PAPEE 77-1270] p056lt 177-51033

Noise component method for airframe noise
[1111 PAPEH 77-1271] p0564 177-51034

Airfrane noise of the DC-9
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1272] p0564 177-51035

Interim noise correlation for some OTB
configurations using external jet-flow deflectors

engine Over The Wing
[ A H A PAPEB 77-1317] p0566 177-51072

Flight noise studies on a turbojet engine using
microphones mounted on a 450 ft. tower
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1325] p0566 A77-51079

An experimental investigation of helicopter rotor
high freguency broadband noise
[ A I A A PAPEH 77-1339] p0568 177-51092

Some measured and calculated effects of a tip
vortex modification device on impulsive noise

for helicopter rotors
[1111 PIPES 77-1341] p0568 177-51094

Effect of forward motion on turbomachinery noise
[ A l f A PAPEB 77-1346] p0568 A77-51099

New developments in blown flap noise technology
[N1SA-CB-145086] p0018 N77-10013

V/STOI aircraft noise prediction (jet propulsors)
computer program

[AD-A028765/6] p0035 N77-110U5
In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter
impulsive noise
[AD-&025979] p0071 N77-12060

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor
noise in hover and in flight
[N1SA-TB-X-74341] p0072 N77-12064

Interim prediction method for turbine noise
[NASA-TH-I-73566] pOOSI H77-13065

Further studies of static to flight effects on fan
tone noise using inlet distortion control for
source identification
[NASA-TB-X-73183] p0124 H77-14027

The subjective evaluation of noise from light
aircraft
[NASA-CB-2773] p0126 1177-14615

Test plan for aircraft runup noise penalty
evaluation
[AD-A026209] p0126 H77-14639

Noise certification considerations for helicopters
based on laboratory investigations
[AD-A032028/3] p0174 H77-16865

Data base for predicting noise from civil
aircraft: Flight profile prediction
[PB-257638/7] p0174 N77-16867

The effect of forward speed on J85 engine noise
from suppressor nozzles as measured in the

w NISl-Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[NAS1-TN-D-8426] p0182 N77-17U6B

1 comparison of a laboratory and tield study of
annoyance and acceptability of aircraft noise
exposures human reactions and tolerance
[S1SA-CB-2772] p0187 B77-176U8

Airplane self-noise - four years of research
p02J4 N77-190UO

Acoustic emission structure-borne noise
measurements on aircraft during flight
[AD-A033188] P0319 N77-22111

Technical background: Interim criteria tor
planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns,
and siting noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A031449] p0324 N77-221SO

Dser manual: interim procedure for planning
rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns and siting
noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A031450] p032<4 N77-22151

Noise standards for aircraft type certification
(modifications to Far Part 36)
[P8-262401/3] p0330 N77-22939

Aircraft community noise impact studies
[NAS1-CB-145152] pOJ75 N77-2463B

Recommended procedures for measuring aircraft
noise and associated parameters
[N1S1-CB-145187] p0389 N77-25912

A review of current procedures for normalizing
aircraft flyover noise data to reference
meteorological conditions
[NASA-TN-D-8406] pOJ90 H77-25915

A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes
[NASA-CE-153268] p0439 N77-27871

Publications in acoustics and noise control from
the NASA langley Research Center during 1940-1976
[NASA-TS-X-74042] p0440 N77-27877

High speed helicopter noise sources
[NASA-CB-151996] p0440 N77-27878

Airf rame noise prediction method
[AD-A039664] pOKIO 877-27880

Calculation of day-night levels (Ldn) resulting
from civil aircraft operations
[PB-266165/0] s p0483 N77-28918

Experimental investigations of aerodynamic noise
during fiscal years 1974, 1975 and 1976
[LB-27438] p0491 N77-29151

Effects of interior aircraft noise on speech
intelligibility and annoyance
[N1S1-CB-145203] p0496 N77-29918

Helicopter noise measurements data report. Volume
1: Helicopter models: Hughes 300-C, Hughes
500-C, Bell 47-G, Bell 206-L
[AD-A040561] p0497 BJ7-29919

Helicopter noise measurements data report. Volume
2: Helicopter models: Bell 212 (OB-IS),
Sikorsky S-61 (SH-3A), Sikorsky S-64 Skycrane
(CH-54B), Boeing Vertol Chinook (CB-47C)

[1D-A040562] p0497 N77-29920
Calculation of side line noise levels during takeoff

[AD-A040624] pOS43 N77-31170
Selection of minimum day/night levels for noisemap

contour calculations aircraft noise
abatement in airport planning
[AD-A040623] p0546 S77-J1922

A guide for estimation of aeroacoustic loads on
flight vehicle surfaces, volume 1
[AD-A041198] P0578 B77-32090

Aircraft sideline noise: A technical review and
analysis of comtemporary data
[AD-A042076] p0598 N77-33685

Further sensitivity studies of community-aircraft
noise exposure (NOISEHAP) prediction procedures
[AD-A041781] p0598 N77-33686

Airplane noise: Dimensions and means of noise
redaction in Norway
[ELAB-STF44-A75080] p0598 H77-J3696

1IBCBAFT PiBtS
The development of a carbon fiber-reinforced
plastic rudder for the Alpha Jet
[DGIB PAPEB 76-193] p0094 177-16572

The analytical geometry of a simple skew-hinge
mechanism

P0116 177-19016
Discussion of existing load spectra for aircraft

and their parts
P0193 A77-23872
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Designing for increased service life of landing
gears in passenger aircraft

p0254 477-27153
Improving the service life and reliability of

welded joints in landing gear elements
p0254 477-27154

Interference fits and stress-corrosion failure
aircraft parts fatigue life analysis

p0298 A77-30654
Bearing materials and frictional units for

operation without lubricant
p0405 A77-37783

Ose of standardized sequences of flight-by-flight
load spectra in iatigue testing of structural
aircraft components

pO«13 A77-38680
Test of a convertible aircraft rotor in the modane

large vind tunnel
p0163 A77-43347

Wear reliability of aircraft splines
p0559 A77-50467

Techniques and facilities used at OHEBA /Hodane
Center/ for icing tests
[OHEBA, It HO. 1977-123] p0563 A77-51002

Debarring - Eeguirements of the aircraft
[SBE PAPEB BE76-124] p0563 A77-51007

Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in
aircraft materials under variable-amplitude
loading
[7TH-193] pOOBS H77-13471

Comparison of the sonic fatigue characteristics of
four structural designs
[AD-A031965] p0286 H77-20526

Parametric study of transport aircraft systems
cost and weight
[lHSA-CB-151970] p0427 H77-26106

Computer simulation of fatigue crack propagation
in aircraft components
[ISBN-91-7372-147-6] p0482 N77-28518

Investigation of an aluminum rolling helix crash
energy absorber
[AD-A012C8U] p0587 H77-33132

AIBCBAFT PBBFOBBAHCE
NT HELICOPTEB PEEFOBBAHCE

YC-14 - All blow and no puff general design
details

p0003 A77-10525
Concorde - Endurance flights results

p0009 A77-12114
Parameter identification and study of properties

within the scope of flight testing a
high-performance aircraft
[DGLB PSPEB 76-220] p0090 A77-16528

Layout and flight performance of a hypersonic
transport /SSI/
[DGIB PAPBB 76-198] p0095 A77-16575

Time-optimal ascent trajectories for aircraft
flight
[DGIB PSPEB 76-200] p0096 A77-16585

A simplified method in flight test techniques for
the determination of the range performance of
jet aircraft

p0097 A77-16600
Operational behaviour of a turboprop engine

p0101 A77-17231
Operational experience with lift plus lift/cruise

V/STCL aircraft propulsion system performance
p0102 A77-17233

Feasibility of modern airships - Design definition
and performance of selected concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 77-331] p0113 A77-18249

Skyspy - A ducted BPV fan
p01»9 A77-20627

YC-14 flight test progress report
p0157 A77-22002

YC-15 development and test highlights
p0157 A77-22003

B-1 flight test progress report no. 2
p0157 477-22004

Operational problems of supersonic aircraft
p0158 A77-22116

The Pairchiia-Eepnblic A-10 fighter
p0200 A77-25099

Estimation of thrust and drag in non-steady flight
p0202 A77-25283

Aerospatiale on the verge of developing a
tilting-rotor convertiplane

p0249 A77-26913

Analysis of aircraft performance at large angles
of attack

pOJSI A77-271/9
Hathematical model of elastic structure in flight

dynamics studies
p0252 A77-271J3

Dynamic response of an elastic aircraft to wind
effects

p0257 A77-27787
Flying the YF-16 - A flight test report on the

OSAF Air Combat Fighter
p0261 A77-^S464

Becent Canadian technical developments in STOL
p0262 477-281)70

Performance improvement plan for existing light
aircraft

p0270 A77-293JO
Energy-turn-rate characteristics and turn

performance of an aircraft
p0303 477-J18b5

A deflected slipstream aircraft of the sixties
/Breguet 9m/ and its contribution to the
solution of some STOL problems
[AIAA 77-565] pOJ47 A77-34927

Operational and performance criteria for STOL
aircraft landings in low visibility weather
conditions
[AIAA 77-577] pOJ48 A77-J4SJ6

Development of the circulation control wing to
provide STOL potential for high performance
aircraft
[AIAi 77-578] • p03<18 A77-34937

Tenth-scale powered model test of a tilt-nacelle
T/S1OL airplane
[AIAA 77-594] p0350 A77-34951

Energy utilization factor in civil transport
aircraft

p0359 A77-367B8
Flight test evaluation of a method to determine

the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[SAI PAPEB 770470] pOJ93 A77-370b8

Drag evaluation of the Bellanca Skyrocket II
[SAE PAPEB 770472] p0394 A77-37090

Development of a unique, operational digital data
acquisition system for test pilot training and
aircraft performance monitoring

p0407 A77-38024
The Ka-26 helicopter in the special flights domain

of Interflng. I
p0415 A77-J9453

Performance and safety aspects of the IT-15 tilt
rotor research aircraft
[AHS 77-33-14] pOUIB 477-40058

IC-15 in the air
p0447 A77-416J6

The application of new technology for performance
improvement and noise reduction of supersonic
transport aircraft
[AIAA PSPE8 77-830] p0450 A77-41968

Identification of aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics at high angles of attack and
sideslip using the estimation before modeling
/EBH/ technique
[AIAA 77-1169] p0460 A77-4J192

Analysis/theory of controlled configured structures
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1212] p0499 A77-44316

Analysis methods and computer programs developed
for the YC-15 STOL flight test program
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1215] pQl>99 A77-44317

Parametric study of advanced long range
military/commercial cargo transports
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1221] pOSOO A77-44322

Effect of an integrated scranJet installation on
the subsonic performance of an aircraft designed
to Bach 6 cruise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1230] pOSOO A77-14J26

IC-1» flight test results
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1259] p0510 A77-4551^

The measurement of performance, stability and
control characteristics of a high subsonic jet
aircraft in non-steady flight conditions
employing high, accuracy instrumentation techniques

p0510 A77-Q5525
Sone mathematical aspects of the correlation

theory of aircraft precision and reliability
pOSbl 477-50709

Final approach performance monitor
[AD-S028513/0] p0032 B77-11024
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A method for the analysis of nonlineanties in
aircraft dynamic response to atmospheric
turbulence
[NASA-TH-D-8265] p0064 K77-11992

Investigation of normal shock inlets for highly
maneuverable aircraft
[NASA-CB-137970] p0128 H77-15026

High angle of attack of stability and control
[AD-A027877] p0186 N77-17106

RECON 6: A real-time. Hide-angle, solid-state
reconnaissance camera system for high-speed,
low-altitude aircraft

p0187 N77-17281
Preliminary study of tog-glider freight systems

utilizing a Boeing 7*47 as the tug
[NASA-TH-X-74006] p0229 N77-18118

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions, volume 1
[HASA-CR-151987] p0317 H77-22096

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions. Volume 2: Appendices
[NASA-CB-151988] p0318 N77-22097

Ose of engine variables to improve military
performance

p0321 N77-22122
Simulation of a radar tracking a glinting aircraft

target in a multipath environment
p0326 S77-22377

Thrust augmentor application for STOI and V/STOL
[HASA-Tfi-X-73241] p0366 F77-24098

Flight Test Techniques of aircraft and weapon
systems control
[AGABD-CP-223] p0368 877-24107

Overall aircraft systems evaluation
p0369 N77-24121

Aluminium alloy development and evaluation for
aircraft structural performance
[NLR-HP-76022-0] p0389 N77-25311

The market for airline aircraft: A study of
process and performance
[HASA-CR-154617] p0475 B77-28100

A personalized system of instruction for aircraft
performance
[AD-A039651] p0476 H77-28116

Experimental and analytical investigations to
improve low-speed performance and stability and
control characteristics of supersonic cruise
fighter vehicles
[NASA-CR-154122] pO«79 N77-28136

Compatibility check of measured aircraft responses
using kinematic equations and extended Kalman
filter
[NASA-Ttl-D-85111] p0490 H77-29143

The development of primary equations for the use
of on-board accelerometers in determining
aircraft performance
[AD-A039174] p0527 N77-30112

Effects of control laws and relaxed static
stability on vertical ride quality of flexible
aircraft

p0529 N77-30128
Unsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow
[AGAED-CP-226] p0532 H77-31073

Flight evaluation of an advanced technology light
twin-engine airplane (ATLIT)
[NASA-CB-2832] p0585 S77-33104

AIRCRAFT PILOTS
NT TEST PILOTS
Experience with the flight simulator

p0098 A77-16744
The aircraft and fire from the pilot's view

p0444 A77-40940
Rationale and description of a coordinated cockpit
display for aircraft flight management
[HASA-TH-X-3457] p0035 H77-11044

Pilot opinion of flight displays and monitoring
gauges in the OH-1 helicopter
[AD-A024714] p0074 H77-12579

Preliminary report on airline pilot scan patterns
daring simulated ILS approach

p0228 H77-18115
In Herculean flight Soviet aviation history

p0523 N77-30066
Statistical analysis of OS Navy major aircraft

accident rates, pilot and aircraft
time-dependent variables
[AD-A040096] p0525 H77-30099

Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built
aircraft, DS general aviation, 1975

[PB-267652/6] p0537 S77-J1115
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267649/2] p0537 S77-31118

AIBCBAFT POBSB SODECES
0 AIBCEAFT EHGIHES
AIBCBAFT PRODUCTION

Producibility aspects ot advanced composites tor
an L-1011 aileron. II

p0046 A77-13742
The Shenyang F-9 combat aircraft

p0059 A77-1S875
Superplastic forming of titanium alloys

pOIIO A77-17554
Technology of manufacturing aircraft honeycomb
structures /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
--- Bnssian book

pOIIO A77-17725
AE monitoring of rapid crack growth in a
production-size wing fatigue test article ---
Acoustic Emission

p0115 A77-18650
Computer-Aided Hanufactnring - Another industrial

revolution --- HcDonnell aircraft application
pO.269 A77-29081

Studies pinpoint cost-saving F-16 manufacturing
techniques

P0301 A77-31499
Alpha Jet in series production

p0307 A77-32405
ICAH - Eevolution in manufacturing --- Integrated
Computer Aided Manufacturing

P0346 A77-J4307
New look for 'copter HH5T. I - Airframe and rotor
system technology --- Hannf acturing Hethods and
Technology

p0358 A77-366J3
Manufacture of ribs for the A70 composite outer wing

p0359 A77-3670U
Structural-logic diagram for ensuring high-rate
products --- in aircraft industry quality control

p0442 A77-40721
ECU methods for aircraft engine manufacture ---
electrochemical machining
[SHE PAPER HE76-705] pOSIO A77-45871

Appliances for assembling aircraft and helicopter
subsystems and elements --- Bnssian textbook

p0561 A77-50682
Deburring - Some of the problems and requirements

of the aircraft industry
[SHE PAPER HB76-547] p0564 A77-51016

The market for airline aircraft: A study of
process and performance
[NASA-CB-154617] pfllt75 H77-28100

Army aviation manufacturing technology program
guidance
[AD-A040821] p052J H77-30074

AIBCBAFI RELIABILITY
Structural reliability prediction method
considering crack growth and residual strength
--- of aircraft structures

p0044 A77-13293
Reliability analysis of wing panel considering
test results from initiation of first and
subsequent fatigue cracks /The 5th F. J.
Plantema Hemorial Lecture/

p0047 A77-13752
Crack detection capability of non-destructive
inspection methods in relation to the
airworthiness of aircraft

p0049 A77-13781
Concorde has designed-in reliability --- hydraulic

control system
pOl)98 A77-16719

The impact of despatchability and civil
airworthiness requirements on reliability and
engine control system design

Realization problems concerning reliable CCV
flight guidance systems
[D6LB PAPER 76-243] p0156 A77-^1878

Inspection of the working order of airplanes and
helicopters: Handbook

p0163 A/7-
Qualification and in-service evaluation of the

A-7D composite outer wing
[AIAA PAPER 77-462] pO.ni A7/-

External force balance - The measurement' of
inflight loads on F-14 external stores ---
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SUBJECT IHDEX AIBCBAFT SAFBTI

aircraft reliability design
p02<!3 A77-26829

Theory and practice of designing passenger aircraft
Russian hook

p0251 A77-27126
A matrix method for estimating aircraft system

reliability
p0253 A77-27139

Improving the service life and reliability of
«elded joints in landing gear elements

p0254 A77-2715II
Engine health monitoring in the Boyal Air force

p0266 A77-28751
Reliability of aircraft hydraulic systems

Russian book
p0299 A77-31199

American flight research and flight testing - An
overview from the Bright brothers to the Space
Shnttle

p0311 A77-33180
Aircraft manufacturer warranties - Protection for

the manufac tu re r or the purchaser
p03U6 A77-34302

Bilitary airlift application of ST01 technology
£AIAi 77-568] p0348 A77-34930

Resistance strain gages for stability eiperinents
at temperatures op to 300 C for fatigue
testing of aircraft structures

p0358 S77-36650
Status of silicones as fire-resistant military

aircraft hydraulic fluids
p0359 A77-36791

Cabin safety by crash survival
[SAE PAPEI 770485] p0395 A77-37099

Complex mission history effects on lov cycle
fatigue of disks

p0399 A77-37640
Avionic power supplies - Integrity aspects

airworthiness requirements
pOIOS A77-38163

Some research problems on the fatigue of aircraft
structures

pO«»6 A77-41U50
Operational reliability of aircraft powerplants

Russian book
pO<U7 A77-1M608

Helicopter icing - \ problem to be defined
pO«66 A77-II3368

Operational reliability and reliability testing
Book

p0508 A77-U5173
The use of probability analysis in aircraft

certification and its effects en maintenance and
eguipment maintenance
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1256] p0509 A77-45509

Detail design aspects of a helicopter transmission
system

p0519 A77-47999
The protection of aircraft radones against

lightning strike
p0556 A77-49734

Reliability, availability,
maintainability/logistics /BAB/10G/

p0559 S77-50II56
Flight inspection data and crack initiation tines

p0559 A77-50466
Reliability improvement warranty technigues and

applications to r-16 aircraft
p0559 477-50177

Failure analysis of digital systems using simulation
p0560 A77-50501

Sove mathematical aspects of the correlation
theory of aircraft precision and reliability

p0561 A77-50709
Helicopter reliability growth evaluation

[AD-A025265] p003« 877-11041
Tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria for

powered-lift transports
p0227 1177-18090

Damage tolerance and durability assessments of
United States Air Force aircraft

p0328 877-22567
Systems reliability issues for future aircraft

[BASA-CP-003] p0329 H77-22808
Airworthiness criteria development for

powered-lift aircraft: A program summary
[BASA-CB-2791] p0334 H77-23097

Examples of laser utilization in civil aircraft
certification tests

p0370 H77-211J7
Comparison of several models describing the gust

loads on aircraft structures
CLBF-TB-130/76] p0372 B77-241H9

Integrity in electronic flight control systems
for aircraft reliability
[AGABD-AG-224] pOJ75 H77-25055

Chronological overview of past avionic flight
control system reliability in military and
commercial operations

p037b H77-25057
Future trends in highly reliable systems
aircraft flight control

pOJ7S N77-250S9
Highly reliable multiprocessors for commerical
transport aircraft

p0376 B77-25072
A high-reliability, high integrity flight control
system for helicopters

pOJ77 B77-25079
A slotted waveguide antenna as a marker beacon for
aircraft
[BLB-HP-75027-O-BBV] pOJ82 H77-25141

Airworthiness and flight characteristics
evaluation C-12& aircraft
[AD-A040239] p0539 H77-311J6

A new look in reliability: F-18 operational
mission environment
(AD-A042781] p0584 M77-32573

Power plant reliability
[AGABD-CP-215] p0593 B77-3J1S1

Maintenance methods for improving propulsion
system reliability

p059J B77-JJ18M
Civil airworthiness requirements for powerplant

reliability
pOb93 B77-JJ185

Reliability versos cost in operating wide body jet
engines

P059U N77-J3186
Bisks affecting the structural resistance and
integrity of modern propulsion systems

p059« B77-J3187
Development procedures to promote reliability

p0590 B77-33188
CPH56 tnrbofan maintainability and
reliability-oriented development

p0594 B77-JJ18y
Aircraft engine design and development through
lessons learned

p059<! B77-J3190
The evolution and control of different performance
degradation processes in modern propulsion systems

monitoring Jet engines
p059» B77-JJ19J

iiaCBAFI SAFRI
Practical aspects of load spectra estimation for
different parts of an aircraft structure

pOOU7 S77-1J76»
The problem of certifying helicopters for flight

in icing conditions
pOOb2 A77-14937

Lightning protection for status and control lines
of the Bark III instrument landing system

pOOSS A77-15»06
Crack propagation in the reinforced structure of a

transport aircraft, calculation-experiment
comparison
[DGIB PAPEB 76-218] p0092 A77-16544

Safety concepts and innovations on the B-1 Bomber
p0097 A77-167J4

System safety and the Utility Tactical Transport
Aircraft System

p0097 A77-16735
System safety in the Advanced Attack Helicopter

p0097 A77-16736
The hidden passenger hazardous air cargo and
flight safety

p0097 A77-167J7
Smoke emission of aircraft seat materials

pOIOS A77-17482
Heasures for enhancing safety in general aviation

in the areas of air traffic control, navigation,
and meteorology

p0155 A77-J1587
airport, aircraft and airline security Book

p02U1 A77-26625
A measure of safety effectiveness based on
aircraft accident rates
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p02i|1 A77-26634
Accident research at the United States Army Agency

for Aviation Safety - An overview
p0241 A77-266II5

In-flight crack detecticn system for the c-135
lover center ving skin

p02U2 A77-26803
Wind shear - An update aircraft hazard

p02"l9 A77-26919
Snndstrand maintains lead in GPRS battle - Mark II
system on offer Ground Proximity Barning
Systems

p0250 A77-27027
Theory and practice of designing passenger aircraft

Russian book
p0251 A77-27126

Flight safety in the air transportation system
p0252 A77-27137

Computer estimates of flight safety
p0252 A77-27138

A matrix method for estimating aircraft system
reliability

p0253 A77-27139
Air-derived vs ground-derived ATC functions

p0256 A77-27636
An approach to aircraft ordnance test requirements

of HIL-E-6051D
p0302 A77-31783

Aircraft fire detection and suppressant systems
p0303 A77-31895

Fire testing of aircraft cabins
p03«7 A77-34Q89

Pro-static agents in jet fuels
p0360 A77-37010

Cabin safety by crash survival
[SAE PAPEB 770*85] p0395 A77-37099

International Conference on the Future of Aircraft
All-Weather Operations, London, England,
November 23-26, 1976, Proceedings

p0399 A77-37701
Performance and safety aspects of the XV-15 tilt

rotor research aircraft
[AHS 77-33-11] pOU18 A77-Q0058

Criteria for large scale fire testing of aircraft
interiors

p0442 A77-4092*
The airport and fire from the airport fire chief's

vie*
pOU»2 A77-10925

An evaluation of worldwide transport aircraft fire
experiences

pO<U3 A77-40927
Vehicles and extinguishants foams for aircraft

fires
p04«3 A77-U0932

Combined agent techniques and nev agent developments
in aircraft fire fighting

pOB«3 477-40933
Safety on board/evacuation procedures and training
of cabin crew

pOIIU A77-40936
A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire

safety
pO«<l« A77-10937

Improving fire prevention measures on board
commercial transport aircraft

P04A5 A77-I10947
The aircraft and fire from the operator's view

pO<KI5 A77-U0948
Basic safety concepts of air transportation

compared with other travel modes
pflttSO A77-U1938

Investigation of the vulnerability of powered-lift
STOL's to wind shear
[ A I A A 77-1120] pO«58 A77-03153

Control of rare events by aircraft system design
regulation - Impact on operations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1258] p0510 A77-45511

Lightning-hazard assessment - A first-pass
probabilistic model for aircraft

p0550 A77-49346
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual

Symposium, 14th, San Diego, Calif., September
13-16, 1976, Proceedings

p0557 A77-U9926
SENDS /Safe Ejection Envelope Display System/

p0557 A77-19932
Fluidic thrust vector control systems for ejection

seats

p0557 A77-U99JJ
Fluidic event sequencing subsystem for A A E S

Aircrew Automated Escape Systems
p0557 A77-KS93II

Proposed helicopter safety system tor catastrophic
failures

p0557 A77-U«m6
Evaluation of inflatable /'air bag1/ occupant

restraint systems for aircraft application
p0558 A77-II9951

The need for a workable collision avoidance system
- Now in civil aviation

p0561 A77-50662
Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue
systems, characteristics of kinematic jet fuel
fires cascading and rod fuel geometries
CAD-A024407] pOOJ2 N77-11022

Rationale and description of a coordinated cockpit
display for aircraft flight management
[NASA-TB-X-31457] p0035 H77-110U1

Conference on the Development of Fire-Besistant
Aircraft passenger Seats
[NASA-TH-X-731«<l] p0038 N77-11111

Feasibility and tradeoffs of a transport fuselage
fire management system
[AD-A029212/5] p0079 H77-1J015

Environmental degradation of fuels, fluids and
related materials for aircraft
[AD-A026908] p0132 B77-1S21U

Safety of transport aircraft
[BHFT-FB-w-76-07] p0177 N77-17019

Identification of critical failures and cost
effective reliability improvement approaches
[AD-A028333] p0177 N77-17022

Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems
conference
CNASA-SP-416] p0226 B77-18081

Review of operational aspects of initial
experiments utilizing the O.S. HIS microwave
landing system effectiveness

p0226 H77-18082
Status of research into lightning effects on
aircraft

p0227 B77-18099
Materials research for aircraft fire safety

p0228 N77-18102
An accident analysis of fighter aircraft in
relation to modifications introduced and new
developments

p0237 B77-19036
Aviation safety and operation problems research

and technology
p0237 N77-19041

Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems during
take-off and landing

p0237 B77-190GJ
The influence of handling qualities on safety and
snrvivability

p0237 »77-190«a
Design of helicopters for snrvivability

p0237 H77-19045
A method of analysis for general aviation airplane
structural crashworthiness
CAD-A032415/2] p0280 N77-20052

Aircraft cabin compartmentation concepts for
improving postcrash fire safety
[AD-&033051/H] p0280 B77-20053

Current developments in the life of aircraft
structures
[ABL/STBDC-TH-256] p0281 B77-20075

Evaluation of BAK-KI hook-cable support-system
modifications
[AD-B009581] p0285 B77-2012*

Aviation safety. Volume 1: An inquiry into
certain aspects of approach and landing weather
phenomena and cockpit-tower relationship problems
[GPO-70-501] p0315 B77-22052

Aviation safety. Volume 2: Aircraft cabin
environment
[GPO-70-797] p0316 877-22053

Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis, volume 1
[AD-A03216B] p0316 B77-22059

development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis, volume 2:
Computer manual
[AD-A031951] p0317 B77-22060

Damage tolerance and durability assessments of
Dnited States Air Force aircraft
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p0328 H77-22567
RASA aviation safety reporting system
[HASA-TH-X-3546] p0365 H77-2a076

SBDS technical program docunent: Fiscal year 1977
engineering and development approved programs

air transportation safety
[AD-A034195] p0366 H77-24093

Safety criteria for fail-operational autoland
systems and their application for civil
aviation

p0375 H77-250S8
Longitndial separation analysis of the central

east pacific track systen
[AD-A040759] p0488 N77-29117

Bird strike hazards: A bibliography, 1971 - 1976
[HAL-BIBL-SEB-77] p0587 N77-33131

ilBCBAFT SPECIJ1CATIOBS
HawKeye - A ne« dimension in tactical warfare

p<5115 A77-18773
Design, development, and testing of the Boeing

Vertol/Army YUH-61A
p0214 A77-26856

Aircraft noise certification requirements which
ensnre nse of available noise ccntrcl technology

r.0249 A77-26915
The Hawlter-Siddeley HS 125-700

p02S7 A77-27820
Test f ly ing the VPW 614. I - Airframe development

p0262 A77-28467
A method for measuring aircraft height and

velocity using dual television cameras
[HASA-TH-X-72829] p0366 S77-24099

Consistency in aircraft structural and flight
control analysis

p0597 H77-33213
AIBCBAFT STABILITY

HT HOVEBING STABILITY
Advanced control systems for helicopters

p0006 A77-11278
A wing on the S&.341 Gazelle helicopter and its

effects
p0006 177-11282

A recursive on-line estimation method with
application to aircraft dynamics parameter
identification

p0054 A77-15033
Parameter identification and study of properties

within the scope of flight testing a
high-performance aircraft
[ D G L B PAPEB 76-220] p0090 A77-16528

Flight-characteristics requirements concerning
static stability in supersonic flight
[DGIE P A P E R 76-199] p0091 A77-16536

Theoretical and experimental investigation of the
departure characteristics of external stores
which are dropped fron an aircraft
[DG1B PAPEB 76-202] p0094 A77-16569

Handling qualities evaluation of helicopters with
different stability and control characteristics

p0107 A77-17409
Attitude instability in steady rolling and roll

resonance
p0108 A77-17494

A modal control technique and its application to
stabilization of rotorcraft flight

p0116 A77-19039
A rational new approach to the response of an

aircraft encountering non-Gaussian atmospheric
turbulence
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-115] p0139 A77-19837

An analytical method for ride quality of flexible
airplanes

p0143 A77-20080
Effects of artificial stability on configuration

design
p0153 A77-20719

Hethods and techniques of vibration testing in
flight
[OHEEA, IP HO. 1976-120] p015« A77-20868

Improvement of the structure-dynamical properties
of aircraft with CCV systems
[DOLE PAPEB 76-237] p0156 A77-21876

Possibilities and solution methods of ccv technology
[DGLB PAPEE 76-236] p0156 A77-21879

F-5E spin susceptibility test
p0158 A77-22006

Practical aerodynamics of the Yak-18T airplane
Bnssian book

p0162 A77-22450

The CCV concept
p0189 A7

A unique formulation of elastic airplane
longitudinal equations of motion
[AIAA 77-1(03] p0207 A77-25786

Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward flight

p0245 A77-26867
Bigid coaxial /ABC/ rotor system stability and
control characteristics

p02<(7 A77-26878
The control of vibration in helicopters

p0271 A77-29497
stability and snapping vibrations of tail surfaces
in supersonic flow

pOJOfl A77-J2087
Invariance of the longitudinal perturbed notion of

VTOI aircraft with thrust-vector control
p0304 A77-32088

Designing stable programmed flight-vehicle motion
pOJOS A77-32091

Spin of modern combat aircraft
pOJ06 A77-J2355

ZA-10 stall/post-stall/spin avoidance flight test
program

p0310 A77-JJ178
Theoretical analysis of the dynamic lateral
stability of a paraglider

p0311 A77-33262
Optimization of active control systems to suppress
flutter and minimize turbulence response

p03b5 A77-J6158
Influence of gust modelling on the identification

of derivatives of the longitudinal notion of an
aircraft

p0360 A77-J697H
Application of pole allocation to the design of
stabilization systems, illustrated by the
longitudinal motion of an aircraft

p0360 A77-36980
Test of Pines' approximate method in a flutter
calculation for the Viggen aircraft

p0405 A77-J7943
A conputer system for identifying aircraft
characteristics from flight test data

p0406 A77-J8017
Spin testing using multiple phototheodolites

p0107 A77-38028
Effects of deflected thrust on the stability and
performance characteristics of a close-coupled
canard fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 77-887] pO<»11 A77-3B576

Transfer function and parameter indentitication
methods for dynamic stability measurement in
flutter testing
[AHS 77-33-35] pO<420 A77-40070

Dynamic stability and control characteristics of
the AEBOCBAHE hybrid heavy lift vehicle
[AHS 77-33-45] p0420 A77-40076

YOH-60A stability and control
[IBS 77-33-46] p0421 A77-40077

Aircraft aeromechanics Bnssian book
p0447 A77-41575

Flight test of stick force stability in
attitude-stabilized aircraft
[AIAA 77-1121] ' p0458 A77-M3154

Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic
derivatives from steady-state measurement of an
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1123] p0458 A77-43156

A study of key features of random atmospheric
disturbance models for the approach flight phase
[AIAA 77-1145] p0460 A77-43175

Some aspects of mechanical instability problems
for a fully articulated rotor helicopter

p0464 A77-43355
Empennage snapthrough stability and vibrations in
supersonic flow

pO»69 A77-44087
On Invariance of the disturbed longitudinal motion

of VTOI airplane with vectored control system
p0469 A77-44088

Construction of stable programmed flight vehicle
notion

pO»69 A77-44091
A new concept of static stability and its flight
testing in supersonic flight

P0506 A77-44815
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Experience gained in adjusting the mathematical
model of the VFH 614 short-haul aircraft by use
of measured eigenfregnencies

p0508 A77-45391
The neasnrenent of performance, stability and

control characteristics of a high subsonic jet
aircraft in non-steady flight conditions
employing high accuracy instrumentation techniques

p0510 A77-45525
(licrocompnter BPV stabilization and control system

p0518 A77-47348
The detersination of the center-of-gravity

position with the aid of dimensionless values
for aircraft control and stability

p0555 477-19654
STOLAHD

[NASA-CB-137972] p0123 H77-14019
5 flight investigation of control, display, and

guidance requirements for decelerating
descending VIOL instrument transitions using the
X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume 2:
Background information and supporting data
[AD-A028874] p0173 N77-16072

Stabilization, gust alleviation and vibration
damping of an elastic aircraft model moving in
the wind tunnel
[DLB-FB-76-44] p0186 H77-17104

Compass cope flight control system redundancy study
[AD-A029021] p0186 H77-17105

High angle cf attack of stability and control
[AD-A027877] p0186 H77-17106

Accident investigation: Analysis of aircraft
motions from ATC radar recordings

p0227 H77-18091
Effects of cross-coupling on the stability of

aircraft
p0336 H77-23122

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
1: FLEXSTAB theoretical description
[NASA-CS-114712] p0336 N77-23124

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
2: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 user's manual
[NASA-CB-114713] p0337 H77-23125

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
3: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[HASA-CB-114714] p0337 S77-23126

The effect of a command and stability augmentation
system on flight testing

p0368 N77-24112
Stabilization, gust alleviation and elastic mode

control for an aircraft model moving in the vind
tunnel
[ESA-TT-359] p0372 S77-24148

Present-day role of control and stability
augmentation systems and future trends
[MBB-OFI-1182-0] p0431 N77-26155

A theoretical analysis of airplane longitudinal
stability and control as affected by Hind shear
[NASA-TH-D-8496] pOU79 S77-28138

Current status of longitudinal stability, 2V Hay
1948
[18A28] p0485 H77-29072

Factors affecting static longitudinal stability
and control

p0485 B77-29073
Low-speed vind-tnnnel investigation of the

longitudinal stability characteristics of a
model equipped with a variable-speed wing, 23
Hay 1949
[L9B18] p0485 H77-29074

some effects of sweepback and airfoil thickness on
longitudinal stability and control
characteristics at transonic speeds

p0485 N77-29076
prediction of transonic aircraft buffet response

p0533 N77-31076
The need of stick force stability for

attitude-stabilized aircraft, part 1
[FIE-TB-76125-D] p0544 H77-31180

IIBCBAFT STBDCTOBES
NT AFTERBODIES
NT AIBFBARES
NT FOBEBODIES
NT FDSELA6ES
NT NOSES (FOBEEOOIES)
NT PLASTIC AIBCBAFT STBDCTOBES

Resizing procedure for structures under combined
mechanical and thermal loading

P0002 A77-10.414
Strength of glass-fitre-reinforced plastics at

one-sided heating aircraft ablative thermal
protection coatings
[ IAF PAPEB 76-200] p0005 A77-109JS

Estimating fatigue-crack lives for aircraft -
Techniques

p0007 A7/-11477
On the identification of state-derivative-coupled

systems
p0011 A77-1J448

Spectrum fatigue crack growth in lugs aircraft
metal structures

p0044 A77-1J295
Dse of structural model specimens for verification
of aircraft fatigue lite

p0045 A77-1J35J
Fatigue characteristics of selected aluminum alley
Z 42 4206-71

p0045 A77-1JJS4
Durability of bonded aluminum structure

p0046 A77-137JJ
Problems with fatigue in aircraft; Proceedings of
the Eighth Symposium and Colloquium, Lausanne,
Switzerland, June 2-5, 1975
[ICAF-DOC-801] pOO«7 A77-137S1

Effects of heat on fatigue in aircraft structure
p0047 A77-1J759

Practical aspects of load spectra estimation for
different parts of an aircraft structure

p0047 A77-1J764
Spectrum loading in relation to aircraft design

pOOIS A77-1J771
Comparison of fatigue design load spectra with

flight test measurement and service experience
in A-300 aircraft development

pOOIS A77-1J772
Onited States Navy aircraft structural fatigue
life evaluation program

pOOiy A77-1J774
Search for unified methods of fatigue life

assessment
p0049 A77-13776

Fatigue evaluation of materials and processes
p0049 A77-1J77S

A method for the preliminary stability analysis of
aircraft structures - Numerical analysis

pOOS.2 A77-14906
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and

Astronautics, 18th, Tel Aviv and Haifa, Israel,
Hay 19, 20, 1976, Proceedings

pOOSJ A77-150J6
Boll diffusion bonding of boron aluminum composites

pOOSS A77-1bJ28
Development and testing under static conditions of
a B-A1 load transfer element aircraft
applications

p0055 A77-1bJJb
Some problems with corrosion of aircraft

structures made from aluminum alloys
pOObB A77-15796

Development of single-flight cycles for fatigue
tests, based on operational stresses, in the
case of large aircraft components
[DGLB PAPEB 76-216] p0092 A7/-16b4J

Application and effect of the results of stability
and structural component studies on current and
future aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 76-167] p0093 A77-16550

Holographic determination of thermal and
mechanical deformations in the case of
structural components and structures of
aeronautical and astronantical technology
[DGLB SAPEB 76-180] p0096 A77-165S7

Technology of manufacturing aircraft honeycomb
structures /2nd revised and enlarged edition/

Bussian book
p0110 A77-1772b

Analysis of mnlticontour thin-wall structures by
the cell method

p0112 A77-17970
Aeromechanics of mission completion for

structurally damaged aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-112] p01J9 A77-19BJ6

Prediction of the angular vibration of aircraft
structures

P0142 A7/-1VS77
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The scatter factor in the reliability assessment
of aircraft structures

p0147 A77-20445
Dentsche Gesellschaft fner Luft- and Raaifahrt,

Shell Buckling fleeting, Seersburg, Best Germany,
April 29, 30, 1976, Reports and Discussion
Contributions

p0148 A77-20573
Structural acoustic considerations for aircraft

p0150 S77-20633
Structures and materials for future aircraft

design
p0153 A77-20718

Measurements in strength tests with aircraft
structures Russian book

F0195 A77-24322
The consideration of damage tolerance in the

design of joints in aircraft structures
p0198 A77-24916

Damage tolerance analysis of an aircraft
structural joint

p0198 A77-24917
Aerospace veld bonding-rivet bonding

p0198 A77-24925
The Pairchild-Bepublic A-10 fighter

p0200 A77-25099
Fabricating titanium parts with SPF/DB process

Superplastic Forming and Diffusion Bonding
p0201 A77-25212

Improved aluminum alloys for airframe applications
p0201 A77-25214

Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 18th, March 21-23, 1977, and
Aircraft Composites: The Emerging Methodology
for Structural Assurance, San Diego, Calif.,
March 24, 25, 1977, Technical Papers. Volume A -
Structures and materials

p0203 A77-25726
Double exponential functions that describe crack

growth rate behavior
[AIAA 77-363] p0204 A77-25731

A multilevel approach for minimum weight
structural design including local and system
buckling constraints
[AIAA 77-373] p0204 A77-25734

A rapid optimization procedure for structures
subjected to multiple constraints
[AIAA 77-374] p0204 A77-25735

The optimal manifold in structural optimization
[AIAA 77-375] p0204 A77-25736

ASOP-3 - A program for the optimum design of
metallic and composite structures subjected to
strength and deflection constraints
[AIAA 77-378] p0204 A77-25737

Tracking crack growth damage at control points
[AI&A 77-379] p0205 A77-25738

Service life monitoring coupons - Accounting for
potential crack growth in fleet aircraft
[AIAA 77-380] p0205 A77-25739

Quantification of fastener hole quality
[AIAA 77-382] p0205 A77-25741

Bayesian estimation of crack initiation times from
service data
[AIAA 77-383] p0205 A77-25742

Material damping developnents for aircraft
lightweight structures subjected to acoustic loads
[AIAA 77-396] p0206 A77-25748

Flight simulation testing of advanced composites
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
[AIAA 77-401] p0206 A77-25753

The Air Force Structural Integrity Program for
advanced composite structures
[AIAA 77-460] p0206 A77-25769

Damage tolerance program for the B-1 composite
stabilizer
fAIAA 77-464] p0206 A77-25770

D.S. Navy certification of composite wings for the
F-18 and Advanced Barrier aircraft
[AIAA 77-466] p0207 A77-25771

Navy in-service evaluation program for
composite aircraft structure reliability
[AIAA 77-467] p0207 A77-25772

An approach to the development of durable and
damage tolerant composite commercial aircraft
structure
[AIAA 77-471] p0207 A77-25773

Environmentally controlled fatigue tests of box
beams with built-in flaws
[AIAA 77-475] p0207 477-25775

Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 18th, March 21-2J, 1977, and
Dynamics Specialist Conference, San Diego,
Calif., March 24, 25, 1977, Technical Papers.
Volume B - Dynamics, structural dynamics

p0207 A77-25778
Shimmy analysis and test of the Rockwell
International -40 Model sabreliner corotating
dual wheel nose gear
[AIAA 77-400] p0209 A77-25799

Methods of reducing low frequency cabin noise and
sonically induced stresses, based on the
intrinsic structural tuning concept
[AIA4 77-444] p0209 A77-2S802

Vibration testing of an externally-mounted
avionics system based on BIL-STD-810C

p0211 A7/-260J4
High intensity noise testing of panels

p0211 A77-26041
Lightning simulation testing of composites of
aircraft components and systems

p0212 A77-260S9
A new role for structures technology in aircraft

configuration development
[ASBE PAPER 76-HA/1BHO-8] pOJU A77-2640J

An automated procedure for preliminary design ot
primary structure for transport Aircraft
[ASHE PAPER 76-HA/AEBO-9] p0213 A77-26404

Tovard integrated structural design with advanced
composites F-16 graphite-epoxy empennage skins
[ASHE PAPEB 76-iA/AERO-11 ] p0213 A/7-26406

Acoustic emission - Monitoring fatigue cracks in
aircraft structure

p0242 A77-26802
Development of the theory of plates and shells in

the design of structures for contemporary
aerospace craft

p0252 A77-271J1
Mathematical model of elastic structure in flight

dynamics studies
p0252 A77-271JJ

Matrix approximation in the design of structures
p025J A77-27141

Hays of improving joints in aircraft construction
p0253 A77-27149

PABST surface treatment and adhesive selection
Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology
for aircraft structures

p0255 A7/-27519
Computer graphics in sizing and analysis of

aircraft structures
p0257 A77-27868

Influence of structural dynamics on the design of
large aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-435] p0257 A77-28042

Technology of civil usage of composites in
commercial aircraft structures
[AIAA PAPER 77-468] p0257 A77-28049

Ambient temperature crack growth in titanium
alloys and its significance for aircraft
structures

p0271 A/7-29498
Selection of a method for calculating skin

developments of ruled aircraft surfaces
p0301 A77-J1462

Finite elements for curved sandwich beams
p0305 A77-32195

Material maintenance Alpha Jet
pOJ07 A77-J2406

On selection of a hypothesis on summing of fatigue
damage in aircraft materials

p0308 A77-32712
Acoustic emission system for monitoring components

and structures in a severe fatigue noise
environment

p0310 A77-J29S5
Measurement-data system for investigating the

thermal stability of structures of aircraft
p0358 A77-J6649

Manufacture of ribs for the A7D composite outer wing
p0359 A77-J67UO

Enhanced structural durability through additive
damping treatments in lightweight high
performance aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-881] p0410 A77-38571

Fatigue strength of aircraft propeller blades
pO»13 A77-387S!)

Sethod for making a preliminary determination of
the basic dimensions of the force elements ot
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aircraft strnctures
p0415 477-39389

Some research problems on the fatigue of aircraft
structures

polls A77-41450
Methods and problems in practical aerodynamics

/Uth revised and enlarged edition/ Russian
book

p0454 177-42219
Active flutter control using generalized unsteady

aerodynamic theory
p0455 477-U2772

A nev approach to model structure identification
[AI4A 77-1171] p0460 A77-43194

Damage tolerant design for helicopter structural
integrity

p0463 A77-43342
Analysis/theory of controlled configured structures

[ A I A A PAPER 77-1212] p0499 A77-44316
Powered lift - Its impact on YC-14 materials and

structures
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1231] pOSOO A77-44327

Cast aluminum structures technology for YC-14
airframes ,
[AIAA PAPER 77-1232] pOSOO A77-44328

Process development for fabricating sculptured
decorative interior aircraft panels using sheet
molding compounds

p0512 A77-46508
Fatigue problems in service - Aircraft structures

p0519 A77-47503
Design and test results of very broadband radomes

for ECU applications
p0556 A77-49747

Ringtip vortex dissipator for aircraft
[HASA-CASE-LAR-11645-1] p0017 H77-10001

Compilation of measures to increase the fatigue
strength of aircraft structures
[LBP-TH-126/75] p0040 H77-11447

Current practice on estimating crack growth damage
accumulation with specific application to
structural safety durability and reliability
[AD-A025499] p0040 H77-11478

Advanced helicopter structural design
investigation. Volume 1: Investigation of
advanced structural component design concepts
[AD-A024662] p0070 H77-12052

Development and application possibilities of nev
construction techniques with fiberreinforced
materials aircraft structures
[ESS-1T-267] p0083 H77-13165

Development of technology for the fabrication of
reliable laminar flov control panels on subsonic
transports
[HASA-CB-145125] p0179 H77-17038

Computer-aided methods for analysis and synthesis
of supersonic cruise aircraft structures

p0221 K77-18028
Fatigue of titanium alloys in a supersonic-cruise

airplane environment
p0221 N77-18032

New advancements in titanium technology and their
cost and weight benefits

p0221 H77-18033
Time-temperature-stress capabilities of composites

for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
p0221 H77-18035

Advanced supersonic technology fuel tank sealants
p0221 H77-18036

Toward a second generation fuel efficient
supersonic cruise aircraft performance
characteristics and benefits

p0222 H77-18039
Design feasibility of an advanced technology

supersonic cruise aircraft
p0222 B77-18040

Performance and benefits of an advanced technology
supersonic cruise aircraft

p0222 N77-18042
An advanced concept that promises ecological and

economic viability
p0222 N77-18043

Rationale for structural inspections of aircraft
p0228 N77-18100

Separated-flow unsteady pressures and forces on
elastically responding structures
considering aircraft buffeting
[HASA-TM-X-73214] p0277 N77-20026

Aircraft stuctural life monitoring and the problem
of corrosion
[AHL/MAT-TH-365] p0281 H77-20071

Fibre composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft
structures
[ARL/HAT-TM-366] p0281 H77-2U072

Current developments in the lite of aircraft
structures
[ARL/STBBC-TH-256] p0281 B77-2U07b

Fracture mechanics fundamentals with reference to
aircraft structural applications
[ARL/STBOC-TH-245] p0285 B77-20478

Fracture mechanics analysis of centered and offset
fastener holes in stiffened and nnstiffened
panels under uniform tension
[AD-A032034] p0286 S77-20528

The application of recent techniques in tlight
flutter testing

p0288 S77-210J6
Scatter in fatigue: Elements and sections from
aircraft structures
[ARC-CP-1357] p0293 N77-21479

Acoustic emission structure-borne noise
measurements on aircraft during flight
[AD-A033188] p0319 B77-22111

An investigation of stress determination for
aircraft fatigue life estimation from in-flight
strain data
[AD-A031870] pOJ27 B77-22S41

Fracture Mechanics Design Hethodology
[AGAHD-CP-221] pOJ27 H77-22554

Practical applications of fracture mechanics
techniques to aircraft structural problems

p0327 1177-22555
Crack propagation and residual static strength of
typical aircraft forgings

p0327 B77-22556
Northrop/Dnited States Air Force durability and

damage-tolerance assessment of the F-5E/F aircraft
pOJ27 B77-22558

Application of fracture mechanics in designing
built-up sheet structures

p0327 H77-225S9
Comparative experimental observations and
theoretical analysis of the propagation of
fatigue cracks

pOJ28 H77-22560
Fatigue behaviour of cracked stiffened panels

p0328 B77-22561
Calculation of stress intensity factors for corner
cracking in a lug

pOJ28 B77-22S62
Application of fracture mechanics to the selection

of aluminum alloys, part 1
p0328 B77-22563

Specialists' Meeting on Acoustic Fatigue Beviev
aircraft construction materials

[AGARD-CP-222] p0328 B77-22568
Experimental solutions of acoustic fatigue problems

in aircraft construction materials
p0329 B77-22572

Methods and techniques of ground vibration testing
p0368 B77-24110

Comparison of several models describing the gust
loads on aircraft structures
[LBF-TB-130/76] p0372 B77-24149

Non-linear effects in aircraft ground and flight
vibration tests
[HBB-DFE-1273-O] pOJ83 B77-2515J

Aluminium alloy development and evaluation for
aircraft structural performance
[HLB-HP-76022-0] pQ389 B77-25J11

Adhesive bonded aerospace strnctures standardized
repair handbook
[AD-A035601] p0425 B77-26072

Effects of laboratory simulated precipitation
static electricity and swept stroke lightning on
aircraft windshield subsystems
[AD-A037196] p0429 H77-26127

PASS: A computer program for Preliminary Aircraft
Structural Synthesis
[BASA-TB-73216] p0435 B77-27106

FLOT - A program for aeroelastic stability analysis
of aircraft structures in subsonic flow

[BASA-TB-73217] p0475 B77-2810B
Ambient temperature crack growth in titanium
alloys and its significance for aircraft
structures
[BLB-HP-76008-0] p0494 B77-29278
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Dynamic behavior of stochastically excited
aircraft structures for determination of stress
and life
[BHVG-?BiT-76-25] p0496 H77-29564

Design and fabrication of graphite-epoxy bolted
ving skin splice specinens
[HASA-CB-105216] p0530 1177-30180

Dynamic loading of airfraoe components
p0533 H77-31080

P study of the charge and current induced on an
aircraft in an EHP Emulator facility. Part 1:
The formulation. Part 2: The singularity
expansion nethod. Part 3: The numerical results
[AD-A039507] D0545 H77-31384

AIBCBAFT SOBVIVABIIITT
Aeromechanics of mission completion for

structurally damaged aircraft
[AIA8 PAFBS 77-112] p0139 A77-19836

Snrvivability of the Amy/Sikorsky TOH-60A
helicopter

p0244 A77-26857
Helicopter vulnerability redaction, fly-by-vire

backup dencnstration
p0245 A77-26862

The operation of Bell drive systeos following the
loss of lubrication

p0248 A77-26891
Can land-based strategic bombers survive an SLBH

attack submarine launched Ballistic Hissile
assault on B-1 bases

p0295 A77-30494
The aroy ticks a vinner 0H-60A helicopter

p0358 A77-36626
Damage tolerant design for helicopter structural

integrity
pO«63 A77-43342

HinimuD required capture radius in a coplanar
model of toe aerial combat problem

p0468 A77-43726
The influence of handling qualities on safety and

survivability
p0237 N77-19044

Design of helicopters for sarvivability
p0237 H77-19045

Designing the survivability of flying weapon system
p0237 N77-19046

A review of the analyses of hydrodynanic ram
impact damage from termnal ballistics
[AD-A031996] P0318 H77-22099

Secondary damage to aircraft by ricocheted small
arms projectiles and fragments
[AD-A036755] P0476 N77-2811H

The CH-47C vulnerability reduction modification
program: Fly-by-wire backup demonstration
[AD-A030682] p0479 N77-28140

Briefs and accidents involving missing and missing
later recovered aircraft, OS general aviation,
1975
[PB-267650/0] P0537 N77-31117

AIBCEAPT T1BBS
An asymptotic nethod for predicting amplitudes of

nonlinear vheel shimmy
[A1AA P A P E B 77-441] p0257 A77-28043

Aircraft tires! Balance pad bonding integrity
CAD-A024815] p0074 H77-12413

Developments in nev aircraft tire tread materials
fatigue life of elastonenc materials

p0227 H77-18093
Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on

dry and wet runway surfaces - A
velocity-rate-controlled,
pressure-bias-modulated systen
[NASA-TH-D-8332] p0281 N77-20079

System simulation in aircraft landing gear and
tire development
[AD-A034942] p0367 H77-24105

Normal stress, temperature, and performance
properties of military aircraft tires
[AD-A036153] p0384 H77-25160

Behavior of aircraft antiskid breaking systems on
dry and wet r u n w a y surfaces: A
slip-ratio-controlled system with ground speed
reference f r cm nnbraked nose wheel
CHASA-TH-D-81155] pOS89 H77-33150

ilBCBAFT 1MSJS
HT BELICOPTEB BARES
HI PBOPEllEB S1IFSTBIAHS
NT SIIPS"REAHS

Beasnrement of wake vortex strength by means of
acoustic back scattering

pOOOS A77-1171J
The initial roll-up of a thick, two-dimensional

wake behind a wing of finite span
pOOSJ A77-149J9

A numerical nethod for the exact calculation of
airloads associated with impulsively started wings
[AIAA PAPBB 77-2] p0137 A77-19764

Plow survey behind wings
CAI&A PiPBB 77-175] p0141 A77-19876

nonlinear steady incompressible lifting-surface
analysis with wake roll-up

p014J A77-2008b
A numerical technique for subsonic flows past
three dimensional canard-wing configurations
Kith edge separations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1] p0160 A77-22205

A prescribed wake lifting surface hover
performance analysis

p0163 A77-2267U
Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes

p0163 A77-22678
An experimental and theoretical investigation of
the structure of a trailing vortex wake

p0355 A77-J6155
Hot-wire anemometry for in-flight measurement of
aircraft wake vortices

pOJ57 A77-36400
Effect of wing fins on lift-generated wakes

[AIAA PAPEB 77-671] p0361 A77-J7025
In-flight measurements of the G&/S/-2 aerodynamic

characteristics
[SAB PAPEB 770461] p0393 A77-37079

Monitoring of aircraft wake vortices at Heathrow
Airport

p0400 A77-J7711
Predictive motion of wake vortices

p0400 A77-37712
Some observations of the behaviour of the vortex

wake of a VC10 aircraft
pOtOO A77-J771J

A computationally fast one-dimensional
diffusion-photochemistry model of SST wakes

p0468 A77-437J5
Simulation and data analysis of a scanning laser
Doppler velocimeter system for sensing aircraft
wake vortices

p0470 A77-4U291
An investigation of the near-field wake behind a
full-scale test aircraft

pOSOT A77-14816
Effects of jets, wakes, and vortices on lifting
surfaces
[NASA-1H-X-73974] p0029 H77-1099S

Development of predictive wake vortex transport
model for terminal area wake vortex avoidance
[AD-A029049/4] p0030 N77-11002

Holographic flow visualization of aircraft wakes
[HASA-CR-149182] p0039 H77-11365

Summary and evaluation of theoretical developments
relating to trailing wing tip vortices generated
by aircraft
[AD-A025614] , P0065 H77-12007

Velocity measurements on the aerodynamic wake of a
hovercraft using laser Doppler anemometry
[DTIAS-TH-203] p0065 N77-1J010

Scanning laser-velocimeter surveys and analysis of
multiple vortex wakes of an aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-73169] p0119 H77-1J985

Predictions of light aircraft horizontal tail
onset flows: A review and analysis

p0128 N77-15025
Effects of spoilers and gear on B-747 wake vortex

velocities
[BASA-TB-X-73197] p0223 B77-18052

Prediction of light aircraft horizontal tail onset
flows: A review and analysis
[BASA-CB-2774] p0278 N77-20027

Vortex attenuation method for multi-engine
aircraft
[HASA-CASE-lAB-12034-1 ] p0315 H77-22045

A vortex wake analysis of optimum high by-pass
ratio ducted fans

pO»91 S77-29148
Estimates of the effectiveness of automatic
control in alleviating wake vortex induced roll
excursions
[HASA-TB-73267] p052U B77-30129
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Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes
[NASA-CB-2870] p0585 H77-33105

AIRCREWS
0 FLIGHT CEEBS

AIBFIELD SDBFACB BOVEBENTS
Winter-related service operations on airports

p0158 A77-22117
The transportation system and the unloading of

cargo in the case of the C-212 Aviocar
p0201 A77-25121

The air traffic controller's problems associated
mth ground movement control

p0203 A77-25600
Secondary radar for airfield ground movement

monitoring
p0102 A77-37723

A new high-brightness, ail-weather, ASDE /Airport
Surface Detection Equipment/

p0553 A77-49221
FAA air traffic activity, fiscal year 1S76

[AD-A032260] p0333 N77-23083
AIRFIELDS

0 AIKPORTS
AIRFOIL CH4BACIEBISTICS

D AIRFOILS
AIBFOIL PROFILES

NT RING PBOFILES
NT RING SPAN

Approximate transonic profile flow with shock
p0002 A77-10251

Some problems of unsteady flow about aircraft
p0011 A77-12560

An extended integral equation method for the
steady transonic flow past a two-dimensional
aerofoil

p0011 A77-12562
A transonic hodograph theory for aerofoil design

p0015 A77-12564
ABA proposes new propeller aerofoils

p0056 A77-15623
Theoretical determination of the characteristic

curves of airfoil profiles with flaps, flow
separation and ground effect
[DGLB PAPEB 76-206] p0093 A77-16516

Design of airfoils in transonic flow by the
integral method

p0096 A77-16599
Experimental investigation of subsonic turbulent

separated boundary layers on an airfoil
p0108 A77-17196

Functional representation of the kinematic
properties of two-dimensional blade cascades

p0110 A77-17536
Dnsteady aerodynamic forces in a rectilinear

cascade of subsonic blades
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1976-78] p01l!5 A77-20113

Airfoil design by optimization
p0118 A77-20119

Analysis of blade thickness effects on the cascade
of blades in subsonic shear flow

p0200 A77-25090
Aerodynamics. I - Fundamentals of theory. Airfoil

and wing aerodynamics. II Aerodynamical design
methods /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Russian book

p0251 A77-27350
Inverse ccnpntation of profile shapes for given

transonic flow-configurations with and without
detached bow-shocks in two-dimensional
turbomachinery cascades
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-33] p0263 A77-28518

The aerodynamic design and testing of turbine
blades having high turning angles

p0270 A77-29322
Lift and mcment fluctuations of a cambered
aerofoil under nonconvecting streamwise gust

p0271 A77-29199
Remarks on thin airfoil theory

p0303 A77-31858
Analytical calculation of curves of the 'airfoil

profile' type
p0305 A77-32100

Flow past an airfoil of arbitrary shape by a
potential stream of fluid near a solid
interface. I, II

p0308 A77-32703
The design of lifting supercritical airfoils using

a numerical optimization method
p0313 A77-33500

Streamline curvature in the passage of aerofoil
blade cascade

p0316 A77-31461
An implicit shock-fitting scheme for unsteady
transonic flow computations
[AIAA 77-633] ' p0353 A77-35078

Kecent improvements in surface singularity methods
for the flow field analysis about
two-dimensional airfoils
[AIAA 77-611] p035J A77-J5085

A new series of aerofoil sections suitable for
aircraft propellers

p0355 A77-36157
A numerical study of the unsteady leading edge

separation bubble on an oscillating airfoil
p0356 A77-J62J9

Hethod of calculating flows with shock waves -
Application to design of tnrbomachine blade
profiles

pOJ59 A77-J696J
Implicit finite difference simulation of flow

about arbitrary geometries with application to
airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 77-665] p0360 A77-37019

Application of numerical optimization to the
design of supercritical airfoils without
drag-creep
[SAE PAPEB 770140] p0391 A77-J7061

Studies of flow separation and stalling on one-
and two-element airfoils at low speeds
[SAE PAPEB 770112] pOJ91 A77-J706J

An inverse method for the design of airfoils with
supercritical flow
[SAE PAPER 770150] p0392 A77-37071

An approach to subsonic, turbulent flow airfoil
design using mini-computers
[SAE PAPER 770179] p0391 A77-J7095

Theory of viscous transonic flow over airfoils at
high Reynolds number
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-680] p0113 A77-38883

The viscous transonic flow over two-element
airfoil systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-688] pOIII A77-38886

The theory of the optimum-optimorum airfoil in
supersonic conditions

pOIII A77-J8975
The inverse problem for axisymmetric aerodynamic

shapes
[AIAA 77-1175] p0117 A77-117b3

New aircraft airfoils. I for transonic
aircraft, light aviation and for helicopter
rotor blades

p0161 A77-1JJ29
Analytic construction of 'aerodynamic profile1

curves
p0170 A77-11100

Generalized Theodorsen solution for singular
integral equations of the airfoil class

pOSOT A77-U1916
Unsteady Oseen flow around a flat-plate airfoil

p0553 A77-19241
Experimental examination of turbomachine clade
profiles axial flow turbocompressor blade
cascades with boundary layer control

pOOSI N77-13121
Review of the application of hodograph theory to
transonic aerofoil design and theoretical and
experimental analysis of shock-free aerofoils

noting pressure distributions
[NLB-HS-75033-0] p0168 N77-15991

Hodograph theory and shock free airfoils
[NLB-HP-76002-0] p0168 N77-1b9SJ

An investigation of supercritical aerofoil EGK-1.
Part 1: Near design point tests and comparisons
with theory
[ABL/AEBO-BEPT-111-PT-1] p02B8 H77-^104!>

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
13-percent-thick airfoil section designed for
general aviation applications
[HASA-TR-X-72697] p0330 N77-JJ019

Computation of viscous transonic flow about a
lifting airfoil
[HASA-CB-151999] p0330 N77-2JOS1

Effect of production modifications to rear of
Restland Lynx rotor blade on sectional
aerodynamic characteristics
[ABC-CP-1362] p0379 H77-25101

Calculation of flov fields with separation bubbles
at high Reynolds number around airfoil profile
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[ESA-TT-378] P0380 B77-25105
Program nanaal for the Etpler airfoil Inversion

prograa
[NASA-CB-153928] pOB71 H77-28068

Lou-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
13.1-percent-thicIc. high-lift airfoil
[NASA-CB-153937] pO«71 H77-28069

The characteristics of a family of rooftop
aerofoils designed at their drag-rise condition
in viscons, compressible flow. Part 2: Off
design conditions
[ABC-CP-1321] pOU72 H77-28075

Some effects of sveepback and airfoil thickness on
longitudinal stability and control
characteristics at ttansonic speeds

p0485 H77-29076
Aerodynamic data and off-design characteristics of

the modified gaasi-elliptical airfoil section
NLB 7101
[HLB-TB-76012-0] p0525 H77-30091

Comparative performance measnrenents of two
helicopter blade profiles in hovering flight
[ABC-B/B-3792] pOSUO N77-311H3

ilBFOn SECTIONS
0 AIBFOI1 PBOFI1ES

AIBFOIL THICENBSS
0 ilBFOII PBOFILES

AlBFOILS
NT AEBIAL BUDDEBS
NT AILEBONS
FT ABBOB RINGS
NT CAHBEBED SINGS
NT CBOCIFOBB RINGS
NT DELTA RINGS
HT ELEVATOBS (CONTBOL SOBFACES)
NT ELEVOHS
NT E X T E B N A L L Y B L O R N FLAPS
NT FIXED KINGS
HT FLAPS (CONTBOL SOBPACBS)
HT flEXIBLE SIBGS
HT GAR-1 AIEFOIL
NT BOBIZONTAL TAIL SDBFACIS
NT INFINITE SPAH RINGS
NT JET FLAPS
HT L A B I H A B ILOS AlBFOILS
HT LEADIHG EDGE SLATS
HT LIFTING BOTOBS
HT LOW ASPECT BATIO RINGS
HT OBLIQDE RINGS
HT PBOPELLEB BLADES
NT BECTANGDLAB RINGS
HT RIGID BOTOBS
NT BOTABY RINGS
HT SLERDEB RINGS
HT SPOILEBS
HT SOPEBCBITICAL RINGS
NT SOPEBSONIC AlBFOILS
NT EREPT RINGS
NT SREPTBACK RIHGS
NT THIH AlBFOILS '
HT THIN RINGS
HT TILTING BOTOBS
HT TIP DBIVEN BOTOBS
NT TBAILIHG-EDGE FLAPS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL SINGS
HT TRISTED RIHGS
HT OHCAHBEBED RINGS
NT DNSHEPT RINGS
NT VABIABLE SREEF RINGS
NT RING FLAPS
NT RIRGS

An alternative analytical method for ground-effect
aerofoils

P0015 A77-13»99
Boundary layer theory - Prandtl's basic ideas,

farther developments and some applications on
airfoils

p0051 A77-1i»7iH»
A synthesis of unsteady aerodynamic effects
including stall hysteresis

p0107 A77-17008
Beasarecent of post-separated flovfields on airfoils

p0109 A77-17U99
Implicit finite-difference computations of
unsteady transonic flows about airfoils,
including the treatment of irregular shock-vave

[iliA .'APEB 77-205] p01Q1 A77-19897

An approiimate calculation of the strong
interaction on a transonic airfoil
[AIAA EAPEE 77-210] p01«2 A77-19900

On Newtonian flow past power-lav bodies
p0113 A77-2009.J

Unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on loaded
two-dimensional blades in nonnniforn
incompressible flows

pOIHQ A77-201J7
Some recent developments in unsteady aerodynamics

of a supersonic cascade
pfliuo A77-20138

Comparison between theoretical and experimental
results of torsional stall flutter of an airfoil

pOIIS A77-20W)
A study on choking flutter

pOllb A77-201II8
A theoretical investigation of laminar wakes

behind airfoils and the resulting noise pattern
p0158 A77-22015

State-space formulations for flutter analysis
[AIAA EAPEE 77-117] p0161 A77-^2JO

The theory and design of two-airfoil lifting systems
p0189 A77-2J262

Forces acting on an oscillating airfoil in
transonic flow

p0200 A77-25012
A simplified theory of oscillating airfoils in
transonic flow - Review and extension
[AIAA 77-<m5] p0209 A77-25803

calculation of unsteady transonic flow over
oscillating airfoils using the full potential
equation
[AIAA 77-008] p0210 A77-25806

Hethods of linear theory in problems involving
optimization at the aerodynamical
characteristics of subsonic profiles

p0251 A77-271JO
Analysis of the turbulent wake of a cascade airfoil

p0256 07-27616
Applications of an improved nonlinear lifting-line

theory
p0256 A77-27618

Experimental studies of trailing-edge conditions
on an oscillating airfoil at frequency
parameters of op to one
[AIAA EAPEE 77-150] p0257 A77-28011

Calculation of a compressible boundary layer
around an airfoil

p0268 A77-28926
Experimental and theoretical investigations on

airfoil flow separation
p0268 A77-289J9

Beliability of compressor aerofoils
p03"42 A77-33750

Implicit approximate-factorization schemes for the
efficient solution of steady transonic flow
problems
[AIAA 77-630] pOJ53 A77-35079

Exact solutions in oscillating airfoil theory
p0356 A77-36166

Calculation of attached or partially separated
flow around airfoil sections

p0357 A77-J6U28
In-flight measurements of the GA/R/-2 aerodynamic
characteristics
[SAE PAPEB 770U61] pOJ93 A77-37079

Analysis of transonic flow over lifting and
oscillating airfoils

p0520 A77-175I42
Theory of the lifting surface in unsteady motion

in an inviscid fluid
p0556 A77-U98H7

The development of a computer aided airfoil design
procedure including preliminary wind tunnel
experiments on a low Beynolds number high lift
section, volume 1
[&D-A02H361] p0020 B77-1002B

Test verification of a transonic airfoil design
employing active diffusion control
[&D-A020297] p0020 N77-10029

Inverse transonic airfoil design including viscous
interaction

p0027 N77-10J51
7iscons interaction with separation in transonic

flow
[HASA-TT-F-17187] p0029 N77-109S7

HS-f coating process development for columbinm
alloy airfoils
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[AD-A025797] p0073 S77-12139
Evaluation of a computerized method for

description of the subsonic, viscous, attached
flow abont two-dimensional, multi-component
airfoils computer program for single and
multi-element airfoils flov distribution
[FFA-TN-AO-999] p0077 1177-13011

study by hydrodynamic visualisations of various
processes for controlling separated flows

p0086 N77-13972
Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of

several rotorcraft airfoils at Hach numbers from
0.35 to 0.90
[NASA-TB-X-73990] p0127 H77-14999

Two-dimensional subsonic 'wind tunnel evaluation of
a 20-percent-thick circulation control airfoil
[AD-A02716B] p0127 N77-15005

Currents induced on metal/dielectric structures
for transverse magnetic plane wave incidence
[AD-A026896] p0132 H77-15253

A nonlinear theory for airfoils with trailing-edge
jet flap
[NASA-TH-D-8368] p0167 H77-15981

An investigation of separation models for the
prediction of maximum lift
[AD-A027359] p0169 H77-15998

An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics
of the Kline-Fogleman airfoil
[AR-76-5] p0175 N77-16988

Analysis of the development of dynamic stall based
on oscillating airfoil experiments
[HASA-TN-D-8382] p0176 N77-16999

The design of a two-dimensional, high-endurance
airfoil with a given thickness distribution and
Reynolds number
[AD-A027968] p0176 H77-17012

Experimental and theoretical low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a Rortmann airfoil as
manufactured on a fiberglass sailplane
[HASA-TN-D-8324] . p0223 N77-18049

Planar incompressible flow over an aerofoil and
its wake conforoal mapping
[ABC-CP-1352] p0235 H77-19013

An experimental study on the aerodynamic response
of a subsonic cascade oscillating near stall
[AD-A029672] p0236 H77-19021

Dynamic loading on an airfoil due to a growing
separated region

p0277 H77-20015
Development of a method for calculating separated

flow around airfoils accounting for profile drag
[DLB-FB-76-36] p0279 H77-20037

The design, analysis, and testing of a low-budget
wind-tunnel flutter model with active
aerodynamic controls

p0287 N77-21031
Approximate method for calculating aerodynamic

loadings on an airfoil oscillating in high
subsonic flow
[HAL-TB-t55T] p0315 N77-220U7

An analytical model for highly seperated flow on
airfoils at low speeds
[HASA-CB-152702] p0330 N77-23051

Aeroelastic characteristics of a circulation
control wing
[AD-A033328] p0331 H77-23063

Filled billet oxide dispersion strengthened hollow
airfoil extrusions
[AD-A033215] p0338 H77-23255

Force and pressure tests of the G A ( R ) - 1 airfoil
with a 20)1 aileron and pressure tests with a 30X
Fowler flap
[HASA-CB-2833] p0373 H77-25083

OS Army helicopter design datcom. Volume 1:
Airfoils
[NASA-CB-1532&7] p0383 H77-25151

Advancement of a method for calculating separated
flows around airfoils with special consideration
of profile drag
[ESA-TT-373] pO<!26 S77-26091

Application of sputter-deposited lamellar
composite technology to the development of high
temperature turbine blade materials and airfoil
fabrication
[AD-A037349] pO«31 H77-26151

Low speed airfoil study
[MASA-CB-153914] pO«33 H77-27074

Design of high lift airfoils with a Stratford
distribution by the Efpler method

[HASA-CB-153913] ' pO«J5 B77-27108
' Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a

13.1-percent-thick, high-lift airfoil
[HASA-CB-153937] p0471 N77-28069

Study of design and analysis methods for transonic
flow '
[HASA-CB-152011] pOS21 H77-300B6

Comparison of dynamic stall phenomena for pitching '
and vertical translation motions
[HASA-CB-2793] p052t S77-30088

Unsteady airloads on an oscillating supercritical
airfoil

p05JI4 1177-31085
Efficient solution of unsteady transonic flows
abont airfoils

p05J« H77-31087
Application of a finite difference method to the
analysis of transonic flow over oscillating
airfoils and wings

pOSJI H77-J1090
Surface finishing of metal airfoils by
adhesive bonding
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12631-2] p0538 H77-311J1

Advanced cooled turbine airfoil aerodynamic
investigation
[AD-A011137] p0512 B77-31161

Determining the lift and drag distributions on a
three-dimensional airfoil from flow-field
velocity surveys
[NASA-TH-73247] p0577 H77-J2079

Data reduction for the unsteady aerodynamics on a
circulation control airfoil wind tunnel test
data
CAD-A011153] ' p0571 N77-3208t

Flight evaluation of an advanced technology light
twin-engine airplane (ATLIT)
[NASA-CB-2832] p0585 N77-JJ104

Initial unsteady aerodynamic measurements of a
circulation controlled airfoil and an
oscillating flow wind tunnel
[AD-A042102] p0587 H77-33122

AIBFBAHE HiTEBIALS
Crack propagation in the reinforced structure of a
transport aircraft, calculation-experiment
comparison
[D6LB PAPEB 76-218] p0092 A77-165K1

Structures and materials for future aircraft
design

p0153 A77-20718
Teflon airframe bearings - Their advantages and
limitations

p0159 A77-22146
Selecting processing options for high-fracture
toughness titanium airframe forgings

p0201 A77-25213
Advanced Design Composite Aircraft study

[AIAA 77-393] p0206 A77-25745
Payoff of the application of advanced composite
materials to a fighter type aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 76-SA/AEBO-13] p0213 A77-26408

Production validation of composite secondary
airframe structures

P0255 A77-27509
Airframe technology for energy efficient transport
aircraft
[SAB PAPEB 760929] p0259 A77-282J1

New look for 'copter SBST. I - Airframe and rotor
system technology nanufactur-ng Bethods and
Technology

pOJ58 A77-3663J
Dse of composites in airframes

pO»09 A77-3853M
Aluminium alloys of the 70*s: Scientific solutions
to engineering problems - An invited review

p0123 A77-MOJ97
Bohrbond high strength Ti alloy joining method
for thrust engines, airframe and space structures
[SBE PAPEB AD76-280] p0563 A77-51015

Bechanism of material fatigue during the crack
initiation stage
[ICAF-DOC-895] pOOUO H77-11«<H

Scranjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to
a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane
[HASA-TH-D-8330] p006<4 H77-11991

Development and application possibilities of new
construction techniques with fiberreinforced
materials aircraft structures
[ESA-TT-267] p0083 N77-13165
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Structures and Daterials
p0119 H77-13981

Materials research for aircraft fire safety
p0228 877-18102

Specialists' Meeting on Acoustic Fatigue Bevie*
aircraft construction materials

[AGABD-CP-222] p0328 B77-22568
AIBFBARES

Turbine engine cycle selection procedares
fighter aircraft engine and airfraie design

p0105 A77-172S7
Investigation of helicopter airfraie norial nodes

p0107 A77-17410
Airfraie ncise measurements by acoustic imaging

[ A I A A PAPER 77-55] p0138 A77-19799
An experimental investigation of airfraie

coiponent interference noise
[ A I A A PAPSH 77-56] p0138 A77-19800

Airfraie noise of coiponent interactions on a
large transport nodel
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-57] p0138 A77-19801

Engine/airfraie dynaaic interface investigation
using T63/LOH helicopter system

p02»9 A77-26894
Test flying the VFH 614. I - Airframe development

p0262 A77-28467
An application of pole-zero placement in the

design synthesis of an aircraft system
p0266 A77-28633

Problem statement in planning and analysis of
variants of Bass-production designs of boundary
layer suction systens

p0308 A77-32713
Summary of helicopter airframe testing in the

shipboard environment
[AHS 77-33-63] p0421 A77-40086

Airframe design of the S-76 helicopter
[AHS 77-33-85] p0422 A77-40098

Airframe/engine integration with variable cycle
engines
[ A I A A PAPIB 77-798] p0450 A77-41961

Tno-dimensional nozzle/airfraie integration
technology - An overview
[ A I A A PAPEH 77-839] p0451 A77-41973

Detail design in aircraft
p0549 A77-48000

Appliances for asseabling aircraft and helicopter
subsystems and elements Bnssian textbook

p0561 A77-50682
Airfraie ncise - A status report, 1977

[AIAA PAPEE 77-1268] p0564 A77-51032
Are wheel-well related aeroacoustic sources of any

significance in airfraie noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1270] p0564 A77-51033

Noise coiponent method for airframe noise
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1271] p0564 A77-51034

Airfraie noise of the DC-9
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1272] ' p0564 A77-51035

Unsteady surface pressure characteristics on
aircraft components and larfield radiated
airfraie noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1295] p0565 A77-51052

Airfraie composite materials
p057<! A77-51353

Design mechanical properties, fracture toughness,
fatigue properties, eifoliation and
stress-corrosion resistance of 7050 sheet,
plate, hand forgings, die forgings and extrusions
[AD-A024609] p0025 877-10195

Calculation of multi-contour thin-walled
structures by the method of sections
[BASA-TT-P-17284] p0032 H77-11029

Ceramic airfraie bearings
[AD-A025142] p0074 B77-12B20

Biniiization of airfraie response during ground
operations
[AD-A026393] pOOSO B77-13052

Further development of reliability analysis
application to structural fatigue evaluation
[AD-A025365] pOOBS B77-13H42

Seiieipirical airfraie noise prediction model and
evaluation vith flight data
[BASA-TB-X-56041] p0086 B77-13791

Investigation of advanced helicopter structural
designs. Volume 1: Advanced structural
coiponent design concepts study
[AD-A0262<I6] p0122 B77-11011

Thermal design and analysis of a hyGrogen-burning
wind tunnel model of an airframe-integrated

scraijet
[BASA-TB-X-73931] pOUO B77-1S.045

Bear-net powder metallurgy airfraie structures
p0131 B77-15176

Lift/cruise fan V/STOI technology aircraft design
definition study. Volnce 1: Technology flight
vehicle definition
[HASA-CB-151931] p0170 H77-16013

Equating fin, motor position feedback and airfraie
angular acceleration feedback autopilots, or the
angular acceleration nodel

p0232 B77-18164
Airplane self-noise - four years of research

p02J4 H77-19000
Experimental evaluation of nacelle-airfraie
interference forces and pressures at Bach
nnibers of 0.9 to 1.1
[BASA-TB-X-3321] p0278 H77-20028

Bnserical computation of stress intensity factors
for aircraft structural details by the finite
eleient method
[AD-A031829] p0282 N77-20097

Development, documentation and correlation of a
HASTBAB vibration model of the AB-1G helicopter
airfraie

p028S B77-20SOO
Results from an exploratory study of airframe

noise on a small-scale model of a supersonic
transport concept
tBASA-tB-X-7tt021] p0291 B77-21090

A crack growth gage for assessing flaw growth
potential in structural components
[AD-A033574] p0292 B77-21463

Buckling of struts. Lipped and nnlipped channel
sections
[ESDO-76023] p03.26 N77-22502

Vibration of helicopters
p0327 B77-225.il

Effects of combined acoustic and flight loads of
crack growth
[AD-A033573] p0338 B77-2J550

Flow effects with cross-blown lifting jets of
Y/STOL aircraft and their reactions on
aerodynamical forces and moments of the airframe
[BASA-TB-75143] pfll|33 B77-27070

Airfrane noise prediction method
[AD-A039664] p0440 H77-27880

A model to predict mutual interference effects on
an airfraie
[AB-A03922U/1] pO»95 H77-29.J47

Theoretical and experimental analysis of surface
cracks emanating from fastener holes
[AD-A039817] p0496 B77-^9577

Exploratory development on durability of
adhesive bonded joints
[AD-A039864] p0530 B77-302«y

Dynamic loading of airframe components
p0533 B77-31080

Airframe response to separated flow on the short
haul aircraft VFW 614

p0533 B77-31081
Snuary of helicopter airframe testing in the
shipboard environment
[AD-A039748] p0540 B77-31144

A study of spectrum loading and range-pair
counting method effects on cumulative fatigue
damage
[AD-A039651] p0540 B77-31145

Ultrasonic detection of fatigue damage in aircraft
components
[AD-A040009] p0545 B77-31516

An optiiality criteria approach to the minimum
weight design of aircraft structures
[AD-A042759] p0581 B77-32140

lind tunnel and analytical investigation of
over-the-wing propulsion/air frame interferences
for a short-haul aircraft at Bach numbers froi
0.6 to 0.78 conducted in the Lewis 8 by 6
foot tunnel
[BASA-CB-2905] p0586 B77-3J11Q

AIBLIIE OPEBATIOBS
Concorde navigation

pOOOl A77-10200
Interface between maintainability and commercial
aircraft spares support

p0003 A77-10483
Competition for airspace - Bird strikes and
aircraft operations

pOOOS A77-11261
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Co-operation ID the European aircraft
manufacturing industry and among the scheduled
airlines /Brancker Memorial Lecture/

p0007 177-11311
Transport progress in practice: Air transport in

Africa - East African Airways Corporation
Experience

p0007 477-11312
Aircraft loadability parameters - Some results of

an airline survey
[ S A N E PAPEB 1116] p0010 A77-12201

Concorde at the airport
pOOIS A77-13362

Ground tine costs none; - Handling problems at
airports

p0059 477-15871
A new air transport policy for the north Atlantic

Book
p0090 477-16375

Tie hidden passenger hazardous air cargo and
flight safety

p0097 A77-16737
Expanded use of computers in air transportation

[ A I A A PAPER 77-271] p0112 A77-18213
Our amazing air transportation system /AIAA-SAE

Villiam Littlewood Memorial Lecture/ civil
aviation aircraft historical overview
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-356] p0111 A77-18260

The pay-off for advanced technology in commercial
aircraft design and operation

p0116 A77-19012
The seat belt light is en airline industry

economic assessment and forecasts
p0117 A77-19175

Sinter-related service operations on airports
p0158 A77-22117

Forum on the future of air transportation
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-263] p0195 477-21150

Operational control - A unique Australian concept
p0203 A77-25599

Development of pilot navigation procedures for
long haul commercial transport

p0260 A77-28293
Aircraft operator - Hould you buy higher DOC to

lower noise and fuel use Direct Operating
Cost tradeoff

p0269 477-29031
The pay-off for advanced technology in commercial

aircraft design and operation
p0273 A77-29661

Some early perspectives on ground requirements of
liquid hydrogen air transports

p0312 A77-33391
Aircraft manufacturer warranties - Protection for

the manufacturer or the purchaser
p0346 A77-3U302

Practical aspects of comnercial STOL operations
[AIAA 77-567] p0318 A77-31929

The Air Traffic Contrcl Evaluation Unit, Burn
Airport, O.K.

p0357 477-36563
Flight service system modernization program

p0398 477-37156
All weather operations - 4n airline review

p0399 477-37702
4n airline view of the operational requirements

pOlOO 477-37701
Operational requirements for the microwave landing

system
pOlOO 477-37706

The HLS function of the French 4GDLS for civil
aviation navigation

pOIOI 477-37712
The CAB California-Texas Fares case - An

intrastate stopover takeover
pOIII A77-39096

Safety on board/evacuation procedures and training
of cabin crew

pOIHt A77-10936
Handling aircraft accident/incident survivors and

victims - Accountability techniques and body
management

pOIII 477-10911
The aircraft and fire from the operator's view

pOIIS A77-10918
Services and installations for aviation at

airports and airfields of regional importance
German book

p0116 477-11162

Harket development problems for local service air
carriers

p0119 477-11850
national Airlines Fuel Ranagement and Allocation

Bodel
pO»66 477-13399

Air New Zealand's methods of flying the DC-10 \
[4144 PAPEB 77-1255] p0502 A77V<H3I»3

Terminal area charting for area navigation
operations

p0503 A77-1113J
The airline viewpoint in gas turbine engine

low cost operations
pOSII 477-16105

An American Omega navigation evaluation programme
- 1975-1977

p0521 477-17815
Some mathematical aspects of air traffic systems

p0521 477-17816
Reducing walking distances at existing airports

p0519 477-17980
Austria's role in international civil aviation

p0551 477-18116
Rationalization of the European air net

p0551 477-18171
Soae aspects of the development of air traffic ol
the Socialist states. II

p0555 A77-19651
The determination of the center-of-gravity
position with the aid of dimensionless values

for aircraft control and stability
p0555 477-19651

An exploratory study to determine the integrated
technological air transportation system ground
requirements of liquid-hydrogen-fueled subsonic,
long-haul civil air transports
[HAS4-CB-2699] p0020 H77-10033

Model users manual for airfield capacity and delay
models, book 2
[4D-A036351] pOJ23 H77-22119

4 study of commuter airline economics
[N4S4-CR-152035] p0188 1177-29111

British Airways: An analysis of efficiency and
cost levels
[PB-268060/1] p0536 H77-31113

Briefs of accidents involving air taxi operations,
OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267653/1] p0578 H77-32102

AIRPLAHE PBODUCTIOB COSTS
Engines - Towards lower costs computer method
for aircraft engine selection

p0273 477-29663
Producibility aspects of advanced composites for

an L-1011 Aileron
[SHE PAPER EHH76-01] p0563 477-51006

AIBPOBT LIGHTS
HI BORR4I LIGHTS

A new approach to airport lighting inspection
pOOII 477-13171

Airport electrical and lighting equipment
Russian book

P0561 477-50676
4IBPOBT PLIinie

Concorde at the airport
pOOIS 477-1J362

Electric power supply in the case of airports. I
p0098 477-16712

Automated Terminal Service for airport tower
installation

p0152 A77-20668
Aviation ground lighting for all-weather operation

p0213 477-26818
Airport systems planning: 4 critical look at the

methods and experience Book
p0270 477-291J5

Installation of runway lighting system in asphalt
paving

p0271 477-29161
Fog dispersal - Hodern implementation of proven
concepts

p0271 A77-29165
Lake Erie airport study offshore platform
feasibility
(4SCE FBEPBIHT 2635] p0273 477-29667

Environmental aspects of airport development
p031t 477-31176

Fibrous concrete for airport pavements
pOJIb 477-31177
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One aotokalk - Tvo directions: Hew means of
transport at Frankfort airport

p03«7 A77-34479
Aggregate flow oodel for evaluating ATC planning

strategies*
p0353 A77-35071

Automation of the lov density terminal ATC
facilities

p0358 A77-36572
in integrated approach to terminal area surveillance

p0398 A77-37455
ATCRBS trilateration - A feasible system for

airport surface traffic surveillance
P0402 A77-37726

Coapater simulation of ICAC HIS candidates in
representative airport environments

p0403 A77-37737
HATCALS - Ground-derived automation of all-weather

tactical airfield operations
p0404 A77-37740

Monitoring Concorde emissions
[APCA PAPER 77-01] p0441 A77-40638

The airport and fire f rom the airport fire chief's
view

p0442 A77-40925
Balancing the costs of rescue services and fire

fighting among different categories of airports
p04«5 A77-40950

Cost-benefit analysis for airport development
plWS A77-41379

Services and installations for aviation at
airports and airfields of regional importance

German book
p0446 A77-41462

Runway length as a basic criterion in analyzing
the development of classification of Polish
technical civil airfields

p0461 A77-13330
Aviation system planning airport planning in

Baryland
pO«68 A77-43657

Validation of an airport simulation model
pOSIO A77-45719

Seducing walking distances at existing airports
p05«9 A77-37980

A new high-brightness, all-weather, ASDB /Airport
Surface Detection Equipment/

p0553 A77-4922U
Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control

p0553 A77-49225
Electroenergy supply for airports. IV

p0556 A77-49658
LH2 airport requirements study

[NASA-C8-2700] p0020 H77-10032
Technical background: Interim criteria for

planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns,
and siting noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A031449] p0324 H77-22150

FAA procedures in making no hazard determinations
with respect to structures near airports
[GPO-79-322] p0493 877-29171

Plastic pipe in airport drainage system, phase 2
fAD-10111200] p0493 B77-29175

Selection of minimum day/night levels for noisemap
contout calculations aircraft noise
abatement in airport planning
[AD-A040623] p0546 877-31922

AIBPORT SECQBITI
Airport, aircraft and airline security Book

p0241 A77-26625
Exclusive study finds that airport Z-ray

inspections may cause damage to film
p03«7 A77-34525

AIRPORT SURFACE DITECTIOI BQnlPHBHT
The new airport radar systems

p05«9 A77-47979
AISPOBT TOI8RS

Automated Terminal Service for airport tower
installation

p0152 A77-20668
Test and evaluation of ATCRBS electronic scan

antenna (system test)
[AD-A029486/8] p0078 H77-13033

An evaluation of window glass for air traffic
control tower cabs
[AD-A031924/4] p0173 H77-16171

FAA ai- traffic activity, fiscal year 1976
[AD-i032260] p0333 877-23083

AIBPOBIS
HT HELIPORTS
competition for airspace - Bird strikes and

aircraft operations
P0005 A77-11261

Ground time costs money - Handling problems at
airports

pOOSS A77-15874
The metering system concept for airport
traffic control efficiency

p0108 A77-17484
mater-related service operations on airports

PU158 S77-22117
Electrical power supply of airports. Ill

P0415 A77-J9455
The effect of terrain near airports on significant

low level wind shear
[AIAi PAPER 77-1242] pOSOl A77-44JJ4

Bunway utilization coefficients based on wind
velocity and direction dependence only

P0521 A77-47950
Austria's role in international civil aviation

PU551 477-48416
FAA category 3 instrument landing system: A

ground equipment development overview
[AD-A030150/7] p0077 S77-1JOJ1

Performance measurement system for major airports
[AD-A026224] p0121 H77-14004

Airport and air transport planning
[ PB-2S9413/3] p0280 S77-20057

Improvements to airport drainage criteria, phase 1
[ AD-A033644/6] p0284 N//-20119

Recommended design for rigid-flexible airfield
pavement Junctures
[AD-A031351] P0284 B77-^0122

Hodel users manual for airfield capacity and delay
models, book 2
[AD-&036354] p032J B77-2.c!149

nondestructive evaluation of civil airport pavements
[AD-A036384] p0326 H77-22499

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 2: Airport feeder vehicle
[SASA-CB-151920] p0331 B77-2J059

Terminal area design: Analysis and validation of
RHAO task force concepts
[AD-A037022] pOJ65 B77-24088

Comprehensive plan and development program for a
regional industrial airpark, Springfield
Municipal Airport for the City of Springfield,
Hissouri
[PB-262474/0] p0374 B77-24159

The measurement of microwave mnltipath in an
airport environment
[ AD-A037791/1] p03S1 S77-251J5

Plastic (wire-combed) grooving of a slip-formed
concrete runway overlay at Patrick Henry
Airport: An initial evaluation
[HASA-TH-I-73913] p0037 B77-271J5

Area navigation route width requirements
tAD-A040153] p0489 877-29119

Evaluation of radio remote control system for
airport visual aids
[AD-A041603] pOUSS B77-J9126

FAA air traffic activity, calendar, year 1976
[AD-A040474] P0490 877-29134

Structural design of pavements for light aircraft
[AD-A041300] P049J B77-29174

Beport on airport capacity: Large hub airports in
the Dnited states
[1D-A0141M35] P0493 B77-29176

Interactions of technology and society: Impacts
of improved airtransport. A study of airports
at the grass roots in rural communities
[HASA-CB-2871] p05J2 S77-31005

The Brunswick OLS test airport area - a non clean
environment

P0579 B77-J210B
A-37B fatigue sensor evaluation program: Full
scale test and field aircraft instrumentation
[AD-A042114] p0590 B77-3J156

Aircraft sideline noise: A technical review and
analysis of coiteiporary data
tAD-A002076] pOS98 B77-JJ68b

AIRSHIPS
LTA - Becent developments Lighter Than Air ships

P0099 A77-17021
LTA history and its significance for current events

Lighter-Than-Air aircraft
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-328] p0113 A77-18247
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Feasibility of modern airships - Design definition
and performance of selected concepts
[ A I A A PAPEH 77-331] p0113 A77-18249

Fifty years later - The new Helicostat rotary
wing propelled airships

p0143 A77-20025
lighter Than Air Systems Technology Conference,

nelbourne, Fla., Angnst 11, 12, 1977, Technical
Papers

pOD47 A77-41751
A lighter-than-air bibliography

[AIAA 77-1177] p0448 A77-41754
A comparison of different forms of dirigible

equations of motion
[AIAA 77-1179] p0448 A77-41755
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Oxygen accumulation In hypobaric chambers
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AEBOX: Computer program for transonic aircraft
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Flight-measored lift and drag characteristics of a
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Experimental measurements of the turbulent
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instrument based on an optical incremental encoder
[WRE-TB-1730(WH/D) ] p059B N77-33480

ANIBALS
NT BIBDS

iNlSOTBOPIC FLOIDS
Anisotropic radiatively coupled wedge flow

p0002 A77-10218
ABISOTBOPIC HBDIA

HT AHISOTBOPIC FLOIDS
ABISOTBOPI

Investigation of a bearingless helicopter rotor
concept having a composite primary structure
[NASA-CB-2637] p0021 N77-10044

ABHULAB FLO*
The problem of aeroelastic stability of ring arrays

p0060 A77-15983
Multidimensional solutions for supersonic flow

fields in tnrbomachines
[DG1B PAPEB 76-165] p0095 A77-16577

Effect of flow characteristics in a supersonic
annular jet on the development of acoustic
perturbations in the jet

p0203 A77-25536
Influence of initial distortions on secondary

flows in a fixed annular cascade
[OHEBA, If BO. 1977-28] p0347 A77-34481

Applicability of axisymmetric analysis in
predicting supersonic flow through annular
cascades
[ASBE PAPEB 76-PSB-B] p0502 A77-44344

AHHOLAB BOSZLBS
Calculations of hysteresis and flowrate

oscillations of bottom pressure in supersonic
annular nozzles

p02S1 A77-27093
Effect of simulated forward speed on the jet noise

of inverted velocity profile coannular nozzles
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1329] p0567 A77-51083

Aeroaconstic studies of coannular nozzles suitable
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications

p0219 B77-18020
Coannular nozzle noise characteristics and
application to advanced supersonic transport
engines

p0220 B77-18021
Coannular plug nozzle noise reduction and impact
of exhaust system designs

p0^20 N77-18022
Performance of high-area-ratio annular dump
diffuser using suetion-stabilized-vortei flow
control
[HASA-TB-Z-3535] p0371 B77-24140

ABOBALIBS
NT GBAVITY ARORALIBS
IBS
0 ASTBOBOBICAL BETBBBLABDS SATELLITE

AITBBHA ABBAXS
BT LIBEAB ABBAIS

PALB - A system for precise aircraft location
p0058 A77-15774

Successful application of broadside glide slope
arrays

pOUOl A77-J7714
Optimisation of a two element aerial for the DBF
Its glide slope

p0401 A77-37718
Application of DBF adaptive array to
navigation/tracking systems

p0571 A77-5118b
The design and fabrication of microstrip
omnidirectional array antennas for aerospace
applications
[BASA-TB-I-73979] p0084 B77-1J332

1BTBBHA COBPOBIMS
BT AHTEBBA FEEDS
ARENA DBSIGB

Linearly polarized microstrip antennas
P0051 A77-14716

BLS - A practical application of microwave
technology

p0098 A77-16959
Scanning-beam microwave landing system -
Bnltipath-errors and antenna-design philosophy

p0307 A77-32551
L-band antenna for aircraft-to-satellite
communications for Aerosat system

pOSSO A77-48362
A method to reduce the need for large antennas in
Bicrowave Landing Systems /BLS/

p0551 A77-48378
Badar systems with phases-array antennas

p0573 A77-51277
Aircraft antenna analysis and Bicrovave Landing

System (BLS) applications
£AD-AO<t1U84] pOU89 B71-291.J3

Antenna tilting experiments over radar microwave
links
[AD-A036727] pfli»95 B77-29346

A model to predict mutual interference effects on
an airframe '
[AD-A039224/1] / p0495 B77-29347

AITEBI1 FEEDS /
Installation and test of the compensated waveguide
antenna at Buffalo, Bew lork, Bnnway 23
glideslope site
[AD-A029488/4] p0078 B77-13036

A short backfire antenna fitted with a waveguide
feed
[AD-A028910] p0173 B77-16279

AmTEBIA FIELDS
0 ABTEBBA BADIATIOB PATTBBBS
ARIBBA BADIATIOB FMTEBBS

Experience with the VOB navigation system in the
German Democratic Hepnblic. II

P0158 A77-22118
Analysis of extended off-surface radiators of
aircraft antenna

p0302 A77-31776
Scanning-beam microwave landing system -
Hultipath-errora and antenna-design philosophy

p0307 A77-32551
Successful application of broadside glide slope
arrays

pOUOl A77-31714
Analysis of aircraft wing-mounted antenna patterns

p0083 B77-13283
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A short backfire antenna fitted with a waveguide
feed
[AD-A028910] p0173 H77-16279

Patterns of broad-bean antennas of different
polarizations next to si•pie Hangar nodeIs
[HASA-TH-I-71940] p0325 H77-22313

Determination of antenna radiation patterns, radar
cross sections and jait-to-signal ratios by
flight tests

F0369 H77-24122
Seal tine data transmission and processing for the

determination of aircraft antenna radiation
patterns

p0369 H77-24123
AHTEHBAS

HT AIBCBAFT AHTEHHAS
HT IOOP A H T E R R A S
HT BICEOHAVE A R T E H R A S
RT ROHOEOLE ARTERRAS
HT BONDPOLSE SHTEHHAS
HT CHHIDIBECTIORAL AHTEHHAS
HT B A O A B AHTERHAS
RT BADIO AHTEHRAS
HT SLOT A H T E R R A S
RT SPIRAL AHTERHAS
RT IAVEGOIDE AHTEHRAS

AITBBOPOLOGT
civil transport aircraft short range all-weather

flight
[TUBS/SIB58/rB1976] pOSBO R77-32118

AHTIIBICTIOH BEABIHGS
RT BALL BEABIHGS
HT BOLLEB EIJBIBGS

AHTIBISSILE DEPB1SE
B.P.Vs in the naritime environment

p0149 A77-20620
AITIOIIDAHTS

Effect of sabstituted-organic compounds on the
oxidizability of hydrogenated jet fuels and the
effectiveness of an antioxidant

p0300 A77-3K139
Effect of phenol-type antioxidant additives on the

operating properties of water-free jet fuels
p0300 177-31440

Investigation of the conposition of phencl
antioxidants containing zinc
dialkyldithiocarfcamates, used to inprove the
thermal-cxidative stability of jet fuels

p0345 A77-33912
Investigation of the effectiveness of antioxidant
additions to a highly hydrogenated jet fuel

p0345 A77-33914
Investigation of the factors affecting the

deternination accuracy of addition
concentrations in aviation oils, using the
net hod of thin-fill chromatography

p0345 A77-33915
Quantitative TLC analysis of anine antioxidants in

high-teaperatnre jet engine lubricants
[AD-A039909] pOS28 H77-30124

AITIBBFLECTIOB COATIHGS
Army prelininary evalaatioo JOF-58A helicopter

with low reflective paint and infrared
countermeasnre exhaust systen
[AD-A024727] p0068 H77-120<42

ABTISKID DEVICES
Aircraft antiskid braking systems

p0058 A77-15795
status of recent aircraft braking and cornering

research
p0227 B77-18094

Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on
dry and wet runway surfaces - A
velocity-rate-controlled,
pressnre-bias-modnlated systen
[RASA-TR-D-8332] p0281 H77-20079

Behavior of aircraft antiskid breaking systems on
dry and wet runway surfaces: A
slip-ratio-controlled system with ground speed
reference froi nnbraked nose wheel
[RASA-TR-D-8455] p0589 H77-33150

ARTISOBHABIHB iABPABB
BATASS - Hoored Airship Towel Array Sonar System

[ A I A A 77-1190] p0408 A77-41760
Precise positioning of sonobnoys using ABB and ORE

techniques Angle Beasuring and Distance
Reasnring Equipment in antisubmarine warfare

p0572 A77-51196

ABTISBBHABIBE SABFABB AIBCBtFT
BT S-3 AIBCBAFT
Catapult launch fatigue Investigation of the lodel

s-2 B airplane
[AD-A024071] p0034 S77-110J8

AB 212 ASR: Bew multipurpose helicopter for
Italian Bavy
[AD-A026861] p0122 H77-14015

Investigation of larger than A size dimensional
configurations for determining dimensions of
external stores p-3 aircraft
[AD-A029024] p0179 R77-17043

1CPBOACB
BT IHSTBOREHT APPBOACB

The development and evaluation of two segient
' approach techniques for aircraft landing
noise reduction

p0401 A77-37716
The effect that the probability of a successful

approach has on the sequential landing rate of
like aircraft

p0417 A77-39844
A study of key features of random atmospheric

disturbance models for the approach flight phase
[AIAA 77-1115] p0460 A77-4317S

Visual approach slope indicators. Principles of
operation, recommendations for installation and
maintenance
[PBILIPS-EB-12] p0078 H77-1J040

Development of an integrated configuration
nanagement/flight director system for piloted
STOL approaches
[HASA-CB-2883] ' p0529 B77-30132

APPBOiCH COITBOL
RT BADAB APEBOACH CORTBOL

A study to determine the characteristic shapes of
helicopter visual approach profiles

p0247 A77-26877
Trends in aircraft landing systems

p02S6 A77-27664
Flight evaluation of flight-path control required

for the approach and landing of STOL aircraft
[AIAA 77-609] p0351 A77-34960

A precision approach monitor for BLS
p0401 A77-37721

Beasuring the motion of an aircraft with direct
lift control during flight along the approach path

p0446 A77-41391
Technical progress in the OS development of a

Ricrowave Landing System
[AD-A031150/6] p0128 R77-15015

Handling qualities aspects of RASA IF-12 flight
experience

p0218 H77-18007
Delayed flap approach procedures for noise

abatement and fuel conservation
p0226 B77-18086

Application of RASA-1BC delayed flap approach
procedures to Boeing 727 airplane
[HASA-CB-137907] p0238 B77-19061

Exploratory investigation of decelerating
approaches of a twin-engined jet transport.
Volume 1: Fixed-base simulation
[B1B-TB-75171-0] p0382 B77-2S136

Development of a digital automatic control law for
steep glideslope capture and flare
[BASA-CB-2834] p0383 177-25149

Flight test evaluation of Slant Visual
Bange/Approach Light Contact Height (SVB/ALCB)
measurement system
[AD-A038183/0] p0427 S77-26113

Rnltiple curved descending approaches and the air
1 traffic control problem
[B»SA-IH-78430] p0579 B77-32104

Longitudinal handling qualities daring approach
and landing of a powered lift STOL aircraft
[HASA-TH-1-62144J p0590 R77-33151

IPPBOaCB INDICATORS
Aviation ground lighting for all-weather operation

p0243 A77-26848
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach
lighting system
[ BASA-CASE-ABC-r 10990-1 ] p0067 B77-12031

The effect of variations In controls and displays
on helicopter instrument approach capability
[BASA-TB-D-8385] p0185 B77-17102

Factors influencing tolerance to wind shears in
landing approach

p0226 H77-18085
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Evaluation of a red-silicone-coated Visual
Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) lens
[AD-A035141/1] p0291 1177-21073

The Precision Approach Path Indicator - PAPI
[BAE-TH-76123] p0291 B77-21075

Flight test evaluation of Slant Visual
Bange/Approach Light Contact Height (SVR/ALCH)
measurement system
[AD-A038183/0] p0427 B77-26113

Hannal control displays for a four dimensional
landing approach

p0475 1177-28103
The performance of the null-reference glide-slope

system in the presence of deep snow, 1975 - 1976
[AD-A041139] p0490 N77-29129

APPBOXIHATIOB
BT FINITE DIIIEBEBCE THEORY
HI FINITE ELEMENT HETHOD
NT LEAST SQUARES HETBOD
NT NEWTON-RAPHSON HETHOD
NT OSEEB APPROXIMATION
NT FADE APPROXIMATION
NT RELAXATION METHOD (MATHEMATICS)

Integration of the 3-D harmonic kernel
[AD-A029550] p0177 N77-17015

APPROXIMATION METHODS
0 APPROXIMATION

ABC IBLDIHG
NT PLASMA ABC SELDING ->

ARCBHECTOEE (COBPDTEBS)
' A flight control system using the DAIS architecture

Digital'Avionics Information System
[ A I A A 77-1100] p0456 A77-42804

System avicnic architectures for BPVs
[AD-A0415021 p0581 N77-32145

ABBA NAVIGATION
R N A V waypoint charting effects on pilot

procedures, training and workload
p0502 A77-U4432

Terminal area charting for area navigation
operations

p0503 A77-44433
BNAV control for airborne surveys

p0511 A77-46264
The presentation of information in combat aircraft

p0521 A77-47817
Civil and ulitary air traffic in France -

Management and compatibility
p0551 A77-48411

The transfer of the German north M1THAC to the
EDROCONTROL Centre of Maastricht Military
Air Traffic Radar Control

p0551 A77-48412
EOBOCONTBOL and radar automated air traffic

control radar system implementation
p0551 A77-48413

N A V A I D support of high-altitude area navigation
routes
[AD-A036388] p0317 N77-22065

An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 2:
Evaluation of airborne navigation system
performance during BNAV/HLS transition
[NASA-CH-145108] p0365 N77-24083

Terminal area design: Analysis and validation of
BNAO task force concepts
[AD-A037022] p0365 N77-24088

Area navigation/vertical area navigation terminal
simulation
[AD-A038623] p0434 N77-27093

Implementation of area navigation in the national
airspace system: An assessment of BNAV task
force concepts and payoffs
[AD-A039225] p0434 H77-27096

Seal-time manned simulation of advanced terminal
area guidance concepts for short-haul operations
[HASA-TN-D-8<t99] p0188 N77-29111

Area navigation route width retirements
[AD-A040153] p0489 N77-29119

An operational flight test evaluation of a Loran-C
navigator
[AD-A039498] p0490 N77-29133

A description of the software analysis from flight
and simulation data of the course cut limiter in
the TCV fc-737 area navigation computer
[BASA-TH-74061] p0538 N77-31125

ARGUMENTS (MATHEMATICS)
0 INDEPENDENT VABIABLES

ABIP (IBPICT PREDICTION)
0 COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION

B IMPACT PBEDICTIOB
ASHED FOBCES

NT A B M E D FOBCES (FOREIGN) ,
NT ABHED FOBCES (UNITED STATES)
NT NAVI

ABHED FOBCES (FOBEIGN)
Some engineering problems in the Boyal Air Force

[AGARD-R-653] p0243 B77-18U62
ARHED FOBCES (OBITED STATES)

Design of helicopters for survivability
p0237 B77-19045

Time series analysis in flight flutter testing at
the Air Force Flight Test Center: Concepts and
results

p0287 B77-210J3

Statistical analysis methodology for the as Navy
aircrew automated escape systems
[AD-A035068] pOJ81 N77-251JO

Bemotely piloted vehicle (BPV) mission capability
concepts as related to DS Army operation doctrine
[AD-A035392J p0385 B77-25163

ARHOB
Development of design and manufacturing technology
for ballistic-damage-tolerant flight control
components
[AD-A028II16J p0230 B77-18143

ABBAIS
NT ANTENNA ABBAXS
NT LINEAR ABBATS
NT PHASED ABBAYS
NT SYNTHETIC ABBAIS

ABBESTING GEAR
Metallurgical analysis of arresting gear deck

pendant failures
[AD-A03127U] p0239 N77-19090

Evaluation of BAK-14 hook-cable support-system
modifications
[AD-B009581] p0285 N77-20124

Evaluation of coatings for air/fluid accumulators
[AD-A033295] p<M25 B77-22251

ABPV system/design trade study, volume t: Launch
and recovery
[AD-A039S91] pOb40 N77-J1146

ABBOI WINGS
Some experimental and theoretical flutter
characteristics of an arrov-wing configuration
[AIAA 77-422] p0208 A77-25792

The arrow wing - Its potentialities and drawbacks
with regard to in-flight aerodynamic research

p0512 A77-46606
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a large
scale advanced arrow-wing supersonic transport
configuration with engines mounted above wing
for upper-surface blowing
[HASA-TN-D-8350] p0064 H77-11997

Supersonic pressure measurements and comparison ot
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration
[NASA-CB-145046] p0176 N77-17000

Theoretical and experimental pressure
distributions for a 71.2 degree swept arrow-wing
configuration at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds

p0217 N77-18002
Simulator study of the low-speed handling
qualities of a supersonic cruise arrow-King
transport configuration during approach and
landing

p0218 N77-18008
Titanium and advanced composite structures for a
supersonic cruise arrow wing configuration

p0220 B77-18026
Advanced structures technology applied to a
supersonic cruise arrow-wing configuration

p0220 N77-18027
Structural design studies of a supersonic cruise
arrow wing configuration

P0221 N77-18029
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental

pressure distributions on an arrow-wing
configuration at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds

p0275 N77-20000
SCAB arrow-wing active flutter suppression system
[BASA-CB-145147] p032J 877-22146

Study of structural design concepts for an arrow
wing supersonic transport configuration, volume
1. Tasks 1 and 2
[HASA-CB-132576-VOL-1] p0382 M77-25147
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Study of structural design concepts for an arrow
wing supersonic transport configuration, volume
2. Tasks 1 and 2
[BASA-CB-132576-VOL-2] p0383 B77-25148

Evaluation of structural design concepts for an
arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft
[HASA-CP-2667] p0389 H77-25581

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a
large-scale advanced arrow wing supersonic
transport configuration with engines mounted
above the wing for upper-surface blowing
[HASA-TH-X-72761] p0475 H77-28109

Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of an advanced
supersonic crnise arrow-wing configuration
[HASA-TB-74043] p0487 H77-29096

ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
BT AEHOBADTICAL SATELLITES
HT AEHOSAT SATELLITES
HT ASTROHOBICAL BETHEHLAFDS SATELLITE
HT ATS 6
HT COHB0HICATIOH SATELLITES
BT HARITIBE SATELLITES
HT BABOTS (ESA)
HT METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
HT SAVIGATIOH SATELLITES
HT HAVSTAR SATELLITES

ASCEHT
HT CLIBBIBG FLIGHT

ASCEHT TBMBCTOBIES
Time-optmal ascent trajectories for aircraft

flight
[DGLH PJPEB 76-200] p0096 A77-16585

ASDE
0 AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTICH EQOIPBEHT

ASPECT RATIO
HT HIGH ASPECT RATIO

ASPHALT
Usage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt runway

during mlitary field exercises
[AD-A033914] p0373 B77-24154

ASPIBATIOB
U VACnBB

ASSAOLTIBG
0 ATTACKIHG (ASSAOLTIHG)
ASSEBBLIBS
HT TJ.IL ASSEBBLIES
ASSEBBLIIG

Appliances for assenbling aircraft and helicopter
subsystems and elements Russian textbook

p0561 A77-50682
ASSESSHEHTS
HT TECHHOLOGI ASSESSBEBT
ASSOCIATIOHS
U OBGAHIZATIOHS
ASTRIOHICS

Space shuttle engineering and operations support.
Avionics system engineering
[BASA-CB-151361] p0388 H77-25236

ASTBOBIOLOGY
U EXOBIOLOGY

ASTBOHAVIGATIOH
Instruments and method of air navigation

p0523 H77-30070
ASTHOHOBICAL BETBEHLABDS SATELLITE

Fokker-VF« Netherlands space projects
p0147 A77-20377

ASTBOHOSICAL SPBCTBOSCOPT
Combined ground and aircraft based 1-4 micron

spectra of LkH-alpha 101
p0056 A77-15612

ASTBOHOBI
BT IHFRABED ASTBOHOBI

ASYBHETBY
Lateral equilibria! of asymmetrical swept wings -

Aileron control vs geometric twist
p0147 A77-20441

ASIBPTOTIC BETBODS
An alternative analytical method for ground-effect
aerofoils

p0045 A77-13499
Equations of motion of the center of mass of an
aircraft

p0202 A77-25527
An asymptotic method for predicting amplitudes of
nonlinear wheel shimmy
[AIAA PAPER 77-B01] p0257 A77-28043

On the validity of lifting line concepts in rotor
analysis

pOSOl A77-44444

ASIBPTOTIC SERIES
Some series-expansion solutions for slender wings

with leading-edge separation asymptotic
expansions for vortex position and circulation,
and configuration lift and pitching moments
[ABC-R/B-3785] p02J5 877-1901̂ !

ATBODIOS
D RABJET ERGIBES

ATLAHTIC OCEAB
Outlook for utilization of the Borth Atlantic air

space in 1978
p0506 A77-44572

Study of the integration and evaluation ot an
aeronautical satellite system in oceanic air
traffic control centre
[HEPT-84/71/37-VOL-1] pOJ82 B77-251J7

Study of the integration and evaluation of an
aeronautical satellite system in oceanic air
traffic control centre
[HEPT-84/''1/42-VOL-2] p0382 H77-2S1J8

Study of the integration and evaluation of air
traffic control systems in an aeronautical
satellite system, volume 1
[SESA-EX-5030/14639/71-VOL-1] pOJ82 H77-25139

Study of the integration and evaluation of air
traffic control systems in an aeronautical
satellite system, volume 2
[SESA-EX-5030/14639/71-VOL-2] p0382 B77-2514U

ATLIT PROJECT
Comparison of predicted with measured aerodynamic
characteristics of the ATLIT airplane
Advanced Technology Light Twin Aircraft
[SAE PAPER 770449] p0392 A77-37070

Flight evaluation of an advanced technology light
twin-engine airplane (ATLIT)
[HASA-CB-2832] p0585 H77-JJ104

1THOSPHEHIC BOUNDARY LilBB
Roughness element geometry required for wind
tunnel simulations of the atmospheric wind
[ASBE PAPER 76-HA/FE-18] p0213 A77-26439

ATHOSPHBBIC CBBBISTBt
Relative effects on atmospheric ozone of latitude

and altitude of supersonic flight
p0241 A77-26727

AT80SPHBBIC CIBCULATIOB
Roughness element geometry required for wind
tunnel simulations of the atmospheric wind
[ASSB PAPER 76-WA/FE-18] p0213 A77-26439

Hover evaluation of circulation control high speed
rotor
[AD-A040921] p0535 S77-31100

ATHOSPBEBIC COHEOSITIOB
HT ATBOSPHERIC HOI STORE
Concorde and the climate

p0114 A77-18472
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic
cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-874] p0410 A77-38568

Static electricity in aviation and ways of
averting its effects

pOSII A77-46349
ATHOSPBEBIC ELBCTBICITI

Static electricity in aviation and ways of
averting its effects

p0511 A77-46349
Atmospheric electricity and tethered aerostats,

volume 1
[AD-A034847] p0332 B77-23070

ATBOSPBBBIC BBTBI
HT BYPERSOHIC REEHTHI
BT SPACECRAFT REEBTHI
Low Reynolds number flow past a blunt axisymmetrlc

body at angle of attack
p0468 A77-43737

ATIOSPBEBIC BITBI SIBULATIOB
Hypersonic flow over indented nosetips

[AIAA PAPER 77-91] p0139 A77-19820
ATHOSPHBBIC IBPUHITIBS
D AIB POLLOTIOB

ATBOSPBERIC BODBLS
BT DYHAHIC HODBLS

A computationally fast one-dimensional
diffusion-photochemistry model of SSI wakes

p0468 A77-43735
Development of predictive wake vortex transport

model for terminal area wake vortex avoidance
[AD-A029049/4] p0030 H77-11002
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ATBOSPBEBIC ROISTOBE
Influence of air humidity on compressor and

turbine efficiency determined from experimental
data
[NASA-TT-F-17073] p0071 H77-12057

ATBOSPHEEIC OPTICS
Experiments with the run»ay visnal range converter

under different conditions of background
luminance (Bl)
[BLL-B-20798-(5828.«f) ] p0280 N77-20060

ATHOSPHEEIC TEBPEBATOBE
Concorde and the climate

P0114 A77-18072
Emissions of an AVCO Lycoming 0-320-DIAD air

cooled light aircraft engine as a function of
fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature and
humidi ty
[ HASA-TH-X-73500] p0023 H77-10058

ATBOSPHEBIC TOBBD1BNCE
NT GDSTS
NT 10W LEVEL TOEB0LEHCE

Effects of atmospheric conditions on the operating
characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft
[IAF P A P I B 76-112] pOOOS A77-10912

,A rational new approach to the response of an
aircraft encountering non-Gaussian atmospheric
turbulence
[ A I A A PAPER 77-115] p0139 A77-19837

Gust models for applications in flight dynamics -
Physical fundamentals and possibilities of
simulation

F0016 477-39490
Identification of aircraft stability and control

derivatives in the presence of turbulence
[AHA 77-1131)] p0459 A77-U3165

A study of key features of random atmospheric
disturbance models for the approach flight phase
[ A I A A 77-1105] p0460 A77-43175

The effect of terrain near airports on significant
low level wind shear
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1202] pOSOl A77-U4334

A method for the analysis of nonlinearities in
aircraft dynamic response to atmospheric
turbulence
[NASA-TN-D-8265] p0060 H77-11992

The calculation of the rms value of an aircraft's
normal acceleration due to Gaussian random
atmospheric turbulence
[VTH-213] p0079 N77-13046

The impulse response method for the calculation of
statistical properties of aircraft flying in
random atmospheric turbulence
[VTH-197] p0082 N77-13073

A flight instrumentation system for acquisition of
atmospheric turbulence data
[NASA-TN-D-8314] p0170 B77-160a8

Comparison of several models describing the gust
loads on aircraft structures
[LBF-TB-130/76] p0372 N77-24149

Comparison of effects of unsteady lift and
spanvise averaging in flight through turbulence
[NASA-TB-X-74028] p0133 N77-27068

Equations for the response of an airplane to
non-stationary atmospheric turbulence patches
[NLE-TS-76056-0] p0491 1177-29105

ATOBIC CLOCKS
The new UTC Time Signals Coordinated Universal

Time
p0151 A77-20658

Linear, dynamic estimation and control of OBEGA
radio navigation system synchronization

p0298 A77-30810
ATOBIZBBS

Selection of an atomizer and its nodes of
operation for the removal of ice deposits, frost
and frozen snow from aircraft surfaces

p0442 A77-00726
Bind tunnel flow seeding for laser velocimetry
applications

pOOTO A77-4429H
ATOBS

The calculation of flow fields about three
dimensional bodies in high altitude
(free-molecular flow of neutral atoms)
[DLB-FB-75-45] p0532 N77-30922

ITS
NT ATS 6
MS 6

Developing satellite-based systems for aviation

services
p0398 A77-37057

ATS-6 European L-band aeronautical experiments
p0557 A77-49908

Air traffic control experimentation and evaluation
'with the NASA AIS-6 satellite. Volume 2:
Demonstration of satellite-supported
communications and surveillance for oceanic air
traffic control
[FAA-BA-7S-64-VOL-2] p0537 N77-3112B

ATTACK AIBCBAFT
NT A-4 AIBCBAFT
NT A-6 AIBCBAFT
HI A-7 AIBCBAFT
HT A-10 AIBCBAFT
NT A-37 AIBCBAFT
HT AH-60 HELICOPTEB
HT ALPHA JET AIBCBAFT
NT B-1 AIBCBAFT
HT B-52 AIBCBAFT
BT B-70 AIBCBAFT
NT BOflBEB AIBCBAFT
HT F-4 AIBCBAFT
HT F-5 AIBCBAFT
NT F-8 AIBCEAFT
NT F-14 AIBCBAFT
NT F-15 AIBCBAFT
NT F-16 AIBCBAFT
HT F-17 AIBCBtFT
HT F-18 AIBCBAFT
BT F-27 AIBCBAPT
NT F-100 AIBCBAFT
NT F-102 AIBCBAFT
HT F-106 AIBCBAFT
BT F-111 AIBCBAFT
NT FIGHTEB AIBCBAFT
HT BIG AIBCBAFT
NT BIBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
NT S&AB 37 AIBCBAFT
HT T-2 AIBCBAFT
HT IF-12 AIBCBAFT
NT IF-16 AIBCRAFT
Hethods and problems concerning the flight control
of BPV's
[DGLB PAPEB 76-200] p0092 A77-16545

System safety in the Advanced Attack Helicopter
p0097 A77-16736

Criteria for developing a multi-sensor
reconnaissance pod system for carriage on
tactical aircraft onboard A-7 aircraft

p0190 A77-2J519
Integration of a tactical reconnaissance system

with Navy attack aircraft
p0190 A77-23522

Aerodynamic and dynamic design and development of
the main rotor of the VAH-64 advanced attack
helicopter

p0244 S77-268S8
T700 engine flight test experience on DTTAS and AAB

[SAB PAPEB 760934] p0260 A77-282J9
F/A-18 strike fighter aircraft

p0295 A77-30500
Towards a complete F-1 family Dassault
aircraft versatility

p0306 A77-32214
The AV-8B wing - Aerodynamic concept and design

[AIAA 77-607] p0351 A77-34959
Project work on a strike BP7

pOU16 A77-3951S
The Army's improved main rotor blade for the AB-1
helicopter
[AHS 77-33-12] pOOIB A77-40056

Hew technology ATE in support of the IAH-60
advanced attack helicopter Automatic Test
Equipment
[ A I A A PAVEB 77-896] p0052 A77-01980

XP-19 Ef suite
P0466 A77-4339J

Identification of critical failures and cost
effective reliability improvement approaches
[AD-A028333] p0177 B77-17022

Statistical analysis methodology for the DS Navy
aircrew automated escape systems
[AD-A035068] p0381 S77-25130

GATOB/AV-8A environmental captive flight vibration
response tests
[AD-A036098] p0527 B77-30111

ATTACRIIG (ASSAOLTIBG)

The army picks a winner DB-60A helicopter
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p0358 A77-36626
&TTBBDATIOB
HT ACOOSTIC ATTEHOATIOS
BT BICBOSAVI ATTEHOATIOH
ATTIIODE (IHCLIBATIOI)
SI PITCH (IBCLIHATIOH)
HI BOLL
RT TAB

Application of the Global Positioning System as an
attitude reference for near-earth users

p0152 A77-20675
&TTITODB COBTBOL
HT DIBECTIOHAL CONTBOL
HT LATEBAL COHTBOL
HT LOBGITODIBAL COBTE01
NT TBBOST VECTOB COBTB01

The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using
the multiple model adaptive control /HHAC/ method

p0011 A77-12428
Attitude control of a pilotless aircraft by

radioactive probes
COBEBA, TP HO. 1976-112] p O I S Q A77-20867

Development trends in aircraft control systens
p025» A77-27157

A two-level adaptive controller for application to
flight control systems
[ A I A A 77-1092] pOU56 A77-42797

Thrust augmented spin recover; device
(HASA-CASE-LAB-11970-1] p0323 H77-22117

ATTITDDB GTBOS
HT GIBO BOBIZOHS

ATTITDDE IBDICATOBS
BT GYBO HOBIZOHS

An Extended range Sensor Package (ESP)
[AD-A027850] p0177 H77-17025

ATTITUDE STABILITY
BT DIBECTIOHAL STABI1ITY
HT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
HT LATEHA1 STABILITY
HT LOHGITDDIHAl STABILITY
Dual-spin spacecraft dynamics under conditions of

a rotating unbalanced platform and rotor asymmetry
[IAF PAPEB 76-019] pOOOS A77-10882

Attitude instability in stead; rolling and roll
resonance

p0108 A77-17494
Flight test of stick force stability in
attitude-stabilized aircraft
[AIAA 77-1121] pOH58 A77-43154

Development of a hydroflnidic vernier rocket
control system for ejection seat stabilization
[AD-A034543] p0365 H77-2<4077

AUDIO VISDAL EQDIPBECT
0 TBAIHIHG DEVICES
0 7ISOAL AIDS
AODITOBY PBBCBPTIOB

Dse of changeover designs in subjective experiments
Latin square method in aircraft noise

perception test experimental design
p01Q9 A77-B1771

AODITOBY SIGBALS
Experimental cognition for qualification of voice

warning systems in aircraft
[DGLB PAPEH 76-211] p0091 A77-16531

AOSBBBTATIOH
HT STABILITY AUGBBHTATIOH
HT TBBOST AOGHEHTATIOH

Acoustic tests of angmentor wing model
[HASA-TH-I-3519] p0315 H77-220»6

AOStBALIA
Hovercraft operation in the Torres strait between

Australia and Papua Hew Guinea
pOlOO A77-17040

AOSTBIA
Austria's role in international civil aviation

p0551 A77-I18II16
AOTOGYBOS

The investigation of some unusual handling
characteristics of a light autogyro

p0562 A77-13339
AOTOBATIC COBTBOL
HT ADAPTIVE COHTBOL
HT ADTOHATIC FLIGHT COHTBOL
HT AOTOBATIC LAHOIHG COHTEOL
HT DYBABIC CCHTBOL
RT FEEDBACK COHTBOL
BT BOBBBICAL COSTEOt
HT OPTIBAL COHTBOL
HT PBOPOBTIOBAL COHTIOL

HT SEQUEHTIAL COBTBOL
HT TIHB OPTIBAL COBTBOL
Beliability of autonated flight service stations

p0003 A77-109«2
Developing an automatic grade monitor for aviation

fuels
pOOnq A77-13173

Astroglide - The advanced automatic gnldeway
transit system

p0099 A77-170JO
ATC automation with minicomputers

p0108 A77-17183
Synthesis of an automatic aircraft control system

pOIII A77-1850J
An automatic-control air-jet-propelled ACV

pOISD A77-2072H
Batheiatical model of elastic structure in flight

dynamics studies
P0252 A77-271JJ

Computer estimates of flight safety
P0252 A77-^71J8

Application of Kalman filters to automated ATC
systems

p0299 A77-310bO
Air route surveillance radar

pOJ«7 A77-3Q87a
Air traffic control in the Soviet Union

p0357 A77-36561
FAA's flight service stations in modernization
process for general aviation

pOJ58 A77-36570
The HITBE HETBEK air traffic control simulation

laboratory
p03b8 A77-36571

Theory of automatic aircraft power plant control:
Russian book

pO»67 A77-43601
The development and simulation of an automatic

gunnery system for advanced fighter aircraft
pOS16 A77-U72S7

Evolution of automatic opening lap belts in high
performance aircraft

p0558 A77-199H6
Display/control requirements for VTOL aircraft
[HASA-CB-145026] p0032 H77-11030

Self-tuning regulators adaptive control research
p0329 1177-22812

A historical perspective for advance in flight
control systems

p0375 H77-2505b
Development of a digital automatic control law for
steep glideslope capture and flare
tHASA-CB-2831] p0383 B77-25119

Integrated Propulsion control System (IPCS).
Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A032H39] pOJBb H77-2S175

Integrated Propulsion control System. Volume V:
Bet hodology
[AD-A033062] p0386 H77-25176

Beqnirements for flight testing automated terminal
service
[AD-AOQ1975] p0588 H77-3J1J7

ADTOBATIC COBTBOL VALVES
HT PBBSSDBE BEGOLATOBS

AOTOBATIC DMA PBOCESSIBG
0 DATA PBOCBSSIBG

AOTOBATIC FLIGHT COHTBOL
HT AUTOBATIC LAHDIHG COBTBOL

A modal control technique and its application to
stabilization of rotorcraft flight

p0116 A77-190JS
Automatic flight inspection of radio navigation
facilities

p01b2 A77-^06b9
Bealization problems concerning reliable CCV
flight guidance systems
[DGLB PAPEB 76-243] p0156 A77-21878

Development trends in aircraft control systems
p025« A77-271S7

An adaptive flight controller for the F-8 without
explicit parameter identification

p0267 A77-28KUH
Specific failure identification algorithms for the
F-8

p0267 A77-288U6
fall flight regime autothrottle system

pOJOl) A77-32072
Designing stable programmed flight-vehicle motion

p030i A77-32U91
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Synthesis cf control systems with specified
transfer functions applied to aircraft
notion in pitching plane

p0355 A77-35929
A contribution for solving the flutter equation

considering powered controls and automatic
flight control

p0360 A77-36979
Application of pole allocation to the design of

stabilization systems, illustrated by the
longitudinal notion of an aircraft

p0360 A77-36980
Lessons learned in digital flight control

flight test en A-7D aircraft
p0395 A77-37362

Operational requirements for the nicrovave landing
system

pOtOO A77-37706
Cost effective design of an air transport flight

control maintenance system
[ A I A A 77-1103] pO«57 A77-42816

Equivalent system approaches to handling qualities
analysis and design problems of augmented aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1122] pO<(58 A77-q3155

Development of an integrated fire/flight control
system for a high-performance fighter aircraft
f A I A A PAPER 77-1078] pO<l61 A77-43201

The electromagnetic autonavigation system /the
ESAR system/

pO«67 A77-U3S76
Construction of stable programmed flight vehicle

motion
pO«69 A77-UU091

Active control technology aircraft design
p0510 A77-0552«

EDBOCOSTBOL and radar automated air traffic
control radar system implementation

p0551 A77-48IM3
Design of nonlinear automatic flight control systems

p0552 A77-U8693
Failure analysis of digital systems using simulation

p0560 A77-50501
Evolution cf aircraft design through the concept

of the control configured vehicle
[OHEBA, IP MO. 1977-129] p0563 A77-51004

Control methods for aiding a pilot during STOL
engine failure transients
[SASA-CH-1U9280] p0131 H77-15049

Propulsion system/flight control integration for
supersonic aircraft

p0218 S77-18010
A theoretical analysis of airplane longitudinal

stability and control as affected by vind shear
[HASA-TH-D-8II96] pOM79 N77-28138

Aircraft cybernetics
P0523 S77-30071

Estimates of the effectiveness of automatic
control in alleviating wake vortex induced roll
excursions
[SASA-TH-73267] p0529 H77-30129

Integrated path guidance system for unconventional
approach procedures

p0580 N77-32119
Structural Aspects of Active Controls

[ASABD-CP-228] p0596 N77-33208
TC-1* control system redundancy

p0597 H77-3321*
AOTOHATIC IABDIB6 COBTE01

HIS - A practical application of microwave
technology

p0098 A77-16959
Optinal landing control

p0301 A77-31Q65
Category III landing minima

p0399 477-37703
Operational reguirenents for the microwave landing

system
p O U O O 477-37706

Precision angle measurement in Doppler BIS
pOU02 A77-37728

Computer analysis of HIS in mnltipath environment
p0103 A77-37736

Interactive computer graphics in an all-weather
landing systec

p0401 477-37740
Information processing requirements for on-board

BODitoring of automatic landing
[AIAA 77-1093] p0456 477-42798

Dynamic problems of unmanned tethered rotor
platform Sea-Kiebitz with special regard to the
landing

p0464 A77-43357
Compliance with amended PAB 25.1309 - DC-10 case
history Automatic landing System
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1257] pOb09 A77-45510

The automatic flare maneuver of an airliner
VC-10 aircraft
[YTB-182] p0082 B77-1J071

The development of advanced automatic flare and
decrab for powered lift short haul aircraft
using a microwave landing system
[HASA-CR-151948] p0333 B77-2J093

Effect of gyro verticality error on lateral
autoland tracking performance for an inertially
smoothed control law
[HASA-TH-I-3545] p0436 R77-27130

AOTOHATIC PATTBBB BBCOGHITIOH
0 P4TTEBS BECOGBITIOH

AOTOSATIC PILOTS
Effects of atmospheric conditions on the operating
characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft
[IAF PAPEB 76-112] p0005 477-10912

Spacecraft flight control with the new phase space
control law and optimal linear jet select
[AIAA 77-1071] p0455 477-427B1

Automatic rollout control of the 7«7 airplane
[AI4A 77-110U] p0457 A77-42806

STOLAND
[SASA-CB-137972] p012-5 H77-1U019

Control methods for aiding a pilot during STOL
engine failure transients
[RASA-CB-149280] pOUl 877-15019

Head-up piloting aids
[HASA-TT-F-17389] p0181 B77-17057

Equating fin, motor position feedback and airframe
angular acceleration feedback autopilots, or the
angular acceleration model

p0232 B77-18164
Aircraft cybernetics

p0523 R77-J0071
AOTOHATIC SOCKET IHPACT PBBDICTOHS
0 COHPOTEBIZED SIHDLATIOB
0 IHPACT PBEDICTIOB

AOTOBATIC TEST BQOIPHBBT
Optimizing GTE tests on the basis of sequential

Bayesian procedures Gas Turbine Engine
pOIII A77-17957

Estimation of automated GTE test system
characteristics Gas Turbine Engine

p0111 A77-17958
Microprocessor-based multichannel flutter monitor
using dynamic strain gage signals

p0243 477-26839
The significance and goals of engineering
diagnostics automatic aircraft equipment
testing

P0295 477-30251
Automatic aircraft testing and checkout equipment

p0295 477-30252
Semiautomatic testing of altimeter and air-speed
indicator

p0295 A77-J0253
Combined operation of a programmed measuring

exchange and the consul 253 organizing automaton
for aircraft testing

p0295 477-30251
Dynamic-stress-data management for aeromechanical
testing of tnrbomachinery computer aided
data acquisition system

p0352 477-35008
Heasnrement-data system for investigating the
thermal stability of structures of aircraft

p0358 A77-36619
Avionics design for testability S-3A aircraft

p0396 A77-37382
Programmable data logger for automatic test
equipment for aircraft control systems

p01"t6 477-I11JB8
Software for automatic test equipment for
aircraft systems

p0146 477-141389
Testing gyroscopic systems with automatic test

equipment
p04«6 A77-H1J90

Testing of propulsion system diagnostic equipment
aircraft engine monitoring and inspection

systems
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[ A I A A PAPEB 77-885] pO«52 477-41983
Hen technology ATE in support of the YAB-64

advanced attack helicopter Automatic Test
Equipment
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-896] p0452 477-41984

< Central integrated test system /CITS/ - check
three tines for onboard testing of B-1
aircraft
[AIA4 PAPEB 77-1260] p0510 A77-45513

Bicrocompnter BPV stabilization and contiol eyeten
p0518 A77-IJ73U8

Acquisition of test coipatible avionics - An
updated approach

p0555 477-49645
Automatic systems check-oat

p0574 A77-51351
Advanced high speed roller bearing inspection

techniques
[AD-A042121] p0546 H77-31529

AOTOBATIOH
Automated Terminal Service for airport tower

installation
p0152 177-20668

One aatovalk - Two directions: Hew means of
transport at Frankfurt airport

p0317 477-34479
Automation of the low density terminal ATC

facilities
p0358 A77-36572

AOTOBOBILE EBGIHES
Automotive engines - A viable alternative for

aircraft
[SAE PAPEH 770*66] p0393 A77-37084

Application of automobile emission control
technology to light piston aircraft engines

p0184 H77-17083
AUTOPILOTS

0 AUTOMATIC PILOTS
AOTOEOTATIOH

Aerodynamic performance of vind turbines
[PB-259089/1] p0234 H77-18598

OB-58A autorotational evaluation
[AD-A035727] p0384 H77-2S156

AOIILIABT POiEB SOOBCES
HT CHEMICAL AUXH.IAHY POiEB OBITS

Sone experience with small engines onboard
combined starter and auxiliary power gas turbine
engine

p0101 A77-17232
Development of nickel-zinc batteries for aircraft

p0258 477-28148
Evaluation of sealed lead acid batteries for

aircraft applications
p0258 A77-28150

Emergency-power benefits to multi-engine helicopters
p0505 A77-4U515

Electroenergy supply for airports. IV
p0556 A77-49658

Auxiliary power system for activity cooled aircraft
[HASA-CASE-11B-11626-1] p0073 H77-12332

High speed hydraulic starter motor for aircraft
auxiliary pover unit
[AD-A027413] p0172 H77-16065

Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: High rate
discharge egnipment
[AD-A031866] p0329 R77-2266S

Subsystem design analysis light weight alternator
(model test program). Addendnm,/2
[AD-A041257] p0592 H77-33171

AV-8A AIBCBAFT
0 BABBIEB 4IBCBAFT
ATAILABILITT

Reliability of automated flight service stations
p0003 477-10442

Beliability. availability,
maintainability/logistics /BAB/LOS/

p0559 477-50456
1VALAICHB DIODES

Lightning protection for status and control lines
of the Bark III instrument landing system

p0055 A77-15406
AWI4TIOH
0 AEBOHAOTICS
AVIATOBS
0 AIBCBiPT PILOTS
AVIOHICS

Estimating procedures associated with aircraft
aodificatlons
(SAiE PAPEB 1101] p0009 A77-12181

An overview of the Air Force Intrasystem Analysis
Program /IAP/ for electromagnetic
compatibility

p0055 A77-15410
Prediction of lightning-induced voltages in
aircraft electrical circuits

p0056 A77-15412
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for
airborne systems controls in an BF-pollnted
environlent

p0056 A77-15416
A hybrid configured fiber optic data bos system

P0058 A77-15841
Sneak circuit analysis of military systems

p0097 A77-16732
An avionics design philosophy for a Canadian
coastal patrol aircraft

p0135 A77-19650
Bemotely piloted vehicles - The influence of
system thinking on applied technology

p01H9 A77-20622
Processor system configuration in the HOE
helicopter environment Bap-of-the-Earth

p0153 A77-20690
Countdown on a new international deterrent

F-16 avionics design
P0189 A77-23367

ECCB measures of effectiveness counter ECS
theory and equipment

p0189 477-23368
The A8/GBB-99 Dynamic Loran Inertial Simulator

p0196 A77-21596
Vibration testing of an externally-mounted
avionics system based on BIL-STD-810C

p0211 A77-26030
Sundstrand maintains lead in GPRS battle - Bark II
system on offer Ground Proximity laming
Systems

p0250 A77-27027
Avionics of the helicopter Ka-26 Bnssian book

\ p0269 A77-29101
F/A-18 strike fighter aircraft

p0295 A77-30500
An improved management approach to upgrade avionic
system reliability F-11 Phoenix system
operational reliability and availability

"• p0300 A77-31J11
Flexible mnltimission avionics F-18/A-18

features
p0300 A77-31448

Artful dodger of the 1980s B-1 avionics and ECa
p0300 477-31H19

Avionic system integration of advanced military
aircraft with emphasis on electromagnetic
compatibility

p0302 A77-31781
HBCA system compatibility EHC

p0302 A77-31781
A civilian spinoff shapes military aircraft

p0302 A77-31837
The SF-111A

p0310 A77-33179
Avionics and radio electronics of the Yak-QO
aircraft Bussian book

p0312 A77-33"l»8
Advanced integrated display system /AIDS/ for
V/STOL aircraft
lAIAA 77-600] p0350 A77-31955

Environmental considerations for avionics
installation
CSAB PAPEB 770K07] p0391 A77-37068

Advantages of a time division multiplex data bus
for remotely piloted vehicle built-in-test

p0395 477-37379
Increasing system reliability with BITE

Built-in Test Equipment for avionics
p0396 477-37380

Fault detection/isolation results from AAFIS
hardware built-in-test Advanced Automatic
Fault Isolation System

P0396 A77-37381
Avionics design for testability S-34 aircraft

p0396 477-37382
Aerospace applications of microprocessors

p0396 A77-37393
Failure detection without excessive hardware
redundancy in aircraft control data
Instrumentation

p0396 A77-3739H
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Kalman filter design and performance for an
operational F-4 loran inertial weapon delivery
system

p0396 A77-37396
Design of a digital flight control systen using

area multiplexing
p0396 A77-37405

Design of avionics for the AHST Advance Medium
Stol Transport aircraft

p0396 A77-37407
F-15 TEHS test facility Tactical Electronic

Warfare System
p0397 A77-37408

Microprocessor development for a digital Flight
Control System voter/monitor

p0397 A77-37412
AN/APQ-148 Bultimcde radar for the A-6E all

weather attack aircraft
p0397 477-37420

Guidance accuracy considerations for the Microwave
Landing System

p0397 A77-37454
The F-111 OFF dynamic simulation system

p0398 A77-37468
Power contreller overview - Status and trends

p0398 A77-371I73
Development of a 1200 KVA aircraft electrical

power system
p0398 A77-37474

All weather operations - An airline review
p0399 A77-37702

Instrumentation for an air-to-ground target
acquisition experiment

p0406 A77-38020
Symposium on Avionics versus Electrics - Rho
Should Determine Future Power Supplies, London,
England, March 15, 1977, Proceedings

p0408 A77-38158
Power utilisation in electronic loads

p0408 A77-38462
Avionic power supplies - Integrity aspects

airworthiness requirements
p0408 A77-38163

Urcraft electrical power generation - The needs
and practicalities

p0408 A77-38464
The system approach to airborne electrical power

supplies
p0409 A77-38465

A flight control system using the DAIS architecture
Digital Avionics Information System

[ A I A A 77-1100] pO<!56 A77-42804
Application of microelectronic technology to

general aviation flight control
[ A I A A 77-1102] p0457 A77-42805

An experimental study on a combined outside
world/instrument displ'ay for helicopter
operation at night and in bad weather

p0465 A77-43359
Operational reliability and reliability testing

Book
p0508 A77-45173

Synergistic growth of ITCS to a tactical SPY C2
system Integrated Target Control System

p0517 A77-47343
Advanced avicnics for the Advanced Remotely
Piloted Vehicle /AHPV/

p0518 A77-47350
Acquisition of test compatible avionics - An

updated approach
p0555 A77-49645

Reliability improvement warranty techniques and
applications to F-16 aircraft

p0559 A77-50477
Effects of temperature en avionics reliability

p0560 A77-50497
Failure analysis of digital systems using simulation

p0560 A77-50501
Combined Environment Reliability Test /CEBT/

for avicnics
p0560 A77-50504

Data item description for acquisition of detailed
performance characteristics and signal tracing
diagrams for electronics
[AD-A026953] p0123 S77-14021

Research and development in support of Canadian
military air requirements

p0126 577-14984

Internal interaction analysis. Topological
concepts and needed model improvements
[AD-A027047] p0132 B77-15250

General aviation accidents involving aerobatics,
1972 - 1974
[PB-257747/6] p0177 N77-17020

Review of operational aspects of initial
experiments utilizing the 0.S. MLS microwave
landing system effectiveness

p0226 H77-18082
Status of research into lightning effects on

aircraft
p0227 N77-18099

Feasibility of predicting operational removals or
failures of new avionic equipment (HTBB tracking
of S-3A avionics)
[AD-A030317] p02d3 N77-18466

Flight test evaluation of AVOID 2 (avionic
observation of intruder danger) collision
avoidance system ,
[AD-A033596] p0317 877-22061

Computer simulation incorporating a heliccpter
model for evaluation of aircraft avionics systems
[NASA-TH-X-3491] pOJIB N77-22098

Control strategies for complex systems for use in
aerospace avionics
[AD-A032673] pOJ18 N77-22101

Mid-1980s digital avionics information system
conceptual design configuration
[AD-A032137] p0318 H77-22103

Support equipment program for avionics readiness:
Intitial planning
[AD-A033585] pOJIS S77-22104

Function and configuration analysis program
[AD-A034206] pOJ34 N77-2J104

An experimental facility for dynamic combined
environments reliability testing of airborne
equipment
[AD-A034499] p0337 N77-2J133

An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 1:
Operational considerations
[NASA-CR-145107] p0365 N77-24082

An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 2:
Evaluation of airborne navigation system
performance during RNAV/MLS transition
[NASA-CR-145108] p0365 N77-24083

Flight testing of displays in a helicopter
p0370 H77-24125

Civil nini-BPA's for the 1980's: Avionics design
considerations remotely piloted vehicles
[HASA-CS-137679] p0370 N77-2413J

Chronological overview of past avionic flight
control system reliability in military and
commercial operations

POJ75 N77-25057
Future trends in highly reliable systems

aircraft flight control
pOJ75 N77-25059

Time-division multiplexed data bus integration
techniques avionics

P0376 1177-25071
Space shuttle engineering and operations support.
Avionics system engineering
[SASA-CR-151364] p0388 H77-25236

Flight test results of the Strapdown hexad
Inertial Reference Onit (SIRD). Volume 1:
Flight test summary
CHAS&-TH-73163] p0427 S77-26111

A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes
[NASi-CB-153268] p0439 H77-27871

Aircraft equipment
p052J H77-30069

System avionic architectures for RPVs
[AD-A041502] p0581 N77-32145

Avionics data for cost estimating
[AD-A04326S] p0582 H77-321H6

1VOIDAHCE
HI COLLISION AVOIDANCE
MACS AIBCBAFT
NT E-2 AIBCBAFT
HI B-3A AIBCBAFT
NT E-4A AIBCBAFT
AXIAL COHPBBSSOBS
0 TDBBOCOMPBESSOBS

AIIAL FLOB
A note on the acoustic effect of non-nniforuly

distributed stator rows
p0002 A77-10347
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SUBJECT IHDSX AZIHOTB

Some experimental investigations on the
improvement of the off-design performance of a
single stage axial flcv fan

p0103 A77-17242
Supersonic compressors vith subsonic and

supersonic axial inlet component
p0103 A77-17243

Coupled ccmpressor-diffnser flov instability
p0199 A77-24934

Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis
of unsteady supersonic cascades. II -
Aerodynamic response predictions
[ASBE P»PEB 77-GT-45] p0264 A77-28558

Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study,
volume 1
[BASA-CB-135068-VOL-1] p0035 H77-11046

Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study.
Volume 2: Data compilation
CBASA-CB-135068-YOI.-2] p0035 N77-11047

Investigation of rotating stall phenoaena in axial
flow compressors. Volume 2: Investigation of
rotor-stator interaction noise and lifting
surface theory for a rotor
[AD-A030070] p0239 H77-19073

Investigation of rotating stall phenoaena in axial
flov compressors. Volume 1: Basic studies of
rotating stall
[AD-A031658] p0319 H77-22108

Investigation of rotating stall phenoaena in axial
flov coapressors. volume 3: Development of a
rotating stall control system
[A.D-A031659] p0319 H77-22109

A note on compressor exit static pressure
maldistributions in asymmetric flov
[COED/A-TOBBO/TB-79] p0482 H77-28440

AIIAt H,OI COHPBESSOBS
0 TUBBOCOBPBESSOBS

AHA I. HOB PDBPS
HT TOBBINE COUPS

AXIAI PLOf TOBBIHIS
Certain characteristics of blade oscillations

under conditions of rotating distortion
p0060 A77-15985

Force on a fixed rov of blades from an evenly
distributed nonstationary flov

p0061 A77-15998
Seducing secondary losses by blowing cold air in a

turbine
[DGIB PAPEB 76-164] p0093 A77-16558

A theoretical investigation on the structure of
fan vakes
C A S B E PAPEB 76-1A/FE-22] p02i« A77-26440

Thr«e-dimensicnal analysis of blade force and
sound generation for an annular cascade in
distorted flows

p0257 A77-27802
High-temperature potential of nncooled radial

turbines
[ASHE PAPEB 77-6T-06] p026» A77-28559

Analysis of floss in axial compressors
p0312 A77-33325

Streamline curvature in the passage of aerofoil
blade cascade

p0346 A77-34464
Calculation of svirling flov in tarbonachine

cascades on the basis of two-dimensional theory
p0353 A77-35098

A cooled laminated Integral axial turbine
demonstration
filJU PIPBB 77-909J pO«T2 A77-3S6tO

Investigations on axial flow fan impellers with
forward swept blades
[4SBE PAPEB 77-FE-1] pO»53 A77-42052

Through-flow calculations in axial tnrbcmachinery
' CiGABD-CP-195] p0065 H77-12013
Bodels for calculating flow in axial tarboaachinery

p0065 H77-12014
Through-flow calculations in axial tarbomachinery:

A technical point of view
p0066 H77-12015

Design of turbine, using distributed or average
losses; effect of biding

p0066 B77-12021
A critical review of turbine flov calculation

procedures
p0067 H77-12022

Compressor design and experimental results
p0067 H77-12023

Turbines: Presentation of calculated data and
comparison with experiments

p0067 877-1^026

Small, lov cost, expendable turbojet engine. 2:
Performance characteristics
[RASA-TB-X-3463] p0124 H77-140J1

Influence of leading edge radius on the
performance of highly deflected stator cascades
[ESA-TT-362] pOJ71 H7/-2U142

Cold air performance of a
12.766-centineter-tip-diaueter axial-tlov cooled
turbine. 2: Effect of air ejection on turbine
performance
[HASA-TP-1018] P0524 H77-30089

naltistage axial-flow tnrbonachinery wake
production, transport, and interaction
[AD-A041108] pObHJ N77-J117J

Cold-air performance of a
12.766-centmeter-tip-diameter axial-flcv cooled
turbine. 3: Effect of rotor tip clearance on
overall performance of a solid blade configuration
IHASA-TP-1032] pOi77 87/-J20B2

illil S78BSS
Besizing procedure for structures under combined

mechanical and thermal loading
p0002 A77-10214

AIISIBRETBIC BODIES
Hunerical solution of axisynmetric boattail flov

fields vith plume simulators
f/SIAA PAPEB 77-224] p01«2 A77-1980S

prediction of pressure distributions on
aiisymmetric bodies in transonic flov
[AHA EAPEB 77-226] p0162 A77-22248

Comparison of axisymnetric and nonaxisymnetric
nozzles installed on the F-15 configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 77-842] p0410 A77-38555

The inverse problem for axisymaetric aerodynamic
shapes
[AIAA 77-1175) p0447 A77-4175J

Lov Beynolds nnnber flov past a blunt axisyometric
body at angle of attack

pOU6B A77-4J7J7
Computer program for estimating coefficients of

aiisymmetric bodies at extremely high angle of
attack
[BRVG-FBST-76-11J p0224 N77-18059

AZISIH8ETBIC FLOI
HI AHHOLAB F10S
Compressible subcritical flov through anally

symmetric sharp-lipped orifices and nozzles
p0014 A77-1J555

Wavelength in axisyametric steady supersonic tree
jets

p0090 A77-16421
An initial approach to the design of very wide

angle axisymmetric diffusers vith gauzes to
achieve uniform outlet velocity profiles
[ASHE PAPEB 76-VA/FE-3] p0213 A77-26433

A numerical solution of the axisymmetric jet
counterflov problem

p0261 A77-28409
Vortex pairing and organized structures in
axisymmetric Jets under controlled excitation

pOJKS A77-3J8S7
Operation of a turbine stage under variable

conditions flov parameters determination in
aerodynamic design

p0408 A77-JB136
study of a nonisothermal axisynmetric near wake

pO«68 A77-«JW8
Applicability of axisymmetric analysis in

predicting supersonic flov through annular
• cascades
[ASBE PAPEB 76-PHR-B] p0502 A77-44J44

The theoretical determination of the base pressure
in supersonic flov

pOS08 A77-453HB
Bumerical analysis of the axisymmetric flov past a
pervious shell vith a hole at the vertex

p0562 A77-5093S

Transonic performance of Bach 2.65 auxiliary flov
aiisymmetric inlet
I HASA-CB-2747] p0024 »77-100!>b

Finite element method for tnrough-flov calculations
p0066 N77-1201B

AILES
0 SHAFTS (HACRIDE BLERERTS)

AZIBOTB
DABS monopnlse summary aonopnlse azimuth
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AJF AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IHDEI

estimation
[AD-A038157/U] p0427 N77-26114

A simple closed-form solution of a position-fixing
problem
[AD-A039303] p0538 N77-31127

A2F AIBCBAFT
U A-6 AIBCBAFT

AID AIBCBAFT
0 A-a AIRCRAFT

B
B-1 AIECEAFI

Safety concepts and innovations on the B-1 Bomber
p0097 A77-16734

5-1 flight test progress report no. 2
p0157 A77-2200U

Damage tolerance program for the B-1 composite
stabilizer
[AIAA 77-16H] p0206 A77-25770

Development of the windshield for the B-1 aircraft
p025<! A77-2746U

Production validation of composite secondary
airframe structures

p0255 A77-27509
Can land-based strategic bombers survive an SLBH

attack Submarine launched Ballistic Hissile
assault on B-1 bases

p0295 A77-301911
Artful dodger of the 1980s B-1 avionics and ECU

p0300 A77-31XU9
Central integrated test system /CITS/ - Check

three times for onboard testing of B-1
aircraft
[AIAJ PAPER 77-1260] p0510 A77-1I5513

Composite horizontal stabilizer for the B-1 -
Design, fabrication and test

p0512 A77-46519
B-1 forward radome microvave test range

pOSS6 A77-49743
Internal interaction analysis. Topological

concepts and needed model improvements
[AD-A027C17] p0132 H77-15250

Fractnre Mechanics Evaluation of B-1 Materials.
Volume 1: Text
[AD-A039883] p019« N77-29287

Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of B-1 Materials.
Volume 2: Fatigue crack growth data
[AD-A03S785] p0195 H77-29288

Design and development of a structural mode
control system
[NASA-CB-113846] p0595 N77-33201

B-52 AIBCBAFT
Effects of control lavs and relaxed static

stability on vertical ride quality of flexible
aircraft

p0529 H77-30128
B-70 AIBCBAFT

Flight-measured lift and drag characteristics of a
large, flexible, high supersonic cruise airplane
[NASA-TM-I-3532] p0366 N77-24100

BAG AIBCBAFT
KT EAC 111 AIBCBAFT
HI VC-10 AIBCEAFT

BAC 111 AIBCBAFT
Design and theoretical assessment of experimental

glide path and flare systems for a BAC 1-11
aircraft (including direct lift control)
[ABC-CP-1337] p0475 N77-28104

BACKGBOOHD BADIATIOH
Target and background signature test program

[AD-A025822] p0086 H77-1383H
BACKIIGS

0 BACKUPS
BACKSCATTEBIBG

Measurement of wake vortex strength by Beans of
acoustic back scattering

p0008 A77-11712
BACKUPS

Multiple backup systens assure operation of
aircraft hydraulic functions for Fokker F-28

p0195 A77-24575
BAGS
NT AIB BAG BESTBAIHT DEVICES
BALA1CE

Aircraft tires: Balance pad bonding integrity
[AD-A024815] p007» N77-12H13

Bill BEABIHGS
slip of bearings with both races rotating in

axial-flow compressor two-spool engines
p0058 A77-157<)7

Bearing restoration by grinding
[HASA-CB-149188] p0039 B77-11404

Ceramic airframe bearings
[AD-A025142] p0074 N77-12420

Steady-state unbalance response of a three-disk
flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports
[HASA-TH-X-73666] pOb91 H77-JJ160

BALLISTIC BARGES
Investigation of the size of the wake of a cone

flying at hypersonic speed
p0137 A77-19746

BALLISTIC TBiJECTOBlES
Evaluation of the aerodynamic interference ot the
tunnel IT captive trajectory system on the
separation characteristics of the BLO-27 store
[AD-A032063] p0290 H77-,i10b4

BALLISTICS
SI TEBHINAL BALLISTICS
Analysis of the geometry of an axisymmetric

hypersonic wake and of the gas velocities in the
wake on the basis of aeroballistic test data

pOJ07 A77-J2383
BALLOOB FLIGHT

A mathematical model of transcontinental balloon
[IAF PAPKB 77-167] p0574 A77-51460

BALLOOBS
NT TETHEEED BALLOONS
Generation of gas to obtain lift from hydrazine -

A compact light-structure system as alternative
to hydrogen cylinders

p0057 A77-156JU
Lighter Than Air Systems Technology Conference,

Helbonrne, Fla., August 11, 12, 1977, Technical
Papers

pOat7 A77-U1751
A lighter-than-air bibliography

[AIAA 77-1177] pOIIS A77-4175*
Tethered aerostats - Technology improvements

[AIAA 77-1181] pO<418 A77-41757
BASDP&SS FILTEBS
HI TEACKIBG FILTEBS
Application of a modified complementary filtering
technique for increased aircraft control system
frequency bandwidth in high vibration environment
[BASA-TM-X-710011] p0186 N77-1710J

BABDSIDTH '
HI BBOADBAND
The use of spread-spectrum techniques for

improving MLS multipath resistance
p0402 A77-J7727

Application of a modified complementary filtering
technique for increased aircraft control system
frequency bandwidth in high vibration environment
[HASA-IM-X-7100'I] p0186 B77-17103

A simulator to produce narrowband multipath
effects on L-band aircraft-to-satellite signals
[PB-263624/9] p0374 S77-2H372

BAISIRG FLIGBT
0 TDBHIHG FLIGHT
BABDEEI APPEOIIHATIOH
0 SOBFACE PROPEBTIES

BABBICADBS
0 BABBIEBS

BABBIEBS
Aircraft fire simulator testing of candidate fire

barrier systems
[AD-A038601] pO»75 »77-28102

BABXCBITBB
0 CEHTEB OF GBAVITI

BASE FLOB
A study of free jets and jets launched from the

base of a cylinder immersed in a hypersonic stream
p0307 A77-32171

BASE BEATIBG
Normal impingement of a supersonic jet on a plane:

A basic study of shock-interference heating
[AD-A024511] p0019 H77-10026

BASE PBESSOBB ,
Two-dimensional aft bodies for minimum pressure

drag in supersonic flow
pOOIb A77-1JH96

Flight-test base pressure measurements in
turbulent flow

p0057 A77-15718
Calculation of base pressure in ejector nozzles of

different length for the case of a zero ejection
coefficient
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SUBJECT INDEX BIBLIOGRAPHIES

p0137 A77-19747
Flow separation downstream of a stepvise change in

diameter of a rod centered in a wind tunnel
p0192 A77-23754

Calculations of hysteresis and flovrate
oscillations of bottom pressure in supersonic
annular nozzles

p0251 477-27093
The theoretical determination of the base pressure

in supersonic flow
p0508 A77-45388

Hake region perturbation for base drag reduction
[AD-A026147] p0120 H77-13998

BATTEBIBS
0 ELECTBIC EATTEBIES
BATTBB1 SBPABATOBS
D SEPABATOBS
BATES TBBOBEH

Optimizing GTE tests on the basis of sequential
Bayesian procedures Gas Turbine Engine

p0111 A77-17957
Aircraft identification by moment invariants

p0155 A77-21683
Bayesian estimation of crack initiation times from
service data
[AIA* 77-383] p020S A77-25702

Failure detection of aircraft engine output
sensors via Bayesian hypothesis testing
C A I A A P A P E R 77-838] ponog A77-38554

BAYESIAH StttIS1T.es
0 BAYES THEOBEH
BCC LATTICES
D BODY CENTEBED COBIC LATTICES
BEACOBS
NT BADAR BEACONS
NT BADIO BEACONS
Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A030368/5] p0121 N77-14000

BEAHS (BADIATIOH)
NT LIGHT BEAMS
NT BADAE BEABS
BBABS (SUPPORTS)
NT BOX BEAMS
NT CANTILEVEB BEAHS
NT CUBVED BEAHS
Analysis of mnlticontonr thin-wall structures by

the cell method
p0112 A77-17970

Prediction of the angular vibration of aircraft
structures

p0142 A77-19977
Elastic pitch beam tail xotor
[AD-A035175] p0384 N77-25158

BEARING (DIRECTION)
A Bid-air collision threat algorithm that uses

bearing data
[AD-A033617] p0332 B77-23075

BEARINGS
NT BALL BEABINGS
NT JODBNAL EEABIBGS
NT BOLLEB BIASINGS
Teflon airframe bearings - Their advantages and

limitations
p0159 A77-22146

Influence of the lubricant inertia on the
stability of a rotor in short sliding bearings

p0202 A77-25478
Quality assurance for Lastoflez elastomeric

helicopter bearings - Application of new and old
technologies

p02i|7 A77-26884
Bearing materials and frictional units for
operation without lubricant

p0405 A77-37783
Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing

shock pulse techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 77-994] p0413 A77-38626

BEAT
0 SYNCHRONISM

BEECH AIBCBAFt
0 BEECHCBAFT AIRCRAFT

BBECBCRAFT AIBCBAFT
Evaluation of empennage fatigue loads for the

Beech Super King Air using a flight simulator
[SAB PAPEB 770461] p0393 A77-37082

Flight test evaluation of a method to deternine
the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[NASA-CH-149889] p0281 N77-20076

BELL AIBCBAFT
BT OH-1 HELICOPTER
NT X-22 AIBCBAFT
HT XV-15 AIRCRAFT
Composite main rotor blade for the 214 helicopter

p0247 A77-26880
Isolation of rotor induced vibration with the Bell

focal pylon-nodal beam system
[SAE PAPEB 760892] p0258 A77-^8^11

Bell helicopter's model 222
p0274 A77-29786

Advanced two-bladed rotor systems at Bell
Helicopter Tertron

p0344 A77-J3790
BENCHES

t> SEATS
BEHDIIG
HT ELASTIC BENDING

BENDING DIAGBABS
An experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness

of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and twist
deformations
[NASA-CH-137969] p0018 N77-10009

BENDING FATIGDE
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue
evalaation /'FALSTAFF'/- I - Introduction to
FALSTAFF

p0048 A77-1J766
BENDING HOHENTS

Selection of the optimal longitudinal assembly for
a multispar boz of a wing with allowance for a
nonlinear stress-strain relation

p0301 A77-J1458
Ship landing trials with the BO 105

p0164 A77-43J56
BENDING VIBRATION

Determination of the aerodynamic damping of
bending-twisting oscillations of tnrbomachine
blades in air streams

p0059 A77-15978
A sapersonic flutter-excitation mechanism for
compressor blades

p0060 A77-15989
Effects of axial-compressor stage design

parameters on aerodynamic damping and bending
flutter excitation in dynamically uniform blades

p0060 A77-15991
Experimental determination of aerodynamic

influence coefficients during tending-twisting
oscillations of blades in a flat lattice

p0060 A77-1599J
Experimental and theoretical investigations ot the

aerodynamic damping of turbojet rotor blade
vibrations

p0145 A77-20141
Fatigue strength of aircraft propeller blades

p041J A77-38759
BEBILLIOH

A corrosion protection system for beryllium in
aircraft brake applications

p0308 A77-J2610

BEBILLIUH ALLOTS
Softbody impact resistance of beryllium/titanium
composite blades
[AD-A032438] pOJ25 N77-22196

BBVBBAGBS
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267649/2] pOS37 N77-J1118

BIAS
NT BESPONSE BIAS

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
A lighter-than-air bibliography

[AliA 77-1177] p0448 A77-41754
Compilation of measures to increase the fatigue

strength of aircraft structures
[LBF-TB-126/75] p0040 N77-11447

Independent altitude monitor: A literature
search, analysis, and bibliography
[AD-A029541/0] pOOSO N77-13056

On the maintenance of aircraft engines. A
bibliography, 1968 - 1975
[TDCK-67505] pOSJS N77-2J107
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BIB1BY SYSTEMS (DIGITAL) SUBJECT IIDBX

Bibliography on task-oriented flight control systems
pO»32 H77-26167

Bird strike hazards: A bibliography, 1971 - 1976
[NAL-BIBL-SEB-77] p0587 N77-33131

BIH1EY SYSTBHS (DIGITAL)
D DIGITAL SISTERS

BIBDEES (ADB1SIVES)
D ADHESIVES

BIODTflAHICS
Measurement and prediction of structural and

biodynanic crash-impact response; Proceedings of
the Winter Annual Meeting, New York, S.Y.,
December 5-10, 1976

pOU54 A77-«256i»
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Aeronautical Engineering: A special bibliography
vith indexes, supplement 74 Aerospace
Medicine and Biology bibliography, supplement
(71). September 1976
[BASA-SP-7037(7I|) ] K77-11967

BIOHECHABICS
0 BIODYHAHICS
BIPLAIES

Closed formulae for aerodynamic coefficients of
arbitrary biplane wing sections

p0200 A77-2<4979
BIBD-AIBCBAFT COL1ISI08S

Bird hazards to aircraft: Problems and prevention
of bird/aircraft collisions Book

p0004 A77-10697
Competition for airspace - Bird strikes and

aircraft operations
pOOOS A77-11261

Birds in flight - Badar observation and avoidance
procedures which can be employed by air traffic
controllers

p0357 A77-36566
Impact behavior of polymeric matrix composite

materials
[AD-A038188] pO«81 N77-28316

Bird strike hazards: A bibliography, 1971 - 1976
[HSL-BIBL-SEB-77] p0587 H77-33131

BIBDS
Development of a Doppler radar technigue for the

detection of bird hazards to aircraft
[AD-A0301HO] p0280 S77-20058

The reduction of F-111 low-level enroute bird
hazards
[AD-A032879] p0332 N77-23076

Numerical analyses of soft body impacts on rigid
and deformable targets
[AD-A040030] p05<12 1177-31168

BLACKOUT (PBOPAGATIOB)
BT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE

BLAODEBS (RBCBABICS)
0 D I A P H R A G M S (MECHANICS)

BLADE TIPS
An analysis of the nonlinear properties of

compressor blade rings in the case of
self-excited vibrations

p0059 A77-15977
The external synchronization of slightly nonlinear

blade crowns
p0059 A77-15979

An analysis of the stability of blade rims under
conditions of random actions

p0061 A77-16000
The flow over a helicopter blade tip in the

transonic regime
[08EBA, TP HO. 1976-115] pO«6"l A77-13351

Aerodynamic problems of helicopter blade tips
[ONESA, TP NO. 1977-112] p0563 A77-50998

Investigation of subsonic fan noise sources by
fluctuating pressure measurements on rotating
blades
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1321] p0566 A77-51075

An experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness
of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and twist
deformations
[NASA-CB-137968] p0018 S77-10008

Effects of tip clearance on overall performance of
transonic fan stage with and withont casing
treatment
[BASA-TH-I-3H79] p0175 H77-16992

Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade tips
with incidence in incompressible flow
[DLB-PB-76-42] p0279 N77-20038

Dnsteady pressure measurements in rotor blade tips
with incidence in incompressible flow

[ESl-TT-370]
Helicopter hovering performance studies. 1:

Tortex wake analysis. 2: Test facility. 3:
Blade tip pressure distributions
[ A D - A 0 3 U 0 9 3 ] p0367 N77-2H101

Cold-air performance of a
12.766-centimeter-tip-diameter axial-flow cooled
turbine. 3: Effect of rotor tip clearance on
overall performance of a solid blade configuration
[NASA-TP-1032] p0577 N77-J208^

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with
stator vanes as a noise source
[BASA-TH-73706] p0582 N77-J2156

BLAST DEPLECTOBS
Small-scale test program to develop a nore

efficient swivel nozzle thrust deflector for
V/STOL lift/cruise engines
[NASA-CB-151956] p0335 N77-2J110

BLAST LOADS
Blast from moving guns loads on attacking

aircraft
pOIOS A77-J79II1

Blast from aircraft guns at subsonic and
supersonic speeds

p0468 A77-1J8J2
BLASTOFF
D BOCKET LADHCBIBG

BLEED-OFF
0 PBESSOBE REDUCTION

BLOIING
Oblique slot blowing into a supersonic laminar

boundary layer
p0107 A77-17H21

Efficiency of tangential boundary layer blowing in
conical diffnsers

p0136 A77-19710
Application of boundary layer blowing to suppress

strong shock induced separation in supersonic
inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-117] p0161 A77-2^2J5

Tangential blowing into the hypersonic boundary on
a cone

pOJ07 A77-32J79
An investigation of induced drag reduction through
over-the-wing blowing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-88U] pOtll A77-38574

Upper surface blowing aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 77-608] p0119 A77-11857

Heat transfer at the critical point of a cylinder
during intensive blowing

P0549 A77-l(805»
Three-component measurements on a model of a light

STOL aircraft with chordwise blowing
[ESA-TT-299] p0022 N77-10052

Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrust
vectoring on low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a large-scale supersonic
transport model
[NASA-TN-D-8296] p0072 B77-12065

Computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristics of upper-surface-blowing and
over-wing-blowing configurations
[HASA-TM-I-73987] p022J B77-18055

BLOIB FLAPS
0 BXTEBNALLY BLORN FLAPS

BLUFF BODIES
A theory of the supersonic turbulent azisymmetric
near wake behind bluff-base bodies

p0315 N77-220»»
BLDIT BODIES

Flow of a radiating gas over a blunt body with
intense vaporization

p0003 A77-10116
Hypersonic gas flow around slender blunt body of

revolution
pOIII A77-17961

Investigation of supersonic flow past elongated
blunt bodies of elliptical cross section

p0136 A77-197B*
Investigation of the size of the wake of a cone

flying at hypersonic speed
p0137 A77-197«6

Calculation of supersonic laminar flow about a
blunt body and the flow in the wake

p0165 A77-229JO
Investigation of the three-dimensional flow past
blunt bodies with consideration of viscosity in
the framework of boundary layer theory
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SUBJECT IBDBI BODI-SIBG COBPIGOBATIOBS

p0203 A77-25533
Ose of the finite difference method for the

calculation of three-dimensional nonequilibnum
flov past bloct bodies

p0203 A77-25534
Study of the wake behind a blunted body moving at

hypersonic velocity ,
p0307 A77-32385

Low Reynolds number flow past a blont axisymmetric
body at angle of attack

p0468 A77-43737
Convective heat and mass transfer in a hypersonic

near wake
pO«68 A77-43923

Numer ica l eolation of complete flows around
external stores
[AD-A028037] p0225 B77-18074

Hunerical solution of complete flovs around
external stores
[AD-A039213] p0531 H77-301122

BO-105 HELICOPTBH
Hingeless rotor dynamics in high speed flight

p0006 A77-11280
High-speed tests with the helicopter BO 105 HGH

[ D G L E PJPEB 76-222] p009!4 A77-16567
Hingeless rotor for the larger helicopters

[DGLB P8PEB 76-223] p0096 A77-16590
High speed flight tests with the BO 105 rigid

rotor helicopter
p0310 A77-33177

Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor
helicopter
[*HS 77-33-42] F0120 A77-110073

Dynamics of a small helicopter with a high
capacity rescue hoist

p0462 A77-43336
Botor isolation of the hingeless rotor BO-105 and

Y0H-61A helicopters
p0464 A77-43350

Development, fabrication and testing of a hybrid
composite tailbocm for BO 105

p0464 A77-433S4
Ship landing trials with the BO 105

p0464 A77-43356
Bain and tail rotor interaction noise during hover

and low-speed conditions
p0466 A77-43371

BOATS
The Him Boat - A life boat for helicopter crewmen

[ A S B E P A P E B 76-EHAS-61] p0135 A77-19502
BOATTAILS

Two-dimensional aft bodies for minimum pressure
drag in supersonic flow

p0045 A77-13496
Reynolds number and nozzle afterbody configuration

effects en ncdel forebody and afterbody drag
[ A I A A PAEEB 77-103] p0139 A77-19827

Analytical study of viscous effects on transonic
flow over boattail nozzles
[ A I A A PAPIB 77-223] p0142 A77-19908

Numerical solution of axisymmetric boattail flow
fields with f l u m e simulators
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-224] pOH12 A77-19909

An improved projectile boattail, part 2
[AD-A024073] p0031 B77-11016

Investigation of very low blockage ratio boattail
models in the langley 16-foot transonic tunnel
[NASA-TH-D-8335] p0064 N77-11998

An assessment of the Bartin-Harietta high angle of
attack aerodynamic methodology for body tail
missiles
[AD-A0280S3] p0225 B77-18066

Evaluation of boattail geometry and exhaust plume
temperature effects on nozzle afterbody drag at
transonic Rach numbers
[AD-A030852] p0225 H77-18076

Calculation of pressure distributions on two
axisynmetric boattailed configurations
[»BB-TB-1779(B) ] p0473 H77-23083

BODIES 07 BBVOLDTIOH
HT COHICAL BODIES
HT CYLIHDBICUL BODIES
HT BOTATIHG CTHBDBBS
BT SLEBDEB CORES

Pressure distributions over frontal /nose/
surfaces of bodies of revolution in transonic
flow at angles of attack of 0 to 10 deg

p0004 A77-10664

Plow interaction near the tail of a body of
revolution. I - Flow exterior to boundary layer
and wake
[ASHE PAPEB 76-FE-H] pOOOl A77-10855

Flow interaction near the tail of a body of
revolution. II - Iterative solution for flow
within and exterior to boundary layer and wake
[ASHE PAPEB 76-FE-H] pOOOU A77-108b6

Hypersonic gas flow around slender blunt body of
revolution

p0111 A77-17961
Comment on 'Induced side forces at high angles of

attack'
p0299 A77-J1071

Investigation of jet plume effects on the
longitudinal stability characteristics of a body
of revolution with various fin configurations at
Bach numbers from 0.2 to 2.3 (normal jet plume
simulator)
[AD-A024978] p0065 B77-1JU06

Aileron and Krneger nose flap effectiveness
measured on an oblique wing
[HASA-TH-I-3459] p0278 H77-^OOJ2

BODI CBHTEBED CUBIC LATTICES
Effect of structural state on the high-temperature

long-term strength of molybdenum
P0015 A77-1258J

BODI-IIBG ABD TAIL COHPIGOBATIOBS
Hi-fidelity airplane simulation model

[ A I A A 77-1166] p0460 177-44191
General study of light plane spin, aft fuselage

geometry, part 1
[BASA-TT-F-17446] pOJ83 B77-2M50

Airframe, wing, and tail aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6-scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft with the rotors
removed
[BASA-TB-D-8456] pO<4^6 877-^6082

BODI-ilBG COHFIGOBATIOBS

Investigation of the effect of interference ot a
delta wing and a half-body

p0052 A77-14882
Airfrane technology for energy efficient transport

aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 760929] p0259 A77-J8.JJ4

The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at subsonic flight speeds

p0260 A77-28367
Aerodynamics contributions to advanced aircraft

p0272 A77-29652
Numerical calculation of transonic potential flow
about wing-fuselage combinations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-677] p0361 A77-37028

Calculation of the surface pressure for a
fuselage/wing configuration situated in an ideal
fluid

pO«16 A77-39686
Two-dimensional nozzle/airrrame integration

technology - An overview
[ A I A A EAPEB 77-839] pOU51 A77-41973

OTW noise correlation for several nozzle/wing
geometries using a 5:1 slot nozzle with external
deflectors Over The Ring configurations

p0505 A77-44461
Vortex lattice prediction of subsonic aerodynamics

of hypersonic vehicle concepts
p05S4 A77-49343

Design and test of a wind tunnel model PT2, a
sonic roof-top wing on a simple body
[FFA-TH-AO-928] p0076 H77-13005

Nonlinear lifting line theory for predicting
stalling instabilities on wings of moderate
aspect ratio
[AD-A027645] p0077 H77-1J020

Supersonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration
[HASA-CB-145046] p0176 H77-17000

Theoretical method for calculation of body and
wing-body configuration coefficients up to
extremely high angles of attack
[BHVG-FBIT-76-10] p0224 H77-18058

Experimental investigation of a fin-cone
interference flow field at Rach 5
[AD-A029999] p0236 H77-19022

On the calculation of the pressure distribution of
wing-body combinations in the non-linear angle
of attack range

p0276 H77-20004
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Pressure distributions for a swept wing body
configuration obtained from coupling transonic
potential flow calculations and boundary layer
calculations

p0276 N77-20006
Theory of wing spaa loading instabilities near stall

p0277 N77-20014
Application of panel methods for unsteady subsonic

flow
[BI.R-BP-76010-0] p0379 877-25096

Wing-body interference at moderate supersonic
speeds. A comparison between panel method and
experiment
[FFA-TN-AO-940] p0380 N77-25104

Estimation at subsonic speeds of the longitudinal
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at angles up to 90 deg
[HBE-BEPT-1672(WB/D) ] p0426 N77-26080

Measurements of pressure distribution on a
half-model wing-body combination of 55 deg.
sweep over a wide range of Reynolds number
[ABC-CP-1328] pOU72 B77-28078

Interference problems en wing-faselage
combinations. Part 1: Lifting unswept wing
attached to a cylindrical fuselage at zero
incidence in midving position
[ABC-CP-1331 ] p0472 N77-28079

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 2: Symmetrical unswept wing
at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical
fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position
[ABC-CP-1332] p0173 N77-28080

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 3: Symmetrical swept wing
at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical
fuselage
[ABC-CP-1333] p0173 N77-28081

Aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
configuration with two advanced general aviation
airfoil sections and simple f l ap systems
[HASA-TN-D-8521] p0471 N77-28094

Prediction of aerodynamic interference effects on
a fighter type wing-tip tank configuration with
and without pylon and store
[NLB-TH-75C70-0] pOU88 N77-29105

F-8 oblique wing structural feasibility study
[NASA-CB-154841] p0526 S77-30107

A wind-tunnel investigation of the effects of flap
span and deflection angle,,wing planform and a
body on the high-lift performance of a 28 deg
swept wing
[ABC-CP-1372] p0535 N77-31106

An improved free wing for an aircraft
[NASA-CASE-FBC-10092-1] p0539 H77-31135

Wave drag reduction for aircraft fuselage-wing
configurations. Volume 2: Hannal for computer
programs
[AD-A040998] p0517 H77-32013

BOEIBG AIBCBiPT
NT B-52 AIECBAFT
HT BOEIHG 727 AIECBAFT
HT BOEING 717 AIBCBAFT
NT C-135 A I R C R A F T
NT CH-17 HELICOPTER
NT E-3A AIBCBAFT
NT E-4A AIBCBAFT

YC-14 - All blow and no puff general design
details

p0003 A77-10525
The Boeing 7H7 and 7X7 families

pOOIS A77-13331
Aerodynamic design future aircraft design

factors
p0153 A77-20716

Design, development, and testing of the Boeing
Yertol/Army YDH-61A

p0241 A77-26856
Conceptual design studies of Navy Type A v/STOL

aircraft
[ A I A A 77-579] p03Q9 A77-34938

BOEIHG BILITIBI AIBCBAFT
0 HILIT4BY AIBCBAFT

BOBIBG 747B AIBCBAFT
0 E-KA AIECBAFT

BOEIHG 727 AIBCBAFT
Developing a cascade thrust reverser

p001« A77-13175
Application of NASA-ABC delayed flap approach

procedures to Boeing 727 airplane

CHASA-CB-137907] p023S B77-19061
Preliminary test results of the Joint

FAA-OSAF-NASA runway research program. Part 1:
Traction measurements of several runways under
wet and dry conditions with a Boeing 727, a
diagonal-braked vehicle, and a inn-meter
[BiSA-TH-X-73909] pO<)37 1)77-̂ 7132

BOEING 747 AIBCHAFT
Shaping the flight behavior of the 747SP

pOISU 177-^1320
Full flight regime autothrottle system

p030i| A77-J2072
Development of a 1200 KVA aircraft electrical

power system
p0398 A77-37174

Automatic rollout control of the 747 airplane
[AIAA 77-1101] p0157 A77-12806

Process development for fabricating sculptured
decorative interior aircraft panels using sheet
molding compounds

pOSI^ A77-46508
Hated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for the 0.01 scale model TE 1065 (Boeing
717-100) of the 717 C»H and the O.OM05 scale
model (13-0) of the space shuttle orbiter in the
NASA Langley T/STOt transition research wind
tunnel (CAS) , volume 3
[NASA-CB-117613] p0131 »77-1bOHJ

A study of diffraction of electromagnetic waves
around large stationary aircraft ana its effects
on instrument landing system guidance signals

p0132 H77-1b22J
Effects of spoilers and gear on B-747 wake vortex
velocities
CNASA-TB-X-73197] p022J B77-180S2

Preliminary study of tug-glider freight systems
utilizing a Boeing 717 as the tug
[NASA-TH-X-71006] p0229 N77-1811B

Results of a carrier aircraft (model AX13191-4)
verification test in the Boeing transonic wind
tunnel using a 0.03-scale 717 CAM/orbiter model
15-0 (CA6), volume 1
[NASA-CB-117630] p0282 N77-20081

Results of a carrier aircraft (model AX1J191-3)
verification test in the Boeing transonic wind
tunnel using a 0.03-scale 717 CAH/orbiter model
45-0 (CA6), volume 2
[NASA-CB-147631] p0282 N77-20U82

Dynamic stability characteristics of the
combination space shuttle orbiter and ferry
vehicle
[NASA-TB-X-3497] pOJ74 N77-24169

BOLKOB AIBCEAFT
NT BO-105 BELICOPTEH
BOLTS

Corrosion fatigue behavior of coated 4J40 steel
for blade retention bolts of the AH-16 helicopter
[AD-A033253] p0325 N77-2.2254

BOHBBB AIBCBAFT
NT A-1 AIRCRAFT
NT A-6 AIBCBAFT
NT B-1 AIRCRAFT
NT B-52 AIBCBAFT
HT B-70 AIBCBAFT
NT F-100 AIBCBAFT
F-18 multi-mission aircraft

p0157 A77-2200b
B77 flight test data processing
[SAND-76-8010] p02J5 N77-19011

BOBBING BQOIEBBHT
Dive bombing simulation results using direct side
force control modes
[AIAA 77-1118] p0457 A77-4J152

BONDIHG
BT ADBESIVE BONDING
NT HETAL BONDING
NT HETAL-HETAL BONDING
Advances in engineering science, volume 1
[NASA-CP-2001-TOL-1 ] p0026 N77-102JO

Aircraft tires: Balance pad bonding integrity
[AD-A024815] p0074 B77-1211J

BOOST
0 ACCELEBATIOB (PHYSICS)

BOOSTERS
Application of distributed boosters for
control surfaces in slender wings

p02b<! A77-27159
BOBES
0 CAVITIES
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BOBIDBS
Development of erosion resistant claddings foe

helicopter totor blades
[AD-»02«89<I] p0070 H77-1205I1

BOEOB COHPOOHDS
HI EOBIDBS
HI BOROB-EPOIY CCBPOONDS
Composite materials research in support of

supersonic propulsion systems
p0219 877-18018

BOBOH BEIHFOBCEt HATBBIALS
1 NT BOBON-EP07.Y COBPOOHDS

Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft
structures

p0052 177-11938
Boll diffusion bonding of boron aluminum composites

p0055 A77-15328
Development and testing under static conditions of

a B-Al load transfer element aircraft
applications

p0055 A77-15335
BOBOB-EPOII COBPOOBDS

Program for establishing long-time flight service
performance of composite materials in the center
ving structure of c-130 aircraft. Phase 1:
Ground/flight acceptance tests
[NASA-CB-145013 ] p0033 H77-11032

Boron-epoxy-reinforced titanium aircraft
landing-gear drag strut
[HASA-TN-D-8289] p0073 N77-12218

BOSOBS
BT LIGHT BEiBS
BOOBDiBIBS
BT P1DID BODHDABIBS
BT LIQOID-VJPOR INTERFACES
BOOBDABT IJYSB C08TBOL
HT POBODS BOOHtABT LAYEB COBTBOL
Seducing secondary losses by blowing cold air in a

turbine
[DGIB PAPEB 76-161] p0093 477-16558

Shock vave boundary layer interaction control by
means of vail suction in a supersonic cascade

pOIOS A77-17215
Efficiency of tangential boundary layer bloving in

conical diffusers
p0136 A77-19710

The effect of auxiliary bloving on concentration
profiles dovnstream of a sonic injection in a
2.1 Bach flov

p0250 A77-27006
A novel concept for subsonic inlet boundary-layer

control
p0256 A77-27617

Energy and economic trade offs for advanced
technology subsonic aircraft

p0271 A77-29171
Aerodynamic characteristics plane diffnsor
cascades in which the flov over the blade backs
is controlled by injecting air from slots into
the boundary layer

p0305 A77-32092
X-Ring ' A nev concept in rotary ving VTOL

p0313 A77-33785
Circulation control rotor flight demonstrator

p0311 A77-33791
An integral equation method for boundary

interference in a perforated-van wind tunnel at
transonic speeds
[AD-A023193] p0019 H77-10023

Test verification of a transonic airfoil design
employing active diffusion control
[AD-A021297] p0020 B77-10029

Experimental examination of tnrbomachine blade
profiles axial flov tnrbocompressor blade
cascades vitb boundary layer control

pOOSI H77-13121
Tvo-dimensional subsonic vind tunnel evaluation of

a 20-percent-thick circulation control airfoil
[AD-A027161] p0127 N77-15005

Development of technology for the fabrication of
reliable laminar flov control panels on subsonic
transports
[BASA-CB-115125] p0179 877-17038

A method for calculating turbulent boundary layers
using a formulation of first gradient hinge
of lift augmenting flap
[OBEBA-BT-1975-8] p0279 877-20035

Aeroelastic characteristics of a circulation
control ving

[AD-A033328] p0331 B77-2J06J
Data reduction for tbe unsteady aerodynamics on a
circulation control airfoil vind tunnel test
data
[AD-A011153] p0577 H77-J20B1

Special course on concepts for drag reduction
[AGABD-B-651] pOb78 N77-J2091

BOONDABY LATEB EQOATIO1S
The hyperbolicity of integral equations of

nomentni in a three-dimensional incompressible
laminar boundary layer

pOOOl 477-10665
Boundary layer theory - Prandtl's basic ideas,

further developments and some applications on
airfoils

pOOSI A77-1171H
Self-adaptive difference method for the effective
solution of computationally complex problems of
boundary layer theory
[DGIB PAPER 76-185] p0091 A77-1656H

Analysis of the turbulent vake of a cascade airfoil
p0256 A77-27616

Numerical solutions of the triple-deck eguations
for laminar trailing-edge stall of thin
vings in subsonic flov

p0260 A77-28J71
Recent computation of viscous effects in transonic

flov
pl)260 A77-2BJ76

Calculation of a compressible boundary layer
around an airfoil

p0268 A77-28926
Tangential bloving into the hypersonic boundary on
a cone

p0307 A77-32J79
Three-parameter method for calculating a laminar
boundary layer with suction

pOJ58 A77-36598
Compressible laminar boundary layers vith suction

on svept and tapered vings
pOIOS A77-J7910

Characteristics of the boundary-layer equations of
the oinimui tioe-to-climb problem

p0513 A77-16618
Program manual for the Eppler airfoil inversion

program
[BASi-CB-153928] pOQ71 B77-28068

BOOBDABT IAYBB FLOB
HT BOONDARY LAYER SEPARATION
HT BEATTACBED FLOS
NT SECONDARY FIOH
NT SEPABATED FLOI
Flov interaction near the tail of a body of
revolution. I - Flov exterior to boundary layer
and vake
[ASBE PAPBB 76-FE-B] pOOOl A77-10Sbb

Some problems of unsteady flov about aircraft
pOOII A77-12560

Supersonic flovs numerical computation for
steady inviscid flovfield

pOOIS A77-1^565
Boundary layer theory - Prandtl's basic ideas,
further developments and some applications on
airfoils

pOOSI A77-11711
Energy dissipation in tnrbomachines due to

boundary layers and their effects
p0052 A77-11715

Boundary layer calculation of an effusion cooled
turbine blade

pOIOS A77-17255
Foundations of aerodynamics: Bases of aerodynamic

design /3rd edition/ Book
pOIIO A77-17518

Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations for svept vings
[AIAA PAPEB 77-3] p01J7 A77-19765

Computation of lov speed flov about an asymmetric
nacelle at incidence
[AIAA PAPEB 77-113] pOIQO A77-19857

Analytical study of viscous effects on transonic
flov over boattail nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 77-223] p0112 A77-19908

Applied gasdynamics /1th revised edition/
Bussian book

p0111 A77-2012J
Supersonic gas flov past permeable plates

p0193 A77-2J850
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Choking of a nonaniform flow in a channel with
friction

p0202 A77-25334
Investigation of the three-dimensional flow past

blunt bodies with consideration of viscosity in
the framework of boundary layer theory

p0203 177-25533
An initial approach to the design of very wide

angle axisymmetric aiffusers with gauzes to
achieve uniform outlet velocity profiles
[ A S H E PAPER 76-SA/TE-3] p0213 A77-26I433

Boundary layer considerations for optimization of
acoustic liners for aircraft engine ducts
[SAE PAPEB 760896] p0258 A77-28214

Flight mechanics. Collection of papers dedicated
to the sixtieth anniversary of the academician
Vladimir Vasil'evich Struminskii Bussian book

p0296 A77-30555
Variable thickness shear layer aerodynamics

revisited
p0311 A77-33191

Studies of flow separation and stalling on one-
and two-element airfoils at low speeds
[SAE PAPIB 7701142] p0391 A77-37063

The effect of boundary layer changes due to
transient heat transfer on the performance of an
axial-flow air compressor
[SAE PAPER 770284] p0505 A77-44565

Numerical prediction of aeroacoustic jet-flap flows
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1316] p0566 A77-51071

Low-aspect-ratio wing in a bounded inviscid flow
[4D-A032529] p0331 N77-23066

BOOHDABY LITER NOISE
0 A E R O D Y N A M I C NOISE
0 B O U N D A R Y IAYEBS

BOUNDARY LITER SEPABATION
Separation ahead of steps on swept wings

pOOSI A77-14555
Experimental investigation of subsonic turbulent

separated boundary layers on an airfoil
p0108 A77-17496

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer
flow separation in T/STOL engine inlets
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-144] p0142 A77-19983

Application of boundary layer blowing to suppress
strong shock induced separation in supersonic
inlets
[AIAA PAPER 77-147] p0161 A77-22235

Development of a turbulent boundary layer after
interaction with a shock wave at n = 2-6

p0202 A77-25326
Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer
separations in supersonic flow

p0249 A77-26957
Supersonic-flow disturbances and aerodynamic

forces generated on a streamline surface during
fluid injection

p0256 A77-27781
Experimental investigations of hypersonic air inlets

p0297 A77-30564
The effect of sweep on conditions at separation in

turbulent boundary-layer/shock-wave interaction
E0305 A77-32194

Shock oscillations in transonic flows
p0346 A77-34123

Evaluation of turbulence models for three primary
types of shock-separated boundary layers
[AIAA PAPEB 77-692] p0414 A77-38887

Controlled and uncontrolled flow separation in
three dimensions
[LB-591] p0030 H77-10999

Flow-induced vibrations resulting from Karman
vortex trails
[BLL-BISIEY-TB-2994-(9091.9F) ] p0063 U77-11988

Supersonic aircraft after body study of a thick
boundary layer on a two-dimensional step
[LBBA-E-815-PV-4/SAE] p0065 R77-12001

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer
flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[NASA-TH-X-73575] p0182 N77-17063

Investigation of inlet concepts for maneuver
improvement at transonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-73215] p0363 B77-24060

A low speed two-dimensional study of flow
separation on the G A ( W ) - 1 airfoil with
30-percent chord Fowler flap
[NASA-CH-2844] p0378 N77-25090

BOOBEART L A Y E B STABILITY
Experimental investigation of the boundary layer

on a rotating cylinder
p0002 A77-10208

BODIDARY LAYER TRANSITION
Experimental investigation of the boundary layer

on a rotating cylinder
p0002 A77-10208

Separation ahead of steps on swept vings
pOOSI A77-14S55

Calculation of three-dimensional boundary layers
on sweptback wings
[DGLR PAPER 76-187] p009ll A77-16566

Boundary layer transition flight test observations
for reentry vehicles

[AIAA PAPEH 77-125] p0161 A77-222J1
Surface cooling and transition of a laminar
boundary layer to a turbulent one at supersonic
flow velocities

p0297 A77-30571
The effect of velocity fluctuations and
nonuniformities in the free stream on the
boundary layer development

p03»5 »77-JJ»5J
An evaluation of boundary layer forces and

measurement methods
[AD-A040947] p0544 N77-31218

BOOBDARY LAYEBS
HT ATBOSPHEBIC BOOHDABY LATER
NT COHPBESSIBLE BOONDARY LAYEB
NT HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYEB
NT INCOHPBESSIELE BOUNDARY LAYER
NT LAHIHAR BOUNDARY LAYEB
NT SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYEBS
NT THREE DIHEBSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
NT TORBOLEKT BOUNDARY LATER
NT THO DIHENSIONAL BOONDARI LAYEB
Energy dissipation in tnrbomachines due to

boundary layers and their effects
p0052 A77-1474S

A wall interference problem in a hybrid tunnel at
transonic speeds
[DGLB PAPEB 76-169] p0093 A77-16S62

Boundary-layer development on an axial-flcv
compressor stator blade
[ASUE PAPEB 77-GT-11] p0263 A77-285JO

Upstream influence on the near field of a plane
turbulent jet

P0515 S77-47005
Influence of wind tunnel wall boundary layers on

two dimensional transonic tests
[AAAF-NT-76-13] p0025 N77-10083

Rind tunnel measurements in the boundary layer on
a 3-D swept wing
[FFA-TN-AD-1191] p0364 N77-24063

BOUNDARY LUBRICATION
Aircraft propulsion lubricating film additives:

Boundary lubricant surface films, volume 3
[AD-A029267] p0174 B77-16356

BODIDABI VALDE PROBLEHS
Thermal analysis of flight vehicle compartment
structure

p0012 A77-12509
A transonic hodograph theory for aerofoil design

pOOIS »77-1256<l
Some notes on unsteady lifting-line theory

p0056 A77-15555
Dynamics of elastic curvilinear rod with free ends

pOIII A77-179S6
A numerical method for the exact calculation of
airloads associated with impulsively started wings
[AIAA PAPEB 77-2] p0137 A77-19764

The theory and design of two-airfoil lifting systems
p0189 A77-23262

A new approach to far-field boundary conditions in
transonic computations

p0261 177-28378
The resolvent of singular integral equations
of kernel functions in mixed boundary value
problems

p0299 A77-J1185
Vertical maneuvers of a flight vehicle in the
atmosphere

p0303 A77-31981
Generalized Theodorsen solution for singular
integral equations of the airfoil class

p0507 A77-4US46
Application of finite element approach to
transonic flow problems

p0519 &77-07539
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The effect of vind tunnel flow boundaries on the
flow past a King of Ion aspect ratio
[AD-A032527] p0331 H77-23065

Homerical solution of complete flows around
external stores
[AD-A039213] p0531 H77-30U22

BOS SHOCK IAVBS
0 BOS WIVES
0 SHOCK SAVES

BOB SAVES
Computation of bov shocks in transonic flov

p0261 A77-28390
Inverse computation of profile shapes for given

transonic flow-configurations Kith and vithout
detached bov-shocks in two-dimensional
tnrbomachinery cascades
C A S K S PAPER 77-GT-33] p0263 A77-28518

BOX BEARS
The determination of collapse load and energy

absorbing properties of thin walled beam
structures using matrix methods of analysis

p0111 A77-18318
Environmentally controlled fatigue tests of box

beams with built-in flaws
[ A I A A 77-175] p0207 A77-25775

BBAKES (FOB ABBESTISS BOTI01)
HT ABBOt^HAHIC EBAKES
HT AIBCBAFT ERASES
HT LEADIHG EDGE SLATS
HT TBAILIBG-IDGE FLAPS
HT BHEE1 S H A K E S
HT SIHG F L A P S
Drea formadehyde foamed plastic emergency

arresters for civil aircraft
[ABC-CP-1329] pOaSO B77-28111

Behavior of aircraft antiskid breaking systems on
dry and vet rnnvay surfaces: A
slip-ratio-controlled system with ground speed
reference from unbraked nose vheel
[HASA-TH-D-8155] p0589 H77-33150

BBAKIHG
Application of dimensional analysis to predict

airplane stopping distance
p0117 A77-20116

A computer technique for the determination of
brake horsepower output of normally-aspirated
reciprocating aircraft engines
[SAE PAPIB 770465] p0393 A77-37083

An extended prediction model for airplane braking
distance and a specification for a total braking
prediction systems, volume 2
[AD-A039967] p0531 H77-30176

BBAYTOH CYCLE
HASA 30,000 hour test demonstration of closed

Brayton cycle reliability
[AIAA PAPER 77-199] p0191 A77-23917

BBAZIRG
Advanced joining processes CB laser velding,

titanium brazing and plasma arc velding
p0056 A77-15508

Aluminum-brazed titanium design
p0198 A77-21923

BBEAKABAY
0 BOOHDABY tAYEB SEPABATICN

BBBAKIHG
Tire runway interface friction prediction subsystem
[AD-A039968] p0196 H77-29532

BBBGOBT AIBCBAFT
RT BBEGDET 911 AIBCBAFT

BB8GUET 901 AlBCBiFT
A deflected slipstream aircraft of the sixties

/Breguet 911/ and its contribution to the
solution of sone STOL problems
[ A I A A 77-565] p0317 A77-31927

BBISTOL-SIDDELBI OLIBPOS 593 EHGISB
The Lucas engine fuel system for Concorde

pOKOS A77-37787
BBOAEBAHD

Design and test results of very broadband radomes
for ECU applications

p0556 A77-H97H7
BOBBLES

A numerical study of'the unsteady leading edge
separation bubble on an oscillating airfoil

p0356 A77-36239
Calculation of flov fields with separation bubbles

at high Beynolds number around airfoil profile
[BSA-TT-378] p0380 H77-25105

Profile flows taking cavitation bubble dynamics
into account
[BBVG-FEWT-76-22] p0195 H77-29329

BOCKBIE AIBCBAPT
0 T-2 AIBCBAPT
BBCKLIBG
HI ELASTIC BOCKUHG
Deutsche Gesellschaft fner tuft- und Banofahrt,
shell Buckling Meeting, Heersburg, sest Germany,
April 29, 30, 1976, Reports and Discussion
Contributions

p0118 A77-20573
A multilevel approach for minimum weight
structural design including local and system
buckling constraints
[AIAA 77-373] p0201 A77-257J1

Buckling of struts. Lipped and nnlipped channel
sections
[ESDO-76023] p0326 877-22502

Summary of buckling and tension tests of landing
mats as related to C-5A aircraft bow wave problems
[AD-A037000] pOJ88 B77-25198

A multilevel approach in optimum design of
structures including buckling constraints

p0196 H77-29552
BDFFBTIRG

Self-excited oscillations in supersonic flov
p0090 A77-1611J

Buffeting problems leading and trailing edge
flov separation
[AAAF-ST-76-7] p0022 H77-10Q50

Hev buffeting acquisition methods data
acquisition, military aircraft
[AAAF-BT-76-8] p0022 B77-10051

The prediction of buffet onset and light buffet by
means of computational methods

p0277 B77-20011
Preliminary evaluation of a technique for

predicting buffet loads in flight from
wind-tunnel measurements on models of
conventional construction

p0277 H77-2001J
Separated-flow unsteady pressures and forces on

elastically responding structures
considering aircraft buffeting
[HASA-TH-X-73211] p0277 H77-20026

Prediction of transonic aircraft buffet response
p053d H77-J1076

Heasurements of buffeting on two 65 deg delta
wings of different materials

p053J B77-31079
Buffet characteristics of the P-8 supercritical

ving airplane
[BASA-TH-56019] p0577 H77-J2080

BOI1DIHG BATEBIALS
0 COHSTRDCTION HATEBIALS

BDOIABCT
Theoretical study of hull-rotor aerodynamic

interference on semibuoyant vehicles
[AIAA 77-1172] p01117 A77-41752

Semi-buoyant lifting body hybrid characteristics
for advanced Haval missions
[ A I A A 77-1191] p0118 A77-11763

BOBIIHG
0 COBBOSTIOH

BDBBIHG PBOCBSS
D COHBOSTION

BDBBIHG IIHE
Experimental study of combustion time in tvo-stage
combustion process

p0012 A77-12511
BOT1BBFLI VALVES
NT DABPEBS (VALVES)
BYPASSES

Selection of compressor pressure ratio of small
GTE installed in bypass turbojet engine fan duct

p0012 A77-12513
Dynamics of high-bypass-engine thrust reversal
using a variable-pitch fan
[KASA-TH-X-3521] pOJ19 B77-22106

Possibilities of adapting by-pass-eagines to the
requirements of higher supersonic flight

p0321 H77-2212J

C-2 AIBCBAFT
Fatigue investigation of the c-24 nose landing gear

[AD-A037901] p0129 H77-26126
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C-5 AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IBDBX

C-5 AIBCBAFT
Synthesis techniques foe insensitive aircraft

control systems
p0268 A77-28843

Analysis of separation of the space shuttle
orbiter from a large transport airplane
[NASA-TM-X-3492] p0388 N77-25189

Summary of buckling and tension tests of landing
mats as related to C-5A aircraft bow vave problems
[AD-A037000] p0388 1177-25198

C-15 AIBCBAFT
IC-15 development and test highlights

p0157 477-22003
what AHST means to civil operators

p0311 A77-33271
The Advanced Medium Short Take Off and Handling

Transport prototype and development programs
[AIAA 77-566] p0347 A77-34928

TC-15 in the air
p0447 A77-U1636

Analysis methods and computer programs developed
for the YC-15 ST01 flight test program
[AIAA PAPER 77-1215] p0499 477-44317

C-130 AIBCBAPT
EHP hardening of aircraft by closing the

points-of-entry ElectroHagnetic Pulse
p0055 477-15408

Flight inspection data and crack initiation times
p0559 477-50466

Full temperature range protective system for
fastener areas of carrier-based naval aircraft
[AD-A02U523] p0026 H77-10210

Program for establishing long-time flight service
performance of composite materials in the center
wing structure of C-130 aircraft. Phase D:
Ground/flight acceptance tests
[NASA-CB-145043] p0033 N77-11032

C-135 AIBCBAFT
In-flight crack detection system for the C-135

loner center wing skin
p0242 A77-26803

Minimization of airframe response during ground
operations
[AD-A026393] pOOSO B77-13052

GIANT CHANGE final report, KC-135 dual INS test
[AD-A028788] p0177 877-17027

Design and analysis of Kinglets for military
aircraft
[AD-A0293H5] p0179 N77-1701IO

stability and control characteristics of the
winglet configured KC-135A
[4D-A034940] p0364 877-24068

VLF/LF propagation measurements over long paths on
board a high-speed aircraft
[AD-A038018] p0438 N77-27285

Investigation of aircraft generated VLF interference
[AD-A038300] \ ' p0438 877-27303

Air traffic control experimentation and evaluation
test
[AD-A041971] p0588 N77-33136

C-141 AIBCBAFt
Effects of temperature on avionics reliability

p0560 477-50497
Test verification of a transonic airfoil design

employing active diffusion control
[AD-A024297] p0020 B77-10029

Design and analysis of vinglets for military
aircraft
[AD-A029345] p0179 H77-170UO

C-141 All leather Landing System engineering support
[AD-A029467] p0238 877-19062

C-141A pitot-static system calibration tests
[AD-A036241] p0476 877-28115

CABIH &TBOSPBEBBS
Air conditioning of pressurized aircraft cabins

p0193 A77-23874
Ground-based air conditioning in passenger

airplane cabins Bussian book
p0301 477-31450

A comparison of ECS controls Environmental
Control systems for F-4 air conditioning
[ASHE PAPEB 77-EBAS-8] p0514 477-46849

Aviation safety. Volume 2: Aircraft cabin
environment
[GPO-70-797] p0316 H77-22053

Notes on the pollution of airplanes and
helicopters by chemicals during agricultural jobs
[NASA-TT-F-17444] p0587 H77-33129

CABLES (BOPBS)
Dependence of the drag coefficient of a parachute
on the number of shroud lines

p0193 477-23857
Dynamics of a small helicopter with a high
capacity rescue hoist

p0462 A77-43336
Dynamic problems of unmanned tethered rotor

platform Sea-Kiebitz with special regard to the
landing

p0464 A77-4J357
Evaluation of BAK-14 hook-cable support-system
modifications
[4D-B009581] p0285 N77-20124

The performance of aircraft control cables under
service conditions
[ABL/STBOC-NOTE-424] p0383 N77-25152

CADHIDH BICKBL B4TTEBIBS
0 NICKEL C4DMIOM BATTERIES

CALCDLAIIOH
0 COBP0TATION
CALCDLAIOBS

Two body fixes by calculator
p0354 A77-3591J

A special-purpose pocket calculator for aviation
and maritime navigation

p0506 A77-44571
CALCOLOS
NT ASYMPTOTIC SEBIES
NT PADE APPROXIMATION
NT SINE SEBIES
NT 70HTICITY

CiLIBBATING
NT HIND TONNEL CALIBRATION
Methodology of measuring applied loads in
full-scale static fatigue tests

p0308 A77-32715
The use of a simplified structural model as an aid

in the strain gage calibration of a complex wing
[NASA-TM-56046] p0439 N77-27429

A precision voltage reference unit for calibrating
airborne data acquisition systems
[HAE-TB-76164] p0584 N77-32474

CALIFOBII&
An analysis of the Intrastate air carrier
regulatory forum. Volume 1: Summary report
[AD-A023761] p0020 N77-10034

CALOBIHETBBS
Thin shell calorimetric techniques for transition
detection at ablation temperatures

p0242 477-26804
CABBEB
NT CONIC4L CAMBEH
NT RING CAMBER
The force on a confusor ring from an unevenly

distributed nonstationary flow
p0060 A77-15982

Highly cambered blades mounted in cascade and
oscillating in a fluid in transonic flow

P0309 477-32949
Flight evaluation of a highly cambered tail rotor

p0462 A77-4J341
CABBEBED ilUGS

Applications of linearised supersonic wing theory
to the calculation of some aircraft interference
flows

p0015 A77-12566
Vortex lift predictions for cambered wings

p0054 A77-15029
Spanwise cambered delta wing with leading-edge
separation

P0199 A77-24937
Lift and moment fluctuations ot a cambered
aerofoil under nonconvecting streaawise gust

p0271 477-29499
Iterative method for thick cambered wings in

subcritical flow
[ABC-B/H-3786] p0289 N77-210b7

Iind-tunnel investigation of a variable camber and
twist wing in the Langley 8-ft transonic
wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-D-8475] p0474 N77-28091

Subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic
characteristics of a supersonic cruise fighter
model with a twisted and cambered wing with 74
deg sweep
[NASA-TH-X-3530] p0487 N77-29102

Iterative calculation of flow past a thick
cambered wing near the ground
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[AHC-CP-1370] p0535 N77-31101
Iterative design technignes for thicX cambered

•ings in snbcritical flow
[ABC-CP-1371] p0535 H77-31105

CABEBA TOBBS
HI BETOBH BJAB VIDICCHS

CABEBAS
FT F B A H I H G CABEBAS
BT PANOBASIC CAHEBAS
HT TELE7ISIOH CABEBAS

Vibration considerations for high performance
canera systems onboard reconnaissance aircraft

p0191 177-23521
The KA-102A Lorop canera airborne long Eange

Oblique Photography
p0191 A77-23536

CiHiDi
Research and development in support of Canadian

military air requirements
p0126 H77-1II981

CABABD COHFI60HATIOBS
Bide control for high speed ground transportation

including passenger-seat dynamics and active
aerodynamic suspensions

p0115 A77-187211
Development of a small high-aspect-ratio canard

aircraft
p0158 A77-22009

A numerical technique for subsonic flows past
three dimensional canard-wing configurations
with edge separations
[AliA PAPEB 77-1] p0160 A77-22205

Test of Pines' approximate method in a flutter
calculation for the Viggen aircraft

pOIOS A7 7-37 9113
Effects of deflected thrust on the stability and

performance characteristics of a close-coupled
canard fighter configuration
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-887] _ pOim A77-38576

Load distribution on a close-coupled wing canard
at transonic speeds
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1132] p0161 A77-13198

Comparative flutter calculations for the Viggen
aircraft

p0507 A77-11818
Results of a feasibility study to add canards and

ADEH nozzle to the YF-17 Augmented
Deflecting Exhaust Nozzle
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1227] p0509 A77-15506

Low-speed power effects on advanced fighter
configurations with two-dimensional deflected
thrust
[NASA-TH-I-7U010] p0281 N77-20077

Calculations, and ecuparison with an ideal
minimum, of trimmed drag for conventional and
canard configurations having various levels of
static stability
[HASA-TB-D-8391] p0361 H77-21062

Control power criteria for statically unstable
aircraft
[AD-A033969] p0373 N77-21151

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of a vectored-engine-over-wing configuration
having spanwise leading-edge vortex enhancement
[HASA-TB-X-73955] p0133 B77-27072

An investigation of a close-coupled canard as a
direct side-force generator on a fighter model
at Bach numbers from 0.10 to 0.90
[HASA-TB-D-8510] p0179 F77-28139

Load distribution on a closed-coupled wing canard
at transonic speeds
[HASA-TB-71053] p0187 H77-29097

C4SHOBS
0 SOUS (OBDHABCE)

CSBOPIES
Theory of an axisynmetric parachute. I

p0193 A77-23851
Investigation of the self oscillations of a

parachute canopy
p0193 A77-2385S

The influence of the structural permeability of
the canopy on the drag coefficient of a parachute

p0193 A77-23856
Botor Systems Research Aircraft /BSBA/ canopy

explosive severance/fracture
p0271 A77-29685

A r m y prelininary evalnaxion IOH-58A helicopter
with a flat-elate canopy
[AD-A021501] p0031 B77-11039

CABTI1EVEB BUBS
An experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness

of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and twist
deformations
[SASA-CB-137969] p0018 B77-10009

CAHTILETBB BEBBEBS
HT C A N T I L E V E R BIBBS

Application of optimality criteria to automated
structural design

pOOOl A77-10207
CABTILEVBB 1IBGS

0 SIHGS
CAPACITI

Advanced productivity analysis methods for air
traffic control operations
[AD-A035095] pO«89 877-291^0

Beport on airport capacity: Large hnb airports in
the Onited States
[AD-A011135] p0193 B77-29176

CAPTIVE TESTS
HT STATIC FIBIHG
HT STATIC TESTS

Evaluation of the Harpoon missile captive flight
and aircraft gunfire vibration environments

p0211 A77-260JJ
Plight control testing of the VAK-191B aircraft

[AD-A010535] p0539 H77-JTU7
CAPTOBE EFFECT

M i n i m u m required capture radius in a coplanar
model of the aerial combat problem

p0168 A77-1J7J6
CABBIDES

HT SILICON CABBIDES
CABBOH COBPOOHDS

HT POLYCABBOHATES
HT SILICOB CABBIDES

CABBON FIBEB BEIBFOBCBD PLASTICS
Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft

structures
p0052 A77-119J8

Development of a carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
elevator unit for the Alpha Jet
[DGLB PAPEB 76-191] p0091 A77-16571

The development of a carbon fiber-reinforced
plastic rudder for the Alpha Jet
[DGLB PAPEB 76-193] p0091 A77-16572

Experience related to the development of
high-stress carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
structures, talcing into account the example of a
subsonic inlet ramp
[DGLB PAPEB 76-195] p0095 A77-16bt)1

Testing procedures for carbon fiber reinforced
plastic components destructive and
nondestructive
[DGLB IAPEB 76-215] p0096 A77-16588

Analytical prediction of moisture
absorption/desorption in resin matrix composites
exposed to aircraft environments
[ A I A A 77-100] p0206 A77-25752

Toward integrated structural design with advanced
composites F-16 graphite-epoxy empennage skins
[ASME PAPEB 76-HA/AEHO-11] p0213 477-26106

Design, fabrication and testing an advanced
composite AH-1G tail boom

p0219 A77-2689b
Synergistic integration of composite manufacturing

methods for IF-17 aircraft fuselage structure
p0255 A77-27192

Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft
structures '

p027J A77-296b7
Theoretical and experimental investigations on

landing gear spring blades out of fiber
reinforced plastic for small aircraft
[ESA-TT-312] p0025 N77-10162

PUR polyimide/graphite fiber composite fan blades
[HASA-CB-135113] p0131 H77-15101

Carbon fibre reinforced plastic sandwich team
construction in the main wing structure of a man
powered aircraft
[BO-197] p0179 B77-17039

Long term properties of carbon fiber reinforced
plastic structures glider wing loading
[BH7G-FBST-76-13] p0233 B77-18268

CABBOB BOBOIIDB
The effect of ambient conditions on carbon

monoxide emissions from an idling gas turbine
coobustor
[BASA-CB-1S1986] p0511 H77-31118
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CABBOH-CABBOH CORPOSITES SUBJECT IHDEX

CABBOH-CABBOH COBPOSITES
Evaluation of carbon-carbon composite nosetip

materials
[AD-A0335IIO] p032« H77-22188

CABBOHACEOOS BOCKS
HT COAL

CABBOHATBS
HT POLYCARBONATES

C1BBOITLIC ACIDS
Heopentyl polyol ester lubricants - Bulk property

optimization
p0301 477-31731

CAB8DBETOBS
Effect of air temperature and relative humidity at

various fuel-air ratios on exhaust emissions on
a per-mode basis of an Avco lycoming 0-320 DIAD
light aircraft engine. Volume 2: Individual
data points
[B&SA-TH-X-13501] p0024 H77-10066

CABfiO
HT AIR CABGO

CABflO AIBCBAFT
HT BBEGOET 9t\ AIBCBAFT
HT C-2 1IBCBAPT
HT C-5 AI8CBAFT
HT C-130 AIBCBAFT
HT C-135 AIBCBAFT
HT C-1»1 AIBCBAFT
HT F-27 AIBCBAFT
HT YC-11 AIBCBAFT

Application of advanced technology to future
long-range aircraft
[SAKE PAPEB 1126] pOOlO A77-12194

Damage tolerance analysis of an aircraft
structural joint

p0198 A77-24917
The transportation system and the unloading of

cargo in the case of the C-212 Aviocar
p0201 A77-25121

Design and flight test of the Active Arm External
Load stabilization System /AAE1SS II/

p02B7 A77-26876
Selection of the optimal longitudinal assembly for

a mnltispar box of a wing vith allowance for a
nonlinear stress-strain relation

p0301 A77-311S8
Civil aviation activities in global perspective

pOU»9 A77-IH930
parametric study of advanced long range

military/commercial cargo transports
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1221] pOSOO A77-H4322

DSTAB: Direct Sea-To-Air Befueling (inflight
refueling of military cargo aircraft from ships
at sea)
[AD-A026750] p0127 H77-15010

An evaluation of very large airplanes and
alternative fuels
[AD-A040532] pOSII H77-31334

CABHOT CYCLE
Computer studies of swirl flows in Carnot diffusors

p057U A77-51600
CABBIEB SOCKETS

0 IAOHCH 7EHICIES
CABBIEBS

An analysis of the Intrastate air carrier
regulatory forum. Volume 1: Summary report
[M5-A023161] p0020 H77-1003*

CiETOGBAPBT
0 BAPPIHG

CABTEIDGE ACTOATBD DEVICES
0 ACTOATOBS
0 EIPLOSIVE DEVICES

CASCADE FLOS
Unsteady pressure distributions on oscillating
airfoils in a supersonic cascade

pOOOl A77-10771
Forces on unstaggered airfoil cascades in unsteady

in-phase motion
[ASHE PAPEB 76-FE-S] pOOOl A77-1085«

Lifting-surface theory of straight cascades of
swept blades

p0011 A77-12218
Finite element and difference methods for cascades

p001« A77-12557
Developing a cascade thrust reverser

pO<W A77-13175
Calculation of the hydrodynanic interaction of

arrays of thin profiles taking into account the
evoluticn of vortex trails

p0053 A77-15008
Hew aspects of the aeroelasticity of turbomachines

pOOSS A77-15975
Aeroelastic stability of ring arrays of blades
with a random dynamic inhomogeneity

p0059 A77-15976
Analysis of the nonstationary aerodynamic
characteristics of cascades of arbitrarily
shaped profiles

pOOSS A77-15981
The force on a confnsor ring from an unevenly
distributed nonstationary flow

p0060 A77-15982
The problem of aeroelastic stability of ring arrays

P0060 A77-1598J
Experimental determination of aerodynamic

influence coefficients during bending-twisting
oscillations of blades in a flat lattice

p0060 A77-15993
Force on a fixed row of blades from an evenly
distributed nonstationary flow

p0061 A77-15998
Fundamental studies of turbulent boundary layers

vith injection or suction through porous wall.
IV - Application of fundamental theoretical
analysis to cascaded blades with injection or
suction and cascade tests

p0089 A77-16299
Transonic cascade flow calculation using the
relaxation method
[DGLB PAPEB 76-186] p0091 A77-16S37

Bnltidimensional solutions for supersonic flow
fields in tnrbomachines
[DGLB PAPEB 76-165] p0095 A77-16577

One-dimensional analysis of the properties of the
elementary supersonic axial-flow compressor
cascade

P0103 A77-172HU
Functional representation of the kinematic

properties of two-dimensional blade cascades
pOIIO A77-17536

Contribution to the investigation of heat transfer
in turbine blade cascades in effusion cooling

pOIIO A77-17754
Flow in turbomachines with nonnniform inlet

velocity distribution
p0136 A77-19708

Some recent developments in unsteady aerodynamics
of a supersonic cascade

pOia« A77-201J8
On the analysis of the aerodynamic and flutter
characteristics of transonic compressor blades

pOIIS A77-201J9
Comparison between theoretical and experimental

results of torsional stall flutter of an airfoil
p01«5 A77-20110

Dnsteady aerodynamic forces in a rectilinear
cascade of subsonic blades
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1976-78] p0115 A77-2011J

Unsteady pressures on a harmonically oscillating
staggered cascade in incompressible and
compressible flow

P014S A77-201H1
An experiment to measure moment coefficients for
aerofoils oscillating in cascade

p01»5 A77-20115
Experimental aeroelastic investigations on a
cascade in compressible flow

p01»6 A77-20187
A study on choking flutter

p01«6 A77-201U8
Vortex streets in the wakes of subsonic and
transonic turbine cascades

p0146 477-20151
The effect of random errors in blade setting on
the potential incompressible flow in compressor
cascades

p0197 A77-21636
Analysis of blade thickness effects on the cascade
of blades in subsonic shear flow

P0200 A77-25090
Befinement of the Bean streamline Bethod of blade

section design
[ASBE PAPEB 76-SA/FE-11] p0213 A77-26437

Analysis of the turbulent wake of a cascade airfoil
p02S6 A71-21616

Three-dimensional analysis of blade force and
sound generation for an annular cascade in
distorted flows
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p0257 A77-27802
Inverse confutation of profile shapes for given
transonic flow-configurations with and without
detached bow-shocks in two-dimensional
tnrbomachinery cascades
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-33) p0263 A77-28548

Experimental investigations of supersonic cascades
designed for high static pressure ratios
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-37] p0263 A77-28552

Farther developments in the aerodynamic analysis
of unsteady supersonic cascades. I - The
unsteady pressure field
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-44] p026Il A77-28557

Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis
of unsteady supersonic cascades. II -
Aerodynaffic response predictions
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-45] p0264 A77-28558

The effect of a transversely injected stream on
the flow through turbine cascades. I - Flow
effects
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-87] p026<l A77-28598

The effect of a transversely injected stream on
the flow through turbine cascades. II -
Performance changes
[ASHE PAPER 77-G1-88] p0265 A77-28599

Heat transfer in turbine blade cascades with
effusion cooling

p0272 A77-29504
The variational analysis of the rotating stall and

its experimental investigation in the axial-flow
compressor

p0271 A77-29975
Calculation of transonic and supersonic gas flows

in plane cascades of tnrbomachines
p0303 A77-31898

Aerodynamic characteristics plane diffusor
cascades in which the flow over the blade backs
is controlled by injecting air from slots into
the boundary layer

p0305 A77-32092
Highly cambered blades mounted in cascade and
oscillating in a fluid in transonic flow

p0309 A77-32949
Characteristics of turbulent flow through a

turbine cascade with exhaust through the
trailing edge

p0313 A77-33453
Streamline curvature in the passage of aerofoil

blade cascade
p03U6 A77-34464

Effects of secondary flows in straight cascades
[ O H B R A , TP HO. 1977-29] p0347 A77-34480

Influence of initial distortions on secondary
flows in a fixed annular cascade
[ONERA, TP HO. 1977-28] p03U7 A77-34181

Calculation of swirling flow in tnrbomachine
cascades on the basis 6f two-dimensional theory

p0353 A77-35098
A two-dimensional cascade solution using minimized

surface singularity density distributions - with
application to f i lm cooled turbine blades
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-715] p0362 A77-37055

Applicability of axisymmetric analysis in
predicting supersonic flow through annular
cascades
[ASHE PAPEB 76-PHH-B] p0502 A77-44344

Tbin airfcil in eddy-array and part-stalled
oscillating cascade

p0075 B77-12998
Experimental exafination of turbomachine blade

profiles axial flew tnrboccmpressor blade
cascades with boundary layer control

P0084 H77-13424
An experimental study on the aerodynagic response

of a subsonic cascade oscillating near stall
[AD-A029672] p0236 H77-19021

Influence of leading edge radius on the
performance of highly deflected stator cascades
[ESA-TT-362] p0371 H77-24142

Determination of compressible unsteady aerodynamic
forces on a finite number of weakly curved
cascade of arbitrary depth in plane flow
[BHVG-FBST-76-20] p0191 H77-29154

design of a cascade fire apparatus for testing
counterieasure effectiveness
IAD-A043176] p0578 377-32101

CASCADE ilHD TOB1BLS
Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a
fill-coded turbine stator blade. 3: Effect of

hole size on single-row and multirow ejection
[BASA-TH-X-3442] p0030 H77-11007

CASCADES (FLDID DIBASICS)
0 FLUID DTDAHICS

CASE BISTOEIES
Complex mission history effects on low cycle

fatigue of disks
p0399 477-37640

CASES (COHTAI1EBS)
HT BOCKBT EHGIHE CASES
Stall margin improvement by casing treatment - Its

mechanism and effectiveness in axial flow
compressors
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-A] p0502 A77-44345

CASI ALLOYS
Fatigue of gas-turbine blades made of

heat-resistant casting alloys
p0162 A77-22266

Cast aluminum structures technology for TC-14
airframes
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1232] pOSOO A77-M4J28

CiSTIHGS
HT IHGOTS

ZE41 - A magnesium alloy with improved mechanical
properties for use in helicopter transmission
castings
[AHS 77-33-86] p0422 A77-40099

CATiLISIS
Development of a catalytic combustor for aircraft

gas turbine engines
[AD-A040135] p0543 1177-31171

CATALYSTS
Development of a hybrid catalytic combustor
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-84] pO.264 A77-28595

CATALITIC ACTIVITY
Catalytic combustion of C3R8 on Pt coated monolith

for reducing pollutant emissions from
aircraft gas turbines

p0056 A77-155i7
CATAPULTS '

Corrosion control of high temperature fastening
systems for aircraft carrier steam catapults

pOJ07 A77-32609
Fatigue investigation of the E-2B/C nose landing

gear
[AD-A024072] pOOJ4 N77-11040

CATHODE BIT TDBES
A flight director/FLIB helicopter night landing

system
[AHS 77-33-23] p0419 A77-40063

Rationale and description of a coordinated cockpit
display for aircraft flight management
[HASA-TH-X-3457] p0035 H77-11044

CADCHT IHTEGBAL FOBHOLA
lifting surface theory for rectangular wings

p0026 H77-10347
CAVIT1TIOH
0 CiVITATIOH PLOW

CAVITATIOB FLOS
Profile flows taking cavitation bubble dynamics
into account
[BHVG-FBBT-76-22] p049S H77-29J2V

CAVITIES
Hoise response of cavities of varying dimensions

at subsonic speeds
[HASA-TB-D-8351] p0126 H77-14817

CCD
0 CHAB5E COUPLED DEVICES

CBILOBETBBS
0 C100D HEIGHT IHDICATORS

CELESTIAL BAVIGATIOH
BT ASTROHAVIGATIOB

Two body fixes by calculator
p035fl A77-J591J

CEHTES OF GBAVITI
Center-of-gravity problems in the system ejection

seat-pilot
[DGLB PAPBB 76-213] p0092 A77-16542

Equations of notion of the center of mass of an
aircraft

p0202 A77-25527
The determination of the center-of-gravity

position with the aid of dimensionless values
for aircraft control and stability

p0555 A77-49654
CBBfBIFOGAL COHPBBSSOBS

Centrifugal compressor and pump stability, stall
and surge; Proceedings of the Conference, Bew
Orleans, La., Rarch 22-25, 1976
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CBNTBIFOGAl EDHPS SUBJECT IBDEI

pOOOl A77-10026
Tie effect of rotor blade wakes on centrifugal

compressor diffuser performance - J comparative
experiment

p O O O l A77-10032
Experimental investigation of the near-surge flow

in a high performance centrifagal compressor
[ONERS, IP NO. 1976-2] pOOOl A77-10036

Strength of compressor wheels of low-ductility
alloys

p0003 A77-10383
analysis of the flow within a centrifugal

compressor rotor
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1976-55] p0200 477-21951

Design and performance of selected pipe-type
diffasers
[ A S H B PAPEB 77-GT-101] p0265 A77-28611

Experimental performance of a
16.10-centimeter-tip-diameter sweptback
centrifugal compressor designed for a 6:1
pressure ratio
[NASA-TH-X-3552] p0378 N77-25081

The current state of research and design in high
pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
gas turbine engines
[AD-A011011] p0592 N77-33172

CENTBIFBGA1 COBPS
Development of a retractable vane starting pump

integrated within a vapor core fuel pump.
Turbine engine technology demonstrator component
development program, project 668A. Controls
development program (part 5)
[AD-A029032] p0183 N77-17076

CSBABAL 2BOTBCTIVE COATIBGS
0 PEOTECTIVE COATINGS

CEBABIC COAtlHGS
Ceramic airframe bearings

[AD-A025112] p0071 N77-12120
Effect of ceramic coating of JT8D combustor liner

on maximum liner temperatures and other
combustor performance parameters
[NASA-TH-X-73581] p0129 N77-15037

CEBTIFICATION
U.S. Navy certification of composite vings for the

P-18 and Advanced Harrier aircraft
[AIAA 77-166] p0207 A77-25771

Designing for air transportability military
aircraft standardization, certification,
testing, documentation

p0270 A77-29158
DASH-7 silent STOL for FAB-25 certification flight

test
pOU06 A77-38008

Avionic power supplies - Integrity aspects
airworthiness requirements

p0108 A77-38163
The use of probability analysis in aircraft

certification and its effects on maintenance and
equipment maintenance
[AliA PAPEB 77-1256] p0509 A77-15509

Noise certification considerations for helicopters
based on laboratory investigations
[AD-A032028/3] p0171 N77-16865

Noise standards for aircraft type certification
(modifications to Far Part 36)
[PB-262101/3] p0330 N77-22939

Examples of laser utilization in civil aircraft
certification tests

p0370 N77-21127
CESSNA AIBCBAFT

NT A-37 AIBCBAFT
HT CESSNA 172 AIBCBAFT

Flight test summary of modified fuel systems
pOISt N77-17090

CESSNA HIlITtBl AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABY AIECBAFT

CBSSNA 172 AIBCEAFT
Improvements in aircraft extraction programs

[NASA-CB-ia5090] p0078 N77-13013
CFBP
0 CAEBON FIBIB BEIHFOBCED PLASTICS
CB-53 BELXCOPTBB
H H-53 HBLICOPTBB
CB-47 BBLICOPTEB

Application of Liapunov model - Tracking parameter
identification for tie CH-17 helicopter

p0011 A77-12160
Helicopter vulnerability reduction, fly-by-wire
backup deaonstratiOD

p0215 A77-26862
Design and flight test of the Active Arm External

Load stabilization system /AAELSS II/
( p0217 A77-26876

Full scale crash testing of a CH-17C helicopter
p0219 A77-26897

Digital flight control design for a tandem-rotor
helicopter
C A H S 77-33-11] p0120 A77-10075

Full-scale crash test of a CH-17C helicopter
[NASA-TB-X-3112] p0067 N77-1^027

Besearcb requirements for emergency power to
permit hover-one-engine-inoperative helicopter
operation
[BASA-CE-115115] p02J8 1177-19059

Active arm (external cargo) stabilization system
flight demonstration
[AD-A031062] p02J8 H77-19065

Cost and training effectiveness analysis (CTEA) of
the CH-17 flight simulator (CH17FS)
[AD-A033972] p(H73 N77-21156

Transmission condition assessment in
helicopter engines
[AD-A035215] p0387 B77-25187

Test and evaluation of the Army ' s CH-17 helicopter
flight simulator
[AD-A036159] p0437 K77-27153

The CH-17C vulnerability reduction modification
program: Fly-by-wire backup demonstration
[AD-A030682] p0479 B77-28110

Flying, maintenance, and the sale of parts to the
field: Interactive models for AH-1 and CH-17
systems
[AD-A039193] p052J N77-30073

CB-47 medium lift helicopter effectiveness
evaluation program run book
[AD-A011162] pOSUO H77-J11H2

CH-51 HELICOPTEB
Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance
capability
[AD-A028111] p02JO N77-18112

CHAIBS
D SEATS
CHALC06EHIDES
NT CABBON BONOXIDE
NT 9ANGABESE OXIDES
NT NITB06EN DIOXIDE
NT NITEOGEN OXIDES

CHAHCE-VOOGBT HILITABY AIBCEAFT
0 alLITABI AIBCBAFT

CHAHNEL CAPACITY
Queues with delayed, probabilistic feedback as a
model of air traffic control communications

p0571 A77-51610
CHANNEL FLOi

An alternative analytical method for ground-effect
aerofoils

pOOIS A77-13199
Investigation of the stability of a channel flow

with a blocking compression shock at transonic
flow rates

pOOSO A77-11126
Efficiency of turbine—blade cooling by air
injection through longitudinal slots

p0089 A77-16325
Hypersonic flow in converging conical channel

p0112 A77-17971
Flow in tnrbomachines with nonuniform inlet

velocity distribution
p0136 A77-19708

Some experiments on a radial vaned diffuser
p0201 A77-2S192

Use of a unified curve of corrections to Pitot
tube readings in a rarefied supersonic flov

p0202 A77-25330
Choking of a nonuniform flow in a channel with

friction
p0202 A77-2533H

CBABBBLS (DATA TBANSBISSIOB)
A hybrid configured fiber optic data bus system

P0058 A77-15811
Advantages of a tine division multiplex data bus

for remotely piloted vehicle built-in-test
POJ95 A77-J7379

Aircraft communications systems Bnssian book
pO«07 A77-381^1

Time-division multiplexed data bus integration
techniques avionics

POJ76 N77-25071
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SUBJECT IBDBI CIBCOLAB CONES

CBiPHAH SBEAB LATEB
0 SHEAR LAYEBS

CHAPBAH-JOOGET PLABB
0 FLABE PEOPAGATION

CHABACTEBISTIC BQOATIOBS
0 EIGEHVALUES
0 EIGENVECTORS

CHARACTERISTIC POHCTIOHS
0 EIGEBVALOES
0 EIGEHVECTOBS

CBABACTEEISTIC BEIHOD
D HETHOD OP CHABACTEBISTICS

CBABGE COUPLED DEVICES
A CCD viewfinder as an adjunct to aerial

reconnaissance systems
p0191 A77-23527

CHABSE TRANSFER DEVICES
NT CHABGE COOPLED DEVICES
CHABTS
NT GRAPHS (CBABTS)

CBECKOOT
The significance and goals of engineering
diagnostics automatic aircraft equipment
testing

p0295 A77-30251
Antonatic aircraft testing and checkout egaipment

p0295 A77-30252
Semiautomatic testing of altimeter and air-speed

indicator
p0295 A77-30253

Combined operation of a prcgrammed measuring
exchange and the Consul 253 organizing automaton

for aircraft testing
p0295 A77-3025"!

Field evaluation of UH-1 helicopter inspection
systems. Project Inspect, phase 2
[AD-A033721] p0363 N77-240S4

CHECKOUT EOOISHEHT
D TEST EQDIFBEBT

CBBB1CAL ANALYSIS
HT GAS ANALYSIS
NT QDANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Evaluated numerical data for the SST and
chlorofluorocarbon problems: A case study of
hov to help the engineer and the modellers

p0174 N77-169H2
CHEHICAL AOIILIABT POBEB OBITS

Chemical power sources in aviation Bnssian book
pO«67 A77-13617

CBER1CA1 COBPOSITION
Development of aircraft brake materials

t A S L E PREPRINT 76-LC-1B-3] pOOOS A77-11195
Investigation of the composition of phenol

antioxidants containing zinc
dialkyldithiocarbanates, used to improve the
thermal-oxidative stability of jet fuels

p03<(5 A77-33912
Investigation of the effectiveness of antioxidant

additions to a highly hydrogenated jet fuel
p03«5 A77-3391*

Investigation of the factors affecting the
determination accuracy of addition
concentrations in aviation oils, using the
method of thin-filn chromatography

p03»5 A77-33915
CHEBICAL B1EBEITS
NT ALOBINOB
HT EEBYILIUB "
NT COBALT
HT BELIOB
NT BYDBOGEN
HT LIQUID BYDBOGZN
HT BAGNESIOB
NT BOLYBDENOB
NT OXYGEN
NT BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
NT SABABIDB
NT TITANIUB

CHEHICAL BITIBGDISBBBS
0 FIBE EXTINGUISHERS

CBEBICAL FDBLS
HT AIRCRAFT FUELS
NT GASOLIHE
HT HYunO'-ABBCH FDELS
HT BYDBOGEN FOILS
HT JET ENGIHE FUELS
HT JE-« JET FUEL
HT JP-5 JET FOEL
HT JP-8 JET FOEL

ST SYBTBETIC FUELS
CHBBICAL KIHETICS
0 REACTION KINETICS

CHEHICAL HACBIBIHG
HI ELECTROCBEHICAL HACHIBING

CBEBICAL PBOPEBTIES
Chemistry of fuels and lubricants

p0300 A77-31HJ8
Environmental degradation of fuels, fluids and

related materials for aircraft
[AD-A026908] p01J2 B77-1521H

CBEBICAL PBOPULSIOB
NT HYBRID EBOPULSIOH

CBBBICAL BEACTIOBS
NT HYDROGERATIOH
NT OXIDATION
HT PHOTOCHEBICAL REACTIONS
numerical methods for calculating the performance

of air-breathing combustion chambers
p0101 A77-17250

CBESICAL BEACTOBS
A combined cycle nith a partial-oxidation reactor

p0109 A7
CBEBICAL TESTS
HT CHEBICA1 ANALYSIS
HT 5AS ANALYSIS
NT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

CBEHOHDCLEAB PBOPULSIOH
0 HUCLEAB EBOPOLSION
CBILLIHG
0 COOLIHG

CHIBBS
0 AUDITORY SIGNALS

CHIHA
NT CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC

CHINA (COBnUBIST) BAIBLASD
U CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC

CHINESE PEOPLES BBPOBLIC
The Shenyang F-9 combat aircraft

pUU59 A77-1b87b
CHIHOOK HELICOPTER
D CB-«7 HELICOPTER

CHLORINE COBPOUBDS
Evaluated numerical data for the SST and
chlorofluorocarbon problems: A case study of
hov to help the engineer and the modellers

p017« B77-16912
CBBOBATOGBAPBY
HT THIN LAYEB CHBOHATOGBAPHY
Quantitative TLC analysis of amine antioxidants fin

high-temperature jet engine lubricants
[AD-A039909] pOS28 N77-30121

CHBONOTRONS
0 TIBE LAG

CBOGGIHG
0 COBBOSTION STABILITY

CIBEFLUOBOGBAPHY
0 BADIOGBAPHY

CIBEBADIOGBAPHY
U BADIOGBAPBY
CIRCLES (GEOBETBT)
NT GREAT CIRCLES
CIBCOIT PBOTECTIOH

Aircraft electrical systems Book
pOOSO A77-1H125

Lightning protection for status and control lines
of the Bark III instrument landing system

p0055 A77-15106
High voltage design for airplane eguipment

pQ397 A77-371J3

The system approach to airborne electrical power
supplies

pU409 A//-381465
CIBCOIT RELIABILITY

Effects of temperature on avionics reliability
pU560 A77-50"497

CIRCUITS
NT FLUID SWITCHING ELEBENTS
HI FLOIDIC CIRCOITS
NT IBTEGBATED CIRCUITS
ST BICBOBAVE CIRCUITS
HT BIXISG CIBCDITS
»T PBASE SHIFT CIBCOITS
HT SflTCHING CIBCOITS

CIHCULAB COBBS
Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the
boundaries of turbulent supersonic wakes

p0300 A77-J1im
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CISC 01AB CTLIBDEHS SUBJECT IHDBI

CIBCUL&B CTL1HDHBS
Prediction of aerodynamic out-of-plane forces on

ogive-nosed circular cylinders
p0116 A77-18879

Form drag, skin friction, and vortex shedding
frequencies for subsonic and transonic
crossflows on circular cylinder
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-687] p0361 A77-37034

CIECD11T10B
NT ATMOSPHEBIC CIBCOLATIOS

CITIES
Comprehensive plan and development program for a

regional industrial airpark, Springfield
Municipal Airport for the City of Springfield,
Missouri
[PB-262474/0] p0374 N77-24159

CIVIL AVIATIOJ
Concorde navigation

pOOOl A77-10200
Beyond supersonic transport

[IAF PAPIB ISL-76-66] pOOOS 177-10972
Co-operation in the European aircraft

manufacturing industry and among the scheduled
airlines /Brancker Bemorial lecture/

p0007 A77-11311
Transport progress in practice: Air transport in

Africa - East African Airways Corporation
Experience

p0007 A77-11312
Reliability applied to landing gear and hydraulics

p0009 A77-12116
Aircraft loadability paraaeters - Some results of

an airline survey
[SAKE PAPEB 1146] p0010 A77-12201

New orientations of intergovernmental
organizations of civil aviation

p0012 A77-12470
The technical basis for a national civil aviation

research, technology, and development /ET 6 D/
policy; Proceedings of the Workshop Conference,
Crystal City, Va., Harch 10-12, 1976

p0016 A77-12927
Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft

structures
p0052 A77-14938

A new air transport policy for the Borth Atlantic
Book

p0090 A77-16375
Life cycle cost impact on design considerations

for civil transport aircraft propulsion systems
p0101 A77-17227

Expanded use of computers in air transportation
[AIAA PAPEB 77-274] p0112 A77-18213

Our amazing air transportation system /AIAA-SAE
Rilliaa Littlevood Hemorial Lecture/ civil
aviation aircraft historical overview
[AIAA PAPEB 77-356] p0114 A77-18260

The automatic navigator onboard aircraft
navigation aids systems

p0115 A77-18725
The seat belt light is on airline industry

economic assessment and forecasts
p0117 A77-19175

The B.P.V. in perspective
p0149 A77-20621

A proposition for an advanced aircraft navigation
system for civil air transport

p0151 A77-20667
Beans of increasing the service life of gas

turbine engines
p0197 A77-24754

Development of pilot navigation procedures for
long haul commercial transport

p0260 A77-28293
Operations civil aircraft flight control and

information requirements
p0273 A77-29662

Some aspects of analyzing the state of corrosion
of civil aviation aircraft

p0301 A77-31066
Practical aspects of commercial STOL operations

[AIAA 77-567] p0348 A77-34929
Operational and performance criteria for STOL

aircraft landings in Ion visibility weather
conditions
[AIAA 77-577] p0348 A77-34936

FAA's flight service stations in modernization
process for general aviation

p0358 A77-36570

Energy utilization factor in civil transport
aircraft

p0359 A77-36788
Cabin safety by crash survival
[S1E PISEB 770485] p0395 8.77-37089

The SLS function of the French A6DLS tor civil
aviation navigation

p040<l A77-J7742
The CAB California-Texas Fares case - An
intrastate stopover takeover

p0414 A77-J9096
Electrical power supply of airports. Ill

p0415 A77-39455
O.S. air carrier accidents involving fire /1965
through 1974/

p0443 477-40929
The airport and fire from the air carrier's view

p0443 A77-40931
The airport fire defense - The basic mission and
needs

p0445 A77-40944
Cost-benefit analysis for airport development

pO»45 A77-41379
Harket development problems for local service air
carriers i

p0449 A77-41850
Civil aviation activities in global perspective

p04«9 A77-41930
The changing horizons for technical progress

in air transportation
p0450 A77-41946

Bunway length as a basic criterion in analyzing
the development of classification of Polish
technical civil airfields

p0461 A77-433JO
Aviation system planning airport planning in

Baryland
p0468 A77-43657

Terminal area charting for area navigation
operations

p0503 A77-444J3
Honitoring for preventive maintenance in the small
fleet

p0512 A77-46411
Flight experience with Omega

p0521 A77-47814
Austria's role in international civil aviation

pOSSI A77-48416
Bationalization of the European air net

pOSSI A77-48474
Some aspects of the development of air traffic of
the Socialist States. II

p0555 A77-49651
The need for a workable collision avoidance system
- Now in civil aviation

p0561 A77-50662
An analysis of the Intrastate air carrier
regulatory forum. Volume 1: Summary report
[AD-A023761] p0020 H77-10034

An analysis of the intrastate air carrier
regulatory forum. Volume 2: Technical report
[AD-A023762] p0020 1177-10035

Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[UASA-CB-137894] p0021 N77-10047

Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[RASA-CB-137895] p0021 H77-10048

Toward new heights air transportation in the
Soviet Onion
[HASA-TT-F-17248] p0031 B77-11019

Aerodynamic design
p0119 B77-13979

Air transport propulsion for the 1980's
p0119 H77-13980

Structures and Haterials
p0119 H77-13981

Effects of artificial stability on configuration
design

p0119 H77-13982
Advanced helicopter designs

p0119 H77-1J983
Data base for predicting noise from civil

aircraft: Flight profile prediction
[PB-257638/7] ' p017« H77-16867

Tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria for
powered-lift transports

p0227 H77-18090
Aviation safety and operation problems research

and technology
P0237 B77-19041
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SUBJECT IBDBI COCKPIT SIBULATOBS

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions, volaae 1
CHASA-CB-151987] p0317 B77-22096

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions. Volume 2: Appendices
[NASA-CB-151988] P0318 H77-22097

Application of active controls to civil transport
aircraft

p0329 H77-22809
Development of a research project selection model:

Application to a civil helicopter research program
[BASA-CB-145225] p0333 B77-23088

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format. Civil
aviation, issue number 2, 1976 accidents
[HTSB-BA-76-7] p0365 H77-24075

H A S A aviation safety retorting system
[NASA-TB-X-3546] p0365 N77-24076

Examples of laser utilization in civil aircraft
certification tests

p0370 H77-24127
Civil mini-BPA's for the 1980's: Avionics design

considerations reootely piloted vehicles
[NASJ-CB-137679] p0370 H77-24133

Chronological overview of past avionic flight
control system reliability in military and
commercial operations

p0375 H77-25057
Safety criteria for fail-operational antoland

systems and their application for civil
aviation

p0375 B77-25058
Annual review of aircraft accident data, OS

general aviation, calendar year 1975
[PB-264394/8] p0381 H77-25127

Calculation of day-night levels (Idn) resulting
from civil aircraft operations
[PB-266165/0] pO»83 N77-28918

Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations, O.S. General Aviation 1975
[PB-267654/2] p0536 N77-31114

CLADDING
Development of erosion resistant claddings for

helicopter rotor blades
[AD-A024894] p0070 H77-12054

CLABK T A1BPOIL
0 AIBFOIL PBOFIL2S

CLASSIC AIBCBSFT
0 11-62 A1HCBAPT

CLASSIFICATION
FT INDEXES (DOCOHENTATION)

CLBAB EHBEGI
NASA Quiet Clean General Aviation Tnrbofan (QCGAT)

program status
[HASA-TB-I-73564] p0335 H77-23109

Static and vind-on tests of an upper-surface-blovn
jet-flap nozzle arrangement for use on the Quiet
Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
[NASA-TS-D-8476] p0378 N77-25086

CLBiBAICES
Effects of tip clearance on overall performance of

transonic fan stage with and without casing
treatment
[BASA-TB-X-3479] p0175 S77-16992

Cold-air performance of a
12.766-centiieter-tip-diaBeter axial-flow cooled
turbine. 3: Effect of rotor tip clearance on
overall performance of a solid blade configuration
[HASA-TP-1032] p0577 N77-32082

CLIHATOLOGT
Concorde and the climate

P0114 A77-18472
CLIBBIBG FLIGHT

Analysis of the climbing characteristics of
subsonic jet aircraft German book

p0116 A77-18960
Optimal control of thrust and angle of attack of

an aircraft performing a climb-acceleration
maneuver

p0135 A77-19329
Prediction of helicopter rotor performance in

vertical climb and sideward flight
[ABS 77-33-03] p0417 A77-40051

Characteristics of the boundary-layer equations of
the min imum time-to-climb problem

p0513 477-1)6618
Best-range flight conditions for cruise-climb

flioh*. of a jet aircraft (
p0028 177-10379

Avco Lycoming emission and flight test results
p0184 B77-17088

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: Dive recovery of
hang gliders
[HASA-TH-1-73229] p036J 877-24053

Hoise levels of jet transport aircraft during
initial climb
[TT-7702] p0492 S77-29156

CLOCKS
HI ATOMIC CLOCKS

CLOGGI8G
0 PLOGGIBG

CLOSED LOOP SISTERS
0 FEEDBACK CONTBOL

CLOSOBB LAI
Test of second order closure model in a
compressible turbulent wake

p03Ql| A77-J3822
CLOTH
0 FABRICS

CLOTBIBG
BT HBLHETS
HT PROTECTIVE CLOTBIHG

CLOUD BBIGBT IIDICATOBS
Visual range: Concepts, instrumental

determination, and aviation applications
[NBS-HOBO-159] p0525 H77-30102

CLOUD SEBDIBG
Fog dispersal - Hodern implementation of proven

concepts
p0271 A77-29465

CLOTTEB
Description and performance evaluation ot the

moving target detector automated aircraft
detection in all forms of clutter
[AD-AOM0055] p0438 S77-27274

COAL
Thermal stability of some aircraft turbine fuels

derived from oil shale and coal
[HASA-TB-I-3551] p0389 B77-253a5

Analysis and testing of jp-5 fuel derived from coal
[AD-A036073] p0432 B77-26333

COIL LIQOBFACTIOB
Aviation turbine fuels from shale and coal oils

p0353 A77-35150
Alternate aircraft fuels: Prospects and

operational implications
[NASA-TB-X-74030] p0482 B77-28322

COALESCEHCE
U COALESCING

COALESCING x
Interactions and merging of line vortices
[AD-A027717] p0120 B77-13997

COABDA EFFECT
Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of a vectored-engine-over-wing configuration
having spanwise leading-edge vortex enhancement
[NASA-TB-I-73955] p0433 N77-27072

COASTS
An avionics design philosophy for a Canadian
coastal patrol aircraft

p0135 A77-19650
COATINGS
NT ANTIBEFLECTION COATINGS
HT CEEA8IC COATINGS
NT HBTAL COATINGS
HI PLASTIC COATINGS
HT PROTECTIVE COATIBGS
HT THEHHAL COHTBOL COATINGS
Application of sputter-deposited lamellar
composite technology to the development of high
temperature turbine blade materials and airtoil
fabrication
[AD-A037349] p0431 H77-26151

COAXIAL FLO!
The initial region of subsonic coaxial jets. II

P0555 A77-49564
COBALT

The 150 KVA samarium cobalt VSCF starter generator
electrical system, phase 1
[AD-A026518] p0133 H77-1S299

COCKPIT SIBOLATOiS
The F-111 OFP dynamic simulation system

p0398 A77-37468
Flight simulator evaluation of an electronic

paravisual guidance indicator
[ESA-TT-350] p0071 N77-12056

The Halcolm Horizon pilot performance
P0171 N77-1605I1
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COCKPITS SUBJECT INDEX

Exploratory investigation of decelerating
approaches of a twin-engined jet transport.
Volnme 1: Fixed-base simulation
[NI.R-TB-75171-D] p0382 H77-25136

COCKPITS
Investigation into the opt imum nse of advanced

displays in future transport aircraft
p0007 A77-11594

Some ergoncmic aspects of cockpit panel design for
airline aircraft

p0043 477-13171
Plight information for airline pilots - The

certification angle
p0148 A77-20605

Operational requirements for advanced fighter
aircrew displays

p0164 177-22728
Cockpit information reguirements - Common elements

p0164 477-22729
Cockpit design for night nap-of-the-earth /SOS/

flight
P02U5 A77-26861

Flight decks for future civil transport aircraft
p035U A77-352U6

An LED numeric display for the aircraft cockpit
' p04»6 477-11173

Design criteria for aircraft warning, caution and
advisory alerting systems
C 4 I A A PAPEB 77-1240] p0501 A77-41332

Influence of aircraft angle of attack on high G
cockpit design
[AD-4025083] p0034 N77-11013

Rationale and description of a coordinated cockpit
display for aircraft flight management
[BASA-TH-X-3057] p0035 B77-11044

Visual presentation of cockpit information
including special devices used for particular
conditions of flying
[AGAHD-CP-201] p0171 N77-16050

The development of aircraft instruments
p0171 N77-16051

Evaluation of cockpit lighting
P0171 N77-16052

An investigation of cockpit lighting for
compatibility with nse of night-vision goggles,
AN/PVS-5
CAD-A029212] p0180 N77-17046

Baseline data from an A-1 cockpit in simulated
carrier deck fire
[AD-A03H217] p0332 N77-23077

Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer of
initial flight training
[AD-A038194] p O I S O N77-28147

COD AIRCRAFT
0 C-2 AIBCBAFT

CODEBS
Digital shaft encoder

[AD-A040706] J0543 N77-31172
CODING

NT R E D U N D A N C Y ENCODIB6
FT SIGNAL ENCODING

COBFFICIEBT OP PBICTIOS
Skin friction on a flat perforated acoustic liner

p0046 A77-13729
Determining minimal drag of nonslender body

p0112 A77-17975
The employment of aircraft on operational areas in

the case of differing surface conditions
p0159 A77-22119

Effect of the environment en some properties of
sintered fractional materials aircraft wheel
brake materials

pOIOI 477-37778
Preliminary test results of the joint

FAA-OSAI-NASA runway research program. Part 1:
Traction measurements of several runways under
wet and dry conditions with a Boeing 727, a
diagonal-braked vehicle, and a ma-meter
[NAS4-TH-X-73909] p0437 B77-27132

Preliminary test results of the joint
FAA-OSAF-N4SA runway research program. Part 2:
Traction measurements of several runways under
wet, snow covered, and dry conditions with a
Douglas tC-9, a diagonal-braked vehicle, and a
nu-meter
[N4S4-TH-X-73910] p0137 N77-27133

NASA diagonal-traked test vehicle evaluation of
traction characteristics of grooved and
ungrooved runway surfaces at fliami International

4irport, Hiami, Florida, 8-9 Bay 1973
[FASA-TH-X-73912] p(M37 B77-271JH

COBFFICIEBTS
NT AEBODYBABIC COEFFICIENTS
HT COEFFICIENT OF FBICTIOB
BT COHERENCE COEFFICIENT
NT COBBELATION COEFFICIENTS
ST DISCHABGE COEFFICIENT
BT FLOS COEFFICIENTS
BT BEAT TBABSFEB COEFFICIEBTS
NT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT
BT NOZZLE THBOST COEFFICIEBTS
NT STRUCTURAL INFIDENCE COEFFICIEBTS

COHEBEHCE COEFFICIENT
Core noise source diagnostics on a tnrbofan engine

using correlation and coherence techniques
[BASA-TH-X-73535] pOOJ6 B77-1105J

Identification and measurement of combustion noise
fron a turbofan engine using correlation and
coherence techniques
[NASA-TH-737B7] p0591 STJ-J3162

Heasurement of far field combustion noise from a
turbofan engine using coherence functions
[B4S4-TH-73748] ' p0591 B77-3J16J

COHEBENT ANTI-STORES BABAS SPECTHOSCOPT
D EAH4N SPECTBOSCOPI

COIB AIBCBAFT
BT F-5 AIBCBAFT

COLO FLOW TESTS
Seducing secondary losses by bloving cold air in a
turbine
[DGLB PAPER 76-164] p0093 877-1655B

Jet fuels - Redefining the low temperature
reguirements

p0417 477-39925
COLLAPSE

The determination of collapse load and energy
absorbing properties of thin walled beam
structures using matrix methods of analysis

pOIII 477-18JU8
COLLEGES
0 UHI7EHSITIES
COLLISI01 AVOIDABCB

Bird hazards to aircraft: Problems and prevention
of bird/aircraft collisions Book

pOOOM 477-10697
Collision avoidance - The state of the art and

some recent developments and analyses
p0058 477-1577b

Sundstrand maintains lead in GPRS battle - Hark II
system on offer Ground Proximity Warning
Systems

P0250 A77-27027
Target-tracking filter for anticollision radar

for ship navigation
p0305 477-32167

Birds in flight - Radar observation and avoidance
procedures which can be employed by air traffic
controllers

p0357 A77-36566
The need for a workable collision avoidance system
- Bow in civil aviation

p0561 A77-50bb2
Electronic systems for air traffic control

p0573 477-51276
The establishment of safe separations between

aircraft in flight
[BLB-BP-75041-0] pOOJ2 877-11020

Statistical studies on dynamic zones of protection
during horizontal evasive maneuvers
[DLR-FB-76-51] p0280 B77-20051

Flight test evaluation of 4VOID 2 (avionic
observation of intruder danger) collision
avoidance system
[4D-A033596] p0317 (177-22061

1 mid-air collision threat algorithm that uses
bearing data
[AD-A033617] p0332 B77-2J075

A review and analysis of the BITBE beacon
collision avoidance system
CAD-A037225) p0366 B7/-2<1090

Flight test and evaluation of HDEC (DcDonnell
Douglas Electronics Corporation) collision
avoidance system
[AD-A037135/5] p0381 N77-25V6

COLLISION 1ABSIBG DEVICES
0 COLLISION AVOIDANCE
D NABBING SISTERS
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SUBJECT IBDBI COBBOStlOB BPPICIBBCI

COLIISIOBS
HI BIBD-AIBCBAFT COLLISIOBS
BT BIDAIE COILISIOHS
COLLOCATIOH

Collocated flight service station/tic Eoote
Traffic Control Center aviation weather unit,
task 1
[AD-A031099/5] F0133 H77-15579

COLLOIDS
HT ABBOSOIS

COLOB PBOT06BAPHT
A new approach to airport lighting inspection

p0044 A77-1317q
COHBAT

Estimation of weapon-radius versus maneuverability
trade-off for air-to-air combat
[AIAA PAPBB 77-35] F<>137 A77-19787

The fatare of all veather operations - An Air
Force vie*

p0400 A77-37707
Instrumentation for an air-to-ground target

acquisition experiment
pO<106 A77-38020

Minim am required capture radius in a coplanar
model of the aerial combat problem

F0468 A77-43726
Air Combat Maneuvering Bange/Instrunentation

•ACHB/I '
p0572 A77-51195

Research on smart target for aerial combat. Part
1: General description
[AD-A029171] p0180 H77-17050

Research on smart target for aerial combat. Part
2: Technical description
[AD-A029172] p0180 H77-17051

Research on smart target for aerial combat. Part
3: Interface documentation
[AD-A029173] p0180 H77-17052

Energy management display for air coabat maneuvering
[AD-A040198] p0526 H77-30109

COHBIHED STRESS
Resizing procedure for structures under combined

mechanical and thermal loading
p0002 A77-10214

Life of gas turbine engine materials and parts
under thermocyclic loading

p0197 A77-24739
CORBOSTIBILITY

0 FLABHABILITY
COSBOSTIBLE PL08

Unsteady combustion of fuel spray in jet-engine
after-burners

p0101 A77-17249
numerical methods for calculating the performance

of air-breathing combustion chambers
pOIOI A77-17250

Prediction of the flow and combustion processes in
a three-dimensional combustion chamber

pOIOI A77-17251
Combustion measurements in air breathing

propulsion engines - Survey and research needs
p0200 A77-24974

COHBUSTIOB
RT AFTBBBOBBIHG
HT POEL COHEOSTIOH
BT BTDBOCABBOH COBBOSTIOB
HT PBOPBU.AHT COBBDSTIOH
HT SDPEBSOBIC COBBDSTIOB

Project SQDID: A cooperative program of
fnndaneatal research related to jet propulsion
[AD-A024004] p0036 H77-11059

COBBOSTIOB CBABBBBS
Thermocouple time constant measurement by cross

pover spectra
p0046 A77-13724

A premised, variable area combnstor for a small
gas turbine engine

pOIOH A77-17248
Unsteady combustion of fuel spray in jet-engine

after-burners
p010<l A77-17249

numerical methods for calculating the performance
of ait-breathing combustion chanters

pOlOU A77-17250
Prediction of the flo* and combustion processes in

a three-dimensional combustion chamber
pOlOU A77-17251

Emissions from gas turbine combnstors. I - An
experimental study on a model combustor

pOI IS A77-18646
Emissions from gas turbine combnstors. II

Analytical model and numerical analysis
p O I I S A77-18647

Combustion modelling within gas turbine engines,
some applications and limitations
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-52] p0138 A77-19796

Evaluation of a staged fuel combnstor for
turboprop engines
[ASBE PAPEB 76-SA/GT-5] pO^ia A77-26461

Hide bandwidth gas temperature measurements in
combnstor and combnstor exhaust gases

p0242 A77-26807
The impact of emission standards on the design of
aircraft gas turbine engine combnstors
CSAS PAPEB 760909] p0259 A77-28220

& potential low BOX emission combustor for gas
turbines using the concept of hybrid combustion
[ASBB PAPEB 77-GT-15] p0263 A77-28534

Development of a hybrid catalytic combnstor
[ASHE PAPBB 77-GT-84] p026q A77-28595

Design and development of a high-pressure
conbustor for aero-gas-tnrbines
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-96] p0265 A77-28606

Aircraft fire detection and suppressant systems
pOJ03 A77-J1B95

Phenomenology and design of jet engine combustors
p0341 A77-J3705

Steam generation with modified B2/02-rocket engines
[AIAA PAPEB 77-889] pOQII A77-38578

The effect of the structural features of a
combustion chamber on the emission of toxic
compounds

pOtll A77-40711
Direct-connect tests of hydrogen-fueled supersonic
combnstors

pOSSO A77-48240
Experimental and analytical separation of

hydrodynamic, entropy and combustion noise in a
gas turbine combustor
[SIAA PAPBB 77-1275] p056« A77-510J6

Experimental clean combastor program: Noise study
[BASA-CB-135106] p0024 H77-10064

Combustor design for low cost expendable tnrbojets
[AD-A024541] p0025 H77-10070

Seduction of gaseous pollutant emissions from gas
turbine combnstors using hydrogen-enriched jet
fuel
[HASA-CB-149146] p0038 877-11198

Effect of ceramic coating of JT8D combnstor liner
on maximum liner temperatures and other
combnstor performance parameters
[HASA-TB-X-73581] p0129 B77-15037

Pollutant formation in fuel lean recircnlating flows
in an Opposed Beacting Jet Combnstor

[NASA-CB-2785] , pl)182 H77-17069
Analytical screening of low emissions, high
performance duct burners for supersonic cruise
aircraft engines
[BASA-CB-135157] p0283 B77-20102

Anti-BOx combustion chamber with variable
aerodynamic flow for a turbo-jet engine

p0322 B77-22137
The variable geometry combustor

p0322 H77-22139
Combustion noise investigation predicting
direct and indirect noise from aircraft engines
[AD-A038154/1] p0439 B77-27873

Low-emissions combnstor demonstration
[AD-A038550] p0478 H77-28129

Research on noise generated by ducted air-fuel
combustion systems
[1D-A039957]̂  p0542 B77-31169

Development of a catalytic combustor for aircraft
gas turbine engines
[AD-A040135] p0543 B77-31171

A review of turbopropnlsion combustion. Part 1:
Fundamentals of combustion. Part 2:
Turbopropnlslon combustion technology
[AD-A043022] p0583 B77-32163

Identification and measurement of combustion noise
from a turbofan engine using correlation and
coherence techniques
CSASA-TB-73747] p0591 B77-J3162

COBBOSTIOB EFHCIBBCT
Experimental study of combustion time in two-stage
combustion process

p0012 A77-12S11
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COHBDSTIOH INSTABILITY SUBJECT INDEX

Acoustic properties of pneumatic vortex sprayers
p0111 A77-H0703

The effect of the structural features of a
combustion chamber on the emission of tozic
compounds

p0111 A77-10711
Advanced combustion techniques for controlling NO

sub x emissions of high altitude cruise aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-73173] p0023 N77-10062

characteristic time correlation of emissions from
conventional aircraft type flames
[PB-258269/0] p0183 N77-17078

High efficiency engine cycles for air transport
fuel eccncny

p0321 N77-22126
Pollution reduction technology program for small

jet aircraft engines, phase 1
[NASA-CB-135211] p0592 N77-33168

COBBDSTIOH INSTABILITY
D COHBUSTION STABILITY

COHBDSTIOH PHTSICS
A general theory of turbulent combustion - The

Lagrangian aspects
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-141] p0110 A77-19855

New directions in combustion research as related
to jet propulsion systems

p0341 A77-33702
COBBOSTION PEODDC1S

Experimental study of combustion time in two-stage
combustion process

p0012 A77-12511
Evaluation o± a staged fuel combustor for

turboprop engines
[ A S H E PAPEF 76-SA/GT-5] p0211 A77-26161

lodel calculations of the combustion product
distributions in the primary zone of a gas
turbine ccmbustor
[ASSE PAPEB 76-HA/GT-7] p0211 A77-26163

Preliminary study of smoke formed in the
combustion of various jet fuels

p0269 A77-29068
The problem of onboard fire hazard

p0306 A77-32351
COHBUSTI01 STABILITY.

NT FLABE STABILITY
Unsteady combustion of fuel spray in jet-engine

after-burners
pOlOU A77-17219

Heasnrement of far field combustion noise from a
turbofan engine using coherence functions
[NASA-TM-73718] p0591 N77-33163

COMBUSTION 7IBBATION
Flow-induced vibrations resulting f rom Karman

vortex trails
[BLL-EIS1EY-TB-2991-(9091.9F) ] p0063 N77-11988

COHBDSTION RITES
U FLAHE PBOPA6ATION

COBBOSTOBS
0 COHBUSTION C H A H B E H S

COBET 4 AIBCBAFT
ATS-6 European L-band aeronautical experiments

pOS57 A77-19908
COBBAND AND COiTBOL

CC in the military airlift command Command and
Control

p0255 A77-27596
Command augmentation control laws for maneuvering

aircraft
(AIAA 77-1011] pO«55 A77-42759

The effect of a ccmmand and stability augmentation
system on flight testing

p0368 N77-24112
Development of an integrated configuration

management/flight director system for piloted
STOL approaches
[1ASA-CB-2883] p0529 N77-30132

COHBAND-COITEOL
U COBHABD AND COHTBOL

COHBEBCIAL AIBCBAFT
NT A-300 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 727 AIBCSAFT
HT BOEIHG 7«7 AIBCBAFT
NT COBET 1 AIBCBAFT
NT CT-310 AIBCBAPT
NT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
ST DC 10 AIBCBAFT
NT EUBOPEAN AIBBUS
NT F-28 TBANSPOBT AIBCBAFT
NT IL-62 AIBCBAPT

NT L-1011 AIBCBAFT
NT LEAB JET AIBCBAFT
NT SOPEBSONIC COBBEBCIAL AIB TBANSPOBT
NT TO-134 AIHCBAFT
NT TH-111 AIBCBAFT
HT 7C-10 AIBCB&FT

Some ergonomic aspects of cockpit panel design for
airline aircraft

p0013 A77-1J171
Liquid hydrogen as propellant for commercial

aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 76-188] p0091 A77-16531

The pay-off for advanced technology in commercial
aircraft design and operation

p0116 A77-19012
An approach to the development of durable and

damage tolerant composite commercial aircraft
structure
[AIAA 77-171] p0207 A77-.J577J

The commercial supersonic aircraft
p02SO A7 1-26999

Aeroflot's STOL trijet
p025« A77-27211

The Hawker-Siddeley HS 125-700
p0257 A77-27S20

Technology of civil usage of composites in
commercial aircraft structures
[AIAA PAPEB 77-168] p0257 A77-28019

The pay-off for advanced technology in commercial
aircraft design and operation

p02!3 A77-29661
Fuel subsystem characteristics for LH2 aircraft

p0312 A77-JJ393
Short-term prospects for new commercial aircraft
from the OSA

pOJMI A77-JJ61b
Fire testing of aircraft cabins

p0317 A77-31189
Practical aspects of commercial STOL operations

[AIAA 77-567] p0318 A77-31929
Design and performance of energy efficient
propellers for Bach 0.8 cruise
[SAB PAPEB 770158] p0392 A77-37077

Improving fire prevention measures on board
commercial transport aircraft

pOIIS A77-10917
Our next commercial transport - collisions of

interest
pOISI A77-12562

Head-up display in commercial aviation
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1211] pOSOl A77-14333

Bole of future automated flight deck displays in
improving operating costs
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1252] p0502 A77-K1310

The timing of technology - Commercial transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1200] p0509 A77-15503

An analysis of the intrastate air carrier
regulatory forum. Volume 2: Technical report
[AD-A023762] p0020 N77-10035

Transonic flow theory of airfoils and wings
p0027 N77-10J51

Design considerations for laninar flow control
aircraft

p0027 N77-10366
High speed computer studies of vortex motions in

relation to aircraft wake turbulence
[AD-A021290] pOOJI N77-1101J

Aerodynamic design
p0119 H77-13979

Air transport propulsion for the 1980's
p0119 N77-139SO

Structures and Haterials
p0119 N77-13981

Effects of artificial stability on configuration
design

p0119 N77-1J982
Aircraft design concept
[NASA-CSSE-LAB-11852-1] p0128 N77-15027

Variable cycle engine applications and constraints
for commercial and military (fighter) aircraft

p0321 N77-22125
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-19/epoxy

composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[NASA-CB-115111] pOJ71 N77-21199

Noise data for a twin-engine commercial jet
aircraft flying conventional, steep, and
two-segnent approaches
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SUBJECT IHDBI COHPOSITB HATEBIALS

[NASA-IB-D-Sai l ] p0375 N77-216UO
Chronological overviev of past avionic flight

control system reliability in Bilitary and
commercial operations

p0375 N77-25057
Highly reliable maltiprocessors for comnerical

transport aircraft
p0376 H77-25072

Drea formadehyde foamed plastic emergency
arresters for civil aircraft
[ARC-CP-1329] p O U B O S77-281HU

A study of commuter airline economics
[NASA-CB-1E2035] pOU88 B77-2911II

Innovative Aircraf t Design Study (IADS) task 2,
volume 1
[AD-AOI41231] pOSttO N77-311U1

Variation of pitching nonent with engine thrust
for a twin-engine commercial jet aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-3569] p0580 N77-32131

COHHEBCI&L AVIATIOH
D CIVIL A V I A T I O N
D C C B N E R C I A L A I R C R A F T

COHRDHICATIHG
NT AIKCPAFT C O K B O N I C A T I O B
N T G B O U N D - A I B - G R C O N D C O B H O N I C A T I O N S

COHBOBICATION
NT OPTICAL CCBHONICATION

AN/PBC-56 helmet radio set upgrading. Recommended
modifications require minimal resources but
promise considerable improvement in reliability
operability, and logistics support
[AD-A011190] p0515 N77-31368

COBBOBICATIOB CABLES
NT OPTICAL 1AVEGDIDES

COBBOBICATIOB EQOIPBEBT
IT BADIO R E C E I V E R S
NT STEREOTELEVISION
NT T B A N S H I T T E B R E C E I V E R S

SINTEQ - A selective interrogation system for SSB
Secondary Surveillance Radar

p0357 A77-36568
Standard engineering installation package. DS

Army Airfield/Heliport air/ground communications
[AD-Atf26913 ] p0132 N77-1S271

T R A C A L S evalantion report. Communications station
evaluation report, Kadena AB, Japan, H Barch -
16 Barch 1976
[ A D - A 0 2 9 7 1 3 1 p0177 N77r17028

Communications station evaluation report,
Selfridge A N G B , Bichigan, 9-18 November 1976
[AD-A037U79] pO«28 H77-26120

COBBOHICSTIOH BETIOBKS
JTIDS - An overview of the system design and

implementation Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System

pOS73 A77-51204
Queues wi th delayed, probabilistic feedback as a

model of air traffic control communications
p057it A77-51610

COBBOHICATIOB SATELLITES
NT A E R O N A U T I C A L SATELLITES
NT AEROSAT SATELLITES
NT BAROTS (ESA)

Software iiplementation of a PH spread spectrum
receiver to accommodate dynamics SHF
pseudonoise communication link for
aircraft/satellites

p0506 A77-4II738
Satellite communications for the mobile service

[ A A S 76-OU5] F0513 A77-I16630
P.TS-6 European L-band aeronautical experiments

p0557 A77-Q9908
A F S A T C O B terminal segment reliability test progran

p0560 A77-5019H
Single pass Docpler positioning for Search and

Bescne satellite missions
p0571 A77-51186

COBBOBICATION SISTEBS
D TELECOBHONICATION

COBBOSITIES
Further sensitivity studies of community-aircraft

noise exposure ( N O I S E B A f ) prediction procedures
(AD-A001781] p0598 B77-33686

COBBDTATIOB
The comntated Doppler Bicrovave Landing System

pO«02 A77-37729
COBPJBISOS

Comparison of effects of unsteady lift and
spanwise averaging ID f l ight through turbulence

[ S A S A - T H - X - 7 < 4 0 2 8 ] pOIJJ N77-2706b
A comparison of the experimental aerodynamic

characteristics of an obligue wing with those of
a swept wing in the Ames 6 by 6 foot wind
tunnel
[NASA-TB-X-3547] pO«7J H77-28086

COBP4HTBENTS
NT AIRCRAFT COHPARTBEHTS
BT ANECHOIC CBABBEBS
FT PRESSDBIZED CABINS

CO8PASSBS
BT GYROCOBPASSES

COBPLEI SYSTEBS
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by
a multiple time-scales method hierarchically
structured snboptimal controller

pO«68 A77-1J771
The design of complex navigation systems

Russian book
p0512 A77-146091

Singular perturbation analysis approach for
systems with highly coupled dynamics with
application to optimal aircraft flight control

pOSIJ A77-Q6617
Fatigue life prediction of complex structures

[ASHE PAPEB 77-DE-16] p051« A77-16915
COHPLEI VARIABLES
NT CAOCHY INTEGBAL FOBBOLA
BT COBPOHBAL BAPPING
FT EXPONENIIAL FDNCTIONS
BT HYPERBOLIC JOSCTIOBS
NT SINGOLABITY (HATHEBATICS)

COBPLEIITY
NT TASK COHPLEXITY

COBPOHEBT BELIABILITY
A statistical method for the prediction of

component low cycle fatigue life
pOIOS A77-172SU

Aircraft environmental control problems as a
result of air contamination
[4SBE PAPEB 76-ENAS-13] p0135 A77-19164

A modular fail op fail safe strapped-dovn navigator
pOlb! A77-20665

Acoustic emission system for monitoring components
and structures in a severe fatigue noise
environment

p0310 A77-32995
Environmental considerations for avionics

installation
[SAE PAPEB 770*47] p0391 A77-37068

Detail design aspects of a helicopter transmission
system

p0549 A77-47999
Some detail design problems in aircraft gas turbines

pOSIS A77-18001
iear reliability of aircraft splines

pOb59 A77-50H67
Component test program for variable-cycle engines

p0^19 N77-18011
Objectives for the design of improved actuation

systems for flight control systems
p0376 B77-25073

Flight controls for the CONCORDE
p0377 N77-25078

Design of selected helicopter components for ease
of repair
[AD-A035152] p038H N77-251Sy

CFBS6 turbofan maintainability and
reliability-oriented development

p059l| N77-33189
COBPOSITE BATEBIALS
SI ALDBINOB BOEOB COBPOSITES
NT BOBON BEINFOBCED RATEBIALS
ST BORON-EPOXY COBPOOFDS
NT CARBON FIBEB BEINFOBCED PLASTICS
HI CABBON-CARBCB COBPOSITES
ST COHPOSITE PBOPELLABTS
ST GLASS FIBEB EEIBFORCED PLASTICS
BT GBAPHITE-EPOXY CORPOSITE BATERIALS
BT LABINATES
BT BETAL HATBIX COBPOSITBS
BT BEINFORCED PLASTICS

Advanced design composite aircraft, the next step
for composites
[SAiE PAPEB 1105) p0010 A77-12181

Fiber composite structures
pOOSH A77-15297

Advanced composite materials fabrication
honeycomb sandwich and spar/rib aircraft
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COBPOSITB PBOPBLLiBTS SUBJECT IBDEX

structures
pOOSS A77-15324

Army applications of advanced composites in
Heavy lift Helicopters

pOOSS A77-15345
Forecasting the elastic properties of composites
reinforced by discrete fibers

p0114 A77-18467
Advanced Design Composite Aircraft study
[AIAA 77-393] p0206 A77-25745

Flight simulation testing cf advanced coaposites
for snpersenic craise aircraft applications
[AIAA 77-1101] p0206 A77-25753

Payoff of the application of advanced composite
materials to a fighter type aircraft
[ASHE PAPER 76-BA/ABBO-13] p0213 A77-26408

Composite gain rotor blade for the 211 helicopter
p02<)7 A77-26880

Development of the windshield for the B-1 aircraft
p0254 A77-27464

Design concept and manufacturing process for the
H-3 helicopter composite main rotor blade

v p0255 A77-27467
Production validation of composite secondary
airframe structures

p0255 A77-27509
lightning protection design concepts for advanced
composite structures aircraft applications

p0302 A77-31765
Composite technology - The boom is under »ay

rotorcraft materials
p0341 A77-33616

The composite technology - Its possibilities and
its risks /Hugo Jankers lecture/

p0356 A77-36390
Fiber-reinforced composites as new jet engine

materials
p0358 A77-36623

The influence of curriculum on aerospace design
decisions
[SAE PAPER 770454] p0392 A77-37075

Aeroelastically tailored propellers nsing
fiber reinforced composites
[SAE PAPER 770455] p0392 A77-37076

Bearing materials and frictional units for
operation vithont lubricant

pO»05 A77-37783
Minimized fuselage vibrations nsing advanced
composites
[AHS 77-33-811] p0422 A77-40097

A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire
safety

p0444 A77-40937
Composite horizontal stabilizer for the B-1 -

Design, fabrication and test
p0512 A77-46519

Composite hubs for Ion cost turbine engines
stress analysis nsing HASTBAB

p0512 A77-46520
Durability testing of the A-7D composite

outer-sing panel
p0514 A77-46808

Prodncibility aspects of advanced coaposites for
an L-1011 Aileron
[SHE PAPEB BHE76-04] p0563 A77-51006

Design, fabrication and test of an F-14 composite
overving fairing
[SHE PAPEB EH76-175] p0563 A77-51010

Airfrane composite materials
p0574 177-51353

Program for establishing long-time flight service
performance of composite materials in the center
•ing structure of C-130 aircraft. Phase 4:
Ground/flight acceptance tests
[BASA-CB-145043] p0033 N77-11032

Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer
[AD-A023767] p0033 H77-11036

High temperature thermocouple system for advanced
aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A025500] p0037 H77-11062

Advanced composite rodders for DC-10 aircraft:
Design, manufacturing, and ground tests
[HASi-CB-145068] p0068 B77-12039

Research on the exploitation of advanced composite
materials to lightly loaded strnctnres
[HASA-CH-149247] p0079 B77-13044

Fiber composite fan blade impact improvement program
[HASA-CB-135078] pOOBI H77-13063

Development and application possibilities of nev
construction techniques Kith fiberreinforced
materials aircraft structures
[ESA-TT-267] p0083 B77-1J16S

A study of the failure of joints in composite
material fuel cells due to hydraulic ram loading
[AD-A027258] p0122 H77-14016

Composite hubs for lov cost gas turbine engines
[HASA-TH-I-73578] p018^ H77-17066

A technology plan for electromagnetic
characteristics of advanced composites
[AD-A030507] P0186 B77-1717S

Composite materials research in support of
supersonic propulsion systems

p0219 877-18018
Time-temperatnre-stress capabilities of composites

for supersonic craise aircraft applications
p0221 H77-18035

Fibre composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft
structures
[AB1/HAT-TB-366) p0281 B77-20072

Experimental solutions of acoustic fatigue problems
in aircraft construction materials

P0329 B77-22S72
Ordnance impacts on jet engine fan blades

impact resistance of composite materials
[AD-A031761] p0336 H77-23117

Design, fabrication, and testing of advanced
composite AB-1G tail section (tail boom/vertical
fin)
[AD-A034457] p0367 H77-24106

Elastic pitch beam tail rotor
[AD-A035175] p0384 B77-25158

an and T-pnltraded composite structural elements
[AD-A035217] p0388 B77-25256

Optimum design of composite vlng structures with
tvist constraint for aeroelastic tailoring
[AD-A038029] p0426 B77-26099

Application of sputter-deposited lamellar
composite technology to the development of high
temperature turbine blade materials and airfoil
fabrication
[AD-A037349] p0431 B77-26151

Graphite composite aircraft landing gear vheel
[AD-A036207] p0481 B77-28232

Impact behavior of polymeric matrix composite
materials
[AD-A038188] p0481 B77-28316

COMPOSITE PBOPBLLABTS
Investigation of the composition of phenol
antioxidants containing zinc
dialkyldithiocarbamates, used to improve the
thermal-oxidative stability of jet fuels

p0345 A77-3J9H
COHPOSItB 31BOCTOBBS

HT LAHIBATES
Prodncibility aspects of advanced composites tor

an L-1011 aileron. I
p0046 A77-1J740

Prodncibility aspects of advanced composites for
an L-1011 aileron. II

p0046 A77-13742
Application and effect of the results of stability

and structural component studies on current and
future aircraft
[D6LB PAPBB 76-167] pOO»3 A77-165!>0

Experience related to the development of
high-stress carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
structures, taking into account the example of a
subsonic inlet ramp
[DGLB PAPEB 76-195] p0095 A77-16581

Advanced composite landing gear leg
[AIAA PAPEB 77-304] p0113 A77-18229

Advanced composites manufacturing as inflnenced by
design -— for A-7D aircraft outer »ing panel

p0159 A77-2214S
Structural attachment of composite rotor blades

for helicopters
p0198 A77-24911

Aerospace adhesive bonding
p0198 A77-.t492«

Structures, structural Dynamics and Raterials
Conference, 18th, Harch 21-23, 1977, and
Aircraft Composites: The Emerging Bethodology
for Structural Assurance, San Diego, Calif.,
Harch 24, 25, 1977, Technical Papers. Volume A -
Structures and materials

p0203 A77-25726
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A SOP-3 - A prograo for the optima design of
metallic and composite stractnres subjected to
strength and deflection constraints
[AIAA 77-378] p0204 A77-25737

Tbe Air Force Structural integrity Prograo for
advanced composite stractnres
[Alii 77-1160] p0206 A77-25769

Damage tolerance progran for the B-1 composite
stabilizer
[Alii 77-464] p0206 A77-25770

O.S. Havy certification of coaposite Kings for the
P-18 and Advanced Harrier aircraft
[ilAi 77-H66] p0207 A77-25771

Havy in-service evaluation program for
composite aircraft structure reliability
[AIAi 77-067] p0207 A77-25772

An approach to the development of durable and
damage tolerant composite commercial aircraft
strnctare
[AIAA 77-1171] p0207 177-25773

Environmentally controlled fatigue tests of box
beams vitb built-in flans
[Alii 77-475] p0207 A77-25775

Qualification and in-service evaluation of the
A-7D composite outer iiing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1162] p0211 A77-25815

Lightning,simulation testing of composites of
aircraft components and systems

p0212 i77-26059
Overview of HAS1/01ST efforts related to

manufacturing technology
p0212 A77-26395

Toward integrated structural design with advanced
composites F-16 graphite-epoxy eapennage skins
[ A S H E PAPEB 76-BA/AEBO-11] p0213 177-26406

Composite bearingless taxi rotor for OTTAS
p0249 A77-26899

Synergistic integration of composite manufacturing
methods for TP-17 aircraft fuselage structure

p0255 A77-27492
DC-10 integrally woven polyimide/fiberglass

acoustic panel program
p0255 A77-27498

Technology of civil usage of composites in
commercial aircraft structures
[Alii PAPEH 77-468] p0257 A77-28049

Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft
structures

p0273 177-29657
Concepts for the development of light-weight

composite structures for rotor burst containment
p0301 A77-31575

Aeroelastic analysis of a bearingless rotor
p0343 A77-33782

Development of the composite bearingless main
rotor system

p0343 A77-33789
F-15 composite speedbrake in production

p0359 A77-36682
Manufacture of ribs for the A7D composite outer wing

p0359 A77-36700
Use of composites la airframes

p0409 177-38534
idvanced composites and advanced metallics meet

the challenge of 4esign-to-cost
[Alii P1PEB 77-1234] p0501 177-44329

lircraft composite primary structures in Brazil
p0513 177-46807

Rohrbond high strength Ti alloy joining method
for thrust engines, airframe and space structures
[SHE PAPEB AD76-280] p0563 177-51015

Investigation of a bearingless helicopter rotor
concept having a composite primary structure
[HASA-CB-2637] p0021 H77-10044

Titanium and advanced composite structures for a
supersonic cruise arrow wing configuration

p0220 S77-18026
Ultra high tip speed (670.6 m/sec) fan stage vith

composite rotor: Aerodynamic and mechanical
design
[NASi-CB-135122] p0282 H77-20101

Study to investigate design, fabrication and test
of low cost concepts for large hybrid composite
helicopter fuselage, phase 2
[SASA-CB-145167J p0366 H77-24097

Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49/epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-145141] p0374 877-24199

Evaluation of composite wing for XFV-121 airplane
[1D-A041208] p0590 H77-JJlb2

COSPOSITES
0 COHPOSITE BATEBIALS

COBPOSITIOI (PBOPEBTI)
HT ATHOSPHEBIC COBPOSITIOB
BT 1THOSPBEBIC ROISTOBE
IT CHESIC1L COBEOSITIOH
ur UOISTOBE CONTEXT

COHPOOID BBLICOPTBBS
BSB1 flight control and stabilization Botor
Systems Besearch lircraft

p0246 A77-2687J
Botor Systems Besearch Aircraft /BSRA/ canopy
explosive severance/fracture

p0274 A77-29685
Effect of rotor wake on aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6 scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft in the
Langley V/STOL tunnel
[HASA-TH-I-3548] p0577 H77-320BJ

COSPBBSSIB1B BOOHDABI L4JEB
Calculation of a compressible boundary layer

around an airfoil
p0268 177-28S26

Compressible laminar boundary layers wi th suction
on swept and tapered wings

p0405 177-J7940
A general method for calculating three-dimensional

compressible laminar and turbulent boundary
layers on arbitrary wings
[H1SA-CB-2777] p0176 N77-16994

COSPBBSSIB1E FLO!
BT TB1BSOSIC FIO»

Compressible subcritical flow through anally
symmetric sharp-lipped orifices and nozzles

p0014 A7
Compressible flow, temperature and life
calculations with turbine blades

pOIOH A7
Experimental aeroelastic investigations on a
cascade in compressible flow

p0146 177-20147
On the not-so-slender wing theory

p0163 A77-22679
Turbulent supersonic wakes

P0269 A77-28941
Hultiple segment parallel compressor model for
circumferential flow distortion in Jet engines

p0304 A77-JJ029
Analysis of flows in axial compressors

p0312 177-JJJ^b
Test of second order closure model in a

compressible turbulent wake
pOJ44 A77-JJ822

numerical prediction of the unsteady flow field in
an open cavity
[AIA6 PAPEB 77-673] p0361 A77-J7U27

Steady linearized aerodynamics. II - Supersonic
P0445 A77-41^6B

Transonic flow simulation by the finite element
method via optimal control)

p0520 A77-47544
A finite element algorithm for sound propagation

in azisymmetric ducts containing compressible
mean flow
[AIAA P1PEB 77-1301] p0565 177-51057

Calculations on airfoil-fuselage combinations in
' transonic flow. Problems resulting from the

application of the finite element method
[AfiAF-HT-76-1] p0076 H77-1J004

Simplified solution of the compressible subsonic
lifting surface problen
[AD-1027514] p0120 H77-13994

Three-dimensional compressible flow through highly
loaded axial compressor blade rows
[AD-A027784] p0224 H77-18064

The characteristics of a family of rooftop
aerofoils designed at their drag-rise condition
in viscous, compressible flow. Part 2: Off
design conditions
[ABC-CP-1321] p0472 N77-2807b

COHPBBSSIOB LOADS
HT IRPACT LOADS

COBPBBSSOB BLADES
The effect of twist on the aerodynamic

investigation of axial compressor blades
p0098 A77-16786
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Flatter analysis of a cascade of rotor blades
[ A I A A P A P H B 77-308] p0113 A77-18233

On the analysis of the aerodynamic and flatter
characteristics of transonic compressor blades

p01<l5 A77-20139
The effect of random errors in blade setting on

the potential incompressible flow in compressor
cascades

p0197 A77-24636
Boundary-layer development on an azial-flov

compressor stator blade
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-GT-11] p0263 A77-28530

Reliability of compressor aerofoils
p03«2 A77-33750

Method of calculating flows with shock naves -
Application to design of tarbomachine blade
profiles

p0359 A77-36963
An optical technique for measuring vibratory

motion in rotating machinery
' p0515 A77-l»7090

Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study,
volume 1
[NASA-CB-135068-VOL-1] p0035 N77-11046

Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study.
Volume 2: Data compilation
[NASA-CB-135068-VOL-2] p0035 H77-11047

Experimental examination of tarbomachine blade
profiles axial flew tarboccmpressor blade
cascades with boundary layer control

pOOSI H77-13424
Three-dimensional compressible flow through highly

loaded axial compressor blade rows
[AD-A027780] p022» H77-18064

Compressor stator time-variant aerodynamic
response *.o upstream rotor wakes
[AD-A0363U3] pO»78 H77-28132

COHPBESSOB EPPICIEHCI
The effect of twist on the aerodynamic

investigation of axial compressor blades
p0098 A77-16786

Prediction of compressor performance in rotating
stall
[ASHE PAPEB 77-6T-10] p0262 A77-28529

Ilnltiple segment parallel compressor model for
circumferential flow distortion in jet engines

p030« A77-32029
Investigations en the operational behavior and

design of combined compressors 'with radial or
diagonal end stage

p0346 A77-33999
A contribution to calculate the performance of

multistage axial-flow compressors
p0360 A77-36977

Stall margin improvement by casing treatment - Its
mechanism and effectiveness in axial flow
compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 76-GT-A] pOS02 A77-H4345

Influence of air hnmidity on compressor and
turbine efficiency determined from experimental

' data
[HASA-TT-F-17073] p0071 H77-12057

Compressor critical response time determination
study
[AD-A028882] p0183 H77-17074

Investigation of rotating stall phenomena in axial
flow compressors. Volume 1: Basic studies of
rotating stall
tiD-A031658] p0319 H77-22108

Analytical prediction of the performance and
stability of a J85-13 compressor with distorted
inlet flow
[HASA-TH-X-3515] p0371 H77-24139

Cold-air performance of a
12. 766-centimeter-tip-diameter axial-flow cooled
turbine. 3: Effect of rotor tip clearance on
overall performance of a solid blade configuration
[NASA-TP-1032] p0577 R77-32082

COBPBBSSOB BOTOBS
Instability phenomena in the flow passages of a

gas turbine engine compressor
p0110 A77-17751

Axial compressor rotor design
p0196 A77-24621

Analysis of the flow within a centrifugal
compressor rotor
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1976-55] p0200 A77-24954

Experimental investigations of supersonic cascades
designed for high static pressure ratios

[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-37] p0263 A77-285S2
Face hardening as a means of improving the fatigue

strength of aircraft gas-turbine compressor disks
p0351 A77-JS692

Quantitative density visualization in a transonic
compressor rotor

p0449 A77-41863
The rotating stator concept. Experimental
performance characteristics compared with the
conventional compressor
[AD-A024465] p0039 H77-11411

Performance of low-pressure-ratio fan stage at two
off-design blade setting angles
[RASA-TH-X-3447] p0278 H77-200J1

Oltra high tip speed (670.6 a/sec) fan stage with
composite rotor: Aerodynamic and mechanical
design
[HASA-CB-135122] p0282 B77-20101

Correlation of part-span damper losses through
transonic rotors operating near design point
[SASA-TH-I-3542] p0378 B77-25092

Boise due to interaction of boundary layer
turbulence with a compressor or a propulser rotor
[AD-A033199] p0386 H77-25180

COHPBESSOBS
NT CENTRIFUGAL COHPBESSOBS
HI SOPEBCHABGEBS
HI SDPEBSOHIC COHPBESSOBS
HT TRANSONIC COHPBESSOBS
HI TDBBOCOHPBESSOBS
Engine compression system surge line evaluation
techniques fuel step technique for high
pressure testing

p0103 A77-17241
Development of a national compressor research

facility
[AIAA PAPEB 77-911] p0412 A77-38593

Unsteady processes in aircraft piston compressors
Bnssian book

p0467 A77-43610
Advanced compressor seal for turbine engines
[AD-A026916] p0125 S77-14U91

An application for variable inlet guide vanes in
distortion suppression

p0322 H77-22134
The prediction and optimisation of variable

geometry stators from compressor basic data
p0322 H77-221J5

Prediction of variable geometry compressor
performances (off design)

p0322 N77-22136
A note on compressor exit static pressure

maldistributions in asymmetric flow
[COBD/A-TOBBO/IB-79] p0482 H77-28440

COHPOTATIOH
Computational alternatives to obtain time optimal

jet engine control
[HASA-CB-149106] p0023 N77-10060

Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-flap configurations with
externally blown flaps
[HASA-CB-270S] p0030 H77-11006

Hnmerical calculation of the transonic flow past a
swept wing
[HASA-CB-153297] p0433 H77-27071

Calculation of day-night levels (Ldn) resulting
from civil aircraft operations
[PB-266165/0] p0483 H77-28918

COHPOTBB COHVOIBITS
Feasibility study of noise-level reductions for

computer display channel equipment using
underfloor environment air cooling
[AD-A033053/0] p0286 H77-2051J

COBPOTBB DBSIGH
Computers in flight - An historical perspective of
computation in aviation and aerospace
[AIAA PAPBB 77-271] p0112 A77-18210

COBPOTBB GBAEBICS
Simulating the last 100 ft computer-generated
images for landing training

p0003 A77-10648
Computer graphics in sizing and analysis of
aircraft structures

p02S7 A77-27868
Analytical calculation of curves of the 'airfoil
profile' type

P0305 A77-32100
Interactive computer graphics in an all-weather
landing system
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A77-377aa
Design and construction of a hybrid flight visual
simulation system German book

pO«1« A77-39162
Analytic construction of "aerodynamic profile1

curves
p0470 A77-4»100

Interactive graphics in aircraft gas turbine
engine design

pOSOS A77-45491
Determination of snbcritical damping by

moving-block/randomdec applications
p0287 H77-21025

An evaluation of a raster scan display for use in
an aircraft information handling system
[AD-A03S652] p0528 H77-30117

Computer-generated displays added to HEL
helicopter operational trainer
[AD-8043267] p0583 N77-32173

COHPDTBB BETBOBS
0 COHPOTEB PEOGEAHS

COHPOTEB PBOGBiBBIBG
HI OH-LISE P B O G B A M H I N G

Future impact of computers on military aviation
[ A I A A PJPEB 77-273) p0112 A77-18212

Air traffic flew control and an efficient
heuristic prcgram for fuel conservation

p0416 A77-39842
Evaluation of a computerized method for

description of the subsonic, viscous, attached
flow about two-dimensional, multi-component
airfoils computer program for single and
multi-element airfoils flow distribution
[FFA-TN-AO-999] p0077 N77-13011

Computer program for estimating coefficients of
axisymmetric bodies at extremely high angle of
attack
[B8VG-FBRT-76-11 ] p0224 S77-18059

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3:
Programmer's manual
[HASA-CB-135172] p0386 N77-25173

COBPDTEB PBOGBAHS
HT COHPOTEB STSTEHS PEOGEAHS
NT EDIT1HG BOOT1HES (COHEOTSBS)
HT N A S T H A N

Program system for computer calculations of Jet
engine characteristics Russian book

p0002 A77-10349
An overview of the Air Force Intrasystem Analysis

Program /IAP/ for electromagnetic
compatibility

pOOSS A77-15410
Compressible flow, temperature and life

calculations with turbine blades
p010« A77-17253

Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations for swept wings
C A T A A P A E E B 77-3] P0137 A77-19765

ASOP-3 - A program for the optimum design of
metallic and composite structures subjected to
strength and deflecticn constraints
[ A I A A 77-378] p020« A77-25737

Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Takeoff and
Landing Analysis /FATOLA/ computer program using
flight landing data

P0208 A77-25787
A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning systen

p02<!3 A77-26838
Computer aided aircraft project design

p0271 A77-29U96
FCAP - A new tool for the performance and

structural analysis for complex flexible
aircraft with active control

p0298 A77-30869
Studies of flow separation and stalling on one-

ana two-element airfoils at low speeds
[SAE PAPEB 7701112 ] p0391 A77-37063

A computer technique for the determination of
brake horsepower output of normally-aspirated
reciprocating aircraft engines
[SAE PAPBH 770465] p0393 A77-37083

Photogrammetry techniques utilized by Grumman
during the P-11A weapon separation flight test
program

pOaOS A77-38004
A computer system for identifying aircraft
characteristics from flight test data

pOQ06 A77-38017

Measurement and prediction of structural and
biodynamic crash-impact response; Proceedings of
the linter Annual fleeting. Hew York, N.I.,
December 5-10, 1976

pOISO A77-42564
A method of analysis for general aviation airplane
structural crashworthiness

pO»5<» A77-42566
Analysis methods and computer programs developed

for the TC-15 STOL flight test program
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1215] pO»99 A77-44317

A special-purpose pocket calculator for aviation
and maritime navigation

p0506 A77-44571
Software implementation of a PH spread spectrum
receiver to accommodate dynamics SHF
psendonoise communication link for
aircraft/satellites

P0506 A77-447J8
streamtnbe analysis of a hydrogen-burning seramjet
exhaust and simulation technique

p0507 A77-4<W7
Proving the correctness of a flight-director
program for an airborne minicomputer

p0573 A77-51261
A mathematical model of transcontinental balloon
[IAF PAPEE 77-167] p057» 477-51460

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 1:
Identification of sources, noise generating
mechanisms, noise reduction mechanisms, and
prediction methodology
[AD-A027389/6] p0022 H77-10053

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 3: Computer
program users manual
[AD-A027363/1] p002J N77-100S5

Preliminary sizing and performance evaluation of
supersonic cruise aircraft
[HASA-TH-I-73936] p0033 H77-11031

V/STOL aircraft noise prediction (jet propolsors)
computer program

[AD-A028765/6] p0035 877-11045
A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor
noise in hover and in flight
[HASA-TH-X-74341] p0072 B77-12064

F05T8AH programs for the determination of
aerodynamic derivatives from transient
longitudinal or lateral responses of aircraft
[ABC-CP-1344] p0072 H77-12067

A computer model for estimating development and
procurement costs of aircraft DAPCA-III
[AD-A025276] p0075 S77-12929

Improvements in aircraft extraction programs
[NASA-CB-145090] p0078 H77-13043

A program for calculating tnrbofan-driven litt-fan
propulsion system performance
[NASA-TH-1-73173] pOOBO H77-13061

Design comparison between helicopter and tilt
rotor aircraft
[AD-A027559] p0122 H77-14017

A versatile computer-generated dynamic flight
display
[AD-A027U19] p0123 H77-14024

Aircraft configuration noise redaction, volume 3:
Computer program source listing
[AB-A030657/1] p0126 H77-14816

Predictions of light aircraft horizontal tail
onset flows: A review and analysis

p0128 H77-15025
A brief description of the Jameson-Caughey NTD

transonic swept-wing computer program: FLO 22
[NASA-TB-I-73996] p0167 H77-15977

A simplified analysis of propulsion installation
losses for computerized aircraft design
[HASA-TH-I-73136] p0170 B77-16016

A new method for test and analysis of dynamic
stability and control
[AD-A029039] p0186 H77-17107

FLEXSTAB: A computer program for the prediction
of loads and stability and control of flexible
aircraft

p0218 877-10009
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristiĉ ! of upper-surface-blowing and
over-wing-blowing configurations
[B»S»-*H-X-73987] p0223 S77-18055

numerical solution of complete flows around
external stores
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[AD-A028037] p0225 N77-18074
Program documentation for the digital switching

experiment program
[AD-A030363] p0230 K77-181itlt

Program for experimental investigation of failure
prognosis of helicopter gearboxes
[AD-A030071] p0230 H77-18115

Methods for comparative evaluation of propulsion
system designs for supersonic aircraft
[HASA-CB-135110] p0232 N77-18156

Computer programs for helicopter aerodynamic
stability evaluation
[AD-A030816] p0239 N77-19075

AEBOX: Computer program for transonic aircraft
aerodynamics to high angles of attack. Volume
1: Aerodynamic methods and program users' guide
[BASA-TM-X-73208-VOL-1] p0277 N77-20022

A E B O X : Computer program for transonic aircraft
aerodynamics to high angles of attack. Volume
2: Comparisons of test cases with experiment
[HASA-TH-X-73208-VOL-2] p0277 H77-20023

A E B O X : Computer program for transonic aircraft
aerodynamcs to high angles of attack. Volume
3: AEEOX computer progran listing
[NASA-TM-X-73208-VOL-3] p0277 N77-20024

A method of analysis for general aviation airplane
structural crashworthiness
[AD-A032415/2,] p0280 1177-20052

A computer program for the design of plane and
axisymmetric supersonic wind tunnel nozzles
[DLB-FB-76-59] p028<! F77-20121

An analytical model for highly seperated flow on
airfoils at low speeds
[NASA-CB-152702] p0330 N77-23051

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 1: Theoretical methods
and comparisons with experiment
[AD-A031828] p0334 F77-23099

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 2: Users manual for
the computer program
[AD-A031388] p0334 N77-23100

FLEXSTAB: A summary of the functions and
capabilities of the NASA flexible airplane
analysis computer system
[NASA-CB-2564] p0336 N77-23123

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
1: IIEXSTAB theoretical description
[SASA-CE-114712] p0336 N77-23124

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
3: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[NASA-CB-114714] p0337 N77-23126

Advanced integrated aircraft displays and
augmented flight control
[AD-A034817] p0370 H77-24134

TBANDES: A FOBTBAR program for transonic airfoil
analysis or design
[NASA-CB-2821] p0377 N77-25081

A program for the computation of a compressible
turbulent boundary layer under infinite swept
wing conditions
[NLB-TB-75090-0] p0379 N77-25094

FOBTBAR program for calculating leading and
trailing-edge geometry of turbomachine blades
[HASA-TM-X-73679] p0133 N77-27069

A three-dimensional viscous/potential flew
interaction analysis method for multi-element
wings
[NASA-CB-152012] p0434 N77-27076

Computer-program for FAA/ATCBBS tape reader,
program Jasper 1
[AD-A038875] p0434 N77-27103

PASS: A computer program for Preliminary Aircraft
Structural Synthesis
[HASA-TM-73216] p0135 N77-27106

Design of high lift airfoils with a Stratford
distribution by the Eppler method
[NASi-CB-153913] p0135 H77-27108

A computer program for toe identification of
helicopter impulsive noise sources
[HASA-CB-151997] p0440 H77-27879

Program manual for the Eppler airfoil inversion
program
[FASi-CB-153928] p0171 N77-28068

PLOT - A program for aeroelastic stability analysis
of aircraft structures in subsonic flow

[HASA-TH-73217] pO«l75 N77-28108

Aviation and programmatic analyses; Volume 1,
Task 1: Aviation data base development and
application --- for NASA OAST programs
[NASA-CB-152S81 ] p0490 N77-291J9

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 3: Frequency response (HSFB) . Computer
program user manual
[AD-A038691] p0492 B77-29159

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 6: Steady State Flow Analysis (SSFAN).
Computer program technical description
[AD-A038692] p0492 N77-29162

Interactive LOBAN-C to geographic and
geographic-to-LOBAN-c computation
[NASA-CB-153985] p0525 N77-30101

Simulation of inertial inputs to a strapdown
platform for inertial great circle trajectories
[SAHD-76-0620] p0526 N77-30104

Numerical solution of complete flows around
external stores
[AD-A039213] p05J1 N77-J0422

CH-47 medium lift helicopter effectiveness
evaluation program run book
[AD-A041462] pOSIO N77-J1142

A study of spectrum loading and range-pair
counting method effects on cumulative fatigue
damage
[AD-A039651] p0540 N77-31145

MSEG: A segmented mission analysis program for
low and high speed aircraft. Volume 2: Program
users manual
[NASA-CB-2808] p0584 N77-JJ100

COMPOTES SIBDLAIIOH
0 COHPOTEBIZED SIMOLATIOH

COMPOTES SISTEHS DESIGR
Microprocessor-based multichannel flutter aonitor
using dynamic strain gage signals

pO.243 A77-26B39
Air traffic management. I - Evolution in the next
decade. II - Prospects from research and
development --- impact on aircraft design

p0273 A77-29660
Combined operation of a programmed measuring

exchange and the Consul 253 organizing automaton
--- for aircraft testing

p0295 A77-J0254
Acquisition of test compatible avionics - An

updated approach
pOSSS A77-4964b

COHPOTEB SISTEHS PBOGBAHS
Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study.

Volume 2: Data compilation
[NASA-CB-135068-VOL-2] p O O J S N77-11047

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A030368/5] p0121 N77-14000

The implementation of a finite element computer
code and associated pre- and postprocessor into
AE4101 and AE4102 flight vehicle structural
analysis 1 and 2
[AD-A032333] p0286 N77-205JO

Backup flight control system functional evaluator
software manual
[NASA-CB-151361] p0337 N77-2J1^8

The ATCBBS mode of DABS
[AD-A0385<43] p043U 877-^7092

COMPOTES TECHHIQOES
Computational methods and problems in aeronautical

fluid dynamics --- Book
p0013 A77-12551

The problem of aeroelastic stability ot ring arrays
p0060 A77-1598J

Expanded use of computers in air transportation
[AIAA PSPEB 77-274] p0112 A77-18213

Aircraft identification by moment invariants
pOISS A77-^163J

Computer-Aided Manufacturing - Another industrial
revolution --- McDonnell aircraft application

p0269 A77-29081
Engines - Towards lower costs --- computer method
for aircraft engine selection

p0273 A77-2966J
The significance and goals of engineering
diagnostics --- automatic aircraft equipment
testing

F/A-18 strike fighter aircraft
p029b A77-30bOO

Dynamic-stress-data management for aeromechanical
testing of turbomachiner y --- computer aided
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data acquisition system
p0352 A77-35008

Canadian forces Search and Rescue
p0450 177-U1936

Is the pilot necessary in a light observation
helicopter

p0462 177-43340
Onited's experience with computer generated visual

systems, April 1977 for aircraft cockpits
p0502 A77-44431

BBAV control for airborne surveys
p0511 A77-46264

Cogpntational methods to obtain time optimal jet
engine control

p0513 A77-46614
Design of a digital aircraft simulator for use

with a computer-aided decision maker
[1D-A033506] p0324 H77-22155

On the importance of program intelligence to
advanced automation in flight operations
[AD-AOH2915] p0582 B77-32147

COHPDTERIZBD COBTBOl
0 BUSEBICAL COHTBOl

COHPOIBBIZBD DESIGI
Program system for computer calculations of jet

engine characteristics Bossian book
p0002 477-10349

Structural tests of aerodynamic surfaces - A
systems approach to analysis and design

p0010 A77-12206
Practical requirements in industry in

computerized aerodynamic calculations for aircraft
p0013 177-12552

Application of a gradient-projection method to
minimum weight design cf a delta wing with
static and aeroelastic constraints

pOOSO 177-13899
Computer-augmented preliminary design of aircraft

wing structures
pOOSO A77-13900

In overview of the lir Force Intrasystem Analysis
Program /IIP/ for electromagnetic
compatibility

p0055 A7/-15110
Prediction of lightning-induced voltages in

aircraft electrical circuits
p0056 A77-15412

Prediction of light aircraft-interior noise
p0100 A77-17069

Overview of HAS1/01ST efforts related to
manufacturing technology

p0212 A77-26395
In automated procedure for preliminary design of
—primary structure for transport Aircraft

[1SBE PIPES 76-SA/AEBO-9] p0213 A77-26404
Theory and practice of designing passenger aircraft

Russian book
p0251 177-27126

Methods in the aerodynamical design of lifting
surfaces

p0251 177-27128
Analysis of aircraft performance at large angles
of attack

p0251 177-27129
Designing thin-walled many-stringer torgne boxes

for strength
p0252 177-27132

Computer-aided analysis of an aircraft fuel system
p0253 177-27110

Application of nnltivariable optimal control
techniques to a variable area turbine engine

p0266 177-28631
Alternative methods for the design of jet engine

control systems
p0266 177-28632

A jet engine control problem for evaluating
minimal design software

p0270 177-29382
Computer aided aircraft project design

P0271 A77-29496
FC1P - 1 new tool for the performance and

structural analysis for complex flexible
aircraft with active control

p0298 A77-30869
Becent advances in computerized aerospace

structural analysis and design
p0298 177-30873

Analysis of extended off-surface radiators of
aircraft antenna

p0302 177-31776
Designing a monolithic wing

p0304 A77-J207B
Calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic

characteristics of a wing of complex planform
with allowance for vortex sheet at the nose

p0309 A77-32811
ICIH - Bevolntion in manufacturing Integrated

Computer Aided Manufacturing
pOJ46 A77-34J07

Airplane/engine optimization for an operational
lift/cruise V/STOl airplane
[All! 77-572] p0348 A77-349J2

Implicit finite difference simulation of flow
about arbitrary geometries with application to
airfoils
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-665] pOJ60 A77-37019

In inverse method for the design of airfoils with
supercritical flow
I SAB PAPSB 770450] p0392 177-37071

Propeller design by numerical optimization
[S1E PAPEB 770451] p039.i A77-J7072

An approach to subsonic, turbulent flow airfoil
design using mini-computers
[SAE PAPEB 770479] pOJ94 177-37095

Improved analytical design technique for
low-power-loss engine inlets
[IBS 77-33-71] p0422 177-40090

Application of a computer program system to the
analysis and design of supersonic aircraft
CAIAA 77-1131] p0459 A77-4J163

Honolithic wing design with spanwise web-spars
p0469 A77-44078

Ring design by numerical optimization
[III! EAPEB 77-1247] p0501 A77-443J6

Interactive graphics in aircraft gas turbine
engine design

p0508 177-45491
The computer for design and optimization with
applications to aircraft design, etc

pOSIO 177-461J6
Composite hubs for low cost turbine engines
stress analysis using BASTBAB

p0512 A77-46520
Computers and wind tunnels - Complementary aids to
aircraft design

p0521 177-47879
Estimation of helicopter performance by an

extended energy method improved by flight tests
p0574 177-51613

The development of a computer aided airfoil design
procedure including preliminary wind tunnel
experiments on a low Beynolds number high lift
section, volume 1
[1D-1024361] p0020 877-10028

Turbines: Presentation of calculated data and
comparison with experiments

p0067 877-12026
Design criteria for elastomeric bearings. Volume

2: Design manual
[1D-1024767] p0084 B77-134JO

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings, volume
4: Programmer's manual
[1D-1024754] p0085 877-13432

Beview of the application of holograph theory to
transonic aerofoil design and theoretical and
experimental analysis of shock-free aerofoils

noting pressure distributions
[BLB-BP-75033-0] p0168 B77-15991

1 simplified analysis of propulsion installation
losses for computerized aircraft design
[P1S1-TB-X-73136] p0170 B77-1601b

Computer-aided methods for analysis and synthesis
of supersonic cruise aircraft structures

p0221 1177-18028
Definition of propulsion system for V/STOL
research and technology aircraft
[H1S1-CB-135161] p0283 877-20110

1 study of commuter airplane design optinization
[B1SA-CB-154270] p0490 877-29142

Iterative design techniques for thick cambered
wings in snbcritical flow
[ABC-CP-1371] P0535 877-31105

Single-rotor helicopter design and performance
estimation programs. Volume 1: Bethodology
[AD-1040803] p0539 877-31138

Innovative Aircraft Design Study (IADS) task 2,
volume 1
[1D-1041234] p0540 877-31141
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Development of lightweight transformers for
airborne high power supplies
[AD-AO<n515;j p05<12 H77-31162

Have drag reduction for aircraft fuselage-wing
configurations. Volume 1: Analyses and results
[ A D - A O O C 9 9 7 ] p0516 N77-32012

F-8C adaptive flight control extensions for
aaximum likelihood estimation
[NASA-CB-2881] p0596 N77-33203

COBPOIBBIZED SIHOLATlOi
NT A N A L O G S I M U L A T I O N
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION

Simulating the last 100 ft computer-generated
images for landing training

p0003 A77-10648
Equation solution accuracy in calculating jet

engine characteristics
p0012 A77-12502

The effect of engineering approximations on
fatigue life evaluation for variable amplitude
loading

pOOU7 A77-13762
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation / 'FALSTAFF1 / . II - Generating the
FALSTAFF load history by digital aim computers

pOO«8 A77-13767
Simulation analysis of a microcomputer-based,

low-cost omega navigation system
P0152 A77-20674

A hybrid editing system for the screening of
inlet-engine data

p0195 A77-24578
Computer simulation of microwave landing systems

operating in typical multipath environments
P0196 A77-2«58"l

The BF/GEH-99 Dynamic Loran Inertial Simulator
p0196 A77-24596

A designer oriented air traffic control simulation
facility

p0196 A77-24600
Computer estimates of flight safety

p0252 477-27138
A matrix method for estimating aircraft system

reliability
p0253 A77-27139

Matrix approximation in the design of structures
p0253 A77-271H1

Engine cycle selection and propulsion system
integration for future high performance fighter
aircraft
[ A S H E P A P E B 77-GT-101] p0265 A77-28611

Strong coupling and weak coupling between boundary
layer and external flew

p0269 177-289HO
A multi-DHE/inertial system for aircraft positioning

p0355 A77-35915
The HITBE BETSEK air traffic control simulation

laboratory
p0358 A77-36571

Analysis programme for static electricity on
aircraft

p0360 A77-37012
Comparison of predicted with measured aerodynamic

characteristics of the ATLIT airplane
Advanced Technology Light Twin Aircraft
t S A E PAPEB 7701119] p0392 A77-37070

A computer operational analysis of AG-plane
operation to evaluate design parameters
[SAE PAPIH 770480] p039i» A77-37096

The F-111 OFF dynamic simulation system
p0398 A77-37468

Successful application of broadside glide slope
arrays

p0101 A77-37714
Computer analysis of HLS in mnltipath environment

p0103 A77-37736
Computer simulation of ICAO MLS candidates in

representative airport environments
pO«03 A77-37737

Evaluation of an F100 multivariable ccntrol using
a real-time engine simulation
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-835] pOi|09 A77-38552

Design and construction of a hybrid flight visual
simulation system German book

pOim A77-39162
Effects of the airfoil choice on rotor aerodynamic

behaviour in forward flight
pO*62 A77-43338

Simulation and data analysis of a scanning laser
Doppler velocimeter system for sensing aircraft
wake vortices

p0170 A77-411291
Laser velocimeter turbulence spectra measurements

p0470 A77-4IUOM
Validation of an airport simulation model

pOSIO A77-15719
Simulation of traffic loading for approach and

landing systems with statistical interrogation
p0552 A77-U8686

Computer simulation of light aircraft crash
p055t A77-19J11

Failure analysis of digital systems using simulation
p0560 A77-50501

Logistics planning simulation model for OSAF spare
engine management

p0560 A77-50510
Principles, simulation results and
interoperability of JTIDS relative navigation

Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
pOS73 A77-51205

Computer studies of swirl flows in Carnot diffnsors
p0574 A77-51600

Simplified simulation models for control studies
of turbojet engines
[HASA-CB-149107] p0023 N77-10061

High speed computer studies of vortex motions in
relation to aircraft wake turbulence
[AD-A024290] p0031 N77-1101J

Validation of the rotorcraft flight simulation
program (C81) for articulated rotor helicopters
through correction with flight data
[AD-A025934] p0069 N77-12045

The effect of thrust vectoring on aircraft
maneuvering
[AD-A027367] p0082 B77-1307M

EEXOS rotorcraft simulation. Volume 3: User's
manual
[AD-A028117] ' pOISI N77-17054

Dynamic digital blade row compression component
stability model. Model validation and analysis
of planar pressure pulse generation and
two-stage fan test data
[AD-A032079] p028<l N77-20114

Computer simulation incorporating a helicopter
model for evaluation of aircraft avionics systems
[NASA-TH-X-3491] pOJIB 877-22098

Simulation of a radar tracking a. glinting aircraft
target in a mnltipath environment

P0326 N77-22377
Baseline data from an A-4 cockpit in simulated
carrier deck fire
[AD-A03H217] p0332 877-23077

A mathematical simulation model of a 1985-era
tilt-rotor passenger aircraft
[NASA-CB-151949] pOJJU R77-2J094

Applications of the simulation model for air
traffic control communications
[AD-A036738] p0365 N77-24087

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 1: Method
of analysis
[NASA-CB-135170] p0385 N77-25171

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2: User's
manual
[NASA-CE-135171] p0385 N77-25172

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3:
Programmer's manual
[SASA-CE-135172] p0386 877-25173

SPAEBS: Simulation for the Performance Aircraft
Engine Bepair Systems
[AD-A035737] p0125 H77-26073

Design of tnrbofan engine controls using output
feedback regulator theory
[NASA-TB-X-73622] pO«29 S77-261J6

Area navigation/vertical area navigation terminal
simulation
[AD-A038623] pO«31| 'H77-27093

Computer simulation of Fresnel lens optical
landing system
[AD-A038456] p0438 B77-271b4

Terminal area air traffic control simulation
[NASA-CE-152017] p0440 H77-27881

Computer simulation of fatigue crack propagation
in aircraft components
[ISBH-91-7372-147-6] p0182 N77-28518
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Simulation of a synergistic six-post notion system
on the flight simulator for advanced aircraft at
BASA-Ames
[HASA-CR-152010] pO«93 H77-29173

Flying, maintenance, and the sale of parts to the
field: Interactive models for AH-1 and CH-47
systems
[AD-A039193] p0523 H77-30073

Development and verification of real-time, hybrid
computer sinnlation of F100-PH-100 (3) torbofan
engine
[HASA-TP-1034] p0541 N77-31154

Sianlation of the nnltipath propagation of DLS
p0579 R77-32106

Inflaence of the multipath propagation on the
distance measuring part of DLS

PQ579 H77-32110
F100 multivariable control synthesis program:

Evaluation of a roultivariable control using a
real-tine engine sinnlation
[HASA-TF-1056] p0592 1177-33169

COHPOTEBS
HT AIBBOBHE/SPACEEORBE COHPOTEBS
ST ASAtOG COHPOTEPS
IT DIGITAL COHP01ERS
ST HYBRID COHPOTEBS
BT BIHICOBPDTEBS

The use of computers in rotary ving testing
p0063 H77-11973

Computers for real time flight simulation: A
market survey
fHASA-CB-2885] p0476 H77-28113

CQNCEHTBATIOH (COBPOSITIOH)
ST ATflOSPHESIC HOISTOSE
NT BOISTOBE COHTIHT

COHCOBDE AIBCRSFT
Concorde navigation

p0001 A77-10200
Concorde - Endurance flights results

D0009 A77-12114
Concorde maintenance as seen by the designer - The

maintenance program
p0009 A77-12115

Concorde at the airport
p0045 A77-13362

Concorde has designed-in reliability hydraulic
control system

p0098 477-16749
Concorde and the climate

p0114 A77-18472
Concorde-community noise

[SAE PAPER 760898] p0259 A77-28216
The supersonic commercial aircraft. II

p0301 S77-31717
Aircraft fire detection and suppressant systems

p0303 &77-31895
The Lucas engine fuel system for Concorde

pOIOS A77-37787
Bonitoring Concorde emissions

[APCA PJPEB 77-11] p0441 &77-U0638
Air traffic control and the initial operation of

supersonic transport aircraft - A review of
preparatory measures

p0551 A77-48415
Flight assessment and development of the Concorde

intake system
p0368 N77-24114

Flight controls for the COHCOBDB
p0377 R77-25078

Progress in determining service life by endurance
tests Concorde aircraft

p0595 H77-33195
CORCBETES

Application of the ultrasonic technique for
examination and evaluation of concrete slabs of
runways

pOOSO A77-13879
Fibrous concrete for airport pavements

p0346 A77-34077
Plastic (wire-combed) grooving of a slip-formed
concrete runway overlay at Patrick Henry
Airport: An initial evaluation
[SASA-TB-I-73913] pOU37 H77-27135

COBDBHSATIOH
Numerical investigation of the
heterogeneons-hoiogenecus condensation of a
stream in a supersonic nozzle

p0251 A77-27095

COBDBBSEH BADIATOBS
0 BEAT BADIATOBS

COIDEBSIHG
4 study of the efficiency of hydrogen liquefaction

jet aircraft applications
POJ12 A77-3J377

COHDITIOBS
HT PLIGHT COBDITIOBS
HI KOTTA-JODKOSSKI COBDITIOH
HT BDMiAY COHDITIOBS

COBDOCTIVE HEAT TBABSFEB
Thermal analysis of flight vehicle compartment

structure
P0012 A77-1Jb09

Some results from experimental investigation of a
supersonic twisted jet

p0251 A77-27101
COSES
BT ABLATIVE BOSE COSES
HT CIBCDLAB COBES
BT CONICAL BODIES
HT HOSE COHES
BT SLEBDEB COHES

COBPBBEHCES
Centrifugal compressor and pump stability, stall

and surge; Proceedings of the Conference, Hew
Orleans, La., flarch 22-25, 1976

pOOOl 477-10026
European Sotorcraft and Powered Lift Aircraft

Forum, 1st, University of Southampton,
Southampton, England, September 22-24, 1975,
Proceedings

pOOOS A77-11^76
The technical basis for a national civil aviation
research, technology, and development /BT & D/
policy; Proceedings of the workshop Conference,
Crystal City, Va., Harch 10-12, 1976

p0016 A77-12927
Problems with fatigue in aircraft; Proceedings of

the Eighth Symposium and Colloquium, Lausanne,
Switzerland, June 2-b, 1975
[ICAF-DOC-801] p0047 A77-13751

Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and
Astronautics, 18th, Tel Aviv and Haifa, Israel,
Hay 19, 20, 1976, Proceedings

p0053 A77-15026
Hovering craft, hydrofoil and advanced transit

systems; Proceedings of the Second International
Conference, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Bay 17-20,
1976

p0099 477-17026
International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines,

3rd, Munich, Best Germany, Barch 7-1J, 1976,
Proceedings

pOIOI A77-17226
Fibers and integrated optics; Proceedings of the

Seminar, Beston, Va., Harch 22, 23, 1976
p0117 A77-19238

Symposium on Aeroelasticity in Tnrbomachines,
Ecole Bationale Snperieure de Techniques
Avancees, Paris, France, October 18-23, 1976,
Proceedings

p0144 A77-^0129
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Lnft- und Baumfahrt,

Shell Buckling fleeting, Beersbnrg, Rest Germany,
April 29, 30, 1976, Reports and Discussion
Contributions

p0148 A77-20573
Symposium on the Presentation of Information to
Pilots, London, England, Harch 18, 1976,
Proceedings

p0148 A77-20603

Inter-noise 76; Proceedings of the International
Conference on noise Control Engineering,
Washington, D.C., April 5-7, 1976

p0149 A77-20629
Hew frontiers in aerospace navigation; Proceedings
of the Bicentennial Bational Aerospace
Symposium, iarminster. Pa., April 27, 28, 1976

pOISO A77-20655
Aerial reconnaissance systems; Proceedings of the

Seminar, Beston, Va., Harch 24, 25, 1976
p0190 A77-23517

Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 18th, Harch 21-23, 1977, and
Aircraft Composites: The Emerging Hethodology
for structural Assurance, San Diego, Calit.,
Barch 24, 25, 1977, Technical Papers. Volume A -
Structures and materials
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p0203 A77-25726
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials

Conference, 18th, Uarch 21-23, 1977, and
Dynamics Specialist Conference, San Diego,
Calif., March 2<l, 25, 1977, Technical Papers.
Volume B - Dynamics, structural dynamics

p0207 A77-25778
Symposium on Rotor Technology, Essington, Pa.,

August 11-13, 1976, Proceedings
p0342 A77-33776

V/STOL Conference, Palo Alto, Calif., June 6-8,
1977, Technical Papers

p0347 A77-34926
International conference on the Future of Aircraft

All-weather operations, London, England,
November 23-26, 1976, Proceedings

p0399 A77-37701
Symposium on Avionics versus Electrics - who

Should Determine Future Power Supplies, London,
England, Barch 15, 1977, Proceedings

p0408 A77-38458
Lighter Than Air Systems Technology Conference,

Helbourne, Fla., August 11, 12, 1977, Technical
Papers

p0447 A77-41751
Gas turbines - Status and prospects; Proceedings

of the Symposium, London, England, February <4,
5, 1S76

p0511 A77-46401
The RPV - Complement to manned systems;

Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Symposium,
Washington, D.C., June 5-9, 1977

p0516 A77-47333
Fatigue 1977; Proceedings of the Conference,

Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, March
28-30, 1S77

p0519 A77-47501
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual

Symposium, 14th, San Diego, Calif., September
13-16, 1576, Proceedings

p0557 477-49926
Position Location and Navigation Symposium, San

Diego, Calif., November 1-3, 1976, Proceedings
p0570 A77-51178

Prediction Methods for Jet V/STOL Propulsion
Aerodynamics, volume 1
[AD-A024022] p0024 H77-10068

Prediction Methods for Jet V/STOL Propulsion
Aerodynamics, volume 2
[AD-A024023] p0025 N77-10069

Advances in engineering science, volume 1
[NASA-CP-2001-VOL-1] p0026 H77-10230

Conference on the Development of Fire-Pesistant
Aircraft Passenger Seats
[NAS1-TB-X-73144] p0038 H77-11111

Visual presentation of cockpit information
including special devices used for particular
conditions of flying
[AGABD-CP-201] p0171 N77-16050

Aircraft Piston Engine Exhaust Emission Synposiam
CNASA-CP-2005] p0183 N77-17081

Summary of the general aviation manufacturers'
position on aircraft piston engine emissions

p0185 N77-17098
A linearized theory method of constrained

optimization for supersonic cruise mng design
p0217 H77-17998

Advanced surface paneling method for subsonic and
supersonic flov

p0217 H77-17999
Development of an aerodyannic theory capable of

predicting surface loads on slender "ings with
vortex flow

p0217 H77-18000
The role of finite-difference methods in design

and analysis for supersonic cruise
p0217 N77-18001

Theoretical and experimental pressure
distributions for a 71.2 degree swept arrow-wing
configuration at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds

p0217 H77-18002
Besults of recent RASA research on low-speed

aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic cruise
aircraft

p0217 H77-18003
Aerodynamic validation of a SCAB design

p0218 B77-18005

Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems
conference
[NASA-SP-416] p0226 N77-18081

The Shock and vibration bulletin. Part 4:
Measurements and criteria development, isolation
and damping
(AD-A033422] p0233 N77-18485

Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures
[AD-A032141] p0282 B77-20090

Variable Geometry and Multicycle Engines
CAGABD-CP-205] p0320 N77-22112

Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology
[AGABD-CP-221] p0327 N77-22554

specialists' Meeting on Acoustic Fatigue Eeview
aircraft construction materials

[AGABD-CP-222] p0328 ST7-2256b
systems reliability issues for future aircratt

[NASA-CP-003] pOJ29 N77-22808
Flight Test Techniques of aircraft and weapon

systems control
[AGABD-CP-22J] pOJ68 N77-24107

Task-oriented Flight Control Systems
[AGABD-LS-89] pO<432 H77-26161

High Beynolds Number Besearch
[NASA-CP-2009] p0437 N77-27139

Unsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow
[AGABD-CP-226] p05J2 S77-31073

Power plant reliability
[AGABD-CP-215] p059J 877-3J181

CONFIGOH4TIOB MANAGEMENT
Conceptual designs for a modular remotely piloted

vehicle
[AD-A023844] p0033 N77-110Jb

Betnrning BDT and E assets (aircraft) to
operational usage
[AD-A036484] p0483 H77-28980

Development of an integrated configuration
management/flight director system for piloted
STOL approaches
[NASA-CH-2883] p0529 N77-301J2

COIFOBHAL SAPPING
The theory and design of two-airfoil lifting systems

p0189 A77-23262
Spanwise cambered delta wing with leading-edge

separation
p0199 A77-24937

The viscous transonic flow over two-element
airfoil systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-688] pO<414 A77-38886

Planar incompressible flow over an aerofoil and
its wake conformal mapping
[ABC-CP-1352] p02J5 N77-1901J

CONFOBHAL TBABSFOBHATIONS
0 CORFOHBAl SAPPING

CONGBESSIONAL BEPOBTS
Alternative fuels for aviation

[GPO-78-544] p0132 N71-1b212
Aircraft fuel efficiency program

[S-BEPT-94-633] p0178 N77-170J2
Aviation safety. Volume 1: An inquiry into

certain aspects of approach and landing weather
phenomena and cockpit-tower relationship problems
[GPO-70-501] p0315 H77-220b2

Aviation safety. Volume 2: Aircraft cabin
environment
[GPO-70-797] p0316 N77-22053

FAA procedures in making no hazard determinations
with respect to structures near airports
[GPO-79-322] pl)493 N77-29171

CONICAL BODIES
NT SLENDE8 CORES
Investigation of the effect of interference of a

delta wing and a half-body
P0052 A77-14882

Investigation of supersonic flow past elongated
blant bodies of elliptical cross section

P0136 A77-19714
Some specific features of the aerodynamic
characteristics of cones situated in viscous
hypersonic flow

p0297 A77-30S76
Calculation, beyond the proportional limit, of a

slightly conical low-aspect-ratio wing
p0305 A77-320S1

Tangential blowing into the hypersonic boundary on
a cone

P0307 A77-32J7S
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SUBJECT IBDBI COHTB01 COII-IGOBBD VEHICLES

Turbulent vake behind a cone-shaped abject in
supersonic and hypersonic f low

p0307 177-32381
Analysis of slightly-conical small-aspect-ratio

vings beyond the proportional limit
pO<!69 A77-»109<l

High lift-drag ratio hypersonic tests and flap
beating investigations
[BMVG-FBST-76-12] p0233 H77-18171

Burnerical solution of the conically symmetric
Bavier-Stokes eguatioos for hypersonic flo» at
angle of attack

p0521 H77-30079
COBIC1L C1BBEB

The effect of inclined trailing edges and membrane
weight en the supersonic flov past conical
paragliders with snail canber

p0096 A77-16598
COBICSL PLOH

Hypersonic flov in converging conical channel
p0112 A77-17971

Oscillating turbulent flov in a conical diffnser
p0196 A77-21629

Flov control in vide-angled conical diffnsers
p0197 A77-21632

Problem of dispersion of a conical volame of
heated gas

p0251 877-27087
Supersonic flow about elliptic cones wi th large

semians ratio
p0261 A77-28102

The behavior cf a conical vortex sheet on a
slender ving near the leading edge
[ABC-B/fl-3790] p0379 H77-25102

COMICAL BOSSIES
Efficiency of tangential boundary layer bloving in

conical diffnsers
p0136 477-19710

COBICAL SCABBIB6
The relative performance of con-scan, COSBO and

tvo axis monopulse in air-to-ground ranging
range errors in radar scanning

p0397 &77-37121
Installation and test of the compensated nave guide

antenna at Buffalo, Hew York, Eunvay 23
glideslope site
[AD-A029488/1] p0078 B77-13036

COBBECTIOBS
0 JOINTS (JDBCTIOBS)

COBOIDS
0 COHICAL BODIES

COBSBBVATIOB
BT Z H E R G Y COBSEBVATIOB

COBST4BT SPEED PBOPBLLBBS
0 V A B I A B L E PITCH PBOPELLEBS

COBSTJBTS
BT TIHE COBSTABT

COBSTBAIBTS
NT HETEOBOLOGICAL PABABBTEES
Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint

systen for ejection seats
[AD-A038762] p0188 H77-29115

COBSTBDCTIOH HATBBIiLS
life of gas turbine engine materials and parts

under thermocyclic loading
p0197 A77-21739

Designing for long life vith elastoners
[SAE AIB 1112] p0303 A77-31909

Development of directionally solidified eutectic
nickel alloys for use in aircraft gas turbines
at metal temperatures exceeding 1000 C
[AD-A037216] p0130 H77-26150

COBSDBPTIOB
BT EBEBGT COBSDRPTIOB
BT JOEL COBSOHPTIOB

COBTAIBHBBT
Botor burst protection program: Experimentation
to provide guidelines for the design of turbine
rotor burst fragment containment rings
[HASA-CR-135166] p0528 B77-30119

COBTAHIBABTS
Emissions data by category of engines

p0181 S77-17087
COHTAHIBATIOB
BT JOEL COBTABIBATIOB
Aircraft environmental control problems as a

result of air contamination
[ASBE PAPEB 76-EBAS-13] p0135 A77-19161

Hotes on the pollution of airplanes and
helicopters by chemicals during agricultural jobs
[HASA-TT-P-171111] p0587 B77-JJ129

COBTI1BBTS
BT AFBICA
NT AOST8ALIA
BT EOBOPE
COBIIBDODS 1»VB BADAB

Surface roughness measurements by using
low-resolution pa-en radar altimeters

P0551 A77-18377
COBTODB3

Calculation of onlti-contour thln-valled
structures by the method of sections
[BASA-TT-F-1728<t] pOOi2 B77-11029

COBTBACTS
Introduction to SJSA contracts on engine

modifications to reduce e'xhanst emissions
p0185 B77-17091

COSTBiSt
BT PHASE COHTBAST ,
COBTB01

A ne« method for test and analysis of dynaaic
stability and control
[AD-A029039] p0186 B77-17107

Integrated propulsion control system (IPCS).
Volume 2: Technical description
[AD-A03377H] p03J6 B77-2J1^0

Integrated Propulsion control System (IPCS).
Volame 3: Flight test report
[AD-A03U172] pOJJb B77-2J121

Video generation and control system
[AD-A0338S3] pOJ73 H77-2H157

COHTBOL BOABDS
Some ergonomic aspects of cockpit panel design for
airline aircraft

pOOUJ A77-1J171
Future trends in aircraft display/control systems

p0256 A77-27663
Boston Air Boute Traffic Control Center (ABTCC)
lighting study
[AD-A011321] p0189 B77-291<JH

COBTBOL COBFI60BED VEHICLES
Application of Liapnnov model - Tracking parameter

identification for the CH-17 helicopter
p0011 A77-12U60

An analytical method for ride quality of flexible
airplanes

P0113 A77-20080
CC7S - Active control technology creating nev

military aircraft design potential
pOISS A77-21755

Improvement of the structure-dynamical properties
of aircraft vith CCV systems
[DGLB PAPEB 76-237] p0156 A77-21876

Direct side force control - Possibilities and
problems of an application in the case of
fighter aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 76-239] p0156 A77-21B77

Bealization problems concerning reliable CCV
flight guidance systems
[DGLB PAPEB 76-213] p0156 A77-218I8

Possibilities and solution methods of ccv technology
[DGLB PAPEH 76-236] p0156 A77-21879

Design criteria and characteristics of operational
CCV flight guidance systems
[DGLB PAPEB 76-212] p01S6 A77-21880

Flight characteristics studies related to the
employment of direct pover steering in
longitudinal motion
[DGLB PAPEB 76-238] p0156 A77-21881

Baneuver load control and gust load alleviation -
Design and application possibilities
[DGLB PAPEB 76-210] p01S7 A77-21882

Flight testing the fighter CCV
pOISB A77-22007

The CCV concept
p0189 A77-2JJ19

A nnigue formulation of elastic airplane
longitudinal equations of motion
[AIAA 77-103] p0207 A77-2S786

VLF integrated flight/propulsion control
Vectored lift Fighter
[SAB PAPEB 760886] p02S8 177-28200

Synthesis of active controls for flutter
suppression on a flight research ving
[AIAA 77-1062] p0155 A77-H77J

Equivalent system approaches to handling qualities
analysis and design problems of augmented aircraft
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CONTBOL DEVICES SDBJECT INDBI

[AHA 77-1122] p0458 A77-43155
Prediction of elastic-airplane lateral dynamics

fiom rigid-body aerodynamics
[AIAA 77-1125] pO<!58 A77-43158

Direct-force flight-path control - The new way to
fly
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1119] p0461 A77-43197

Active control technology aircraft design
p0510 A77-45524

Evolution of aircraft design through the concept
of the control configured vehicle
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1977-129] p0563 A77-51001

Calculation of the dynamic response of CCV-type
aircraft flexible T tail aircraft lateral
notion
[DLE-FB-76-78] p0493 H77-29168

Initial unsteady aerodynamic measurements of a
circulation controlled airfoil and an
oscillating flov wind tunnel
[AD-A01I2102] p0587 N77-33122

COHTEOL DEVICES
0 CONTBOL EQUIPMENT

COHTBOL EQDIPHENT
NT CONTROL STICKS
NT PBESSDBE BEGOLATORS

Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for
airborne systems controls in an BF-pollated
environment

p0056 A77-15416
Hovercraft ground contact directional control

devices
p0099 A77-17032

Drive mechanisms of flight vehicle control
systems: Analysis and design. Handbook

p0114 A77-18265
Electrical flight control for Boeing IC-14

p0143 A77-20006
Future trends in Air Force aircraft electrical

power distribution and control
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-493] p0194 A77-23912

Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to
the selection of transfer functions for flutter
suppression and gust alleviation using active
controls
[ A I A A 77-423] p0208 A77-25793

An application of pole-zero placement in the
design synthesis of an aircraft system

p0266 A77-28633
Power controller overview - status and trends

p0398 A77-37U73
Design and flight test of a decoupled velocity

control system for VIOL landing approach
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-11H3] p0461 177-43199

Flight flutter testing of rotary wing aircraft
using a control system oscillation technique

p0288 877-21041
Control strategies for complex systems for use in

aerospace avionics
[AD-A032673] p0318 H77-22101

Investigation of rotating stall phenomena in axial
flow compressors. Volume 3: Development of a
rotating stall control system
[AD-A031659] p0319 H77-22109

Air cushion vehicle ground contact directional
control devices
[AD-A03M825] p0372 877-24150

The performance of aircraft control cables under
service conditions
[ABL/STBOC-NOTE-424] p0383 H77-2S152

COHTBOL PHELS
0 CCNTBOL BOAEDS

COITBOL SIHOLATION
Application of simulation studies to the design

and improvement of fuel control systems for
aviation turbine engines

pOOSS A77-15798
Shaping the flight behavior of the 747SP

p0154 A77-21320
Srl's air traffic flow lodel

p0196 A77-24598
A real-time simulation facility for evaluating

advanced concepts in air traffic control
* p0196 A77-24599

A designer oriented air traffic control simulation
facility

p0196 A77-24600
Application of mnltivariable optimal control

techniques to a variable area turbine engine
p0266 A77-28631

Error analysis for combined estimation and control
systems with application to VTOL digital
flight-control synthesis

p0268 677-28858
Aggregate flow model for evaluating ATC planning
strategies

p0353 A77-J5071
The Air Traffic Control Evaluation Unit, Born

Airport, O.K.
pOJ57 A77-J6563

The HITBE HETBEK air traffic control simulation
laboratory

p0358 A77-36571
Aircraft simulation on computer

p0446 A77-41J94
Flight control system of an advanced air
superiority fighter
[AIAA 77-1079] p0456 A77-42785

Validation of an airport simulation model
pOSIO A77-4b719

The development and simulation of an automatic
gunnery system for advanced fighter aircraft

p0516 A77-47257
Simulation of traffic loading for approach and

landing systems with statistical interrogation
p0552 A77-48686

Simplified simulation models for control studies
of turbojet engines
[NASA-CH-149107] p0023 877-10061

COITBOL STABILITY
Interaction studies on a jet engine model by

characteristic methodologies
p0270 A77-293B1

An exploratory investigation of the effects of
large variations in rotor system dynamics design
parameters on helicopter handling .
characteristics in nap-of-the-earth flight
[ A H S 77-33-41] p0420 477-40072

Command augmentation control laws for maneuvering
aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1044] p0455 A77-427S9

Heeting the maneuverability requirements of
military helicopters

p0463 A77-43349
Identification of minimum acceptable

characteristics for manual STOL flight path
control. Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A029249/0] p0081 877-13068

status of recent aircraft braking and cornering
research

p0227 877-18094
Stability and control of maneuvering
high-perforaance aircraft
[BASA-CB-2788] p0292 877-21100

Design and theoretical assessment of experimental
glide path and flare systems for a BAC 1-11
aircraft (including direct lift control)
[AHC-CP-1337] . p0475 877-28104

Effects of control laws and relaxed static
stability on vertical ride quality of flexible
aircraft

p0529 877-30128
COHTBOL STICKS

Flight test of stick force stability in
attitude-stabilized aircraft
[AIAA 77-1121] p0458 A77-43154

COHTBOL SOBFACBS
NT AEBIAL BODDEBS
NT AILEB08S
NT ELEVATOBS (CONTBOL SOBFACBS)
8T ELEVORS
HT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
NT FLAPS (CONTBOL SUBFACES)
NT GUIDE VANES
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SOBF&CES
NT JET FLAPS
NT JET VANES
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT BODDEBS
NT SPOILEBS
NT TRAILI8G-EDGE FLAPS
NT RING FLAPS
Adaptation of the lateral controls for the VFB 614

during the flight tests
[DGLB PAPEB 76-221] ' p0095 A77-16574

The analytical geometry of a simple skew-hinge
mechanism

p0116 A77-19016
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Application of distributed boosters for
control surfaces in slender vings

p025* A77-27159
Dynamic characteristics of systems for regulating

aerodynamic forces arising on a surface in
supersonic flow vith the bloving of a lateral jet

p0260 477-28265
Optimization of active control systems to suppress

flutter and minimize turbulence response
p0355 477-36158

Exact solutions in oscillating airfoil theory
p0356 477-36166

Utilization of separate surface control systems on
general aviation aircraft
[SHE P4PEB 770*71] p039* 477-37089

The design, analysis and testing of a Ion budget
nind tunnel flutter model vith active
aerodynaffic controls, volume 2
[40-4024*80] p0025 H77-10090

Lifting surface theory for vings of arbitrary
planforo
[4D-A028«*9] p0169 H77-16000

Application of active controls for the reduction
of fatigue loads
[HLB-TB-75163-0] p0172 H77-16070

f.eroelastic characteristics of a circulation
control ving
[4D-4033328] p0331 H77-23063

Stability and control characteristics of the
vinglet configured RC-1354
[40-403*9*0] p036* N77-24068

Rind tunnel ezperinents on an actively controlled,
variable geometry flutter nodel
[4D-4039216] p0529 H77-3013*

Vortex-lift roll-control device
[H4S4-C4SB-L4B-11868-2] pOS** B77-31176

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-King transport model vith
trailing-edge controls
[HAS4-TH-I-3*31] p0586 H77-33116

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-ving transport model vith
trailing-edge controls, supplement, part 1
[H4S4-TB-X-3*31-PT-1] p0586 N77-33117

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
snpercritical-ving transport model vith
trailing-edge controls
[N4SA-TH-I-3*31-PT-2] p0586 B77-33118

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-ving transport model vith trailing
edge controls
[NASA-TH-X-3*31-PT-3] p0586 H77-33119

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-ving transport model vith
trailing-edge controls
[HASA-TS-X-3*31-PT-*] p0586 H77-33120

CORTBOL STSTBSS
0 CCKTBOI

CORTBOL THBOBI
A nodal control technique and its application to
stabilization of rotorcraft flight

p0116 477-19039
On a constrained design of an optimal controller

for VTOL aircraft
p0197 477-2*821

Contribution to the solution of the basic control
problen for a discontinuous dynamic system
renotely piloted vehicles

p030* 477-32082
Synthesis of control systens vith specified
transfer functions applied to aircraft
notion in pitching (lane

p0355 477-35929
4 tvo-level adaptive controller for application to

flight ccntrcl systens
[4144 77-1092] pO*56 477-»2797

Sone analytical control lavs for the design of
desirable lateral handling qualities using the
nodel matching nethod for aircraft
[4144 77-10*5] pO*57 477-1(2812

Theory of autonatic aircraft pover plant control:
— Buesian book

pO«67 477-4360*
Control strategies for conplex systens for use in
aerospace avionics
[4D-4032673] p0318 N77-22101

Flight lest Techniques of aircraft and veapon
systems control
[464BD-CF-223] p0368 877-2U107

4 mission oriented flight test technique for
identifying aircraft and flight control system
transfer functions

pOJ69 1177-2*120
A historical perspective for advance in flight
control systems

p0375 H77-25056
Integrated Propulsion Control System (IPCS).

Volume 1: Summary
[4D-A032439] pOJSb B77-25175

Integrated Propulsion Control System. Volume 4:
Methodology
[4D-4033062] p0386 B77-25176

F-8C adaptive flight control lavs
[HASA-CB-2880] p0596 H77-33202

COBIBOI VALVES
Theoretical prerequisites for determining the

hydrodynamic force acting on a needle-shaped
control vane of a fuel supply system

pUJOS A77-3270*
COBIBOLLABI1ITY "

Flight dynamics and controllability of large Jet
airplanes Bnssian book

p0089 A77-16175
Handling qualities evaluation of helicopters vith
different stability and control characteristics

p0107 477-17*09
Handling quality criterion for heading control
aileron-rudder sequencing for coordinated turns

p01*7 A77-2U«*J
Investigation of the influence of simulated
turbulence on handling qualities in light
aircraft

p0199 477-2*936
A deflected slipstream aircraft of the sixties
/Breguet 9*1/ and its contribution to the
solution of some STOL problems
[AIAA 77-565] pOJ*7 A77-3*927

Flight control testing of the VAK-191B
[AIAA 77-588] p03*9 A77-3*9*5

Tenth-scale povered model test of a tilt-nacelle
v/STOL airplane
[AIAA 77-59*] p0350 A77-3*951

Design and evaluation of an integrated
flight-control system concept for manual IPE
VTOI operations
[AIAA 77-601] p0351 A77-34956

An exploratory investigation of the effects of
large variations in rotor system dynamics design
parameters on helicopter handling
characteristics in nap-of-the-earth flight
[AHS 77-33-*1] pO*20 A77-*0072

Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor
helicopter
[AHS 77-33-*2] pO*20 477-*0073

Dynamic stability and control characteristics of
the AEEOCBANE hybrid heavy lift vehicle
[AHS 77-33-*5] pO*20 A77-*0076

TOH-60A stability and control
[AHS 77-33-*6] pO*^1 A77-*0077

Some analytical control lavs for the design of
desirable lateral handling qualities using the
model matching method for aircraft
[4144 77-10*5] pO*57 A77-4281^

Equivalent system approaches to handling qualities
analysis and design problems of augmented aircraft
[AIAA 77-1122] pO*58 A77-4J15S

Flight testing techniques, autumn 1976
p0368 B77-2*109

Handling quality criteria development for
transport aircraft vith fly-by-vire primary
control systens
[HLB-TB-7*1*1-0] p05** H77-31179

The need of stick force stability for
attitude-stabilized aircraft, part 1
[H1B-TB-76125-0] p05** B77-31180

COITBOILBD ATBOSPHBHBS
NT CABIN ATHOSPHEBES
COITBOLIED STABILITY
0 COHTE01

COHTBOLLZBS
SI SBBYOIECRAHISBS
On a constrained -design of an optimal controller
for VTOL aircraft

p0197 477-24821
Design of a multivariable controller for an

advanced tnrbofan engine
p0268 477-208*1)
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Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by
a multiple tine scales method
[NASA-CB-1<I9099] p0029 N77-10132

Analysis and design of digital output interface
devices for gas turbine electronic controls
[NASA-CR-135135] p0130 H77-1504H

COH7AIB HILITIBT AIBCBAPT
D GEHERAL DYNAS1CS AIBCBAFT
0 MILITARY AIRCRAFT

COHVAIB 340 AIRCBAFT
0 CV-340 AIRCRAFT

COBVECTITE FLOR
The influence of vortex shedding on the generation

of sound by convected turbulence
p0001 A77-10197

CONVECTIVB BBAT TBANSFBB
Summary of R A S A aerodynamic and heat transfer

studies in turbine vanes and blades
[SAE PAPEB 760917] p0259 A77-28225

Investigation on convective heat transfer f rom
finned elate surface

p0299 A77-312U7
Convective heat and mass transfer in a hypersonic

near wake
pO«68 A77-Q3923

Advanced cooled turbine airfoil aerodynamic
investigation
[AD-A011137] p05i!2 N77-31161

CONVBEGEHT SOZZLES
Hypersonic f low in converging conical channel

p0112 A77-17971
The noise from unheated supersonic jets in

simulated flight
[AIAA PAPER 77-1327] p0567 A77-51081

Effect of flight on jet noise from supersonic
underexpanded flows
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1328] p0567 A77-51082

The effect of temperature on subsonic jet noise
[ABC-H/B-3771] p0477 N77-28121

COBVEBGBBT-DIVEE6BHT IOZZIES
Some results from experimental investigation of a

supersonic tvisted jet
p02S1 A77-27101

Snpersonic-flow distarbances and aerodynamic
forces generated on a streamline surface during
fluid injection

p0256 A77-27781
Some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics

p0297 A77-30577
Experimental investigation of asymmetric Laval
nozzles

p0309 A77-32813
Simplified multi-mission exhaust nozzle system

[AISA PAPER 77-960] pO«52 A77-U1991
Through-flow calculation procedures for
application to high speed large turbines

p0066 N77-12020
COHVEBTAPLARES
0 V/STOL AIRCRAFT

CONVEYORS
One antovalk - Two directions: Hew means of

transport at Frankfurt airport
p03«7 A77-31KI79

COOLANTS
HT EHGINE COOLAHTS
COOLXHG
NT AIR COOLIHG
HT FILH COOLIHG
NT RADIAHT COOLIHG
HT BBGEHEHATIVE COOLING
HT SOPEBCOOLIHG
HT SORFACE COOLIHG
HT SWEAT COOLIHG

Advanced cooled turbine airfoil aerodynamic
investigation
[AD-A011137] p05«2 H77-31161

COOLIHG FIBS
Advanced design infrared suppressor for tarboshaft

engines
[AHS 77-33-73] p0422 A77-40091

COOLIHG STSTEBS
Air-cooled turbine cascade effectiveness criterion

p0012 A77-12503
Efficiency of turbine-blade cooling by air

injection through longitudinal slots
p0089 A77-16325

The application of advanced turbine cooling
technology in the XT701 Engine

p0101 A77-17252

Boundary layer calculation of an effusion cooled
turbine blade

pOIOS A77-172b5
Cooling methods for aircraft electronics equipment
[ASHE PAPEB 76-EHAS-51] p0135 A77-19192

A versatile environmental cooling air facility
for temperature testing of 1-3 aircraft radar

P0212 A77-26047
power utilisation in electronic loads

pO«t08 A77-38462
Aircraft electric machines nith intensive cooling
systems —- Bnssian book

pOS61 A77-506KJ
Auxiliary poiier system for activity cooled aircraft
[HASA-CASE-LAR-11626-1] p0073 N77-123J2

An investigation of the aerodynamics and cooling
of a horizontally-opposed engine installation
[HASA-CR-15273II] p0291 H77-21088

Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
[SASA-CASE-LES-12830-1] p03JI| H77-23106

Preliminary design study of astronomical detector
cooling system
[NASA-CR-151979] p0339 N77-2q02H

COOBDI1ATE TBARSPOBBATIOHS
Stereographic projections in air traffic control
systems

p0511 A77-U6262
COORDINATES
HT GEOCEBTRIC COOBDIHATES

COPILOTS
0 AIRCRAFT PILOTS

COBES
SI HONEYCOMB COBES
Core noise measurements on a YF-102 turbotan engine
[SASA-TB-I-73587] p0182 B77-1706U

COBOHA DISCBABGBS
0 ELECTBIC COROHA

COBORAS
NT ELECTBIC CORONA

CORRECTION
HT OPTICAL CORRECTION PBOCEDOBE

COESELATIOS
NT ARGOLAB CORBELATIOR
NT CORBELATION COEFFICIENTS
NT COBBELftTIOH DETECTIOR
NT CROSS CORRELATION
NT DATA CORRELATION
NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION
Correlation of test results from flight recorded
strain gage data with several simulated
flight-by-flight stress spectra

pOOHB V71-13765
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

Navigation checkpointing using horizon correlation
[AD-A039946] p0526 B77-J0103

CORBSLATION DETECTIOR
Correlation velocity sensor aircraft
navigation instrument

J0152 H77-20670
Recursive approaches to correlation guidance
algorithms

p0267 A77-288J5
COBBBLATIOB FDBCTIOHS
D CORBELATION

COBBELATOBS
NT IMAGE COBBELATOBS
COBBOSION
NX SLECTBOCHEHICAL COBBOSIOS
NT FBETTING COBBOSIOR
NT FOEL COBBOSIOH
NT STBESS CORBOSION
Aircraft stnctural life monitoring and the prohlen
of corrosion
[ARL/BAT-TB-365] p0281 B77-20071

COBBOSIOH PBBYEH1ION
Some aspects of analyzing the state of corrosion
of civil aviation aircraft

pOJOl A77-31166
Corrosion control of high temperature fastening

systems for aircraft carrier steam catapults
pOiOT A77-J260U

A corrosion protection system for beryllium in
aircraft brake applications

p0308 A77-J2610
Protection of cooled blades of complex internal
structure
[ONEBA, IP BO. 1977-90] p0562 A77-50991



SUBJECT IHDEI COST BFFBCTITE"ESS

Development of erosion resistant claddings for
helicopter rotor blades
[AD-A02U89II] p0070 H77-1205H

COBBOSIOH BBSISTSHCB
HI OXIDiTIOH BESISTAHCE

Seme problems with corrosion of aircraft
structures m a d e . f r o m aluminum alloys

pOOSS A77-15796
progress in surface finishing and coatings

p0111 A77-185US
Evaluation of coatings for air/fluid accumulators

[AD-A033295] p0325 H77-22251
COBBOSIOH TESTS

Bot corrosion studies of four nickel-base
superalloys: B-1900, NASi-TBW 7IA, 713C and IB738
[HASA-TH-X-73179] p0025 H77-10183

COBS SIB AIBCBAPT
0 A-7 AIBCBAFT
COSUOHADIS

In Herculean flight Soviet aviation history
p0523 H77-30066

COST iBAlTSIS
R. 5 D. project cost and schedule realism - A risk

analysis approach
pOOII A77-12455

Advanced composite materials fabrication
honeycomb sandwich and spar/rib aircraft
structures

pOOSS A77-1532*
life cycle cost impact on design considerations

for civil transport aircraft propulsion systems
p0101 A77-17227

A new development concept for gas turbine engine
optimize life cycle costs

p0101 A77-17228
Energy considerations in aeronautical

transportation /The «. Bnpert Tnrnbull Lecture/
p0135 A77-19619

Production validation of composite secondary
airfrane structures

p0255 A77-27509
Helicopters: Parameter assignments in design

Bussian book
p0255 A77-27550

Energy and economic trade offs for advanced
technology subsonic aircraft

P0271 A77-29171
Fiber optics cost models for the A-7 aircraft

p0359 A77-36972
Design of avionics for the AHST Advance Hedinm

Stol Transport aircraft
p0396 A77-37U07

let's get serious about total life cycle costs
p0399 A77-37582

Balancing the costs of rescue services and fire
fighting among different categories of airports

pOUIS A77-H0950
Cost-benefit analysis for airport development

p01«5 A77-11379
An engineering approach to estimating propulsion

contributions to system life cycle costs
C A I A A PAEBB 77-879] p0152 A77-U1981

Design-to-cost in action
[ASMS PAPEB 77-DE-9] p051» A77-H690P

selection of optimum RPV operational launch and
recovery techniques

p0517 A77-07300
tec analysis of flight recorder for P-1 sild

(easel aircraft
[AD-A023830] p0029 H77-10512

Environmental effects on maintenance costs for
aircraft equipment
[AD-A025801] p0069 N77-12048

cost/benefit analysis of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine engines
[HASA-CB-135107] p0123 H77-1U026

performance and benefits of an advanced technology
supersonic cruise aircraft

p0222 F77-180Q2
H&SA/Ravy lift/cruise fan cost redaction studies

[HASA-CB-135155] p0291 H77-21092
Development of a lev-cost graphite reinforced

composite primary structural component
[AD-A035398] p0388 H77-25261

Haintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft
(HASI-CB-152003] pOa71 H77-28063

British Airvays: An analysis of efficiency and
cost levels
CPB-268060/1] p0536 H77-31113

Sensitivity of Arny helicopter operating and
support costs to changes in design and logistic
parameters
[AD-A010353] p05J9 H77-J11J9

Beliability versus cost in operating vide body jet
engines

p0591 H77-JJ1B6
COS! EFFBCTIVEIBSS

Prodncibility aspects of advanced composites for
an 1-1011 aileron. 1

p0016 A77-1J740
Air transportation and fuel consumption

pOOSI A77-14563
BBP hardening of aircraft by closing the

points-of-entry Electromagnetic pulse
pOOSS A77-15408

Turbine engine cycle selection procedures
fighter aircraft engine and airframe design

pOIOS A77-172S7
la engine designer's view for advanced secondary

power systems
[AIM EAPEB 77-517] p019H AT7-2J931

Engine health monitoring in the Boyal Air Force
p0266 A77-28751

Aircraft operator - Ronld you buy higher DOC to
lover noise and fuel use Direct operating
Cost tradeoff

p0269 A77-290J1
Effects of selected BSD options on fuel usage in
the commercial air system

p0271 A77-29472
The pay-off for advanced technology in commercial
aircraft design and operation

p<U73 A77-29664
Cost-effectiveness benefits of a variable diameter

rotor system as applied to advanced VTOL aircraft
p0343 A77-33786

V/STOt, and the naval planner's dilemma
p0352 A77-35021

Category III landing minima
p0399 A77-377UJ

A survey of the costs ana benefits of BLS
introduction

pOKOO A77-J7705
Flight simulation of the large helicopter

pQlin A77-J992H
The future of rotorcraft in aviation

p011»9 A77-11929
Simplified multi-mission exhaust nozzle system
[AIAA PAPEB 77-960] pOH52 A77-11991

Cost effective design of an air transport flight
control maintenance system
[AIAA 77-1103] pO«57 A77-12816

Tilt rotor v/STOL aircraft technology
p0161 A77-U3332

The airline viewpoint in gas turbine engine
low cost operations

pOSII 177-16M05
O.S./F.B.G. advanced tactical BPT reguirements as
analyzed by Boeing and Dornier

p0517 A77-t73J9
The mini-Spy, cost effectiveness in a tactical

environment
p0517 A77-17312

Synergistic growth of ITCS to a tactical BPV C2
system Integrated Target Control System

p0517 A77-«7J»3
The life cycle cost impacts of unsafe designs

aircraft accident effects
p0559 A77-50062

Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[HASA-CB-1378911] p0021 H77-10017

Identification of critical failures and cost
effective reliability improvement approaches
[AD-A028333] p0177 H77-17022

Sew advancements in titanium technology and their
cost and weight benefits

p0221 S77-180J3
Cost and training effectiveness analysis (CTEA) of

the CR-Q7 flight simulator (CB17FS)
CSD-A033972] p0373 877-2^156

Cost benefit analysis and the national aviation
system: A guide
[AD-A037Q3V8] p0381 S77-251J4

Implementaticn of area navigation in the national
airspace system: An assessment of BBS? task
force concepts and payoffs
[AD-4039225] p0131 H77-27096
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COST BSTIHATBS SUBJECT IBDEX

Simulators for training and profit cost
effectiveness
[AD-A0381SO] pO«80 H77-281i»6

A study of commuter airplane design optimization
[HASA-CB-15U270] pO»90 H77-29102

Product improvement program evaluation
C&D-A042131] p0585 877-33101

COST BSTIHATES
Aero engine development costing

pO<!17 A77-U0010
The life cycle cost impacts of unsafe designs

aircraft accident effects
p0559 A77-50H62

A computer model for estimating developnent and
procurement costs of aircraft DAPCA-III
[AD-A025276] p0075 H77-12929

A methodology for estimating jet engine costs
early in weapon system acquisition
[AD-A033667] p0375 H77-25001

Parametric study cf transport aircraft systems
cost and weight
[NASA-CB-151970] p0127 H77-26106

Life cycle analysis of aircraft turbine engines:
Executive Summary
t*D-J039062] POQ36 N77-27124

A study of commuter airline economics
[BASA-CF-152035] p0188 N77-29114

Avionics data for cost estimating
[AD-AOU3265] p0582 N77-32116

COST BBDOCTIOS
Design of military aircraft for ninimum cost of

ownership
p0165 A77-22756

Engines - Towards lower costs computer method
for aircraft engine selection

p0273 A77-29663
Studies pinpoint cost-saving F-16 manufacturing

techniques
p0301 A77-31499

A naval VATO1 EPV in testing Vertical Attitude
Takeoff and landing

p0352 A77-35022
Hew look for 'copter HBST. I - Airframe and rotor

system technology Hanufacturing Methods and
Technology

P0358 A77-36633
Let's get serious about total life cycle costs

p0399 A77-37582
Cost/performance trade-offs Hughes Helicopters

tAH-61 advanced attack helicopter
(AHS 77-33-11] pOU18 A77-U0055

AS 350 helicopter - A "design to cost" exercise
[ A H S 77-33-13] pO«18 A77-10057

Efficient civil helicopters - The payoff of
directed research
[AHS 77-33-15] pO«18 A77-40059

The aircraft energy efficiency active controls
technolcgy program
[ A I A A 77-1C76] pO»56 A77-I|278lt

Bole of future automated flight deck displays in
improving operating costs
[ A I A A PAPEfi 77-1252] p0502 A77-4«3«0

Composite horizontal stabilizer for the B-1 -
Design, fabrication and test

p0512 A77-46S19
Complementary roles for BPVs in support of

tactical manned aircraft
p0516 A77-47331

Research require»ents for development of
advanced-technology helicopter transmissions
reduction of maintenance costs
[HASA-CR-115111] p0291 H77-21086>

Life cycle cost reduction techniques associated
with Advanced Medium STOL Transport (ABST)
[AD-A012880] p0581 H77-32141

COSTS
BT AIBPLAHE PBODOCTIOH COSTS
HT 1CB COST

CODH1BBFLOB
A numerical solution of the axisymnetnc jet

counterflow problem
p0261 A77-28409

CODMTBBSBASOBBS
HT ELECTBOHIC CODHTEBBEASUBES
XT JSBBIHG

Amy preliminary evaluation JOH-58A helicopter
with low reflective paint and infrared
conntermeasnre exhaust system
[AD-A02H727] p0068 H77-12042

C00BTIHG
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Navy and Barine fleet aircraft
[AD-A025182] p0080 N77-13058

COUPLED BODES
Strong coupling and weak coupling between boundary
layer and external flow

Finite element stability analysis for coupled
rotor and support systems
[HASA-CR-15202U] pO"»26 H77-26079

CO0PLIHG
HT CBOSS CODPLIHG

COOPLIHGS
investigation of oscillations of packets with a

finite number of rotor blades
p0060yA77-15986

Preproduction test program, Kaflex drive shaft
coupling for DH-1 helicopter, phases 8, 9 and 10
[AD-A028202] p0179 H77-170I44

COBELL HBTBOD
0 H O U E R I C J L INTEGBATIOH

COBLIIGS
The effect of cowling shape on the stability

characteristics of an airplane, September 1942
[L-313] pO«8« H77-2S066

CBACK FOBBATIOH
D CBACK IHITIATIOH

CBACK IHITIATIOB
The effect of engineering approximations on

fatigue life evaluation for variable amplitude
loading

pOO«7 A77-13762
Bayesian estimation of crack initiation times f rom

service data
[AIAA 77-383] p0205 A77-2571I2

Application of creep-LCF cracking model to
combustor durability prediction

p0399 A77-37611
Fatigue life prediction of complex structures

[ASBE PAPEB 77-DE-16] p0511 A77-U6915
Flight inspection data and crack initiation times

p0559 A77-50466
Bate effects on residual strength of flawed
structures and materials
[HLB-TB-76001-D] pO«96 N77-29565

Theoretical and experimental analysis of surface
cracks emanating from fastener holes
[AD-A039817] pO»96 B77-29577

CBACK PBOP&G&TIOH
Estimating fatigue-crack lives for aircraft -
Techniques

pOOOT A77-11177
Effect of spectrum type on fatigue cracK growth life
--- aircraft load tests

pOOII A77-13289
Crack growth in Ti-8Al-1Bo-1V with real-time and
accelerated f light-by-flight loading --- for
supersonic aircraft

pOO«1 A77-13291
Structural reliability prediction method
considering crack growth and residual strength
--- of aircraft structures

pOOt* A77-13293
Spectrum fatigue crack growth in lags --- aircraft

metal structures
pOOtM A77-13295

Crack propagation in the reinforced structure of a
transport aircraft, calculation-experiment
comparison
[D6LB PAPBB 76-218] p0092 A77-1654H

Ezoelectrons --- phenomenon for investigating
metal surface fatigue cracks

p0100 A77-17080
AE monitoring of rapid crack growth in a
production-size wing fatigue test article ---
Acoustic Emission

p0115 A77-18650
Double exponential functions that describe crack

growth rate behavior
[AIAA 77-363] p0201 A77-257J1

Tracking crack growth damage at control points
[AIAA 77-379] p0205 A77-25738

Service life monitoring coupons - Accounting for
potential crack growth in fleet aircraft
[ A I A A 77-380] p0205 A77-25739

Correlation of predicted and actual crack growth
in a transport wing
[AIAA 77-381] p0205 A77-25710
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SUBJECT IBDBI CBOSS COBBELATIOH

Quantification of fastener hole quality
[MSA 77-382] p0205 A77-25711

Acoustic emission - Monitoring fatigue cracks in
aircraft strnctore

p0212 A77-26802
In-flight crack aetection system for the C-13S

lower center wing sKin
p0212 A77-26803

Ambien t temperature crack growth in titanium
alloys and its significance for aircraft
structures

p0271 A77-29198
Recent advances in computerized aerospace

structural analysis and design
p0298 A77-30873

Advances in engineering science, volone 1
[HASA-CP-2001-VOI-1] p0026 H77-10230

Analog computation assessment of the risk of
structural failure due to crack growth under
random loading
[AD-A025266] p0031 H77-110H2

Current practice on estimating crack growth damage
accumulation with specific application to
structural safety durability and reliability
[ A D - A 0 2 5 U 9 9 ] pOOlO H77-11178

Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in
aircraft materials under variable-amplitude
loading
(VTH-193] p0085 H77-13171

Fracture mechanics analysis of centered and offset
fastener holes in stiffened and nnstiffened
panels under uniform tension
[AD-A032031] p0286 N77-20528

A crack growth gage for assessing flaw growth
potential in structural components
[AD-A033570] p0292 H77-21163

Crack propagation and residual static strength of
typical aircraft forgings

p0327 S77-22556
Comparative experimental observations and

theoretical analysis of the propagation of
fatigue cracks

p0328 N77-22560
Fatigue behaviour of cracked stiffened panels

p0328 H77-22561
Calculation of stress intensity factors for corner

cracking in a lug
p0328 H77-22562

Influence of environment and production processes
on the crack propagation behavior of nnstiffened
sheet

p0328 H77-22565
Proof-load testing on 300 H steel

p0328 H77-22566
Effects of combined acoustic and flight loads of

crack growth
[AD-A033573] p0338 H77-23550

Computer simulation of fatigue crack propagation
in aircraft components
[ISBH-91-7372-117-6] p0182 H77-28518

Ambient temperature crack growth in titanium
alloys and its significance for aircraft
structures
[HLR-HP-76008-0] pO«91 B77-29278

A comparison of fatigue crack propagation rates in
CR002 (unclad BE58) aluminium alloy immersed in
jet fuel and a fuel simlant
CABC-CP-1365] pO»9« H77-29280

Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of B-1 Materials.
Volume 2: Fatigue crack growth data
[AD-A039785] p0195 H77-29288

Residual strength data of riveted panels withi
different stiffener configurations
[HLE-TE-76033-0] pO«96 B77-29569

CBACKIBG (FBACTOBIBG)
BT SIBESS COBEOSIOH CRACKING

Magnetic particle inspection of aviation engine
vanes

pOOOS A77-11606
Reliability analysis of wing panel considering

test results from initiation of first and
subsequent fatigue cracks /The 5th P. J.
Plantema Memorial Lecture/

pOO«7 A77-13752
CRACKS
NT BICBOCEACKS
RT SURFACE CEACRS
Fracture toughness of 8mn 2021-T3 non clad plate

with long central cracks

[FOK-B-1879] pOOlO 877-11149
CBASB IBJOBIBS

Handling aircraft accident/incident survivors and
victims - Accountability techniques and body
management

pOSII A77-i»09in
OSAF experience in aircraft accident survivability

p0558 J77-I199I19
Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267652/6] p0537 877-31115

Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation 1975,
[PB-267618/1] p05J7 877-31119

CBASB LAHDIBG
Full scale crash testing of a CB-17C helicopter

p0219 A77-26897
Cabin safety by crash survival

[SAE PAPER 770185] pOJ95 A77-37099
Safety on board/evacuation procedures and training
of cabin crew

pOIII A77-10936
Evaluation of inflatable /'air bag1/ occupant
restraint systems for aircraft application

p0558 A77-U9951
CBASHES
HI CBASB LAHDIHG
Crash management at airports

p0113 A77-1092B
Measurement and prediction of structural and
biodynamic crash-impact response; Proceedings of
the Rioter Annual Meeting, Hew Torn, H.T.,
December 5-10, 1976

pOISI A77-IU561
Full-scale crash test of a CH-17C helicopter
[HASA-TH-X-3112] p0067 877-12027

Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations, U.S. General Aviation 1975
[PB-26765U/2] p0536 S77-31111

CBaZIBG
0 SORFACE CRACKS

CBEEP DIAGBAHS
Application of the time-temperature analogy to the

calculation of the total creep of fiberglass
plastics in an unsteady temperature field

pOOIS A77-12579
CBEEP TESTS

Life prediction techniques for analyzing
creep-fatigue interaction in advanced
nickel-base alloys
[AD-A038069] pOISI B77-28282

CBE7ICES

o CBACKS
CHEWS
HI FLIGBT CEEWS
CBIIEBI4
BI STBOCTDBAL DESIGN CBITERIA
Handling quality criteria development for
transport aircraft with fly-by-wire primary
control systems
CFLB-TB-71111-0] pOSIt 877-31179

CBIflCAl EIPBBIBEBtS
Compressor critical response time determination

study
[AD-A028882] p0183 N77-17071

CRITICAL LOADIHG

General aviation fatigue loads - A comparison of
analytical and recorded spectra
[SAE PAPEB 770163] p0393 A77-37081

CRITICAL MACB BOHBZB
0 CRITICAL VELOCItT
0 MACE BOHBEB

cBincAi coin
Heat transfer at the critical point of a cylinder
during intensive blowing

p0519 A77-18051
CRITICAL HBIBOLDS BOMBEB
0 CBITICAL VELOCITT
0 BEISOLDS BOHBEB
CBITICU, SPEED

tT CBITICAL VELOCITT
CRITICAL STRESS
0 CBITICAL LOADIHG-

CRITICAL VBLOCITT
An asymptotic method for predicting amplitudes of
nonlinear wheel shimmy
[»!»» PAPEB 77-111] p0257 A77-28013

CBOSS COBBBLATIOB
Identification and measurement of combustion noise
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CROSS COOELIBG SUBJECT INDEX

from a turbofan engine using correlation and
coherence techniques
[BASA-TH-73747] p0591 N77-33162

CBOSS COOPLIBG
On aerodynamic coupling between lateral and

longitudinal degrees of freedom for military
flight conditions
[ A I A A PSPER 17-4] p0160 A77-22206

Singular perturbation analysis approach for
systems mth highly coupled dynamics with
application to optimal aircraft flight control

p0513 A77-46617
Effects of cross-coupling on the stability of

aircraft
p0336 H77-23122

CBOSS FLOW
Penetration and mixing of liquid injected into

supersonic transverse gas stream
p0012 A77-12515

Crossflow performance of lift-fans in tandem
for v/STOL transport aircraft

p0106 A77-17265
Heat transfer in cross flow past a square prism

having a smooth or finned surface
p0202 A77-25329

An investigation of an inclined }et in a crossvind
p0355 A77-36156

CBOSS POLABIZATIOB
Model for the effect of electric fields on

satellite-earth Eicrowave radio propagation
p0556 A77-M9787

CRUCIFOBH HUGS
Application of circulation control rotor

technology tc a stopped rotor aircraft design
X-ving V/ST01

p0006 A77-11277
CRUDE OIL

The production of shale oil crude and its refining
into military operational fuels

p035<l A77-35155
The production and refining of crude oil into

military fuels
[AD-A024652] p0038 B77-11207

CEDISE SISSILES
BP7 applications of Tomahawk cruise missile

p0516 A77-47336
Structural studies of oblique folding wings

[AD-A025712] p0123 B77-14018
Air launched cruise missile staging base selection

for full scale development test and evaluation
[AD-A032199] p0337 B77-23161

CHDISIHG FLIGHT
Effects of atmospheric conditions on the operating

characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft
[IAF PAPIB 76-112] pOOOS A77-10912

Honoptimality of the steady-state cruise for
aircraft

p0046 A77-13713
Fuel consumption of civil jet transport aircraft

p0102 A77-17234
Bonaxisymmetnc nozzle configuration development

for a multimissicn cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-843] p0410 A77-38556

Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic
cruise aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-874] p0410 A77-38568

Best-range flight conditions for cruise-climb
flight of a jet aircraft

p0028 H77-10379
Simulation test results for lift/cruise fan

research and technology aircraft
[NASA-CF-137979] p0121 N77-14007

lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design
definition study. Volume 2: Propulsion
transmission system design
[HASA-CB-151932] p0170 N77-16014

The role of finite-difference methods in design
and analysis for supersonic cruise

p0217 H77-18001
Handling qualities aspects of BASA YF-12 flight

experience
p0218 B77-18007

CBDSADEB AIBCBAFT
D F-8 AIBCBiFT
CBIOGEBIC EQDIPBEST

The cryogenic Hind tunnel
p0028 H77-10368

Preliminary design study of astronomical detector
cooling system

[HASA-CR-151979] p0339 B7
CBIOSBRIC FLUID STOBAGE

An exploratory study to determine the integrated
technological air transportation system ground
requirements of liquid-hydrogen-fneled subsonic,
long-haul civil air transports
[HASA-CB-2699] p0020 N77-10033

CBYOGBHIC FLUIDS
HI LIQUID HYDBOGEB
Cryogenic design and safety review FASA-Langley

Research Center 0.3 meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-T(l-7lt767] p0480 B77-2814J

CBIOGEBIC HOD TDBHBLS
High Beynolds Number Research
[NASA-CP-2009] p04J7 B77-27139

CRYSTAL LATTICES
HI BODY CEBTEBED COBIC LATTICES

CRYSTAL STBOCTDBB
Effect of structural state on the high-tenperature

long-term strength of molybdenum
pOOIS A77-1258J

CBISTALS
HI LIQUID CRYSTALS
HI HETAL CBISTALS
COBIC LATTICES
HI BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES

COIOLATIVE DABA6E
Critical remarks on the validity of fatigue life

evaluation methods based on local stress-strain
behavior

pOO«7 A77-1376J
Spectrum loading in relation to aircraft design

p0048 &77-13771
Damage tolerance analysis of an aircraft
structural joint

p0198 A77-24917
Some research problems on the fatigue of aircraft
structures

p0446 A77-41450
COHL (7ECTOBS)
HI VORTICITI
COBTISS-RBIGHT HILITABY AIBCBAFT
0 MILITARY AIBCBAFT

CURVATURE
Nonlinear curvature expressions for combined
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion and
extension of twisted rotor blades
[BASA-TH-X-73997] p0174 S77-16376

COBVE FITTIBG
Analytical calculation of curves of the 'airfoil
profile1 type

p0305 A77-32100
Analytic construction of 'aerodynamic profile'
curves

pOITO A77-44100
Curve fitting of aeroelastic transient response

data with exponential functions
p0286 877-21024

CURVED BEAHS
Finite elements for curved sandwich beams

p0305 &77-32195
CURVED PAIELS

Low-fregnency noise reduction of lightweight
airfrace structures
[NASA-CB-145104] p0128 B77-15029

Advanced surface paneling method for subsonic and
supersonic flow

p0217 H77-17999
COBTED SURFACES
D COHTOOBS
0 SURFACES

COSHIOHCBAFT GiOUHD EFFECT BACHIBE
The design and operating features of vesper
Thornycroft skirts

pOlOO A77-17038
CUSHIOIS

Aircraft tires: Balance pad bonding integrity
CAD-A024815] p0074 B77-12413

Design and evaluation methods for optimizing
ejection seat cushions for co»fort and safety
[AD-A036035] p0536 B77-J1110

CV-340 AIBCBAFT
STOLABD
[NASA-CB-137972] p0123 B77-14019

Ci RADAR
0 CONTIHOOtJS RAVE BADAB
CIBEBIETICS

Aircraft cybernetics
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SUBJECT IBDBI Dill BASES

p0523 S77-30071
CYCLES
HT EBAYTON CYC1E
FT CABNOT CYCLE
HT SfBESS CYCLES
HT THEHBODYNAHIC CYCLES

CYCLIC LOADS
Practical aspects of load spectra estimation for

different parts of an aircraft structure
pOOiH A77-13761

A statistical method for the prediction of
component low cycle fatigue life

p0105 A77-17254
A 100-kB metal wind turbine blade basic data,
loads and stress analysis
[1ASA-CR-13II956] p0292 S77-21467

CYLIIDBICAL AFTEBBODIES
0 AFTERBODIES
D CYLIHDBICAI BODIES

CYLIHDBICAI BODIES
HT BOTATING CYLIBDEBS
Stability derivative measurements Kith

magnetically suspended cone-cylinder node Is
[AIAA PAPER 77-79] p0138 A77-19813

Matrix approximation in the design of structures
p0253 A77-271U1

A study of free jets and jets launched from the
base of a cylinder immersed in a hypersonic stream

p0307 A77-32471
Rearrangement of vortex structures in the wake

behind a body and in a jet
p0520 A77-47674

Heat transfer at the critical point of a cylinder
during intensive bloving

p05»9 A77-4805U
Effect of scattering by obstacles in the field of

VOR/DVOR
[AD-A02SU05/8] p0078 H77-1303U

Interference problems on ving-fuselage
combinations. Part 2: Symmetrical unsvept wing
at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical
fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position
[ABC-CP-1332] p0473 H77-28080

CYLINDRICAL SBELLS
Experiences concerning construction and testing in '

the case of a pressurized fuselage section with
a sandwich-constructicn design
[DGLB PAPER 76-197] p0091 A77-16530

CYLIBDBOIDS
0 CYLINDRICAL BODIES

DAEHO (DATA ANALYSIS)
D DATA PBOCESSING
0 DATA REDUCTION
D DATA TRAHSBISSION

DABA6E
HT COBOLATIVE DABAGE
NT FIRE DAHAGE
NT IMPACT EARAGE
NT RADIATION DAMAGE
The consideration of damage tolerance in the

design of joints in aircraft structures
p0198 A77-2U916

DASPEBS (VALVES)
Steady-state unbalance response of a three-disk

flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports
[NASA-TH-X-73666 ] p0591 N77-33160

DAHPIBG
NT ELASTIC DAHPIBG
NT VIBRATION DAMPING
NT VISCOOS EAHPIBG
Dual IRS velocity erroc reduction through new

damping techniques
p0153 A77-20678

High strength-high damping capacity wrought
magnesium alloys
[AD-A02516U] p0073 N77-12212

Experimental roll-damping* aagnus, and
static-stability characteristics of two slender
missile configurations at high angles of attack
(0 to 90 degrees) and Hach numbers 0.2 through 2.5
[AD-A027027] p0127 N77-1500U

DABPII6 FACTOR
0 DAMPING

DABPIBG II PITCH
0 DAMPING
D PITCH (INCLINATION)

DABPIBG IB BOLL
B DABPIBG
0 BOLL

DAHPIBG IB TAB
0 DAMPING
a YA»

D1MPIHG TESTS
The Shock and Vibration bulletin. Part U:

Measurements and criteria development, isolation
and damping
[AD-A033422] p02J3 N77-1848b

DAMPNESS
0 SOISTDEE CONTENT

DAB.I TOBBOPBOP BBGIHES
0 TOBBOPBOP ENGINES

DiSSAOLT AIRCRAFT
HT HIBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
Towards a complete F-1 family Dassault
aircraft versatility

p0306 A77-J2^1<4
DASSADLT HIBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
D HIBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT

DATA ACQUISITION
A low cost digital data acquisition system for

army helicopter tests
p0243 A77-J681S

Large quantity, high speed pressure data acquisition
YC-14 in-flight surveys

p0406 A77-J8021
Development of a unique, operational digital data
acquisition system for test pilot training and
aircraft performance monitoring

pfll»07 A77-J8024
A digital data acquisition and reduction system

for flight testing general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1216] p0499 A77-44J18

Loran-C data acquisition and handling for improved
accuracy

P0572 A77-51200
Automatic systems check-out

p0574 A77-51J51
New buffeting acquisition methods data
acquisition, military aircraft
[AAAF-NT-76-8] p0022 N77-10051

Data item description for acquisition of detailed
performance characteristics and signal tracing
diagrams for electronics
[AD-A026953] p0123 H77-14021

A flight instrumentation system for acquisition of
atmospheric turbulence data
[NASA-TH-D-8314] p0170 N77-16048

Force testing manual for the Langley 20-inch Hach
6 tunnel
[NASA-TH-74026] - p048C N77-2B14b

Aircraft simulator data requirements study. Volume
1: Executive summary
[AD-A010955] p0494 N77-^91B1

Aircraft simulator data requirements study, volume 3
[AD-A040928] pO«91 N77-2S182

Definition of a data collection system for OS Army
tactical microwave landing system evaluation
[AD-A011230] pOb38 N77-J1126

Avionics data for cost estimating
[AD-A043265] p0582 B77-J2146

An accurate angular position and angular velocity
instrument based on an optical incremental encoder
[BBE-TN-1730(HB/D)] p0598 N77-JJ480

DATA ADAPTIVE BVALOATOR/BOHITOR
0 DATA PBOCESSING
D DATA BEDOCTION
D DATA TBABSHISSION

DATA ANALYSIS
0 DATA PBOCESSING
B DATA BEDOCTION

DATA BASES
Reliability, availability,
maintainability/logistics /BAH/LOG/ v

p05S9 A77-50456
Data base for predicting noise from civil
aircraft: Flight profile prediction
[PB-257638/7] p017«t B77-16867

Aviation and programmatic analyses; volume 1,
Task 1: Aviation data base development and
application for HASA OAST programs
[BASA-CB-152581] pO»90 N77-^913S

Aviation and programmatic analyses, volume 2,
Task 2: Identification of planning factors and
activities for NASA OAST programs
[SASJ-CR-152582] pOUSO N77-^9140
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DATA BOSSES SUBJECT IHDEI

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volane 3,
Task 3: Development of special issue papers
for N A S A OAST programs
[NASA-CB-152583] p0490 N77-29141

DATA BOSSES
0 CHANNELS (EATA THANSHISSIOH)

DATA COLLECTION PLATFOBHS
BP7 sensor system interface

p0190 A77-23521
DATA COHFACTION

0 DATA COHPBESSION
DATA COHPEESSION

BPV video communications - A new challenge to
video data compression

p0269 A77-28968
Experimental image compression subsystem /EICS/

two-nay aircraft laser image transmission
p0269 A77-28969

DATA CONVEBTEBS
NT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVEBTEBS
NT DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVEBTEHS

Eight-channel resolver simplifies digital flight
controls

p0574 A77-51354
DATA COBBE1ATION

NT SIGNAL A N A L Y S I S
Critical analysis of comparisons between flight

test results and vind tunnel test predictions in
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-17185] p0022 H77-10049

A technique for predicting external store
aerodynamic loads

p0275 N77-19995
DATA HANDLING SYSTEHS

D DATA SYSTEMS
DATA LINKS

The Discrete Address Beacon System for air traffic
control

p0054 A77-15134
Communications with aircraft via satellite

p0151 A77-21423
System design study for VHF universal data link

and data link/DABS combinations
[AD-A02S5B7/7] p0083 N77-13290

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A03 0368/5] p0121 N77-14000

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A037130] p0366 N77-2U091

DATA HANAGEHEHT
Dynamic-stress-data management for aeromechanical

testing of turbomachinery
p0009 A77-12175

Dynamic-stress-data management for aeromechanical
testing of turbomachinery computer aided
data acguisition system

p0352 A77-35008
DATA PEOCESSING

NT DATA COBBELATION
NT DATA BIDOCTIOS
NT DATA SMOOTHING
NT DATA STOBAGE
NT HOLTIPBOCESSING (C08POTEBS)
NT OPTICAL DATA PBOCESSISG
NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
NT SIGNAL PBOCESSING
NT 70ICE DATA PBCCESSING

Experimental data organization and experimental
data processing in the flight tests of the Alpha
Jet prototypes
[DGLB PAPEB ES-86/76] p0043 A77-12981

Air t raff ic control in the Soviet Union
p0357 A77-36561

Flight data processing with the F-8 adaptive
algorithm
[ A I A A 77-10fl2] p0455 A77-42758

Information processing requirements for on-board
monitoring of automatic landing
[AIAA 77-1093] pO<!56 A77-42798

Space experiment simulation using an aircraft
laboratory

pOSIS A77-47200
Loran-C data acquisition and handling for improved

accuracy
pOS72 A77-51200

Mathematical model for lift/cruise fan V/STOL
aircraft simulator programming data
[NASA-CB-151916] p012«l N77-14037

B77 flight test data processing
[SAND-76-8010] p0235 N77-19011

DATA PBOCESSIBG EQUIPMENT
HI AIBBOBNE/SPACEBOBNE COHPOTEBS
NT A N A L O G COHPDTEKS
NT COHPOTEBS
NT DATA PBOCESSING TERMINALS
NT DIGITAL COHPOTEBS
NT HYBBID COHPOTBBS
NT MICBOPSOCESSOBS
NT MINICOMPOTEBS

DATA PBOCESSING TEBHINALS
MAC air cargo data entry: 2. Photography of

shipping labels
[AD-A031454] p0316 N77-22057

MAC air cargo data entry: 3. Initial testing of
on-line terminal, digital recorder, and checksheet
[AD-A031455] p0316 N77-22058

DATA BEADODT SXSTEHS
0 DATA SYSTEHS
a DISPLAY DEVICES

DATA BECOEDEBS
Programmable data logger for automatic test

equipment for aircraft control systems
p044b A77-41J88

MAC air cargo data entry: 3. Initial testing of
on-line terminal, digital recorder, and checksheet
[AD-A031455] p0316 N77-22058

DATA BECOBDIHG
Experimental data recording on cassette recorders,
taking into account a use of commercial grade FH
components -— for light aircraft in-flight
monitoring
[DGLB PAPEB 76-138] p0043 A77-12978

DATA BEDUCTI01
NT DATA SMOOTHING

Comparison of a new method for measuring aircraft
power and drag in flight with a standard technique
[SAE PAPEB 770475] p0394 A77-37093

A Doppler Markov error model development based on
flight test data analysis of Doppler radar
data

POJ95 A77-37357
Simulation and data analysis of a scanning laser

Doppler velocimeter system for sensing aircraft
wake vortices

p0470 A77-44291
A digital data acquisition and reduction system
for flight testing general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1216] pO»99 A77-44318

Emissions data by category of engines
p0184 N77-17087

Teledyne continental Motors emissions data and
analysis and flight test results

P0184 B77-17089
Flight flutter testing technology at Grumman

automated telemetry station for on line data
reduction

p0288 H77-21034
Force testing manual for the Langley 20-inch Bach
6 tunnel
[NASA-TH-74026] p0480 N77-28145

Data reduction for the unsteady aerodynamics on a
circulation control airfoil wind tunnel test
data
[AD-A041153] p0577 N77-32084

DATA SAMPLING
Load factor response of digitally controlled
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1080] p0456 A77-42786

Simultaneous characterization of Jet noise sources
and acoustic field by a new application of
conditional sampling
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1349] p0569 A77-51102

DATA SBOOTBING
Compatibility check of measured aircraft responses
using kinematic equations and extended Kalian
filter
[NASA-TN-D-8514] p0490 H77-29143

DATA STOBAGE
Study and design of flight data recording systems
for military aircraft Microprocessing flight
data for solid state memory storage
[AD-A028862] - p0187 B77-17446

Introductory investigation of the Bange Measuring
system/data collection system (BHS-2/DCS)
[AD-A039921] pOS26 B77-30106

DATA SXSTEHS
Airborne data analysis and monitoring with a mini

computer
p0406 A77-38018
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New air traffic control communications and data
systems

p0550 A77-48252
Evaluated numerical data for the SST and

chlorofiDorocarbon problens: A case study of
how to help the engineer and the modellers

p017!4 H77-169U2
DATA TBABSBISSIOB

Bobile data radio transmission quality between
stationary transmitter to receiver in motion
[DGLE PJPEB 76-168] p0092 A77-16540

Experimental nage compression subsystem /EICS/
two-way aircraft laser image transmission

p0269 477-28969
The traffic capacity and integrity of guidance

systems based on random-access airborne
interrogators

p0404 A77-377II3
ATS-6 European L-band aeronautical experiments

p0557 A77-II9908
Introductory investigation of the Eange fleasnnng

system/data collection system (BHS-2/DCS)
[AD-A039921] p0526 N77-30106

DATING
0 TIHE HE1SOEEHENT

DC 9 AIBCBAFT
Air f rame noise of the DC-9

[ i lAA PAPEE 77-1272] p0564 A77-51035
Preliminary test results at the loint

FAA-OSAF-NASA runway research program. Part 2:
Traction measurements of several run»ays under
wet, snow covered, and dfy conditions with a
Douglas EC-9, a diagonal'braked vehicle, and a
ma-meter
[HASA-TH-X-73910] p0437 H77-27133

Behavior of aircraft antisXid breaking systems on
dry and vet runway surfaces: A
slip-ratio-ccntrolled system with ground speed
reference fro» unbraked nose wheel
[NASA-TN-D-8455] p0589 M77-331SO

DC 10 AIECBAFT
Interface between maintainability and commercial

aircraft spares support
p0003 A77-10483

Baintaining transport aircraft
p0009 A77-12069

DC-10 integrally woven polyimide/fiberglass
acoustic panel prcgram

p0255 A77-27498
Overseas National Airways JC-10-30 CI fire -

November 12, 1975, JFK international Airport,
Dew York, Dew York

p0443 A77-40930
Air New Zealand's methods Of flying'the DC-10

[AIAA PAPEB 77-1255] p0502 A77-B4343
Compliance with amended FAB 25.1309 - DC-10 case

history Automatic landing System
[AIAA PAPBE 77-1257] p0509 A77-45510

Advanced composite rudders for DC-10 aircraft:
Design, manufacturing, and ground tests
[HASA-CB-145068] p0068 B77-12039

DB HAVILLAHD AIBCBAFT
BT COMET 0 AIBCBAFT

STOL developments
p0127 N77-ia986

DB HAVILLABD DB 106 AIBCBAFT
D COBET 4 AIBCBAFT

DE 1AVAL IOZZLBS
0 CCNVEBGBNT-DIVBBGBBT HOZZLSS

DEAD BECKOBX16
Evaluation of the accuracy of community relative

navigation organization concepts
p0150 A77-20656

An integrated marine navigation system
p0572 A77-51199

DEADiBIGHT
D STATIC LOADS

DEATH
An evaluation of worldwide transport aircraft fire

experiences
pOfl«3 A77-40927

DEBUGGING
0 CHECKOUT

DEBTE TBHPBBATOBB
0 SPECIFIC EEAT

DECAY
BT ACOOSTIC EBISSIOB
NT ELBCTBCB EBISSIOB
BT EBISSIOB

HI FLUORESCENCE
NT PABTIC1E EBISSION
NT PHOTOICBIZATION

DECil BATES
Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes

p0163 A77-22678
DECELERATION
BT SPIN BEDOCTION
L stidy to determine the characteristic shapes of

helicopter visual approach profiles
P0247 A77-26877

An alternate recovery system for the Agnila
mini-BPV soft landing

p0518 A77-47346
Exploratory investigation of decelerating
approaches of a twin-engined jet transport.
Volume 1: Fixed-base simulation
[NLB-TE-75171-0] pOJ82 N77-25136

DECELEBATOBS
D BRAKES (FOB ARRESTING BOTIOR)
DECISION BAKING

Technology and decision making in the air
transport industry

p0299 A77-J1066
Advanced avionics for the &-.10: A decision

analysis model '
[AD-A027678] , p0123 H77-1102J

Design of a digital aircraft sinulator for use
with a caapiter-al&ed decision maker
[AD-A033506] p032» B77-221S>b

Decision-making and optimization in aircraft design
[AD-A039U6I1] p05^7 S77-30111

On the importance of program(intelligence to
advanced automation in flight operations
[AD-AOM2915] p0582 N77-32147

DECISION TBEOBI ,
Begulation of the air traffic control system

p0155 A77-21593
DECODEBS

Tracer decoder - A receiver for radio navigation
relay systems

p045t A77-42211
DECOBPEESSION
0 PBESSOBE EEDOCTION
DECOOPLING

A study of simplified methods for longitudinal
control decoupling
[SAE PAPEE 770468] p0393 A77-37086

In-flight simulation study of decoupled
longitudinal controls for the approach and
landing of a STOL aircraft
[NASA-CB-2710] p0292 N77-210y9

DECOIS
Tactical expendable drone systen /TEDS/

p0516 A77-17J37
DBFEBSB INDOSTBI
HI DEAPOBS INDOSTBI
Computer-Aided Banufactnring - Another industrial
revolution BcDonnell aircraft application

p0269 A77-29081
DEFENSE PBOGBAB

New technology for fighter aircraft __
[DGLB PAPEE 76-147] p0091 A77-16529

Bethods and problems concerning the flight control
of BPV's
[DGLB PAPEB 76-204] p0092 A77-16515

The Analytical Baintenance Program - No more
•maintenance as usual'

p0453 A77-42044
Strategic defense materials: A case study of high
temperature engines
[AD-A037493] p0387 B77-25188

DEFLATING
0 INFLATABLE STBDCTOBES
0 PBESSDBE BEDOCTION
DEFLECTION

The prediction of ILS course errors due to
•nltipath propagation via objects on the ground

p0401 A77-37720
Cumulative deflection and rigid pavement
serviceability
[AD-A024969] ' p0073 B77-12077

DBFLECTOBS
HI BLAST DEFLECTOBS
An investigation of impingement forces due to

wheel generated sprays using impingement
plate and intensity probe
[BO-200] p0285 N77-20386



DEFOBHATIOH SUBJECT IBDEX

DEFORBATIOH
HI ELASTIC EEHDING
HT ELASTIC BOCKLIHG
HT ELASTIC DEFOBHATION
HT PLASTIC DEFORHATION
HT STATIC DEFOBHATIOH
NT SATE FPOHT DEF08HATIOH

An experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness
of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and twist
deformations
[NASA-CR-137968] pOOIS H77-10008

DEFOBHETEES
Holographic determination of thermal and

mechanical deformations in the case of
structural components and structures of
aeronautical and astronautical technology
[DGLR PAPEB 76-180;] p0096 A77-16587

DBGEADATIOH
HT THEE HAL DEGBADATIOH

Badar special evaluation report: Degradation of
AN/OPx-6 interrogator set identification friend
or foe/selective identification feature IFF/SIF
returns from F-4 and BF-1 aircraft
[AD-A027117] p0132 H77-15241

Mechanical shear degradation of polymers in
solution. A review
[BAE-TB-76073] p0338 H77-23269

DEGREES OF FREEDOH
Additional degrees of freedom and associated

task oriented flight control system functions
p0432 H77-26166

. DEHOBIDIFICATIOH
A rotating high pressure water condenser and
separator for aircraft environmental control
system
[ASMS PAPEB 77-ENAS-10] p0511 A77-H6851

DEICEBS
Aircraft anti-icing devices

pOl!15 A77-39275
Technical concept of the IL-62B. V - De-icing system

p O M I S A77-39156
AEFA/Boeing Vertol demonstration of the

effectivity of the YOH-61A in simulated moderate
icing conditions
[AHS 77-33-65] pOM21 A77-10088

Ottawa stray rig tests of an ice protection system
applied to the 0H-1H helicopter
[AD-A031II58] p0383 N77-25155

DEICIHG
Selection of an atomizer and its modes of

operation for the removal of ice deposits, frost
and frozen snow from aircraft surfaces

pO««2 A77-110726
Botor ice protection systems

p0162 A77-43331
Helicopter icing - A problem to be defined

pOH66 A77-II3368
DBICIBG SISTEHS
D DEICESS
DELIVERY

Flight test development of a helicopter-towed
surface delivery system

p0406 A77-38006
DELTA DAGGER AIHCEAFT

D F-102 AIRCRAFT
DELTA DART AIRCRAFT
D F-106 AIRCRAFT

DELTA BIH6S
Free vortex sheets

pOOIH A77-12559
Applications of linearised supersonic wing theory

to the calculation of some aircraft interference
flows

p0015 A77-12566
Application of a gradient-projection method to

minimum weight design of a delta wing with
static and aeroelastic constraints

pOOSO A77-13899
Aerodynamics of sideslipping delta wings at

incidence with leading-edge separation
p0051 A77-11558

Investigation of the effect of interference of a
delta wing and a half-body

p0052 A77-U882
The independence of upper and lower wing flows at

supersonic speeds
p0053 A77-1H9H1

Investigation of airfoils near the ground with
nonsymmetrical flow past them

[DGLH PAPER 76-152] p0092 A77-165J9
Experiments on supersonic lee-side tlow past delta

wings
[ D G L R PAPER 76-15*] p009b A77-16582

On the mechanism of vortex breakdown point
stabilization for low subsonic flow around a
delta wing

p0112 A77-17968
Incompressible flow over delta wings

[AIAA PAPER 77-320] p O I I J A77-182Q2
Effect of a conical break in delta wings on

aerodynamic characteristics
p0136 A77-197JJ

A numerical technique for subsonic flows past
three dimensional canard-wing configurations
with edge separations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1] p0160 A77-22^05

Nonlinear, unsteady aerodynamic loads on
rectangular and delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 77-156] p0161 A77-222JS

Hypersonic flow with attached shock waves over
plane delta wings

p0195 A77-215U8
Spanvise cambered delta wing with leading-edge
separation

p0199 A77-249J7
A simplified theory of oscillating airfoils in
transonic flow - Review and extension
[AIAA 77-115] p0209 A77-2580J

The method of deformed coordinates in the problem
of supersonic gas flow over a wing

p0296 A77-J0558
Hypersonic gas flow over a delta wing

p0296 A77-30559
Calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing of complex planform
with allowance for vortex sheet at the nose

p0309 A77-32811
Heasurements on a delta wing in unsteady flow

p0353 A77-J507J
Flow past the lower surface of delta wings in
off-design mode at Hach numbers less than the
design Hach number

pOJSI A77-35601
Optimization of active control systems to suppress
flutter and minimize turbulence response

pOJSb A77-J61S8
Oscillating delta wings with attached shock waves

pOJ56 A77-36160
Effect of angle of attack and Bach number on
slender wing aerodynamics application to
space shuttle
[AIAA PAPEB 77-667] pOJ61 A77-37021

Load distributions on slender delta wings having
vortex flow

pOUOS A77-J79U2
Calculation of the supersonic flow in a
three-dimensional expansion region - Trapezoidal
and triangular /delta/ wing

p0411| A77-JB970
The theory of the optimum-optimorum airfoil in
supersonic conditions

p041<4 A77-J897S
Normal force of a flat delta wing in supersonic flow

pO"416 A77-39691
The Hirage-2000

P0515 A77-1697b
Calculation of vortex breakdown locations for flow

over delta wings
p0551 A77-»S31b

Mechanism of stabilization of the 'separation
point' of a vortex during flow of a stream at
low subsonic velocity over a delta wing
[HASA-TT-F-17283] pOOIB N77-1001^

Tortex/jet/wing viscous interaction theory and
analysis
[AD-A025290] pOOJI H77-11017

Study by hydrodynamic visualisations of various
processes for controlling separated flows

P0086 S77-139/^
Investigation of the steady-state behavior of two
delta-wing hang gliders
[NASA-TT-F-17391] p0178 H77-170J1

Assessment of existing analytic methods for
prediction of high angle-of-attack loads on
delta wings at supersonic speeds

P0276 H77-.2000J
Aerodynamic characteristics at Bach 6 of a
hypersonic research airplane concept having a 70
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SUBJECT IHDBI DESIBOC1IVB IBST3

deg swept delta wing
[BASA-TB-I-3475] p0364 B77-21061

An experimental investigation of incompressible
flow over delta and double-delta wings
[AD-A035380] pOI|26 H77-26101

Developments in the lifting surface theory
treatnent of symmetric planforns with a leading
edge crank in subsonic flow
[ABC-CP-1323] p0472 H77-28076

Tvo problems that arise in the generation and
propagation of sonic booms. 1: Flow field in
the plane of symmetry below a delta wing. 2:
Focnsing of an acoustic pulse at an arete

p0486 H77-29091
Beasurements of buffeting on two 65 deg delta

wings of different materials
p0533 H77-31079

Three dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric
flow past wings of arbitrary planforns
[BASA-CB-115235] p0585 H77-33102

DEBODOLATOBS
HT BODEBS

Bodnlar high accuracy tracker for dual channel
laser Doppler velocimeter

POI170 A77-44301
DBBSITOBETEBS

A wide range no moving part flowmeter for
aircraft fuel flow measurement
[ASBE P A P E R 76-BA/FLCS-10] p0214 A77-26150

DEBSITT (BiSS/VOLDBB)
HT GAS DBBSITT

DEBSITT DISTBIBOTIOH
Wave structure and density distribution in a

nonstationary gas jet
p0445 A77-i»1270

DBPBBDEHCE
HT TIHE DEPEHDENCE

DBPLOIBBBT
The mini-BPV, cost effectiveness in a tactical

environment
p0517 A77-473U2

DBPOSITIOH
HT VSPOB DEPOSITIOB

DEPBESSOBIZATIOH
0 PBESSDBE BEDDCTIOH

DEPTB PEBCEPTIOH
0 SPACE PEBCEPTIOH

DBSCBBT
HT PABACHOTE DESCEHT

A laboratory investigation into flight path
perturbations during steep descents of V/STOL
aircraft
[AD-A040101] p0529 N77-30135

DBSCEBT PBOP01SIOB SISTEBS
Helicopter optimal descent and landing after power

loss
[HASA-TB-X-73244 ] pOI!25 H77-26067

DESCEHT TRAJECTORIES
Stability of the vertical descent of a cargo load

on a parachute
p0202 A77-25529

Analytical study of transient processes associated
with jet-controlled stabilization of flight
vehicles

p0305 A77-32089
Visual aids for steep gradient approaches in low

visibility conditions
pO«01 A77-37717

Hind tunnel tests of a two bladed model rotor to
evaluate the TAHI system in descending forward
flight
[HASA-CB-145195] p0377 B77-25080

DBSI6B
Soviet aircraft and rockets

[BASA-TT-F-770J p0523 B77-30065
DBSI6B ABAIISIS

Towards the Starflex concept helicopter rotor
head design

pOO<!3 A77-13172
VT.2 - 100 ton amphibious hovercraft

p0099 A77-17037
Analytical and experimental studies of an axial

compressor with co-rotating stators
pO.103 A77-172HO

Ejectors for supersonic transport aircraft -
Analytical method

p0106 A77-17262
Foundations of aerodynamics: Bases of aerodynamic

design /3rd edition/ Book

p O I I O A77-17548
A designer oriented air traffic control simnlation

fasility
p0196 A77-24600

Axial compressor rotor design
p0196 A77-21621

Influence of structural dynamics on vehicle design
- Government view of aerospace vehicles
CilAA 77-138] p0209 A77-25798

Centralized vacuum system for temperature/altitude
chambers

p0212 A77-26015
The design of lifting supercritical airfoils using

a numerical optimization method
p0313 A77-33500

Let's get serions about total life cycle costs
pOJ99 A77-J7582

Shaft coupled lift/cruise fan V/STOL propulsion
system
[AIAA PAPEB 77-803] p0109 A77-J85HS

Advanced design procedure for aircraft engine
selection
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-953] p0452 A77-41989

Application of a computer program system to the
analysis and design of supersonic aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1131] p0159 A77-4J16J

Case studies in aircraft design
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1214] pOSOl A77-44335

Advanced Technology Wing /ATM/ selection and design
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1210] p0509 A77-45505

The design of complex navigation systems
Russian book

p0512 A77-16494
D.S./F.B.G. advanced tactical BPV requirements as

analyzed by Boeing and Dormer
p0517 A77-17339

Design considerations for laminar flow control
aircraft

p0027 H77-10366
Analysis and design of ejector diffnser for

optimum thrust
[AD-A025491] p0039 B77-11356

Through-flow calculations: Theory and practice in
tnrbomachinery design

p0066 H77-12017
Design of turbine, using distributed or average
losses; effect of blowing

p0066 H77-12021
Compressor design and experimental results

p0067 B77-1202J
Design studies of a notion system for the VTOL
simulation facility
[AD-A024732] p0072 H77-1^075

Detailed design of a guiet high flow fan
[BASA-CR-135126] p02J9 B77-19070

Design, fabrication, and testing of advanced
composite AH-1G tail section (tail boom/vertical
fin)
[AD-A031157] p0367 B77-21106

Design of selected helicopter components for ease
of repair
[AD-A035152] p0384 H77-25159

Cryogenic design and safety review BASA-Langley
Research Center 0.3 meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[BASA-TH-74767] p0480 B77-28143

Study of design and analysis methods for transonic
flow
[BASA-CB-152011] p0521 H77-30086

Botor bnrst protection program: Experimentation
to provide guidelines for the design of turbine
rotor burst fragment containment rings
[HASA-CB-135166] p0528 H77-30119

Propeller study. Part 1: Introduction and overview
[BASA-CB-155002] p0511 B77-31156

Propeller study. Part 2: The design of
propellers for minimum noise
[HASA-CB-155005] p05"l1 H77-J1157

Technical and economic assessment of swept-wing
span-distributed load concepts for civil and
military air cargo transports
[HASA-CB-115229] p0589 H77-33147

DBSI6H OF EXPBBIBBBTS
0 EIPEBIHEHTAL DESIGB

DESPIHBIB6
D SFIB BEDOCTIOB
DBSIBOCTIVE IESIS

Testing procedures for carbon fiber reinforced
plastic components destructive and
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DETACBHBNT SUBJECT IHDEI

nondestructive
[DGLR PAPER 76-215] p0096 A77-16588

Helicopter gearbox failure prognosis
[ A I A A PAPER 77-897] p0411 A77-38582

DETiCBHEBT
Detachment and wind recirculation of radial wall

jets vertical takeoff aircraft thrust
redaction
[IlE-9] p0076 N77-13010

DETECTION
NT AIRCRAFT DETECTION
HT COHRELATIOH DETECTION
NT EADAE DETECTION
NT SIGNAL DETECTION
NT TARGET RECOGNITION
NT DLTRASONIC FLAW DETECTION
DEWiB SISTEHS
0 CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT

DB 106 AIBCBAFT
0 COflET « AIRCRAFT
DIAGNOSIS

Non-integrated gas turbine engine diagnostics
tradeoff analysis
[AD-A039494] p0528 N77-30125

DIAGB1BS
NT BENDING DIAGRAMS
NT CBEEP DIAGRAMS
NT S-N DIAGBAHS
NT STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAHS
DIALS

Solid state vertical scale indicator for engine
perfornance indication
[AD-A036151] p0387 N77-25181

DIABOBD 1IN6S
0 LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
0 SWEPT WINGS

DIAPBRAGHS (HECBANICS)
Expansion tunnel performance with and without an

electronagnetically opened tertiary diaphragm
p0442 177-40834

DIELECTRIC HiTBBIALS
0 DIELECTRICS
DIELECTRICS
NT RADOHE MATERIALS
Currents induced on metal/dielectric structures

for transverse magnetic plane vave incidence
[AD-A026896] p0132 N77-15253

High voltage design guide for airborne equipment
[AD-A029268] p0173 N77-16272

DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRA
0 MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZERS
0 ANALOG COMPUTERS
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION
NT HYPERBOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQDATIONS
NT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT VORTICITY EQDATIONS

A technique for reducing the differential
wing-flutter equations to integral equations

p0089 A77-16311
Theory of small-aspect-ratio wing analysis using

discrete-continuous calculation scheme -
Numerical integration of resolving equations

p0111 A77-17953
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

0 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
DIFFERENTIAL TBEBHAL ANALYSIS

Thermal analysis of flight vehicle ccmpaitment
structure

p0012 A77-12509
DIFFRACTION

NT W A V E DIFFRACTION
Accuracy of the Kirchoff formula in determining

acoustic shielding with the use of a flat plate
[NASA-TH-73261] p0532 N77-30906

DIFFDSBRS
The effect of rotor blade wakes on centrifugal

compressor diffuser performance - A comparative
experiment

pOOOl A77-10032
Study of flow swirl influence on axiradial

diffuser effectiveness
p0013 A77-12520

Choice of optiial throat dimensions for the
diffnsor in a condensing injector

p0057 177-15667
Efficiency of tangential boundary layer blowing in

conical diffusers

p0136 A77-19710
Oscillating turbulent flow in a conical diffuser

p0196 A77-24629
Flow control in wide-angled conical diffnsers

p0197 A77-246J2
Coupled coopressor-diffuser flow instability

p0199 A77-249J4
An initial approach to the design of very wide
angle axisymmetric diffnsers with gauzes to
achieve uniform outlet velocity profiles
[ASHE PAPER 76-WA/FE-3] p021J A77-26433

A novel concept for subsonic inlet boundary-layer
control

p0256 A77-27617
Design and performance of selected pipe-type
diffusers
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-104] p0265 A77-28614

Aerodynamic characteristics plane diffnsor
cascades in which the flow over the blade backs
is controlled by injecting air from slots into
the boundary layer

p0305 A77-42092
Fluid dynamics of diffnser augmented wind turbines

p0553 A77-48899
computer studies of swirl flows in Carnot diffnsors

p0574 A77-51600
DIFFUSION
NT GASEOUS DIFFUSION
NT THERMAL DIFFUSION
Performance of high-area-ratio annular dump
diffnser using suction-stabilized-vortex flow
control
[NASA-TH-X-3535] p0371 N77-24140

DIFFUSION BONDING
D DIFFUSION WELDING
DIFFUSION EFFECT
0 DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION THEORY

Analytical prediction of moisture
absorption/desorption in resin matrix composites
exposed to aircraft environments
[AIAA 77-400] p0206 A77-25752

DIFFUSION WELDING
Roll diffusion bonding of boron aluminum composites

pOOSS A77-15328
Fabricating titanium parts with SPF/DB process

Snperplastic Forming and Diffusion Bonding
p0201 A77-25212

Advanced composites and advanced metallics meet
the challenge of design-to-cost
[AIAA PAPER 77-1234] pOSOl A77-44329

DIGITAL COBBAND SISTBHS
Engineering of control systems and implications on
control law design

p0432 N77-26163
DIGITAL COBMDNICATION
D PDLSE COMMUNICATION

DIGITAL COMPUTERS
NT MINICOMPUTERS

Future impact of computers on military aviation
[ A I A A PAPER 77-273] p0112 A77-18212

Inherent errors in asynchronous, redundant digital
flight controls

p019Q A77-24192
Use of a digital computer in an integrated
propulsion control system
[SAE PAPER 760885] p0258 677-28207

Terminal area guidance along curved paths: A
stochastic control approach

p0028 N77-10383
Digital fly-by-wire technology study, volume 1
[AD-A027689] p0082 N77-13075

The application of recent techniques in flight
flutter testing

p0288 N77-21036
Computer controlled target locator/designator system
[AD-A031416] p0318 N77-22102

stability and control characteristics of the
winglet configured KC-135A
[AD-&034940] p0364 N77-24068

Area navigation/vertical area navigation terminal
simulation
[AD-A038623] p043q N77-2709J

Aircraft simulator data requirements study. Volume
1: Executive summary
[AD-A040955] p0494 S77-29181

DIGITAL DATA
Air traffic control experimentation and evaluation
test
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SUBJECT IBDBI DIGITAL TBCHHIQDBS

[AD-AOI11971] p0588 H77-33136
DIGITAL FILTJBS

Adaptive fading memory filtering in a
decentralized airborne tracking system
[AIi4 77-1088] p0156 A77-12793

DIGITAL BAVI6ATIOB
A lightweight Doppler navigation system

p0215 A77-26863
Kalnan filtel design and performance for an

operational P-1 Loran inertial weapon delivery
system

p0396 A77-37396
Design of a digital flight control system nsing
area mnltiflexing

p0396 A77-37105
Hicroprocessor development for a digital Flight
Control System voter/monitor

p0397 A77-37112
A fast phase locked loop algorithm with
applications to nicroprocessor implemented
communication and navigation systems

p0397 477-3711*
Automatic correction of position error by means of
a digital correlation of surface structures
for air navigation

p0167 A77-13577
A digital gcnicmeter for VOB

p0511 477-16263
RNAV control fcr airbcrne surveys

P0511 A77-16261
The design of complex navigation systems

Russian bock
p0512 477-16191

Aircraft cybernetics
p0523 H77-30071

DIGITAL BADAB S1STEHS
Long wavelength radar - Its purpose and applications

p0192 A77-23538
Airtrack, a system for air traffic control

p0310 A77-32985
The new airport radar systems

p0519 477-17979
Sew air traffic control communications and data
systems

P0550 A77-18252
E0ROCCBTROL and radar automated air traffic
control radar system implementation

p0551 A77-U8113
Applications of augmented multilateration tracking

systems for military targets
p0570 A77-51183

Development of the EHS-2 System of ODDR6E/T6E/
Range Heasnrement system for tank and aircraft
tracking

p0571 477-51187
DIGITAL SIBDLATIOH

A real-time simulation facility for evaluating
advanced concepts in air traffic control

p0196 477-21599
Y/STOL shaft propulsion system analytical

performance model
[ A I A A 77-582] p0319 A77-3U910

Implicit finite difference simulation of flow
about arbitrary geometries with application to
airfoils
[ A I A A PAPER 77-665] p0360 A77-37019

Statistical modeling of the optimal adjustment of
the parameters of a gas turbine engine

p0112 477-10715
Aircraft simulation on computer

p01«6 A77-11391
Bi-fidelity airplane simulation model

[ A I A A 77-1166] p0160 A77-13191
Development of an integrated fire/flight control

system for a high-performance fighter aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1078] p0161 A77-13201

Numerical modeling of helicopter piloting
P0511 477-16318

Design of a digital aircraft simulator for use
with a computer-aided decision maker
[AD-A033506] p0321 H77-22155

Preliminary investigations of the unsteady flow in
turbojet engines during transients
[POBL-PP-171] p0583 877-32161

DIGITAL STSTBBS
HI DIGITAL BAVIGATIOB
HT DIGITAL BADAB SYS'CEHS
Realization proble is concerning reliable CCV

flight guidance systeas

[DGLB PAPEB 76-213] p0156 A77-2181B
The AB/GRH-99 Dynamic Loran Inertial Simulator

P0196 A77-21596
A low cost digital data acquisition system for

army helicopter tests
P02U3 A77-26815

Digital controllers for VTOL aircraft
p0268 A7/-2881!)

Digital control of high performance aircraft nsing
adaptive estimation techniques

P0295 A77-30180
Lessons learned in digital flight control

flight test on A-7D aircraft
p039b A77-J7362

Digital flight control design for a tandem-rotor
helicopter
[ABS 77-33-11] p0120 A77-10075

Pull authority digital electronic control /FADEC/
preliminary design overview for a variable cycle
engine
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-837] pOISI A77-11972

A flight control system using the DAIS architecture
Digital Avionics Information System

[AIAA 77-1100] p0156 A77-12B01
Cost effective design of an air transport flight

control maintenance system
[AIAA 77-1103] p01b7 A77-12816

A digital data acquisition and reduction system
for flight testing general aviation aircraft
[4I4A PAPER 77-1216] p0199 A77-11318

Failure analysis of digital systems using simulation
P0560 A77-50501

Eight-channel resolver simplifies digital flight
controls

P0571 A77-51J51
4 dual-mode generalized likelihood ratio approach
to self-reorganizing digital flight control
system design
CHASA-CR-119J17] p0082 H77-1J070

Program documentation for the digital switching
experiment program
[4D-A030363] p0230 H77-18111

Hid-1980s digital avionics information system
conceptual design configuration
[4D-4032137] p0318 B77-2210J

The benefits of an integrated digital powerplant
control system

P0323 B77-2211S
Development flight test techniques for digital

multimode flight control systems
P0368 H77-21113

Digital generation of contour maps tor raster scan
display
[AD-A031663] pOJ70 B77-211J5

Failure self-detection in digital flight guidance
systems

POJ76 B77-25066
Built-in test techniques for digital flight
control systems

P0376 H77-25068
Design and test experience with a triply redundant
digital fly-by-wire control system

P0377 B77-25076
Manual control displays for a four dimensional
landing approach

p0175 N77-2810J
A study of standardization methods for digital

guidance and control systems
[4GABD-AE-90] p0530 N77-301J6

Digital shaft encoder
[AD-A000706] p0513 H77-31172

Digital flight control systems
[HASA-CB-115216] p0595 B77-33200

Analysis of inherent errors in asynchronous
digital flight controls
[AD-A011813] p0596 H77-33206

DIGITAL TECBHIQOBS
Dynamic-stress-data management for aeromechanical

testing of tnrbonachinery
P0009 477-12175

Precision navigation updating by means of digital
area correlation

P0351 A77-352»8
Precise digital pressure measurement in an
airborne environment

P0107 477-38022
Load factor response of digitally controlled
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1080] P0156 477-12786
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DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVBBTEBS SUBJECT INDEX

Laser velocimeter turbulence spectra measurements
pO«70 A77-U4301

Analysis of inherent errors in asynchronous
redundant digital flight control systems
[AD-A026954] p012» N77-1H035

Analysis and design of digital output interface
devices for gas turbine electronic controls
[NASA-CR-135135] p0130 N77-150U11

Built-in test techniques for digital flight
control systems

p0376 N77-25068
DIGITAL TO AHiLOG COHVEETEBS

Digital scan converters in airborne display systems
p0212 A77-26346

Propulsion system/flight control integration for
supersonic aircraft

p0218 N77-18010
DIGITAL TB&NSDOCEBS

Digital shaft encoder
[AD-AOIIC706] p0543 N77-31172

DIGITIZERS
0 AHALOG TO DIGITfL CONVERTERS
DIBEDBAL EFFECT
0 LATERAL STABILITY
DIBEBSIONAL AHALISIS

Application of dimensional analysis to predict
airplane stopping distance

p0117 A77-204116
A methofl to estimate Height and dimensions of

aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 1: Hethod
of analysis ^
[NASA-CB-135170] p0385 N77-25171

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2: User's
manual
[NASA-CR-135171 ] p0385 H77-25172

A method to estimate veight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3:
Programmer's manual
[NASA-CR-135172] p0386 K77-25173

DIBEBSIOBAL STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
HT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
DIHEBSIONLESS NUBBEBS
NT BACH NUHBEB
NT REYNOLDS BOHBEB
DIODES
NT AVALANCHE DIODES
NT LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
HT SCHOTTKY DIODES
DIBECT LIFT COHTBOLS

Heasuring the motion of an aircraft vith direct
lift control during flight along the approach path

pO»16 A77-U1391
Additional degrees of freedom and associated

task oriented flight control system functions
p0432 K77-26166

DIBECT POHEB GE8EBATOBS
NT FDEL CELLS
NT NICKEL ZINC BATTERIES
NT REGENERATIVE FUEL CELLS
DIRECTIONAL ABTE1NAS
NT LOOP JNTBNNAS
NT RADAB ANTENNAS
NT SLOT ANTENNAS .

DIRECTIONAL CCBTBOL
NT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
Hovercraft ground contact directional control
devices

p0099 A77-17032
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY

An automatic-control air-Jet-propelled ACV
p015» A77-2072I*

DIRECTORIES
0 INDEXES (DOCUBENTATION)
DIRIGIBLES
0 AIRSHIPS
DISCHABGB COEFFICIENT

Experimental investigation of the characteristics
of small-dimensioned nozzles

p0136 A77-19739
DISCONNECT DEVICES

Flight test development of a helicopter-towed
surface delivery
[AD-A026637] p0179 N77-170U2

DISCONNECTORS
a DISCONNECT DEVICES

DISCBIHIBATION
NT TACTILE DISCRIHINATIOK
DISKS (SHAPES)
NT ROTATING DISKS

DISPERSION PRECIPITATION BABDEHING
0 PRECIPITATION HARDENING
DISPEBSIOBS
NT AEROSOLS
NT BHOLSIOSS
NT SHORE

DISPLAY DEVICES
NT ANESOBETBBS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT GYRO HORIZONS
HI HEAD-DP DISPLAYS
NT HOT-HIRE ANEHOHETERS
NT POSITION INDICATORS
NT SPEED INDICATORS
NT HIND VANES
Simulating the last 100 ft computer-generated

images for landing training
p0003 A77-1061B

Investigation into the optimum use of advanced
displays in future transport aircraft

P0007 A77-1159*
Symposium on the Presentation of Information to
Pilots, London, England, March 18, 1976,
Proceedings

pOIUS A77-2U603
Flight information for airline pilots - The

certification angle
p0148 A77-20605

Investigation into the optimum use of advanced
displays in future transport aircraft

p01t8 A77-20606
Presenting information to the general aviation pilot

p0148 A77-206U8
Operational requirements for advanced fighter
aircrew displays

p016« A77-22728
Cockpit information requirements - Common elements

p016t A77-22729
The maneuvering flight path display

p016<( A77-22730
Evaluating the characteristics of luminous colored
cockpit displays

p0161 A77-227J6
Integrated color display system for aircraft

p0164 A77-227J7
Tactical air applications for advanced multisensor

imagery processing and display techniques
p016» A77-22738

A CCD viewfinder as an adjunct to aerial
reconnaissance systems

p0191 A77-23b27
Digital scan converters in airborne display systems

p0212 A77-26J46
Turbine engine hot section display concept

p02"U A77-26816
Computer-assisted control of a transonic wind tunnel

p02<43 A77-26B35
Future trends in aircraft display/control systems

p0256 A77-27663
Operations civil aircraft flight control and

information requirements
p0273 A77-29662

F/A-18 strike fighter aircraft
p0295 A77-JOSOO

Cockpit visibility - The pilot's reference eye
position in theory and practice

p0311 A77-JJ272
Experimental investigations of control-display
requirements for VIOL instrument transitions
[AIAA 77-599] p0350 A77-31951

Advanced integrated display system /AIDS/ for
V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA 77-600] pOJ50 A77-J1955

Flight decks for future civil transport aircraft
p035t A77-J52M6

Analytical display design for flight tasks
conducted under instrument meteorological
conditions

pOJbb A77-35S18
The HITRE BETBEK air traffic control simulation

laboratory
p0358 A77-J6S71

Automation of the low density terminal ATC
facilities

p0358 A77-36S72
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SUBJECT IHDBI DISTANCE HEASOBI'HG EQOIPHBBT

Aircraft ground coll guidance
pOUOl A77-37715

Interactive compnter graphics in an all-Heather
landing system

pOIOI A77-37711
Design and constcacticn of a hybrid flight visnal

simulation system German book
p0111 A77-39162

A flight director/FLIR helicopter night landing
systea
[ A H S 77-33-23] p0119 A77-10063

A versatile display system for HOE operation
Map-of-the-Earth helicopter flight
[ A H S 77-33-21] p0119 A77-10064

An LED numeric display for the aircraft cockpit
pO<116 A77-41473

An experimental study on a combined outside
world/instrument display for helicopter
operation at night and in bad weather

p0465 A77-13359
Design criteria for aircraft naming, caution and

advisory alerting systems
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1210] pOSOl A77-11332

Bole of future automated flight deck displays in
improving operating costs
[ A I A A P A P E E 77-1252] p0502 A77-41310

Onited's experience with computer generated visual
systems, April 1977 for aircraft cockpits

p0502 A77-41431
Scanned laser visnal system for military

flight sieulation
p0506 A77-11811

Feasibility demonstration of the earth referenced
maneuvering flight path display
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1111] p0507 477-15171

Remote rate control for BPVs
p0518 A77-17352

Rev air traffic control communications and data
systems

pOSSO A77-48252
A new high-brightness, all-weather, ASDE /Airport

Surface Detection Equipment/
p0553 A77-19221

SERBS /Safe Ejection Envelope Display System/
p0557 &77-19932

Solid state light emitting displays
p0560 A77-50623

Automatic systems check-oat
p057« A77-51351

Display/control requirements foe VIOL aircraft
[HASA-CR-115026] p0032 H77-11030

Bationale and description of a coordinated cockpit
display for aircraft flight management
[BASA-TH-I-3157] p0035 N77-110<1<!

Investigation of the use of an electronic
nnltifnnction display and an electromechanical
horizontal situation indicator for guidance and
control of powered-lift short-haul aircraft
[BASA-CB-137922] p0070 N77-12055

Flight simulator evaluation of an electronic
paravisual guidance indicator
[ESA-TT-350] p O C 7 1 H77-12056

A versatile computer-generated dynamic flight
display
[AD-A027119] p0123 H77-11021

Visnal presentation of cockpit information
including special devices used for particular
conditions of flying
[AGABD-CE-201] pO171 H77-16050

The development of aircraft instruments
p0171 H77-16051

Evaluation of cockpit lighting
p0171 H77-16052

Comparative experimental evaluation of
two-diaensional and pseudo-perspective displays
for guidance and control

p0171 B77-16053
A flight investigation of control, display, and

guidance requirements for decelerating
descending VTOL instrument transitions using the
X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume 1;
Technical discussion and results
[AD-A029051] p0173 H77-16071

A flight investigation of control, display, and
guidance requirements for decelerating
descending VTOL instrument transitions using the
X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume 2:
Background information and supporting data
[&D-A028871] p0173 B77-16072

Flight evaluation of advanced flight control
systems and cockpit displays for powered-lift
STOL Aircraft

p0226 877-18084
Bole of head-up display in instrument flight
[AD-A030075] p0231 877-18153

Safe ejection envelope display system development
program. Phase 1A: Preliminary flight test
[AD-A030642] p02J6 877-19030

Feasibility study of noise-level reductions tor
computer display channel eguipment using
nnderfloor environment air cooling
[AD-A033053/0] p0286 H77-2051J

Stereographic projection in the joint surveillance
system
[AD-A031313] p0332 B77-2J081

Flight testing of displays in a helicopter
pOJ70 S77-241JS

Advanced integrated aircraft displays and
augmented flight control
[AD-A034817] pOJ70 877-^1134

Digital generation of contour maps for raster scan
display
[AD-6031663] pOJ70 B77-211J5

Helmet mounted displays as an alternate source of
flight information
[AD-A034721] p0370 B77-241J6

Pilotage navigation utilizing a night-vision system
[AD-A036771] p0128 B77-26118

Boston Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC)
lighting study
[AD-A011321] p0189 B77-2S124

Energy management display for air combat maneuvering
[AD-A010198] p0526 877-30109

An evaluation of a raster scan display for use in
an aircraft information handling system
[AD-A039652] p0528 877-30117

naster monitor display applications study tor the
A-7E
[1D-A03S882] p0528 B77-3011«

Presentation of DLS information
p0579 877-32111

Master monitor display application stndy for F-11
[AD-A011570] p0590 H77-J3158

DISPLAY SYSTBBS
0 DISPLAY DEVICES
DISSIPATIOH
NT EBEBGI DISSIPATIOS
DISSYHHETBY
D ASYHBETHY

DISTANCE HEiSOBIBG EQDIPBEBT
NT ALTIHETEBS
NT OPTICAL BADGE FIBDEBS
NT BADIO ALTIHETEBS
NT RADGE FINDEBS

The new microwave landing systems /HLS/ and their
properties, giving particular attention to the
German system DLS /DHE-Derived Landing System/
[DGLR PAPEB 76-176] p0092 A77-16511

Precision DDE for future landing systems - One
solution

p0151 A77-21421
Analysis of the accuracy of operation of the

rangefinding channel of a Shoran system
pOJSI A77-35695

A nulti-DHE/inertial system for aircraft positioning
p0355 A77-J5915

Integrated radio navigation and surveillance based
on DLS principles Distance measuring
eguipment based Landing System

p0403 A77-377J2
Improvement to L-band DUE for nLS use

p0403 A77-J77J5
An electronic method for measuring takeoff and
landing distances

pOIOT A77-3802J
Position finding using distance measurements
in hyperbolic navigation

p0506 A77-4457U
Precision location, navigation and guidance nsing

DUE techniques
p0570 A77-51180

A multipurpose position accuracy verification system
airborne DHE

p0570 A77-S1181
Applications of augmented aultilateration tracking
systems for military targets

p0570 A77-5118J
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DIStAHCE PEBCEPTIOH SUBJECT IBDEI

Precise positioning of sonobuoys using AME and ORE
techniques Angle Reasuring and Distance
Measuring Equipment in antisubmarine warfare

p0572 A77-51196
Aircraft Space Position Heasurement System - An

application of precision DUE
p0572 A77-51197

Sonte Carlo simulations of TOR/DHE holding
procedures. Basic ideas and applications
[DlB-PB-77-08] p0526 1177-30105

- Contributions to the evaluation of the German
proposal DLS foe a new microwave landing system,
part 1
[TOBS/SFB58/H1-PT-1] p0579 H77-32105

Simulation of the mnltipath propagation of DLS
p0579 N77-32106

Influence of the multipath propagation on the
distance measuring part of DLS

p0579 H77-32110
Presentation of DLS information

p0579 B77-32111
Contributions to the evaluation of the German

proposal DLS for a New Microwave Landing System,
Part 2
[TOBS/SFB58/H2-PT-2] pOSSO N77-32112

Bultipath immunity of HLS in nountainous sites
p0580 N77-32116

Sonte Carlo simulation of VOB/DHE holding
procedures. Basic notions and applications
[ESA-TT-119] p0588 N77-331B2

DISTAHCB PBBCEPTIOH
0 SPACE PERCEPTIOH

DISTOBTIOB
HT FLO» DISTOBTIOH
HT SIGSAL D1STQBTIOB

DISTBIBDTIOB (PEOPEBTI)
BT AHTEHHA BADIATIOB PATTEBBS
BT EHEBGY DISTH1BDTIOB
HT FLOW DISTBIBDTIOB
HT FOHCE DISIBIBOTIOB
BT BOLE DISTBIBDTION (MECHANICS)
HT IHTERFERESCE LIFT
BT LOAD DISTHIBUTIOH (FOBCES)
HT BASS DISTBIBOTIOH
BT PBESS0BE EISTBIBOTIOH
HT STBESS COBCEHTHATIOB
HT TEHPEBATOBB DISTBIBOTIOB
HT VELOCITY DISTBIBOTIOH

DIStHICT OF COLOBBH
Airport and air transport planning

[PB-259413/3J p0280 H77-20057
DIStOBBAHCE TBEOBT

0 PEBTDBBATIOB TBEOBY
DIOBBAL VABIATIOBS

A mathematical model of transcontinental balloon
[IAF PAPEB 77-167] p057« A77-51160

Calculation of day-night levels (Ldn) resulting
from civil aircraft operations
[PB-266165/0] pO«83 H77-28918

Selection of minimum day/night levels for noisemap
contour calculations aircraft noise
abatement in airport planning
[AD-A010623] p0516 B77-31922

DOCOREBTATIOH
Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 3,

Task 3: Development of special issue papers
for SASA OAST programs
[8ASA-CB-152583] p0190 H77-29111

DOCOHEHTS
NT BIBLIOGBAPBIES
RT HANDBOOKS
BT IBSTALLATIOB BAROALS
HT MANUALS
HT TEXTBOOKS
HT OSES HAHIJALS (COMPUTES PB06BAHS)

DOHES (STBUCtOBAL FOBBS)
HT BADOBES

DOPIH6 (APDITIVBS)
0 ADDITIVES

DOPPLBB EFFECT
Precision angle measurement in Doppler RLS

p0102 A77-37728
An electronic time and frequency referenced

scanning beam compatible with Doppler HLS
p0103 A77-37733

Doppler m.l.s. - The landing guidance system for
the future

pO«53 A77-U2039

Single pass Doppler positioning for Search and
Bescue satellite missions

p0571 A77-51186
Heasurement of the multipath propagation at the

Brunswick test airport multipath instrument
landing system

pOST9 1177-42107
DOPPLEB BAVIGATIOH

A lightweight Doppler navigation system
p0215 A77-26863

Investigation ot the accuracy of TACAK
p0310 A77-J2963

Operational requirements for the microwave landing
system

pOltOO A77-J7706
DOPPLEB BADAB

A linear dynamic model for Doppler radar errors
p0310 A77-3296"t

I Doppler Harkov error model development Eased on
flight test data analysis of Doppler radar
data

p0395 A77-37J57
The commntated Doppler Hicrovave Landing System

p0102 A77-37729
Doppler HLS signal processing

p0102 A77-J77JO
Doppler HLS - Monitoring the performance ot ground

and airborne equipment
pOU03 A77-377J1

Development of a Doppler radar technique for the
detection of bird hazards to aircraft
[AD-A030110] p0280 877-20058

Hybrid reference systems for flight testing
p0369 H77-2l|12«t

DOUGLAS AIBCRAFt
BT A-1 AIBCBAFT
HT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
BT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
DOUGLAS DC-9 AIBCBAPT
0 DC 9 AIBCBAFT

DOUGLAS HILITABI AIBCBAFT
U SILITABY AIRCRAFT

DOVAP
U DOPPLEB EFFECT

DRAG
HT AEBODIBARIC DBAG
HT IHTEBFEBEHCE DBAG
HT HIHIHOH DBAG
HT PBESSDBE DBAG
HT SDPEBSOHIC DBAG
BT RAVE DESG
Evaluation of boattail geometry and exhaust plume

temperature effects on nozzle afterbody drag at
transonic Hach numbers
[AD-A030852] p022S H77-18076

Experimental evaluation of the effect of rotation
on the aerodynamic characteristics of tvo rotor
hub fairing shapes
[AD-A033555] p0380 B77-25110

DRAG BALABCB
0 AEBODYHABIC EALAHCE
D LIFT DBAG BATIO

DBAG COBFFICIBBT
0 AEBODYBABIC COEFFICIENTS
0 AEBODYHAHIC DBAG

DRAG DEVICES
BT AEROCYHAHIC BBAKZS
HT LEADIBG EDGE SLATS
BT SPOILEBS
BT TBAILIHG-EDCE FLAPS
HT KING FLAPS
DRAG EFFECT
D DBAG

DRAG HEASORBBEBT
Form drag, skin friction, and vortex shedding
frequencies for subsonic and transonic
crossflows on circular cylinder
[AIAA PAPEB 77-687] p0361 A77-3703"!

Drag evaluation of the Bellanca skyrocket II
[SAE PAPEB 770172] p039» A77-37090

Comparison of a nev method for measuring aircraft
power and drag in flight with a standard technique
[SAE PAPEB 770175] p0391 A77-37093

Spanwise variation of potential form drag
finite element method
[HASA-CB-115180] p0331 H77-23055

Calculations, and comparison with an ideal
minimum, of trimmed drag for conventional and
canard configurations having various levels of
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SUBJECT IBDEX DIBASIC CBABACTBBISTICS

static stability
[BASA-TN-D-8391] p0364 877-211062

DBAG BBDOCTIOB
Tvo-dieensional aft bodies for minimum pressure

drag in supersonic flow
pOOOS A77-13496

Beduction of the drag of a planar polywedge body
in hypersonic flov

p0049 A77-13837
Determining minimal drag of nonslendec body

p0112 A77-17975
Wind tunnel investigation of devices to reduce bus

aerodynamic drag
[ A I A A P A P H B 77-307] p0113 A77-18232

Fluctuating pressure environment of a drag
redaction spike
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-90] p0138 477-19819

The Weierstrass condition in optimal problems in
the supersonic gasdynamics of veakly
inhomogeneons flovs slender body drag
redaction

p0309 A77-32885
Application of numerical optimization to the

design of supercritical airfoils without
drag-creep
[ S A E P A P E B 77041)0] p0391 177-37061

An investigation of induced drag redaction through
over-the-mng bloving
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-884] pO»11 A77-38574

The theory of the optianm-optiinorua airfoil in
supersonic conditions

p0414 A77-38975
Optimization of flexible ving structures subject

to strength and induced drag constraints
pO»68 A77-43727

(lass flov requirements for LFC ving design
Laminar Flov Control
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1222] pOSOO A77-44323

Effect of an integrated scramjet installation on
the subsonic performance of an aircraft designed
to flach 6 cruise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1230] pOSOO A77-44325

Fuel conservation through airplane maintenance
pOSIO A77-45925

An improved projectile boattail, part 2
[AD-A024C73] p0031 H77-11016

Hake region perturbation for base drag reduction
[AD-A026147] p0120 B77-13998

On some structure-turbulence interaction problems
[BASA-CB-149461] pO168 H77-15986

Experimental investigation concerning the
reduction of vave drag of pointed symmetrical
vings of egnal volume vith subsonic leading edge
and bell-shaped planform for different thickness
distributions in the spanvise and chordvise
directions
[DLB-FB-75-62] p0524 H77-30087

iave drag reduction for aircraft fnselage-ving
configurations. Volume 2: Manual for computer
programs
[AD-A040998] p0547 H77-32013

An overviev of concepts for aircraft drag reductions
p0578 H77-32092

Rethods for reducing sabscnic drag doe to lift
p0578 H77-32093

DBA601ATOBS
0 BRAKES (FOB JBBESTIHG HOTIOS)

DBAIIA6B
Improvements to airport drainage criteria, phase 1

[AD-A033644/6] p0284 H77-20119
Plastic pipe in airport drainage system, phase 2

[AD-A041200] p0493 H77-29175
DBUBIBG
0 DBAIHAGE
DB060BS
0 TO RED BODIIS
DBOHE AIBCBAFT
BT TABGET DBOBE SIECBAFT
VIOL BPVs - A technology assessment

pOOOS A77-12000
DBOBB BBLICOPTBBS
D DBOBE AIBCBAFT
0 HELICOPTEBS
DBOBE VBHICLB3
HT DBOBE ilBCBAFT
BT TABGET DBOBE AIBCBAFT

Tactical expendable drone system /TEDS/
P0516 A77-47337

Hultiple Drone Control development for BPV and
electronic warfare applications

p0518 A77-47J4b
OBOP SIZE

The effect of drop size on emissions froo the
primary zone of a gas turbine type combnstor

p0549 A77-481/0
DBOP TESTS

Investigation of landing gear deck obstruction
effects by drop testing

pOSIt A77-U6825
Documentation of the feasibility research on a
destructible parachute

p055<4 A77-09J42
DBOP BBIGHT TESTS
0 DBOP TESTS
DBI CELLS
HT NICKEL ZIBC BATTEBIES
DBTIB6
NT DEBORIDIFICATIOB

OTA (AHALISIS)
0 DIPFEBEHTIAL TBEBHAL ANALYSIS

DTBB-111 GBOOBD EFFECT BACBIBE
0 GHOOBD EFFECT HACHINES
DTSB-430 GBOOBD EFFECT BACBIBE
0 SBOOBD EFFECT HACHIKES

DOAL SODB PBOPOLSIOB
D HIBBID PBCPOLSIOB

DOAL SPIB SPACECRAFT
Dual-spin spacecraft dynamics under conditions of
a rotating unbalanced plattorm and rotor asymmetry
[IAF PAPEB 76-019] pOOOS A77-10882

DOCTBD FAB EBGIBES
The Aerodyne - An R.P.V. vith multiple capability

p0149 A77-20626
DOCTBD FIBS

Skyspy - A ducted BPV fan
p0149 A77-20627

Dacted-fan VTOL BPV system
p0519 A77-47J5J

Investigation of subsonic fan noise sources by
fluctuating pressure measurements on rotating
blades
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1321] p0566 A77-51075

Aerodynamic and acoustic tests of duct-burning
turbofan exhaust nozzles
[HASA-CB-2628] - p0175 B77-16986

A vortex vake analysis of optimum high by-pass
ratio ducted fans

p0491 B77-29148
DOCTBD FLOi

HT KRODSBB FLOS
The finite element method applied to fluid mechanics

p0014 A77-12558
Investigation of the flov pattern at the engine
face and methods of the flov pattern simulation
at supersonic flight speed

p0106 A77-17260
Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic mixing

and combustion of hydrogen
[AIAA PAPEB 77-17] p0137 A77-19778

An initial approach to the design of very vide
angle axisymmetric diffusers vith gauzes to
achieve uniform outlet velocity profiles
[ASSB PAPBB 76-BA/FE-3] p021J A77-264JJ

Experimental and numerical study of constant
diameter ducted jet mixing

p0345 A77-3J849
A finite element algorithm for sound propagation
in axisymmetric ducts containing compressible
mean flov
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1301] p0565 A77-51057

Besearch on noise generated by ducted air-tnel
combustion systems
[AD-A039957] p0542 B77-J1169

DOCTBD PBOPBLLBBS
0 SBBOODBD PBOPELLEBS
DOC1S
BT ACOOSTIC DOCTS
The influence of the inlet duct contour on forward
radiated fan noise
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1355] p0569 A77-51108

DOI6BTS BUD SBBAB BBCUBISB
0 IIBD SBEAB

DOPLICATII8
0 BEPBODDCTIOB (COPTIBG)

DTB1BIC CBABACTEBISTICS
BI AEBODIBAUC DBAG
SI AEBODIIABIC STABILITY
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DYBABIC CONTROL SOBJECI IBDBI

NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABIIITY
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABIIITI
NT COMBDSTION STABIIITY
HI CONTROL STABIIITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT DBAG
NT DYNAMIC PRESSURE
NT DYNAMIC STABILITY
NT FLAME STABILITY
NT FLOW CHABACTEBISTICS
NT FLOW DISTRIBDTION
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT FLOW VELOCITY
NT FBEQDENCY STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT L&TEBAL STABILITY
NT LIFT
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOB SPEED STABILITY
NT HINIBUB DRAG
NT MOTION STABILITY
NT PRESSURE DRAG
NT ROTARY STABILITY
HT BOTOR LIFT
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
NT WAVE DRAG

Dynamics of an elastic seesaw rotor
p0199 A77-2I»938

The effect of varying freestreal velocity on
dynamic stall characteristics

p0246 A77-26872
Dynamic characteristics of systems for regulating

aerodynamic forces arising on a surface in
supersonic flow with the blowing of a lateral jet

p0260 A77-28265
Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices

flight tests
p0407 A77-38026

Unsteady processes in aircraft piston conpressors
Russian book

p0467 A77-43610
Method of discrete modeling and its application to

estimation of TF30 engine variables
[NASA-TH-X-3443] p0036 N77-11057

Influence cf runway roughness on the dynamic
behaviour of aircraft at taKe-off
[ESA-TT-329] p0079 N77-13047

Calculated dynamic characteristics of a
soft-inplane hingeless rotor helicopter
[HASA-TB-73262] pO<!35 N77-27105

Methods of analyzing wind-tannel data for dynamic
flight conditions
[NACA-TN-828] p0484 H77-29065

DYNAMIC CONTBOL
Contribution to the solution of the basic control

problem for a discontinuous dynamic system
remotely piloted vehicles

p0304 A77-32082
Synthesis of control systems with specified

transfer functions applied to aircraft
motion in pitching plane

p0355 A77-35929
Analysis of identification errors in flight dynamics

p04«6 A77-41392
Design of nonlinear automatic flight control systems

p0552 A77-48693
Simplified simulation models for control studies

of turbojet engines
[NASA-CR-149107] p0023 N77-10061

Optimal input design for parameter identification
of dynamic systems

p0131 N77-15048
The design, analysis, and testing of a low-budget

wind-tunnel flutter model with active
aerodynamic controls

p0287 N77-21031
DYBABIC LOADS

HT AEBODYNAKIC LOADS
NT BLAST LOADS
HT CYCLIC LOADS
NT COST LOADS
NT IBPACT LOADS
NT LARDING LOADS

NT ROLLING CONTACT LOADS
HI SHOCK LCADS
NT TRANSIENT LOADS
NT VIBRATORY LOADS
NT RING LOADING

Search for unified methods of fatigue life
assessment

p0049 A77-1J776
Analysis of aircraft loading in the case of a

mnltistrut landing gear
p0253 A77-271iO

Theoretical prerequisites for determining the
hydrodynamic force acting on a needle-shaped
control vane of a fuel supply system

P0308 A77-32704
Investigation of the state of dynamic stress and

the influence of service tine on the fatigue
strength of turbine rotor blades of aircraft
gas-turbine engines

p0552 A77-48632
Acoustic loads on upper-surface-blown powered-lift

systems
[AIAA PAPER 77-1363] p0569 A77-51115

Comparisons of several aerodynamic methods for
application to dynamic loads analyses
[NASA-CR-137720] p0075 N77-13001

Heavy lift helicopter - Cargo handling ATC
program, volume 1: Detail design structural
and weights analysis and static and dynamic load
analysis
[AD-A030072] p023'\ B77-18148

Rate effects on residual strength of flawed
structures and materials
[BLB-TB-76004-U] p0196 B77-29565

Dynamic loading of airframe components
p0533 B77-31080

DYBASIC BODBLS
Nonoptimality of the steady-state cruise for

aircraft
p0046 A77-13713

net hod of analyzing flutter in light~~aircraft
p0052 A77-14895

A synthesis of unsteady aerodynamic effects
including stall hysteresis

p0107 A77-17408
Estimation of the parameters of the dynamic model
of an aircraft with the purpose of designing
adaptive numerical control

p0201 A77-25281
Approximate dynamical model of a turbojet engine

pOJOS A77-32705
A linear dynamic model for Doppler radar errors

pOJIO A77-J2964
Aggregate flow model for evaluating ATC planning
strategies

P0353 A77-35071
Modeling and instrumentation requirements for

mnltivariable control of an advanced tnrbofan
engine
[AIAA PAPER 77-834] p0409 A77-38551

Gust models for applications in flight dynamics -
Physical fundamentals and possibilities of
simulation

p0416 A77-39490
A study of key features of random atmospheric

disturbance models for the approach flight phase
[AIAA 77-1145] p0460 A77-43175

A new approach to model structure identification
[AIAA 77-117'ii] p0460 A77-13194

Additional experiments with a fonr-bladed cyclic
pitch stirring model rotor, part 2 of second
yearly report
[NASA-CH-137966] p0017 S77-10006

Method of discrete modeling and its application to
estimation of TF30 engine variables
[NASA-TH-1-3443] p0036 N77-11057

Unsteady hovering wake parameters identified from
dynamic model tests, part 1
[NASA-CH-152022] p0425 N77-26077

Treatment of the nonlinear vibration of a variable
sweep aircraft wing with its drive using a
simplified wing model
[HBB-OFE-1191-O] p0431 N77-26156

Dynamics and stability of lifting parachutes
P0486 N77-29087

Prediction of transonic aircraft buffet response
p05J3 N77-31076

DYI&BIC IBESSOBE
Surface pressure fluctuation measurements in
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SUBJECT IBDBZ DIB4SIC STBOCTOBAL ABALISIS

attached transitional/turbulent boundary layers
at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-113) p0161 A77-22228

Comparison of estinated with measured maximum
instantaneous distortion using flight data from
an axisyometric sized conpression inlet for
YF-12C aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-876] pOQIO A77-38570

DIBASIC EBOGB1HBIHG
Computational methods to obtain tine optimal jet

engine control I
p0513 A77-H6611

Coepataticnal alternatives to obtain ti»e optimal
jet engine control ,
[BASA-CB-1H9106] p0023 H77-!10060

A dual-node generalized likelihood ratio approach
to self-reorganizing digital flight control
system design
[BASA-CB-1H9317] p0082 B77-13070

DIBABIC PBOPEBTIBS
0 DYHABIC CBABAC1EBISTICS

DIHABIC EBSPOBSE
BT T R A N S I E N T RESPONSE

Shinny analysis and test of the Rockwell
International -10 Bodel Sabreliner corotating
dual wheel nose gear
[ A I A A 77-0110] p0209 A77-25799

Dynamic response of an elastic aircraft to Hind
effects

p0257 A77-27787
The dynamic behavior of nuclear hel ium turbine

plants during by-pass ani pressure level control
operations
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-GT-3] p0262 A77-28523

Flight test evaluation of helicopter operational
loads and dynamic response characteristics

pO»07 A77-38030
An analytical model for describing the response of

an unsymmetrical rotor
C A B S 77-33-3U] p0420 A77-U0069

Measurement of nondiagonal generalized damping
ratios during ground vibration tests
C O H E E A , TP BO. 1977-1142] possa A77-50<iuo

Rotor dynamic state and parameter identification
from simulated forward flight transients, part 2
[HASA-CB-13796U] p0017 877-1000U

Bethods studies on system identification from
transient rotor tests
[SSSA-CB-137965] p0017 S77-10005

Additional experiments with a four-bladed cyclic
pitch stirring model totor, part 2 of second
yearly report
[HASA-CB-137966] p0017 B77-10006

Analysis of 'dynamic aircraft response to bomb
damage repair
[AD-A025617] p0069 B77-12017

Cumulative deflection and rigid pavement
serviceability
[AD-A02«969] p0073 B77-12077

Dynamic response of nonuxiform rotor blades
p0076 B77-13003

Load and stability measurements on a soft-inplane
rotor system incorporating elastoaeric lead-lag
dampers
[HASA-TB-D-8037] p0176 B77-28112

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 3: Frequency response (BSFB). Computer
program user manual
CAD-A038691] p0092 H77-29159

Calculation of the dynamic response of CCV-type
aircraft flexible T tail aircraft lateral
motion
[DlB-FB-76-78] P0q93 B77-29168

Experiment and analysis on the flow process
dynamics of the BASA-tangley eight foot
transonic pressure tunnel
[NASA-CH-151806] p052« B77-30085

An extended prediction model for airplane braking
distance and a specification for a total braking
prediction systems, volume 2
[AD-A039967] p0531 B77-30176

The dynamic response of wings in torsion at high
subsonic speeds

p0533 B77-31077
Air f rame response to separated flov on the short

haul aircraft VFI Sit
p0533 B77-31081

Tail response to propeller flow on a transport
airplane

p0533 B77-31082
Structural Aspects of Active Controls

[AGABD-CP-228] p0596 877-JJ208
Impact of a command and stability augmentation
, system on gust response of a combat aircraft

p0597 B77-JJ210
DTBABIC STABILHI
NT AEBODISABIC STABILITY
BT AIBCBAFT STABILITY
BT ATTITUDE STABILITY
BT BOOBDABI LAYEB STABILITY
BT COHBDST10H STABILITY
BTi COBTBOL STABILITY
BT, DIBECTIOBAL STABILITY
BT PLABB STABILITY
BT PLOH STABILITY
BT FBEQOEBCY STABILITY
BT GYBOSCOPIC STABILITY
BT BOVEBIBG STABILITY
BT LATEBAL STABILITY
BT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
BT LOW SPEED STABILITY
HT BOTIOB STABILITY
BT BOTABY STABILITY
The problem of aeroelastic stability of ring arrays

p0060 A77-15983
An analysis of the stability of blade rims under
conditions of random actions

pOU61 A77-16000
Longitudinal stability in supersonic and
hypersonic flight

p0096 A77-16597
Botor helicopter system dynamic aeroelastic
stability analysis and its application to a
flexstrap tail rotor

p0246 A77-26869
Advancing blade concept /ABC/-TB dynamics

[AHS 77-33-31] p0419 A77-U0066
Transfer function and parameter indentification

methods for dynamic stability measurement in
flutter testing
CABS 77-33-35] pO«20 A77-Q0070

Dynamic stability characteristics of the
combination space shuttle orbiter and ferry
vehicle
[BASA-TH-I-3197] p037<l B77-21169

Pole-placement methods. A survey of applicable
methods for flight control systems
[TT-7607] p0493 B77-29170

Handling qualities of-the BB-53D in the design
gronth configuration
[SBB-651317] p0589 S77-331U1

DYBABIC STBOCTOBAL ABALISIS
Seducing vibration by structural modification
helicopter fuselage model

p0006 A77-11279
Application of holography to panel flutter

p0057 A77-15701
Prediction of the angular vibration of aircraft
structures

p01»2 A77-19977
Improvement of the structure-dynamical properties

of aircraft vith CCV systems
[DGLB PAPEB 76-237] p0156 A77-21876

Structures, Structural Dynamics and Baterials
Conference, 18th, Harch 21-23, 1977, and
Aircraft Composites: The Emerging Bethodology
for Structural Assurance, San Diego, Calif.,
Barch 24, 25, 1977, Technical Papers, volume A -
structures and materials

p0203 A77-25726
Structures, structural Dynamics and Baterials
Conference, 18th, Barch 21-23, 1977, and
Dynamics Specialist Conference, san Diego,
Calif., Barch 21, 25, 1977, Technical Papers.
Volume B - Dynamics, structural dynamics

p0207 A77-2577U
Simplified and refined structural modeling for
economical flutter analysis and design
[AIAA 77-021] p0208 A77-25791

Some experimental and theoretical flutter
characteristics of an arrow-sing configuration
[AIAA 77-122] p0208 A77-25792

Influence of structural dynamics on light airplane
design
[AIAA 77-U33) p0209 A77-25795

Influence of structural dynamics on fighter
aircraft design
[*IAA 77-331] p0209 A77-25796
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DIBASIC TESTS SOBJBCT IBDEZ

Influence of structural dynamics on vehicle design
- Government vie* of aerospace vehicles
C A I A A 77-438] p0209 A77-25798

Helicopter aerodynamics and structural loads survey
p0247 A77-26885

Engine/airframe dynamic interface investigation
using T63/10H helicopter system

p0249 A77-26894
Influence of structural dynamics on the design of

large aircraft
[ A I » A PAPEE 77-435] p0257 A77-28042

Nodal synthesis for combined structural-acoustic
systems

p0311 A77-33190
Reliability of compressor aerofoils

p03«2 A77-33750
Development and evaluation of a method for

predicting the vibration and noise
characteristics of helicopter transmissions
[ A H E 77-33-76] p0422 A77-40093

Structural response of the Heavy Lift Airship
/HLA/ to dynamic application of collective pitch
[ M A A 77-1188] p0448 A77-41759

Calculation of vibration modes and resonance
frequencies of the Northrop HP-5
[HLB-TB-75050-D] pQOIQ 877-11450

Heasurement of the static influence coefficient of
the A H - 1 G Cobra fuselage
[AD-A02511U] p0069 N77-12044

Carbon fibre reinforced plastic sandwich beam
construction in the main wing structure of a man
povered aircraft
[BB-197] p0179 N77-17039

A method of analysis for general aviation airplane
structural crashvorthiness
[AD-A032415/2] p0280 U77-20052

Dynamic behavior of stochastically excited
aircraft structures for determination of stress
and life
[ BHVG-FBBT-76-25] pO«96 N77-29564

DTRABIC TESTS
Acceleration-proof telemetry for the testing of

aircraft propellers, turbines, and helicopter
rotors

p0043 A77-12985
Dynamic testing of runway pavements

p0299 A77-31049
Advanced compressor seal for turbine engines

[AD-A026916] p0125 N77-14491
Propeller study. Part 1: Introduction and overview

[NASA-CR-155002] p05<11 N77-31156
Propeller study. Part 3: Experimental

determination of thrust and torgue on the YO-3A
aircraft
[NASA-CR-155003] p0541 N77-31158

DIBABOBBIEBS
Hethodology of measuring applied loads in

full-scale static fatigue tests
p0308 A77-32715

E-2 AIBCEAPT
Hawkeye - A new dimension in tactical warfare

p0115 A77-18773
Fatigue investigation of the E-2B/C nose landing

gear
[AD-A024C72] p0034 N77-11040

E-3A AIBCBAFT
An application of Omega as a sensor in B-3A

Airborne Warning and Control hybrid navigation
system

p0572 A77-51198
E-»» AIBCBAPT

A flight investigation 'of the wake turbulence
alleviation resulting from a flap configuration
change on a B-747 aircraft
[NASA-TH-73263] p0587 H77-33130

BABtB ATHOSPHBRE
RT OZOROSPHEBE
BT DPPEB ATHOSPHEBE

BABTH BBSOOBCBS
HT COAL
HI CBDDE Oil
BT POBESTS

EAHTH BESOOBCES SOBVBI ilBCBAFT
Aircraft laboratories and experience in using them

for the development of nethods and means of
remote sensing of earth resources

P0515 A77-M7199
EABTH BOTATIOR

The new UTC Time Signals Coordinated Universal
Time

pOISI A77-20658
EABTH SATELLITES
HT AEBOHAOTICAL SATELLITES
NT AEBOSAT SATELLITES
HT ASTRONOMICAL NETHERLANDS SATELLITE
NT ATS 6
NT COHHOHICATIOR SATELLITES
NT 8ABITIHE SATELLITES
NT HABOTS (ESA)
NT METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
NT NAVSTAB SATELLITES
EBP
0 EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
ECHOES
HT CLUTTER
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEBS
0 ECOLOGY
ECOLOGY

An advanced concept that promises ecological and
economic viability

p0222 N77-1B043
ECOBOHIC ANALYSIS

The seat belt light is on airline industry
economic assessment and forecasts

p0117 A77-19175
Cost-benefit analysis for airport development

p0445 A77-H1J79
Civil aviation activities in global perspective

p0449 A77-419JO
The timing of technology - Commercial transport

aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-1200] p0509 A77-1b50J

Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[RASA-CR-137895] p0021 B77-10048

Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and
space, parts 200 to 1199 regulations and
standards for the civil aeronautics board

p007b N77-129J4
New radar for the P-13: A discounted cash flow

analysis
[AD-A033918] p03J8 N77-2JJJ9

Cost benefit analysis and the national aviation
system: A guide
[AD-A037434/8] p0381 N77-J51J4

An econometric analysis of enroute and terminal
air traffic control
[AD-A036892] p0428 N77-26119

ECOHOBIC FACTORS
A new air transport policy for the North Atlantic

Book
p0090 A77-16J75

Astroglide - The advanced automatic gnideway
transit system

p0099 A77-170JO
LTA history and its significance for current events

Lighter-Than-Air aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-328] pOIIJ A77-18247

Our next commercial transport - Collisions of
interest

p04bl| A77-42562
ECOBOBICS

An advanced concept that promises ecological and
economic viability

p0222 R77-18043
BODIES
0 VOBTICES

BOOT CORBEHTS
Thin airfoil in eddy-array and part-stalled
oscillating cascade

P0075 N77-12998
BDGBS
NT LEADING EDGES
NT SHABP LEADING EDGES
NT TRAILING EDGES
EDITING BOOTINES (COBPOTBRS)

A hybrid editing system for the screening of
inlet-engine data

p019b A77-21578
EDUCATION
NT FLIGHT TBAINIRG
NT GDRNERY TRAINING
NT PILOT TRAINING
The influence of curriculum on aerospace design
decisions
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[SAE PAPEB 770454] p0392 A77-37075
The airport and fire from the airport fire chief's

view
pOaH2 A77-Q0925

A personalized system of instruction for aircraft
performance
[AD-A039654] p0476 B77-28116

EFFECTIVE PBBCBIVBD BOISE LEVELS
Problems in predicting aircraft noise exposure

p0520 A77-47561
Effects of interior aircraft noise on speech

intelligibility and annoyance
[BASA-CB-145203] p0496 N77-29918

EFFECTIVEIESS
BT COST EFFECTIVENESS
HT SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS

EFFECTOBS
0 CONTROL E Q U I P M E N T

EFFICIENCY
HT COHBOSTIOB EFFICIENCY
NT COMPBESSOB EFFICIEBCY
BT EBEEGY C O N V E E S I O H EFFICIENCY
BT NOZZLE EFFICIIHCY
NT POBEB EFFICIENCY
NT PBOPELLEB EFFICIEHCY
NT PBOPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
HT T H E B H C D Y H A H I C EPFICIEBCY
BT TB&NSHISSIOB EFFICIENCY

Theoretical parametric study of the relative
advantages of vinglets and ving-tip extensions
[HASA-TM-X-74003 ] p0175 B77-16989

British Airvays: An analysis of efficiency and
cost levels
[PB-268060/1] p0536 N77-31113

EIGENFOBCTIOBS
0 EIGEBVECTOES

EIGEBSTATES
0 EIGENVECTOBS

EIGENVALUES
Eigenvalue/eigenvector control via spectral

characterization - An application to helicopter
hover dynamics

p0002 A77-10338
Dynamics of elastic curvilinear rod mth free ends

p0111 A77-17956
Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips of

thin, lifting vings in incompressible flov
p0276 H77-20007

EIGEBVECTOBS
Eigenvalue/eigenvector control via spectral

characterization - An application to helicopter
hover dynamics

p0002 A77-10338
EJECTION SEATS

Center-of-gravity problems in the system ejection
seat-pilot
[DGLB PAPEB 76-213] p0092 A77-16542

Problems posed by extraction of command grips of
the Martin-Baker ejection seat

p0306 A77-32359
SEBDS /Safe Ejection Envelope Display System/

pOS57 A77-49932
Fluidic thrust vector ccntrol systems for ejection

seats
p05S7 A77-49933

Emergency escape f rom shuttle vehicles
p0557 A77-49935

Performance and design of a vertical seeking seat
steering systen

p0558 A77-49945
Evolution of automatic opening lap belts in high

performance aircraft
p0558 A77-49946

The development of new designs of emergency escape
parachutes for ejection seats

p0558 A77-49947
Teaching the practical techniques of establishing

egress system performance in an accident
environment

p0558 A77-49948
Aircrew escape and survival - Problems and solutions

p0558 A77-49950
Development of a hydrofluidic vernier rocket

control system for ejection seat stabilization
[AD-A034543]/ p0365 B77-24077

Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint
system for ejection seats
[AD-A038762] pO«88 B77-29115

Format practices for documenting time critical,
harzardous procedures
[AD-A036369] p0525 B77-30100

Design and evaluation methods for optimizing
ejection seat cushions for comfort and safety
[AD-A03603S] pObJ6 B77-31110

EJECTOBS
Ejector performance at high temperatures and

pressures
pOOSO A77-1U551

The effect of the position of a high-pressure
nozzle on the operational efficiency of an ejector

p0053 A77-1495J
Ejectors for supersonic transport aircraft -

Analytical method
p0106 A77-1726^

Calculation of base pressure in ejector nozzles of
different length for the case of a zero ejection
coefficient

p0137 A77-19747
Approximate calculation of the critical

performance of an ejector with a slotted nozzle
p0192 A77-2J7S3

Thrust augmenting ejector analogy
p0256 A77-27620

Some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics
p0297 A77-30577

Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing
in an ejector
[AIAA PAPEB 77-706] p0362 A77-37049

Optimization of axisymmetric thrust-augmenting
ejectors
[AIAA PAPEB 77-707] pOJ62 A77-37050

Thrust augmenting ejector technology for Navy
aircraft
[AIAi PAPEB 77-12J9] pOSOl A77-44JJ1

Analysis and design of ejector diffuser for
optimum thrust
[AD-A025491] p0039 H77-11356

Analytical and experimental investigation of
ejector-powered engine simulators for wind
tunnel models
[AD-A034725] p0373 H77-2<HS«

BKBAR LAYEB
B BODBDABY LAYER TBAHSITIOB

ELASTIC BEBDIBG
Aeroelastic characteristics of composite
beanngless rotor blades

p0245 A77-26868
A study of feedback, blade and hub parameters on
flap bending due to non-uniform rotor disk
turbulence

p0391 A77-33606
Comparative flutter calculations for the Viggen
aircraft

p0507 A77-44B18
ELASTIC BODIES

A unique formulation of elastic airplane
longitudinal equations of motion
[AIAA 77-403] p0207 A77-25786

Mathematical model of elastic structure in flight
dynamics studies

p0252 A77-271JJ
Elastic pitch beam tail rotor
[AD-A035175] p038« N77-25158

ELASTIC BOCKLING
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and
Astronautics, 18th, Tel Aviv and Baifa, Israel,
Bay 19, 20, 1976, Proceedings

p0053 A77-15026
ELASTIC COISTANTS
0 ELASTIC PBOPEBTIES

ELASTIC DABPING
Aeroelastic stability characteristics of an
oblique wing aircraft
[AIAA 77-451] p0211 A77-2S811

An experimental study of techniques for increasing
the lead-lag damping of soft inplane hingeless
rotors

p0246 A77-26B71
Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors vith
application to a teetering rotor in forward flight

p0553 A77-49180
Determination of snbcritical damping by

moving-block/randomdec applications
p0287 B7

ELASTIC DBFOBHATIOH
HT ELASTIC BEBDING
BT ELASTIC BUCKLING
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Development of nethod for todification of
thin-wall fuselage-type reinforced shells and
construction of a practical calculation algorithm

p0111 i77-17952
Viscous and elastic perturbations of

two-dimensional hypersonic aerodynamics
[ A I A A 77-BH9] p0210 A77-25807

Mathematical model of elastic structure in flight
dynamics studies

p0252 477-27133
Nonlinear aeroelastic equations for combined

flapvise bending, cbordwise bending, torsion,
and extension of twisted nonuniform rotor blades
in forward flight
[HASA-TH-7H059] p0585 H77-33107

ELASTIC PBOPBBTIBS
HT AEROELASTICITY
HT PBOPOBTIOHAl LIHIT
RT THERHOELASTICITY

Forecasting the elastic properties of composites
reinforced by discrete fibers

p011» A77-1BH67
ELASTIC STABILITY

0 DABPIRG
ELASTIC STBBR6TB

0 PEOFOBTIONAL LIHIT
ELASTIC IATBS

HT AEBODYHABIC ROISB
NT AIBCBAFT BOISE
HT ENGIHE HOISE
HT JET AIBCBAFT HOISE
HT BACH CONES
HT HOBHAL SHOCK RAVES
HT SOCKET BRGIHE ROISB
NT SHOCK IAV1S
NT SONIC BOCBS
HT SOQHD SAVES
NT STRESS SAVES
NT TOLLBEIN-SCHLICHTIHS SAVES

ELASTICITY •
0 ELASTIC PBOPEBTIES

ELASTODYHAHICS '
NT ELASTIC DAHPIHG

Dynamics of elastic curvilinear rod with free ends
p0111 A77-17956

Dynamics of an elastic seesaw rotor
p0199 A77-2»938

Separated-flow unsteady pressures and forces on
elastically responding structures
considering aircraft buffeting ,
[HASA-TH-X-73211] p0277 H77-20026

BLASTOHESS
Quality assurance for Lastoflez elastoneric

helicopter bearings - Application of new and old
technologies

p0207 A77-2688H
Designing for long life with elastomers

[SAE AIB 1(112] p0303 A77-31909
Bain erosion resistant flnoroelastomer radome and

antenna coatings
p0556 A77-K9731

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings, volume 1
[AD-A021766] p008« H77-13429

Design criteria for elastomerlc bearings. Volume
2: Design manual
CAD-A02H767] pOOSH H77-13H30

Design criteria for elastoieric bearings. Volume
3: Prograa user's manual
[AD-A021753] p0085 R77-13131

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings. Volume
t: Programmer's manual
[AD-A02<n5<l} p0085 H77-13U32

Developments in new aircraft tire tread materials
fatigue life of elastomeric materials

p0227 R77-18093
BLBCTBIC BiTTBBlBS

HT NICKEL CADBIDB BATTEBIES
HT HICKBL ZIHC BATTBBIES
NT STOBA6E EATTBBIBS

Aircraft electrical systems Book
pOOSO A77-14425

Evaluation of sealed lead acid batteries for
aircraft applications

p0258 A77-28150
Chemical power sources in aviation Bnssian book

p0067 A77-113617
BLBCTBIC CELLS

Development of nickel-zinc batteries for aircraft
p02S8 A77-28148

ELBCTBIC CBAB6B
HT ELECTBOSTATIC CHARGE
HT TBAVELIHG CBABGE

BLBCTBIC CONTBOL
Electrical flight control for Boeing YC-11

p0113 A77-20006
BLECTBIC COBOIA

Optimization of the reduction of the radioelectric
noise created by a corona discharge on aircraft
[ONBBA, TP HO. 1977-16] p0360 A77-37011

ELECTBIC CDBBBHT
HT EDDJ COBBENTS
RT ELECTBIC COBOHA
HT ELBCTBIC DISCHABGES
HT LIGBTHIRG

BLECTBIC DISCHARGES
NT ELECTBIC COBORA
NT LIGHTHISG

Optimization of the reduction of the radioelectric
noise created by a corona discharge on aircraft
tOBEBA, IP HO. 1977-16J p0360 A77-37011

Analysis programme for static electricit'y on
aircraft

p0360 A77-J7<m
ELBCTBIC FIELDS

Bodel for the effect of electric fields on
satellite-earth microwave radio propagation

POS56 A77-197B7
ELBCTBIC FILTBBS
HT DIGITAL FILTERS
RT BADAB FILTBBS
HT TBACKIHG FILTERS
BLBCTBIC GBNEBATOBS
NT AC GEREBATOBS
HT DYRAHORETBBS
NT FUEL CELLS
HT HICKBL ZIHC BATTBBIES
HT BEGENEBATIVB FOEL CELLS
HI TURBOGENERATORS
Aircraft electrical systems Book

pOOSO H77-KIH2S
Botor/generator isolation for wind turbines

CAIAA 77-372] p0207 A77-257B2
Development of a 1200 KVA aircraft electrical

power system
p0398 A77-J747H

A high-power rare earth cobalt permanent magnet
generator in a variable speed constant fregnency
aircraft starter generator system

pOJ99 A77-37475
Symposium on Avionics versus Electrics - Hho
Should Determine Future Power Supplies, London,
England, March 15, 1977, Proceedings

pO»08 A77-3845B
Power supplies for full time fly-by-wire aircraft
control systems

pOIOS A77-J8Q61
Smoke generator
[RASA-CASB-ABC-10905-1] pOOSI B77-Ual8

The 150 KVA samarium cobalt VSCF starter generator
electrical system, phase 1
[AD-A026518] p0133 877-15299

BLBCTBIC IHPDLSES
0 ELBCTBIC PULSES
ELBCTBIC HOTOB VEHICLES

Astrogllde - The advanced automatic guideway
transit system

p0099 A77-17030
BLBCTBIC BOIOBS
HT IRDOCTIOH BOTOBS
Aircraft electric machines with intensive cooling
systems Bussian book

p0561 A77-50678
ELBCTBIC HETIOBKS

Prediction of lightning-induced voltages in
aircraft electrical circuits

p0056 A77-15»12
Sneak circuit analysis of military systems

p0097 A77-16732
BLBCTBIC POBBB

Future trends in Air Force aircraft electrical
power distribution and control
[AIAA PAPBB 77-q93] p019» A77-23912

BLBCTBIC POBBB COHVBBSIOH
0 ELECTBIC GEHEBATOBS
BLECTBIC POREB PLARTS
HT HDCLEAB POWER PLARTS
Power plant management systems for general
aviation reciprocating engines
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[BASA-CB-151963] p0283 B77-20101
ELECTBIC POIBE SUPPLIES

Aircraft electrical systems Book
pOOSO A77-14425

Electric pover supply in the case of airports. I
p0098 A77-16742

Electrochemical battery trends for aircraft and
nissile applications
[il»i PAPEB 77-181] p0193 477-23901

Advanced aircraft electrical systen and its
application to helicopters

p0245 A77-26865
Evaluation of sealed lead acid batteries for

aircraft applications
p0258 A77-28150

Symposiua on Avionics versus Electrics - who
Should Determine Future Pover Supplies, London,
England, (larch 15, 1977, Proceedings

p0408 A77-38458
Pover supplies for full time fly-by-vire aircraft

control systems
pOOOS A77-38461

Pover utilisation in electronic loads
p0408 A77-38462

Avionic pover supplies - Integrity aspects
airvorthiness requirements

p0408 A77-38463
Aircraft electrical pover generation - The needs

and practicalities
p0408 A77-38464

The system approach to airborne electrical pover
supplies

pOQ09 A77-38465
Electrical pover supply of airports, in

pO«15 A77-39455
Electroenergy supply for airports. 17

p0556 A77-49658
Airport electrical and lighting equipment

Bnssian book
p0561 A77-50676

Development of lightweight transformers for
airborne high pover supplies
[AD-A041515] p0542 B77-31162

BLECTBIC PDLSES
Electric pulsations in turbulent electrogasdynamic

flovs
p0309 477-32816

ELECTBIC 8BLDIBG
NT ELECTBOH BEAR HELDISG
NT PLASBA A EC VELDIBG
ELECTBICAL BBEAROOBI
0 BLECTBICAL FAULTS
ELECTBICAL BBEB6T ,
0 ELECTBIC POHEH '
ELECTBICAL PJOLTS

Sneak circuit analysis of military systens
p0097 A77-16732

Fault detection/isolation results from AAFIS
hardware built-in-test Advanced Automatic
Fault Isolation System

p0396 A77-37381
ELECTBICAL IISOLATIOB

A 2.5 HVA, high voltage, lightweight generator
[AIAA PAPEB 77-503] p019fl 477-23921

High voltage design guide for airborne equipment
[AD-A029268] p0173 B77-16272

ELECTBICAL PBOPBBTIBS
HT POLABIZATIOH CHABACTBBISTICS
ELECTBICITI
BT ATHOSPBEBIC BLECTBICITT
BT STATIC ELECTBICITT
ELBCTBO-OPTICAL EFFECT

An electro-optic airspeed sensor airborne
optical convolution velocimeter

p0506 477-44783
ELBCTBO-OPTICS

The AH/OXD-1 electronic camera BF-4C airborne
reconnaissance pod systei

p0192 A77-23537
General principles of automatic TV trackers

for fire control and missile tracking
p0506 477-44812

ELBCTBOCBBHICAL CELLS
BT ELECTBIC BATTERIES
BT Ft)EL CELLS
HT BICKEL CADHIOB BATTEEIBS
BT BICKEL ZIBC BATTBBIES
BT BEGEBEBATIVB FDEL CELLS
BT STOBAGE BATTEBIES

Electrochemical battery trends for aircraft and
missile applications
[ilil PAPEB 77-«81J p0193 A77-2J901

BLBCTBOCBBHICAL COBBOSIOB
Some aspects of analyzing the state of corrosion
of civil aviation aircraft

p0301 A77-31466
B1BCTBOCBEHICAL HACBISIBG

ECU methods for aircraft engine manufacture
electrochemical machining
[SHE PAPEB BB76-705] pOSIO A77-45B71

BLECTBOCOIDOCTIVITI
The electrical conductivity during pumping and

filtration of BT fuel containing an antistatic
additive

pOJOO A77-31441
SLECTBODTI1IICS

Electric pulsations in turbulent electrogasdynamic
flovs

p0309 A77-J2816
BLBCTBODIBAHOBBTBBS
0 OTBAHOBETEBS

BLBCTBOEIPLOSIJB DEVICES
0 IHITIATOBS (EXPLOSIVES)
BLECTBOGEBEBATOBS
0 ELECTBIC GEBEBATOBS
BLECTHOBIDBAULIC COHTBOL
B BLECTBIC COBTBOL
ff BTDBADLIC CCBTBOL
ELBCTBOLITIC CELLS

Chemical pover sources in aviation Bussian book
p0467 A77-4J617

BLBCTBOLTTIC GBIBDIBG
0 ELECTBOCBEnlCAL HACBIBIBG
ELECTBOBAG1BTIC COHPATIBILITT

An overviev of the Air Force Intrasystem Analysis
Program /IiP/ for electromagnetic
compatibility

p0055 A77-15410
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for
airborne systems controls in an BF-polluted
environment

p0056 A77-15416
Avionic system integration of advanced military
aircraft with emphasis on electromagnetic
compatibility

p0302 A77-J1781
An approach to aircraft ordnance test requirements
of HIL-E-6051D

p0302 A77-J17B3
BBCA system compatibility BBC

p0302 A77-J1784
Some OK techniques for assessing BF susceptibility
of electro-explosive devices in aircraft systems

p0302 A77-J17S5
BLBCTBO1AGBETIC COHTBOL
0 EESOTE COBTBOL

BLECTBOSAGHETIC DEDOCTIOI
0 BAGBETIC IBDOCTIOH
ELECTBOBAGBETIC FIELDS
BT FAB FIELDS
HT BEAB FIELDS
BLECTB08AGBETIC IHTBBFBBBBCE
HT ELECTBOHAGBETIC BOISE
BT JAIHIBG
HT BADIO FBEQOEBCT IBTEBFEBBBCE

Prediction of lightning-induced voltages in
aircraft electrical circuits

p0056 A77-15412
The use of spread-spectrum techniques for

improving HLS mnltipath resistance
p0402 A77-37727

A nodel to predict mutual interference effects on
an airframe
[AD-A039224/1] p0495 B77-29347

ELECTBOSAGBETIC BBASOBEHEBT
The electromagnetic autonavigation system /the
EBAS system/

p0467 A77-43576
ELECTBOHA61BTIC BOISE

Analysis programme for static electricity on
aircraft

p0360 A77-37012
ELECTBOBAGBBTIC PBOPBBTIBS

BT ABSOBPTIVITT
BT OPTICAL PBOPEBTIES
HT PBOTOIOBIZATIOH
BT BBPLBCTABCB
BT TBAHSPABEHCB
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BLBCTBOBIGBBTIC POISES SOBJECT INDEX

BLECTBOBiGHETIC POISES
EH? hardening of aircraft by closing the

points-ol-entry ElectroHagnetic Poise
pOOSS A77-15H08

VLF pulse timing - Limitations and potential as a
conpanion to Onega

p0503 A77-4B439
Internal interaction analysis. Topological

concepts and needed nodel improvements
[AD-A027047] p0132 N77-15250

A study of the charge and current induced on an
aircraft in an EBP sianlator facility. Part 1:
the formulation. Part 2: The singularity
expansion method. Part 3: The numerical results
[AD-A039507] p05U5 H77-31384

Foundation of the magnetic field integral egnation
code for the calculation of the electromagnetic
pulse external interaction vith aircraft
[AD-A039S53] p05«5 N77-31389

BLECTBOH16NETIC BADIATIOI
NT ELECTBOHAGNBTIC POISES
HI MB INFB8BED BADIATIOH
NT INFBABED BADIATION
NT IIGHT BEADS
NT LONG R A V E BADIATICN
NT HILLIHETEB RATES
NT N E A R IKFBABID BADIATION
NT POLABIZBD ELECTBOHAGBBTIC BADIATIOH
NT SOBHILLIHBTFB IAVBS

A study of diffraction of electromagnetic naves
around large stationary aircraft and its effects
on instrument landing system guidance signals

p0132 N77-15223
BLBCTBOH1GHETIC SCATTERING

NT HICBOWAVE SCATTEBING
Half-plane scattering applied to ILS grading

criteria
p0157 A77-21951

Effect of scattering by obstacles in the field of
VOB/DVOB
[AD-A029405/8] p0078 N77-1303H

ELECTBOHAGNBTIC SHIELDI1G
lightning protection design concepts for advanced

composite structures aircraft applications
p0302 A77-31765

A technology plan for electromagnetic
characteristics of advanced composites
[AD-A030507] p0186 H77-17175

ELECTBOSAGNBIIC SEBCTBA
NT IHFBABED SPECTBA
NT VIBBATIONSL SPECTBA

BLECIBOBAGNETIC SAVE FILTEBS
NT BANDPASS FIITEBS
NT DIGITAL FILTEBS
NT BADAB FILTEBS
NT TEACHING FILTEBS

BLBCTBOfliGBETIC RATE THANSHISSIOB
NT IONOSPHERIC PBOPAGATION
NT IIGBT TBANSHISSION
NT HICBORAVE ATTENOATION
BT HICBORAVB TBASSHISSIOH
NT HOLTIPATH TBANSHISSION
NT BADAB TBANSHISSION
NT BADIO TBANSHISSION

ELECTBOBA6NBTIC RAVBS
0 ELECTBOHAGNETIC BADIATION

ELECTBOBBCHANICAL DEVICES
Analysis and design of an electro-mechanical
optical landing system for helicopters at night
in varying sea states
[AD-A025346] p0078 N77-13042

ELECTBOS BEAH RELDIHG
Non-destructive testing of electron-beam *elds to
detect lack of fusion by acoustic emission

p0301 A77-31592
ELECTBOS EHISSION

Exoelectrons phenomenon for investigating
metal surface fatigue cracks

p0100 A77-17080
ELECTBOH TOBBS
NT CATHODE BAY TDBES
NT KLYSTBOHS
NT BETOBN BEAH VIDICONS
BLBCTBOflC AHPLIFIEBS
0 AHPLIF1EFS
BLECTBOHIC COWB01

Full authority digital electronic control /FADEC/
preliminary design overview for a variable cycle
engine

[AIAA fAPBB 77-837] p0451 A77-41972
Synergistic growth of ItcS to a tactical BPV C2
system Integrated Target Control System

p0517 A77-47J43
Haiti pie Drone Control development for spy and
electronic warfare applications

p0518 A77-47345
An evaluation of future BPV automatic navigation
systems

p0518 A77-47349
Advanced avionics for the Advanced Bemotely
Piloted Vehicle /ABPV/

p0518 A77-47350
ELBCTBOBIC COOBTBBHBASOBES

Countdown on a new international deterrent
F-16 avionics design

p0189 A77-23367
BCCH measures of effectiveness counter ECH
theory and eguipment

p01ti9 A77-23J6U
Some relationships between observation and access
in reconnaissance and surveillance

p0295 A77-30482
Artful dodger of the 1980s B-1 avionics and ECH

p0300 A77-31449
The BF-111A

p0310 A77-33179
IF-19 ER suite

p0466 A77-13J93
Design and test results of very broadband radomes

for ECB applications
p0556 A77-49747

ELBCTBOIIC BQOIPHB1T
NT AVALAHCBB DIODES
NT CBABGB COOPLED DEVICES
NT ELECTBONIC HODOLES
NT ELECTBONIC BECOBDING SYSTEBS
NT SBHICONDOCTOB DEVICES
NT SOLID STATE DEVICES
Cooling methods for aircraft electronics equipment

[ASHE PAPEB 76-ENAS-51] p0135 A77-19492
F-15 TERS test facility Tactical Electronic

Rarfare System
p0397 A77-37408

An electronic method for neasnring takeoff and
landing distances

p0407 A77-38023
Blade inspection system for helicopter rotors

[AHS 77-33-66 } pOH21 A77-4Q089
Status of research into lightning effects on
aircraft

p0227 H77-18099
Feasibility of predicting operational removals or
failures of new avionic equipment (BIBB tracking
of S-3A avionics)
[AD-A030317] p0233 N77-18466

Integrity in electronic flight control systems
for aircraft reliability
[AGABD-AG-224] p0375 N77-250SS

BLBCTBONIC BQOIPHEHT TESTS
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for

airborne systems controls in an BF-polluted
environment

p0056 A77-1i416
An approach to aircraft ordnance test requirements

of HII-E-6051D
p0302 A77-J1783

Some OK techniques for assessing BF susceptibility
of electro-explosive devices in aircraft systems

p0302 A77-317B5
The HF-111A

pOJIO A77-3J179
Bigh voltage design for airplane equipment

p0397 A77-J74JJ
BIR experience at ECOH Beliability Improvement

Rarranty requirements for Army
p0559 A77-50H8J

AFSATCOR terminal segment reliability test program
p0560 A77-bO»»«

Effects of temperature on avionics reliability
p0560 A77-50197

Combined Environment Beliability Test /CBBT/
for avionics

pOS60 A77-50500
Data item description for acquisition of detailed
performance characteristics and signal tracing
diagrams for electronics
[AD-A026953] p0123 a/7-110^1
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BLECIEOHIC BODDLES
Ku-band integrated circuit receiver front end

nodule for BPV
p0519 A77-47354

Fnnction and configuration analysis program
[AD-A034206] p033<l B77-2310U

BLBCTBOBIC EECOBDIB6 SISIEBS
A lov cost digital data acquisition system for

army helicopter tests
p0243 A77-26815

BLECTBOBIC SIGBAL HBASOBEBEIT
0 SIGBA1 BEASOBEBERT
BLECTBOBIC SRITCBBS
0 SBITCHIBG CIBCOITS
E1ECTBOPBOIOBBIBBS

Advances in tnrbine blade temperature measurements
p0242 A77-26814

BLECTBOPBTSICS
RT ELECTBO-OPTICS

ELBCTBOSIATIC CBiBGE
Electrostatics in aviation fuel systens sessions

p0109 A77-17503
Pro-static agents in jet fuels

F0360 477-37010
Static electricity in aviation and ways of

averting its effects
p0511 A77-46349

ELECTBOSTiTIC FIELDS
0 ElECTBIC FIELDS

ELECTROSTATIC PBOBBS
The electrostatic sensing of simulated RA-1A gas

path distresses
[AD-A036527] p0478 H77-28130

A net hod for analysis of electrostatic probe
signals relating to Jet-engine oicrodistresses
[AD-A038528] p0492 R77-29164

ELECTROSTATICS
Electrostatic properties of JP-5 jet fuel from

alternate sources
[AD-A02568U] p0073 H77-12232

BIEBEBTABI PABTICLES
BT LIGHT BEABS

ELEYATOBS (CORTBOL SOBFACBS)
Optimal control for the rolling pullout maneuver

of a modern fighter aircraft
p0011 A77-12»4<l

Development of a carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
elevator nnit for the Alpha Jet
C D G L H PAPBH 76-194] p0094 A77-16571

B1EVOBS
Beat-transfer and pressure measurements on a

simulated eleven deflected 30 deg near flight
conditions at Bach 7
[RASA-TB-X-3563] p05»5 H77-31440

EBABAT1OB
0 EBISSIOH
BHBBGEBCIBS

Emergency power benefits to multi-engine helicopters
p02U8 A77-26890

Research requirements for emergency pover to
permit hover-one-engine-inoperative helicopter
operation
[B\SA-CB-ia5115] ^ p0238 H77-19059

EHBBGBBCI LIFE SOSTAIRTBG STSTBBS
Safety on board/evacuation procedures and training
of cabin crev

p04»4 177-00936
Handling aircraft accident/incident survivors and

victims - Accountability techniques and body
•anagement

p0444 A77-40941
Emergency escape from shuttle vehicles

p0557 A77-49935
The development of new designs of emergency escape

parachutes for ejection seats
p0558 A77-49947

BBISSIOB
BT ACOUSTIC BBISSIOB
HI ELECTBOR EBISSIOB
RT FLOOBESCBRCE
HI PARTICLE EBISSIOB
BT FHOTOIOBIZATIOR
Technology for controlling emissions of oxides of
nitrogen from supersonic cruise aircraft

p0220 B77-18024
Considerations of high altitude emissions from
supersonic cruise aircraft

p0220 177-18025

BBISSIOB SP1CTBA
The impact of emissions standards on the design of
aircraft gas turbine engine conbnstors
[BASA-TB-X-73490] p0024 B77-10063

BBDLSIOBS
Beduction of exhaust smoke from gas-turbine
engines by using fuel emulsions. II
[iSS/CI PAPBB 76-34) p0467 A77-43598

BHCLOSORES
Effects of tip clearance on overall performance of
transonic fan stage with and yithont casing
treatment
[BASA-TH-I-3479] - p0175 H77-16992

EICODBBS
0 CODEBS

BHD PLATES
An investigation of the effect on aerodynamic
forces caused by the addition of end plates to
helicopter rotor blades
[AD-A023541] p0019 B77-10024

EBBBSI C01SEBVATIOB
Energy considerations in aeronautical
transportation /The w. Bnpert Tnrnbnll Lecture/

p0135 A77-19649
Energy and aerospace /Sixty-fifth Rllbur and
Orville Bright Remorial Lecture/ aerospace
contributions to energy conservation

p0357 A77-J6434
Fuel conservation for high performance aircraft in

the terminal area
p0503 A77-u<mja

Fuel conservation through airplane maintenance
pOSIO A77-4592!>

Aircraft fuel conservation technology. Task force
report, September 10, 1975
[RASA-TB-I-74295] p0036 R77-11055

Study of unconventional aircraft engines designed
for low energy consumption
[BASA-CB-135136] pOUO H77-150XJ

The potential role of technological modifications
and alternative fuels in alleviating Air Force
energy problems
[AD-A039597] p0530 H77-30261

An overview of concepts for aircraft drag reductions
p0578 R77-32092

EIEBGI COBSOBFtlOH
Energy aspects of VIOL aircraft in comparison with

other air and ground vehicles
pO»61 A77-43333

Energy consumption characteristics of transports
using the prop-fan concept
[BASA-CB-137937] p012« B77-1»0^9

Energy consumption characteristics of transports
using the prop-fan concept: Summary report
[SASA-CB-137938] p012» B77-1Q030

Identifying and analyzing methods for reducing the
energy consumption of helicopters
[BASA-CB-1<I<!953A] pOH35 H77-27104

B1EBGI CORVEBSI01
BT SATELLITE SOLAB EREBGT COR7EHSIOB
Aircraft electrical systems Book

pOOSO A77-1HH2S
BBEBGT COBVBBSIOB BFFICIBBCI

The aircraft energy efficiency active controls
technology program
[AIAA 77-1076] pO«56 A77-«27B»

ESEBGT DISSIPATIOR
Energy dissipation in tnrbomachines due to
boundary layers and their effects

pOOS2 A71 -1Q7H5
The relationship between the mean depression in a

vortex and its rotational kinetic energy
[DGLB PAPBB 76-184] p0095 A77-16579

Bingtip vortex dissipator for aircraft
CHASA-CASE-LAB-11615-1) p0017 R77-10001

Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes
[BASA-CR-2870] p058S 177-33105

BIBBGI DISTBIBOTIOB
Future trends in Air Force aircraft electrical

power distribution and control
[AIAA PAPEB 77-493] p0194 A77-2J912

EIEBSI LOSSES
D EBEBGT DISSIPATIOR

BIBBGI HETBODS
IT STBAIR BBBBGI BETBOOS

Estimation of helicopter performance by an
extended energy method improved by flight tests

pOS74 A77-51613
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BHEEGI POLICY SOBJECI IBDEI

BHEEGI POIICI
The impact of the energy crisis on the demand for

fuel efficiency - The case of general aviation
pOB53 A77-42038

Baseline energy forecasts and analysis of
alternative strategies for airline fuel
conservation
[PB-255351/9] p0029 N77-10690

Aircraft fuel efficiency program
[S-BEPT-90-633] p0178 H77-17032

Delayed flap approach procedures for noise
abatement and fnel conservation

p0226 N77-18086
Aerodynamic performance of wind turbines

[PB-259089/1] p0231 S77-18598
A 100-k« metal find turbine blade basic data,

loads and stress analysis
[NASA-CB-131956] p0292 N77-21167

Hew potentials for conventional aircraft when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline

p0293 N77-21629
Identifying and analyzing methods for reducing the

energy consumption of helicopters
[BASA-CB-10«953A] pOQ35 H77-2710U

The potential role of technological modifications
and alternative fuels in alleviating Air Force
energy problems
[AD-A039597] p0530 H77-30261

EHEBGT BEQOIBEHBITS
Electric power supply in the case of airports. I

p0098 A77-16742
Energy-turn-rate characteristics and turn

performance of an aircraft
p0303 A77-31855

BBEBGT STOBAGE
Survey of hydrogen energy application projects

pOOIS A77-12778
EHEBGT STOBAGE DEVICES

0 BBEBGY STOBAGE
EHEBGT TECH10LOGI

Design consideration for the Darrieus rotor
«ind turbines

pOOIS A77-12872
Botor/generator isolation-for Bind turbines

[ A I A A 77-372] p0207 177-25782
Effects of selected BGD options on fuel usage in

the comsercial air system
p0271 A77-29U72

Experimental data and theoretical analysis of an
operating 100 kW vind turbine

p0553 A77-II8898
BBGIBE ARAIYZEBS

Preliminary results of OSAF experience with engine
monitoring and diagnostics

p0595 N77-33199
BBGI1B COITBOI

NT TOBBOJET EHGISE COHTBOL
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for

airborne systems controls in an BF-polluted
environment

p0056 A77-15016
The impact of despatchabillty and civil

airworthiness reguirements on reliability and
engine control system design

p0102 A77-17235
Self-correcting control for a turbofan engine

p0102 477-17236
The application of microprocessors to the control

of snail /helicopter/ gas turbines x
p0109 A77-17532

Estimation and control of critical gas 'turbine
engine variables
[ASBE PAPEB 76-BA/AOT-12] p0213 A77-26H24

Selection of a fnel handling system for a small
advanced turboshaft engine

p02«8 A77-26893
Ose of a digital computer in an integrated

propulsion control system
[SAE PAPEB 760885] p0258 A77-28207

Rnltivariable control design principles with
application to the FIDO tarbofan engine

p0266 A77-28629
Application of mnltivariable optimal control

techniques to a variable area turbine engine
p0266 A77-28631

Alternative methods for the design of jet engine
control systems

p0266 A77-28632

Design of a multivariable controller for r»n
advanced turbofan engine

p0268"A77-2B8<m
Interaction studies on a jet engine model by
characteristic methodologies

p0270 A77-29381
A jet engine control problem for evaluating

minimal design software
p0270 A77-29J82

Analysis of control concepts for gas and
shaft-coupled V/STOL aircraft lift fan systems
[AIAA 77-611] p0351 A77-3Q962

The H-1HP aircraft engine Bnssian book
pOIOS A77-38300

Modeling and instrumentation requirements for
mnltivariable control of an advanced turbofan
engine
[AIAA PAPEB 77-834] pO«09 A77-38551

Full authority digital electronic control /FADEC/
preliminary design overview for a variable cycle
engine
[AIAA PAPEB 77-837] pOltSI A77-41972

Theory of automatic aircraft power plant control:
Bussian book

pO«67 A77-13601
Engine control stabilizing compensation-testing

and optimization
p0505 A77-M15KI

Computational methods to obtain time optimal jet
engine control

p0513 A77-H6614
Hethod of discrete modeling and its application to
estimation of TF30 engine variables
[HASA-TH-X-3403] p0036 H77-11057

Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CB-146531] p0071 B77-1^058

Supersonic cruise inlets for variable-cycle engines
p0219 H77-18015

Engine evaluation of advanced technology control
components
[AD-A029371] p0239 B77-19072

Power plant management systems for general
aviation reciprocating engines
[HASA-CB-151963] p028J B77-20104

Integrated propulsion control system for tighter
aircraft

p0323 H77-22141
The benefits ot an integrated digital powerplant
control system

p0323 N77-221M5
Output feedback regulator design for jet engine

control systems
[HASA-TH-73776] pOS91 H77-33165

F100 mnltivariable control synthesis program:
Evaluation of a multivariable control using a
real-time engine simulation
[HASA-TP-1056] p0592 H77-33169

Hethods of improving the performance reliability
of advanced military power plant systems

p0595 H77-33198
EIGIIB COOIA3TS

Features of the concept of the efficiency
coefficient of a turbine with open air cooling
operating in a gas turbine engine system

p0111 A77-17770
On the concept of efficiency of a turbine with
open-loop air cooling operating in a gas turbine
engine system

p0272 677-29520
Aerodynamics of horizontally-opposed aircraft
engine installations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1219] pOSOT A77-15508

Aircraft electric machines with intensive cooling
systems Bnssian book

p0561 A77-50678
Application of differential similarity to finding
nondimensional groups important in tests of
cooled engine components
[HASA-T8-I-3080] p0283 H77-20111

EiGIIE DESIGB
HT SOCKET EBGIBE DESIGN

Experimental investigation of the near-surge flow
in a high performance centrifugal compressor
[OHBBA. TP NO. 1976-2] pOOOl A77-10036

Program system for computer calculations of jet
engine characteristics Bnssian book

p0002 A77-10319
Bigh-nickel alloys for gas turbines

pOOO? A77-11325
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Future trends in aero gas turbine design. II -
Unconventional engines

p0007 A77-11595
Signal-treatment methods during aircraft-engine

inspection based on vibtoacoustic noises
p0008 A77-11603

Equation solution accuracy in calculating jet
engine characteristics

p0012 A77-12502
Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine

p0013 A77-12528
Two-phase turbine engines using gas-liquid

mixture accelerated in nozzles
p0015 A77-12680

Application of simulation studies to the design
ana improvement of fuel control systems for
aviation turbine engines

pOOSS A77-15798
Contribution of materials technology to progress

in propulsion system construction
[DGLE PAEEB 76-150] p009<! A77-16568

International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines,
3rd, Hunlch, Best Germany, March 7-12, 1976.
Proceedings

p0101 A77-17226
A nev development concept for gas turbine engine

optimize life cycle costs
p0101 A77-17228

Some experience with small, engines onboard
combined starter and auxiliary power gas turbine
engine

p0101 A77-17232
A comparison of two transonic compressors designed

for a pressure ratio of 1.88
p0102 A77-17237

Results of further investigations of a new concept
of fuel prevaporization

pOlOU A77-17247
A premixed, variable area coubustor for a small

gas turbine engine
p010» A77-17218

The application of advanced turbine cooling
technology in the XT701 Engine

p0104 A77-17252
Simple complex method of selection of the main

design parameters of turbine stages for
turbine-engines

p0105 A77-17256
Turbine engine cycle selection procedures

fighter aircraft engine and airframe design
pOIOS A77-17257

Pressure ratio optimization criteria in aircraft
turbojet-engines design

y p0105 A77-17258
Aircraft considerations for advanced S.S.T.

propulsion systems
p<M05 A77-17259

Variable geometry for high performance aircraft
engines

p0106 A77-1726«
Theoretical aspects of optimization of aviation

gas turbine engine design variables
p0110 A77-17762

Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a
bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with
stepwise heat removal

p0111 A77-17765
Engine noise - A look ahead '

p0116 A77-19015
Combustion modelling within gas turbine engines,

some applications and limitations
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-52] p0138 A77-19796

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSBB
over-the-wing configurations Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine program
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-23] p0142 A77-19982

Development of materials used in gas turbine
engines - B and D guide lines and proposals for
a priority scheme

p0159 A77-22166
Gas turbine emission control - A systems approach

p0159 A77-22181
An engine designer's view for advanced secondary

power systems
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-517] p019« A77-23931

Flight operations of helicopter gas-tqrbine engines
Bussian book

p0197 A77-21663

Gas turbines - Operational characteristics and
optimization German book

p0197 A77-24775
progress in numerical turbomacbinery analysis

p0250 A77-26964
The impact of emission standards on the design of

aircraft gas turbine engine combnstors
[SAE PAPEB 760909] p0259 A77-2S220

TJ101/IF-17 flight test experience
[SAB PiPEB 760932] p0259 A77-28237

Development of a hybrid catalytic combustor
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-8U] p0261 A77-28595

Design and development of a high-pressure
combustor for aero-gas-turbines
[SSBE PAPEB 77-GT-96] p0265 A77-28606

Quiet, Clean, Short-Hani Experimental Engines
/QCSEE/ - A technology development program
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-109] p026S A77-28618

onltivariable control design principles with
application to the F100 tnrbofan engine

p0266 A77-28629
Application of onltivariable optimal control

techniques to a variable area turbine engine
p0266 A77-286J1

Alternative methods for the design of jet engine
control systems

p0266 A77-286J2
Interaction studies on a jet engine model by
characteristic methodologies

p0270 A77-29381
A jet engine control problem for evaluating

minimal design software
p0270 A77-29J82

Theoretical questions of aircraft GTE design
parameter optimization

p0272 A77-29512
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of

bypass turbojet engines operating in cycle with
multistage heat removal

p0272 A77-29515
Future trends in aero-gas turbine design -
Conventional engines

p0272 A77-<!96S3
Future trends in aero-gas turbine design -

Unconventional engines
p0272 A77-29654

1 variable pitch fan for an ultra quiet
demonstrator engine

p0272 A77-296b5
Engines - Towards lower costs computer method

for aircraft engine selection
P0273 A77-2966J

Contribution to the determination of the number of
stages of radial compressors

pO<!7« A77-29972
Future propulsion plants. I

p0306 A77-J2251
TFE731 inherits general-aviation fan market

p03»1 A77-J3575
Phenomenology and design of jet engine combnstors

p03«1 A77-3J705
Investigations on the operational behavior and

design of combined compressors with radial or
diagonal end stage

p0346 A77-33999
The application of QCSEE technology to v/STOL

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
[ A I A A EAPEB 77-583] p0352 A77-34967

Future propulsion plants. II
pOJ53 A77-3S032

Fiber-reinforced composites as new jet engine
materials

pOJ58 A77-3662J
A contribution to calculate the performance of

multistage axial-flow compressors
p0360 A77-36977

Complex mission history effects on low cycle
fatigue of disks

pOJ99 A77-37640
Application of creep-LCP cracking model to
combnstor durability prediction

p0399 A77-37641
Operation of a turbine stage under variable

conditions f J.ow parameters determination in
aerodynamic design

pU008 A77-38136
The H-1HP aircraft engine Bnssian book

p0408 A77-38300
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Engine life, usage and cycle selection
[ A I A A PBPEB 77-956] p0113 A77-38613

Propulsion systems of the future. Ill
pO«13 A77-38805

Influence of atmospheric conditions on the
parameters of a turbojet engine

p0415 A77-39270
Propulsion cycle effects for a two-fan v/STOL

aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEH 77-580] p0116 A77-39177

Aero engine development costing
p0417 A77-10010

Improved analytical design technique for
low-power-loss engine inlets
[AHS 77-33-71] p O U 2 2 A77-40090

The effect of the structural features of a
combustion chamber on the emission of toxic
compounds

p0111 A77-40711
Statistical modeling of the optimal adjustment of

the parameters of a gas turbine engine
p0112 A77-10715

Airframe/engine integration with variable cycle
engines
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-798] pO«50 A77-11961

Propulsion designe'd for V/STOL
[AIAi PAEEB 77-801] pOISO A77-11963

Advanced supersonic transport propulsion
requirements
[AIAA PAPEB 77-831] pOISO A77-H1969

Supersonic propulsion - 1970 to 1977
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-832] pO«51 A77-11970

Ose of experimental separation limits in the
theoretical design of V/ST01 inlets
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-878] p0151 A77-11980

Engine design decisions impact aircraft life cycle
costs
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-916] p0152 A77-11986

Advanced design procedure for aircraft engine
selection
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-953] p0152 A77-11989

Life considerations in the engine design process
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-954] p0152 A77-11990

Jet engines for high supersonic flight speeds -
Theoretical principles Bussian book

p0154 A77-12238
Unsteady processes in aircraft piston ccmpressors

Bnssian book
pO«67 A77-13610

Interactive graphics in aircraft gas turbine
engine design

pOSOS A77-15191
Gas turbines - status and prospects; Proceedings

of the Symposium, London, England, February i»,
5, 1976

p0511 A77-16101
The aircraft gas turbine - Status and prospects

p0511 A77-16103
Gas turbine power for large hovercraft

p0512 A77-16112
Development of an ultra-low-cost gas turbine

for BPV applications
p0517 A77-17311

Development of a small, low cost turbojet engine
with thrust augmentation for BPV

p0518 A77-17317
Hays of increasing the resources /potential lives/

of gas turbine engines
p0519 A77-17172

Some detail design problems in aircraft gas turbines
p0519 A77-18001

Construction and design principles of aircraft
gas-turbine engines Bussian book

p0561 A77-50681
CF6 engine designed for maintenance

p0571 A77-51352
Supersonic variable-cycle engines

[SASA-TB-I-73524] p0023 H77-10059
Alternative general-aircraft engines

p0185 H77-17097
Besearch requirements for development of

regenerative engines for helicopters
[HASA-CB-115112] p0231 N77-18155

Methods for comparative evaluation of propulsion
system designs for supersonic aircraft
[HASA-CB4135110] p0232 B77-18156

Variable Geometry and Multicycle Engines
[AGABD-CP-205] p0320 H77-22112

Opportunities for variable geometry engines in
military aircraft f

p0320 H77-2211J
Parameters for optimizing engines as a function of

mission
pOJ20 H77-2211JJ

Advanced engine design concepts and their
influence on the performance of multi-role
combat aircraft

p0320 B77-22116
Variable cycle and supersonic transport

p0320 H77-22118
Possibilities of adapting by-pass-engines to the

requirements of higher supersonic flight
pOJ21 N7

Variable cycle engine applications and constraints
for commercial and military (fighter) aircraft

p0321 N77-22125
Variable geometry in the gas turbine - the
variable pitch fan engine

p0321 B77-22128
Prediction of variable geometry compressor

performances (off design)
pOJ2^ S77-221J6

Experience with a one stage variable geometry
axial turbine

p0323 N77-2J113
Performance, emissions, and physical
characteristics of a rotating combustion
aircraft engine
[BASA-CB-135119] p0129 N77-261J1

Design of turbofan engine controls using output
feedback regulator theory
[NASA-TH-X-73622] p0129 S77-26136

Aircraft engines
p0523 N77-30068

Power plant reliability
[AGABD-CP-215] p0593 S77-JJ181

CPH56 tnrbofan maintainability and
reliability-oriented development

p059<t N77-33189
Aircraft engine design and development through
lessons learned

p059» N77-33190
EHGIBE F&ILDBE

Self-correcting control for a turbofan engine
pOlOv! A77-17236

Emergency power benefits to multi-engine helicopters
p02«8 477-26B90

The operation of Bell drive systems following the
loss of lubrication

p02U8 A77-26891
Beliability and maintainability issues in

helicopter propulsion and drive system design
p02<48 A77-268U2

Incipient Failure Detection for helicopter drive
trains
[AIAA PAPEB 77-898] pO<411 A77-38583

Bays of increasing the resources /potential lives/
of gas turbine engines

p0519 A77-K7172
Control methods for aiding a pilot during STOL
engine failure transients
[HASA-CB-109280] pOUl B77-150U9

Stalled and stall-free performance of axial-flow
compressor stage with three inlet-quide-vane and
stator-blade settings
[HASA-TB-D-8H57] pOJ35 B77-2J113

A method for analysis of electrostatic probe
signals relating to jet-engine microdistresses
[AD-A038528] pO"»92 B77-29161

Civil airworthiness requirements for powerplant
reliability

P0593 H77-J3185
Development procedures to promote reliability

p059<! B77-33188
Testing simulation of damages occurred in service

p059q B77-JJ19M
Experimental investigation on the influence of
component faults on turbojet engine performance

P0595 S77-3J197
BHGIBE ISLETS

Transonic performance of an auxiliary airtlow
system for axisymmetric inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1Q8] pOIQO A77-19860

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer
flow separation in v/STOL engine inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-111] " p0112 A77-1998J
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Survey Qf inlet noise redaction concepts for gas
turbine engines

pOISO 177-20634
A hybrid editing system for the screening of

inlet-engine data
p0195 A77-24578

An nnnsnal technique for engine inlet dynamic
pressure oeasareaent

p0242 A77-26782
Rach 6 tlowfield survey at the engine inlet of a

research aitplane
p0256 A77-27621

Fan inlet for a T/ST01 airplane
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-802] p0109 A77-38544

Comparison of estimated vith measured maximum
instantaneous distortion using flight data from
an aiisynietric mixed compression inlet for
TF-12C aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-876] pOi(10 A77-38570

Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine
intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating
fomard flight
[ A H S 77-33-61] p0421 A77-<l008i|

Improved analytical design technique for
low-power-loss engine inlets
[ A H S 77-33-71] p0422 A77-40090

Study o( the inflow process to an air scoop vith a
screen, using an EGDA integrator

p0442 A77-40725
Use of Experimental separation limits in the

theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-878] p0451 A77-41980

Detail design in aircraft
p0549 A77-48000

Inlet noise suppressor design method based upon
the distribution of acoustic power with node
cutoff ratio

p0026 B77-10311
Analysis of pressure distortion testing

[BASA-CB-2766] p0068 877-12041
Test data report: low speed wind tunnel tests of

a fall scale, fixed geometry inlet, with engine,
at high angles of attack
[RASA-CB-151927] p0127 H77-1M996

The engine air intaXe system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10761-1] p0231 B77-18154

Inlet Reynolds number and temperature effects on
the steady-state performance of a TFE731-2
torboian engine
[BASA~TB-I-35373 p0371 B77-24138

Evaluation of an airjet distortion generator used
to produce steady-state, total-pressure
distortion at the inlet of turbine engines
[AD-A033883] p0372 877-24145

Analytical and experimental investigation of
ejector-powered engine simulators for wind
tunnel models
[AD-A034725] p0373 877-24158

Ose of Experimental separation limits in the
theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[HASA-TH-73709] p0435 B77-27107

EBSHE BOItTOBIHG IHSTBOBEBTS
The development and utilisation of an engine usage

monitoring system with particular reference to
low cycle fatigue recording

p O I O I A77-17229
Operational experience on engine health monitoring

p O I O I A77-17230
Operational behaviour of a turboprop engine

pOIOI A77-17231
Turbine engine hot section display concept

p0243 A77-26816
Engine health monitoring in the Boyal Air Force

p0266 A77-28751
Hodeling and instrumentation requirements for

maltivariable control of an advanced tnrbofan
engine
[AIAA PAPEB 77-834] p0409 A77-38551

Failure detection of aircraft engine output
sensors via Bayesian hypothesis testing
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-838] p0409 A77-38554

Diagnostic system requirements for helicopter
propulsion systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-899] p0411 A77-38584

Transmissometer measurement of particulate
emissions from a jet engine test facility

pO««1 A77-40643
Solid state vertical scale indicator for engine

performance indication

[AD-A036154] pOJ87 B77-25181
Raintenance methods for improving propulsion

system reliability
p0593 877-33184

The evolution and control of different performance
degradation processes in modern propulsion systems

monitoring jet engines
p0594 B77-JJ19J

Bethods of improving the performance reliability
of advanced military power plant systems

pOb95 B77-JJ198
Preliminary results of DSAF experience with engine

monitoring and diagnostics
pOb95 SV7-J3199

EIGIBB BOISE
NT SOCKET EBGIBE BOISE
Amplification of jet noise through engine noise
[DGLB PAPEB 76-162] pOU9^ A77-165J8

Sound shielding on an engine model and comparison
with theory •
[DGLB PAPEB 76-163] pOU94 A77-16S7J

Sources and characteristics of interior noise in
general aviation aircraft

pOlOO A77-17067
Beat diffusion as a source of aerodynamic sound

pOIOT A77-1741J
Engine noise - A look ahead

p0116 A77-19015
Core noise measurements on a TF-102 turbofan engine

[AIAA PAPEB 77-21] p0142 A77-19981
Survey of inlet noise reduction concepts for gas
turbine engines

pOISO A77-206JU
Testing equipment available in France for studying
aircraft and engine noise

p0157 A77-J18B7
Techniques employed in analyzing turbojet noise

p0157 A77-2189J
The transmission of acoustic plane-waves at a jet

exhaust
[AIAA PAPEB 77-22] p0160 A77-22207

High intensity noise testing of panels
p0211 A77-26041

Powerplants for future SSTs
[SAE PAPEB 760891] p0250 A77-27005

Quietening a guiet engine - The BB211 demonstrator
programme
[SAE PAPEB 760897] p0258 A77-2H215

BASA Quiet, Clean General Aviation Tnrbofan
/QCGAT/ program status
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-77] p026fl A77-28588

Engine noise - A look ahead
p0273 A77-29656

Response of a subsonic nozzle to acoustic and
entropy disturbances turbojet engine noise
generation mechanism

p0355 A77-J6122
Interior noise analysis and control for light
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770445] pOJ91 A77-37066

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine noise suppressors on BASA guiet engine 'C'
[AIAA PAPEB 77-922] p0412 A77-38S97

Hacroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an
aircraft engine during static tests

pOb04 A77-44453
Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the

BASA-Lewis 9 x 15 anechoic wind tunnel
p0504 A77-44456

Core noise source diagnostics on a tnrbofan engine
using correlation and coherence techniques

pOSOfl A77-44457
Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85

turbojet engine with mnltitnbe suppressor frcm
wind tunnel and flight tests

p0505 A77-44460
Flight effects on exhaust noise for tarbojet and
tnrbofan engines - Comparison of experimental
data with prediction

p0505 A77-44462
Experimental and analytical separation of

hydrodynamic, entropy and combustion noise in a
gas turbine combnstor
[AIAA EAPEB 77-1275] p0564 A77-S10J6

Gas turbine engine core noise source isolation by
internal-to-far field correlations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1276] p0564 A77-510J7

Heasurement of far field combustion noise from a
turbofan engine using coherence functions
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[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1277] p0565 A77-51038
Shielding aspects of heated twin jet noise

[ A I A A P f P E R 77-1288] p0565 A77-51048
Source locatioo by shielding with application to a

large tarbofan engine for aircraft noise
reduction
[ A I A A PSPEE 77-1301] p0565 A77-51060

Flight noise studies on a turbojet engine using
microphones mounted on a 450 ft. toner
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1325] p0566 A77-51079

Effects of forward motion on jet and core noise
[AIAA PASEB 77-1330] p0567 A77-51084

Acoustic performance of inlet multiple-pure-tone
suppressors installed on NASA Quiet Engine *C'
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1333] p0567 A77-51087

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with
stator vanes as a noise source
[ A I A i P A P E R 77-13*2] p0568 A77-51095

Effect of forward motion on tnrbomachinery noise
[ A I A A PAEBB 77-1316] p0568 A77-51099

, A novel concept for suppressing internally
generated aircraft engine noise
[ A I A A P A P E H 77-1356] p0569 A77-51109

Experimental clean combnstcr program: Noise study
[HASA-CR-135106] p0021 B77-10061

Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the
NASA-Lewis 9115 anechoic wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-73500] p0035 H77-11050

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85
turbojet engine with multitnbe suppressor f rom
wind tunnel and flight tests
[«ASA-TR-%-735<l2] p0036 H77-11051

Macroscopic study of tine unsteady noise of an
aircraft engine during static tests
[NASJ-TH-X-73556] p0036 N77-11052

Core noise source diagnostics on a turbofan engine
using correlation and coherence technigues
[NASA-TH-X-73535] p0036 H77-11053

Interim prediction method for turbine noise
[HASA-TH-X-73566] p0081 N77-13065

Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression
CHASA-CHSB-L&R-11903-1] pQ129 S77-1S036

The 727/JT8D jet and fan noise flight effects study
[AD-A031877/1] p0171 N77-16063

Core noise measurements on a YF-102 turbofan engine
[NASA-TH-X-73587] p0182 N77-1706II

Theoretical and experimental investigation of
noise shielding for jet engines acoustic and
aerodynamic interference measurements
[BHFT-FE-W-76-09] p0183 H77-17072

6as turbine engine exhaust noise
\p0231 N77-18998

Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
1.5-pressore-ratio, 1.83-meter (6 ft) diameter
fan stage for tnrbofan engines (O.F-2)
[NASA-TH-X-3521] p0289 N77-21051

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. volume 2: Studies of jet noise,
turbulence structure and laser velocimetry
[AD-A032881] p0386 N77-25177

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. volume 3: Turbulent mixing noise data
[AD-A032882] p0386 N77-25178

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. volume 1: Shock-associated noise data
[AD-A032883] p0386 N77-25179

Combustion noise investigation predicting
direct and indirect noise from aircraft engines
[AD-A038151/1] p0139 H77-27873

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine ncise suppressors on NASA quiet engine C
[NASA-TH-JC-73662] p0177 H77-28119

Acoustic performance of inlet multiple-pure-tone
suppressors installed on NASA quiet engine C
[NASA-TB-73713] p0583 N77-32158

Summary of forward velocity effects on fan noise
[NASA-TH-73722] p0583 N77-32159

State-of-the-art of tnrbofan engine noise control
[NASA-TH-73731] p0591 N77-33166

High velocity jet noise source location and
redaction. Task 1: Development/evaluation of
techniques for inflight investigation
[AD-A011819] p0592 H77-33175

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation.
Volume 1: Acoustic far-field/near-field data
report
[AD-A001819] p0593 B77-33177

Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations
for noise reduction in tarbofan and turbojet

aircraft. Volume 3: Shrouded slot nozzle
configurations
[AD-A011782] p0593 R77-JJ179

ESGIHE PABtS
Slip of bearings with both races rotating in
axial-flow compressor two-spool engines

pOOSB A77-15797
A statistical method for the prediction of

component low cycle fatigue life
pOIOS A77-172S4

Badioisotope inspection of jet engines
p0299 A77-310H7

A discussion of reasons for condemning engine
components before reaching their design fatigue
life

p0399 A77-37611
Some detail design problems in aircraft gas turbines

pOb19 A77-18001
CF6 engine designed for maintenance

p0571 A77-51352
Application of differential similarity to finding
nondimensional groups important in tests of
cooled engine components
[NASA-TM-X-3481] p0283 N77-20111

Augmented deflector exhaust nozzle (ADEN) design
for high performance lighters

p0321 N77-22121
Investigation of factors controlling engine

scheduled overhaul: T53/T55
[AD-A012190] p0583 B77-J2162

EHGIHE STABTEBS
some experience with small engines onboard
combined starter and auxiliary power gas turbine
engine

pOIOI A77-17232
Reliability case history of an airborne air
turbine starter

p0116 A77-189J7
Starting systems for aircraft gas turbine engines

Bnssian book
pOIII A77-20122

I tngh-po««r rare earth cobalt peroanent eagnet
generator in a variable speed constant frequency
aircraft starter generator system

p0399 A77-37175
The 150 ICVA samarium cobalt VSCF starter generator
electrical system, phase 1
[AD-A026518] pOIJJ N77-15299

High speed hydraulic starter motor for aircraft
auxiliary power unit
[AD-A027113] p0172 N77-16065

EBGINB TESTING LABOBATOBIES
Development of a national compressor research

facility '
[AIAA PAPES 77-911] p0112 A77-J8593

Hot gas dynalpy test bench for model testing of
jet or turbofan outlet systems
[OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-7E] p0112 A77-10901

Simulation of turbine engine operational loads
[AIAA PAPEB 77-912] p0152 A77-11985

The effect of Navy and Air Force aircraft engine
test facilities on ambient air quality
[AD-A036393] p0182 N77-28630

NAPTC Facility modifications required for altitude
testing of current V/STOL engine
[AD-A011608] p0511 N77-31184

BNGISK TESTS
NT COLD FlOS TESTS
NT STATIC FIBING
Dynamic-stress-data management for aeromechanical
testing of tnrbomachinery

p0009 A77-12175
System considerations for reliable strain data

from gas turbine engines
p0009 A77-12176

Theoretical and experimental results of the
investigation of two different supersonic
compressor stages
[DGJ.B PAPEB 76-166] p0096 A77-16586

Operational behaviour of a turboprop engine
pOIOI A77-17231

Engine compression system surge Ixne evaluation
techniques fuel step technique for high
pressure testing

p0103 A77-17211
Optimizing GTE tests on the basis of sequential
Bayesian procedures Gas Turbine Engine

p0111 A77-17957
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Estimation of automated GTE test system
characteristics Gas Turbine Engine

p0111 A77-17958
Core noise neasureaents on a TP-102 tarbofan engine

[ A I A A PAPEH 77-21] F0112 A77-19981
Vibration tests on aircraft engines

p0162 A77-22260
NASA 30,000 hoar test demonstration of closed

Brajton cycle reliability
[AIAi PAPEB 77-H99] p019« A77-23917

wide bandwidth gas temperature measurements in
combastoE and conbnstor exhaust gases

p02H2 A77-26807
A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning systen

p02«3 A77-26838
YJ101/YF-17 flight test experience

[SAE PAPEH 760932] p0259 A77-28237
T700 engine flight test experience on UTTAS and AAB

[SAE PAPEB 760931] p0260 A77-28239
Alt i tude engine test of a tnrbofan exhaust gas

mixer to conserve fuel
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-GT-97] p0265 A77-28607

Determinat ion of acceptance-inspection parameters
for gas-turbine engines

p030» A77-32083
An investigation of the aerodynanics and cooling

of a horizontally-opposed engine installation
[ S A E P A P E B 770U67] p0393 A77-37085

A discussion of reasons for condenning engine
components before reaching their design fatigue
life

p0399 A77-37641
Propulsion system duty cycle - The Havy's new look

performance specifications for F101 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-883] p0410 A77-38573

Accelerated mission testing of gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEE 77-992] pO»13 A77-38625

Vibroacoustical method for determining the
technical state of aircraft turbine engines

pO»15 A77-39269
Separation and investigation of wear particles
from aircraft engines

pO»16 A77-39192
Simulated flight endurance testing of a small

helicopter turboshaft engine
[AHS 77-33-74] p0422 A77-H0092

Testing of propulsion system diagnostic eguipment
aircraft engine monitoring and inspection

systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-895] pO«52 A77-Q1983

The airjet distortion generator system - A new
tool for aircraft turbine engine testing
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-993] pO«53 A77-42000

Equivalent testing of gas turbine engines
Russian book

pO«67 A77-43619
Determining gas turbine engine tolerance

monitoring parameters
pOU69 A77-1U083

Macroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an
aircraft engine during static tests

pOSOU A77-»i»<153
Engine control stabilizing compensation-testing

and optiiization
p0505 A77-H1151U

Development o£ an ultra-lowcost gas turbine
for BP7 applications

p0517 A77-473IW
CF6 engine designed for maintenance

p057» A77-51352
Supersonic variable-cycle engines

[SASA-TH-I-7352H ] p0023 H77-10059
Review of measurement and testing problems of

aircraft emissions
p0185 H77-17099

Review of measurement and testing problems
p0185 H77-17100

Supersonic powerplant testing for preflight
performance evaluation

p0369 877-21116
Performance, emissions, and physical

characteristics of a rotating combustion
aircraft engine
[HASA-CB-135119] p0029 N77-2613U

Full-scale altitude engine test of a tnrbofan
exhaust-gas-forced mixer to reduce thrust
specific fuel consumption
[NASA-TH-I -3568] pO«77 H77-28123

Effect of slotted, casing treatment with change in
Beynolds number index on performance of a -jet
engine
[BASA-TP-1058] p0582 B77-3^15«

CFB56 tnrbofan maintainability and
reliability-oriented development

p059« B77-3J189
Progress in determining service life by endurance

tests —~ Concorde aircraft
P0595 B77-3J1S5

accelerated mission test: A vital reliability tool
p0595 H77-33196

Experimental investigation on the influence of
component faults on turbojet engine performance

p059b H77-33197
EHGIBBEBIIG

Some engineering problems in the Boyal Air Force
[AGABD-B-653] p02JJ H77-18»6^

BBGIBEEBIIG DEVEIOPBEHT
0 PBODUCT DBVELOPBENT

EHSIBBS
NT AIB BBEATHING EHGIBES
HI BHIS10L-SIDDELET OLTBPOS 593 ENGINE
HI DOCTED FAR ENGINES
HI GAS TDRBIBE EHGIBES
BT HELICOPTEB EBGIHES
NT HYDROGEH OXYGEN ENGINES
NT INTBBHAI COHBOSTION ENGINES
NT J-79 ENGINE
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT PISTCB ENGINES
NT BAHJET ENGINES
NT SOCKET ENGINES
NT StJPEBSONIC COHBDSTION BAHJET ENGINES
NT T-53 ENGINE
NT T-63 ENGINE
NT TF-30 ENGINE
NT TF-3» ENGINE
NT TOBBINE ENGINES
NT TDBBOPAN ENGINES
NT TDBBOJET ENGINES
NT TOBBOPBOP ENGINES
NT TOBBOBABJET ENGINES
NT TDBBOBOCKET ENGINES
NT VABIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
NT TEBNIEB ENGINES
NT SABKEL ENGINES

Bigh temperature thermocouple system for advanced
aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A025500] p0037 S77-11062

1100 multivarible control system engine
models/design criteria
[AD-A033532] p0372 N77-2411J

ENBABCBHENT
D AOGBENTATION

ENTEAINHEST
Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing

aerodynamics
CAIAA 77-575] p03q8 A77-JBJJ5

BNTBOPT
The entropy layer in two-dimensional flows
hypersonic ideal gas flow behind shock wave

pOJ06 A77-J2282
Experimental and analytical separation of

hydrodynamic, entropy and combustion noise in a
gas turbine coibustor
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1275] p056» A77-51036

BHVIBONBBNT EFFECTS
Search for unified methods of fatigue life
assessment

p0019 A77-1J776
Concorde and the climate

pOIII A77-18«72
Cooling methods for aircraft electronics equipment
[ASHE PAPEB 76-ENAS-51] p0135 A77-19Q92

Belative effects on atmospheric ozone of latitude
and altitude of supersonic flight

p02Q1 A77-26727
Designing for long life with elastomers
[S»E AIB 1412] p0303 A77-3190S

Future air traffic control systems. Ill
p0357 A77-36S67

The effect of ambient conditions on carbon
•onoxide emissions from an idling gas turbine
conbnstor
[NASA-CB-1 50986] pOSHI N77-311<!8

EB7IB01BB1T BOOBLS
The oini-BPV, cost effectiveness in a tactical
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ENVIBONHEHT POLLUTION SDBJECt IBDBI

environment
p0517 A77-47342

Simulation of a radar tracking a glinting aircraft
target in a multipath environment

p0326 N77-22377
EHVIBONHENT POLLOTIOH
NT SIB POLLUTION
Environmental aspects of airport development

p0346 A77-34476
EHVIBOHBEH1 PBOTBCTIOF

The noise protection area as a criterion for the
problem cf aircraft noise daring the take-off of
VTOL aircraft

p0463 A77-43344
Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control

p0553 A77-49225
Development of EPA aircraft piston engine emission

standards for air quality
p0184 H77- 17082

ENVIBOHHBHT SIBDIiTIOH
NT ACOOSTIC SIBOIATION
NT ALTITDDE SIBOIATION
NT THEBBAL SIBOIATION
Investigation of the influence of simulated
turbulence on handling qualities in light
aircraft

p0199 A77-24936
Lightning simulation testing of composites of

aircraft components and systems
F0212 A77-26059

BRVIBONHEHTAl COHTBOL
Aircraft environmental control problems as a

result of air contamination
[ASBE PAPEB 76-ENAS-13] p0135 A77-19464

Fluidic applications to aircraft environmental
control systems
[ A S H E PAPEB 76-ENAS-21] p0135 A77-19471

A flnidically-controlled aircraft environmental
control system breadboard
[ASBE PAPES 76-SA/PICS-3] p0214 A77-26445

Becircnlation air cycle environmental control
system for helicopters
[SAE PAPEB 760902] p0259 A77-28217

Variable geometry air cycle machine for
aircraft environmental control turbomachines
[ASHE PAPEB 77-ENAS-7] p0514 A77-46848

A comparison of ECS controls Environmental
control Systems for F-4 air conditioning
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-ENAS-8] p0514 A77-46849

EHVIBOHHBNTAL QUALITY
NT AIB QUALITY

EIVTBOHHEHT1L SUBVBTS
Baseline energy forecasts and analysis of

alternative strategies for airline fuel
conservation
[PB-255351/9] p0029 N77-10690

Aircraft community noise impact studies
[NASA-CB-145152] p0375 877-24638

The effect of Navy and Air Force aircraft engine
test facilities on ambient air quality
[AD-A036393] p0482 N77-28630

EHVIBOHHEHTAL TBBPEBATOBE
0 A M B I E N T TEHPEBATOBE

BHVIBOHHBBTAL TESTS
ST COBBOSION TESTS
NT HIGH TEBEEBATOBE 1ESTS

Evaluation of helicopter turbine engine linear
vibration environment
[SAE AIB 1289] p0303 S77-31908

Environmental reliability testing of helicopter
systems

p0465 A77-43361
Accelerated environmental conditioning of the A-70

composite outer ving
p0514 A77-46838

Combined Environment Reliability Test /CIBT/
for avionics

p0560 A77-50504
Influence of environment and production processes

on the crack propagation behavior of unstiffened
sheet

p0328 H77-22565
BBVIBOHHEITS

NT AEBOSPACE ENVIBONHENTS
NT HABINE E N V I B O N H E N T S

EPIDBHIOLOGT
An epidemiclogic investigation of occupation, age

and exposure in general aviation accidents
[AD-A040978] p0488 N77-29112

EPHL
0 EFFECTIVE PBBCEIVED NOISE LEVELS
EPOCHS
0 TIBE BEASDBENENT

EPOXIDES
D EPOIY COBPOONDS

EPOZY COHPODBDS
NT BOBON-EPOXY COHPOOHDS

Advanced composite rudders for DC-10 aircraft:
Design, manufacturing, and ground tests _
[NASA-CB-145068] p0068 B77-12039

Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49/epojcy
composite panels in vide-bodied coamercial
transport aircraft
[NASA-CB-145141] p0374 N77-4J4199

BPOII BESIHS
Analytical prediction of moisture
absorptlon/desorption in resin matrix composites
exposed to aircraft environments
[AIAA 77-400] p0206 A77-257S2

an and T-paltruded composite structural elements
[AD-A035217] p0388 N77-252S6

EQUATIONS OF HOTIOB
NT EOLBB EQUATIONS OF BOTION
NT HIDBODYNAHIC EQDATIONS
ST KIHEHATIC BQOATIOHS
NT KINETIC EQOATIOBS
NT NAVIES-STORES EQOATIOB
Helicopter motion - Equation linearization

p01«6 A77-20260
Dynamics of an elastic seesaw rotor

p0199 A77-249J8
Equations of motion of the center of mass of an
aircraft

p0202 A77-25527
A unique formulation of elastic airplane

longitudinal equations of motion
[AIAA 77-403] p0207 A77-25786

Designing stable programmed flight-vehicle motion
p030S A77-32091

Hodal synthesis for combined structural-acoustic
systems

p0311 A77-J3190
A comparison of different forms of dirigible
equations of lotion
[AIAA 77-1179] p0448 A77-417S5

Construction of stable programmed flight vehicle
motion

p0469 A77-44091
Computer programs for helicopter aerodynamic
stability evaluation
[AD-A030816] p0239 B77-19075

NSEG, a segmented mission analysis program for Ion
and high speed aircraft. Volume 1: Theoretical
development
[NASA-CB-2807] p0486 N77-29085

The coupled flap-lag-torsional aeroelastic
stability of helicopter rotor blades in forward
flight

p0486 N77-290B9
Simulation of inertial inputs to a strapdown
platform for inertial great circle trajectories
[SAND-76-0620] p0526 N77-J0104

The development of primary equations for the use
of on-board accelerometers in determining
aircraft performance
[AD-A039174] p0527 B77-J0112

EQOIPHBBT SPBCIFICAtlOBS
A versatile environmental cooling air facility

for temperature testing of E-3 aircraft radar
p0212 A77-26047

Guidance accuracy considerations for the Bicrovave
Landing System

p0397 A77-J74S4
Po'ver utilisation in electronic loads

pOUOa A77-J8462
The reduction of base strain sensitivity of a
triaxial acceleroneter by the use of a Bonnting
pad measuring vibration signals up to 2 kHz
in aircraft instrument panels
[BAE-TH-IT-157] pOOSI B77-1i3«(B

Support equipment program for avionics readiness:
Intitial planning
[AD-A033585] pOJIB N77-22104

BBGOHOHJ.CS
0 HOHAN FACTOBS ENGINEEBIBG
EBOSIOH
NT RAIN BBOSION
NT IATBB EBOSION
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Development of erosion resistant claddings foe
helicopter rotor blades
[10-1024894] p0070 B77-12054

EBBOB ABALYSIS
Explicit equations for barometric altitude

computations
p0051 A77-14556

A recursive on-line estimation lethod with
application to aircraft dynamics paraneter
identification

p0054 477-15033
Error model of an inertial navigation system for

integrated navigation based on adjustment
according to the method of least squares

p0150 A77-20652
Oiega ambiguity resolution through direct integer

laning
p0255 A77-27605

Experimental study of error sources in
skin-friction balance measurements

p0262 A77-28487
Status report on the generalized likelihood ratxo
failure detection technique, with application to
the F-8 aircraft

p0267 A77-28808
Error analysis for combined estimation and control
systems with application to VTOL digital
flight-control synthesis

p0268 A77-28858
A linear dynamic model for Doppler radar errors

p0310 477-32964
A Doppler Harkcv error model development based on

flight test data analysis of Doppler radar
data

p0395 A77-37357
Guidance accuracy considerations for the Microwave

Landing System
p0397 477-37454

The prediction of IIS course errors due to
mnltipath propagation via objects on the ground

p0401 A77-37720
Improvement to L-band DUE for MLS use

pOM03 477-37735
Analysis of identification errors in flight dynamics

pOM46 477-41392
Analysis of inherent errors in asynchronous

redundant digital flight control systems
[AD-A026S54] p0124 B77-14035

Effect of gyro verticality error on lateral
antoland tracking performance for an inertially
smoothed control lav
[BASA-TH-X-3545] p0036 S77-27130

Analysis of inherent errors in asynchronous
digital flight controls
[AD-A041813] p0596 1177-33206

BBBOB COBBBCTIIG CODES
The measurement of aircraft overflight noise -

Errors due to its nonstationary character
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1977-143] p0559 477-50441

EBBOB COBBBCTIHG DEVICES
«A nail interference problem in a hybrid tunnel at

transonic speeds
[DGLB PAPEB 76-169] p0093 A77-16562

Automatic correction of position error by means of
a digital correlation of surface structures
for air navigation

p0467 A77-43577
Bemote rate control for BPVs

p0518 A77-47352
A study of sudden ionospheric disturbances and

their effect on lit position fixing accuracy
p0317 H77-22094

BBBOBS
BT IBSTBDHEBT EBBOBS
BT PILOT EBBOB
HI POSITIOB EBBOBS
BT BAHDOH EBBOBS
BT BABGB ESEOBS
BT VELOCITI EBBOBS

BSA
0 BOBOPBAB SPACE A6EBCT

BSA SATELLITES
BT AEBOSAT SATELLITES
BT BABOTS (ESA)

ESCAPE (ABAIDOBBBBT)
Aircraft cabin compartientation concepts for

improving poetcrash fire safety
CAD-A033051/4] p0280 B77-20053

ESCAPE CAPSDLES
Emergency escape from shuttle vehicles

p0557 477-49935
ESCAPE STSTEBS

Hotor Systems Research Aircraft /RSBA/ canopy
explosive severance/fracture

p0274 477-29685
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual

Symposium, 14th, San Diego, Calif., September
13-16, 1976, Proceedings

p0557 477-49926
Fluidic event sequencing subsystem for AAES

Aircrew Automated Escape Systems
p0557 A/7-499J4

The development of new designs of emergency escape
parachutes for ejection seats

p0558 477-49947
Teaching the practical techniques of establishing
egress system performance in an accident
environment

p055B 477-49948
Aircrew escape and survival - Problems and solutions

p05b8 A77-49950
Safe ejection envelope display system development

program. Phase 44: Preliminary flight test
[AD-A030642] p02J6 B77-190JO

Statistical analyses applied to the OS Navy
aircrew automated escape systems
[4D-A035067] p0381 N77-25129

Statistical analysis methodology for the OS Havy
aircrew automated escape systems
[4D-4035068] pOJSI B77-251JO

Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape,
rescue, and survival
IAD-4035251] pOJ81 B77-2b132

BSBO
0 EOBOPEAS SP4CE 4GENCT
ESTEBS
HT POLYC4BBON4TES
Neopentyl polyol ester lubricants - Bulk property
optimization

p0301 477-J1731
BStlHaTES
HI COST ES1IHATES
BSTIHATIH6

Methods studies on system identification from
transient rotor tests
[HASA-CJ-137965] p0017 B77-10005

Advanced productivity analysis methods for air
traffic control operations
[4D-4035095] p0489 B77-29120

Beport on airport capacity: Large hub airports in
the Onited States
[AD-4041435] p0493 B77-29176

An extended Kalman filter for estimating
aerodynamic coefficients
[AD-A040594] p0524 H77-30092

STBILBBE COBPOOBDS
Research on heat resistant transparent interlayers

based on the ethylene terpolymer
[4D-A033549] p0325 B77-22269

EOCLIDE1B GEOBBTBT
HT ANGLE OF ATTACK
BT FIXED POINTS (R4TBEB4TICS)
BT GBEAT CIBCLES
HI LBADIHG EDGE SHEEP
HT PBOLATB SPHEBOIDS
HI SHEEP ANGLE
EOLEB BQOATIOBS OF HOTIOI

Finite-volume solution of the Enler equations for
steady three-dimensional transonic flow

p0261 477-28403
BHBOPB

Bationalization of the European air net
p0551 A77-48474

BOBOPBAB AIBBOS
HI A-300 AIBCBAFT

A King for the Airbus
p0163 A77-^2662

B3BOPBAB SPACE AGBBCI
Deatsche Gesellschaft fner Luft- nnd Baunfahrt,

Yearbook 1975. Volumes 1 8 2
p0115 A77-18600

EOBOPBAH SPACE PBOGBAB3
Pokker-VFI Betherlands space projects

p0147 A77-20377
EOHOPBAH SPACE BBSEABCB OBGABIZATIOI
0 BOBOPEAB SPACE AGBBCI
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EVACUATING (TBANSPORfJTION) SUBJECT INDEX

EVACUATING (TRANSPORTATION)
Safety on board/evacuation procedures and training

of cabin crew
pOIIU A77-40936

Aeromedical evaluation of OH-1 internal advanced
personnel rescue hoists, Western Gear
Corporation hoist models 42277R1 and II230SR1,
Breeze Corporation hoist ECP-720 modification
[AD-A037621] p0429 N77-26130

EVAPORATION
Flow of a radiating gas over a blunt body with

intense vaporization
p0003 A77-10416

BVAPOBMIVB COOLING
NT FILM COOLING
NT SWEAT COOLING

EVAPORATORS
Steam generation with modified H2/02-rocket engines

[ A I A A PJPIR 77-889] pO<l11 A77-38578
EVASIVE ACTIONS

The pursuit-evasion problem of two aircraft in a
horizontal plane

p0011 A77-12152
Estimation of weapon-radius versus maneuverability

trade-off for air-to-air combat
[ A I A A P4PEB 77-35] p0137 A77-19787

EXCITATION
NT ACOUSTIC IXCITATION
NT HARBONIC EXCITATION
NT SELF EXCITATION
NT HATE EXCITATION

EXECUTIVE AIBCBAFT
D G E N E R A L AVIATION JIBCBAFT
D PASSENGER AIBCBAFT

EXHAUST DIFFUSEBS
Some experiments on a radial vaned diffnser

P0201 A77-25192
Analysis and design of ejector diffuser for

optimum thrust
[AD-A025191] p0039 N77-11356

Variable-area subsonic diffnser study
[AD-A029352] p0172 N77-16067

EXHAUST FLOi SIHD1ATXON
NT ATHOSPHEBIC ENTRI SIHOLATION
NT FLIGHT SIBDLATION

Scramjet exhaust simulation technique for
hypersonic aircraft nozzle design and
aerodynaBic tests
[ A I A A PAPER 77-82] p0138 A77-19815

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle/afterbody testing at transonic Bach numbers
f A I A A PAPER 77-106] p0139 A77-19830

Hodel calculations of the combustion product
distributions in the primary zone of a gas
turbine combustor
[ASBE PAPER 76-BA/GT-7] p021« A77-26463

Comparison of applied propulsion jet simulation
techniques, using models of the Airbus A 300
[BBB-DFE-1276-OB] p0267 A77-28789

Flight effects on exhaust noise for turbojet and
turbofan engines - Comparison of experimental
data with prediction

pOSOS A77-44462
Streamtube analysis of a hydrogen-burning scranjet

exhaust and simulation technique
p0507 A77-44817

Method for obtaining aerodynamic data on
hypersonic configurations with scranjet exhaust
flov simulation
[NASA-CH-2831] p0377 N77-25082

BIHAOST GASES
Empirical validation of turbine engine exhaust

measurements
P0089 A77-16372

Standard reference gases and analytical procedures
for use in gas turbine exhaust measurements

p0089 A77-16373
status review of NASA programs for reducing

aircraft gas turbine engine emissions
P0103 A77-17246

Emissions from gas turbine combustors. I - An
experimental study on a model coabnstor

p0115 A77-18646
Emissions from gas turbine combustors. II -

Analytical model and numerical analysis
p0115 A77-18647

An experimental and numerical study of the 3-D
mixing flows of a tnrbofan engine exhaust system
[AIAA PAPER 77-204] p01«1 A77-19896

Gas turbine emission control - A systems approach
p0159 A77-22181

iide bandwidth gas temperature measurements in
combustor and combustor exhaust gases

p0242 A77-26807
Development o£ a hybrid catalytic combustor

[ASBE PAPBB 77-GT-8»] p026"4 A77-28595
Characteristics of turbulent flow through a
turbine cascade with exhaust throngs the
trailing edge

p0313 A77-33453
Raman measurements of specie concentration and
temperature in an aircraft turbine exhaust

p03"12 A77-33716
Infrared flow visualization for VIOL applications

[AIAA 77-618] pOJ52 A77-3M966
Advanced design infrared suppressor for turboshaft
engines
[AHS 77-33-73] pO»22 A77-40091

Bonitoring Concorde emissions
[APCA PAPER 77-41] p0441 A77-40638

The effect of the structural features of a
combustion chamber on the emission of toxic
compounds

p0441 A77-40711
Reduction of exhaust smoke from gas-turbine
engines by using fuel emulsions. II
[BSS/CI PAPER 76-31] p0467 A77-43598

Characteristic time emissions correlations - The
T-63 helicopter gas turbine combustor

p0507 A77-4482U
Gas turbine engine core noise source isolation by
internal-to-far field correlations
[AIAA PAPER 77-1276] p0564 A77-51037

Emissions of an AVCO Lycoming 0-320-DIAO air
cooled light aircraft engine as a function of
fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature and
humidity
[NASA-TB-X-73500] p0023 N77-10058

Advanced combustion techniques for controlling NO
sub x emissions of high altitude cruise aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-73473] p0023 N77-10062

Effect of air temperature and relative humidity at
various fuel-air ratios on exhaust emissions on
a per-mode basis of an Avco Lycoming 0-320 DIAD
light aircraft engine. Volume 2: Individual
data points
[NASA-TH-X-73507] p002« N77-10066

Bigh temperature thermocouple system for advanced
aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A025500] p0037 N77-11062

Seduction of gaseous pollutant emissions from gas
turbine combustors using hydrogen-enriched jet
fuel
[NASA-CB-1K9146] p0038 N77-11198

The impact of JP-4/JP-8 conversion on aircraft
engine exhaust emissions
[AD-A026516] p0083 N77-13234

Screening analysis and selection of emission
reduction concepts for intermittent combustion
aircraft engines
[NASA-CR-135074] p0129 N77-15Q38

Ambient temperature and humidity correction
factors for exhaust emissions from two classes
of aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A031923/6] p0172 N77-16064

Aircraft Piston Engine Exhaust Emission Symposium
[NASA-CP-2005] pOIBJ S77-17081

Development of EPA aircraft piston engine emission
standards for air quality

p0184 N77-17082
Emissions data by category of engines

p0184 N77-17087
Avco Lycoming emission and flight test results

p0184 N77-17088
Teledyne Continental Botors emissions data and
analysis and flight test results

p0184 N77-17089
Introduction to NASA contracts on engine
modifications to reduce exhaust emissions

p0185 H77-17091
TCB aircraft piston engine emission reduction

progran
p0185 N77-17092

Emissions and new technology programs for
conventional spark-ignition aircraft engines

p0185 N77-17096
Summary of the general aviation manufacturers'
position on aircraft piston engine enissions
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p0185 H77-17098
Review of measurement and testing problems of

aircraft enissions
p0185 H77-17099

Review of neasurement and testing problems
' p0185 H77-17100

Status of N A S A aircraft engine emission redaction
and upper atmosphere measurement programs

p0227 N77-18098
Analytical study of mixed-flow JT8D exhaust

emissions measurements for fixed-probe
requirements
[AD-A033121/5] p0283 N77-20112

Evaluation of probe sampling versus optical in
situ measurements of nitric oxide concentrations
in a jet engine combustor exhaust
[AD-A030726] p0339 N77-23630

A fluidic fuel and air bleed load control system
for gas turbine engines
[AD-A035701] pO«30 H77-26111

Analysis and testing of jp-5 fuel derived from coal
[AD-A036073] pO«32 H77-26333

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume
2: Technical report
[AD-A038613) JOU77 N77-28126

Low-emissions combustor denonstration
(AD-A038550] pOa78 H77-28129

The electrostatic sensing of simulated H A - 1 A gas
path distresses
[AD-A03£527] pOH78 N77-28130

Turbine engine particnlate emission characterization
[AD-AOH11I99] pO«91 N77-29152

The effect of ambient conditions on carbon
monoxide emissions from an idling gas turbine
combustor
[SASA-CB-154986] p0541 N77-31148

Pollution reduction technology program for small
jet aircraft engines, phase 1
[NASA-CB-135210] p0592 H77-33168

EXHAUST JETS
D B X H A D S T GASES

EXHAUST NOZZLES
HT CONVEBGENT-DIVEBGENT NOZZLES

HT PLUG NOZZLES
NT TDBBINI E X H A U S T NOZZLES

Thrust angnent ing ejector analogy
p0256 A77-27620

Structural and cooling aspects of the A D E N
nonaxisymnetric exhaust nozzle
[ASBE PJPEB 77-GT-110] p0266 A77-28619

Nonaxisymmetric nozzle configuration development
for a multimission cruise aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-8*3] , p O H 1 0 A77-38556

Technology status of jet noise suppression
concepts for advanced supersonic transports
[ W A A P A P E E 77-833] p0151 A77-11971

Simplified multi-mission exhaust nozzle system
[ A l f A PAPEE 77-960] p0452 A77-41991

Theoretical jet exhaust noise model for the duct
burning tnrbofan
C A I A A PAPEE 77-1261] p056U A77-51028

Sing surface-jet interaction characteristics of an
upper-surface blown aodel vith rectangular
exhaust nozzles and a radius flap
[NASA-TN-D-8187] p0119 N77-13989

Aerodynamic and acoustic tests of duct-borning
turbofan exhaust nozzles
[NASA-CH-2628] p0175 R77-16986

Evaluation of boattail geometry and exhaust plume
temperature effects on nozzle afterbody drag at
transonic nach numbets
[AD-A030852] p0225 B77-18076

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle afterbody testing at transonic Hach numbers
[AD-A031525] p0290 N77-21065

Augmented deflector exhaust nozzle ( A D E N ) design
for high performance fighters

p0321 877-22121
Static and wind-on tests of an upper-surface-blown

jet-flap nozzle arrangement for use on the Quiet
Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
[NASA-TN-D-8H76] p0378 N77-25086

Comparison of jet Hach number decay data with a
correlation and jet spreading contours for a
large variety of nozzles
[NASA-TN-D-8<123] pO»73 R77-28087

EXHAUST SISTERS
Coannular flag nozzle noise reduction and impact

of exhaust system designs

p0220 H77-18022
Analytical and experimental investigation of

ejector-powered engine simulators for wind
tunnel models
(AD-A03I1725) p037J N77-J1158

Analysis and documentation of QCSEE (Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine) over-the-wing
exhaust system development
[HlSA-CE-2792] p O U 3 6 N77-27119

EXOBIOLOGY
Aeronautical Engineering: A special bibliography

Kith indexes, supplement 71 Aerospace
Medicine and Biology bibliography, supplement
(71). September 1976

[NASA-SP-7037(7<t) ] I H77-11967
E X P A N D A B L E STBOCTOEES

NT B A L L O O N S
NT I N F L A T A B L E STEDCT08ES
BT T E T H E R E D BALLOONS

BXFABSIOI
HT P R A N D T L - B E Y E R E X P A N S I O N
ST T H E E f l A L EXPANSION

BXPERIHBBTAl DESIGN
Dse of changeover designs in subjective experiments

Latin square method in aircraft noise
perception test experimental design

pOH«9 A77-1M77U
Conceptual designs for a modular remotely piloted

vehicle
[AD-A0238UU] p0033 N77-110J5

Comparative experimental evaluation of
two-dimensional and pseudo-perspective displays
for guidance and control

p0171 S77-1605J
Preliminary design study of astronomical detector
cooling system
[NASA-CR-151979] pOJJ9 N77-2U021

EXPLORATION
NT HINEHAL EXPLORATION
NT OIL EXPLORATION
EXPLOSIONS
NT AERIAL EXPLOSIONS

EXPLOSIVE DECOBPRESSIOH
Gasdynamic investigations of explosive

decompression of one of the cargo holds of the
Airbus A 300
[DGLR PAPER 76-209] p0093 A77-16561

EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
NT INITIATORS (EXPLOSIVES)
Rotor Systems Besearch Aircraft /SSBA/ canopy

explosive severance/fracture
p0271 A77-296B5

Some OK techniques for assessing HF susceptibility
of electro-explosive devices in aircraft systems

p0302 A77-31785
EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS

Double exponential functions that describe crack
growth rate behavior
[AIAA 77-363] p0201 A77-257J1

Curve fitting of aeroelastic transient response
data with exponential functions

p0286 N77-21021
EXTENSIONS

Automatically lockable axially extensible strut
for helicopters

[NASA-CASE-LAE-11900-1 ] p0229 N77-181J1
Theoretical parametric study of the relative

advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions
CB1SA-TP-1020] p0585 M77-JJ11J

EXTERNAL STORE SEPARATION
Evaluation of the aerodynamic interference of the

tunnel IT captive trajectory system on the
separation characteristics of the BLO-27 store
[AD-A032063] p0290 H77-21060

EXTERNAL STORES
NT PODS (EXTERNAL STOBES)
Statistical analysis of the vibration response of
external aircraft stores

pOOSt A77-15036
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the

departure characteristics of external stores
which are dropped from an aircraft
[DGLB PAPER 76-202] p0091 A77-16569

Application of optimization technology to
wing/store flutter prediction
(AIAA 77-153] p0210 A77-2i810

I External force balance - The measurement of
inflight loads on F-11 external stores
aircraft reliability design
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p0213 477-26829
Comparison of two methods ased to measure

aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models
in wind tunnel tests
[6D-A030208] p0177 N77-17016

Investigation of larger than A size dimensional
configurations for determining dimensions of
external stores p-3 aircraft
[AD-S029021] p0179 N77-17013

Aerodynamic load characteristics of si* 0.05-scale
stores in the flow field of an F-tC aircraft at
Hach numbers f rom 0.5 to 1.1
[AD-A029111] p0225 H77-18073

Numerical solution of complete flovs around
external stores
[AD-A028037] p0225 N77-18071

Flow-field characteristics near the midwing
weapons pylon of the F-16 aircraft at Hach
numbers f rom 0.1 to 0.95
[AD-A028078] p0225 H77-18075

A technigue for predicting external store
aerodynamic loads

p0275 H77-19995
Prediction of supersonic store separation

characteristics. Volume 1: Theoretical methods
and comparisons with experiment
[AD-A031828] p0331 H77-23099

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 2: Users manual for
the computer program
[AD-A031388] p0331 H77-23100

Static stability and drag effects of various
external store configurations on the F-15
aircraft at Rach numbers f rom 0.6 to 1.3
[AD-A038191] p0135 N77-27109

Numerical solution of complete flows around
external stores
[AD-A039213] p0531 N77-30122

Active flutter suppression of an airplane with
wing mounted external stores

p0597 B77-33211
EITEEBALIY BLOiN FLAPS

NT OPPEH SURFACE BLOWN FIAPS
Recent research on powered-lift STOL ground effects

[ A I A A 77-571] p0318 A77-31931
Fluctuating loads on the flap surfaces of an

externally-blown-flap configuration
[ A I A A 77-589] p0350 A77-319U6

OTW noise correlation for several nozzle/wing
geometries using a 5:1 slot nozzle with external
deflectors over The ling configurations

p0505 A77-11161
Forward flight effects on EBP noise Externally

Blown Flaps
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1311] p0566 A77-51069

Interim noise correlation for some OTB
configurations using external jet-flow deflectors

engine Over The Wing \
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1317] p0566 A77-51072

New developments in blown flap noise technology
[NASA-CB-115086] p0018 N77-10013

Noise generating by interaction between subsonic
jets and blown flaps
[DLB-FB-76-20] p002<l N77-10067

Ding surface-jet interaction characteristics of an
upper-surface blown model with rectangular
exhaust nozzles and a radius flap
[HASA-TN-D-8187] p0119 N77-13989

EXTINGUISHERS
0 FIBE EXTISGOISHEBS

EXTINGUISHING
Overseas National Airways DC-10-30 CF fire - 9

November 12, 1975, JFK International Airport,
New York, New York

pOM13 A77-10930
BX?BACTION

Improvements in aircraft extraction programs
[NASA-CE-115090] p0078 N77-13013

EITBDDING
Filled billet oxide dispersion strengthened hollow

airfoil extrusions
[4D-A033215] p0338 N77-23255

EYK (ANATOHI)
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach

lighting system
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10990-1] p0067 S77-12031

F-» JIBCBAFI
Statistical analysis of the vibration response ot
external aircraft stores

pOOSI A77-150J6
Application of pole allocation to the design of
stabilization systems, illustrated by the
longitudinal notion of an aircraft

p0360 A77-J6980
Kalman filter design and performance for an
operational F-1 Loran inertial weapon delivery
system

p0396 A77-J7396
A comparison of ECS controls Environmental

Control Systems for F-1 air conditioning
[ASBE EAPEB 77-ENAS-8] pOb1<4 A77-16819

LCC analysis of flight recorder for F-« Wild
Weasel aircraft s>-
[AD-A023830] p0029 N77-10512

Analysis of dynamic aircraft response to bomb
damage repair
[AD-A025617] p0069 N77-l-!017

Comparison of two methods used to measure
aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models
in wind tunnel tests
[AD-A030208] p0177 077-17016

Besearch on smart target for aerial combat. Part
1: General description
[AD-A029171] p01bO N77-17050

Besearch on smart target for aerial combat. Part
2: Technical description
[AD-A029172] pOIBO N77-170b1

Besearch on smart target for aerial conbat. Part
3: Interface documentation
[AD-A029173] pOISO N77-17052

Scheduled maintenance policies for the F-1
aircraft: Results of the maintenance posture
improvement program
[AD-A030116] p0222 N77-18015

Aerodynamic load characteristics of six 0.05-scale
stores in the flow field of an F-1C aircraft at
Hach numbers from 0.5 to 1.1
[AD-A029111] p0225 N77-180/3

The magnitude of internal rework on the F-4
aircraft during depot level maintenance at Ogden
Air Logistics Center
[AD-A032158] p0330 N77-2JOU8

P-5 AIBCBAFT
F-5E spin susceptibility test

p0158 A77-22006
Reconnaissance design considerations for the F-5

multiple mission tactical tighter
p0190 A77-2J518

F-5E spin susceptibility test program
p0107 A77-J8029

Calculation of vibration modes and resonance
frequencies of the Northrop NF-5
[HLB-TB-75050-0] pOOlO S77-11150

Northrop/Dnited States Air Force durability and
damage-tolerance assessment of the F-5E/F aircraft

p0327 N77-22b58
F-8 AIBCBAPI

The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using
the multiple model adaptive control /nnsc/ method

pOOII A77-12128
NASA's advanced control law program for the F-8
Digital Fly-By-Wire aircraft

p0267 A7/7-28802
HaxinuB likelihood identifier refinements for F-ac

adaptive control
p0267 A77-2880-)

An adaptive flight controller for the F-8 without
explicit parameter identification

p02t>7 A77-28801
Specific failure identification algorithms tor the
F-8

p0267 A77-28806
A reliable dual-redundant sensor FDI system for

the NASA F8C-DFBW aircraft
p0267 A7J-28807

Status report on the generalized likelihood ratio
failure detection technique, with application to
the F-8 aircraft

p0267 A77-28808
Flight data processing with the F-8 adaptive

algorithm
[ A I A A 77-1012] p0155 A77-<127b8
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Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by
a multiple time scales method with
application to F-8 aircraft longitudinal control

p0513 A77-46621
Design of nonlineaE automatic flight control systems

p0552 A77-48693
Design of active controls lor the NASA F-8 digital

fly-by-wire airplane
p0028 H77-10377

Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by
a multiple time scales method
[FASA-CB-149099] p0029 N77-10432

Improvements in aircraft extraction programs
[HASA-CB-145090] p0078 H77-13013

A dual-node generalized likelihood ratio approach
to self-reorganizing digital flight control
system design
[NASA-CR-149317] p0082 N77-13070

Optimal input design for parameter identification
of dynamic systems

p0131 H77-15048
Lateral aerodynamic parameters extracted f rom

flight data for the F-8C airplane in maneuvering
flight
[HASA-TN-D-8276] p0235 H77-19009

Adaptive control laws for P-8 flight tests fly
by Hire control

p0329 N77-22811
Failure detection and control-system

reconfiguration: Past, present, and future
P-8 fly-by-wire aircraft

p0329 H77-22813
Rind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic

characteristics of symmetrically deflected
ailerons of the P-8C airplane conducted in
the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel
[NASA-TB-X-74008] p0330 H77-23052

F-8 supercritical wing flight pressure. Boundary
layer, and wake measurements and comparisons
with wind tunnel data
[NASA-TB-X-35U4] p0487 H77-29098

F-8 oblique wing structural feasibility study
CNASA-CB-154841] p0526 N77-30107

Buffe t characteristics of the F-8 supercritical
wing airplane
[NASA-TB-56049] p0577 S77-32080

F-8C adaptive flight control laws
[BASA-CR-2880] pOS96 H77-33202

F-8C adaptive flight control extensions for
maximum likelihood estimation
[NASA-CB-2881] ' p0596 N77-33203

F-110 AIBCBAFT
0 F-4 AIRCRAFT

F-14 A1BCEAFT
Tactical reconnaissance pod system development for

the F-14
p0190 A77-23520

External force balance - The measurement of
inflight loads on F-11 external stores
aircraft reliability design

p0243 A77-26829
Photogramietry techniques utilized by Grnmnan

during the F-14A weapcn separation flight test
program

p0405 477-38000
Practical applications of parameter identification

for flight stability and control tests
( A I A A 77-1136] p0159 A77-43167

The effect of reliability and maintainability on
the F-14A TF30P412A engine
[AD-A037985] p0432 F77-26525

Human factors engineering considerations in
designing Raval aircraft for maintainability
[AD-A041156] p0590 H77-33153

F-15 AIBCBAFT
Prediction and measurement of the dynamic

stiffness and damping of hydraulic servo-actuators
of F-15 aircraft

[ A I A A 77-420] p0208 A77-25790
F-15 composite speedbrake in production

p0359 A77-36682
F-15 TBBS test facility Tactical Electronic

warfare System
p0397 A77-37H08

Comparison of axisymmetric and nonaxisyiimetric
nozzles installed on the P-15 configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 77-802] p0410 A77-38555

A wind tunnel captive aircraft testing technique
[SD-A023690] p0033 B77-11037

Program documentation for the digital switching
experiment program
[AD-A030363] p0^30 N77-18144

P-15 flight flutter test program
p0288 H77-J1UJ7

Static stability and drag effects of various
external store configurations on the P-15
aircraft at Bach numbers from 0.6 to 1.3
[AD-A038494] p04J5 B77-27109

P-16 AIBCBAFt
Countdown on a new international deterrent

F-16 avionics design
p018y A77-2JJ67

General Dynamics struggles to build a plane for
all nations

p0197 A77-2465J
Toward integrated structural design with advanced
composites F-16 graphite-epoxy empennage skins
[ASBE PAPEB 76-iA/AEBO-11 ] p0213 A77-261U6

Flying the YF-16 - A flight test report on the
DSAF Air Combat Fighter

p0261 A77-28464
Studies pinpoint cost-saving F-16 manufacturing
techniques

pOSOl A77-J14«y
Beliability improvement warranty techniques and
applications to F-16 aircraft

p0559 A77-50477
Flow-field characteristics near the midwing

weapons pylon of the F-16 aircraft at Hach
numbers from 0.4 to 0.95
[AD-A028078] p0225 N77-1B075

F-16 flight control system development
pOJ76 H77-25U74

BICBOH reliability analyses
[AD-A042987] p0580 N77-321J9

P-17 AIBCBAPT
Synergistic integration of composite manufacturing

methods for TF-17 aircraft fuselage structure
p0255 A77-27492

Flying qualities design of the Northrop YP-17
fighter prototypes
[SAE PAPEB 770469] pOJ93 A77-37087

F-18 AIBCBAFT
F-18 multi-mission aircraft

p0157 A77-2^005
D.S. Navy certification of composite wings for the

F-18 and Advanced Harrier aircraft
[ A I A A 77-466] p020/ A77-25771

F/A-18 strike fighter aircraft
p0295 A77-30500

Flexible maltimission avionics F-18/A-18
features

p0300 A77-J1448
F-18 blends advanced fighter concepts

p0512 A77-46575
P-27 AIBCBAFt

Certification of the replacement of glass fabric
per mat. spec. 5.670/1, with glass fabric per
mat. spec. 5.670 in the P27 plastic sandwich
wing-and-stabilizer-leading edges noting
shear strength and sandwich stiffness
[FOK-B-1876] pOOJB H77-11122

P-28 TBilSPOBT AIBCBAFT
flultiple backup systems assure operation of
aircraft hydraulic functions for Fokker F-28

p0195 A77-24575
Prediction of aerodynamic loadings on the

leading-edge slats of the Fokker P 28 airliner
p0275 B77-1S99J

F-100 AIBCBAFT
Holtivariable control design principles with
application to the FT00 tnrbofan engine

p0266 A77-28629
Evaluation of angnenter light-off detection systems
[AD-A025321] p0071 S77-12061

Component test program for variable-cycle engines
p0219 N77-18014

P100 mnltivarible control system engine
models/design criteria
[AD-A033532] p0372 N77-2114J

P-102 AIBCBAFT
Core noise measurenents on a TF-102 turbolan engine

[SASA-TB-I-73587] p0182 B77-17064
F-106 AIBCBAFt

Bigh velocity jet noise source location and
reduction. Task 4: Development/evaluation of
techniques for inflight investigation
[AD-A041849] p0592 B77-3J175

A-105



F-111 ilBCBAPT SOBJBCT IBDEI

F-111 AIBCBAFT
Procedares ased in flight tests of an integrated

propolsicn control system on an F-111E airplane
[ S A E PAPER 760933] p0260 A77-28238

The EF-111A
p0310 A77-33179

The F-111 OFP dynamic simulation system
p0398 A77-37468

Bon-axisymmetric nozzle concepts for an F-111 test
bed
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-811] pO«51 A77-U1975

F-111a wing fatigue test progran
[AD-A025795] p0070 N77-12049

Advanced simulator performance specification for
an F-111 test station
[AD-A025653] p0082 N77-13087

Application of fracture mechanics to the F-111
airplane

p0327 B77-22557
The reduction of F-111 low-level enronte bird

hazards
[AD-A032879] p0332 H77-23076

Integrated Propulsion Control System (IPCS).
Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A032439] p0386 N77-25175

Integrated Propulsion Ccntrol System. Volume 1:
Methodology
[AD-A033C62] p0386 N77-25176

ASD advanced program research inlet data analysis
report for 1/5.2-scale model inlet tests
[AD-A040707] p0536 N77-31108

FAB (PROGRABBIHG IAHGDSGE)
0 FORTBAB

FABRICATION
Some features and problems of metal composites

, p0054 A77-15274
Fabricating titanium parts with SPF/DB process

Superplastic Forming and Diffusion Bonding
p0201 A77-25212

Design concept and manufacturing process for the
H-3 helicopter composite main rotor blade

p0255 A77-27467
Design and fabrication of an 8000 PSI

control-by-wire actuator for flight testing in a
T-2 C airplane
[AD-A024487] p0037 H77-11065

FABRICS
NT PABACHDTE FABRICS

Certification of the replacement of glass fabric
per mat . spec. 5.670/1, with glass fabric per
mat. spec. 5.670 in the F27 plastic sandwich
wing-and-stabilizer-leading edges noting
shear strength and sandwich stiffness
[FOK-B-1876] p0038 B77-11122

FABBY-PEBOT LASERS
U L A S E R S

FADIHG
NT SIGNAL FADING

FAIL-SAFE SYSTEHS
Fibre reinforced composites with non fracturing

reinforcing elements
p0054 A77-15287

Safety concepts and innovations on the E-1 Bomber
p0097 A77-16734

Electric power supply in the case of airports. I
p0098 A77-16742

Self-correcting control for a tnrbofan engine
p0102 A77-17236

A modular fail op fail safe strapped-down navigator
p0151 A77-20665

Realization problems concerning reliable CCV
flight guidance systems
[DGLB PAPEB 76-243] p0156 A77-21878

Multiple backup systems assure operation of
aircraft hydraulic functions for Fokker F-28

p0195 A77-24575
An approach to the development of durable and

damage tolerant composite commercial aircraft
structure
[ A I A A 77-471] p0207 A77-25773

The operation of Bell drive systems following the
loss of lubrication

p02«8 A77-26891
Avionic power supplies - Integrity aspects

airworthiness requirements
p0408 A77-38463

Some research problems on the fatigue of aircraft
structures

pO«46 A77-41450

The aircraft energy efficiency active controls
technology program
[AIAA 77-1076] p0456 A77-1I27B4

Redundant integrated flight control/navigation
inertial sensor complex
[AIAA 77-1109] p0457 A77-428U8

Study of a fail-safe abort system for an actively
cooled hypersonic aircraft: computer program
documentation
[NASA-CR-144927] pOJJ3 B77-2J090

Besidual strength data of riveted panels with
different stiffener configurations
[NLB-TB-76033-D] p0496 1177-29569

FilLOBE
NT ENGINE FAILOBE
NT STBOCTDBAL FAILOBE
BT SYSTEH FAILOBES

FAILDBE ANALYSIS
Interference fits and stress-corrosion failure
aircraft parts fatigue life analysis

p0298 A77-30654
Controlled flight into terrain accidents -

System-induced errors
p0307 A77-J2453

Reliability of compressor aerofoils
p0342 A77-3J750

Fault detection/isolation results from AAFIS
hardware built-in-test Advanced Automatic
Fault Isol'ation System

p0396 A77-J7J81
Failure detection without excessive hardware

redundancy ' in aircraft control data
instrumentation

POJ96 A77-37394
Landing gear reliability - Evaluation by a
composite test method Bussian book

p0408 A77-38314
Failure detection of aircraft engine output
sensors via Bayesian hypothesis testing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-838] p0409 A77-38554

Helicopter gearbox failure prognosis
[AIAA PAPEB 77-897] p0411 A77-38582

Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing
shock pulse technigues
[AIAA PAPEB 77-994] p0413 A77-J86^6

Failure analysis of digital systems using simulation
P0560 A77-50501

A dual-mode generalized likelihood ratio approach
to self-reorganizing digital flight control
system design
[BASA-CB-149317] p0082 N77-1J070

Feasibility of predicting operational removals or
failures of new avionic equipment (BIBB tracking
of S-3A avionics)
[AD-A030317] p0233 N77-18466

Metallurgical analysis of arresting gear deck
pendant failures
[AD-A031274] p02J9 N77-19090

Scatter in fatigue: Elements and sections from
aircraft structures
[AEC-CP-1357] p0293 N77-21479

Failure self-detection in digital flight guidance
systems

pOJ76 N77-25066
The performance of aircraft control cables under
service conditions
[ABL/STBUC-BOTE-424] pOJ83 877-25152

FAILOBB BODES
Some features and problems of metal composites

p0054 A77-15274
American flight research and flight testing - An
overview from the Bright brothers to the Space
Shuttle

p0311 A77-33180
Engine life, usage and cycle selection

[AIAA PAPEB 77-956] p0413 A77-3861J
Identification of critical failures and cost
effective reliability improvement approaches
[AD-A028333] p0177 B77-17022

Failure mode analysis in the light of experience
aircraft equipment maintenance

p02J7 N77-19040
Testing simulation of damages occurred in service

p0594 B77-J3194
Experimental investigation on the influence of

component faults on turbojet engine performance
p0595 N77-33197

FAIBCHILD BILITABY AIBCBAFT
D BILITABY AIBCBAFT
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SUBJECT IBDEI FATIGOE LIFE

FAIBIHGS
Fairing drag and additional drag presented by

engines in sofersonic flight
p0301 A77-33626

Design, fabrication and test of an F-11 composite
overwing fairing
[ S H E P A P E B EB76-175] pOS63 A77-51010

PiS III 8IHG JIECR1FT
The fenestron —•- helicopter fan-in-tail concept

status and evolution
pOIOS A77-37792

Hind tunnel flatter tests at subsonic speeds on a
half -mug with a fan engine nacelle
[ABC-CP-135H] p0235 H77-19011

The measureient of aerodynamic forces on an
oscillating model of a fan-engine nacelle
[RAE-TH-STBDCT-889] p0236 H77-19018

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
Ion-wing l if t-fan transport including hover
characteristics in and out of ground effect
[BASA-TB-X-3II20] p0278 H77-20029

FAHLIFT DEVICES
0 LIFT FANS

FANS
Some experimental investigations on the

improvement of the off-design performance of a
single stage axial flow fan

p0103 A77-17212
Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the

HASA-Lewis 9X15 anechoic wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-X-73510] p0035 H77-11050

Performance of low-pressure-ratio fan stage at two
off-design blade setting angles
[HASA-TB-X-3Ul(7] P0278 H77-20031

FAB FIELDS
A theoretical investigation of laminar wakes

behind airfoils and the resulting noise pattern
pOISS A77-22045

An expernental study of Jet noise. I - Turbulent
mixing ncise

p0195 A77-2*313
In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter

impulsive noise
p02il8 A77-26886

A new approach to far-field boundary conditions in
transonic computations

p0261 A77-28378
Measurement of far field combustion noise from a

turbofan engine using coherence functions
[ A I A A PAPES 77-1277] p0565 A77-51038

Dnsteady surface pressure characteristics on
aircraft components and farfield radiated
air f rame noise
[ A I A A P8PEE 77-1295] p0565 A77-51052

In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter
impulsive noise
[AD-A025979] p0071 N77-12060

FAA category 3 instrument landing system: A
ground equipment development overview
[AD-A030150/7] p0077 H77-13031

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a
tnrbofan engine using coherence functions
[NASA-TH-737II8] p0591 N77-33163

Supersonic jet exhaust ncise investigation.
Volume a: Acoustic far-field/near-field data
report
[AD-AOU1819] F°593 H77-33177

FAB IHPEABED BAEIATIOI
Spectral and polarimetric instrumentation for the

aircraft astrophysical investigations in the
range 50-500»km AN-30 aircraft receiving
equ ipmen t in far IB and sub millimeter range
[D-228] p0086 H77-13936

FASTENEBS
HT BOLTS

Quantif icat ion of fastener hole guality
[ A I A A 77-382] p0205 A77-257H1

Exploratory development of design data on joints
using fatigue-improvement fasteners
[ A D - A 0 3 0 2 7 5 ] p0233 N77-18H50

Theoretical and expermental analysis of surface
cracks emanating fron fastener holes
[AD-A039817] pO«96 N77-29577

FATIGDE (RATBBIALS)
HT BERDIHG IATIGOE
IT I1ETAL F A T J G D E
HT S T B O C T O B A L STBAIB
NT T H E B B A L FATIGOE

The development and utilisation of an engine usage
monitoring systen with particular reference to
low cycle fatigue recording

pOIOI A77-17229
Investigation of a bearingless helicopter rotor

concept having a composite primary structure
[HASA-CB-2637] p0021 B7/-1001Q

Design oechanical properties, fracture toughness,
fatigue properties, exfoliation and
stress-corrosion resistance of 7050 sheet,
plate, hand forgings, die forgings and extrusions
[AD-A024609] p002b H77-10195

FALSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft
loading standard for fatigue evaluation

p007it B77-121JO
The effect of geometry on the fatigue strength of

aluminium alloy lugs
[ABC-CP-13U9] p0083 N77-1J^11

Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in
aircraft materials tinder variable-amplitude
loading
[VTH-193] p0085 N77-1JQ71

Fatigue of titanium alloys in a supersonic-cruise
airplane environment

p0221 B77-180J2
Development of a load sequence for a structural

fatigue test
[AKL/STBDC-TH-217] p0285 B77-20U79

Comparative experimental observations and
theoretical analysis of the propagation of
fatigue cracks

p03^8 M77-2J560
Fatigue behaviour of cracked stiffened panels

pOJ28 B77-22b61
A study of spectrum loading and range-pair
counting method effects on cumulative fatigue
damage
[AD-A039651] p05«0 N77-J11H5

Engine structural integrity program (ENSIP)
p0593 B77-3J182

FATIGOB DIAGBABS
0 S-H DIAGBAHS

FATISOS LIFE
Estimating fatigue-crack lives for aircraft -
Technigues

p0007 A77-111/7
Effect of spectrum type on fatigue crack growth life

aircraft load tests
pOO<lU A77-1J289

Spectrum fatigue crack growth in lugs aircraft
metal structures

pOOtl A77-1J29b
Use of structural model specimens for verification

of aircraft fatigue life
pOOIS A77-UJb3

Problems with fatigue in aircraft; Proceedings of
the Eighth Symposium and Colloquium, Lausanne,
Switzerland, June 2-b, 1975
[ICAF-DOC-801] pOOU7 A77-1J751

Effects of beat on fatigue in aircraft structure
pOO«7 A77-1J759

The effect of engineering approximations on
fatigue life evaluation for variable amplitude
loading '

pOOQ7 A77-1J762
Critical remarks on the validity ot fatigue life
evaluation methods based on local stress-strain
behavior

pOOUT &77-1J76J
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue
evaluation /"FALSTAFF1/- IV - The application ot
the standardized test program for the fatigue
life estimation of fighter wing components

pOOIB A77-1J769
Life estimation by parametric analysis

pOO«9 A77-1J77J
United states Bavy aircraft structural fatigue
life evaluation program

pOOQS A77-1J/70
Search for unified methods of fatigue life
assessment

pOOOS A77-1J776
Fatigue evaluation of materials and processes

p0019 877-1J779
compressible flow, temperature and life
calculations with turbine blades

p010<! A77-17253
A statistical method for the prediction of

component low cycle fatigue life

A-1Q7



FATIGUE TESTS SUBJECT IHDBI

p0105 A77-17251
The scatter factor in the reliability assessment

of aircraft structures
p0117 A77-20115

Damage tolerance program for the B-1 composite
stabilizer
[ A I A A 77-161] p0206 477-25770

Interference fits and stress-corrosion failure
aircraft parts fatigue life analysis

p0298 477-30651
On selection of a hypothesis on summing of fatigue

damage in aircraft materials
p0308 A77-32712

Engine Structural Integrity Program /EBSIP/,
fatigue life considerations

p0399 177-37639
Complex mission history effects on Ion cycle

fatigue of disks
p0399 A77-37610

Application of creep-LCF cracking model to
combustor durability prediction

p0399 477-376*1
A discussion of reasons for condemning engine

components before reaching their design fatigue
life

p0399 A77-37611
Fatigue strength of aircraft propeller blades

pOI!13 A77-38759
Some research problems on the fatigue of aircraft

structures
p0116 A77-11150

Ballistic and impact resistance of composite
rotorblades

p0165 A77-13360
Fatigue life prediction of complex structures

[ASBE PAPEB 77-DE-16] p0511 A77-16915
Fatigue 1977; Proceedings of the Conference,

Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, narch
28-30, 1S77

p0519 A77-17501
Fatigue problems in service - Aircraft structures

pOS19 A77-17503
Fatigue investigation of the E-2B/C nose landing

gear
[AD-A021072] p0031 B77-11010

Application of design data derived f rom fatigue
tests with service-like load sequences for life
prediction wing structures of transport
aircraft
[LBF-rB-109/76] pOOlO B77-11115

Compilation of measures to increase the fatigue
strength of aircraft structures
[LBF-TB-126/75] p O O < I O N77-11117

Current practice on estimating crack growth damage
accumulation with specific application to
structural safety durability and reliability
[AD-A0251991 p O O U O B77-11178

The scratch strain gage as a fatigue damage
monitoring system
[NLB-TB-75091-0] p0081 H77-13391

Further development of reliability analysis
application to structural fatigue evaluation
[AD-A025365] p0085 N77-13112

Application of active controls for the reduction
of fatigue loads
[HLB-TB-75163-D] p0172 H77-16070

Developments in new aircraft tire tread materials
fatigue life of elastomeric materials

p0227 H77-18093
Aircraft stnctnral life monitoring and the problem

of corrosion
[AHL/HAT-TH-365] p0281 H77-20071

Fibre composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft
structures
[ABL/HAT-TH-366] p0281 B77-20072

Current developments in the life of aircraft
structures
[ARL/STBUC-TH-256] p0281 H77-20075

Fatigue S/N data in relation to variability in
predicted life
[ARL/STBOC-TH-219] p0285 N77-20181

Comparison of the sonic fatigue characteristics of
four structural designs
[AD-A031965] p0286 U77-20526

An investigation of stress determination for
aircraft fatigue life estimation from in-flight
strain data
[AD-A031870] p0327 H77^22511

Life prediction techniques for analyzing
creep-fatigue interaction in advanced
nickel-base alloys
[AD-A038069] p0181 H77-2S^82

Dynamic behavior of stochastically excited
aircraft structures for determination of stress
and life
[BHVG-FBHT-76-25] p0196 B77-^956<1

FATIGUE TESTS
Fatigue characteristics of selected aluminum alloy

Z 12 1206-71
pOOIS A77-13J51

Problems with fatigue in aircraft; Proceedings 01
the Eighth Symposium and Colloquium, Lausanne,
Switzerland, Jane 2-5, 1975
[ICAF-DOC-801] p0017 A77-1J751

Reliability analysis of wing panel considering
test results from initiation of first and
subsequent fatigue cracks /The 5th F. J.
Plantema Bemorial Lecture/

pOOl? A77-13752
Effects of heat on fatigue in aircraft structure

p0017 A77-1J759
Critical remarks on the validity of fatigue life

evaluation methods based on local stress-strain
behavior

p0017 A77-1J76J
Practical aspects of load spectra estimation for

different parts of an aircraft structure
p0017 A77-13761

Correlation of test results from tligfat recorded
strain gage data with several simulated
flight-by-flight stress spectra

pOOIB A77-1J76!)
A fighter aircraft loading standard for tatigue
evaluation /'FALSTAFF1./. I - Introduction to
FAL STAFF *

P0018 A77-1JJ66
A fighter aircraft loading standard for tatigue
evaluation /'FALSTAFF1/- III - Influence of
differences between genuine and generated load
sequences effect of ground-load variations of
FALSTAFF-like programs

pOOIB A77-1J76S
A fighter aircraft loading standard tor fatigue

evaluation /'FALSTAFF'/. IV - The application ot
the standardized test program for the fatigue
life estimation of fighter wing components

pOOIS A77-1J/6S
Spectrum loading in relation to aircratt design

pOOIB A77-1J771
Comparison of fatigue design load spectra with

flight test measurement and service experience
--- in A-300 aircraft development

pOOIS A77-1J772
Life estimation by parametric analysis

p0019 A77-1J7/J
Dnited States Davy aircraft structural tatigue
life evaluation program

p0019 A77-1J771
Search for unified methods of fatigue lite

assessment
p0019 A77-1J776

Fatigue evaluation of materials and processes
p0019 A77-1J779

Development of single-flight cycles for fatigue
tests, based on operational stresses, in the
case of large aircraft components
[DGL8 PAPEB 76-216] p0092 A77-16S1J

AE monitoring of rapid crack growth in a
production-size wing fatigue test article ---
Acoustic Emission

pOllb A77-18650
Fatigue of gas-turbine blades made of

heat-resistant casting alloys
p0162 A77-2J266

material damping developments for aircraft
lightweight structures subjected to acoustic loads
[AIAA 77-396] p0206 A/ / -2S7»8

Flight simulation testing of advanced composites
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
[ A I A A 77-101] p0206 A77-2S7SJ

Environmentally controlled fatigue tests of box
beams with built-in flaws
[AliA 77-175] p0207 A77-2S77S

High intensity noise testing of panels

Acoustic emission - Honitoring tatigue cracks in
aircraft structure

A-118



SPBJECT IHDBI FEEDBACK COBTBOL

p0242 A77-26802
Hethodology of measuring applied loads in

fall-scale static fatigue tests
p0308 477-32715

Investigation of the fatigue strength of aircraft
gas-turbine twin blades

p0309 177-32716
Acoustic eoissioD system for monitoring components

and strnctores in a severe fatigue noise
environment

p0310 A77-32995
Face hardening as a means of improving the fatigue

strength of aircraft gas-turbine compressor disks
p0354 A77-35692

Resistance strain gages for stability experiments
at temperatures up to 300 C for fatigue
testing of aircraft structures

p0358 A77-36650
Seneral aviation fatigue loads - \ comparison of

analytical and recorded spectra
[SAE PAPIB 770463] p0393 A77-37081

Evaluation of empennage fatigue loads for the
Beech Super King Air using a flight simulator
[SAE PAPEB 770464] p0393 A77-37082

Landing gear reliability - Evaluation by a
composite test method Russian book

p0408 A77-38314
Use of standardized seguences of flight-by-flight

load spectra in fatigue testing of structural
aircraft components

pO«13 A77-38680
Catapult launch fatigue investigation of the modal

S-2 E airplane "^
[AD-A024071] p0034 H77-11038

(lechanism of material fatigue during the crack
initiation stage
[1CAI-DOC-895] pOOlO N77-11441

Application of design data derived from fatigue
tests with service-like load seguences for life
prediction wing structures of transport
aircraft
[LBF-FB-109/76] p0040 H77-11445

?-111a wing fatigue test program
[AD-A025795] p0070 N77-12049

Exploratory development of design data on joints
using fatigue-improvement fasteners
[AD-A030275] p0233 N77-18454

Development of a load seguence for a structural
fatigue test
[ARL/STBOC-TH-247] p0285 N77-20479

Scatter in fatigue: Elements and sections from
aircraft structures
[ARC-CP-1357] P0293 H77-21479

Bearingless helicopter main rotor development.
Volume 2: Combined load fatigue evaluation of
weathered graphite/epoxy composite
[NASA-CR-145144] P0324 S77-22177

Horthrop/Dni;ted States Air Force durability and
damage-tolerance assessment of the F-5E/F aircraft

p0327 H77-22558
Specialists' fleeting on Acoustic Fatigue Review

aircraft construction materials
[AGABD-CP-222] p0328 N77-22568

Beview of acoustic fatigue activities in Germany
p0329 N77-22569

Beview of acoustic fatigue activities in the
Onited Kingdom

p0329 N77-22573
Fatigue investigation of the C-2A nose landing gear

[AD-A037901] p0029 N77-26126
A comparison of fatigue crack propagation rates in

CH002 (unclad BR58) aluminium alloy immersed in
jet fuel and a fuel simulant
[ABC-CP-1365] p0494 H77-29280

Ultrasonic detection of fatigue damage in aircraft
components
[AD-A040009] p0545 H77-31516

A-37B fatigue sensor evaluation program: Full
scale test and field aircraft instrumentation
[AD-A042114] p0590 H77-33156
ACIBS

FT CABBOXTLIC ACIDS
FAULT SBCBABICS
D FBACTDRE HECBAHICS
FBASIBILIII ASALTSIS

Hovercraft operation in the Torres Strait between
Australia and papua Hew Guinea

p0100 A77-17044

Feasibility of modern airships - Design definition
and performance of selected concepts
[AIAA PAPER 77-331] pOIIJ AJ/-1B249

Lake Erie airport study offshore platform
feasibility
(ASCE PBEPRIHT 2635] p027J A77-29667

ATCRBS trilateration - A feasible system tor
airport surface traffic surveillance

p0402 A77-J7726
Feasibility demonstration of the earth referenced

maneuvering flight path display
(1IAA PAPEH 77-1114] pOb07 A77-45171

Besnlts of a feasibility study to add canards and
ADEN nozzle to the IF-17 Augmented
Deflecting Exhaust Nozzle
[AIAA SAPEB 77-1227] p0509 A77-4b!>0&

Space-based solar power study near completion
pOSb2 A77-48480

Documentation of the feasibility research on a
destructible parachute

P055I4 A77-49J42
Feasibility and tradeoffs of a transport fuselage

fire management system
[AD-A029242/5] p0079 N77-1J045

Investigation into the feasibility of utilizing
vind shear for obtaining continuous non-powered
flight
[AD-A032716] pOJJO H77-2J047

F-8 oblique wing structnral feasibility study
[NASA-CB-154841] p0526 N77-J0107

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GEBBART
U GERHAHI

FEEDBACK
NT NONLINEAR FEEDBACK
FEEDBACK COBTBOL

Eigenvalue/eigenvector control via spectral
characterization - An application to helicopter
hover dynamics

p0002 A77-10JJ8
Research in multicyclic and active conol cf rotary
wings

p0106 A77-17U06
Dual IBS velocity error reduction through new

damping techniques
p01b3 A77-20678

Inherent errors in asynchronous, redundant digital
flight controls

p0194 A77-24192
On a constrained design of an optimal controller

for VTOL aircraft
pU197 A77-JI48.il

Estimation and control of critical gas turbine
engine variables
[ASBE PAPEB 76-BA/AOT-12] p0213 A7/-2612I4

Application of mnltivariable optimal control
techniques to a variable area turbine engine

p0266 A77-286J1
An application of pole-zero placement in the

design synthesis of an aircraft system
p0266 A77-286JJ

Interaction studies on a jet engine model by
characteristic methodologies

p0270 A77-J9J81
A jet engine control problem for evaluating

minimal design software
p0270 A77-J9J82

A study of feedback, blade and hub parameters on
flap bending due to non-uniform rotor disk
turbulence

p0311 A77-J3606
Relaxation of rotor limitations by feedback control

[AHS 77-33-36] p0420 A77-10071
Command augmentation control laws for maneuvering
aircraft
[&IAA 77-1004] p0455 A77-4J759

Load factor response of digitally controlled
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1080] p0456 A77-427B6

Application of microelectronic technology to
general aviation flight control
[AIAA 77-1102] p0457 A77-4280b

Automatic rollout control of the 747 airplane
[AHA 77-1104] p0457 H77-12BQ6

Design concepts for a fully active helicopter
vibration isolation system by means of output
vector feedback
[DLB-IB-552-76/12] p0291 N77-21085

Design study of a feedback control system tor the
Bulticyclic Flap System rotor (HFS)
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[NASA-CH-151960] p0363 N77-24055
Design of turbofan engine controls using output

feedback regulator theory
[NASA-TH-X-73622] p0429 N77-26136

Output feedback regulator design for Jet engine
control systems
[NASA-TH-73776] p0591 U77-33165

FELLOiSHIP AIECBAPT
0 F-28 T R A N S P O R T AIRCRAFT

FIBER OPTICS
Optical communications systems for aircraft

p0058 A77-15840
A hybrid configured fiber optic data bus system

p0058 A77-15841
Fibers and integrated optics; Proceedings of the

Seminar, Reston, Va. , Harch 22, 23, 1976
p0117 A77-19238

Fiber optics application to A-7 aircraft
internal data-signal transmission system

p0117 A77-19242
Fiber optics cost models for the A-7 aircraft

p0359 A77-36972
Results of A-7 aloft bottons up model and weight

sensitivity analysis
[AD-A033767] p0338 N77-23350

A-7 airborne light Optical Fiber Technology
(ALOFT) demonstration project
[AD-A038455] pOU97 H77-29952

FIBER STBENGTB
Application of the time-temperature analogy to the

calculation of the total creep of fiberglass
plastics in an unsteady temperature field

p O O I S A77-12579
FIBERGLASS

0 GLASS FIBERS
FIBERS

NT GLASS FIBEBS
NT HETAL FIBERS
NT REINFORCING FIBERS

FIELD STRENGTH
VLF/LF propagation measurements over long paths on

board a high-speed aircraft
[AD-A038018] p0438 N77-27285

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT
NT F-14 A I R C R A F T
NT F-15 AIRCRAFT
NT F-17 AIRCRAFT
ST F-18 AIRCRAFT
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT
NT F-100 A I R C R A F T
NT F-102 A I R C R A F T
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT HARRIER AIRCRAFT
NT MIG AIRCRAFT
NT M I R A G E 3 AIRCRAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
NT YF-12 AIRCRAFT
NT IF-16 AIRCRAFT

Israel's pride of Lions Kfiv fighter aircraft
program

p0003 A77-10524
Optimal control for the rolling pullout maneuver

of a modern fighter aircraft
p0011 A77-12Q44

The pursuit-evasion problem of two aircraft in a
horizontal plane

p0011 A77-12452
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation / 'FALSTAFF1/- I - Introduction to
FALSTAFF

pOOUB A77-13766
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation / 'FALSTAFF'/- II - Generating the
FALSTAFF load history by digital oini computers

pOOaa A77-13767
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation / 'FALSTAFF'/- III - Influence of
differences between genuine and generated load
sequences effect of ground-load variations of
FALSTAFF-like programs

p0048 A77-13768
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation /'FALSTAFF1/- IV - The application of
the standardized test program for the fatigue

life estimation of fighter wing components
pUO<!8 A7

A replacement design for a structural wing box
composite material application in V/STOL lighters

pOOSM A77-152V8
The Shenyang F-9 conbat aircraft

p0059 A77-1b87b
New technology for tighter aircraft

[ D G L R PAPER 76-147] p0091 A77-1bb29
Airfoil design for a variable-geometry aircratt

[DGLR PAPER 76-153] p009J A77- lbbb4
Spin entry of aircraft

p0098 A77-16947
Turbine engine cycle selection procedures

fighter aircraft engine and airframe design
p O I O S A77-17257

Direct side force control - Possibilities and
problems of an application in the case of
fighter aircraft
[DGLH PAPEB 76-239] p0156 A77-21877

Operational requirements for advanced tighter
aircrew displays

p0161 A77-22J28
The maneuvering flight path display

p0164 A77-227JO
The Fairchild-Republic A-10 fighter

p0200 A77-2b099
Advanced Design Composite Aircraft study

[AIAA 77-393] p0206 A77-Jb/4b
Influence of structural dynamics on fighter

aircraft design
[AIAA 77-431] p0^09 A77-25796

Payoff of the application of advanced composite
materials to a fighter type aircraft
[ASHE P A P E R 76-WA/AEBO-13] p0213 A77-26408

Dse of a digital computer in an integrated
propulsion control system
[SAE PAPEB 760885] p0258 A77-28207

VLF integrated flight/propulsion control
Vectored Lift Fighter
[SAE PAPER 760886] p0258 A77-28208

IJ101/IF-17 flight test experience
[SAB PAPER 760932] p0259 A77-28237

Engine cycle selection and propulsion system
integration for future high performance tighter
aircraft
[ASMS PAPER 77-GT-101] p0265 A77-28611

Spin of modern combat aircraft
pOJOb A77-J2Jbb

Underestimated in the Rest - The MiG-25 Foxbat
weapon system

pOJ41 A77-JJ614
Modeling and instrumentation requirements for

multivariable control of an advanced turbotan
engine
[AIAA PAPER 77-834] pU409 A7/-J8551

An advanced fighter aircraft propulsion control
concept
[ A I A A PAPER 77-836] p0409 A77-J8b53

Evaluation of propulsive lift enhancement and
variable cycle engines for advanced tactical
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-885] p0411 A77-38575

Effects of deflected thrust on the stability and
performance characteristics of a close-coupled
canard fighter configuration
[ A I A A PAPER 77-887] p0411 A77-J8576

Advanced design procedure for aircraft engine
selection
[AIAA PAPER 77-953] pO«52 A77-41989

Flight control system of an advanced air
superiority fighter
[ A I A A 77-1079] p0456 A77-42785

Dive bombing simulation results using direct side
force control modes
[AIAA 77-1118] p0457 A77-43152

Aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic fighter
airplane configurations based on Soviet design
concepts
[AIAA 77-1162] p0460 A77-43188

Becent research on aerodynamic characteristics of
fighter configurations daring spins
[AIAA 77-1163] p0460 A77-43196

Development of an integrated fire/flight control
system for a high-performance fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-1078] p0461 A77-43201

Aircraft of wide speed and manoeuvering range
vertical or short takeoff fighter aircraft

p0466 A77-43366
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XF-19 EH suite
F0166 A77-I13393

Characteristics of fighter aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1219] p0199 A77-4U321

Nonaxisymmetric nozzle technology program - An
overview for fighter aircraft engines
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1225] pOSOO A77-04325

Effects of technology level on V/STOL aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1238] p0508 A77-II5501

Results of a feasibility stndy to add canards and
ADETJ nozzle to the YF-17 Augmented
Deflecting Exhaust Nozzle
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1227] p0509 A77-45506

Vectored-engine-over-wing configuration design
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1228] p0509 A77-45507

The lirage-2000
p0515 A77-46975

The development and simulation of an automatic
gunnery system for advanced fighter aircraft

p0516 A77-47257
The BPV - Complement to manned systems;

Proceedings of the Fourth Annua l Symposium,
Washington, D.C., June 5-9, 1977

p0516 A77-H7333
The mini-BPV, cost effectiveness in a tactical

environment
p0517 A77-47342

The presentation of information in combat aircraft
p0521 A77-47817

HDD and the retrofit market
, p0560 A77-50624
1 Air Combat Saneuvering range/Instrumentation

•ACHE/I '
p0572 A77-51195

Results of recent HAS A studies on automatic spin
prevention for fighter aircraft

p0028 H77-10381
flilitary rocket aircraft: Inherent constraints

and their uses
p0038 H77-111B6

FALSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft
loading standard for fatigue evaluation

p0074 N77-12U30
t review of several propulsion integration

features applicable to supersonic-cruise fighter
aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-73991] p0129 H77-15039

Jet exhaust and support interference effects on
the transcnic aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter model with two widely spaced engines
[NASA-TH-X-3424] p0167 N77-15978

Scheduled maintenance policies for the F-U
aircraft: Results of the maintenance posture
improvement program
[AD-A030146] p0222 N77-18015

An accident analysis of fighter aircraft in
relation to modifications introduced and new
developments

p0237 N77-19036
The theoretical prediction of steady and unsteady

aerodynamic loading on arbitrary bodies in
supersonic flow

p0276 N77-20010
Low-speed power effects on advanced fighter

configurations with two-dimensional deflected
thrust
[NASA-TB-X-74010] p0281 N77-20077

Variable cycle engines for V/STOL fighters
p0320 N77-22117

Augmen ted deflector exhaust nozzle ( A D E N ) design
for high performance fighters

p0321 H77-22121
Variable cycle engine applications and constraints

for commercial and military (fighter) aircraft
p0321 1177-22125

Integrated propulsion control system for fighter
aircraft

p0323 N77-22144
Aircraft motion sensitivity to cross and

cross-coupling damping derivatives
[AD-A032651] p0337 H77-23130

Control power criteria for statically unstable
aircraft
[ A D - A 0 3 3 9 6 9 ] p0373 H77-24151

An investigation of a close-coupled canard as a
direct side-force generator on a fighter model
at lach numbers f rom 0.40 to 0.90
[NASA-TN-D-8510] pO«79 1177-28139

Prediction of aerodynamic interference effects on
a fighter type wing-tip tank configuration with
and without pylon and store
[HLB-TB-75070-0] p0488 N77-29105

Energy management display for air combat maneuvering
[AD-4040198] p0526 H77-3U109

Flatter calculation for the Viggen aircraft with
allowance for leading edge vortex effect

pl)b34 H77-J1083
Subsonic and supersonic longitudinal stability and

control characteristics of an aft-tail tighter
configuration with cambered and uncambered wings
and cambered fuselage
[NASA-TN-D-8472] pOSJb N77-J1U9J

Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Davy and Marine fleet aircraft
[AD-A041266] pOSJ9 N77-31140

Aerodynamic characteristics at Bach numbers from
0.6 to 2.16 of a supersonic cruise fighter
configuration with a design Hach number of 1.8
[HASA-TH-X-3559] p0577 N77-J2081

A new look in reliability: F-18 operational
mission environment
[AD-A042781] p0584 H77-3-i57J

FIGOBE OF BEBIT
A measure of safety effectiveness based on

aircraft accident rates
p0241 A77-266J4

FILASEHT HIDING
Composite tanks for aerospace vehicle application

p0512 A77-46S16
FILAHEBT SOOHD COHSTBDCTIOB

B FILABENT BINDING
FILB COOLIBG

Film cooling with injection through slots
pOOOl A7/-1077J

Study on film cooling of turbine blades. I -
Experiments on film cooling with injection
through holes near leading edge

p0115 A77-18645
Summary of NASA aerodynamic and heat transfer

studies in turbine vanes and blades
[SAE PAPEB 760917] p0259 A77-28225

Structural and cooling aspects of the A D E N
nonaxisymmetnc exhaust nozzle
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-110] p0266 A7/-28619

An experimental stndy of the cooling effectiveness
of a laminar two-dimensional tangential film in
hypersonic flow
[AIAS FJPEB 77-703] pOJ62 A77-37047

A two-dimensional cascade solution using minimized
surface singularity density distributions - with
application to film cooled turbine blades
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-715] pOJ62 A77-J7055

Measured effects of coolant injection on the
performance of a f i lm cooled turbine
[Alii P A P E B 77-946] p0412 A77-38607

Film cooling of heated turbine surfaces at
representatively simulated conditions
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-947] p0412 A77-J8608

New computation method of turbine blades film
cooling efficiency
[ O N E G A , TP NO. 1977-85] p0562 A77-50988

Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a
film-cooled turbine stator blade. 3- Effect of
hole size on single-row and mnltirow ejection
[NASA-TB-X-3442] pOOJO N77-11007

Investigation of slot cooling for high-speed
aircraft
[AD-A024316] p0037 N77-11061

Thermo-mechanical stress analysis of advanced
turbine blade cooling configuration
[AD-A027718] p0172 N77-16066

Studies on transonic turbines with film-cooled
blades
[ AD-A036402] p0478 N77-.4H131

FINANCIAL BABA6EBEBI
Forum on the future of air transportation

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-263] p0195 A77-2Q4bO
FINITE DIFFEBEHCB TBBOBI

Analytic and experimental study of turbine rotor
blade temperature

p0013 A77-1252<!
Bet hods for elliptic problems in external

aerodynamics
pOOU A77-12554

Compressible subcritical flow through anally
symmetric sharp-lipped orifices and nozzles

p0014 A77-12555
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Subsonic flows in tnrbomachines
pOOI t A77-12556

Finite eleuent and difference methods for cascades
p0011 A77-12557

Transonic flovs calculation by integral
equation, relaxation and finite difference methods

pOOII A77-12561
Prediction of the flow and combustion processes in

a three-dimensional combustion chamber
pOIOil &77-17251

Three-dinensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations for swept wings
[ A I A A PAPER 77-3] p0137 A77-19765

Advanced techniques for computation of supersonic
flow
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-173] p01<K> A77-19870

Implicit finite-difference computations of
unsteady transonic flows about airfoils,
including the treatment of irregular shock-wave
motions
[AIAA PAPEH 77-2C5] pOUH A77-19897

Calculation of transonic wing flows by grid
embedding
[ A I A A PAPER 77-207] p0111 A77-19899

Numerical solution of axisymmetric boattail flow
fields with plume simulators
[AIAA PAPER 77-22M] p0112 A77-19909

Use of the finite difference method for the
calculation of three-dimensional nonequilibnum
flow past blunt bodies

p0203 A77-25530
Homer icsl so lotions of the triple-4ecli. equations

for laminar trailing-edge stall of thin
wings in subsonic flow

p0260 A77-28374
A new approach to far-field boundary conditions in

transonic computations
p0261 A77-28378

Experimental and analytical study of an
axisytimetric thrust augmentor

p0303 A77-31856
Numerical solution of three-dimensional free

turbulent shear f lows
p03a« A77-33809

An implicit shock-fitting scheme for unsteady
transonic flow computations
[ A I A A 77-633] p0353 A77-35078

Implicit approximate-factorization schemes for the
efficient solution of steady transonic flow
problems
[ A I A A 77-6311] p0353 A77-35079

A numerical study of the unsteady leading edge
separation bubble on an oscillating airfoil

p0356 A77-36239
Implicit finite difference simulation of flow

about arbitrary geometries with application to
airfoils
[ A I A A PAPER 77-665] p0360 A77-37019

Numerical calculation of transonic potential flow
about wing-fuselage combinations
[AIAA PAPER 77-677] p0361 A77-37028

Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing
in an ejector
[ A I A A PAPER 77-706] p0362 A77-370U9

The importance of monotcnicity Of finite
difference schemes in straight-through
calculation methods of supersonic flow
problems

p0561 A77-50917
Advances in engineering science, volume 4

[NASA-CP-2001-VOL-4] p0026 N77-10315
Remarks on the suitability of various transonic

small perturbation equations to describe
three-dimensional transonic flow; examples of
computations using a f T>lly-co«ser-»ati-»e rotates
difference scheme three typical shock
interactions
[m.R-NP-75039-U] p0168 N77-15992

The role of finite-difference methods in design
and analysis for supersonic cruise

p0217 N77-18001
The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of

wing-body combinations at subsonic flight speeds
[NLR-HP-76017-0] p0379 N77-25097

numerical calculation of the transonic flow past a
swept wing
[NASA-CR-153297] pOQ33 H77-27071

The transcnic oscillating flap: A comparison of
calculations viith experiments

N77-J1086
Efficient solution of unsteady transonic Hows

about airfoils
p0539 N77-J1U87

Application of a finite difference method to the
analysis of transonic flow over oscillating
airfoils and wings

pOb31 N77-J1090
numerical analyses of soft body impacts on rigid

and deformable targets
[AD-A040030] p05«2 N77-J1168

FIHITB ELEHEIT BETHOP
Finite element and difference methods for cascades

pOOII A77-1^557
The finite element method applied to fluid mechanics

pOOII A77-125S8
ASOP-3 - A program for the optimum design of

metallic and composite structures subjected to
strength and deflection constraints
[AIAA 77-378] P020» A77-^S7J7

Simplified and refined structural modeling for
econonical flutter analysis and design
[AIAA 77-U21] P020S A77-2S791

Finite element applications to unsteady transonic
flow
[ A I A A 77-006] P0210 A77-2580U

1 new role for structures technology in aircraft
configuration development
[ASHE PAPER 76-HA/AEHO-8] p021^ A77-.i6UOJ

Batrix approximation in the design of structures
P0253 A77-271U1

Thermal stress conceatration factors in large shafts
--- turbine rotors

Finite elements for curved sandwich beams
pOJOS A77-J2195

Hodal synthesis for combined structural-acoustic
systems

p0311 A77-3J190
Application of the finite element technique

combined with the collocation method to subsonic
lifting surface problems

p0519 A77-"t7b37
Application of finite element approach to
transonic flow problems

pQb19 A77-K75JS
Application of fiBite element method for the

solution of transonic flow
p0519 A77-H75I40

Analysis of transonic flow over lifting and
oscillating airfoils

p0520 A77-1475Q2
Hixed finite element models and dual iterative

methods for transonic flow
pOS^O A77-U75UJ

Transonic flow simulation by the finite element
method via opt i sal control

pU520 A77-t7bl»1
A finite element algorithm for sound propagation

in axisymmetric ducts containing compressible
mean flow
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1301] p056S A77-51057

Numerical prediction of aeroaconstic jet-flap flows
[AIAA PAPER 77-1316] p0566 A77-510H

Advances in engineering science, volume 1
[NASA-CP-2001-VClL-U] p0026 N77-10J1S

Calculation of viPration modes and resonance
frequencies of the Northrop NP-5
[NLR-TE-750SO-0] p O O H O N77-11l|bO

Finite element method for through-flow calculations
p0066 N77-12018

Calculations on airfoil-fuselage combinations in
transonic flow. Problems resulting from the
application of the finite element method
tMKF-Trt-lfc-tl pOOTb HTJ-IJOOO

Numerical solution of complete flows around
external stores
[AD-A028037] p022!> N77-18U/K

Numerical computation of stress intensity factors
for aircraft structural details by the tinite
element method
[AD-A031829] pU282 N 7 7 - 2 0 0 y 7

The implementation of a tinite element computer
code and associated pre- and postprocessor into
AE0101 and AE4102 flight vehicle structural
analysis 1 and 2
[AD-A032333] p0286 N77-20SJO

Spanwise variation of potential tor* drag ---
finite element
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[HASA-CR-115180] p0331 B77-23055
Finite element stability analysis for coupled

rotor and snpport systems
[HASA-CH-152024] p0126 H77-26079

PASS: A computer program for Preliminary Aircraft
Structural Synthesis
[ H A S A - T H - 7 3 2 1 6 ] p0135 N77-27106

FIBBED BODIES
Beat transfer in cross flov past a square prism

having a smooth or finned surface
p0202 A77-25329

Effect of wing fins on lift-generated wakes
[AIAA PSPEB 77-671] p0361 A77-37025

Aerodynamic characteristics of a series of bodies
with and without tails at Rach numbers from 0.3
to 3.0 and angles of attack from 0 to 45 degrees
[AD-A028321] p022U N77-18065

Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a series
of wrap-around-fin missile configurations
[BASA-TH-I-3461] p0279 N77-20033

FIBS
FT COOLING FIHS
Investigation on convective heat transfer from

finned plate surface
p0299 A77-31217

Equating fin, motor position feedback and airframe
angular acceleration feedback autopilots, or the
angular acceleration model

p0232 H77-18161
Experimental investigation of a fin-cone
interference flow field at flach 5
[AD-A029999] p0236 N77-19022

Design, fabrication, and testing cf advanced
composite AH-1G tail section (tail boom/vertical
fin)
[AD-A03U157] p0367 H77-21106

FIBE COBTBOL
Development of an integrated fire/flight control
system for a high-performance fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1078] p0161 A77-13201

General principles of automatic TV trackers
for fire control and missile tracking

p0506 A77-44812
The development and simulation of an automatic

gunnery system for advanced fighter aircraft
p0516 A77-M7257

FIRE DAHAGE
An evaluation of worldwide transport aircraft fire

experiences
pOU"3 A77-10927

A crashworthiness analysis with emphasis on the
fire hazard: DS and selected foreign turbine
aircraft accidents 196U-1971
[AD-A029162/5] p0077 H77-13023

Aircraft cabin compartmentation concepts for
improving postcrash fire safety
[AD-A033051/1] p0280 H77-20053

FIBE EITIBGDISBEBS
Aircraft fire detection and suppressant systems

p0303 A77-31895
Vehicles and extinguishants foams for aircraft

fires
pOi>*3 A77-i(0932

Combined agent techniques and nev agent developments
in aircraft fire fighting

p0413 A77-10933
Extinguishants for aircraft fire fighting -

Auxiliary fire suppressants
pOIII A77-10935

Aircraft fire fighting tactics - Handling of
equipment

pOmt* A77-10938
Betbods to measure aircraft fire fighting

equipment capabilities
pOIII A77-10943

Extingnishants for aircraft fire fighting foaming
agents - Protein, fluoroprotein and AFFF

pOIIS A77-40916
Feasibility and tradeoffs of a transport fuselage

fire management system
CAD-A0292Q2/5] p0079 H77-13015

Evaluation of Halon 1301 system for postcrash
aircraft internal cabin fire protection
[AD-A032150/5] p0169 H77-16003

Design of a cascade fire apparatus for testing
conntermeasnre effectiveness
[AD-AOU3176] p0578 B77-32101

FIBS FIGBTIH6
The airport and fire f rcm the airport fire chief's

view
pOIIJ A77-1092S

Lessons from individual aircraft fire accidents:
TWA 11011 aircraft fire - Logan International
Airport, Boston, flassachusetts, D.S .A. , 20 April
19711

p0112 f77-109^b
Overseas National Airways DC-10-30 CF fire -

November 12, 1975, JFK International Airport,
New tork. New York

pOa«J A77-10930
The airport and fire from the air carrier's view

p0413 A77-QU9J1
Combined agent techniques and nev agent developments

in aircraft fire fighting
p0113 A77-"4(j9JJ

Extinguishants for aircraft fire fighting -
Auxiliary fire suppressants

pOIII A77-10935
Aircraft fire fighting tactics - Handling of

equipment
pOIHt) A77-409J8

Hethods to measure aircraft fire fighting ,
equipment capabilities

pOIII A77-1094J
The airport fire defense - The basic mission and

needs
pO«15 A77-409Q'I

The aircraft and fire from the operator's view
p04"45 A/7-0091B

Balancing the costs of rescue services and tire
fighting among different categories of airports

pOllb A77-409bO
Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue

systems. Characteristics of kinematic ]et tnel
fires cascading and rod fuel geometries
CAD-A021117] p003^ N7

FIBE PBEVEBTIOB
The problem of onboard fire hazard

pOJ06 A7
Criteria for large scale fire testing of aircraft
interiors

p04«2 A77-4U921
The aircraft and fire from the fire protection

engineer's view
pOIIJ A77-10S31

A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire
safety

pOIII A77-10937
The aircraft and fire from the pilot's view

pOIII A77-10910
Improving fire prevention measures on board
commercial transport aircraft

pOIIS A77-10917
The aircraft and fire from the operator's view

p0115 A77-10948
Aircraft interior sandwich panel development

p0520 A77-1762b
Feasibility and tradeoffs of a transport fuselage

fire management system
[AD-A029212/5] p0079 B77-1301S

Materials research for aircraft fire safety
pl>228 B77-18102

Aircraft engine sump-fire studies
p02^8 B77-18101

Aircraft fire simulator testing of candidate fire
barrier systems
[AD-A038601] pO«75 B77-J8102

Design of a cascade fire apparatus for testing
conntermeasure effectiveness
[AD-AOQ3176] p0578 B77-J^101

FIEEPBOOFIBG
Status of silicones as fire-resistant military
aircraft hydraulic fluids

pOJ59 A77-J67S1
Development of fire resistant, nontoxic aircraft

interior materials
[HASA-CB-137920] pOI^S B77-1Q20S

FIBES
Fire testing of aircraft cabins

pOJ«7 A77-3418y
O.S. air carrier accidents involving tire /196S

through 1974/
p0013 A77-10929

Lessons from individual aircraft fire accidents -
Accident of the Boeing 707-PP-VJZ at
Saulx-les-Chartrenx, July 11, 197J

pOQUI A77-109J9
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Baseline data from an A-t cockpit in simulated
carrier deck fire
[AD-A034217] p0332 N77-23077

OS air carrier accidents involving fire, 1965
through 1974 and factors affecting the statistics
[PB-266883/8] p0536 N77-31112

FIBIBG (IGHITIHG)
BT STATIC FIEIHG

Aircraft engine soup-fire studies
p0228 B77-18104

FIBIB6 TIBS
0 B U R N I N G TIHE

FIBSI AID
Handling aircraft accident/incident survivors and

victims - Accountability techniques and body
management

p0444 A77-40941
FISBTAILIHG
0 TAW
FITflRGS

Interference fits and stress-corrosion failure
aircraft parts fatigue life analysis

p0298 A77-30654
FIXED POIRTS (fliTBEBATICS)

Low speed tests of a fixed geometry inlet for a
tilt nacelle V/STOl airplane
[HASA-CB-151922] p0230 N77-18138

FIXED 1IBGS
B.A.C. experience with snail fixed wing and rotary

wing B.P.VS
p0149 477-20628

Controlled and uncontrolled flow separation in
three dimensions
[LR-591 ] p0030 N77-10999

FIXED-BIHG AIBCBAFT
0 AIBCBAFT CONFIGURATIONS
D FIXED RINGS

FtAHE FBOBTS
0 FLAHE PROPAGATION
FLAHE IR1EBACTIOH
0 CBEHICAL BSHCTIOHS
D FLAME PROPAGATION

FLABE PBOPAGiTIOS
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of
kerosene-spray flames

pOSSO A77-48181
FLAHE QOBRCBIR6
D EXTINGUISHING

FLAHE BETABDARTS
Aircraft fire simulator testing of candidate fire

barrier systems
[AD-A038601] pOU75 N77-28102

FL&HE STABILITY
Evaluation of angmenter light-off detection systems

[AD-A025321] p0071 N77-12061
FLARES

NT PBEHIXED FLARES
FL1HHABILITT.

Aircraft interior sandwich panel development
p0520 A77-47625

Thermoplastic polymers for improved fire safety
[NASA-TH-X-73185] p0125 N77-1U206

FLAP CORTBOL
0 AIBCBAFT CCNTBOL
D FIAPS (CONTBOL SOBFACES)

FLAPPING
A critical examination of the flap-lag dynamics of

helicopter rotor blades in hover and in forvard
flight

p02«6 A77-26870
An experimental study of techniques for increasing

the lead-lag damping of soft inplane hingeless
rotors

p02«6 A77-26871
Botor dynanic state and parameter identification

from simulated forvard flight transients, part 1
[SASB-CB-137963] p0017 N77-10003

Botor blade flapping criteria investigation
[AD-A034459] p038S H77-25162

FLAPS (COHTBOL SDBFACBS)
NT E X T E B N A L L Y BLO»H FLAPS
NT JET FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT RING FLAPS
Aircraft longitudinal control combined with direct
lift control

pOOUS A77-13352

An experimental investigation of airframe
component interference noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-56] pOIJB A77-19800

A study of feedback, blade and hub parameters on
flap bending due to non-uniform rotor disk
turbulence

p0341 A77-JJ606
Ose of simplified flow separation criteria for
slotted flap preliminary design
[SAE PAPEB 770181) p0394 A77-37097

An experimental investigation of the flap-lag
stability of a hingeless rotor with comparable
levels of hub and blade stiffness in hovering
flight
[FASA-CR-151924] p0068 B77-1<i040

Delayed flap approach procedures for noise
abatement and fuel conservation

p0226 R77-1S086
High lift-drag ratio hypersonic tests and flap

heating investigations
[BH7G-FBWT-76-12] p02J3 S77-18171

Application of NASA-ARC delayed flap approach
procedures to Boeing 727 airplane
[NASA-CR-137907] p02J8 N77-19061

Aileron and Krueger nose flap effectiveness
measured on an obligue wing
[BASA-TH-X-3459] p0278 S77-2UOJ2

Design study of a feedback control system tor the
Hulticyclic Flap System rotor (HFS)
[NASA-CB-151960] pOJ63 B77-24055

Force and pressure tests of the GA(W)-1 airfoil
with a 2051 aileron and pressure tests with a 30*
Fowler flap
[NASA-CB-2833] pOJ78 N77-25083

The transonic oscillating flap: A comparison of
calculations with experiments

p05J4 N77-31086
A flight investigation of the wake turbulence
alleviation resulting from a flap configuration
change on a B-7117 aircraft
[SASA-TH-73263] pOS87 S77-3J1JO

FLABBS
The automatic flare maneuver of an airliner

TC-10 aircraft
[YTH-182] p0082 H77-13071

Design and theoretical assessment of experimental
glide path and flare systems for a BAC 1-11
aircraft (including direct lift control)
[ABC-CP-1337] pO«75 N77-2810M

FLASHBACK
Preliminary studies of autoignition and flashback

in a premixing-prevaporizing flame tube using
Jet-A fuel at lean equivalence ratios
CNASA-TB-X-3526] pOJ19 N77-22107

FLAT COAXIAL TBABSHISSIOB LIRES
0 HICBOSTBIP TBANSHISSION LIBES

FLAT PLATES
The velocity field of small-Bach number Knudsen

flow on the edge of a disturbed plate
p0090 A77-16K22

Incipient separation of leeward flow past a
lifting plate in viscous hypersonic flow

p01«3 A77-20095
Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a
two-dimensional flat plate wing

t p0115 A77-201"46
Supersonic gas flow past permeable plates

p0193 A77-2J860
Development of a turbulent boundary layer after

interaction with a shock wave at H = 2-6
p0202 A77-25J26

Study of local perturbations of viscous supersonic
flows

'p0297 A77-30566
Test of second order closure model In a
compressible turbulent wake

p0344 A77-33822
Unsteady Oseen flow around a flat-plate airfoil

p0553 A77-49244
Army preliminary evaluation YOB-S8A helicopter

with a flat-plate canopy
[AD-A024501] p0034 N77-11039

FLAi DETBCTIOB
0 RONDBSTBOCTIVE TESTS

FLEXIBILITY
Effect of wing flexibility on the experimental
aerodynamic characteristics of an oblique wing
tHlSi-TH-X-3»60] p0292 B17-21098
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FLEXIBLE BODIES
in analytical method for ride quality of flexible

airplanes
p0113 A77-20080

Validation of a Flexible aircraft Takeoff and
Landing Analysis /FATOLA/ computer program using
flight landing data

p0208 A77-25787
FCAP - A new tool for the performance and

structural analysis for complex flexible
aircraft with active control

p0298 A77-30869
Performance analysis of flexible aircraft with

active ccntrol
p0028 N77-10378

Effects of control laws and relaxed static
stability on vertical ride quality of flexible
aircraft
[NASA-CR-143843] p0337 H77-23127

FLEXIBLE SIHGS
Fall scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable

twist rotor
p0344 A77-33792

Optimization of flexible wing structures subject
to strength and induced drag constraints

p0468 A77-43727
Investigation of the steady-state behavior of two

delta-wing hang gliders
[HASA-TT-F-17390] p0178 N77-17031

Self optimizing flexible technology wing program,
semispan wind tunnel test of a generalized
geometry wing panel. Model design and
aerodynamic analysis
[AD-A039085] p0436 H77-27111

FLIGBT ALTITUDE
Explicit equations for barometric altitude

computations
pOOSI A77-14556

Handling qualities considerations for HOE flight
p02!46 A77-2687U

A study to determine the characteristic shapes of
helicopter visual approach profiles

p02!17 A77-26877
Independent altitude monitor: A literature

search, analysis, and bibliography
[AD-A029541/0] pOOSO N77-13056

A method for measuring aircraft height and
velocity using dual television cameras
[•(ASf-TH-X-72829] p0366 H77-24099

Comparison of VGH data from wide-body and
narrow-body long-haul turbine-powered transports
[BASA-TH-D-8481] p0471 877-28061

FLIGBT CHAEACTBBISTICS
Flight dynamics and controllability of large jet

airplanes Russian book
p0089 A77-16175

Flight-characteristics reguirements concerning
static stability in supersonic flight
[DGLH PAPEB 76-199] ' p0091 A77-16536

A simplified method in flight test techniques for
the deteroination of the range performance of
jet aircraft

p0097 A77-16600
The technical ccncept of the IL-62H. I

p0098 A77-167UO
Spin entry of aircraft

p0098 A77-16947
Analysis of the climbing characteristics of

subsonic jet aircraft German book
p0116 A77-18960

Helicopter notion - Equation linearization
p0146 A77-20260

Flight characteristics studies related to the
employment of direct power steering in
longitudinal motion
[DGLR PAPEB 76-238] p0156 A77-21881

YC-1Q flight test progress report
p0157 A77-22002

B-1 flight test progress report no. 2
p0157 A77-2200I4

F-5E spin susceptibility test
p0158 A77-22006

Flight testing the fighter CCV
00158 A77-22007

Jet noise source modification due to forward flight
[AIAA PAPEB 77-58] p0160 A77-22215

The principles of aerodynamics Russian book
p0162 A77-22449

Flying the YF-16 - A flight test report on the
OSAF Air Combat Fighter

p02b1 A77-2B46U
Europe's tornado - Flight development of the HHCA

p0261 A77-284bb
Validation of AV-8B V/STOL characteristics by full
scale static and wind tunnel tests
(AIAA 77-597] p0350 A77-3495J

Flying qualities design of the Borthrop JF-17
fighter prototypes
[SAE PAPEB 770469] p0393 A77-JV087

Flight test evaluation of a method to determine
the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770*70] p0393 A77-J7088

The fenestron helicopter fan-in-tail concept
status and evolution

p0405 A77-J7792
numerical methods for extracting HIL-F-8785B/ASG/
Flying Qualities parameters from flight test data

p0406 A77-38U19
Spin testing using multiple phototheodolites

pOU07 A77-38028
An exploratory investigation of the effects of
large variations in rotor system dynamics design
parameters on helicopter handling
characteristics in nap-of-the-earth flight
[AHS 77-33-41] p0420 A77-U0072

The basic flying characteristics of the Botor
Systems Besearch Aircraft
[AHS 77-33-43] p0420 A7 /-4007I4

IC-15 in the air
p0447 A77-416J6

Studies on rotor and flight dynamics of a
horizontally stoppable hingeless rotor aircraft

p0465 A77-4JJbb
The shrouded tail rotor •Fenestron'

p046b A77-4JJ67
Analysis methods and computer programs developed

for the TC-15 STOL flight test program
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1215] p0499 A77-44J17

Flight effects on exhaust noise tor turbojet and
turbofan engines - Comparison of experimental
data with prediction

pOSOS A77-44462
The aerodynamic noise of gliders

p0552 A77-4851J
Practical aerodynamics of maneuvering aircraft /A

manual for flight personnel/ Russian book
pOSbl A77-5069J

Effect of flight on jet noise from supersonic
underexpanded flows
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1328] p05b7 A77-i1082

On the status of V/STOL flight
p0028 877-10367

Army preliminary evaluation JOH-58A helicopter
with low reflective paint and infrared
countermeasure exhaust system
[AD-A024727] pOObS 877-12042

Instrument flight evaluation AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A026b33] pOOBO H77-1J05J

Accident investigation: Analysis of aircraft
motions from ATC radar recordings

p0227 877-18091
Aircraft motion sensitivity to cross and
cross-coupling damping derivatives
[AD-A032654] p0337 B77-2J1JO

Flight-measured lift and drag characteristics of a
large, flexible, high supersonic cruise airplane
[HASA-Tli-X-3532] pOJ66 877-24100

Flight testing and evaluation techniques tor the
determination of handling qualities

p0369 977-24119
A study of lightplane stall avoidance and

suppression
[AD-A039223] p043b 877-27129

Estimated transonic flying qualities of a tailless
airplane based on a model investigation, 8 June
1949
[L9D08] p048S B77-2907S

Aircraft Soviet technology
p0523 H77-J0067

Airworthiness and flight characteristics
evaluation C-12A aircraft
[AD-A040239] p05J9 K77-J1136

Handling qualities of the RB-53D in the design
growth configuration
[SEB-651317] p0589 B77-J3144
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FLIGHT COMPOTEBS
D AIBBOBHE/SPACIEOBHE CCHF0TBBS
FLIGHT COIDITIOBS

The problem of certifying helicopters for flight
in icing conditions

P0052 A77-14937
Statistical analysis of the vibration response of

external aircraft stores
p005« A77-15036

An interpretation of the Army standard hot day in
operational teras for helicopter hover

P0505 A77-1I4S13
The measurement of performance, stability and

control characteristics of a high subsonic jet
aircraft in non-steady flight conditions
employing high accuracy instrumentation techniques

p0510 A77-U5525
Best-range flight conditions for cruise-climb

flight of a jet aircraft
p0028 1177-10379

Briefs of fatal accidents involving Heather as a
cause/factor, DS general aviation 1975,
[PB-2676«8/4] p0537 H77-31119

FLIGHT COHTBOL
HT AOTOHATIC FLIGHT COHTBOL
HT ADTOHATIC LANDING COBTBOL
NT FLY. BS WIFE CCHTBCl
TO POIHTIHG COFTFOl SYSTEBS
HT THBOST VECTOB COHTBOL

Effects of atmospheric conditions on the operating
characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft
[IAF PAPEB 76-112] pOOOS A77-10912

Aircraft longitudinal control contained with direct
lift control

pOO»5 A77-13352
Parameter identification and study of properties

within the scope of flight testing a
high-performance aircraft
[DSLB PAPER 76-220] p0090 A77-16528

Methods and problems concerning the flight control
of BPV's
CDSLB PSPEB 76-20«] p0092 A77-16545

Electrical flight control for Boeing TC-14 '•
p0103 A77-20006

CCVs - Active control technology creating new
military aircraft design potential

p0155 A77-21755
Possibilities and solution methods of CCV technology

[DGLB PAPEB 76-236] p0156 A77-21879
Design criteria and characteristics of operational

CCV flight guidance systems
[DGLB PSPEB 76-212] p0156 A77-21880

Maneuver lead control and gust load alleviation -
Design and application possibilities
[DGLB PAPEB 76-200] p0157 A77-21882

Operational problems of supersonic aircraft
p0158 A77-22116

The CCT concept
p0189 A77-23349

Inherent errors in asynchronous, redundant digital
flight ccntrcls

p019» A77-24192
Application of a model-based flight director

design technique to a longitudinal hover task
p0199 A77-2U935

Operational control - A unigne Australian concept
p0203 A77-25599

BSBA flight control and stabilization Hotor
Systems Besearch Aircraft

p02<!6 A77-26873
Handling qualities considerations for ROE flight

p02«6 A77-26874
Flight control systei development for the IV-15

tilt rotor aircraft
p0247 A77-26875

Design and flight test of the Active Arm External
Load Stabilization Systei /AAELSS II/

p0247 A77-26876
Bigid coaxial /ABC/ rotor system stability and

control characteristics
p02<17 A77-26878

TLF integrated flight/propulsion control
Vectored Lift Fighter
[SAE PAPEB 760886] p0258 A77-28208

Baiimua likelihood identifier refinements for ?-8C
adaptive control

p0267 A77-28803
Error analysis for combined estimation and control

systeis «ith application to TTOL digital

flight-control synthesis

Operations civil aircraft flight control and
information requirements

p0273 A77-25)bb2
FCAP - A nea tool for the performance and

structural analysis for complex flexible
aircraft with active control

p0298 A77-JOB69
Vertical maneuvers of a flight vehicle in the

atmosphere
P0303 A77-J1981

Contribution to the solution of the basic control
problem for a discontinuous dynamic system
remotely piloted vehicles

p0301 A77-J^08^
Controlled flight into terrain accidents -

System-induced errors
p O J O T A7/-J245J

Flight-operations problems related to vind shear
in the approach and the takeoff phase

pOJIO A77-J2961
Flight control testing of the VAK-191B

[AIAA 77-588] p0349 A77-J4945
Design and evaluation of an integrated

flight-control system concept for, manual IFR
VTOL operations
[AIAA 77-601] P0351 A/7-J49bb

Flight evaluation of flight-path control required
for the approach and landing of STOL aircraft
[ A I A A 77-609] p0351 A77-349bO

An in-flight simulation of VTOL hover control
concepts
[AIAA 77-610] P0351 A77-34961

Design of a digital flight control system using
area multiplexing

p0396 A77-J74US)
Microprocessor development for a digital Flight
Control System voter/monitor

pOJ97 A77-J7412
Aircraft ground roll guidance

p0401 A77-J771b
Digital flight control design for a tandem-rotor
helicopter
[AHS 77-33-44] p0420 A77-40075

Measuring the motion of an aircraft vith direct
lift control during flight along the approach path

p044b A77-41J91
Analysis of identification errors in flight dynamics

p044b A77-"I1J9^
Flight data processing vith the F-8 adaptive

algorithm
[AIAA 77-1012] p04S5 A77-42/S8

Command augmentation control laws for maneuvering
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1044] p0455 A77-127S9

Spacecraft flight control with the new phase space
control law and optimal linear jet select
[ A I A A 77-1071] pOIbb A77-lt^7B1

Flight control system of an advanced air
superiority fighter
[AIAA 77-1079] p0456 A77-»^78b

A two-level adaptive controller for application to
flight control systems
[AIAA 77-1092] p04b6 A77-U2797

A flight control system using the DAIS architecture
Digital Avionics Information System

[AIAA 77-1100] P0456 A77-12801
Application of microelectronic technology to

general aviation flight control
[AIAA 77-1102] p0157 A77-«^80b

Bedundant integrated flight control/navigation
inertial sensor complex
[AIAA 77-1109] p04S>7 A77-«^808

Prediction of j u m p phenomena in
rotationally-coupled maneuvers of aircraft,
including nonlinear aerodynamic effects
[AIAi 77-1126] p O t b B A7/-1J159

Direct-force flight-path control - The new way to
fly
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1119] pOqbl A /7 -BJ19 /

Analysis/theory of controlled configured structures
[AIAi PAPEB 77-1212] pOt)99 A77-»«J1b

Validation of an airport simulation model
pOSIO A77-HSM9

Burnerical nodeling of helicopter piloting
p O b l l A77-U6JH8

Singular perturbation analysis approach tor
systems with highly coupled dynamics with
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application to optimal aircraft flight control
p0513 A77-<I6617

Hicrocoaputer BPV stabilization and control system
p0518 A77-H7308

Flight control. I - The aircraft as controlled
system German book

p0520 177-U7675
The transfer of the Gersan north HATBAC to the

EOBOCOHTfOL Centre of Baastricht Hilitary
Air Traff ic Badar Control

p0551 A77-«8«12
Aircraft trajectories f rcm radar extrapolations to

long tern prediction
p0551 A77-48U1II

Eight-channel resolver simplifies digital flight
controls

p057« A77-5135H
On the states of V/STOL flight

p0028 1177-10367
Preliminary design-lift/craise fan research and

technology airolane flight control system
[NASA-CB-137971] p0037 H77-1106<l

Helicopter yaw axis augmentation investigation
[AD-A02U512] p0037 B77-11066

Investigation of the use of an electronic
multifauction display and an electromechanical
horizontal situation indicator for guidance and
control of powered-lift short-haul aircraft
[BASA-CR-137922] p0070 877-12055

Instrument flight evaluation AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A026633] pOOBO H77-13053

A dual-mode generalized likelihood ratio approach
to self-reorganizing digital flight control
system design
[HASA-CB-1U9317] p0082 H77-13070

Digital fly-by-wire technology study, volume 1
[AD-A027689] p0082 H77-13075

Analysis of inherent errors in asynchronous
redundant digital flight control systems
[AD-A02695U] p012« H77-1Q035

Application of active controls for the reduction
of fatigue loads
[RLB-TB-75163-0] p0172 R77-16070

A flight investigation of control, display, and
guidance reqnirenents for decelerating
descending VTOL instrument transitions using the
X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume 1:
Technical discussion and results
[AD-A029051] p0173 N77-16071

1 flight investigation of control, display, and
guidance requirements for decelerating
descending VTOL instrument transitions using the
X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume 2:
Background information and supporting data
[AD-A02887H] p0173 H77-16072

An Extended range Sensor Package (ESP)
[AD-A027850] p0177 B77-17025

Transport airplane flight deck development survey
and analysis: Beport and recommendations
[HASA-CB-1U5121] p0178 N77-17030

Operational requirements for flight control and
navigation systems for short haul transport
aircraft
[HASA-CB-137975] p0178 N77-17034

The effect of variations in controls and displays
on helicopter instrument approach capability
[BASA-TB-D-8385] p0185 H77-17102

Compass cope flight control system redundancy study
IAD-A029021] p0186 H77-17105

High angle of attack of stability and control
[AD-A027877] p0186 877-17106

Flutter suppression by active control and its
benefits

p0218 H77-18011
Eeviev of operational aspects of initial

experiments utilizing the U.S. HLS microwave
landing system effectiveness

p0226 B77-18082
Flight evaluation of advanced flight control

systems and cockpit displays for ponered-lift
STOL Aircraft

p0226 H77-18084
Factors influencing tolerance to wind shears in

landing approach
p0226 H77-18085

A review of supersonic cruise flight path control
experience with the TF-12 aircraft

p0226 H77-18089

Development of design and manufacturing technology
for ballistic-damage-tolerant flight control
cooponents
[AD-A028H16] p02JO H77-18113

BPV operator performance with various flight
control systems during a simulated target approach
[AD-A029001] p0231 B77-1B166

The influence of handling qualities on safety and
snrvivability

p02J7 H77-1SOUH
Design and test of an IBS lateral control system
for a T-2C airplane
[AD-A032677) p032J B77-2<!1U8

BASA Ames Active Control Aircraft flight
experiments (ACA) program for short haul
aircraft

pOJ2« H77-^2810
Adaptive control laws for F-8 flight tests fly

by wire control
pOJ29 H77-22811

Backup flight control system functional evaluator
software manual
[HASA-CB-151361] p0337 B77-2J1J8

Aircraft motion sensitivity to cross and
cross-coupling damping derivatives
[AD-A03265U] p03J7 B77-2J1JU

Flight control system structural resonance and
limit cycle results

p036B B77-24108
The effect of a command and stability augmentation
system on flight testing

p0368 B77-2mi.i
Development flight test techniques for digital
BUltimode flight control systems

pOJ68 B77-2X113
A mission oriented flight test technique for
identifying aircraft and flight control system
transfer functions

p0369 H77-^»1^0
Advanced integrated aircraft displays and

augmented flight control
[AD-A031817] p0370 H77-211J1

Control power criteria for statically unstable
aircraft
[AD-A033969] p0373 »77-2«1i1

Integrity in electronic flight control systems
for aircraft reliability
[ AGRBD-AG-221] pOJ7b »77-250bb

A historical perspective for advance in flight
control systems

p0375 B77-25056
Chronological overview of past avionic flight

control system reliability in 'military and
commercial operations

p0375 1177-25057
Future trends in highly reliable systems

aircraft flight control
p0375 B77-2SU59

Failure self-detection in digital flight guidance
systems

p0376 B77-^b066
Sneak circuit analysis application to control
system design

p0376 B77-25067
Built-in test techniques tor digital flight

control systems
P0376 B77-25068

Objectives for the design of improved actuation
systems for flight control systems

p0376 B77-25073
F-16 flight control system development

p0376 B77-2507H
1-1011 flight control system

p0377 1177-25077
Flight controls for the COHCOBDE

pOJ77 B77-25U78
A high-reliability, high integrity flight control
system for helicopters

p0377 877-25079
Variable cycle engine control system definition

study. Turbine engine technology demonstrator
component development program, project 678A:
Controls development program
CAD-A036175] p0387 B77-25181

Present-day role of control and stability
augmentation systems and future trends
[BBB-OFE-1182-0J pOIJI B77-2615b

Task-oriented Flight Control Systems
JAGABD-LS-89] pO»3^ B77-26161
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Task-Oriented Plight Control Systems:
Introduction and overview aircraft control

p0432 N77-26162
Engineering of control systems and implications on

control law design
p0432 H77-26163

The need for task oriented control lavs
p0432 N77-26161

Implementation of task-oriented control laws
p0432 N77-26165

Additional degrees of freedom and associated
task oriented flight control system functions

p0132 H77-26166
Bibliography on task-oriented flight control systems

p0432 877-26167
The CH-17C vulnerability reduction modification

program: Ply-by-wire backup demonstration
[AE-A030682] pO<!79 H77-28140

Helicopter integrated control (GAT-2H)
[AD-\03€201] P0480 N77-28111

Lateral stability and control tests of the XP-77
airplane in the NACA full-scale tunnel, 16 June
1941

p0484 N77-29068
The stability and control of tailless airplanes,

19 August 1944
[REPT-796] p0484 N77-29070

Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of an advanced
supersonic cruise arrow-wing configuration
[ N A S A - T H - 7 4 0 4 3 ] pO<l87 H77-29096

Pole-placement methods. A survey of applicable
methods for flight control systems
[TT-7607] p0493 N77-29170

Flight control testing of the VAK-191B aircraft
[AD-A040535] p0539 N77-31137

A failure effects simulation of a low authority
flight control augmentation system on a DH-1H
helicopter
[NASA-TH-73258] p0543 N77-31174

Modeling and parameter uncertainties for aircraft
flight control system design
[NASA-CE-2887] p0589 N77-33149

Digital flight control systems
[NASA-CB-145246] p0595 N77-33200

F-8C adaptive flight control laws
[NASA-CB-2880] p0596 H77-33202

P-8C adaptive flight control extensions for
m a x i m u m likelihood estimation
[1ASA-CB-2881] p0596 H77-33203

Analysis of inherent errors in asynchronous
digital flight controls
[AD-A041813] p0596 N77-33206

Structural Aspects of Active Controls
[AGABD-CP-228] p0596 N77-33208

A practical optimum selection procedure for a
motivator in active flutter suppression system
design on an aircraft with underwing stores

p0596 H77-33209
YC-14 control system redundancy

p05S7 N77-33214
FLIGHT CBZBS

Experience with the flight simulator
p0098 A77-16714

Flight simulators for air warfare of the future
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-327] p0113 A77-18216

The Him Boat - A life boat for helicopter crewaen
[ASSE PAPEE 76-ENAS-61] p0135 A77-19502

Safety on board/evacuation procedures and training
of cabin crew

pOIII A77-40936
Aircrew escape and survival - Problems and solutions

p0558 A77-19950
Statistical analyses applied to the DS Navy

aircrew automated escape systems -
[AD-A035067] p0381 N77-25129

Statistical analysis methodology for the OS Navy
aircrew automated escape systems
[AD-A035068] p0381 B77-25130

Aircraft simulator data requirements study, volume 3
[AD-A010928] p0494 H77-29182

FLIGHT HAZABDS
Airport, aircraft and airline security Book

p0211 A77-26625
The aircraft and fire f rom the pilot's viev

pOUlu A77-40910
An evaluation of vortical wake hazard separation

distances for military aircraft
[ A I A ? 77-1146] pO«60 A77-13176

The effect of terrain near airports on significant
low level wind shear
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1242] pOSOl A77-44JJ4

Lightning-hazard assessment - A first-pass
probabilistic model for aircraft

p0554 S7/-19J16
Launch risk analysis

p0559 A77-b046J
A crashworthiness analysis with emphasis en the

fire hazard: US and selected foreign turbine
aircraft accidents 1964-1971
[AD-A029162/5] , p0077 N77-1J02J

Status of research into lightning effects on
aircraft

p0227 N77-1809S
Analysis of OS Havy aircraft accident rates in

major aviation commands (pilot performance)
[AD-A031837] pOJ1b N77-22055

The redaction of F-111 low-level enroute bird
hazards
[AD-A032879] p0332 N77-2J076

FAA procedures in making no hazard determinations
with respect to structures near airports
tGPO-79-322] p049J H/7-29171

FLIGHT IHSTBtJBBHTS
NT APPBOACH INDICATOBS
HI ATTITODE INDICATOBS
NT AOTOBATIC PILOTS
NT FLIGHT TEST IFSTBUHENTS
NT GYBO HOEIZONS
HT BOBIZON SCANNERS
8T RADIO ALTIHETEBS

Investigation into the optimum use of advanced
displays in future transport aircraft

p0007 A77-11b94
The determination of the true vertical direction

in flight German book
p0117 A77-19185

Analytical display design for flight tasks
conducted under instrument meteorological
conditions

p0355 A77-J5918
The electromagnetic antonavigation system /the

EUAN system/
p0167 A77-4J576

Head-up display in commercial aviation
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1211J pOSOl A77-443JJ

Sole of future automated flight deck displays in
improving operating costs
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1252] p0502 A77-44J40

Pilot opinion of flight displays and monitoring
gauges in the OH-1 helicopter
[AD-A024714] p0074 N77-1^579

A versatile computer-generated dynamic flight
display
[AD-A027419] _ p0123 N77-11U21

A flight instrumentation system for acquisition of
atmospheric turbulence data
[NASA-TN-D-8314] p0170 N77-16048

The development of aircraft instruments
pOm »77-1bOS1

Transport airplane flight deck development survey
and analysis: Beport and recommendations
[NASA-CB-145121] p0178 N77T17030

Head-up piloting aids
[NASA-TT-F-17389] p0181 N77-17057

Bole of head-up display in instrument flight
[AD-A03007S] p0231 S77-1B1S3

C-141 All Heather Landing System engineering support
[AD-A029467] p02J8 N77-19062

Advanced integrated aircraft displays and
augmented flight control
[AD-A034817] p0370 N77-21134

Helmet mounted displays as an alternate source of
flight information
[AD-A034721] p0370 N77-241J6

Pressure driven angle of attack indicating system
[AD-A035321] p0385 N77-25170

Aircraft equipment
pOSZJ S77-30069

Instruments and method of air navigation
p052J N77-30070

Energy management display for air combat maneuvering
[AD-A010198] p0526 N77-30109

Master monitor display applications study for the
A-7E
[AD-A039882] p0528 N77-J0118

On the importance of program intelligence to
advanced automation in flight operations
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[*D-A042915] p0582 H77-32147
A-373 fatigue sensor evaluation prograo: Fall

scale test and fieia aircraft instrumentation
[ 4 D - A O U 2 1 1 I I ] p0590 S77-33156

FLIGBT LOiD BECOBD&BS
Experimental data recording on cassette recorders,

taking into account a use of commercial grade FB
components for light aircraft in-flight
monitoring
[DGIF P K P E B 75-138] p0013 477-12978

Life estimation by pataaetric analysis
p0049 A77-13773

Effects of conbined acoustic and flight loads of
crack growth
[AD-A033573] p0338 177-23550

FLIGBT HECHAB1CS
Stability of the vertical descent of a cargo load

on a parachute
p0202 A77-25529

Flight mechanics. Collection of papers dedicated
to the sixtieth anniversary of the academician
Vladimir Vasil'evich Struminskii Bussian book

p0296 A77-30555
Vertical maneuvers of a flight vehicle in the

atmosphere
p0303 A77-31981

Aircraft aeromechanics Bussian book
p0447 A77-41575

j comparison of different forms of dirigible
eguations of notion
[ A I A A 77-1179] p0448 A77-41755

Eecognition criterion and production of easily
solvable models for flight mechanical
optimization problems
[IFD-9/76] p0544 H77-31178

FLIGBT OPTIBIZATICH
Time-optimal ascent trajectories for aircraft

flight
[DGLB P A P E B 76-200] p0096 A77-16585

Flight operations of helicopter gas-turbine engines
Bussian book

p0197 A77-24663
Pole of fu ture automated flight deck displays in

improving operating costs
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1252] p0502 A77-44340

Simulator evaluation of optimal thrust
management/fuel conservation strategies for
airbus aircraft on short haul routes
[NASA-CB-151966] p0230 H77-18137

Flight mechanical problems in connection with the
interception process

pOSSO H77-32121
FLIGBT PATBS

NT GLIDE PATBS
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the

departure characteristics of external stores
vhich are dropped from an aircraft
[ D G L R PAPBB 76-202] . p0094 A77-16569

The employment of the hybrid flight measurement
system for measurements related to the study of
a microwave landing system

p0150 A77-20654
The maneuvering flight path display

p0164 A77-22730
Sri's air t raff ic flow model

p0196 A77-21598
Flight evaluation of flight-path control required

for the approach and landing of STOL aircraft
[ A I A A 77-609] p0351 A77-3<I960

The t raff ic capacity and integrity of guidance
systems based on randoi-access airborne
interrogators

p0404 A77-377H3
The terminal area automated path generation problem

[ A I A A 77-1055] p0455 A77-42767
Direct-force flight-path control - The new way to

fly
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1119] pOQ61 A77-43197

The noise protection area as a criterion for the
problem of aircraft noise during the take-off of
VTOL aircraft

p0463 A77-43344
An overview of Viking navigation

pOS02 A77-44027
Feasibility demonstration of the earth referenced

maneuver ing flight path display
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1114) p0507 A77-45171

Civil and military air traffic in France -
nanagement and compatibility

pOSSI A77-48411
Aircraft trajectories from radar extrapolations to

long term prediction
p05S1 177-1)11414

Terminal area guidance along curved paths: A
stochastic control approach

pOOJB B77-10J8J
Identification of ainlnnm acceptable

characteristics for manual STOL flight path
control. Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A029249/OJ pOOSI N77-1J068

Identification of minimum acceptable
characteristics for manual SIOL flight path
control. Volume 3: Detailed analyses and
tested vehicle characteristics
[AD-A029250/8] p O O B I S77-1J069

Data base for predicting noise from civil
aircraft: Flight profile prediction
[PB-257638/7] p0174 H77-16867

Operational requirements for flight control and
navigation systems for short haul transport '
aircraft
[BASA-CH-137975] p0178 H77-17034

A review of supersonic cruise flight path control
experience with the IF-12 aircraft

p0226 S77-18089
User manual: interim procedure tor planning
rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns and siting
noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A031450] p0321 B77-22151

F»A air traffic activity, fiscal year 1976
[AD-A032260] p033J B77-2J083

BPV remote control: Pitch attitude versus flight
path angle operator performance
[AD-A031479] p03J7 N77-.i3129

A theoretical analysis of airplane longitudinal
stability and control as affected by wind shear
[BASA-TH-D-8496] pO«79 B77-^81J8

NSEG, a segmented mission analysis program for low
and high speed aircraft. Volume 1: Theoretical
development
[NASA-CB-2807] p0486 B77-2908b

Area navigation route width requirements
[AD-4040153] p0489 H77-29119

The performance of the null-reference glide-slope
system in the presence of deep snow, 1975 - 1976
[AD-A041139] pOU90 B/7-J9129

FA& procedures in making no hazard determinations
with respect to structures near airports
[GPO-79-322] p049J 577-29171

A laboratory investigation into flight path
perturbations during steep descents of v/STOL
aircraft
[AD-A040101] p05<!9 B77-J01J!>

Integrated path guidance system for unconventional
approach procedures

p0580 877-32119
Flight mechanical problems in connection with the
interception process

p0580 N77-32121
PLIGHT PBBFOBHAHCE
0 FLIGBT CHAEACTEBISTICS

FLIGBT PLAIS
Air traffic control in the Soviet Onion

p0357 A77-J6561
FAA air traffic activity, calendar, year 1976

[AD-A040474] p0490 B77-291J4
FLIGBT BSCOBDBBS

LCC analysis of flight recorder for F-4 wild
Veasel aircraft
[AD-A023830] p0029 B77-1051J

Study and design of flight data recording systems
for military aircraft Hicroprocessing flight
data for solid state memory storage
CAO-A028862] p0187 B77-17<!4(>

The flight recorder and accident investigation
p02J7 B77-19035

PLIGBT HOLES
HT IKSTBOBEBT FLIGBT BOLES
HI VISOAL FLIGBT BOLES
Civil and military air traffic in France -

aanageoent and compatibility
p05Sl »77-a8an

Oasign of active .controls for the BASA F-8 digital
fly-by-wire airplane

p0028 H77-10J77
Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and

space, parts 1 to 59 federal aviation
procedural rules and standards
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00075 N77-12932
Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and

space, parts 60 to 199 federal aviation
procedural rales and standards

P0075 N77-12933
FlIGHT SiFBTY

A systems approach to all weather landings
p0003 A77-10438

Experimental cognition for qualification of voice
varning systems in aircraft
[DGLR P A P E R 76-211] p0091 A77-16531

The hidden passenger hazardous ait cargo and
flight safety

p0097 A77-16737
Begulation of the air t raff ic control system

p0155 A77-21593
Airport, aircraft and airline security Book

p02U1 A77-26625
Flight safety in the air transportation system

p0252 A77-27137
tcmputer estimates of flight safety

p02S2 A77-27138
Specific failure identification algorithms for the

F-8
p0267 A77-28806

Birds in flight - Radar observation and avoidance
procedures which can be employed by air traffic
controllers

p0357 A77-36566
Automation of the Ion density terminal ATC

facilities
p0358 A77-36572

Complex mission history effects on low cycle
fatigue of disks

p0399 A77-37640
Category III landing minima

p0399 A77-37703
An airline view of the operational requirements

p0400 A77-37704
A survey of the costs and benefits of HLS

introduction
p0400 A77-37705

Monitoring of aircraft wake vortices at Heathrow
Airport

pOaOO A77-37711
Basic safety concepts of air transportation

compared with other travel modes
p0450 A77-111938

Emergency-power benefits to multi-engine helicopters
pOSOS A77-44515

The need for a workable collision avoidance system
- Sow in civil aviation

p0561 A77-50662
Safety of transport aircraft

[BHFT-FB-H-76-07] p0177 N77-17019
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format . Civil

aviation, issue number 2, 1976 accidents
[HTSB-BA-76-7] p0365 N77-24075

HA3A aviation safety reporting system
[NASA-TH-X-3546] p0365 N77-2U076

FLIGHT SIBDLATIOH
Structural tests of aerodynamic surfaces - A

systems approach to analysis and design
p0010 A77-12206

Correlation of test results from flight recorded
strain gage data with several simulated
flight-by-flight stress spectra

p0048 A77-13765
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation /'FA1STAFF1/- I - Introduction to
FALSTAFF

pOO«8 A77-13766
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation /"FALSTAFF •/- II - Generating the
FALSTAPF load history by digital mini computers

p0048 A77-13767
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation / 'FALSTAFF•/• HI - Influence of
differences between genuine and generated load
seguences effect of ground-load variations of
FALSTAFF-like programs

p0048 A77-13768
Investigation of the flow pattern at the engine

face and methods of the flow pattern simulation
at supersonic flight speed

p0106 A77-17260
The effect of forward flight on the diffraction

radiation of a high speed jet
p0195 A77-24301

Investigation of the influence of simulated
turbulence on handling qualities --- in light
aircraft

p0199 A77-249J6
Flight control system development for the XV- lb

tilt rotor aircraft
pO.247 A7/-2b87b

An in-flight simulation of VTOL hover control
concepts
[ A I A A 77-610] p0351 A77-J49b1

Integration and simulated flight testing of a
geared fan V/STOL airplane
[ A I A A 77-612] p0351 A77-J496J

Design of a digital flight control system using
area multiplexing

p0396 A77-J7405
Aircraft ground roll guidance

p0401 A/7-J7715
Gust models for applications in flight dynamics -

Physical fundamentals and possibilities of
simulation

pO«16 A77-J9490
Flight simulation of the large helicopter

Simulated and natural icing tests of an
ice-protected OH-1H
[AHS 77-33-25] p0419 A77-40065

An analytical model for describing the response ot
an unsjmmetrical rotor
[AHS 77-J3-34 ] p 0 4 2 U A / 7 - 4 U O b 9

Icing trials on the tront fuselage and engine
intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating
forward f l ight
[AHS 77-33-61] p01.il A77-40084

AEFA/Boeing Vertol demonstration of the
effectivity of the YBH-61A in simulated moderate
icing conditions
[ A H S 77-J3-65] p0121 A77-40U8B

Simulated flight endurance testing of a small
helicopter turboshaft engine
[AHS 77-33-71] p0422 A77-40092

Aircraft simulation on computer
p0446 A77-41J94

Simulation of turbine engine operational loads
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-912] p0452 A77-4198b

Dive bombing simulation results using direct side
force control modes
[ A I A A 77-1118] pl)457 A77-«J1b2

Recent ground-based and in-flight simulator
studies of low-speed handling characteristics of
supersonic cruise transport aircraft
[ A I A A 77-111)4] p04b9 A77-4J174

Hi-fidelity airplane simulation nodel
[ A I A A 77-1166] p0460 A77-4J191

United's experience with computer generated visual
systems, April 1977 --- for aircraft cockpits

pOb02 A77-444J1
Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the

NASA-Lewis 9 x 15 anechoic wind tunnel
p O b O H A77-444bb

Scanned laser visual system --- for military
flight simulation

pObOb A77-44814
Numerical modeling of helicopter piloting

p O S I I A77-46J48
Air traffic control and the initial operation ot

supersonic transport aircraft - A review of
preparatory measures

pObSI A77-4841b
The noise f rom unheated supersonic Jets in

simulated flight
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1327] pOb67 A77-51081

Effect of simulated forward speed on the ]et noise
of inverted /elocity profile coannular nozzles
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1329] p0567 A77-bl08J

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1334] p()bb7 A77-5108S

Rotor dynamic state and parameter identirication
from simulated forward flight transients, part 1
[NASA-CR-137963] p O O l / N77-1 UOOJ

Rotor dynamic state and parameter identification
from simulated forward flight transients, part 2
[NASA-CB-137964] p O O I T N77-1000M

Results of recent N A S A studies on automatic spin
prevention for fighter aircraft

p0028 N/7-10J81
Validation of the rotorcraft flight simulation

program (C81) for articulated rotor helicopter1?
through correction with flight data
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CAD-A02SS31] p0069 377-12045
The impulse response method Cor the calculation of

statistical properties of aircraft flying in
random ataospheric turbulence
C V T H - 1 9 7 ] p0082 H77-13073

Simulation test results for lift/cruise fan
research and technology aircraft
[HASA-CB-137979] p0121 H77-14007

Small, lov cost, expendable turbojet engine. 2:
Performance characteristics
[HASA-TH-X-3463] p0124 H77-U031

Development of longitudinal handling qualities
criteria for large advanced supersonic aircraft

p0218 B77-18006
Simulator study of the low-speed handling

gnalities of a supersonic cruise arrow-wing
transport configuration during approach and
landing

p0218 K77-18008
Effects of simulated turbulence on aircraft

handling qualities
[HASA-Ci)-152621] p0281 H77-20115

tn evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle afterbody testing at transonic Bach nunbers
[AD-A031525] p0290 N77-21065

In-flight simulation study of decoupled
longitudinal controls for the approach and
landing of a STOL aircraft
[NASA-CB-2710] p0292 B77-21099

Investigation into the feasibility of utilizing
wind shear for obtaining continuous non-powered
flight
[AD-A032716] p0330 N77-23017

Empirical comparison of a fixed-base and a
moving-base simulation of a helicopter engaged
in visually conducted slalom runs
[NASA-TN-D-8121] p0331 N77-23098

Botor blade flapping criteria investigation
[AD-A031459] p03S5 H77-25162

Effect of gyro verticality error on lateral
autoland tracking performance for an inertially
smoothed control law
[NASA-Ttl-J-3515] p0136 H77-27130

Banual control displays for a four dimensional
landing approach

pOU75 S77-281CH
Computers for real time flight simulation: t

market survey
[NASA-CR-2885] p0476 S77-28113

The electrostatic sensing of simulated HA-1A gas
path distresses
[AD-A038527] pOM78 N77-28130

Simulators for training and profit cost
effectiveness
[AD-A038190] pOqSO N77-28116

A program for increased flight fidelity in
helicopter simulation
[AD-A039231] p0526 N77-30108

A mathematical force and moment model of a U H - 1 H
helicopter for flight dynamics simulations
[MSA-TS-73254] p0513 877-31175

Botorcraft fl ight simulation with coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 3:
Programmer's manual
[AD-A012907] p0581 H77-32113

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression
[NASA-TH-73708] p0582 N77-32157

The effect of flight on the noise of subsonic jets
[NGTE-B-343] p0584 H77-32850

High velocity jet noise source location and
reduction. Task 4: Development/evaluation of
techniques for inflight investigation
[AD-A041849] p0592 H77-33175

Rotorcraft flight simulation with coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 1:
Engineer's manual
[AD-A042462] p0596 N77-33207

Researcher's guide to the HASA Aaes Plight
Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA)
[HASA-CB-2875] p0598 H77-33230

PLIGHT SIBDLATOBS
HI COCKPIT SIBOLATORS

Simulating the last 100 ft computer-generated
images for landing training

p0003 A77-10648
Experience with the flight simulator

P0098 477-167011
Flight emulators for air warfare of the future

[ A I A A PAPER 77-327] p0113 A77-18216

Evaluation of empennage tatigue loads tor tne
Beecri Super King Air using a flight simulator
[SAB PAPER 7701461] pl)39J A77-37082

design and construction of a hybrid tligbt visual
simulation system German book

pOl l l A77-J9162
A program for increased flight fidelity in

helicopter simulation
l\1S 77-33-62] p0421 A77-1008b

Plight control system of an advanced air
superiority fighter
[ A I A A 77-1079] pU4b6 A77-tt27Bb

Design studies of a motion system for the VTOL
simulation facility
[AD-A02U732] p0072 H77-12U7b

The capability of the T-2 aircraft as a high
angle-of-attack in-tlight simulator
[AD-A025359] p O U S O »77-1JObb

Mathematical model for lift/cruisp fan V/STOL
aircraft simulator programming data
CHASA-CB-151916] p01^1 B77-1MOJ7

A launch transient experiment for imaging seekers
[AD-A028625] p0170 H77-16tus

Sesearch on smart target for aerial combat. Part
3: Interface documentation
[AD-A029173] pOIBO N77-170S2

Design of a digital aircraft simulator for use
with a computer-aided decision maker
[AD-A033506] pOJ2« B77-2<!15b

Helmet mounted displays as an alternate source ot
flight information
[AD-A03I1721] pOJ70 H77-^«1Jb

Cost and training effectiveness analysis (CTEA) ot
the CH-17 flight simulator (CHH7PS)
[AD-A033972] pOJ73 N77-2lt1b6

Test and evaluation of the Army ' s CH-1/ helicopter
flight simulator
[AD-A036159] pl)IU7 N77-271bJ

Helicopter integrated control (GAT-2B)
[AD-A03620«t] pOUBO N7/-281U1

Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer o±
initial flight training
[AD-A038191] pOUBO N77-28147

Techniques for the initial evaluation at tlignt
simulator effectiveness
[AD-A036U60] pOKBI »77-281bO

Simulation of a synergistic six-post motion systen
on the flight simulator for advanced aircraft at
NASA-Ames
[NJSA-CR-152010] pOISJ B77-2917J

Methods of noise simulation and their application
to flight simulators
[FB-22] • pO«9U B77-2917S

Aircraft simulator data requirements study. Volume
1: Executive summary
[AD-A010955] pOU9l| N77-291B1

Aircraft simulator data requirements study, volume 3
[AD-A010928] p049« 1177-29182

Investigation of diagnostic, error detector and
self-taught instructional strategies tor flight
simulator programs
[AD-A035682] pOb97 N/7-J3216

Researcher's guide to the HASA Ames Plight
Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAft)
[NASA-CR-2875] p0598 N77-3J2JO

PLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
BSBA flight control and stabilization Rotor
Systems Research Aircraft

,_ p02»b A77-2687J
F-5E spin susceptibility test program

pO«07 J77-JB02S
Plight test of stick force stability in
attitude-stabilized aircraft
[AIAA 77-1121] pOObB A77-<U1b"!

Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic
derivatives from steady-state measurement of an
aircraft
CAIAA 77-1123] pouss A77-«Jit>6

Simplified unsteady aerodynamic concepts, with
application to parameter estimation
[AIAi 77-1121] pOISB A77-1J157

Further observations on maximum likelihood
estimates of stability and control
characteristics obtained from flight data
[AIAA 77-1133] pOISS A77-1J161

Practical applications of parameter identification
for flight stability and control tests

[AIAA 77-1136] pO«5S A77-1J167
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Inertially derived flying qualities and
performance parameters
fAD-A026S63] p0080 S77-13054

The capability of the T-2 aircraft as a high
angle-of-attack in-flight simulator
[AD-A025359] pOOBO H77-13055

Active arm (external cargo) stabilization system
flight demonstration
[AD-A031062] p0238 N77-19065

Finite element stability analysis for coupled
rotor and support systems
[NASA-CB-132024] p0426 N77-26079

Flight evaluation of a spoiler roll control system
on a light twin-engine airplane
[NASA-CB-15U121] pO»79 H77-28135

Collected works of Charles J. Donlan
[HASA-TH-74826] p0483 H77-29059

The effect of coding shape on the stability
characteristics of an airplane, September 19D2
[L-3II31 pO«8U N77-29066

The stability and control of tailless airplanes,
19 August 19<Kt
[REPT-796] p048» N77-29070

Performance flight tests of the BH-53D design
growth configuration
[SB8-651316] p0588 N77-33143

FLIGHT STBESS (BIOL06T)
Spin of modern combat aircraft

p0306 A77-32355
Helicopter vibration regnirements

[AHS 77-33-33] pOI|19 A77-40068
FLIGHT TECBHICAl ZBBOB

0 PILOT EFBOR
FLIGHT TEST IHSTBOHESTS

Examples of laser utilization in civil aircraft
certification tests

p0370 N77-24127
A precision voltage reference unit for calibrating

airborne data acquisition systems
[RAE-TR-76164] p058t N77-32474

FLIGHT IBST VEHICLES
Tethered hcver tests of the XBQR-108H vertical

attitude takeoff and landing demonstration vehicle
C A I A A 77-570] p03«8 A77-3I1931

The basic flying characteristics of the Rotor
Systems Research Aircraft
[ A H S 77-33-K3] pO«20 A77-4007U

FLIGHT TESTS
NT FLIGHT STABILITY. TESTS

A systems approach to all weather landings
p0003 A77-10438

Hingeless rotor dynamics in high speed flight
pOC06 A77-11280

A wing on the SA.3IH Gazelle helicopter and its
effects

p0006 A77-11282
Concorde - Endurance flights results

p0009 A77-12114
Experimental data organization and experimental

data processing in the flight tests of the Alpha
Jet prototypes
[DGLB PAPEB ES-86/76] p0043 A77-12981

Effect of spectrum type on fatigue crack growth life
aircraft load tests

pOOOil A77-13289
Crack growth in Ti-8Al-1Ho-17 with real-time and

accelerated flight-by-flight loading for
supersonic aircraft

p004» A77-13291
Spectrum fatigue crack growth in lugs aircraft

metal structures
pOOW A77-13295

Correlation of test results froa flight recorded
strain gage data with several simulated
flight-by-flight stress spectra

pOOHS A77-13765
comparison of fatigue design load spectra with

flight test measurement and service experience
in A-300 aircraft development

pOO«8 A77-13772
United states Navy aircraft structural fatigue

life evaluation program
pOOQ9 A77-13774

Fatigue load spectra for combat aircraft - Their
derivation and data regnirements

pOO»9 A77-13775
Hypersonic technology-approach to an expanded

program
p0051 A77-1U597

The problem of certifying helicopters tor flight
in icing conditions

p0052 A77-1H9.J7
Flight-test base pressure measurements in

turbulent flow
p O U S ) A77-1b718

Parameter identification and study of properties
within the scope of flight testing a
high-performance aircraft
[DOLE PAPEB 76-220] p0090 A7V-1<>b28

Aerodynamic design and flight testing ot the VFU 614
CDGLB PAPEB 76-208] p009J A77-16b60

High-speed tests with the helicopter BO 105 HGH
[DGLB PAPEB 76-222] p0094 A7J-16567

Adaptation of the lateral controls for the VFH 614
during the flight tests
[DGLB PAPEB 76-221] pl)095 677-16574

Layout and flight performance of a hypersonic
transport /BST/
[DGLB PAPEB 76-198] pOOSS A77-16575

A simplified method in flight test techniques for
the determination of the range performance ot
Jet aircraft

p0097 A77-16600
fiber optics application to A-7 aircraft ---
internal data-signal transmission system

p0117 A77-1S242
flethods and techniques of vibration testing in
flight
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1976-120] pOISU A77-20868

Shaping the flight behavior of the 747SP
pOISU A77-^1320

TC-14 flight test progress report
p0157 A77-^002

T.C-15 development and test highlights
p0157 A77-22003

8-1 flight test progress report no. 2
p0157 A77-2^004

F-5E spin susceptibility test
p0158 A77-22UU6

Flight testing the fighter CCV
p0158 A77-^^007

Boundary layer transition flight test observations
--- for reentry vehicles
[AIAA PAPEB 77-125] p0161 A77-222J1

Advancing blade concept /ABC/ development ---
IH-59A flight tests

p016J M/-2tbb1
KS-128 night photo system flight test results

pOiy^ A77-2JS40
Haximnm likelihood identification using "

Kalman-f iltering versus least squares estimation
--- for HFB-320 aircraft flight tests

Flight simulation testing of advanced composites
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
I AHA 77-ftOI] pO^Ot &77-2575J

Qualification and in-service evaluation ot the
A-7D composite outer wing
C A I A A PAPEB 77-U62] pO<!11 A77-25815

Acoustic emission - Donitoring fatigue cracks in
aircraft structure

p0242 A77-26802
In-flight crack detection system for the C-1J5
lower center wing skin

p0242 A77-2680J
A low cost digital data acquisition systen for

army helicopter tests
p024J A77-26815

Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward flight

p0245 A77-26B67
Design and flight test of the Active Arm External

Load Stabilization system /AAE1SS n/
p0^47 A77-26876

A stud; to determine the characteristic shapes ot
helicopter visual approach profiles

p0247 A77-^6877
Bigid coaxial /ABC/ rotor system stability and
control characteristics

p0247 A77-26878
The development and flight testing of the xc-86
air cushion landing systems /ACLS/
[SAE PAPEB 760920] p0259 A77-28228

IJ101/TF-17 flight test experience
[SAE PAPEB 760932] p0259 A77-28237

Procedures used in flight tests of an integrated
propulsion control system on an F-111E airplane
[SAB PAPEB 760933] p0260 A77-28238
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T700 engine flight test experience on OTTAS and AAH
[SAE PAPZB 760934] p0260 A77-23239

Flying the I?-16 - A flight test report on the
USAF Air Combat Fighter

p0261 A77-23464
Europe's tornado - Flight development of the HHCi

p0261 A77-28465
Test flying the 7F» 611. I - Airfrafle development

p0262 A77-28H67
H a i i m u m likelihood identifier refinements for F-3C

adaptive control
p0267 A77-28803

Designing for air transpottabilitj military
aircraft standardization, certification,
testing, documentation

p0270 A77-29458
SBCA systei conpatibility EMC

p0302 A77-31784
Spin of modern combat aircraft

p0306 A77-32355
High speed flight tests with the BO 105 rigid

rotor helicopter
p0310 A77-33177

Y»-10 stall/post-stall/spin avoidance flight test
program

p0310 A77-33178
The EF-111A

p0310 A77-33179
American f l ight research and flight testing - An

ovarview f rot the Bright brothers to the Space
Shuttle

p0311 A77-33180
YC-1U flight test program accelerating

p0312 A77-33284
Flight control testing of the 7AK-191B

[ A I A A 77-588] p0349 A77-34945
OSS environment assessment based on YC-14 flight

test measurements Opper Surface Blowing
[ A I A A 77-593] p0350 A77-34950

Integration and simulated flight testing of a
geared fan v/STOL airplane
[ A T A i 77-612] p0351 A77-34963

Seingesticn and footprint characteristics of the
7AK 191E hot gas recirculation into V/STOL
aircraft inlets
[ A I A A 77-617] p0352 A77-3496S

A naval 7ATO1 FPV in testing Vertical Attitude "
Takeoff and landing

p0352 A77-35022
» multi-DflE/inertial system for aircraft positioning

p0355 A77-35915
Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll

control systems
[ S A E P A P I R 770441] p0391 A77-37062

Propeller aircraft flyover noise testing
[ S A E P A P E R 770443] p0391 A77-37064

Comparison of predicted with measured aerodynamic
characteristics of the AT1IT airplane
Advanced Technology Ligit Twin Aircraft
[SAE PAPER 770449] p0392 A77-37070

In-fl ight neasurements of the GA/W/-2 aerodynamic
characteristics
f S A E P A P E R 770461] p0393 A77-37079

Flight test evaluation of a method to determine
the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[ S A P P A P S B 770470] p0393 A77-37088

Drag evaluation of the Bellanca Skyrocket II
[ S A E P A P S B 770*72) p0394 A77-37090

Predictive motion of wake vortices
pOQOO A77-37712

Photogramnetry technigues utilized by Grumman
dur ing the F-1HA weapon separation flight test
program

p0405 A77-38004
Flight test development of a helicopter-towed

surface delivery system
p0406 A77-38006

DASH-7 silent STOL for FAfi-25 certification flight
test

p01106 A77-38008
A computer system for identifying aircraft

characteristics from flight test data
p0106 A77-38017

Airborne data analysis and monitoring with a mini
computs r

p0406 A77-38018
Numer ica l nethods for extracting HIL-F-8785B/ASG/

Fly ing Qualities parameters from f l ight test data

A77-J8019
Instrumentation tor an air-to-ground target

acquisition experiment
p04U6 A77-JBU2U

Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices
flight tests

p04U7 A/7--58U26
Spin testing using multiple phototheodolites

p0407 A77-JSO/S
Flight test evaluation of helicopter operational

loads and dynamic response characteristics
p0407 A77-J80JO

Simulated and natural icing tests ot an
ice-protected DH-1H
[ A H S 77-33-25] p0419 A77-4006b

Advancing blade concept /ABC/-TH dynamics
[AHS 77-33-31] P0419 A77-10U66

A program for increased flight fidelity in
helicopter simulation
[AHS 77-33-62] p0421 A77-400B5

Summary of helicopter airframe testing in the
shipboard environment
[AHS 77-33-63] pO«21 A77-ttl)U86

Hon-ansymmetric nozzle concepts for an F-111 test
bed
[ A I A A PAPER 77-841] pOtbl A/7-41975

An experimental study on a combined outside
world/instrument display for helicopter
operation at night and in bad weather

p0465 A77-4JJ5S
Analysis methods and computer programs developed

for the IC-15 STOL flight test program
[AI4& P A P E B 77-1215] pOH99 A77-44J17

A digital data acquisition and reduction system
for flight testing general aviation aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1216] p0499 A77-44J18

Flight test results for an advanced technology
light airplane
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1217] p0499 A77-44J19

A new concept of static stability and its flight
testing in supersonic flight

pOSOb A77-4481S
An investigation of the near-field vaKe behind a

full-scale test aircraft
pOSOT A77-44816

A tryout of a rigid airship under tropical
conditions

pOSOS A77-45460
IC-14 flight test results

[ A I A A PAPER 77-1259] p U S I O A77-45512
Central integrated test system /CITS/ - Check

three times for onboard testing ot 8-1
aircraft
[AIAA EAPEB 77-1260] pOblO A77-4551J

Tethered hover flight tests of a vertical attitude
takeoff and landing remotely piloted vehicle

p0517 A77-47J41
Multiple Drone Control development tor BP7 and

electronic warfare applications
pOSIS A77-47d4b

Royal Air Force assessment flights ot Omega
navigation System

pOb^l A77-47BU
Are wheel-well related aeroacoustic sources of any
significance in airframe noise
[AIAA PAPER 77-1270] pOb64 A77-510JJ

Estimation of helicopter performance by an
extended energy method improved by flight tests

p0574 A77-5161J
Critical analysis of comparisons between flight

test results and wind tunnel test predictions in
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
[HASA-TT-F-17185] p0022 N77-10049

Results of recent NASA studies on automatic spin
prevention for fighter aircraft

p0028 H77-10J81
A flight investigation of piloting techniques and
crossvind limitations during visual STOl-type
landing operations
[HASA-TB-D-8284] p0030 H77-11001

Airworthiness and flight characteristics
evaluation: IAH-1S improved cobra agility and
maneuverability helicopter
[AD-A025476] p0069 H77-12043

Development of a tow capability for the HH-3F
helicopter
[AD-A025790] p0070 H77-12050

Army preliminary evaluation YAR-1R improved Cobra
agility and maneuverability helicopter, addendum
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[AD-A024850] - pOC79 R77-130U8
Flight measurements of lifting pressures for a

thin low-aspect-ratio wing at subsonic,
transonic, and lov supersonic speeds
[BASA-TH-X-3405] p0176 N77-16996

GIAUT C H A N G E final report, KC-135 dual INS test
[AD-A028788] p0177 H77-17027

Flight test development of a helicopter-towed
surface deliver;
[AD-A028637] p0179 H77-170112

Avco Lyconing emission and flight test results
p0184 H77-17088

Teledyne Continental Motors emissions data and
analysis and flight test results

p0184 1177-17089
Flight test summary of modified fuel systems

p0184 N77-17090
Lateral aerodynamic parameters extracted from

flight data for the F-8C airplane in maneuvering
flight
[NASA-TN-C-8276] p0235 N77-19009

B77 flight test data processing
[SAND-76-8010 ] p0235 B77-19011

Safe ejecticn envelope display system development
program, phase IS: Preliminary flight test
[AD-A030642] p0236 M77-19030

Flight test evaluation of a method to determine
the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[VASA-CB-1II9889] p0281 H77-20076

Correlation with flight of some aeroelastic model
studies in the NASA Langley transonic dynamics
tunnel

p0287 H77-21032
Time series analysis in flight flatter testing at

the Air Force Flight Test Center: Concepts and
results

p0287 N77-21033
Flight flutter testing technology at Grumman

automated telemetry station for on line data
reduction

p0288 R77-21034
The application of recent techniques in flight

flutter testing
p0288 N77-21036

F-15 flight flutter test program
p0288 H77-21037

Flight test evaluation of AVOID 2 (avionic
observation of intruder danger) collision
avoidance system
[AD-A033596] p0317 N77-22061

Adaptive control laws for F-8 flight tests fly
by wire control

p0329 N77-22811
Investigation into the feasibility of utilizing

wind shear for obtaining continuous non-powered
flight
[AD-A032716] p0330 N77-23047

Integrated Propulsion Control System (IPCS) .
Volume 3: Flight test report
[AD-A034172] F0336 1177-23121

Inertial navigation systems testing handbooks
[AD-A03t921] p0366 B77-24092

Flight Test Techniques of aircraft and weapon
systems control
[AGAED-CP-223] p0368 H77-24107

Flight control system structural resonance and
limit cycle results

p0368 H77-24108
Flight testing techniques, autumn 1976

p0368 B77-24109
T G E H A D O flight loads survey

p0368 877-24111
The effect of a command and stability augmentation

system en flight testing
p0368 N77-24112

Development flight test techniques for digital
multinode flight control systems

p0368 H77-24113
Flight assessment and development of the Concorde

intake system
p0368 B77-241U

Weapons testing techniques aerodynamic loads
during aircraft maneuvers

p0369 B77-24115
Supersonic powerplant testing for preflight

perfornance evaluation
p0369 B77-24116

Estimation of drag and thrust of Jet-propelled
aircraft by non-steady flight test maneuvers

POJ69 N77-21M18
Flight testing and evaluation techniques tor the

determination of handling qualities
pOJ69 H/7-^4119

A mission oriented flight test technique for
idantifying aircraft and flight control system
transfer functions

p0369 B7/-^41<!0
Overall aircraft systems evaluation

POJ69 H77-24121
Determination of antenna radiation patterns, radar

cross sections and jam-to-signal ratios by
flight tests

pOJ69 S77-Jit1^2
Beal time data transmission and processing for the

determination of aircraft antenna radiation
patterns

pOi&9 H 77
Hybrid reference systems for flight testing

p0369 177
Flight testing of displays in a helicopter

pOJ70 B77
Flight test and evaluation of HDEC (ncDonnell
Douglas Electronics Corporation) collision
avoidance system
[AD-A037435/5] pOJBI S77

Ottawa stray rig tests of an ice protection system
applied to the OH-1H helicopter
[AD-A034458] pOJSJ S77-^b1Sb

Flight test results of the strapdown hexad
Inertial Reference Dnit (SISO). volume 1:
Flight test summary
[HASA-TM-73163] pOU27 N77-.4t>111

Flight test evaluation of Slant visual
Bange/Approach Light Contact Height (SVB/ALCH)
measurement system
[&D-A038183/0] p04^7 H/

Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll
control systems
[BASA-CH-153291] p0428 R77

Description and flight tests of an oculometer
[NASA-TH-D-8419] p0431 N77-^b154

C-141A pitot-static system calibration tests
[AD-A036211] pO»76 N77-JB11b

Flight investigation ot a vertical-velocity
connand system for VTOL aircraft
CBASA-TH-D-8480] p04/9 B/7-JB1J7

An operational flight test evaluation of a Loran-C
navigator
[AD-AOJ9U98] p0490 B7/-291JJ

GAIOB/AV-8A environmental captive flight vibration
response tests
[AD-A036498] p«5^7 B77-J01la

Flight test of an 8000 psi Lightweight Hydraulic
System (LHS)
[AD-A039717] pOb28 B77-J01JO

Definition of a data collection system for OS Army
tactical microwave landing system evaluation
[AD-A041230] pOb38 B77-J11J6

Flight control testing of the VAK-191B aircraft
[AD-A04053S] pObJ9 B77-J11J7

Comparative performance measurements of two
helicopter blade profiles in hovering flight
[ABC-B/H-3792] p0540 N77-J114J

ASDAB (aircraft to satellite data relay) flight
test report
CHASA-TH-73744] p054b N77-J1Jbb

Flight evaluation of an advanced technology light
twin-engine airplane (ATLIT)
[SASA-CB-2832] pObB5 S77-JJ10*

A flight investigation of the vake turbulence
alleviation resulting frog a flap configuration
change on a B-747 aircraft
[BASA-TH-73263] p0587 B77-J31JO

Bequireients for flight testing automated terminal
service
[AD-A041975] pOSBB S//-JJ1J/

An assessment of the hover performance of the
XH-59J advancing blade concept demonstration
helicopter
[AD-A082063] pObSO B77-JJ1Sb

FLIGBT TIHB ^>
General aviation fatigue loads - A comparison ot
analytical and recorded spectra
[SAB PAPEB 770D63] pOJ9J A77-J/081

FLIGHT TBAIIIB6
A program for increased flight fidelity in
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helicopter simulation
[AHS 77-33-62] pO«21 A77-40085

Cost and training effectiveness analysis (CTEA) of
the CB-17 flight sinalator (CB17FS)
[AD-A033S72] p0373 877-2*156

Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer of
initial f l ight training
[AD-A03819H] pOUSO 877-28117

Aircraft simulator data requirements stndy. Volume
1: Executive summary
[AD-A000955] p049« H77-29181

A prograo for increased flight fidelity in
helicopter sunlation
[AD-J03923Q] p0526 877-30108

Investigation of diagnostic, error detector and
self-tanght instructional strategies for flight
simulator programs
[AD-A035682] p0597 H77-33216

FLIGHT VEHICLES
Analytical study of transient processes associated

mth jet-controlled stabilization of flight
vehicles

p0305 A77-32089
FLOS CHABACfBBISTICS

BT BOOHIABY LAYEB STABILITY
HT FLMtE STABILITY
HT FLOW DISTBIBOHOB
HT FLOW STABILITY
HT FLOS VELOCITY

Flow in turbomachines with nonuniform inlet
velocity distribution

p0136 A77-19708
Combustion measurements in air breathing

propulsion engines - Survey and research needs
p0200 A77-2H97U

Effect of flow characteristics in a supersonic
annular jet on the development of acoustic
perturbations in the jet

p0203 A77-25536
Study of turbulent transonic flows by

ultra-high-speed photography
p0268 A77-28931

Method of calculating flows with shock waves -
Application to design of turbomachine blade
profiles

p0359 A77-36963
Flow characteristics in an expansion tunnel as

inferred f r o m velocity measurements
p0515 A77-47108

Transonic performance of Bach 2.65 auxiliary flow
axisynmetric inlet
[UASA-CB-27U7] p0023 H77-10056

FLOW COEFFICIENTS
ST DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT

An application of the suction analog for the
analysis of asymmetric flow situations

p0027 H77-10350
Flow effects with cross-blown lifting jets of

V/STOL aircraft and their reactions on
aerodynamical forces and moments of the airfraue
[HASA-TB-7SKI3] pO<433 H77-27070

FLOW DIBECTIOB IHDICATOBS
HT WIHD VAHES

FLOS DISTOBTIOB
Investigation of the effect of interference of a

delta wing and a half-body
p0052 A77-1U882

Investigation of the flew pattern at the engine
face and methods of the flow pattern simulation
at supersonic flight speed

p0106 A77-17260
On the unsteady aerodynamic rotor blade loading in

a transonic axial flow compressor with
steady-state inlet distortion

p01»6 A77-20153
A hybrid editing system for the screening of

inlet-engine data
p0195 A77-20578

Bultiple segment parallel compressor model for
circumferential flow distortion in jet engines

p0300 A77-32029
Influence of initial distortions on secondary

flows in a fixed annular cascade
[ O H E H A , IP HO. 1977-28] p03«7 A77-30081

Comparison of estimated with measured laximni
instantaneous distortion using flight data from
an axisynmetric mixed compression inlet for
YF-12C aircraft
[ & I A A PAPEB 77-876] p0110 A77-38S70

Calculation of the supersonic flow in a
three-dimensional expansion region - Trapezoidal
and triangular /delta/ wing

pOllt A77-J8970
Analysis of pressure distortion testing

[HASA-CB-2766 ] p0068 877-1^001
Internal flow characteristics of a multistage

compressor with inlet pressure distortion
J85-13 turbojet engine studies
[BASA-TB-X-3»«6] pOISJ B77-17U70

Analytical prediction of the performance and
stability of a J85-13 compressor with distorted
inlet flow
[BASA-TB-X-3515] p0371 877-21(139

Evaluation of an airjet distortion generator used
to produce steady-state, total-pressure
distortion at the inlet of turbine engines
[AD-A033883] p0372 877-211105

FLO! DISTBIBOTIOB
Approximate transonic profile flow with shock

p0002 A77-10251
Supersonic flows numerical computation for

steady inviscid flowfield
pOOIS A77-12565

Applications of linearised supersonic wing theory
to the calculation of some aircraft interference
flows

pOOIb 477-1^566
Becent results in the experimental investigation

of axial-flow compressors
p0052 A77-1«7»6

Investigation of the flow pattern at the engine
face and methods of the flow pattern simulation
at supersonic flight speed

p0106 A77-17260
aeasurenent of post-separated flowfields en airfoils

p0109 A77-17199
Flow measurements in leading edge vortices

[AIAA PAPEB 77-11] pOU7 A77-19772
computation of low speed flow about an asymmetric
nacelle at incidence
[AIAA PAPEB 77-113] pOIIO A77-19857

An approximate calculation of the strong
interaction on a transonic airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 77-210] p01H2 A77-19900

numerical solution of axisymnetric boattail flow
fields with plume simulators
[AIAA PAPEB 77-221J p01»2 A77-19909

Static aeroelastic twist effects on helicopter
rotor-induced velocity

pOH48 A77-2044H
Nacelle installation analysis Cor subsonic
transport aircraft
[AIAA ESPEB 77-102] p0160 A77-2^227

Effects of flow field aerodynamics on imaging
sensor resolution for high performance
reconnaissance aircraft

p0191 A77-2J52J
Flow separation downstream of a stepwise change in

diameter of a rod centered in a wind tunnel
p0192 A77-2475U

Injection of helium for visualization of air flow
patterns

p0192 A77-23759
Analysis of the flow within a centrifugal

compressor rotor
[08EBA, IP 80. 1976-55] p0200 A77-2»95»

Small unsteady perturbations of a permanent
one-dimensional flow pattern
[OHBBA, TP 80. 1976-156] p0250 A77-270.21

Bach 6 flowfield survey at the engine inlet of a
research airplane

p0256 A77-27621
Supersonic flow about elliptic cones with large

semiaxis ratio
p0261 A77-^840^

A numerical solution of the axisynmetric jet
connterflow problen

p0261 A77-28009
The method of deformed coordinates in the problem
of supersonic gas flow over a wing

p0296 A77-30S5U
Experimental and analytical study of an
axisyimetric thrust angmentor

p0303 A77-31856
Bultiple segment parallel compressor model for
circumferential flow distortion in jet engines

p0304 A7
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lixing length in the wall region of turbulent
boundary layers

p0305 A77-32193
Turbulent wake behind a cone-shaped object in

supersonic and hypersonic flow
p0307 A77-3238I4

Parabolic-series method for transonic wedge flow
p0311 177-33187

Analysis of flows in azial compressors
p0312 J77-33325

Computations and measurements of two-dimensional
turbulent Jet impingement flowfields

p03<!4 A77-33816
A tasic study of the VTOL ground effect problem

for planar flow
[AIA4 77-61<t] p0352 A77-34964

Infrared flow visualization for VTOL applications
[AIAA 77-618] p0352 A77-34966

Recent improvements in surface singularity methods
for the flow field analysis about
two-dimensional airfoils
[AIA1 77-641] p0353 A77-35085

Flow past the lower surface of delta wings in
off-design mode at Hach numbers less than the
design Hach number

p0354 A77-35601
An experimental and theoretical investigation of

the structure of a trailing vortex wake
p035S A77-36155

Oscillating delta wings with attached shock waves
p0356 A77-36160

Lift enhancement by an externally trapped vortex
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-672] p0361 A77-37026

Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow field in
an open cavity
[ A I A A P5PF.R 77-673] p0361 A77-37027

Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing
in an ejector
[AIAA PAPER 77-706] p0362 A77-37049

Operation of a turbine stage under variable
conditions flow parameters determination in
aerodynamic design

p0408 A77-38136
Development of prediction techniques for multi-jet

thermal ground flow fields and fountain formation
generated by V/STOL aircraft

[ A I A A PAPER 77-616] p0413 A77-38775
The viscous transonic flow over two-element

airfoil systems
[ A I A A PAPER 77-688] p0414 A77-38886

Calculation of the supersonic flow in a
three-dimensional expansion region - Trapezoidal
and triangular /delta/ wing

p0414 A77-38970
Improved analytical design technique for

low-power-loss engine inlets
[AHS 77-33-71] pO«22 A77-40090

Rave structure and density distribution in a
nonstationary gas jet

p0445 A77-41270
On the validity of lifting line concepts in rotor

analysis
p0504 A77-44444

Aerodynamics of a confined jet with variable density
p0516 A77-47248

numerical prediction of aeroacoustic jet-flap flows
[AIAA PAPER 77-1316] p0566 A77-51071

The AFFDL-Hielsen flow-field study
[AD-A023755] p0031 H77-11015

Through-flow calculations in axial tnrbcmachinery
[AGARD-CP-195] p0065 N77-12013

Through-flow calculations based on matrix
inversion: Loss prediction

p0066 M77-12016
Through-flow calculations: Theory and practice in

turbomachinery design
p0066 H77-12017

Three-dimensional flow calculation for a transonic
compressor rotor

p0066 1177-12019
Through-flow calculation procedures for

application to high speed large turbines
p0066 H77-12020

Design of turbine, using distributed or average
losses; effect of blowing

p0066 H77-12021
A critical review of turbine flow calculation

procedures
p0067 H77-12022

Compressor design and experimental results
p0067 B77-1202J

Comparison between the calculated and the
experimental results of the compressor test cases

p0067 H77-12024
Turbine test cases: Presentation of design and
experimental characteristics

p0067 B77-12025
Secondary gas injection into a supersonic conical
nozzle induced flow distribution

p0074 H77-12336
Evaluation of a computerized method for
description of the subsonic, viscous, attached
flow about two-dimensional, multi-component
airfoils computer program for single and
multi-element airfoils flow distribution
[FFA-TH-AO-999] p0077 B77-13011

Scanning laser-velocimeter surveys and analysis of
multiple vortex wakes of an aircraft
[HASA-TB-I-73169] p0119 H77-1JS8S

Survey of three-dimensional flow fields in the
presence of wing at H = 2.48
[AD-A028981] p0224 B77-18063

numerical solution of complete flows around
external stores
[AD-A028037] p0225 877-18074

Flow-field characteristics near the midwing
weapons pylon of the F-16 aircraft at Bach
numbers from 0.4 to 0.95
[AD-A028078] p0225 B77-1807S

Some series-expansion solutions for slender wings
with leading-edge separation asymptotic
expansions for vortex position and circulation,
and configuration lift and pitching moments
[ARC-R/B-3785] p02J5 »77-1901^

Experimental investigation of a fin-cone
interference flow field at Hach 5
[AD-A029999] p0236 B77-19022

Iterative method for thick cambered wings in
subcritical flow
[ARC-R/B-3786] p0289 K77-21057

Bumerical prediction of the unsteady flow in
variable geometry engines - preliminary
investigation

p0320 B77-22120
Variable flow turbines

p032J H77-22142
The effect of wind tunnel flow boundaries on the
flow past a wing of low aspect ratio
[AD-A032527] p03J1 B77-2J065

Studies of transverse liquid fuel jets in
high-speed air streams
[AD-A032817] pOJ38 H77-2J420

Experimental performance of a
16.10-centimeter-tip-diameter sweptback
centrifugal compressor designed for a 6:1
pressure ratio
[BASA-TH-X-3552] p0378 B77-25084

Laser velocimeter measurements of two-bladed
helicopter rotor flow fields
[BASA-TB-X-73238] p0378 B77-2508B

Calculation of flow fields with separation bubbles
at high Reynolds number around airfoil profile
[ESA-TT-378] p0380 B77-25105

An experimental investigation of incompressible
flow over delta and double-delta wings
[AD-A035380] p0426 B77-26101

Lift calculation and flow mechanisms when the
maximum lift is exceeded
[BASA-TT-P-17429] p0471 S77-28067

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 4: The design problem for a
lifting swept wing attached to a cylindrical
fuselage
[ARC-CP-1334] p0473 M77-28082

Two problems that arise in the generation and
propagation of sonic booms. 1: Flow field in
the plane of symmetry below a delta wing, 2:
Focusing of an acoustic pulse at an arete

p0486 B77-29091
Heasnrements of surface-pressure and waKe-flow

fluctuations in the flow field of a whitcoob
supercritical airfoil
[SASA-TB-D-8443] p0487 B77-29100

Profile flows taking cavitation bubble dynamics
into account
[BBVG-FBST-76-22] p0495 B77-2H329

The calculation of flow fields about three
dimensional bodies in high altitude
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SUBJECT IHDBI PLOi THEOBY

(free-molecular flow cf neutral atoms)
[DLB-PB-75-U5] p0532 H77-30922

Iterative calculation of flow past a thick
cambered wing near the ground
[ABC-CP-1370] p0535 N77-3110a

Determining the lift and drag distributions on a
three-dimensional airfoil from floy-field
velocity surveys
[NASA-TH-732H7] p0577 877-32079

PLOi EQOATIOBS
HT VOH K A B B A B EQOATIOH
HT VOBTICITt EQOATIOHS

Three-dimensional tnrbcmachine flow equations
expressed vith respect to non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates and nethods of solution

p0102 A77-17239
Investigations related to the inviscid-viscons

interaction in transonic flows about finite 3-D
wings
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-209J £0162 A77-2221<l

Calculation of vortex flows in nozzles
p0203 A77-25532

Dse of the finite difference method for the
calcnlation of three-dimensional ncneguilibriaa
flow past blunt bodies

p0203 A77-25531
nethods and problems in the calculation of

transonic flows
p0260 A77-28366

The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at subsonic flight speeds

p0260 A77-28367
Recent computation of viscous effects in transonic

flow
p0260 A77-28376

V numerical calculation procedure for two-phase
recircnlating flows

p0261 A77-2838U
Computation of bow shocks in transonic flow

p0261 A77-28390
Applicability of axisymmetnc analysis in

predicting supersonic flow through annular
cascades
[ASBE P A P E B 76-PHB-8] p0502 A77-4B3HII

Unsteady Oseen flow around a flat-plate airfoil
p0553 177-U92««

Through-flow calculations in axial tnrbomachinery:
A technical point of view

p0066 H77-12015
Through-flow calculations: Theory and practice in

tnrbomachinery design
p0066 H77-12017

Finite element method for through-flow calculations
p0066 N77-12018

Comparison between the calculated and the
experimental results of the compressor test cases

p0067 H77-12021
F10W FIELDS

0 FLOW DISTRIBUTION
FLOR GEOBETBY

Implicit finite difference simulation of flow
about arbitrary geometries with application to
airfoils
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-665] p0360 A77-37019

Evaluation of turbulence models for three primary
types of shock-separated boundary layers
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-692] pOll l A77-38887

A semi-empirical correction for the vortex core
effect en hovering rotor wake geometries
C A H S 77-33-02] p0117 A77-40050

Three dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric
flow past wings of arbitrary planforms
[HASA-CB-115235] p0585 H77-33102

FLOR GBAPBS
Aggregate flow model for evaluating ATC planning

strategies
p0353 A77-35071

FLOR BEASOBBBEIT
Experimental investigation of the near-surge flow

in a high performance centrifugal compressor
[ O H E B A , TP HO. 1976-2] p0001 A77-10036

Recent results in the experimental investigation
of axial-flcw compressors

p0052 A77-14746
The independence of upper and lower wing flows at

supersonic speeds
p0053 A77-149Q1

Flow measurements in leading edge vortices
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-11] p0137 A77-19772

Detailed measurements of the periodically unsteady
flow produced by rotor and stator wake
interaction in a multistage tnrbomachine
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-202] p0111 A77-19891

Interpretation of laser ^elocineter measurements
in a transonic flow field

p0212 A77-26812
Analysis of velocity measurements about a

hemisphere-cylinder using a laser velocineter
P0299 A77-J1070

Beview of optical techniques with respect to
aero-engine applications
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1977-80] pOS62 A77-S09B7

Models for calculating flow in axial tnrbonachlnery
p0065 B77-12011

FtOR PATTEBSS
0 FLOW DIS1BIBOTIOH

FLOS BATE
0 FLOS VELOCITY

FLOR BBSOIATOBS
HT FUEL FICB BEGOLATOBS

Performance of high-area-ratio annular dump
diffnser using snction-stabilized-vortex flow
control
[HASA-TB-I-3535] p0371 B77-2141KO

PLOR BESISIARCE
HT A E B O D l H A B I C DBAS
HT SDPEBSOHIC OBAG

FLOi SBPABATIOS
0 B O U H D A B Y LAYEB SEPABATIOH
D SEPARATED FLOR

PLOR STABILITY
HT B O O B D A B Y LAYEB STABILITY
NT FLAdE STABILITY
Centrifugal compressor and pump stability, stall

and surge; Proceedings of the conference. Hew
Orleans, La., March 22-25, 1976

pOOOl A77-10026
Investigation of the stability of a channel flow

with a blocking compression shock at transonic
flow rates

pOOSO A77-11H26
Badiation characteristics of acoustic sources in

circular motion helicopter noise
p0053 A77-11961

Experiments on vortex stability on laminar
flow wings in wind tunnels

p0100 A77-17167
Flow instability in supersonic compressors in the

regime of low compression rate
[OBEBA, TP NO. 1976-71] p0146 A77-20151

Flow control in wide-angled conical diffusers
p0197 A77-216JJ

Coupled compressor-diffuser flow instability
p0199 A77-2M9JH

The variational analysis of the rotating stall and
its experimental investigation in the axial-flow
compressor

p0271 A77-29975
Surface cooling and transition of a laminar
boundary layer to a turbulent one at supersonic
flow velocities

p0297 A77-JOS71
Development of the technology for the fabrication
of reliable laminar from control panels
[HASA-CB-115168] pOJ2<l N77-2^17B

FLOR THEOBY
HT alXIHG LENGTH FLOR TBEOBY
Subsonic flows in turbomachines

pOOII A77-1^556
Boundary layer theory - Prandtl's basic ideas,
further developments and some applications on
airfoils

pOOSl A77-1D7«i|
Hax-Planck-Institnt fner Stroeoungsforschung
Goettingen 1925-1975: Publication celebrating
the 50th anniversary of the Institut German
and English book

pOOSO A77-16I101
One-dimensional analysis of the properties of the

elementary supersonic axial-flow compressor
cascade

p0103 A77-172Q1
Obligue slot blowing into a supersonic lannar

boundary layer
pOIOT A77-17t2«

Incompressible flow over delta wings
[AIAA PAPEB 77-320] p0113 A77-18242
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FLOi VELOCITY SUBJECT IRDBX

Aerodynamics. I - Fundamenta ls of theory. Airfoil
and ving aerodynamics. II Aerodynamical design
methods /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Russian book

p025U A77-27350
Applications of an unproved nonlinear lifting-line

theory
p0256 A77-27618

Contribution to the theory of axisyometric
supersonic gas flow past a sharp-nosed body of
revolution

p0303 A77-31932
Theory of viscous transonic flow over airfoils at

high Reynolds number
[AIAi PAPER 77-680] pO!H3 A77-38883

FLOI VELOCITY
The velocity field of small-Bach number Knndsen

flow on the edge of a disturbed plate
p0090 A77-161I22

Application of the method of causality to the
study of noise from a subsonic jet

p0106 A77-173U9
Study on f i lm cooling of .turbine blades. I -

Experiments en film cooling with injection
through holes near leading edge

p0115 A77-18605
The theory of curvilinear unsteady motion of a

slender lifting body in a gas
p0192 177-23758

Flov control in wide-angled conical diffusers
p0197 A77-21632

Analysis of the flow within a centrifugal
compressor rotor
[ O H E R A , TP HO. 1976-55] p0200 A77-21951

A theoretical investigation on the structure of
fan wakes
[ASBE PIPER 76-WA/FE-22] p021U A77-26110

Prediction of helicopter induced flow velocities
using the Rotorcraft Wake Analysis

p0214 A77-26853
Prediction of compressor performance in rotating

stall
[ A S B E PAPER 77-GT-10] p0262 A77-28529

Exploratory study of turbulence in air intakes
p0269 A77-28912

Analysis of velocity measurements about a
hemisphere-cylinder using a laser velocimeter

p0299 A77-31070
Analysis of the geometry of an axisymmetric

hypersonic wake and of the gas velocities in the
wake on the basis of aeroballistic test data

p0307 A77-32383
Study of the wake behind a blunted body moving at

hypersonic velocity
p0307 A77-32385

On calculations of flow past an airfoil
separaticn-free boundary layer

p0308 A77-32700
Two point velocity measurements in a three

dimensional wall jet
[ A I A A 77-590] p0350 A77-31917

Effect of unsteady variations in horizontal flow
velocity on the unsteady aerodynamic forces on a
preloaded lifting surface
[BBVG-FBWT-75-28] p0076 H77-13008

Study by bydrodynamic visualisations of various
processes for controlling separated flows

p0086 N77-13972
Effects of spoilers and gear on B-717 wake vortex

velocities
[NASA-TM-X-73197] p0223 N77-18052

Prediction of light aircraft horizontal tall onset
flows: A review and analysis
[HASA-CR-2771] p0278 H77-20027

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 6: Steady State Flow Analysis (SSFAN) .
Computer program technical description
[AD-A038692] pOQ92 H77-29162

FLOW VISOALISBTIOB
NT UDBEBICA1 FLOW VISOALIZATIOH

Penetration and mixing of liquid injected into
supersonic transverse gas stream

p0012 A77-12515
A prescribed wake lifting surface hover

performance analysis
p0163 A77-22670

Injection of helinn for visualization of air flow
patterns

p0192 A77-23759

Study of turbulent transonic flows by
ultra-high-speed photography

p0268 A77-JS9J1
Investigation of transient processes in a

perforated useful length of a wind tunnel

Infrared flow visualization for VTOL applications
[ A I A A 77-618] pOJ52 A77-J1966

Some observations of the behaviour of the vortex
wake of a VC10 aircraft

pOlOO A77-J7/1J
Experimental study of development of tree vortices

behind a rectangular wing
pou.22 A77-1011J

Study of the inflow process to an air scoop with a
screen, using an E6DA integrator

v p0442 A77-10725
Quantitative density visualization in a transonic

compressor rotor
pO««9 A77-1186J

Review of optical techniques with respect to
aero-engine applications
[ONERA, TP HO. 1977-80] p0562 A77-50987

Experimental results of large-scale structures in
jet flows and their relation to jet noise
production
[AIAA PAPER 77-1350] pOS69 A77-5110J

Holographic flow visualization --- of aircraft wakes
[N&SA-CB-119182] pOOJ9 B77-11i6b

Wind tunnel models for aero-optical interaction
study
[AD-A021925] pOOVJ S77-1J078

Study by hydrodynamic visualisations of various
processes for controlling separated flows

p0086 N77-13972
FLOIHETEBS

A wide range no moving part flowmeter --- for
aircraft fuel flow measurement
[ASHE PAPER 76-WA/FLCS-10] p0211 A77-261SO

FLOIO ABPLIFICiTIOB
0 FIOID ABPLIFIERS

FLUID ARPLIFIEBS
Fluidic applications in aerospace

[AIAA PAPER 77-196] pOISI A7/-2J91M
A wide range no moving part flowmeter --- tor

aircraft fuel flow measurement
[ASBE PAPER 76-WA/FLCS-10] p0211 A7V-2b1bO

FLO ID BOOHDABIES
HT LIQUID-VAPOR INTERFACES
Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the
boundaries of turbulent supersonic wakes

p0300 A77-J1UJ1
FLUID DYIAHICS
»T AERODYHABICS
NT AEROTHERHODYHABICS
HT GAS DYHAHICS
HT HYDRODYHABICS
HT 8AHEFIED GAS DYNABICS
NT ROTOR AERODYSABICS
HT SDPERSOHICS
Computational methods and problems in aeronautical

fluid dynamics --- Book
p0013 A77-125S1

Improved computational treatment of transonic flow i
about swept wings )

p0026 N77-10J18
Transonic flow theory of airfoils and wings

pOO<!7 N77-10Jb1
Transients in turbocompressors --- effect of

unsteady flow on compressor perforoance
[AD-A021275] pOOMO H7

FLUID FLOW
HT AIR FLOi
HT AIR JETS
HI AHHDL1R FLOW
HT AXIAL FLOW
HT AXISYBBETRIC FLOW
NT BASE FLOW
NT BOONDARY LAYER FLOW
HT BOOHDARY LAYER SEPARATION
NT CASCADE FLOS
NT CAVITATIOH FLOW
HT CHASHEL FLOW
NT COAXIAL FLOW
HT COHBOSTIBLE FLOW
NT COBPRESSIBLE FLOW
NT CONICAL FLOW
HT CONVECTIVE FLOW
HT COONTERFIOW
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SOBJECT IBDEI PLUOBOBYDBOCABBOSS

NT CBOSS FLOfc
NT EOCTED PLOB
HI FREE FLOS
NT TREE BOLECOLAB FLOW
IT FUEL FLOW
NT GAS PLOB
NT HYPERSONIC FLOB
NT BYPBBVELOCITY PLOW
NT INCOHPBESSIBLZ PLOB
HT ISLET PLOg
RT I1VISCIB HOB
HT ISOTHEBBAI FLCB
NT JET PLOW
NT JET 8IXIBG FLOW
BT JET STREAMS (HETEOBOLOGT)
NT KNDDSEH FLOW
NT LABI NAB FLOB
NT LIQUID PLOB
NT BASS FLOW
NT NONEQUILIERIDH FLOW
NT NONUNIFOES FLCB
NT NOZZLE FLOW
NT ONE DIBENSIOHAL PLOB
RT OBIFICE FIOB
BT OSCILLATING FLOW
NT OUTLET FLOW
NT PARALLEL FLOW
NT PIPE FLOB
ST POTENTIAL FLOW
NT HEATTACHF.D FLOB
NT BECIHCOLATIVE FLUID FIOB
NT BE7ERSED ILOW
HT SECONDARY FLOW
NT SEPABATED FLOW
NT SHEAS FLOS
HT SHALL PEBTOBBATIOH FLOW
NT STEADY FLCB
HT STOKES FLOW
HT STBATIFIED FLOB
NT SUBCRITICAl FLOW
NT SUBSONIC PLOW
FIT SUPERCRITICAL PLOB
NT SUPERSONIC FLOW
NT SUPERSONIC JET PLOW
NT TBBEE DIMENSIONAL PLOB
NT TBANSITICS FLOS
HT TRAHSOHIC PLOW
NT TURBULENT FLOW
HT TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW
HT TWO PHASE FLOB
HT UHIPOBB FLOB i
NT UNSTEADY FLOW
NT VISCOUS FLOW
NT WALL FLOW
ST BATER FLOB
NT WEDGE FLOW

FLOID INJECTIOH
NT GAS INJECTION
NT LIQUID IIIJECTION
»T WATER INJECTION
Penetration and nixing of liquid injected into

supersonic transverse gas stream
p0012 A77-12515

Fundamental studies of turbulent boundary layers
* with injection or snction through porous nail.

IV - Application of fundamental theoretical
analysis to cascaded blades vith injection or
suction and cascade tests

p0089 A77-16299
The effect of a transversely injected stream on

the floii through turbine cascades. I - Flow
effects
[ASBB PAPER 77-ST-87J p026« A77-28598

The effect of a transversely injected stream on
the flow through turbine cascades. II -
Performance changes
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-88] p0265 A77-28599

Wind tunnel flov seeding for laser velocinetry
applications

pOU70 A77-<1»29<!
FLUID JET AMPLIFIERS
U FLBID AHPLIFIEBS
FLOID JETS
NT AIB JETS
NT FBEB JETS
BT GAS JETS
Determination of magnitudes of the parameters

characterizing dncted airscoop operation
downstream for airplane deceleration

pOOU A7
Penetration and break-up of liquid fuel jets in

high subsonic speed airstreams
[AIAA PAPER 77-201] pOIBI J77-19893

FLUID LO6IC
Flnidic applications in aerospace

[AIAA PAPER 77-H96] p019« A77-2J91H
FLUID HBCHAIICS
NT AERODYNAMICS
BT AEBOTBEBRODINAHICS
BT PIUID DYSABICS
HT GAS DYHABICS
HT HYDRODYNAHICS
NT BABEFIED GAS DYHABICS
BT BOTOB AERODYNABICS
NT SDPEBSOHICS
Bax-Planck-Institut fuer stroemnngsforschnng
Goettingen 1925-1975: Publication celebrating
the 50th anniversary of the Institut German
and English book

pOUSO A77-16H01
A review of the fluid mechanics of aeroelasticity

in turbonachines
p026J S/7-/J8USO

Multistage axial-flow tnrbomachinery wake
production, transport, and interaction
[AD-A001108] P05U3 N77-J117J

FLUID PBESSUBE
Precise digital pressure measurement in an

airborne environment
p0107 A77-J8022

FLOID SWITCBIBG ELBBESIS
Fluidic applications in aerospace

[AIAA PAPER 77-496J p019» A77-^J91»
FLUIDIC CIBCUITS

Fluidic applications in aerospace
[AIAA PAPER 77-496] p019« A77-2J91«

A flnidically-controlled aircraft environmental
control system breadboard
[ASBE PAPER 76-WA/PLCS-3] pt)21t A77-261H5

Pluidic thrust vector control systems for ejection
' seats

p0557 A/7-0994J
Fluidic event sequencing subsystem for AAES

Aircrew Automated Escape Systems
p0557 A77-q99J»

FLDIDICS
Pluidic applications to aircraft environmental

control systems
[ASBE PAPER 76-ENAS-21] p0135 A77-19«71

Flnidic fuel control for a small recuperated gas
turbine engine
[ASBE PAPER 76-BA/PLCS-5] pO/!11 A77-26117

Flnidic compressor bleed valve control for small
gas turbine engines
[ASBE PAPER 76-WA/FLCS-7] p0211 A77-26U4B

wind tunnel tests of the dynamic characteristics
of the flnidic rudder
[NASA-CR-1«51»2] p02J2 N77-1816J

Development of a hydroflnidic vernier rocket
control system for ejection seat stabilization
[AD-A0345U3] pOJ65 H77-20077

FLUOaBSCENCE
Quantitative density visualization in a transonic
compressor rotor

ptWIS A77-D186J
FLUORESCBBT EBISSIOB
0 FLUORESCENCE

FLOOBIHB COHPOONDS
HT FLUORO COBPOUHOS
HT PLUOBOCARBOHS
NT PLUOBOBYDROCARBONS
ST PLDOSOSILICATES
FLOOBIHB OBGAIIC COBPOUHDS
HI FLUOBOCARBOHS
HT FLUOBOHYDROCABBONS

FLOOBO COBP001DS
HT FLOOBOC1BBONS
HI PLOOBOHYDBOCABBOBS
Rain erosion resistant flnoroelastomer radoge and
antenna coatings

p0556 A77-Q97J1
FUJOBOCAREOBS

Evaluated numerical data for the SST and
chloroflnorocarbon problems: A case study of
hov to help the engineer and the modellers

p017q N77
PLUOBOBYDBOCARBOBS

Evaluation of Balon 1301 system for postcrash
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FLOOBOHICA SUBJECT INDEX

aircraft internal cabin fire protection
[AD-A032150/5] p0169 877-16003

FLOOBOHICA
0 FLOOBOSILICATES

FLOOBOSILICATBS
Advanced supersonic technology fuel tank sealants

p0221 H77-18036
FLOTIHG
D GBOOVI1G

PLOTTER
HI PANEL FLUTTER
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER
NT SOPESSON1C PLOTTER
KT TBANSOBIC PLOTTER
Prelimnary reflections on the problems of

aeroelasticity in tnrbomachines
p0144 477-20131

Aeroelasticity research for turbomachine
applications
[ A I A A 77-1(37] p0209 A77-25797

Flutter-suppression studies on an actively
controlled variable-geometry wind-tunnel model

p0513 177-146805
The design, analysis and testing of a low budget

mnd tunnel flatter model mth active
aerodynamic controls, volume 2
[AD-A0241I80] p0025 R77-10090

Preliminary study of effects of vinglets on wing
flatter
[NASA-TH-X-3433] p0119 R77-13988

Analytical and experimental study of subsonic
stalled flutter
[AD-A02.7869] p0225 H77-18072

Optical detection of blade flutter
[NASA-TH-X-73573] p0283 N77-20108

Results of flutter test OS6 obtained using the
0.14-scale wing/eleven model (5K-0) in the NASA
LaRC 16-foot transonic dynamics wind tunnel
[NASA-CB-151056] p0292 N77-21177

A practical optimum selection procedure for a
motivator in active flutter suppression system
design on an aircraft with underwing stores

p0596 N77-33209
Active flutter suppression of an airplane with

wing mounted external stcres
p0597 H77-33211

Wind tnnnel study of an active flatter suppression
system

p0597 N77-33215
PLOTTER AHALISIS

Method of analyzing flutter in light aircraft
v p0052 A77-14895

Application of holography to panel flutter
p0057 A77-1S701

New aspects of the aeroelasticity of turbomachines
p0059 A77-15975

The chances of 'classical' flutter onset in the
moving blades of turbines

p0059 A77-15980
\ supersonic flutter-excitation mechanism for

compressor blades
p0060 A77-15989

Influence of aerodynamic factors on the excitation
of torsional flatter in the blades of compressor
cascades

p0060 A77-15990
Effects of axial-compressor stage design

parameters on aerodynamic damping and bending
flatter excitation in dynamically uni form blades

p0060 A77-15991
A technique for reducing the differential

wing-flutter equations to integral equations
p0089 A77-16311

Calculation of pressure distribution on
oscillating airfoils in supersonic flov
C D G L B PAPER 76-156] P0091 A77-16532

Numerical procedures for the calculation of
unsteady air forces on oscillating wings and
fuselages
[DGLB PAPEB 76-155] p0095 A77-16578

Flutter analysis of a cascade of rotor blades
[AIAA PAPER 77-308] p0113 A77-18233

Onsteady aerodynamic forces acting on loaded
two-dimensional blades in nonuniform
incompressible flows

p0144 A77-20137
Some recent developments in unsteady aerodynamics

of a supersonic cascade
pOUtl A77-20138

On the analysis of the aerodynamic and flutter
characteristics of transonic compressor blades

p0145 A77-201J9
Comparison between theoretical and experimental

results of torsional stall flutter of an airfoil
p0115 A77-20UO

Investigation of blade flutter in a subsonic
turbine cascade

poms A77-20142
Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence ot a
two-dimensional flat plate wing

p0145 A77-20116
Experimental aeroelastic investigations on a
cascade in compressible flow

p01«6 A77-20147
A study on choking flutter

p0146 A77-201I48
State-space formulations for flutter analysis

[AIAA PAPER 77-117] p0161 A77-222JO
Forces acting on an oscillating airfoil in

transonic flow
p0200 A77-25042

Prediction and measurement of the dynamic
stiffness and damping of hydraulic servo-actuators

of F-15 aircraft
[AIAA 77-1120] p0208 A77-25790

Simplified and refined structural modeling for
economical flutter analysis and design
[AIAA 77-121] ~ p0208 A77-25791

Some experimental and theoretical flutter
characteristics of an arrow-wing configuration
[ A I A A 77-1122] p0208 A77-25792

Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to
the selection of transfer functions for flutter
suppression and gust alleviation using active
controls
[ A I A A 77-H23] p0208 A77-25793

Influence of structural dynamics on light airplane
design
[AIAA 77-1(33] p0209 A77-25795

Computation of unsteady transonic flows by the
indicial method
[AIAA 77-1(1(7] p0210 A77-25805

Application of optimization technology to
wing/store flutter prediction
[AIAA 77-41)3] p0210 A77-25810

Aeroelastic stability characteristics of an
oblique wing aircraft
[AIAA 77-»5l(] p0211 A77-25811

Optical detection of blade flutter in YF-100
turbofan engine
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-66] p0264 A77-28577

Shock oscillations in transonic flows
pOiH6 A77-3112J

Optimization of active control systems to suppress
flutter and minimize turbulence response

pOJ55 A77-J6158
A contribution for solving the flatter equation

considering powered controls and automatic
flight control

p0360 A77-36979
Test of Fines' approximate.method in a flatter

calculation for the Viggen aircraft
pOH05 A77-37943

Transfer function and parameter indentification
methods for dynamic stability measurement in »
flutter testing
[AHS 77-33-35] p0420 A77-40070

Active flutter control using generalized unsteady
aerodynamic theory

p0455 A77-42772
Synthesis of active controls for flatter
suppression on a flight research wing
[AIAA 77-1062] pOKbb A77-4277J

A wind tnnnel technique for determining stability
derivatives frog cable mounted aeroelastic models
[AIAA 77-1128] pO»59 A77-43161

Comparative flatter calculations for the Viggen
aircraft

p0507 A77-44818
An optical technique for measuring vibratory

motion in rotating machinery
P0515 A77-47090

Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer
[AD-A023767] p0033 N77-11036

The flatter of a two-dimensional wing with simple
aerodynamics forces
[ABC-CP-1355] p0235 H77-19015
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Carve fitting of aeroelastic transient response
data with exponential functions

p0286 B77-2102K
Determination of sabcritical damping by

noving-block/randomdec applications
p0287 H77-21025

Specification of inputs and instiainentation for
flatter testing of aaltivariable systens

p0287 H77-21028
wind tunnel investigation of supersonic wing-tail

flatter
p0287 H77-21030

The design, analysis, and testing of a lev-budget
wind-tunnel flatter model vith active
aerodynamic controls

p0287 H77-21031
Tine series analysis in flight flatter testing at

the Air Force Flight Test Center: Concepts and
results

p0287 H77-21033
Flight flatter testing technology at Grumman

automated telemetry station for on line data
redaction

p0288 N77-2103II
The application of recent techniques in flight

flutter testing
p0288 N77-21036

F-15 flight flatter test program
p0288 H77-21037

Investigation of aeroelastic stability phenomena
of a helicopter by in-flight shake test

p0288 N77-210QO
Flight flatter testing of rotary wing aircraft

using a contrcl system oscillation technique
p0288 H77-21041

SCAB arrow-wing active flutter suppression system
[NASA-CB-1U5K17] p0323 M77-22H16

An experimental investigation of trunk flatter of
an air cushion landing system
[AD-A038559] pfli435 H77-27110

Flutter calculation for the Viggen aircraft with
allowance for leading edge vortex effect

p053U H77-31083
PLOI DEBSITY
11T 10HIHODS INTENSITY
HT SOOHD INTENSITY

PLDZ BAPPING
0 HAPPING

FLOXBBTEBS
0 H A G N E T I C HEASOBESBHT
<] MEASBEIKG ISSTBOflENTS

FLY BT WIBE COBTBOl
Effects of artificial stability on configuration

design
p0153 A77-20719

Realization problems concerning reliable CCV
flight guidance systems
[DG1R P A P E B 76-213] p0156 A77-21878

Helicopter vulnerability redaction, fly-by-wire
.backup demonstration

p02»5 A77-26862
N A S A ' s advanced control law program for the F-8

Digital Fly-Ey-nire aircraft
p0267 A77-28802

Specific failure identification algorithms for the
F-8

p0267 A77-28806
A reliable dual-redundant sensor FDI system for

the N A S A F8C-SIBH aircraft
p0267 A77-28807

Power supplies for full tine fly-by-wire aircraft
control systems

pOtOS A77-38II61
Investigation of a helicopter manoenver demand

system
pO»6it A77-13353

Design and fabrication of an 8000 PSI
control-by-wire actuator for flight testing in a
T-2 C airplane
C AD-A02<l«8T| p0037 N77-11065

Adaptive control laws for F-8 flight tests fly
by wire control

p0329 H77-22811
Failure detection and ccntrol-system

reconfiguration: Past, present, and fu ture
F-i) fly-by-wire aircraft

P0329 N77-22813
Design and test experience with a triply redundant

digital fly-by-wire control system

pOJ77 B77-25076
The CB-47C vulnerability redaction modification
program: Fly-by-ware backup demonstration
[AD-A030682] pOt79 N77-281HO

Handling quality criteria development for
transport aircraft with fly-by-wire prinary
control systems
[HLB-TB-7<imi-0] p05"!H H77-31179

F-8C adaptive flight control laws
[HASi-CB-2880] p0596 877-33202

FLtTBG BEDSTEAD AIBCB1FT
<J FLYIBG P1ATFOBBS

FLTTBG PBBSOIHBL
St AIRCBAFT PILOTS
HI COSBOHAOTS
ST FLIGHT CEBITS
HT PILOTS (PEBSONHBl)
HI TEST PILOTS

FLYIHG P11TFOBH STABILITY
0 AEBODYMABIC STABILITY
0 FLYING PLATFOBHS

FLYIBG PLATFOBHS
Dual-spin spacecraft dynamics under conditions of

a rotating unbalanced platform and rotor asymmetry
[I4F PAPEB 76-019] pOOOS A77-10882

Flow measurements in leading edge vortices
[AIAA PAPEB 77-11] pOU7 A77-19772

Dynamic problems of unmanned tethered rotor
platform Sea-Kiebitz with special regard to the
landing

p016«l A77-IUJS7
FLYIBG QUALITIES
0 FLIGBT CBABACTEBISTICS
FLYIHG SPOT SCAHBBBS

Video generation and control system
[AD-A033853] pOd7J N77-21157

FLIIBG SIBG AIBCBiFT
D IAI1LESS SIECB4FT

POABS
Vehicles and extinguishants foams for aircraft
fires

p01«3 A77-109J2
Combined agent techniques and new agent developments

in aircraft fire fighting
p0113 A77-H09J3

Extinguishants for aircraft tire fighting foaming
agents - Protein, fluoroprotein and AFFF

pOIUS A/7-109<46
Void filler foam accelerated load testing on

an A-1 aircraft
CAB-A031I118] pOJJS S77-23273

area formadehyde foamed plastic emergency
arresters for civil aircraft
[ABC-CP-1329] pOtBO B77-2810H

FOG DISPEBSKL
Fog dispersal - Hodern implementation of proven

concepts
p02/1 A77-29"465

A method for determining the point of lift-off and
modified trajectory of a ground-based heated
turbulent planar jet in a co-flowing wind
[AD-AO<t070n] p05U6 N77-J1722

FOEKEB AIBCBiFT
BT F-27 AIBCBAFT
NT F-28 TBABSPOBT AIBCBAFT

Hultiple backup systems assure operation of
aircraft hydraulic functions for Fokker F-28

p0195 A77-2U575
FOKKSB BOHD TESTEBS
0 ADBESIOB TESTS

FOKKEB F 27 AIBCBAFT
0 F-27 AIBCBAFT

FOItKEB F 28 AIBCBAFT
0 F-28 TBABSPOBT AIBCBAFT

FOKKEB FBIEBDSBIP AIBCBAFT
0 F-27 AIBCBAFT

FOKKEB-PLAICK EQDATIOI
A method for the analysis of nonlinearities in
aircraft dynamic response to atmospheric
turbulence
[HASA-TS-D-8265] p006« N77-119U2

FOLDIBG STBOCTDBES
Structural studies of oblique folding wings
[AD-A025712] p0123 H77-1H018

FOBCB DISTBIBOTIOH
Sethod for making a preliminary determination of

the basic dimensions of the force elements of
aircraft structures

pOUIS A77-J9389
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FOBCE VECTOR EECOBDEBS SDBJBCI IHDEI

FOBCZ VECTOB BBCOBDBBS
Determination of the components of the specific

force of a gravimeter for the general case of a
noving base

p0467 477-43468
FOHCED OSCILLATIOB
0 POECED VIBBATICN

FOBCEO VIBBATIOB
Effect of certain aerodynamic factors on

inducement of vibrations in turbonachine blades
p0061 477-15995

Investigation of helicopter airframe normal modes
p0107 477-17410

Isolation of rotor induced vibration with the Sell
focal pylon-nodal beam system
[SAE P A P E R 760892] p0258 477-28211

The control of vibration in helicopters
p0271 177-29197

FORCED VIBBATOBT BOTIOH EQOATIOHS
0 POECED VIEBATION

FOBSBODIES
NT ABLATIVE NOSE COHES
NT NOSE CONES
NT NOSES (FOREBODIES)

A forebody design technique for highly integrated
bottom-mounted scramjets with application to a
hypersonic research airplane
[NASA-TN-D-8369] p0170 N77-16019

Side forces on forebodies at high angles of attack
and Bach nunbers from 0.1 to 0.7: tvo tangent
ogives, paraboloid and cone
[NAS4-TB-X-3K38] p0278 N77-20030

FOBECiSTING
NT PERFOBH4NCE PBEDICTICB
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
NT TECHNOLOGICAL FOBEC4STING
NT H E A T H E R FORECASTING
The seat belt light is on airline industry

economic assessment and forecasts
p0117 A77-19175

FOBECSSTS
0 FORECASTING

FOBEIGN POLICY
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
NT INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

FOBEBSIC SCIEHCES
D LAW (JDRISPRODENCE)

FOEESTS
A new, versatile stereo-camera system for

large-scale helicopter photography of forest
resources in central Europe

p0189 477-23271
FORGING

Selecting processing options for high-fracture
toughness titanium airframe forgings

p0201 A77-25213
Evaluation of isothermal forgings for T53 impellers
[AD-4030469] p0186 N77-17227

Crack propagation and residual static strength of
typical aircraft forgings

p0327 H77-22556
FOBS PERCEPTION
0 SPACE PEBCEPTICN

FOBHALDEBYDB
Orea fomadehyde foamed plastic emergency

arresters for civil aircraft
[ASC-CP-1329] pOU80 N77-28144

FORUM
Format practices for documenting time critical,
harzardons procedures
[4D-A036369] p0525 N77-30100

FORBIHG TECHBIO.OES
NT EXTRODISG
NT FORGING
Fabricating titanium parts with SPF/DB process

Superplastic Forming and Diffusion Bonding
p0201 477-25212

Process development for fabricating sculptured
decorative interior aircraft panels using sheet
molding compounds

p0512 477-46508
FOHTBAH

TB4NDES: A FORTRAN program for transonic airfoil
analysis or design
[NASA-CR-2821] p0377 N77-25081

FORTRAN program for calculating leading and
trailing-edge geometry of turboiachine blades
[NASA-TH-X-73679] p0433 N77-27069

CH-47 medium lift helicopter effectiveness
evaluation program run book
[40-40011(62] p0540 N77-J1TU

FOSSIL FOBIS
NT C04t
NT CHDDE OIL
NT RATOBAL GAS

FR4CTOGB4PHI
4B monitoring of rapid crack growth in a
production-size wing fatigue test article ---
Acoustic Emission

p0115 A77-18650
Correlation of predicted and actual crack growth

in a transport wing
[4144 77-381] P0205 A77-25740

FBACTDBB BECH4IICS
Crack detection capability of non-destructive

inspection methods in relation to the
airworthiness of aircraft

p0019 A77-1J781
Fibre reinforced composites vith non fracturing
reinforcing elements

p005<l 477-15287
Flight inspection data and crack initiation times

p0559 A77-50466
Fracture mechanics fundamentals with reference to
aircraft structural applications
[ABL/STROC-TH-245] p0285 H77-20478

Fracture mechanics analysis of centered and offset
fastener holes in stiffened and nnstiffened
panels under uniform tension
[AD-4032034] p0286 877-2052M

Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology
[AGABD-CP-221] p0327 B77-22554

Practical applications of fracture mechanics
technignes to aircraft structural problems

p03^7 B77-22555
Application of fracture mechanics to the F-111

airplane
P0327 B77-/-2557

Application of fracture mechanics in designing
built-up sheet structures

Application of fracture mechanics to the selection
of aluminum alloys, part 1

pOJ28 H77-^256J
Effects of combined acoustic and flight loads of
crack growth
[AD-4033573] p0338 N77-23550

Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of B-1 Haterials.
Volume 1: Text
[4D-A039883] p0494 B77-.J9287

Fracture Hechanics Evaluation of B-1 Materials.
Volume 2: Fatigue crack growth data
[AD-A039785] p0495 N77-2928S

Bate effects on residual strength of flawed
structures and materials
[N1B-TB-76 004-0] p0496 B77-29565

FHACTOBE RESISIAHCE
0 FRACTURE STRENGTH

FBACTOBB SIBBNGIB
Durability of bonded aluminum structure

p0046 A77-1J7J3
A method for the preliminary stability analysis ot

aircraft structures - Numerical analysis
p0052 477-14906

Optimum distribution of material in rotating disks
found from strength conditions

p0110 A77-17761
The consideration of damage tolerance in the

design of joints --- in aircraft structures
p0198 477-24916

Selecting processing options for high-fracture
toughness titanium airframe forgings

p0201 A77-2521J
Fatigue strength of aircraft propeller blades

p0413 A77-J8759
Design mechanical properties, fracture toughness,

fatigue properties, exfoliation and
stress-corrosion resistance of 7050 sheet,
plate, hand forgings, die forgings and extrusions
[4D-4024609] p0025 B77-1019S

Fracture toughness of 8mm 2024-T3 non clad plate
with long central cracks
[FOK-B-1879] p0040 N77-11449

Crack propagation and residual static strength of
typical aircraft forgings

pOJ27 B/
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SUBJECT IBDBX FUEL COHBOSTIOB

The distribution of fracture toughness data for
D6ac steel
[ARL/STBOC-HOTZ-II29] p0081 577-28267

PRACTOBE TOUGHNESS
D F R A C T U B E STRENGTH

JBAHES
NT AIRFRAHES
NT OBDBBCARBIAG1S

PBAHIBG CAHEBAS
A new, versatile stereo-ca»era system for

large-scale helicopter photography of forest
resources in central Europe

p0189 A77-23271
PBABCE

Civil and Eilitary aic traffic in France -
Ranagement and compatibility

p0551 A77-«8qi1
PBAOBHOPEB BBGION
0 FAR FIELDS
FBBE FLIGHT

Free-flight wind-tunnel investigation of a
four-engine sweptwing upper-surface blcwn
transport configuration
rNASA-TN-D-8179] pOA74 N77-28092

PBEE FLOS
The effect of varying freestrean velocity on

dynamic stall characteristics
p0246 A77-26872

Numerical solution of three-dimensional free
turbulent shear flows

p03n« A77-33809
Structure and development cf a turbulent boundary

layer in an oscillatory external flow
[ONERA, TP HO. 1977-11] p03«5 A77-338«2

The effect of velocity fluctuations and
nonunifentities in the free stream on the
boundary layer development

p03"15 A77-33853
FBEE JETS

Wavelength in axisymmetric steady supersonic free
jets

p0090 A77-16421
A study of free jets and jets launched from the

base of a cylinder immersed ia a hypersonic stream
p0307 A77-32<!71

Coherent structures in the nixing zcne of a
subsonic hot free jet
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-88] p0562 A77-50989

Noise generating by interaction between subsonic
jets and blown flaps
[DLR-rB-76-20] p0024 N77-10067

Experimental study of lateral wind effect on free
jet noise
[ISL-R-121/76] p0497 H77-29923

FBEE HOLECOIAB FLOS
The calculation of flow fields about three

dimensional bodies in high altitude
(free-molecular flow cf neutral atoms)
[DLR-FB-75-115] p0532 N77-30922

FBBE OSCILLatlOHS
0 FBEE VIBRATION
FBEB STRBAB EFFECTS
0 FBEE FLOW
FBEE SIBBiHS
0 FBEE FLOW
FBBE VIBBATIOB

The chances of 'classical' flutter onset in the
loving blades of turbines

p0059 A77-15980
A damper for acceleroneters

p0308 A77-32711
Experience gained in adjusting the aathematical

nodel of the 7FI 614 short-haul aircraft by use
of measured eigenfregueacies

p0508 A77-15391
FBBEDOB FISBTBB AIBCRAFT
0 F-5 AIRCRAFT
FBBOB

Correlation of full-scale helicopter rotor
performance in aic «ith model-scale Freon data
[HASA-TB-D-8323] p006D H77-11999

FBBQOMCIBS
BT BEOAtBAHD
NT LOW PBEQDEBC1IS
BT RESONANT FBSQOESCIBS
NT SOPBHHIGH FREQUENCIES
NT DLTRABIGH FREQUENCIES
BT VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
HI VERY LOB FBBQOEHCIES

FBBQUEBCY ASSIGBHEHT
Mobile data radio --- transmission guality between
stationary transmitter to receiver in motion
[DGLB FAPEB 76-168] p009^ A77-16b40

FBEQDBBCI COBTBOL
The application of the South approximation method
to turbofan engine models
[BASA-TH-X-73623] pOIJO B77-^61J7

FBBQOEBCT BESOLATIOB
0 PBEQOBSCT COBTBOL
FBBQDEBCI BBSPOBSB

Alternative methods for the design of jet engine
control systems

P0266 »77-^8bJ^
IFF identification in zones with highly

concentrated interrogation
P0326 F77-22370

FBSQOEBCI SCABBING
An electronic time and frequency referenced

scanning beam compatible with Doppler HLS
poaOJ A77-J77JJ

PBEQOEBCT STAB1LITI
Aircraft electrical power generation - Th€ needs

and practicalities
pO»08 A77-381I6U

FBBSBEL BBFLECTOBS
Computer simulation of Fresnel lens optical

landing system
[AD-A038056] pO«J8 H77-

FBETTIBG COBBOSIOB
Fretting corrosion in slit joints in planetary

reduction gears of high-pressure turbines
POJ09 A77-

FBICTIOH
NT AERODIBARIC DRAG
ST SKIS FBICTION
NT SL1DIBG FRICTI01I
HT SBPEBSOBIC DBAG
Studies of friction and wear characteristics ot

various wires for wire-brush skids
[HASA-TR-D-8517] pObJB K77-J11J1

FRICTION COEFFICIENT
0 COEFFICIE1IT OF FBICTION
FBICTION DBAG
ill AEBODIBAHIC DBfG
NT SOPEBSOBIC DBiG
FBICTION FACTOR

Choking of a nonuniform flow in a channel with
• friction

FBICTIOB LOSS COBPFICIB8T
0 FBICTIOB FACTOB

FBICTION PBBSSOBE DBOP
0 SKIN FBICTION
FUEL CBLLS
ST BE6BBEBATIVE FUEL CELLS
Hydraulic ran effect on composite fuel cell entry

vails
[AD-A02D832] pOOBS N77-1Jb«B

A study of the failure of joints in composite
material fuel cells due to hydraulic ram loading
[AD-A027258] p012^ B77-11016

FUEL COSBOSTIOH
Experimental study of combustion time in two-stage
combustion process

P0012 A77-1^b11
Catalytic combustion of C3B8 on Pt coated monolith

--- for reducing pollutant emissions from
aircraft gas turbines

pOOb6 A77-155S7
Unsteady combustion of fuel spray in jet-engine
after-burners

pdOfl A77-172U9
Numerical methods for calculating the performance
of air-breathing combustion chambers

pOIOM A77-17^50
Ames T-3 fire test facility - Aircraft crash fire

simulation
p0108 A77-171479

Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic mixing
and coibnstion of hydrogen
[AIAA PAPER 77-17] p0137 A77-1S778

Combustion modelling within gas turbine engines,
some applications and limitations
I A I A A PAPER 77-52) poise A77-1U796

Evaluation of a staged fuel combustor for
turboprop engines
[ASHB PAPEB 76-WA/GT-5] p021H A7
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FOBL COBSUHPTIOH SUBJECT IHDBI

Model calculations of the combustion product
distributions in the primary zone of a gas
turbine ccmbuator
[ A S H E P A P E R 76-SA/GT-7] p021<l A77-26163

Prel iminary study of smoke formed in the
combustion of various jet fuels

p0269 A77-29068
Jet fuel quality considerations

p0312 A77-33273
Extinguishants for aircraft fire fighting -

Auxiliary fire suppressants
pOUIH A77-40935

The effect of drop size on emissions from the
primary zone of a gas turbine type conbustor

p0519 A77-4817II
Combustion considerations for future jet fuels

p0550 A77-48241
Research on noise generated by ducted air-fuel

combustion systems
[AD-A039957] p0512 U77-31169

FUEL COBSDBPTIOH
The fuel approach to control emissions from aircraft

[IAF P A P E B 76-111] pOOOS A77-10911
Equation sclution accuracy in calculating jet

•engine characteristics
p0012 A77-12S02

Nonoptimality of the steady-state cruise for
aircraft

p0046 A77-13713
Air transportation and fuel consumption

pOOSI A77-1US63
Fuel consumption of civil jet transport aircraft

p0102 A77-17234
The metering system concept for airport

traffic control efficiency \
p0108 A77-17484

Theoretical aspects of optimization of aviation
gas turbine engine design variables

p0110 A77-17762
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a

bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with
stepwise heat removal

p0111 A77-17765
Effects of artificial stability on configuration

design
p0153 A77-20719

Hulti-mission uses for Prop-Fan propulsion
p0212 A77-26400

Air f rame technology for energy efficient transport
aircraft
[ S H E PAPEf i 760929] p0259 A77-28234

Alti tude engine test of a tnrbofan exhaust gas
mixer to conserve fuel
[ A S M E P A P E B 77-GT-97] p0265 A77-28607

Aircraft operator - Would you buy higher DOC to
lower noise and fuel use Direct Operating
Cost tradeoff

p0269 A77-29031
Energy and economic trade offs for advanced

technology subsonic aircraft
p0271 A77-29471

Effects of selected R6D options on fuel usage in
the comaercial air system

p0271 A77-29072
Theoretical questions of aircraft GTE design

parameter optimization
p0272 A77-29512

Analysis of parameters and characteristics of
bypass turbojet engines operating in cycle tilth
irultistage heat removal

p0272 A77-29515
Hew potentials for conventional aircraft when

powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
p0312 A77-33392

Energy and aerospace /Sixty-fifth Wilbur and
Orville Hright Hemorial Lecture/ aerospace
contributions to energy conservation

p0357 A77-36434
Energy utilization factor in civil transport

aircraft
p0359 A77-36788

Design and performance of energy efficient
propellers for nach 0.8 cruise
[ S A E P A P E R 770158] p0392 A77-37077

Air t r a f f i c flew control and an efficient
heuristic program for fuel conservation

pOt16 A77-39842
The impact of the energy crisis on the demand for

fuel eff iciency - The case of general aviation

pOtb3 A77-420J8
The aircraft energy efficiency active controls

technology program
[ A I A A 77-1076] p0456 A77-427B4

Energy aspects of 7TOL aircraft in comparison with
other air and ground vehicles

p04t>1 A77-1JJJJ
National Airlines Fuel nanagenent and Allocation

Hodel
pOM66 A77-1JJ99

Air Hew Zealand's methods of flying the DC-10
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1255] p0502 U77-IHUIU

Fuel conservation for high performance aircraft in
the terminal area

P0503 A77-1U13I!
Fuel conservation through airplane maintenance

p0510 A77-M592b
Transonic flow theory of airfoils and wings

p0027 S7/-10J51
Baseline energy forecasts and analysis of

alternative strategies for airline fuel
conservation
[PB-255351/9] p0029 H77-10690

study of unconventional aircraft engines designed
for low energy consumption
[BASA-CR-135136] p0130 S77-1504J

Alternative fuels for aviation
[GPO-78-544] p0132 1)77-15212

Aircraft fuel efficiency program
[S-BEPT-9M-633] p0178 B77-170J2

Toward a second generation fuel efficient
supersonic cruise aircraft performance
characteristics and benefits

p̂ )222 877-180J9
Delayed flap approach procedures for noise
abatement and fuel conservation

p0226 N77-18086
Simulator evaluation of optimal thrust
management/fuel conservation strategies tor
airbus aircraft on short haul routes
[HASA-CR-151966] p0230 B77-181J7

Research requirements for development of
regenerative engines for helicopters
[NASA-CR-145112] p0231 877-181bb

High efficiency engine cycles for air transport
fuel economy

pOJ21 K77-22126
An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 1:
Operational considerations
[BASA-CB-115107] pOJ65 »77-2<4082

Full-scale altitude engine test of a turbofan
exhaust-gas-forced mixer to reduce thrust
specific fuel consumption
[BASA-TB-X-3568] p0477 N77-2812J

An overview of concepts for aircraft drag reductions
p0578 B77-J2092

FDEL COBTABIBATIOB
Pollutant formation in fuel lean recirculating flows

in an Opposed Reacting Jet Combustor
[BASA-CR-2785] p0182 B77-17069

FUEL COBIROL
Application of simulation studies to the design

and improvement of fuel control systems for
aviation turbine engines

pOOSS A77-1579B
Fluidic fuel control for a small recuperated gas

turbine engine
[ASHE PAPER 76-WA/FLCS-5] p021<l A77-26417

Selection of a fuel handling system for a small
advanced turboshaft engine

p0248 477-26893
The electrical conductivity daring pumping and
filtration of RT fuel containing an antistatic
additive

pOJOO A77-31141
Flight test summary of modified fuel systems

p0184 B77-17090
FUEL CORBOSI01

Effect of substituted-organic compounds on the
oxidizability of hydrogenated jet fuels and the
effectiveness of an antioxidant

p0300 A77-J14J9
Effect of phenol-type antioxidant additives on the
operating properties of water-free jet fuels

pOJOO A77-J1440
Determination of a fuel's thermal oxidation
stability by the CITO-B method

P0300 A77-31U42
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SUBJECT IIDEI FOIL SCALE TESTS

Investigation of the cooposition of phenol
antioxidants containing zinc
dialkyldithiocarbamates, used to improve the
thermal-cxidative stability of 3et fuels

p03«5 A77-33912
Invastigation of the effectiveness of antioxidant

additions to a highly hydtogenated jet fuel
p03t5 A77-33914

FOEl FLOB
Penetration and break-op of liquid fuel jets in

high snbscmc speed airstreaos
[ U A A P A P E R 77-201] p01Q1 A77-19893

A wide range no moving part flowmeter for
aircraft fuel f low aeasurement
[ A S B E PAPEE 76-SA/FLCS-10] p021t A77-26»50

Jet fuels - Redefining the low temperature
requirements

p0417 A77-39925
Review of measurement and testing problems of

aircraft emissions
p0185 N77-17099

Anti-NOx combustion chamber with variable
aerodynamc flow for a turbo-jet engine

p0322 H77-22137
FUEL FLO! HEGD1STOBS

Analysis and design of digital output interface
devices for gas tortine electronic controls
[NASA-CR-135135] p0130 N77-15014

Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
rNASA-CBSr-LIH-12830-1 ] p0331 B77-23106

POE1 IHJECTI01
Results of fur ther investigations of a new concept

of fuel prevaporizaticn
pOIOI A77-17247

Studies of transverse liquid fuel jets in
higi-speed air streams
[AD-A032817] p0338 N77-231I20

FDEL OILS
Investigation of the factors affecting the

determination accuracy of addition
concentrations in aviation oils, using the
method of thin-film chromatography

p03<!5 A77-33915
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine

[NASA-CASE-LF.S-1 2830-1] p033« N77-23106
FUEL POHPS

Some regularities of the wearing of fuel pump
plunger spheres for aircraft engines

p055« A77-U9374
Development of a retractable vane starting pump

integrated within a vapor core fuel pump.
Turbine engine technology demonstrator component
development program, project 668A- Controls
developient program (part 5)
[AD-A029032] p0183 H77-17076

FOEL SPBAIS
Unsteady combustion of fuel spray in jet-engine

after-burnets
p010« A77-172U9

Reduction of exhaust smoke from gas-turbine
engines by using fuel emulsions. II
[WSS/CI PAPER 76-30] pOU67 A77-H3598

Aerodynamic and thermodynamc characteristics of
kerosene-spray flames

pOSSO A77-18181
FDEL SISTERS

HT AIRCRAFT FOEl SYSTEHS
Theoretical prerequisites for determining the

hydrodynamic force acting on a needle-shaped
control vane of a fuel supply system

p0308 A77-32700
Fuel subsystes characteristics for LH2 aircraft

p0312 A77-33393
Operational reliability of aircraft powerplants

Russian took
pOQ«7 A77-Q16I18

Teledyne Continental Hotors emissions data and
analysis and flight test results

p018H H77-17089
Flight test summary of modified fuel systems

p018« N77-17090
A fluidic fuel and air bleed load contrcl system

for gas turbine engines
[AD-A035701] pOPSO N77-261Q1

FDEL TASKS
HT Hins T A H K S

Liquid hydrogen as propellant for commercial
a i rcraf t
C D G L R P A P E B 76-188] p009i A77-16534

The technical concept of the IL-62H. II - Fuel
system

p0159 A77-22120
Fiberglass reinforced plastic BI-PAC vibration and

rough handling tests
[AD-A025783] pOUBJ B77-1J168

Dasign and testing of the H-53, 150-gallon
auxiliary fuel tank container
[AD-A028283] p0181 N77-17056

FOEL TESTS
Chemistry of fuels and lubricants

p0300 A77-J14J8
Determination of a fuel's thermal oxidation

stability by the CITO-H method
p0300 A77-J1««^

FOEL VALVES
Developing an automatic grade monitor for aviation

• fuels
pOOHU A77-1J17J

FOEL-AIB BATIO
Emissions of an AVCO Lycoming 0-J20-DIAD air

cooled light aircraft engine as a function of
fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature and
humidity
[HASA-T^-X-73500] p002J B77-100bB

Effect of air temperature and relative humidity at
various fuel-air ratios on exhaust emissions on
a per-mode basis of an Avco Lycoming 0-J20 DIAD
light aircraft engine. Volume 2: Individual
data points
[HASA-TH-X-73S07] p002« S77-100&6

Characteristic time correlation of emissions from
conventional aircraft type flames
[PB-258269/0] pOIBJ R77-17078

Summary report on effects at temperature,
humidity, and fuel-air ratio on two air-cooled
light aircraft engines

p018» H77-170B6
FOELIHG
0 BEFOELIHG

FDELS
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS
NT COAL
NT FOEL OILS
NT GASOLINE
NT HYDROCARBON FOELS
NT HYDROGEN FOELS
NT JET ENGINE FOELS
NT JP-U JET FOEL
BT JP-5 JET FDEL
NT JP-8 JET FOEL
NT KEROSENE
NT SYNTHETIC FOELS

FOLL SCALE TESTS
Vibration tests on aircraft engines

p0162 A77-22260
Full scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable

twist rotor
p0248 A77-26B88

Full scale crash testing of a CH-17C helicopter
p0249 A77-26897

Hethodology of measuring applied loads in
full-scale static fatigue tests

pOJOB A77-32715
The evolution of the variable geometry rotor

pOJ«J A77-JJ78t
Full scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable

twist rotor
pOJIlU A77-JJ792

Fire testing of aircraft cabins
pOJU7 A77-J1189

OSB environment assessment based on YC-14 flight
test measurements Opper surface Blowing
[AIAA 77-593] pOJSO A77-3«9bO

Validation of AV-8B V/STOL characteristics by foil
scale static and wind tunnel tests
[AIAA 77-597] pOJSO A77-J1495J

Reingestion and footprint characteristics of the
VAK 191B hot gas recirculation into V/STOL
aircraft inlets
[AIAA 77-617] pOJS^ A77-J1965

Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine
intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating
forward flight
[ABS 77-33-61] pOU21 A77-10081

An investigation of the near-field wake behind a
full-scale test aircraft

pOS07 A77-11816
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FOSCTION8L ANALYSIS SUBJECT IBDEX

Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee
tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, loads, and
performance
[AIAA PAPER 77-13HO] p0568 A77-51093

FOBCTIOHAL ANALYSIS
HI INTEGRAL 1QOATIONS
NT LAPLACE TBANSFOEBATION
NT SINGOLAR INTEGRAL EQDATIONS

FOHCTIOHS (MATHEMATICS)
NT CONFORMAL MAPPING
NT COORDINATE TRfSSFOFH&TICNS
NT EXPONENTIAL FONCTIONS
NT GBEEN FUNCTION
ST HYPERBOLIC FDNCTIONS
NT KERNEL PDNCTICNS
NT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
NT LIAPtJNOV FDNCTIONS
NT MONOTONE FDNCTIONS
NT NORMAL DENSITY FDNCTIONS
NT PROBABILITY DENSITY FONCTIONS
IT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FDNCTIONS
NT SINE SERIES
NT STRESS FONCTIONS
NT TBUNSFER FDNCTIONS
NT TRIGONOH1TBIC FONCTIONS
•JT WEIBULL DENSITY FDNCTIONS

FORNACES
NT SOLAR FDBNACHS

FDSELAGE MODHTIBG
0 JIRCRAFT PBODOCTION

FOSELAGES
Beducing vibration by structural modification
' helicopter fuselage model

p0006 A77-11279
Fuselage analytical veight estimation method

[SAKE P«PER 1102] p0009 A77-12182
Experiences concerning construction and testing in

the case of a pressurized fuselage section with
a sandwich-construction design
[DGLR PAPER 76-197] p0091 A77-16530

Crack propagation in the reinforced structure of a
transport aircraft, calculation-experiment
comparison
[DGLB P4PEB 76-218] p0092 A77-165UII

Development of method for modification of
thin-wall fuselage-type reinforced shells and
construction of a practical calculation algorithm

p0111 A77-17952
Determination of internal stress distribution in a

semimonocoque aircraft fuselage with cutouts
p0193 A77-23873

Synergistic integration of composite manufacturing
methods for YF-17 aircraft fuselage structure

p0255 A77-27192
Aerospatiale proposes a new family /A.200/ of

aircraft, with 120 to 160 seats
P03145 A77-3396U

Calculation of the surface pressure for a
fuselage/wing configuration situated in an ideal
fluid

pO«16 A77-39686
Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine

intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating
forward flight
[ A H S 77-33-61] pO«21 A77-t008«

Minimized fuselage vibrations using advanced
composites
[AHS 77-33-8«] pO&22 A77-U0097

The insertion or elimination of fuselage sections
and the balancing of aircraft

p0521 A77-I47699
Acoustic scattering of point sources by a moving

prolate spheroid jet fuselage
[ A I A A PAPFB 77-1326] p0567 A77-51080

Catapult launch fatigue investigation of the model
S-2 E airplane
[AD-A02«071] p003<t N77-11038

Measurement of the static influence coefficient of
the AB-1G Cobra fuselage
[ A D - A 0 2 E 1 1 4 ] p0069 N77-12044

Aerodynamic centre of wing-fuselage combinations
[ESDO-76015] p0127 N77-1U992

Low-frequency noise reduction of lightweight
air f rame structures
[NASA-CR-11510U] p0128 N77-15029

Wind tunnel investigation of an nnpovered
helicopter fuselage model with a 7-type empennage
[NASA-TH-X-3U76] p0235 N77-19008

The theoretical prediction of steady and unsteady
aerodynamic loading on arbitrary bodies in
supersonic flow

p027b 577-^0010
Study to investigate design, fabrication and test
of low cost concepts for large hybrid composite
helicopter fuselage, phase 2
[NASA-CR-1115167] pOJbb B7/-24U97

Interior and exterior fuselage noise measured on
NASA's C-8a augmentor wing jet-STOI research
aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-73235] pOJ71 N77-;41J7

General study of light plane spin, aft fuselage
geometry, part 1
[NASA-TT-F-17446] p038J N77-2b150

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 2: Symmetrical unswept wing
at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical
fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position
[ARC-CP-1332] p047J 1177-28080

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 1: The design problem tor a
lifting swept wing attached to a cylindrical
fuselage
[ARC-CP-1331] p0473 N77-280B2

Investigations of three-dimensional flow
separation on fuselage configurations
[AD-A039382] p05J1 N77-J0121

Notes on the pollution of airplanes and
helicopters by chemicals during agricultural Jobs
[NASA-TT-F-17U11UJ p05b7 N77-JJ129

FOSIOB WELDING
NT BRAZING
NT BLECTBON BEAM WELDING
NT PLASMA ARC WELDING

Advanced joining processes CW laser welding,
titanium brazing and plasma arc welding

pOOSfc 177-15508
F4H AIHCBAFT
D F-U AIRCRAFT

F80 AIRCRAFT
0 F-8 AIRCRAFT

G FORCE
0 ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
GAGES
0 MEASOBING INSTRUMENTS

GALAXI AIRCBAFT
0 C-5 AIBCHAFT

GALEBKIN HETBOD
Analytical comparison of effects of solid-friction

and viscous structural damping on panel flutter
[NASA-TN-D-8263] p007l4 N77-12UJ5

GALVANIC CELLS
0 ELECTBOLY1IC CELLS
GIBE TBEOBI

The pursuit-evasion problem or two aircraft in a
horizontal plane

pOOII A77-12«b2
Estimation of weapon-radius versus maneuverability
trade-off for air-to-air combat
[AIAA PAPEB 77-35] pOIJT B77-19/87

Minimum required capture radius in a coplanar
model of the aerial combat problem

p0468 A77-UJ726
GAS ANALYSIS

Standard reference gases and analytical procedures
for use in gas turbine exhaust measurements

p0089 A77-16J73
Evaluation of Halon 1301 system for postcrash
aircraft internal cabin fire protection
[AD-A032150/5] p016S S7/-16UOJ

GAS DENSITY
Quantitative density visualization in a transonic
compressor rotor

pO»U9 A77-IH863
Aerodynamics of a confined Jet with variable density

pOblb A/7-1/2H8
GAS DETECTORS

Analytical study of mixed-flow JT8D exhaust
emissions measurements for fixed-probe
requirements
[AD-A033121/5] p028J »7

GAS DYBABICS
NT AERODYNAMICS
NT AEBOTBEBHODYNAHICS
NT BAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS
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SUBJECT IBDBI GAS TEHPEBATOBE

BT FOTOB AEBODYBAHICS
HT SOPEESOHICS
HonliBear analysis of flows generated by the

impulsive notion of a wedge
p0015 A77-12630

Gasdynamic investigations of explosive
decompression of one of the cargo holds of the
Airbus 4 300
[DG1E PAPEB 76-209] p0093 A77-16561

Self-siailar representation of the structure of
the gasdynagic region during discharge of a
highly nnderexpanded gas jet into a hypersonic
wake flow

p0136 A77-19732
Advanced techniques for conpntation of supersonic

flow
C A I A A PAPEB 77-173] pomo A77-19874

Applied gasdynanics /1th revised edition/
Russian hook

p0144 A77-20123

Problem of dispersion of a conical volume of
heated gas

p0251 A77-27087
Some results fron experimental investigation of a

supersonic twisted jet
p0251 A77-27101

Application of nonlinear programming methods to
the solution of variational problems of gas
dynamics maximal thrust supersonic nozzle
design

p0303 A77-31920
GAS FLOW

HT &IR FLOS
HT FBEE HOLECOLAB FLOW
BT JET STREAMS (BETEOB010GI)
HT KNODSEB FLOW
HT NOHEQOILIERIOH FLOW
HT PIPE FLOW
HT TBAHSITION FLOW

Stability of rotating body in a gas stream
p0111 A77-17955

Hypersonic gas flow around slender blunt body of
revolution

p O I I I A77-17961
Applied gasdynamics /4th revised edition/

Bussian book
p0144 A77-20123

Jet ergine nozzles
p0165 A77-22929

Approximate calculation of the critical
performance of an ejector with a slotted nozzle

p0192 A77-23753
The theory of curvilinear unsteady motion of a
slender lifting body in a gas

p0192 A77-23758
Supersonic flow of gas-particle mixtures past a

wedge
p0194 A77-21200

Combustion measurements in air breathing
propulsion engines - Survey and research needs

p0200 A77-24974
Choking of a nonnniform flow in a channel with

friction
p0202 A77-25334

Flight mechanics, collection of papers dedicated
to the sixtieth anniversary of the academician
Vladimir Vasil'evich Strnminskii Bussian book

p0296 A77-30555
Two-dimensional turbulent gas flows

p0296 A77-30561
Induction of an arbitrary vortex filament in a gas

p0296 A77-30562
Calculation of transonic and supersonic gas flows

in plane cascades of turtomachines
p0303 A77-31898

Transonic swirling gas flow in a nozzle
p0309 A77-32807

Management of swirling flows with application to
wind-tunnel design and V/STOL testing
[AIAA 77-585] p03«9 A77-3S9H2

Operation of a turbine stage under variable
conditions flov parameters determination in
aerodynamic design

pO«08 A77-38136
Development of a controllable particle generator

foe LV seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels
p0070 A77-44295

A method for analysis of electrostatic probe
signals relating to jet-engine licrodistresses

[AD-A038528] p049^ H77-29161
GAS GBSBBATOB EBGIHBS
0 EBGIBES
0 GAS GESEBATOBS

GAS GBBBBAIOES
Generation of gas to obtain lift from hydrazine -

A compact light-structure system as alternative
to hydrogen cylinders

p0057 A77-lbb.J4
The super integrated power unit - The aircraft

power unit of the future
[AIAA PAPEB 77-b02] p0194 A77-2J920

Axial compressor rotor design
p0196 A77-24621

GAS BEATIBG
Problem of dispersion of a conical volume of

heated gas
pOJ51 A77-270B7

GAS IHJECTIOH
Study on film cooling of turbine blades. I -

Experiments on film cooling with injection
through holes near leading edge

p0115 A77-1864b
Injection of helium for visualization ot air flow

patterns
p0192 A77-^!J759

The effect of auxiliary blowing on concentration
profiles downstream of a sonic injection in a
2.4 Bach flow

p0250 A77-27006
Aerodynamic characteristics plane diffusor
cascades in which the tlow over the blade back*;
is controlled by injecting air trom slots into
the boundary layer

pO-JOS A77-J2092
Tangential blowing into the hypersonic boundary on
a cone

pOJOT A77-J2J79
Measured effects of coolant injection on the

performance of a film cooled turbine
[AIAA PAPEB 77-946] p()41i A77-38607

Film cooling ot heated turbine surfaces at
representatively simulated conditions
[AIAA PAPEH 77-947] p0412 A77-J860B

Heat transfer at the critical point of a cylinder
during intensive blowing

pOb«9 A77-480S4
A novel concept for suppressing internally

generated aircraft engine noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1356] p0569 A77-511U9

Secondary gas injection into a supersonic conical
nozzle induced flow distribution

p0074 H77-1JJJ6
Bew potentials for conventional aircraft when

powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
p029J H77-21629

GAS JETS
Self-similar representation of the structure of

the gasdynamic region during discharge of a
highly underexpanded gas jet into a hypersonic
wake flow

pOU6 A77-197J2
The effect of auxiliary blowing on concentration
profiles downstream of a sonic injection in a
2.4 Racb flow

p0250 A77-27006
Parameters governing the range ot a supersonic gas

Jet
p0313 A77-JJ485

Have structure and density distribution in a
nonstationary gas jet

pO«45 A77-41270
SiS LIQOBFACTIOB
0 COHDBHSIBG
6AS ailTOBES
HT AIB
Generation of gas to obtain lift trom hydrazine -

A compact light-structure system as alternative
to hydrogen cylinders

p0057 A77-156J4
GAS TBHPBBATOBE

Bide bandwidth gas temperature measurements in
combnstor and combustor exhaust gases

P0242 A77-26807
A review of methods enabling increased service

lives of hign-thermal-load turbojet propulsion
plants

pO«61 A77-1JJ31
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GiS TOBIJIHE EHGIHES SOBJECt I8DEI

GAS tDBBISE BHGIHBS
NT BBISTOL-SIDDE1E? OLJHPOS 593 ENGINE
IT DOCTID FAN ENGINES
HT J-79 ENGIBE
NT J-35 E N G I N E
UT JET ENGINES
IT BABOET ENGINES
HI SDPEBSONIC COMBUSTION BAHJET ENGINES
NT T-53 E N G I N E
NT T-63 E N G I N E
NT TF-30 E N G I N E
NT TOBBOFAN E N G I N E S
HI TDBBOJET ENGINES
NT TDBBOPBOP ENGINES
NT TDBBOBABJIT ENGINES

High-nickel alloys for gas turbines
p0007 A77-11325

Future trends in aero gas turbine design. II -
Unconventional engines

p0007 A77-11595
System considerations for reliable strain data

from gas turbine engines
p0009 A77-12176

Experimental study of combustion tine in two-stage
combustion process

p0012 A77-12511
Selection of compressor pressure ratio of small

GTE installed in bypass turbojet engine fan duct
p0012 A77-12513

Study of flow swirl influence on axiradial
diffnser effectiveness

p0013 A77-12520
Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine

p0013 A77-12528
Catalytic combustion of C3H8 on Pt coated monolith

—- for reducing pollutant emissions from
aircraft gas turbines

p0056 A77-15557
Turbine blade excitation by an irregular

peripheral flow
p0061 A77-15996

Empirical validation of turbine engine exhaust
measurements

p0089 A77-16372
Standard reference gases and analytical procedures

for use in gas turbine exhaust measurements
p0089 A77-16373

Contribution of materials technology to progress
in propulsion system construction
[DGLR P A P E E 76-150] p009« 477-16568

Multidimensional solutions for supersonic flow
fields in tnrbomachines
[OGLE P A P E E 76-165] p0095 A77-16577

f new development concept for gas turbine engine
optimize life cycle ccsts

p0101 A77-17228
The development and utilisation of an engine usage

monitoring system with particular reference to
low cycle fatigue recording

p0101 A77-17229
Some experience with small engines onboard

combined starter and auxiliary power gas turbine
engine

p0101 A77-17232
A comparison of two transonic compressors designed

for a pressure ratio of 1.88
p0102 A77-17237

Status review of NASA programs for reducing
aircraft gas turbine engine emissions

p0103 A77-17246
A premixed, variable area combustor for a snail

gas turbine engine
pOIOf A77-17248

A statistical method for the prediction of
component low cycle fatigue life

p0105 A77-172SU
The application of aicrcprocessors to the control

of small /helicopter/ gas turbines
p0109 A77-17532

Instability phenomena in the flow passages of a
gas turbine engine compressor

p0110 A77-17751
Contribution to the investigation of heat transfer

in turbine blade cascades in effusion cooling
p0110 A77-17754

Comparison of energy performance of different
types of beat exchangers

p0110 A77-17760

Optimum distribution of material in rotating disks
found from strength conditions

p0110 A77-17761
Theoretical aspects of optimization of aviation

gas turbine engine design variables
pOIIO A77-17762

Features of the concept ot the efficiency
coefficient of a turbine with open air cooling
operating in a gas turbine engine system

pOIII A77-17770
Optimizing GTE tests on the basis of sequential

Bayesian procedures Gas Turbine Engine
pOIII A77-17957

Estimation of automated GTE test system
characteristics Gas Turbine Engine

pOIII 177-17958
Emissions from gas turbine combustors. I - in

experimental study on a model combnstor
p0115 A77-1B616

Emissions from gas turbine combustors. II -
Analytical model and numerical analysis

p0115 A77-18647
Combustion modelling within gas turbine engines,

some applications and limitations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-52] p0138 A77-1S796

starting systems for aircraft gas turbine engines
Russian book

p01M« A77-20122
Vortex streets in the wakes of subsonic and
transonic turbine cascades

pOllfc A77-201b«
Survey of inlet noise reduction concepts for gas

turbine engines >
pOISO A77-206J4

The aero engine and its progress - Fifty years
after Griffith gas turbine development and
technology assessment

p0155 A77-21b9<t
Development of materials used in gas turbine

engines - B and D guide lines and proposals for
a priority scheme

p0159 A77-22166
Gas turbine emission control - A systems approach

pOISS A77-22181
Fatigue of gas-turbine blades made ot

heat-resistant casting alloys
P0162 A77-22266

Design of nonlinear squeeze film dampers for
aircraft engines
[ASBE PAPEB 76-IOB-25] p0189 A77-2J48B

NASA 30,000 hour test demonstration of closed
Brayton cycle reliability
[AIAA PAPEF 77-499] pOISU A77-2J917

The super integrated power unit - The aircraft
power unit of the future
[AIAA PAPEB 77-502] p0194 A77-2J920

Flight operations of helicopter gas-turbine engines
Bussian book

p0197 A77-2466J
Life of gas turbine engine materials and parts

under thermocyclic loading
p0197 A77-24739

Means of increasing the service life of gas
turbine engines

p0197 A77-24754
Gas turbines - Operational characteristics and

optimization German book
p0197 A77-2U775

Estimation and control of critical gas turbine
engine variables
[ASHE PAPEB 76-BA/AOT-12] p0213 A77-26424

Flnidic fuel control for a small recuperated gas
turbine engine
[ASHE PAPEB 76-WA/FLCS-5] p021« A77-26417

Flnidic compressor bleed valve control for small
gas turbine engines
[ASBE PAPEB 76-SA/FLCS-7] p0214 A77-26448

Bodel calculations of the combustion product
distributions in the primary zone ot a gas
turbine combustor
[iSBE PAPEB 76-»»/GT-7] pOZIfl A77-26H6J

Turbine engine hot section display concept
p02<!3 A77-26816

Selection of a fuel handling system for a saall
advanced tnrboshaft engine

p02<!8 A77-26B93
Progress in numerical tnrbomachinery analysis

p0250 A77-26964
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SDBJECT IHDEI 6AS TOBBIHE EBGIBES COHTD

The impact of emission standards on the design of
aircraft gas turbine engine combnstors
[SAE PAPEB 760909] p0259 A77-28220

Cyclic structural analyses of air-cooled gas
turbine blades and vanes
[SAE PAPEB 760918] p0259 A77-28226

T700 engine flight test experience on OTTAS and AfH
[SAE PAPIB 760931] p0260 A77-28239

The dynamic behavior of nuclear helium turbine
plants during by-pass and pressure level control
operations
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-3] p0262 A77-28523

A potential low HOx emission combustor for gas
turbines using the concept of hybrid combustion
[ASBE PAPEB 77-6T-15] p0263 A77-28534

Development of a hybrid catalytic combustor
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-84] p026« A77-28595

The effect of a transversely injected stream on
the flow through turbine cascades. II -
Performance changes
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-88] p0265 A77-28599

Application of multivariable optimal control
techniques to a variable area turbine engine

p0266 A77-28631
Preliminary study of smcke formed in the

combustion of various jet fuels
p0269 J77-29068

Heat transfer in turbine blade cascades with
effusion coding

p0272 A77-2950U
Theoretical questions cf aircraft GTE design

parameter optimization
p0272 A77-29512

On the concept of efficiency of a turbine with
open-loop air cooling operating in a gas turbine
engine system

p0272 A77-29520
Future trends in aero-gas turbine design -

Unconventional engines
p0272 J77-2965II

Concepts for the development of light-weight
composite structures for rotor burst containment

p0301 A77-31575
Evaluation of helicopter turbine engine linear

vibration environment
[SAE AIB 128S] p0303 A77-31908

Determination of acceptance-inspection parameters
for gas-turbine engines

F0304 A77-32083
Influence of the intended use of an aircraft on
the optimal parameters of gas-turbine power plants

p0304 A77-32086
Future propulsion plants. I

p0306 A77-32251
Investigation of the fatigue strength of aircraft

gas-turbine twin blades
p0309 A77-32716

Specific heat of components of working fluids used
in gas turbine engines at different temperatures
and pressures

p0310 A77-33172
Analysis of flows in axial compressors

F0312 A77-33325
Investigations on the operational behavior and

design of combined compressors with radial or
diagonal end stage

p03l!6 A77-33999
Aviation turbine fuels f rom shale and coal oils

p0353 A77-35150
Face hardening as a means of improving the fatigue

strength of aircraft gas-turbine compressor disks
p0351 A77-35692

Becent advances in nickel alloys for aerospace
applications

p0359 A77-36684
Application of creep-LCF cracking model to

combustor durability prediction
p0399 A77-37641

Operation of a turbine stage under variable
conditions flow parameters determination in
aerodynamic design

pOUOS A77-38136
New approaches to turbine airfoil cooling and

manufac tur ing
[ A I A A PAPER 77-948] pO»12 A77-38609

Accelerated mission testing of gas turbine engines
[ A I A A P A P E K 77-992] pOt!13 A77-38625

Vibroaconstical method for determining the
technical state of aircraft turbine engines

pUUIb A77-J9269
Certain problems associated witb the application

of the transpiration cooling ot gas turbine
engine blades

pOltl A77-4070B
The effect of the structural features of a

combustion chamber on the emission of toxic
compounds

p0441 A77-40711
Analytical construction of the throttle
characteristic of a gas turbine engine

p0442 A77-40712
Statistical modeling of the optimal adjustment of

the parameters of a gas turbine engine
P0442 A77-40715

Simulation of turbine engine operational loads
[AIAA PAPEB 77-91.2] p04S2 A77-4198b

The airjet distortion generator system - A new
tool for aircraft turbine engine testing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-993] pOl)53 A77-42000

Beduction of exhaust smoke from gas-turbine
engines by using fuel emulsions. II
[SSS/CI PAPER 76-3<t] p0467 A77-4Jb98

Theory of automatic aircraft power plant control:
Russian book

pU467 A77-UJ604
Equivalent testing of gas turbine engines
Russian book

p0467 A77-4J619
Determining gas turbine engine tolerance

monitoring parameters
p046S A77-4408J

Influence of flight vehicle mission on optimal GTE
powerplant parameters

p0469 A77-44U86
Engine control stabilizing compensation-testing

and optimization
pOSOS A77-4451U

Interactive graphics in aircraft gas turbine
engine design

p0508 A77-4b491
Gas turbines - Status and prospects; Proceedings

of the Symposium, London, England, February 4,
5, 1976

pObll A77-46401
The aircraft gas turbine - Status and prospects

pOSII A77-46403
The airline viewpoint in gas turbine engine

low cost operations
pObll A77-46405

Gas turbines in the BAF from a maintenance
engineering viewpoint

pOSII A77-46406
Honitoring for preventive maintenance in the small

fleet
pOS12 A77-I16411

Gas turbine power for large hovercraft
p0512 A77-46412

Development of an ultra-low-cost gas turbine
for BPV applications

p0517 A77-47344
Nays of increasing the resources /potential lives/

of gas turbine engines
p0519 A77-47472

Some detail design problems in aircraft gas turbines
P0519 A77-4B001

The effect of drop size on emissions from the
primary zone of a gas turbine type combustor

p0549 A77-48174
Gas turbine temperature techniques

p0561 A77-50625
Construction and design principles of aircraft

gas-turbine engines Russian book
p0561 A77-5U684

Experimental and analytical separation of
hydrodynaoic, entropy and combustion noise in a
gas turbine combustor
[AIAA EAPBB 77-1275] p056« A77-510J6

Gas turbine engine core noise source isolation by
internal-to-far field correlations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1276] p0564 A77-S10J7

The impact of emissions standards on the design of
aircraft gas turbine engine combnstors
[HASA-TH-I-7309J3] p0024 B77-1006J

Hot corrosion studies of four nickel-base
superalloys: B-1900, HiSA-THi VIA, 713C and IB7J8
[SASA-TH-I-73479] p0025 S77-1018J

Turbine test cases: Presentation of design and
experimental characteristics
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p0067 H77-12025
Dual output variable pitch turbofan actuation system

[NASS-C&SE-LEB-121119-1] p0123 H77-11025
Advanced compressor seal for turbine engines

[AD-A026916] p0125 B77-14491
Analysis and design of digital output interface

devices for gas turbine electronic controls
[SASA-CB-135135] p0130 H77-1504U

Development of a gas turbine engine oil for bulk
oil temperatures of -10 to 165 F, part 2
[JD-A027068] p0131 N77-15202

A simplified analysis of propulsion installation
losses for computerized aircraft design
[NASA-TB-X-73136 ] p0170 N77-16016

Characteristic time correlation of emissions from
conventional aircraft type flames
[PB-258269/0] p0183 H77-17078

Gas turbine engine exhaust noise
P023I4 H77-18998

Engine evaluation of advanced technology control
components
[AD-A029371] p0239 H77-19072

Application of differential similarity to finding
nondimensional groups important in tests of
cooled engine components
[HASA-TH-X-3484] p0283 M77-20111

Fatigue-crack-growth analysis of titanium
gas-turbine fan blades
[AD-A031836] p0292 N77-21096

Preliminary studies of autoignition and flashback
in a prenixing-prevaporizing flame tube using
Jet-A fuel at lean egnivalence ratios
[HASi-TM-X-3526] p0319 H77-22107

Variable Gecmetry and Multicycle Engines
[AGARD-CP-205] p0320 H77-22112

Some aspects of variable cycle propulsion systems
p0320 H77-22114

Advanced engine design concepts and their
influence on the performance of multi-role
combat aircraft

p0320 B77-22-116
Variable cycle engines for v/STOl fighters

p0320 H77-22117
Variable cycle and supersonic transport

p0320 N77-22118
Variable-cycle engines for supersonic cruise

aircraft
p0320 H77-22119

Assessment of variable-cycle engines for
supersonic transports

p0321 N77-22121
Use of engine variables to improve military

performance
p0321 N77-22122

Possibilities of adapting by-pass-engines to the
reguirements of higher supersonic flight

p0321 H77-22123
Variable cycle engine applications and constraints

for commercial and military (fighter) aircraft
p0321 H77-22125

High efficiency engine cycles for air transport
fuel economy

p0321 H77-22126
Variable geometry in the gas turbine - the

variable pitch fan engine
p0321 N77-22128

The variable geometry ccmbnstor
p0322 H77-22139

Variable flow turbines
F0323 1177-22142

Experience with a one stage variable geometry
axial turbine

p0323 B77-22143
Integrated propulsion control system for fighter
aircraft

p0323 H77-22144
The benefits of an integrated digital po»erplant

control system
p0323 B77-22145

oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
[HASA-CASE-LEB-12830-1] p033» B77-23106

Thermal stress analysis of a graded zirconia/ietal
gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine
engines
[NASA-TB-X-73658] p0338 H77-23492

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 1: Method
of analysis
[BASA-CB-135170] p0385 H77-25171

A method to estimate Height and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines, volume 2: User's
manual
[NASA-CR-135171] pOJSS N77-25172

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3:
Programmer's manual
[HASA-CH-135172] p<B«6 577-25173

A flnidic fuel and air bleed load control system
for gas turbine engines
[AD-A035701] p0430 877-26101

Development of directionally solidified entectic
nickel alloys for use in aircraft gas turbines
at metal temperatures exceeding 1000 C
[AD-A03721I6] p0130 N77-261SO

Attenuation of upstream-generated low frequency
noise by gas turbines
[HASA-CB-135219] pO"177 B77-26122

The electrostatic sensing of simulated HA-1A gas
path distresses
[AD-A038527] p0478 S77-.28130

Turbine engine particnlate emission characterization
[AD-A041499] p0491 B77-291S2

An attempt to correlate normal vorticities with
total pressure distortion patterns at tee
entrance to a gas turbine engine
[AD-A040370] p0528 H77-J0122

The effect of ambient conditions on carbon
monoxide emissions from an idling gas turbine
COBbustor
[NASA-CB-154986] p0541 H77-J1148

Development of a catalytic combnstor for aircraft
gas turbine engines
[AD-A040135] p054J B77-J11/1

Nickel base alloy for gas turbine engine
stator vanes
[HiSA-CASE-LES-12270-1] p058J B77-32^SO

The current state of research and design in high
pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
gas turbine engines
[AD-AOK1011] p0592 H77-3J172

Development procedures to promote reliability
p0594 N77-33188

A procedure for predicting the life of turbine
engine components

p0594 H77-J3192
GAS TOBBIHES

A combined cycle with a partial-oxidation reactor
p0109 A77-17bJ4

High-temperature potential of uncooled radial
turbines
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-<»6] p026«l A77-28559

The effect of a transversely injected stream on
the flow through turbine cascades. I - Plow
effects
[ASHE PAPE8 77-GT-87] p026fl A77-28598

Design and performance of selected pipe-type
diffnsers
[4SBE PAPBB 77-GT-100] p0265 A77-2861H

Measured effects of coolant injection on the
performance of a film cooled turbine
[AIAA PAPEB 77-916] pO»1^ A77-3B607

An optical technique for measuring vibratory
motion in rotating machinery

pOSIS A77-47090
Experiaental data and theoretical analysis ot an
operating 100 kR wind turbine

p0553 A77-ima9B
Fluid dynamics of diffuser augmented wind turbines

pOb53 A77-H8899
New computation method of turbine blades zilm
cooling efficiency
[ONEBA, TP BO. 1977-85] p0562 A77-50988

High temperature thermocouple system tor advanced
aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A025500] p0037 N7/-11062

Seduction of gaseous pollutant emissions from gas
turbine combnstors using hydrogen-enriched jet
fuel
[BASA-CB-1<t91«6] pOOJ8 877-111SB

Analytical and experimental study ot subsonic
stalled flutter
[AD-A027869] p02JS B7

The pros and cons of variable geometry turbines
p0322 117

Potential improvements in engine performance using
a variable geometry turbine

p032J B77-22141
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Integrated propulsion ccnticl system (IPCS).
Volume 2: Technical description
[AD-A033771] p0336 B77-23120

Integrated Propulsion Control System (IPCS) .
Volume 3: Flight test report
[AD-A031172] P0336 B77-23121

Low-emissions combastor demonstration
[AD-A038550] p0478 B77-28129

Studies on transonic turbines with filn-coolcd
blades
[AD-A036H02] p0178 N77-28131

Don-integrated gas tnrbine engine diagnostics
tradeoff analysis
[AD-A039191] p0528 877-30125

The 3-D stress analysis of a turbine blades
[AD-A039176J p0531 B77-30181

GAS S8LDIN6
HT E B A Z I N G

GAS-LIQDID IBTBBACTIOBS
FT AIB WATEB IBTERACTIOBS

GASEOUS CA?ITiTIOB
0 OVITATIOS FLOS
0 GAS FLOW

GASEOOS DIFFUSION
A computationally fast one-dimensional

diffusion-photochemistry model of SSI wakes
P0168 A77-13735

Variable-area subsonic diffuser study
[AD-A029352] p0172 877-16067

GASES
1IT AIH
NT CABBOB HONOZIDB
NT E X H A U S T GASES
BT GAS HIITOBES
HT BELIUH
BT HIGH TEHPEBAT08E AIB
BT HIGH TEHPEBATOBE GASES
NT HTDBOGEN
NT IDEAL GAS
BT LIQUID HYDBOGEH
NT N A T U R A L GAS
NT O X Y G E H
HT OZONE

GAS01IHE
Bew potentials for conventional aircraft when

powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
J0312 A77-33392

GAUSSIAN DISTBIBUTIOBS
0 HOBHAL DENSITY POBCTIOHS
GAOSSIAB BOISE
0 RABDOH NOISE

GAi-1 AIB70IL
A low speed two-dimensional study of f low

separation on"1 the G A ( R ) - 1 airfoil with
30-percent chord Fowler f lap
[NASA-CB-28H*] p0378 H77-25090

GC-130 AIBCBAFt
U C-130 AIBCBAFT

GBAB
Shimmy analysis and test of the Bcckwell

International -40 Bodel Sabreliner corotating
dual wheel nose gear
[ A I A A 77-O.HO] F0209 A77-25799

GBAB 1EBTB
Lubricant/metallurgy interaction effects on

tnrbine engine lubricant load rating
[AD-A026208] P0133 N77-15410

GEARS
Fretting corrosion in slit joints in planetary

reduction gears of high-pressure turbines
F0309 A77-32717

Helicopter gearboi failure prognosis
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-897] FOU11 A77-38582

Lubricant/metallurgy interaction effects on
turbine engine lubricant load rating
[AD-A026208] F0133 H77-15110

Helicopter drive sjsteo on-condition maintenance
capability OH-1/AH-1
[AD-A028032] P0180 H77-170H8

program for eiperinental Investigation of failure
prognosis of helicopter gearboxes
[AD-A030071] P0230 N77-18115

The 3000-BP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 1: Summary report
[AD-A037308] F0138 B77-27916

The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volqme 6: Reliability and
maintainability report
[AD-A039381] F0531 N77-30180

GBSBBAL AVIATION AIBCBAFT
BT CESSNA 172 AIBCBAFT
HT YAK 10 AIBCBAFT
Sources and characteristics ot interior noise in

general aviation aircraft
pOIUO A7 7-1706 J

Presenting information to the general aviation pilot
pOIIB A77-20608

Measures for enhancing safety in general aviation
in the areas of air traffic control, navigation,
and meteorology

P0155 A77-21b87
Boise reduction potential for the existing
business 3et fleet
CASHE PAPEB 77-GT-76] p0^6<4 A77-28b87

RASA Quiet, Clean General Aviation Tarbofan
/QCGAT/ program status
CASBE PAPEB 77-GT-77] p026« A77-28b8B

Bell helicopter's model 222
p027Q A77-2S7B6

IPE731 inherits general-aviation fan market
pOJII A77-JJS7S

The influence of design parameters on light
propeller aircraft noise
[SAE PAPEB 77011!;] pOJ91 A77-3/06S

General aviation fatigue loads - A comparison of
analytical and recorded spectra
[SAE PAPEB 770163] p039J A77-J70B1

Automotive engines - A viable alternative for
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770166] pOJ93 A77-J70B1

Utilization of separate surface control systems on
general aviation aircraft
[ S A E PAPEB 770171] p0391 A77-J7089

Investigation of a stall deterrent system
utilizing an acoustic stall sensor
[SAE PAPEB 770173] pOJ91 A77-J7091

Use of simplified flow separation criteria for
slotted flap preliminary design
[SAE PAPEB 770181] pOJ91 A77-J7097

The impact of the energy crisis on the demand for
fuel efficiency - The case of general aviation

P01S3 A77-1^0J8
Heasurement and prediction of structural and

biodynamic crash-impact response; Proceedings of
the Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N.Y.,
December 5-10, 1976

pOISI A77-12S61
A method of analysis for general aviation airplane
structural crashworthiness

pOISI A77-12S66
Application of microelectronic technology to
general aviation flight control
[AIAA 77-1102] p0157 A77-1^805

A digital data acquisition and reduction system
for flight testing general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1216] pOU99 A77-11318

Technology comes to general aviation
military/commercial/ transport technology
transfer by MASS

p0507 A77-11959
Computer simulation of light aircraft crash

pOSbl A77-19311
Landing practices of general aviation pilots in
single-engine light airplanes
[NASA-TN-D-8283] p0033 N77-1103J

Preliminary study of NAVSTAB/GPS for general
aviation
[NASA-CE-105059] p0078 N77-1JOJ8

Noise reduction for business aircraft
[AD-A031119/8] p0130 B77-15010

A method of analysis for general aviation airplane
structural crashworthiness
[AD-A032115/2] p0280 N77-2005^

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
13-percent-thick airfoil section designed for
general aviation applications
[BASA-fH-I-72697] p0330 B77-2J019

N A S A Quiet Clean General Aviation Tarbofan (QCGAT)
program status
[SASA-TR-I-73561] p0335 N77-2J109

Aircraft accident reports: Brief forcat. civil
aviation, issue number 2, 1976 accidents
[BTSB-BA-76-7] p«J6b B77-2107b

Annual review of aircraft accident data, US
general aviation, calendar year 1975
[PB-26B391/8] p0381 B77-2b1^7

Erploratory investigation of the incipient
spinning characteristics of a typical light
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general aviation airplane
[HASA-TH-X-73671] pOM31 H77-26153

A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes
[NASA-CB-153268] F0139 H77-27871

Aerodynamic characteristics of ling-body
configuration mth two advanced general aviation
airfoil sections and simple f lap systems
[NASA-TS-D-852U] pO«74 B77-28094

Analysis of selected ,general aviation stall/spin
accidents
[AD-AQUO8211] , p01|88 H77-29113

A comparison of the results of dynamic wind-tunnel
tests with theoretical predictions for an
aeromechanical gust-alleviation system foe light
airplanes
[NASA-TH-D-8521] p0532 H77-31072

Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations, O.S. General Aviation 1975
[PB-26765U/2] p0536 N77-3111U

Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267652/6] p0537 H77-31115

Briefs of accidents, involving corporate/executive
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267651/8] p0537 B77-31116

Briefs and accidents involving missing and missing
later recovered aircraft, OS general aviation,
1975
[PB-267650/0] p0537 877-31117

Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation 1975,
[PB-267618/M] p0537 N77-31119

Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft OS
general aviation, 1975
tPB-2676»7/6] p0537 N77-31120

Noise levels for turbojet povered airplanes and
large propeller driven airplanes: Hotice of
proposed rule making

p05<H N77-31150
Analysis of air accidents involving airplanes or

helicopters of various types of application
[NAS?-TT-F-17<IU3 ] F°S87 H77-33128

A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes test methods and
results
[NASA-CB-15515U] p0598 N77-33959

GBNEBAL AVIATION BBITCOBB AIBFOIL
0 GAH-1 AIRFOIL

GEHEBAL DTNABICS SIBCBAFT
NT CV-3«0 A I B C B A F T
NT F-102 AI ICP^FT
NT F-106 AIBCBAFT
NT F-111 AIBCKAFT

Proposed research capabilities of the NAE Convair
580

p0262 477-28082
GEHEBAL DYNAHICS BILITABY AIBCBAFT

0 G E H E B A L DYHABICS AIBCBAFT
U BILITABY AIBCBAFT

GEOCEHTBIC COOBDIBATES
Application of the Global Positioning System as an

attitude reference for near-earth users
p0152 A77-20675

GEODETIC SOBVEYS
Navigation to surveying accuracy with an inertial

system
p0151 A77-20659

GEOHAGNETIC CEOTCBETS
0 SODDEH IOHOSPBEBIC DISTOBEANCES

6EOHETBI
NT A N G L E OF ATTACK
HT CDBVATOBE
NT FIXED POINTS (HATHEHATICS)
HT FLOW GECBITBY
NT GBEAT CIBCLES
HT LEADING EDGE SBEEP
NT NOZZLE GECBETBY
NT PBOLATF. SEEEBOIDS
NT SHEEP A N G L E
NT TOPOLOGY
NT VOBTICITY

The effect of geometry on the fatigue strength of
aluminium alloy lugs
[ABC-CP-13H9] p0083 N77-13211

Rind tunnel experiments on an actively controlled,
variable geometry flutter model
[AD-A039216] p0529 H77-30134

6ERDIEH ABC HEAfEBS
0 HEATING EQOIPBENT

GEBBiNY
The transfer of the German North BATBAC to the

EOHOCONTBOL Centre of Baastricht --- Military
Air Traffic Badar Control

pObSI A7/-48412
Beviev of acoustic fatigue activities in Germany

Contributions to the evaluation of the German
proposal DLS for a new microwave landing system,
part 1
[TOBS/SFB58/B1-PT-1 ] p0579 N77-J210i

Contributions to the evaluation of the German
proposal DLS for a New Microwave Landing System,
Part 2
[TOBS/SFB58/B2-PT-2] p0580 N77-J2112

Civil transport aircraft short range all-weather
flight
[TOBS/SFB58/FB1976] p0580 N77-3211B

GLABE
Boston Air Bonte Traffic control Center (ABTCC)

lighting study
[AD-AOU132U] p0489 B77-2912U

GLASS
NT GLASS FIBEBS

An evaluation of window glass for air traffic
control tower cabs
[AD-A031921/t] p0173 N7/-16171

GLASS FIBEB BEINFOBCED PLASTICS
Strength of glass-fibre-reinforced plastics at
one-sided heating --- aircraft ablative thermal
protection coatings
[IAF PAPEB 76-200] p0005 A77-10939

Application of the time-temperature analogy to the
calculation of the total creep of fiberglass
plastics in an unsteady temperature field

pOOIb A77-12579
DC-10 integrally woven polyimide/f iberglass
acoustic panel program

p0255 A77-27H98
Ballistic and impact resistance of composite
rotorblades

pOU65 477-43350
Aircraft composite primary structures in Brazil

p0513 A77-U6807
Theoretical and experimental investigations on

landing gear spring blades out of fiber
reinforced plastic for small aircraft
[ESA-TT-312] p0025 N77-10162

Fiberglass reinforced plastic BI-PAC vibration and
rough handling tests
[AD-A025783] pOOSJ N77-1J168

Expedient structural sandwich soil surfacing of
fiberglass reinforced polyester and polyurethane
foam
[AD-A038M17] p0480 N77-28T49

GLASS FIBEBS
Army applications of advanced composites --- in

Heavy Lift Helicopters
pOOSS A77-15JU5

Certification of the replacement of glass fabric
per mat. spec. 5.670/1, with glass tabric per
mat. spec. 5.670 in the F27 plastic sandwich
wing-and-stabilizer-leading edges --- noting
shear strength and sandwich stiffness
[FOK-B-1876] p0038 B77-11122

Experimental and theoretical low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a wortaann airfoil as
manufactured on a fiberglass sailplane
CBASA-TH-D-8321] p0223 N77-18019

6LAOEBT COEFFICIENT
0 AEBODYNABIC FOBCES
0 HACB NDBBEB
GLIDE ANGLES
0 GLIDE PATHS
GLIDE LABDIBGS

Successful application of broadside glide slope
arrays

pOQOI A77-37711
GLIDE PATHS

Flight evaluation of flight-path control required
for the approach and landing of STOL aircraft
CAIAA 77-609] p0351 A77-34960

Optimisation of a two element aerial for the OBF
ILS glide slope

pOQOI A77-3771B
New lidar concept for measuring the slant range
transmission in aircraft landing approaches
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p0552 A77-18698
Installation and test of the compensated waveguide

antenna at Buf fa lo , Hew lock, B u n w a y 23
glideslope site
rAD-A029»88/t] f0078 N77-13036

Test and evaluation of a feasibility model IIS
glide slcpe performance assurance monitor for
the f inal approach path
[AD-A030892 /0 ] p0290 N77-21068

Development of a digital automatic control lav for
steep glideslope capture and flare
[NASA-CB-283I I ] p0383 N77-25149

Design and theoretical assessment of experimental
glide path and flare systems for a BAC 1-11
aircraft (including direct lift control)
[ARC-rp-1337] pO«75 H77-2810»

IIS glide slope performance prediction multipath
scattering
[AD-A035298] pO«89 N77-29125

User's manual for generalized ILSGLD-ILS glide
slope performance prediction: Multipath
scatterirg
[*D-A0314°2] pOU89 N77-29128

The performance of the null-reference glide-slope
system in the presence of deep snow, 1975 - 1976
[AD-A011139] p0490 N77-29129

GLIDE SLOPES
0 GLIDE P A T H S

GLIDBBS
HT P A R A G L I D E B S

The aerodynamic noise of gliders
p0552 A77-48513

Research on the exploitation of advanced composite
materials to lightly loaded structures
[HASA-CR-149217] p0079 H77-130IK1

Investigation of the steady-state behavior of tvo
delta-wing hang gliders
[NASA-TT-?-17391] p0178 N77-17031

Preliminary study of tug-glider f reight systems
utilizing a Boeing 747 as the tug
[MASA-TS1-X-74006] p0229 N77-18118

Long term properties of carbon fiber reinforced
plastic structures glider wing loading
[BB7G-FEST-76-13] p0233 N77-18268

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: notion in
vertical gusts
[NASA-TB-I-73228] p0363 N77-21052

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: Dive recovery of
hang gliders
[NASA-TB-X-73229] p0363 N77-21053

GLOBAL POSITIONING STSTEH
Performance and adjoint sensitivity analysis of

the Navstar global positioning system
p0398 A77-37158

Aircraft navigation with the limited operational
phase of the H A V S T A B Global Positioning System

p0503 A77-41U36
The GPS Control Segment and its service to the GPS

User Global Positioning System navigation
satellite

p0573 A77-51202
The Inverted Range - GPS User test facility
Global Positioning System

p0573 A77-51203
Global positioning system navigation algorithms

for application to navigation satellites
used for aircraft guidance

p0578 K77-32103
GOHIOBETBHS

A digital goniometer for 70B
p0511 A77-46263

GOSS (SOPPOBT SISTER)
0 GBOUND OPE5ATIONAL SOPFOET SYSTEB

GOVEBHBBNT PEOCDBBBEHT
Let's get serious about total life cycle costs

p0399 A77-37582
A computer model for estimating development and

procurement costs of aircraft DiPCA-III
[AD-A025276] p0075 H77-12929

GOVEBNBENT/INDOSTRY BBLiTICHS
Technology and decision making in the air

transport industry
p0299 A77-31066

GRADIENTS
HT POTENTIAL GRADIENTS
NT PRESSORE GRADIFNTS
HT TEMPERATURE GBADIEHTS
Gradient method of navigation

p0310 A77-33165

A method for calculating turbulent boundary layers
using a formulation of first gradient hinge
of lift augmenting flap
[OHEBA-HT-1975-8] p0279 B77-200Jb

GfllDOATIOB
0 CALIBEAT1HG

GBAPBIIE
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer
[AD-A023767] pOOJ3 N77-110Jb

Advanced composite rudders tor DC-10 aircraft:
Design, manufacturing, and ground tests
[HASi-CB-1115068] p0068 H77-12039

Bearingless helicopter main rotor development.
Volume 2: Combined load fatigue evaluation of
weathered graphite/epozy composite
[HASA-CB-1151IH] pOJ21 H77-22177

Evaluation of carbon-carbon composite nosetip
materials
[ AD-A033510] pOJ21 N77-221B8

Development of a low-cost graphite reinforced
composite primary structural component
[AD-A035398] p0388 N77-25261

Graphite composite aircraft landing gear wheel
[AD-A036207] p0481 N77-2B2J2

GBAPHITB-EPOIT COBPOSITE BATEBI1LS
Environmentally controlled fatigue tests of box

beams with built-in flaws
CAIAA 77-175] p0207 A77-25775

Development, fabrication and testing of a hybrid
composite tailboom for BO 105

pO«64 A77-1JJ51
Accelerated environmental conditioning of the A-7D

composite outer wing
pObll A7V-168J8

Trapped rubber processing for advanced composites
[SHE PfPBF EH76-172] pOb6J f77-5100»

Design and fabrication of graphite-epoxy bolted
wing skin splice specimens
[NASA-CB-115216] pOiJO B77-J01BO

GEAPBS (CBABTS)
7/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 2: Graphical
prediction methods
[ AD-A027390/1] p0022 B77-100b«

GRA7IBETEBS
Determination of the components of the specific
force of a gravimeter for the general case ot a
noving base

p0167 A77-4J468
GBA7ITATIOI
HT GRA7ITT AHOBALIES

GBA7IIY ABOBALIES
Determination of the components of the specific

force of a gravimeter for the general case ot a
moving base

pO«67 A77-1J168
GEA7ITY GBADIEHT SATELLITES
HT ATS 6
GE47ITI GEADIOBBTEBS

The effects of relative instrument orientation
upon gravity gradiometer system performance
[AIAA 77-1070] p04b5 A77-H278U

A Schuler tuned vertical indicating system
gyroless gravity vector indicator
[SIAA 77-1066] p0157 A77-1^815

GBEAT BBITAIB
British Airways: An analysis of efficiency and

cost levels
[PB-268060/1] p05J6 H77-J111J

GBEAT CIBCLES
Simulation of inertia 1 inputs to a strapdown

platform for inertial great circle trajectories
CSAND-76-0620] pOb26 N77-30101

GBEAT LAKES (HOBTH ABBBICA)
NT LAKE EEIE

GEEBH FOBCTI01
A Green's function formulation for a nonlinear

potential flow solution applicable to transonic
flow
[NASA-TB-X-7101U] pOJ30 H77-2JObO

GREEK TBEOBEH
0 GREEN FDHCTIOH

GRIIDIHG (BATBBIAL BEB07AL)
NT NETAL GSINDIHG
Bearing restoration by grinding

[NASA-CE-119188] p0039 H77-11100
GE007IBG

Plastic (wire-combed) grooving of a slip-formed
concrete runway overlay at Patrick Henry
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GBODBD BASED COBTEOL SUBJECT IHDEX

Airport: An initial evaluation
fNASA-TH-T-73913] pO«37 B77-27135

GBOOBD BASED COBTBOL
BT AIR TRAFFIC CCNTBOL
NT B A D A R A P P B O A C H CONTBOL

Automatic flight inspection of radio navigation
facilities

p0152 A77-20669
Air-derived vs ground-derived ATC functions

p0256 A77-27636
The application of laser radar to slant visual

range mcnitoring
pO«00 A77-37710

MATCALS - Ground-derived automation of all-veather
tactical airfield operations

pOUOt A77-37740
Operational concept for a battlefield surveillance

BPV system /Canaaair CI-227/
p0516 A77-17335

The development of the XHQB-105 Aguila mini-Rpy
system

p0517 A77-I47338
Remote rate control for BPVs

p0518 A77-47352
A study of diffraction of electromagnetic naves

around large stationary aircraft and its effects
on instrument landing system guidance signals

p0132 B77-15223
GHOOBD EFFECT

Aerodynamics of helicopter flight near the ground
[AHS 77-33-014] p0418 A77-U0052

Nonlinear lifting-surface theory for yawed and
banked Kings in ground proximity

p0508 A77-15387
Experimental observations of the tvo-dimensional

power augmented ram wing operated statically
over water
[AD-A038163] pOI(75 B77-28097

6RODBD EFFECT (AEEODIBAHICS)
An alternative analytical nethod for ground-effect

aerofoils
pOOIS A77-13II99

Investigation of airfoils near the ground with
nonsymeetrical flow past them
TDG1B PAPER 76-152] p0092 A77-16539

Theoretical determination of the characteristic
curves of airfoil profiles with flaps, flow
separation and ground effect ;
[DGIB PAPER 76-206] p0093 A77-16516

Vertical takeoff lift augmentation - The *
"sculptured deck' concept

p01U7 A77-20U39
On the minimum induced drag of ground effect wings

p0189 A77-23276
The effect of the ground on helicopter hovering

power required
p02<!3 A77-26852

Computations and measurements of two-dimensional
turbulent jet impingement flowfields

p03H<l A77-33816
Recent research on powered-lift STOL ground effects

[ A I A A 77-574] p03«8 A77-34934
A basic study of the VTC1 ground effect problem

for planar flow
[ A I A A 77-614] p0352 A77-349611

Nonlinear effects in aircraft ground and flight
vibration tests
[AGABD-B-652] p0129 B77-15034

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
low-wing lift-fan transport including hover
characteristics in and out of ground effect
[NASA-TH-I-3420] p0278 B77-20029

Theoretical study of the effect of grcund
proximity on the induced efficiency of
helicopter rotors
[NASA-TB-X-71951] p0363 N77-2«059

Theory of power augmented ram lift at zero forward
speed
[AD-A033673] p036« B77-24073

Iterative calculation of flow past a thick
cambered wing near the ground
[A8C-CP-1370] p0535 B77-31104

An in-flight simulation of approach and landing of
a STOL transport with adverse ground effect
[NASA-CB-15*875] p0538 S77-31133

A method for determining the point of lift-off and
modified trajectory of a ground-based heated
turbulent planar jet in a co-flowing wind
[AD-A04070II ] F05I16 N77-31722

GROOBD EFFECT BACHIBES
HI CUSHIONCRAFT GBODND EFFECT MACHINE
NT HOTEBCBAFT GROUBD EFFECT MACHINES
Hovering craft, hydrofoil and advanced transit

systems; Proceedings of the Second International
x Conference, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Hay 17-20,

1976

Studies of the drag of air cushion vehicles overland
p0099 f77-170^8

Hovercraft ground contact directional control
devices

p0099 A7/-170J2
TT.2 - 100 ton amphibious hovercraft

p0099 A77-170J7
Hovercraft operation in the Torres Strait between

Australia and Papua New Guinea
pOlOO A77-17044

General survey of the studies and testing
technigues that led to the definition of N500
performance

p O l O O A77-170bO
An automatic-control air-jet-propelled ACV

p O l b M A77-20724
Gas turbine power for large hovercraft

p0512 A77-46II12
Velocity measurements on the aerodynamic wake of a

hovercraft using laser Doppler anemometry
t DTIAS-TN-203] pOObS N77-12010

Theory of power augmented ram lift at zero forward
speed
[AD-A033673] p O J b H B77-2H073

Air cushion vehicle ground contact directional
control devices
[AD-A03U825] pOJ72 N77-2<41bO

notions and drag of an air cushion vehicle with a
deep skirt in calm water and random waves
[AD-A039086] p0195 N77-^!9dd1

Performance prediction method for a wing-in-ground
effect vehicle with blowing under the wing
[AD-A039829] pObJO N77-30J01

GEOOND HA1DLIIG
Concorde at the airport

p0045 A77-13J62
Ground time costs money - Handling problems at
airports

pOOSS A77-15B7H
Ground-based air conditioning in passenger

airplane cabins — ' — Russian book
p0301 A77-J1450

Some early perspectives on ground requirements ot
liguid hydrogen air transports

p0312 A77-3JJ91
GBODID OPEBATIONiL SDPPOBT SISTEH

An econonetric analysis of enroute and terminal
air traffic control
[AD-A036892] p012H N77-2b119

GBOOSD SPEED
Behavior of aircraft antiskid breaking systems on

dry and wet runway surfaces: A ''
slip-ratio-controlled system with ground speed
reference from nnbraked nose wheel
[NASA-TB-D-8U55] pOSSi N77-JJ1SO

GBOOID STATIONS
ASBOSAT system --- for oceanic ATC communication

and surveillance
pOObt A77-1b129

Flight service system modernization program
pOJ98 A77-37Ubb

The performance of the SETAC landing aid
pUHUll A/7-3//41

Radar special evaluation report: Degradation ot
AN/OPl-6 interrogator set identification friend
or foe/selective identification feature IFF/SIF
returns from F-K and RF-H aircraft
[AD-A027II17] p0132 N*7-1b2l»1

Phase comparison monopnlse applied to secondary
surveillance radar

pOJ2b N77-22J69
GBOOID SUPPORT BQOIPHBBI
NT GBOOBD OPERATIONAL SOPPOBT STSTEH

A transportable VFB air-traffic control system
pOOBS A77-1619b

Maintenance basis for the aircraft Tn-IJH
pOO»8 A77-1b7»1

Chemical power sources in aviation --- Russian book
pU4b7 A77-«Jb17

Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue
systems. Characteristics of kinematic jet fuel
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SUBJECT GDST LOADS

fires cascading and red fuel geometries
[AD-A021017] p0032 B77-11022

Designing the survivability of flying weapon system
p0237 N77-19016 .

Support e q u i p m e n t program for avionics readiness:
Intitial p lann ing
[AD-A033565] p0318 B77-22101

TBACAIS evaluation report. ILS station evaluation
report, Inke »FB, AZ 1 - 13 December 1976
ground egnipment checks and airborne evaluation
[AD-A038390] pOU31 B77-27102

Aviation common ground support equipment
replacement policy investigation
[AD-A039160] p0491 N77-29180

GBOUBD SDPPOBT SYSTEMS
A comparative performance analysis of modern

ground-based, air-based, and satellite-based
radio navigation systems

p0260 477-28299
F A A ' s flight service stations in modernization

process for general aviation
p0358 A77-36570

Services and installations for aviation at
airports and airfields of regional importance

German book
pOi|116 A77-41162

TBACALS evaluation report. N A V A I D S station
evaluation report, Aviano AB, Italy (16-23
August 1976)
[AD-A038062] pO«75 N77-28106

GBOOBD TESTS
NT COLD FLOW TESTS
NT STATIC FIBIBG

Fatigue lead spectra for combat aircraft - Their
derivation and data requirements

p0019 A77-13775
Ground vibration test - A tool for rotorcraft

dynamic and aeroelastic investigations
p0107 A77-17411

Thin shell calonmetnc techniques for transition
detection at ablation temperatures

p02<42 A77-26804
Design and flight test of the Active Arm External

Load Stabilization System /A1ELSS II/
p0217 A77-26876

Integration and simulated flight testing of a
geared fan V/STOL airplane
[AH? 77-612] P0351 A77-31963

Ducted-fan VT01 EPT system
p0519 A77-17353

The Inverted Range - GPS Oser test facility
Global Positioning System

p0573 A77-51203
Ground test of the D shaped vented thrust

vectoring nozzle
[NfSA-CH-137959] p0038 S77-11107

Bethods and techniques of ground vibration testing
p0368 N77-24110

Overall aircraft systems evaluation
p0369 B77-24121

GBOOND SAVE PBOPAGATIOB
Propagation Limitations of Navigation and

Positioning Systems
[AGABD-CP-209] p0317 N77-22068

GBODBD-AIB-GBOOBD COBBOBICATIOSS
Bobile data radio transmission quality between

stationary transmitter to receiver in motion
[DOLE PBPEB 76-168] p0092 A77-16510

SIKTEQ - A selective interrogation system for SSB
Secondary Surveillance fiadar

p0357 A77-36568
Aircraft communications systems Russian book

p0107 A77-38121
History and development of the SCOBE pod

Simulated Combat Operations Bange Equipment
p0571 A77-51188

Tracals evaluation report. Ground/air/gronnd
communications special evaluation report,
Sheppard- AFB, Texas
[AD-A026823] p0121 N77-14003

Standard engineering installation package. OS
Aray Airfield/Heliport ait/ground communications
[AD-A026913] p0132 N77-15271

GBODP TELOCITY
Three frequency difference ONEGA

p0152 A77-20673
GBOBBAB AIBCBAFT
NT A-6 AIBCBAPT
NT C-2 AIBCBAPT

NT E-2 AIBCBAFT
NT F-11 AIPCBAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT

Flight flutter testing technology at Grumman
automated telemetry station tor on line data
reduction

pU2BB N77-J10J1
GOIDAECE (BOTIOB)
BT AIBCBAPT GDIDAHCE
NT HAP BATCHING GUIDANCE
NT STRAPDOBN INEBTIAL GUIDANCE
BT TERHIHAL GUIDANCE

GDIDANCE SEBSOBS
The employment of the hybrid flight measurement

system for measurements related to the study of
a mcrowave landing system

p01bO A7/-20651
GDIOE TABES
NT JET VABES

Nonradial arrangement of turbomachine guide vanes
p0061 A77-1S997

The variable geometry in supersonic compressors
[AS!1E PAPEB 77-GT-35] p026J A77-28550

Interaction of the rotor blade shock waves in
supersonic compressors with upstream stator vanes
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-93] p026S A/7-2860J

An application for variable inlet guide vanes in
distortion suppression

p0322 N/7-^^1Ji4
GONFIBE

Evaluation of the Harpoon missile captive tlight
and aircraft gunfire vibration environments

p0211 A77-260JJ
Blast from moving guns loads on attacking

aircraft
pOUOS A77-J7SH1

The investigation of dynamic gun pointing errors
for helicopter mounted automatic cannon systems
[AD-A035138] pOJ8» N77-2b161

GOBBBBY TBAIBIBG
The development and simulation of an automatic

gunnery system for advanced tighter aircraft
pOb16 A77-4/257

SOBS (OBDBABCE)
Blast from aircraft guns at subsonic and
supersonic speeds

pOI468 A77-1J8J2
Aircraft gun icing evaluation
[AB-A03983D] pOS27 N77-3011U

GUST AL1ETIATOBS
Baneuver load control and gust load alleviation -
Design and application possibilities
[DGLB PAPEB 76-210] p0157 A77-21882

Optimal control alleviation of tilting proprotor
gust response

p019S A77-JD9JS
Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to

the selection of transfer functions for flutter
suppression and gust alleviation using active
controls
[AIAA 77-123] p0208 A77-2S79J

An analysis of helicopter rotor response due to
gusts and turbulence

pOSOJ A77-11110
Stabilization, gust alleviation and vibration

damping of an elastic aircraft model moving in
the wind tunnel
[D1B-FE-76-14] p0186 N77-17101

Stabilization, gust alleviation and elastic mode
control for an aircraft model moving in the wind
tunnel
[ESA-TT-359] p0372 N77-21118

A conpanson of the results of dynamic wind-tunnel
tests with theoretical predictions for an
aeromecbanical gust-alleviation system for light
airplanes
[SaSA-TN-D-8521 ] p05J2 877-3107^

COST LOADS
Optimal ride control for the Twin Otter, STOL

aircraft
p0002 &77-103J6

A rational new approach to the response of an
aircraft encountering non-Gaussian atmospheric
turbulence
[alAA PAPEB 77-115] p01J9 A77-19837

Lift and moment fluctuations of a cambered
aerofoil under nonconvecting streamwise gust

A77-29199
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COSTS SDBJECT INDBI

Influence of gust modelling on the identification
of derivatives of the longitudinal motion of an
aircraft

p0360 A77-36978
Gust models for applications in flight dynamics -

Physical fundamentals and possibilities of
simulation

pO«16 A77-39H90
Comparisons of several aerodynamic methods for

application to dynamic leads analyses
[NASA-CR-137720] p0075 N77-13001

Application of active ccntrols for the reduction
of fatigue loads
[NLR-TR-75163-0] p0172 N77-16070

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: notion in
vertical gusts
[NASA-TH-X-73228] p0363 N77-24052

Comparison of several models describing the gust
loads on aircraft structures
[LBF-TB-130/76] p0372 N77-24149

The effect cf spanwise gust variations on the
transfer function of an aircraft model with one
degree of freedom
[ARL/STROC-UOTE-031] pOU79 N77-28131

Comparison between the statistical discrete gust
method and tbe power-spectral density method
[HLH-TR-75158-0] pd«91 H77-29111I

Equations for the response of an airplane to
non-stationary atmospheric turbulence patches
[SLR-TR-76056-0] pO«91 N77-291M5

Impact of a command and stability augmentation
system on gust response of a combat aircraft

p0597 H77-33210
COSTS

Random vibration peaks in rotorcraft and the
effects of nonnni form gusts

p0109 A77-17U98
6Y8ATIOH

HT AOTOFOTATION
HT EARTH R O T A T I O N
NT PRECESSION

GYBO HORIZONS
Testing gyroscopic systems with automatic test

equipment
pO«M6 A77-41390

6YBOCOBPASSBS
Testing gyroscopic systems with automatic test

equipment
pO«16 A77-41390

GYBOP1ANES
0 HELICOPTERS

GYBOS
n GYROSCOPES

GYBOSCOPES
NT GYRO HOBIZOHS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
HT GYROSCOPIC PENDULOUS

Advanced development program for the ring laser
gyro navigator for strapdovn inertial system
application

p0151 477-20663
Testing gyroscopic systens with automatic test

equipment
pO«16 A77-U1390

GYBOSCOPIC DRIFT
0 GYROSCOPES
0 GYROSCOPIC STABILITY

GYBOSCOPIC PENDULOUS
Floated mnltisensor for low-cost navigation

pendulous gyroscope
p0395 A77-37356

GYBOSCOPIC STABILITY
Ef fec t of gyro verticality error on lateral

antoland tracking performance for an inertially
smoothed control law
[NASA-TH-X-3545] p0436 N77-27130

GYROSTATS
0 GYROSCOPES

H
H-53 BELICOPTEB

Design and testing of the B-53, ISO-gallon
auxiliary fuel tank container
[AD-A028283] p0181 B77-17056

Performance flight tests of the RH-S3D design
growth configuration
[SER-651316] p0588 H77-33113

Handling qualities of the RH-53D in the design
growth configuration
[SEB-651317] pOSBi >)77-J;)1Hll

H-54 HELICOPTER
Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance

capability
[AD-i02BI»1tt] p02JO H77-181H2

HALF PLANES
Half-plane scattering applied to ILS grading

criteria
p0157 A77-219S1

HALOCARBONS
NT FLDOHOCARBCNS

HALOGEN COBPOOHDS
NT CHLORINE COHPODNDS
NT FLDORO COHPOONDS
NT FL0OROCABBONS
NT FLOOROHYDROCAHBONS

HABBDRGBB &IBCBAFT
NT BFB-320 AIRCRAFT

HAHBOBGEB HFB-320 AIRCBAFT
0 HFB-320 AIRCBAFT

HANDBOOKS
NT USER HAKOALS {COMPOTEB PROGRAHS)
Inspection of the working order ot airplanes and
helicopters: Handbook

p016J A77-22SM1
Researcher's guide to the NASA Anfes Flight

Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA)
[NASA-CR-2875] p0598 N77-3J2JO

HANDLING QDALITIES
0 CONTROLLABILITY

HANGABS
Maintenance basis for the aircraft Tu-UU

pOOSB A77-16741
Patterns of broad-beam antennas of different
polarizations next to simple Hangar models
[HASA-TH-X-719UO) pOJ2b S77-2231J

HABDENIHG (HATEBIALS)
NT PRECIPITATION HARDEBIHG
HiRDIABB

Final approach performance monitor
[AD-A028513/0] p0032 N77-1102M

Interface definition DABS engineering model/ATC
(NAFEC) terminal hardware configuration, volume 1
[AD-A025234/6J p0169 S77-16007

HAEHOHIC EXCITATION
Vortex pairing and organized structures in
axisymmetric Jets under controlled excitation

pOJMS A77-3J857
HAHaOBIC BOTIOB

Forces on unstaqgered airfoil cascades in unsteady
in-phase motion
[ASBE PAPEB 76-FE-S] pOOOt A77-108bM

HABHONIC OSCILLATION
A synthesis of unsteady aerodynamic effects

including stall hysteresis
p010 I A77-17408

Benefits of higher-harmonic blade pitch -
Vibration reduction, blade-load reduction, and
performance improvement for helicopter rotors

p0342 A77-JJ7BO
HARHOBIC OSCILLATOBS

Unsteady pressures on a harmonically oscillating
staggered cascade in incompressible and
compressible flow

P0145 A77-2U144
HABHOHICS
NT HAHSONIC EXCITATION
NT HARHOBIC OSCILLATION
HABP001 HISSILE

Evaluation of the Harpoon missile captive flight
and aircraft gunfire vibration environments

P0211 A77-2bOJ3
BABBIEB AIBCBAFT

•Ski lump1 Harrier /B. J. Bitchell (lemorial Lecture/
curved ramp launching devices aboard

aircraft carriers
p0056 A77-1b62»

D.S. Navy certification of composite wings for the
F-18 and Advanced Harrier aircraft
[AIAA 77-1166] p0207 A77-2b771

Sea Harrier - The first of the new wave
/Twenty-third B. J. Mitchell Beoorial Lecture/

Harrier navalization for maritime power
projection and sea control missions

p0250 477-27051
Engine health monitoring in the Boyal Air Force

p0266 A77-28751
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SUBJECT IHDEX

Validation of AV-8B V/STOL characteristics by full
scale static and vind tnnnel tests
[ A I A A 77-5971 p0350 177-31953

The AV-8B wing - Aerodynamic concept and design
[ J I A A 77-607] p0351 A77-31959

HABKER SIDD8LEY AIBCBAFT
HT COMET 1 AIRCRAFT
NT B A R R I E R AIBCBAFT

The Havker-Siddeley HS 125-700
p0257 A77-27820

HAIKEYE AIBCBAFT
0 E-2 AIRCBAFT

BAZABDS
HT AIBCBAFT HAZABDS
NT FLIGHT H A Z A B D S
NT O P E R A T I O N A L H A Z A B D S
HT TOXIC H A Z A R D S

HC-1 HELICOPTER
0 CH-17 HEIICOPTEB

BD-1 GBODHD EFFECT HACBIBES
D HOVERCBAFT G R O D H D EFFECT MACHINES

BEAD (AHATOBY)
Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint

system for ejection scats
[HD-A038762] pOU88 N77-29115

BEAD-OP DISPLAYS
Solid state Belmet Mounted Display and Read

Position Sensing System
p0161 A77-22733

A helmet-mounted light eiitting diode /LED/
display applied to the aircraft maneuverability
problem

P0164 A77-22731
Head-up display in commercial aviation

[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1211] p0501 A77-H1333
Feasibility demonstration of the earth referenced

maneuvering f l ight path display
[ A I A A P A P I R 77-1111] p0507 A77-15171

The presentation of information in combat aircraft
p0521 A77-17817

HOD and the retrofit market
p0560 A77-50621

Head-up piloting aids
[NASA-TT-F-17389] p0181 H77-17057

Electronic head-up display at pilot's eye level
[NASA-TT-F-17390] p0181 N77-17058

BEABIHG
HT ACOOSTIC IATIGDE

BEAT CAPACITY
D SPECIFIC HEAT

HEAT CONDUCTION
0 CONDUCTIVE BEAT TBAHSFER

HEAT DISSIPATION
U COOLIHG

BEAT DISSIPATIOH CHILLING
a COOLING

BEAT EFFECTS
0 T E M P E R A T U R E EFFECTS

BEIT EICHABGEBS
NT TOBE HEAT EXCHANGERS

Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine
p0013 A77-12528

Comparison of energy performance of different
types of heat exchangers

p0110 A77-17760
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a

bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle Kith
stepwise heat removal

p0111 A77-17765
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of

bypass turbojet engines operating in cycle with
multistage heat removal

p0272 A77-29515
BEAT PIPES

Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine
p0013 A77-12528

Low-temperature heat pipes for aircraft
Russian bock

p0167 A77-13612
HEAT BADIATOBS

Development of a self contained heat rejection
module, phase 2 and 3
[HASA-CR-151109] pOC72 H77-12068

BEAT BEGOLATIOB
0 TEMPERATURE CONTROL
BEAT BEJECTIOH DEVICES
1 HEAT RADIATOBS

BEAT RESISTANCE
0 THEPBAL RESISTANCE

BEAT BBSISTABT ALLOTS
HI NIOBIUM ALLOYS
HT BEFBACTOBY SETAL ALLOYS
High-nickel alloys for gas turbines

pOOOT A77-11J2!>
fatigue of gas-turbine blades made of

heat-resistant casting alloys
p0162 A77-22266

Recent advances in nickel alloys for aerospace
applications

p0359 A77-36681
Trends in the application of advanced powder

metallurgy in the aerospace industry
pOIJI H77-15153

Life prediction techniques for analyzing
creep-fatigue interaction in advanced
nickel-base alloys
[&D-A038069] p0181 N77-2B282

Nickel base alloy tor gas turbine engine
stator vanes
[HASA-CASE-LES-12270-1] pObSJ N77-32280

BEAT SHIELDIBG
Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume
2: Technical report
[AD-A038613] p0177 N77-28126

BEAT SINKS
Heat sink structural design concepts for a
hypersonic research airplane
[AIAA 77-392] p0205 A77-25714

BEAT TESTS
0 BIGB IEHEERATOBE TESTS

BEAT TRANSFER ''
NT AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT COBVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT HYPERSONIC BEAT TRANSFER
HT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
The effect of boundary layer changes due to

transient heat transfer on the performance of an
anal-flow air compressor
[SAE PAPER 770281] pOSOS A77-1156S

Heat transfer at the critical point of a cylinder
during intensive blowing

p0519 A77-U8051
Advances in engineering science, volume 1
[HiSA-CP-2001-VOL-1] p0026 N77-10315

Heat-transfer and pressure measurements on a
simulated eleven deflected 30 deg near flight
conditions at Mach 7
[HASA-TB-X-3563] p0515 N77-J1110

HEAT TBAHSFEB COEFFICIENTS
Heat transfer in tube entrance segment with
initial flow swirl and transverse injection

p0013 A77-12517
Aerodynamic heat transfer to a hypersonic research

aircraft model /X-21C/ at Bach 6
pOOSI A77-11557

Contribution to the investigation of heat transfer
in turbine blade cascades in effusion cooling

pOUU A77-177S1
Heat transfer in cross flow past a square prism

having a smooth or finned surface
p0202 A77-25J29

Coefficients of radiative heat transfer for the
case of flow past bodies in the presence of
intense sublimation

p0203 A77-2553i
Heat transfer in turbine blade cascades with
effusion cooling

p0272 A77-2Sb01
New approaches to turbine airfoil cooling and

manufacturing
[AIAA PAPER 77-918] p0112 A77-3B60S

HEAT TRAISBISSIOH
HT AEBODYHAHIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TBANSFEH
HT HEAT TBANSFEB
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
HT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
HT SOPEBSOHIC HEAT TBABSFER
BE1TIHG
NT AERODYNAMIC HEATING
HT BASE BEATING
HT GAS HEATING
NT KINETIC HEATING
NT LASEB BEATIBG
HT RADIANT HEATING
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BEATIHG EQDIIHERT SDBJECT INDEX

NT SHOCK BESTING
NT TRANSIENT MATING
HEATIHG EQDIEBEHT
NT EVAPOBATOBS
NT SOLAS FOBNACES
Ottawa stray rig tests of an ice protection system

applied to the OH-1H helicopter
[&D-A034458] p0383 1177-25155

HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTEBS
Army applications of advanced composites in

Heavy Lift Helicopters
p0055 A77-15345

The application of advanced turbine cooling
technology in the XT701 Engine

p010« A77-17252
Dynamics of a slang load

p0147 A77-20440
Dynamiclstability and control characteristics of

the A E E O C E S N E hybrid heavy lift vehicle
[AHS 77-33-15] p0420 A77-40076

Flight test development of a helicopter-totfed
surface delivery
[AD-A028637] p0179 N77-17042

Heavy lift helicopter - Cargo handling ATC
program. Volume 1: Detail design structural
and weights analysis and static and dynamic load
analysis
[AD-A030072] p0231 N77-18148

HELICAL BIFDIBGS
Investigation of an aluminum rolling belli crash

energy absorler
[ A D - A 0 4 2 0 8 4 ] pC587 N77-33132

HBLICOPTEB ATTITUDE IHDICATOBS
0 ATTITUDE INDJCATOBS
0 HEUCOPTEBS

HBLICOPTKB COBTEOL
Eigenvalue/eigenvector control via spectral

characterization - An application to helicopter
hover dynamics

p0002 A77-10338
Advanced control systems for helicopters

p0006 A77-11278
A wing on the SA.3U1 Gazelle helicopter and its

effects
p0006 A77-11282

Application of Liapunov model - Tracking parameter
identification for the CH-47 helicopter

p0011 A77-12U60
Research in uulticyclic and active conol of rotary

wings
P0106 A77-17006

Optimizing the cyclic control response of
helicopter rotors

p0106 A77-17407
Handling qualities evaluation of helicopters with

different stability and control characteristics
p0107 A77-17409

A modal control technique and its application to
stabilization of rotorcraft flight

p0116 A77-19039
Helicopter motion - Equation linearization

F0146 A77-20260
Static aeroelastic twist effects on helicopter

rotor-induced velocity
polls A77-20448

Processor system configuration in the NOE
helicopter environment Nap-Of-the-Earth

p0153 A77-20690
Application of a model-based flight director

design technique to a longitudinal hover task
p0199 A77-24935

Aeroelastic stability of coupled
flap-lag-torsional motion of helicopter rotor
blades in forward flight
tAIiA 77-455] p0211 A77-25812

Circulation control applied to a high speed
helicopter rctor

p0244 A77-26854
Higher harmonic rotor tlade pitch control

p0244 A77-26860
Helicopter vulnerability reduction, fly-by-wire

backup demonstration
p0245 A77-26862

Full scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable
twist rotor

p02«8 A77-26888
Digital controllers for VTOL aircraft

p0268 A77-28845

Error analysis for combined estimation and control
systems with application to VTOL digital
flight-control synthesis

p026H A77-2B8b8
Relaxation of rotor limitations by feedback control

[AHS 77-33-36] p0420 A/7-40071
An exploratory investigation of the ettects or

large variations in rotor system dynamics design
parameters on helicopter handling
characteristics in nap-of-the-earth flight
[AHS 77-33-41] p0420 A77-400/J

Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor
helicopter
[AHS 77-33-42] p0420 A77-40U7J

Digital flight control design tor a tandem-rotor
helicopter
[AHS 77-33-44] p04^0 177-40075

Dynamic stability and control characteristics ot
the AEBOCBANE hybrid heavy lift vehicle
[AHS 77-33-45] p0420 A7/-400/6

IUH-60A stability and control
[AHS 77-33-46] pOU-M A77-40077

Is the pilot necessary in a light observation
helicopter

p0462 A/7-4J340
Flight evaluation of a highly cambered tall rotor

p046^ A77-4JJ41
Meeting the maneuverability requirements of
military helicopters

p046J A77-4JJ49
Investigation of a helicopter oanoeuver dpmand

system
p0464 A77-4JJ5J

The remotely piloted helicopter
p0504 A77-4444J

The effect of variations in controls and displays
on helicopter instrument approach capability
[NASA-TN-D-8385] p0185 N77-17102

Helicopter sling load accident/incident survey:
1968 - 1974 *
[NASA-TH-X-74007] pU2^9 N/7-1B117

Design concepts for a fully active helicopter
vibration isolation system by means of output
vector feedback
[DLH-IB-552-76/12] p0291 N77-2108b

Computer simulation incorporating a helicopter
model for evaluation of aircraft avionics systems
[NASA-TH-X-3491] pOJIB N77-22098

Design study of a feedback control system tor the
Nulticyclic Flap System rotor (BFS)
[NASA-CB-151960] pOJbJ H/7-240Sb

Helicopter integrated control (GAT-2H)
[AD-A036204] p0480 N7/-2B141

A failure effects simulation of a low authority
flight control augmentation system on a OH-1H
helicopter
[NASA-TH-73258] pOS4J N/7-J1174

HELICOPTEB DESIGN
Advanced control systems for helicopters

pOOUb A7/-11<i/B
Reducing vibration by structural modification ---

helicopter fuselage model
pOOUb A//-11279

A method for estimating the weight ot aircraft
transmissions
[SABE PAPER 1120] pOOlO A/7-1^191

Towards the Startle* concept --- helicopter rotor
head design

p004J A77-131//!
Hingeless rotor for the larger helicopters
[DGLR PAPER 76-22J ] p0096 A77-1bb9U

The application of advanced turbine cooling
technology in the XT701 Engine

p0104 A7/-172S2
The Sim Boat - A life boat for helicopter crewmen

[ASME PAPER 76-ENAS-61] pOU5 A77-1Sb02
Advanced helicopter designs

pOISJ A77-^072U
aaximum rotor thrust capabilities, articulated and
teetering rotors

Advancing blade concept /ABC/ development ---
XH-59A flight tests

p0163 K l l -
A 2.5 H V A , high voltage, lightweight generator

[ A I A A PAPBB 77-503] p01«4 A77-
Structural attachment ot composite rotor tlades '

--- for helicopters
A/7-24911
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Hew VTOL designs
p0200 A77-25097

Design, development, and testing of the Boeing
Vertol/Army YOH-61A

p021ta S77-26856
Aerodynamic and dynamic design and development of

the main rotor of the YHH-60 advanced attack
helicopter

p02»9 A77-26858
Cockpit design for night nap-of-the-earth /HOE/

flight
p0215 A77-26861

Helicopter rotor isolation evaluation utilizing
the dynamc antiresonant vibration isolator

p02<!5 A77-26866
Aeroelastic characteristics of composite

bearingless rotor blades
p02U5 A77-26868

Rotor helicopter system dynamic aeroelastic
stability analysis and its application to a
flexstrap tail rotor

p02«6 A77-26869
Design and flight test of the Active Aro External

load Stabilization System /AAELSS II/
p0217 A77-26876

Quality assurance for lastoflex elastcmeric
helicopter bearings - Application of new and old
technologies

p0247 A77-2688H
Design, fabrication and testing an advanced

composite AH-1G tail boon
p02«9 A77-26895

Design concept and manufacturing process for the
1-3 helicopter composite main rotor blade

p025S A77-27467
Helicopters: Parameter assignments in design

Russian book
p0255 A77-27550

Isolation of rotor induced vibration with the Bell
focal pylon-nodal beam system
[SAE PAPEB 760892] p0258 A77-28211

Anti-resonant isolation for hingeless rotor
helicopters
[ S A E PAPIR 760893] p0258 A77-28212

Recirculation air cycle environmental ccntrol
system for helicopters
[SAE PAEES 760902] p02S9 A77-28217

Avionics cf the helicopter Ka-26 Russian book
p0269 A77-29101

The control of vibration in helicopters
p0271 A77-29197

Bell helicopter's model 222
p027U A77-29786

Composite technology - The boom is under way
rotorcraft materials

p03U1 A77-33616
Symposium on Rotor Technclogy, Essington, Pa.,

August 11-13, 1976, Proceedings
p03«2 A77-33776

Concepts for improving hingeless rotor stability
p0302 A77-33778

Blade stress calculations - node deflection vs.
force integration for helicopter rotor

p03«2 A77-33779
Aerodynamic technology for advanced rotorcraft

p0342 A77-33781
Aeroelastic analysis of a bearingless rotor

p0343 A77-33782
The evolution of the variable geometry rotor

p0343 A77-3378*
X-Bing - A new concept in rotary wing VTOL

p03i!3 A77-33785
The Reverse-Velocity Botor - 300 knots plus hover

capability
p0313 A77-33787

The flexbinge rotor
p03Q3 A77-33788

Development of the composite bearingless main
rotor system

p03«3 A77-33789
Advanced two-bladed rotor systems at Bell

Helicopter Textron
p03»4 A77-33790

Circulation ccntrol rotor flight demonstrator
p03<l<l A77-33791

Investigation of aeroelastically adaptive rotor
systems

P03oq A77-33793

The TOH-61A /DTTAS/ tail rotor - Development of a
stiff inplane bearingless flexstrap design

pOJDU A77-JJ790
The fenestron helicopter fan-in-tail concept

status and evolution
p U Q U 5 A77-J77S^

American Helicopter Society, Annual Rational
Foraa, 33rd, Uashington, D.C., flay 9-11, 1977,
Proceedings

p0117 A77-H001B
Cost/performance trade-offs Hughes Helicopters

TAH-61 advanced attack helicopter
[ A H S 77-33-11] p O Q I S A77-"4005b

The A r m y ' s improved main rotor blade tor the AH-1
helicopter
[ A H S 77-33-12] pOIIB A77-«OObb

AS 350 helicopter - A 'design to cost' exercise
[ A H S 77-33-13] pO«18 A77-")OOb7

Efficient civil helicopters - The payoft of
directed research
[ A H S 77-33-15] pO«18 A77-1005S

The concept of remotely piloted helicopters
[ A H S 77-33-16] pO»19 A77-40060

A review of advanced rotor research in
helicopter development
[ A H S 77-33-17] pO«19 A77-U0051

A flight director/FLIB helicopter night landing
system
[AHS 77-33-23] p0119 A77-110U6J

Advancing blade concept /ABC/-TH dynamics
[AHS 77-33-31] pO«19 A77-D0066

The IOH-61A tail rotor - Development of a stiff
inplane bearingless flexstrap design
[AHS 77-33-32] pOU19 A7/-10067

ainimized fuselage vibrations using advanced
composites
[AHS 77-33-8U] pO«22 A77-10097

Airframe design of the S-76 helicopter
[AHS 77-33-85] pOt22 A77-10098

ZE11 - A magnesium alloy with improved mechanical
properties for use in helicopter transmission
castings
[AHS 77-33-86] pUU22 A77-KOU99

Ihe future of rotorcraft in aviation
p04!!9 A77-11929

Rotor ice protection systems
pO»62 A77-4JJ31

Damage tolerant design for helicopter structural
integrity

pO"463 A77-1JJ1J
Cabin noise reduction - Dse of isolated inner cabin

in helicopters
pO"463 A77-HJ3I13

Design philosophy for helicopter rotor heads
P016J A77-13J15

Rotor isolation of the hingeless rotor BO-105 and
YOH-61A helicopters

pOH61 A77-«3J50
Helicopter icing - A problem to be defined

pO«66 A77-1JJ68
The remotely piloted helicopter

pOSOl A77-aq««3
An interpretation of the Army standard hot day in
operational terms for helicopter hover

p0505 A77-u<lb1J
Detail design aspects of a helicopter transmission
system

pOb19 A77-147999
Advanced helicopter structural design

investigation. Volume 1: Investigation of
advanced structural component design concepts
[AD-A020662] p0070 N77-120S2

Advanced helicopter designs
pOIIS H77-1J9B3

Investigation of advanced helicopter structural
designs. Volume 1: Advanced structural
component design concepts study
[AD-i026246] p0122 877-11011

Investigation of advanced helicopter structural
designs: Volume 2: Free planetary transmission
drive
[AD-A026207] p0122 H77-1101^

Automatically lockable anally extensible strut
for helicopters

[HiSA-CASE-LAE-11900-1] p0229 B77-1813U
Development of design and manufacturing technology
for ballistic-damage-tolerant flight control
components
[4D-A028H16] p02JO H77-18103
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Analytical investigation of an improved helicopter
landing gear concept
[AD-A029372] p0231 H77-18150

Study to investigate design, fabrication and test
of low cost concepts for large hybrid composite
helicopter fuselage, phase 2
[SASA-CR-1t5167] p0366 B77-21097

Experimental evaluation of analytically shaped
helicopter rotor hub-pylon configurations using
the hub pylon evaluation rig
[AD-A033551] p0380 N77-25111

Design selection tests for TBAC retraction mechanism
[AD-A037307] pO<!29 H77-26129

Helicopter noise reduction design trade-off study
[AD-A038192/1] pOB.30 B77-26118

Calculated dynamic characteristics of a
soft-inplane hingeless rotor helicopter
[BASA-TM-73262] pO<!35 877-27105

A r m y aviation manufacturing technology program
guidance
[AD-AOH0821] p0523 H77-30074

Single-rotor helicopter design and performance
estimation programs. Volume 1: Methodology
[AD-A04C603] p0539 H77-31138

Sensitivity of Army helicopter operating and
support costs to changes in design and logistic
parameters
[AD-A01KJ353] p0539 B77-31139

Summary of helicopter airframe testing in the
shipboard environment
[AD-A039748] pOSUO B77-311HH

BEL1COPTEE EBGIBES
The application of nicrcprocessors to the control

of snail /helicopter/ gas turbines
p0109 &77-17532

Plight operations of helicopter gas-turbine engines
Russian book

p0197 A77-2U663
Emergency power benefits to multi-engine helicopters

p02H8 A77-26890
Reliability and maintainability issues in

helicopter propulsion and drive system design
p02»8 A77-26892

Selection of a fuel handling system for a small
advanced turboshaft engine

p02<!8 A77-26893
Engine/airframe dynamic interface investigation

using T63/LOH helicopter system
p0209 A77-2689U

Evaluation of helicopter turbine engine linear
vibration environment
[SAE AIP 1289] p0303 A77-31908

Incipient Failure Detection for helicopter drive
trains
[1IAA PAPEB 77-898] pOQ11 A77-38583

Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine
intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating
forward flight
[AHS 77-33-61] P0421 A77-40084

Improved analytical design technique for
low-power-loss engine inlets
[ A H S 77-33-71] pOU22 A77-40090

Advanced design infrared suppressor for turboshaft
engines
[AHS 77-33-73] F"»22 A77-D0091

Simulated flight endurance testing of a small
helicopter tnrboshaft engine
[AHS 77-33-71] pfl!422 A77-U0092

Engine control stabilizing compensation-testing
and optinzation

p0505 A77-a«51»
Emergency-power benefits to multi-engine helicopters

p0505 A77-»«515
Characteristic time emissions correlations - The

T-63 helicopter gas turbine combustor
p0507 A77-1U824

Investigation of advanced helicopter structural
designs: volume 2: Free planetary transmission
drive
[AD-A0262B7] p0122 B77-1»012

Research requirements for development of
regenerative engines for helicopters
[BASA-CR-1Q5112] p0231 B77-18155

Engine evaluation of advanced technology control
components
[AD-A029371] p0239 B77-19072

Research requirements for development of
advanced-technology helicopter transmissions
reduction of maintenance costs

[HASA-CB-1Q51K1] p0291 B77-21080
Convertible fan shaft engine (for rotary wing

aircraft)
P0322 tm-2f\jj

Transmission condition assessment in
helicopter engines
[AD-A035215] p0387 B77-2b18/

HELICOPIEB PEBFOBHABCE
Hingeless rotor dynamics in high speed flight

poooe A77-H280
A wing on the SA.311 Gazelle helicopter and its
effects

pOOOe A77-11282
The problem of certifying helicopters for flight

in icing conditions
p0052 A77-149J7

High-speed tests with the helicopter BO 105 HGH
[DGIB PAPEB 76-222] p009M A77-16567

Crossflov performance of lift-fans in tandem
for v/STOL transport aircraft

pOIOfc A77-17^6b
Investigation of helicopter airframe normal modes

p0107 A77-17Q10
Inspection of the working order of airplanes and
helicopters: Handbook

p0163 A77-22bt1
A prescribed vake lifting surface hover
performance analysis

P0163 A77-22670
A low cost digital data acquisition system for

army helicopter tests
p02«3 A77-26815

The effect of the ground on helicopter hovering
power required

p02«3 477-26852
Prediction of helicopter induced flow velocities
using the Botorcraft Rake Analysis

p0244 A77-268S3
High-speed helicopter impulsive noise

p0211 A77-26855
Survivability of the Army/Sikorsky YUH-60A
helicopter

p0214_A77-26857
High energy rotor system

p024<t A77-26859
A lightweight Doppler navigation system

p0215 A77-^686J
Advanced aircraft electrical system and its
application to helicopters

p02U5 A77-26B65
A critical examination of the flap-lag dynamics of
helicopter rotor blades in hover and in forward
flight

p0246 A77-26870
An experimental study of techniques for increasing
the lead-lag damping of soft inplane hingeless
rotors

p0246 A77-26871
BSBA flight control and stabilization Botor
Systems Besearch Aircraft

p0216 A77-26873
Handling qualities considerations for NOE flight

p02»6 &77-26871
A study to determine the characteristic shapes of
helicopter visual approach profiles

p02»7 A77-26877
Bigid coaxial /ABC/ rotor system stability and
control characteristics

p0247 A77-26878
Helicopter aerodynamics and structural loads survey

p0217 A77-26885
In-flight far-field measnreaent of helicopter
impulsive noise

p02«8 A77-26886
Full scale crash testing of a CH-47C helicopter

p02«9 A77-26897
Composite bearingless tail rotor for UTTAS

p0219 477-26899
Flight test development of a helicopter-towed

surface delivery systen
pO»06 A77-38006

Flight test evaluation of helicopter operational
loads and dynamic response characteristics

pOt07 A77-38030
Flight simulation of the large helicopter

P0417 A77-3992*
American Helicopter Society, Annual National

Forum, 33rd, Washington, D.C., Bay 9-11, 1977,
Proceedings
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SUBJECT IHDEX HEIICOPTBB Till BOTOHS

£01417 A77-40048
Prediction of helicopter rotor perfornance in

vertical climb and sideward flight
[AHS 77-33-03] p0417 A77-40051

Aerodynamics of helicopter flight near the ground
[ A H S 77-33-04] p0418 A77-40052

Schlieren and noise studies of rotors in forward
flight
[AHS 77-33-05] p0418 A77-40053

Cost/performance trade-offs Hughes Helicopters
YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter
[AHS 77-33-11] pO«18 477-40055

AS 350 helicopter - A 'design to cost1 exercise
[AHS 77-33-13] p0413 A77-40057

Simulated and natural icing tests of an
ice-protected OH-1H
[AHS 77-33-25] p0419 A77-40065

Helicopter vibraticn requirements
[AHS 77-33-33] pO«19 A77-40068

The basic flying characteristics of the Rotor
Systems Research Aircraft
[AHS 77-33-43] - pOU20 477-40074

Summary of helicopter airframe testing in the
shipboard environment
TABS 77-33-63] p0421 A77-140086

Hew technclogy ATE in support of the TAH-64
advanced attack helicopter Automatic Test
Equipment
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-896] pOa52 A77-II19811

Energy aspects of VTOL aircraft in comparison with
other air and ground vehicles

p0461 A77-43333
The investigation of some unusual handling

characteristics of a light autogyro
p0462 477-43339

Plight evaluation of a highly cambered tail rotor
p0462 477-43341

BIFLAS - Helicopter infrared flight command and
landing system

p0465 A77-U3358
Environmental reliability testing of helicopter

systems
p0465 477-43361

A model for wind-tunnel rotorcraft research -
Model design and test objectives

p0465 A77-43363
An analysis of helicopter rotor response due to

gusts and turbulence
p0503 A77-44440

O N E B A aerodynamic research work on helicopters
f O N E B A , TP NO. 1977-42B] p0507 A77-44957

Numerical modeling of helicopter piloting
p0511 A77-46348

The helicopter Ka-26 in the Special Purpose
Flights Sector of Interflng. II

p0555 A77-i»9657
Helicopter rotor aerodynamic and aeroacoustic

environients
[ A I A A PAFEB 77-1338] p0568 A77-51091

Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee
tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, loads, and
performance
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1340) p0568 A77-51093

Estimation of helicopter performance by an
extended energy method improved by flight tests

p057<l 477-51613
A r m y preliiinary evaluation YOH-58A helicopter

with a flat-plate canopy
[ A D - A 0 2 4 5 0 1 J p0034 N77-11039

Helicopter reliability growth evaluation
[AD-A025265] p0034 N77-11041

Analysis of phase IIB of FE 43.8 Scout
helicopter as an observation platform
[AD-A028816] p0180 N77-17049

Correlation of AH-1G helicopter flight vibration
data and tailboom static test data with HASTBAB
analytical results
[NASA-CB-145120] p0229 N77-18136

Research regnirements for the reduction of
helicopter vibration
[NASA-CB-1<!5t16] p0238 N77-19058

Investigation of aeroelastic stability phenomena
of a helicopter by in-flight shake test

p0288 H77-21040
Empirical comparison of a fixed-base and a

moving-base simulation of a helicopter engaged
in visually conducted slalom runs
r t lASA-TN-D-8424) p0334 N77-23098

Theoretical study of the effect of ground
proximity on the induced efficiency ot
helicopter rotors
[HASA-1H-X-71951] pOJ63 1177-24059

Helicopter hovering performance studies. 1:
Vortex wake analysis. 2: Test facility. J:
Blade tip pressure distributions
[AD-A034093] pOJ67 N77-24101

OH-58\ antorotational evaluation
[AD-AOJ5727] ptU84 N77-25156

Helicopter optimal descent and landing after power
loss
[NASA-TH-X-73244] pl><425 N77-26067

Airframe, wing, and tail aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6-scale model ot the
rotor systems research aircraft with the rotors
removed
[1ASA-TN-D-8156] p0426 B77-260B2

Research requirements for development ot improved
helicopter rotor efficiency
[HASA-CB-115117] pOI^B N77-261J1

Single-rotor helicopter design and performance
estimation programs. Volume 1: Methodology
[AD-A040803] pU5J9 B77-J11J8

Performance flight tests of the BH-53D design
growth configuration
[SBB-651316] p0588 H77-JJ1H3

Handling qualities of the BR-53D in the design
growth configuration
[SEB-6S1317] p05B9 S77-J41<4»

An assessment of the hover performance of the
XB-59A advancing blade concept demonstration
helicopter
[AD-40U2063] pOS90 N77-JJ15S

HSLICOWEB PBOPBILBB DRIVE
The operation of Bell drive systems following the
loss of lubrication

p0248 A7/-26891
Reliability and maintainability issues In
helicopter propulsion and drive system design

p0248 A77-26892
The design and development ot the Restland Lynx

rotor and transmission system
p025« A77-2B071

Theoretical predictions of aerodynamic and dynamic
phenomena on helicopter rotors in forward flight
[ONBBA, TP NO. 1976-16] p0266 A77-28787

Diagnostic system requirements for helicopter
propulsion systems
[4IAA PAPEB 77-899] pOIII A77-J8584

Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance
capability
[AD-4028411] p02JO N77-181"12

Research requirements for emergency power to
permit hover-one-engine-inoperative helicopter
operation
[NfiSA-CB-1115115] p02J8 N77-19059

Dynamics of high-bypass-engine thrust reversal
using a variable-pitch fan
[MSA-TH-X-3524] pOJ19 »77-22106

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 2: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 2:
Appendixes to book 1
[N&S4-CB-151918] p0331 H7/-2JU57

Research requirements for development ot improved
helicopter rotor efficiency
[NSS4-CB-145117] p0428 S77-261/1

HBLICOPTBB EOTOBS
I B01ABI RINGS

BBLICOPIBB T4II BOTORS
Flight evaluation of a highly cambered tail rotor

p0462 A77-43J41
Ballistic and impact resistance of composite

rotorblades
p0465 A77-43360

The shrouded tail rotor 'Fenestron1

pO«66 A77-4J367
Bain and tail rotor interaction noise during hover

and low-speed conditions
p0466 A77-4J371

Rain rotor wake/tail rotor interaction
pOS04 A77-44441

Investigation of a bearingless helicopter rotor
concept having a composite primary structure
[H&S4-CB-2637] p0021 N77-10044

Validation of the rotorcraft flight simulation
program (C81) for articulated rotor helicopters
through correction with flight data
[AD-A02593Q] p0069 B77-1204!)
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Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for
the CH-51B. Volume 1: Design study
[AD-A027206] p0128 N77-15032

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for
the C1-54B. Volume 2: Instruction manual
[AD-A027280] p0128 H77-15033

Elastic pitch beam tail rotor for LOB
[ A D - A 0 2 8 Q 1 5 ] p0181 N77-17055

Analytical investigation of an improved helicopter
landing gear concept
[AD-A029372] p0231 N77-18150

Acoustic emission investigation - helicopter rotor
system
[AD-A033571] p0319 N77-22110

HELICOPTEB SAKES
Prediction of helicopter induced flow velocities

using the Hotorcraft Sake Analysis
p0244 A77-26853

A semi-empirical correction for the vortex core
effect on hovering rotor wake geometries
[AHS 77-33-02] p0117 A77-i(0050

Main rotor wake/tail rotor interaction
pOSOt A77-<!<(i!<t1

On the static pressure in the wake of a hovering
rotor

pOSOl A77-1UIHI2
Helicopter rotor aerodynamic and aeroacoustic

environments
[ A I A » PAPEE 77-1338] p0568 A77-51091

Helicopter Covering performance studies. 1:
Vortex wake analysis. 2: Test facility. 3:
Blade tip pressure distributions
[AD-403U093] p0367 N77-2U101

Effect of rotor wake on aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6 scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft in the
Langley V/STOI tunnel
[NAS»-TM-I-35<I8] p0577 N77-32083

HELICOPTBBS
HT AH-6H HELICOPTER
HT ALOOETTE FILICOPTEBS
NT BO-105 EELICOPTEB
IT CH-17 HELICOPTER
HT CH-51 HSLICOPTEB
NT COMPOUND HELICOPTERS
NT H-53 BELICOPTEB
NT H-54 HELICOPTER
NT H E A V Y LIFT HELICOPTERS
NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
NT OH-58 HELICOPTER
NT P-531 HELICOPTER
NT RIGID EOTOH HELICOPTERS
NT S-61 HELICOPTER
NT TANDES ROTOE HELICOPTERS
NT UH-1 BELICOPTER
NT DH-60A HELICOPTER
NT DH-61A HEIICOPTEB
NT 8ESTLAND B H I R L W I N D HELICOPTEB

Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward flight

p02<!5 A77-26867
Cost-effectiveness benefits of a variable diameter

rotor system as applied to advanced VIOL aircraft
p0313 A77-33786

The Ka-26 helicopter in the special flights domain
of Interflng. I

p0415 A77-39U53
A program for increased flight fidelity in

helicopter simulation
[ A H S 77-33-62] p0421 A77-40085

Development and evaluation of a method for
predicting the vibration and noise
characteristics of helicopter transmissions
[ A H S 77-33-76] p0422 A77-U0093

High-speed helicopter impulsive noise
pOU62 A77-1)3335

A revaluation of helicopter main rotor noise
p0463 A77-43346

SOtor response prediction with non-linear
aerodynamic loads on the retreating blade
[ONERA, TP NO. 1976-116] pOH6t A77-43352

Some aspects of mechanical instability problems
for a folly articulated rotor helicopter

pO«64 A77-43355
AD experimental study on a combined outside

world/instrument display for helicopter
operation at night and in bad weather

pO«65 A77-13359

The relative importance of acoustic sources
generated by helicopter rotors in high speed
flight

pOU66 A77-UJJ/0
The vehicle mapping device FKG-1, a device tor
indicating the location ot land vehicles and
helicopters on the map

p0167 A77-U3b7S
Helicopter offshore operations --- oil and gas
exploration and production

pObOJ A7;-itti»J7
Proposed helicopter safety system tor catastrophic
failures

p0557 A77-199J6
Appliances for assembling aircraft and helicopter

subsystems and elements --- Russian textbook
pOSbl Ar/-b0682

A navigation device to help helicopters to land on
ocean platforms
[ O N E B A , TP NO. 1977-71] p05t>2 A77-b098J

An experimental investigation of helicopter rotor
high frequency broadband noise
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1339] pl)b68 A77-S109^

The helicopter air service passenger program: A
retrospect
[PB-25U830/3] p0021 N77-100J6

Helicopter yaw axis augmentation investigation
[AD-A024512] p0037 N77-1106b

Measurement of the static influence coefficient of
the 4B-1G Cobra fuselage
[AD-A02S111] p0069 N77-120U1(

High-survivable transmission system
[AD-A025930] p0069 N77-12046

Development of a tow capability for the HH-JP
helicopter
[AD-A025790] p0070 H77-120bO

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor
noise in hover and in flight
[NASA-TM-X-713M1] p O U / ^ i N7;-120b4

Onsteady aerodynamics of helicopter blades
[ESA-TT-327] p007 / N77-13015

Analysis and design of an electro-mechanical
optical landing system for helicopters at night
in varying sea states
[AD-A0253S6] p 0 0 7 H N77-1J042

Army preliminary evaluation YA8-1E improved Cobra
agility and maneuverability helicopter, addendum
[AD-A021850] p0079 N77-1JU18

Instrument flight evaluation AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A026633] p O O B O H7/-1JObJ

A comparison of air radionavigation systems (for
helicopters in off-shore areas)
[JD-A030337/0] p01.il N77-1t002

AH-1 helicopter vibration levels for stub wing
mounted equipment
[AD-A026825] p0122 N7;-1tOHt

AB 212 ASH: New multipurpose helicopter for
Italian Navy
[AD-A026861] p012^ N / 7 - I M O I b

Design comparison between helicopter and tilt
rotor aircraft
[AD-A027559] p0122 N7/-11U17

Subjective assessment of simulated helicopter
blade-slap noise
[NASA-TN-D-8359] p017a N77-1bBb4

Noise certification considerations for helicopters
based on laboratory investigations
[ AD-A032028/3] p017t B77-1b8bb

Transonic rotor aerodynamics: Fundamentals ot the
theory
[NASA-TT-F-17395] p0175 B77-1699U

Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
[NASa-CASE-ABC-10807-1 ] p01 /8 877-170v!9

Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance
capability OH-1/AH-1
[AD-A028032] pOISU N77-1 /0"48

delicopter Laser Velocimeter (LV) measurements
pO^JJ N7/-18298

Hind tunnel investigation of an nnpowered
helicopter fuselage model with a V-type empennage
[NASA-TB-X-3U76] p02Jb N77-19008

Design of helicopters for survivability

Computer programs for helicopter aerodynamic
stability evaluation
[AD-A030816] p02J9 S/7-1907b

Flightdeck illumination tor helicopters
[IZF-197b-15] pOJ82 H7/ -JOOMJ
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Convertible fan shaft engine (for rotary wing
aircraft)

p0322 B77-22133
Nondestructive method for instrumenting helicopter

rotor blades
[SASA-CASE-L4R-11201-1] p0326 H77-22H52

Vibration of helicopters
p0327 H77-22521

Development of a research project selection model:
Application to a civil helicopter research program
[1ASA-CR-1II5225] p0333 H77-23088

Plight testing of displays in a helicopter
p0370 N77-21H25

A high-reliability, high integrity flight control
system for helicopters

p0377 H77-25079
Design of selected helicopter components for ease

of repair
[AD-A0351J2J p038« 1177-25159

The investigation of dynamic gun pointing errors
for helicopter mounted automatic cannon systems
[AD-A035138] p038« 877-25161

AH-1G helicopter aerodynamic and structural loads
survey
[AD-?036910] p0385 S77-25169

Pilotage navigation utilizing a night-vision system
[ A D - A 0 3 6 7 7 M ] pOU28 B77-26118

Ident i fying and analyzing methods for reducing the
energy consumption of helicopters
[NASA-CI-1UII953A ] pOt35 H77-27101

A computer program for the identification of
helicopter impulsive ncise sources
[HASi-CB-151997] p O U U O B77-27879

Constant lift rotor for a heavier than air craft
[NASA-CASE-ABC-11015-1] pO"76 H77-28111

Load and stability measurements on a soft-inplane
rotor system incorporating elastomeric lead-lag
dampers
[ BASJ-TB-D-8U371 p0176 1177-28112

Interior noise reduction in a large civil helicopter
[BASA-TB-O-8477] p0483 K77-28911

A study of the effect of unsteady aerodynamics on
the aeroelastic stability of rotor blades in hover

pO«86 B77-29086
The coupled flap-lag-torsional aeroelastic

stability of helicopter rotor blades in forward
flight

pO«86 N77-29089
An operational flight test evaluation of a Loran-C

navigator
[AD-A039198] pO<490 N77-29133

Helicopter noise measurements data report. Volume
1: Helicopter models: Hughes 300-C, Hughes
500-C, Bell U7-G, Bell 206-L
[AD-A010561] pO«97 B77-29919

Helicopter noise measurements data report. Volume
2: Helicopter models: Bell 212 (UH-IN),
Sikorsky S-61 (SH-3A), Sikorsky S-6U Skycrane
(CH-5QB), Boeing Vertol Chinook (CH-17C)
[AD-A000562] pO»97 1177-29920 .

Army aviation manufacturing technology program
guidance
[AD-AOII0821] p0523 H77-3007H

A program for increased flight fidelity in
helicopter simulation
[AD-A039230] pOS26 H77-30108

Automatic target hand-off using correlation
techniques
[AD-A036H35] p0527 B77-30115

The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 6: Reliability and
maintainability report
[AD-A039381] p0531 B77-30180

Ride area illuminator development for OS Coast
Guard HH-3F helicopter
[AD-AOnl«25J p0581 B77-32132

Helicopter transmission vibration and noise
reducticn program
[AD-AOH21I57] p0581 B77-32136

Investigation of factors controlling engine
scheduled overhaul: T53/T55
[AD-AO«2190] p0583 H77-32162

Computer-generated displays added to BEL
helicopter operational trainer
[AD-AOU3267] p0583 B77-32173

Analysis of air accidents involving airplanes or
helicopters of various types of application
[HASA-TT-P-171H3] p0587 H77-33128

HELIPOBTS
Technical background: Interim criteria for

planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns,
and siting noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A0314U9] pOJ^I B77-J2150

BELIOfl
Injection of heliun for visualization or air lion

patterns
p019^ A7V-JJ759

The dynamic behavior of nuclear helium turbine
plants during by-pass and pressure level control
operations
[PSHE PAPEB 77-GT-3] p0262 A7/-2852J

Hot-wire anemometry in a hypersonic turbulent
boundary layer
[SIAA PAPEB 77-702] p0362 A77-37006

BELBETS
Solid state Helmet Mounted Display and Head
Position Sensing System

, pU16<4 A77-2J7JJ
A helmet-mounted light emitting diode /LED/
display applied to the aircraft maneuverability
problem

p016D A77-<!27JO
Helmet mounted displays as an alternate source ot
flight information
[AD-A03172U] p0370 S77-JU1J6

HESISPHEBB CTLIROEB BODIES
Analysis of velocity measurements about a

hemisphere-cylinder using a laser velocimeter
p029S A77-J1070

Shock-wave profiles about hemispherical noses at
low supersonic Mach numbers

p0311 A77-JJ188
HEBCOLBS AIBCBAPT
0 C-130 AIRCRAFT
BEOBISIIC BETHODS

Air traffic flow control and an efficient
heuristic program for fuel conservation

pOUIt A77-39812
HFB-320 SIBCBAPT

Hazimnm likelihood identification using
Kaloan-filtering versus least squares estimation

for HFB-320 aircratt flight tests
p0201 A77-25280

Influence of gust modelling on the identification
of derivatives of the longitudinal motion of an
aircraft

pOJ60 A77-J6978
BBZ HELICOPTER
D H-53 HELICOPTER

BIGB ACCELEEATIOB
Influence of aircraft angle of attack on high G
cockpit design
[6D-A025083) pOOJU B77-110«3

Comparison of VGH data from wide-body and
narrow-body long-haul turbine-powered transports
[NASA-TS-D-8U81] pO«71 B77-28061

BIGB ALTITUDE
Independent altitude monitor: A literature
search, analysis, and bibliography
[AD-A0295U1/0] p0080 N77-1J056

Considerations of high altitude emissions from
supersonic cruise aircraft

p02^!0 B77-180J5
The calculation of flow fields about three
dimensional bodies in high altitude
(free-molecular flow ot neutral atoms)
[DLB-FB-75-115] p0532 877-30922

BIGB ALTITUDE FLIGHT
0 HIGH SLTITODE

BIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
The impact of emissions standards on the design ot
aircraft gas turbine engine combnstors
[N&SA-TH-X-73H90] p002« B77-10063

RAVAID support of high-altitude area navigation
routes
[AD-A036388] pOJ17 B77-22065

BIGB ASPECT BATIO
Development of a small high-aspect-ratio canard
aircraft

p0158 A77-22009
BIGH ASPECT BATIO SIHGS
0 SLENDEB wIBGS

BIGH HBLTII6 COBPOOBDS
0 BEFBACTOBI SiTEBIALS

BIGB PBBSSORE
The effect of the position of a high-pressure
nozzle on the operational efficiency ot an ejector
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p0053 A77-14953
Design and development of a high-pressure

combustor for aero-gas-turbines
[ASBE PJPEB 77-GT-96] p0265 A77-28606

The current state of research and design in high
pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
gas turbine engines
[AD-A041011] p0592 H77-33172

HIGB BESOLDTIOH
Lateral bean radar utilizing a synthetic antenna

p0325 H77-22363
HIGH SPEED

Ringeless rotor dynamics in high speed flight
p0006 A77-11280

Circulation control applied to a high speed
helicopter rctor

p02«4 A77-26851
High-speed helicopter inpulsive noise

p0244 A77-26855
Sone topics in modeling in high-speed aerodynamics

p0297 A77-30575
The relative importance of acoustic sources

generated by helicopter rotors in high speed
flight

pO<!66 A77-43370
Arny preliminary evaluation YJH-1H improved Cobra

agility and lanenverability helicopter, addendnn
[AD-A024850] p0079 N77-13048

Single-stage, low-noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 4: Fan aerodynanics. Section 1:
Results and analysis
[HASA-CB-134892] p0181 H77-17060

Single stage, lov noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 4: Fan aerodynaiics. Section 2:
Overall and blade element performance data
tabulations
[NASA-CB-134893] p0182 N77-17061

Characteristics of swept wings at high speeds, 30
January 1952
[L52A15] p0486 H77-29078

HIGH SPEED C1BBBAS
RT FBAMIHG CABBBAS

HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
0 HIGB SPEED

HIGH SPEED TBAHSPOBTATIOH
0 BAPID TBABSIT SYSTEMS

HIGH STBEHGTH SHOTS
NT HIGH STBEHGTH STEELS

Fatigue characteristics of selected aluminum alloy
Z 42 4206-71

p0045 A77-13354
Selecting processing options for high-fracture

toughness titanium airframe forgings
p0201 A77-25213

Improved aluminum alloys for airfraae applications
p0201 A77-25214

Ambient temperature crack growth in titanium
alloys and its significance for aircraft
structures

p0271 A77-29498
Thermal stability of an advanced high speed

aircraft alloy beta Ti alloy
p0298 A77-30921

Bohrbond high strength Ti alloy joining method
for thrust engines, airfraae and space structures
[SHE PAPEB AD76-280] p0563 A77-51015

High strength-high damping capacity wrought
magnesium alloys
[AD-A025164] F0073 H77-12212

HIGH STHBHGTB STEELS
Stainless steels and alloys in air and space-craft

p0109 A77-17510
The effect of simulated aerodynamic heating on the

strength of three rocket motor case steels
tRPE-TB-45] p0583 N77-32240

HIGH TEBPEBATDBE
Time-temperatnre-stress capabilities cf conposites

for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
p0221 K77-18035

Strategic defense materials: A case study of high
temperature engines
[AD-A037493] p0387 S77-25188

Progress in advanced high temperature turbine
'materials, coatings, and technology
[HASA-TH-I-73628] p0591 H77-33159

HIGH TBBPBBATOBE AIB
A novel concept for suppressing internally

generated aircraft engine noise
CAIAA P»PEB 77-1356] p0569 A77-51109

A method for determining the point of litt-olt and
modified trajectory of a ground-based heated
turbulent planar Jet in a co-flowing wind
[AD-A040704] p0546 N77-31722

HIGH TEHPEBATOBE ALLOTS
0 BEAT BESISTANT ALLOTS
HIGH TEBPEBATOBE FLOIDS
HI HIGH TEHPEBATOBE AIB
NT HIGH TEHPEBATOBE GASES
BIGB IEHPEBATOBE GASES
XT BIGH TEBPEBATOBE AIB
Bot gas dynalpy test bench for model testing of
jet or turbofan outlet systems
[OSEBA, TP HO. 1977-7B] p044* A77-40901

Coherent structures in the mixing zone of a
subsonic hot free jet
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1977-88] p056^ A77-50989

BIGB TEHPEEATOBE LOBBICABTS <,
Quantitative TLC analysis of amine antioxidants in

high-temperature jet engine lubricants
[AD-A039909] pOb28 H77-30124

BIGH TEBPEBATOBE BATBBIALS
0 BEFBACTOBT HATEBIALS
HIGB TBBPBBATOBB TESTS

Development of aircraft brake materials
[ASLE PBEPBIHT 76-LC-1B-3] pOOOS A77-111Sb

Effect of structural state on the high-temperature
long-term strength of molybdenum

pOOIS A77-12S83
Measurement-data system for investigating the
thermal stability of structures of aircraft

pOJ58 A77-36649
Georgia Tech high temperature solar test facility

p0556 A77-49745
BIGB VOLTAGES

A 2.5 MVA, high voltage, lightweight generator
[AIAA PAPEB 77-503] p0194 A77-2J9.il

High voltage design for airplane equipment
pOJ97 A77-374JJ

High voltage design guide for airborne equipment
[AD-A029268] p0173 H77-16^72

Development of lightweight transformers for
airborne high power supplies
[AD-A041515] p0542 H77-31162

HIGBWAIS
Integrated surface-air transportation combined
technologies for freight and passenger movement

p0270 A77-29460
HIJACKIIS
0 AIB PIBACY
BILLBB BILITABI AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABT AIBCBAFT

HIHDBAHCE
0 CONSTRAINTS
BIBGE BOBEHTS
0 TOBQOE

HISGBD EOTOB BLADES
0 HIRGES
0 BOTABT RIHGS
HIBGELESS BOTOBS
0 BIGID BOTOBS
HIHGES

Stability of rotating body in a gas stream
p0111 A77-179S5

The analytical geoaetry of a simple skew-hinge
mechanism

P0116 A77-19016
HISTOHIBS
HI CASE HISTORIES

A historical perspective for advance in flight
control systems

p0375 S77-25056
BO-6 HBLICOPTEB
0 OH-6 HELICOPTEB
BODOGBAPBS

A transonic hodograph theory for aerofoil design
pOOIS A77-12564

Beview of the application of hodograph theory to
transonic aerofoil design and theoretical and
experimental analysis of shock-free aerofoils

noting pressure distributions
(HLB-Bf-75033-0] p0168 D77-15991

Bodograph theory and shock free airfoils
[HLB-HP-76002-0] p0168 B77-15993

An exact hodograph method for the design of
supercritical airfoils
[MBB-OFE-1168-0] p0428 B77-26124

BOLE DISTBIBOTIOB (HECHA1ICS)
Boundary layer calculation of an effusion cooled
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turbine tlade
pOIOS A77-17255

BOLES
Quantification of fastener hole quality

[ A I A A 77-382] p0205 A77-257H1
Bayesian estiuation of crack Initiation tines froo

service data
[ A I A A 77-363] p0205 A77-25712

Theoretical and experimental analysis of surface
cracks eianating froa fastener holes
[AD-A039817] p0096 R77-29577

HOLLAED
0 NETHEB1ANDS

HOLOGRAPHIC ISTERFEBOBBTBY
Application of holography to panel flatter

F0057 A77-15701
Holographic determination of thernal and

mechanical deformations in the case of
structural components and structures of
aeronautical and astronantical technology
[DGIB P J P E B 76-180] p0096 A77-16587

HOLOGBAPHT
Holographic flow visualization of aircraft wakes

[NASA-CB-109182] p0039 B77-11365
BOBIB6 DEVICES

A launch transient experinent for imaging seekers
[AD-J028625] p0170 S77-16019

B08EYCOBB COBBS
Finite elements for curved sandvich beans

p0305 A77-32195
Comparative impact tests on metal honeycomb

sandvich structures of A-300 B airbus
[FOK-B-18<!3] p0082 H77-13163

HOSEYCOBB STBOCTQBBS
RT H O N E Y C O H B CORES
Technology of manufacturing aircraft honeycomb

structures /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Russian book

p0110 A77-17725
Aerospace adhesive bonding

p0198 A77-2»92«
The wing of a modern transport aircraft

p0253 A77-271M3
Designing the basic structure of a wing

p0253 A77-271i»!|
BOBIZOB

Navigation checkpointing using horizon correlation
[ AD-A039916] p0526 1177-30103

HOB IZ OB SCAB BEES
The nalcolm Horizon pilot performance

p0171 H77-1605U
HOBIZON SEBSUG
0 HORIZON SCAHSEES
BOBIZOHTAl FLIGHT

A review of supersonic cruise flight path control
experience with the YF-12 aircraft

p0226 H77-18089
HOEIZOHTAl STABIlIZBBS
0 STABI1IZE8S (PLOID DYHABICS)
HORIZONTAL TAIL SOBFACES

Predicting the loading of tail planes in the
preliminary phase of aircraft design

p0156 A77-2187H
Predictions of light aircraft horizontal tail

onset flows; A review and analysis
p0128 B77-15025

Prediction of light aircraft horizontal tail onset
flows: A review and analysis
[NASA-CB-277U] p0278 N77-20027

BOBSEPO1EB
A computer technique for the determination of

brake horsepower output of normally-aspirated
reciprocating aircraft engines
[SAE PAPIB 770*65] p0393 A77-37083

BOT AIB
U RIGB TEBPF.BATDBB AIB
BOT CYCLE PBOCOLSIOB SISIBH
D TIP DBI7EH BOTOBS

BOT ERBODIBG
0 EITBDDING

BOT GAS SISTB1S
D HIGH TEHPBBATOBE GASES

BOT GiSBS
0 HIGH TEBPEBATOBE GASES

BOT JET EIHADST
0 HIGH TEHPEBATORE GASES
0 JET EIHADST
BOT JETS
D JET FLOS

HOT SURFACES
Film cooling of heated turbine surfaces at

representatively simulated conditions
[AIAA PAPER 77-917] - pO»1 2 A77-J86U8

BOT 8EATHEB
An interpretation of the Army standard hot day in
operational terms for helicopter hover

p0505 A77-HOb1J
HOT-SIBE AHEHOBETERS

Exploratory study of turbulence in air intakes
p0269 A77-289H2

Turbulence measurement at supersonic flow rates
p0297 A77-J057H

Structure and development of a turbulent boundary
layer in an oscillatory external flow
[ONERA, TP HO. 1977-10] p0315 A77-33802

Bot-wire anemonetry for in-flight measurement of
aircraft wake vortices

pOJ57 A77-36MOO
Hot-uire anemometry in a hypersonic turbulent

boundary layer
[AIAA FAPEB 77-702] pOJ62 A77-37046

HOT-ilBE TORBOLEICE BETEBS
D TOBBULESCE BETEBS
HOOSIHGS
HI COiLINGS
NT BADOBES
H07EBCBAFT
0 GBODND EFFECT HACBINBS

BOVBBCBAFT GBODHD EFFECT BACBIBES
The design and operating features of vosper

Thornycroft skirts
pOlOO A77-170J8

HOVBEING
Analysis of unsteady airloads of helicopter rotors

in hover
[AIAA PAPER 77-159] p0110 A77-19865

A prescribed wake lifting surface hover
performance analysis

p0163 A77-22670
Application of a model-based flight director

design technique to a longitudinal hover task
p0199 A77-21935

The effect of the ground on helicopter hovering
power required '

p02<43 A77-26852
An in-flight simulation of VTOl hover control

concepts
[AIAA 77-610] p0351 A77-3»961

ZPG-X design and performance characteristics tor
advanced Naval operations VTOL/hover
non-rigid airship
[AIAA 77-1197] pO<t19 A77-M1765

Dynamic problems of unmanned tethered rotor
platform Sea-Kiebitz with special regard to the
landing

pOU6U A77-U3357
Bain and tail rotor interaction noise during hover

and low-speed conditions
pO»66 A77-«J371

On the static pressure in the wake of a hovering
rotor

pOSOl A77-UUUU2
Tethered hover flight tests of a vertical attitude
takeoff and landing remotely piloted vehicle

p0517 A77-q73i»1
Ducted-fan VTOL BPV system

p0519 A77-1735J
A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor

noise in hover and in flight
[HASA-M-I-7Q3H1] p0072 N77-1206"!

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
low-wing lift-fan transport including hover
characteristics in and out of ground effect
[NASA-TB-X-3120] p0278 H77-20029

An analytical and experimental investigation of
the hovering dynamics of the aerocrane hybrid
heavy lift vehicle
[ AD-A03K1Q3] p0282 N77-20089

Dnsteady hovering wake parameters Identified from
dynamic model tests, part 1
[BASA-CB-152022] p0125 H77-26077

An assessment of the hover performance of the
IH-59A advancing" blade concept demonstration
helicopter
[AD-AOQ2063] p0590 B77-JJ155

BOTEBI8G STABILITY
Eigenvalue/eigenvector control via spectral
characterization - An application to helicopter
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Ht)-1 BELICOPTZH SUBJECT IBDEI

hover dynamos
p0002 A77-10338

Rotor impedance measurements at model scale
test rig for rotating shaft hovering stability

p0006 A77-11281
Tethered hcver tests of the XBQB-108A vertical

attitude takeoff and landing demonstration vehicle
f A I A A 77-5701 p0348 A77-34931

An experimental investigation of the flap-lag
stability of a hingeless rotor with comparable
levels of hub and blade stiffness in hovering
flight
[VASA-CR-151924] p0068 B77-12040

Airworthiness and flight characteristics
evaluation: YAH-1S improved Cobra agility and
maneuverability helicopter
[AD-A025476] p0069 1177-12043

Research requirements for emergency power to
permit hcver-one-engine-inoperative helicopter
operation
[NASA-CB-145115] p0238 S77-19059

Helicopter hovering performance studies. 1:
Vortex vake analysis. 2: Test facility. 3:
Blade tip pressure distributions
[AD-A034093] p0367 N77-24101

f study of the effect of unsteady aerodynamics on
the aeroelastic stability of rotor blades in hover

p0486 H77-29086
Hover evaluation of circulation control high speed

rotor
[ A D - A O U 0 9 2 1 ] p0535 H77-31100

Comparative performance measurements of two
helicopter blade profiles in hovering flight
[ABC-B/H-3792] p O S M O S77-31143

HD-1 HELICOPTBB
0 OF-1 HELICOPTEB
HOBS

A study of feedback, blade and hub parameters on
flap bending due to non-uniform rotor disk
turbulence

I>03H1 A77-33606
Design philosophy for helicopter rotor heads

p0463 A77-43345
composite hubs for low cost turbine engines

stress analysis using B A S T R A N
p0512 A77-46520

Composite hubs for low cost gas turbine engines
[NASA-TH-X-73578] p0182 N77-17066

Experimental evaluation of analytically shaped
helicopter rotor hub-pylon configurations using
the hub pylon evaluation rig
[AD-A033554] p0380 H77-25111

HUGHES AIRCBAFT
NT AH-64 HELICOPTER
NT OH-6 HELICOPTEB

HOGHES BILITABY AIRCRAFT
0 HILITARY AIECEAPT

BOLLS (STROCTDRBS)
Theoretical study of hull-rotor aerodynamic

interference on semibuoyant vehicles
[AIAA 77-1172] p04«7 A77-41752

Hetalclad airship hulls
[ A I A A 77-1196] pO»49 A77-41764

HOHAS EHGIBEEBIHG
0 R O H A N FACTORS E N G I N E E R I N G

BOHAH FACTOBS BNGIHEBBING
Some ergonomic aspects of cockpit panel design for

airline aircraft
p0043 A77-13171

Center-of-gravity problems in the system ejection
seat-pilot
[DGLB PAPER 76-213] p0092 A77-16542

Ride control for high speed ground transportation
including passenger-seat dynamics and active
aerodynamic suspensions

p0115 A77-18724
Symposium on the Presentation of Information to

Pilots, London, England, March 18, 1976,
Proceedings

p0148 A77-20603
Investigation into the optimum use of advanced

displays in future transport aircraft
p01Q8 A77-20606

Progress report on the viggen with emphasis on
man-machine design

p0158 A77-22008
Cockpit information requirements - Common elements

p016U A77-22729

Integrated color display system --- for aircraft
pOlbH A7

Application of a model-based flight director
design technique to a longitudinal hover task

p0199 A77-2<49Jb
Problems posed by extraction of command grips ot

the Hartin-Baker ejection seat
pOJ06 A77-j^Jiii

Cockpit visibility - The pilot's reference eye
position in theory and practice

pOJII A77-JJ272
Flight decks for future civil transport aircraft

pOJ5<4 A77-J5246
Analytical display design tor flight tasks

conducted under instrument meteorological
conditions

Future air traffic control systems. Ill
p0357 A77-36b67

Helicopter vibration requirements
[AHS 77-33-33] P0419 A/7-OOU6B

Design criteria for aircraft warning, caution and
advisory alerting systems
[AIAA PAPER 77-1240] pOSOl A77-44JJ2

Advances in engineering science, volume 4
[NASA-CP-2001-VOL-4] p0026 N77-10J45

Visual presentation of cockpit information
including special devices used for particular
conditions of flying
[AG\HD-CP-201] p0171 N77-16UiO

The development of aircraft instruments
pOi71 S7V-160S1

Evaluation of cockpit lighting
pOI 71 N77-16052

An epidemiologic investigation of occupation, age
and exposure in general aviation accidents
[AD-A040978] p048B N/7-^9112

Design and evaluation methods for optimizing
ejection seat cushions for comfort and safety
[AD-4036035] p05J6 B77-J1110

Human factors engineering considerations in
designing Naval aircraft for maintainability
[ AD-A041156] pOb90 N77-JJ15J

BOHAI PBBFOBHAHCE
NT OPEHATOB PEHFORHANCE
NT PILOT PERFOBHADCE

A flight investigation of control, display, and
guidance requirements tor decelerating
descending VTOL instrument transitions using the
X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume 1:
Technical discussion and results
[AD-A029051] p0173 S77-16UM

BOHAR REACTIONS
Test plan for aircraft runup noise penalty

evaluation
[AD-A026209] p012b N77-116J9

Subjective assessment of simulated helicopter
blade-slap noise
[HASA-TN-D-83S9] p<M7<t S77-16864

Effects of interior aircraft noise on speech
intelligibility and > nnoyance
[NASA-CB-145203] p U 4 9 6 877-^9918

HDBA1 TOLEBABCES
Calculation of curves of constant equivalent

levels of enduring sound for implementation ot
the aircraft noise protection law - Hethods and
preliminary results

p O O S O A77-16417
A comparison of a laboratory and field study of

annoyance and acceptability of aircraft noise
exposures --- human reactions and tolerance
[BASA-CR-2772] p0187 H77-17608

HOHIDIIT

Influence of air humidity on compressor and
turbine efficiency determined from experimental
data
[NASA-TT-F-17073] p0071 B77-1^0i7

BDHIDITI BBASOBBBBBT
Ambient temperature and humidity correction
factors for exhaust emissions from two classes
of aircraft turbine engines
[ AD-A031923/6] p0172 H77-16064

BIBBID COBPOTEBS
A hybrid editing system for the screening of

inlet-engine data
P019S A7

Development and verification of real-time, hybrid
computer simulation of FlOO-PW-ioo(J) turbolan
engine
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[NASA-TP-1030] p0511 B77-3115U
BTBBID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

The employment of the hybrid flight measurement
system for measurements related to the study of
a micfovave landing system

p0150 477-20651)
Today's system - Inertial Omega hybrid

navigation systen
pOISS A77-21592

An application of Oaega as a sensor in E-3A
Airborne Warning and Control hybrid navigation
system

p0572 A77-51198
BTBBID PBOP01S10B

A potential lov NOx emission combustor for gas
turbines asing the concept of hybrid combustion
[ A S H E P A P E R 77-GT-15] p0263 A77-28534

HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS
D ACTUATORS
0 H Y D R A U L I C E Q U I P M E N T

HYDRAULIC COBTEOL

Concorde has designed-in reliability hydraulic
contrcl system

p0098 A77-167119
Development of a hydrofInidic vernier rccket

control system for ejection seat stabilization
[AD-A0315U3] p0365 H77-2U077

HYDRAULIC EQUIPHENT
NT AIBCBAFT H Y D R A U L I C S Y S T E M S

Concorde has designed-in reliability hydraulic
control system

p0098 A77-16749
The technical concept of the IL-62H. Ill -

Hydraulics and nitrogen system
F0254 A77-27165

Hydraulic ram effect en composite fuel cell entry
walls "<%,
[AD-A02U832] F<>085 N77-13548

A study of the failure of joints in composite
material fuel cells due to hydraulic ram loading
[AD-A027258] p0122 N77-1U016

Design and test of an IBS lateral control system
for a T-2C airplane
[AD-A032677] p0323 N77-221U8

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 3: Frequency response (HSFB). Computer
program user manual
[AD-A038691] pO«92 N77-29159

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 6: Steady State Plow Analysis (SSFAN).
Computer program technical description
[AD-A038692] pO«92 N77-29162

Flight test of an 8000 psi Lightweight Bydraulic
System (LHS)
[AD-A039717] p0528 H77-30120

An extended prediction model for airplane braking
distance and a specification for a total braking
prediction systems, volume 2
CAD-A039967] p0531 1177-301(76

HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
Status of silicones as fire-resistant military
aircraft hydraulic fluids

• p0359 S77-36791
Environmental degradaticn of fuels, fluids and
related materials for aircraft
[AD-A026908] p0132 N77-1521U

HYDBiDLIC BEiTIHG SOURCES
0 HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

HYDRAULIC PUHPS
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

HYDRAULIC SBOCK
A review of the analyses of hydrodynanic ram

impact damage from teninal ballistics
[AD-A031996] p0318 N77-22099

HYDRAULIC SYSTEBS
D HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
BYDBADLIC TEST TUNNELS

Study by hydrodynamic visualisations of various
processes for controlling separated flows

p0086 H77-13972
HYDRAULIC VALVES
0 HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

HYDRAZIHES
Generation of gas to obtain lift from hydrazine -

A compact light-structure system as alternative
to hydrogen cylinders

p0057 A77-15634
BYDHOABBOBECBAHICS
U AEBODYNABICS

HYDBOCABBOB COBBUSTIOH
Catalytic combustion of C3H8 on Pt coated monolith

for reducing pollutant emissions from
aircraft gas turbines

p0056 A77-15bt>7
Application of automobile emission control
technology to light piston aircraft engines

p018« H77-170BJ
The effect of ambient conditions on carbon

oonoxide emissions from an idling gas turbine
cotnbustor
[HASA-CR-15H986] pOblll N77-31HIB

BYDHOCAHBOH FUELS
NT GASOLINE
FT JET ENGINE FUELS
BT JP-« JET FUEL
NT JP-5 JET FUEL
HI JP-8 JET FUEL
Electrostatics in aviation fuel systems sessions

p0109 A77-17503
The production of shale oil crude and its retining
into military operational fuels

pOJ59 A77-351SS
Alternative aircraft fuels technology

p0228 N77-1B105
Preliminary analysis of aircraft fuel systems for

use with broadened specification jet fuels
[NASA-CB-135198] pO«38 N77-27J11

BYDEOCABBOBS
NT ACETYLENE
NT HATURAL GAS

BYDBODYNAHIC EQUATIONS
Calculation of the hydrodynamic interaction of

arrays of thin profiles taking into account the
evolution of vortex trails

p0053 A77-1b008
A review of the analyses ot hydrodynamic ram

impact damage from terminal ballistics
[AD-A031996] pOJIB N77-22099

HYDBODYNAMIC STABILITY
D FLC9 STABILITY

HYDBODYNAHICS
Applied gasdynamics /i*th revised edition/ ':

Russian book
p01«U A77-^01^J

The inverse problem for axisymmetric aerodynamic
shapes
[1IAA 77-1175] pO«117 A77-»17b3

Experimental and analytical separation of
hydrodynamic, entropy and combustion noise in a
gas turbine combustor
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1275] p056« A77-510J6

On-vater motion relationships study
[AD-A0353HI1] p0385 N77-25165

HYDBOFOIL BOATS
U BOATS
BYDBOFOILS

Hovering craft, hydrofoil and advanced transit
systems; Proceedings of the Second International
Conference, Amsterdam, Netherlands, May 17-20,
1976

p0099 A77-170^6
Profile flows taking cavitation bubble dynamics
into account
[B1VG-FBBT-76-22] pO»95 N77-29J<i9

BYDBOGEB
HI LIQUID BYDBOGEN

Hew potentials for conventional aircraft when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline

p0293 N77-21629
HYDBOGEN FOELS

Survey of hydrogen energy application projects
pOOIS A77-12778

Liquid hydrogen as propellant for coimercial
aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 76-188] p0091 A77-165JH

Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic mixing
and combustion of hydrogen
[&IAA PAPEB 77-17] p0137 A77-1977B

A study of the efficiency of hydrogen liquefaction
jet aircraft applications

p0312 A77-33377
Streamtnbe analysis of a hydrogen-burning scramjet
exhaust and simulation technique

p0507 A77-«q817
Alternate fuels for future aircraft

p0552 A77-0870S
The liquid hydrogen option for the subsonic
transport - A status report
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p0553 A77-U8819
An exploratory study to determine the integrated

technological air transportation system ground
requirements of liqoid-hydrogen-fueled subsonic,
long-haul civil air transports
[NASA-CB-2699] p0020 N77-10033

Hydrogen-fueled subsonic aircraft: A perspective
p0026 N77-103U*

Thermal design and analysis of a hydrogen-burning
wind tunnel model of an airframe-integrated
scranjet
[NASA-TH-X-73931 ] p0130 N77-15045

Performance characteristics of turbo-rocXets and
turbo-ranjets using high energy fuel

p0322 N77-22131
HYDBOGBN OXYGEN BBGIHES

Steam generation with modified H2/o2-rocket engines
[ A I A f t PAPEB 17-889} pOUII A77-38578

HYDBOGEB-BASBE EBEBGT
Survey of hydrogen energy application projects

p0015 A77-12778
Some early perspectives on ground requirements of

liquid hydrogen air transports
p0312 A77-33391

Sew potentials for conventional aircraft when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline

p0312 477-33392
Fuel subsysten characteristics for LH2 aircraft

P0312 A77-33393
Direct-connect tests of hydrogen-fueled supersonic

combnstors
p0550 &77-U82UO

HYDBOGEBATIOB
Effect of substitnted-organic confounds on the
ozidizability of hydrogenated jet fuels and the
effectiveness of an antioxidant

p0300 A77-31139
Investigation of the effectiveness of antioxidant

additions to a highly hydrogenated jet fuel
p0315 A77-3391M

HTDEOBECHABICS
NT HYDBOEYNAHICS
HYDRO! EHGIHES
0 HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
HYDBOXYl COHPODSDS
NT PHEHOLS
HYPBEBOLIC DIFFEBEHTIAL EQDATIOHS

Advanced techniques for computation of supersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPEB 77-173] pOIHO A77-1987H

The importance of monotonicity of finite
difference schemes in straight-through
calculation methods of supersonic flow
problems

p0561 A77-50917
HYPEBBOLIC POBCTIOBS

The hyperbclicity of integral equations of
momentum in a three-dimensional incompressible
laminar boundary layer

pOOOH A77-10665
HYPEEBOLIC NAVIGATION

NT 1OBAB
NT LCBAN C
NT SHOBAN

Onega navigation - Will the floodgates open
p0250 A77-27028

Omega system performance predictions
p0503 A77-1H11I38

Position finding using distance measurements
in hyperbolic navigation

P0506 A77-l»»570
HYPEBSOIIC AIBCBAPT

Aerodynamic heat transfer to a hypersonic research
aircraft model /X-21C/ at Hach 6

p0051 A77-14557
Hypersonic technology-approach to an expanded

program
pOOSI A77-1H597

Layout and flight performance of a hypersonic
transport /HST/
[DGLB PAPEB 76-198] p0095 A77-16575

Scramjet exhaust simulation technique for
hypersonic aircraft nozzle design and
aerodynamic tests
[AliA PAPEB 77-82] p0138 A77-1981S

Heat sink structural design concepts for a
hypersonic research airplane
[ A I A A 77-392] p0205 A77-25744

Effect of an integrated scramjet installation on
the subsonic performance of an aircraft designed
to Rach 6 cruise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1230] pOSOO A77-UUJ26

Vortex lattice prediction of subsonic aerodynamics
of hypersonic vehicle concepts

pOSSP A77-49J43
Study of a fail-safe abort system for an actively
cooled hypersonic aircraft: Computer program
documentation
[HASA-CB-1I)»927] pOJJ3 S77-23090

Aerodynamic characteristics at Bach 6 of a
hypersonic research airplane concept having a 70
deg swept delta ving
[NASA-TB-I-3175] p036l| N77-2U061

NSEG: A segmented mission analysis program for
low and high speed aircraft. Volume 2: program
users manual
[NASA-CB-2808] pOS8<l N77-3J100

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
and engine pressure distributions for an
aircraft with an integrated scramjet designed
for Hach 6 cruise conducted in Langley 7 by
10 foot high speed tunnel
[HAS1-TH-X-73911] pObBS H77-J3108

HYPEBSOIIC BOOBDABY,14YEB
Self-adaptive difference method for the effective
solution of computationally complex problems of
boundary layer theory
[DG1B PAPEB 76-185] p009<l A77-1656<4

Investigation of the three-dimensional flow past
blnnt bodies with consideration of viscosity in
the framework of boundary layer theory

p0203 A77-25S33
Hypersonic gas flow over a delta wing

p0296 A77-30559
Tangential blowing into the hypersonic boundary on
a cone

p0307 A77-32J79

Hot-wire anemometry in a hypersonic turbulent
boundary layer
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-702] p0362 A77-37046

HYPEBSOIIC FLIGHT
Off-design regimes of asymmetric nozzles with

supersonic inlet velocity
pQ012 A77-1ZS04

Longitudinal stability in supersonic and
hypersonic flight

p0096 A77-16597
Investigation of the sife of the wake of a cone
flying at hypersonic speed

pOIJT A77-19746
Beat-transfer and pressure measurements on a

simulated elevon deflected 30 deg near flight
conditions at Hach 7
[NASA-TH-X-3563] p05«5 H77-3HI40

HYPEBSOHIC FLO!
Redaction of the drag of a planar polywedge body

in hypersonic flow
pOOU9 A77-138J7

A thin shock layer in three-dimensional hypersonic
flow problems

pOOSO A77-13839
Bypersonic gas flow around slender blunt body of
revolution

pOIII A77-17961
Hypersonic flow in converging conical channel

p0112 A77-17971
Self-similar representation of the structure of
the gasdynaiic region during discharge of a
highly nnderexpanded gas jet into a hypersonic
wake flow

p0136 A77-197J2
Viscous perturbation effects on hypersonic
unsteady aerodynamics tactical missile flight
[AIAA PAPEB 77-5] p0137 A77-19766

On Newtonian flow past power-law bodies
p01i>3 A77-20093

Incipient separation of leevard flow past a
lifting plate in viscous hypersonic flow

p01«3 A77-20095
Surface pressure fluctuation measurements in
attached transitional/turbulent boundary layers
at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
[M&i PiPBB 77-113] p0161 A77-22228

Hypersonic flow with attached shock waves over
plane delta wings

P0195 A77-215U8
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Coefficients of radiative heat transfer for the
case of flow past bodies in the presence of
intense sublimation

p0203 A77-25535
Viscous and elastic perturbations of

tvo-dinensicnal hypersonic aerodynamics
[ A I A A 77-1149] p O Z I O A77-25807

Bach 6 flovfield survey at the engine inlet of a
research airplane

p0256 A77-.;7621
Some specific features of the aerodynamic

characteristics of cotes sitaated in viscous
hypersonic flow

p0297 A77-30576
The entropy layer in two-dimensional flows

hypersonic ideal gas flow behind shock wave
p0306 A77-32282

A study of free jets and Jets launched from the
hase of a cylinder imuersed in a hypersonic stream

p0307 A77-321471
An experimental study of the cooling effectiveness

of a laninar two-dimensional tangential f i lm in
hypersonic flow
[«AA PJIPEB 77-703] p0362 A77-37047

Low Reynolds number flov past a blnnt axisymmetric
body at angle of attack

p0168 A77-43737
numerical solution of the conically symmetric

Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic flow at
angle of attack

p052U N77-30079
BYPEBSOHIC BEAT TBABSTEB

Effects of vorticity amplification in
two-dinensional and antisymmetric
stagnation-pcint flows
[ A I A A PJPIB 77-92] p0139 A77-19821

HTPEBSOHIC BBEHTBT
Self-adaptive difference method for the effective

solution of computationally complex problems of
boundary layer theory
[DGLS P8PEB 76-185] p0094 A77-1656II

Hypersonic flow over indented nosetips
[ A I A A PAPER 77-91] p0139 A77-19820

HYPEESOHIC SBOCK
Flow of a radiating gas over a blunt body with

intense vaporization
p0003 A77-10416

Hypersonic flow with attached shock waves over
plane delta wings

p0195 A77-24548
Calculation of radiant cooling of air behind

intense shock waves using mean optical
characteristics

p0469 A77-43993
High lift-drag ratio hypersonic tests and flap

heating investigations
[BHVG-FBST-76-12] p0233 1177-18171

HTPEBSOHIC SPEED
Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to

a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane
[BASA-TH-D-8334] p006<» N77-11994

An evaluation of boundary layer forces and
measurement methods
[AD-A04Q947] p05<14 S77-31218

HIPEESOHIC TKST APPABATDS
Investigation of the size of the wake of a cone

flying at hypersonic speed
p0137 A77-19746

BIPEESOHIC VBBIC1BS
BT HYPEBSON1C AIBCHAPT
Investigation of effect of propulsion system

installation and operation on aerodynaaics of an
alrbreathing hypersonic airplane at Hach 0.3 to
1.2
[NASA-TN-D-8503] pO»71 H77-28093

HYPEBSOBIC HiKES
Analysis of the geometry of an axisymmetnc

hypersonic wake and of the gas velocities in the
wake on the basis of aeroballistic test data

p0307 A77-32383
Turbulent wake behind a cone-shaped object in

supersonic and hypersonic flow
p0307 A77-323811

Study of the wake behind a blunted body moving at
hypersonic velocity

p0307 A77-32385
Convective heat and mass transfer in a hypersonic

near wake
p0468 A77-43923

HYPEBSOHIC HDD TOHBELS
HT CASCADE SIHD TUNNELS

Experimental investigations of hypersonic air inlets
p0297 A77-3Q564

Some topics in modeling in high-speed aerodynamics
P0297 A77-JOS75

Development of a controllable particle generator
for LV seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels

p0470 A77-4429b
Hethod for obtaining aerodynamic data on
hypersonic configurations with scramjet exhaust
flow simulation
[NASi-CB-2831] p0377 B77-25082

Force testing manual for the Langley 20-inch Rach
6 tunnel
[NASA-TH-74026] p0480 B77-28145

HTPBBVELOCITY. FLO!
Hot-wire anemometry in a hypersonic turbulent
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPEB 77-702] pOJ62 A77-J7046

BYPEHVELOCIIY SIBD TOBHELS
NT CASCADE <IBD TUNRELS
HYPOBABIC ATHOSPHEBES

Oxygen accumulation in hypobaric chambers
[AD-A025860] p0072 877-12073

HYSTBBESIS
Calculations of hysteresis and flowrate

oscillations of bottom pressure in supersonic
annular nozzles

p02S1 A7/-27093

ICE FOBHATIOI
The problem of certifying helicopters for flight

in icing conditions
pOOb^ A77-10937

Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine
intakes of helicopters at conditions sinnlating
forward flight
[ABS 77-33-61] pOt^l A77-»008I»

AEFA/Boeing Tertol demonstration of the
effectivity of the YUH-61A in simulated moderate
icing conditions
[AHS 77-33-65] pO»21 A77-B0088

Helicopter icing - A problem to be defined
p04b6 A77-13J6U

An integrated approach to the problem of aircraft
icing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1218] pO«9» A77-44J20

Techniques and facilities used at OBEBA /Dodane
Center/ for icing tests
[OHEBA, IP NO. 1977-1^3] p056J A77-5100J

Icing testing in the large Bodane wind tunnel on a
reduced-scale model of a helicopter rotor
[AD-A030110] p02J1 B77-1814S

Aircraft gun icing evaluation
[AD-A039834] p05^/ B77-J0110

ICE PBE7EBTIOB
Iinter-related service operations on airports

p0158 A77-22117
Simulated and natural icing tests of an

ice-protected UB-1H
[AHS 77-33-25] p0419 A77-ao065

Botor ice protection systems
p046<! A77-4JJJ4

An integrated approach to the problem of aircraft
icing
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1218] p0499 A77-94320

ICIHS
0 ICE FOBHAMON

IDEAL FLUIDS
Functional representation of the kinematic

properties of two-dimensional blade cascades
pOIIO A77-17536

Calculation of the surface pressure for a
fuselage/wing configuration situated in an ideal
fluid

pOllfc A77-J96D6
IDEAL GAS

Investigation of strongly nnderexpanded submerged
Jets

p0136 A77-19743
Supersonic gas flow past permeable plates

p0193 A77-2J860
Choking of a nonuniform flow in a channel with

friction
p0202 A77-2S3J4
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The entropy layer in two-dimensional flows
hypersonic ideal gas flow behind shock wave

p0306 A77-32282
IDENTIFYING

Analysis of identification errors in flight dynamics
pOI4U6 A77-141392

Identification of aircraft stability and control
derivatives in the presence of tnrbnlence
[ A I A A 77-1130] pO»59 A77-43165

IFB (BOLES)
0 IHSTRtJBEHT FLIGHT SDLES

IGNITERS
NT INITIATORS (EXPLOSIVES)

IGSITION
NT SPABK IGNITION

IGHITIOS SYSTSBS
Preliminary studies of aotoignition and flashback

in a preuixing-prevaporizing flame tube using
Jet-A fuel at lean equivalence ratios
[NASA-TB-X-3526] p0319 N77-22107

IL-62 AIRCRAFT
The technical ccncept of the II-62H. I

p0098 A77-167UO
Aerodynamics of passenger aircraft

p0251 A77-27127
The technical concept of the IL-62H. Ill -

Hydraulics and nitrogen system
p025<t A77-27165

The technical ccncept of the IL-62H. IV - Air
conditioning' system

pO«15 A77-39U49
Technical ccncept of the IL-62M. V - De-icing system

pfliUS A77-39a56
The technical ccncepticn of the IL-62B -

Aerodynamc features
p0555 A77-U9655

ILLOBIBATORS
KS-128 night photo system flight test results

p0192 A77-23540
ILS (LABDING SYSTEBS)

0 IBSTBOMEST LANDIBG SYSTEMS
ILYOSBIB AIBCBAFT

NT 11-62 AIBCBAFT
ILYDSHIH 11-62 AIBCB1FT

0 IL-62 AIBCBAFT
IHAGE COBBELATOBS

Becursive approaches to correlation guidance
algorithms

p0267 A77-28835
Automat ic target hand-off using correlation

techniques
[\D-A036135] p0527 H77-30115

IHAGE INTENSIFIES
Lateral beam radar utilizing a synthetic antenna

p0325 B77-22363
ISAGE BESOLDTIOB

Real-time aerial reconnaissance using the
return-beam vidicon

pO«»1 A77-«0665
IBAGE TBANSDDCEBS

Effects of flow field aerodynamics on imaging
sensor resolution for high performance
reconnaissance aircraft

p0191 A77-23523
A CCD viewfinder as an adjunct to aerial

reconnaissance systems
p0191 A77-23527

IBAGEBY
NT AEBIAL PHOTOGBAPBY
NT COLOR PHOTOGBAPHY
HT H C L O G B A P H Y
HT INFRARED IMAGERY
NT I N F R A R E D PHOTOGRAPHY
HT H I C B O H A V E I R A G E R Y
NT PHOTORECCNHAISSANCE
HT I A D A R I M A G E R Y
NT B A D I O G B A P H Y
HT BEPHODOCTIOH (COPYING)
NT SCHLIEREH PHOTOGRAPHY
NT SHADO1GRAPH PHOTOGBAPHY
HT STEBEOPHOTOGBAPHY
NT STEREOSCOPY

IBAGIBG TECHHIQDES
HT E A D A R I M A G E R Y

Airf rame noise measurements by acoustic imaging
[ A I A A PAPER 77-55] ' p0138 A77-19799

Tactical air applications for advanced multisensor
imagery processing and display techniques

p016« A77-22738

Hov real is real time reconnaissance image
data management

p()191 A77-2J526
A simple technique for making long range imaging

and surveillance systems trade-offs TV
camera compensation nomographs for aerial
reconnaissance

p0191 A77-2J5^B
IMPACT

Launch risk analysis
p0559 A77-50tt>J

IMPACT D A M A G E
Fiber composite fan blade impact improvement program

[NASA-CB-135078] pOOBI N77-1J063
A review of the analyses of hydrodynamic ran

impact damage from terminal ballistics
[AD-A031996] pOJIb B77-22099

Secondary damage to aircraft by ricocheted small
arms projectiles and fragments
[AD-A038755] p O I V b H77-2S1H1

IBPACT DECELERATION
0 DECELERATION

IBPACT LOADS
Full scale crash testing of a CH-M7C helicopter

p0219 A77-26897
Cumulative deflection and rigid pavement

serviceability
[ A D - A 0 2 H 9 6 9 ] p007J B77-12077

IBPACT PBEDICTION
Measurement and prediction of structural and

biodynamic crash-impact response; Proceedings of
the Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N . Y . ,
December 5-10, 1976

pO«5U A77-U^56«
A method of analysis for general aviation airplane

structural crashworthiness
pO»5« A77-H2566

IMPACT PRESSURES
0 IMPACT LOADS

IBPACT BESISTABCB
Ballistic and impact resistance of composite
rotorblades

pOH65 A77-OJ360
Environmental resistance of coated and laminated
polycarbonate transparencies
[AD-A026II12] p0125 N77-1U21J

Softbody impact resistance of beryllium/titanium
composite blades
[AD-A032138] pOJ25 B77-.24M96

Ordnance impacts on jet engine fan blades
impact resistance of composite materials
[AD-A031761] pOJJ6 N77-2J11/

IMPACT SEHSITIVITY
0 IMPACT RESISTANCE
IBPACT TESTS

Comparative impact tests on metal honeycomb
sandwich structures of A-300 B airbus
[FOK-R-18B3] p0082 N77-1J16J

Impact behavior of polymeric matrix composite
materials
[AD-A038188] pOUBI N77-2BJ16

Numerical analyses ot soft body impacts on rigid
and deformable targets
[AD-A040030] p05<42 B77-J1168

IBPACT TOLEBABCES
Vulnerability of advanced aircraft fuel to
ballistic and simulated lightning threats

pOO<45 A77-13b«'4
Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis, volume 1
[AD-A032161] pU316 H77-220b9

Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis. Volume 2:
Computer manual
[AD-A031951] pOJ17 H7/-J2060

IBPATT DIODES
D AVALANCHE DIODES

IMPEDANCE
NT ACODSTIC IMPEDANCE
NT MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE

IMPEDANCE HBASOBBBESTS
Botor impedance measurements at model scale
test rig for rotating shaft hovering stability

p0006 A77-11281
IBPBLLEB BLADES
0 BOTOR BLADES (TORBOHACHIHEBY)

IBPELLEHS
NT POMP IBEELLERS
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SDBJECT IHDEI IHCOHPBESSIBLE FLOi

Theoretical and experimental results of the
investigation of two different supersonic
compressor stages
[DGLB PAPEH 76-166] p0096 A77-16586

Some experimental investigations on the
improvement of the off-design perfornance of a
single stage axial flew fan

p0103 A77-172«2
Contribution to the determination of the number of

stages cf radial compressors
p027B A77-29972

Investigations on axial flow fan impellers with
forward swept blades
[ASBE PAPEH 77-FE-1] pO«53 A77-Q2052

Evaluation of isothermal forcings for TS3 impellers
[AD-A030U69] F<>186 H77-17227

IHPIBGE8BBT
HI JET IBPIBGEHE8T

An investigation of impingement forces dne to
wheel generated sprays using impingement
plate and intensity probe
[B&-200] p0285 B77-20386

IBPULSE GEBBBATORS
A computer program for the identification of

helicopter impulsive roise sources
[BASA-CR-151997] pO«<IO B77-27879

IB-FLIGHT BOBITOEIRG
Experimental data recording on cassette recorders,

taking into account a use of commercial grade Pfl
components for light aircraft in-flight
monitoring
[DGtE P A P E 8 76-138] p0043 A77-12978

Experimental data organization and experimental
data processing in the flight tests of the Alpha
Jet prototypes
[ D G L R P A P E E BS-86/76] pOO<!3 A77-12981

The development and utilisation of an engine usage
monitoring system with particular reference to
low cycle fatigue recording

p0101 A77-17229
Operational experience on engine health monitoring

p0101 A77-17230
Operational behaviour of a turboprop engine

p0101 ?77-17231
The impact of despatchability and civil

airworthiness reguirements on reliability and
engine centre! system design

p0102 A77-17235
Methods and technignes of vibration testing in

flight
[ O S E B A , TP NO. 1976-120] p015« A77-20868

Discussion of existing load spectra for aircraft
and their parts

p0193 A77-23872
Bavy in-service evaluation program for

composite aircraft structure reliability
[AIAi 77-1167] p0207 A77-25772

A low cost digital data acquisition system for
army helicopter tests

p0213 A77-26815
Helicopter aerodynamics and structural loads survey

p02P7 A77-26885
In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter

impulsive noise
p0248 i77-26886

American flight research and flight testing - Ac
overview from the Wright brothers to the Space
Shuttle

p0311 A77-33180
Rot-wire anemometry for in-flight measurement of

aircraft wake vortices
p0357 A77-36100

Flight inspection packages and interface problems
for navigation aid inspection

[SAE P A P E R 770U48] " -p0392 A77-37069
Increasing system reliability with BITE

Built-in Test Equipment for avionics
p0396 A77-37380

Bicroprocessor development for a digital Flight
Control Syste* voter/monitor

p0397 A77-370.12
Slant visual range monitoring

pOUOO J77-37708
The application of laser radar to slant visual

range monitoring
pOUOO A77-37710

Airborne data analysis and monitoring with a mini
computer

POQ06 A77-38018

Large quantity, high speed pressure data acquisition
--- YC-11 in-fliqht surveys

P0406 A77-380J1
Development at a unique, operational digital data

acquisition system for test pilot traininq and
aircraft performance monitoring

pO<407 A77-J8024
Programmable data logger for automatic test

equipment --- for aircraft control systems
P0116 A77-«1J8S

Software for automatic test equipment --- for
aircraft systems

pOiqfc A77-H1J89
Heasuring the motion of an aircraft with direct
lift control during flight along the approach path

pO«16 A77-U1J91
Testing cf propulsion system diagnostic equipment
--- aircraft engine monitoring and inspection
systems
[AIAA P A P E B 77-895] p015i A77-«198J

In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter
impulsive noise
[AD-A025979] p O O T I B77-1^U6U

Review of operational aspects of initial
experiments utilizing tbe o.S. HLS --- microwave
landing system effectiveness

Inflight Rotor stability Bonitor --- for Sikorsky
aircraft

pO^BB B77-210J9
In-flight simulation study of decoupled

longitudinal controls for the approach and
landing of a STOL aircraft
[KASA-CH-2710] p0292 B77-J1099

an investigation of stress determination for
aircraft fatigue life estimation from in-lligflt
strain data
[AD-A031870] pOJ^T B77-2^iQ1

Flight Test Techniques --- of aircraft and weapon
systems control
[AGABD-CP-223] pOJ68 177-^1107

An in-flight simulation of approach and landing ot
a STOL transport with adverse ground effect
[NASA-CR-151875] p05J8 B77-311JJ

Methods of improving the performance reliability
of advanced military power plant systems

pOb95 B77-JJ198
Preliminary results of OSAF experience with engine

monitoring and diagnostics
p0595 B77-33ly«

IRC LI RATIO I
Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
[BSSA-CASE-AEC-10807-1 ] p0178 B77-170^y

IBCOBPRBSSIBLE BOOBDABI LAIEE
The hyperbolicity of integral equations of

momentum in a three-dimensional incompressible
laminar boundary layer

pOOOl A77-10665
IBCOBPEESS1BLE FLOi
NT STOKES FLO«
Forces on unstaggered airfoil cascades in unsteady
in- phase motion
[ASBE PAPEB 76-FE-S] pOOO"! A77-108b<t

Lifting-surface theory of straight cascades of
swept blades

p0011 A7
Methods for elliptic problems in external

aerodynamics
p0013 A7

The finite element method applied to fluid mechanics
p0011 A77-12558

Calculation of the hvdrodynamic interaction ot
arrays of thin profiles taking into account the
evolution of vortex trails

p005J A77-15008
Functional representation of the kinematic
properties of two-dimensional blade cascades

pOIIO A77-17bJ6
Incompressible flow over delta wings
[AIAI PAPEB 77-320] p0113 A77-1B^«2

Nonlinear steady incompressible lifting-surface
analysis with wake roll-up

p01«3 A77-20085
Unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on loaded
two-dimensional blades in nonaniform
incompressible flows

pOIIQ A77-JOU7
The effect of random errors in blade setting on

the potential incompressible flow in compressor
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INCOBPBESSIBLE FLUIDS SUBJECT IBDEI

cascades
p0197 J77-2U636

Nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of slender
wings of arbitrary planform

F0296 177-30556
Recent improvements in surface singularity methods

for the flow field analysis about
two-dmensicnal airfoils
[Alii 77-6111 p0353 A77-35085

Calculation of attached or partially separated
flow aroond airfcil sections

p0357 A77-36428
Planar incompressible flow over an aerofoil and

its wake conformal napping
[ABC-CP-1352] p0235 N77-19013

Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips of
thin, l i f t ing wings in incompressible flow

p0276 H77-20007
Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade tips

with incidence ir incompressible flow
[DLB-FB-76-42] p0279 N77-20038

Unsteady pressure measurements in rotor blade tips
with incidence in incompressible flow
[ESA-TT-37U] p0364 N77-2U065

A high Reynolds number numerica1 solution of the
Navier-stoXes equations in stream
function-vorticity form
[NASJ-CP-153933] pO«72 N77-28070

ISCOHPEESSIBLB FLUIDS
A method for s tudying the aeroelastic stability of

shallow shells in the f low of an incompressible
fluid

pOO«3 A77-13018
Pnalysis of the turbulent wake of a cascade airfoil

p0256 A77-27616
Induction cf an arbitrary vortex filament in a gas

p0296 A77-30562
On calculations of flow past an airfoil

separation-free boundary layer
p0308 A77-32700

Theoretical prerequisites for determining the
hydrodynamic force acting on a needle-shaped
control vane of a fuel supply system

p0308 A77-32704
INCONEL (TBADEBAEK)

High-nickel alloys for gas turbines
p0007 A77-11325

IHDEPENDEHT V1BIABLES
HT LATTICE PSBAMETEES

Parameters for optimizing engines as a function of
mission

p0320 N77-22115
INDEXES (DOCDBENTATION)

Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and
space, parts 1 to 59 federal aviation
procedural rules and standards

p0075 H77-12932
Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and

space, parts 60 to 199 federal aviation
procedural rules and standards

p0075 N77-12933
Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and

space, parts 200 to 1199 regulations and
standards for the civil aeronautics board

p0075 N77-12934
Listings of accidents/incidents by aircraft lake

and model, US civil aviation, 1975
[PB-267644/3] p0537 H77-31123

ISDICiTIHG IBSTBOHEBTS
NT A N E B O M E T E B S
HT APPEOACH IHEICATOBS
NT ATTITUDE INDICATOES
HT CLOUD BEIGHT INDICATOBS
NT GYBO HCBIZCSS
NT GYBOCOHPASSES
NT HOT-WIBE A N E B O H E T E E S
ST LASEB A N I B O H E T E B S
NT BICBOSA7E SIHSOBS
NT POSITION INDICATOBS
ST SPEED INDICATCBS
NT KIND V A N E S

Turbine engine hot section display concept
p02U3 A77-26816

A Schnler tuned vertical indicating system
gyroless gravity vector indicator
[ A I A A 77-1066] p0457 A77-42815

Evaluation of angoenter light-off detection systems
[ A D - A 0 2 5 3 2 1 ] p0071 H77-12061

Preliminary design study of astronomical detector
cooling system
[NASA-CB-1b1979] pOJJ9 N77-J4024

Pressure driven angle of attack indicating system
[AD-A035321] ' pOJ85 B77-2b170

IHDDCTIOH BOTOBS
Astroglide - The advanced automatic gnideway

transit system
pOO»9 A77-170JU

INDDCTIOH SYSTEBS
U I N T A K E SYSTEBS

IHDUSTBIAL ABBAS
Comprehensive plan and development program for a

regional industrial airpark, Springfield
Bunicipal Airport for the City of Springfield,
Bissonrl
[PB-262474/0] pOJ74 N77-241b9

IBDUSTBIAL SAFETY
The use and control of hazardous materials in

aircraft maintenance
p0286 N77-2074b

INDUSTEIES
HT AEBOSPACE INDUSTBY
NT AIBCBAFT INDOSTBY
NT DEFENSE INDDSTEY
NT W E A P O N S INDDSTBY

INELASTIC BODIES
U EIGID STBDCTUBES

INEBTIA ROBERTS
U HOBENTS OF INEBTIA

IHEHTIAL GUIDANCE
HT STBAPDOBN INEBTIAL GUIDANCE

IBEBTIAL BEiSUBING UNITS
0 IHEBTIAL ILATFOBHS

IBEBTIAL NAVIGATION
Error model of an inertial navigation system for

integrated navigation based on adjustment
according to the method of least squares

pOISO A77-^06b2
New frontiers in aerospace navigation; Proceedings
of the Bicentennial National Aerospace
Symposium, Warminster, Pa., April 27, 28, 1976

p0150 A77-2U6bb
Improved navigation using adaptive Kalnan filtering

pOlbO A77-20657
Navigation to surveying accuracy with an inertial
system

pOISI A77-206b9
Advanced development program for the ring laser

gyro navigator for strapdown inertial system
application

pOISI A77-2066J
Automatic flight inspection of radio navigation
facilities

p01b2 A77-20669
Dual INS velocity error reduction through new

damping techniques
pOlbJ A77-20678

Today's system - Inertial Onega hybrid
navigation system

p0155 A77-21592
Equations of motion of the center of mass of an
aircraft

p0202 A77-25527
Investigation of the accuracy of TACAN

p0310 A77-32963
Spiral approach navigation concepts for VTOL
aircraft using a microwave landing system
[AI&A 77-603] p0351 &77-3U958

A multi-DBE/inertial system for aircraft positioning
pOJbS A77-3S915

Position updating with microwave radiometric sensors
for all-weather inertial navigation

p0395 A77-3735b
Floated oultisensor for low-cost navigation

pendulous gyroscope
pOJ9b A77-J7356

A Doppler Harkov error model development based on
flight test data analysis of Doppler radar
data

p039b A77-37357
A Schnler tuned vertical indicating system

gyroless gravity vector indicator
[AIAA 77-1066] pO«57 A77-H2815

Determination of the components of the specific
force oi a gravimeter for the general case of a
moving Base

pO«67 A77-I13«68
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SUBJECT IHDEI 1BITIATOBS (EXPLOSIVES)

Outlook for utilization of the north Atlantic air
i space in 1978

p0506 A77-ai»572
Position location systems technology

p0570 A77-51179
?n application cf. Onega as a sensor in E-3A

Airborne warning and Control hybrid navigation
system

p0572 A77-51198
GIAHT CHJHGE final report, KC-135 doal IBS test

[AD-A028788] p0177 N77-17027
Inertial navigation systems testing handbooks

[AD-A034S21] p0366 N77-2»092
Hybrid reference systems for flight testing

p0369 N77-2412II
Longitndial separation analysis of the central

east pacific track system
[ A D - A O U C 7 5 9 ] pOU88 N77-29117

Aircraft cybernetics
p0523 S77-30071

HICRON reliability analyses
[ A D - A O U 2 S 8 7 ] p0580 N77-32129

IBEBTIAL PLATFOBHS
The determination of the true vertical direction

in flight German book
00117 A77-19185

Simulation of inertial inputs to a strapdown
pla t form for inertial great circle trajectories
[SAND-76-0620] p0526 N77-30104

'IBERTIAL BBFBBBNCB SYSTEBS
Plight test results of the Strapdown hexad

Inertial Reference Unit (31 H O ) . Volume 1:
Flight test summary
[NASA-TH-73163] p0127 N77-26111

INFINITE SF1R RINGS
A program for the computation of a compressible

turbulent boundary layer under infinite swept
wing conditions
[1LR-TB-75090-0] p0379 N77-25094

INFLATABLE DEVICES
0 I N F L A T A B L E STROCTOBES

INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
NT AIR BAG BESTBAINT DEVICES
NT BALLOONS
NT TETHEPED BALLOONS

The ami Boat - A life boat for helicopter crewmen
[ A S H E P A P E B 76-ENAS-61] p0135 A77-19502

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1- Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 1:
Overall study results
[NASA-CR-151917] p0331 N77-23056

Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint
system for ejection seats
[AD-A038762] pO"488 N77-29115

INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT
NT S T R U C T U R A L INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS

Applications of linearised supersonic ving theory
to the calculation of some aircraft interference
flows

p0015 A77-12566
INFOEHiTIOB BJBAGEBEHT

Operational requirements for advanced fighter
aircrew displays

p016« A77-22728
Evaluated nuaerical data for the SST and

chlorofInoiocarbon problems: A case study of
hov to help the engineer and the modellers

p0171 N77-16912
IHFOBBATION STSTE8S

NT H A N A G E H E N T INFORHATIOB STSTEBS
The maneuver ing flight path display

p016<l A77-22730
Operations civil aircraft flight control and

information regnireoents
p0273 A77-29662

F A A ' s flight service stations in modernization
process for general aviation

p0358 A77-36570
Plight service system modernization program

p0398 A77-37H56
A f l ight control system using the DAIS architecture

Digital Avionics Information System
[ A I A A 77-1100] pOU56 A77-n280»

Principles, simulation results and
interoperability of JTIDS relative navigation

Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
p0573 A77-51205

Rid-1980s digital avionics information system
conceptual design configuration

[AD-A032137J pOJ18 B7
Helmet mounted displays as an alternate source ot

flight information
[AD-A03H724] pOJ70 B77-

Aviation and programmatic analyses; volume 1,
Task 1: Aviation data base development and
application for BASA OAST programs
[NASA-CB-152581] pO«90 B77-2S1J9

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 2,
Task 2: Identification of planning factors and
activities for BASA OAST programs
[HASA-CH-152582] p0490 B77-291HO

IHFOBBATIOH TBBOBI
An analysis of the stability of blade rims under

conditions of random actions
p0061 A77-16000

IHFORBATION TBANSBISSIOB
U DATA TRANSMISSION

IIFBABBD ASTROSOBT
Combined ground and aircraft based 1-9 micron

spectra of LkH-alpha 101
p0056 A77-15612

IHFBABED DETECTORS
Target and background signature test program

CAD-A025822] pOOB6 H77-1jaj«
Spectral and polarlnetric instrumentation tor the
aircraft astrophysical investigations in the
range 50-500mkm AN-30 aircraft receiving
equipment in far IB and submillimeter range
[D-228] p0086 N77-1J9J6

IRFBABED BOEIZOB SCABBEBS
D HOHIZOH SCABBEBS
0 INFRARED SCANNERS

INFBABBD IBAGEBY
Utilization of IB imagery in tactical reconnaissance

p0191 A77-2J529
Infrared flow visualization for VTOL applications

[AIAA 77-618] pOJ52 A77-J1966
A flight director/FLIR helicopter night landing

system
[AHS 77-33-23] p0119 A77-<1006J

INFBABED IBSTBOBENTS
ST INFRARED DETECTORS
HI INFRARED SCANNERS

IHFSABED PBOTOGBAPHI
KS-128 night photo system flight test results

p0192 A77-2J510
Advances in turbine blade temperature measurements

p0212 A77-26814
INFBABED RADIATION
NT FAR INFBABED RADIATION
NT NEAR IBFBAR1D RADIATION

Advanced design infrared suppressor for turboshaft
engines
[AHS 77-33-73] pO«22 A77-1QU91

INFBABBO SCANNERS
Effects of flow field aerodynamics on imaging

sensor resolution for high performance
reconnaissance aircraft

p0191 A77-.2J52J
BIFLAS - Helicopter infrared flight command and

landing system
pOISb A77-U3J58

IHFEABED SPECTBA
Combined ground and aircraft based 1-1 micron

spectra of LkH-alpha 101
p0056 A77-1561^

IHFBARBD SPBCTBOSCOPI
Aircraft propulsion lubricating film additives:

Boundary lubricant surface films, volume 3
[AD-A029267] p017» B77-16356

IHGESTIOB (BBGIBES)
Hater ingestion into axial flow compressors
[AD-A033611] p0372 B77-2414I)

IBGOTS
Research on metal matrix composites for naval
aircraft engines
[AD-A033720] p037H N77-2«209

IIBIBITOBS
NT SEAR INHIBITOBS
INITIAL VALUE PBOBLEHS
U BOUNDARI VALUE PROBLEBS

IBITIATORS (EXPLOSIVES)
An approach to aircraft ordnance test reguireaents

of HIL-E-6051D
p0302 A77-31783

Some UK techniques for assessing EF susceptibility
of electro-explosive devices in aircraft systems

p0302 A77-31785
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IHJECTIOH SUBJECT INDEX

IHJECTIOH
NT FLUID INJECTION
NT FUEL INJICTION
NT GAS INJECTION
NT LIQUID INJECTION
NT S E C O N D A R Y INJECTION
NT H1TER ISJICTICB

INJECTION CABBUHETOBS
U C A R B U R E T O R S
D FDEL INJECTION

INJECTOBS
NT V O R T E X INJECTORS

Choice of optical throat dimensions for the
diffusor in a condensing injector

p0057 A77-15667
W i n d tunnel tests of a two bladed model rotor to

evaluate the TAHI system in descending forward
flight
[VASA-CR-115195] p0377 N77-25080

INJURIES
N T C R A S H I N J U R I E S

INLET FLOW
Heat transfer in tube entrance segment with

initial flow swirl and transverse injection
p0013 A77-12517

Supersonic compressors with subsonic and
supersonic axial inlet component

p0103 A77-17213
Investigation of the flow pattern at the engine

face and methods of the flow pattern simulation
at supersonic flight speed

p0106 A77-17260
Flow in tnrbomachines with nonnniform inlet

velocity distribution
p0136 A77-19708

Computat ion of low speed flow about an asymmetric
nacelle at incidence
[ A I A J PAPER 77-113] pOUO A77-19857

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer
flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-111] p0112 A77-19983

Flow control in wide-angled conical diffusers
p0197 A77-21632

The effect of random errors in blade setting on
the potential incompressible flow in compressor
cascades

p0197 A77-21636
A novel concept for subsonic inlet boundary-layer

control
p0256 A77-27617

The variable geometry in supersonic compressors
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-35] p0263 A77-28550

Experimental investigations of hypersonic air inlets
p0297 A77-30561

Study of the inflow process to an air scoop with a
screen, using an EGDA integrator

p0112 A77-10725
Use of experimental separation limits in the

theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[AIAA PAPER 77-878] p0151 A77-11980

Inlet and internal aerodynamics of a VTOL thrust
augmenter
[AD-A027617] p0081 N77-13067

Detailed design of a quiet high flow fan
[NASA-CR-135126] p0239 N77-19070

An application for variable inlet guide vanes in
distortion suppression

p0322 N77-2213Q
Stalled and stall-free performance of axial-flow

coiapresEor stage with three inlet-guide-vane and
stator-blade settings
[NASA-TN-D-8157] p0335 B77-23113

Investigation of inlet concepts for maneuver
improvement at transonic speeds
[HASA-TH-X-73215] p0363 N77-21060

Analytical prediction of the performance and
stability of a J85-13 compressor with distorted
inlet flow
[ NASA-TH-X-3515] p0371 N77-21139

Use of experimental separation limits in the
theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[NASA-TH-73709] p0135 H77-27107

Effects of temperature transients at fan inlet of
a turbofan engine
[NASA-TP-1031] pOSII N77-31153

IHLET NOZZLES
Off-design regimes of asymmetric nozzles with

supersonic inlet velocity
p0012 A77-12501

Experience related to the development of
high-stress carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
structures, taking into account the example of a
subsonic inlet ramp
[DGLR PAPER 76-195] p0095 A77-16581

Aeroacoustic performance of a scoop inlet
[AIAA PAPER 77-1351] p0569 A77-51107

The influence of the inlet duct contour on forward
radiated fan noise
[AIAA PAPER 77-1355] p0569 A77-5110B

Low speed tests of a fixed geometry inlet for a
tilt nacelle V/STOL alrpiane
[NAS4-CR-151922] pU230 N77-181J8

IHLET PEESSOBE
On the unsteady aerodynamic rotor blade loading in

a transonic axial flow compressor with
steady-state inlet distortion

p0116 A77-20153
Internal flow characteristics of a multistage
compressor with inlet pressure distortion
J85-13 turbojet engine studies
[NASA-TM-X-3116] POIBJ N77-17070

Investigation of inlet concepts for maneuver
improvement at transonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-73215] P0363 N77-21U60

Experimental performance of a
16.10-centimeter-tip-diameter sweptback
centrifugal compressor designed for a 6:1
pressure ratio
[NASA-TH-X-3552] p03/8 H77-2508*

IHLETS (DEVICES)
U INTAKE SYSTEMS

IHOCOLJTIOI
Development of a controllable particle generator

for LV seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels
pOQ70 A77-11295

INORGANIC COATINGS
NT CERAHIC COATINGS
INSERTS
NT NOZZLE INSERTS
INSPECTION
NT X RAY INSPECTION

A new approach to airport lighting inspection
pOOII A77-1J171

Inspection of the working order of airplanes and
helicopters: Handbook

p016J A77-22511
Blade inspection system for helicopter rotors

[AHS 77-33-66] p0121 A77-100S9
Flight inspection data and cracX initiation times

p0559 A7J-50166
INSTALLATION
U INSTALLING

INSTALLATION HANOALS
Visual approach slope indicators. Principles of
operation, recommendations for installation and
maintenance
[PHILIPS-EE-12] p0078 N77-1J010

INSTALLING
An investigation of the aerodynamics and cooling
of a horizontally-opposed engine installation
[NASA-CR-152731 ] p0291 N77-;21088

INSTRUCTIONS
U EDUCATION

IHSTBDBENT APPROACH
Spiral approach navigation concepts for VTOL
aircraft using a microwave landing system
[AIAA 77-603] pOJSI A77-J1958

The effect of variations in controls and displays
on helicopter instrument approach capability
[NASA-TS-D-8385] p0185 N77-17102

Preliminary report on airline pilot scan patterns
during simulated ILS approach

p0228 N77-18115
The Precision Approach Path Indicator - PAPI
[RAE-TR-76123] p0291 N77-210/5

The performance of the null-reference glide-slope
system in the presence of deep snow, 1975 - 1V76
[AD-A011139] p0190 N77-2912S

Integrated path guidance system for unconventional
approach procedures

p0580 N77-J<!119
IHSTBOBENT COMPENSATION

Use of a unified curve of corrections to Pitot
tube readings in a rarefied supersonic tlow

p02Ql A77-2b330
INSTRUMENT ERRORS

Experience with the VOR-navigation system in the
German Democratic Republic. I
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SUBJECT IBDEX INI4KE SISTERS

p0097 477-16739
The deteriination of the true vertical direction

in flight German book
p0117 477-19185

Precision DHE for fatare landing systems - One
solution

p01£1 477-21121
Omega ambiguity resolution through direct integer

laning
p0255 477-27605

Experimental study of error sources in
skin-friction balance neasurements

p0262 477-28187
Controlled flight into terrain accidents -

System-induced errors
p0307 477-32153

Scanning-beam microwave landing system -
Sultipath-errors and antenna-design philosophy

p0307 P77-32551
Guidance accuracy considerations for the Microwave

Landing System
p0397 477-37151

Performance and adjoint sensitivity analysis of
the Navstar global positioning system

p0398 477-37*58
Design of wind measuring instruments Russian

book
p0151 477-112220

INSTHOHEHT PLIGHT BOLES
Operational control - 4 unique Australian concept

p0203 477-25599
Design and evaluation of an integrated

flight-control system concept for manual IFR
VTOl operations
[4144 77-601] p0351 477-34956

IHSTBOHEHT LiHDIBS SISTEHS
NT 4LL-HE4THER L4NDIHG SYSTEBS
NT 4UTOHfTIC L4NDIKG CORTEOL

Lightning protection for status and control lines
of the Hark III instrument landing system

p0055 477-15106
The nev microwave landing systems /BLS/ and their

properties, giving particular attention to the
German system DLS /DHE-Derived Landing System/
[DOLE P4PEB 76-176] p0092 477-16511

The employment of the hybrid flight measurement
system for measurements related to the study of
a microwave landing system

p0150 477-20651
Half-plane scattering applied to ILS grading

criteria
p0157 477-21951

Trends in aircraft landing systems
p0256 477-27661

Experimental investiga+icns of control-display
reqnireoents for VTOL instrument transitions
[4144 77-599] x p0350 477-31951

Optimisation of a two element aerial for the DBF
ILS glide slope

pOIOI 477-37718
The switched clearance system - 4 nev approach to

ILS clearance signal generation
pOIOI 477-37719

The prediction of ILS course errors due to
multipath propagation via objects on the ground

pOIOI 477-37720
Application of space diversity techniques to

landing guidance systems to circumvent
reflection induced signal fading

p0103 477-37731
The performance of the SET4C landing aid

pOIOI 477-37711
The reduction of interference from large

reflecting surfaces instrument landing
system interference reduction at airports for
aircraft communication

pOISI 477-12511
Final approach performance monitor
[4D-4028513/0] p0032 H77-11021

F44 category 3 instrument landing system: 4
ground equipment development overview
[4D-A030150/7] p0077 877-13031

Technical progress in the US development of a
Bicrowave Landing System
[4D-A031150/6] p0128 877-15015

4 study of diffraction of electromagnetic waves
around large stationary aircraft and its effects
on instrument landing system guidance signals

p0132 H77-15223

Factors influencing tolerance to wind shears in
landing approach

p0226 B77-1B08b
Flight test demonstration of automatic landings

based on microwave landing system guidance
[4D-4031777] p0281 B77-20066

Test and evaluation of a feasibility model ILS
glide slope performance assurance Donitor tor
the final approach path
[4D-4031892/0] p0290 B77-<!1U68

Transient suppression modification for instrument
landing system 1N/GRN-27 (v) (solid state
instrument landing system (SSILS))
[4D-4033710] pOJJJ B77-2J08b

TR4C4LS evaluation report. ILS station evaluation
report, Luke 4FB, 4Z 1 - 13 December 1976
ground equipment checks and airborne evaluation
[4D-4038390] pOIJI B77-271U2

ILS glide slope performance prediction mnltipath
scattering
[4D-4035298] p0189 N77-2912b

User's manual for generalized ILSGID-ILS glide
slope performance prediction: Knltipath
scattering
[4D-4031192] p0189 B77-29128

User's manual for ILSS (revised ILSLOC):
simulation fort derogation effects on the
instrument landing system
[4D-4035690] p0190 B77-291JO

Instruments and method of air navigation
p0523 N77-300/0

Contributions to the evaluation of the Geroan
proposal DLS for a new microwave landing system,
part 1
[TOBS/SFB58/M1-PT-13 p0579 H77-J2105

Simulation of the mnltipath propagation of DLS
p0579 N77-J2106

Measurement of the multipath propagation at the
Brunswick test airport multipath instrument
landing system

p0579 B77-32107
The Brunswick DLS test airport area - a ncn clean

environment
p0579 N77-J2108

Presentation of DLS information
p0579 N77-32111

Measurements of the influence of static and
dynamic interference on an ILS-receiver and
measurement of the capture effect with the
double freguency procedure
[TDBS/SFB58/50] p0588 N77-JJ110

IISTBOBBHT OBIEHT4TIOB
The effects of relative instrument orientation

upon gravity gradiometer system performance
[4144 77-1070] pOISS 477-12780

On the applicability of integrated circuit
technology to general aviation orientation
estimation
[NAS4-C8-151952] p0187 N77-17Jbb

INSTBOHBNT PACKAGES
Reconnaissance design considerations for the F-b

multiple mission tactical tighter
p0190 477-2Jb18

Criteria for developing a multi-sensor
reconnaissance pod system for carriage on
tactical aircraft onboard 4-7 aircraft

p0190 477-2J519
Tactical reconnaissance pod system development for
the F-11

p0190 477-2J520
Integration of a tactical reconnaissance system

with Navy attack aircraft
p0190 477-2J5^

sicrowave radiometric imager design for pods and
aircraft

p0191 477-J3SJ2
Flight inspection packages and interface problems

for navigation aid inspection
[S4B P4PEB 770118] p0392 477-37069

IBSTBOHBBT4L 4B4LISIS
0 40TOB4TIOB
IHSOL4TIOB
SI ELECTRIC4L INSULATION
NT TBEBB4L INSOLATION
IHT4KB SISTEBS
BT 4IB INTAKES
NT ENGINE INLETS
NT INTEBN4L COflPBESSION INLETS
NT SUPERSONIC INLETS
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INTBGBAL EQDA1IOBS SOBJECT IBDBI

Experience related to the levelopment of
high-stress carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
structures, taking into account the example of a
subsonic inlet ramp
[DGLS PIPER 76-195] p0095 A77-16581

Some experimental investigations on the
improvement of the off-design performance of a
single stage axial flcv fan

p0103 A77-172112
On the unsteady aerodynamic rotor blade loading in

a transonic axial flcv compressor with
steady-state inlet distortion

p0146 A77-20153
Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic

cruise aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-8711] pOU10 A77-38568

The engine air intake system
C N A S A - C A S E - H B C - 1 C 7 6 1 - 1 ] p0231 N77-18154

Flight assessment and development of the Concorde
intake system

p0368 H77-21111I1
Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression

[NASA-TB-73708] p0582 1177-32157
IHTEGBAL EQUATIONS

HI S I N G O L f B INTEGBAL EQOATIOHS
Transonic flovs calculation by integral

equation, relaxation and finite difference methods
p0014 A77-12561

An extended integral equation method for the
steady transonic flow past a two-dimensional
aerofoil

pOOm A77-12562
A technique for reducing the differential

wing-flutter equations to integral equations
p0089 A77-16311

Design of airfoils in transonic flov by the
integral method

p0096 A77-16599
Theory of small-aspect-ratio ving analysis using

discrete-continuous calculation scheme -
numerical integration of resolving equations

p0111 A77-17953
Derivation of an integral equation for transonic

flows
p0163 A77-22685

Numerical solution for subcritical flovs by a
transonic integral equation method

p0242 A77-267U1
An integral equation method for boundary

interference in a perforated-wall vind tunnel at
transonic speeds
[AD-A023493] p0019 H77-10023

Simplified solution of the compressible subsonic
lifting surface problem
[ A D - A 0 2 7 5 1 4 ] p0120 N77-13994

Integration of the 3-D harmonic kernel
[AD-A029550] p0177 N77-17015

IRTEGB1L TBANSFOBHATIONS
NT LAPLACE TBANSFOBSATION

I8TE6BATBD CIBCOTTS
Fault detection/isolation results from AAFIS

hardware built-in-test Advanced Automatic
Fault Isolation System

p0396 A77-37381
Ku-band integrated circuit receiver front end

module for BPV
p0519 A77-4735H

On the applicability of integrated circuit
technology to general aviation orientation
estimation
[NASA-CB-151952] p0187 H77-17356

INTEGBATIOB (EBAL VABIABLES)
0 HIISUBE AND IBTEGBATION

HTE6BATOBS
Study of the inflow process to an air scoop vith a
screen, using an EGDA integrator

p04<!2 A77-40725
INTBGBODIFFEBBNTIAL EQUATIONS
U DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
0 INTEGBAL EQOATIOHS
INTELLIGIBILITY
NT SPEECH BECOGNITION
INTENSIFIES TOBBS
0 IBAGE INTENSIFIEBS
IITEBSIFIBBS
NT IBAGE INTENSIPIEBS
INTEBCEPTI01

Flight mechanical probleis in connection vith the
interception process

P0580 N77-J2121
INTEBCEPTOB AIBCBAFT
0 FIGHTEB AIBCBAFT
INTEBFACES
NT FLUID BODNDABIES
NT LIQOID-VAPOB INTEBFACES
Interface definition DABS engineering model/ATC

(NAFEC) terminal hardware configuration, volume t
[AD-A02523U/6] p0169 N77-16007

INTEBFACIAL STBAIN
0 INTEBFACIAL TENSION

IBTEBFACIAL TENSION
Status of rnnvay slipperiness research

p0227 N77-1BU92
IHTEBFEBBNCE

Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in
aircraft materials under variable-amplitude
loading
[VTH-193] pOOBb B77-1Jf71

IHTEBFEBBHCB DB1G
Jet exhaust and support interference effects on

the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter model vith tvo widely spaced engines
[BASA-TB-X-3U24] p0167 877-15978

Experimental evaluation of nacelle-airframe
interference forces and pressures at Bach
numbers of 0.9 to 1.0
[NASA-TH-X-3321] p0278 N77-20028

IHTEBFEBENCE GBATING
The reduction of interference from large

reflecting surfaces instrument landing
system interference reduction at airports for
aircraft communication

p0454 A77-42544
IHTEBFEBEBCE LIFT

Jet exhaust and support interference effects on
the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter model with two widely spaced engines
[N&SA-TB-X-3424] p0167 B77-15978

Experimental evaluation of nacelle-airframe
interference forces and pressures at Bach
numbers of 0.9 to 1.4
[BASA-TH-X-3J21] p0278 N77-20028

INIEBFEBSNCE BOBOCHBOBATIZATIOB
0 DIFFBACTION

IBTEBFEBOBETEBS
Quantitative study of three-dimensional flov
fields around flight vehicles in the case of
supersonic flov by means of optical methods
[NASA-TT-F-17428] pOJ6J B77-24056

IBTEBFEBOBETBY
NT HOLOGBAPHIC INTEBFEBOBETBY
IBTBBRITTBNCI

Multi-site intermittent positive control
algorithms for the discrete address beacon
system, revision 2
[AD-A026515] p0121 N77-14006

INTEBBODOLATIOB
Test and evaluation of a phototype VBF

lov-intermodnlation amplifier
[AD-A029848/9] p0083 B77-13287

INTEBBAL COBBDSTIOB ENGINES
NT BBISTOL-SIDDELE1 OLTSPUS 593 ENGINE
NT DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS TUBBINE ENGINES
NT HELICOP1EB ENGINES
NT J-79 EHGINE
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT BAHJET ENGINES
NT SUPEBSONIC COHBUSTION HABJET ENGINES
NT T-53 ENGINE
NT T-63 ENGINE
NT TF-30 ENGINE
NT TUBBOFAN ENGINES
NT TUBBOJST ENGINES
SI TUBBOPBOP ENGINES
NT TDBBOBAHJET ENGINES
NT BARREL ENGINES

Screening analysis and selection of emission
redaction concepts for intermittent combustion
aircraft engines
[NASA-CB-135074] p0129 B77-15038

INTEBNAL COBPBESSIOB INLETS

Internal flow characteristics of a multistage
compressor vith inlet pressure distortion
J85-13 turbojet engine studies
[NASA-TB-I-3446] p0183 N77-17070
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SUBJECT IBDBI ISOBEBIZATIO!

IBTEBRAL STBESS
0 BF.SIDOAL STBESS

IBTEBBAL SAVES
The transmission of acoustic plane-vaves at a jet

exhaust
[ A I A A PAPER 77-22] p0160 A77-22207

IBTEBHATIOBAL COOFEBATIOH
Co-operation in the European aircraft

m a n u f a c t u r i n g industry and anong the scheduled
airlines /Erancker Bemorial Lectors/

p0007 A77-11311
General Dynamics struggles to bnild a plane for

all nations
p0197 A77-24653

Badio navigation and landing aids - A result of
international cooperation

p0260 A77-28294
Stndies pinpoint cost-saving F-16 manufactur ing

techniques
p0301 A77-31499

IBTEBBATIONAL LAB
NT SPACE LAW

Responsibilities and assurances with regard to
cargo transport - Air transport Ian

p0012 A77-12472
4 new air transport policy for the North Atlantic

Book
p0090 A77-16375

IHTEBBATIOSil RELATIONS
NT I N T E R N A T I O N A L COOPEBATIOH

New orientations of intergovernmental
organizations of civil aviation

p0012 A77-12470
IKEBPLABBTABT PBOPDLS1OS

0 KOCKET ENGINES
INTEBPLAHETABI SPACECRAFT

NT VIKING 1 SPACECRAFT
INTEBBOGATIOH

Secondary radar: Fundamentals and instrumentation
Book

p0347 A77-3U633
SINTEQ - A selective interrogation system for SSH

Secondary Surveillance Radar
p0357 A77-36568

ADSEL - A selective address secondary surveillance
radar

p0402 A77-37722
ATCRB1; trilateration - A feasible system for
airport surface traffic surveillance

P0402 A77-37726
The t raff ic capacity and integrity of guidance

systems based on random-access airborne
interrogators

p0404 A77-37743
Radar special evaluation report: Degradation of

AN/OPX-6 interrogator set identification friend
or foe/selective identification feature IFF/SIF
returns from F-it and BF-4 aircraft
[ A D - A 0 2 7 4 1 7 ] p0132 N77-15241

IHTBODBB AI8CBAFT
0 A-6 A I R C S A F T

INVENTORIES
NT TIBBEB I N V E N T O R Y

INVESTIGATION
NT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

INVISCID FLOB
Approximate transonic profile flov vitb shock

p0002 A77-10251
Hethods for elliptic problems in external

aerodynamics
p0013 A77-12554

Supersonic flovs numerical computation for
steady inviscid flovfield

p0015 A77-12S65
Study of the effect of nozzle shape on the

characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic
and supersonic flovs

p0136 A77-19742
Viscous perturbation effects on hypersonic

unsteady aerodynamics tactical missile flight
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-5] p0137 A77-19766

Effects of inviscid parallel shear flows on steady
and unsteady aerodynamics and flutter
[ A I A A P J P E R 77-158] pOIIO A77-19864

An inviscid oodel for submerged transonic wall jets
C A I A A P A P E R 77-i7<i] pomo A77-19875

Calculation of transonic wing flovs by grid
embedding

[AIAA PAPEB 77-207] p0141 A77-19899
An approximate calculation of the strong
interaction on a transonic airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 77-210] p014^ A77-19900

Investigations related to the inviscid-viscons
interaction in transonic flovs about Unite 3-D
vings
[AIAA PAPER 77-209] p0162 \7

Derivation of an integral equation for transonic
flovs

p0163 A7
The theory and design of two-airfoil lifting systems

p0189 A77-2J262
Viscous and elastic perturbations of

tvo-dimensional hypersonic aerodynamics
[ A I A A 77-149] p0210 A/7-25807

Nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of slender
vings of arbitrary planform

p0296 A77-30556
Numerical prediction of the unsteady flov field in

an open cavity
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-673] pOJ61 A77-J7027

Ihe viscous transonic flov over tvo-element
airfoil systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-688] p0414 A77-38886

Application of finite element method for the
solution of transonic flow

p0519 A77-47540
Non-equilibrium flov of an inviscid gas past a

thin profile
p0550 A77-48^89

The role of the boundary layer in supersonic
pressure perturbations along a veak vavy vail

pOSSO A77-48290
Theory of the lifting surface in unsteady motion

in an inviscid fluid
pO!>56 A77-49847

Through-flow calculations based on matrix
inversion: Loss prediction

p0066 B77-1^016
Lov-aspect-ratio wing in a bounded inviscid flow

[AD-A032529] pOJJ1 N77-2J066
INVISIBILITY
D VISIBIlIfl

IONIZATIOI
NT PHOTOIONIZATION
IONOSPBEBIC ABSOBPTIOS
D IONOSPHERIC PBOPAGATION

IONOSPHERIC DISTOBBANCES
NT SODDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTORBANCES

Propagation Limitations of Navigation and
Positioning Systems
[AGABD-CP-209] p0317 N77-22068

IONOSPHERIC PBOPAGATION
Hodel for the effect of electric tields on

satellite-earth microwave radio propagation
p0556 A77-49787

IONOSPHERIC REFLECTION
D IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
IONOSPHERIC STOBHS
HI SODDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTOBBANCES
IP IIHPACT PBEDICTIOB)
0 COHPOTEHIZED SIHOLATION

IRON ALLOTS
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NT STAINLESS STEELS
NT STEELS
IROQDOIS HELICOPTER
0 OH-1 HELICOPTEB

IRRITATION
SI TOXICITY ASD SIFETT BAZABD
IHROTATIONAL FLO!
0 POTENTIAL FLOS
ISEBTBOPIC PBOCBSSES

The importance of nonotonicity of finite
difference schemes in straight-through
calculation methods of supersonic flow
problems

p0561 A77-50917
ISIBG HODEL
D .1ATHEHATICAL RODELS

ISLABDS
NT GREAT BRITAIN
NT NED GOINEA (ISLAND)
ISOLATORS
NT VIBRATION ISOLATORS
ISOBEBIZATION
NT ORTHO PABA CONVERSION
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ISOTHEHBAl FLOW SUBJECT IBDBI

ISOTHEBHAL FLOS
Experimental and numerical stady of constant

diameter ducted jet nixing
p0315 A77-33819

ISOTBEEH8L PEOCBSSES
Evaluation of isothermal forgings for TS3 impellers

[AD-A030169] p0186 N77-17227
ISOTOPES

NT BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
ISRAEL

Israel's pride of Lions Kfiv fighter aircraft
program

p0003 A77-10521
ITALY.

AB 212 A S H : Hev mult ipurpose helicopter for
Italian Navy
[AD-A026861] p0122 H77-11015

ITBBATI08
NT ITERATIVE SOLDTIOH

ITERATIVE SOLUTION
Flow interaction near the tail of a body of

revolution. II - Iterative solution for flow
within and exterior tc boundary layer and wake
[ A S N E PAPEH 76-FE-N] pOOOl A77-10856

Finite eleient and difference nethods for cascades
p O O I t A77-12557

Supersonic flow about elliptic cones with large
semiaxis ratio

p0261 A77-28U02
The design of lifting supercritical airfoils using

a numerical optimzation method
p0313 177-33500

Hixed finite element models and dual iterative
methods for transonic f low

p0520 A77-17513
On the calculation of the pressure distribution of

wing-body combinations in the non-linear angle
of attack range

p0276 N77-20001
Iterative method for thick cambered wings in

subcritical flow
[ARC-B/H-3786] p0289 1177-21057

J-79 EHGIRB *
The engine actuarial system

[AD-A030312] p0232 H77-18162
J-85 ESGINE

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85
turbojet engine with mnltitube suppressor from
wind tunnel and flight tests

pOSOS A77-11160
Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85

turbojet engine with multitube suppressor from
wind tunnel and fl ight tests
[NASA-TH-7.-73512] p0036 N77-11051

Internal f low characteristics of a multistage
compressor with inlet pressure distortion
J85-13 turbojet engine studies
[ NASA-TM-X-3116] p0183 N77-17070

Analytical prediction of the performance and
stability of a J85-13 compressor with distorted
inlet f low
[NASA-TH-X-3515] p0371 N77-2Q139

JAHBIHG
Nev theoretical approaches to the jamming and

multipath problems in aeronautical
communication-navigation systems

p0395 A77-37371
JC-130 AIBCBAPT
0 C-130 AIBCBAFT

JET AIECBAFT
NT A-t AIRCRAFT
NT A-6 AIHCBAFT
NT A-7 AIBCBAFT
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT
HT ALPHA JET AIBCHAFT
NT B-52 AIBCBAFT
NT B-70 AIRCRAFT
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
HT BOEIHG 727 AIBCBAFT
HT BOEIHG 7»7 AIBCRAFT
HT BBEGOET 911 AIBCBAFT
NT C-2 AIBCRAFT
NT C-5 AIBCHAFT
HT C-135 AIBCBAFT
HT C-111 AIBCBAFT
HT COMET 4 AIBCBAFT

HT COHCOBDE AIBCBAFT
NT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
NT DC 10 AIRCBAFT
NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS
NT F-1 AIBCBAFT
NI F-5 AIBCBAFT
NT F-8 AIHCBAFT
NT F-11 AIBCBAFT
NT F-15 AIBCBAFT
NT F-16 AIBCBAFT
HT F-17 AIRCBAFT
HT F-18 AIBCBAFT
HT F-27 AIBCBAFT
NT F-28 TRAHSPOHT AIBCBAFT
NT F-100 AIBCBAFT
NI F-102 AIBCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCBAFT
NT F-1 11 AIBCBAFT
NT HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
HT IL-62 AIRCBAFT
HT L-1011 AIBCBAFT
HT LEAB JET AIBCPAFT
HT 9IBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
HT PHANTOH AIBCB1FT
ST SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
NT T-2 AIBCRAFT
HT T-39 AIBCBAFT
NT TO-131 AIBCRAFT
NT 10-111 BIBCBAFT
NT TOBBOFAN AIBCBAFT
NT TDBBOPBOP AIRCRAFT
NT VC-10 AIBCRAFT
HT YAK 10 AIRCRAFT
Flight dynamics and controllability of large jet

airplanes --- Russian "book
p008<< *7

A simplified method in flight test techniques for
the determination of the range performance of
jet aircraft

p0097 A77-1bbOO
Fuel consumption of civil jet transport aircraft

p0102 A77-1/2J1
Analysis of the climbing characteristics of
subsonic jet aircraft --- German book

p0116 A77-18960
Aerof lot's STOL trijet

p025U A77-27211
The Hawker-Siddeley HS 125-700

p0257 A77-27820
The profile descent --- ATC for aircraft descent

[AIAA PAPEB 77-1251] p0502 A7/-1"4Jjy
The measurement of performance, stability and

control characteristics of a high subsonic jet
aircraft in non-steady flight conditions
employing high accuracy instrumentation techniques

pOSIO A77-1it>^5
Best-range flight conditions for cruise- climb
flight of a jet aircraft

p0028 NJ7-10J79
Vortex simulation of the pressure field of a jet
[HASA-TH-X-73981] p0063 N77-11989

Investigation of jet plume effects on the
longitudinal stability characteristics of a body
of revolution with various fin configurations at
Bach numbers from 0.2 to 2.3 (normal jet plume
simulator)
[AD-A021978] p006b N77-12006

Binimization of airframe response daring ground
operations
[AD-A026393] pOOBO »77-1JObJ

High angle of attack of stability and control
[AD-A027877] p01B6 H77-17106

Safe ejection envelope display system development
program* Phase 1A: Preliminary flight test
[AD-A0306U2] p02J6 N77-190JO

The intermittent jet for supersonic conditions
increased with passage to operating in a ramjet
- A low cost engine

Design of a digital aircraft simulator for use
with a computer-aided decision maker
[AD-A033506] pOJ21 N/7-

Aircraft motion sensitivity to cross and
cross-coupling damping derivatives
[AD-A032651] pOJJI N77-2J1JO

F100 multivarible control system engine
models/design criteria
[AD-A03J532] p037-> N/
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Control power criteria for statically unstable
aircraft
[AD-A033969] p0373 B77-2H151

Effect of intake total pressure less on net thrust
at take-cff: Turbojet and turbo-fan engines
[ESDD-77001] p0191 R77-291Q9

Noise levels for turbojet powered airplanes and
large propeller driven airplanes: Notice of
proposed rule making

p0511 H77-31150
Variation cf pitching moment with engine thrust

for a twin-engine commercial jet aircraft
[NASA-TH-*-3569] pOSSO N77-32131

A neii look in rel'~J>ility: P-18 operational
mission environment
[AD-AOt2781] p0584 N77-32573

On the works of S. S. Nezbdanovsky in the field of
flight based on reactive principles, 1880 - 1895

p058« N77-33040
JET ilBCFiFT BOISE

i test facility for aircraft jet noise redaction. II
p0008 A77-118U4

Amplif icat ion of jet noise through engine noise
[ D O L E PAPEP 76-162] p0092 A77-16538

structural acoustic considerations for aircraft
p0150 A77-20633

Jet noise source acidification due to forward flight
[ A I A A P f P E B 77-58] p0160 A77-22215

An expenoental study of jet noise. I - Turbulent
mixing ncise

p0195 A77-21313
Quietening a gniet engine - The BB211 demonstrator

programme
[SAB PAPEB 760897] p0258 A77-28215

Noise reduction potential for the existing
business jet fleet
[ A S H E P A P E B 77-GT-76] p026i| A77-28587

Engine noise - A look ahead
p0273 A77-29656

The next SSI - Rhat will it be
[MAS P A P E R 77-797] pO"450 A77-41960

The application of new technology for performance
improvement and noise redaction of supersonic
transport aircraft
[AIAP PAPER 77-830] pfli»50 &77-U1968

Technology status of jet ncise suppression
concepts for advanced supersonic transports
[ A I A A P A P E H 77-833] pfll451 A77-H1971

Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the
NASA-lewis 9 z 15 anecholc wind tunnel

pOSOl A77-IIU156
Core noise source diagnostics on a turbofan engine

using correlation and coherence techniques
p0504 A77-<HI«57

Flight effects on exhaust noise for turbojet and
turbofan engines - Comparison of experimental
data with prediction

pOSOS A77-uuq62
Coherent structures in the mixing zone cf a

subsonic hot free jet
[OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-88] p0562 A77-50989

Theoretical jet exhaust noise model for the duct
burning turbofan
[ A I A A PAPF.B 77-12611] p056« A77-51028

Airf rame ncise - A status report, 1977
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1268] p0561 A77-51032

New scaling laws for hot and cold jet nixing noise
based on a geometric acoustics model
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1287] p0565 A77-51017

Shielding aspects of heated twin jet noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1288] p0565 A77-510«8

An experimental investigation of the trailing edge
noise mechanism
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1291] p0565 A77-510I19

Summary of forward velocity effects on fan noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1319] p0566 A77-5107II

Investigation of subsonic fan noise sources by
fluctuating pressure measurements on rotating
blades
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1321] p0566 A77-51075

Acoustic scattering of point sources by a moving
prolate spheroid jet fuselage
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1326] p0567 A77-51080

Effect of flight on jet ncise from supersonic
underexpanded flows
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1328] p0567 A77-51082

Effect of simulated forward speed on the jet noise
of inverted velocity profile coannular nozzles
[ilAA PJPIS 77-1329] p0567 A77-51083

Effects of forward motion on jet and core noise
[ A I A A P A P F B 77-1330] p0567 A77-51080

Acoustic performance of inlet multiple-pure-tone
suppressors installed on NASA Quiet Engine 'C'
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1333] p0567 A77-b10BV

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1J31] pOb67 A77-51U88

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with
stator vanes as a noise source
[ A I A A PAPER 77-13«2] pObbS A/7-5109b

Simultaneous characterization of jet noise sources
and aconstic Held by a new application ot
conditional sampling
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1JD9] p0569 A77-b110J

Experimental results of large-scale structures in
jet flows and their relation to jet noise
production
[AliA PAPER 77-1350] pOSbS A77-b110-J

Aeroaconstic performance of a scoop inlet
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-135")] pObb!) A77-51107

The influence of the inlet duct contour on forward
radiated fan noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1355] p05b9 f77-b110B

Cabin noise behavior of a USB STOL transport ---
upper surface blowing YC-14 aircrart
[ A I A A PAPEF 77-1365] p0569 A77-51117

Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression
[ NASA-CASE-LAH-1 1903-1 ] p0129 N77-1bOJ6

Noise reduction tor business aircraft
[ AD-A0311i|9/8] pOUO N77-1b01tO

The 727/JT8D jet and fan noise flight effects study
[ AD-A031877/14] p0171 B77-1606J

Aeroacoustic studies o± coannular nozzles suitable
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications

p0219 N77-18020
Coannular nozzle noise characteristics and

application to advanced supersonic transport
engines

p0220 B77-18021
Delayed flap approach procedures for noise

abatement and fuel conservation
p0226 N77-18086

Jet noise --- from jet mixing flow and shock waves

Gas turbine engine exhaust noise
p02Jl( N77-18998

Fan noise --- from turbotan engines
p02JU S77-1B9S9

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume i- sumnary
[AD-A032478] pOJJb N77-2J119

Interior and exterior fuselage noise measured on
N A S A ' s C-8a angmentor wing jet-STOL research
aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-73235] p0371 N77-2141J/

Hoise data for a twin-engine commercial jet
aircraft flying conventional, steep, and
two-segment approaches
[NASA-TN-D-8411 ] pOJ 75 N7 /-2llbHO

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 2: Studies of jet noise,
turbulence structure and laser velocimetry
[AD-A032881] pOJSb H77-25177

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 3: Turbulent mixing noise data
[AD-A032882] pOJ86 B77-2517B

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 1: Shock-associated noise data
[AD-A032883] pOJ86 B77-25179

Comparison of jet Hach number decay data with a
correlation and jet spreading contours for a
large varietv of nozzles
[NASA-TB-D-8P23] pO«73 B77-28087

The effect of temperature on subsonic jet noise
[ABC-B/H-3771] pOQ77 B77-28121

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume
2: Technical report
[AD-A038613] pO»77 N77-28126

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume
3: Computer users manual for aero-acoustic
predictions
[AD-AOJ8614] pO»78 S77-^8127

Analytical studies of some aconstic problems of
jet engines
[PB-26HS18/1] pOQ78 B7/-281JJ

Experimental studies of the noise produced in a
supersonic nozzle by upstream acoustic and
thermal disturbances
[PB-260933/3J pO«83 B77-289K1
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Ncise levels of jet transport aircraft during
initial clint
[TT-7702] pOt92 H77-29156

Methods of noise simulation and their application
to f l ight simulators
[FB-22] p019« N77-29179

Investigation cf the effects of a noving acoustic
medium en jet noise measurements
[NASA-CR-1E2038] pO»97 N77-29921

Accuracy of the Rirchoff formula in determining
acoustic shielding with the use of a flat plate
[ N A S A - T W - 7 3 2 6 1 ] p0532 1177-30906

The effect of flight on the noise of subsonic jets
[NGTE-E-313] pOSSU N77-32850

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a
turbofaa engine using coherence functions
[NASA-TH-737118] p0591 N77-33163

High velocity jet ncise source location and
reduction. Task «: Eevelopment/evaluation of
techniques for inflight investigation
[ J D - A O U 1 8 U 9 ] p0592 1177-33175

The effect of flight on the noise of subsonic jets
[AD-A011730] p0592 R77-33176

JET AIBSTBEAHS
B JET S T R E A M S (METEOB010GY)

JET A U G M E N T E D IIH6 FLAPS
<3 JET FLAPS
0 H I H G FLAPS

JET BLAST EFFECTS
Jet noise from jet nixing flow and shock waves

p023» H77-18997
JET CONTBOL

Dynamic characteristics of systems for regulating
aerodynamic forces arising on a surface in
supersonic flow vith the blowing of a lateral jet

p0260 A77-28265
Analytical study of transient processes associated

with jet-controlled stabilization of flight
vehicles

p0305 A77-32089
Spacecraft flight control with the new phase space

control law and optimal linear jet select
[ A I A A 77-1071] pO<*55 A77-U2781

JET DAHPING
D D A M P I N G
0 SPIN E E D D C T I O N

JET DBITE
0 JET PROPULSION

JET ENGINE FUELS
NT JP-I) JET FDE1
NT JP-5 JET FOEL
NT JP-8 JET TOEL

Preliminary study of smcke formed in the
combustion of various jet fuels

p0269 A77-29068
Chemistry of fuels and lubricants

p0300 A77-31938
Effect of substitoted-organic compounds on the

oxidizability of hydrogenated jet fuels and the
effectiveness of an antioxidant

p0300 A77-31439
Effect of phenol-type antioxidant additives on the

operating properties of water-free jet fuels
p0300 A77-314QO

The electrical conductivity during pumping and
filtration of RT fuel containing an antistatic
additive

pOSOO A77-3K441
Determination of a fuel 's thermal oxidation

stability by the CITO-H method
p0300 A77-31<Ht2

Jet fuel quality considerations
p0312 A77-33273

A study of the efficiency of hydrogen liquefaction
jet aircraft applications

p0312 A77-33377
New directions in combusticn research as related

to jet propulsion systems
p0341 A77-33702

Investigation of the composition of phenol
antioxidants containing zinc
dialkyldithiocarbanates, used to improve the
thersal-cxidative stability of jet fuels

p03«5 A77-33912
Investigation of the effectiveness of antioxidant

additions to a highly hydrogenated jet fuel
p03«5 A77-3391U

Pro-static agents in jet fuels
p0360 A77-37010

Jet fuels - Redefining the low temperature
requirements

pOUl ) A7
The military utility of very large airplanes and

alternative fuels
pOb16 A77-H7271

Combustion considerations for future jet fuels
pObbl) A77-»B^in

Alternate fuels for future aircraft
pObb2 A77-48709

An exploratory study to determine the integrated
technological air transportation system ground
requirements of lignid-hydrogen-fueled subsonic,
long-haul civil air transports
[NASA-CB-2699] p0020 N77-100JJ

Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue
systems. Characteristics of kinematic jet tuel
fires cascading and rod fuel geometries
[AD-A02U417] pOOJ.2 S77-

Environmental degradation of fuels, fluids and
related materials for aircraft
[AD-A026908] p0132 N77-

Performance characteristics of turbo-rockets and
turbo-ramjets using high energy fuel

p0322 N77-221J1
Studies of transverse liquid fuel jets in
high-speed air streams
[AD-A032817] pOJJS N77-2J420

Thermal stability of some aircraft turbine fuels
derived from oil shale and coal
[NASA-TM-X-3551] pOJBS N77-2bJ»b

Effect of nitrogenous bases on the thermal
stability of jet fuels
[NASA-TB-75131] pOU38 S77-272UJ

A comparison of fatigue crack propagation rates in
CS002 (unclad RB58) aluminium alloy immersed in
jet fuel and a fuel simulant
[ABC-CP-1365] pl)49<l N77-29280

Development of high stability tuel, phase 3
[AD-A038977] p0195 N77-29J^

The potential role of technological modifications
and alternative fuels in alleviating Air Force
energy problems
[AD-A039597] p05JO N77-30^61

An evaluation of very large airplanes and
alternative fuels
[AD-A010532] pOSMU B77-J1J3M

Design of a cascade fire apparatus tor testing
countermeasure effectiveness
[AD-A013176] p0578 B77-32101

An evaluation of very large airplanes and
alternative fuels: Executive summary
[AD-AOU2112] pOb90 N77-JJ1S1

JET EBGIHES
HI BHISTOL-SIDDELEI OLYMPUS b93 ENGINE
NT DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT J-79 ENGINE
HI J-85 ENGINE
NT BARJET ENGINES
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION BAMJET ENGINES
NT T-53 ENGINE
NT T-63 ENGINE
81 TF-30 ENGINE
NT TDRBOFAN ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
NT TUBBORArJET ENGINES
Program system for computer calculations of jet

engine characteristics Russian book
pOUO^ A77-10349

Laser air-jet engine earth-based pulse
radiation created thrust

pOOUB A77-11887
Unsteady combustion of fuel spray in jet-engine
after-burners

pOIOt A77-17219
A general theory of turbulent combustion - The

Lagrangian aspects
CAIAA PAPEB 77-111] pOIUO A77-198S5

Jet engine nozzles
p0165 A77-2J929

A hybrid editing system for the screening of
inlet-engine data

p0195 A77-^4b78
Means of increasing the service life of gas
turbine engines

p0197 A77-2«7bt
Combustion measurements in air breathing

propulsion engines - Survey and research needs
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p0200 A77-2497U
Elaboration of a sjsten of preventive personalized

maintenance of jet engines
p0201 A77-25282

£n unusual technique for engine inlet dynamic
pressure measurement

p02U2 A77-26782
Quietening a quiet engine - The RE211 demonstrator

programme
[S\E P A P E B 760897] p0258 A77-28215

Alternat ive methods for the design of jet engine
control systems

p0266 877-28632
Interaction studies on a jet engine model by

characteristic methodologies
p0270 A77-29381

A jet engine control problem for evaluating
minimal desian software

p0270 A77-29382
Badioisotofe inspection of jet engines

p0299 A77-310U7
Influence of the parameters of gas jets impinging

on a wall on the suction of a circular wing
p0301 A77-31451

Multiple segment parallel compressor model for
circumferential flow distortion in jet engines

p030U A77-32029
Electric pulsations in turbulent electrogasdynamic

flows
p0309 A77-32816

Phenomenolcgy and design of jet engine combustors
p03U1 A77-33705

Fiber-reinforced composites as new jet engine
nateriaIs

p0358 A77-36623
Application of creep-LCF cracking mtidel to

combustor durability prediction
p0399 A77-376U1

A discussion of reasons for condemning engine
components before reaching their design fatigue
life

p0399 A77-376t<!
Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core

engine ncise suppressors on N A S A guiet engine 'C1

[ A I A A PAPEf i 77-922] p0112 477-38597
Hot gas dynalpy test bench for model testing of

jet or turbofan outlet systems
[OBEHA, IP BO. 1977-7E] p O « H 2 A77-l»0901

Jet engines for high supersonic flight speeds -
Theoretical principles Russian booM

p045U A77-U2238
Computational methods to obtain time optimal jet

engine control
p0513 A77-IJ661U

Increasing jet-engine thrust by water-augmentat ion
p0515 A77-»698i|

Alternatives for jet engine control
tmSA-CB-146531] p0071 N77-12058

Stator rotor tccls
[NASA-CASE-HSC-16000-1] p0081 B77-13062

Effect of ceramic coating of JT8D combustor liner
on m a i i m n m liner temperatures and other
combustor performance parameters
[HASA-TB-X-73581 ] p0129 H77-15037

The 727/JT8D jet and fan noise flight effects study
[AD-A031877/U] p0171 B77-16063

Compressor critical response time determination
study
[AD-A028882] p0183 S77-1707U

Variable stream control engine concept for
advanced supersonic aircraft: Features and
benefits

p0219 B77-18012
Component test program for variable-cycle engines

p0219 K77-180m
Supersonic cruise inlets for variable-cycle engines

p0219 H77-18015
The engine air intake system

[NASA-CASE-AKC-10761-1] p0231 N77-1815U
The engine actuarial system

[ A D - A 0 3 0 3 1 2 ] p0232 B77-18162
Analyt ical screening of low emissions, high

performance duct burners for supersonic cruise
aircraf t engines
[NASA-CB-135157] p0283 N77-20102

The pros and cons of variable geometry turbines
p0322 B77-22100

Ordnance impacts on jet engine fan blades
impact resistance of composite materials

[AD-A031761] pOJ36 B77-2J117
Evaluation of probe sampling versus optical in

situ measurements of nitric oxide concentrations
in a jet engine coabnstor exhaust
[AD-A03U726] p03JS B77-2J6JB

Improving jet engine reliability and
maintainability: A conceptual approach
[AD-A033815] pOJ72 B77-21116

A methodology for estimating jet engine costs
early in weapon system acquisition
[AD-A033667] pOJ75 B77-250U1

Integrated engine instrument system, volume 1
. [AD-A035565] p O U J O S77-261K3
Integrated engine instrument system, volume 2

[AD-A035566] pOIJO B77-261H<>
Analytical studies of some acoustic problems of

jet engines
[PB-261918/1) pUU78 H77-2U1JJ

Impact behavior of polymeric matrix composite
materials
[AQ-A038188] pOISI B77-28J16

The effect of Havy and Air Force aircraft engine
test facilities on ambient air quality
[AD-A036393] p0182 B77-286JO

A method for analysis of electrostatic probe
signals relating to jet-engine microdistresses
[AD-A038528] pO«92 B77-2916M

Quantitative TLC analysis of amine antioxidants in
high-temperature jet engine lubricants
[AD-A039909] p0528 B/7-J012«

Parametric performance evaluation of a jet engine
derived from a turbocharger
[AD-A039116] p0529 H77-30126

Besearch on noise generated by ducted air-fuel
combustion systems
[AD-A039957] p0512 877-J1169

laser velocimeter utilization in jet engine
altitude test cells
[AD-A001019] pOSIS B77-J1177

Effect of slotted casing treatment with change in
Reynolds number index on performance of a jet
engine
[BASA-TP-1058] p0582 B77-J2151

On the works of S. S. Nezhdanovsky in the field of
flight based on reactive principles, 1880 - 1895

pObBM H77-JJ010
Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation.

Volume 1: Acoustic far-field/near-field data
report
[AD-AOU1819] p0593 H77-JJ177

Military engine deterioration in service connected
with life cycle costs

p059J B77-JJ183
Reliability versus cost in operating wide body jet

engines
p0591 B77-3J186

JEI BIHAOST
Empirical validation of turbine engine exhaust

measurements
p0089 A77-16J72

Standard reference gases and analytical procedures
for use in gas turbine exhaust measurements

p0089 A77-16373
Emissions from gas turbine combustors. I - An
experimental study on a model combustor

pOUS A77-186H6
Emissions from gas turbine combustors. II -

Analytical model and numerical analysis
p011b A77-186U7

Scramjet exhaust simulation technique for
hypersonic aircraft nozzle design and
aerodynanic tests
[AIAA PAPEB 77-82] p0138 A77-19815

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle/afterbody testing at transonic lach numbers
[AIAA PAPEH 77-106] p0139 A77-19830

Vertical takeoff lift augmentation - The
'sculptured deck1 concept

p01»7 A77-201J9
The transmission of acoustic plane-waves at a jet

exhaust
[ A I A A PAPER 77-22] p O l b O A77-22207

The effect of forward flight on the diffraction
radiation of a high speed jet

p019S A77-2U301
The impact of emission standards on the design of

aircraft gas turbine engine combnstors
[ S A E P A P E B 760909] p0259 A77-28220
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An investigation of an inclined jet in a crosswind
P0355 A77-36156

Jn investigation of induced drag reduction through
over-the-wing bloving
[ A I A A PAPIB 77-884] p0411 A77-33574

Laser velocimster turbulence spectra measurements
p0470 A77-44304

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85
turbojet engine with multi tube suppressor f rom
wind tunnel and flight tests

p0505 A77-44460
Streamtube analysis of a hydrogen-burning scramjet

exhaust and simulation technigue
p0507 A77-44817

Theoretical jet exhaust noise model for the duct
burning turbofan
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1264] p0564 A77-51028

Jet exhaust and support interference effects on
the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter model with two widely spaced engines
[HASA-TH-T-3424] p0167 N77-15978

Gas turbine engine exhaust noise
p0234 N77-18998

Pollution reduction technology program for small
jet aircraft engines, phase 1
[NASA-CB-135214] p0592 N77-33168

JET FLAHES
0 JET FLOH

JET FLAPS
Research in multicyclic and active conol of rotary

wings
p0106 A77-17406

Recent research on powered-lift STOL ground effects
[ A I A A 77-574] p0348 A77-34934

Flight control system of an advanced air
superiority fighter
[ A I A A 77-1C79] p0456 A77-42785

Numerical prediction of aeroacoustic jet-flap flows
[ A I A A E A P E E 77-1316] p0566 A77-51071

Performance of steady and intermittent blowing jet
flaps and spanwise upper surface slots
[ A D - A 0 2 4 3 6 4 ] p0019 N77-10027

On the status of V/STOL flight
p0028 H77-10367

Wind tunnel investigation of internally blown
jet-flap STC1 airplane mcclel
[NASA-TN-D-8309] p006« N77-11995

An analysis of transonic jet-flapped airfoils with
the inclusion of viscous effects
[AD-A027712] p0077 N77-13019

A nonlinear theory for airfoils with trailing-edge
jet f lap
[IHSA-TN-D-8368] p0167 N77-15981

Flight evaluation of advanced flight control
systems and cockpit displays for powered-lift
STOL Aircraft

p0226 N77-13084
Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for

jet-flapped wings
[AD-A033550] p0315 N77-22051

Static and wind-on tests of an upper-surface-blown
jet-flap nozzle arrangement for use on the Quiet
Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
[NASA-TN-D-8476] p0378 H77-25086

JET FLIGHT
0 JBT AIECEAFT

JET FLOW
NT AIE JETS
KT SUPERSONIC JET FLOW

Application of the method of causality to the
study of noise from a subsonic jet

p0106 A77-17349
Self-similar representation of the structure of

the gasdynamic region during discharge of a
highly underexpanded gas jet into a hypersonic
wake flow

p0136 A77-19732
Investigation of strongly underexpanded submerged

jets
p0136 A77-19743

Turbulence generated noise on either side of a
double layer jet

p0146 A77-20238
The formation of a quasi-steady jet inside a

nozzle during the shock starting of the nozzle
p0251 A77-27086

A numerical solution of the axisymmetric jet
counterflow problem

p0261 A77-28409

A study of free jets and jets launched from the
base of a cylinder immersed in a hypersonic stream

pOJ07 U7-32471
Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing

aerodynamics
[AIAA 77-575] pOJ<48 A77-J49J5

Development of prediction techniques tor multi-jet
thermal ground flow fields and fountain formation
--- generated by V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEE 77-616] p041J A7/-J87/b

Rearrangement of vortex structures in the wake
behind a body and in a jet

p0520 A7 7-47674
Interim noise correlation for some OT»
configurations using external jet-flow deflectors
--- engine Over The »ing
[AIAA PAPEE 77-1317] p056b A77-51072

Effect of flight on jet noise from supersonic
underexpanded flows
[AIAA PAPEE 77-1328] pOS>67 A77-51082

Effects of jets, wakes, and vortices on lifting
surfaces
[NASA-TB-X-73974] p0029 N77-10998

JET FUELS
0 JET ENGINE FOELS

JET IHPIBGEHENT
Pressure loss coefficient of impingement cooled

leading edge system of a turbine blade
p0004 A7/-10772

Determination of magnitudes of the parameters
characterizing ducted airscoop operation
downstream --- for airplane deceleration

p0013 A77-12521
Vertical takeoff lift augmentation - The

"sculptured deck1 concept
p0147 A77-^(J4J9

Influence of the parameters of gas jets impinging
on a wall on the suction of a circular wing

pOJOl A7/-J1451
Semiempirical theory of the generation of discrete
tones by a supersonic underexpanded jet
impinging on an obstacle

pOJ06 A77-J2^8J
Computations and measurements of two-dimensional

turbulent jet impingement flowfields
pOJ44 A77-JJ816

Fluctuating loads on the flap surfaces of an
externally-blown-flap configuration
[AIAA 77-589] pOJSO A77-J4946

Surface fluctuating pressure measurements on a
1/4-scale YC-14 boilerplate model
[AIAA 77-592] pOJ50 H77-J1S1S

A basic study of the VTOL ground effect problem
for planar flow
[AIAA»77-614] p03b2 A77-34964

Development of prediction techniques tor irulti-jet
thermal ground flow fields and fountain formation
--- generated by V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA EAPEE 77-616] p041J A7/-J8775

Normal impingement of a supersonic jet on a plane:
A basic study of shock-interference heating
[AD-A024511] p0019 N77-10U^6

JET LIFT
Operational experience with lift plus lift/cruise

--- V/STOL aircraft propulsion system performance
p0102 A77-17J3J

Flow effects at cross blown lifting jets of V/STOL
aircraft and their reaction on aerodynamic
forces and moments of the nacelle
[DLR-FB-76-34] p0176 N77-1 7008

Flow effects with cross-blown lifting jets of
V/STOL aircraft and their reactions on
aerodynamical forces and moments of the airtrame
[NASA-TH-751Q3] p04JJ N77-^7U70

JET HIXIHG FLO!
Penetration and mixing of liquid injected into

supersonic transverse gas stream

Heat diffusion as a source of aerodynamic sound
p0107 A77-17413

An experimental and numerical study of the 3-D
mixing flows of a turbofan engine exhaust system
(AIAA PAPEE 77-204] p0141 A77-19B9b

Approximate calculation of the critical
performance of an ejector with a slotted nozzle

Experimental and numerical study of constant
diameter ducted jet mixing

P0345 A77-JJS49
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Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing
in an ejector
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-706] p0362 A77-37049

Aerodynamics of a confined jet with variable density
p0516 A77-»72»8

The initial region of subsonic coaxial jets. II
pOSSS A77-U956H

Coherent structures in the mixing zone of a
subsonic hot free jet
[ O B E R A , TP HO. 1577-88] p0562 A77-50989

New scaling laws for hot and cola jet nixing noise
based on a geometric acoustics model
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1287] p0565 A77-51047

Jet noise from jet nixing flow and shock waves
p023» N77-18997

Investigation of the effects of a moving acoustic
medium en jet noise oeasurements
[HASA-CB-152038] p0197 H77-29921

JET BOISE
D JIT AIBCBAFT SOISE

JET NOZZLES
Jet engine nozzles

p0165 A77-22929
Static performance of vectoring/reversing

non-axisymmetric nozzles
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-8MO] pO<(51 A77-41974

JET IILOTS
D A I B C R A F T PILOTS

JET IBOPOISION
Comparison of applied propulsion jet simulation

techniques, using oodels of the Airbus A 300
[HBB-OFE-1276-OE] p0267 A77-28789

New directions in combustion research as related
to jet propulsion systems

p0311 A77-33702
An advanced fighter aircraft propulsion control

concept
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-836] p0409 A77-38553

Project SQUID: A cooperative program of
fundamenta l research related to jet propulsion
[AD-A02100U] p0036 N77-11059

Turbine engine multi-mission propulsion simulator
wind tunnel demonstration
[AD-A03U282] p0367 N77-21104

On the works of S. S. Nezhdanovsky in the field of
flight based on reactive principles, 1880 - 1895

p058<! N77-330MO
JET EOHPS

choice of optimal throat dimensions for the
diffnsor in a condensing injector

p0057 A77-15667
JET STREABS (HET20BOLOGY)

An alternative analytical method for ground-effect
aerofoils

pOOMS A77-13U99
JET THROST

Estimation of thrust and drag in non-steady flight
p0202 A77-25283

Aircraft of wide speed and nanoeuvering range
vertical or short takeoff fighter aircraft

x pOU66 A77-43366
Development of a sma-11, low cost turbojet engine

with thrust augmentation for BPV
p0518 477-1(7307

Pollutant formation in fuel lean recircnlating flows
in an opposed Reacting Jet Combnstor

[HASA-CR-2785] p0182 N77-17069
Variation of pitching acment with engine thrust

for a twin-engine commercial jet aircraft
[SASA-TH-X-3569] pOSBO H77-32131

JET VINES
dagnetic particle inspection of aviation engine

vanes
pOOOB A77-11606

JBTAVATORS
0 GUIDE VANES
JETTISONING

Theoretical and experimental investigation of the
departure characteristics of external stores
which are dropped froo an aircraft
[DGLE PAPER 76-202] p009» A77-16569

JITTER
0 VIBRATIOH
JOISTS (JDBCTIOBS)
NT IAP JOIHTS
NT BETH JOINTS
HT RIVETED JOINTS
NT SOLDERED JOINTS
NT iBLDED JOINTS

The consideration of damage tolerance in the
design of joints in aircraft structures

p0198 A77
Damage tolerance analysis of an aircraft

structural joint
pOIHB A77-2HS17

Fretting corrosion in slit joints in planetary
reduction gears of high-pressure turbines

POJ09 177-32717
Bearing materials and trictional units for
operation without lubricant

pOtOS A77-J7/8J
Recommended design tor rigid-flexible airfield

pavement junctures
[AD-A031351] p028« H77-201J2

Investigation of grease-lubricated expendable
spline connections
[AD-A035296] pl)J87 B77-2518J

Exploratory development on duracility ot
adhesive bonded joints
[AD-A03986U] pObJO B77-30219

JOURNAL BEARINGS
Design of nonlinear squeeze film dampers tor

aircraft engines
[ASHE PfPED 76-LOB-25] p0189 A7/-2J18S

JOURNALS (SHAFTS) -
D SHAFTS (HACHI11E ELEKEHTS)

JP-1 JET FOEL
Anes T-3 fire test facility - Aircraft crash tire

simulation
p0108 J77-17M79

The impact of JP-M/JP-8 conversion on aircraft
engine exhaust emissions
[AD-A0265«6] p0083 N77-1J2JU

Evaluation of methods to produce aviation Turbine
fuels from synthetic crude oils, phase 2, volume 2
[AD-A036190] pU<482 N77-28J25

JP-5 JET FDEL
Electrostatic properties ot JP-5 jet fuel from

alternate sources
[AD-A02568Q] pOU73 B77-12^J^!

Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal
[AD-A036073] pOOJi N77-26JJ3

JP-8 JET FOEL
The impact of JP-1/JP-8 conversion on aircraft

engine exhaust emissions
[AD-A0265t6] pOOSJ K77-132JH

JOBGLES
D TROPICAL BEGIOSS

K
KALH&B FILTERS

Improved navigation using adaptive Kalman filtering
pOlbO A77-206S7

Baximnm likelihood identification using
Ralman-filtering versus least squares estimation

for HFB-320 aircraft flight tests
p0201 A77-^5280

Specific failure identification algorithms tor the
F-8

p0267 A77-28B06
Status report on the generalized likelihood ratio

failure detection technique, with application to
the F-8 aircraft

p0267 A77-28808
Application of Kalman filters to automated ATC

systems
p0299 A77-J1050

Kalman filter design and performance for an
operational F-1 Loran inertial weapon delivery
system

p0396 A77-37J96
On implementation of the Kalman filter tor radar

target tracking
pOUOS A77-J818S>

Flight data processing with the F-8 adaptive
algorithm
[ A I A A 77-10112] pO»5b A77-127bB

Adaptive fading memory filtering in a
decentralized airborne tracking system
[ A I A A 77-1088] pO«56 A77-127SJ

A new approach to model structure identification
[ A I A A 77-1171] pO«60 A77-HJ191

An integrated marine navigation system
p0572 A77-511S9

Compatibility check of measured aircraft responses
using kinematic equations and extended Kalman
filter
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[NASA-TB-D-8514] p0490 N77-29143
An extended Kalman filter for estimating

aerodynanic coefficients
[AD-A04059B] p052U N77-30092

KABBAH VOBTEX STEEET
Flow-induced vibrations resulting from Karnian

vortex trails
[BLL-BISLEY-TB-2994-(9091.9F) ] p0063 N77-11988

KC-130 AIBCRAFT
U C-130 AIRCBAFT

KC-135 AIBCBAFT
0 C-135 AIBCRAFT

KEBHEL FOBCTION5
The resolvent of singular integral equations

of kernel functions in nixed boundary value
problems

p0299 A77-31185
Generalized Theodorsen sclntion for singular

integral equations of the airfoil class
p0507 A77-44946

Integration of the 3-D harmonic kernel
[AD-A029550] p0177 H77-17015

KEBOSEHB
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of

kerosene-spray flames
p0550 A77-48181

KIHEHATIC EQOATIOHS
Compatibility check of measured aircraft responses

using kinematic equations and extended Kalman
filter
[NASA-TH-D-8514] p0490 B77-29143

KIHETIC EHEB6T
The relationship between the mean depression in a

vortex and its rotational kinetic energy
[DGLB PAPES 76-184] p0095 A77-16579

Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes
p0163 A77-22678

KIHETIC EQUATIONS
HT HYDRODYNABTC EQUATIONS
HT KIHEHATIC ECDATIOHS

Calculation of a compressible boundary layer
around an airfoil

p0268 A77-28926
KIBETIC FBICT10S

HT SIIDIHG FBICTIOH
KIHETIC BEATIHG

HT A E B O D Y N A H 3 C EIATIHG
HT SHOCK HEiTISG

Effects of heat on fatigue in aircraft structure
p0047 A77-13759

KIHETIC TBEOBT
HT HIXIBG LEHGTH FLOi TBEOBT

KIHETICS
HT KIHETIC EHEBGT
HT BEACTION KIHETICS

KIBCBBOFF-BELHBOLTZ FLOB
n PIPE FLOW

KIBCBBOFF-BDIGESS PBIICIB1E
0 DIFFBACTICN
0 HAVE EBOPAGATIOH

KITE BALLOOHS
0 TETHEBED BALIOONS

KLYSTBOHS
Air route surveillance radar

p0347 A77-348711
KHDDSEH FlOi

The velocity field of small-Bach number Knndsen
flow on the edge of a disturbed plate

p0090 A77-16422
KHODSEH HDBBBB
D KHDDSEH FLOW

KO BARD
0 SDPEBHIGH FBEQOEHCIES

KOTTA-JOOKOSSKI COBDITIOI
Experimental studies of trailing-edge conditions

on an oscillating airfcil at frequency
parameters of up to one
[AIAA PAPES 77-450] p0257 A77-28044

I BAHD
D 01TRAHIGH FBEQOEBCIES
1-1011 AIBCBAFT

Producibility aspects of advanced composites for
an 1-1011 aileron. I

p0046 A77-13740
Producibility aspects of advanced composites for

an L-1011 aileron. II

p0046 A77-1J7U2
Lessons from individual aircraft fire accidents:

TRA L1011 aircraft fire - Logan International
Airport, Boston, Hassachusetts, D.S.A., 20 April
1974

p0442 A77-40926
Producibility aspects ot advanced composites for

an L-1011 Aileron
[SHE PAPEB E1B76-04J p056J A77-5100b

L-1011 flight control system
pOJ77 N77-25077

LABELIHG (HABKIBG)
0 BASKING

IABOBATOBIES
HT EHGIHE TESTIHG LABOBATOBIES

LAG (DBLAI)
0 TIHE LAG

LAKE EBIE
Lake Erie airport study offshore platform

feasibility
[ASCE PBBPBIHT 2635] p0273 A77-29667

LAKES
HT LAKE EBIE

LABIHAB BODHDABI LATBB
The hyperbollclty of integral equations of

momentum in a three-dimensional incompressible
laminar boundary layer

p0004 A77-1066S
Oblique slot blowing into a supersonic laminar

boundary layer
p0107 A77-174.24

Experimental investigation of the characteristics
of small-dimensioned nozzles

p0136 A77-197J9
Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer

flow separation in v/STOL engine inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-144] p0142 A77-19983

Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer
separations in supersonic flow

p02«9 A77-26957
Strong coupling and weak coupling between boundary

layer and external flow
p0269 A 77-28940

Study of local perturbations of viscous supersonic
flows

p0297 A77-30566
Problem statement in planning and analysis of

variants of mass-production designs of boundary
layer suction systems

p0308 A77-3271J
Three-parameter method for calculating a laminar

boundary layer with suction
p0358 A77-J659B

Compressible laminar boundary layers witn suction
on swept and tapered wings

p0405 A77-37940
A general method for calculating three-dimensional
compressible laminar and turbulent boundary
layers on arbitrary wings
[HASA-CB-2777] p0176 B77-16994

Development of technology for the fabrication ot
reliable laminar flow control panels on subsonic
transports
[HASA-CB-145125] p0179 H77-1703B

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer
flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[HASA-TH-X-73575] p0182 H77-17063

LABIHAB BOOHDABI LAIEB SEPABATIOB
0 LABIRAB BOOHDABY LAYEB

LASIBAB FLAHES
0 LAHIHAB FLOW
LAHIHiB FLOI
NT STRATIFIED FLOU
Experiments on vortex stability on laminar

flow wings in wind tunnels
p0100 A77-17167

Calculation of supersonic laminar flow about a
blunt body and the flow in the wake

P0165 A77-22934
Hnmerical solutions of the triple-deck equations

for laminar trailing-edge stall of thin
wings in subsonic flow

p0260 A77-28374
An experimental study of the cooling effectiveness
of a laminar two-dimensional tangential film in
hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 77-703] p0362 A77-37047

Bass flow requirements for LFC wing design
Laminar Flow Control
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[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1222] pOSOO A77-44323
Numerical solutions for laminar and turbulent

viscous flow over single and multi-element
airfoils using body-fitted coordinate systems

p0027 N77-10355
Design considerations for laminar flow control

aircraft
p0027 N77-10366

Through-flow calculations in axial turbomachinery:
A technical point of vie*

p0066 N77-12015
laminar separation near the trailing edge of a

thin prof i le
[ESA-TT-343] p0169 N77-15996

Laminar separation near the trailing edge of a
thin profi le
[OHEBA-NT-1976-3] p0173 H77-16297

Variable stream control engine concept for
advanced supersonic aircraft: Features and
benefits

p0219 N77-18012
Development of the technology for the fabrication

of reliable laminar f r c m control panels
[NASA-CB-145168] p0324 N77-22178

Special course en concepts for drag reduction
[ iGABC-B-654] p0578 N77-32091

L A B I N A H FLOS ilBPOILS
On calculations of flow past an airfoil

saparaticn-free boundary layer
p0308 A77-32700

Drag evaluation of the Bellanca Skyrocket II
r S A E PAPEB 770472] p0394 A77-37090

LABIHAB FLOW COHTBOL
0 B O U N D A R Y IATEB COHTBOL

' 0 L A H T H A R B C O N D A E Y IAYEB
LAURAS JETS

0 JET PLOW
D L A H I N A B FIOH

L A H I H S B BAKES
A theoretical investigation of laminar wakes

behind airfoils and the resulting noise pattern
p0158 A77-22045

Convective beat and mass t ransfer in a hypersonic
near w a k e

p0468 A77-43923
IAHIHATED BATBRIALS
0 LA1IHATES

LAHIBATES
Finite elements for curved sandwich beams

p0305 A77-32195
A cooled laminated integral axial turbine

demonstration
[AIAA PAPEB 77-949] p0412 A77-38610

Environmental resistance of coated and laminated
polycarbonate transparencies
[4D-A026412] p0125 N77-1U213

LAHIBATIONS
1 LAHIHATES

LAND DSE
User manual: interim procedure for planning
rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns and siting
noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A031450] p0320 1177-22151

LAHDFOHHS
HT GREAT BHITAIH
HT BCTJSTAINS
HT NEB GUIH7A (ISHHD)

LANDING
HT AIBCBAFT LANDING
NT CBASH LANDING
HT GLIDE LANDIHGS
HT BABS LAHtlNG
NT SOFT LANDING
NT VEBTICAL LANDING
Hind tunnel high lift optimization of a multiple

element airfoil
[FFJ-TN-JO-778] p0379 H77-25103

LANDING AIDS
NT HBPOBT LIGHTS
HT fLL-HEATEIB LAUDING SISTEBS
HT APPBOACH IHDICATOBS
•IT ABBESTING GlAB
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING COHTEOL
NT INSTBOBENT LABDIRG SYSTEHS
NT LANDING IHSTBDBEHTS
NT LANDING BAEAB
HT BICBOWAVE LAHDING STSTEBS
NT BICROHAVE SCANNING BEAB LANDING SYSTEH
IT FONHAY LIGHTS

PALH - A system for precise aircraft location
pOOSB A77-15/74

7TOL landing aid using low-frequency near-field
techniques

p0152 A77-2067J
Precision DHE for future landing systems - One

solution
p01b4 A77-21421

Radio navigation and landing aids - A result of
international cooperation

p0260 A77-JB294
A study of simplified methods for longitudinal

control decoupling
[ SAE PAPEB 770U68] pOJ9J A77-37086

Visual aids for steep gradient approaches in low
visibility conditions

pOIOI A77-JV717
The switched clearance system - A new approach to

ILS clearance signal generation
p0101 A77-J77iy

PALU - A beacon radar Precision Altitude and
Landing nonitor

pOUO.2 A77-J77^b
Integrated radio navigation and surveillance based

on DLS principles --- Distance measuring
equipment based Landing system

pOIOJ B77-J7/J2
The performance of the SETAC landing aid

pOIOt A77-J77<H
Visual landing aids for Category II conditions

•fy pOUMS A77-J9J71
A method to reduce the need for large antennas in

Microwave Landing Systems /HLS/
pOSSI A77-18J78

Simulation of traffic loading for approach and
landing systems with statistical interrogation

pObS2 A77-U8686
Seduction of glare from the landing lights of the
OH- 58: An evaluation of four potential solutions
[AD-A025779] p0079 N77-1JOSO

TBACALS evalaution report. Communications station
evaluation report, Kadena AB, Japan, 4 March -
16 Harch 1976
[AD-A029713] p0177 N77-17028

The measurement of microwave mnltipath in an
airport environment
[AD-AD37791/1 ] pOJBI N77-251J5

Pressure driven angle of attack indicating system
[AD-A035321] p0385 N77-25170

Computer simulation of Fresnel lens optical
landing system
[AD-A038U56] pOIJS H77-271bt

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A041089] pOU89 N77-291J7

Multiple curved descending approaches and the air
traffic control problem
[NASA-TH-78U30] p0579 H77-3210H

LAHOIBG GEAR
Beliability applied to landing gear and hydraulics

p0009 A77-12116
Development of single-flight cycles for fatigue
tests, based on operational stresses, in the
case of large aircraft components
[DGLB PAPEB 76-216] p0092 A77-1651J

Advanced composite landing gear leg
[AIAA PAPEB 77-304] p0113 A77-18229

An experimental investigation of airframe
component interference noise
[AIAA PAPER 77-56] pOIJS A77-19800

Analysis of aircraft loading in the case of a
aultlstrut landing gear

p0253 A77-271M)
Vibrations of landing gear struts during braking

p0253 A77-271S1
Vibrations of the principal struts of a landing

gear during landing
p025J A77-27152

Designing for increased service life ot landing
gears --- in passenger aircraft

Improving the service life and reliability of
welded joints in landing gear elements

p025q A77-27154
Utilization of the alloys VT-14 and VT-22 in
landing gear construction --- welded joint bend
strength

p0254 477-^7155
Influence of the dynamic parameters of the control

system on nose-wheel shimmy
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p025U A77-27160
in asymptotic method for predicting amplitudes of

nonlinear wheel shinny
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-UU1] p0257 A77-280113

Analytical designing of soft-landing systems for
random scatter of initial conditions and
structural parameters

p03(W A77-32079
Landing gear reliability - Evaluation by a

composite test method Russian book
p O U O S A77-38311I

Spray f rom aircraft undercarriages at high speed -
A model investigation

p0116 A77-39779
Optimization of an oleo-pneumatic shock absorber

of an aircraft during landing
p O U U 6 A77-41517

Structural response of the Heavy Lift Airship
/HLA/ to dynamic application of collective pitch
[ A I A A 77-1188] p O U H B A77-U17S9

Analytic design of flight vehicle alighting gear
with randcm scatter of initial conditions and
structural parameters

pOQ69 A77-44079
A-7 titanium nose gear development

p0513 A77-16801
Investigation of landing gear deck obstruction

effects by drop testing
p0514 A77-46825

Are wheel-well related aeroacoustic sources of any
significance in airframe noise
[AIAA P A P E R 77-1270] p0564 A77-51033

Unsteady surface pressure characteristics on
aircraft components and farfield radiated
airframe noise
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1295] pOS65 A77-51052

Theoretical and experimental investigations on
landing gear spring blades out of fiber
reinforced plastic for small aircraft
[ESA-TT-312] p0025 N77-10162

Fatigue investigation of the E-2B/C nose landing
gear
[AD-A024072] p003I| 1177-1101(0

Boron-epoxy-reinforced titanium aircraft
landing-sear drag strut
[NASA-TN-D-8289] p0073 N77-12218

Landing gear/scil interaction development of
criteria for aircraft operation on soil during
turning and multipass operations
[AD-A027422] p0121 N77-11008

Analytical investigation of an improved helicopter
landing gear concept
[AD-A029372] p0231 H77-18150

Crack propagation and residual static strength of
typical aircraft forgings

p0327 H77-22556
System simulation in aircraft landing gear and

tire development
[AD-A034942] p0367 N77-24105

Response of A-6 landing gear door to air shock
loading
[AD-A035459] p0384 H77-25157

Fatigne investigation of the C-2A nose landing gear
[AD-A037901] p0129 H77-26126

Graphite composite aircraft landing gear wheel
[AD-A036207] p0481 N77-28232

HHDIHG ISSTBOBEHTS
HI APPB04CH IHDICATORS

Trends in aircraft landing systems
p0256 A77-276611

Doppler m.l.s. - The landing guidance system for
the future

pOU53 A77-112039
LiHDIHG LOADS

Development of single-flight cycles for fatigue
tests, based on operaticnal stresses, in the
case of large aircraft components
[DGLR P A P E R 76-216] p0092 A77-16543

LiBDING HATS
Usage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt runway

dnring military field exercises
[AD-A0339111] p0373 N77-2II154

Summary of buckling and tension tests of landing
mats as related to C-SA aircraft bow wave problems
[AD-A037000] p0388 N77-25198

Expedient structural sandwich soil surfacing of
fiberglass reinforced polyester and polynrethane
foam
[AD-4038U17] p0480 1177-28149

LAHDIBG EADAB
PALH - A beacon radar Precision Altitude and

Landing Monitor
p0402 A7

Communications station evaluation report,
Selfridge AHG3, licbigan, 9-18 November 1976
[AD-A0371179] p0428 N77-26120

LAHDIHG SITES
Flightdeck illumination for helicopters
[IZF-1976-15] p0282 M77-200B3

Technical background: Interim criteria for
planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns,
and siting noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A031449] pOJ24 N77-221bU

LASDI8G SPEED
Spray from aircraft undercarriages at high speed -
4 model investigation

p0416 A77-39/79
STOL developments

p0127 N77-149B6
LAHDIBG SISTEHS
0 UNDING AIDS
LAHGHDIB PBOBES
0 ELECTROSTATIC PBOBES

LASGOAGES
NT ALGOL
NT FORTRAN
NI PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

LAP JOISTS
Aerospace weld bonding-rivet bonding

p0198 »77-^U«Hb
LAPLACE OPEBATOBS
0 LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
LAPLACE TEAHSFOBBATION

The application of the Ronth approximation method
to turbofan engine models
[HASA-TM-X-73623] p04JO N77-261J7

LASER AHEHOHETBBS
Interpretation of laser velocxmeter measurements

in a transonic flow field

Analysis of velocity measurements about a
hemisphere-cylinder using a laser velocmeter

p0299 A77-J107U
LASER APPLICATIONS

Laser air-jet engine --- earth-based pulse
radiation created thrust

pOOOS A77-11887
Experimental image compression subsystem /EICS/
--- two-way aircraft laser image transmission

p0269 A77-2B96S
Raman measurements of specie concentration and

temperature in an aircraft turbine exhaust
p0342 A77-J3716

The application of laser radar to slant visual
range monitoring

pOUOO A77-J7710
Scanned laser visual system --- for military
flight simulation

p0506 A77-HH811I
Belicopter Laser Velocimeter (LV) measurements

p02JJ N7/-18298
LASER COHMOBICATION
0 OPTICAL COHHOBICATION

LASEB DOPPLER VELOCIHBTERS
Simulation and data analysis of a scanning laser
Doppler velocineter system for sensing aircratt
wake vortices

pU170 A77-H11291
Hind tunnel flow seeding for laser velocinetry
applications

pO«70
Development of a controllable particle generator

for LV seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels
P0170 A7(-

nodular high accuracy tracker tor dual channel
laser Doppler velocimeter

p0170 A77-H1J01
Laser velocimeter turbulence spectra measurements

pO»70 A77-11JOI1
Telocity measurements on the aerodynamic wake ot a

hovercraft using laser Doppler anemometry
[ OTIAS-TN-203] p0065 H/7-12010

Scanning laser-velocimeter surveys and analysis ot
multiple vortex wakes of an aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-73169] pOH9 H77-1J98S

Laser velocimeter measurements of two-bladed
helicopter rotor flow fields
[HASA-TH-X-732J8] p0378 B77-25U88
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SUBJECT IBDEI LEADING EDGE SLATS

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 2: Studies of jet noise,
turbulence structure and laser velocimetry
[AD-A032881] p0386 K77-25177

L4SEE HEATING
Advanced joining processes CB laser velding,

titaniuD brazing and [lasma arc velding
p0056 A77-15508

IASBB OUTPUTS
Aerodynamic effects during supersonic flow past a

laser bean
pO£52 A77-18515

1ASEE BADAB
D OPTICAL BAIAB

LiSEB BAHGEB/TBACKEB
Computer controlled target locator/designator system

[AD-A031116] p0318 H77-22102
Examples of laser utilization in civil aircraft

certification tests
p0370 B77-2U127

IASEB SELDIB6
BT FUSION BELDIBG

IASEBS
BT PULSED LASERS
BT EIHG 1ASI8S

Laser velocimeter utilization in jet engine
altitude test cells
[AD-AOH1019] pOSIS N77-31177

LASV
U F-111 AIBCBAFT

LATEBAL COBTEOL
Adaptation of the lateral controls for the VFH 611

during the flight tests
[ D G L B P A P E B 76-221] p0095 A77-16571

Dynamic characteristics of systems for regulating
aerodynamic forces arising on a surface in
supersonic flow with the bloving of a lateral jet

p0260 A77-28265
Nonlinear parameter identification f rom a

vibration test
p0356 A77-363911

Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll
control systems
[ S A E PAPEB 770111] p0391 A77-37062

Numerical methods for extracting HIL-F-8785B/ASG/
Flying Qualities parameters from flight test data

pOil06 A77-38019
Automatic rollout control of the 717 airplane

[ A I A A 77-1101] p0157 A77-U2806
Some analytical control lavs for the design of

desirable lateral handling qualities using the
model matching method for aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1015] p0157 A77-U2812

Dive bombing simulation results using direct side
force contrel modes
[ A I A A 77-1118] p0157 A77-13152

Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll
control systems
[NASA-CB-1E3291] p0128 R77-26122

Flight evaluation of a spoiler rcll control system
on a light twin-engine airplane
[NASA-CB-151121] p0179 N77-28135

Estimates of the effectiveness of automatic
control in alleviating vake vortex induced roll
excursions
[NASA-TH-73267] p0529 N77-30129

Vortex-lift roll-control device
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11868-2] pOSII B77-31176

LATEBAL STABILITY
Lateral equilibrium of asymmetrical svept vings -

Aileron control vs geometric tvist
p0117 A77-20111

Theoretical analysis of the dynamic lateral
stability of a paraglider

p0311 A77-33262
Prediction of elastic-airplane lateral dynamics

from rigid-body aerodynamics
[AIAA 77-1125] p0158 A77-13158

Estimation at subsonic speeds of the longitudinal
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of
ving-body combinations at angles up to 90 deg
[HBE-BEPT-1672(BB/D) ] p0126 B77-26080

Lateral stability and control tests of the IP-77
airplane in the HACA fall-scale tunnel, 16 June
19m

pOISfl B77-29068
The lateral flying qualities of the Bell XP-77

airplane as estimated from full-scale tunnel
tests, 16 June 1949

pOQBI 877-^9069
Proportioning the airplane for lateral stability

p01S6 B77-^908^
Calculation of the dynamic response of CCV-type

aircraft flexible T tail aircraft lateral
motion
[DLB-FE-76-78] p0193 B77-2916B

LiTEBALITI
0 LATEBAL STABILITY

LiTEBALIZATIOB
0 LATEBAL CCBTBOL
LATH SQUABE BETBOD

Dse of changeover designs in subjective experiments
Latin sguare method in aircraft noise

perception test experimental design
p0119 A77-1177Q

LATTICE PABABETEBS
Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice
concept to aircraft-interference problems

p0027 N77-10J19
LATTICES (BATBEHATICS)

Vortex lattice approach for computing overall
forces on V/STOL configurations

p02Tt B77-2UUOB
LJOBCH COHPLEXES
0 LAUNCHING BASES

LAOHCH VEHICLES
HI BECOVEBABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
NT BEUSABLF LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch risk analysis

pOb59 A77-b016J
Hark 2 nose-gear-launch system hardware evaluation
report
[AD-A029020] p0179 N77-17011

LAOHCHEBS
NT AIBCBAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
KT CATAPULTS
MT 1ISSILE L1UNCHEBS

LAOHCBIBG
BT AIB LAUBCHING
NT BOCKEI LAUNCHING
NT SEA LAOBCHING
NT SPACECBAFT LAUNCHING
Selection of optimum BPV operational launch and

recovery techniques
p0517 A77-47J10

LAOBCHIHG BASES
Air launched cruise missile staging base selection

for full scale development test and evaluation
[AD-A032199] p03J7 N77-23161

LAI (JUBISPEUDEBCE)
NT INTEBNATIONAL LAB
NT LEGAL LIABILITY
NT PUBLIC LAB
NT SPACE LAV

Beyond supersonic transport
[IAF PAPEB ISL-76-66] pOOOb A77-1CS72

The CAB California-Texas Fares case - An
intrastate stopover takeover

pOIII A77-J9096
An analysis of the Intrastate air carrier

regulatory forum. Volume 1: Summary report
[AD-A023761] p0020 B77-100J1

An analysis of the intrastate air carrier
regulatory forum. Volume 2: Technical report
[AD-A023762] p0020 B77-100J1)

Discussion of aircraft air pollution legislation
and Baval aircraft operations
[AD-A026176] p0126 N77-11621

LAIS
NT CLOSDBE LAD
NT SCALING LARS
LEADING EDGE SLATS

Effect of drooped-nose flaps on the experimental
force and moment characteristics of an oblique
ving
[NASA-TB-1-3398] p0172 B77-16068

Prediction of aerodynamic loadings on tbe
leading-edge slats of the Fokker F 28 airliner

p027S B77-1999J
Calculations of two-dimensional boundary layer

parameters in subsonic flov around leading edge
slats and ving noses
[FFA-TN-AO-1272] p0290 H77-2106^

A lov speed tvo-dimensional study of flov
separation on the GA(B)-1 airfoil vith
30-percent chord Fowler flap
[BASA-CB-2811] p0378 N77-2S090
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LEADING EDGE S1EBP SUBJECT IHOEI

LEADIBG EDGE SHEEP
Analysis/theory of controlled configured structures

[ A I A A PAPER 77-1212] pO»99 A77-qi(316
Effects of mng leading-edge radius and Reynolds

number on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of highly swept wing-body
configurations at subsonic speeds
[HASft-TN-D-8361] p0167 N77-15980

LEADING EDGES
NT SHARP L E A D I N G EDGES

Pressure less coefficient of impingement cooled
leading edge system of a turbine blade

p O O O M A77-10772
Aerodynamics of sideslipping delta wings at

incidence with leading-edge separation
p0051 A77-11558

The independence of upper and lower wing flows at
supersonic speeds

p0053 A77-1«9«1
Vortex lift predictions for cambered wings

pOOSt A77-15029
On the mechanism of vortex breakdown point

stabilization for low subsonic flow around a
delta wing

p0112 A77-17968
Study on f i lm cooling of turbine blades. I -

Experiments on film cooling with injection
through hcles near leading edge

p0115 A77-18615
Flow measurements in leading edge vortices

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-11] p0137 A77-19772
nonlinear, unsteady aerodynamic loads on

rectangular and delta wings
[ A I A A Pf tPEE 77-156] p0161 A77-22238

Spanwise cambered delta wing with leading-edge
separation

p0199 A77-2H937
Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to

the selection of transfer functions for flutter
suppression and gust alleviation using active
controls
[AIAA 77-1123] p0208 A77-25793

A numerical study of the unsteady leading edge
separation bubble on an oscillating airfoil

p0356 A77-36239
Normal force of a flat delta wing in supersonic flow

pOM16 A77-396911
Leading-edge vortex effect on the flutter speed

v. p0507 A77-H4819
Buffe t ing problems leading and trailing edge

flow separation
[AAAF-NT-76-7] P0022 N77-10050

Some series-expansion solutions for slender wings
with leading-edge separation asymptotic
expansions for vortex position and circulation,
and configuration lift and pitching moments

, [ARC-B/H-3785] p0235 H77-19012
Influence of leading edge radius on the high

deflection stator blades
[RAE-LIB-TEANS-1896] p0333 N77-23092

Influence of leading edge radius on the
performance of highly deflected stator cascades
[ESA-TT-362] p0371 N77-2U142

Behavior of a subsonic flow past a thin wing in
the vicirity of the leading edge
[ONERA-NT-1976-16] p0380 H77-25107

F O R T R A N program for calculating leading and
trailing-edge geometry of turbomachine blades
[NASA-TB-X-73679] pO«33 N77-27069

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of a vectored-engine-over-wing configuration
having spanwise leading-edge vortex enhancement
[NASA-TH-X-73955] pOU33 N77-27072

Developments in the lifting surface theory
treatment of symmetric planforms with a leading
edge crank in subsonic flow
[ ABC-CP-1323] pOU72 B77-28076

Behavior of a subsonic flow past a thin wing in
the vicinity of the leading edge
[ESA-TI-U01] pO«88 R77-29108

Experimental investigation concerning the
reduction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical
wings of egual vclume with subsonic leading edge
and bell-shaped planform for different thickness
distributions in the spanwise and chordwise
directions
[DLB-FB-75-62] p052« N77-30087

Flutter calculation for the Viggen aircraft with
allowance for leading edge vortex effect

p0531 H77-3108J
LBAE JET AIBCBAFT

Analysis of the Learjet 3b/36 wing and correlation
with experimental results

p0286 N77-20502
LEABHIRG

HT TRANSFER OF TRAISIKG
LEAST SQUARES HETBOD

Error model of an inertial navigation system for
integrated navigation based on adjustment
according to the method of least squares

p O I S O 477-20652
System identification for nonlinear aerodynamic

flight regimes
p016<4 A77-2270S

Maximum likelihood identification using
Kalman-filtering versus least squares estimation

for HFB-320 aircraft flight tests
P0201 A77-25280

LED (DIODES)
0 LIGHT EHITTIKG DIODES

LEDGES
Flow separation downstream of a stepwise change in

diameter of a rod centered in a wind tunnel
p0192 A77-2J75U

LEGAL LIABILITY
New orientations of intergovernmental

organizations of civil aviation
p0012 A77-12II70

Responsibilities and assurances with regard to
cargo transport - Air transport law

p0012 A77-12172
Aircraft manufacturer warranties - Protection for

the manufacturer or the purchaser
p0346 R77-JUJ02

The CAB California-Texas Fares case - An
intrastate stopover takeover

p0411 A77-3S096
LESERDBE CODE

a COHPDTEB P R O G R A M M I N G
LEHS DESIGN

Evaluation of a red-silicone-coated Visual
Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) lens
[AD-A035111/1] p0291 N77-2107J

LEVEL (QUANTITY)
NT EFFECTIVE PEBCEIVED BOISE LEVELS

LIABILITIES
NT LEGAL LIABILITY

LIAPONOV FUNCTIONS
Application of Liapunov model - Tracking parameter

identification for the CH-17 helicopter
pOOII A77-12I460

LIDAB
D OPTICAL R A D A B

LIFE (DURABILITY)
NT FATIGDE LIFE
SI SERVICE LIFE

Durability testing of the A-7D composite
outer-wing panel

p O S I Q A77-M6808
A second look at relationships for estimating

peacetime aircraft attrition
[AD-A02368T] p0032 877-11023

Life cycle analysis of aircraft turbine engines:
Executive Summary
[AD-A039062] pO<IJ6 N77-2712H

Estimation of engine removal times and prediction
of replacement requirements
[AD-A038076] pOI»92 N77-29165

A procedure for predicting the life of turbine
engine components

P059M N77-JJ192
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEHS

NT EMERGENCY LIFE SOSTAINISG SYSTEHS
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape,
rescue, and survival
[AD-A035251] p0381 B77-25132

LIFETIME (DURABILITY)
B LIFE (DURABILITY)

IIFT
HT INTEBFEBEHCE LIFT
HT JET LIFT
HT ROTOB LIFT

Vortex lift predictions for cambered vings
pOOSI A77-15029

Some notes on unsteady lifting-line theory
pOOSt A77-15555

A numerical method for the exact calculation of
airloads associated with impulsively started wings
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SUBJECT I1DBX LIFT DRAG RATIO

[ A I A A P A P E R 77-2] p0137 i77-1976l»
Calculation of lift and induced drag frco sparse

span loading data
p0199 A77-21910

Lift corrections to transonic equivalence rale -
Eianples

p0211 A77-26730
Applications of an improved nonlinear lifting-line

theory
p0256 A77-27618

Lift and moment fluctuations of a cambered
aerofoil nnder nonconvecting streamwise gust

P0271 A77-29U99
Comparison of predicted with measured aerodynamic

characteristics of the ATLIT airplane
Advanced Technology Light T»in aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770119] p0392 A77-37070

A prediction method for spoiler performance
[SAE PJPZB 770159] p0392 A77-37078

Display and calculation of flov past Mings in
supersonic flight
[ESA-TT-333] p0065 H77-12003

An investigation of separation models for the
prediction of m a x i m u m lift
CAD-A027359] p0169 K77-15998

Tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria for
powered-lift transports

p0227 B77-18090
Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: Dive recovery of

hang gliders
[HASA-TH-I-73229] P0363 S77-24053

Theory of power augmented ram lift at zero forward
speed
[AD-A033673] p0361 N77-24073

Flight-measured lift and drag characteristics of a
large, flexible, high supersonic cruise airplane
[NASA-TH-X-3532] p0366 N77-2H100

Comparison of effects of unsteady lift and
spanwise averaging in flight through turbulence
[BASA-TH-X-T1028] p0133 H77-27068

Lift calculation and flow mechanisms when the
m a x i B U B lift is exceeded
[HASA-TT-F-17129] p0471 H77-28067

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Fart 2: Symmetrical unswept wing
at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical
fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position
[ARC-CP-1332] P0473 N77-28080

Design and theoretical assessment of experimental
glide path and flare systems for a BAG 1-11
aircraft (including direct lift control)
[AHC-CI>-1337] p0175 H77-28104

Determining the lift and drag distributions on a
three-4imensional airfoil from flow-field
velocity surveys
[BASA-TB-73217] pOS77 H77-32079

Nethods for reducing subsonic drag due to lift
p0578 H77-32093

An elementary analysis of" the effect of sweep.
Bach nunber, and lift coefficient on
wing-structure weight
[NASA-TB-74072] p0589 H77-331U6

LIFT AOGBEHIATIOH
Aircraft longitudinal control combined with direct

lift control
pOO<45 A77-13352

Lift augmentation on a moderately swept wing by
spanwise blowing

p0053 A77-149UO
Vertical takeoff lift augmentation - The

'sculptured deck1 concept
p0147 A77-20439

The development and flight testing of the ZC-8A
air cushion landing systems /ACLS/
[ S A E PAPEB 760920] p0259 A77-28228

Lif t enhancement by an externally trapped vortex
[ A I A A PAPER 77-672] p0361 J77-37026

Evaluation of propulsive lift enhancement and
variable cycle engines for advanced tactical
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-885] pO<»11 A77-38575

Plight evaluation of advanced flight control
systems and cockpit displays for powered-lift
STOL Aircraft

p0226 H77-18081
Computation of viscous transonic flow about a

lifting airfoil
[NASA-CR-151999] p0330 B77-23051

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 1:
Overall study results
[BASA-CB-151917] p0331 H77-2JOb6

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 2: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 2:
Appendixes to book 1
[BASA-CB-151918] pOJJI B71-2J0b7

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 3:
Aerodynamic characteristics of heavy lift
airship as measured at low speeds conducted
in the Ames 7 by 10 food wind tunnel
[HASA-CB-151919] p0331 B77-2J058

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 2: Airport feeder vehicle
[HASi-CB-151920] p0331 B77-2J059

Design of high lift airfoils with a Stratford
distribution by the Eppler method
[NASA-CR-153913] pOIJS H77-2710B

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 1: The design problem for a
lifting swept wing attached to a cylindrical
fuselage
[ABC-CP-133*] p0473 S77-2808*!

Experimental observations of the two-dimensional
power augmented ram wing operated statically
over water
[AD-A038163] p0475 B77-28097

Flight investigation of a vertical-velocity
command system for VTOL aircraft
[HASA-TH-D-8180] p0179 N77-28137

LIFT COEFFICIENTS
0 AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIEBTS
a LIFT

LIFT DEVICES
European Botorcraft and Powered Lift Aircraft
Forum, 1st, University of Southampton,
Southampton, England, September 22-21, 1975,
Proceedings

pOOOS A77-11276
Lifting-surface theory of straight cascades of

swept blades
pOOII A77-1221B

Hethods in the aerodynamical design of lifting
surfaces

p0251 A77-2V12B
High-lift devices on a wing and means ot improving
their effectiveness

p0253 A77-27148
Computation of viscous transonic flow about a

lifting airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 77-679] pOIII A77-40700

Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips of
thin, lifting wings in snbcritical flow

p0075 877-1^996
Nonlinear lifting line theory for predicting
stalling instabilities on wings ot moderate
aspect ratio
[AD-A027615] p0077 H77-13020

Lifting surface theory for wings of arbitrary
planform
[AD-A028119] p0169 B77-16000

Investigation of rotating stall phenomena in axial
flow compressors. Volume 2: Investigation of
rotor-stator interaction noise and lifting
surface theory for a rotor
[AD-A030070] p02J9 B77-1S073

Developments in the lifting surface theory
treatment of symmetric planforms with a leading
edge crank in subsonic How
[ABC-CP-1323] pOH72 B77-28076

Vortex-lift roll-control device
[RASA-CASE-LAB-11868-2] pOSII B77-J1176

LIFT DISTBIBDTIOB
0 ?OBCB DISTRIBUTION
0 LIFT

LIFT DRAG RATIO
The obligne wing - Aircraft design for transonic

and low supersonic speeds
p0271 A77-30010

Calculations, and comparison with an ideal
minimum, of trimmed drag for conventional and
canard configurations having various levels of
static stability
[HASA-TB-D-8391] p036fl B77-21062

Estimation of drag and thrust of Jet-propelled
aircraft by non-steady flight test maneuvers

p0369 B77-21118
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Experimental investigation concerning the
redaction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical
uings of egual volume tilth subsonic leading edge
and bell-shaped planfcrm for different thickness
distributions in the spanvise and chordvise
directions
[DLB-FB-75-62] p052H H77-30087

Performance prediction method for a wing-in-ground
effect vehicle with blowing under the wing
[AD-A039829] p0530 H77-30301

LIFT FAHS
Crossflow performance of lift-fans in tandem

for V/STOL transport aircraft
p0106 J77-17265

Conceptual design studies of Navy Type A V/STOL
aircraft
C A I A A 77-579] p03«9 A77-34938

Impact of V/STOL operational requirements on pover
train design
T A I A A 77-581] p03a9 A77-3U939

Analysis of control concepts for gas and
shaft-coupled v/STOL aircraft lift fan systems
[ A I A A 77-611] p0351 A77-3U962

Performance of 1.15-pressure-ratio fan stage at
several rotor blade setting angles with reverse
flow
[NASA-TH-X-3H51] p0031 N77-11008

Preliminary design-lift/cruise fan research and
technology airplane flight control system
[NASA-CB-137971] p0037 N77-11064

Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed to
drive a lift fan. 1: Baseline performance
[NASA-TM-X-3II52] p0065 N77-12000

Hind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale model
of a lift-cruise fan V/STOL aircraft with
extended lift-cruise nacelles
[NASA-TH-X-73164] p0075 N77-12999

A program for calculating turbofan-driven lift-fan
propulsion system performance
[HASA-TH-X-73173] pOCBO H77-13061

Simulation test results for lift/cruise fan
research and technology aircraft
[NASA-CE-137979] p0121 H77-14007

Mathematical model for lift/cruise fan v/STOL
aircraft simulator programming data
[UASA-CB-151916] p012* S77-14037

Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design
definition study. Volume 1: Technology flight
vehicle definition
[NASA-CB-151931] p0170 N77-16013

Lift/cruise fan v/STOL technology aircraft design
definition study. Volume 2: Propulsion
transmission system design
[NASA-CB-151932] p0170 N77-1601I*

Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design
definition study. Volume 3: Development
program and budgetary estimates
CHASA-CB-151933] p0170 H77-16015

Follow-on studies for design definition of a
lift/cruise fan technology v/STOL airplane,
volume 1
[HASA-CE-137976] p0178 N77-17035

Hind tunnel and ground static tests of a .091
scale powered model of a modified T-39
lift/cruise fan V/STOL research airplane
[NASA-CB-151923] p0178 R77-17036

Cold air performance of a tip turbine designed to
drive a lift fan. 2: Partial admission
[NASA-TH-X-31181] p0223 H77-18050

Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Voluie 1: Technical
report
[NASA-CB-151925] p0229 H77-18132

Lift cruise fan v/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Volume 2: Schedules
and budgetary data
[NASA-CB-151926] p0229 N77-18133

HASA/Navy lift/cruise fan cost reduction studies
[SASA-CB-135155] p0291 1177-21092

Analysis of control concepts for gas and
shaft-coupled V/STOL aircraft lift fan systems
[NASA-TH-X-73611] p0335 N77-23111

Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
vectored thrust V/STOL transport with two
lift/cruise fans
[NASA-CB-152029] p0487 N77-29095

NASA/Navy lift/cruise fan. Phase 1: Design summary
[HASS-CB-1352U2] pOStl H77-31H19

LIFT FOBCES
0 LIFT

LIFIIHG BODIES
Free vortex sheets

pOOH! A77-US59
Relaxation near a sonic line transonic tlow
past subsonic lifting aircraft

pOOII A77-1256J
Incompressible flow over delta wings

[AIAA fAPEF 77-320] p011d A77-182U2
Analysis of unsteady airloads of helicopter rotors

in hover
[AIAA EAPBB 77-159] p0110 A7/-19B6b

Nonlinear steady incompressible lifting-surface
analysis with wake roll-up

p0143 A77-20085
Incipient separation of leeward flow past a

lifting plate in viscous hypersonic flow
pOUlj A77-200S5

The theory and design of two-airfoil lifting systems
p0189 A77-/!JJ62

The theory of curvilinear unsteady motion of a
slender lifting body in a gas

p0192 A77-2J758
An experimental and theoretical investigation of

the structure of a trailing vortex wake
p0355 A77-J61bb

Structural response of the Heavy Lift Airship
/HLA/ to dynamic application of collective pitch
[AIAA 77-1188] pO<lU8 A77-II1759

Semi-buoyant lifting body hybrid characteristics
for advanced Haval missions
[AIAA 77-11911] p01<l8 A77-«t176J

Nonlinear lifting-surface theory for yawed and
banked wings in ground proximity

p0508 A77-15J87
Analysis of transonic flow over lifting and
oscillating airfoils

pOS.20 AT(-1175H2
Theory of the lifting surface in unsteady motion

in an inviscid fluid
pObbb A77-"498"47

Lifting surface theory for rectangular wings
p0026 N77-10J17

An application of the suction analog tor the
analysis of asymmetric flow situations

p0027 N77-10JbO
Effects of jets, wakes, and vortices on lifting
surfaces
[NASA-TH-X-7397II] p0029 H77-10998

An experimental investigation of vortex flow
control for high lift generation
[AD-A02752H] p0120 U77-139S1

Some quadrature methods for lifting wing theory
[IFD-5/76] pOb2b B77-J0097

Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic theory for
interfering surfaces by the method of potential
gradient
[HASA-CE-2898] p05B6 N77-JJ1^1

LIPTIKG B010BS
Optimum data utilization for parameter
identification with application to lifting rotors

pOOSO A77-11bbi4
A prescribed wake lifting surface hover
performance analysis

p0163 A77-226VO
Bethods studies on system identification from
transient rotor tests
[SASA-CB-137965] p0017 N77-1000b

LIFTIHG SDBPSCES
0 LIFT DEVICES
0 LIFTIBG BODIES
D SDEFACES

LIGHT (VISIBLE BiDIATIOS)
NT LIGHT BEiflS
LIGHT AIBCBAFT
HI CESSNA 172 AIBCBAFT
NT OH-6 HELICOPTEB
HI OH-58 HELICOPTEB
NT IAK 40 AIBCEAFT
Experimental data recording on cassette recorders,

taking into account a use of commercial grade FE1
components for light aircraft in-flight
monitoring
[DGLB PAPEB 76-138] pOOQS A77-1297B

flethod of analyzing flutter in light aircraft
pOOb2 A77-11895

Sources and characteristics of interior noise in
general aviation aircraft
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p0100 477-17067
Prediction of light aircraft interior noise

p0100 A77-17069
Presenting information to the general aviation pilot

p0118 477-20608
Convertible aircraft for Banned and/or HPT

flight
p0119 477-20623

Development of a small high-aspect-ratio canard
aircraft

p0158 A77-22009
Practical aerodynanics of the Yak-18T airplane

Russian book
p0162 A77-22150

airspeed stability under vind shear conditions
p0199 477-21911

Influence of structural dynamics on light airplane
design
[ A I 4 A 77-133] p0209 A77-25795

Performance improvement plan for existing light
aircraft

p0270 477-29320
Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll

control systems
[SAE PAPI8 7701111} p0391 477-37062

Propeller aircraft flyover noise testing
[SAE P A P E R 770113] p0391 477-37060

The influence of design parameters on light
propeller aircraft noise
[ S A E P A P E R 770111] p0391 477-37065

Interior ncise analysis and control for light
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 770115] p0391 477-37066

The contrclving aircraft applied to flying boat
[SAE PAPEB 770171] p0391 A77-37092

Heather radar for light centerline thrust aircraft
[SAE PAPER 770186] p0395 477-37100

Flight test results for an advanced technology
light airplane
[AI4A PAPER 77-1217] p0199 477-11319

Technology comes to general aviation
military/commercial/ transport technology
transfer by RASA

p0507 A77-11959
fllcrocomputer RPV stabilization and control system

p0518 477-17318
A miniature rotary-wing BPV

p0518 477-17351
Computer simulation of light aircraft crash

p0551 A77-19311
Flight noise studies on a turbojet engine using

microphones mounted on a 150 ft. tower
[AI44 P4PEB 77-1325] p0566 477-51079

Emissions of an 4TCO Lycoming 0-320-DI4D air
cooled light aircraft engine as a function of
fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature and
humidity
[NASA-TH-X-73500] p0023 877-10058

Theoretical and experimental investigations on
landing gear spring blades out of fiber
reinforced plastic for small aircraft
[ESA-TT-312] p0025 877-10162

Study of small tnrbofan engines applicable to
single-engine light airplanes
[NASA-CB-137911] p0036 877-11051

Research on the exploitation of advanced composite
materials to lightly loaded structures
[HASA-CB-119217] p0079 877-13011

The subjective evaluation of noise from light
aircraft
[HAS4-CB-2773J p0126 H77-U615

Predictions of light aircraft horizontal tail
onset flows: A review and analysis

p0128 H77-1S025
Application of automobile emission control

technology to light piston aircraft engines
p0181 877-17083

Sounary report on effects at temperature,
humidity, and fuel-air ratio on two air-cooled
light aircraft engines

pOISQ H77-17086
Prediction of light aircraft horizontal tail onset
flows: 4 review and analysis
[N4S4-CR-2771] p0278 H77-20027

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: notion in
vertical gusts
[B4S4-TB-X-73228] p0363 877-21052

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: Dive recovery of
hang gliders

[HASA-TB-X-7J229] pOJ6J H77-2105J
General study of light plane spin, aft fuselage

geometry, part 1
[HASA-TT-F-17116] pOJBJ 877-25150

Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll
control systems
[HASA-CR-153291] pO"428 877-2612.*

Influence of power on the spin of light planes
[RASA-TT-F-17117] p0131 R7/-26152

Flight evaluation of a spoiler roll control system
on a light twin-engine airplane
[HASA-CR-151121] p0179 B77-281J5

Structural design of pavements for light aircraft
[AD-4011300] p0193 S77-2S171

Briefs of accidents, involving corporate/executive
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267651/8] p05J7 B77-J1116

LIGHT ALLOTS
NT ALUBIBOB ALLOYS
8T BERYLLIUM ALLOYS
NT BAGHESIUH ALLOYS
4 fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation /'FALST4FFV- III - Influence of
differences between genuine and generated load
sequences effect of ground-load variations of
FALSTAFF-like programs

pOOUB A77-1J768
LIGHT BEADS

Aerodynamic effects during supersonic flow past a
laser bean

p0552 A77-1851b
LIGHT COH80BICATIOB
0 OPTICAL COHBOSICATION

LIGHT EBISSIOB
BT FLOOBESCEHCE

LIGHT EHITTIB6 DIODES
Solid state Helmet Mounted Display and Head

Position Sensing System
p0161 A77-227JJ

A helmet-mounted light emitting diode /LED/
display applied to the aircraft maneuverability
problem

p016<4 A77-22731
An LED numeric display for the aircraft cockpit

p0116 A77-1117J
Solid state light emitting displays

p0560 A77-5062J
Solid state vertical scale indicator for engine

performance indication
[AD-A036151] p0387 877-25181

LIGHT IBTBBSITT
0 LDBIHOUS I8TESSITY

LIGHT PBOBES
0 LIGHT BEtBS

LIGHT SOOBCES
HI ILLOBIflATOBS

LIGHT fBABSBISSIOR
Attenuation of light transmission in Arny aircraft

transparencies due to slanting
[4D-A027661] pOOSO 877-13051

LIGHTHILL BETHOD
Numerical prediction of aeroacoustic jet-flap flows
[AIR* P4PEB 77-1316] p0566 477-51071

LIGBfTHG BQOIPHEBT
»T 4IBCB4FT LIGHTS
BT AIBPOBT LIGHTS
IT ILLOBIHATOBS
HT 8DNBAY LIGHTS
8T SEARCHLIGHTS
Aviation ground lighting for all-weather operation

p021J 477-26018
Installation of runway lighting system in asphalt

paving
p0271 477-29161

Airport electrical and lighting equipment
Russian book

p0561 477-50676
Evaluation of cockpit lighting

p0171 877-16052
in investigation of cockpit lighting for
compatibility with use of night-vision goggles,
AH/PVS-S
[4D-4029212] p0180 877-17016

Flightdeck illumination for helicopters
[IZP-1976-15] p0282 B77-2008J

LIGHT1IBG
Vulnerability of advanced aircraft fuel to
ballistic and simulated lightning threats

pOOIS 477-1J511
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LIGHTSIHG SOPPBESSIO* SUBJECT IBDEI

Prediction of lightning-induced voltages in
aircraft electrical circuits

p0056 A77-15<!12
Lightning simulation testing of composites of

aircraft components and systems
p0212 A77-26059

Lightning-hazard assessment - A first-pass
probabilistic model for aircraft

p0551 477-119346
The protection of aircraft radomes against

lightning strike
p0556 A77-I4973U

Status of research into lightning effects on
aircraft

p0227 N77-18099
Atmospheric electricity and tethered aerostats,

volume 1
[AD-A03*8*7] p0332 H77-23070

Effects of laboratory simulated precipitation
static electricity and swept stroke lightning on
aircraft windshield subsystems
[AD-A037196] p0129 N77-26127

Space shuttle program: Lightning protection
criteria document
[HASA-TH-7U97U] p0598 S77-33252

LIGHTHIHG SOPPBESSIOH
Lightning protection for status and control lines

of the Hark III instrument landing system
pOOSS A77-15<I06

Lightning protection design concepts for advanced
composite structures aircraft applications

p0302 A77-31765
LIMITATIONS

0 CONSTRAINTS
LIHB SHAPE

Combined ground and aircraft based 1-4 micron
spectra cf LkH-alpha 101

p0056 A77-15612
LIHBiR ABEiTS

Linearly polarized nicrostrip antennas
p0051 A77-1U716

LIREAB EQUATIONS
Spanvise variation of potential form drag

finite element method
[NASA-CB-HI5180] p0331 N77-23055

LIHEAB FILTERS
NT K A L H A N FILTEES

Performance and sensitivity analysis of the
generalized likelihood ratio method for failure
detection
[NASA-CB-U9272] p0086 N77-13761

LIREAB PREDICTION
Analytical construction of the throttle

characteristic of a gas turbine engine
pOUil2 A77-U0712

A linearized theory method of constrained
optimization for supersonic cruise wing design

p0217 H77-17998
LINESE PBOGBABBING

Optimizing GTE tests on the basis of sequential
Bayesian procedures Gas Turbine Engine

p0111 A77-17957
An assessment of the accuracy of subsonic

linearized theory for the design of warped
slender wings
[ABC-CP-1321] pO»76 N77-28110

LIHEAE SYSTEMS
On the identification of state-derivative-coupled

systems
p0011 A77-12«»8

Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by
a multiple time-scales method hierarchically
structured suboptimal controller

pOH68 A77-II3771
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by

a multiple time scales method with
application to F-8 aircraft longitudinal control

p0513 A77-U6621
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by

a multiple time scales method
[KASA-CB-199099] p0029 H77-10132

Pole-placement methods. A survey of applicable
methods for flight control systems
[TT-7607] pO»93 H77-29170

LI1EAB VIBBA1IOI
Evaluation of helicopter turbine engine linear

vibration environment
[SAE SIB 1289] p0303 A77-31908

LIHBABIZATION
Helicopter notion - Equation linearization

p01«6 A77-20260
LIHBBS
D LININGS

LIBG-TESCO-VOOGHI AIBCBAFT
NT A-7 AIBCBAFT
NT F-8 AIBCBAFT
LIRII6 PROCESSES

Effect of ceramic coating of JT8D combnstor liner
on aaiinaz liner temperatures and other
combustor performance parameters
[HASA-TH-I-73581] p0129 N77-150J7

LININGS
Optimal one-section and two-section circular
sound-absorbing duct liners for plane-wave and
monopole sources without flow
[HASA-tH-D-83l»8] p0133 N77-1579Q

LIQOBFiCTIOB
NT COAL LICOEFACTION

LiaDEFIED GASES
NT LIQUID HYDBOGEH

LIQUID COOLING
NT PILfl COOLING
LIQUID CRIStALS

Utilization of liquid crystals in aerodynamic
experiments

p0298 A77-30580
LIQUID FLOS
NT IATEB FLOR
Penetration and break-up of liquid fuel jets in
high subsonic speed airstreans
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-201] p O I U I A77-19893

LIQUID HYDBOGEN
Liquid hydrogen as propellant for commercial

aircraft
[DGL8 PAPEB 76-188] p0091 A77-165J4

A study of the efficiency of hydrogen liquefaction
jet aircraft applications

p0312 A77-33377
Some early perspectives on ground requirements of
liquid hydrogen air transports

pOJI^ A77-33J91
Fuel subsystem characteristics for LH2 aircraft

p0312 A77-33J93
The liquid hydrogen option for the subsonic
transport - A status report

p0553 A77-18819
LB2 airport requirements study
[HASA-CB-2700] p0020 N77-10032

An exploratory study to determine the integrated
technological air transportation system ground
requirements of liquid-hydrogen-fueled subsonic,
long-haul civil air transports
[NASA-CB-2699] p0020 N77-100JJ

The potential of liquid hydrogen as a military
aircraft fuel
[AD-A026666] p0125 N77-11272

LIQUID INJECTION
NT BATEB IHJECTIOR
Supersonic-flow disturbances and aerodynamic
forces generated on a streamline surface during
fluid injection

p025b A77-27/81
LIQUID PBOPELLABT BOCKET ENGINES
RT HYD80GES OITGER ENGINES

LIQUID-GAS BIITDBES
NT AEBOSOLS

LIQOID-YAPOB EQOILIBBIDa
Low-temperature heat pipes for aircraft

Bnssian book
p0167 A77-IU612

LIQUID-VAPOB INIBBFACES
Two-phase turbine engines using gas-liquid

mixture accelerated in nozzles
P0015 A77-12680

LIQUIDS
ST B27BBAGBS
NT CBIOGENIC FLUIDS
RT HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
NT LIQUID BYDBOGEH
LITEBATDBE
RT DOCUBENTATION

LOAD DISTBIBOTIOJ (FOBCES)
comparisoo of fatigue design load spectra with

flight test measurement and service experience
in A-300 aircraft development

pOO»8 A77-U772
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SUBJECT INDBI LOBG RAVE BADIATIOH

Predicting the loading of tail planes in the
preliminary phase of aircraft design

p0156 A77-2187")
Load distributions on slender delta wings having

voctei flow
pO«05 A77-37902

Ose of standardized sequences of flight-by-flight
load spectra in f a t i gue testing of structural
aircraft components

00113 A77-38680
load distribution on a close-coupled wing canard

at transonic speeds
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1132] pOi)61 A77-Q3198

Application of the finite element technique
combined with the collocation method to subsonic
lifting surface problems

p0519 A77-47S37
Simplified solution of the compressible subsonic

lifting surface problem
[AD-A02751<n 00120 N77-1399B,

Wing-body interference at moderate supersonic
speejs. A comparison between panel method and
experiment
[FFA-TN-AU-910] p0380 "177-25104

A study of the effect of radical load
distributions on calibrated strain gage load
equations
[ N A S A - T H - 5 6 0 U 7 ] p0139 N77-27430

Load distribution on a closed-coupled wing canard
at transonic speeds
[ N A S A - T M - 7 U 0 5 3 ] pOU87 N77-29097

LOAD PACTOBS
D LOADS (FORCES)

LOAD TESTS
Effect of spectrum type on fatigue crack growth life

aircraft load tests
pOOMU A77-13289

Crack growth in Ti-8Al-1Mo-1v with real-time and
accelerated flight-by-flight loading for
supersonic aircraft

pOOOU A77-13291
Durability of bonded aluminum structure

pOO"6 A77-13733
Development and testing under static conditions of

a B-A1 load transfer element aircraft
applications

P0055 A77-15335
The determination of ccllapse load and energy

absorbing properties of thin walled bean
structures nsing matrix methods of analysis

P011M A77-183H8
Heasurements in strength tests with aircraft

structures Russian book
p0195 A77-21322

Methodology of measuring applied loads in
full-scale static fatigue tests

p0308 A77-32715
Plight test evaluation of helicopter operational

loads and dynamic response characteristics
p0407 A77-38030

Bearingless helicopter main rotor development.
Volume 2: Combined load fatigue evaluation of
weathered graphite/epoxy composite
[HASA-CE-HI51II1I] p032U N77-22177

Void filler foam accelerated load testing on
an A-t aircraft
[AD-A0311118] p0338 H77-23273

LOADIBS POBCES
0 LOADS (FOBCES)

LOADIBG BATE
Mechanism cf material fatigue daring the crack

initiation stage
[ICAF-DOC-895] pOOMO N77-11QII1

LOADIBG RAVES
0 LOADS (FOBCES)
LOADS (FOBCES)
NT AERODYNAMIC LOADS
BT BLAST LOADS
NT CRITICAL LOADING
NT CYCLIC LOADS
NT DYNAMIC LOADS
NT COST LOADS
NT IMPACT LOADS
NT LANDING LOADS
NT RANDOM LOADS
NT POLLING CONTACT LOADS
NT SHOCK LOADS
NT STATIC LOADS
NT TRANSIENT LOfDS

UT VIBRATORY LOADS
HI RIHG LOADIHG
Influence of aircraft angle of attack on high G
cockpit design
CAD-A025083] pOOJfl 877-11013

PLEXSTAB: A computer program for the prediction
of loads and stability and control ot flexible
aircraft

p0218 N7/-18009
An investigation of mpingeoent forces doe to

wheel generated sprays --- using impingement
plate and intensity probe
[BO-200] p0285 B77-20386

Development of a load sequence for a structural
fatiqne test
[ ARL/STBOC-TH-2U7 ] p0285 H77-20179

Proofrload testing on 300 H steel

A study of spectrum loading and range-pair
counting method effects on cumulative fatigue
damage
[AD-A039651] p05«0 B77-31iqb

LOCALIZATI01
0 POSITION (LOCATION)

LOCATION
0 POSITIOS (LOCATION)

LOCKHEED AIBCBAPT
NT C-5 AIBCBAFT
UT C-130 AIHCBAPT
HT C-141 »ISCK»FI
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT

Propeller study. Part 3: Experimental
determination of thrust and torque on the YO-JA
aircraft
[HASA-CR-1 55003] pObUI B77-J1158

LOCKHEED C-5 AIBCBAFT
0 C-5 AIBCRAFT
LOGISTICS

Reliability, availability,
maintainability/logistics /RAM/LOG/

p0559 A77-50Ub6
LOGISTICS HABAGEBENT

Bin experience at ECOH --- Reliability Improvement
Rarranty requirements for Army

pOS59 A17-50I483
Logistics planning simulation model for USAF spare

engine management
p0560 A77-50510

Scheduled maintenance policies for the F-1
aircraft: Results of the maintenance posture
improvement program
[AD-A0301U6] p0222 M77-18015

The magnitude of internal rework on the F-1
aircraft daring depot level maintenance at Ogden
Air Logistics Center
[AD-A032158] pOJJO S77-2J018

Procedure for the development of naval aviation
maintenance objectives
[AD-A038201] pOU71 M77-280614

Aviation common ground support equipment
replacement policy investigation
CAD-A039160] pO«9q B77-29180

Flying, maintenance, and the sale of parts to the
field: Interactive models for AH-1 and CH-17
systems
[AD-A039193] p0523 N77-J0073

Sensitivity of Army helicopter operating and
support costs to changes in design and logistic
parameters
[AD-A010353] p0539 B77-311J9

LOB HBLICOPTEB
D OB-6 BELICOPTEB

LOIG BINGE NAVIGATION
D LORAR

LOBG TEBH EPPECTS
Long term properties of carbon fiber reinforced

plastic structures --- glider wing loading
[BMVG-FBRT-76-13] p0233 N77-18268

Normal stress, temperature, and performance
properties of military aircraft tires
[AD-A036153] pOJBM S77-^b160

CPM56 turbofan maintainability and
reliability-oriented development

p059« B77-JJ189
Progress in determining service life by endurance
tests --- Concorde aircraft

p0595 N77-3J195
LOI6 RAVE RADIATION

Long wavelength radar - Its purpose and applications
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LORGITODINAL COBTB01 SUBJECT IHDEI

p0192 A77-23538
LOBGITOD1BAL COHTBOL

Aircraft longitudinal control combined with direct
lift control

pOOIS A77-13352
Flight characteristics studies related to the

employment of direct power steering in
longitudinal motion
[ D G L K PAPEB 76-238] p0156 A77-21881

On a constrained design of an optimal controller
for VTOL aircraft

p0197 A77-24821
Application of a model-based flight director

design technique to a longitudinal hover task
p0199 A77-24935

Synthesis techniques for insensitive aircraft
control systems

p0268 A77-28843
Synthesis of control systems with specified

transfer functions applied to aircraft
motion in pitching plane

p0355 A77-35929
A study of simplified methods for longitudinal

control decoupling
[ S A E PAPEE 770468] p0393 A77-37086

Aircraft simulation on computer
pO<146 A77-41394

Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by
a multiple time scales method with
application to F-8 aircraft longitudinal control

p0513 A77-46621
Development of longitudinal handling qualities

criteria for large advanced supersonic aircraft
p0218 N77-18006

BPV renote control: Pitch attitude versus flight
path angle operator performance
[AD-A031479] p0337 H77-23129

Longitudial separation analysis of the central
east pacific track system
[AD-A04C759] pOU88 N77-29117

Subsonic and supersonic longitudinal stability and
control characteristics of an aft-tail fighter
configuration with cambered and uncambered wings
and cambered fuselage
[BASA-TN-D-8U72] p0535 H77-31093

The need of stick force stability for
attitude-stabilized aircraft, part 1
[BLB-TB-76125-0] p051<l B77-31 180

Longitudinal handling qualities during approach
and landing of a Covered lift STOL aircraft
[BASA-TB-I-62144] p0590 N77-33151

LOHG1TODIHAL STABILITY
Longitudinal stability in supersonic and

hypersonic fl ight
p0096 A77-16597

A unigue formulation of elastic airplane
longitudinal equations of motion
[AIAA 77-103] p0207 A77-25786

Invariance of the longitudinal perturbed motion of
VTOL aircraft with thrust-vector control

p0304 A77-32088
High speed flight tests with the BO 105 rigid

rotor helicopter
p0310 A77-33177

Influence of gust modelling on the identification
of derivatives of the longitudinal motion of an
aircraft

p0360 A77-36978
Application of pole allocation to the design of

stabilization systems, illustrated by the
longitudinal notion of an aircraft

p0360 A77-36980
Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic

derivatives froi steady-state measurement of an
aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1\23] p0458 A77-43156

On invariance of the disturbed longitudinal motion
of VTOt airplane with vectored control system

pO«69 A77-11088
High superscnlc aerodynamic characteristics of

five irregular planfom wings with
systematically varying wing fillet geometry
tested in the NASA/LaHC H-foot OPRT (LEG 2)
(LA45A/B)

[NASA-CR-1<17628] pOOIS B77-10010
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic

characteristics of wing-flap configurations with
externally blown flaps
[BASA-CB-2705] p0030 B77-11006

Investigation of jet plume effects on the
longitudinal stability characteristics of a body
of revolution with various fin configurations at
flach numbers from 0.2 to 2.3 (normal Jet plume
simulator)
[AD-A024978] pOU6b H77-12006

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of 4b deg
swept wings at Mach approximately 0
[NASA-TH-X-73942] p0120 H77-1J990

Estimation at subsonic speeds of the longitudinal
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at angles up to 90 deg
[«HE-HEPT-<672(HH/D) ] pOU26 N77-2bOBO

Some theoretical considerations of longitudinal
stability in power-on flight with special
reference to wina-tunnel testing, Hovem&er 1912
[L-309J p048« N77-29067

Mind-tunnel tests of a 1/4 scale model of the Bell
xs-1 transonic airplane. 1: Longitudinal
stability and control characteristics
[L6D12] p04H5 H7/-29071

Current status of longitudinal stability, 24 Bay
1948
[L8A28] p0485 B/7-29072

Factors affecting static longitudinal stability
and control

P0485 N77-2907J
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of the

longitudinal stability characteristics of a
model equipped with a variable-speed wing, 23
Hay 1949
[L9B18] , p0485 H77-29074

Some effects of sweepback^nd airfoil thickness on
longitudinal stability and control
characteristics at transonic speeds

p04S5 B77-29U76
Longitudinal moment deviations o£ wings for large
angles of attack in subsonic flow
[BHVG-FBHT-76-26] p04S3 877-29167

Subsonic and supersonic longitudinal stability and
control characteristics of an aft-tail fighter
configuration with cambered and uncambeied wings
and cambered fuselage
[BASA-TH-D-8472] pOb35 S77-31093

Longitudinal handling qualities during approach
and landing of a powered lift STOL aircraft
[SiSA-IH-X-62144] p0590 H77-3J151

LOieiTODIBAL RAVES
NT PLANE RAVES
LOOP JHTEBBAS

VTOL landing aid using low-frequency near-field
techniques

p0152 A77-20672
LOB A 8
BT LOEAB C
Tactical and long-range navigation in the
AH/AHB-101/V/

p0571 A77-51192
LO8AI C

LF/VLF BAVAID signal reliability in airborne
applications

p0057 A77-15768
Progress report on the Gettysburg workshop sixteen

months later for Loran C navigation systems
pOQ57 A77-1b7b9

The use of microprocessors in navigation systems
p0057 A77-1b772

The MI/GBB-99 Dynaaic Loran Inertial Simulator
p0196 A77-24596

Loran-C data acquisition and handling tor improved
accuracy

p0572 A77-51200
Clarinet Pilgrim - Communications using Loran-C

transmitted by pulse position modulation
pOb73 A77-51201

An operational flight test evaluation of a Loran-C
navigator
[AD-A039498] p0090 H77-291J3

Interactive LOBAB-C to geographic and
geographic-to-LOBAB-C computation
CBASA-CE-I53985] pob^s »7/-joioi

LOB ALLOT STEELS
D HIGH STBEBGTH STEELS

LOi ALTITODB
Handling qualities considerations for HOE tlight

p024b A/7-2b874
The reduction of F-111 low-level enroute bird
hazards
[AD-A032879] p03J2 H77-2JO/6
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SOBJECr IBOEI LOS SPEED BUD TOHBBLS

LOU ASPECT BATIO 8IBGS
NT DELIS BIBGS
HI TBAPEZOIDAL BIBGS

Theory of small-aspect-ratio wing analysis using
discrete-continuous calculation scheme -
Numerical integration of resolving equations

p0111 A77-17953
Calculation, beyond the proportional linit, of a

slightly conical low-aspect-ratio wing
' p0305 A77-32091

Influence of the middle-surface curvature on the
stress-strain state of a low-aspect-ratio wing

p0305 A77-32097
Calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic

characteristics of a wing of complex planform
with allowance for vortex sheet at the nose

p0309 477-32811
Analysis of slightly-conical small-aspect-ratio

wings beyond the proportional limit
pO«69 A77-««09I|

Influence of middle-surface curvature on stress
state of low-aspect-ratio wing

p0070 A77-1H097
Effect of drooped-nose flaps on the experimental

force and moment characteristics of an obligue
wing
[NASA-TN-X-3398] p0172 N77-16068

Flight measurements of lifting pressures for a
thin low-aspect-ratio wing at subsonic,
transonic, and low supersonic speeds
[BASA-TH-X-3105] p0176 N77-16996

The effect of wind tunnel flow boundaries on the
flow past a wing of low aspect ratio
FAD-A032527] p0331 1177-23065

Low-aspect-ratio wing in a bounded inviscid flow
[AD-A032529] p0331 B77-23066

LOB COST
Simulation analysis of a microcomputer-based,

low-cost onega navigation system
p0152 A77-2067U

A navigation algorithm for the low-cost GPS receiver
Global Positioning System

p0153 A77-20676
Diagnostic system requirements for helicopter

propulsion systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-899] pO«11 A77-3858U

Composite hubs for low cost turbine engines
stress analysis using BASTBAN

p0512 A77-16520
Development of an ultra-low-cost gas turbine

for BEV applications
pOS17 A77-H73U11

Development of a small, low cost turbojet engine
with thrust augmentation for EPV

p0518 A77-U73I47
Conbustor design for lew cost expendable turbojets

[AD-A02U5D1] p0025 N77-10070
Small, lov cost, expendable turbojet engine. 2:

Performance characteristics
[H&SA-TB-X-3D63] p0121 H77-1U031

The design, analysis, and testing of a low-budget
wind-tunnel flutter model with active
aerodynamic controls

p0287 B77-21031
Study to investigate design, fabrication and test

of low cost concepts for large hybrid composite
helicopter fuselage, phase 2
[NASA-CB-115167] p0366 B77-2W097

LOB FBEQOEBCIES
HI VEBI LOI FBEQOEBCIES

Hethods of reducing low frequency cabin noise and
sonicall; induced stresses, based on the
intrinsic structural tuning concept
[ A I A A 77-U1KI] p0209 A77-25802

Low-frequency noise reduction of lightweight
airfrane structures
[BASA-CB-1U5101] p0128 H77-15029

VLF/LF propagation measurenents over long paths on
board a high-speed aircraft
[AD-A038018] p0438 B77-27285

Attenuation of upstream-generated low frequency
noise by gas turbines
[BASA-CB-135219] pO«77 H77-28122

LOB FBBQDBBCY BABDS
NT VEBY IOB PBEQDUCIES

LOB IATIIODES
0 TEOPICJL B1GIOSS

IOB 1BVBL TOBBOLBBCK
Bind shear - An update aircraft ha2ard

p0219 A77-2691S
LOI BOISE

A new mixer design for 110-220 GBz
p0311 A77-J3206

Small is beautiful, silence is golden low
noise short haul air transportation

p0417 A77-JS92J
Single-stage, low-noise, advanced technology fan.

Volume U: Pan aerodynamics. Section 1:
Besults and analysis
[NASA-CB-13U892 ] p0181 B77-17U60

Single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 1: Fan aerodynamics. Section 2:
Overall and blade element performance data
tabulations
[BASA-CB-13U893] p0182 B77-17U61

LOB SPEED
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a

13-percent-thicK airfoil section designed for
general aviation applications
[NASA-TH-X-72697] p03JO B77-2J019

An analytical model for highly seperated tlow on
airfoils at low speeds
[HASA-CK-152702] pOJJO H/7-2JOS1

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book J:
Aerodynamic characteristics ot heavy lift
airship as measured at low speeds conducted
in the Ames 7 by 10 food wind tunnel
[HASA-CB-151919] pOJJI N77-2J058

A low speed two-dimensional study of tlow
separation on the GA(B)-1 airfoil with
30-percent chord Fowler flap
[HASA-CB-28UU] pOJ78 B77-25090

Low speed airfoil study
[BASA-CB-153911] p0133 N77-2707M

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics ot a
13.1-percent-thick, high-lilt airfoil
[BASA-CB-153937] p0171 B77-28069

LOI SPEED STABILITY
Besults of recent NASA research on low-speed

aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic cruise
aircraft

p0217 B77-1800J
Simulator study of the low-speed handling

qualities of a supersonic cruise arrow-wing
transport configuration during approach and
landing

p0218 H77-1800B
Side forces on a tangent ogive forebody with a
fineness ratio of 2.5 at high angles of attack
and low speed
CBASi-TS-X-73176] p0223 S77-18053

Low speed wind tunnel tests of 1/10-scale model ot
a blended-arrow supersonic cruise aircraft
[BASA-TN-D-8110J p0425 S77-26069

Experimental and analytical investigations to
improve low-speed performance and stability and
control characteristics of supersonic cruise
fighter vehicles
[BASA-CB-1511122] pO«79 B77-^81J6

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of the
longitudinal stability characteristics of a
model equipped with a variable-speed wing, 23
Hay 19«9
[19B18J pO»85 H77-2907H

LOI SPEED BIRD fOBBELS
NT SUBSONIC BIBD TDNBELS
The effect of velocity fluctuations and

nonnniforoities in the free streaa on the
boundary layer development

p03»5 A77-3385J
Bind tunnel test techniques for powered lift
airplanes
[AIAA PAPEB 77-888] p0411 A77-38577

Experiments on the feasibility of aero-aconstic
measurements in the 3-m low speed wind tunnel
Of the DFVLK-AVA
[ESA-TT-311] p0029 B77-1087J

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a large
scale advanced arrow-wing supersonic transport
configuration with engines mounted above wing
for upper-surface blowing
[BASi-TB-D-8350] p006» B77-11997

Test data report: Low speed wind tunnel tests of
a full scale, fixed geonetry inlet, with engine,
at high angles of attack
[BASA-CB-151927] p0127 B77-1«9»t>
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LOR TEBPEBJTDBE SOBJBCT INDEX

Low speed wind tunnel investigation of flight
spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices
on an extended-range wide body tri-jet airplane
model
[NASA-TN-D-8373] p0167 1177-15982

Low speed tests of a fixed geometry inlet for a
tilt nacelle V/STOL airplane
[HASS-CB-151922] p0230 N77-18138

Low-speed power effects on advanced fighter
configurations with two-dimensional deflected
thrust
[RASA-TS-Y.-7U010] p0281 N77-20077

Rind tannel measurements in the boundary layer on
a 3-D swept wing
[FFA-TN-AO-1191] p0364 N77-2Q063

Low-speed wind tonnel tests of 1/9-scale model of
a variable-sweep supersonic cruise aircraft
conducted in the Langley full-scale wind tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-8380] p0125 1177-26070

Experimental investigation on axisymmetnc
turbulent wakes with zero momentum defect

pOM71 H77-28065
Low-speed wind-tunnel test of a two-dimensional

wing fitted with two plain
differentially-deflected trailing-edge flaps
[ABC-CP-1326] P0172 N77-28077

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a
large-scale advanced arrow wing supersonic
transport configuration with engines mounted
above the wing for upper-surface blowing
[NASA-TH-X-72761 ] pOM75 N77-28109

LOW TBBPEBATOBE
Jet fuels - Redefining the low temperature

require Ients
pO«17 A77-39925

Development of a gas turbine engine oil for bulk
oil temperatures of -40 to 165 P, part 2
[AD-A027068] p0131 N77-15202

LOR TEBPEBiTOBE PHYSICS
Low-temperature heat pipes for aircraft

Russian book
pO«67 A77-13612

tOR VELOCITY
D LOS SPEED

LOR VISIBILITY.
Operational and performance criteria for STOL

aircraft landings in low visibility weather
conditions
[ A I A A 77-577] p03«8 A77-34936

An airline view of the operational requirements
p0400 A77-3770U

Slant visual range monitoring
pOUOO A77-37708

The application of laser radar to slant visual
range monitoring

pOtOO A77-37710
Visual aids for steep gradient approaches in low

visibility conditions
pOIOI A77-37717

Visual landing aids for Category II conditions
pOU15 A77-39271

LORES ATBOSPBBBE
HT OZONOSPBERE

LOI-HYDBOGEN EH6IIES
0 H Y D R O G E N O X Y G E N ENGINES

LOBE1CANTS
NT HIGH TEMPEBATOBE LOBBICANTS
NT 1UBBICATING OILS
NT SOLID LOEBICANTS

Influence of the lubricant inertia on the
stability of a rotor in short sliding bearings

p0202 A77-251178
chemistry cf fuels and lubricants

p0300 A77-31138
Neopentyl polyol ester lubricants - Bulk property

optimization
p0301 A77-31731

Lubricant/metallurgy interaction effects on
turbine engine lubricant load rating
[AD-A026208] p0133 N77-15U10

LDBEICATIHG OILS
Separation and investigation of wear particles

from aircraft engines
P0416 A77-39i(92

Development of a gas turbine engine oil for bulk
oil temperatures of -10 to U65 P, part 2
[AD-A027068] P0131 N77-15202

Aircraft propulsion lubricating film additives:
Boundary lubricant surface filns, volnne 3

[AD-A029267] p017q N77-16J56
LDBBICATION
NT BOOBDABT LOBBICATION
Design of nonlinear squeeze film dampers tor

aircraft engines
[ASSE PAPEB 76-LDB-25] p0189 A77-2J188

The operation of Bell drive systems following the
loss of lubrication

p02<18 A77-26B91
High-survivable transmission system
[AD-A025930] p0069 N77-12016

Lubrication of aicromechanisms under severe
conditions and application of silicone fluids
with low surface tension

p02J3 N77-18410
The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development

program. Volume 1: Summary report
[AD-A037308] pO«38 B77-27«16

LOBBICATION SISTEBS
Operational reliability of aircraft powerplants

Bussian book
pO«17 A77-41614S

LODEB BANDS
0 PLASTIC DEFOBBATION

LUGS
Spectrum fatigue crack growth in lugs aircraft

metal structures
pOOUU A77-1J29S

The effect of geometry on the fatigue strength o£
aluminium alloy lugs
[AHC-CP-1319] pOOSJ N77-1J2M

Calculation of stress intensity factors for corner
cracking in a lug

p0328 N77-22562
LDBBEBISG ABBAS
0 FOBESTS

LOHIHAIBES
NT AIBCHAPT LIGHTS
NT AIBPOBT LIGHTS
NT BONBAY LIGHTS
NT SE1BCHLIGHTS
LOHIHESCEICE
NT PLDOBESCENCE

LOBIBESCBBT IBTEBSITY
0 LDHIHODS INTENSITY

LOBISODS PLDI DENSITY
D LOBINOOS INTENSITY
LOHIHOOS INTENSITY

Reduction of glare from the landing lights of the
OH-58: An evaluation of four potential solutions
[AD-A025779] p0079 N77-1J050

LYiPONOT FUNCTIONS
0 LIAPONOV FUNCTIONS

M
a RINGS
0 VABIABLE SREEP RINGS

BACH CONES
Hypersonic gas flow over a delta wing

p029b A77-3055S
BACH BOHBBB

Computation of wave drag for transonic flow
pOU97 A77-16666

Shock-wave profiles about hemispherical noses at
low supersonic Mach numbers

pOJII A77-JJ1B8
Flow past the lower surface of delta wings in

off-design mode at Bach numbers less than the
design Bach number

p035« A77-J5601
Effect of angle of attack and Bach number on

slender wing aerodynamics application to
space shuttle
[AIAA PAPEB 77-667] p0361 A77-J7021

Assessment of variable-cycle engines tor Bach 2.7
supersonic transports
[NASA-TB-1-73977] p002<) H77-10065

Investigation of very low blockage ratio boattail
models in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-8335] p006"4 877-11998

Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of
several rotorcraft airfoils at Bach numbers from
0.35 to 0.90
[NASA-TB-X-73990] p0127 N77-14999

Flight measurements of lifting pressures for a
thin low-aspect-ratio wing at subsonic,
transonic, and low supersonic speeds
[ NASA-TB-Jt-3105] p0176 N77-16996
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SUBJECT ISDBX BANAGBBBHT AHALISIS

Aerodynamic characteristics of a series of bodies
with and without tails at Bach numbers from 0.3
to 3.0 and angles of attack fron 0 to 45 degrees
[AD-A028321] p022« H77-18065

side forces on forebodies at high angles of attack
and Bach numbers f rom 0.1 to 0.7: two tangent
ogives, paraboloid and cone
[NASA-TH-X-3138] p0278 B77-20030

An evaluation of Jet simulation parameters for
nozzle afterbody testing at transonic Bach numbers
C A D - A 0 3 1 5 2 5 ] p0290 H77-21065

Force testing manual for the tangle; 20-inch Hach
6 tonne 1
[NASA-TM-7U026] pOISO H77-231U5

An elementary analysis of the effect of sweep,
lach number, and lift coefficient on
wing~structure weight
[NASA-TB-74072] p0589 N77-331B6

BACBINB UPE
0 SEBVICB LIFE

HACBIBING
HT ELECTROCHEMICAL HACHINING

Debarring - Requirements of the aircraft
[SHE PAPER MH76-124] p0563 A77-51007

MACROSCOPIC EQUATIONS
nacroscopic study of tine unsteady noise of an

aircraft engine during static tests
[BASA-TB-I-73556] p0036 877-11052

HAGHESIOH
Measurements of buffet ing on two 65 deg delta

wings of different materials
p0533 N77-31079

HAGNESIOH ALLOTS
ZEU1 - A nagnesiua alloy with improved mechanical

properties for use in helicopter transnission
castings
[AHS 77-33-86] pO«22 A77-U0099

High strength-high damping capacity wrought
magnesium alloys
[AD-A025161] p0073 N77-12212

HAGHETIC FIELDS
Currents induced on metal/dielectric structures

for transverse magnetic plane wave incidence
[AD-A026896] p0132 H77-15253

BAGHEIIC INDUCTION
A study of the charge and current induced on an

aircraft in an EHP simulator facility. Part 1:
The formulation. Part 2: The singularity
expansion method. Part 3: The numerical results
[AD-A039507] p0515 H77-313811

HAGHETIC HEASUREHEBT
Magnetic particle inspection of aviation engine

vanes
pOOOS A77-11606

Analysis of noise during aero-electrical
prospecting by the method of transient processes

p0313 A77-33505
BAGBBTIC PROPERTIES

HT MAGNETIC INDUCTION
NT M A G N E T I C SOSPENSION
NT POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

HAGHETIC RECOBDIHG
Experimental data recording on cassette recorders,

taking into account a use of commercial grade FH
components for light aircraft in-flight
monitoring
[DGLR P A P E R 76-138] pOOM A77-12978

HAGHETIC SIGBATDHES
Recursive approaches to correlation guidance

algorithms
p0267 A77-28835

BASSBTIC SOSPBSSIOS
Stability derivative measurements with

magnetically suspended cone-cylinder models
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-79] p0138 A77-19813

Aerodynamic stability testing with magnetically
suspended models
[AD-A031173] p0315 B77-22048

HAGBBTIC TAPE BBCOBDBBS
0 HAGHETIC BECORDIHG
0 TAPE BECOBDERS

BAGBBTIC VABIATIOHS
NT N O C T O B H A L VARIATIONS

HAGSBTOGBAHS
D M A G N E T I C SIGHATORBS

HAGNETOHBTBI
0 HAGHETIC MEASUREMENT

HiGNOS EFFECT
Experimental investigation of the boundary layer

on a rotating cylinder
p0002 A77-1020B

An improved projectile boattail, part 2
[ A D - A 0 2 U 0 7 3 ] p0031 H77-11016

BAIBTAIIABIIITI
Reliability, availability,
aaintainability/logistics /RAH/LOG/

p05b9 A77-50US6
Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System

(UTTAS). A critical look at its repairabiiity
[AD-A029992] p0236 H77-19029

The effect of reliability and maintainability on
the F-1DA TF30P412A engine
CAD-A037985] pOU32 H77-26525

BAIBTEHABCB
BT AIECBAFI HAIBTEUABCE
Cost effective design of an air transport flight

control maintenance system
[AIAA 77-1103] pOIST A77-12B16

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for
the CR-54B. Volume 1: Design study
[AD-A027206] p0128 S77-150J2

Research requirements for development of
advanced-technology helicopter transmissions
reduction of maintenance costs
[NASA-CR-115111] p0291 N77-^1U80

On the maintenance of aircraft engines. A
bibliography, 1968 - 1975
[TDCK-67505] p033b B77-23107

Military engine deterioration in service connected
with life cycle costs

p0593 B77-3J1BJ
MALFUNCTIONS

Computer estimates of flight safety
p0252 A77-^71J8

Landing gear reliability - Evaluation by a
composite test method Russian book

pO»08 A77-38J11
A failure effects simulation of a low authority

flight control augmentation system on a OH-1H
helicopter
[BASA-TH-73258] p0513 B77-31171

HAH HACHIHE SISTEBS
Some ergoncmic aspects of cockpit panel design for
airline aircraft

p0043 A77-1J171
Computer-augmented preliminary design of aircraft

wing structures
pOObO A77-1J900

Future trends in aircraft display/control systems
p0256 A77-27663

Advanced integrated display system /AIDS/ for
V/STOI aircraft
[AIAA 77-600] p0350 A77-31955

The HITRE HETREK air traffic control simulation
laboratory

p0358 A77-36571
Interactive computer graphics in an all-weather

landing system
pOIOI A77-J7714

Interactive graphics in aircraft gas•turbine
engine design

pOSOS A77-<lb»91
Stability of the pilot-aircraft system in

maneuvering flight
p0553 A77-19340

SENDS /Safe Ejection Envelope Display System/
p0557 A77-499J2

Real-time manned simulation of advanced terminal
area guidance concepts for short-haul operations
[BASA-TN-D-8499] pO»88 N77-29111

SiBAGSHEST
BT COBFIGORATION MANAGEMENT
HT DATA BABAGEMBBT
HT FIBABCIAL BANAGEHEBT
BT INFORHATIOB BABAGEHEBT
NT LOGISTICS HABAGEBEBT
HT PBODOCTIOH BABAGEBEBT
HT PROJECT BABAGBBEBT
BT RESEARCH BARAGEHEBT
HT S&FETT HANAGEHEBT
HT 8EAPOR STSTEB BABAGBBEHT

An analysis of an application of aerospace systems
engineering process as it affects design

p0169 H77-1601^
HAHA6EHEBT ABALISIS

Design-to-cost in action
[ASHE PAPER 77-DB-9] p0514 A77-1690U
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BANAGEBBNT ISFOBBATIOB SYSTEBS SUBJECT ISDEX

HAHAGEBEHT INFOBBATIOB SYSTEMS
An evaluation of a raster scan display for use in

an aircraft information handling system
[4D-A039652] p0528 N77-30117

BANAGEHEHT METHODS
National Airlines Fuel Banagement and Mlocation

Model
pO<166 A77-43399

Advanced productivity analysis methods for air
traffic control operations
[AD-A035095] p0189 N77-29120

Aviation common ground support equipment
replacement policy investigation
[AD-A039160] p019<l H77-29180

BANAGEBEHT PIABBIBG
NT PBOJECT PLAHBIHG

An improved management approach to upgrade avionic
system reliability F-1t Phoenix system
operational reliability and availability

p0300 A77-31341
Logistics planning simulation model for OSAF spare

engine management
p0560 A77-50510

Advanced avionics for the A-10: A decision
analysis model
[AD-A027678] p0123 N77-14023

Airport and air transport planning
[PB-259«13/3] p0280 N77-20057

Improving jet engine reliability and
maintainability: A conceptaal approach
[AD-A033815] p0372 N77-24146

Comprehensive plan and development program for a
regional industrial airpark, Springfield
Municipal Airport for the City of Springfield,
Missouri
[PB-262474/0] p0374 N77-24159

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 2,
Task 2: Identification of planning factors and
activities for NASA OAST programs
rNASA-CB-152582] p0490 N77-29140

A new look in reliability: P-18 operational
mission environment
[AD-A042781 ] p0584 H77-32573

B1BAGEBBBT SYSTEBS
NT M A N A G E M E N T 1NF08»ATIOH SYSTEMS

Power plant management systems for general
aviation reciprocating engines
[NASA-CB-151963] p0283 N77-20104

BABEOVEBABILITY
Handling qualities evaluation of helicopters with

different stability and control characteristics
p0107 A77-17409

A helmet-mounted light emitting diode /LED/
display applied to the aircraft maneuverability
problem

p0164 A77-22734
VLF integrated flight/propulsion control

Vectored Lift Fighter
[SAE P A P E B 760886] p0258 A77-28208

Meeting the maneuverability requirements of
military helicopters

p0463 A77-43349
Investigation of normal shock inlets for highly

maneuverable aircraft
[NASA-CR-137970] p0128 H77-15026

Aerodynamic configuration development of the
highly maneuverable aircraft technology remotely
piloted research vehicle
[NASA-CB-143841] pO»25 H77-26076

Transonic Hind-tunnel investigation of the
maneuver potential of the N A S A supercritical
King concept, phase 1
CNASA-TB-X-3531] p0586 B77-33115

HABED7BBS
HT AIBCBAFT SANEtJVBBS
NT EVASIVE ACTIONS
ST SIDESLIP

RABGABESB COBPODNDS
NT M A N G A N E S E OXIDES

BAHGABESS OXIDES
High temperature thermocouple system for advanced

aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A025500] p0037 N77-11062

BAHHED SPACE FLIGHT
In Herculean flight Soviet aviation history

p0523 B77-30066
B A N N E D SPACBCBAM

NT SPACE SHUTTLES

p022J R77-1804b

BASPOBEB
HT SCIENTISTS

AB-1G Flat Rate Banaal
[JD-A029933]

SANDAL COHTBOL
NT VISUAL CORTBOL

Identification of mini .urn acceptable
characteristics for manual STOL flight path
control. Volume 1: Summary
fAD-J02921|9/0] pOOBI S77-1J068

Identification of minimum acceptable
characteristics for manual STOL flight path
control. Volume 3: Detailed analyses and
tested vehicle characteristics
[AD-A029250/8] pOOSI B77-1J069

Manual control displays for a four dimensional
landing approach

pO«7b N77-2810J
B1HO&LS

NT INSTALLATION M A N U A L S
BT OSEB B A N D A L S (COMPDTEB PBOGBUNS)

Practical aerodynamics of maneuvering aircraft /A
manual for flight personnel/ --- Bussian book

p0561 A7/-b(Jb<U
Design criteria for elastomeric bearings. Volume

2: Design manual
[AD-A024767] pOOBQ N77-1JHJO

Adhesive bonded aerospace structures standardized
repair handbook
[AD-A035601] pOU2b S77-2607^

Format practices for documenting time critical,
harzarclous procedures
[AD-A036369]^ pOb25 N7/-J0100

Botorcraft flight simulation »ith coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 1:
Engineer's manual
[ AD-A0121I62] pOb96 B77-JJ207

BABOFACTOEING
Synergistic integration of composite manutacturing

methods --- for YF-17 aircraft fuselage structure

ICAM - Revolution in manufacturing --- Integrated
Computer Aided Manufacturing

pOJ«6 A77-JI4307
Summary of the general aviation manufacturers'
position on aircraft piston engine emissions

pOIBS B77-1 /098
BAP BATCHING GUIDANCE

Becursive approaches to correlation guidance
algorithms

p0267 A77-288Jb
The vehicle mapping device FKG-1, a device for

indicating the location of land vehicles and
helicopters on the map

p0467 AV7-4JS78
Investigation of the use of an electronic
multifunction display and an electromechanical
horizontal situation indicator for guidance and
control of powered-lift short-haul aircraft
[NASA-CB-137922] pOU70 N77-120bb

8APPIHG
NT PHOTOHAEPIBG

stereographic projections in air traffic control
systems

pOblt A77-U6262
BNAV control for airborne surveys

P0511 A77-ab26t
BAPS

Digital generation of contour maps for raster scan
display
[AD-A034663] pl)370 B77-241Jb

BABIBB EBVIBONBEHTS
B.P.Vs in the maritime environment

p01U9 A77-20620
Corrosion cont'-ol of high temperature fastening
systems for aircraft carrier steam catapults

A corrosion protection system tor beryllium in
aircraft brake applications

p0308 A7/-
Canadian Forces Search and Bescne

pO»50 A77-
BABIBB NAVIGATIOi
0 SOBFACE NAVIGATION

HABIBE PBOPDLSIOB
An automatic-control air-Jet-propelled ACV

pOlbH A77-2072H
Gas turbine power for large hovercraft
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SOBJECT IIDBX BATBEBATICAL HODBLS

BABIBB TECBNOLOGY
• navigation for sea based BPVs

p0151 177-20662
Target-tracking filter for anticollision radar

for ship navigation
p0305 A77-32167

Becent improvements in navigation radars
p0309 A77-32942

SATCALS - Ground-derived automation of all-weather
tactical airfield operations

pO<!01 A77-37740
2PG-X design and performance characteristics for

advanced Naval operations VTOL/hover
non-rigid airship
[ill* 77-1197] P01Q9 A77-41765

BABIBB T8ABSPOBTATIOB
Integrated snrface-air transportation combined

technologies for freight and passenger movement
p0270 A77-29H60

BABITIBB COBBDBICATIOH SATELLITE (ESS)
D H A R O T S (ESA)

HABITIBE OBBITAL TEST SATELLITE
D MiBOTS (ES>)

HABITIBE SATELLITES
NT BABOTS (ESA)

Satellite communications for the mobile service
[ A A S 76-015] p0513 A77-46630

HABIT 2 BEE1TBI BOOT
Bark 2 nose-gear-launch system hardware evaluation

report
[AD-A029020] p0179 H77-170U1

BABE 3 BEBBTBY BOOT
FAA category 3 instrument landing system: A

ground egnipuent development overview
[AD-A030150/7] p0077 H77-13031

BASKET BESEABCB
The dynamics of STOL /The Daniel and Florence

Guggenheim lecture/ utility aircraft for
short haul service in remote areas
[ICAS PAPEB 76-01] p0117 A77-19247

Short-term prospects for new commercial aircraft
from the OSS

p0311 A77-33615
Harket development problems for local service air

carriers
pO«il9 A77-41850

The timing of technology - Commercial transport
aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1200] p0509 A77-U5503

HABKIHG
BAG air cargo data entry: 2. Photography of

shipping labels
[AD-A0311511] p0316 H77-22057

HABKOV PBOCESSES
A Doppler Harkov error model development based on

flight test data analysis of Doppler radar
data

p0395 A77-37357
The effect that the probability of a successful

approach has on the sequential landing rate of
like aircraft

pO«17 A77-3984II
BABOTS (ESA)

Satellite communications for the mobile service
[AAS 76-0115] F0513 A77-U6630

BABS LAUDING
An overview of Viking navigation

p0502 A77-»»»27
BABS PBOBES

HT VIKIHG 1 SPACECRAFT
BABTIAHD

Aviation system planning airport planning in
Baryland

p0168 A77-43657
BASS BALANCE

The insertion or elimination of fuselage sections
and the balancing of aircraft

p0521 A77-47699
BASS DISTBIBOTIOH

Optimum distribution of material in rotating disks
found f r c m strength conditions

P0110 A77-17761
Vibration analysis of rotor blades with an

attached concentrated mass
[NASA-CB-15Q987] p0506 H77-31537

BASS FLOS
Beat transfer in tube entrance sequent with

initial flow swirl and transverse injection
P0013 A77-12517

Experimental and analytical study of an
axisymmetric thrust angmentor

pOJOJ A77-31856
BASS FLOS FACTOBS

Bass flow requirements for LFC wing design
Laminar Flow Control
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1222] pOSOO A77-1H1J2J

BASS FLOi BATE
flultiple segaent parallel compressor aodel for
circumferential flow distortion in Jet engines

p030« A77-32029
BASS TBABSFEB

Convective heat and mass transfer in a hypersonic
near wake

POII68 A77-<U92J
HATEBIAL BBBOVAL (BACBIBIB6)

0 S A C H I N I N G
BATEBIALS BABDLISG

NT G B O O N D HANDLING
The transportation system and the unloading of

cargo in the case of the c-212 Aviocar
plUOl A77-25121

The determination of the center-of-gravity
position with the aid of diaensionless values

for aircraft control and stability
p0555 A77-496!>1

Cost/benefit analysis of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine engines
[HASA-CH-135107] p01^3 N77-1I1026

Heavy lift helicopter - Cargo handling ATC
program. Volume 1: Detail design structural
and weights analysis and static and dynamic load
analysis
[AD-A030072] p0231 N77-18118

The use and control of hazardous materials in
aircraft maintenance

p0286 N77-207i»b
BATBBIALS SCIENCE

Materials research for aircraft fire safety
p0228 N77-18102

HATEBIALS TESTS
Development of aircraft brake materials

[ASLE PREPBINT 76-LC-1B-3] pOOOS A77-1119b
Testing procedures for carbon fiber reinforced

plastic components destructive and
nondestructive
CDGLB EAPEB 76-215] p0096 A77-16588

Development of materials used in gas turbine
engines - B and D guide lines and proposals for
a priority scheme

p0159 A77-22166
Baterial maintenance Alpha Jet

p0307 A77-3^U06
BA1BEBATICAL L06IC
NT ALGOBITHRS
RT LATTICES (SATHEHATICS)

A matrix method for estimating aircraft system
reliability

p0253 A77-271J9
HATBEBATICAL BODBLS
NT ANALOG SIBDLATION
HI DIGITAL SIBDLATION
Subsonic flows in tnrbomachines

pOOiq A77-1Jbb6
Application of a mathenatical simulation method

representing the propagation of mechanical
perturbations to the analysis of nonlinear
vibrations in blades subject to collisions

p0061 A77-15999
Erperinental investigation of subsonic turbulent
separated boundary layers on an airfoil

p0108 A77-17496
Emissions froi gas turbine combustors. II -

Analytical model and numerical analysis
1 p0115 A77-18617

Combustion modelling within gas turbine engines,
some applications and limitations
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-52] p0138 A77-19796

Approximate calculation of the critical
performance of an ejector with a slotted nozzle

p0192 A77-2J753
Gas turbines - Operational characteristics and

optimization German book
p0197 A77-2»77b

Application of a model-based flight director
design technique to a longitudinal hover task

p0199 A77-^*9J5
Estimation of thrust and drag in non-steady flight

p0202 A77-25J83
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BATBEBATICAL PBOGBABBIHG SUBJECT IHD8I

Nathematical nodel of elastic structnre in flight
dynamics studies

pQ252 A77-27133
Performance and adjoint sensitivity analysis of

the Navstar global positioning system
p0398 A77-37U58

Predictive motion of wake vortices
p0400 A77-37712

Evaluation of turbulence models foe three primary
types of shock-separated boundary layers
[AIAA PAPEB 77-692] pO<!1« A77-38887

An analytical model for describing the response of
an unsynmetrical rotor
[AHS 77-33-31] p0120 A77-1I0069

Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor
helicopter
[AHS 77-33-112] pO«20 A77-H0073

A new approach to model structure identification
[ A I A A 77-1171] p0160 A77-143191

Experience gained in adjusting the mathematical
model of the VFR 611 short-haul aircraft by use
of measured eigenfrequencies

p0508 A77-H5391
Validation of an airport simulation model

p0510 A77-45719
Some mathematical aspects of air traffic systems

p0521 A77-M7816
Lightning-hazard assessment - A first-pass

probabilistic model for aircraft
p055t A77-1I9306

Airf rame noise - A status report, 1977
[AIAi PAPEB 77-1268] p056U A77-51032

A mathematical model of transcontinental balloon
[IAF PAPEB 77-167] p057U A77-51H60

The establishment of safe separations between
aircraft in flight
[NLB-BP-750U1-0] p0032 H77-11020

A second look at relationships for estimating
peacetime aircraft attrition
[AD-A023681] p0032 N77-11023

Models for calculating flov in axial tarbomachinery
p0065 N77-12011

Analysis of pressure distortion testing
[NASA-CB-2766] J>0068 H77-120H1

FALSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft
loading standard for fatigue evaluation

p007U B77-12130
Semiempirical airframe noise prediction model and

evaluation with flight data
[NASA-TM-X-56001 ] p0086 S77-13791

Simulation test results for lift/cruise fan
research and technology aircraft
[NASA-CB-137979] p0121 H77-1U007

Mathematical model for lift/cruise fan V/STOL
aircraft simulator programming data
[BASA-CB-151916] p0124 R77-1H037

Correlation of AH-1G airframe test data with a
NASTBAN mathematical model
[HASA-CB-1U5119] p02UO S77-19188

On the calculation of the pressure distribution of
wing-body combinations in the non-linear angle
of attack range

p0276 N77-2000M
Computer simulation incorporating a helicopter

model for evaluation of aircraft avionics systems
[NASA-TB-X-3II91] p0318 H77-22098

Development of a research project selection model:
Application to a civil helicopter research program
[SASA-CB-1115225] p0333 877-23088

A mathematical simulation model of a 1985-era
tilt-rotor passenger aircraft
[HASA-CB-1519Q9] p033U B77-2309*

Applications of the simulation nodel for air
traffic control communications
[AD-A036738] p0365 H77-2Q087

Analysis of the BIB airports pollution, dispersion
model on sensitivity for meteorological
parameters and on source modeling noting
point source and line source modeling of
polluting airplanes
[BLB-TB-75011-0] p0389 H77-25681

Airframe noise prediction method
[AD-A03966H] pO<UO H77-27880

A vortex wake analysis of optimum high by-pass
ratio ducted fans

p0091 H77-291U8
An extended Kalian filter for estimating

a-jrodynaiic coefficients
[AD-AOB059U] p052» B77-30092

A mathematical force and moment model of a OH-1H .
helicopter for flight dynamics simulations
IHASA-TB-7325U] pl)5<U 877-31175

Airplane oath modeling methods for active control
design

pOS97 N7
BATHEBATICAL PBOGBABBIBG
HI DTNAHIC PE06BABBIHG
NT LINEAB PBOGBABBIBG
HT HOHLIHEAB PBOGBAHBING
Alternative methods for the design of jet engine
control systems

p026fc A'/
BATEICES (BATHBBATICS)
NT EIGENVALUES
HT EIGEBVECTOBS
State-space formulations for flatter analysis

[AIAA PAPEB 77-117] p0161 A77-222JO
numerical solution for sabcritical flows by a
transonic integral equation method

p0212 A77-26741
A matrix method for estimating aircraft system
reliability

p0253 A77-271J9
flatrix approximation in the design of structures

p0253 177-^71U1
Through-flow calculations in axial tarbomachinery:

A technical point of view
p0066 N7/-12015

Performance and sensitivity analysis of the
generalized likelihood ratio method for failure
detection
[NASA-CE-1 It9272] p0086 H77-1J761

HATSII AIALtSIS
D BATBICES (BATHEBATICS)
BATHII BETBODS

Development of method for modification of
thin-wall fuselage-type reinforced shells and
construction of a practical calculation algorithm

p0111 A77-17952
Theory of small-aspect-ratio wing analysis using
discrete-continuous calculation scheme -
Numerical integration of resolving equations

P0111 A77-179b3
The determination of collapse load and energy
absorbing properties of thin walled beam
structures using matrix methods of analysis

p011« A77-18318
Specification of inputs and instrumentation for
flutter testing of mnltlvariable systems

p0287 H77-21028
BATBII STBESS CA1CDIATIOH
0 HATRI! METHODS
BAIIBOB IIKE1IHOOD ESTIBATES

Optimum data utilization for parameter
identification with application to lifting rotors

pOOSO A77-14551
Estimation of automated GTE test system
characteristics Gas Turbine Engine

p0111 A77-17958
System identification for nonlinear aerodynamic

flight regimes
p016« A77-2270B

Baximnm likelihood identification using
Kalman-filtering versus least squares estimation

for HFB-320 aircraft flight tests
p0201 A77-25280

Estimation and control of critical gas turbine
engine variables
[ASBE PAPEB 76-BA/ADT-12] p021J A77-2612II

HaxiBum likelihood identifier refinements for F-8C
adaptive control

P0267 A77-28803
Status report on the generalized likelihood ratio
failure detection technique, with application to
the F-8 aircraft

P0267 A77-28808
Digital control of high performance aircraft using

adaptive estimation techniques
p0295 A77-30480

Performance of a square law psendonoise ranging
time-of-arrival estimator

p035<t A77-J58a«
A computer system for identifying aircraft
characteristics from flight test data

pO»06 A77-38017
Further observations on maximum likelihood
estimates of stability and control
characteristics obtained from flight data
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SUBJECT IBDEI BBCBABICAL PEOPEBTIES

[Aim 77-1133] p0059 A77-H3161
BaxiDum likelihood estimation of aerodynanic

derivatives fcr an oblique ving aircraft from
flight data
[MSA 77-1135] pOU59 A77-M3166

F-8C adaptive flight control extensions for
maximum likelihood estimation
[HASA-CE-2881] p0596 177-33203

BCDOSHELL AIBCBAFT
NT DC 10 AIECBAFT
HT F-1 AIBCSAFl
NT PHANTOB AISCBAFT

VIF integrated flight/propnlsion control
Vectored lift Fighter
[SAE PAPER 760886] p0258 A77-28208

BCDOBBELL DOUGLAS AIBCBAFT
HT A-U AIBCBAFT
NT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
NT f-l> AIBCBAFT
BT F-18 AIRCBAFT
NT BCDOSHELL AIBCBAFT
HT FHANTOH AIRCRAFT
The next-generation subsonic transport

[SAWE PAPEB 1127] p0010 A77-12195
IEAH TIHE BETSBEI FAILOBES
0 BTBF

BEASOBE ABD INTEGRATION
BT NOBEBICAL INTEGRATION
Lifting surface theory for rectangular wings

p0026 N77-103117
BE4SDBE TBEORT
0 HFAS08E ABD IN1EGBATION
KEASUBIHG IHSTBOBEBTS
NT ACCELFROBETEBS
BT ALTIRETEBS
NT AFESOBETERS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT ATOMIC CLOCKS
NT ATTITDDE INDICATORS
NT CALOBIBETEBS
HT CLOOD HEIGHT IBDICATOBS
NT DEFOBBETEBS
NT DFNSITOHETF.BS
NT DISTANCE BEASOBING EQOIEBENT
NT DYNABOBETIHS
NT ELECTBOPHOTOBETERS
NT ELECTROSTATIC PBOBES
NT ENGINE ANALYZERS
NT ENGINE BCNITOBING INSTRUMENTS
BT FLIGHT LCAD RECORDERS
NT FLIGHT RECORDERS
NT FLOHHETSRS
HT FORCE VECTOR RECORDEBS
NT GONIOBETEBS
NT GBAVIBETIBS
NT GRAVITY GRADIOMETERS
NT GYRO HORIZONS
NT GYROCOBPASSES
NT HOT-BIBE ANEBOBETEBS
NT INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
HT INFRARED SCANNERS
NT INT5HFEROHETFBS
NT LASER ANEMOMETERS
NT LASER DOPPLEB VELOCIBETERS
NT BETEOROLOGICAL INSTBOBENTS
BT HICBOWAVE BADIOHETERS
NT HICBOWAVE SFNSOBS
NT CCOLOBETEBS
NT OHEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEB
NT OPTICAL BIASORING INSTROHENTS
NT OPTICAL SANGE FINDERS
NT OPTICAL SCANNERS
NT POSITION INDICATORS
NT RADIATION DETECTOBS
NT RADIO ALTIHETEBS
NT RANGE FINDERS
NT SATELLITE-BORNE INSTROHENTS
NT SCATTEBOBETERS
NT SHOCK BEASOBING INSTBOBENTS
NT SPEED INDICATORS
NT STRAIN GAGE ACCELEROBETERS
NT STRAIN GAGES
NT TEHPERATORE BEASORING INSTBOBENTS
NT THEODOLITES
NT TIBING DEVICES
NT TBAMSBISSCBETBRS
NT TORBOLENCE BETERS

NT VINO VANES
Introduction of the SI system of measurements into

onboard aircraft instruments
p019J A77-2J871

Beasurements in strength tests with aircraft
structures Russian book

p0195 A77-2UJ22
Coobined operation of a programmed measuring

exchange and the Consul 253 organizing automaton
for aircraft testing

p0295 A77-30254
Specification of inputs and instrumentation for
flutter testing of mnltivariable systems

p0287 H77-2102S
Sensor for measuring instantaneous angle of attack

of helicopter blades
[NASA-CR-151808] pObJ1 N7/-J01U1

An accurate angular position and angular velocity
instrument based on an optical incremental encoder
[BRE-TH-1730(HH/D) ] p05S8 N77-3J180

BECHSHICAL DEVICES
Components of pneumatic systems in flight vehicles

Russian book
pOJOO A77-J11M5

Appliances for assembling aircraft and helicopter
subsystems and elements Russian textbook

p0561 A77-5U682
Lubrication of micromechanisms under severe

conditions and application of silicone fluids
with low surface tension

p02JJ N77-18M10
Design selection tests for TBAC retraction mechanism

[AD-A037307] pO»29 N77-26129
BECHiHICAL DBIVES

NT HELICOPTEE PROPELLER DBIVE
NT PROPELLEB DBIVE
NT TBANSHISSIONS (SiCHINE ELEBENTS)

Drive mechanisms of flight vehicle control
systems: Analysis and design. Handbook

p011« A77-1B265
Rotor/generator isolation for Hind turbines

[ A I A A 77-372] p0207 A77-2b782
V/STOL shaft propulsion system analytical

performance model
[ A I A A 77-582] pU3«9 A77-3«940

Shaft coupled lift/craise fan V/STOL propulsion
system
C A I A A PAPER 77-803] poio9 A77-J85"»5

Incipient Failure Detection for helicopter drive
trains
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-898] p0111 A77-J8583

Preproduction test program, Kaflex drive shaft
coupling for OH-1 helicopter, phases B, 9 and 10
[AD-A028202] p0179 N77-17011

Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance
capability OH-1/AH-1
[AD-A028032] p0180 N77-17018

Besearch requirements for development of
advanced-technology helicopter transmissions
reduction of maintenance costs
[NASA-CB-1t511M] p0291 N77-21080

Treatment of the nonlinear vibration of a variable
sveep aircraft wing with its drive using a
simplified wing model
[BBB-OFE-1191-0] pO<!31 H77-26156

The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 6: Reliability and
•aintainability report
[AD-A039381] p0531 N77-JOU80

HECHANICAL IBPEDANCE
Botor impedance measurements at model scale
test rig for rotating shaft hovering stability

p0006 A77-11281
BECHANICAL BBASOBEBEHT
NT DBAG BEASOREBENT
NT PLOW BEASOBEBENT
NT PBESSORE HEASOBEBENTS
NT STRESS HEASOREBENT
NT T9ROST BEASOBEBENT
NT VELOCITY BEASOBEBENT
NT VIBRATION BEASOBBBENT
NT HIND VELOCITY BEASOREBENT

BECHAHICAL OSCILLATOBS
NT GYROSCOPIC PENDOLOBS
BT PBNDOLOBS

BECHAHICAL PBOPBBTIES
NT AEROELASTICITY
NT ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NT FATIGOE LIFE
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BECHANICAL RESONANCE SUBJECT IHDEI

NT FIBER STBEHGTH
NT FIEIIBILITI
NT FRACTURE STRENGTH
NT P R O P O R T I O N A L LIBIT
NT SHEAR PROPERTIES
NT SHELL STABILITY
HT STIFFNESS
NT STRESS CYCLES
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
NT SOPEBPLASTICITY
NT T H E R H A L RESISTANCE
NT THEHBOELASTICITY

Strength of glass-fibre-reinforced plastics at
one-sidefl heating aircraft ablative thermal
protection coatings
[IAF P A P E R 76-200] " pOOOS A77-10939

Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft
strnctares

p0052 A77-1II938
Some features and problems of metal composites.

pOOSI A77-1527Q
The consideration of damage tolerance in the

design of joints in aircraft structnres
p0198 A77-2U916

ZEU1 - A magnesium alloy with improved mechanical
properties for use in helicopter transmission
castings
[AHS 77-33-86] pOi|22 A77-U0099

Aircraft composite primary structures in Brazil
p0513 A77-U6807

The performance of aircraft control cables under
service conditions
[ARL/STROC-NOTE-U2U] p0383 N77-25152

Normal stress, temperature, and performance
properties of military aircraft tires
[AD-A036153] p0381 N77-2S160

HECBANICAL RESONANCE
0 R E S O N A N T VIBRATION

HECHAHICAL 3 BOCK
NT HYDRAOLIC SHOCK

HECHANIZiTION
Deburring - Some of the problems and requirements

of the aircraft industry
[SHE P A P E R HH76-547] p0561 A77-51016

BEDIi
NT ANISOTROPIC FLUIDS

SEDICAL SCIENCE
NT EPIDEHIOLOGY

BEDICAL SERVICES
Handling aircraft accident/incident survivors and

victims - Accountability techniques and body
management

pO«U» A77-U09I41
Aeromedical evaluation of OH-1 internal advanced

personnel rescue hoists, Western Gear
Corporation hoist models 42277H1 and U2305R1,
Breeze Corporation hoist ECP-720 modification
[AD-A037621] p0129 N77-26130

BBETIBGS
0 CONFERENCES

BEBBRANE ANALOGY
0 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

BEBBRANE STRUCTURES
NT SKIN (STRUCTURAL J1EBBEB)
BEBBBABB TBEORY
U STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

BEBBEANES
NT SKIN (STRUCTURAL BEBBEB)
BETAL BONDING
NT BETAL-BETAL BONDING

Advanced joining processes cs laser welding,
titanium brazing and plasma arc welding

p0056 A77-15508
Fabricating titanium parts vith SPF/DB process

Superplastic Forming and Diffusion Bonding
p0201 A77-25212

Advanced composites and advanced Beta1lies meet
the challenge of design-to-cost
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-123Q] p0501 A77-4H329

Research on adhesive bonding and surface
characteristics of netals at Fokker-VFS
[FOK-H-1816] p0039 N77-11405

BETAL COATINGS
Progress in surface finishing and coatings

P011U A77-18505
Corrosion control of high temperature fastening

systems for aircraft carrier steam catapults
p0307 A77-32609

BETAL CORROSION
U CORROSION

BETAL CRYSTALS
Effect of structural state on the high-temperature

long-term strength of molybdenum
pOOIb A77-12bt)J

BETAL FATIGUE
Crack growth in Ti-8Al-1Bo-1V with real-tine and
accelerated flight-by-flight loading for
supersonic aircraft

pOOIH A77-1J^91
Exoelectrons phenomenon for investigating

metal surface fatigue cracks
pOlOO A77-170BO

Fatigue of gas-turbine blades made of
heat-resistant casting alloys

p0162 A77-22266
Improved aluminum alloys for airframe applications

P0201 A7J-25.m
Reliability of compressor aerofoils

p03«2 A77-J37SO
Enhanced structural durability through additive

damping treatments in lightweight high
performance aircraft
CAIAA PAPEB 77-881] p0410 A77-JBi71

Fatigue 1977; Proceedings of the Conference,
Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, Batch
28-30, 1977

pOb19 A77-17S01
Fatigue problems in service - Aircraft structures

pOS19 A77-U750J
Investigation of the state of dynamic stress and

the influence of service time on the fatigue
strength of turbine rotor blades of aircraft
gas-turbine engines

P0552 A77-186J,!
Analog computation assessment of the risk of

structural failure due to crack growth under
random loading
[AD-A025266] pOOJI N77-110«2

Hechanism of material fatigue during the crack
initiation stage
[ICAF-DOC-895] p O O l O N77-111<41

Further development of reliability analysis
application to structural fatigue evaluation
[AD-A025365] p0085 N77-1J1IQ2

Fatigue-crack-growth analysis of titanium
gas-turbine fan blades
[AD-A031836] p0292 N77-21096

Scatter in fatigue: Elements and sections from
aircraft structures
[ABC-CP-1357] p0293 N77-21179

An investigation of stress determination for
aircraft fatigue life estimation f rom in-tlight
strain data
[AD-A031870] pl)J27 N77-^5»1

BETAL FIBEBS
Fibrous concrete for airport pavements

pOJMt A77-JQ177
BETAL FIBISBING

Deburring - Some of the problems and requirements
of the aircraft industry
[SHE P A P E B HR76-517] p056« A77-51016

Surface finishing for aircraft wings
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12631-1] pO»81 N77-28225

BBTAL FORGIHG
U FORGING

BETiL FORBIHG
U FOBBING TECHNIQUES
U HETAL IOBKING

BETAL GRINDING
ECH methods for aircraft engine manufacture

electrocheaical machining
[SBE PAPEB SB76-705 ] pOSIO A7/-HS871

Deburring - Some of the problems and requirements
of the aircraft industry
[SBE PAPEB BB76-5I17] p0560 A77-51016

BBTAL JOINTS
NT SOLDERED JOINTS
NT 9ELDED JOINTS

The consideration of damage tolerance ID the
design of joints in aircraft structures

p0198 A77-2U916
Exploratory development of design data on joints

using fatigue-improvement fasteners
[AD-A030275] p02JJ N77-18«S»

BETAL BATBIX COMPOSITES
Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft
structnres
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SUBJECT ISDEX BICBOPBOCBSSOBS

p0052 A77-1Q938
Some features and problems of metal composites

p005» A77-15274
Fibre reinforced composites with non fracturing

reinforcing elements
; p005» A77-15287

Boll diffusion bonding of boron aluminum composites
pOOSS V77-15328

Development and testing tinder static conditions of
a B-A1 load transfer element aircraft
applications

pOOSS A77-15335
Composite tanks for aerospace vehicle application

p0512 A77-46516
Thermal stability of transition metal monocarbide

fibers in refractor; conposites prepared by
unidirectional solidification
[OHER», TP SO. 1977-62] p0515 A77-17136

Advanced VSTOL propeller critical components
investigation
[AD-A02<!663] p0072 N77-12063

Research on uetal matrix'conposites for naval
aircraft engines
[AD-A03372U] p037a N77-2120<l

B8TA1 OZIDE SEHICOHDUCTOBS
RT C H A B G E COOPLF.D DEVICES

BETAL OIIDES
NT B A H G A H E S E OIIDES

BETAL PABTIC1ES
NT BETAL POBDEB

Separation and investigation of wear particles
froo aircraft engines

pO<l16 A77-39192
HETA1 POBDEB

Trends in the application of advanced ponder
metallurgy in the aerospace industry

p0131 B77-15153
B8TA1 SHEETS

Influence of environment and production processes
on the crack propagation behavior of nnstiffened
sheet

p0328 N77-22565
BETAL SHELLS

Hetalclad airship hulls
[ A I A A 77-1196) pO»«9 A77-Q176<l

BETAI SDBFACES
Some problems nith corrosion of aircraft

structures made from aluminum alloys
pOOSS A77-15796

Exoelectrons phenomenon for investigating
metal surface fatigue cracks

pOlOO A77-17080
Progress in surface finishing and coatings

p011i| A77-185»5
Bear formulation for aircraft brake material

sliding against steel
, p0356 A77-36202

Debarring - acquirements of the aircraft
[SBE PAPEB BB76-12Q) p0563 A77-51007

Surface finishing of metal airfoils by
adhesive bonding
CNASA-CASE-BSC-12631-2] p0538 H77-31131

BETA I, tOSKING
BT CLADDING
HT FOBGING
NT SIZING (SHAPING)

Snperplastic forming of titanium alloys
p0110 A77-1755H

BETAL-BETAL BOSDIBG
Effect of surface exposure time on bonding of

commercially pure titanium alloy
pOO«6 A77-13735

BETALLOB6I
Betallurgical analysis of arresting gear deck

pendant failures
[AD-A03127H] p0239 H77-19090

BETA IS
HT ALOSIN0B
NT EERILLIDB
HT COBALT
NT RAGNESIOB
HT BETAL COATINGS
NT BETAL CEJSTJLS
NT HETAL BATBIX COBPOSITES
NT BETAL FORCES
HT BOLTBDENDB
HT HOHFESBODS BBTALS
NT SABABIOB
HT TITAHI0B

BT TRANSITION BETALS
BETEOBITB COBPBESSIOH TESTS
0 3ECBAHICAL PBOPEBTIES

BEIEOBOLOGICAL IHSTBOSESTS
BT CLOOD HEIGHT INDICATOBS
HT KIND VANES
Analytical display design for flight tasks

conducted under instrument meteorological
conditions

pOJ55 A77-3S918
Design of vind measuring instruments Bussian

book
pOISt 177-42̂ 0

BETEOBOLOGICAL PABABBTEBS
Influence of atmospheric conditions on the

parameters of a turbojet engine
pO«15 A77-J9270

An integrated approach to the problem of aircraft
icing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1218] pOU99 A77-IHIJ20

Analysis of the NLE airports pollution dispersion
model on sensitivity for meteorological
parameters and on source modeling noting
point source and line source modeling of
polluting airplanes
[NLB-TB-75010-0] p0389 H77-256B1

A revie* of current procedures for normalizing
aircraft flyover noise data to reference
meteorological conditions
[HASA-TH-D-81106] p0390 N77-2S91S

METEOROLOGICAL BADAB
leather radar for light centerline thrust aircraft
[ SAE PAPEB 770086] p0395 A77-J7100

Badar detection of thunderstorm hazards for air
traffic control, volume 1: Storm cell detection
[AD-A032732] p0317 N77-2^068

BETEOBOLOSICAL SATELLITES
ASDAB (aircraft to satellite data relay) flight

test report
[NASA-TB-7374U] p05»5 B77-J1J5b

HETBOBOLOGICAL STATIONS
0 HBATHEH STATIONS

BETBOBOLOGY.
HT 8EATHEB FORECASTING

BETEBS
D 8BASOBIBG IHSTBOBEHTS
BETHOD OF CHABACTERISTICS

Calculation of supersonic flow in flat and
axisymmetric nozzles of a given geometry,
assuming arbitrary inlet gas properties

p0270 A77-29J10
BETBIC COBVEBSIOH ,
0 SBTBICATICN

BKTEICATIOS
Introduction of the SI system of measurements into

onboard aircraft instruments
p0193 A77-23871

BSIBOLOGT
Large quantity, high speed pressure data acquisition

IC-ia in-flight surveys
pO»06 A77-J8021

SEtaOPOLITAB ABBAS
B CITIES
SIC8OCALOBIBETBBS
V CALOBIBETEBS
BICBOCIBCDITS
0 BICBOELECTBOHICS

SICBOCBACKS
Acoustic emission - Bonitoring fatigue cracks in
aircraft structure

p0242 A77-26802
BICBOELECTB01ICS

Application of microelectronic technology to
general aviation flight control
[AIAA 77-1102] p0157 A77-H280S

aiCBOIBSTBOBBHTATIOB
Lubrication of micromechanisms under severe
conditions and application of silicone fluids
with lov surface tension

p0233 N77-18«aO
BICBOPBOCBSSOBS

The use of microprocessors in navigation systems
p0057 A77-14772

The application of microprocessors to the control
of snail /helicopter/ gas turbines

pOIOS A77-175J2
Simulation analysis of a microcomputer-based,
low-cost omega navigation system

p0152 A77-2067Q
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Processor system configuration in the HOE
helicopter environment Nap-of-the-Earth

p0153 A77-20690
A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning system

p0213 A77-26838
Microprocessor-based multichannel flutter monitor

using dynamc strain gage signals
p02U3 A77-26839

Two body fixes by calculator
p035« A77-35913

Aerospace applications of microprocessors
p0396 A77-37393

Microprocessor development for a digital Flight
Control System voter/monitor

p0397 A77-37U12
A fast phase locked loop algorithm with

applications to microprocessor implemented
communication and navigation systems

p0397 A77-37114
A special-purpose pocket calculator for aviation

and maritime navigation
p0506 A77-UU571

Microcomputer BPV stabilization and control system
pOSIS A77-47348

Eight-channel resolver simplifies digital flight
controls

p0574 A77-51351
Study and design of flight data recording systems

for military aircraft Microprocessing flight
data for solid state memory storage
[AD-A028862;) p0187 H77-17UU6

System avionic architectures for BPVs
[AD-A0111502] p0581 N77-321U5

BICBOSTBIP TBANSBISSIOH USES
Linearly polarized microstrip antennas

pOOS1 A77-1U716
Ku-band integrated circuit receiver front end

module for RPV
, p0519 A77-I4735U

BICBOSAVE AHTESRXS
NT SLOT A H T E H N A S

Linearly polarized microstrip antennas
pOOSI A77-11716

HIS - A practical application of microwave
technology

p0098 A77-16959
L-band antenna for aircraft-to-satellite

communications for Aerosat system
pOSSO A77-II8362

A method to reduce the need for large antennas in
Microwave Landing systems /MLS/

p0551 A77-U8378
B-1 forward radome microwave test range

p05b6 A77-49743
Application of DBF adaptive array to

navigation/tracking systems
p0571 A77-51185

The design and fabrication of microstrip
omnidirectional array antennas for aerospace
applications
[HASA-TB-X-73979] p0084 N77-13332

HICBOiAVE ATTEHDATIOH
Antenna tilting experiments over radar microwave

links
[AD-A036727] pO«95 H77-293U6

BICBOBAVE CIBCOITS
A new mixer design for 140-220 GHz

p0311 A77-33206
HICBOiAVE EQOIPBBST
HI KLTSTBOHS
HT MICROWAVE AHTEHHAS
HI MICROWAVE BADIOBETEBS
HT BICBOHAVE SCASNIUG BEAM LANDING SYSTEM
NT SLOT ANTENNAS

Badar microwave link pilot system upgrade and
evaluation
[AD-A037198] p037H N77-24336

The measurement of microwave nultipath in an
airport environment
[AD-A037791/1] p0381 H77-25135

MICBOSAVE FBBQOEBCIES
HT SDPE8HIGH 7BEQOENCIES
HICBOSAVB IHAGBBY

Microwave radiometric imager design for pods and
aircraft

p0191 A77-23532
Microwave holographic imaging of aircraft with

spaceborne illuminating source
p0531 H77-30H39

HICBOIAVE LAHDIHG SISTERS
HT MICROHA7E SCANNING BEAM LAUDING SYSTEM

Design considerations for a flare guidance subsystem
for time reference scanning beam MLS

p0057 177-1S/7J
The new microwave landing systems /MLS/ and their
properties, giving particular attention to the
German system DLS /DBE-Derived landing System/
[DGLB PAPEB 76-176] p0092 A77-16541

MLS - A practical application of microwave
technology

p0098 A77-16959
The employment of the hybrid tlight measurement

system for measurements related to the study ot
a microwave landing system

pOISO A77-206!>4
Beport concerning the status of the selection

procedure for a new approach and landing system
/SLS/

p0155 A77-21586
Computer simulation of microwave landing systems

operating in typical multipath environments
p0196 A77-24S84

Trends in aircraft landing systems
p0256 A77-27664

Scanning-beam microwave landing system -
Multipath-errors and antenna-design philosophy

pOJ07 A77-JJ551
Spiral approach navigation concepts for VIOL
aircraft using a microwave landing system
IAIAA 77-603] p0351 A77-3U958

Guidance accuracy considerations for the Bicrowave
Landing system

p0397 A77-37<»5»
All weather operations - An airline review

p0399 A77-J7702
A survey of the costs and benefits of MLS
introduction

pOtOO A77-37705
Operational requirements for the microwave landing

system
pUlOO A77-37706

A precision approach monitor for MLS
p0401 A77-377J1

The use of spread-spectrum techniques for
improving MLS multipath resistance

1 p0102 A77-37727
Precision angle measurement in Doppler MLS

pO«02 A77-J7728
The commutated Doppler Microwave Landing System

pO«02 A77-J7729
Doppler MLS signal processing

pO«02 A77-37730
Doppler MLS - Monitoring the performance of ground

and airborne equipment
p0403 A77-J77J1

An electronic time and frequency referenced
scanning beam compatible with Doppler MLS

pO»03 A77-3773J
Application of space diversity techniques to

landing guidance systems to circumvent
reflection induced signal fading

p0403 A77-J77J1
Improvement to L-band DHE for MLS use

p0103 A77-J7735
Computer analysis of MLS in multipath environment

pOUOJ A77-37736
Computer simulation of ICAO MLS candidates in

representative airport environments
pO«03 A77-J7737

A 1/20th scale millinetric model for microwave
landing systems

pO<103 A77-37738
The MLS function of the French AGDLS for civil

aviation navigation
pflqOI A77-37712

Doppler n.l.s. - The landing guidance system for
the future

p0153 A77-H2039
A method to reduce the need for large antennas in

Microwave Landing Systems /MLS/
pOSSI A77-M8378

Simulation of traffic loading for approach and
landing systems with statistical interrogation

p0552 A77-U8686
Simulation of an automatically-controlled STOL
aircraft in a microwave landing system mnltipatb
environment
[BASA-TB-I-73151J] p0031 S77-11063
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Technical progress in the OS developnent of a
Microwave landing Systei
[AD-A031150/6] p0128 H77-15015

Beview of operational aspects of initial
eiperiments utilizing tbe O.s. flLS microwave
landing system effectiveness

p0226 H77-18082
Flight test demonstration of automatic landings

based on nicco«ave landing system guidance
[AD-A031777] p0281 S77-20066

The development of advanced automatic flare and
decrab for powered lift short haul aircraft
using a microwave landing system
[NASA-CR-151948] p0333 N77-23093

An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 1:
Operational considerations
[KASi-CF-1U5107] p0365 B77-24082

An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 2:
Evaluation of airborne navigation system
performance during BRAV/HLS transition
[HiSA-CR-145108] p0365 B77-24083

Aircraft antenna analysis and Hicrovave Landing
System (flLS) applications
[AD-A041484] POH89 N77-29123

Definit ion of a data collection system for US Amy
tactical microwave landing system evaluation
[AD-A011230] p0538 B77-31126

Haitipie cnrved descending approaches and the air
traff ic control problem
[ N A S A - T B - 7 8 U 3 0 ] p0579 N77-32104

Contributions to the evaluation of the German
proposal DLS for a new microwave landing system,
part 1
[TOBS/SIB58/B1-PT-1] p0579 H77-32105

The Brunswick DLS test airport area - a non clean
environment

p0579 N77-32108
Influence of the multipath propagation on the

distance measuring part of DLS
p0579 B77-32110

Contributions to the evaluation of the German
proposal DLS for a Dew Microwave Landing System,
Part 2
[TBBS/SFB58/B2-PT-2] p0580 B77-32112

flnltipath imnuni ty of BIS in mountainous sites
p0580 1177-32116

HICBOBAVE BAD10BITEBS
Microwave radiometric imager design for pods and

aircraft
p0191 A77-23532

Position updating with microwave radiometric sensors
for all-weather inertial navigation

p0395 A77-37355
HICBOSiVB SCABBING BEAB LA1DIBG SYSTBB

Bnltipath and performance tests of TBSB receivers
[AD-A041891] p0588 N77-33135

HICB09AVE SCATTEBIHG
Computer simulation of microwave landing systems

operating in typical mnltipath environments
p0196 A77-2458Q

HICBOBAVE SEHSOBS
Position updating with microwave radiometric sensors

for all-weather inertial navigation
p0395 A77-37355

Aircraft scatterometer adapted frcm Spacelab
to measure ocean surface motion

p0416 A77-39525
HICBOIAVB TBABSHISSIOH

Computer simulation of ICAO HLS candidates in
representative airport environments

p0403 A77-37737
Hodel for the effect of electric fields on

satellite-earth microwave radio propagation
p0556 A77-49787

HICBOBAVB TUBES
NT KLTSTROHS

H1CBOBAVBS
NT BILLIMETEB SAVES

HIDAIB COLLISIOIS
NT BIBD-AIRCBAFT COLLISICHS
Collision avoidance - The state of the art and

some recent developments and analyses ,
p0058 A77-15775

The need for a workable collision avoidance system
- Now in civil aviation

p0561 A77-50662
General aviation accidents involving aerobatics,

1972 - 1979
[PB-2577U7/6] p0177 1177-17020

Helicopter sling load accident/incident survey:
1968 - 197«
[NASA-TH-X-74007] p0229 N77-18117

Statistical studies on dynamic zones of protection
daring horizontal evasive maneuvers
[DLB-FB-76-51] p0280 B77-200SH

A aid-air collision threat algorithm that uses
bearing data
[AD-A033617] p0332 B77-2J075

Annual review of aircraft accident data, OS
general aviation, calendar year 1975
[PB-26139U/8] pU3b1 B77-251J7

Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions,
OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267645/0] p0537 N77-J1122

BIS AIBCBAFT
The Bikoyan BiG-23 combat aircraft family

p0250 A77-270JO
Underestimated in the lest - The HiG-25 Fozbat

weapon system
P03111 A77-JJ611

HIL AIBCBAF1
Baierical methods for eztracting BIL-F-8785B/ASG/

Flying Qualities parameters from flight test data
p0406 A77-38019

HILITABI A1B FACILITIES
The transfer of the German North BATBAC to the

EOBOCOBTHOL Centre of Maastricht flilitary
Air Traffic Badar Control

pOSSI A77-48il1.i
Test plan for aircraft runup noise penalty
evaluation
[AD-A026209] p0126 N77-146J9

Standard engineering installation package. OS
Army Airfield/Heliport air/ground communications
[AD-A026913] p0132 B77-15274

Effects of pavement roughness on naval air
operations
[AD-A033556] p032M N77-22154

The magnitude o± internal rework on the F-4
aircraft during depot level maintenance at ogden
Air Logistics Center
[AD-A032458] p0330 B77-2J04U

Air launched cruise missile staging base selection
for full scale development test and evaluation
[AD-A032199] p0337 S77-23161

Inertial navigation systems testing handbooks
CAD-A03U921] p0366 B77-21U92

HILITABI AIBCBAFT
NT S-2 AIBCBAFT
NT E-3A AIBCBAFT
BT E-UA AIBCBAFT

VTOL BPVs - A technology assessment
pOOOS B77-12000

Operational mass properties data for military
aircraft - Data formulation, presentation and
usage
[SAWE PAPEB 1117] pODIO A77-12202

Fatigue load spectra for combat aircraft - Their
derivation and data requirements

pOO«9 A77-1J775
Bawkeye - A new dimension in tactical warfare

pOIIS A77-1877J
Bemotely piloted vehicles - An Air Force view

P0118 A77-20619
Convertible aircraft for manned and/or BPV

flight
p0119 A77-2062J

The Aerodyne - An R.P.V. with multiple capability
p0149 A77-20626

CCVs - Active control technology creating new
military aircraft design potential

p0155 A7/-21755
On aerodynamic coupling between lateral and

longitudinal degrees of freedom for military
flight conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 77-4] p0160 A7I-22206

Design of military aircraft for minimum cost of
ownership

p0165 A77-22756
The super integrated power unit - The aircraft

power unit of the future
[AIAA PAPEB 77-502] p019» A77-2J920

The Fairchild-Bepnblic A-10 fighter
p0200 A77-25099

Bavy in-service evaluation program for
composite aircraft structure reliability
[AIAA 77-467] p0207 A77-25772
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Recent Canadian technical developments in STOL
p0262 A77-28170

Structural and cooling aspects of the ADEN
nonaxisymmetric exhaust nozzle
[AS1E P A P E R 77-6T-110] p0266 A77-28619

Designing for air transportability military
aircraft standardization, certification,
testing, documentation

p0270 &77-29H58
Thermal stability of an advanced high speed

aircraft alloy beta Ti alloy
p0298 A77-30921

Svionic system integration of advanced military
aircraft with emphasis on electromagnetic
compatibility

p0302 A77-31781
An approach to aircraft ordnance test requirements

of SIL-E-6051D
p0302 A77-31783

A civilian spinoff shapes military aircraft
p0302 A77-31837

Spin of modern combat aircraft
p0306 A77-32355

The Hot Cycle Rotor/Wing update and review
p03«3 A77-33783

The Advanced Medium Short Take Off and Handling
Transport prototype and development programs
[ A I A A 77-566] p03<J7 A77-3Q928

conceptual design studies of Navy Type A v/STOL
aircraft
[ A I A A 77-579] p0319 A77-34938

Impact of V/STOL operational requirements on power
train design
[ A I A A 77-581] p03<t9 A77-3H939

V/STOI shaft propulsion system analytical
performance model
[ A I A A 77-582] p03<19 A77-3U940

The application of QCSEE technology to V/STOI
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine
[ A I A A PAPER 77-583] p0352 A77-34967

Status of silicones as fire-resistant military
aircraft hydraulic fluids

p0359 A77-36791
Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow field in

an open cavity
[AHA P A P E R 77-673] p0361 A77-37027

Design of avionics for the AHST Advance Hel ium
Stol Transport aircraft

p0396 A77-37K07
Power controller overview - status and trends

p0398 A77-37U73
Blast f rom moving guns loads on attacking

aircraft
pO<!05 A77-37911

propulsion system duty cycle - The N a v y ' s new look
performance specifications for FU01 aircraft

[ A I A A P A P E E 77-883] p0110 A77-38573
Engine life considerations in the preliminary

design of a tactical weapon system for
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPES 77-955] pOU12 A77-38612

Propulsion systems of the future. Ill
pO»13 A77-38805

Canadian Forces Search and Rescue
pOISO A77-I11936

Engine design decisions impact aircraft life cycle
costs
[ A I A A P A f E B 77-916] pOi»52 A77-<I1986

The Analytical Haintenance Program - No more
'maintenance as usual'

pO«53 A77-Q2011
Blast from aircraft guns at subsonic and

supersonic speeds
pO«68 A77-43832

parametric study of advanced long range
military/commercial cargo transports
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1221] pOSOO A77-1U322

Advanced composites and advanced metallics meet
the challenge of design-to-cost ™
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-12311] pOSOl A77-UU329

Tlirnst augienting ejector technology for Navy
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1239] pOSOl A77-HU331

scanned laser visual system for military
flight simulation

p0506 A77-u»81i|
prelininary design and analysis of advanced

military trans-ports
[ A I A A PAPER 77-122<l] p0509 A77-45502

Gas turbines in the RAF from a maintenance
engineering viewpoint

pOSII A77-«6i)Ob
Investigation of landing gear deck obstruction
effects by drop testing

p051« A77-116B^5
The military utility of very large airplanes and
alternative fuels

pOS16 A77-U7271
DSAF experience in aircraft accident survivaoility

p0558 A77-Q99H9
A second look at relationships for estimating

peacetime aircraft attrition
[AD-A023681] pOCU2 N77-1102J

A computer model for estimating development and
procurement costs of aircraft DAPCA-III
[AD-A025276] p0075 877-1^929

Design and analysis of winglets for military
aircraft
[AD-A0293H5] P0179 N 7 / - 1 7 0 X O

Study and design of flight data recording systems
for military aircraft Microprocessing flight
data for solid state memory storage
[ A D - A 0 2 8 8 6 2 ] p01B7 N77-17Q16

Advanced supersonic technology study: Engine
program summary. Supersonic propulsion: 1971 -
1976

p0219 B77-18013
Analysis of 0. s. navy major aircraft accident

rates by aircraft type
[AD-A032379] pOJ16 N77-JJ!05b

Damage tolerance and durability assessments of
United states Air Force aircraft

pOJ28 N77-<!^b67
Normal stress, temperature, and performance
properties of military aircraft tires
[AD-A036153] p038i» N77-^5160

Integrated engine instrument system, volume 2
[AD-A035566] pOIJO H77-2611t<t

Techniques for the initial evaluation of flight
simulator effectiveness
[AD-A036I160] pOtSI S77-28150

A-7 airborne light Optical Fiber Technology
(ALOFT) demonstration project
[AD-AOJ8155] pOi!97 N77-29952

MILITARY AVIATION
Future impact of computers on military aviation

[AIAA PAPER 77-273] p0112 A77-1B21^
The R.p.v. in perspective

p01U9 477-^0621
Military airlift application of STOL technology

[ A I A A 77-568] pOJ48 A77-JU930
Royal Air Force assessment flights of Omega

Navigation system
p05.il A77-U7B1J

Reliability, availability,
maintainability/logistics /RAH/LOG/

p0559 A77-SOH56
Aviation safety and operation problems research

and technology
p02J7 N77-190U1

Definition of a data collection system for OS Army
tactical microwave landing system evaluation
[AD-A011230] p0538 N77-311^6

BILITABI HELICOPTERS
NT AH-64 HELICOPTER
HI CH-a7 HELICOPTER
NT CH-51 HELICOPTER
HI H-53 HELICOPTER
NT HEAVI LIFT HELICOPTERS
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
MT OH-58 HELICOPTER
NT S-61 HELICOPTER
HI OH-1 HELICOPTER
BT DH-60A HELICOPTER
MT OH-61A HELICOPTER

A wing on the SA.341 Gazelle helicopter and its
effects

p0006 A77-112B2
Army applications of advanced composites in

Heavy Lift Helicopters
pOOSS A77-15J15

System safety and the Utility Tactical Transport
Aircraft System

p0097 A77-16/3S
System safety in the Advanced Attack Helicopter

p0097 A77-167J6
Processor system configuration in the HOE

helicopter environment Bap-Of-the-Earth
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p0153 A77-20690
T700 enqine flight test experience on DTTAS and AAH

[SAE PAEEB 760931] p0260 A77-28239
The army picks a winner DH-60A helicopter

p0358 A77-36626
New look for 'copter KBST. I - Ai r f rame and rotor

system technology Hanufacturing Methods and
Technology

p0358 i77-36633
Aerodynamics of helicopter flight near the ground

[AHS 77-33-00] p0118 A77-40052
The A r m y ' s improved main rotor blade for the AH-1

helicopter
[ A H S 77-33-12] p0418 A77-40056

The concept of remotely piloted helicopters
C A B S 77-33-16] p0419 A77-40060

A versatile display system for NOE operation
Bap-of-the-Earth helicopter flight
[AHS 77-33-24] p0419 A77-40064

Sew technology ATE in support of the IAH-64
advanced attack helicopter Automatic Test
Egaipment
[AIAA PAPER 77-896] p0452 A77-41984

Damage tolerant design for helicopter structural
integrity

pO<!63 A77-43342
Heeting the maneuverability requirements of

military helicopters
pO<)63 A77-43349

HIFLAS - Helicopter infrared flight command and
landing system

p0465 A77-II33S8
An interpretation of the Aray standard hot day in

operational terms for helicopter hover
p0505 A77-44513

Correlation of AH-1G airframe test data with a
N A S T B A N mathematical model
[HASA-CB-145119] p0240 N77-19488

Design, fabrication, and testing of advanced
composite AH-1G tail section (tail boon/vertical
fin)
[AD-A034457] p0367 N77-24106

Sensitivity of Army helicopter operating and
support costs to changes in design and logistic
parameters
[AD-A040353] p0539 N77-31139

BILIIABY OPB8ATIOHS
BT COHBAT

Navigation for sea based BEVs
p0151 A77-20662

Sea Harrier - The first of the new wave
/Twenty-third B. J. Mitchell Memorial lecture/

Harrier navalization for maritime power
projection and sea control missions

p0250 A77-27051
CC in the military airlift command Command and
Control

p0255 A77-27596
The future of all weather operations - An Air

Force view
pOilOO A77-37707

A versatile display system for NOE operation
Nap-of-the-Earth helicopter flight
[AHS 77-33-24] pO«19 A77-40064

ZFG-X design and performance characteristics for
advanced Naval operations VTOL/hover
non-rigid airship
[AIAA 77-1197] pO»49 A77-01765

Parameters for optimizing engines as a function of
mission

p0320 N77-22115
Dse of engine variables to improve military

performance
p0321 N77-22122

Usage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt runway
during mlitary field exercises
[AD-A033914] p0373 H77-21154

Chronological overview of past avionic flight
control system reliability in military and
comoercial operations

p0375 N77-25057
Bemotely piloted vehicle ( B P V ) lission capability

concepts as related to OS Army operation doctrine
[AD-A035392] p0385 N77-25163

Test and evaluation of the A r m y ' s CH-47 helicopter
flight simulator
[AD-A036159] p0437 N77-27153

BIlItABI TECHNOLOGY
New technology for fighter aircraft

[DGLB EAPEB 76-147] p0091 A77-1bb29
Sneak circuit analysis of military systems

p0097 A77-16/J^
LTA - Becent developments --- Lighter Than Air snips

p0099 A77-170<!1
VT.2 - 100 ton amphibious hovercraft

p0099 A77-17CM/
Flight simulators for air warfare of the future

[AIAA EAPEB 77-J27] pOlU A/7-lB^46
Cooputer-Aided flanufacturing - Another industrial

revolution --- HcDonnell aircraft application
P026V A7/-JS081

Some DK techniques for assessing BF susceptibility
of electro-explosive devices in aircraft systems

p0302 A77-J178b
V/STOL and the naval planner's dilemma

pOJb^ A77-Jb021
TSDoA - A novel secondary radar --- Time Space

Division multiple Access
p0445 A77-411^5

Characteristics of fighter aircraft
[AIAA EAPEB 77-1219] p04V9 A77-44J^1

General principles of automatic TV trackers ---
for fire control and missile tracking

pOb06 A77-
Docuoentation of the feasibility research on a

destructible parachute
pOb54 A77-

Fluidic event sequencing subsystem for AAES ---
Aircrew Automated Escape Systems

p0557 A77-499J4
HDD and the retrofit market

p056U A77-506J1
Applications of augmented mnltilateration tracking
systems --- for military targets

p0570 A/7-5118J
Development of the BHS-2 System of ODDB6E/T6E/ ---

Bange neasurement System for tank and aircraft
tracking

p0571 A77-b11B7
History and development of the SCORE pod ---

Simulated Combat Operations Range Equipment
p0571 A/7-511BS

Tactical and long-range navigation in the
AH/ABN-101/V/

p0571 A7
JTIDS - An overview of the system design and
implementation --- Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System

p0573 A7
A3 212 ASI: New multipurpose helicopter tor
Italian Navy
[AD-A026861] p0122 B77-1401b

The potential of liquid hydrogen as a military
aircraft fuel
[AD-A026666] pOl^b N77-1I427^

Research and development in support of Canadian
military air requirements

p0126 N77-149B4
Some engineering problems in the Boyal Air Force
[AGARD-B-653] p0233 B77-18462

Opportunities for variable geometry engines in
military aircraft

pOJ20 H7
Advanced engine design concepts and their

influence on the performance of multi-role
combat aircraft

Air traffic control radar beacon system. Special
evaluation report. Pease AFB, New Hampshire
[AD-A033068] p0333 M77-.2J084

aiLLIBETEB RAVES
A new mixer design for 140-220 GHz

pOJII A77-J3206
BINEBAL BIFLOBA1IOB

Analyses of noise during aero-electrical
prospecting by the method of transient processes

p031J A77-JJ50b
HIiBBALS
NT GBAPHITE
SINICOBPOTEBS

ATC antoiation with ainicomputers
p0108 A77-1748J

Computer-assisted control of a transonic wind tunnel

A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning system
p0^43 A77-268J8

Airborne data analysis and monitoring with a mini
conpnter
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p0406 A77-38018
Proving the correctness of a flight-director

program for an airborne minicomputer
p0573 A77-51261

KHIBmTIOF
0 OPTIHIZATION
HIHIBOH DBAG

Aerodynamics of horizontally-opposed aircraft
engine installations
[AIAA PAPEfi 77-1249] p0509 A77-45508

BIHAGB 3 AIBCBAFT
Life estimation by parametric analysis

p0049 477-13773
Development of a load sequence for a structural

fatigue test
[ARL/STBDC-TM-247] p0285 H77-20<t79

HIBBOBS
NT IBESNEL BBFLECTOBS
Georgia Tech high tenperatnre solar test facility

p0556 A77-49745
HISSI1E BODIES

Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a series
of wrap-around-fin missile configurations
[NASA-TH-X-3461] p0279 N77-20033

MISSILE CASES
0 MISSILE BODIES
MISSILE COMPONENTS
NT MISSILE BODIES
MISSILE CONFI6DBATIONS

Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a series
of vrap-aronnd-fin nissile configurations
[NASA-TM-X-3II61] p0279 N77-20033

MISSILE CONTBOL
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and

Astronautics, 18th, Tel Aviv and Baifa, Israel,
Bay 19, 20, 1976, Proceedings

p0053 A77-15026
MISSILE DEFENSE

Can land-based strategic bombers survive an SLBN
attack Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile
assault on B-1 bases

p0295 A77-30494
MISSILE DESIGN ,

Experimental roll-damping, magnns, and
static-stability characteristics of tiio slender
missile configurations at high angles of attack
(0 to 90 degrees) and Bach numbers 0.2 through 2.5
[AD-A027027] p0127 N77-15004

MISSILE DETECTION
NT BADAB DETECTION
MISSILE EN6INE CASES
0 SOCKET ENGINE CASES
HISSILE GUIDANCE
0 MISSILE CCNTEOL
MISSILE LiOHCBBBS

RPV applications of Tomahavk cruise missile
p0516 A77-47336

HISSILE SIGNATOBES
Automatic target hand-off using correlation

techniques
[AD-A036435] p0527 N77-30115

dISSILE STABILIZATION
0 MISSILE CONTBOL
0 STABILIZATION
HISSILE TESTS

Evaluation of the Harpoon nissile captive flight
and aircraft gunfire vibration environments

p0211 A77-26033
Air launched cruise nissile staging base selection

for full scale development test and evaluation
[AD-A032199] p0337 N77-23161

MISSILE TEACHING
Adaptive fading memory filtering in a

decentralized airborne tracking system
[AIAA 77-1C88] p0456 A77-42793

General principles of automatic TV trackers
for fire control and missile tracking

pOS06 A77-44812
Technical objectives and approaches to the

tracking subsystem of the Extended Area Test
System /EATS/

p0570 A77-51181I
HISSILE TBAJECTOBIES

viscous perturbation effects on hypersonic
unsteady aerodynamics tactical missile flight
[AIAA PAPEB 77-5] p0137 A77-19766

MISSILES
NT AIB TO AIB MISSILES
HT AIB TO SOBFACE HISSILES

NT CBOISE BISSILES
NT BABPOON HISSILE
Electrochemical battery trends for aircraft and

missile applications
[AIAA PAPEB 77-481] p0193 A7/-2J901

flilitary rocket aircraft: Inherent constraints
and their uses

pOOJS N77-11186
An assessment of the Hartin-Harietta high angle of
attack aerodynamic methodology for body tail
missiles
[AD-A028053] p0225 B77-1B066

The effect of simulated aerodynamic heating on the
strength of three rocket motor case steels
[BPE-TB-U5] P0583 N77-32240

BISSION PLAIHIG
A modern technology - open-ocean seaplane design

[SAE PAPEB 760922] p0259 A77-^B229
Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[NASA-CB-137894] pOO.21 1177-10047

GIANT CHANGE final report, KC-135 dual INS test
[AD-A028788] p0177 N77-17027

NSEG: A segmented mission analysis program for
low and high speed aircraft, volume 2: Program
users manual
[NASA-CB-2808] p058<l N77-33100

BISSOOBI
Comprehensive plan and development program for a

regional industrial airpark, Springfield
Municipal Airport for the City of Springfield,
Missouri
[PB-262U7U/0] p0374 N77-2U1i9

HIIING
NT SIGNAL HIXIKG
NT TUBBOLENT HIXING
MIIIHG CIBCOITS

A new mixer design for 140-220 GBz
p0311 A77-3J20*

MIIIHG LENGTH FLOH TBEOBI
Boundary layer calculation of an effusion cooled
turbine blade

pOIOS A77-17255
Approximate calculation of the critical

performance of an ejector with a slotted nozzle
p0192 A77-237iJ

Mixing length in the vail region of turbulent
boundary layers

pl)J05 A77-J219J
Full-scale altitude engine test of a tnrbofan

exhaust-gas-forced mixer to reduce thrust
specific fuel consumption
[NASA-TH-X-3568] p0477 N77-281^3

HIXTUBES
NT AEBOSOLS
NT EMULSIONS
NT GAS BIXTOBBS
NT METAL MATBIX COMPOSITES
NT SMOKE
HOD&L BESPONSE

A note on the acoustic effect of non-nniformly
distributed stator rows

p0002 A77-10347
Random vibration peaks in rotorcraft and the
effects of nonuniform gusts

p0109 A77-17498
A modal control technique and its application to
stabilization of rotorcraft flight

p0116 A77-19039
Modal synthesis for combined structural-acoustic
systems

p0311 A77-JJ190
MODE OF VIBBATIOB
U VIBBATION BODE

BODE SHAPES
D MODAL BESPONSE
HODELS
NT AIBCBAPT MODELS
NT ANALOG SIMULATION
NT ATHOSPBEBIC BODELS
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION
NT DYNAMIC RODELS
NT ENVIBONRENT BODELS
NT BATHEHATICAL HODELS
NT SCALE BODELS
NT SEHISPAN HODELS
NT UNO TUNNEL RODELS
HODEHS

Air traffic control experimentation and evaluation
test
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SUBJECT IHDEI BOBTALITI

C*D-AO'41971] p0588 H77-33136
flODES

NT CODPLED BODES
IT I AIl.II BE MODES
HT P R O P A G A T I O N HODES
(IT V I B R A T I O N MODE

BODOIiTION
HT I N T B P H O D O L A T I C N
HT POLSE A H P L I T O E E H O D O L A T I O N
NT P U L S E POSITION M O D U L A T I O N

HODDIATOBS
NT PODEHS

BODDIATOES-DEHOD01ATOBS
'J HODEKS

BODU1ES
NT E L E C T B O N I C CODDLES
NT S P A C E C R A F T NODDIES

HOBE CIECIBS
U F R A C T U R E BBCHUNICS

HOISTOBB CONTENT
ST A T M O S P H E R I C MCISTnRE

Analyt ica l prediction of moisture
absorption/desorption in resin matrix composites
exposed to aircraft environments
[ A T A A 77-11001 p0206 A77-25752

SOLDING BATBBIiLS
Process development for fabricating sculptured

decorative interior aircraft panels using sheet
molding compounds

p0512 A77-I46508
BOLECOLIR PLOD

IT T R A N S I T I O N FLOB
HOLECOLiB SPECTBA

NT V I 3 8 A T I O H A L S E E C T R A
HOLECOIAR SPECTBOSCOPY

ST S A 3 A N SPECTEOSCOPY
HOIYBDEHOB

Effec t of structural state on the high-temperature
long-term strength of mclybrtenum

p0015 A77-12583
HOBESTS

NT B E N D I N G BOBENTS
NT M O M E N T S OF IN"EBTIA
HT PITCHING HOBESTS
NT BOLLING H O H E N I S
IT S T A B I L I T Y D E R I V > T I V E S
NT TOBO.DE
HT Y A W I N G B C S E N T S

BOBENTS OP INIBTIA
A damper for accelerometers

p0308 A77-32711
BOBENTOH

Exper imen ta l investigation on axisymmetnc
turbu len t Hakes with zero momen tum defect

p0471 N77-28065
BOBEHTOB BREBGY

0 K I N E T I C E N E R G Y
BONITOBS

Developing an automatic grade monitor for aviation
fuels

pOO«» A77-13173
P P L B - A system for precise aircraft location

p0058 A77-1577H
Bicroprocessor-based multichannel flutter monitor

using dynamic strain gage signals
p02<!3 A77-26839

Category III landing ninima
p0399 A77-37703

Bonitoring of aircraft wake vortices at Heathrow
Airport

pOlOO A77-37711
1 precision approach monitor for HLS

pO«01 A77-37721
Doppler HIS - flonitoring the per fo rmance of ground

and airborne equipment
p0403 A77-37731

Test and evaluation of a feasibility model ILS
glide slope performance assurance monitor for
the f inal approach path
[ H D - A 0 3 U 8 9 2 / 0 ] p0290 N77-21068

P crack growth gage for assessing f law growth
potential in structural components
[ 4 D - A 0 3 3 5 7 H ] p0292 N77-21463

Bastor monitor display applications study for the
*-7F
[ \D-A039882] p0528 N77-30118

Hastor monitor display application study for F-11
t A D - A O K 1 5 7 0 ] p0590 N77-33158

BOSOCOQUE STBDCTOBES
Determination of internal stress distribution in a

seminonocoque aircraft fuselage with cutouts
p0193 A77-2J87J

HOBOLITHIC CIBCDITS
D INTEGRATED CIBCDITS

BOHOP1ANES
NT i-« AIRCRAFT
NT A-6 AISCBAPT
HT A-7 AIBCRAFT
BT A-37 AIRCBAFT
NT B-52 AIBCBAPT
BT B-70 AIBCRAPT
HI BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
ST BBEGOET 911 AIBCRAPT
NT C-2 AIRCBAPT
NT C-130 AIRCBAFT
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
NT C-1K1 AIBCRAFT
NT C E S S N A 172 AIRCRAFT
NT COHET 4 AIRCBAFT
NT CV-310 AIBCBAPT
NT F-5 AIRCRAP1
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT
NT F-17 AIBCBAFT
NT F-27 AIBCRAST
NT F-28 T R A N S P O R T AIBCBAFT
NT P-100 AIHCBAPT
NT P-102 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 RIBCHAFT
»T HFB-320 AIBCRAFT
NT IL-6S. AIBCRAPT
NT M I B A G E 3 AIRCBAFT
NT PHASTOB AIHCHAPT
HT S-2 AIRCRAFT
NT T-2 AIBCBAFT
NT T-39 AIRCBAPT
HT TO-13D AIBCRAPT
NT VC-10 AIRCRAFT
HT Z-37 AIRCRAFT

Drag evaluation of the Bellanca Skyrocket II
[SAE PAPER 770172] p039t A7/-J7090

Noise emission of the agricultural aircraft Z-37.
I - Sound intensity level measurements at the
agricultural aircraft Z-37. II - Sound intensity
level measurements at an agricultural airport

pOSSS A77-H9656
An approximate spin design criterion for

monoplanes, 1 Hay 1939
[N1CA-TN-711 ] p0483 N77-29060

Spin tests of a low-wing monoplane to investigate
scale effect in the model test range. Bay 1911
[NACA-TN-807] p0481 B77-2906H

SONOPOLB ANTBMNAS
Patterns of broad-beam antennas of different

polarizations neit to simple hangar models
[NASA-TH-X-71910] p0325 S77-2231J

HONOPOLSE ANTENNAS
The relative performance of con-scan, COSRO and

two axis monopulse in air-to-ground ranging
range errors in radar scanning

p0397 A/7-J7121
DABS monopulse summary monopnlse azimuth

estimation
[AD-A038157/«] pO<4^7 N77-J611U

HONOPOLSE BADAB
Phase comparison monopulse applied to secondary

surveillance radar
pOJ26 N77-22J69

HONOTONB FORCTIOIS
The importance of monotonicity of finite

difference schenes in straight-through
calculation methods of supersonic ilow
problems

pOb61 A77-50")17
BOHTE CABLO BEIBOD

lonte Carlo simulations of VOB/DHE holding
procedures. Basic ideas and applications
[DLB-FB-77-08] p0526 N77-30105

Bonte Carlo simulation of VOB/DHE holding
procedures. Basic notions and applications
[ESA-TT-1H9] p0588 N77-J3142

HOOBING
ilATASS - floored Airship Towed Array Sonar System

[ A I A A 77-1190] p0448 A77-Q1760
HOOBINGS

D MOORING
HOBTALITY

Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
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cause/factor, US general aviation 1975,
[PB-2676U8/4] p0537 N77-31119

HOTIOH EQUATIONS
0 EQUATIONS OP MOTION

MOTION SIBQLATOBS
Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer of

initial flight training
[AD-A038194] pO«80 N77-281«7

Simulation of a synergistic six-post motion system
on the flight simulator for advanced aircraft at
NASA-Sues
CHASA-CB-152010] pOU93 H77-29173

BOTION STABILITY
HT A E R O D Y N A M I C STABILITY
NT AIECEAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT B O U N D A R Y IAYEE STABILITY
NT DIHECTIONAL STABILITY
NT FLAME STABILITY
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOH SPEED STABILITY
NT ROTARY STABILITY

Aeroelastic stability of coupled
flap-lag-torsional motion of helicopter rotor
blades in forward flight
[AIAA 77-1155] p0211 A77-25812

Designing stable programmed flight-vehicle motion
p0305 A77-32091

Construction of stable programmed flight vehicle
motion

pOU69 A77-IH1091
Motions and drag of an air cushion vehicle with a

deep skirt in calm water and random waves
[AD-A039C86] p0195 N77-29331

HOTOE VEHICLES
NT ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES

Wind tunnel investigation of devices to reduce bus
aerodynamic drag
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-307] p0113 A77-18232

HOTOES
NT ELECTBIC 80TOBS
NT INDUCTION HOTOES

BOUNTAINS
Hultipath immunity of HIS in mountainous sites

p0580 N77-32116
BOVING TARGET INDICATORS

Radiocommunication in air navigation
p0155 A77-21869

Surveillance radar designed for improved target
visibility

p0357 A77-36562
AN/APQ-KI8 multimode radar for the A-6E all

weather attack aircraft
p0397 A77-37U20

Computer controlled target locator/designator system
[AD-A031U16] F0318 N77-22102

Moving target detector, an improved signal processor
p0325 N77-22360

Comparison of the performance of the moving target
detector and the radar video digitizer
[AD-AOU01I72] pOU95 N77-29318

MRCA AIBCSAFT
Europe's tornado - Flight development of the HBCA

p0261 A77-28<I65
Powerplant for Tornado - The EB.199

p0262 A77-28U66
MECA system compatibility EMC

p0302 A77-31784
BSBLS

U M I C R O W A V E SCANNING B E A M LANDING SYSTEM
HTBF

LF/VLF N A V A I D signal reliability in airborne
applications

p0057 A77-15768
Reliability case history of an airborne air

turbine starter
p0116 A77-18937

Environmental considerations for avionics
installation
[SAE PAPER 7704U7] p0391 A77-37068

Eeliability improvement warranty techniques and
applications to F-16 aircraft

p0559 A77-50077
Effectiveness of reliability system testing on

quality and reliability

p0560 A77-bO<l8B
BTI BADAB
0 MOVING TABGET INDICATORS

SOLTI-BOLE COMBAT &IRCBAFI
0 MBCA AIRCRAFT
HOLTICHA1NEL COMMUNICATION

Fiber optics cost models for the A-7 aircraft
pOJ59 A77-J6872

HDLTIEHGINE VESICLES
Emergency power benefits to multi-engine helicopters

p02»8 A/7-26890
Emergency-power benefits to multi-engine helicopters

pOSOS A77-UIIS1S
Vorter attenuation method for multi-engine

aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAE-1203a-1] p0315 N77-2204b

MULTILAYER STRUCTURES
0 LAMINATES
MOLTIPATH TRANSMISSION

Computer simulation of microwave landing systems
operating in typical multipath environments

p0196 A77-2U581
Scanning-beam microwave landing system -
Multipath-errors and antenna-design philosophy

p0307 A77-32551
New theoretical approaches to the jamming and
multipath problems in aeronautical
communication-navigation systems

p0395 A77-37J71
The prediction of ILS course errors due to
multipath propagation via objects on the ground

pOUOl A77-J7720
The use of spread-spectrum techniques for

improving MLS multipath resistance
pO«02 A77-37727

Application of space diversity techniques to
landing guidance systems to circumvent
reflection induced signal fading

pOt03 A7/-377J4
Computer analysis of MLS in multipath environment

pOIOJ A77-J77J6
Computer simulation of ICAO MLS candidates in

representative airport environments
pOU03 A77-J7737

Simulation of an automatically-controlled STOL
aircraft in a microwave landing system nnltipath
environment
[NASA-TM-X-7315U] p0037 N77-1106J

FW-CW ranging nnltipath investigation for Navy
VTOL aircraft
[AD-A027190] p0125 N77-11J19

A simulator to produce narrowband multipath
effects on L-band aircraft-to-satellite signals
[PB-263621/9] p037Q N77-21J72

The measurement of microwave multipath in an
airport environment
[AD-A037791/1] p0381 N77-251J5

Simulation of the multipath propagation of DLS
p0579 S77-32106

Measurement of the multipath propagation at toe
Brunswick test airport multipath instrument
landing systea

p0579 N77-J2107
The Brunswick DLS test airport area - a non clean

environment
p0579 N77-32108

Influence of the anltipath propagation on the
distance measuring part of DLS

p0579 N77-32110
HBLTIPHASB FLOi
NT TOO PHASE FLOI
MULTIPLEII1G
NT TIME DIVISION MDLTIPLEXING
MULTIPROCESSING (COHPUT8BS)

Highly reliable multiprocessors for ccnerical
transport aircraft

p0376 N77-25072
BOLIISFBCIB1I PHOtOGBAPHY
NT INFRABED PHOTOGBAPHY
MULTISTAGE COBPBBSSOBS
0 TDBBOCOHEBESSOBS

HDLTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Output feedback regulator design for jet engine

control systems
[NASA-TH-73776] pOSSI N77-JJ165
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N
1-156 AIRCRAFT
0 F-5 AIRCRAFT
HACBHBS

Computation of low speed flow about an asymmetric
nacelle-at incidence
[AIAA PAPES 77-1»3] p01«0 A77-19857

nacelle installation analysis for subsonic
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-102] p0160 A77-22227

Upper surface blowing aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 77-608] pOH«9 A77-H1857

Flow effects at cross blown lifting jets of v/STOL
aircraft and their reaction on aerodynamic
forces and moments of the nacelle
[DIB-IB-76-3U] p0176 H77-17008

Opper surface nacelle influence on SCAB
aerodynamic characteristics at transonic speeds

p0217 B77-1800*
Experimental evaluation of nacelle-airframe

interference forces and pressures at Hach
numbers of 0.9 to 1.U
[NASA-TB-X-3321] p0278 S77-20028

Preliminary design of propulsion systea for V/STOL
research and technology aircraft
[HASA-CB-135207] pOH36 N77-27115

Effect of slotted casing treatment with change in
Beynolds number index on performance of a jet
engine
[HASA-TP-1058] p0582 N77-32151

BASA PBOGBAflS
HI ATLIT PROJECT
NT QDIET E N G I N E PHOGRAB
MT SAIl PROJECT
HT SUPERSONIC CBUISE AIBCBAFT RESEABCB
NT TEBHIHAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE EBOGBAH
NT TILT BOTOB BESEABCH AIBCBAPT PHOGBAB

Status review of NASA programs for reducing
aircraft gas turbine engine emissions

J0103 A77-172<»6
S n n m a r y of N A S A aerodynamic and heat transfer

studies in turbine vanes and blades
[SAE PAPEB 760917] p0259 A77-28225

N A S A ' s advanced control law program for the F-8
Digital Fly-By-Bire aircraft

p0267 A77-28802
Technology coaes to general aviation

military/ccnmercial/ transport technology
transfer by NASA

p0507 A77-QU959
Design of active controls for the NASA F-8 digital

fly-by-wire airplane
p0028 H77-10377

Introduction to N A S A contracts on engine
modifications to reduce exhaust emissions

p0185 N77-17091
Results of recent NASA research on low-speed

aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic cruise
aircraft

p0217 N77-18003
Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems

conference
[NASA-SP-«16] p0226 N77-18081

Status of NASA aircraft engine emission reduction
and upper atmosphere measurement programs

p0227 N77-18098
Rationale for structural inspections of aircraft

p0228 B77-18100
Haterials research for aircraft fire safety

p0228 N77-18102
Aircraft engine sump-fire studies

p0228 R77-18100
Alternative aircraft fuels technology

p0228 S77-18105
Gas-path seal technology

p0228 N77-18106
Preliminary report on airline pilot scan patterns

during simulated ILS approach
p0228 B77-18115

A systematic approach to advanced cockpit warning
systems for air transport operations: Line
pilot preferences

p0229 N77-18116
Wind tunnel tests of the dynamic characteristics

of the flnidic rodder
[NASA-CB-145112] p0232 N77-18163

Application of RASA-ABC delayed flap approach
procedures to Boeing 727 airplane
[NASA-CB-137907] p O ^ J B N77-19061

H A S A / N a v y lift/cruise fan cost reduction studies
[HASA-CB-13S155] p0291 m-21012

BAS4 Ames Active Control Aircraft flight
experiments ( A C A ) program for short haul
aircraft

p0329 N/7-22B10
BASA Quiet Clean General Aviation Turbofan (QCGAT)

program status
tNASi-TH-X-73561] pOJJb N77-2J109

FLEXSTAB: A summary of the functions and
capabilities of the BASA flexible airplane
analysis computer system
[NASA-CB-2561] p0336 N77-2J1JJ

Aviation and programmatic analyses; Volume 1,
Task 1: Aviation data base development and
application for NASA OAST programs
[NASA-CB-152581] p0190 H77-2S1J9

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 2,
Task 2: Identification of planning factors and
activities for BASA OAST programs
[NASA-CR-152582] pOU90 H//-2S110

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 3f
Task 3: Development of special issue papers
for NASA OAST programs
[NASA-CB-152583] p0190 B77-29111

Experiment and analysis on the flow process
dynamics of the NASA-Langley eight foot
transonic pressure tunnel
[NASA-CR-15U806] p052M N77-JOOHi

HASA STBDCTOBAL ABALISIS PB06BAB
0 BASTBAN

BASTBAH
Composite hubs for low cost turbine engines
stress analysis using BASTBAB

P0512 A77-M6520
Boron-epoxy-reinforced titanium aircraft

landing-gear drag strut
[NASA-TN-D-8289] p0073 B77-1221B

Composite hubs for low cost gas turbine engines
[NASA-TS-X-73578] p0182 B7J-17066

Correlation of AH-1G helicopter flight vibration
data and tailboom static test data with NASTBAN
analytical results
[BASA-CH-H5120] p02J9 H77-18U6

Correlation of AB-1G airframe test data with a
BASTBAN mathematical model
[BASA-CR-115119] p02«0 N77-19I488

Application of BAS1BAH to large deflection
supersonic flutter of panels

p0285 N77-20190
Development, documentation and correlation of a

BASTBAN vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter
airframe

p0285 B77-20500
Response of A-6 landing gear door to air shock

loading
[AD-A035159] p038« H77-JS1S7

HATIOBAL &IBSPACB DTILIZAIIOB STSTEH
civil and military air traffic in France -

Hanagement and compatibility
pOSbl A77-181H1

Implementation of area navigation in the national
airspace system: An assessment of RBAV task
force concepts and payoffs
[AD-A039225] pOt30 H77-27096

BATIOBAL AVIATION SISTBB
Cost benefit analysis and the national aviation
systea: A guide
[AD-A037031/8] p0381 B77-25134

BATORiL FBBflOBNCIBS
D BESONANT PBEQOEHCIES

BATOBAL GAS
Helicopter offshore operations oil and gas

exploration and production
p0503 A77-qaiJ7

BiVIBB-STOKES EQOATIOB

Nuaerical solution of axisymmetric boattail flow
fields with plume simulators —
I A I A A BAPEB 77-22*] poi»2 A77-19909

Becent coopntation of viscous effects in transonic
flow

p0260 A77-28376
Implicit finite difference simulation of flow
about arbitrary geometries with application to
airfoils
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-66S] p0360 A77-J701V
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Computation of viscous transonic flow about a
lifting airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 77-679] pOOtl A77-40700

Calculation of vortex breakdown locations for flow
over delta wings

p0551 A77-493«5
Numerical solutions for laminar and turbulent

viscous flow over single and multi-element
airfoils using body-fitted coordinate systems

p0027 N77-10355
Vortex/jet/wing viscous interaction theory and

analysis
[ A D - A 0 2 5 2 9 0 ] p0031 N77-11017

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for
the structure of a trailing vortex
[NASA-TH-X-73361] p0175 N77-16993

A high Reynolds number numerical solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations in stream
function-vorticity form
[ NASA-CB-153933] pO«72 N77-28070

Numerical solution of the conically symmetric
Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic flow at
angle of attack

p0524 N77-30079
NAVIGATION

NT AIR N A V I G A T I O N
NT A L L - W E A T H E R AIR N A V I G A T I O N
NT AREA N A V I G A T I O N
NT A S T R O N A V I G A T I O N
NT CELESTIAL N A V I G A T I O N
NT DEAD R E C K O N I N G
NT DIGITAL N A V I G A T I O N
NT DOPPLER N A V I G A T I O N
NT BYBBID N A V I G A T I O N SYSTEMS
NT HYPERBOLIC N A V I G A T I O N
NT INERTIAL NAVIGATION
NT L O R A N
NT LORAN C
NT C H E G A N A V I G A T I O N SYSTEB
NT R A D A R N A V I G A T I O N
NT RADIO N A V I G A T I O N
NT SHORAN
NT SPACE N A V I G A T I O N
NT S U R F A C E N A V I G A T I O N
NT TACAN
NT VHF O M N I B A N G E NAVIGATION

Narrow-band passive systems theory with
applications to positioning and navigation
F A D - A 0 2 5 7 U 3 ] p0068 N77-12036

NAVIGATION AIDS
NT BEACONS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
NT MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAB LANDING SYSTEM
NT NAVIGATION INSTBOHENTS
NT RADAB BEACONS
NT RADIO BEACONS
NT TERCOH

The Discrete Address Beacon System for air traffic
control

p005<t A77-15134
The use of nicroprocessors in navigation systems

p0057 A77-15772
Experience with the VOR-navigation system in the

German Democratic Republic. I
p0097 A77-16739

The automatic navigator onboard aircraft
navigation aids systems

p0115 A77-18725
A proposition for an advanced aircraft navigation

system for civil air transport
p0151 A77-20667

Report concerning the status of the selection
procedure for a new approach and landing system
/HLS/

p0155 A77-21586
Experience with the VOB navigation system in the

German Democratic Republic. II
p0158 A77-22118

Evaluating the characteristics of luminous colored
cockpit displays

p0164 177-22736
Radio navigation in North America - The next 25

years
p0189 A77-23268

Investigation of the accuracy of TACAN
p0310 A77-32963

Precision navigation updating by means of digital
area correlation

p035U A77-352«8

Analysis of the accuracy of operation of the
rangefinding channel of a Shoran system

pOJSM A77-35695
Flight inspection packages and interface problems

for navigation aid inspection
[SAE PAPER 7701418] pOJ92 A77-37069

CORAN /A correlation velocity sensor/
Correlation of Radar Mtiaetry for Navigation

p(U95 A77-J7J5J
Position updating with microwave radiometric sensors

for all-weather inertial navigation
pOJ95 A7/-J73i>b

Floated multisensor for low-cost navigation
pendulous gyroscope

p0395 A77-J7JS6
Slant visual range monitoring

pOlOO A77-37708
The electromagnetic autonavigation system /the

EUAN system/
p0467 A7/-14J576

Head-up display in commercial aviation
[AIAA PAPER 77-1241] p0501 A77-14JJ3

Aircraft navigation with the limited operational
phase of the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System

pOSOJ A77-44H36
A special-purpose pocket calculator for aviation

and maritime navigation
p0506 A7/-44571

A digital goniometer for VOR
pOSII A77-U626J

BNAV control for airborne surveys
pOSII A77-4626U

Royal Air Force assessment flights ot Omega
Navigation System

p0521 A77-1I/81J
Flight experience with Omega

pOS^I A77-117811
An American Onega navigation evaluation programme
- 1975-1977

p0521 A77-07815
The presentation of information in combat aircraft

p0521 A77-47817
A navigation device to help helicopters to land on

ocean platforms
[ONERA, TP BO. 1977-71] p0562 A77-509SJ

Position Location and Navigation Symposium, San
Diego, Calif., November 1-3, 1976, Proceedings

p0570 A77-51178
Application of OHF adaptive array to
navigation/tracking systems

p0571 A77-511BS
Tactical and long-range navigation in the

AN/ARN-101/V/
p0571 A77-51192

Loran-C data acquisition and handling for improved
accuracy

pOb72 A7/-51200
Rationale and description of a coordinated cockpit
display for aircraft flight management
[NASA-TH-X-3157] p0035 N77-1KW

Head-up piloting aids
[NASA-TT-F-17389] pOISI N77-17057

Bole of head-op display in instrument flight
[AD-A030075] p0231 N77-1B153

NAVAID support of high-altitude area navigation
routes
[AD-A036388] pOJ17 N77-22065

DABS monopulse summary monopnlse azimuth
estimation
[AD-A038157/M] p01J7 N77-26111

Pilotage navigation utilizing a night-vision system
[AD-A03677<I] p0428 N77-26118

Interactive LORAN-C to geographic and
geographic-to-LOBAN-C computation
[NASA-CB-153985] p0525 N77-30101

HAVIGATIOB IBSTBOHESTS
NT ATTITODE INDICATORS
NT GYRO HORIZONS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS
Evaluation of the accuracy of community relative

navigation organization concepts
pOISO A77-20656

Improved navigation using adaptive Kalman filtering
pOISO A77-20657

navigation to surveying accuracy with an inertial
system

p0151 A77-20659
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SOBJECT IBDBI BICKEl ALLOTS

navigation for sea based SPVs
p0151 A77-20662

S modular fail op fail safe strapped-down navigator
p0151 A77-20665

Correlation velocity senscr aircraft
navigation instruaent

p0152 A77-20670
Reasures for enhancing safety in general aviation

in the areas of air traffic control, navigation,
and meteorology

p0155 477-21587
A lightweight Doppler navigation system

p02<!5 A77-26863
Gradient method of navigation

p0310 A77-33165
f Schuler tnned vertical indicating system

gyroless gravity vector indicator
f A I A A 77-1066] fOUSl A77-a2815

The design of complex navigation systems
Russian bock

p0512 A77-K6H91I
Visual presentation of cockpit information

including special devices used for particular
conditions of flying
[AGABD-CP-201] p0171 H77-16050

The HalcolB Horizon pilot performance
p0171 R77-16054

Instruments and method of air navigation
p0523 H77-30070

H1YIGATIOH SATELLITES
BT A1BOSIT SAtllllTES
BT N A V S T A 8 SATELLITES

Application of the Global Positioning System as an
attitude reference for near-earth users

p0152 A77-20675
A navigation algorithm for the low-cost GPS receiver

Global Positioning System
p0153 A77-20676

Satellite radionavigation systems Russian book
pO«16 A77-39B76

The determination of ship location by means of
navigation satellites Gnssian book

p0561 A77-50687
The GPS Control Segment and its service to the GPS

User Global Positioning System navigation
satellite

pOS73 A77-51202
Global positioning system navigation algorithms

for application to navigation satellites
used for aircraft guidance

p0578 H77-32103
HA7STAR SATELLITES

Performance and adjoint sensitivity analysis of
the Savstar global positioning system

p0398 A77-37U58
Aircraft navigation vith the limited operational

phase of the HAVSTAB Global Positioning System
p0503 A77-4<l<136

Preliminary study of BAVSTAR/GPS for general
aviation
[HASA-CB-1«5C59] p0078 H77-13038

Hi VI
Navy in-service evaluation program for

composite aircraft structure reliability
[ A I A » 77-H67] p0207 A77-25772

V/STOI and the naval planner's dilemma
p0352 A77-35021

Statistical reviev of counting accelerometer data
for Savy and Marine fleet aircraft
[AD-A025182] pOOSO 1177-13058

F!-CB ranging oultipath investigation for Havy
VTOL aircraft
[AD-J027190] p0125 S77-1H319

Flightdeck illnminaticn for helicopters
[IZF-197e-15] p0282 N77-20083

Analysis of OS Navy aircraft accident rates in
major aviation commands (pilot performance)
[AD-A031837] p0316 N77-22055

Variable pitch fan system for NASA/Davy research
and technology aircraft
CHAS&-CH-135185] p0335 877-23108

Research on metal matrix composites for naval
aircraft engines
[AD-A03372H] p037tt H77-2U204

Statistical analyses applied to the OS Ravy
aircrew automated escape systems
(AD-A035067J p0381 H77-25129

Returning BDT and E assets (aircraft) to
operational usage

[AD-A036181] p018J B77-28980
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data

for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft
[AD-A011266] p0539 H77-J1110

BC-130 AIBCBAFT
U C-130 AIBCBAFT

HEAR FIB10S
On the not-so-slender wing theory

p016J A77-^2679
An investigation of the near-field wake behind a

full-scale test aircraft
p05U7 A77-41816

Upstream influence on the near field of a plane
turbulent jet

pOSIS A77-H7005
Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation.

Volume Q: Acoustic far-field/near-field data
report
[AD-AOU1819] pl)593 B77-33177

BEAR IHFBAHBD BADIATIOH
Combined ground and aircraft based 1-4 micron

spectra of LkH-alpha 101
p0056 A77-1561J

HEAB BAKES
Characteristic wake data for local blade propeller

stalling
pOIOS A77-17Q97

Characteristics of turbulent flow through a
turbine cascade with exhaust through the
trailing edge

pOJ13 A7
Convective heat and mass transfer in a hypersonic

near wake
pOt68 A7

Study of a nonisothermal axisymmetric near wake
pO<!68 A77-DJ928

Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice
concept to aircraft-interference problems

p0027 N77-10J19
A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisymmetric

near wake behind bluff-base bodies
pOJIS H77-22011I

HECK (AHATOBI)
Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint

system for ejection seats
[4D-A038762] pOISS H77-^9115

HBTaBBLAHDS
Research on adhesive bonding and surface
characteristics of metals at Fokker-VFH
[FOK-E-1816] p0039 S77-11I405

Experiments with the runway visual range converter
under different conditions of background
luminance (BL)
[BLL-H-21798-(5828.UP) 3 p0280 H77-20060

BBTIOBK ABA1ISIS
HT SHEAR CIBC01T AHALISIS
Sneak circuit analysis of military systems

p0097 A77-167J2
Applications of the simulation model for air
traffic control communications
[AD-A036738] pOJ6b H77-24087

HEIIOBK SIBIBESIS
Fluidic event sequencing subsystem for AAES
Aircrew Automated Escape systems

pOS57 A77-U99J1
HEi GOIHBA (ISLAHD)

Hovercraft operation in the Torres strait between
Australia and Papua New Guinea

pOlOO A77-170«KI
•Bl HAHPSBIBE

Air traffic control radar beacon system. Special
evaluation report. Pease AFB, Hew Hampshire
[AB-A033068] p03JJ H77-2J081

BBI IOBK
Installation and test of the compensated waveguide

antenna at Buffalo, Hew York, Bnnway 2J
glideslope site
[AD-A029088/a] p0078 H77-130J6

HEiTOB-BAPHSOB BEIHOD
The terminal area automated path generation problem

CAIiA 77-1055] pO»55 A77-U2767
HEBTOIIAB F10IDS

On Newtonian flow past power-law bodies
p01»3 A77-20093

HICKBL AllOTS
BT INCOBEL (TBADEBABK)

Bigh-nickel alloys for gas turbines
pOOOT A77-11325
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HICKBL CADHIOB BAMEBIBS SUBJECT IRDEX

Recent advances in nickel alloys for aerospace
applications

p0359 A77-36684
Hot coccosion studies of four nickel-base

superallcys: B-1900, NASA-IBS VIA, 713C and IB738
[NASA-TH-X-73979] p0025 H77-10183

Development of directionally solidified eutectic
nickel alloys for use in aircraft gas turbines
at metal temperatures exceeding 1000 C
[AD-A037246] p0430 H77-26150

Life prediction techniques for analyzing
creep-fatigue interaction in advanced
nickel-base alloys
[AD-A038069] p0481 H77-28282

Hickel base alloy for gas turbine engine
stator vanes
[NASA-CASE-LEH-12270-1] p0583 N77-32280

NICKEL CADHIDB BAMBBIBS
Nickel/cadmum aircraft batteries: High rate

discharge equipment
[AD-A031866] p0329 B77-22665

HICKEL ZIHC BATTBBIBS
Development of nickel-zinc batteries for aircraft

p0258 A77-28148
RIGHT FLIGHTS (AIBCBAFT)

Cockpit design for night nap-of-the-earth /SOE/
flight

p02U5 A77-26861
An experimental study on a combined outside

world/instrument display for helicopter
operation at night and in bad weather

pOU65 A77-43359
Analysis and design of an electro-mechanical

optical landing system for helicopters at night
in varying sea states
[AD-A025346] p0078 B77-13042

NIGHT VISION
Processor system configuration in the HOE

helicopter environment Nap-Of-the-Earth
p0153 A77-20690

Cockpit design for night nap-of-tne-earth /HOE/
flight

p0245 A77-26861
An investigation of cockpit lighting for

compatibility vith use of night-vision goggles,
AH/PVS-5
[AD-A029212] p0180 B77-17046

Pilotage navigation utilizing a night-vision system
[AD-A036774] p0428 H77-26118

RIOBIDH ALLOYS
RS-4 coating process development for columbinm

alloy airfoils
[AD-A025797] p0073 H77-12139

RITBOGEH COMPOUNDS
NT BITBOGEN DIOXIDE
HI HITBOGEN OXIDES
NT DBEAS

Effect of nitrogenous bases on the thermal
stability of jet fuels
[NASA-TS-75131] pO<!38 N77-27243

IITBOGEN DIOXIDE
Anti-NOx combustion chamber with variable

aerodynamic flow for a turbo-jet engine
p0322 N77-22137

RITBOSER OXIDES
NT SITROGEH DIOXIDE

A potential'low NOx emission combustor for gas
turbines using the concept of hybrid combustion
[ASHE PSPEB 77-GT-15] p0263 A77-28534

Advanced combustion techniques for controlling NO
sub x emissions of high altitude cruise aircraft
[BASA-Ttl-X-73473] p0023 R77-10062

Technology for controlling emission* of oxides of
nitrogen f rom supersonic cruise aircraft

p0220 N77-18024
Status of NASA aircraft engine emission reduction

and upper atmosphere measurement programs
p0227 N77-18098

Evaluation of probe sampling versus optical in
situ measurements of nitric oxide concentrations
in a jet engine combnstor exhaust
[AD-A034726] p0339 N77-23634

Development of a catalytic combnstor for aircraft
gas turbine engines
[AD-A0110135] p0543 S77-31171

BOCTUBNAL VARIATIONS
Calculation of day-night levels (Ldn) resulting

from civil aircraft operations
[PB-266165/0] p0483 N77-28918

ROISE
Noise levels for turbojet powered airplanes ana
large propellor driven airplanes: Notice ot
proposed rule making

p0541 N77-3115U
Research on noise generated by ducted air-fuel
combustion systems
[AD-A039957] p0542 STJ-J11b9

ROISE (SOOSD)
NT A2BODYNAHIC NOISE
NT AIRCaAFl NOISE
NT EHGINE BOISE
NT JET AIBCBAFT NOISE
NT ROCKET ENGINE BOISE
NT SONIC BOOHS

ROISE ATTBBDATION
0 BOISE REDUCTION

ROISB ELIBIBATIOR
0 BOISE SEDUCTION

ROISE GENEBATOBS
Radiation characteristics of acoustic sources in
circular motion helicopter noise

p0053 A77-14964
Sources and characteristics of interior noise in

general aviation aircraft
pOIQO A7(-170f>/

Heat diffusion as a source of aerodynamic sound
p0107 A77-1741J

Engine noise - A look ahead
p0116 A/7-19015

A theoretical investigation of laminar wakes
behind airfoils and the resulting noise pattern

p01b8 A77-22045
Semiempirical theory of the generation of discrete
tones by a supersonic nnderexpanded jet
impinging on an obstacle

pOJ06 A//-J228J
Response of a subsonic nozzle to acoustic and

entropy disturbances turbojet engine noise
generation mechanism

p0355 A77-J6122
Airframe noise - A status report, 1977

[AIAA PAPBB 77-1^68] p0564 A77-510J2
Boise component method for airframe noise

[AIAA PAPER 77-1271] p0561 A77-510J4
Gas turbine engine core noise source isolation by

internal-to-far field correlations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1276] p056U A77-510J7

An experimental investigation of the trailing edge
noise mechanism
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1291] pObb5 A7/-510tS

Some measured and calculated effects of a tip
vortex modification device on impulsive noise

for helicopter rotors
[AIAA PAPER 77-1341] p0568 A//-b1094

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A032U78] pOJ36 N//-^J119

ROISE INTENSITY
High intensity noise testing of panels

p0211 A77-26041
Acoustic emission system for monitoring components

and structures in a severe fatigue noise
environment

p0310 A77-J299b
Problems in predicting aircraft noise exposure

p0520 A77-4756.1
Influence of the noise level in a transonic wind
tunnel on the aerodynamic characteristics ot
models
[OBERA, IP BO. 1977-110] p0562 A77-50996

Forward speed effects on blown flap noise
[AIAA PAPER 77-1315] p0566 A7/-51070

Effect of forward motion on turbomachinery noise
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1316] p0568 A77-51099

Roise generating by interaction between subsonic
jets and blown flaps
[DLH-FB-76-20] p002« B77-10067

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J8b
turbojet engine with multitnbe suppressor from
wind tunnel and flight tests
[BASA-TH-X-73542] pOOJ6 S7/-110b1

Rind tunnel tests of a two bladed model rotor to
evaluate the TAHI system in descending forward
flight
[BASA-CR-105195] pO-)77 B77-2S080

Calculation of day-night levels (Ldn) resulting
from civil aircraft operations
[PB-266165/0] p04»3 B77-^891S
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SUBJECT IHDEI BOISE BEDBCTIOB

Eiperiaental study of lateral Hind effect on free
jet noise
(ISL-B-121/76] pO»97 N77-29923

Noise levels fcr turbojet powered airplanes and
large propeller driven airplanes: notice of
proposed role Baking,

p05i(1 N77-31150
Calculation of side line noise levels daring takeoff

[&D-A011062U] p05i43 H77-31170
Selection of ninimna day/night levels for noisenap

contour calculations aircraft noise
abatement in airport planning
[AD-A000623] p0546 H77-31922

BOISE HBJSUBEHBHT
Botational noise measurement in a wind tunnel by

total sampling synchronization
[ O H E H A , IP HO. 1976-111] p0007 477-11281

Airframe noise measurements by acoustic imaging
[ A I A A P8PEB 77-55] p0138 A77-19799

Core noise measurements on a TF-102 tnrbofan engine
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-21] p01«2 A77-19981

% Testing equipment available in France for studying
aircraft and engine noise

p0157 J77-21887
Techniques employed in analyzing turbojet noise

p0157 A77-21893
The transmission of acoustic plane-waves at a jet

exhaust
[tlAA PAPIB 77-22] p0160 A77-22207

An experinental stud; of jet noise. I - Turbulent
nixing ncise

p0195 A77-21)313
Propeller aircraft flyover noise testing

[SAE PAPEB 770<!<I3] p0391 A77-37061
Schlieren and noise studies of rotors in forward

flight
[AHS 77-33-05] pOU18 A77-40053

Core noise source diagnostics on a turbofan engine
using correlation and coherence techniques

pOSOU A77-»»i»57
Noise emission of the agricultural aircraft Z-37.

I - Sound intensity level measurements at the
agricultural aircraft Z-37. II - Sound intensity
level measurements at an agricultural airport

p0555 A77-U9656
The measurement of aircraft overflight noise -

Errors due to its nonstationary character
[ONEBJ, TP NO. 1977-103] p0559 A77-50441

Airf rame noise of the DC-9
[ A I A A PAPEB-.77-1272] p056» A77-51035

Heasnrement of far field combustion noise from a
turbofan engine using coherence functions
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1277] p0565 A77-51038

Shielding aspects of heated twin jet noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1288] p0565 A77-510U8

An experimental investigation of the trailing edge
noise mechanism
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1291] p0565 A77-510U9

Interim noise correlation for some OTH
configurations using external jet-flow deflectors

engine Over The sing
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1317] p0566 A77-51072

Over-tbe-wing model thrust reverser noise tests
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1318] p0566 A77-51073

Investigation of subsonic fan noise sources by
fluctuating pressure measurements on rotating
blades
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1321] p0566 A77-51075

Flight noise studies on a turbojet engine using
microphones mounted on a ISO ft. tower
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1325] p0566 A77-51079

Effects of forward motion on jet and core noise
[4IAA PiPEB 77-1330] p0567 A77-51084

Helicopter rotor aerodynamic and aeroaconstic
environments
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1338] p0568 A77-51091

Some measured and calculated effects of a tip
vortex modification device on impulsive noise

for helicopter rotors
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-1301] p0568 A77-51091

Simultaneous characterization of jet noise sources
and acoustic field by a new application of
conditional sampling
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1339] p0569 A77-51102

Cabin noise behavior of a USB STOL transport
upper surface blowing TC-1U aircraft
[AHA PAPBB 77-1365] p0569 A77-51117

Experiments on the feasibility of aero-acoustic
measurements in the 3-m low speed wind tunnel

Of the DFVLB-AVA
[ESA-TT-311] p0029 N77-1087J

Core noise source diagnostics on a tnrbotan engine
using correlation and coherence techniques
[NASA-TH-X-73535] pOOJb N77-110SJ

The subjective evaluation of noise from lignt
aircraft
[NASA-CB-2773] p0126 N77-11615

Airplane self-noise - four years of research
P02JU N77-19000

Becommended procedures for measuring aircraft
noise and associated parameters
[NASA-CB-115187] pOJ89 877-25912

A review of current procedures for normalizing
aircraft flyover noise data to reference
meteorological conditions
[HASA-TN-D-8H06] pOJ90 N77-25915

A computer program for the identification of
helicopter impulsive noise sources
[BASA-CB-151997] pOIIO B77-2787S

Experimental studies of the noise produced in a
supersonic nozzle by upstream acoustic and
thermal disturbances
[PB-26U933/3] pO«8J N77-2891M

Noise levels of jet transport aircraft during
initial climb
[TT-7702] pOH92 B77-291b6

Coherence and phase techniques applied to noise
diagnosis in the NASA Ames 7 times 10-foot wind
tunnel no. 1
[NASA-CH-152039] p0532 B77-JU905

Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests
[HASA-T«-73»95] p0591 H77-JJ161

Identification and measurement of combustion noise
from a tnrbofan engine using correlation and
coherence techniques
[BASA-TH-737U7] p0591 H77-JJ162

Heasurement of far field combustion noise from a
turbofan engine using coherence functions
[NASA-TH-737U8] p0591 H77-JJ163

SOISB POLlHtlOH
Inter-noise 76; Proceedings of the International

Conference on Noise Control Engineeringp
Bashington, D.C., April 5-7, 1976

p01<49 A77-20629
Aircraft noise certification requirements which

ensure use of available noise control technology
p02»9 A77-26915

Concorde-community noise
[SAE PAPEB 760898] p0259 A77-28216

Environmental aspects of airport development
p03«6 A77-JH476

Test plan for aircraft runup noise penalty
evaluation
[AD-A026209] p0126 N77-1<I6J9

Data base for predicting noise from civil
aircraft: Flight profile prediction
[PB-257638/7] p017"l N/7-16867

Aircraft community noise impact studies
[NASA-CB-115152] p0375 N77-21638

Further sensitivity studies of community-aircraft
noise exposure (NOISEHAP) prediction procedures
CAD-A011781] p059« N7/-J3686

BOISE PBOPAGATIOB
Unsteady surface pressure characteristics on
aircraft components and farfield radiated
airframe noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1295] p0565 A77-51052

Effect of simulated forward speed on the jet noise
of inverted velocity profile coannnlar nozzles
[AIAA PAPEE 77-1329] pOt>67 A77-5108J

Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
variable-pitch 1.83-meter- (6-ft) diameter
1.20-pressure-ratio fan stage (QF-9)
[HASA-TN-D-8<402] p0223 B77-18051

Basic aerodynamic noise theory sound
generation and propagation

p02J« H77-18996
Fan noise from turbofan engines

p023Q H77-18999
Coherence and phase techniques applied to noise

diagnosis in the RASA Ames 7 times 10-foot wind
tunnel no. 1
[NASA-CB-152039] p0532 B77-30905

NOISE BBDOCTIOB
A note on the acoustic effect of non-nniformly
distributed stator rows

p0002 A77-10J47
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NOISE HEDOCTIOS COBTD SDBJBCI IHDEI

A test facility for aircraft jet noise redaction. II
pOOOS A77-11844

Skin friction on a flat perforated acoustic liner
pOO<!6 477-13729

EBP hardening of aircraft by closing the
points-of-entry ElectroHagnetic Pulse

pOOSS A77-15408
Calculation of curves of constant equivalent

levels of enduring sound for implementation of
the aircraft noise protection la» - Methods and
preliminary results

p0090 A77-16417
Amplification cf jet noise through engine noise
[DGLR PAPEB 76-1€2] p0092 A77-16538

Sound shielding on an engine model and comparison
with theory
[DGIR PAPEB 76-163] p0094 A77-16573

Prediction of light aircraft interior noise
p O l O O A77-17069

Engine noise - A look ahead
p0116 A77-19015

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEE
over-the-wing configurations Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine program
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-23] p0142 A77-19982

Inter-noise 76; Proceedings of the International
Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
Washington, D.C., April 5-7, 1976

p0149 A77-20629
Survey of inlet noise reduction concepts for gas

turbine engines
p0150 A77-20634

Techniques employed in analyzing turbojet noise
p0157 A77-21893

Jet noise source modification due to forvard flight
[ A I A A E A P E B 77-58] p0160 A77-22215

nethods of reducing low frequency cabin noise and
sonically induced stresses, based on the
intrinsic structural tuning concept
[ A I A A 77-444] p0209 A77-25802

Aircraft ncise certification requirements which
ensure use of available noise control technology

p0249 A77-26915
Quietening a quiet engine - The EB211 demonstrator

programme
[SAE PAPEB 760897] p0258 A77-28215

Concorde-community noise
[ S A E PAPEB 760898] p0259 A77-28216

Noise reduction potential for the existing
business jet fleet
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-76] p0264 A77-28587

Engine noise - A look ahead
p0273 A77-29656

Optiaization of the reduction of the radioelectric
noise created by a corona discharge on aircraft
[ONEEA, TP NO. 1977-16] p0360 A77-37011

The influence of design parameters on light
propeller aircraft noise
[SAE PAPEB 77011111] p0391 A77-37065

Interior noise analysis and control for light
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770445] p0391 A77-37066

The development and evaluation of two segment
approach techniques for aircraft landing
noise reduction

p0401 A77-37716
DASH-7 silent STOL for PAB-25 certification flight

test
p0406 A77-38008

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine noise suppressors on N A S A quiet engine 'C1

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-922] p0412 A77-38597
Small is beautiful, silence is golden low

noise short haul air transportation
pO«17 A77-39923

Development and evaluation of a method for
predicting the vibration and noise
characteristics of helicopter transmissions
[AHS 77-33-76] pO<122 A77-40093

The npit SSI - What will it be
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-797] p0450 A77-41960

The application of new technology for performance
improvement and noise redaction of supersonic
transport aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-830] p0450 A77-41968

Technology status of jet noise suppression
concepts for advanced supersonic transports
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-833] p0451 A77-41971

Cabin noise reduction - Ose of isolated inner cabin
--- in helicopters

p0463 A77-43J4J
The noise protection area as a criterion for the

problem of aircraft noise during the take-o±± of
VTOL aircraft

p0463 A77-43344
Optimum acoustic design ot free-running low speed

propellers
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1248] p0502 A77-44JJ7

Bain rotor wake/tail rotor interaction
p0504 A77-44441

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85
turbojet engine with multitnbe suppressor from
wind tunnel and flight tests

pOSOS A77-44460
Air transport noise reduction

pOSOS A77-4M550
Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control

Theoretical jet exhaust noise model for the duct
burning turbofan
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1264) p0564 A77-51028

Shielding aspects of heated twin jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1288] p0565 A77-51048

Source location by shielding with application to a
large turbofan engine --- for aircraft noise
reduction
[AIAA FAPEB 77-1304] p0565 A77-51060

Summary of forward velocity effects on fan noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1319] p0566 A77-51074

Acoustic performance of inlet maltiple-pure-tone
suppressors installed on NASA Quiet Engine *C*
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1333] p0567 A77-51087

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1334] p0567 A77-51088

Aeroacoustic performance of a scoop inlet
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1354] p0569 A77-51107

A novel concept for suppressing internally
generated aircraft engine noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1356] p0569 A77-S1109

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 1:
Identification of sources, noise generating
mechanisms, noise reduction mechanisms, and
prediction methodology
[AD-A027389/6J p0022 B77-10053

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 2: Graphical
prediction methods
[AD-A027390/4] p0022 N77-10054

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction, volume 3: computer
program users manual
[AD-A027363/1 ] p0023 N77-10055

Inlet noise suppressor design method based upon
the distribution ot acoustic power with mode
cutoff ratio

p0026 N77-10J11
Further studies of static to flight effects on fan

tone noise using inlet distortion control for
source identification
[HASA-Tli-X-73183] v p0124 N77-14027

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume 1:
Engineering analysis
[AD-A030655/5] p0126 N77-14814

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume 2:
Computer program user's guide and other appendices
[AD-A030656/3] p0126 877-14815

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume 3:
Computer program source listing
[AD-A030657/1 ] p0126 N77-14816

Low-frequency noise reduction of lightweight
airframe structures
[NASA-CB-145104] p0128 N77-15029

Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11903-1 ] p0129 N77-15036

Hoise reduction for business aircraft
[AD-A031149/8] p0130 B77-15040

Advanced supersonic propulsion study, phase 3
CNASA-CB-135148] p0130 N77-15041

Bini BPV engine noise reduction
[AD-A027638] pOUO B77-15046

The 727/JT8D jet and fan noise flight effects study
[AD-A031877/4] p0171 N77-16063

The effect of forward speed on J85 engine noise
from suppressor nozzles as measured in the
NASA-Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-8426] p0182 B77-17068
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SUBJECT IHDBX BOBDESIBOCTIVE TESTS

Theoretical and experimental investigation of
noise shielding for jet engines acoustic and
aerodynamc interference measurements
CBHFT-FB-w-76-09] p0183 N77-17072

Coannalar plug nozzle ncise redaction and impact
of exhaust system designs

p0220 H77-18022
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a

variable-pitch 1.83-meter-(6-ft) diameter
1.20-pressore-ratio fan stage (QF-9)
[NASA-TB-D-8402] p0223 N77-18051

Delayed f lap approach procedures for noise
abatement and fuel conservation

p0226 N77-18086
Pirplane self-noise - four years of research

p023t B77-19000
Detailed design of a quiet high flow fan

[NASA-CR-135126] p0239 B77-19070
Feasibility study of noise-level reductions for

computer display channel equipment using
underfloor environment air cooling
[AD-A033053/0] p0286 N77-20513

Results f rom an exploratory study of a i r f rame
noise on a small-scale model of a supersonic
transport concept
fNASA-TM-X-711021] p0291 N77-21090

Noise standards for aircraft type certification
(modifications to Far Part 36)
[PB-262101/3] p0330 N77-22939

Boise of fan designed to reduce stator lift
fluctuations
[BASA-TB-X-3538] p0371 N77-24141

Boise data for a twin-engine commercial jet
aircraft flying conventional, steep, and
two-segment approaches
[HASA-TB-D-81)II1 ] p0375 B77-216110

Helicopter noise reduction design trade-off study
[ AD-A038192/11 p O U 3 0 B77-26148

A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes
[NASA-CB-153268] pO<!39 B77-27871

Publications in acoustics and noise control from
the BASA Langley Research Center during 1940-1976
[HASA-TB-X-74042] p O U U O N77-27877

t i r f rame ncise prediction method
[ A D - A 0 3 9 6 6 H ] p0440 B77-27880

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine noise suppressors on B A S A quiet engine C
[HASA-TB-X-73662] p0477 N77-28119

Attenuation of upstream-generated low frequency
noise by gas turbines
[NASA-CR-135219] pOI)77 B77-28122

Interior ncise reduction in a large civil helicopter
[BASA-TN-D-8177] pO<183 N77-28911

Accuracy of the Kirchoff formula in determining
acoustic shielding with the use of a flat plate
[ N A S A - T M - 7 3 2 6 1 ] p0532 N77-30906

Acoustically swept rotor
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11106-1} p0538 877-31130

Noise levels for turbojet powered airplanes and
large propeller driven airplanes: Notice of
proposed rule making

p0541 N77-31150
Propeller study. Part 2: The design of

propellers for minimum noise
[NASA-CR-155005] p0541 N77-31157

Helicopter transmission vibration and noise
reduction prcgram
[AD-A042457] p0581 B77-32136

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression
[NASA-TB-737081 p0582 B77-32157

Acoustic performance of inlet multiple-pure-tone
suppressors installed on N A S A quiet engine C
[NASA-TH-73713] p0583 B77-32158

State-of-the-art of turbofan engine noise control
[NASA-TB-73734] p0591 N77-33166

High velocity jet noise source location and
reduction. Task 4: Development/evaluation of
techniques for inflight investigation
[AD-A041849] p0592 B77-33175

Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations
for noise reduction in turbofan and turbojet
aircraft. Volume 3: Shrouded slot nozzle
configurations
[AD-A011782] p0593 B77-33179

Airplane noise: Dimensions and means of noise
reduction in Norway
[ELAB-STF«4-A75080] p0598 N77-J3696

A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes test methods and
results
[ BAS4-CB-155154] pOb9B B77-33959

HOISB SPBCTEA
Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEE
over-the-wing configurations Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine program
[AIA1 PAPER 77-23] p0112 A77-19982

Interior noise analysis and control for light
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 7701(115] pOJ91 A77-J7066

Ham and tail rotor interaction noise during hover
and low-speed conditions

p0466 A77-4JJ/1
Are wheel-well related aeroacoustic sources of any
significance in airframe noise
[AIAA PAPER 77-1270] pOb6ll A77-510JJ

Experimental and analytical separation of
hydrodynamic, entropy and combustion noise in a
gas turbine combnstor
[AIAA PAPER 77-127b] pObbl A77-510J6

An experimental investigation ot helicopter rotor
high frequency broadband noise
[AIAA PAPER 77-1339] pOb68 A77-S1092

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor
and propeller noise including the effect of
forward motion
[HASA-TB-X-74037] p0439 B77-27876

Airframe noise prediction method
[AD-&039664] pOU40 H77-27880

BOISE SUPPRESSORS
0 BOISE BEDtJCTIOB

BOISE TOLEBAHCE
Calculation of curves of constant equivalent

levels of enduring sound for implementation of
the aircraft noise protection law - netbods and
preliminary results

p0090 A77-16417
Problems in predicting aircraft noise exposure

pOi>20 A77-47b61
Subjective assessment of simulated helicopter

blade-slap noise
[NASA-TB-D-8359] p0174 B77-16864

Noise certification considerations for helicopters
based on laboratory investigations
[AD-A032028/3] p0174 B77-16865

A comparison of a laboratory and field study of
annoyance and acceptability of aircraft noise
exposures human reactions and tolerance
[NASA-CR-2772] p0187 B77-17608

BO1IBAL VAIOES
0 APPEOXIBATION

HOHADI&BATIC PROCESSES
D HEAT TRABSFER
BORCOHDDC10BS
0 ELECTRICAL INSOLATION

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
NT STATIC FIRING
Signal-treatment methods during aircraft-engine

inspection based on vibroacoustic noises
pOOOB A77-11603

Magnetic particle inspection of aviation engine
vanes

pOOOS A77-11606
Thermocouple time constant measurement by cross

power spectra
p0046 A77-1J724

Crack detection capability of non-destructive
inspection methods in relation to the
airworthiness of aircraft

p0049 A77-1J781
Holographic determination of thermal and

mechanical deformations in the case of
structural components and structures of
aeronautical and astronautical technology
[DGLB PAPER 76-180] p0096 A77-16587

Testing procedures for carbon fiber reinforced
plastic components destructive and
nondestructive
[DGLH PAPEB 76-215] p0096 A77-16588

Exoelectrons phenomenon tor investigating
metal surface fatigue cracks

pOlOO A77-17080
Dynamic testing of runvay pavements

p0299 A77-J104S
Non-destructive testing of electron-beam welds to
detect lack of fusion by acoustic emission

pOSOl A77-J1592
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NOHEQOILIBBIOB FLOS SUBJECT INDEX

A discussion of reasons for condemning engine
components before reaching their design fatigue
life

p0399 A77-376"t»
Development of reliability-based aircraft safety

criteria: An impact analysis, voluie 1
[AD-A03216U] p0316 N77-22059

Nondestructive method for instrumenting helicopter
rotor blades
[NASA-CASE-LAS-11201-1] P0326 N77-22452

nondestructive evaluation of civil airport pavements
[AD-A036384] p0326 H77-22499

Proof-load testing on 300 B steel
p0328 N77-22566

fONEQOILIBBIDB FLOS
Supersonic flow of gas-particle mixtures past a

wedge
p019U A77-24200

Use of the finite difference method for the
calculation of three-dinensional noneqnilibrium
flow past blunt bodies

p0203 A77-25534
Non-equilibrium flow of an inviscid gas past a

thin profile
pOSSO A77-48289

HONFEBBOOS BBTALS
Analysis of noise during aero-electrical

prospecting by the method of transient processes
p0313 A77-33505

trORFLAHHABLE HATEEIALS
A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire

safety
fOHIH A77-»0937

Conference on the Development of Fire-Hesistant
Aircraft Passenger Seats
[NASA-T11-X-7314II] p0038 N77-11111

Thermoplastic polymers for improved fire safety
[NASA-TM-X-73185] p0125 N77-1U206

SONISOTHEBHAL PEOCESSES
Study of a nonisothermal axisymmetric near wake

pO»68 A77-43928
HOHISOTBOPT

0 JRISOTROPT
SOBLIBEiB EQOATIOHS

Characteristics of the boundary-layer equations of
the min imum time-to-climb problem

p0513 A77-46618
A nonlinear theory for airfoils with trailing-edge

jet flap
[NASA-TN-D-8368] p0167 H77-15981

Nonlinear curvature expressions for combined
flapwise bending, chordvise bending, torsion and
extension of twisted rotor blades
[NASA-TH-X-73997] p017"4 N77-16376

Theory of wing span loading instabilities near stall
p0277 N77-20014

Nonlinear aeroelastic equations for combined
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion,
and extension of twisted nonuniform rotor blades
in forward flight
[NASA-T9-7U059] p0585 N77-33107

HONLIHEAB FEIIBACK
Design of nonlinear automatic flight control systems

p0552 A77-U8693
HOHLIHEAB PBOGBABBIHG

Application of a gradient-projection method to
Bininus weight design cf a delta wing with
static and aeroelastic constraints

pOOSO A77-13899
Application of optimization technology to

wing/store flutter prediction
[ A I A A 77-1153] p0210 A77-25810

Selection of the optimal longitudinal assembly for
a multispar box of a winq with allowance for a
nonlinear stress-strain relation

p0301 A77-31458
Application of nonlinear programming methods to

the solution of variational problems of gas
dynamics maximum thrust supersonic nozzle
design

p0303 A77-31920
Hinimum tine acceleration of aircraft turbofan

engines by using an algorithm based on nonlinear
programming
CNASA-TB-737K1] p0592 N77-33167

HDNLIBEiB SYStEHS
System identification for nonlinear aerodynamic

flight regimes
p016» &77-22708

Contribution to the solution of the basic control
problem for a discontinuous dynamic system
remotely piloted vehicles

pOSOQ A7
Approximate dynamical model of a turbojet engine

p0308 &77-J270S
Nonlinear parameter identification from a
vibration test

p035t A77-J6J94
Hon-linear effects in aircraft ground and flight
vibration tests
[BBB-OPB-1273-0] pOJ83 N77-251SJ

SOHLIHEABITT
A method for the analysis of nonlinearities in

aircraft dynamic response to atmospheric
turbulence
[MASA-TN-D-8265] pl)06<t N7J-11992

A Green's function formulation for a nonlinear
potential flow solution applicable to transonic
flow
[HASA-TM-X-7H01IO pOSJO H77-2JOSO

NOHBIGIDITY
D FLEXIBILITY

IOHOHIFOBB FLO!
Aeroelastic stability of ring arrays ot blades

with a random dynamic inhomogeneity
p0059 A77-1i976

The external synchronization of slightly nonlinear
blade crowns

pOObS A77-1sa79
The force on a confusor ring from an unevenly

distributed nonstationary flow
p0060 A77-15SB2

Vibrations in compressor blades exposed to radial
irregularity of flow

p0060 A77-1S991
Turbine blade excitation by an irregular

peripheral flow
p0061 A77-15996

Unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on loaded
two-dimensional blades in nonnniform
incompressible flows

p01l»M A77-201J7
Choking of a nonuniforn flow in a channel with

friction
p0202 A77-25JJ1

The Deierstrass condition in optimal problems in '
the supersonic gasdynamics of weakly
inhomogeneoas flows slender body drag
reduction

p0309 A77-3^8«b
Propelled tine-dependent forces due to nonnnitorn

inflow
p0171 H7/-16060

HOHVISCODS FLOS
0 TOBBOLENT FLOW

HOB8AL DEHSITI FOHCII08S
Some mathematical aspects of the correlation
theory of aircraft precision and reliability

p0561 A77-50709
SOBBAL DIS1BIBD1IORS
D SOBHAL DENSITY FOBCTIONS

NOBHAL FOBCE DIStBIBOTIOS
B FORCE DISTRIBOTIOB

IOBHA1 SHOCK RAVES
A numerical solution of the axisymmetric jet
counterflow problem

p0261 A77-2B409
Transonic normal shock-turbulent boundary layer
interaction in pressure gradient flows
[ASBE PAPF.B 77-6T-34] p026J A77-2851S

NOBTB ABEBICAN AIBCBAFI
NT B-1 AIHCEAFT
NT B-70 AIRCBAFT
NT F-100 AIRCBSFT
NT T-2 AIRCBAFT
NT T-39 AIHCBAFT
NT X-15 AIBCRAFT
NOBTHBOP AIBCBAFI
NT F-5 AIBCBAFI
NT F-18 AIBCBAFT
HOBBAI

Airplane noise: Dimensions and means of noise
reduction in Norway
[ELAB-STFQ«-A75080] pOb98 N77-JJ696

HOSE CAPS
0 NOSE CONES
•OSE CONES
RT ABLATIVE ROSE CONES
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SUBJECT IHDEX NOZZLE FLOi

Investigation of the size of the Hake of a cone
flying at hypersonic speed

p0137 A77-197<t6
Stability derivative measurements with

magnetically suspended cone-cylinder models
[ A I A A P A P E E 77-75] p0138 A77-19813

Contributicn to the theory of axisymmetric
supersonic gas flov past a sharp-nosed body of
revolution

p0303 A77-31932
Shock-wave profiles about hemispherical noses at

low supersonic Hach numbers
p0311 A77-33188

Experimental investigation of a fin-cone
interference flov field at Rach 5
[AD-A029999] p0236 N77-19022

HOSE IHEELS
Shimmy analysis and test of the Rockwell

International -110 Hodel Sabreliner corotating
dual wheel ncse gear
[ A I A A 77-440] p0209 177-25799

Influence of the dynamic parameters of the control
system on nose-wheel shimmy

p0254 477-27160
A-7 titanium nose gear development

p0513 A77-1I6801
An investigation of impingement forces due to

wheel generated sprays using impingement
plate and intensity probe
[80-200] p0285 N77-20386

Fatigue investigation of the C-2A nose landing gear
[AD-A037901] pO<!29 S77-26126

ROSES (FOHEBODIES)
NT A B L A T I V E HOSE COHES
NT HOSE CONES

Pressure distributions over frontal /nose/
surfaces of bodies of revolution in transonic
flow at angles of attack of 0 to 10 deg

p O O O l A77-10661
Prediction of aerodynamic ont-of-plane forces on

ogive-nosed circular cylinders
p0116 A77-18879

Hypersonic flow over indented nosetips
[ A I A A E A P E E 77-91] p0139 A77-19820

The effect of cowling shape on the stability
characteristics of an airplane, September 19142
[L-343] pO»8» H77-29066

NOTCH TESTS
Critical remarks on the validity of fatigue life

evaluation me thods based on local stress-strain
behavior

pOO«7 A77-13763
Fatigue life prediction cf complex structures

[ A S f l E P A P E B 77-DE-46] p0514 A77-46915
Fracture toughness of 8mm 2021-T3 non clad plate

with long central cracks
[FOK-E-1879] p O O l O N77-11449

NOTCHED HETALS
0 NOTCH TESTS

IOIIOOS HATEBIALS
0 C O H T A H I N A N T S

NOZZLE COEFFICIENT
D NOZZLE FLOS

NOZZLE DESIGN
Off-design regimes of asymmetric nozzles with

supersonic inlet velocity
p0012 A77-1250H

Scramjet exhaust simulation technique for
hypersonic aircraft nozzle design and
aerodynamic tests
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-82] p0138 A77-19815

Application of nonlinear programming methods to
the solution of variational problens of gas
dynamics maximal! thrust supersonic nozzle
design

p0303 A77-31920
Experimental investigation of asymmetric Laval
nozzles

p0309 A77-32813
Experimental investigations of thrust vectoring

systems for VTOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-805] pOa09 A77-38S16

Comparison of axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric
nozzles installed on the F-15 configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 77-802] pOIIO A77-38555

fionaxisymmetric nozzle configuration development
for a multinission cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-813] pO<!10 A77-38556

Selection of an atomizer and its modes ot
operation for the removal ot ice deposits, frost
and frozen snow from aircraft surfaces

pfllK42 A77-HO/26
Two-dimensional nozzle/airframe integration
technology - An overview
[AI4A PfPEB 77-839] pO«51 A77-4197J

NOD-axisymmetric nozzle concepts for an P-111 test
bed
[4IAA EAPEE 77-811] pOtSI A77-U1H7b

Simplified multi-mission exhaust nozzle system
[AIAA PAPEB 77-960] pOUSJ A/7-41991

Nonaxisymmetric nozzle technology program - An
overview for fighter aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1225] pOSOO A77-44J25

Results of a feasibility study to add canards and
ADEN nozzle to the YF-17 Augmented
Deflecting Exhaust Nozzle
[AIAA fAPEB 77-1227] p0509 A77-45b06

Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to
a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane
[NASA-TN-D-8334] p0064 N77-11994

A computer program for the design of plane and
axisymmetric supersonic wind tunnel nozzles
[DLR-FB-76-59] p0284 H77-20H1

Analysis and documentation of QCSEE (Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine) over-the-wing
exhaust system development
[NASA-CB-2792] p0136 N77-27119

Comparison of jet Bach number decay data with a
correlation and jet spreading contours for a
large variety of nozzles
[NASA-TS-D-8123] p0473 N77-2BOS7

NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
Ground test of the D shaped vented thrust

vectoring nozzle
[ HASA-CR-137959] pOOJ8 N71-11107

NOZZLE, FLOS
Determination of magnitudes of the parameters
characterizing ducted airscoop operation
downstream for airplane deceleration

p0013 A77-12521
Compressible subcritical flow through anally

symmetric sharp-lipped orifices and nozzles
p0014 A77-12bbb

Two-phase turbine engines using gas-liguid
mixture accelerated in nozzles

pOOIS A77-1268U
Turbine blade excitation by an irregular

peripheral flow
p0061 A77-1b996

Self-excited oscillations in supersonic flow
pOOaO A//-1641J

Wavelength in axisymmetric steady supersonic tree
jets

p0090 A77-1b"t^1
Experimental investigation of the characteristics

of small-dimensioned nozzles
p0136 A77-197J9

Study of the effect of nozzle shape on the
characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic
and supersonic flows

pOU6 A77-19742
Investigation of strongly underexpanded submerged
jets

p0136 A77-1974J
Calculation of base pressure in ejector nozzles of

different length for the case of a zero ejection
coefficient

p01J7 A77-1974/
Jet engine nozzles

p0165 A77-22929
Approximate calculation of the critical
performance of an ejector with a slotted nozzle

p0192 A77-2J7bJ
Calculation of vortex flows in nozzles

pOJ03 A77-255J2
The formation of a quasi-steady jet inside a
nozzle during the shock starting of the nozzle

p0251 A7/
Sonerical investigation of the
heterogeneous-homogeneous condensation of a
stream in a supersonic nozzle

p0251 A77
Calculation of supersonic flow in flat and

axisymmetric nozzles of a given geometry,
assuming arbitrary inlet gas properties

p0270 A77-29J40
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NOZZLE GEOBETBt SUBJECT IBDEI

Experimental and analytical study of an
axisytnm etric thrust augraentor

p0303 A77-31856
Parameters governing the range of a supersonic gas

jet
p0313 977-33485

Response of a subscnic nozzle to acoustic and
entropy disturbances turbojet engine noise
generation mechanism

pQ355 A77-36122
Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing

in an ejector
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-706] p0362 A77-37049

Wave structure and density distribution in a
nonstationary gas jet

p0445 A77-41270
Flow characteristics in an expansion tunnel as

inferred f r o m velocity measurements
p0515 A77-47108

Aerodynamics of a confined jet Kith variable density
p0516 A77-47248

An analytical model for entropy noise of subsonic
nozzle f low
[ A I A A P A P E E 77-1366] p0569 A77-51118

Analytical studies of some acoustic problems of
jet engines
[PB-26U918/U] p0478 N77-28133

NOZZLE GEOHEIBT
The effect of the position of a high-pressure

nozzle on the operational efficiency of an ejector
p0053 A77-14953

Choice of optimal throat dimensions for the
diffusor in a condensing injector

p0057 A77-15667
Nonradial arrangement of turbonachine guide vanes

p0061 A77-15997
Study of the effect of nczzle shape on the

characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic
and supersonic flows

p0136 A77-19742
Reynolds number and nozzle afterbody configuration

effects en mcdel foreiody and afterbody drag
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-103] p0139 A77-19827

Analytical study of viscous effects on transonic
flow over boattail nozzles
[ S I A A P A P E E 77-223] p01«2 A77-19908

Structural and cooling aspects of the ADEN
nonaxisy&netnc exhaust nozzle
[ A S H E PAPES 77-GT-110] p0266 A77-28619

Calculation of supersonic flow in flat and
axisymmetric nozzles of a given geometry,
assuming arbitrary inlet gas properties

p0270 A77-29340
Static performance of vectoring/reversing

non-axisymmetric nozzles
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-840] p0451 A77-41974

OTB noise correlation for several nozzle/wing
geometries using a 5:1 slot nozzle with external
deflectors over The Ring configurations

p0505 177-41(461
Ground test of the D shaped vented thrust

vectoring nozzle
[NASA-CE-137959] p0038 1177-11107

ROZZ1E INSERTS
Experience related to the development of

high-stress carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
structures, taking into account the example of a
subsonic inlet ramp
[ D G L B P A P E K 76-195] p0095 A77-16581

HOZZLE THBOST COEPFICIEHTS
Off-design regimes of asymmetric nozzles with

supersonic inlet velocity
p0012 A77-12504

Thrust augment ing ejector analogy
p0256 A77-27620

Thrust reverser design studies for an
over-the-wing STOL transport
[NASA-CR-151958] p0239 H77-19071

Small-scale test program to develop a more
efficient swivel nozzle thrust deflector for
V/ST01 lift/cruise engines
[NASA-CR-151956] p0335 H77-23110

HDCLEAB ELECTBIC FOBZB GEBEBATIOH
FT N D C L E A R POHER PLANTS

80CLEAB EICLOSIOB EFFECT
Aeromechanics of mssicn completion for

structurally damaged aircraft
C A I A A P A P E R 77-112] poi39 A77-19836

BOCIEAB POBEH PLANTS
The dynamic behavior of nuclear helium turbine
plants during by-pass and pressure level control
operations
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-3] p0262 A77-2852J

NUCLBAB PEOPOLSIOB
An evaluation of very large airplanes and
alternative fuels: Executive summary
[AD-1042112] p0590 B77-JJ154

HOCLBATIOB
NT CLOOD SEEDING
Gas turbine emission control - A systems approach

p0159 A77-2<!1B1
BOCLIDBS
HT BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

NOHEBICAL ANALYSIS
NT APPROXIMATION
NT EBBOB ANALYSIS
NT FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
NT FINITE ELEMENT HETHOD
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
NT LEAST SQUARES HETHOD
NT HONTE CARLO METHOD
NT NESTON-BAPHSON HBTHOD
NT NOHEBICAL INTEGRATION
NT OSEEN APPROXIMATION
8T PADE APPROXIMATION
HI RELAXATION HETHOD (HATHEBATICS)
Computational methods and problems in aeronautical

fluid dynamics Book
p0013 A7/-1Jb51

A method for the preliminary stability analysis of
aircraft structures - Numerical analysis

pOOb2 A77-1<»S06
Emissions from gas turbine combnstors. II -
Analytical model and numerical analysis

p0115 A77-18647
prediction of pressure distributions on

axisynmetric bodies in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 77-226] pU162 A77-22248

Review - Progress in numerical turbomachinery
analysis

p0196 A77-24626
Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer
separations in supersonic flow

p0249 A77-26957
Progress in numerical turbomachinery analysis

p0250 A77-26964
Analysis of aircraft performance at large angles

of attack
pO^ST A77-27129

Analytical calculation of curves of the 'airfoil
profile' type

p0305 A77-J2100
Numerical methods for extracting MIL-F-87B5B/ASG/
Flying Qualities parameters from flight test data

p0406 A77-J8019
Analytic construction of 'aerodynamic profile'
curves

p0470 A77-44100
The use of probability analysis in aircraft
certification and its effects on maintenance and
eguipment maintenance
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1256] p0509 A77-45509

The computer for design and optimization with
applications to aircraft design, etc

pOSIO A77-461J6
Numerical analysis of the axisymmetric tlow past a

pervious shell with a hole at the vertex
p0562 A77-509J8

Inverse transonic airfoil design including viscous
interaction

P0027 N77-10354
Theoretical and experimental simulation methods

for external store separation trajectories
•p0063 N77-11981

Three-dimensional flow calculation for a transonic
compressor rotor

p0066 877-12019
A critical review of turbine flow calculation

procedures
p0067 N77-12022

A high Reynolds number numerical solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations in stream
function-vorticity form
[HASA-CH-153933] p0472 H77-28070

Numerical solution of the conically symmetric
Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic flow at
angle of attack
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SUBJECT IBDBI OB-6 BBLICOPTEB

p0521 H77-30079
Iluoecical analyses of soft bod; impacts on rigid

and deformable targets
[AD-AOII0030] pOS12 N77-31168

Foundation of the magnetic field integral equation
code (or the calculation of the electromagnetic
pulse external interaction wi th aircraft
[AD-AQ39953] p05U5 H77-31389

NOHEBICAL COBTEOL
The application of microprocessors to the control

of snail /helicopter/ gas turbines
p0109 A77-17532

Inherent errors in asynchronous, redundant digital
flight ccntrols

p0191 A77-2Q192
Estimation of the parameters of the dynamic model

of an aircraft with the purpose of designing
adaptive numerical ccntrol

p0201 A77-25281
Computer-assisted control cf a transonic wind tunnel

p0243 A77-26835
Selection of a fuel handling system for a small

advanced turboshaft engine >
p0218 A77-26893

Ose of a digital computer in an integrated
propulsion control system
[SAE f A P E B 760885] p0258 A77-28207

Error analysis for combined estimation and control
systems vith application to VT01 digital
flight-control synthesis

p0268 A77-28858
Evaluation of an F100 multivariable control using

a real-time engine simulation
[AIAA P f F E B 77-835] pO«09 A77-38552

Programmable data logger for automatic test
eguipnent for aircraft control systems

pOU«6 A77-H1388
Software for automatic test equipment for

aircraft systems
pO«t6 A77-»1389

Testing gyroscopic systems with automatic test
equipment

p O U H 6 A77-41390
Is the pilot necessary in a light observation

helicopter
p O M 6 2 A77-H33UO

Theory of automatic aircraft power plant control:
Russian book

pO»67 A77-4360U
BOHERICAL FLOS VISUALIZATION

Transonic cascade flow calculation using the
relaxation method
[DGIB PAPER 76-186] p0091 A77-16537

nethods and problems in the calculation of
transonic flews

P0260 A77-28366
Recent computation of viscous effects in transonic

flow
p0260 A77-28376

Supersonic flow about elliptic cones with large
semiaxis ratio

P0261 A77-28402
Transonic flow simulation by the finite element

method via optimal control
p0520 A77-»75««

Numerical calculation of the transonic flow past a
swept wing
[NfSA-CH-153297] pO»33 H77-27071

N08EBICAL INTEGRATION
Theory of snall-aspect-ratio wing analysis using

discrete-continuous calculation scheme -
Numerical integration of resolving equations

P0111 A77-17953
Numerical solution for sobcritical flows by a

transonic integral equation method
p02«2 A77-26711

OBLIQUE HINGS
Aeroelastic stability characteristics of an

oblique wing aircraft
[ A I A A 77-USO] P0211 A77-25811

The oblique wing - Aircraft design for transonic
and low supersonic speeds

P027Q A77-30010
M a x i m u m likelihood estimation of aerodynamic

derivatives for an oblique wing aircraft fron
flight data

[ A I A A 77-1135] p0159 A77-13166
An analytical study for subsonic oblique wing

transport concept
[HASi-CB-137896] p0021 B77-1001b

An analytical study for subsonic oblique wing
transport concept
[HASA-CH-137897] p0021 B77-10016

Structural studies of oblique folding wings
[AD-A025712] p0123 B77-1001B

Effect of drooped-nose flaps on the experimental
force and moment characteristics ol an oblique
wing
[NASA-TH-X-3398] p0172 B77-16068

Obligne wing transonic transport configuration
development
[NASt-CR-151928] p0178 N77-17037

Effect of wing flexibility on the experimental
aerodynamic characteristics of an oblique wing
[NASA-TB-X-3K60] p0292 N77-21098

A comparison of the experimental aerodynamic
characteristics of an oblique wing with those of
a swept wing in the Ames 6 by 6 foot wind
tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-3517] pO»73 N77-28U86

F-8 oblique wing structural feasibility study
[NASA-CS-151811 ] p0526 N77-J01U7

OBSEBVATIOB
HI SATELLITE OBSERVATION

OBSERVATION AIBCBAFT
HT E-2 AIBCBAFT
NT F-5 AIBCBAFT
NT illBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
NT OH-6 BELICOPTEB

An avionics design philosophy for a Canadian
coastal patrol aircraft

p013b A77-19650
Is the pilot necessary in a light observation

helicopter
pO»b2 A77-UJ3UO

OBSTACLES
U BABBI2BS

OCEAH SOBFACB
Aircraft scatterometer adapted from Spacelab
to measure ocean surface motion

pO<M6 A77-J952b
DSTAR: Direct Sea-To-Air Befueling (intlight

refueling of military cargo aircraft from ships
at sea)
[AD-A026750] p0127 N77-15010

OCEANS
NT ATLANTIC OCEAH
OCOLOBETEBS

Description and flight tests of an oculometer
[NASA-TN-D-8119] pO«J1 B77-261b«

OFFSHORE EIEBGT SOOBCES
Helicopter offshore operations oil and gas
exploration and production

pOSOJ A77-amtJ7
OFFSBOBE PliTFOBHS

Lake Erie airport study offshore platform
feasibility
[ASCE PBEPBINT 2635] p0273 A77-29667

A navigation device to help helicopters to land on
ocean platforms
[ O N E B A , TP NO. 1977-71] p0562 A77-50983

A comparison of air radionavigation systems (for
helicopters in off-shore areas)
[AD-A030337/0] p0121 B77-1IIOU2

OGEE SHAPE
Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee

tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, loads, and
performance
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1310] p0566 A77-S109J

OSES BIBGS
0 V A R I A B L E SHEEP RINGS

OGIVES
Prediction of aerodynamic ont-of-plane forces on
ogive-nosed circular cylinders

p0116 A77-1BB79
Side forces on a tangent ogive forebody with a
fineness ratio of 2.5 at high angles of attack
and low speed
[NASA-T3-X-73176] p022J N77-180b3

OH-6 HELICOP1EB
Elastic pitch beam tail rotor for LOB

[AD-A028K1S] p0181 N77-17055
Analytical investigation of an Improved helicopter

landing gear concept
[AD-A029372] p02J1 N77-181SO
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OH-58 HELICOPTER SDBJECT INDEX

OH-58 BEIICOPTEE
Hagh energy rotor system

p02l)i» A77-26859
Reduction o£ glare frcm the landing lights of the

OH-58: An evaluation of four potential solutions
[AD-A025779] p0079 877-13050

Elastic pitch beam tall rotor for LOB
[AD-A028U15] p0181 H77-17055

OH-58A autorotational evaluation
[AD-A035727] p038H 1177-25156

Helicopter integrated control (GAT-2H)
[AD-A036204] pOIBO N77-28TH

OIL ADDITIVES
Investigation of the factors affecting the

determination accuracy of addition
concentrations in aviation oils, using the
method of thin-film chrcnatography

p0315 A77-33915
OIL EXPLOB1TIOB

Helicopter offshore operations oil and gas
exploration and production

p0503 A77-11U1137
OILS

NT CRODE OIL
NT FUEL OILS
NT LUBRICATING OILS
NT SHALE OIL

OHEGA NAVIGATION STSTEB
LF/VLF H A V A I D signal reliability in airborne

applications
p0057 A77-15768

Three frequency difference OHEGA
p0152 A77-20673

Simulation analysis of a microcomputer-based,
low-cost omega navigation system

p0152 A77-2067<1
Today's system - Inertial Omega hybrid

navigation system
p0155 A77-21592

Omega navigation - Hill the floodgates open
p0250 A77-27028

Omega ambiguity resolution through direct integer
laning

p0255 477-27605
Omega navigation system status and future plans

p0270 A77-29321
Linear, dynamic estimation and control of OHEGA

radio navigation system synchronization
p0298 A77-30810

Performance of a French airborne Omega receiver
and ootlcck for its use

p0309 A77-329U3
Probing the airborne omega environment

p0503 A77-MU35
Omega system performance predictions

p0503 A77-44M8
VLF pulse timing - Limitations and potential as a

companion to Onega
p0503 A77-141139

Outlook for utilization of the north Atlantic air
space in 1978

p0506 A77-44572
Royal Air Force assessment flights of omega

navigation System
p0521 A77-47813

Flight experience with Onega
p0521 A77-II781U

An American Onega navigation evaluation programme
- 1975-1977

p0521 A77-47815
An application of Omega as a sensor in E-3A

Airborne Warning and Control hybrid navigation
system

p0572 A77-51198
OHHIDIRBCTIOHAL AHTEHHAS

HT BONOPOLE A N T E N N A S
The design and fabrication of miciostrip

omnidirectional array antennas for aerospace
applications
[8ASA-TH-I-73979] pOOSU N77-13332

OHHIPOL AIRGBAFT
NT Z-37 AIBCBAFT

OHHIPOl Z-37 AIBCBAFT
0 Z-37 AIBCBAFT

OHIIBAHGE HAYIGATIOB
D VHP OHNIBAHGE NAVIGATION

OH-LIHE PBOGBAHBING
MAC air cargo data entry: 3. Initial testing of
on-line terminal, digital recorder, and checksheet

[AD-A031455] pOJ16 N77-220S8
ONBOABD COBEOTBBS
D AIRBOHNB/SPACEBOBBE COBPBTEBS

ONBOARD EQnlFHENT
HT AIBBOBHE EQUIPMENT
HT 4IRBOBBE/SPACEBOBSE COBBOTEBS
HI AIRCRAFT EQDIPHEHT
NT BOHBIHG EQOIPBEHT
KT TERCOB
Optical communications systems for aircraft

p0058 A77-15810
Avionics of the helicopter Ka-26 Russian book

p0269 A77-29101
Height prediction of onboard systems in the
preliminary phase of aircraft design

pl)299 A77-J10JU
Aircraft communications systeas Russian book

p0107 A7/-J8124
Central integrated test system /CITS/ - Check
three times for onboard testing of B-1
aircraft
C A I A A PAPEE 77-12601 p05io A77-a55U

A multipurpose position accuracy verification system
airborne DHE

p0570 A77-51181
ONE DIBENSIOHAL FLOS

Small unsteady perturbations of a permanent
one-dimensional flow pattern
[OHERA, TP SO. 1976-156] p0250 A77-27021

ONISOTBOPI
0 ANISOTHOPY
OPEBATING TEBPEB&TOBE

Jet fuels - Redefining the low temperature
requirements

pOU17 A77-39925
OPERATIONAL HAZABDS

Electrostatics in aviation fuel systems sessions
pOIOS A77-17503

Pro-static agents in jet fuels
p0360 A77-37010

The use and control of hazardous materials in
aircraft maintenance

p0286 H77-207l»b
OPEBATIOHAL PBOBLEBS

Ground time costs money - Handling problems at
airports

pOOSS A77-15874
Hovercraft ground contact directional control

devices
pOOSS A77-170J2

Operational problems of supersonic aircraft
P0158 A77-22116

Operational control - A unique Australian concept
p0203 A77-25b99

Operations civil aircraft flight control and
information requirements

p0273 A77-29662
Problems posed by extraction of command grips of
the flartin-Baker ejection seat

p0306 AV7-32db9
OPERATIOHS BESEABCH
NT HATH2HATICAL PROGRAB1ING
Sri's air traffic flow model

p0196 A77-24M8
Operational requirements for flight control and
navigation systems for short haul transport
aircraft
[NASA-CB-137975] p0178 N77-17UJ4

Aviation safety and operation problems research
and technology

p02J7 H77-19011
Implementation of area navigation in the national
airspace system: An assessment of BNAV task
force concepts and payoffs
[AD-A039225] pO<131 H77-2709b

Beturning RDT and E assets (aircraft) to
operational usage
[AD-A036118U] pO«8J B77-2B9BO

Aviation and programmatic analyses; Volume 1,
Task 1: Aviation data base developnent and
application for NASA OAST programs
[NASA-CB-152581] pOKVO H77-291J9

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 2,
Task 2: Identification of planning factors and
activities for NASA OAST programs
[BASA-CR-152582] pO<190 877-29110

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volnae 3,
Task 3: Development of special issue papers
for NASA OAST prograas
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SOBJECT IBDBI OPTIBAL COBTBOL

[HASA-CB-152583] pO«90 H77-29111
Sensitivity of Army helicopter operating and

support costs to changes in design and logistic
parameters
[AD-AQ1I0353] p0539 N77-31139

OPEBAIOB PBBFOBHABCB
BPV operator performance with various flight
control sjsteos daring a simulated target approach
[AD-A02900P] p0232 H77-18166

EPV remote control: Pitch attitude versos flight
path angle operator performance
[AD-A031079] p0337 H77-23129

OPEBATOBS (PEBSOFBEI)
HT AIBCBAPT EILO1S
HT PILOTS (PEBSOHHEL)
HT TEST PHOTS

OPTICAL ABSOBPTIOB
0 LIGHT T8ABSHISSIOS

OPTICAL COSHOHICATIOB
Optical communications systems for aircraft

pOOSB A77-158BO
A hybrid configured fiber optic data bus system

pOOSS A77-158U1
Fiber optics application to A-7 aircraft
internal data-signal transmission system

p0117 A77-192*2
Experimental image compression subsystem /EICS/

two-way aircraft laser image transmission
p0269 A77-28969

Besu'lts of A-7 aloft bottoms Dp model and Height
sensitivity analysis
[AD-A033767] p0338 H77-23350

OPTICAL COBBBCTIOH PBOCBDOBE
A simple technique for making long range imaging

and surveillance systems trade-offs TV
camera compensation Holographs for aerial
reconnaissance

p0191 A77-23528
OPTICAL DA?A PBOCBSSIIG

Tactical air applications for advanced mnltisensor
imagery processing and display techniques

p0164 A77-22738
Ho» real is real time reconnaissance image

data management
p0191 A77-23526

OPTICAL DENSITY
Smoke emission of aircraft seat materials

p0108 A77-17182
OPTICAL BQOIFHBHT
ST CAHEBAS
HT ELECTBOPHOTOHETEBS
BT PBAHIHC CAHEBAS
NT LASEB DOCPLER VELOCIHE1EBS
HT OPTICAL HEASOBIHG INSTBOHEHTS
HT OPTICAL BADAfi
HT OPTICAL BAHSE FIHDEBS
HT OPTICAL SCAHHIES
HT PAHOBAHIC CAHBBAS
HT PBISHS
HT TELE7ISIOH CABEBAS
HT THEODOLITES
HT TBAHSBISSCHETEHS

Optical communications systems for aircraft
pOOSB A77-15810

OPTICAL BASBBS
0 LASERS

OPTICAL BE4SUBBBEIT
Optical detection of blade flutter in YF-100

tnrbofan engine
[ASBE PAPEB 77-6T-66] p026» A77-28577

Optical detection of blade flutter
[HASA-TH-X-73573] p0283 H77-20108

Quantitative study of three-dimensional flov
fields around flight vehicles in the case of
supersonic flov by means of optical nethods
[HASA-TT-F-17II28] p0363 H77-2a056

OPTICAL BBJSOBI86 IBSTBDBB1TS
HT ELECTBOPHOTOHETEBS
HT OCOLOHETBBS
HT OPTICAL B A H G E FIHDEBS
HT CPTICAL SCABHIBS
HT THEODOLITES
HT TBAHSBISSOHETEBS

Solid state Helmet Bonnted Display and Bead
Position Sensing System

p016« A77-22733
An electro-optic airspeed sensor airborne

optical convolution velocimeter
p0506 A77-1U783

An optical^technique for measuring vibratory
notion in rotating machinery

p0515 A77-17090
Beviev of optical techniques vith respect to

aero-engine applications
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1977-80] p0562 A77-509S7

OPTICAL PBOSBBTIBS
HT ABSOBPTIVITT
ST PHOTOIOHIZATIOB
HT BEFLBCTAHCE
HI TB4BSPABEHCE

Calculation of radiant cooling of air behind
intense shock waves using mean optical
characteristics

pO«69 A77-039y3
Bind tunnel models for aero-optical interaction
study
[AD-A021925] p0073 H77-1^078

OPTICAL BADAB
The application of laser radar to slant visual
range monitoring

pOlOO A77-J7710
New lidar concept for measuring the slant range
transmission in aircraft landing approaches

pOSSZ A77-48698
Examples of laser utilization in civil aircraft
certification tests

pOJ70 1177-^11127
OPTICAL BAHGE FIHDEBS

Visual range: Concepts, instrumental
determination, and aviation applications
[HBS-HONO-159] p0525 B77-4U102

OPTICAL SCA1BEBS
HT FLIIHG SPOT SCABHE8S
Simulation and data analysis of a scanning laser
Doppler velocimeter system for sensing aircraft
vake vortices

p0170 A77-tlt291
Scanned laser visual system for military
flight simulation

p0506 A77-14811
An operational video tape recording systes
utilizing IRIG standard 129-73 segmented helical
scan recording fornat

p0556 A77-19B73
OPTICAL SBHSOBS
D OPTICAL BEASOBING IMSTBDHEHTS

OPTICAL SIGBALS
0 OPTICAL COBHOHICATIOH

OPTICAL iAVBGOIDES
Fiber optics cost models for the A-7 aircraft

p035S A77-36972
OPTIRAL COBTBOL

HT TIME OPTIHAL CONTBOL
optimal ride control for the Twin otter, STOL
aircraft

p0002 A77-10J36
Optimal control for the rolling pnllout maneuver

of a modern fighter aircraft
pOOII A77-12111

Optimizing the cyclic control response of
helicopter rotors

p0106 A77-17107
Synthesis of an automatic aircraft control system

p011« A77-18503
Optimal control of thrust and angle of attack ot

an aircraft performing a climb-acceleration
maneuver

pOUS A/7-19329
On a constrained design of an optimal controller

for VIOL aircraft
p0197 A77-21B21

Optimal control alleviation of tilting proprotor
gust response

p0199 A77-2»9J9
Application of mnltivariable optimal control
techniques to a variable area turbine engine

p02b6 A77-28631
Design of a mnltivariable controller for an
advanced tnrbofan engine

p0268 A77-28811
A jet engine control problem for evaluating

minimal design software
p0270 A77-29JB2

Optimal landing control
p0301 A77-31Wfc5

Influence of the intended nse of an aircraft on
the optimal parameters of gas-turbine power plants

pOJOl A77-J2086
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OPTIBIZATIOB SUBJECT IFDBI

Command augmentation control lavs for maneuvering
aircraft
[ M A A 77-10111] p0455 A77-42759

Active flutter control using generalized unsteady
aerodynamic theory

p0455 A77-42772
Spacecraft flight control with the new phase space

control law and optimal linear jet select
[ A I A A 77-1071] p0455 A77-42781

Flight control system of an advanced air
superiority fighter
[ A I A A 77-1C79] p0456 A77-42785

Load factor response of digitally controlled
aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1080] p0456 A77-42786

M i n i m u m required capture radios in a coplanar
nodel of the aerial combat problem

p0468 A77-43726
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by

a multiple time-scales method hierarchically
structured snboptimal controller

pO»68 A77-43771
Influence of flight vehicle mission on optimal GTE

poserplant parameters
p0469 A77-44086

Singular perturbation analysis approach for
systems with highly coupled dynamics with
application to optimal aircraft flight control

p0513 A77-46617
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by

a multiple time scales method with
application to F-8 aircraft longitudinal control

p0513 A77-46621
Transonic flow simulation by the finite element

method via optimal control
p0520 A77-47544

Design of nonlinear automatic flight control systems
p0552 A77-48693

Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASf-CK-116531 ] p0071 N77-12058

The effect of thrust vectoring on aircraft
maneuvering
[AD-A027367] p0082 B77-13074

Development of a digital automatic control la* for
steep glideslope capture and flare
[NASA-CF-2834] p0383 B77-25149

Helicopter optimal descent and landing after power
loss
[NASA-TH-X-73244] p0425 B77-26067

OPTIBIZATIOH
NT FLIGHT OPTIHIZATIOH
HT OPTIHAL CONTBOL
NT TIM! OPTIHAL COBTBOL
NT TRAJECTOEY OPTIMIZATION

Bonoptimality of the steady-state cruise for
aircraft

p0046 A77-13713
The effect of the position of a high-pressure

nozzle en the operational efficiency of an ejector
pOOS3 A77-14953

Choice of optimal throat dimensions for the
diffusor in a condensing injector

p0057 A77-15667
t new development concept for gas turbine engine

optimize life cycle costs
p0101 A77-17228

Theoretical aspects of optimization of aviation
gas turbine engine design variables

p0110 A77-17762
Airfoil design by optimization

p0148 A77-20449
Gas turbines - Operational characteristics and

optieization German book
p0197 A77-24775

A rapid optimization procedure for strnctures
subjected to multiple constraints
[ A I A A 77-374] p0204 A77-25735

The optimal manifold in structural optimization
[ A I A A 77-375] p0204 A77-25736

Application of optimization technology to
wing/store flutter prediction
[ A I A A 77-453] p0210 A77-25810

(lethods in the aerodynamical design of lifting
surfaces

p0251 A77-27128
Hethods of linear theory in problems involving

optimization of the aerodynamical
characteristics of subsonic profiles

p0251 A77-27130

Height design theory for passenger aircraft
p0252 A77-27135

Computer-aided analysis of an aircraft fuel system
p02b3 A77-27140

Helicopters: Parameter assignments in design
Russian book

p0255 A77-27bbO
Theoretical questions of aircraft GTE design

parameter optimization
p0272 A77-29b12

Some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics
p0297 A77-30577

Selection of the optimal longitudinal assembly for
a multispar box of a wing vith allowance tor a
nonlinear stress-strain relation

P0301 A77-J145B
Problem statement in planning and analysis of
variants of mass-production designs of boundary
layer suction systems

pOJOB A77-J271J
Airplane/enqine optimization for an operational
lift/cruise V/STOL airplane
[AIAA 77-572] p03»8 A77-J49J/!

Optimization of active control systems to suppress
flutter and minimize turbulence response

pOJ55 A7/-36158
Optimization of azisymmetric thrust-augmenting

ejectors
[AIAA PAPER 77-707] p0362 A77-J7050

Application of numerical optimization to the
design of supercritical airfoils without
drag-creep
[SAB PAPEB 770440,] pOJ91 A77-37061

Optimization of flexible wing structures subject
to strength and induced drag constraints

p0468 A77-4J727
The computer for design and optimization with
applications to aircraft design, etc

p0510 A77-461J6
Optimal one-section and two-section circular

sound-absorbing duct liners for plane-wave and
monopole sources without flow
[NASA-1H-D-8348] p0133 H77-1b790

Structural design of supersonic cruise aircraft
p0222 B77-1S041

Parameters for optimizing engines as a function of
mission

pOJ20 877-22115
An econometric analysis of enroute and terminal

air traffic control
[AD-A036B92] pOtUB H77-26119

A multilevel approach in optimum design of
structures including buckling constraints

p0496 B77-29552
Decision-making and optimization in aircraft design

[AD-A039464] p0527 B77-J0111

Design and evaluation methods for optimizing
ejection seat cushions for comfort and safety
[AD-A036035] pObJ6 H7/-J1110

Turbulent effects in axial compressors
[AAAF-ST-77-20] p0593 H77-33180

OPTI10B COHTROL
D OPTIHAL CONTROL

OPTIBOH TBBOST PBOGRAHBIHG
a THRUST PROGRAMING

OBBITEH PROJECT
Results of a carrier aircraft (model AX13191-4)

verification test in the Boeing transonic wind
tunnel using a 0.03-scale 747 CAB/orbiter model
45-0 (CA6), volume 1
[NASS-CB-147630] p0282 B77-20081

Results of a carrier aircraft (model AX13191-3)
verification test in the Boeing transonic' wind
tunnel using a 0.03-scale 747 CAB/orbiter model
45-0 (CA6) , volume 2
[NASA-CB-147631] p0282 N77-20082

ORDBABCB
An approach to aircraft ordnance test requirements

of HIL-E-6051D
p0302 A77-3178J

Ordnance impacts on jet engine fan blades
impact resistance of composite materials
[AD-A031761] p0336 H77-2J117

OB6ABIC COBCOOBDS
HT FLOOROCABBOBS
IT FLDOBOBTDBOCABBONS
Effect of substitnted-organic compounds on the
oxidizability of hydrogenated jet fuels and the
effectiveness of an antioxidant
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SUBJECT 1BDEI

p0300 A77-31439
OBGAHIZATIONS
HT EDBOPEAH SPACE AGZHCT
The Sir Traffic Control Evaluation Unit, Burn

Airport, O.K.
p0357 A77-36563

OBIFICE PLOW
Compressible snbcritical flow through anally

symnetric sharp-lipped orifices and nozzles
p0014 A77-12555

A theoretical study of the acoustic impedance of
orifices in the presence of a steady grazing flow

p0100 A77-17066
OBHITBOPTEE AIBCBAFT

0 B E S E A E C H AIECBAIT
OBTHO PABA CONVBBSIOH

f study of the efficiency of hydrogen liquefaction
jet aircraft applications

p0312 A77-33377
OSCILLATING FLOW

Self-excited oscillations in supersonic flow
p0090 A77-161113

A theoretical study of the acoustic impedance of
orifices in the presence of a steady grazing flow

pOlOO A77-17066
The develotment of flow boundary layers in

turbomachines
p01<43 A77-20086

Oscillating turbulent flow in a conical diffuser
p0196 A77-2U629

Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis
of uns teady supersonic cascades. II -
Aerodynamic response predictions
[ A S M E PAPEB 77-GT-t5] p0261| A77-28558

Semienpincal theory of the generation of discrete
tones by a supersonic underexpanded jet
impingiig on an obstacle

p0306 A77-32283
Structure and development of a turbulent boundary

layer in an oscillatory external f low
[O'JEBA, IP TIC. 1977-111] p0315 A77-33812

Shock oscillations in transonic flows
p03U6 A77-31123

Measurements en a delta wing in unsteady flow
p0353 A77-35073

J numerical study of the unsteady leading edge
separation bubble on an oscillating airfoil

p0356 A77-36239
Unsteady linearized transonic flow analysis for

slender todies
pOMU2 P77-40830

Analysis of transonic flow over lifting and
oscillating airfoils

p0520 A77-U7542
The initial region of subsonic coaxial jets. II

p0555 A77-U956U
Thin airfcil in eddy-array and part-stalled

oscillating cascade
p0075 N77-12998

Turbulent effects in axial compressors
[APJF-NT-77-20] p0593 N77-33180

OSCILLATION DAHPBBS
Design of nonlinear squeeze film dampers for

aircraft engines
[ASSE PAPEB 76-LOB-251 p0189 A77-23U88

OSCILLATIOFS
HT DAEMONIC OSCILLATION
NT PBESSOEE OSCIILATICNS
NT SELF OSCILLATIOS
NT VflSG OSCILLATIONS
Analysis of the development, of dynamic stall based

on oscillating airfoil experiments
[ SfiSA-TN-D-8382] p0176 N77-16999

Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of an
airfoil oscillating in a shear layer
[AD-A030887] p0279 N77-20011

Flight flutter testing of rotary wing aircraft
using a ccntrol system oscillation technique

p0288 N77-210U1
The transcnic oscillating flap: A comparison of

calculations with experiments
p053U U77-31086

Application of a finite difference method to the
analysis cf transonic flow over oscillating
airfoils and wings

pOS3« 877-31090
OSCILLATOES
NT CATHODE BAT TDBES
NT GYROSCOPIC PENDULUMS

NT HABHOHIC OSCILLATOBS
HT PEMDOLOHS

OSEEB APPEOXIBATIOH
Unsteady Oseen flow around a flat-plate airfoil

p0553 A77-i|92<l<l
OOTLET FLOI

Study of flow swirl influence on axiradial
diffuser effectiveness

p0013 A77-12b20
An initial approach to the design of very wide
angle ayisymmetric diffnsers with gauzes to
achieve uniform outlet velocity profiles
[ASHE PAPEB 76-HA/FE-3] p021J A77-26HJJ

Hot gas dynalpy test bench for model testing of
jet or turbofan outlet systems
[ONEBA, TP DO. 1977-7E] p01<U A77-40901

OUTLETS
ST VENTS
OOTPOT
HT LASEB OUTPUTS

OXIDATION
A combined cycle with a partial-oxidation reactor

p0109 A77-17W1
Hot corrosion studies of four nicKel-base
superalloys: B-1900, HASA-TBH VIA, 713C and IB738
[HASA-TB-X-73179] p0025 N77-1018J

OXIDATIOB BESISTANCE
Determination of a fuel's thermal oxidation
stability by the CITO-H method

pOJOO A77-J1l»U2
OXIDE FILBS

Fretting corrosion in slit joints in planetary
reduction gears of high-pressure turbines

pOJ09 A7/-J2717
OXIDES
NT CABBCB BONOXIDE
NT 1ANGANESE OXIDES
NT NITEOGEN DIOXIDE
ST NITEOGEB OXIDES

OIIGEH
ST OZONE

Oxygen accumulation in hypobaric chambers
[AD-A025860] p0072 H77-12073

OZOHB
Concorde and the climate

p0111 A77-18472
OZONOSPHEBE

Relative effects on atmospheric ozone of latitude
and altitude of supersonic flight

P-531 BBLICOMBB
Analysis of phase IIB of FE U3.8 Scoot

helicopter as an observation platform
[AD-a028816] pOIBO N77-17C19

PACIFIC ISLAHDS
ST NEW GOIBEA (ISLAND)

PACKAGES
NT INSTBDBEBT PACKAGES

PACKAGING
Fiberglass reinforced plastic BI-PAC vibration and

rough handling tests
[AD-A025783] pOOBJ H77-1J168

PADS APPBOXIBATION
The calculation of the rms value of an aircraft's

normal acceleration due to Gaussian random
atmospheric turbulence
[7TH-213] p0079 »77-1iOHb

PAS (BODDLAflOI)
0 POLSE AHELITODE BODDLATIOS
PAIEL FLDTIEB

Application of holography to panel flutter
p0057 A77-15701

Effects of inviscid parallel shear flows on steady
and unsteady aerodynamics and flutter
[AI&A PAPEB 77-158] pOIQO A77-1986M

Analytical comparison of effects of solid-friction
and viscous structural damping on panel flatter
[NASA-TN-D-8263] p007q H77-121J5

Application of NASTBAN to large deflection
supersonic flutter of panels

p0285 B77-20190
Application of panel methods for unsteady subsonic

flow
[NLB-BP-76010-0] p0379 H77-2bOy6

PANELS
NT C D B V E D PANELS
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PtHOBASIC CAHIBAS SUBJECT INDEX

NT WIHG PANE1S
High intensity noise testing of panels

p0211 A77-26011
Process development for fabricating sculptured

decorative interior aircraft panels using sheet
molding compounds

p0512 A77-46508
Aircraft anterior sandwich panel development

p0520 A77-I17625
Development of technology for the fabrication of

reliable laminar flow control panels on subsonic
transports
[NASA-CB-1H5125] p0179 N77-17038

Fatigue behavicur of cracked stiffened panels
p0328 N77-22561

? research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes test methods and
results
[NASA-CB-15515II] p0598 N77-33959

PAKOBAHIC C6HESAS
KS-128 night photo system flight test results

p0192 A77-23540
PiBiCHOTE DESCEBT

Center-of-gravity problems in the system ejection
seat-pilet
[DG1R P A P E R 76-213] p0092 A77-165U2

Investigation of the self oscillations of a
parachute canopy

p0193 A77-2385S
The influence of the structural permeability of

the canopy on the drag coefficient of a parachute
p0193 A77-23856

Precession motion of a rotating parachute
p0193 A77-23858

Stability of the vertical descent of a cargo load
on a parachute

p0202 A77-25529
The development of new designs of emergency escape

parachutes fcr ejection seats
p0558 A77-199U7

in analysis of personnel parachutes for use by
Harine Corps Force Reconnaissance Dnats
[AD-A01H151] p0587 H77-33124

PiHiCeOTE FAEBICS
Documentation of the feasibility research on a

destructible parachute
p0554 A77-19342

PABiCBOTBS
NT RIBBON PBBACBDTES

Theory of an anisymuetric parachute. I
p0193 A77-23854

Dependence of the drag coefficient of a parachute
on the number of shroud lines

p0193 A77-23857
Proposed helicopter safety system for catastrophic

failures
p0557 A77-M9936

Transonic wind-tunnel tests of a lifting parachute
model
[NASA-TH-X-73982] p0168 N77-15987

Dynamics and stability of lifting parachutes
pOt86 N77-29087

An analysis of personnel parachutes for use by
Harine Corps Force Beconnaissance Units
[AD-A011151] p0587 N77-33124

PABACHDTIHG
0 PABACHDTE EBSCENT

PiBAGLIDEBS
NT FLEXIBLE SINGS

The effect of inclined trailing edges and membrane
weight on the supersonic flow past conical
paragliders with small camber

p0096 A77-16598
Theoretical analysis of the dynamic lateral

stability of a paraglider
p0311 A77-33262

PARALLEL FLOS
BT PIPE 510«
HT TBBEE DIBEHSICNAL FLC»

Effects of inviscid parallel shear flows on steady
and unsteady aerodynamics and flutter
C A I A A PAPEB 77-158] pomo A77-1986*

Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of a
semi-infinite airfoil oscillating in a shear layer
[AIAA PAPER 77-157] p0161 A77-22239

Variable thickness shear layer aerodynamics
revisited

p0311 A77-33191

PARALLEL STRIP LIHES
0 dICBOSTRIP TBANSHISSION IIHES
PiBABETEBIZATIOH

Simple complex method of selection of the main
design parameters of turbine stages for
turbine-engines

pOIOS A77-172bb
Practical applications of parameter identification

--- for flight stability and control tests
[AIAA 77-1136] pOUSS A77-DJ167

Specification of inputs and instrumentation tor
flutter testing of multivanable systems

p0^87 N77-21028
PABABETEBS
D IHDEPESDEBT V?BIABLES

PiBIIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT FOKREB-PLANCK EQUATION
Application of differential similarity to finding
nondimensional groups important in tests of
cooled engine components
[NASA-TS-X-3481] pO^SJ N77-J0111

PABflCLE EBISSIOB
HT E1ECTBCS EHISSION
Analytical screening of low emissions, high
performance duct burners for supersonic cruise
aircraft engines
[NASA-CB-13b157] p028j H/7-<!01U<!

Turbine engine particnlate emission characterization
[AD-A011199] pOI(91 H7/-291S2

PiBTICLE BO1IOB
Supersonic flow of gas-particle mixtures past a

wedge
p019a A77-24200

PAHTICLE PBODOCTIOB
Bind tunnel flow seeding for laser velocimetry
applications

pOH70 A77-l|l(29«
Development of a controllable particle generator

for LV seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels

PABTICLE SIZE DISTBIBDTIOR
Separation and investigation of wear particles

from aircraft engines

PiBTICLES
NT AEBOSOIS
NT LIGHT BEABS
NT METAL PABTICLES
NT POIIDEB (PABTICLES)

P1HTICULATE SAHPLIHG
Preliminary study of smoke formed in the
combustion of various jet fuels

p0269 ^7
Transmissometer measurement of particulate
emissions from a jet engine test facility

pOl)IM A77-1061J
PASSEBGEB AIBCBAFT
NT A-300 AIBCBAFT
NT BAC 111 AIBCBAFT
NT BO-105 BELICOPTEB
HT BOEING 727 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 7H7 AIBCBAFT
NT B8EGDET 911 AIBCBAFT
HT CESSNA 172 AIECBAFT
NT CH-47 HELICOPTEB
NT CH-5H HELICOPTEB
NT COMET a AIECBAFT
NT CV-3HO AIBCBAFT
NT DC 10 AIRCBAFT
NT EOBOPEAN AIBBOS
HT F-27 AIBCBAPT
NT F-28 TBAHSPOBT AIBCBAFT
NT H-S3 BE1ICOETEB
HT HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
NT IL-62 AIBCBAFT
NT L-1011 AIBCBAFT
NT T-39 AIBCBAFT
NT T0-13« AIBCBAFT
HT TO-1U1I AIBCRAFT
NT VC-10 AIBCBAFT
HT IAK 10 AIBCBAFT
Intercity VTOL aircraft - A Hawker siudeley review

pOOOfc A7
Application of advanced technology to future
long-range aircraft
[SAWE PAPEB 1126] p0010 A7

The Boeing 7H7 and 7X7 families
pOOttb A77-1JJJ1
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SUBJECT IBDEX PEBFOBATED SHELLS

Flight dynamics and controllability of large jet
airplanes Russian book

p0089 477-16175
Perodynas ic design and flight testing of the VFW 61U

[DGLE P A P E R 76-208] p0093 A77-16560
Energy considerations in aeronautical

transportation /The V. Rupert Turnbnl l Lecture/
p0135 A77-19649

The technical concept of the II-62B. II - Fuel
system

p0159 A77-22120
The commercial supersonic aircraft

p0250 A77-26999
Theory and practice of designing passenger aircraft

Russian book
p0251 A77-27126

Aerodynamics of passenger aircraft
p0251 A77-27127

Changes in aerodynamical characteristics due to
structural deformations

p0252 A77-27134
Weight design theory for passenger aircraft

p0252 A77-27135
Designing for increased service life of landing

gears in passenger aircraft
p02S4 A77-27153

Development trends in aircraft control systems
p0254 A77-27157

Aeroflot 's STOL trijet
p025« A77-27214

A study of commuter aircraft design
[iSHE PAPEB 77-GT-36] p0263 A77-28551

Noise reduction potential for the existing
business jet fleet
[ A S B E P A P E R 77-01-76] p0264 A77-28587

Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engines
/QCSEE/ - A technology development program
[AS1E PAPER 77-GT-109] p0265 A77-28618

Ground-based air conditioning in passenger
airplane cabins Russian book

p0301 A77-31150
The aircraft passenger compartment as a

temperature-regulated plant
p0304 A77-32085

Short-term prospects for new commercial aircraft
from the DSA

p0341 A77-33615
Aerospatiale proposes a new family /A.200/ of

aircraft, with 120 to 160 seats
p0345 A77-33964

Practical aspects of commercial STOL operations
[ A I A A 77-567] p0318 A77-34929

Efficient civil helicopters - The payoff of
directed research
[ A H S 77-33-15] pO»18 A77-40059

The aircraft and fire f rcm the fire protection
engineer's view

p0443 A77-40934
Civil aviation activities in global perspective

p0449 A77-41930
Basic safety concepts of air transportation

compared mtb other travel modes
p0450 A77-41938

The Falcon-50 dossier eight-passenger aircraft
design

pOU54 A77-112223
The aircraft cabin as a temperature-controlled plant

p0069 A77-4408S
The insertion or elimination of fuselage sections

and the balancing of aircraft
p0521 A77-47699

Jakowlew Jak-42 - Uncomplicated, reliable,
economical

p0555 A77-H9653
An analytical study for subsonic oblique ving

transport concept
[BASA-CR-137896] p0021 H77-10045

An analytical study for subsonic oblique ving
transport concept
[HASA-CR-137897] p0021 B77-10046

Advanced supersonic technology study: Engine
program summary. Supersonic propulsion: 1971 -
1976

p0219 H77-18013
A mathematical simulation model of a 1985-era

tilt-rotor passenger aircraft
[HASA-CB-151949] p033» H77-23094

OS air carrier accidents involving fire, 1965
through 1974 and factors affecting the statistics

[PB-266883/8] p05J6 B7
Briefs of accidents, involving corporate/executive
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267651/8] p05J7 B77-J1116

Airworthiness and flight characteristics
evaluation C-12A aircraft
[AD-A000239] p05J9 N77-J11J6

P1SSEBGEBS
Aircraft loadability parameters - Some results ot

an airline survey
[SAHE PAPEB 1146] pOOlO A77-1^01

Reducing walking distances at existing airports
p0549 A77-479BO

The helicopter air service passenger program: A
retrospect
[PB-254830/3] p0021 H77-100J6

Airport and air transport planning
[PB-259413/3] p0280 N77-200b7

Short haul air passenger data sources in the
United States
[ DASA-CH-152671] pOJ16 N77-22054

Briefs of accidents involving air taxi operations,
OS general aviation, 1975
[ PB-267653/4] p0578 H77-32102

PATEBT APPLICATIOBS
Auxiliary power system for activity cooled aircraft

[BASA-CASE-LAR-11626-1 ] p0073 B77-12J32
PATTEBB BECCGBITIOH

Aircraft identification by moment invariants
p0155 A77-21683

A change detection and classification system for
side-lcok radar images

p0397 A77-J7422
PAVESBSTS

Installation of runway lighting system in asphalt
paving

p0271 A77-^9l|b4
Dynamic testing of ranway pavements

P0299 A77-J1049
Fibrous concrete for airport pavements

pOJ46 A77-34477
Cumulative deflection and rigid pavement

serviceability
[AD-A024969] p0073 B7V-1^077

Recomoended design for rigid-flexible airfield
pavement junctures
[AD-A031351] p0284 K77-J0122

Effects of pavement roughness on naval air
operations
[AB-A033558] p0324 B77-2J154

Structural design of pavements for light aircraft
[AD-A041300] p049j B77-29174

PAILOIDS
Air Hew Zealand's methods of flying the DC-10

[AIAA PAPEB 77-1255] p0502 A77-44J4J
A miniature rotary-wing RPV

p051« A77-47J51
STOL developments

p0127 B77-14986
Technical and economic assessment of swept-wing

span-distributed load concepts for civil and
military air cargo transports
[HASA-CR-145229] pOSBS N77-JJ147

PCS TELBHETRY
Acceleration-proof telemetry for the testing of

aircraft propellers, turbines, and helicopter
rotors

p004J A77-12S85
PBBDDLOOS GYROSCOPES

0 GYBOSCOPIC PEBDOLOHS
PEBDOLOSS

HT GYROSCOPIC PEBDOLOBS
Development and tests of a simulator for a

pendulum accelerometer
[LBBA-E-410-BT-32/SYE] p0082 B77-1J079

PBBBTBiTIOB BALLISTICS
0 TEBDIBAL BALLISTICS

PERCBPTIOB
HT AODITOBY PEBCEPTIOH
BT SOOHD LOCALIZATIOB
HT SPACE PERCEPTION
HT TACTILE DISCBIBIHATIOH
BT VISUAL PEBCEPTIOB

PERFECT GAS
0 I D E A L GAS

PERFORATED SBBLLS
numerical analysis of the axisymmetric flow past a

pervious shell with a hole at the vertex
A77-S0938
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PERFOBH1HCE SUBJECT IHBEI

An integral equation method for boundary
interference in a perforated-wall wind tunnel at
transonic speeds
[AD-A023H93] p0019 H77-10023

PBBFOBHANCB
Cold air performance of a

12. 766-centimeter-tiF-diameter axial-flow cooled
turbine. 2: Effect of air ejection on turbine
performance
[NASA-TP-1018] p0524 N77-30089

PBBPOBH&HCB PBBDICTIOH
HT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TICHBIQOES

^ The effect of engineering approximations on
fatigue life evaluation for variable amplitude
loading

p0047 A77-13762
Critical remarks on the validity of fatigue life

evaluation methods based on local stress-strain
behavior

p0047 A77-13763
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation / 'FALSTAFF' / • IV - The application of
the standardized test program for the fatigue
life estioation of fighter »ing components

p0048 A77-13769
Vortex lift predictions for cambered wings

p0054 A77-15029
A recursive on-line estimation method with

application to aircraft dynamics parameter
identification

pOOSI A77-15033
A simplified method in flight test technigues for

the determination of the range perfor nance of
jet aircraft

p0097 A77-16600
Prediction of light aircraft interior noise

p0100 A77-17069
Numerical methods for calculating the performance

of air-breathing combustion chambers
p010« A77-17250

A prescribed wake lifting surface hover
performance analysis

p0163 A77-22670
Computer simulation of microwave landing systems

operating in typical oultipath environments
p0196 A77-245811

Prediction ef compressor performance in rotating
stall
[ A S M E PAPEB 77-GT-10] p0262 177-28529

Reliability of aircraft hydraulic systems
Russian bcok

p0299 A77-31199
A prediction method for spoiler performance

[SAE P A P E R 770459] p0392 A77-37078
Performance and adjoint sensitivity analysis of

the flavstar global positioning system
p0398 A77-37458

Computer analysis of HLS in multipath environment
p0403 A77-37736

Prediction of helicopter rotor performance in
vertical clinb and sidevard flight
[ A H S 77-33-03] pO<l17 A77-40051

Laser velocimeter turbulence spectra measurements
p0470 A77-44304

Omega system performance predictions
p0503 A77-44438

Leading-edge vortex effect on the flutter speed
p0507 A77-44819

Estimation of helicopter performance by an
extended energy method improved by flight tests

p0574 A77-51613
Critical analysis of comparisons between flight

test results and'vind tunnel test predictions in
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
[HASA-TT-F-17185] p0022 N77-10049

Comparison between the calculated and the
experimental results of the compressor test cases

p0067 F77-12024
Seniempirical airframe ncise prediction model and

evaluation with flight data
{NASA-TH-X-56041 ] p0086 H77-13791

A method for measuring aircraft height and
velocity using dual television cameras
[HASA-TH-T.-72829] p0366 N77-24099

Turbine engine multi-mission propulsion simulator
wind tunnel demonstration
[AD-A034282] p0367 H77-2U104

Supersonic powerplant testing for preflight
performance evaluation

Analytical prediction of the performance and
stability of a J85-13 compressor with distorted
inlet flow
[BASA-TM-X-3515] pOJ71 N77

Combustion noise investigation --- predicting
direct and indirect noise from aircraft engines
[AD-A038154/1 ] p0439 N77-2/H/J

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume
3: Computer users manual for aero-acoustic
predictions
[AD-A038611] p0478 H77-2«1^7

Estimation of engine removal times and prediction
of replacement requirements
[AD-A038076] p0492 N77-2916b

An attempt to correlate normal vorticities with
total pressure distortion patterns at the
entrance to a gas turbine engine
[AD-AOII0370] p0528 N77-J0122

A laboratory investigation into flight path
perturbations during steep descents of V/STOL
aircraft
[AD-A040101 ] p0529 N77-301Jb

Performance prediction method for a wing-in-ground
effect vehicle with blowing under the wing
[AD-A039829] p O b J O B77-JCM01

Single-rotor helicopter design and performance
estimation programs. Volume 1: Methodology
[ A D - A O K 0 8 0 3 ] p0539 N77-J11JS

A review of turbopropulsion combustion. Part 1:
Fundamentals of combustion. Part 2:
Turbopropulsion combustion technology
[AD-AOIJ3022] pObSJ N77-J216J

preliminary investigations of the unsteady flow in
turbojet engines during transients
[PUBL-PP-174] pOb83 N77-J^164

A procedure for predicting the life of turbine
engine comfonents

pOS9« N77-JJ192
PBHFOBH&HCE IESIS

Ejector performance at high temperatures and
pressures

pOOSO A/7-llbbl
General survey of the studies and testing
techniques that led to the definition ot NbOO
performance

pOlOO A77-170bO
Shaping the flight behavior of the 7«7SP

Powerplants for fu ture SSTs
[SAE PAPER 760891] pO^bO A77-.T/U05

Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices
--- flight tests

pOltOT A77-J8026
Aero-acoustic performance comparison ot core

engine noise suppressors on RASA quiet engine *C*
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-922] pOII 2 A77-J85S7

Heasured effects of coolant injection on the
performance of a film cooled turbine
[AIAA PAPER 77-9116] pO»12 A77-J8607

Status report on IV-15 Tilt Botor Test Program
[AHS 77-33-61] p0421 A77-10087

Criteria for large scale fire testing of aircraft
interiors

p0442 A77-IIU924
static performance of vectoring/reversing
non-axisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 77-8MO] pOlbl A77-4197lt

Performance and design of a vertical seeking seat
steering. system

P0558 A77-l)994b
Performance analysis of flexible aircraft with
active control

p0028 N77-10378
Comparison between the calculated and the
experimental results of the compressor test cases

p0067 H77-1202I1
Turbine test cases: Presentation of design and
experimental characteristics

p0067 HTJ-'UO.iS
Turbines: Presentation of calculated data and
comparison with experiments

p0067 N77-12026
Instrument flight evaluation AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A026633] pOOBO N77-1J053

Inertially derived flying qualities and
performance parameters
[AD-A026963] pOOBO N77-1J054
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SUBJECT I1DBI PHOTOGRAPHIC BECOBDIRG

Effect of cetaaic coating of JT8D coabustor liner
on max imum liner temferatures and other
combustor performance parameters
[NASA-TH-X-73581] p0129 B77-15037

Experimental performance of a
16.10-centimeter-tip~diaueter sweptback
centrifugal compressor designed for a 6:1
pressure ratio
[BASA-TH-X-3552] p0378 H77-2508U

Analysis and testing of JP-5 fael derived fron coal
[AD-A036C73] p01|32 877-26333

fn operational flight test evaluation of a loran-C
navigator
[AD-A039H98] pO»90 877-29133

Seakeeping characteristics of a preliminary design
for a sea loiter aircraft
[AD-AOU0062] p0527 H77-30113

Parametric performance evaluation of a jet engine
derived from a tnrbocharger
[AD-A039116] p0529 877-30126

flultipath and performance tests of TBSB receivers
[AD-AOU1891] p0588 N77-33135

Air t raff ic control experimentation and evaluation
test
[AD-AOU1971] p0588 S77-33136

PBBPOSIOH
0 DI7FOSIOH

PEBIODIC FBFCTIOHS
BT SINE SEB1ES
KT TBIGOSOHETBIC FUBCTIOBS

PEBIODIC VABIATIONS
BT DIUBBAL VABIATIOBS
BT BOCTORNAL VABIATIOBS

PEBBBABILITT
The influence of the structural permeability of

the canopy on the drag coefficient of a parachute
p0193 A77-23856

PBBSOBHEI
HT AIB TRAFFIC CCBTB01LEBS (PERSONNEL)
BT AIRCBAPT PILOTS
BT COSBOSADTS
BT FLIGHT CRESS
HT PILOTS (PEBSOBBEL)
BT SCIESTISTS
NT TEST PILOTS

PBBtUBBATION
Wake region perturbation for base drag redaction

[AD-A0261U7] p0120 N77-13998
A laboratory investigation into flight path

perturbations during steep descents of V/STOL
aircraft
[AD-A040101] p0529 B77-30135

PERTURBATION TBEOBT
Viscous perturbation effects on hypersonic

unsteady aercdynanics tactical missile flight
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-5] p0137 A77-19766

Study of local perturbations of viscous supersonic
flows

p0297 A77-30566
Theoretical analysis of the dynamic lateral

stability of a paraglider
p0311 A77-33262

Singular perturbation analysis approach for
systems iiith highly coupled dynamics with
application to optimal aircraft flight control

p0513 A77-Q6617
Characteristics of the boundary-layer equations of

the min imum time-to-climb problem
p0513 A77-S6618

Improved computational treatment of transonic flon
about swept vings

p0026 N77-103H8
Performance analysis of flexible aircraft with

active control
p0028 877-10378

Remarks on the suitability of various transonic
small perturbation equations to describe
three-dimensional transonic flow; examples of
computations using a fully-conservative rotated
difference scheme three typical shock
interactions
[SLB-I!P-75039-<T J p0168 B77-15992

PBTBOLBOR
0 CBODE OIL

PBANTOR AIBCBAPT
BT F-1 AIBCBAFT
Statistical analysis of the vibration response of

external aircraft stores
pOOSI A77-15036

PHASE COHTBAST
Phase comparison monopulse applied to secondary
surveillance radar

p0326 B77-J2J69
PHASE DEVIAtlOH

Three frequency difference OREGA
p0152 A77-2067J

PHASE LOCKED SISTBHS
A fast phase locked loop algorithm with
applications to microprocessor implemented
communication and navigation systems

pOJ97 A77-J7i)1«
PHASE SHIFT CIBCOITS

A digital goniometer for VOB
p0511 A77-«6^6J

PHASE TBABSFOB8ATIOBS
BT COAL LIQOEFACTIOB
BT EVAPOBATIOB
NT SDBLIBATIOH
NT VAPOBIZISG
Aerodynamic heat transfer to a hypersonic research
aircraft model /X-2UC/ at Hach 6

pOOSI A77-1U557
PHASED ABBATS

ais - A practical application of microwave
technology

p0098 A77-16959
Badar systems with phased-array antennas

p0573 A77-51277
An array technique for zenith to horizon coverage
[AD-A035503] • pOJ89 N77-^5J92

PHBBOLS
Effect of phecol-type antioxidant additives on the
operating properties of water-free Jet fuels

pOJOO A77-3ia«0
Investigation of the composition of phenol
antioxidants containing zinc
dialkyldithiocarbamates, used to improve the
thermal-oxidative stability of Jet fuels

pOJilS A77-JJ912
PHENI1S
BT POLIPHEBYLS
PHOTOCHEBICAL RBACTIOHS

A computationally fast one-dimensional
diffusion-photochemistry model of SST wakes

pO<)68 A77-1J735
PHOTOCHESISTBT
0 PHOTOCHEMICAL BEACTIONS

PHOTOELASTIC ABALISIS
Holographic determination of thermal and
mechanical deformations in the case of
structural components and structures of
aeronautical and astronautical technology
IDGLB EAPEB 76-iso] poo96 A77-16587

Aerospace weld bonding-rivet bonding
p0198 A77-2U925

PHO10BLASTIC STBESS HBASOBEHBBT
D PHOTOBLASTIC ANALYSIS
PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT
ST PHOTOIOBIZATIOB

PHOTOELECTBIC PHOTO8ETBI
0 ELECTBOPHOTOHETEBS
PHOT06BAIHETBI

A simple technique for making long range imaging
and surveillance systems trade-offs TV
camera compensation nomographs for aerial
reconnaissance

p0191 A77-2J528
Photogramnetry techniques utilized by Grumman

during the F-14A weapon separation flight test
program

pOIOS A77-38001
Experimental study of developaent of free vortices

behind a rectangular wing
'pO«22 A77-00113

PHOTOGRAPHIC BQDIPBEIT
NT CABEBAS
NT FBABING CAHEBAS
BT PA80BABIC CAREBAS
NT TELEVISION CAREBAS
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILH

Exclusive study finds that airport X-ray
inspections may cause damage to film

p0307 A77-J«52b
PHOTOGRAPHIC BBASOBEHBIT
NT PBOTOGBABDETBT

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
A new approach to airport lighting inspection

pOO«4 AV7-13170
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PBOTOGBAPHT SUBJECT I8DEI

PHOTOGBaPHI
BT AERIAL PBCTOGBAPHY
HT COLOB PHOT06BAPHY
NT FBACTOGIMPBY
NT HOIOGBAPHY
NT INFBABED IHAGEBY
BT INFBABED PBOTOGBAPBT
NT SCHLIEBEN PBOTOGBAPHT
NT SHADOSGBAEB PBOTOGBAPHT
NT STEBEOPBOTOGBAPHY
NT STEBEOSCOPY

MAC air cargo data entry: 2. Photography of
shipping labels
[AD-A031454] p0316 N77-22057

PBOTOIOHIZATION
Flow characteristics in an expansion tunnel as

inferred froo velocity measurements
p0515 A77-47108

PHOTOBAPPING
The vehicle napping device FKG-1, a device for

indicating the location of land vehicles and
helicopters on the map

p0467 A77-43578
PBOT08ETEBS

NT BLECTROPHOTOHBTEBS
PHOTON BEAHS

NT LIGHT BEAHS
PHOTONS

NT LIGHT BEAHS
PHOTOBECONNAISSASCE

Reconnaissance design considerations for the P-5
multiple nission tactical fighter

p0190 A77-23518
Criteria for developing a multi-sensor

reconnaissance pod system for carriage on
tactical aircraft onboard A-7 aircraft

P0190 A77-23519
Tactical reconnaissance pod system development for

the F-14
P0190 177-23520

Integration of a tactical reconnaissance system
with Bavy attack aircraft

p0190 A77-23522
Ron real is real time reconnaissance image

data management
p0191 A77-23526

Utilization of IB imagery in tactical reconnaissance
p0191 A77-23529

PHOTOBEDOCTION
0 PHOTOCHEMICAL BEACTIOHS

PHOT OTHEBHOIBOPISB
D ANISOTBOPY
D TEtiPBBATUBE EFJECTS

PHDGOXD OSCILLATIONS
D OSCILLATIONS
0 PITCH (INCLINATION)

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Aeromedical evaluation of UH-1 internal advanced

personnel rescue hoists. Western Gear
Corporation hoist models 02277R1 and 42305R1,
Breeze Corporation hoist ECP-720 modification
[AD-A037621] p0429 N77-26130

PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
Investigation and analysis of the hoian factors in

aircraft accidents
p0003 A77-10500

PICKOFFS
D SFBSOBS

PICKOPS
a SENSORS
PILOT EBBOB

Accident research at the United states Army Agency
for Aviation Safety - An overview

p0241 A77-26645
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach

lighting system
tNASA-CASE-ABC-10990-1] p0067 B77-12031

PILOT PEBFOBBAHCB
Experimental cognition for qualification of voice

warning systems in aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 76-211] p0091 A77-16531

Center-of-gravity problems in the system ejection
seat-pilot
[DGLB PAPBB 76-213] p0092 A77-16542

Handling quality criterion for heading control —-
aileron-rudder sequencing for coordinated tarns

p0147 A77-20443
Symposium on the Presentation of Information to
pilots, London, England, Harch 18, 1976,

Proceedings
pOT48 A77-2U60J

Flight information for airline pilots - The
certification angle

p0148 A77-20605
Presenting information to the general aviation pilot

P0148 A77-20608
Application of a model-based flight director

design technique to a longitudinal hover tasK
P0199 A77-2493b

Investigation of the influence of simulated
turbulence on handling qualities in light
aircraft

p0199 A77-249J6
Problems posed by extraction of command grips of

the Martin-Baker ejection seat
pOJ06 A77-J2359

Analytical display design tor flight tasks
conducted under instrument meteorological
conditions

p03SS A77-ib91tt
Future air traffic control systems. Ill

p03S>7 A77-36567
A versatile display system for BOB operation
Bap-of-the-Earth helicopter flight
[AHS 77-33-24] p0419 A77-40064

BNAV waypoint charting effects on pilot
procedures, training and workload

p0502 A77-U4432
Stability of the pilot-aircraft system in

maneuvering flight
p0553 A77-49J40

A flight investigation of piloting techniques and
crosswind limitations during visual STOl-type
landing operations
[NASA-TN-D-8284] pl)030 877-11001

Display/control requirements for VTOL aircraft
[NASA-CB-145026] p0032 N77-110JO

Landing practices of general aviation pilots in
single-engine light airplanes
[BASA-TB-D-8283] pOOJ3 N77-110J3

Helicopter yaw axis augmentation investigation
[AD-A024512] p0037 N77-11066

The Halcola Horizon pilot performance
pOI71 B77-160S4

Terrain following using stereo television
p0171 S77-16U56

A flight investigation of control, display, and
guidance requirements for decelerating
descending VTOL instrument transitions using the
X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume 2:
Background Information and supporting data
[AD-A028874] p0173 B77-16072

Analysis of OS Bavy aircraft accident rates in
major aviation commands (pilot performance)
[AD-A031837] p0316 B77-2205S

Cost and training effectiveness analysis (CTEA) of
the CH-47 flight simulator (CHU7FS)
[AD-A033972] pOJTJ N77-241S6

Techniques for the initial evaluation of flight
simulator effectiveness
[AB-A036460] p0481 B77-28150

Energy management display for air coobat maneuvering
[AD-A000198] p0526 N77-J0109

Evaluation of vibration levels at the pilot seat
caused by wing flow separation

p0533 S)"1- 41078
On the importance of program intelligence to

advanced automation in flight operations
[AD-A042915] pOb82 B77-J2147

Requirements for flight testing automated tei.nnal
service
[AD-A041975] p0588 B77-JJ1J7

PILOT PLANTS
Evaluation of methods to produce aviation Turbine
fuels from synthetic crude oils, phase 2, volume 2
[AD-A036190] p0482 B77-28J2S

PILOT TBAIII1G
Simulating the last 100 ft computer-generated
images for landing training

p0003 A77-10648
Experience with the flight simulator

p0098 A77-16744
Design of military aircraft for minimum cost of

ownership
p0165 A77-227S6

Cockpit visibility - The pilot's reference eye
position in theory and practice

pOJII A7
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SDBJECT IBDEX FUSTIC AIBCBAFT STBOCTDEBS

Developnent of a nnigue, operational digital data
acquisition systea for test pilot training and
aircraft performance monitoring

p0407 A77-38024
Flight simulation of the large helicopter

pOI!17 A77-39924
Ship landing trials with the BO 105

-_ p0464 A77-43356
BRAT vaypcint charting effects on pilot

procedures, training and workload
p0502 A77-44432

Teaching the practical techniques of establishing
egress system performance in an accident
environment

p0558 A77-49948
Flight test of an 8000 psi Lightweight Hydraulic

System (IRS)
[AD-A039717] p0528 H77-30120

PI1OTIESS AIBCBAFT '
HT DBOHE AIBCBAFT '
HI IABGET DBOHZ SIBCBAFT

PILOTS (PEBSOBNBL)
HT AIBCBAFT PILOTS
HT TEST PILOTS

Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and
space, parts 1 to 59 federal aviation
procedural rules and standards

p0075 H77-12932
Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics and

, space, parts 60 to 199 federal aviation
procedural rules and standards

p0075 H77-12933
Electronic head-up display at pilot's eye level

[BASA-TT-F-17390] p0181 N77-17058
PIPE FLOW

Design and performance of selected pipe-type
diffnsers
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-104] p0265 A77-28614

PIPES (TDBES)
Plastic pipe in airport drainage system, phase 2

[AD-A041200] p0493 F77-29175
PISTOB ENGINES

The M-14P aircraft engine Russian book
p0408 A77-38300

Unsteady processes in aircraft piston compressors
Russian took

p0467 A77-43610
Him BPT engine noise reduction

[AD-A027638] ' p0130 R77-15046
Aircraft Piston Engine Exhaust Emission Symposium

[HASA-CP-2005] p0183 H77-17081
Development of EPA aircraft piston engine emission

standards for air quality
p0184 N77-17082

Application of automobile emission control
technology to light piston aircraft engines

p0184 H77-17083
Emissions data by category of engines

p0184 N77-17087
Avco Lycoiing emission and flight test results

p0184 H77-17088
TCH aircraft piston engine emission reduction

program
p0185 H77-17092

Summary of the general aviation manufacturers'
position on aircraft piston engine emissions

p0185 H77-17098
Beviev of measurement and testing problems

p0185 H77-17100
Power plant management systems for general

aviation reciprocating engines
[HASA-CB-151963] p0283 H77-20104

An investigation of the aerodynamics and cooling
of a horizontally-opposed engine installation
[HASA-CB-152734] p0291 H77-21088

PITCH (IBCLIHiTIOH)
Optimizing the cyclic control response of

helicopter rotors
p0106 A77-17407

On aerodynamic coupling between lateral and
longitudinal degrees of freedom for military
flight ccnditions
[AIAi PAPEB 77-4] p0160 A77-22206

Wind tunnel test and calibration techniques for
the measurement of damping and dynamic cross
derivatives due to pitching and yawing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-80] p0160 A77-22221

Higher harmonic rotor blade pitch control
p0244 A77-26860

Benefits of higher-harmonic blade pitch -
Vibration reduction, blade-load reduction, and
performance improvement for helicopter rotors

p0342 A77-3J780
Beverse pitch fan with divided splitter
[BASA-CASE-LEW-12760-1] pOIBI B77-170M

BPT remote control: Pitch attitude versus flight
path angle operator performance
[AD-A031479] pOJ37 877-231^9

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: Dive recovery of
hang gliders
[HASA-TB-X-73229] p0363 1177-24053

PITCH ANGLES
0 PITCH (INCLINATION)

PITCH ATTITUDE COHTBOL
0 LOHGITODIBAL COHTBOL

PITCHIHG ROBERTS
Exact solutions in oscillating airfoil theory

p0356 A77-36166
A prediction method for spoiler performance
[SAE PAPEB 770459] p0392 A77-37078

Jet exhaust and support interference effects on
the transonic aerodynamic characteristics ot a
fighter model with two widely spaced engines
[RASA-TH-X-3424] p0167 H77-15H7B

Elastic pitch beam tail rotor for LOH
[AD-A028415] pOIBI B77-170S5

Comparison of dynamic stall phenomena for pitching
and vertical translation motions
[HASA-CB-2793] p0524 B77-J0088

Variation of pitching moment with engine thrust
for a twin-engine commercial jet aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-3569] p0580 B77-321J1

PHOT TDBES
Ose of a unified curve of corrections to Pitot
tube readings in a rarefied supersonic ilow

p0202 A77-2S3JO
Calibration of a pitot-static rake
[BASA-TH-X-74016] p0232 H77-1U17U

C-141A pitot-static system calibration tests
[AD-A036241] p0476 R77-28115

PIVOTED BING AIBCBAFT
0 TILT KING AIBCBAFT

PLAHE WAVES
The transmission of acoustic plane-waves at a jet
exhaust
[AIAA PAPEB 77-22] p0160 A77-22207

Optimal one-section and two-section circular
sound-absorbing duct liners for plane-wave and
monopole sources without flow
[HASA-TH-D-8348] p0133 H77-1b790

PLAIETABI ENTBI
0 ATBOSPHEBIC EHTBT

PLAHETOCEHTBIC COOBDINATBS
HT GEOCENTBIC COOBDIHATES

PLASFOBHS
BT ABB08 WIBGS
HT DELTA WIHGS
HP IBFIHITE SPAH WIHGS
BT RECTAHGDLAB WIBGS
BT SWEPTBACK WIHGS
HT TBAPEZOIDAL WIHGS
HT TABIABLE SWEEP WIHGS
HT WIBG PLABFOEHS
Spanwise variation of potential form drag
finite element method
[BASA-CB-145180] p0331 B77-2J055

PLASHING
HT AIBPOBT PLAHHIBG
BT HAHAGEHEHT PLANNING
HT niSSIOH PLABBIBG
BT PROJECT PLAHHIHG
BT BEGIOBAL PLABBIBG
PLASBA ABC WB1DIH6

Advanced joining processes cw laser welding,
titanium brazing and plasma arc welding

pOObfc A77-15508
PLASBA PBOBES
BT ELECTEDSTATIC PBOBBS
PLASTIC AIBCBAFT STBDCTOBBS

Prodncibility aspects of advanced composites for
an L-1011 aileron. II

p0046 A77-1J742
Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft
structures

pOOS2 A77-14SJ8
Development of a carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
elevator unit for the Alpha Jet
[DGLB PiPBB 76-194] p0094 A77-16571
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PLASTIC COATINGS SUBJECT INDEX

The development of a carbon fiber-reinforced
plastic rudder for the Alpha Jet
[DGLR PAPER 76-193] p009» A77-16572

Testing procedures for carbon fiber reinforced
plastic components destructive and
nondestructive
[DGLB PAPEB 76-215] p0096 A77-16588

Design, fabrication and testing an advanced
composite AB-16 tail boom

p02H9 A77-26895
Advanced natenals and their use in civil aircraft

structures
p0273 A77-29657

Aircraft composite primary structures in Brazil
p0513 A77-B6807

Trapped rubber processing for advanced composites
[SHE PAPEB EB76-172] p0563 A77-51009

PLASTIC COATINGS
Foil temperature range protective system for

fastener areas of carrier-based naval aircraft
[AD-A02H523] p0026 N77-10210

Surface finishing of metal airfoils by
adhesive bonding
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12631-2] p0538 H77-31131

PLASTIC DEPOEBiTIOH
Application of the time-temperature analogy to the

calculation of the total creep of fiberglass
plastics in an unsteady temperature field

pOOIS A77-12579
Superplastic forming of titanium alloys

p0110 A77-1755U
PLASTIC FILHS

D POIYBERIC TILBS
PLASTIC RATEBIALS

0 PLASTICS
PLASTIC PBOPEBTIBS

HI SDPEBPLASTICITY
PLASTIC YIELDING

0 PLASTIC DEFOBBATION
PLASTICS

NT CARBON FIBIB BEIRFOBCED PLASTICS
NT EPOXY BESINS
NT BEINFOBCED PLASTICS
NT TEFLOH (TBADEHABK)
ST THERBOP1ASTIC BESINS
NT THEBBOSETTIHG BESINS

Plastic pipe in airport drainage system, phase 2
[ A D - A O K 1 2 0 0 ] pOil93 N77-29175

PLASTISOLS
HT SHORE

PLATE TBBOBT
Development of the theory of plates and shells in

the design of structures for contemporary
aerospace craft

p0252 A77-27131
PLATES (STBDCTDBAL HEHBEBS)

HT END PLATES
PLOG NOZZLES

Non-axisymmetric nozzle concepts for an P-111 test
bed
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-811] pO<IS1 A77-U1975

PLUGGING
Consideration of clogging in boundary-layer

control system design
p0417 A77-U15U9

PLOBBS
NT SOCKET EXBADST

Advanced design infrared suppressor for turboshaft
engines
[ A H S 77-33-73] pO»22 A77-Q0091

Investigation of jet plune effects on the
longitudinal stability characteristics of a body
of revolution vith various fin configurations at
Bach numbers from 0.2 to 2.3 (normal jet plume
simulator)
[AD-A021978] p0065 N77-12006

Evaluation of boattail geometry and exhaust plume
temperature effects on nozzle afterbody drag at
transonic Hach numbers
[AD-A030852] p0225 N77-18076

PLUNGERS
Some regularities of the Bearing of fuel pump

plunger spheres for aircraft engines
p0551 A77-4937U

PHBUHATIC COITEOL
Flnidic applications in aerospace

[ A I A A P A P E B 77-096] p019« A77-2391*
Development of a controllable particle generator

for LV seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels

p007U A7
PHEOBiTIC EQDIPBE8T

Components of pneumatic systems in flight vehicles
Bnssian book

pOJOO A77-31115
Acoustic properties of pneumatic vortex sprayers

pOtll A77-40/04
Optimization of an oleo-pneamatic shock absorber
of an aircraft during landing

p0146 A77-1I1S17
A control system for the wind tunnel model ot a

Reverse-Blowing circulation Control Botor (BB-CCB)
[AD-A026508] p0122 B77-1101J

PBEOBATIC BESET
0 PNEOHATIC CONTBOL
PODS (EXTEBBAL STOBES)

The KA-102A Lorop camera airborne Long Bange
Oblique Photography

P0191 A77-2JSJ6
Vibration testing of an externally-mounted
avionics system based on HIL-STD-810C

pO.ni A77-2bOJ<l
POIHI BATCHING BETBOD (HATBBHATICS)
0 BODNDABY VALUE PBOBLEBS
POUT SOURCES

Source location by shielding with application to a
large tnrbofan engine for aircraft noise
reduction
[AIAA PAPEB 77-130<4] p056t> A77-i1060

Acoustic scattering of point sources by a moving >
prolate spheroid jet fuselage
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1326] p0567 A77-5108U

POIBTEBS
0 DIALS
POINTING CONTBOL SYSTEBS

Evaluation of the accuracy of community relative
navigation organization concepts

pOISO A//-206S6
The investigation of dynamic gun pointing errors

for helicopter mounted automatic cannon systems
[AD-A035138] p0381 N77-25161

POUTS (HATBERATICS)
NT FIXED POINTS (BATBEBATICS)
POISBOILLE FLOS
0 LABINAB FLOW

POISSOR PBOCESS
0 STOCHASTIC PBOCESSES
POLABIZATIOB (HAVES)
HT CBOSS POLABIZATIOH
POLABIZATIOB CBABACTEBISTICS

Patterns of broad-beam antennas of different
polarizations next to simple Hangar models
[HASA-TB-X-71910] p0325 B77-22J13

POLABIZATION CBABTS
0 GRAPHS (CBABTS)
POLABIZED ELBCTBOBAGNETIC BADIATIOH

Linearly polarized microstrip antennas
pOOSI A77-11716

POLABIZED BADIATION
HT POLABIZED ELECTBOBAGNETIC BADIATION
POLICIES
NT ENERGY POLICY
NT PBOCDBEBENT POLICY
Aviation common ground support equipment

replacement policy investigation
[AD-A039160] pOU91 N77-^9180

POLLUTANTS
0 CONTABINANTS
POLLUTION
NT AIR POLLUTION
NT ENVIRONMENT POLLDTION
NT BOISE POLLDTIOH

POLLUTION CONTBOL
The fuel approach to control emissions from aircraft

[IAF PAPEB 76-111] pOOOS A77-10911
Status review of NASA programs for reducing
aircraft gas turbine engine emissions

p0103 A77-172U6
A premixed, variable area combustor for a small
gas turbine engine

pOIOH A77-17248
Gas turbine emission control - A systems approach

p0159 A77-22181
Evaluation of a staged fuel combustor for

turboprop engines
[ASBE PAPEB 76-SA/GT-S] p0211 A77-26M61

Aircraft noise certification requirements which
ensure use of available noise control technology

p0219 A77-26915
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SUBJECT IBD2X POSITIOH IBDICilOBS

The inpact of euission standards on the design of
aircraft gas turbine engine conbustocs
[SAE PAPEB 760909] p0259 A77-28220

A potential lov NOi eoission combustor for gas
turbines using the concept of hybrid combustion
[ASBE PAPBB 77-GT-15] p0263 A77-28S3H

Development of a hybrid catalytic conbastor
[ASHE P4PEB 77-GT-8Q] p0261 A77-23595

Hey potentials for conventional aircraft when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline

p0312 477-33392
Environmental aspects of airport development

p0316 A77-3«»76
The effect of the structural features of a

combustion chamber on the emission of toxic
compounds

pOiai A77-U3711
Air transport noise reduction

pOSOS A77-«<(5SO
Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control

p0553 A77-49225
Experimental clean ccohustor program: Noise study
[NASA-CB-135106] p0021 N77-10061

Screening analysis and selection of emission
reduction concepts for intermittent combustion
aircraft engines
[FASA-CB-13507U] p0129 1177-15038

Pollution reduction technology program for small
jet aircraft engines, phase 1
[NASA-CB-135211] p0592 N77-33168

POLLDTIOH BOBITOBIBG
' Monitoring Concorde emissions

[APCA PAPEB 77-111] pOUUI A77-U0638
Analysis of the SIB airports pollution dispersion

model on sensitivity for meteorological
parameters and on source modeling noting
point source and line source modeling of
polluting airplanes
[NLB-TB-7501M-D] p0389 B77-25681

POLICiBBOBATBS
Environmental resistance of coated and laminated

polycarbonate transparencies
[AD-A026U12] p0125 N77-1U213

POLYIHIDB BESIBS
DC-10 integrally woven polyimide/fibecglass

acoustic panel program
p0255 A77-27H98

PHB polyimide/graphite fiber composite fan blades
[NASA-CH-135113] p0131 H77-15101

Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling
improvements using high-strength, low wear
polyimide plastic
[AD-A035301] p0387 B77-25182

EOLYBBBIC PUBS
Development of fire resistant, nontoxic aircraft

interior materials
[NASA-CB-137920] p0125 S77-1H205

POLYflEBS
Besearch on heat resistant transparent interlayers

based on the ethylene terpolymer
[AD-A0335U9] p0325 N77-22269

Mechanical shear degradation of polymers in
solution. A review
[BAE-TB-76073] p0338 B77-23269

Impact behavior of polymeric matrix composite
materials
[AD-A038188] p0091 N77-28316

POLTPHBBILS
Polyphenylguincxalines with terminal acetylene

groups for military aircraft construction
materials

p0359 A77-36679
POLIDBBTBABE POAH

Expedient structural sandwich soil surfacing of
fiberglass reinforced polyester and polynrethane
foam
[AD-A038U17] pO«80 B77-28109

POBOOS BODBDABT LATEB COHTE01
Fundamental studies of turbulent boundary layers

with injection or suction through porous wall.
IV - Application of fundamental theoretical
analysis to cascaded blades with injection or
suction and cascade tests

p0089 A77-16299
Three-parameter method for calculating a laminar

boundary layer with suction
p0358 A77-36598

Consideration of clogging in boundary-layer
control system design

P0017 A77-<Hb<l«
POBOOS HATEBIA1S

Bearing materials and frictional units tor
operation without lubricant

pOIOS A77-J778J
Certain problems associated with the application
of the transpiration cooling of gas turbine
engine blades

pOIII A77-1070B
POBOOS BALLS

Beat transfer in tube entrance segment with
initial flow swirl and transverse injection

pOOU A77-1J517
Investigation of transient processes in a

perforated useful length of a wind tunnel
pOJ97 A77-J0579

Numerical analysis of the axisymmetric flow past a
pervious shell with a hole at the vertex

pOb62 A77-50SJ8
POBIABLE EQOIPHEBT

Portable B wave generators of different power for
simulation of sonic booms
[IS1-B-123/75] p007U H77-12BJJ

POSITIOB (LOCATIOB)
Application of the Global Positioning System as an
attitude reference for near-earth users

p0152 A77-20675
Investigation of the accuracy of TACAB

p0310 A77-3296J
The determination of ship location by means of

navigation satellites Bussian book
pOb61 A77-50687

Source location by shielding with application to a
large turbofan engine for aircraft noise
reduction
[AIAA FAPEB 77-130U] p0565 A77-51060

Position Location and Navigation Symposium, San
Diego, Calif., November 1-3, 1976, Proceedings

pO!>70 A77-51178
Position location systems technology

p05/0 A77-5117V
Precision location, navigation and guidance using

DUE techniques
p0570 A77-511bO

Navigation checkpointing with forward-sensed,
fixed-range terrain profiles

p0571 A77-51189
Aircraft Space Position Heasnrement System - An
application of precision DBE

p0572 A77-51197
Introductory investigation of the Bange fleasuring

system/data collection system (HBS-2/DCS)
[AD-A039921] p0526 N77-J0106

A simple closed-form solution of a position-fixing
problem
[AD-A039303] pU538 N77-J11^7

Digital shaft encoder
[AD-AOH0706] pOSIJ 877-3117^

POSITIOB EBBOBS
Experience with the VOB-navigation system in the

3erman Democratic Bepablic. I
pOO!)7 A77-167J9

Navigation to surveying accuracy with an inertial
system

pOISI A77-20659
Omega ambiguity resolution through direct integer

laning
p0255 A77-27605

A linear dynamic model for Doppler radar errors
pOJ10 A77-32961

Automatic correction of position error by means of
a digital correlation of surface structures
for air navigation

p0167 A77-1J577
Omega system performance predictions

pOSOJ A77-1H11J8
A multipurpose position accuracy verification system

airborne DBE
p0570 A77-51181

The investigation of dynamic gun pointing errors
for helicopter mounted automatic cannon systens
[AD-A035138] pOJSO B77-2S161

POSITIOB IBDICATOBS
PALH - A system for precise aircraft location

p0058 A77-15771
Solid state Helmet Bonnted Display and Bead
Position Sensing System

p016« A7
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The vehicle mapping device FKG-1, a device for
indicating the location of land vehicles and
helicopters on the nap

p0467 477-13578
Position finding using distance measurements

in hyperbolic navigation
p0506 477-41(570

A mult ipurpose position accuracy verification system
airborne DUE

p0570 477-51181
4ccuracy evaluation of augmented multilateration

tracking systems for aircraft detection
p0570 477-51182

Barrow-band passive systems theory mth
applications to positioning and navigation
[4D-4025743] p0068 N77-12036

4 slotted waveguide antenna as a marker beacon for
aircraft
[NLH-NP-75027-U-REV] p0382 N77-25141

POSITIONING
Single pass Doc-pier positioning for Search and

Rescue satellite missions
p0571 A77-51186

Advanced terrain correlation technigues
position locating system in war environments

p0571 477-51190
Precise positioning of sonobuoys using 4HE and DUE

technigues Angle neasuring and Distance
Pleasuring Equipment in antisubmarine warfare

p0572 A77-51196
Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study,

volume 1
[NASA-CR-135068-VOL-1] p0035 N77-11046

Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study.
Volume 2: Data compilation
[NASA-CR-135068-VOL-2] p0035 N77-11047

Preliminary study of N4VSTAR/GPS for general
aviation
[N4SA-CR-145059] p0078 H77-13038

POSTFLIGBT ANALYSIS
Concorde - Endurance flights results

p0009 477-12114
POTABLE LIQUIDS

NT B E V E R A G E S
POTENTIAL FLOW

Flow interaction near the tail of a body of
revolution. I - Flow exterior to boundary layer
and wake
[ASHE PAPER 76-FE-a] poo<>4 477-10355

Flow interaction near the tail of a body of
revolution. II - Iterative solution for flow
within and exterior tc boundary layer and wake
[ASHE P4PEB 76-FE-N] p0004 477-10856

The finite element method applied to fluid mechanics
p0014 477-12558

A method for studying the aeroelastic stability of
shallow shells in the flow of an incompressible
fluid

pOOU3 A77-13048
Vortex lift predictions for cambered wings

p0054 477-15029
Analysis of the nonstationary aerodynamic

characteristics of cascades of arbitrarily
shaped profiles

p0059 477-15981
Incompressible flow over delta wings
[4IA4 P4PES 77-320] p0113 477-18242

A numerical method for the exact calculation of
airloads associated with impulsively started wings
[AIAA PJPER 77-2] p0137 477-19764

Nonlinear steady incompressible lifting-surface
analysis with wake roll-up

p0143 477-20085
Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of a
semi-infinite airfoil oscillating in a shear layer
[AIAA PAPER 77-157] p0161 477-22239

On the not-so-slender wing theory
p0163 A77-22679

The effect of random errors in blade setting on
the potential incompressible flow in compressor
cascades

p0197 477-24636
On calculations of flow past an airfoil

separaticn-free boundary layer
p0308 A77-32700

Flow past an airfoil of arbitrary shape by a
potential stream of flnid near a solid
interface. I, II

p0308 A77-32703

Recent improvements in surface singularity methods
for the flow field analysis about
two-fliuensional airfoils
[AIAA 77-641] pOJSJ A77-J5085

Numerical calculation ot transonic potential tlow
about wing-fuselage combinations
[4IAA PAPER 77-677] pOJ61 A7/-J7U28

Transonic flow simulation by the finite element
method via optimal control

pOS^O 477-4 /b44
A Green's function formulation for a nonlinear
potential flow solution applicable to transonic
flow
[NAS4-TH-X-74014] pOJ30 N7/-2JObO

A method of computing the potential tlow en thick
wing tips

p0486 N77-2909U
POTENTIAL GRADIENTS

Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic theory for
interfering surfaces by the method ot potential
gradient
[SASA-CR-2898] pOb86 N77-JJ1J1

POTENTIAL THEORY
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow over
oscillating airfoils using the full potential
eguation
[AIAA 77-448] pU210 A/7-2b806

POflDBB (PABTICLES)
NT HETAL POHDER

Magnetic particle inspection of aviation engine
vanes

pOOOS A/7-11606
Combined agent technigues and new agent developments
--- in aircraft fire fighting

pOt4J A77-409JJ
POIDEB 8BTALLOBGY

Trends in the application of advanced powder
metallurgy in the aerospace industry

pOIJI S77-15153
Near-net powder metallurgy airframe structures

pOIJI N77-1b176
Filled billet oxide dispersion strengthened hollow

airfoil extrusions
[AD-A033215] pOJJB N77-2J2bb

POIDERED HETALS
0 METAL POHDEB
POIER CONDITIONING

Advanced aircraft electrical system and its
application to helicopters

P0245 477-26865
Power controller overview - Status and trends

pOJSS A77-374/J
Power utilisation in electronic loads

pOUOB A77-J8462
Aircraft electrical power generation - The needs
and practicalities

pOUOB A77-38464
POREB EFFICIENCY

Operational behaviour of a turboprop engine
p0101 A77-172J1

The effect of the ground on helicopter hovering
power required

POBBB GBHERATOBS
D ELECTBIC GENERATORS
POHEB PROCESSING SISTERS
0 POHEB CONDITIONING
POiEB SPECTBA

Thermocouple tine constant measurement by cross
power spectra

p0046 A77-1J724
Comparison between the statistical discrete gust

method and the power-spectral density method
[NLB-TR-75158-0] pU4yi H77-29144

Eguations for the response of an airplane to
aon-stationary atmospheric turbulence patches
[NLB-TB-76056-0] pOISI N77-2914i

POIEB TBANSHISSION
Detail design aspects of a helicopter transmission

system
pOb49 A77-0799K

POBEBED LIFT AIRCRAFT
Recent research on powered'lift STOL ground ettects

t4IAA 77-574] puJ48 A77-J4HJ1
V/STOL aerodynamic testing technigues at British
Aircraft Corporation
[AIAA 77-584] pOJ49 A77-J4941

Fluctuating loads on the flap surfaces ot an
externally-blown-flap configuration
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[ A I A A 77-589] p0350 A77-3Q91I6
Hind tunnel test techniques foe powered lift

airplanes
[ A I A A PAPER 77-888] pO<!11 A77-38S77

Investigation cf the vnlnecability of powered-lift
STOL's tc nind shear
[ A I A A 77-1120] p0158 A77-13153

Powered l i f t - Its impact on rc-19 materials and
structures
[ A I A A PJPF.B 77-1231] pOSOO A77-a«327

Application of powered lift and mechanical flap
concepts for civil shcrt-haal transport aircraft
design
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1237] pOSOl A77-U1330

OT! noise correlation for several nozzle/wing
geometries using a 5:1 slot nozzle with external
deflectors Over The ling configurations

pOSOS A77-11161
Vectored-engine-over-wing configuration design

[ A I A A PAPER 77-1228] pOS09 A77-15507
Acoustic loads on npper-snrface-blown powered-lift

systems
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1363] p0569 A77-51115

PPB (HODOLATIOB)
0 POLSE POSI1IOS HODDIATICB

PBAHDTL-HEYEB EIPAHSIOB
Applications of an improved nonlinear lifting-line

theory
p0256 A77-27618

PEECABTIOHS
0 ACCIDENT PBEVEBTION

PBECESSION
Precession motion of a rotating parachute

p0193 A77-23858
PBECIPITATIOB (8ETEOBOL06Y)

NT BAIH
NT SNOW COVEB

PBECIPITATIOH BJBDEBIBG
Filled billet oxide dispersion strengthened hollow

airfoil extrusions
[AD-A033215] p0338 H77-2325S

PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Estimating fatigue-crack lives for aircraft -

Techniques
p0007 A77-11477

Fuselage analytical weight estimation method
[ S A H E PAPER 1102] p0009 A77-12182

Effect of spectrum type on fatigue crack growth life
aircraft load tests

p001« A77-13289
Structural reliability prediction method

considering crack growth and residual strength
of aircraft structures

pOOUll A77-13293
Prediction of the flow and combustion processes in

a three-dimensional combustion chamber
p0101 A77-17251

A statistical method for the prediction of
component low cycle fatigue life

pOIOS A77-1725*
Forecasting the elastic properties of composites
reinforced by discrete fibers

p0111 A77-18U67
Prediction of aerodynamic out-of-plane forces on
ogive-nosed circular cylinders

p0116 A77-18879
The scatter factor in the reliability assessment

of aircraft structures
p01H7 A77-20U45

Application of dimensional analysis to predict
airplane stopping distance

p0117 A77-20<1«6
Prediction of pressure distributions on
axisyiaetric bodies in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 77-226] p0162 A77-222U8

Analytical prediction of moisture
absorption/desorption in resin matrix composites
exposed to aircraft environments
[AIAA 77-000] p0206 A77-25752

Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Takeoff and
Landing Analysis /FATOLA/ computer program using
flight landing data

p0208 A77-25787
Prediction of helicopter induced flow velocities

nsing the Botorcraft lake Analysis
p02«1 A77-26853

An asymptotic method for predicting amplitudes of
nonlinear wheel shimmy
[AIAA PAPEB 77-4H1] p0257 A77-280U3

Theoretical predictions of aerodynamic and dynamic
phenomena on helicopter rotors in forward tlight
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1976-16] p0266 A77-28787

Application of creep-LCF cracking modal to
combnstor durability prediction

pOJ99 A77-37611
Predictive motion of wake vortices

pOIUO A77-J771^
The prediction of ILS course errors due to

multipath propagation via objects on the ground
pO«01 A77-J7720

Development of prediction techniques for multi-jet
thermal ground flow fields and fountain formation

generated by 7/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-616] pO»13 A77-3877S

Simplified unsteady aerodynamic concepts, with
application to parameter estimation
[AIAA 77-1121] pOUbB A77-QJ1S7

Prediction of elastic-airplane lateral dynamics
from rigid-body aerodynamics
[AIAA 77-1125] pOUSS A77-MJ1b8

Prediction of Jump phenomena in
rotationally-coupled maneuvers of aircraft,
including nonlinear aerodynamic effects
[AIAA 77-1126] pOUbB A77-1J159

Rotor response prediction with non-linear
aerodynamic loads on the retreating blade
[OBEBA, TP NO. 1976-116] pO«61 A77-HJJ52

Fatigue life prediction of complex structures
[ASHE PAPEB 77-DE-16] p051» A77-1b91b

Hear reliability of aircraft splines
p0559 A77-bO»67

Logistics planning simulation model tor OSAF spare
engine management

p0560 A77-50S10
Airframe noise - A status report, 1977

[AIAA PAPEB 77-1268] p0564 &77-b10J2
Prediction Hethods for Jet V/STOL Propulsion

Aerodynamics, volume 1
[AD-A024022] p002U N77-10068

Prediction Hethods for Jet V/STOL Propulsion
Aerodynamics, volume 2
[AD-A021023] pOO^S N77-1006y

The AFFDL-Nielsen flow-field study
[AD-A023755] pOOJI F77-11015

Helicopter reliability growth evaluation
[AD-A025265] pOOJM B77-110M1

Through-flow calculations in axial turbomachinery
[AGAHD-CP-195] p0065 N77-1201J

Through-flow calculations based on matrix
inversion: Loss prediction

p0066 B77-12016
Interim prediction method for turbine noise
[NASA-TH-I-73566] pOOBI N77-1J06b

Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in
aircraft materials under variable-amplitude
loading
[VTH-193] p0085 N77-1JH71

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer
flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[NASA-TB-X-73575] p0182 B77-1706J

Development of an aerodyanmic theory capable ot
predicting surface loads on slender wings with
vortex flow

pOJ17 H77-18000
FLEXSTAB: A computer program for the prediction

of loads and stability and control of flexible
aircraft

p0218 N77-18009
Examples of load prediction difficulties

p0275 B77-19991
Sectional loads technique. Part 1: Test
technique. Part 2: Test results aircraft
design optimization

p0275 N77-19992
Prediction of aerodynamic loadings on the
leading-edge slats of the Fokker F 28 airliner

p0275 B77-1999J
Prediction of aerodynamic effects of spoilers on

wings considering effects of base venting
p0275 S77-1999H

A technique for predicting external store
aerodynamic loads

p0275 B77-1999S
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental

pressure distributions on an arrow-wing
configuration at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds

p027b N77-20000
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Three dimensional supersonic flow about sliced
bodies

p0275 N77-20001
Assessment of existing analytic methods for

prediction of high angle-of-attack loads on
delta wirgs at supersonic speeds

F0276 N77-20003
Vortex lattice approach for computing overall

forces en V/STOL configurations
p0276 H77-20008

Tie theoretical prediction of steady and unsteady
aerodynamic loading on arbitrary bodies in
supersonic flow

p0276 N77-20010
The prediction of buffet onset ana light buffet by

means of computational methods
p0277 N77-20011

Preliminary evaluation of a technique for
predicting buffet loads in flight f rom
wind-tunnel measurements on models of
conventional construction

p0277 N77-20012
Theory of wing span loading instabilities near stall

p0277 N77-20014
Dynamic loading on an airfoil due to a growing

separated region
p0277 N77-20015

Fatigue S/N data in relation to variability in
predicted life
[ARL/STBDC-TS-249] p0285 N77-20481

Analysis of 0. s. navy major aircraft accident
rates by aircraft type
[AD-A032379] p0316 N77-22056

Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow in
variable geometry engines - preliminary
investigation

p0320 N77-22120
A method for predicting the stability

characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
1: FLEXSTAB theoretical description
[SASS-CB-114712] p0336 N77-23124

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
3: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[NASA-CB-1147ia] p0337 H77-23126

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 1: Method
of analysis
[NASA-CB-135170] p0385 H77-25171

\ method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2: User's
manual
[NASA-CR-135171] p0385 N77-25172

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3:
Programmer's manual
[NASA-CB-135172] p0386 N77-25173

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor
and propeller noise including the effect of
forward motion
[NASA-TM-X-74037] pO<!39 N77-27876

Airframe noise prediction method
[AD-A039664] pO<!40 N77-27880

A model to predict mutual interference effects on
an airframe
[AD-A039224/1] pOU95 N77-293H7

Fan supersonic flutter: Prediction and test
analysis
[ABC-B/H-3789] p0542 H77-31163

PBEDICTIOIS
NT IMPACT PBEDICTIOH
NT 1INEAB PBEDICT10N
ST PEFFOBBANCE PREDICTION

Prediction of airborne target detection
[AD-A041428] p0584 N77-32871

PHBDICTOHS
D PREDICTIONS

PBEF11GHT 1N11TSIS
Air t raff ic control and the initial operation of

supersonic transport aircraft - A review of
preparatory measures

p0551 A77-48415
Supersonic powerplant testing for preflight

performance evaluation
p0369 N77-24116

PBEHEATEBS
0 HEATING EQUIPMENT

PBELADNCH TESTS
NT STATIC FIBING

PBEHIXED FLAHES
A general theory of turbulent combustion - The

Lagrangian aspects
[AHA PAPEB 77-141] p0140 A77-198bb

Preliminary studies of autoignition and flashback
in a premixing-prevaporizing flame tube using
Jet-A fuel at lean equivalence ratios
[NASA-TH-X-3526] pOJl 9 N77-^107

PBESIBTEBIBG
D SINTEBIHG
PBESSES
NT BAHS (PBESSES)
PBESSOBE
NT BASE PBESSOBE
NT DTSABIC PBESSOBE
NT FLOID PBESSDBE
NT HIGH PBESSDBE
NT IMPACT LOADS
NT INLET PBESSDBE
NT LDMINOOS INTENSITY
NT SODND PRESSOBE
NT STATIC PBESSORE
NT SDPEBCBITICAl PBESSDBES
NT TRANSIENT PBESSDRES
NT VACODH
NT HALL PRESSURE
PBESSDBE CABINS
0 PBESSUBIZED CABINS

PBESSOBE DISTBIBOTION
Pressure distributions over frontal /nose/
surfaces of bodies of revolution in transonic
flow at angles of attack of 0 to 10 deg

p0004 A77-10664
Unsteady pressure distributions on oscillating
airfoils in a supersonic cascade

pOOOt A77-10771
Structural tests of aerodynamic surfaces - A
systems approach to analysis and design

pOOlO A77-12206
Some problems of unsteady flow about aircraft

pOOII A77-12560
A transonic hodograph theory for aerofoil design

pOOIS A77-12564
The effect of the position of a high-pressure
nozzle on the operational efficiency o± an ejector

p0053 A77-14953
Calculation of pressure distribution on
oscillating airfoils in supersonic flow
[DGLB PAPEB 76-156] p0091 A77-16532

A comparison of two transonic compressors designed
for a pressure ratio of 1.88

p0102 A77-172J7
Pressure ratio optimization criteria in aircraft
turbojet-engines design

pOlOb A77-17258
An approximate calculation of the strong
interaction on a transonic airfoil
[AIAA EAPEB 77-210] p0142 A77-19900

Unsteady pressures on a harmonically oscillating
staggered cascade in incompressible and
compressible flow

p0145 &77-201U4
Airfoil design by optimization

p0148 A77-20449
Pressures over a sharp-edged air intake
functioning in subsonic flow at reduced flowrate
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1976-127] p0154 A77-20870

A numerical technique for subsonic flows past
three dimensional canard-wing configurations
with edge separations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1] p0160 A77-22205

Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of a
seal-infinite airfoil oscillating in a shear layer
[AIAA PAPEB 77-157] p0161 A77-222J9

Prediction of pressure distributions on
axisymmetric bodies in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 77-226] p0162 A77-22248

The theory of curvilinear unsteady notion of a
slender lifting body in a gas

p0192 A77-23758
Three-dimensional analysis of blade force and

sound generation for an annular cascade in
distorted flows

p0257 A77-27802
Experimental studies of trailing-edge conditions

on an oscillating airfoil at frequency
parameters of up to one
[AIAA PAPER 77-450] p0257 A77-28044
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Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis
of unsteady supersonic cascades. I - The
unsteady pressure field
[ A S H E P A P B B 77-GT-an] p0264 A77-28557

Design and performance of selected pipe-type
dif fusers
[ASMS P A P B B 77-GT-10H] p0265 A77-28611

Sous singularities of flows past profiles at the
root of a swept ving at sabsonic flov velocities

p0296 A77-30560
Theoretical prerequisites for determining the

hydrodynamic force acting on a needle-shaped
control vane of a fuel supply system

p0308 A77-32704
Experimental investigation of asymmetric Laval

nozzles
p0309 A77-32813

Reasnrements on a delta ving in unsteady flov
p0353 A77-35073

Flow past the lover surface of delta wings in
off-design node at Dach nuobers less than the
design Sach number

p035<4 A77-35601
An inverse method for the design of airfoils with

supercritical flov
[SAE PAPEB 770150] p0392 A77-37071

In-flight measurements of the GA/R/-2 aerodynamic
characteristics
[SAB P A P E B 770161] p0393 A77-37079

Calculation of the surface pressure for a
fuselage/wing configuration situated in an ideal
fluid

pO<(16 A77-39686
Expansion tunnel performance with and without an

electromagnetically opened tertiary diaphragm
pOI)U2 A77-II0834

On the static pressure in the wake of a hovering
rotor

pOSOl A77-UU142
Generalized Theodorsen solution for singular

integral equations of the airfoil class
p0507 A77-449U6

Transonic flow theory of airfoils and wings
p0027 H77-10351

The inviscid pressure field on the tip of a
semi-infmite wing and its application to the
formation of a tip vortex
[NASA-CB-2748] p0039 H77-11345

Vortex simulation of the pressure field of a jet
[NASA-rM-JC-739811] p0063 H77-11989

Analysis of pressure distortion testing
[NASA-CB-2766] p0068 H77-12041

Pressure distribution on a 1- by 3-meter semspan
wing at sweep angles from 0 deg to 40 deg in
subsonic flov
[NASA-TB-D-8307] p0167 N77-15979

Flight oeasureaents of lifting pressures for a
thin low-aspect-ratio wing at subsonic,
transonic, and low supersonic speeds
CNASA-TH-I-3<405] p0176 N77-16996

Supersonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration
[HASA-CH-1450i!6] p0176 H77-17000

Theoretical and experimental pressure
distributions for a 71.2 degree swept arrow-wing
configuration at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds

p0217 K77-18002
A practical approach to the prediction of

oscillatory pressure distributions on wings in
supercritical flow
[ABC-CP-1358] p0236 N77-19017

Comparisons of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions on an arrow-wing
configuration at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds

p0275 877-20000
Three dioecsional supersonic flow about sliced

bodies
p0275 H71-20001

On the calculation of the pressure distribution of
wing-body combinations in the non-linear angle
of attack range

p0276 F77-20004
Pressure distributions for a svept ving body

configuration obtained from coupling transonic
potential flov calculations and boundary layer
calculations

p0276 H77-20006
Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade tips

with incidence in incompressible flow
[DLB-FE-76-12] p0279 877-20038

Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of an
airfoil oscillating in a shear layer
[AD-A030887] pOJ79 877-20041

Supercritical wing profile DFVLB-B2. Results of
calculations subsonic flow
[DLB-IB-151-76/7] p0289 877-21060

calculations of two-dimensional boundary layer
paraneters in subsonic flow around leading edge
slats and ving noses
[PFA-TB-AO-1272] p0290 877-21062

Unsteady pressure measurements in rotor blade tips
with incidence in incompressible flov
[BSA-TT-374] p0364 H77-24U65

Helicopter hovering performance studies. 1:
Vortex wake analysis. 2: Test facility. 3:
Blade tip pressure distributions
[AD-A034093] pOJ67 S7/-241U1

Evaluation of an airjet distortion generator used
to produce steady-state, total-pressure
distortion at the inlet of turbine engines
[iD-i033883] pOJ72 H77-24HI5

Force and pressure tests of the GA{»)-1 airfoil
with a 20% aileron and pressure tests with a JO*
Fowler flap
CSASA-CB-2833] pOJ78 S77-J508J

Experimental performance of a
16.10-centimeter-tip-diameter sweptback
centrifugal compressor designed'for a 6:1
pressure ratio
[HASA-TH-X-3552] pOJ78 N77-25084

Measurements of pressure distribution on a
half-model wing-body combination of 55 aeg.
sveep over a wide range of Beynolds number
[ABC-CP-1328] pO»72 H77-2807S

Calculation of pressure distributions on two
axisymmetric boattailed configurations
[»BE-TB-1779(W) J p047J N77-2808J

Compressor stator time-variant aerodynamic
response to upstream rotor wakes
[AD-A036343] p0478 B77-28132

A method of computing the potential flow on thick
wing tips

pOU86 N//-29090
Measurements of surface-pressure and vake-flov
fluctuations in the flov field of a vhitcomb
supercritical airfoil
[ HASA-TH-D-8443] p0487 N77-J9100

Experiment and analysis on the flow process
dynamics of the NASA-langley eight toot
transonic pressure tunnel
[HASA-CB-154806] p0524 H77-30085

Systematic pressure distribution and force
measurements of two yawed slender wings
[IFD-2/76/1] p0525 N77-30095

An attempt to correlate normal vorticities with
total pressure distortion patterns at the
entrance to a gas turbine engine
[AD-A040370] p0528 N77-J0122

Separated-flow unsteady pressures and forces on
elastically responding structures

p05J2 N77-31075
A practical framework for the evaluation of
oscillatory aerodynamic loading on wings in
supercritical flow

pOSJt B77-J1089
Transonic pressure distribution on an aircraft

wing aodel during rocket sled runs
[AD-A011633] p0578 877-32085

A guide for estimation of aeroacoustic loads on
flight vehicle surfaces, volume 1
[AD-A011198] p0578 B77-32090

Pressure distributions on a 1- by 3-geter semispan
wing with a nonstreauwise tip in subsonic tlov
[HASA-TH-72755] p0585 B77-33103

PBESSOBB DBiG
BT IHTEBFBBEHCB DBAG
NT SDPEHSONIC DBAG
HT HAVE DBAG
Investigation of very low blockage ratio boattail

models in the langley 16-foot transonic tunnel
[NASA-TH-D-8335] p0064 B77-11998

Development of a method for calculating separated
flov around airfoils accounting for profile drag
[Dlfi-FB-76-36] p0279 N77-200J7
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PBBSSOBE DROP SUBJECT IBDEI

Advancement of a method for calculating separated
flovs around airfoils with special consideration
of profile drag
[ESA-TT-373] pO«26 N77-26091

PBESSOBE DBOP
Pressure loss coefficient of impingement cooled

leading edge system of a turbine blade
pOOOl A77-10772

Analysis of pressure distortion testing
[SASA-CB-2766] p0068 1)77-12041

PBESSDBB EFFECTS
Ejector performance at high temperatures and

pressures
pOOSO A77-14551

The dynamic behavior of nuclear helium turbine
plants during by-pass and pressure level control
operations
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-3] p0262 A77-28523

Specific heat of components of working fluids used
in gas turbine engines at different temperatures
and pressures

p0310 A77-33172
PBESSOBE FIELDS

0 PBESSOBB DISTBIBOTIOH
PBESSDBE GBADIBHTS

Film cooling vith injection through slots
pOOOIt A77-10773

oscillating turbulent flow in a conical diffuser
p0196 A77-24629

Transonic normal shock-turbulent boundary layer
interaction in pressure gradient flows
[ASHE PRPEB 77-GT-3H] p0263 A77-28549

Effect of intake total pressure loss on net thrust
at take-off: Turbojet and turbo-fan engines
[ESDO-77001] p O H 9 1 N77-29149

PBBSSUBB HBiSDBBHEHTS
Flight-test base pressure measurements in

turbulent flcv
p0057 A77-15718

Flow regimes underlying aeroaconstic excitation of
airplane Kings

p0211 A77-26039
Total head/static measurements of skin friction

and surface pressure
p02H1 A77-26737

An unusual technique for engine inlet dynamic
pressure measurement

p02»2 A77-26782
A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning system

p0243 A77-26838
Investigation of transient processes in a

perforated useful length of a vind tunnel
p0297 A77-30579

A study of free jets and jets launched from the
base of a cylinder immersed in a hypersonic stream

p0307 477-32171
Surface fluctuating pressure measurements on a

1/4-scale YC-1U boilerplate model
[ A I A A 77-592] p0350 »77-3<t9»9

OSB environment assessment based on YC-11 flight
test measurements Dpper Surface Blowing
[ A I A A 77-593] p0350 A77-349SO

Large quantity, high speed pressure data acquisition
YC-14 in-flight surveys

pO«06 A77-38021
Precise digital pressure measurement in an

airborne environment
pOU07 A77-38022

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a
tnrbofan engine using coherence functions
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1277] p0565 A77-51038

Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade tips
with incidence in incompressible flow
[DLB-FB-76-42] p0279 R77-20038

Unsteady pressure measurements in rotor blade tips
with incidence in incompressible flow
[ESA-TT-374] p036« N77-24065

Beat-transfer and pressure measurements on a
simulated elevon deflected 30 deg near flight
conditions at Nach 7
[HASA-TS-X-3563] p0545 H77-31100

PBESSDBE OSCI11ATIOIS
The force on a confusor ring from an unevenly

distributed nonstationary flow
P0060 A77-15982

Wavelength in axisymmetric steady supersonic free
jets

p0090 A77-16421

Fluctuating pressure environment of a drag
reduction spike
[ A I A A FAPEB 77-90] pOU8 A77-19819

Calculations of hysteresis and flowrate
oscillations of bottom pressure in supersonic
annular nozzles

pO^SI A77-2709J
Fluctuating loads on the flap surfaces of an

eiternally-blown-flap configuration
[ A I A A 77-589] p03SO &77-3IW6

surface fluctuating pressure measurements on a
1/4-scale TC-11 boilerplate model
[AIAA 77-592] P«350 A77-3H949

Besponse of a subsonic nozzle to acoustic and
entropy disturbances turbojet engine noise
generation mechanism

p0355 A77-3612^
The role of the boundary layer in supersonic

pressure perturbations along a weak wavy vail
pOSSO A77-48290

Hoise response of cavities of varying dimensions
at subsonic speeds
[FASA-TN-D-8351] p0126 N77-14817

PBESSOBE PBOBBS
0 PBESSOBE SEHSOBS
PBESSOBE POISES

Induction of an arbitrary vortex filament in a gas
p0296 A77-30562

PBESSDBE BBDUCTIOB
NT EXPLOSIVE DBCOHPBBSSION
Flnidic compressor bleed valve control for small
gas turbine engines
[ASHE PAPEB 76-WA/FLCS-7] p0214 A77-26448

PHESSDBE BEGULATOBS
Fluidic compressor bleed valve control for small

gas turbine engines
[ A S H E PAPEB 76-BA/FLCS-7] p021<l A77-26448

PBESSOBB SEISOBS
Heasnrement of post-separated flowfields on airtoils

p0109 A77-17499
An unusual technique for engine inlet dynamic
pressure measurement

p0242 A77-2678*!
Precise digital pressure measurement in an

airborne environment
p0407 A77-3b02^

Calibration of a pitot-static rake
[NASA-TH-X-74016] p0232 1177-18170

angular motion sensing with gas rotors
P0370 1177-2141^6

Pressure driven angle of attack indicating systeo
[AD-A03S321] pOJBS H77-^5170

Compressor stator time-variant aerodynamic
response to upstream rotor wakes
[AD-A036343] pO«78 F77-2S1J2

PBBSSOBE TBAISDUCEBS
U PBESSUBE SEHSOBS

PBBSSUBB VESSEL DBSIGH
Composite tanks for aerospace vehicle application

p0512 A77-46S16
PBESSOBB IELOIIG
HI DIFFUSION BELDING
PBESSOBIZED CABIIS

Experiences concerning construction and testing in
the case of a pressurized fuselage section with
a sandwich-construction design
[DGLB PAPEB 76-197] p0091 A?J-165JO

Air conditioning of pressurized aircraft cabins
p0193 S77-23871

PBBSTOS TUBES
U PHOT TOBBS
0 SPEED INDICATORS
PBBIBSTS
0 TESTS

PBETIISTIHG
0 TWISTIHS
PBBVEHTIOB
NT ACCIDENT PBEVE8TION
NT COBBOSION PBEVENTION
HI FIBE PBEVBNTION
NT ICE PBEVENTION
PBIHiBI BATIEBIES
NT NICKEL 7.INC BATTEBIES
PBISBS

Heat transfer in cross flow past a square prism
having a smooth or finned surface

p0202 A77-25J29
PBIVATE AIBCBAFT
0 QENEBAL &VXA?IO« AIBCBAFT
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SDBJECT IBDBX PBOJECT BA1AGEBBBT

PROBABILITY.
0 PBOBABILITJ THEOHI
PROBABILITY DBSSITY POBCTICHS
HT HOBHAL DBBSITJ POBCTIOBS
»T BEIBOLL DEHSITT FOHCTICNS

A rational new approach to the response of an
aircraft encountering non-Gaossian atmospheric
turbulence
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-115] p0139 A77-19837

Performance and sensitivity analysis of the
generalized likelihood ratio nethod for failure
detection
[NASA-CB-149272] p0086 N77-13761

PBOBIBILITI DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Bayesian estimation of crack initiation tines from

service 'data
[AIAA 77-383] P0205 A77-25742

PROBABILITY TBEOBY
The effect that the probability of a successful

approach has on the sequential landing rate of
like aircraft

p0417 A77-39844
The use of probability analysis in aircraft

certification and its effects on maintenance and
equipment maintenance
[AIAA PAPBE 77-1256] p0509 A77-45509

Lightning-hazard assessment - A first-pass
probabilistic model for aircraft

p055<l A77-49346
Queues with delayed, probabilistic feedback as a

model of air traffic control communications
pOS74 A77-51610

PBOBIEB SOLVING
HT ASYHPTOTIC HBTHODS
HT ITEHATIVE SOLUTION

Recognition criterion and production of easily
solvable models for flight mechanical
optimization problems
[IFD-9/76] p0544 H77-31178

PBOCEDDBES
HT FINITE ELEHENT HETHOD
HT OPTICAL COBHECTIOS PBOCIDDHE

PBOCOBBBBHT
HT GOVEBNBBHT PBOCDB3HEBT
Sew radar for the F-13: A discounted cash flow

analysis
[AD-A033918] p0338 N77-23339

PBOCOB1HBHT POLICI
Support equipment program for avionics readiness:
Intitial planning
[AD-A033585] p0318 B77-22104

PRODUCT DE7BLOPBBBT
HT iEAPONS DEVELOPSENT

Development of materials used in gas turbine
engines - B and D guide lines and proposals for
a priority scheme \

p0159 A77-22166
Computer aided aircraft project design

p0271 A77-29196
Aero engine development costing

p0417 A77-40010
PBODDCTIOB EBSIBEBBIB6

Effect of surface exposure time on bonding of
commercially pure titanium alloy

pOOU6 A77-13735
Prodncibility aspects of advanced composites for

an L-1011 aileron. I
p0046 A77-13740

Advanced composite materials fabrication
honeycomb sandwich and spar/rib aircraft
structures

pOOSS A77-15320
Technology of manufacturing aircraft honevconb

structures /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
—— Bussian book

p0110 A77-17725
Advanced composites manufacturing as influenced by

design for A-7D aircraft outer wing panel
p0159 A77-22145

Qualification and in-service evaluation of the
&-7D composite outer wing
[SIAA PAPBB 77-062] p0211 A77-25815

Overview of BASA/OAST efforts related to
manufacturing technology

p0212 A77-26395
Computer-Aided Hannfactnring - Another industrial

revolution BcDonnell aircraft application
p0269 A77-29081

Alpha Jet in series production
p0307 *77-32«Oi

Problem statement in planning and analysis of
variants of mass-production designs of boundary
layer suction systems

pO-JOS A77-3271J
ICAB - Bevolntion in manufacturing Integrated

Computer Aided Bannfactnring
p0346 A77-J4307

The production of shale oil crnde and its refining
into military operational fuels

p0354 A77-J51i5
Structural-logic diagram for ensuring high-rate

products in aircraft industry quality control
p0442 A77-40721

Selection of optimum RPV operational launch and
recovery techniques

pO!>17 A77-47340
The production and refining of crude oil into

military fuels
[AD-i02<!652] pOOJ8 N77-11^07

NS-4 coating process development tor columbino
alloy airfoils
[AD-A025797] pOOTJ N77-121J9

Army aviation manufacturing technology program
guidance
[AD-A040821] p052J N77-JQ071

PBODDCTIOB BASAGEBEBT
ICAB - Bevolution in manufacturing Integrated
Computer Aided Banufactnring

pOJ»6 A77-JH307
Product improvement program evaluation
[AD-40142134] p0585 N77-J3101

PBODDCTIOH BETBOOS
0 PBODDCTIOB ENGINEERING
PBOGBOSIS

Program for experimental investigation o£ failure
prognosis of helicopter gearboxes
[AD-A030071] p0230 B77-181HS

PBOGBAB BABAGEBEHT
D PBOJECT BANAGEBEBT
PBOGHABBED IHSTBDCTIOB

Designing stable programmed flight-vehicle motion
p0305 A7

Programmable data logger for automatic test
equipment for aircraft control systems

ponu6 AV/-IHJBB
Construction of stable programmed flight vehicle

motion
pOU69 A77-01C91

A personalized system of instruction for aircraft
performance
[AD-A039651] p0476 1177-28116

PBOGEABBIHG (SCBBDDLING)
NT THBOST FBOGBABHIBG
PBOSBABBIBG LABGOAGES
NT ALGOL
HI FOBTBAS
Software for autouatic test equipment for
aircraft systems

p0446 A77-413By
A stud; of standardization methods for digital
guidance and control systems
[AGABD-AB-90] p0530 N77-J01J6

PBOGBABS
NT ATLIT PBOJECT
HT DEFBSSE PBOGBAB
HT EOBOPEAN SPACE PBOGBABS
NT NASA PBOGBAHS
BT OBBITEB PBOJECT
HT QDIET ENGINE PBOGBAB
HT SAIL PBOJECT
NT SQOID PBOJBCT
HT SOPBBSONIC CBDISB AIBCBAFT BBSEABCB
NT TEBBIBAL CONFIGOBED VEHICLE PBOGBAB
NT TILT BOTOB BESEABCB AIBCBAFT PBOGBAH
HT O.S.S.B. SPACE PBOGBAB
NT ONIVEBSITY PBOGBAB
PBOJECT BaHAGEBBBT

Concorde maintenance as seen by the designer - The
maintenance program

p0009 A77-1211S
B. S D. project cost and schedule realism - A risk
analysis approach

pOOII A77-1J45!)
Advanced avionics for the 4-10: A decision

analysis model
[AD-A027678] p0123 N77-1402J
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PROJECT PLABBIBG SUBJECT IHDBI

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 3,
Task 3: Developnent of special issue papers
for NASA OAST programs
[BASA-C8-152583] p0490 B77-29141

PROJECT PLASHING
Computer aided aircraft project design

P0271 A77-29496
Development of a research project selection model:

Application to a civil helicopter research program
[NASA-CB-145225] p0333 B77-23088

Air launched cruise missile staging base selection
for full scale development test and evaluation
[AD-A032199] p0337 B77-23161

Procedure for the development of naval aviation
maintenance objectives
[AD-A038201] pOU71 N77-28064

PROJECTILE PBBETRATIOB
D T E B H I N A L BALLISTICS

PROJECTILES
An improved projectile bcattail, part 2

[AD-A024C73] p0031 B77-11016
Rake region perturbation for base drag reduction

[AD-A026147] p0120 H77-13998
Secondary damage to aircraft by ricocheted small

arms projectiles and fragments
[AD-A038755] p0476 N77-28114

PROJECTS
BT ATLIT PROJECT
BT ORBITER FEOJECT
NT SAIL PROJECT
BT SCOID PROJECT

PROLATE SPHEROIDS
Acoustic scattering of feint sources by a moving

prolate spheroid jet fuselage
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1326] p0567 A77-51080

PBOPAGATIOH (EITEBSIOH)
BT CBACK PROPAGATIOB
BT FLAHE PBOPAGATIOB

PROPAGATIOH BODES
Boundary layer considerations for optimization of

acoustic liners for aircraft engine ducts
[ S A E P A P E R 760896] p0258 A77-28214

Simulation of the mnltipath propagation of DLS
p0579 B77-32106

Measurement of the multipath propagation at the
Brunswick test airport multipath instrument
landing system

pOS79 B77-32107
Influence of the multipath propagation on the

distance measuring part of DLS
p0579 N77-32110

PBOPAGATIOB VELOCITY
Effect of simulated forward speed on the jet noise

of inverted velocity profile coannular nozzles
[ A I A A P A P E K 77-1329] p0567 A77-51083

PBOPELLABT ADDITIVES
Bew potentials for conventional aircraft vhen

powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
p0293 N77-21629

PBOPELLABT COHBOSTIOB
Combustion measurements in air breathing

propulsion engines - Survey and research needs
p0200 A77-24974

A review of turbopropulsion combustion! Part 1:
Fundamentals of combustion. Part 2:
Turbopropulsion combustion technology
[ A D - A O U 3 0 2 2 ] p0583 B77-32163

PBOPELLABT TESTS
Liguid hydrogen as propellant for commercial

aircraft
f D G L R PAPER 76-188] p0091 A77-16534

PBOPELLABTS
BT COBPOSITE PROPELLANTS

PROPELLER BLADES
ARA proposes new propeller aerofoils

p0056 A77-15623
Sources and characteristics of interior noise in

general aviation aircraft
p0100 A77-17067

Characteristic wake data for local blade propeller
stalling

p0108 A77-17497
The propulsion system of the aircraft 2-37. I

p0159 A77-22121
Developing an Agprop three bladed propeller

agricultural aircraft
p0298 A77-31026

Propeller design by numerical optimization
[ S A E P A P E R 770451] p0392 A77-37072

Aeroelastically tailored propellers using
fiber reinforced composites
[SAE PAPER 770455] p0392 A77-37076

Fatigue strength of aircraft propeller blades
p041J A77-38/59

Optimum acoustic design of free-running low speed
propellers
[AIAA PAPER 77-1248] p0502 A77-44JJ7

Soron/aluminuD fan blades for SCAB engines
[HASA-CB-13S184] p0429 B77-261JS

PROPELLEB DRIVE
BT HELICOPTER PROPELLER DBIVE

The turbulent »ake behind slender propeller-driven
bodies at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 77-133] p0161 A77-222J4

Developing an Agprop three tladed propeller
agricultural aircraft s

p0298 A77-J1026
Propeller aircraft flyover noise testing
[SAE PAPER 770443] pOJ91 A77-J7064

The influence of design parameters on light
propeller aircraft noise
[SAE PAPEB 770444] pOJSI A77-3706b

Flight test evaluation of a method to determine
the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[SAE PAPER 770470] p039J A77-J708B

Flight test evaluation of a method to determine
the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[BASA-CB-149889] p02S1 B77-20076

The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in
a temperature stratified fluid
[AD-A040847] p0535 B77-J1099

Noise levels for turbojet powered airplanes and
large propeller driven airplanes: Notice of
proposed rule making

p0541 N77-J1150
PBOPELLEB EFFICIBBCI

Design and performance of energy efficient
propellers for Bach 0.8 cruise
[SAE PAPER 770458] p0392 A77-37077

Advanced V/STOL propeller critical components
investigation
[AD-A024663] p0072 S7/-1^06J

Propelled time-dependent forces due to nonnniform
inflow

p0171 N77-16060
Design and performance of energy efficient

propellers for Bach 0.8 cruise
[NASA-TH-X-73612] p028J B77-20109

Propeller study. Part 1: Introduction and overview
[BASA-CR-155002] p0541 B77-J11b6

Propeller study. Part 3: Experimental
determination of thrust and torque on the TO-3A
aircraft
[BASA-CR-155003] p0541 B77-J11S8

PROPELLEB FABS
Effect of rotor relative diameter on the

efficiency of a single-stage axial fan
p0052 A77-14897

Fiber composite fan blade impact improvement program
[BASA-CH-135078] p0081 N77-1J063

Further studies of static to flight effects on fan
tone noise using inlet distortion control for
source identification
[BASA-TH-X-73183] p0124 B77-14027

Energy consumption characteristics of transports
using the prop-fan concept
[BASA-CH-137937] p0124 N77-14029

Energy consumption characteristics of transports
using the prop-fan concept: Summary report
[BASA-CR-137938] p0124 B77-140JO

Detailed design of a quiet high flow fan
[SASA-CR-135126] p02J9 N77-19070

Boron/aluminum fan blades for SCAB engines
[BASA-CR-135184] p0429 B77-261J5

PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
A contribution to the problem of propeller-wing

interference German book
p0414 A77-39163

PROPELLERS
BT PROPELLER FANS
BT SHBOUDED PBOPELLERS
BT TILTED PBOPELLERS
BT VARIABLE PITCB PROPELLERS
Acceleration-proof telemetry for the testing of

aircraft propellers, turbines, and helicopter
rotors
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SDBJECI IBDEX PHOPtJLSIOH SYSIEB PEBFOBSABCB

p0043 A77-12985
t new series of aerofoil sections suitable for

aircraft propellers
p0355 A77-36157

The effect of blade sveep on propeller performance
[ A I A A PJPEB 77-716] p0362 A77-37056

Energy consnmption characteristics of transports
using the prop-fan concept
[1ASA-CB-137937] p0124 H77-14029

Energy consumption characteristics of transports
using the prop-fan concept: Summary report
[NASA-CB-137S38] p0124 B77-14030

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor
and propeller noise including the effect of
forward motion
[HASA-TM-X-74037] p0439 N77-27876

Propeller study. Part 1: Introduction and overview
[HASA-CR-155002] p05«1 N77-31156

Propeller study. Part 2: The design of
propellers fcr m i n i m u m noise
[NASA-CE-155005] pOE41 H77-31157

Propeller study. Part 3: Experimental
determnation of thrust and torque on the YO-3A
aircraft
[NASA-CB-155003 ] p0541 N77-31158

PBOPOBTIOHAL COBTBOL
Synthesis of an automatic aircraft control system

p0114 A77-18503
PBOPOBTIOBAL LIBIT

Calculation, beyond the proportional limit, of a
slightly ccnical low-aspect-ratio wing

p0305 A77-32091
Analysis of slightly-conical small-aspect-ratio

wings beyond the proportional limit
p0469 A77-44094

PBOP01SIOH
NT DESCENT PBOPOLSIOB SYSTEMS
NT HYBRID PROPULSION
NT JEI P R O P U L S I O N
HI H A B I N E PECP01SION
NT N O C L E A B PPCPULSIOB
NT SPACECEAPT PBCEOISION

Hind tunnel and analytical investigation of
over-the-wing propulsion/air f rame interferences
for a short-haul aircraft at Bach nunbers from
0.6 to 0.78 conducted in the Lewis 8 by 6
foot tunne l
[NASA-CR-2905] p0586 N77-33114

PEOPOLSIOB SISTEB COBFIGOBATIONS
NT DESCENT PEOPUISION SYSTEHS

Life cycle cost impact en design considerations
for civil transport aircraft propulsion systems

pOIOI A77-17227
Pressure ratio optimization criteria in aircraft

turbojet-engines design
pOIOS A77-17258

Variable geometry for high performance aircraft
engines

p0106 A77-17264
An automatic-control air-jet-propelled ACV

p0154 A77-20724
The propulsion system of the aircraft Z-37. I

p0159 A77-22121
Pn engine designer's view for advanced secondary

power systems
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-517] p019M A77-23931

Engine /a i r f rame dynamic interface investigation
using T63/IOH helicopter system

F0249 A77-26891
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Eiperimental Engines

/QCSEE/ - A technology development program
[ A S P I E P8PEB 77-GT-109] p0265 A77-28618

The shaft coupled lift/cruise fan propulsion
system for Navy multimission V/STOL aircraft
[ A S M E P A P E E 77-GT-112] p0266 A77-28621

Future trends in aero-gas turbine design -
Unconventional engines

p0272 A77-29654
Future propulsion plants. I

p0306 A77-32251
Airplane/engine optimization for an operational

lift/cruise V/STOL airplane
[ A I A A 77-572] p0348 A77-34932

Conceptual design studies of Navy Type A V/STOL
aircraft
[ A I A A 77-579] p03!|9 A77-31938

Impact of V/STCL operational reguirenents on power
train design
[ A I A A 77-581] p0399 A77-34939

The application of QCSEE technology to V/STOL
Qniet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-583] pOJ52 A77-J4!lb7

Future propulsion plants. II
pOJSJ A77-3iOJ2

Shaft coupled lift/cruise fan V/STOL propulsion
system
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-80J] p0409 A77-J8b1S

Propulsion systems of the future. Ill
pfllMJ A77-J880b

Advanced supersonic transport propulsion
requirements
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-831] pOlbl) A77-41969

Supersonic propulsion - 1970 to 1977
[AIAi P A P E B 77-832] p0151 A77-I11970

Two-dimensional nozzj.e/airtrame integration
technology - An overview
[ A I A A P A P E E 77-839] pOISI A77-119M

Hon-axisymmetric nozzle concepts for an F-111 test
bed
[AHA PAPEE 77-8*1] pOlbl A7/-4iy/b

Aircraft of wide speed and manoeuvering range
vertical or short takeoff fighter aircraft

p0166 A/7-1J366
Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests

[AIAA PA"EB 77-1318] p0566 A77-51U73
A review of several propulsion integration

features applicable to supersonic-cruise tighter
aircraft
[NASA-TB-I-73991] p01-i9 B77-15UJ9

Advanced supersonic propulsion study, phase J
[NASA-CE-135148] pOIJO B77-150U1

Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design
definition study. Volume 2: Propulsion
transmission system design
[NASA-CE-151932] p0170 N/7-16014

Methods for comparative evaluation of propulsion
system designs for supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CB-135110] p02J2 N77-18156

Definition of propulsion system for V/STOL
research and technology aircraft
[NASA-CE-135161] p028J B77-20110

Integrated Propulsion Control system (IPCS).
Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A032439] pOJ86 N77-25175

Integrated Propulsion Control System. Volume 4:
Methodology
[AD-A033062] p0386 S77-25176

Preliminary design of propulsion system for V/STOL
research and technology aircraft
[HASA-CR-135207] p04J6 N77-27115

PROPULSION STSTEB PEEFOBBABCE
International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines,

3rd, Bunich, Best Germany, Barch 7-12, 1976,
Proceedings

pOIOI A77-17226
Life cycle cost impact on design considerations

for civil transport aircraft propulsion systems
pOIOI A77-17227

A new development concept for gas turbine engine
optimize life cycle costs

pOIOI A77-1722B
Operational experience with lift plus lift/cruise

V/STOL aircraft propulsion system performance
p0102 A77-172JJ

Fuel consnmption of civil jet transport aircraft
p0102 A77-172J4

Aircraft considerations for advanced S.S.I.
propulsion systems

pOIOS A77-172S9
NASA 30,000 hour test demonstration of closed

Brayton cycle reliability
[AIAA PAPEB 77-499] p0194 A77-2J917

Sulti-mission uses for Prop-Fan propulsion
p0212 A77-2640U

Reliability and maintainability issues in
helicopter propulsion'and drive system design

p0248 A77-26892
Procedures used in flight tests of an integrated

propulsion control system on an F-111E airplane
[SAE PAPEB 760933] p0260 A77-2B2J8

Engine cycle selection and propulsion system
integration for future high performance fighter
aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-101] p0265 A77-28611

Influence of the intended use of an aircraft on
the optimal parameters of gas-turbine power plants

p0304 A77-32086
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PHOPOLSIVB EFFICIENCY SUBJECT INDEX

Airplane/engine optimization for an operational
lift/cruise V/STOL airplane
[ A I A A 77-572] F<I3<48 A77-31932

Impact of V/STOL operational requirements on power
train design
[ \ IAA 77-581] DC349 A77-34939

V/STOL shaft propulsion system analytical
performance model
[AIAA 77-582] p03U9 A77-34940

Integration and simulated flight testing of a
geared fan V/STOL airplane
[ A I A A 77-612] p0351 A77-3H963

An advanced fighter aircraft propulsion control
concept
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-836] pO«09 A77-38553

Propulsion system doty cycle - The Havy 's new look
performance specifications for F101 aircraft

f A I A A PAPEE 77-883] pO<MO A77-38573
Diagnostic system requirements for helicopter

propulsion systems
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-899] pO«11 A77-3858U

Propulsion cycle effects for a two-fan V/STOL
aircraft
[ A l f A PAPEB 77-580] p0016 A77-39177

An engineering approach to estimating propulsion
contributions to system life cycle costs
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-879] p0452 A77-U1981

Testing of propulsion system diagnostic equipment
aircraft engine mcnitoring and inspection

systems
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-895] p0452 A77-41983

Influence of flight vehicle mission on optimal GTE
powerplant parameters

pO*69 A77-4U086
The military utility of very large airplanes and

alternative fuels
p0516 A77-U7271

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 1:
Identification of sources, noise generating
mechanisms, noise reduction mechanisms, and
prediction methodology
[AD-A027389/6] p0022 H77-10053

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 2: Graphical
prediction methods
[ AD-J027390/1] p0022 1)77-10051

V/STOI rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 3: Computer
program users manual
[AD-A027363/1] p0023 N77-10055

Assessment of variable-cycle engines for Bach 2.7
supersonic transports
[NASA-TH-X-73977 ] p0021 N77-10065

Prediction nethods for Jet V/STOL Propulsion
Aerodynamcs, volume 1
[AD-A021022] p 0 0 2 M N77-10068

Prediction Hethods for Jet V/STOL Propulsion
Aerodynamcs, volume 2
[AD-A024023] p0025 N77-10069

f simplified analysis of propulsion installation
losses for computerized aircraft design
tHASK-TH-X-73136] p0170 S77-16016

Propulsion system/flight control integration for
supersonic aircraft

p0218 N77-18010
Advanced supersonic technology study: Engine

program summary. Supersonic propulsion: 1971 -
1976

p0219 N77-18013
Control of propulsion systems for supersonic

cruise aircraft
p0219 N77-18016

YF-12 propulsion research program and results
p0219 H77-18017

Composite materials research in support of
supersonic propulsion systems

p0219 N77-18018
Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design

study T-39 modification. Volume 1: Technical
report
[NASA-CB-151925] p0229 N77-18132

Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Volume 2: Schedules
and budgetary data
[NASA-CB-151926] p0229 N77-18133

Analysis of turbofan propulsion system weight and
dimensions
[NASA-TH-X-73199] p0238 N77-19069

Hew potentials for conventional aircra±t when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline

p0293 H/7-21629
Some aspects of variable cycle propulsion systems

'
Integrated propulsion control system for fighter

aircraft
003^3 877-2211411

Integrated propulsion control system (IPCS) .
Volume ?: Technical description
[AD-A03J774] P03J6 N77-2J120

Integrated Propulsion Control System (IPCS) .
Volume 3: Flight test report
[AD-A03I1172] pOJJb B77-2J121

Influence of leading edge radius on the
performance of highly deflected stator cascades
[ESA-TT-362] pOJ71 H77-2UH42

Performance, emissions, and physical
characteristics of a rotating combustion
aircraft engine
[NASA-CB-135119] p0129 B77-2bUU

A review of turbopropnlsion combustion. Part 1:
Fundamentals of combustion. Part 2:
Tarbopropulsion combustion technology
[AD-AOU3022] pObSJ H77-J216J

The evolution and control of different performance
degradation processes in modern propulsion systems
--- monitoring Jet engines

pOS9t B77-JJ19J
flethods of improving the performance reliability
of advanced military power plant systems

pOb95 H//-JJ198
PBOPOLSIVB EFFICIENCY
HI PBOP2LLEB EFFICIENCY
Pressure ratio optimization criteria in aircraft
turbo3et-engines design

pOIOS A77-1/2b8
Energy utilization factor in civil transport

aircraft
pOJb9 A77-3678B

Aeroelastically tailored propellers --- using
fiber reinforced composites
[SAE PAPEB 770M55] p0392 A77-37076

Flight test evaluation of a method to determine
the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770*70] pOJ9J A77-3708B

A review of several propulsion integration
features applicable to supersonic-cruise tighter
aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-73991 ] p0129 S77-150J9

Alternative general-aircraft engines
pOISb N7J-V/097

High efficiency engine cycles for air transport
fuel economy

p0321 N77-
Influence of power on the spin of light planes
[NASA-TT-F-17U47] p0131 877-

Haintenance methods for improving propulsion
system reliability

p0593 H77-JJ18U
Bisks affecting the structural resistance and

integrity of modern propulsion systems
p059U N77-JJ18/

PBOTECTI01
NT CIBCDIT PBOTECTION
NT COBBOSION PBEVENTIOB
NT ENVIBONHENT PBOTECTIOH
NT THEBBAL PBOTECTION

PROTECTIVE CLOTBING
NT BELRETS
Electrostatics in aviation fuel systems sessions

p0109 A77-17SOJ
PBOTBCTIVE COATINGS
NT CEBAHIC COATINGS

Some problems with corrosion of aircraft
structures made fron aluminum alloys

pOOSB A77-1S796
Progress in surface finishing and coatings

•pomt A77-1Bb4S
A corrosion protection system for beryllium in
aircraft brake applications

pOJOB A77-J2610
Bain erosion resistant fluoroelastomer radome and
antenna coatings

pObbfc A77-M97J1
Protection of cooled blades of complex internal
structure
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-90] pObfc^ A77-50991
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SUBJECT IIDBZ QUALITY COHTBOL

Foil temperature range protective system for
fastener areas of carrier-based naval aircraft
r AD-A02<t523] p0026 N77-10210

NS-4 coating process development for columbium
alloy airfoils
[AD-A025797] p0073 B77-12139

Evaluation of coatings for air/fluid accumulators
[AD-A033295] p0325 B77-22251

Corrosion fa t igue behavior of coated 0340 steel
for blade retention bolts of the AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A033253] p0325 H77-222S*

Evaluation of sccatch-and spall-resistant
windshields
[AD-A038819] pOU91 B77-29116

Progress IP advanced high temperature turbine
materials, coatings, and technology
[HASA-TB-X-73628] p0591 H77-33159

PBOTOTYPES
Alpha Jet in series production

p0307 A77-32105
The Advanced Bedlam Short lake Off and Handling

Transport prototype and developlent programs
[ A I A A 77-566] F<>317 A77-34928

PSBDDOHOISB
Performance of a square lav pseudonoise ranging

time-of-arrival estimator
P0351 A77-35811

Software itrplementation of a PR spread spectrum
receiver to accommodate dynamics SHP
pseudonoise communication link for
aircraft/satellites

p0506 A77-4U738
PSICHOACODST1CS

The subjective evaluation of noise from light
aircraft
[HASA-CB-2773] p0126 R77-1U615

Koise certification considerations for helicopters
based on laboratory investigations
[AD-A032028/3] p0174 H77-16865

A comparison of a laboratory and field study of
annoyance and acceptability of aircraft noise
exposures human reactions and tolerance
[HASA-CB-2772] p0187 R77-17608

PSYCHOLOGICAL fACTOBS
Investigation and analysis of the human factors in

aircraft accidents
p0003 A77-10500

Future air traffic contrcl systems. Ill
p0357 A77-36567

PSYCHOLOGY
HT PSYCBOACOOSTICS

PSYCBOPHYSICS
HT PSYCHOACODSTICS

PSYCBOPBYSIOLOGY
HT SOBKLOADS (PSYCHOPHYSICLOGY)

PDBLIC LAW
HT 1EGAL LIABILITY

Aircraft manufacturer warranties - Protection for
the manufacturer or the purchaser

p03H6 A77-3U302
PULSATING FLOB

0 DHSTEADY FLOS
PDLSE AHPLITODB HODULATIOH

Performance of a square law pseudonoise ranging
time-of-arrival estimator

p0351 A77-358«<l
PDLSE COBHDB1CATIOH

A hybrid configured fiber optic data bus system
p0058 A77-15841

Clarinet Pilgrim - Communications using Loran-C
transmitted by pulse position modulation

p0573 A77-51201
A communications system for the terminal area

effectiveness program
[HASA-TH-73227] pO»39 H77-2779II

PULSE DOPPLEB BADAB
HT HONOPDLSE B A D A B

Low cost radar altimeters
p0117 A77-19296

PULSE GEBEHAIOBS
Dynamic digital blade rov compression component

stability model. Hodel validation and analysis
of planar pressure pulse generation and
two-stage fan test data
[AD-A032079] p0281 H77-20111

PULSE BODULATIOH
HT PULSE AHPLITDDE BODULATIOH
ST PULSE POSITICB BODULATICH

PULSE POSITIOB BODULATIOH
Clarinet Pilgrim - Communications using Lcran-C

transmitted by pulse position modulation
p0573 A77-5H01

PULSE BADAB
HT SOHOPDLSE B A D A R

PULSE TIRE BODDLATIOH
HT PULSE POSITIOH BODOL1TION

PULSED L1SEBS
Laser air-jet engine earth-based pulse

radiation created thrust
pOOOS A77-11887

PULSED BADIATIOB
HT ELECTBOHAGBETIC PULSES

PULSES
HT ELECTBIC PU1SES
HT ELECTBOBAGHETIC PULSES
HI PBESSUBE PULSES

PUHP IBPELLEBS
Strength of compressor wheels of low-ductility

alloys
pOOOJ A7/-1U38J

Some experiments on a radial vaned d i f f u s e r
p0201 A77-^5192

PDBPIHG
Centralized vacuum system for temperature/altitude

chambers
p0212 A77-26U»b

PUHPS
HT CENTRIFUGAL EDBPS
HT JUEL PDBPS
NT JET PUBPS
HT TUBBIBE FUHFS
HI YACUUH PUBPS
POBIFICATIOB
HT AIB PUKIFICATIOH
PILOUS

Isolation of rotor induced vibration with the Bell
focal pylon-nodal beam system
[SAB PAPER 760892] p0258 A77-^8211

Flow-field characteristics near the midwing
weapons pylon of the F-16 aircraft at Bach
numbers from 0.1 to 0.95
[AD-A028078] p0225 N77-1807b

PYBOGBAPBiLLOY
0 COBPOSITE BATEBIALS
U BEFBACTOBY BATEBIALS
PYBOBETBY
0 TBBPEBATUBE nEASDBEBENT

QDADBATDBB APPBOIIBATIOB
a QUADBATUBES

OOADBATOBES
Some quadrature methods for lifting wing theory
[IFD-5/76] p0525 B77-J0097

QUALITY
HT ilB QUALITY
HT BIDING QUALITY

QUALITY COBTBOL
Developing an automatic grade monitor tor aviation
fuels

pUUUI A77-1J1/J
Crack detection capability of non-destructive

inspection methods in relation to the
airworthiness of aircraft

pOOU9 A77-1J781
Determination of acceptance-inspection parameters

for gas-turbine engines
pOJOU »77-3^08J

Structural-logic diagram for ensuring high-rate
products in aircraft industry quality control

pOOU2 A77-H0721
Determining gas turbine engine tolerance

monitoring parameters
pO«69 A7J-UU08J

BID experience at ECOB Reliability Improvement
warranty requirements for Army

p05S9 A77-bU«B3
Effectiveness of reliability system testing on

quality and reliability
pOS60 A77-S0488

Fiber composite fan blade impact improvement program
[RASA-CB-135078] pOOBI H77-1J06J

Performance and benefits of an advanced technology
supersonic cruise aircraft

p0222 H7/-1BUB2
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS SUBJECT IHDEI

Rationale for structural inspections of aircraft
p0228 N77-18100

Review of acoostic fatigue activities in Germany
p0329 H77-22569

A view of the evolution of the reliability
improvement warranty (RIS)
[JD-&033952] p0371 N77-2i»525

Advanced high speed roller bearing inspection
techniques
[ A D - A O U 2 1 2 1 ] p05146 H77-31529

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Quantitative TLC analysis of amine antioxidants in

high-temperature jet engine lubricants
[AD-A039909] p0528 N77-3012I1

QUABTZ TBAHSDDCEBS
Precise digital pressure measurement in an

airborne environment
pO«07 A77-38022

QUASILIREABITY
0 NONIIBEARITY

QDBUBIHG TBEOBY
Some mathematical aspects of air traffic systems

p0521 A77-U7816
Queues mth delayed, probabilistic feedback as a

model of air traffic control communications
p057i> A77-51610

QDIET EHGIBE EBOGRAB
Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEE

over-the-wing configurations Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine program
C A I A A E A E E B 77-23] pOii42 A77-19982

N A S A Quiet, clean General Aviation Turbofan
/QCGAT/ program status
[ASBE PAPER 77-GT-77] p026U A77-28588

Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engines
/QCSEE/ - A technology development program
[ A S H E PSPEB 77-GT-109] p0265 A77-28618

A variable pitch fan for an ultra guiet
demonstrator engine

N p0272 A77-29655
fcoustic performance of inlet mnltiple-pure-tone

suppressors installed on N A S A Quiet Engine *Cf

[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1333] p0567 A77-51087
Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEE

over-the-wing configurations
[NASA-TH-I-73588] -- p0182 N77-17065

BASA Quiet Clean General Aviation Turbofan (QCGAT)
program status
[NASA-TN-X-7356U] p0335 B77-23109

Static and wind-on tests of an upper-surface-blown
jet-flap nozzle arrangement for use on the Quiet
Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
rBAS6-TN-D-8176] p0378 B77-25086

Analysis and documentation of QCSEE (Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine) over-the-wing
exhaust system development
[NASA-CB-2792] p01136 B77-27119

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine noise suppressors on N A S A quiet engine C
[NASA-TS-X-73662] pO«77 B77-28119

BACOH BEACONS
0 R A D A R BEACONS

RADAB
NT AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE BADAR
HT COHTIBOOOS 8AVE BUDAR
NT DOPPLER R A E A B
NT L A N D I N G H A I A B
NT METEOROLOGICAL B A E A H
NT HONOEOLSZ HADA8
NT BOVING T A R G E T INDICATORS
NT OPTICAL R A D A R
NT PULSE DOPELEB R A D A R
N T SEARCH R A D A R
NT SECONDARY BADAR
NT SIDE-LOOKING R A D A R
NT S D H V E I L L A N C E R A I A R
N T T R A C K I N G B A E A B

Radar microwave link pilot system upgrade and
evaluation
[AD-A037198] p0371( N77-24336

BAPAB ALTIEETEBS
D RADIO ALTIHETBRS

BAPAB AHTEIIAS
Secondary radar: Fundamentals and instruoentation

Book
p0317 A77-34633

B-1 forward radome microwave test range
p055b A /

Radar systems with phased-array antennas
p057J A77-bl277

Test and evaluation of ATCRBS electronic scan
antenna (system test)
[AD-A029U86/8] pl)078 N77-1JUJJ

BADAB APPBOACB CONTBOL
SINTEQ - A selective interrogation system for SSfi

Secondary Surveillance Badar
p0357 A/7-Jbb68

AN/TPN-25 precision approach radar and associated
units

pOJb7 A77-J656S
IBACALS evaluation report. NAVAIDS station

evaluation report, Aviano AB, Italy (16-2J
August 1976)
[AD-A038062] p0175 N77-^8106

BADAB BEACONS
The Discrete Address Beacon Systen for air trattic

control
pOOSH A77-151J4

Secondary radar: Fundamentals and instrumentation
Book

pOJ<47 A7/-J«6JJ
PALH - A beacon radar Precision Altitude and

Landing Monitor
p0102 A">7-J7725

ATCBBS trilateration - A feasible system tor
airport surface traffic surveillance

p0102 A/7-J7726
Test and evaluation of ATCRBS electronic scan
antenna (systeo test)
[AD-A029M86/8] p0078 N77-1JOJJ

aulti-site intermittent positive control
algorithms for the discrete address beacon
system, revision 2
[AD-A026515] p0121 N77-110U6

Air traffic control radar beacon system. Special
evaluation report. Pease AFB, New Hampshire
[AD-A033068] pOJ3J N77-2J08I4

A review and analysis of the nlTHE beacon
collision avoidance system
CAD-A037225] pOJ66 N77-21U9U

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A037130] pOJ66 N77-2tOS1

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals, volume 1:
Summary of results, system definition, radar
processing
[AD-A038191/7] p0127 N77-Jb11b

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 2:
Beacon processing investigation
[AD-A038192/5] pOU27 N77-26116

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volume J:
Appendices
[AD-A038U93/3] pOU^7 B'/V-ibll'l

The ATCRBS mode of DABS
[AD-A038543] pO«Jl4 B77-27092

BADAB BBABS
Lateral beam radar utilizing a synthetic antenna

p0325 N77-22J63
BADAB CBOSS SECTIONS

Determination of antenna radiation patterns, radar
cross sections and jam-to-signal ratios by
flight tests

p(U69 fTII-2H122
Erosion protection for the AH-1 G low radar
cross-section main rotor blade. Volume 1: Sand
and rain erosion evaluation
[AD-A035961] pO«28 B7/-2612J

BADAB DATA
A Doppler Rarkov error model development based on

flight test data analysis of Doppler radar
data

pOJ95 A77-J7Jb7
EDUOCONTBOL and radar automated air traffic
control radar system implementation

p05b1 A77-1811J
Accident investigation: Analysis of aircraft

motions from ATC radar recordings
p0227 N77-18091

BADAB DETECTION
Long wavelength radar - Its purpose and applications

p0192 A77-J35J8
Air route surveillance radar system ARSR-3

p0357 A77-36b65



SUBJECT IHDBI BADIABT COOLIHG

Birds in flight - Badar observation and avoidance
procedures which can be employed by air traffic
controllers

p0357 A77-36566
A change detection and classification system for
side-lock radar images

p0397 A77-37U22
I new high-brightness, all-weather, ASDE /Airport

Surface Detection Equipment/
p0553 A77-«922«

Badar detection of thunderstorm hazards for air
t raff ic control. Volume 1: Storm cell detection
[AD-A032732] p0317 N77-2206<t

EADAB ECHOES
HI CLOTTER

B A D A R EQOIPHENT

H T H A D J R A N T E N N A S
NT B A D A B BEACONS
HT E A D A B F1LTEBS
NT BADAB T R A N S M I T T E R S

Hawkeye - A new dimension in tactical warfare
p0115 A77-18773

A versatile environmental cooling air facility
for temperature testing cf E-3 aircraft radar

D0212 A77-26007
Airtrack, a system for air traffic control

p0310 A77-32985
\ir route surveillance radar system AESR-3

p0357 A77-36565
The new airport radar systems

p05«9 A77-H7979
Eadar special evaluation report: Degradation of

AN/OPX-6 interrogatot set identification friend
or foe/selective identification feature IFF/SIP
returns from F-1 and RP-H aircraft
[AD-A027117] p0132 N77-15241

Moving target detector, an improved signal processor
F0325 N77-22360

Sew radar for the F-13: A discounted cash flow
analysis
[AD-J033918] p0338 S77-23339

Impact of automation upon air traffic control
system productivity/capacity (ABTS III)
[AD-A038659] pO«3« R77-2709H

EiDAE ?ILTEBS
Target-tracking filter for anticollision radar

for ship navigation
p0305 A77-32167

BADAB I M A G E R Y
Digital scan converters in airborne display systems

p0212 A77-263U6
A change detection and classification system for

side-lock radar images
p0397 A77-37022

Stereographic projection in the joint surveillance
system
[AD-A0313I I3 ] p0332 N77-23081

BADAE HAPS
NT E A D A B IHAGEB1

E A D A B NAVIGATION
New frontiers in aerospace navigation; Proceedings

of the Bicentennial national Aerospace
Symposium, Rarminster, Pa., April 27, 28, 1976

p0150 A77-20655
A lightweight Doppler navigation system

p 0 2 U 5 A77-26863
Eecent improvements in navigation radars

p0309 A77-329Q2
A linear dynamic model for Doppler radar errors

p0310 A77-329614
CORAN /A correlation velocity sensor/

Correlation of Badar Altimetry for Navigation
p0395 A77-37353

A Doppler Markov error model development based on
fl ight test data analysis of Doppler radar
data

p0395 A77-37357
B A D A B OBSERVATION

0 B A D A S T R A C K I N G
BADA8 S C A N N I N G

Scanning-beam microwave landing system -
!lultipath-errors and antenna-design philosophy

p0307 A77-32551
The relative performance of con-scan, COSBO and

two axis lonopolse in air-to-ground ranging
range errors in radar scanning

p0397 A77-370.21
Navigation checkpointing with forward-sensed,

fixed-range terrain profiles

p0571 A77-S11B«
BADAB SCATTERING

ILS glide slope performance prediction mnltipath
scattering
[AD-A035298] pO»89 N77-2912b

User's manual for generalized ILSGLD-ILS glide
slope performance prediction: (lultipath
scattering
[AD-A034«92] p04B9 N77-29128

User's manual for ILSS (revised ILSLOC) :
simulation for derogation effects on the
instrument landing system
[AD-A035690] pOU90 B77-J91JO

EiDlB SISNATOBES
HT BISSILE SIG8ATOBES

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volnme 1:
Summary of results, system definition, radar
processing
[ AD-A038U91/7] P0127 N77-2611b

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volnme 2:
Beacon processing investigation
[ AD-A038192/5] p0127 877-̂ 6116

System definition and investigation ot the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volume J:
Appendices
[ AD-A038U93/3] p0127 877-26117

RADAB TARGETS
On implementation of the Kalman filter for radar
target tracking

p0408 A77-J81Sb
Stereographic projections in air traffic control
systems

pObll A77-D626.2
BADAR TRACKING

Adaptive tracking of abruptly maneuvering targets
p0267 A77-288J6

Application of Kalman filters to automated ATC
systems

p0299 A77-J10bO
Target-tracking filter for anticollision radar ---

for ship navigation

TSDHA - P novel secondary radar --- Time Space
Division Multiple Access

pOUIS A77-11125
The new airport radar systems

p0519 A77-1797D
Aircraft trajectories from radar extrapolations to

long term prediction
pOSSI A77-<4Bai"i

Applications of augmented mnltilateration tracking
systems --- for military target-5

p0570 A77-S1183
Application of ORF adaptive array to

navigation/tracking systems
p0571 A77-5118b

Development of the HHS-2 System of ODDR6E/T6E/ ---
Range Measurement System for tank and aircraft
tracking

p0571 A77-51187
Harrow-band passive systems theory with
applications to positioning and navigation
[AD-A0257M3] p0068 N77-120J6

Development of a Doppler radar technique for the
detection of bird hazards to aircraft
[AD-A030H10] p0280 S77-200b8

Simulation of a radar tracking a glinting aircraft
target in a multipath environment

pOJ26 N77-22J77
Tbe ATCRBS node of DABS
[AD-A038513] -^ pOUJU N77-27092

RAD AS TBABSHISSION
Antenna tilting experiments over radar microwave

links
[AD-A036727] pOa95 N77-29316

RADAR TBANSMITTBRS
Some relationships between observation and access

in reconnaissance and surveillance
p0295 A77-JOH82

RADIANT COOLING
Efficiency of turbine-blade cooling by air
injection through longitudinal slots

p0089 A77-16325
Calculation of radiant cooling of air behind

intense shock waves using mean optical
characteristics

pO«69 A77-HJ993
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HADIAHT FIDI DENSITY SOBJECT INDEX

BADIABT FLOX DENSITY
HT IOBIHODS IBTESSITY

BADIABT BEATING
Flow of a radiating gas over a blunt bod; vith

intense vaporization
p0003 A77-10B.16

BADIATIOB DAHA6B
Exclusive study finds that airport I-ray

inspections nay cause damage to filn
p03«7 A77-31525

RADIATION DETECTORS
Jttitude control of a pilotless aircraft by

radioactive probes
tOHEHA, IP HO. 1976-112] p0154 A77-20867

BADIAIIOB DISTBIBDTIOB
HT ABTESNA BADIATIOH PATTEBNS
BADIATIOS EFFECTS
BT RADIATION DiHASE
1 study of diffraction of electromagnetic naves

around large stationary aircraft and its effects
on instrument landing system guidance signals

p0132 877-15223
BADIATIOH BABDEHIHG

EBP hardening of aircraft by closing the
points-of-entry ElectroBagnetic Pulse

p0055 A77-15108
BADIATIOB BBATIBG
D RADIAST ElATIHS
BADIATIOB HEASDBIBG ISSTBOHEBTS
ST ELECTBOPHOTOHETEBS
HT ELECTROSTATIC PBOBES
BT INFBABED DETBCTOBS
NT IBFBAHED SCAHNEBS
HT HICBOBAVE RADIOHETEBS
ST BADIATION BETECTOBS
BADIATIOS NOISE
0 ELECTROBAGSETIC NOISE

EADIATIOH CBESSOBE
HT 10BIHOOS ISTEHSITY
NT SOOHD PHESSOBE

HADIATIOH SOOBCBS
NT POINT SOOBCES

BADIATIOH SPBCTBA
NT EHISSIOB SPECTBA
HT INPBABED SPICTRA
HT 7IBBATIOHAI SPECTBA
BADIATI7E BEAT TBAHSPEB

Anisotropic radiatively ccnpled wedge flow
p0002 A77-10218

prediction of the flow and combustion processes in
a three-dimensional combustion chamber

p0101 A77-17251
Coefficients of radiative heat transfer for the

case of flow past bodies in the presence of
intense sublimation

p0203 A77-25535
BADIATIVE TBABSFBB

HT BADIATIVE BEAT TRABSFEB
BADIATOBS

A'nalysis of extended off-surface radiators of
aircraft antenna

p0302 A77-31776
BADIO A1TIBBTEBS

PALH - A system for precise aircraft location
p0058 A77-15771

Low cost radar altimeters
p0117 A77-19246

COBAN /A correlation velocity sensor/
Correlation of Radar Altinetry for Navigation

p0395 A77-37353
PALH - A beacon radar Precision Altitude and

Landing Bonitor
p0102 A77-37725

An electronic method for measuring takeoff and
landing distances

p0407 A77-38023
Snrface roughness measurements by using

low-resclnticn FB-CB radar altimeters
p0551 A77-18377

BADIO ABTEBB1S
HT RICROWAVE AHTEHBAS
Analysis of extended off-surface radiators of

aircraft antenna
p0302 A77-31776

1 Optimisation of a two element aerial for the UBF
ILS glide slope

p0401 A77-37718
BADIO BEICONS

Analysis of the accuracy of operation of the

rangefinding channel of a Shoran system
p035* A77-3b695

System design study for 7HF universal data link
and data link/DABS combinations
[AD-A0295147/7] p()083 N77-1J290

UAVAID support of high-altitude area navigation
routes
[AD-A036388] pOJ17 N77-22065

A slotted waveguide antenna as a marker beacon for
aircraft
[NLB-NP-75027-D-BEV] pOJ82 H77-25141

DABS monopulse summary monopnlse azimuth
estimation
[AD-A038157/1] pO«27 H7

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-iOU1089] pO»89 N'(

BADIO COBHOilCATIOB
HT BADIO BELAY STSTEHS
»T BADIO TELESETBY
HT TIHE DIVISIOS HOLTIPLE ACCESS
Mobile data radio transmission quality between
stationary transmitter to receiver in motion
[DGLR PAPER 76-168] p0092 A/7-16510

Badiocommnnication in air navigation
p0155 A77-21B69

The air traffic controller's problems associated
with ground novement control ,

pOJ03 A77-2b600
Aircraft communications systems Bnssian book

pOIOT A77-J812W
AFSATCOH terminal segment reliability test program

p0560 A77-SO<19«
Tracals evaluation report. Ground/air/ground

communications special evaluation report,
Sheppard AFB, Texas
[AD-A026823] pOI/1 B7/-140UJ

Evaluation of radio remote control system for
airport visual aids
[AD-A011603] p0489 B77-291^6

BADIO ELECTBOHICS
Avionics and radio electronics of the Yak-«0
aircraft Bnssian book

pOJ12 A77-JJH4B
BADIO EQOIPBEBT
NT RADIO ABTENHAS
NT BADIO BEACONS
HT BSDIO EECEIVEBS
NT BADIO TRANSHITTEBS
NT BECEPTIOH DI7EBSITI
NT SONOBOOYS
HT TSASSHITTER BECEIVEBS
HT TBANSPOBDEBS
Flight inspection packages and interface problems

for navigation aid inspection
[SAB PAPER 770418] pOJ92 A77-J7069

BADIO FREQUENCIES
NT LOB FREQUENCIES
NT SOPEHHIGR FBEQDEBCIES
NT OLTBAHIGB FBEQDEHCIES
NT 7EBY BIGR FREQUENCIES
NT TBBY LOB FBEQDENCIES
RADIO FBBQOEHCY IITEBFKBBHCB
NT ELBCTKOBAGBETIC BOISE
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for

airborne systems controls in an BF-polluted
environment

p0056 A7/-1S116
The reduction of interference from large

reflecting surfaces instrument landing
system interference reduction at airports for
aircraft communication

pOISI A77-12511
Investigation of aircraft generated VLF interference
[AD-A038300] p0438 B77-27JOJ

Becognition and elimination of interference
disturbances by modification of the radio field
of landing systems with spatial modulation
degree diagrams

pOSSO B77-J^1JJ
Heasurements of the influence of static and

dynamic interference on an ILS-receiver and
measurement of the capture effect with the
double frequency procedure
[TOBS/SFB58/50] pOb88 N77-3J1«0

BADIO FBBQOEHCY NOISE
D ELECTBORAGNETIC NOISE
RADIO IHTEBFBBEBCB
0 RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
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SUBJECT ISDEI BAIB EEOSIOB

HiDID NAVIGATION
FT HTPEHBO1IC NAVIGATION
BT 10BAN
NT LOBAN C
BT SHOBAN
HT TUCAN
BT VHP OBBIBANGE NAVIGATION
LF/VLF BAVAID signal reliability in airborne

applications
p0057 A77-15768

Automatic flight inspection of radio navigation
facilities

p0152 A77-20669
Badioconmnnication in air navigation

p0155 A77-21869
Radio navigation m North America - The next 25

years
p0189 A77-23268

Radio navigation and landing aids - A result of
international cooperation

p0260 A77-28294
A comparative performance analysis of modern

ground-based, air-based, and satellite-based
radio navigation systems

p0260 A77-28299
Linear, dynamic estimation and control of OHEGA

radio navigation system synchronization
p0298 A77-30810

Integrated radio navigation and surveillance based
on DLS principles Distance measuring
equipment based landing System

p0403 A77-37732
Satellite radionavigation systems Russian book

p0416 A77-39476
Tracer decoder - A receiver for radio navigation

relay systems
p0454 A77-42211

A comparison of air radionavigation systems (for
helicopters in off-shore areas)
[AD-A030337/0] p0121 N77-14002

A study of sudden ionospheric disturbances and
their effect on VIP position fixing accuracy

p0317 877-22094
RADIO PBOBING

Probing the airborne Omega environment
p0503 A77-44435

8ADIO PBOPAGATIOB
0 RADIO TBASSBISSION

BADIO BABGES
D RADIO BEACCNS

BADIO HECEIVEBS
NT TBANSBITTIB RECEIVEBS
Tracer decoder - A receiver for radio navigation

relay systems
p0454 A77-42211

Position finding using distance measurements
in hyperbolic navigation

p0506 A77-44570
Software implementation of a PN spread spectrum

receiver to accommodate dynamics SHF
psendonoise communication link for
aircraft/satellites

p0506 A77-44738
Ku-band integrated circuit receiver front end

nodule for BPV
p0519 A77-47354

BADIO SECEPTIOH
VLF/LF propagation measurements over long paths on

board a high-speed aircraft
[&D-A038018] pOH38 S77-27285

BADIO SE1AI SISTERS
NT TIDE DIVISION HOLTIPLE ACCESS
Tracer decoder - A receiver for radio navigation

relay systems
pO«5« A77-42211

BADIO SCATTBBING
Half-plane scattering applied to ILS grading

criteria
p0157 A77-21951

BADIO SIGNAL PBOPAGATIOB
0 BADIO TBABSBISSION

BADIO tELBHETBI
Experimental data organization and experimental

data processing in the flight tests of the Alpha
jet prototypes
[PGLB PAPBB BS-86/76] p0043 A77-12981

Acceleration-proof telemetry for the testing of
aircraft propellers, turbines, and helicopter
rotors

p0043 A77-129B5
BADIO TBACKING '

Technical objectives and approaches to the
tracking subsystem of the Extended Area Test
Systen /EA1S/

P0570 A77-b11S4
BADIO TBANSBISSION
HT IOBOSPHEBIC PBOPAGATIOB
HT (1ICBOBHVE ATTEBDATIOB
NT UICBOiAVE TBABSHISSIOB
BT 101TIPATB TBABSHISSION
LF/VIP NAVAID signal reliability in airborne

applications
pOOST A7/-1b76B

VLF pulse timing - Limitations and potential as a
companion to Onega

pOSOJ A77-444J9
Propagation Limitations of Navigation and

Positioning Systems
CAGABD-CP-209] pOJ17 B/7-22068

VLF/LF propagation measurements over long paths on
board a high-speed aircraft
[AD-A038018] pOf»38 B77-2728!)

BADIO TBAISBITTEBS
NT BADIO BEACONS
HT SOBOBOOIS
NT TBANSHITTEB RECEIVERS
Some relationships between observation and access
in reconnaissance and surveillance

P0295 A77-J048*!
BADIO IAVES
NT LONG HAVE RADIATION
NT HILLIBETEB HAVES
NT SOBMILLIBETEB HAVES

BADIOACTIVE BLBSENTS
D RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
Radioisotope inspection ot Jet engines

P0299 A77-J1047
BADIOACTIVE BATEBIALS

Attitude control of a pilotless aircraft by
radioactive probes
[OSEBA, T9 BO. 1976-112] p015« A7J-20867

BADIOACTIVE NDCLIDES
0 RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

RADIOGBAPHT
Radioisotope inspection of jet engines

P0299 A77-J1017
BADIORETEBS
BT INFBABED DETECTORS
NT INFBABED SCANBEBS
HT HICROHAVE 8ADIOBETEBS

BADIOIDCLIDBS
0 RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

BADOHE SATBBIALS
Bain erosion resistant fluoroelastomer radome and

antenna coatings
p0556 A77-497J1

The protection of aircraft radomes against
lightning strike

p05b6 A77-197J4
BADOIES

B-1 forward cadone sxcrowave test range
p0556 A77-4S74J

Design and test results of very broadband radomes
for ECB applications

p0556 A77-49747
Deasurement of the power handling capabilities of

a biplanar slot array
[AD-A027500] p0132 S77-15247

Bill TBAISPOBTATION
Astroglide - The advanced automatic gnideway
transit system

p0099 A77-170JO
Integrated surface-air transportation combined
technologies for freight and passenger movement

p0270 A77-29160
RAILROADS
0 BAIL TRANSPOBTATION

BAIB
Rater ingestion into axial flow compressors
[AD-A033611] p0372 877-24144

Erosion protection for the AH-1 G low radar
cross-section gain rotor blade, volume 1: Sand
and rain erosion evaluation
[AD-A035961] p0428 B77-26123

BAIB EBOSI08
Bain erosion resistant fluoroelastomer radome and
antenna coatings
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BAIRSTOBBS SUBJECT IHDEI

F0556 A77-H9731
B&IRSTORRS
NT THUNDEBSTOEBS

BAHAR SPBCTBOSCOPY
Raman measurements of specie concentration and

temperature in an aircraft turbine exhaust
p0342 A77-33716

Review of optical techniques with respect to
aero-engine applications
[OSEBA, TP HO. 1977-80] p0562 A77-50987

BABJET ENGINES
NT SDPEBSONIC COBBDSTIOH BABJET ENGINES
NT TOBBOBABJET OGINES

Streamtube analysis of a hydrogen-burning scramjet
exhaust and simulation technique

p0507 A77-44817
The intermttent jet for supersonic conditions

increased with passage to operating in a ramjet
- A low cost engine

p0321 N77-22130
Ram-turbojet engine for long range high terminal

speed ussicns
p0322 N77-22132

BAHPS (STBDCTDRES)
Experience related to the development of

high-stress carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
structures, taking into account the example of a
subsonic inlet ramp
[DGLB PAPEB 76-195] p009S A77-16581

BABS (PBESSES)
Hydraulic ram effect CE composite fuel cell entry

walls
[&D-A02H832] pOOSS H77-135<t8

BANDOH DISTRIBUTIONS
D STATISTICS DISTRIBUTIONS

BAFDOB BEBOBS
The effect of random errors in blade setting on

the potential incompressible flow in compressor
cascades

p0197 A77-21636
BANDOB LOADS
NT GDST LOADS
The effect of engineering approximations on

fatigue life evaluation for variable amplitude
loading

p0017 A77-13762
Use of standardized sequences of flight-by-flight

load spectra in fatigue testing of structural
aircraft components

p0413 A77-38680
BANDCB NOISE

The calculation of the rms value of an aircraft's
normal acceleration due to Gaussian random
atmospheric turbulence
[VTH-213] p0079 N77-13046

The impulse response method for the calculation of
statistical properties of aircraft flying in
random atmospheric turbulence
[VTH-197] p0082 N77-13073

BANDOB PROCESSES
A rational new approach to the response of an

aircraft encountering non-Gaussian atmospheric
turbulence
[ A I A A P J P E B 77-115] p0139 A77-19837

Analytical designing of soft-landing systems for
random scatter of initial conditions and
structural parameters

p030i| A77-32079
Analytic design of flight vehicle alighting gear

with random scatter of initial conditions and
structural parameters

P0469 A77-4H079
Some mathematical^aspects of air traffic systems

p0521 A77-47816
Some mathematical aspects of the correlation

theory of aircraft precision ana reliability
p0561 A77-50709

BANDOB VIBRATION
An analysis of the stability of Blade rims under

conditions of random actions
p0061 A77-16000

Random vibration peaks in rotorcraft and the
effects of nonuniform gusts

p0109 A77-17498
Determination of subcritical damping by

moving-block/randomdec applications
p0287 B77-21025

BANG! (EXTBBBES)
NT PfOPCBTICNAL IIBIT

RANGE ,COSTBOL
D T8AJECTOEY CONTBO1

BANS! EBBOBS
The relative performance of con-scan, COSBO and

two axis monopulse in air-to-ground ranging
range errors in radar scanning

p0397 A7
Propagation Limitations of Navigation and
Positioning Systems
[AGARD-CP-209] pOJ17 N77-220btt

BANGE FIBDEBS
NT OPTICAL BANGE FINDEBS
Analysis of the accuracy of operation of the

rangefinding channel of a Shoran system
pOJ5<l A77-J5695

FB-CH ranging mnltxpath investigation for Navy
VIOL aircraft
(AD-A027190] p0125 N77-14319

An Extended range Sensor Package (ESP)
[AD-A027850] p0177 N77-1702b

BANGS INDICATORS
D BANGE FIHDBBS

RAHGE HEASDBEBENT
U BANGEFINDING

EARGEFIHDIRG
Evaluation of the accuracy of community relative

navigation organization concepts
pl)150 A77-20656

Position location systems technology
pOb70 A77-51179

Development of the BBS-2 System of ODDB6E/T6E/
Range Measurement system for tank and aircraft
tracking

p0571 A77-5118/
Air Combat flaneuvering Bange/lnstrumentation

•ACBH/I'
P0572 A77-51195

Introductory investigation of the Range Beasuring
system/data collection system (RBS-2/DCS)
[AD-A039921] pOb26 N77-J0106

Global positioning system navigation algorithms
for application to navigation satellites

used for aircraft guidance
pOb78 N77-3210J

BANGBS (FACILITIES)
NT BALLISTIC BANGES
BANGING
0 BANGEFINOIHG

BAPCOR (CONTBOL)
D HADAB APPROACH CONTBOL

BAPIO TRANSIT SISTEHS
Transport of the future and the tasks ot science

pOOIt6 A77-13643
Astroglide - The advanced automatic gnideway
transit system

P0099 A77-17030
BABE EABTB ELBRERTS
NT SABABIOB

BABE GASES
NT HELIUM

BABEFIED GAS DTHABICS
Ose of a unified curve of corrections to Pitot
tube readings in a rarefied supersonic flow

p0202 A77-2b330
BATE BETEBS
0 BEASOBIBG 1NSTBDBENTS
BATES (PEB TIBE)
NT ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
NT AIRSPEED
NT ANGULAR ACCELERATION
HT ANGULAR VELOCITY
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY
NT DECAY RATES
HT DECELERATION
NT FLOW VELOCITY
NT GBOUND SPEED
NT GROUP VELOCITY
NT HIGH ACCELEBATION
NT HIGH SPEED
NT HYPEBSOSIC SPEED
NT LANDING SPEED
NT LOADING RATE
NT LOH SPEED
HT LUBINOOS INTENSITY
NT BASS FLOS RATE
NT PROPAGATION VELOCITY
HI ROTOR SPEED
NT SOUND INTENSITY
HT SPIN HEDDCTION
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SUBJECT IHOEI RECOBDISG IBSTHOHEBTS

NT SOBSOHIC SPEEt
NT SUPERSONIC SPIEDS
HT TIP SPEED
HT TRANSONIC SPEED
JfT KIND VELOCITY
BATIOS
HT EDEL-AIB B5TIO
NT HIGH JSPICT BfTIO
NT LIFT DSfG BATIO
NT BACH NOHEER
NT BEYNOLDS 8DHBER
HT SIGNAL TO "WISE BATIOS
BEiCTIOH JETS
0 JET FLOW
D JIT THBOST

SEACTIOH KINETICS
Model calculations of the combustion product
distributions in the primary zone of a gas
tarbine combustor
[ASHE PAEBB 76-HA/GT-7] p021U A77-26U63

Project SQDIt: A cooperative program of
fundamental research related to jet propulsion
[AD-A021001] p0036 N77-11059

BEADING
Pilot opinion of flight displays and monitoring

gauges in the DH-1 helicopter
[AD-A02M711I] p007i( N77-12579

RBAl TIBE OPEBATIOS
How real is real time reconnaissance image

data management
p0191 A77-23526

A real-time simulation facility for evaluating
advanced concepts in air traffic control

p0196 A77-21599
The Air Traffic Control Evaluation Dnit, Burn

Airport, O.K.
p0357 A77-36563

Airborne data analysis and monitoring with a mini
computer

p0106 A77-38018
Evaluation of an F100 multivariable control using

a real-time engine simulation
[AIAA PIPES 77-835] pOH09 A77-33552

Heal-tine aerial reconnaissance using the
return-beam vidicon

pOUin A77-10665
Operational concept for a battlefield surveillance

RPV system /Canaflair CL-227/
p0516 A77-U7335

Method of discrete modeling and its application to
estimation of TF30 engine variables
rBASA-TH-I-301|3] p0036 N77-11057

BECOH 6: A real-tiae, wide-angle, solid-state
reconnaissance camera system for high-speed,
low-altitude aircraft

p0187 N77-17281
The application of recent techniques in flight

flutter testing
p0288 N77-21036

Real time data transmission and processing for the
determination of aircraft antenna radiation
patterns

p0369 N77-24123
Computers for real time flight simulation: A

market survey
[NASA-CR-288S] pO»76 N77-28113

Development and verification of real-time, hybrid
computer simulation of F100-PW-100(3) turbofan
engine
[NASA-TP-1030] p0511 N77-3115U

BEAl VA8IABLES
NT ASYMPTOTIC SEBIES
NT DIFFERENTIAL IQOAT10BS
NT FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION
NT 6BEEN FUNCTION
ST HYPERBOLIC DIIFEHEWTIAL EQUATIONS
NT HYPERBOLIC PDNCTIONS
NT KEBNEL FDNCTIONS
ST IIAPUNOV EDUCTIONS
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS
NT BEASDBE AND INTEGRATION
»T gOVllHBkB EQDJTIOSS
NT IWHEBICAI. INTEGBHTION
NT PADE APPSOXIHfTION
NT PARTIAL DIIIEBEBTIAL EQUATIONS
NT SINE SEBIES
NT TBIGONOHETBIC FUNCTIONS
NT VOBTICITY
NT KEIEBSTBASS FDNCTIONS

BEiTTACBED FIOB
Calcnlation of the flow around a swept wing,

taking into account the effect of the
three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 1: Ring
with turbulent boundary layer
[NLB-TB-75076-0] pOOJI N77-11011

Supersonic aircraft atter body study o± a thicK
boundary layer on a two-dimensional step
[LRBi-E-815-PV-u/SAE] pOUbb N//-12U01

BECEIVEBS
ST EADIO BECEIVERS

Performance of a French airborne Onega receiver
and outlook for its use

pOJOS A77-J^9"4J
RECEIVING SYSTESS
0 RECEIVERS

BECEPTIOH DIVERSITY
Application of space diversity techniques to

landing guidance systems --- to circumvent
reflection induced signal fading

pOIOJ A77-J773U
BECIPBOCATIBG ENGINES
0 PISTON ENGINES

BECIBCOLATIVE F10ID FLOH
Prediction of the flow and combustion processes in

a three-dimensional combustion chamber
pOlO"! A77-17251

A numerical calculation procedure for two-phase
recirculating flows

Beingestion and footprint characteristics of the
VAK 191B --- hot gas recircnlation into V/STOt
aircraft inlets
[AIAA 77-617] , p0352 A77-J1965

Detachment and wind recirculation of radial wall
jets --- vertical takeoff aircraft thrust
reduction
[ILR-9] p0076 N77-1J010

Pollutant formation in fuel lean recirculating tlows
--- in an Opposed Reacting Jet Combustor
[NASA-CB-2785] p0182 N77-17U69

BECOGNITION
NT EATTEBN EECOGNITION
NT SPEECH BECOGNITION
NT TARGET RECOGNITION
HECONNAISSABCE
NT AERIAL BECCNNAISSANCE
NT PROTOBECCNNAISSANCE
Some relationships between observation and access

in reconnaissance and surveillance
p0295 A77-J0182

BECOIHAISSABCE AIBCBAFT
ST EAETH BESOORCES SURVEY AIBCBiFT
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT
NT HIRAG2 3 AIBCBAFT

An avionics design philosophy for a Canadian
coastal patrol aircraft

pOU5 A77-1SbbO
HPV sensor system interface

pOISO A77-2Jb21
Effects of flow field aerodynamics on imaging
sensor resolution --- for high performance
reconnaissance aircraft

pl)191 A77-2JS2J
Vibration considerations for high performance
camera systems --- onboard reconnaissance aircraft

p0191 A77-2352U
The Ka-26 helicopter in the special flights domain
of Interflug. I

ptfalS A77-39qS3
The concept of remotely piloted helicopters

[AHS 77-33-16] pOUIS A7J-I10060
Analysis of phase IIB of PE 13.8 --- scout

helicopter as an observation platform
[AD-A028816] pOISO N77-17049

7HP-DHP aircraft antenna
[AD-A030891] p0210 N77-1SJ10

Lateral beam radar utilizing a synthetic antenna
p0325 N77-22363

BECOBDINS
NT DATA RECORDING
NT DATA SHOOTHING
NT MAGNETIC BECOBDING
NT PHOTOGRAPHIC BECOBDING
BECOBDIBG USTBOHEBTS
NT FLIGHT LOAD BECORDERS
NT FLIGHT BECORDERS
NT FORCE VECTOR RECORDERS
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RECOVERABLE LAOHCH VEHICLES SUBJECT INDEX

BBCOVEBABLE IA01CH VEHICLES
The BPV - Conplement to manned systems;

Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Symposium,
Washington, E.C. , June 5-9, 1977

,p0516 A77-47333
The development of the XBCM-105 Aguila nini-BPV

system
p0517 477-47338

Selection of optimum BPV operational launch and
recovery techniques

p0517 A77-47340
An alternate recovery system for the Aquila

nini-EPV soft landing
p0518 A77-47346

BBCOVEBABLE SFACECBAFT
NT SPICE SHUTTLES

BECTANGOLAB FLANPOBBS
NT RECTANGOLfR SINGS

BECTAHGOLAB BUGS
Some notes on unsteady lifting-line theory

p0056 A77-15555
Investigation of airfoils near the ground with

nonsymmetrical flov past them
r D G L B PSPEB 76-152] p0092 A77-16539

Flow survey behind wings
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-175] p0141 A77-19876

Boiling monents in a trailing vortei flow field
[ A I A A P A F E B 77-670] p0361 A77-37024

Experimental study of development of free vortices
behind a rectangular wing

p0422 A77-40113
Lifting snrface theory for rectangular wings

p0026 N77-10347
Application of a finite difference method to the

analysis of transonic flow over oscillating
airfoils and wings

p0534 N77-31090
BBCTIFIEBS
NT AVALANCHE DIODES
BECDPEBATOBS
0 RIGENEBATOBS

BBDOCTION (CBBBISTBY)
NT HIDBOGENATION

BEDDBDABCY
Design and test experience with a triply redundant

digital fly-ty-wire control system
p0377 N77-25076

REDUNDANCY ENCODING
A dual-node generalized likelihood ratio approach

to self-reorganizing digital flight ccntrol
system design
[NASA-CB-149317] p0082 N77-13070

BEDOBDAHT COBIOHENTS
Inherent errors in' asynchronous, redundant digital

flight controls
p0194 A77-24192

A reliable dual-redandant sensor FDI system for
the NASA F8C-DFBH aircraft

p0267 A77-28807
Status report on the generalized likelihood ratio

failure detection technique, with application to
the F-8 aircraft

pC267 A77-28808
Failure dptection without excessive hardware

redundancy in aircraft control data
instrumentation

p0396 A77-37394
Redundant integrated fl ight control/navigation

inertial sensor complex
[ A I A A 77-1109] pO«57 A77-42808

BEDOBDART STBOCTDBES
0 R E D U N D A N T COMPONENTS

BBBB1B1
5T HYPEBSONIC REINTRY
»T SPACECRAFT BEENTBY

BEEBTBI BODIES
0 BEENTRY VEHICLES

BBBHTBT PHYSICS
Self-adaptive difference method for the effective

solution of computationally complex problems of
boundary layer theory
[DGLR PAPEB 76-185] p009it A77-16564

BEENTBY VEHICLES
NT HABK 2 BEENTBY BODY
NT BARK 3 REENTRY BODY

Flight-test base pressure measurements in
turbulent flow

p0057 A77-15718

Hypersonic flow over indented nosetips
[AIAA EAPEB 77-91] pOUS A/7-lyB^O

Boundary layer transition flight test observations
for reentry vehicles

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-125] p0161 A77-222J1
Thin shell calorioetric technigues for transition

detection at ablation temperatures
pO<!42 A7

An evaluation of boundary layer forces ana
measurement methods
[AD-40109IJ7] pObtU B7

BEFERENCES (STANDARDS)
0 STANDABDS

HEFINIBG
The production of shale oil crude and its refining

into military operational fuels
£0354 A7/-Jb1bb

The production and refining of crude oil into
military fuels
[AD-A024652] pOOJB N77-1H07

REFLECTANCE
Boston Air Boute Traffic Control Center (ABTCC)

lighting study
[AD-A041321] p(W89 N77-29124

REFLECTION
NT SPECBLAB BEFLECTION
NI SPREAD FEFLECTIOH
BEFLECTION COEFFICIENT
0 REFLECTANCE

BBFLBCIIVTTY.
0 REFLECTANCE

BBFLBCTOBS
NT FBESREL BEFLECTOBS
REFBACTOBY BATEBIALS
NT HOLYBDENBH
NT HIOBIOB ALLOYS
NT REFBACTOBY BETAL ALLOYS

A cooled laminated integral axial turbine
demonstration
[AIAA PAPEB 77-949] p041^ A77-J8610

Strategic defense materials: A case study of high
temperature engines
[AD-A037493] pOJ87 N77-2b18B

Application of sputter-deposited lamellar
composite technology to the development ot high
temperature turbine blade materials and airtoil
fabrication
[AD-A037349] pOM31 N77-^61b1

Progress in advanced high temperature turbine
materials, coatings, and technology
[SASA-TB-X-73628] pOS91 B77-JJ1by

BEFBACTOBI BETAL ALLOTS
NT NIOBIOB ALLOYS
High-nickel alloys for gas tnrbines

pOOOT A77-11J2b
Protection of cooled blades of complex internal
structure
[ONEHA, TP NO. 1977-90] pOb62 A77-50991

BEFBiCTOBY BBTALS
NT HOLYBDEBDH

BEFDBLIBG
Electrostatics in aviation fuel systems sessions

p0109 A77-1750J
Pro-static agents in Jet fuels

p0360 A77-J7010
DSTiB: Direct Sea-To-Air Betueling (intlight

refueling of military cargo aircraft f rom ships
at sea)
[AD-A026750] p0127 N77-1S010

BEGENEBATIVB COOLING
A preliminary study of the use of intercooling and
reheat in conjunction with regeneration for
aircraft turbine engines
[NASA-TH-I-73617] pO.291 N77-21U87

BEGEHEBATIVE FOBL CELLS
Research requirements for development ot

regenerative engines for helicopters
[NASA-CR-145112] p0.m N77-181SS

BEGESBBATOBS
Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine

p0013 A77-H528
Comparison of energy performance ot different

types of heat exchangers
pOIIO A77-17/60

Analysis of parameters and characteristics ot a
bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with
stepwise heat removal

p0111 A77-17/65
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SUBJECT ISDBX BELIABILIII ABilTSIS

BBGIONAL PLAHB1H6
Aviation system planning airport planning in

Maryland
pOi)68 A77-W657

Comprehensive plan and development program for a
regional industrial airpark, Springfield
Municipal airport for the City of Springfield,
Missouri
[PB-2621T1/0] p037« N77-2U159

EEGIOIS
NT BEKOTE BEGIONS
NT 1BOPICAL BEGIONS

BEGBESSIOH (STATISTICS)
0 BEGBESSION A N A L Y S I S

BEGBESSIOH AHJLISIS
Analysis of D. S. navy major aircraft accident

rates by aircraft type
[AD-A032379] p0316 N77-22056

BEGDLATIOH
0 CONTROL

BEGOLATIOHS
Noise reduction for business aircraft

[4D-A03 111(9/8] p0130 H77-150UO
Tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria for

powered-lift transports
p0227 N77-18090

Noise standards for aircraft type certification
(modifications to Far Part 36)

CPB-262K01/3] p0330 N77-22939
Noise levels for turbojet powered airplanes and

large propellor driven airplanes: Notice of
proposed role making

F05U1 N77-31150
BEGOLATOBS

NT FlOB BEGD1ATOBS
SI TBBQOENCr CONTROL
NT FOEL FLOH BEGOLATOBS
NT PBESSOBE BEGOLATOBS
NT VOLTAGE BEGOLATOBS

Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by
a multiple time-scales method hierarchically
structured suboptimal controller

p01468 A77-H3771
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by

a multiple time scales method with
application to ?-8 aircraft longitudinal control

p0513 A77-II6621
Self-tuning regulators adaptive control research

p0329 N77-22812
BEINFOBCED BAtEBIALS

0 COMPOSITE MATEBIALS
BBINFOBCED PLASTICS

NT GLASS FIBEB BEIHFOBCED PLASTICS
Producibility aspects of advanced composites for

an L-1011 aileron. II
pOOM6 A77-137H2

A replacement design for a structural wing box
composite material application in V/STOL fighters

pOOSU A77-15298
BEINPOBCED SBELLS

Development of method for modification of
thin-wall fuselage-type reinforced shells and
construction of a practical calculation algorithm

p0111 A77-17952
BBINFOBCBHBBT (STBOCTOBBS)

Fibre composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft
structures
[ABL/MAT-TH-366] p0281 N77-20072

Experimental solutions of acoustic fatigue problems
in aircraft construction materials

p0329 N77-22572
Evaluation of scratch-and spall-resistant

windshields
[AD-A0388H9] pO»91 N77-29116

BBIIFORCIR6 PIBBBS
Some features and problems of metal composites

pOOSI A77-1527U
Fibre reinforced composites with non fracturing

reinforcing elements
pOOSU A77-15287

Fiber composite structures
pOOSI A77-15297

A r m y applications of advanced composites in
Beavy Lift Helicopters

p0055 A77-15315
Forecasting the elastic properties of composites

reinforced by discrete fibers
p O I I U A77-18U67

Teflon air f rame bearings - Their advantages and
limitations

p0159 A7
Fibrous concrete for airport pavements

pOJPfc A77-J1II77
Fiber-reinforced conposites as new jet engine

materials

Aeroelastically tailored propellers --- using
fiber reinforced composites
[SAB PAPEB 770U55] pOJ92 A77-J7076

Use of composites in airrrames
pO«09 A77-JB5JI»

Thermal stability of transition metal monocarbide
fibers in refractory composites prepared by
unidirectional solidification
[ O R E B A , TP NO. 1977-62] p0515 A77-U71J6

Theoretical and experimental investigations on
landing gear spring blades out of fiber
reinforced plastic for small aircraft
[ESA-TI-312] p0025 N77-10162

A technology plan for electromagnetic
characteristics of advanced composites
[AD-A030507] p0186 H77-1717i

High performance composites and adhesives for
V/STOL aircraft
[AD-A035928] p0388 B / / - 2 b J 6 b

EBL1XATI01 BETBOD (HATBEBATICS)
Transonic flows --- calculation by integral

equation, relaxation and finite difference methods
p O O I I A77-12S61

Belaxation near a sonic line --- transonic flow
past subsonic lifting aircraft

p O O I I A77-12S6J
Transonic cascade flow calculation using the

relaxation method
[ DGLB PAPEB 76-186] p0091 A77-165J7

An inviscid model for submerged transonic wall jets
[ A I A & P A P E B 77-17U] p0140 A77-1987S

Calculation of transonic wing flows by grid
embedding
[AHA PAPEB 77-207] p O I U I A77-19899

Implicit approximate-factorization schemes for the
efficient solution of steady transonic flow
problems
[ A I A A 77-631] pOJSJ A77-JSO/V

BBLIABILIf?
NT AIBCBAFT BEHABILITY
HI CIBCOIT BEHABILITY
NT COMPONENT BELIABILITI
NT SPACECBAFT BELIABILITY
NT STBOCTOBAL BELIABILITY

A view of the evolution of the reliability
improvement warranty (BI(f)
[AD-A033952] p0371 N77-21b2b

EELIABILITI ANALYSIS
A systems approach to all weather landings

pOOOJ A77-10138
Reliability of automated flight service stations

p0003 A7/-10M42
Reliability applied to landing gear and hydraulics

p0009 A77-
System considerations for reliable strain data

froo gas turbine engines
p0009 A77-

Structural reliability prediction method
considering crack growth and residual strength
--- of aircraft structures

pOOII A77-1J29J
Reliability case history of an airborne air
turbine starter

p0116 A77-189J7
Cooling methods for aircraft electronics equipment

[ASBE PAPEB 76-ENAS-51 ] p0135 A77-19U92
The scatter factor in the reliability assessnent
of aircraft structures

p0117 A77-20«»i
A matrix method for estimating aircraft system
reliability

p0253 A77-271J9
Reliability of compressor aerofoils

pOJ12 A77-3J7SO
Operational reliability of aircraft powerplants

--- Bussian book
p01U7 A77-016QB

Environmental reliability testing of helicopter
systems

pOIbb A77-<4JJb1
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RELIABILITY COHTBOL SUBJECT IBDBI

Operational reliability and reliability testing
Bock

p0508 A77-U5173
BID experience at ECOM Reliability Improvement

Warranty requirements for A r m y
pOS59 A77-50183

Effectiveness of reliability system testing on
quality and reliability

p0560 A77-50188
AFSATCOB terminal segment reliability test program

p0560 A77-50U94
Effects of temperature en avionics reliability

p0560 A77-50H97
Combined Environment Reliability Test /CEBT/

for avionics
p0560 A77-5050U

Further development of reliability analysis
application to structural fatigue evaluation
[AD-A025365] p0085 N77-13112

Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis, volume 1
[AD-A032161I] p0316 H77-22059

Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis. Volnme 2:
Computer manual
[AD-A031951] p0317 U77-22060

An experimental facility for dynamic combined
environments reliability testing of airborne
equipment
CAD-A0311I99] p0337 B77-23133

Improving jet engine reliability and
maintainability: A conceptual approach
[AD-A033815] p0372 B77-2411I6

Tie distribution of fracture toughness data for
D6ac steel
[ASL/STBOC-NOTE-129 ] pOt81 S77-28267

Altitude warning signal system evaluation
[AD-A039365] p0540 H77-311U7

NICBOB reliability analyses
[AD-A042987] pOSBO H77-32129

Accelerated mission test: A vital reliability tool
p0595 H77-33196

RELIABILITY COHTBOL
0 QUALITY CONTEOL
0 RELIABILITY ENGIHEEBIKG

RELIABILITY EHSIHBERIHG
Fatigue evaluation of materials and processes

p0049 A77-13779
Concorde has designed-in reliability hydraulic

control system
p0098 A77-167II9

The impact of despatchability and civil
airworthiness reguirements on reliability and
engine control system design

pOIOZ R77-17235
Self-correcting control for a turbofan engine

P0102 A77-17236
Inspection of the working order of airplanes and

helicopters: Handbook
p0163 A77-225U1

ECCH measures of effectiveness counter ECH
theory and equipment

p0189 A77-23368
Means of increasing tie service life of gas

turbine engines
p0197 A77-21754

YJ101/YF-17 flight test experience
[SAE PAPIB 760932] p02S9 A77-28237

Reliability of aircraft hydraulic systems
Russian book

p0299 A77-31199
An improved management approach to upgrade avionic

system reliability F-14 Phoenix system
operational reliability and availability

p0300 A77-31311
Environmental considerations for avionics

installation
[ S A E PAPEB 7701<17] p0391 A77-37068

Increasing system reliability with BITE
Bnilt-In Test Equipment for avionics

p0396 A77-37380
Landing gear reliability - Evaluation by a

composite test method Russian book
pO«08 &77-3831U

The system approach to airborne electrical pover
supplies

pOU09 A77-38165
New approaches to turbine airfoil cooling and

manufac tu r ing

[ A I A A PAPER 77-9H8] p O U U A/7-JB609
Engine life, usage and cycle selection

[ A I A A P A P E R 77-956] p041J A77-J8613
Life considerations in the engine design process

[ A I A A PAPER 77-9511] p U 4 b 2 A77-H1990
Simplified multi-mission exhaust nozzle system

[ A I A A PIPER 77-960] p04b2 A77-IHH91
Redundant integrated flight control/navigation

inertial sensor complex
[ A I A A 77-1109] pOtb7 A77-U28U8

Compliance with amended FAB 25.1309 - DC-10 case
history Automatic Landing System
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1257] pOSOS A77-15510

Control of rare events by aircraft system design
regulation - Impact on operations
[ A I A A EAPEE 77-1258] p O b l O A77-i4bb11

Gas turbines in the HAF from a maintenance
engineering viewpoint

p0511 A77-161TJ6
Hays of increasing the resources /potential lives/

of gas turbine engines
pOb19 A77-M71172

Some detail design problems in aircraft gas turbines
pObi49 A/ / -180U1

The need for improved aircraft crashworthiness
design

p0551 A77-19117J
The protection of aircraft radomes against

lightning strike
p0556 A77-497J4

Small axial compressor technology, volume 1
[BASA-CH-131I827-VOL-1 ] pOOJS H77-110«8

Performance measurement system for major airports
[AD-A0262211] p0121 H77-H400U

Systems reliability issues for future aircraft
[NASA-CP-003] pOJ-i9 N77-22808

Radar microwave link pilot system upgrade and
evaluation
[AD-A037198] p0371 B77-2HJJ6

The effect of reliability and maintainability on
the F-14A TF30PI112A engine
[AD-A037985] pO»32 S77-26525

A program for increased flight fidelity in
helicopter simulation
[AD-A039231] p05^!6 S7J-J0108

ASDAR (aircraft to satellite data relay) flight
test report
[BASA-TH-7371111] pOSIb »77-J1J5b

BBSOTE COHTBOL
'C.221 , the new French target drone

pOOOB A77-1162b
Development trends in aircraft control systems

p02b« A77-27157
Complementary roles for BPTs in support of

tactical manned aircraft
p0516 A77-117JJU

Operational concept for a battlefield surveillance
HPV system /Canadair CL-227/

pOS16 A77-«7J3b
The development of the XHQB-105 Aqnila mini-HPV

system
p0517 A77-H7JJ8

Remote rate control for RPVs
p0518 A77-M/3bJ

An operational video tape recording system
utilizing IRIG standard 129-73 segmented helical
scan recording format

p0556 ATJ-1987.J
BPT remote control: Pitch attitude versus flight

path angle operator performance
[AD-A031H79] pOiJT S77-2J1/9

Evaluation of radio remote control system for
airport visual aids
[AD-A011603] POI189 H77-29126

REBOTE BEGIOHS
Hovercraft operation in the Torres Strait between

Australia and Papua New Guinea
p O l O O »77-170i»il

REHOTE SB8SORS
BPV sensor system interface

p0190 &77-23S21
utilization of IB imagery in tactical reconnaissance

p0191 A77-23529
Energy and aerospace /Sixty-fifth Silbnr and
Orville Bright Benonal Lecture/ aerospace
contributions to energy conservation

p0357 A77-36131
Air route surveillance radar system ABSB-3

p0357 A77-J6565
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SUBJECT IHDBX BBBOTBLT PILOTED VEHICLES

Slant visual range nonitcring
pOUOO A77-37708

The application of laser radar to slant visual
range mcnitoring

pOlOO A77-37710
An electronic method for measuring takeoff and

landing distances
p0407 A77-38023

Aircraf t scatterometer adapted f r o m Spacelab
to measure ocean surface motion

p0416 477-39525
Seal-tine aerial reconnaissance using the

return-beam vldicon
p0441 A77-40665

Simulation and data analysis of a scanning laser
Doppler velocneter system for sensing aircraft
wake vortices

P0470 A77-44291
Aircraf t laboratories and experience in using them

for the development of methods and means of
remote sensing of earth resources

p0515 A77-47199
Space experiment simulation using an aircraft

laboratory
p0515 A77-47200

REMOTEIY PILOTED VEHICLES
•C.22 ' , the new French target drone

pOOOS A77-11625
7TOL EPVs - A technology assessment

pOOOS A77-12000
Hobile data radio transmission quality between

stationary transmitter to receiver in notion
[ D G L H P A P E R 76-168] p0092 A77-16540

Methods and problems concerning the flight control
of BPV's
[DGLR P A P E B 76-201) p0092 A77-16545

Remotely piloted vehicles - An Air Force view
p01!48 A77-20619

E.P.Vs in the maritime environment
p0149 A77-20620

The B.P .V. in perspective
p0149 A77-20621

Remotely piloted vehicles - The influence of
system thinking on applied technology

p0119 A77-20622
Convertible aircraft for manned and/or BPV

flight
p0149 A77-20623

The Aerodyne - An R.p.v. with multiple capability
p0149 A77-20626

Skyspy - A ducted BPv fan
p0149 A77-20627

B.A.C. experience with small fixed wing and rotary
wing fi.P.Vs

p0149 A77-20628
Navigation for sea based BPVs

pOISI A77-20662
Atti tude control of a piJ-Otless aircraft by

radioactive probes
[OHF.RA, TP HO. 19/76-112] p0154 A77-20867

BPV sensor system interface
p0190 A77-23521

RPV video communications - A nev challenge to
video data compression

p0269 A77-28968
Contribution to the solution of the basic control

problem for a discontinuous dynamic system
remotely piloted vehicles

p0304 A77-32082
Tethered hover tests of the XBQH-108A vertical

attitude takeoff and landing demonstration vehicle
[AIAA 77-570] p03«8 A77-34931

A naval VATOL EPV in testing Vertical Attitude
Takeoff and Landing

p0352 A77-35022
Advantages of a time division multiplex data bus

for remotely piloted vehicle built-in-test
p0395 A77-37379

Project work on a strike BPV
p0416 A77-39519

The concept ot remotely piloted helicopters
[ A H S 77-33-16] pO«19 A77-H0060

The fu tu re of rotorcraft in aviation
p0449 A77-41929

The remotely piloted helicopter
p0504 A77-44443

The BPV - Complement to manned systems;
Proceedings of the Fourth Annua l Symposium,
Washington, C.C., Jane 5-9, 1977

pOSIb A77-47JJJ
Complementary roles for RPVs in support ot

tactical manned aircraft
pOb16 A77-47JJ4

Operational concept for a battlefield surveillance
RPV system /Canadair CL-227/

p0516 A77-47JJ5
3PV applications of Tomahawk cruise missile

pOSIb A/7-<473Jb
Tactical expendable drone system /TEDS/

pOblb A77-47J37
The development of the XBQH-105 Aqnila mini-BPV
system

p0517 A77-473J8
U.S./F.R.G. advanced tactical BPV requirements as

analyzed by Boeing and Dormer
p051 / A77-47JJ9

Selection of optimum BPV operational launch and
recovery techniques

pOb17 A77-47340
Tethered hover flight tests of a vertical attitude

takeoff and landing remotely piloted vehicle
pOb17 A77-47J41

The mini-BPV, cost effectiveness in a tactical
environment

p0517 A77-47J42
Synergistic growth of ITCS to a tactical BPV C2
system Integrated Target Control System

p0517 A77-17JIU
Development of an ultra-low-cost gas turbine

for BPV applications
p0517 A77-47J44

Multiple Drone Control development tor BPV and
electronic warfare applications

pOSIB A77-4734b
An alternate recovery system for the Aqnila

mini-BPV soft landing
pOb18 A77-47J4b

Development of a small, low cost turbojet engine
with thrust augmentation for BPV

pOSIS A77-47347
Microcomputer BPV stabilization and control system

pOSIS A77-47348
An evaluation of future BPV automatic navigation

systems
p0518 A77-47J49

Advanced avionics for the Advanced Remotely
Piloted Vehicle /ABPV/

pObIB A77-473SO
A miniature rotary-wing BPV

p0518 A77-47J51
Hemote rate control for RPVs

p0518 A77-47Jb2
Ducted-fan VIOL BPV system

p0519 A77-47J53
Precision location, navigation and guidance using

DUE techniques
p0570 A77-51180

Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[SASA-CB-137894] p0021 H77-10047

Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[.NASA-CR-137895] p0021 H77-10048

Combustor design for low cost expendable turbojets
[AD-A024541] p0025 H77-10070

Conceptual designs for a modular remotely piloted
vehicle
[AD-A023844] pOOJ3 B77-110Jb

A wind tunnel captive aircraft testing technique
[AD-A023690] pOOJ3 S77-11037

Conceptual study of a low cost turbojet engine
[AD-A025652] p0071 N7/-120b2

Him BPV engine noise reduction
[AD-A027638] pOISO B77-1b04b

Compass cope flight control system redundancy study
[AD-A029021] p0186 N77-17105

BPV operator performance with various flight
control systems daring a simulated target approach
[AD-A029004] p0232 N77-18166

Designing the survivability ot flying weapon system
p02J7 N77-1904b

BPV remote control: Pitch attitude versus flight
path angle operator performance
[AD-A031479] pOJ37 H77-2J129

Civil sini-BPA's for the 1980's: Avionics design
considerations remotely piloted vehicles
[HASA-CB-137679] p0370 B77-241JJ

ihat is the right size for BPVs?
[1BB-OFE-1272-0] pOJBJ S77-25154
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BEHOVAL SOBJECT INDEX

Remotely piloted vehicle (BPV) mission capability
concepts as related tc OS army operation doctrine
[AD-A035392] p0385 N77-25163

Aerodynamic configuration development of the
highly maneuverable aircraft technology remotely
piloted research vehicle
[NASA-CB-143841 ] p0125 N77-26076

A B P V system/design trade study. Volume 1: Launch
and recovery
[AD-A039591] p0540 N77-31146

System avicnic architectures for BPVs
[AD-A041502] p0581 N77-32145

BEHOVAl
Stator rotor tools

[NASA-CASE-HSC-16000-1] p0081 B77-13062
BEPAIRING

0 M A I N T E N A N C E
BEPLACING

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for
the CH-54B. Volume 1: Design study
[AD-A027206] P0128 N77-15032

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for
the CH-54B. Volume 2: Instruction manual
[AD-A027280] p0128 N77-15033

Pviation common ground support equipment
replacement policy investigation
TAD-A039160] p0494 N77-29180

BBPORTS
NT CONGRESSIONAL BEPOBTS

EEPBODDCTION (COPYING)
fn operational video tape recording system

utilizing IBIG standard 129-73 segmented helical
scan recording format

p0556 A77-49873
BEPDBLIC AIBCBiPT

NT A-10 AIBCBAFT
REPUBLIC HILITABI AIBCBAFT

0 HILITJRT. AIBCRAFT
BESCOE OPERATIONS

The airport and fire f rom the airport fire chief's
view

pO<|!|2 A77-40925
Lessons from individual aircraft fire accidents:

THA L1011 aircraft fire - Logan International
Airport, Boston, Hassachusetts, U .S .A. , 20 April
1974

p0442 A77-00926
Crash management at airports

p0443 477-40928
The airport fire defense - The basic mssion and

needs
pO<!45 A77-40944

Balancing the costs of rescue services and fire
fighting among different categories of airports

p0445 A77-40950
Canadian Forces search and Bescue

p0450 A77-41936
Dynamics of a small helicopter with a high

capacity rescue hoist
p0462 A77-43336

The helicopter Ka-26 in the Special Purpose
Flights Sector of Interflug. II '

pOSSS A77-49657
Single pass Doppler positioning for Search and

Bescue satellite missions
p0571 A77-51186

Aeromedical evaluation of DH-1 internal advanced
personnel rescue hoists, Western Gear
Corporation hoist models 42277B1 and 42305R1,
Breeze Corporation hoist ECP-720 modification
[AD-A037621] p0429 N77-26130

Wide area illuminator development for OS Coast
Guard HH-3F helicopter
[AD-A041425] p0581 N77-32132

BESEABCB
NT DINUPlIC F B O G B A H H I N G
NT G A M E THEOBT
NT LINEAB PBOGBAHHING
NT BASKET R E S E A R C H
NT BATHEHATICAL PBOGBABHING
NT N O N L I N E A R P B O G B A H B I N G
NT OPEBATIONS BESEABCH

BESEABCB AIBCBAFT
NT B-70 AIBCBAFT
NT 1-15 AIBCBAFT
NT X-22 AIBCBAFT

Aerodynamic heat transfer to a hypersonic research
aircraft model /X-24C/ at Hach 6

p0051 A77-14557

Hypersonic technology-approach to an expanded
program

pOU51 A77-14597
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Luft- und Eaumfahrt,

yearbook 1975. Volumes 1 B 2
p011b A77-1860U

Heat sink structural design concepts tor a
hypersonic research airplane
[AIAA 77-392] p020b A77-2b744

Mach 6 flowfield survey at the engine inlet of a
research airplane

p0256 477-276^1
Proposed research capabilities of the NAE Convair
580

p0262 A77-2H482
Hotor Systems Research Aircraft /8SRA/ canopy

explosive severance/fracture
p027» A77-29b8b

The basic flying characteristics of the Rotor
Systems Research Aircraft
[AHS 77-33-43] p0420 A77-40074

Studies on rotor and flight dynamics ot a
horizontally stoppable hingeless rotor aircraft

p046b A77-4JJ6b
A forebody design technigue for highly integrated

bottom-mounted scraujets with application to a
hypersonic research airplane
[NASA-TB-D-8369] p0170 N77-16019

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 2: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 2:
Appendixes to book 1
[NASA-CB-151918] pOJJI H7/-2JOb7

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book J:
Aerodynamic characteristics of heavy lift
airship as measured at low speeds conducted
in the Ames 7 by 10 food wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-151919] pOJJI N77-2JOb«

Large-scale V/STOL testing conducted in the
Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-X-73231] pOJJJ N77-2J091

Variable pitch fan system for NASA/Navy research
and technology aircraft
CNASA-CR-135185] p03Jb N77-2J10B

Aerodynamic characteristics at lach 6 of a
hypersonic research airplane concept having a 70
deg swept delta wing
[NASA-TH-X-3475] pOJ64 N77-24061

Interior and exterior fuselage noise measured on
NASA's C-8a augmentor wing jet-STOL research
aircraft
[NAS1-TH-X-7J235] pOJ/1 N77-^iU1J7

Aerodynamic configuration development of the
highly manenverable aircraft technology remotely
piloted research vehicle
[NASA-CB-143841] p0425 N77-26076

Airframe, wing, and tail aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6-scale model ot the
rotor systems research aircraft with the rotors
removed
[NASA-TN-D-8456] p042b N77-26082

Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale powered
model of the rotor systems research aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-3489] p0474 (177-28090

Returning RDT and E assets (aircraft) to
operational usage
[AD-A036484] p048J N//-28980

Effect of rotor wake on aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6 scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft in the
Langley V/STOL tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-3548] pOb77 N//-J20SJ

BESEABCH AID DEVBLOPBBRI
Application of advanced technology to future

long-range aircraft
[SASS PAPER 1126] pUOlO A77-12194

R. & D. project cost and schedule realism - A risk
analysis approach

p0011 A77-1^«bb
Survey of hydrogen energy application projects

pOOIS A77-12778
The technical basis for a national civil aviation
research, technology, and development /RT & D/
policy; Proceedings of the Workshop Conference,
Crystal City, Va., Barch 10-12, 1976

p0016 A7/-12927
General survey of the studies and testing
techniques that led to the definition of NbOO
performance
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SUBJECT IHDEI BEDSB

p0100 A77-17050
B.i.c. experience with snail fixed wing and rotary

wing B .P .Vs
p01»9 477-20628

Status report of the turbofan engine development
progran in Japan
[ A S M E PAPEP 77-GT-102] p0265 A77-28612

Effects of selected BSD options on fuel usage in
the commercial air system

p0271 477-29472
Axr t ra f f ic management. I - Evolution in the next

decade. II - Prospects from research and
developnent impact on aircraft design

p0273 477-29660
Bew directions in combustion research as related

to jet propulsion systems
p0341 477-33702

Aero engine development costing
p0417 477-40010

Efficient civil helicopters - The payof f of
directed research
T A B S 77-33-15] p0418 477-110059

The university's role in the new era of LT1
technology and applications
[4I4A 77-1187] p0448 477-41758

Becent developments in rotary-wing aeroelasticity
pO«65 477-43362

Advanced turboprop technology development
[AI4A P A P E R 77-1223] pOSOO 477-44321

Research and development in support of Canadian
military air requirements

p0126 H77-14984
Transport airplane flight deck developnent survey

and analysis: Report and recommendations
[KASA-CR-145121] p0178 B77-17030

Hew advancements in titanium technology and their
cost and weight benefits

p0221 B77-18033
Toward a second generation fuel efficient

supersonic cruise aircraft
p0222 B77-18037

Design feasibility of an advanced technology
supersonic cruise aircraft

v p0222 B77-18040
Aircraft Safety and operating Problems

conference
[BASA-SP-416] p0226 B77-18081

Aviation safety and operation problems research
and technology

p0237 B77-19041
SEDS technical program document: Fiscal year 1977

engineering and development approved programs
air transportation safety

[AD-A034195] p0366 N77-2U093
NASA/Bavy lift/cruise fan. Phase 1: Design summary

[BASA-CR-135212] p0541 B77-31149
RESE4ECB FACILITIES

Development of a national compressor research
facility
[ A I A A P4PEB 77-911] p0412 A77-38593

High Reynclds number Research
[NASA-CP-2009] p0437 H77-27139

The transonic Reynolds number problem
limitations of transcnic aerodynamic test
facilities

p0437 B77-27140
EESEABCH H6BAGEHEHT

Support equipment program for avionics readiness:
Intitial planning
[AD-A033585] p0318 N77-22104

Development of a research project selection model:
Application to a civil helicopter research program
[BASA-CR-145225] p0333 K77-23088

RESEARCH PROJECTS
Self-tuning regulators adaptive control research

p0329 H77-22812
Publications in acoustics and noise control from

the NASA langley Research Center during 1940-1976
[HASA-TH-I-7H01I2] p0440 B77-27877

BESEJBCH VEHICLES
A subsonic flow investigation on a research body

at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEE 77-180] p0162 A77-22240

BBSIDEHTIU 1BI1S
Airplane noise: Dimensions and Beans of noise

reduction in Hor»ay
[ELAB-STF44-A75080] p0598 H77-33696

RESIEDAL STBESS
Structural reliability prediction method

considering crack growth and residual strength
--- of aircraft struct ores

p0044 A77-1J293
Bate effects on residual strength of flawed
structures and materials
[SLB-TB-76004-0] pO«96 s77-29b6S>

Besidnal strength data of riveted panels with
different stiffener configurations
[BLB-TB-7603.5-0] p0496 H77-2S56S

BESIBS
HT 2POXI RESIBS
BT POLJIHIDB RESIBS
BT THEHHOPIASTIC RESIBS
BT THEHHOSETTIBG BESIBS

BESOLOTIOB
BT AHGOIAR HESOLDTION
BT BIGH RESOIOTIOB
BT IMAGE HESOIDTIOB

RESOBAHCE
ST SESOHAB1 VIBRATION

BESOIAHT FBEQOEBCIES
A damper for accelerometers

A model for windtnnnel rotorcraft research -
Ground resonance investigations

p0466 J77-UJJ69
Calculation of vibration modes and resonance

frequencies of the Sorthrop NP-5
[NLR-TB-75 050-0] p0040 B77-11450

RESOHAHT VIBB4TIOH
An analysis of the nonlinear properties of
compressor blade rings in the case of
self-eicited vibrations

p0059 A77-1b97V
The external synchronization or slightly nonlinear

blade crowns
p0059 A77-15979

Turbine blade excitation by an irregular
peripheral flow

pOQfcl VH- \b996
Enhanced structural durability through additive

damping treatments --- in lightweight high
performance aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-881] p0410 A77-38571

RESOURCE 4110CATIOB
Bational Airlines Fuel Management and Allocation

Model
p0466 J77-4J399

BESOOHCES
BT COA1
BT CRUDE Oil
BT FORESTS

HESPOBDEES
0 TBABSPOBDERS

RESPOBSE BIAS
Compressor critical response time determination

study
[AD-A028882] p0183 B77-1707U

BESPOBSES
BT DYNAMIC RESPOBSE
BT MODAL BESPODSE
BT THABSIEBT RESPONSE
HEStRAIBTS
0 COBSTR4IBTS
BBTARD4HTS
HT FLAME BETAHDABTS
BETRACTiBIB EQOIPHEBT

Design selection tests tor TRAC retraction mechanism
[AD-A037307] p0429 B77-261^9

RETRACTABLE LABDIBG GEAB
D LABDIBG GEAR
0 RETRACTABLE EQOIP8ENT
BBTBOPITTIBG

HOD and the retrofit market
pOSbO A77-50624

SEroaa BEAB VIDICOSS
Beal-tine aerial reconnaissance using the

return-beam vidicon
p0441 A77-40bbb

BEOS4BLB LAOBCB VEBlCLES
RPV applications of Tomahawk cruise missile

p0516 A77-17JJ6
BEOSABLE SPACECRAFT

HT SPACE SHDTTLES
BEOS!

Estimating procedures associated with aircraft
modifications
[SAIE PAPER 1101] pOOOS A77-12181
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BEVEBSED FLOS SUBJECT IBDEI

BEVEBSED fLOS
Performance of 1.15-pressure-ratio fan stage at

several rotor blade setting angles with reverse
flow
[HASH-TH-X-3U51] p0031 H77-11008

Reverse pitch fan with divided splitter
[SASS-CASE-LEH-12760-1] p0181 N77-17059

BEVIEHIHG J(
Review of acoustic fatigue activities in the

United Kingdom
p0329 H77-22573

An overview of concepts for aircraft drag redactions
p0578 N77-32092

BEIR01DS BDBEEB
Experimental investigation of the characteristics

of spall-dimensioned nozzles
p0136 A77-19739

Reynolds number and nozzle afterbody configuration
effects on mcdel foretody and afterbody drag
[MSA P A P E R 77-103] p0139 A77-19827

Some topics in modeling in high-speed aerodynamics
p0297 A77-30575

Low Reynolds number flow past a blunt axisymmetnc
body at angle of attack

pO«68 A77-43737
The development of a computer aided airfoil design

procedure including preliminary wind tunnel
experiments on a low Reynolds number high lift
section, vclnme 1
[AD-A024361] p0020 N77-10028

The cryogenic wind tunnel
p0028 N77-10368

Effects of wing leading-edge radius and Reynolds
number on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of highly swept wing-body
configurations at subsonic speeds
[HASa-TR-D-8361] p0167 B77-15980

Inlet Reynolds number and temperature effects on
the steady-state performance of a TFE731-2
turbofan engine
[8ASA-TH-X-3537] p0371 B77-24138

High Reynolds number Research
[HASA-CP-2009] p0437 N77-27139

The transonic Reynolds number problem
limitations of transonic aerodynamic test
facilities

pOM37 B77-27140
A high Reynolds number numerical solution of the

Navier-Stokes equations in stream
function-vorticity form
[NASA-CS-153933] p0472 B77-28070

Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamic
characteristics of irregular planform wings at
Mach nuiber 0.3 in the Ames 12 ft pressure
wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-73132] p0472 N77-28073

Measurements of pressure distribution on a
half-model wing-body combination of 55 deg.
sweep over a wide range of Reynolds number
[ABC-CP-1328] p0472 H77-28078

Effec t of slotted casing treatment with change in
Reynolds number index on performance of a jet
engine
[BASA-TP-1058] p0582 H77-32154

RF-8 AIBCBAFT
0 F-8 AIRCRAFT

BH-2 HELICOPTEB
D DH-1 HELICCPTEB

HHEOELECTBICAL SIHDIATIOH
Electric analog modeling of temperature fields in

gas turbine blades for transient modes of
operation

p0089 A77-16305
BIBBOH PABACBDTES

Documentation of the feasibility research on a
destructible parachute

p0554 A77-49342
BIBS (SOPPOBTS)

Hanufacture of ribs for the A7D composite outer wing
p0359 A77-36700

RICHARDSOB-DUSHHA1 EQDATIOB
D TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

BIDIHG QUALITT
Ride control for high speed ground transportation

including passenger-seat dynamics and active
aerodynamic suspensions

p0115 A77-1872*
An analytical tethod for ride quality of flexible

airplanes

pOlt-J A77-20080
Effects of control laws ana relaxed static

stability on vertical ride quality ot flexible
aircraft
[HASA-CB-143843] pOJ37 H77-2J127

Effects of control laws and relaxed static
stability on vertical ride quality of flexible
aircraft

p05x!S N77-30128
The development of a model for predicting
passenger acceptance of short-haul air
transportation systems
[HASA-CR-1U5250] p058S B7/-JJ148

Design and development of a structural node
control system
[HASA-CR-143846] p0595 B77-J3201

RIEBABB I8TESRAL
0 HEASURE ABD IBTEGRATIOB
RIGID BODIES
D RIGID STRUCTURES

RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS
Anti-resonant isolation for hingeless rotor
helicopters
[SAE PAPER 760893] p0258 A77-28212

High speed flight tests with the BO 105 rigid
rotor helicopter

p0310 A77-3J177
RIGID BOTOBS

Hingeless rotor dynamics in high speed flight
p0006 A77-11280

High-speed tests with the helicopter BO 105 HGH
[DGLR PAPER 76-222] p009» A77-16567

Hingeless rotor for the larger helicopters
[DGLR PAPER 76-223] p0096 A77-16590

Influence of the lubricant inertia on the
stability of a rotor in short sliding bearings

p0202 A77-2it7B
An experimental study of techniques for increasing

the lead-lag damping of soft inplane hingeless
rotors

p02W6 A77-26871
Rigid coaxial /ABC/ rotor system stability and

control characteristics
p0217 A77-26878

Concepts for improving hingeless rotor stability
pOJ»2 A77-3J7/8

Benefits of higher-harmonic blade pitch -
Vibration reduction, blade-load reduction, and
performance improvement for helicopter rotors

p0312 A77-3J780
The flexhinge rotor

pOJUJ A77-3J7B8
Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor

helicopter
[AHS 77-33-42] p0420 A77-U007J

Hind tunnel testing of model rotors at RAE
Farnborough

p046J A77-43348
Botor isolation of the hingeless rotor BO-lOb and

YOH-61A helicopters
pOtbl A77-4JJ50

Studies on rotor and flight dynamics of a
horizontally stoppable hingeless rotor aircraft

p0465 A77-4J365
Sensitivity of hingeless rotor blade flap-lag

stability in hover to analytical modelling
assumptions
[HASA-CR-137967] p O O I T H77-10007

An experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness
of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and twist
deformations
[HASA-CR-137968] pOOIB B77-10008

Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
tBASA-CASE-ARC-10807-1] p0178 B77-170J9

Calculated dynamic characteristics of a
soft-inplane hingeless rotor helicopter
[BiSA-TH-73262] p0435 B77-27105

RIGID STRUCTURES
IT RIGID ROTORS

Prediction of elastic-airplane lateral dynamics
from rigid-body aerodynamics
[ A I A A 77-1125] p0458 A77-4J158

A tryont of a rigid airship under tropical
conditions

p0508 A77-45M60
Fatigue behaviour of cracked stiffened panels

pOJ28 H77-22561
BUG LASEBS

Advanced development program for the ring laser
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SUBJECT IBDEI BOTABY 1IBG AIBCBAFT

gyro navigator for strapdoun inertial system
application

( p0151 A77-20663
A nodular fail op fail safe strapped-down navigator

pOISl A77-20665
BIRG STHtJCTOBBS

Rotor burst protection program: Experimentation
to provide guidelines for the design of turbine
rotor burst f ragment conta inment rings
[•nSA-Cf-135166] p0528 N77-30119

BISK
E. 6 D. prefect cost and schedule realism - A risk

analysis approach
p O O I I A77-12155

Launch risk analysis
pC559 A77-50163

BIVETBD JOISTS
ferospace Held bonding-rivet bonding

p0198 A77-24925
Ways of improving joints in aircraft construction

p0253 A77-27119
BOADS

NT H I G H W A Y S
SOCKET EHGIHE CASES

Rohrbond high strength Ti alloy joining method
for thrust engines, a i r f rame and space structures
[SHE P A P E E AD76-280) p0563 J77-51015

The effect of simulated aerodynamic heating on the
strength of three rocket motor case steels
[BPE-TR-U5] p0583 N77-32210

SOCKET EHGIHE DESIGN
Laser air-jet engine earth-based pulse

radiation created thrust
p0008 A77-11887

Steam generation with modified H2/02-rocket engines
T A I A A PAPEB 77-889] p0111 A77-38578

ROCKET ENGIHE BOISE
Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume

2: Technical report
[AD-A036613] pOU77 H77-28126

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume
3: Computer users manual for aero-acoustic
predictions
t1D-A03861i|] pO«78 H77-28127

ROCKET EFGIHES
NT H Y D R O G E N O X Y G E N ENGINES
NT T O R B O B O C K I T IBGINHS
NT V E P N I E R ENGINES

Soviet aircraft and rockets
[NHSA-TT-F-770] p0523 N77-30065

Aircraft engines
p0523 H77-30068

ROCKET EXHAUST
Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume

3: Computer users manual for aero-acoustic
predict ions
[AD-A03861U] pO»78 H77-28127

ROCKET L A U N C H I N G
Launch risk analysis

p0559 A77-50163
ROCKET MOTOB CASES

0 ROCKET E N G I N E CASES
SOCKET FIAHES

HT 31-15 A I R C R A F T
ROCKET PBOPEILED SLEDS

"•ransonic pressure distribution on an aircraft
wing model dur ing rocket sled runs
[AD-A011633] p0578 N77-32085

SOCKET VEHICLES
Soviet aircraft and rockets

[HASA-TT-F-770] p0523 N77-30065
SOCKETS

Mili tary locket aircraft: Inherent constraints
and the i r uses

p0038 F77-11186
BOCKS

NT COAL
BODS

Dynamics of elastic curvilinear rod with free ends
p0111 A77-17956

Plow separation downstream of a stepwise change in
diameter of a rod centered in a wind tunnel

p0192 A77-23754
BOGALLO BIHGS

0 FLEXIFIE KINGS
0 F O L D I N G STFOCTORES

BOLL
Prediction cf j u m p phenomena in

rotationally-coupled nanenvers of aircraft.

including nonlinear aerodynamic effects
[ A I A A 77-1126] pulSB A77-qj1S9

Experimental roll-damping, magnns, and
static-stability characteristics of two slender
missile configurations at high angles of attack
(0 to 90 degrees) and flach numbers 0.2 through <J.b

[AD-A027027] p0127 B77-1bOOO
Investigation of flight dynamics during roll

[IFD-8/76] pObl l N77-J1177
BOLL COBTBOL

0 L A T E R A L CONTSOL
EOLLEB BEASIBGS

Bearing restoration by grinding
[NASA-CR-1B9188] pOOJ9 N77-11«011

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings, volume 1
[ A D - A 0 2 U 7 6 6 ] p O O a t N77-1.J42y

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings. Volume
2: Design manual
[AD-A02I4767] pl)084 N77-1JUJO

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings. Volume
3. Program user's manual
[A3-A021753] p O O B b N/7-1J<H1

Desijn criteria for elastomeric bearings. Volume
1: Programmer's manual
[AD-A02»75a] p O U S b N77-1JQJ2

Tapered roller bearing development tor aircraft
turbine engines
[AD-A01H317] pOblb N7/ - J1SO/

Advanced high speed roller bearing inspection
techniques
[AD-A012121] p0516 N7/-J1b29

BOLLISG
Optimal control for the rolling pullout maneuver

of a modern tighter aircraft
p O O I I A / 7 - 1 2 U 4 H

BOLLIHG CONTACT LOADS
Influence ot runway roughness on the dynamic

behaviour of aircraft at take-off
[ESA-TT-329] p0079 S7/-1J017

BOLLIHG SOHEBTS
Comparison of fatigue design load spectra with

flight test measurement and service experience
in A-300 aircraft development

pOO«8 A77-1J772
Aerodynamics of sideslipping delta wings at

incidence with leadxng-edge separation
pOOSI A77-1I45S8

Attitude instability in steady rolling and roll
resonance

pOIOt) A7/-1719U
Induced rolling moment on trailing wings

[AIAA PAPEB 77-663] pO-)60 A7/-J701B
Boiling moments in a trailing vortex tlow field

[AIAA F f P E R 77-670] pOJ61 A77-J /U21
Effect of wing fins on lift-generated wakes

[ A I A A PAPER 77-671] p0361 A77-J702b
A prediction method for spoiler performance

[SAE P f P E R 770Ub9] pOJ92 A/7 - J7U7«
Effects of cross-coupling on the stability of

aircraft
p03J6 H7

Estimates of the effectiveness of automatic
control in alleviating wake vortex induced roll
excursions
[NASA-TB-73267] pUb29 N7

BOTABY DBIVES
D HECHAHICAL DRIVES

BOTABI STABILITY
NT GYBOSCOPIC STABILITY

Stability of rotating body in a gas stream
p0111 A77-i;y55

Design of nonlinear squeeze film dampers tor
aircraft engines
[ASHE PAPER 76-LOB-2S] p0189 A7/-2J1BB

Dynamics of an elastic seesaw rotor
p0199 A77-2H9J8

Influence of the lubricant inertia on the
stability of a rotor in short sliding bearings

p0202 A77-25478
Concepts for improving hingeless rotor stability

pOJ12 A77-3J77B
Him BPV engine noise reduction
[AD-A027638] pOIJO B77-15016

Inflight Botor Stability aonitor tor Sikorsky
aircraft

p0288 H77-210JS
BOTABI HT.BG AIBCBAFT

NT AH-61 HELICOPTEB
NT ALOUETTE HEI.ICOPTEBS
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BOTABY VIBCS SUBJECT I8D2I

HT AUTOGYBOS
NT BO-105 HELICOPTEB
NT CH-17 HEIICOPTEB
ST CH-51 BELICOPTEB
NT COHPODND HELICOPTEBS
NT B-53 BELICOPTIB
HI H-S1 HEIICOPTEB
HT P E A V Y LIFT BEIICOPTEBS
NT HELICOPTEBS
HT BTLITABY BELICOPTEES
HT OB-6 HELICOPTIB
HT OH-58 HEIICOPTEB
HT F-531 BE1ICOP1EB
HT BIGID BOTOB HEIICOPTEBS
HT S-61 HEIICOPTEB
HT TAHDEB BOTOB HELICOPTIBS
NT TILT FOTOB AIECBAFT
HT BH-1 HELICOPTIB
HT UH-60A HE1ICOETEB
HT DH-61A BILICOPTEB
HT HESTLAND HHIR1HIND HEIICOPTEB
HT XV-15 AIBCBAFT

European Bctorcraft and Powered lift Aircraft
Forum, 1st, University of Southampton,
Southampton, England, September 22-21, 1975,
Proceedings

P0005 A77-11276
Application of circulation control rotor

technology to a stopped rotor aircraft design
X-wing V/STOL

p0006 A77-11277
Bandom vitration peaks in rotorcraft and the

effects cf ncnuniform gusts
p0109 A77-17198

A modal control technique and its application to
stabilization of rotorcraft flight

p0116 A77-19039
Fifty years later - The new Helicostat rotary

wing propelled airships
p01U3 A77-20025

B.A.C. experience with small fixed wing and rotary
wing B.P.Vs

p0119 A77-20628
Hew 7TOL designs

p0200 A77-25097
A model for wind-tunnel rotorcraft research -

Model design and test objectives
pOU65 A77-13363

A miniature rotary-wing BPV
p0518 A77-17351

Validation of the rotorcraft flight simulation
program (C81) for articulated rotor helicopters
through correction with flight data
[AD-A025931] p0069 H77-12015

BEXOB rotorcraft simulation. Volume 3: User's
manual
[AD-A028117] p0181 N77-17051

Inflight Botor Stability Monitor for Sikorsky
aircraft

p0288 N77-21039
Flight flutter testing of rotary wing aircraft

using a control system oscillation technique
p0288 H77-21011

Technical background: Interim criteria for
planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns,
and siting noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A031U19] p032U N77-22150

Oser manual: interim procedure for planning
rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns and siting
noise-sensitive land o£es
[AD-A031150] p0321 H77-22151

Laser velocimeter measurements of two-bladed
helicopter rctor flow fields
[NASA-TH-X-732381 p0378 H77-25088

OS Army helicopter design datcom. Volume 1:
Airfoils
[NASA-CB-1S3217] p0383 H77-25151

Eotor blade flapping criteria investigation
[AD-A031159] p038S H77-25162

Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft OS
general aviation, 1975
[PB-267617/6] p0537 N77-31120

Botorcraft flight simulation with coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 3:
Progranner's manual
[AD-A0129C7] p0581 N77-32143

Botorcraft flight snolation with coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis, volume 1:
Engineer's nanual

[AD-AOU2162] p0596 N77-JJ207
BOTABY RIHGS
NT LIFTING BOTOBS
HT BIGID BOTOBS
HI TILTING BOTOBS
HT TIP DBIVEN BOTOBS

Advanced control systems for helicopters
pOOOb A77-11278

Rotor impedance measurements at model scale ---
test rig for rotating shaft hovering stability

p0006 A77-11281
A wing on the SA.3<41 Gazelle helicopter and its

effects
pOOOb A77-1128<>

Botational noise measurement in a wind tunnel by
total sampling synchronization
[ONB8A, TP NO. 1976-111] pl)007 A77-11281

Acceleration-proof telemetry tor the testing ot
aircraft propellers, turbines, and helicopter
rotors

pl)013 A77-1,!98b
Towards the Starflex concept --- helicopter rotor

head design
pOO<!3 A77-1J172

High-speed tests with the helicopter BO lOb HGH
[OGLE PAPEB 76-222] pOl)91 A77-16567

Hingeless rotor for the larger helicopters
[ D G L B F A P E B 76-223] p0096 A77-16590

Besearch in multicyclic and active conol of rotary
wings

p0106 A77-1 HtOf>
Optimizing the cyclic control response ot

helicopter rotors
p0106 A77-17H07

Analysis of unsteady airloads of helicopter rotors
in hover
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-159] p0140 A/7-19M6b

Static aeroelastic twist effects on helicopter
rotor-induced velocity

pOiaS A77-20M1B
Advanced helicopter designs

pOISJ A77-2C720
Maximum rotor thrust capabilities, articulated and

teetering rotors
p0163 A/7-22668

Advancing blade concept /ABC/ development ---
JCH-59A flight tests

p016J A7
Structural attachment of composite rotor blades
--- for helicopters

p0198 A7
A dynamic loads scaling methodology for helicopter

rotors
[ A I A A 77-121] p0208 A77-25791

Aeroelastic stability of coupled
flap-lag-torsional motion of helicopter rotor
blades in forward flight
[AIAA 77-155] p0211 A77-^5H12

Circulation control applied to a high speed
helicopter rotor

p021"t A77-268b1
Aerodynamic and dynamic design and development ot

the main rotor of the YAH-61 advanced attack
helicopter

p02lq A77-2bBb8
High energy rotor system

Higher harmonic rotor blade pitch control
p0211 A77-2b«bO

Helicopter rotor isolation evaluation utilizing
the dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator

p021b A77-26Bbb
Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward flight

p021i A77-26tb7
Aeroelastic characteristics of composite

bearingless rotor blades
p0215 A77-2b8b8

Botor helicopter system dynamic aeroelastic
stability analysis and its application to a
flexstrap tail rotor

p021b A77-268b9
A critical examination of the flap-lag dynamics ot
helicopter rotor blades in hover and in forward
flight

p021b A//-2b8/0
An experimental study of techniques for increasing
the lead-lag damping of soft inplane hingeless
rotors
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p0216 A77-26871
The effect of varying freestrean velocity on

dynanic stall characteristics
p0216 A77-26872 ,

BSR4 flight control and stabilization Botor
Systems Besearch Aircraf t

p02H6 A77-26873
Handling qualities considerations for HOE flight

p0246 A77-26874
Composite sain rotor blade foe the 211 helicopter

p02U7 A77-26880
Qnality assurance for lastoflex elastcneric

helicopter bearings - Application of net* and old
technologies

p0217 A77-26881
Fall seal? wind tunnel tests of a controllable

twist rotor
p0218 A77-26888

Design concept and manufacturing process for the
H-3 helicopter composite mam rotor blade .

p0255 A77-27U67
The design and development of the Hestland lynx

rotor and transmission system
p0258 477-28071

Theoretical predictions of aerodynamic and dynamic
phenomena on helicopter rotors in forward fl ight
[ O H E B A , TP NO. 1976-16] p0266 P77-28787

Symposium on Hotor Technology, Essington, Pa.,
August 11-13, 1976, Proceedings

p03«2 A77-33776
A parametric model study of the noise generated by

the aerodynamic interaction of the tail rotor
with the wake of the main rotor

p0312 A77-33777
Concepts for improving hingeless rotor stability

p0312 A77-33778
Blade stress calculations - Mode deflection vs.

force integration for helicopter rotor
p03«2 A77-33779

Benefits of higher-harmcnic blade pitch -
Vibration reduction, blade-load reduction, and
performance improvement for helicopter rotors

p03«2 A77-33780
Perodynamc technology for advanced rotorcraft

p03<42 A77-33781
Aeroelastic analysis of a bearingless rotor

p0313 A77-33782
The Hot Cycle Botor/!ing update and review

p0313 A77-33783
The evolution of the variable geometry rotor

p0313 A77-33784
X-9ing - A new concept in rotary wing VTOL

p0313 A77-33785
Cost-effectiveness benefits o£ a variable diameter

rotor system as applied to advanced VTOL aircraft
p0313 A77-33786

The Beverse-Velocity Botor - 300 knots plus hover
capability <..

p0313 A77-33787
The flexhinge rotor

p0313 A77-33788
Development of the coupcsite bearingless main

rotor system
p03« A77-33789

Advanced two-bladed rotor systems at Bell
Helicopter Textron

p030i) A77-33790
Circulation control rotor flight demonstrator

p031"t A77-33791
?ull scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable

twist rotor
p03«1 A77-33792

Investigation of aeroelastically adaptive rotor
systems

p03Q1 A77-33793
Hew look for 'copter HB6T. I - Airframe and rotor

system technology Manufacturing nethods and
Technology

p0358 A77-36633
Fatigue strength of aircraft propeller blades

p0013 A77-38759
A semi-empirical correction for the vortex core

effect on hovering rotor wake geometries
[AHS 77-33-02] pOQ17 A77-Q0050

Prediction of helicopter rotor performance in
vertical club and sideward flight
[AHS 77-33-03] pOU17 A77-100S1

Schlieren and ncise studies of rotors in forward
flight

[AHS 17-33-05] pODIB A77-100b3
The Army's improved main rotor blade for the AH-1

helicopter
[AHS 77-33-12] p0118 A77-UOOS6

A review of advanced rotor research in
helicopter development
[AHS 77-33-17] pOQ19 A77-U0061

Advancing blade concept /ABC/-TH dynamics
[AHS 77-33-31] p0119 A77-I10066

Relaxation of rotor limitations by feedback control
[AHS 77-33-36] pOU^O A77-H0071

An exploratory investigation of the eftects of
large variations in rotor system dynamics design
parameters on helicopter handling
characteristics in nap-of-the-earth flight
[AHS 77-33-11] pOI^O A77-l|U07̂

Blade inspection system for helicopter rotors
[AHS 77-33-66] p0421 A77-OUOH9

Hew aircraft airtoils. I for transonic
aircraft, light aviation and for helicopter
rotor blades

pO<461 A77-UJJJ9
Botor ice protection systems

pO*62 A77-ujjj»
High-speed helicopter impulsive noise

pOH62 A77-UJJ3S
Trailing vortex wake structure

pOU62 A77-H3JJ7
Effects of the airfoil choice on rotor aerodynamic

behaviour in forward flight
pO«62 A77-UJJJ8

Design philosophy for helicopter rotor heads
p016J A77-i4JJ«b

A revaluation of helicopter main rotor noise
pOUbJ A77-UJJI46

Bind tunnel testing of model rotors at BAB
Farnboiongh

pO«6J A77-ujja8
Botor isolation of the hingeless rotor BO-lOb and

IUH-61A helicopters
p0161 A77-MJJSO

The flow over a helicopter blade tip in the
transonic regime
[OHEBA, TP SO. 1976-115] p0161 A77-«JJb1

Botor response prediction with non-linear
aerodynamic loads on the retreating blade
[08EHA, TP NO. 1976-116] p0161 A77-<1JJS2

Ballistic and impact resistance of composite
rotorblades

p016b A77-11J360
Eecent developments in rotary-wing aeroelasticity

p0165 A77-«JJ6^
Becent experience in the testing ot a generalized
rotor aeroelastic model at Langley Besearch Center

pO«65 i77-«JJ61
A model for vindtnnnel rotorcraft research -

Ground resonance investigations
p0166 A77-UJJ6S

The relative importance of acoustic sources
generated by helicopter rotors in high speed
flight

p0166 A77-1JJ70
Sain and tail rotor interaction noise during hover

and low-speed conditions
p0166 A7V-UJJ71

An analysis of helicopter rotor response due to
gusts and turbulence

pObOJ A77-I1H110
flam rotor wake/tail rotor interaction

pObOl A77-Dil1i)1
On the static pressure in the wake of a hovering

rotor
pOSOM A77-Q«1il^

On the validity of lifting line concepts in rotor
analysis

pOSOl A77-Qitoi!«
OHEBA aerodynamic research work on helicopters

[ O H E B A , TP HO. 1977-12E] p0507 A77-1M9b7
Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with

application to a teetering rotor in forward tligdt
pObSJ A77-19180

Aerodynanic problems of helicopter blade tips
[ O H E B A . TP NO. 1977-112] pOb63 A77-b0998

Techniques and facilities used at O N E B A /Hodane
Center/ for icing tests
[ O H E B A , TP HO. 1977-123] pOb6j A77-b10U2

An experimental investigation of helicopter rotor
high frequency broadband noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1339] pOb68 A77-b1092
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Some measured and calculated effects of a tip
vortex modification device on impulsive noise

for helicopter rotors
[ A I A A P B P E B 77-1341] p0568 A77-51094

Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a
helicopter rotor in translational flight. Two
dimensional simulation of the effects due to
cyclic variations of the velocity vector
[Af AF-HT-76-20] p0019 H77-10019

An investigation of the effect on aerodynamic
forces caused by the addition of end plates to
helicopter rotor blades
tAD-A023541 ] p0019 N77-10024

Aeroela'Stic analysis for helicopter rotor blades
with time-variable, ncn-linear structural twist
and multiple structural redundancy:
Mathematical derivation and program user's manual
[HASi-CB-2638] p0029 N77-10556

The use of computers in rotary wing testing
p0063 N77-11973

Correlation of full-scale helicopter rotor
performance in air with model-scale Freon data
[NASA-TN-D-8323] p006t N77-11999

Army preliminary evaluation JOH-58A helicopter
with low reflective paint and infrared
countermeasnre exhaust system
[AD-A024727] p0068 N77-12042

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor
noise in hover and in flight
[NASA-TM-X-74341 ] p0072 N77-12064

Dynamic response of nonuniform rotor blades
p0076 N77-13003

Design criteria for elastoaeric bearings, volume 1
[AD-A024766 ] p0084 N77-13II29

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings. Volume
2: Design manual
[AD-A021767] p0084 N77-13130

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings. Volume
3: Program user's manual
[AD-A024753] p0085 N77-13431

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings. Volume
4: Programmer 's manual
[AD-A020.754] p0085 N77-13432

Design comparison between helicopter and tilt
rotor aircraft
[AD-A027559] p0122 N77-14017

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocXet for
the CH-54B. Volume 1: Design study
[AD-A027206] p0128 N77-15032

Bondad field-replaceable ictor blade pocket for
the CH-54B. Volume 2: Instruction manual
[AD-A027280] p0128 N77-15033

Transonic rotor aerodynamics: Fundamentals of the
theory
[NASA-TT-F-17395] p0175 N77-16990

Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
rNASA-CASE-AHC-10807-1] p0178 N77-17029

Automatically lockable axially extensible strut
for helicopters

CNASA-CASE-LAB-11900-1] p0229 N77-18134
Icing testing in the large Hodane wind tunnel on a

reduced-scale model of a helicopter rotor
TAD-A030110] p0231 N77-18149

Development program for
field-repairable/expendable vain rotor blades
[AD-A030635] p0238 B77-19064

Acoustic eiission investigation - helicopter rotor
system
[AD-A033571] p0319 N77-22110

Convertible fan shaft engine (for rotary wing
aircraft)

p0322 H77-22133
Bearingless helicopter main rotor development.

Volume 2: Combined load fatigue evaluation of
weathered graphite/epoxy composite
[NASA-CR-145144] p032«t N77-22177

Design study of a feedback contrcl system for the
Hulticyclic Flap System rotor (BFS)
[NASA-CB-151960] p0363 N77-24055

Theoretical stody of the effect of ground
proximity on the induced efficiency of
helicopter rotors
[NASA-TH-X-71951 ] p0363 H77-24059

Rind tunnel tests of a two bladed model rotor to
evaluate the TAHI system in descending forward
flight
[NASA-CB-145195] p0377 N77-25080

Experimental evaluation of the effect of rotation
on the aerodynaiic characteristics of two rotor

hub fairing shapes
[AD-A033555] pOJSO N77-2b110

Experimental evaluation of analytically shaped
• helicopter rotor hub-pylon configurations using

the hub pylon evaluation rig
[AD-A033554 ] pOJBO N77-2b111

Botor blade flapping criteria investigation
[AD-A034U59] pOJflb B7

Research requirements for development of improved
helicopter rotor efficiency
[HASA-CR-145117] p0428 17

Erosion protection for the AH-1 G low radar
cross-section main rotor blade. Volume 1: Sana
and rain erosion evaluation
[AD-A035961] pl)4<i8 N77-2612J

Design selection tests for TRAC retraction mechanism
[AD-AOJ7307] p04^9 N7/-26129

4 new capability for predicting helicopter rotor
and propeller noise including the effect o±
forward motion
[NASA-TI1-X-7U037] p04J9 H77-27B7b

Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft
[NASA-CB-152003] p047T N77-2a06J

Sensor for measuring instantaneous angle ot attacK
of helicopter blades
[NASA-CH-154808] pOSJI N77-J04414

Hover evaluation of circulation control high speed
rotor
[AD-A040921] pObJb NI/-J1100

Acoustically swept rotor
[HASA-CASE-AEC-11106-1] pOSJB N77-J11JO

Single-rotor helicopter design and performance
estimation programs. Volume 1: Methodology
[AD-A040803] pObJ9 N77-J11J8

Nonlinear aeroelastic equations for combined
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion,
and extension ot twisted nonuniform rotor blades
in forward flight
[NASA-TH-74059] pObSb N/7-JJ107

BOIATIHG BODIES
NT COBPBESSOB BOTOHS
NT HELICOP1EB TAIL BOTOBS
HI IBPELLEFS
NT LIFTING BOTOBS
NT PDMP IHPELLEBS
NT BISID BOTOBS
HI BOTABI SISGS
NT BOTATIHG CYLINDEBS
NT BOTATING DISKS
NT BOTOBS
NT TAIL BOTOBS
NT TILTING BOTOBS
NT TIP DBIVEN BOTOBS
NT TOKBINE HHEELS
Dual-spin spacecraft dynamics under conditions ot

a rotating unbalanced platform and rotor asymmetry
[IAF PAPSB 76-019] pOOOS A77-10BU2

Stability of rotating body in a gas strean
p0111 A77-179bb

A subsonic flow investigation on a research body
at high angles of attack
[AIA& PAPEB 77-180] pU162 l~n-U2HU

Precession motion of a rotating parachute
p019J A77-2J858

An optical technique tor measuring vibratory
motion in rotating machinery

pOblb A77-47090
BOTATIHG CTLIHDEBS

Experimental investigation of the boundary layer
on a rotating cylinder

P0002 A77-10208
BOTATISG DISKS

A study of feedback, blade and hub parameters on
flap bending due to non-uniform rotor disk
turbulence

p0341 A77-J3606
HOtiTIHG 6EHBBATOBS
NT AC GENEBATOBS
NT DINABOBETEBS
HI TOBBOGENEBATOBS
BOTATISG SBAFTS
NT SHAFTS (BACHINE ELEBERTS)
NT TDBBOSHAFTS

Botor impedance measurements at model scale
test rig for rotating shaft hovering stability

p0006 A77-11281
BOTATISG STALLS

Certain characteristics of blade oscillations
under conditions of rotating distortion
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p0060 A77-15985
Prediction of compressor performance in rotating

stall
[ A S H E P A P E B 77-GT-10] p0262 A77-28529

The variational analysis ot the rotating stall and
its experimental investigation in the axial-flow
compressor

p0271 A77-29975
A contribution to calculate the performance of

multistage axial-flcv compressors
p0360 A77-36977

Investigation of rotating stall phenomena in axial
flow compressors. Volume 2: investigation of
rotor-stator interaction noise and lifting
surface theory for a rotor
[AD-A030070] p0239 H77-19073

Investigation of rotating stall phenomena in axial
flow compressors. Vclume 1: Basic studies of
rotating stall
[AD-A031658] p0319 N77-22108

Investigation of rotating stall phenomena in axial
flov compressors. Volume 3: Development of a
rotating stall control system
[AD-A031659] p0319 H77-22109

BOTATIBG TBBIC1BS

D R O T A T I N G BODIES
ROTATION

NT AOTOROTATION
NT E A B T H ROTATION

ROTATIOBAt PIOS
0 TOBTICES

BOTOB AERODTBABICS
Dual-spin spacecraft dynamics under conditions of

a rotating unbalanced platform and rotor asymmetry
[IAF P A S E R 76-019] pOOOS A77-10882

Application of circulation control rotor
technology tc a stopped rotor aircraft design

7-wmg V/STOL
pOOOS A77-11277

Hingeless rotor dynamics in high speed flight
pOOOS A77-11280

Botor impedance measurements at model scale
test rig for rotating shaft hovering stability

p0006 A77-11281
Design consideration for the Darrieus rotor

wind turbines
pOOIS A77-12872

Optimum data utilization for parameter
identification with application to lifting rotors

fOOSO A77-1155«
Aerodynamics of the Darrieus rotor

p0051 A77-1U559
'Effect of rotor relative diameter on the

efficiency of a single-stage axial fan
pOOS2 A77-14897

Radiation characteristics of acoustic sources in
circular motion helicopter noise

p0053 A77-1l!96«l
The effect of twist on the aerodynamic

investigation of axial compressor blades
p0098 A77-16786

f synthesis of unsteady aerodynamic effects
including stall hysteresis

p0107 A77-17108
Characteristic wake data for local blade propeller

stalling
pOIOS A77-17997

Detailed teasurements of the periodically unsteady
flow produced by rotor and stator wake
interaction in a multistage turbomachine
C » I A A PAPEB 77-202] pOIII A77-19894

Optimal centrol alleviation of tilting proprotor
gust response

p0199 A77-21939
A dynamic loads scaling nethodology for helicopter

rotors
l A I A A 77-fl2i|] p0208 A77-25790

High-speed helicopter impulsive noise
p02<!<l A77-26855

Aerodynamic and dynamic design and development of
the mam totor of the YAH-61 advanced attack
helicopter

p021<l 677-26858
Higher hatmcnic rotor blade pitch ccntrcl

p02Q» A77-26860
Helicopter aerodynamics ani structural loads survey

p02U7 A77-26885
Full scale vind tunnel tests of a controllable

twist rotor

A77-^b8BB
Theoretical predictions of aerodynamic and dynamic

phenomena on helicopter rotors in forward flight
[OSEBA, TP BO. 1976-16] p0266 A77-2S787

Aerodynamic technology for advanced rotorcraft
pOJ12 A77-JJ781

Identification of state variables and dynamic
inflow from rotor nodel dynamic tests

pOJSS A7/-J55U5
A new series of aerofoil sections suitable tor
aircraft propellers

pOJSS A77-J615/
An analytical model for describing the response of

an unsymaetrical rotor
[AHS 77-33-31] pO»20 A77-10069

Theoretical study of hull-rotor aerodynamic
interference on senibnoyant vehicles
[AIAA 77-1172] p0117 A77-117S2

Quantitative density visualization in a transonic
compressor rotor

p01«9 A77-11S6J
Effects of the airfoil choice on rotor aerodynamic

behaviour in forward flight
pO»62 A77-1JJJ8

lest of a convertible aircraft rotor in the modane
large wind tunnel

The flow over a helicopter blade tip in the
transonic regime
( O N E B A , TP NO. 1976-115] pOU64 A77-MJJ51

On the validity of lifting line concepts in rotor
analysis

pObOt A77-»<!«Hq
OHEBA aerodynamic research work on helicopters

COHZBA, TP NO. 1977-02E] p0507 A77-1U957
Aerodynamic problems of helicopter blade tips
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-112] p0563 A77-50998

Helicopter rotor aerodynamic and aeroacoustic
environments
[AIAA PAPEB 77-13J8] p0568 A77-b1091

Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee
tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, loads, and
performance
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1310] p0568 A77-51093

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with
stator vanes as a noise source
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1312] p0568 A77-5109S

fiotor dynamic state and parameter identification
from simulated forward flight transients, part 1
[NASA-CB-137963] p0017 N77-1000J

Botor dynamic state and parameter identification
from simulated forward flight transients, part 2
[HASA-CR-137961] p0017 N77-10001

Aeroelastic analysis for helicopter rotor blades
with time-variable, non-linear structural twist
and multiple structural redundancy:
Hatheoatical derivation and program user's manual
[HASA-CB-2638] p0029 B77-105S6

Unsteady aerodynamics of helicopter blades
[ESA-TT-327] p0077 N77-1J015

Transonic rotor aerodynamics: Fundamentals of the
theory
[NASA-TT-F-17395] p0175 S7/-16990

Aerodynamic performance o± wind turbines
[PB-259089/1 ] p02J1 N77-18598

Optical detection of blade flutter
[NASA-TB-X-73573] p0283 N77-20108

flight flutter testing of rotary wing aircraft
using a control system oscillation technique

p0288 N77-21U11
Theoretical study of the effect of ground

proximity on the induced efficiency of
helicopter rotors
[NASA-TM-X-71951] pOJ6J N77-210S9

Experimental evaluation of the effect of rotation
on the aerodynamic characteristics of two rotor
hub failing shapes
[AD-A033555] pOJSO N77-25110

Unsteady hovering wake parameters identified from
dynamic model tests, part 1
[HASA-CH-152022] pOU^S N77-26077

compressor stator time-variant aerodynamic
response to upstream rotor wakes
[AD-A0363Q3) pO«78 B7/-2B1J2

A study of the effect of unsteady aerodynamics on
the aeroelastic stability of rotor blades in hover

pOi)86 B77-29086
Comparison of dynamic stall phenomena for pitching

and vertical translation motions
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[HASA-CH-2793] p052<4 N77-30088
Acoustically swept rotor

[NASA-CASE-ABC-11106-1] p0538 H77-31130
Effect of rotor wake on aerodynamic

characteristics of a 1/6 scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft in the
Langley V/STOL tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-3548] p0577 H77-32083

Nonlinear aeroelastic equations for combined
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, toriion,
and extension of twisted nonuniform rotor blades
in forward flight
[HASA-TH-74059] p0585 N77-33107

BOTOB BLADES
The effect of rotor blade wakes on centrifugal

compressor diffuser performance - A comparative
experiment

p0001 A77-10032
A note on the acoustic effect of non-uniformly

distributed stator rows
p0002 &77-10347

Opt imum data utilization for paraneter
identification with application to lifting rotors

pOOSO A77-14554
Effect of rotor relative diameter on the

efficiency of a single-stage axial fan
p0052 A77-U897

Radiation characteristics of acoustic sources in
circular motion helicopter noise

p0053 A77-14964
Army applications ,of advanced composites in

Heavy Lift Helicopters
p0055 A77-15345

Analysis of the nonstaticnary aerodynamic
characteristics of cascades of arbitrarily
shaped profiles

p0059 A77-15981
The force en a confusor ring from an unevenly

distributed nonstationary flow
p0060 A77-15982

The problem of aeroelastic stability of ring arrays
pOC60 A77-15983

Supersonic compressors with subsonic and
supersonic axial inlet component

p0103 A77-17243
Structural attachment of composite rotor blades

for helicopters
p0198 A77-24911

Dynamics of an elastic seesaw rotor
p0199 A77-24938

Rotor/generator isolation for wind turbines
[ A I A A 77-372] p0207 A77-25782

A dynamic loads scaling methodology for helicopter
rotors
[ A I A A 77-424] p0208 A77-25794

Aeroelastic characteristics of composite
bearingless rotor blades

p02<15 A77-26868
Interaction of the rotor blade shock waves in

supersonic compressors with upstream stator vanes
[ A S H F PAPEB 77-GT-93] p0265 A77-28603

A study of feedback, blade and hub parameters on
flap bending due to non-uniform rotor disk
turbulence

p03<n A77-33606
Flight test evaluation of helicopter operational

loads and dynamic response characteristics
p0107 A77-38030

The investigation of some unusual handling
characteristics of a light autogyro

p0462 A77-II3339
An experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness

of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and twist
deformations
[SASA-CB-137969] p O O I S 877-10009

Development of erosion resistant claddings for
helicopter rotor blades
[AD-A024894] p0070 H77-12054

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for
the CH-54B. Volume 1: Design study
[AD-A027206] p0128 H77-1S032

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for
the CH-51B. volume 2: Instruction manual
[AD-A027280] p0128 H77-15033

Corrosion fatigue behavior of coated 4340 steel
for blade retention belts of the AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A033253] p0325 H77-22254

Nondestructive method fcr instrumenting helicopter
rotor blades

[H1SA-CBSE-IAH-11201-1 ] pOJ26 1)77̂ 22452
Unsteady hovering wake parameters identified from
dynamic model tests, part 1
[BASA-CB-1S2022 ] p042S H17-26077

A study of the effect of unsteady aerodynamics on
the aeroelastic stability of rotor blades in hover

pOt«6 HY/-29086
The coupled flap-lag-torsional aeroelastic
stability of helicopter rotor blades in forward
flight

p04Sb 177-29UBS
Hover evaluation of circulation control high speed
rotor
[AD-A040921] p05J5 B77-J1100

BOTOB BLADES (TDBBOHACBIBEBY)
Analytic and experimental study of turbine rotor

blade temperature
pOOU A77-1^b22

Aeroelastic stability of ring arrays ot blades
with a random dynamic inhomogeneity

pOObS A77-1b97b
An analysis of the nonlinear properties of
compressor blade rings in the case ot
self-excited vibrations

p0059 A77-1b977
The chances of 'classical1 flutter onset in the

moving blades of turbines
p0059 A77-1bil80

Determination of aerodynamic damping during
torsional vibrations of turbine blades

pU060 i/7-1bS84
Certain characteristics of blade oscillations

under conditions of rotating distortion
p0060 A7/-1b«8b

Investigation of oscillations of packets with a
finite number of rotor blades

p006U A77-1b986
A supersonic flutter-excitation mechanism tor

compressor blades
p0060 A77-1b989

Vibrations in compressor blades exposed to radial
irregularity of flow

p0060 A77-1b994
Nonradial arrangement of turbooacbine guide vanes

p0061 A77-1599/
Application of a mathematical simulation method

representing the propagation of mechanical
perturbations to the analysis of nonlinear
vibrations in blades subject to collisions

pOU61 A77-15999
Optimum distribution of material in rotating disks

found from strength conditions
pOIIO A7/-17761

Flutter analysis of a cascade of rotor blades
[AIAA EAPEB 77-308] pl)113 A77-182J3

Experimental and theoretical investigations ot the
aerodynamic damping of turbojet rotor blade
vibrations

p0145 A77-20141
On the unsteady aerodynamic rotor blade loading in

a transonic axial flow compressor with
steady-state inlet distortion

p0146 A77-2015J
Aeroelasticity research for tnrbomachine
applications
[AIAA 77-437] p0209 A77-2579/

Experimental data and theoretical analysis ot an
operating 100 k» wind turbine

pObbS A7/-48B*8
Botor dynamic state and parameter identification

,from simulated forward flight transients, part 1
[HASA-CB-137963] p0017 N77-1000J

Botor dynamic state and parameter identification
from sinulaled forward flight transients, part 2
[BASA-CB-137964] pOOH S7 (-10004

Additional experiments with a four-bladed cyclic
pitch stirring model rotor, part 2 of second
yearly report
[HASA-CB-137966] p O O I T N77-100U6

Sensitivity of hingeless rotor blade flap-lag
stability in hover to analytical modelling
assumptions
[NASA-C8-137967] p0017 M/7-10007

Early operation experience on the E B D A / K A S A 100 kv
wind turbine rotor blade loads
[HASA-TH-X-71601] p002S S77-10610

Performance of 1.15-pressure-ratio fan stage at
several rotor blade setting angles with reverse
flow
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SUBJECT INDEX BOSfAY CO8DIIIOBS

CHASA-TK-X-3151]/ P0031 H77-11008
Dynamic response of nonnniforn rotor blades

p0076 N77-13003
Fiber composite fan blade lopact improvement program

[BJSA-CH-1350781 p0081 877-13063
PHB polyimide/graphite fiber conposite fan blades

[N&SA-CB-135113J p0131 N77-15101
Nonlinear curvature expressions for combined
. flapvise bending, chordvise bending, torsion and

extension of twisted rotor blades
[ B A S A - T H - X - 7 2 9 9 7 ] p017« F77-16376

Single-stage, low-toise, advanced technology fan.
Volume <!: Fan aerodynamics. Section 1:
Results and analysis
[HASJ-CB-13U892] p0181 N77-17060

Single stage, lov noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume I* • Fan aerodynamics. Section 2:
Overall and blade element performance data
tabulations
[HASA-CR-13U893] p0182 N77-17061

Development program for
field-repairable/eipendable main rotor blades
[AD-A030835] p0238 1177-19060

Performance cf low-pressure-ratio fan stage at two
off-design blade setting angles
[NASA-TH-X-3«tl7] p0278 H77-20031

Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade tips
with incidence in incompressible flow
[DLB-FE-76-H2] p0279 N77-20038

Dnstea'dy pressure measurements in rotor blade tips
with incidence in incompressible flow
[ESA-TT-37U] p036Q H77-21065

Finite element stability analysis for coupled
rotor and support systems
[HASA-C8-152021] pOU26 B77-26079

Design selection tests for TESC retraction mechanism
[AD-A037307] p0429 N77-26129

Vibration analysis of rctor blades with an
attached concentrated mass
[NASA-CB-15U987] p05i|6 B77-31537

Platform for a swing root turbomachinery blade
[NASJ-CASE-LEW-12312-1] p0582 N77-321H8

BOTOB DISKS
0 TOBBIHE WHEELS

BOTOB HOBS
0 HOBS
0 BOTOBS

BOTOB LIFT
Dynamic problems of unmanned tethered rotor

platform Sea-Kiebitz with special regard to the
landing

pO«6i4 A77-H3357
On the validity of lifting line concepts in rotor

analysis
pOSOl A77-<lUi|im

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 1:
Overall study results
[NASA-CB-151917] p0331 1177-23056

Airworthiness criteria development for
powered-lift aircraft: A program summary
[NASA-CB-2791] p033« H77-23097

Constant lift rotor for a heavier than air craft
[NASA-CASE-ABC-11015-1] pOU76 H77-28111

BOTOB SPEED
naximnm rotor thrust capabilities, articulated and

teetering rotors
p0163 A77-22668

A 2.5 M V A , high voltage, lightweight generator
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-503] p019fl A77-23921

BOTOECBAPT
t) BOTARY. SIHG AIBCBAFT

BOTOECBiFT AIKCEAPT
New VIOL designs

p0200 A77-25097
The future of rotorcraft in aviation

p01«9 A77-IH929
Two-dinensional aerodynamic characteristics of

several rotorcraft airfcils at Hach numbers f rom
0.35 to 0.90
[SASA-TH-I-73990] p0127 H77-1U999

Aeroelastic analysis for rotorcraft in flight or
in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-D-8515] pO«82 H77-28525

BOTOBS
(IT COBPBESSOB BOTOBS
HI BELICOPTEB TAIL BOTOBS
HI IBPEL1EBS
HT IIFTIBG BOTOBS

ST POHP IMPELLERS
HT BIGID BOTOBS
HI BOISRY DIHGS
HT TAIL BOTOBS
HT TILTIHG ROTOBS
HT TIP DBIVEB ROTOBS
HT TOEBIHE BHEELS

An experioental investigation of the flap-lag
stability of a hingeless rotor with conparable
levels of hub and blade stiffness in hovering
flight
[HASA-CH-151924] p0068 R77-120<»0

Vibration measurements on the totor shaft of the
OH-1 helicopter
[AD-A0289211] p O I B O H77-17017

An experimental investigation of favorable
interference effects from a wing and proprotor

wind tunnel tests
[AD-A0311075] pOJ67 N77-2H10^

angular motion sensing with gas rotors
pOJ70 H77-^m^6

Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale powered
model of the rotor systems research aircratt
[HASA-TH-I-3389] pO«7!l H77-2SOSO

Load and stability measurements on a soft-inplane
rotor system incorporating elastomeric lead-lag
dampers
[HASA-TN-D-8H37] pO«76 H7V-2811J

Botor burst protection program: Experimentation
to provide guidelines tor the design of turbine
rotor burst fragment containment rings
[HASA-CB-135166] pOSJB B77-J0119

Steady-state unbalance response of a three-disk
flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports
[HASA-TH-X-73666] p0591 H77-JJ160

BOOGHNESS
»T SORFACE ROBGHSBSS
BOOTES

Terminal area design: Analysis and validation ot
BNAD task force concepts
[AD-A037022] pOJ6b H77-2MOU8

BP7
0 BEHOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES

BOBBBB
NT ELASTOHEBS
HT SILICOHF BDBBEB

8BDDEBS
NT AERIAL FODDERS
Handling quality criterion for heading control
aileron-rudder sequencing for coordinated turns

p01«7 A77-2011J
Advanced composite rudders for DC-10 aircraft:
Design, manufacturing, and ground tests
[NASA-CR-115068] p0068 B77-120J9

BOLES
NT FLIGHT BOLES
HT INSTBOHEHT FLIGHT RULES
HT VISDAL FLIGHT HDLES
BDHOFPS
D DRAINAGE

BOHIAI COHDITIOHS
Aircraft antiskid braking systems

p0058 A77-157S5
The employment of aircratt on operational areas in

the case of differing surface conditions
p0159 A77-22119

Installation of runway lighting system in asphalt
paving

p0271 A77-29461
Spray from aircraft undercarriages at high speed -

A model investigation
pO»16 A77-J9779

Analysis of dynamic aircraft response to bomb
damage repair
[AD-A025617] p0069 N77-120»7

Status of runway slipperiness research
p0227 H7/-180S^

Status of recent aircraft braking and cornering
research

p0227 H77-1SOS1
Effects of pavement roughness on naval air
operations
CAD-A033558] pOJ2« B77-221b«l

Preliminary test results of the joint
PAA-OSAF-BASA runway research program. Part 1:
Traction measurements ot several runways under
vet and dry conditions with a Boeing 727, a
diagonal-braked vehicle, and a mu-aeter
[HASA-TH-X-73909] pO»J7 B77-271J^
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BUNIAY LIGHTS SUBJECT IBDEI

Preliminary test results of the joint
FAA-DSAF-NASA runway research program. Part 2:
Traction measurements of several runways under
vet, snow covered, and dry conditions Hith a
Douglas DC-9, a diagonal-braked vehicle, and a
mu-meter
[NASA-TB-T-73910] pOi!37 H77-27133

BUNSAY LIGHTS
A new approach to airport lighting inspection

pOOtl A77-1317I1
Aviation ground lighting for all-weather operation

p02«3 A77-26818
Visual landing aids for Category II conditions

pO«15 A77-39271
Airport electrical and lighting equipment

Bussian book
p0561 J77-50676

Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach
lighting system
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10990-1] p0067 N77-12031

Experiments with the rtmway visual range converter
under different conditions of background
luminance (El)
[BLL-N-2Q798-(5828. «F)] p0280 877-20060

BOHBATS
Application of the ultrasonic technique for

examination and evaluation of concrete slabs of
runways

pOOSO A77-13879
Dynamic testing of runway pavements

p0299 A77-31049
Hunway length as a basic criterion in analyzing

the development of classification of Polish
technical civil airfields

pO«61 A77-113330
Bunway utilization coefficients based on wind

velocity and direction dependence only
p0521 A77-Q7950

Influence of runway roughness on the dynamic
behaviour of aircraft at take-off
[ESA-1T-329] p0079 N77-130B7

Landing gear/sell interaction development of
criteria for aircraft operation on soil during
turning and multipass operations
[AD-A0271122] p0121 S77-1H008

Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on
dry and wet runway surfaces - A
velocity-rate-controiled,
pressnre-bias-modulated system
[NASA-TN-D-8332] p0281 N77-20079

Model users manual for airfield capacity and delay
models, book 2
[AD-A03635I4] p0323 N77-22149

Nondestructive evaluation of civil airport pavements
[AD-A03638U] p0326 N77-22199

Usage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt runway
during ulitary field exercises
[AD-A033914] p0373 H77-2415U

N A S A diagonal-braked test vehicle evaluation of
traction characteristics of grooved and
nngrooved runway surfaces at Biami International
Airport, Hiami, Florida, 8-9 Bay 1973
[NASA-TH-x-73912] pO«37 N77-2713U

^Plastic (wire-combed) grooving of a slip-formed
concrete runway overlay at Patrick Henry
Airport: An initial evaluation
[NASA-TB-X-73913] pOU37 N77-27135

Tire runway interface friction prediction subsystem
[AD-A039968] pO<!96 N77-29532

BUBAL ABIAS
Interactions of technology and society: Impacts

of improved airtransport. A study of airports
at the grass roots in rural communities
[NASA-CB-2871] p0532 N77-31005

S BAUD **
0 S D P E R H I G H JBEQUENCIES
D DLTBAHIGH FREQUENCIES

S-R DIAGBA8S
Spectrum loading in relation to aircraft design

pOO«8 A77-13771
United states Savy aircraft structural fatigue

life evaluation program
pOO«9 A77-13774

Fatigue S/N data in relation to variability in
predicted life
[ABL/STBOC-TB-2«9] p0285 N77-20H81

S-64 HBLICOPTBB
D CH-511 HE1ICOPTEB

S-2 AIBCBAFT
Catapult launch fatigue investigation ot the model

3-2 E airplane
CAD-A02Q071] pOOJI N77-11048

S-3 AIBCBAFT
Avionics design for testability S-JA aircraft

p0396 A77-J/JB2
Feasibility of predicting operational removals or

failures of new avionic equipment (HTBB tracking
of S-3A avionics)
[AD-A030317] p02JJ N77-18166

S-61 HELICOPTEB
Empirical comparison of a fixed-base and a

moving-base simulation of a helicopter engaged
in visually conducted slalom runs
[NASA-TN-D-811211] p03J« N77-2J09S

SAAB AIBCBAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT

SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
Practical aspects of load spectra estimation for
different parts of an aircraft structure

pOOi47 A77-1J76U
Progress report on the Viggen with emphasis on

man-machine design
p0158 A77-22008

SABBBLIIBB AIBCBAFT
0 T-39 AISCBAFT
SAFETY
HI AIBCBAF1 SAFETY
NT FLIGHT SAFETY
HT INDOSTBIAL SAFETY
SAFETY DEVICES
NT ABOBT APPABATOS
NT AIB BAG BBSTBAINT DEVICES
NT ARRESTING GEAB
NT EJECTICH SEATS
NT ESCAPE CAPSULES
NT HELMETS
NT SEAT BELTS
Concorde has desianed-in reliability hydraulic
control system

p0098 A77-16749
The Mini Boat - A lite boat for helicopter crewmen
[ASBE PAPEB 76-ENAS-61 ] p0135 A77-19502

SAFETY FACTOBS
Information processing requirements for on-board

monitoring of automatic landing
[AIAA 77-1093] pO«56 A77-«^79B

Safe ejection envelope display system development
program. Phase QA: Preliminary flight test
[AD-A0306«2] p02J6 N77-190JO

Application of fracture mechanics to the selection
of aluminum alloys, part 1

p0328 N77-22!)bJ
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format. Civil

aviation, issue number 2, 1976 accidents
[NTSB-BA-76-7] p0365 N77-21075

Safety criteria for fail-operational autoland
systems and their application for civil
aviation

p0375 N77-250b8
Cryogenic design and safety review NASA-Langley
Research center 0.3 meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-TB-74767] pO»80 H77-28TU

OS air carrier accidents involving fire, 19bb
through 1970 and factors affecting the statistics
[PB-266883/8] pOb36 N77-3111.*

SAFETY BANAGEBBIT
Vulnerability of advanced aircraft fuel to
ballistic and simulated lightning threats

pOOIb A77-1J5<Hl
Safety concepts and innovations on the B-1 Bomber

p0097 A77-1673H
System safety and the Utility Tactical Transport

Aircraft System
P0097 A77-16735

System safety in the Advanced Attack Helicopter
p0097 A77-16/36

The hidden passenger hazardous air cargo and
flight safety

p0097 A77-16737
A measure of safety effectiveness based on
aircraft accident rates

p02»1 A77-2663H
Installation of runway lighting system in asphalt

paving
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SUBJECT IHDBI SCALE (IODELS

p0271 477-291461
Pice testing of aircraft cabins

p03H7 477-31089
Tie airport and fire fron the airport fire chief's

vie»
p01«2 A77-«0925

Basic safety concepts of air transportation
compared with other travel nodes

pOISO A77-11938
The life cycle cost impacts of unsafe designs

aircraft accident effects
p0559 A77-50162

Design and evaluation methods for optimizing
ejection scat cushions for comfort and safety
[AD-1036035] p0536 H77-31110

Safety (aviation material)
[AD-A011021] p0536 B77-31111

Silt PBOJECT
Space shuttle engineering and operations support.

Avionics system engineering
[NASA-CB-151361) p0388 1177-25236

SAILPLANES
0 GIIDEBS

SiHAEIOB
The 150 K7A samarium cobalt 7SCF starter generator

electrical system, phase 1
[AD-A026518] p0133 N77-15299

SiHPIED DATA
0 DATA SAHPUNG

SABPIBD DATA STSTEHS
0 DATA SAHPLIBG

SAHPUSG
NT D A T A S A H E L I N G
NT P A B T I C O L A T E SSHP1IBG

Evaluation of probe sampling versus optical in
situ measurements of nitric oxide concentrations
in a jet engine combnstor eihaust
[4D-4031726] p0339 N77-23631

SAHDS
Erosion protection for the AH-1 G low radar

cross-section main rotcr blade. Volume 1: Sana
and rain erosion evaluation
[4D-A035961 ] p0128 H77-26123

SAHDBICB COBSTBOCTIOH
D SAIDfllCH STBOCTOBES

SANDilCB STBOCTOBIS
Experiences concerning construction and testing in

the case of a pressurized fnselage section with
a sandwich-construction design
[DG1B PJPEB 76-197] p0091 A77-16530

Aluminum-brazed t i tanium design
p0198 A77-21923

Aerospace adhesive bonding
p0198 A77-21921

Finite elements for curved sandwich beans
p0305 477-32195

Development, fabrication and testing of a hybrid
composite tailboom for BO 105

p0161 A77-1335H
Aircraft interior sandwich panel development

p0520 477-47625
Certification of the replacement of glass fabric

pet nat. spec. 5.670/1, with glass fabric per
mat. spec. 5.670 in the P27 plastic sandwich
wing-and-statilizer-leading edges noting
shear strength and sandwich stiffness
[?OK-B-1876] p0038 B77-11122

Comparative impact tests on metal honeycomb
sandwich structures of A-300 B airbus
[FQK-B-1813] p0082 B77-13163

Carbon f ibre reinforced plastic sandwich beam
construction in the main wing structure of a man
powered aircraft
[BD-197] p0179 H77-17039

Expedient structural sandwich soil surfacing of
fiberglass reinforced polyester and pclyurethane
foam
tAD-A038117] pOOBO H77-28149

SATAN (SEHSOB)
0 T E B B A I N ANALYSIS

SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTOBBAHCB
0 ATTITUDE STABILITY

SATELLITE COBHDSICATIOSS
0 SPACECRAFT COFIBOSICATION

SATELLITE LAOBCHI1G
0 SPACECBAPT L A O B C H I N G

SATELLITE NAVIGATION SISTEBS
Bew frontiers in aerospace navigation; Proceedings

of the Bicentennial National Aerospace

Symposium, Darminster, Pa., April 27, iH, 1976
pOISO A77-2065b

Application of the Global Positioning system as an
attitude reference for near-earth users

p0152 A77-2067b
A navigation algorithm for the low-cost GPS receiver

Global Positioning System
p015J A7/-2067b

A comparative performance analysis of modern
ground-based, air-based, and satellite-based
radio navigation systems

p0260 A77-28299
Satellite radionavigation systems Russian book

p0116 A/7-39176
Preliminary study of NA7STAB/GPS tor general

aviation
[BASA-CB-115059] pOO/8 N77-1JOJ8

Propagation Limitations of Navigation and
Positioning Systems
[4G\RD-CP-209 ] pOJ17 N77-22068

SATELLITE OBSEBVATIOH
Canadian Forces Search and Rescue

p«4bO 477-119J6
SATELLITE SOLAS ENERGY COH7ERSIOB

Space-based solar power study near completion
p05b2 477-18180

SATELLITE SOLAS POBBB STATIOBS
Space-based solar power study near completion

pOb52 A77-1H180
SATELLITE TBANSHISSIOB

Model for the effect of electric fields on
satellite-earth microwave radio propagation

pObbb 477-19787
S4TELLITB-BOBHE INSTROHENTS

Space experiment simulation using an aircraft
laboratory

p0515 477-17200
SATELLITES
SI 4EB01AOTICAL SATELLITES
»T AEBOSAT SATELLITES v»
SI ASTBONOHICAL NETHERLANDS SATELLITE
BT ATS 6
NT COHHOSICATION SATELLITES
NI HABITIBE SATELLITES
NT HABOTS (ES4)
NT 1ETEOHOLOGICAL S4TELLITES
NT N47IGATION SATELLITES
NT BA7STAB SATELLITES

SCALE HODELS
Large-scale 7/STOL testing in wind tunnels
[AI4A 77-586] pOJ19 477-J14913

Surface fluctuating pressure measurements on a
1/1-scale YC-11 boilerplate model
C4H4 77-592] p0350 4//-J1919

Tenth-scale powered model test ot a tilt-nacelle
7/STOL airplane
C4IAA 77-591] pOJSO A77-3«9b1

A 1/20th scale millinietric model for microwave
landing systems

pOIOJ A77-J7V38
A model for wind-tunnel rotorcratt research -

Bodel design and test objectives
p0165 A77-13363

Hated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for the 0.01 scale model IE 1065 (Boeing
717-100) of the 717 CAB and the 0.0105 scale
model (13-0) of the space shuttle orbiter in tbe
BASA Langley 7/STOL transition research wind
tunnel (CAS), volume 3
[B4S4-CB-117613] pOIJI B77-1S083

Cold air performance of a tip turbine designed to
drive a lift fan. 2: Partial admission
[BASA-TB-I-3181] p022J B77-180bO

Effects of spoilers and gear on B-717 wake vortex
velocities
[BASA-TH-X-73197] p0223 B77-1HOS2

Tests of the OBEB4 calibration models in three
transonic wind tunnels
CAD-4031997] p0290 B77-21066

An investigation of the half-model
reflection-plane technique for dynamic stability
testing at transonic nach numbers
CAD-A035567] pOJSO S77-2b116

Low speed wind tunnel tests of 1/10-scale model ot
a blended-arrow supersonic cruise aircraft
[KASA-TB-D-8110] p0125 H77-2b06«

Aerodynamic performance of 0.1066-scale model of
JT8D refan stage with S-duct inlet
[B4SA-TB-D-8158] p0171 N77-28088
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SCALING SOBJECI IRDEI

Spin tests of a 1/20-scale model of the XP-39
airplane, 15 (larch 1939

p0483 K77-29061
Spin tests of a 1/20-scale model of the XF40-1

airplane, 12 July 1939
p0483 H77-29062

Spin tests of 1/16-scale models of the N3N-3
landplane and seaplane, 12 January 1910

p0484 N77-29063
A comparison of the results of dynanic wind-tunnel

tests with theoretical predictions for an
aeromechanical gust-alleviation system for light
airplanes
[NASA-TN-D-8521] p0532 N77-31072

A SO advanced program research inlet data analysis
report for 1/5.2-scale model inlet tests
[AD-A040707] p0536 N77-31108

Effect of rotor wake on aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6 scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft in the
langley V/STOL tunnel
[NASA-TS-X-3548] p0577 H77-32083

Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests
[NASA-TH-73495] p0591 N77-33161

SCAUBG
A dynamic loads scaling methodology for helicopter

rotors
[ A I A A 77-424] p0208 A77-25794

SCALING LASS
New scaling laws for hot and cold ]et mixing noise

based on a geometric acoustics model
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1287] p0565 A77-51047

SCAHHEES
NT FLYING SPOT SCANNERS
NT H O R I Z O N S C A N N E R S
NT I N F R A R E D SCANNERS
NT OPTICAL S C A N N E R S

SCARRING
NT CONICAL S C A N N I N G
NT F R E Q U E N C Y S C A N N I N G
NT R A D A R S C A N N I N G

A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning system
p0243 A77-26838

SCAB PBOGEAH
0 SOPEHSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH

SCABS (SEOLOGY)
0 EROSION

SCAT
0 SDPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TBANSPOBT

SCATTEBING
NT ACODSTIC SCATTERING
NT BACKSCATTIEING
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING
NT M I C R O W A V E SCATTERING
NT R A D A R SCATTIRING

SCATTEROBETEBS
Aircraft scatterometer adapted from Spacelab

to measure ocean surface motion
p0416 A77-39525

SCHEDOLIHG
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

R. 5 D. project cost and schedule realism - A risk
analysis approach

p0011 A77-12455
SCHLIEBEH PHOTO6EIPHY

Some results f rom experimental investigation of a
supersonic twisted jet

p0251 A77-27101
Study of turbulent transcnic flows by

ultra-high-speed photography
p0268 A77-28931

Schlieren and noise studies of rotors in forward
flight
[AHS 77-33-05] p0418 A77-40053

SCHOTTKY EABRIEB DIODES
0 SCHOTTKY DIODES

SCHOTTKY DIODES
A new mixer design for 140-220 GHz

p0311 A77-33206
SCHDLEB TDNIRG

A Scholar tuned vertical indicating system
gyroless gravity vector indicator
[ A I A A 77-1066] p0457 A77-42815

SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
NT ATS 6

SCIENTISTS
On the works of S. S. Nezhdanovsky in the field of

flight based on reactive principles, 1880 - 1895
p0584 N77-33040

SCOOPS
Aeroacoustic performance of a scoop inlet

[AIAA EAPER 77-1351] p05b9 A7/-b'l107
SCOOT HELICOPTEH
0 P-531 HELICOPTER

SCBAMJBT ENGIHES
0 SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAIUET ENGINES
SCB&HJETS
0 SOPESSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES

SEA LAORCBIRG
Navigation for sea based RPTs

p0151 A77-20662
SEA STATES

On-water motion relationships study
[AD-A035344] pOJ85 N77-2b16b

Motions and drag of an air cushion vehicle with a
deep skirt in calm water and random waves
[AD-A039086] pU49b B/7-29JJ1

SEALANTS
0 SEALEES

SEALSBS
Advanced supersonic technology fuel tank sealants

p0221 N77-180J6
SEALS (STOPPERS)

Advanced compressor seal for turbine engines
[AD-A026916] pOI^S H77-14491

Gas-path seal technology
p0228 N77-18106

Thermal stress analysis of a graded zirconia/iretal
gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine
engines
[NASA-TN-X-73658] p03j8 N77-2J4S2

SEAPLANES
A modern technology - Open-ocean seaplane design

[ S A E PAPER 760922] p02b9 A77-28229
Japanese pushing flying boat designs

pOJ46 A77-J4126
Spin tests of 1/16-scale models of the N3N-J

landplane and seaplane, 12 January 1940
p0484 N77-2S06J

Seakeeping characteristics of a preliminary design
for a sea loiter aircraft
[AD-A010062] pOb^7 N77-J011J

SEABCH BADAF
Effectiveness of reliability system testing on

quality and reliability
pOb60 A77-b048B

SEAECHLIGHTS
Hide area illuninator development for US Coast

Guard HH-3F helicopter
[AD-A041425] p0581 H77-J21J2

SEAT BELTS
Evolution of automatic opening lap belts in high

performance aircraft
pObbB A77-49946

SEATS
NT EJECTION SEATS

Snoke emission of aircraft seat materials
p O l O B A77-17482

Conference on the Development of Fire-Besistant
Aircraft Passenger Seats
[NASA-1M-I-73144] p003S H77-11111

Full-scale crash test of a CH-47C helicopter
[NASA-TM-X-3412] p0067 N77-12027

SECOSDABY BATTERIES
D STOBAGE BATTEBIES

SECOSDABY FLOS
Reducing secondary losses by blowing cold air in a

turbine
[DGLR PAPER 76-164] p0093 A77-1b5t>8

Effect o± endwall cooling on secondary flows in
turbine stator vanes

pOJOb A77-J22J9
Effects of secondary flows in straight cascades

[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1977-29] pOJ47 A77-J4480
Influence of initial distortions on secondary

flows in a fixed annular cascade
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1977-28] pOJ4( A77-J4181

SECONDARY IHJBCTION
Secondary gas injection into a supersonic conical

nozzle induced flow distribution
p O O / 0 N7/ -1JJJ6

SECOKDABY BADAB
Badiocomounication in air navigation

p01b5 A77-2186*
Airtrack, a system tor air traffic control

pOJ10 A 7
SINTEQ - A selective interrogation system tor SSB

Secondary Surveillance Radar
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SUBJECT IBDEI SEPARATED FLO"

p0357 A77-36568
1DSEL - A selective address secondary surveillance
radar

p0102 A77-37722
Secondary radar for airfield ground movement
monitoring

p0402 A77-37723
Integrated radio navigation and surveillance based

on DLS principles —- Distance measuring
equipment based Landing System

P0403 A77-37732
TSDSJ - A novel secondary radar Time Space
Division naltiple Access

p0445 A77-U1125
SBC01AB PEBTDBBATIOB
0 LOBG TEBH EFFECTS
SECOBITY
HT AIBPOBT SECORITY

SEDIBEHTABY,BOCKS
HT COAL

SBDIBESTS
ST SANDS
SEEDISG (INOCULATION)
0 INOCULATION
SEEKEBS
0 HOBIBG DEVICES
SELF EXCITATION

An analysis of the nonlinear properties of
compressor blade rings in the case of
self-excited vibrations

p0059 A77-15977
Self-excited oscillations in supersonic flow

p0090 A77-16413
SELF INDUCED VIBBATIOB
NT PANEL FLOTTER
HT SOBSONIC FLOTTEB
NT SDPEBSONIC FLOTTEB
NT TRANSONIC FLOTTEB

An asynptotic method for predicting amplitudes of
nonlinear wheel shimy
[AIAA PAPER 77-441] p0257 A77-28043

SELF LUBRICATING HATEBIJLS
Bearing materials and frictional units for
operation without lubricant

pOUOS A77-37783
SELF OSCILLATION

The external synchronization of slightly nonlinear
blade crowns

P0059 A77-15979
Investigation of the self oscillations of a

parachute canopy
p0193 A77-23855

SELF REGULATING
0 AOTOBATIC CONTEOL
SELF BEPilRIHG DEVICES

Self-correcting control for a tnrbofan engine
P0102 A77-17236

SBHICOHDUCTOB DEVICES
NT iVALANCBE DIODES
HT CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
BT LIGHT EBITTING DIODES
NT SCBOTTKY DIODES
Evaluation of augmenter light-off detection systems
[AD-A025321] p0071 B77-12061

SBBICONDUCTOR DIODES
NT AVALANCBE DIODES
BT LIGHT EBITTING DIODES
HT SCHOTTKY DIODES
SBSIEBPIBICAL EQUATIONS

A semi-empirical correction for the vortex core
effect on hovering rotor wake geometries
[AHS 77-33-02] p0417 A77-10050

SBBISPAB BODBLS
Pressure distributions on a 1- by 3-meter semispan

King with a ncnstreamvise tip in subsonic flow
[HASA-TB-72755] pOSSS B77-33103

SBBDBBS
0 TBABSHITTIBS

SEBSB OBGABS
HT ETE (ABATCRY)
SEHSITIVITI
HT IMPACT BESISTAHCE
SEHSOBS

A-37B fatigue sensor evaluation program: Full
scale test and field aircraft instrumentation
[AD-A042110] p0590 B77-33156

SEBSOBY DISCBIHIHATIOH
HT TACTILE DISCBIHIHATIOH

SEHSOBI PEBCBPTIOB
HT AODITOPY PERCEPTION
HT SPACE PZBCEETIOB
HT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
HT VISUAL PEBCEPTIOH
SEPARATED FLO*
NT BOUNDARY LAYEB SEPABATION

Separation ahead of steps on swept wings
pOOSI A77-14555

Aerodynamics of sideslipping delta vings at
incidence with leading-edge separation

pOOSI A77-14S>:>B
Spin entry of aircraft

pl)09B A77-16947
A synthesis of unsteady aerodynamic effects

including stall hysteresis
p0107 A77-17408

Experimental investigation of subsonic turbulent
separated boundary layers on an airfoil

pOlOB A77-17496
Heasureaent of post-separated flowfields on airtoils

p0109 A77-17499
Fluctuating pressure environment of a drag

reduction spike
[AIAA PAPER 77-90] pUUS A77-19B19

Hnmerical solution of axisymmetric boattail flow
fields with plume simulators
[AIAA PAPES 77-224] p0142 A77-199U9

Incipient separation of leeward flow past a
lifting plate in viscous hypersonic tlow

p01«J A77-20095
Nonlinear, unsteady aerodynamic loads on
rectangular and delta wings
(AI8A PAPER 77-156] pOlbl A77-^22JB

Flow separation downstream of a stepwise change in
diameter of a rod centered in a wind tunnel

p0192 A77--2J75U
Spanwise cambered delta wing with leading-edge

separation
p0199 A77-^19J7

Experimental and theoretical investigations on
airfoil flow separation

p026B A77-JB9J9
Calculation of attached or partially separated

flow around airfoil sections
pOJ57 A77-Jt>U2B

Studies of flow separation and stalling on one-
and two-element airfoils at low speeds
[SAE PAPER 770412] pOJ91 A77-J/063

Use of simplified flow separation criteria for
slotted flap preliminary design
[SAE PAPER 770481] pOJ94 A77-J7097

Evaluation of turbulence models for three primary
types ot shock-separated boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 77-692] p041<4 A77-38887

Use of experimental separation limits in the
theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[AIAA PAPER 77-878] p0451 A77-419BO

Calculation of vortex breakdown locations tor flow
over delta wings

pOt>54 A77-»9J4b
Transonic performance of Bach 2.65 auxiliary flow
axisynmetric inlet
[HASA-CB-2747] pOOZJ K77-100b6

Viscous interaction with separation in transonic
flow
[NASA-TT-F-17187] p0029 H77-10997

Controlled and uncontrolled flow separation in
three dimensions
[LB-591] p0030 H77-10999

Study by hydrodynamic visualisations of various
processes for controlling separated flows

p0086 N77-1J972
Laminar separation near the trailing edge of a
thin profile
[ESA-TT-343] p0169 H77-15996

An investigation of separation models tor the
prediction of maxiuan lift
[AD-A0273S9] p016D B7I-1S998

Laminar separation near the trailing edge of a
thin profile
[ONBRA-HT-1976-3] pOITJ H77-16^97

Numerical solntion of complete flows around
external stores
[AD-A028037] p0225 H77-1807")

Some series-expansion solutions for slender wings
with leading-edge separation asymptotic
expansions for vortex position and circulation,
and configuration lift and pitching moments
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[ABC-B/N-3785] p0235 B77-19012
Dynamic loading on an airfoil due to a growing

separated region
p0277 N77-20015

Separated-flow unsteady pressures and forces on
elastically responding structures
considering aircraft b u f f e t i n g
[NASA-T1-X-73214] p0277 N77-20026

Development of a method for calculating separated
flow around airfoils accounting for profile drag
[DL8-IB-76-36] p0279 1177-20037

An analytical model for highly seperated flow on
airfoils at low speeds
[HASA-CB-152702] p0330 N77-23051

A low speed two-dimensional study of f low
separation on the G A ( W ) - 1 airfoil with
30-percent chord Fowler flap
[ N A S A - C B - 2 8 4 4 ] p0378 N77-25090

Calculation of flow fields with separation bubbles
at high Reynolds number around airfoil profile
[ESA-TT-378] p0380 N77-25105

Advancement of a method for calculating separated
flows around airfoils with special consideration
of profile drag
[ESB-TT-373] p0426 N77-26091

Use of experimental separation limits in the
theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[NASA-TM-73709] p0135 N77-27107

A new method to calculate the vortex strength and
location of slender wings with flow separation

p0171 N77-28066
Lift calculation and flow mechanisms when the

maximum lift is exceeded
[NASA-TT-P-171129] p0171 N77-28067

Investigations of three-dinensional f low
separation on fuselage configurations
[AD-A039382] p0531 H77-30U21

Unsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow
[AGABD-CP-226] p0532 N77-31073

Unsteady airloads in separated and transonic flow
p0532 H77-3107U

Separated-flow unsteady pressures and forces on
elastically responding structures

p0532 N77-31075
Evaluation of vibration levels at the pilot seat

caused by wing flow separation
p0533 N77-31078

Air f rame response to separated flow on the short
haul aircraft VFW 611

p0533 N77-31081
SEPABATOBS

NT EViPOBATOBS
A rotating high pressure water condenser and

separator for aircraft environmental control
system
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-EHAS-10] p0511 A77-46851

SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
Opt imizing GTE tests on the basis of sequential

Bayesian procedures Gas Turbine Engine
P0111 A77-17957

SEQUENTIAL COBTBOI
Use of standardized sequences of flight-by-flight

load spectra in fatigue testing of structural
aircraft components

pO«13 A77-38680
SERIES (BiTHEPIATICS)

NT ASYMPTOTIC SEBIES
ST FADE APPEOXIBATIOS
NT SINE SEBIES

SERVICE LIFE
Interface between maintainability and commercial

aircraft spares support
p0003 A77-1C483

Beliability analysis of wing panel considering
test results f rom initiation of first and
subsequent fatigue cracks /The 5th P. J.
Plantema Hemonal Lecture/

pOO<!7 A77-13752
Development of single-flight cycles for fatigue
tests, based on operational stresses, in the
case of large aircraft components
[DGLB PAPEB 76-216] p0092 A77-165U3

Life cycle cost impact on design considerations
for civil transport aircraft propulsion systems

pOIOI A77-17227
A new development concept for gas turbine engine
optimize life cycle costs

pOIOI 477-17228

The scatter factor in the reliability assessment
of aircraft structures

p0117 A77-2041S
NASA 30,000 hour test demonstration o± closed
Brayton cycle reliability ;
CAIAA PAPEB 77-199] p019l( A77-2J917

Ihe super integrated power unit - The aircraft
power unit of the future
[AIAA PAPEB 77-502] p0191 A77-2J920

Life of gas turbine engine materials and parts
under thermocyclic loading

P0197 A77-24739
Means of increasing the service life ot gas
turbine engines

P01S7 A77-24754
Elaboration of a system of preventive personalized

maintenance of ]et engines

Service life monitoring coupons - Accounting for
potential crack growth in fleet aircraft
[AIAA 77-380] p0205 A77-JS7J9

An approach to the development ot durable and
damage tolerait composite commercial aircraft
structure
[AIAA 77-171] p0207 A77-^5773

Designing the basic structure of a wing
p025J A77-27114

Designing for increased service life of landing
gears --- in passenger aircraft

pO^bl A77-271bJ
Improving the service life and reliability of

welded Joints in landing gear elements
P0251 A77-27151

Some aspects of analyzing the state of corrosion
of civil aviation aircraft

p0301 A77-31166
Designing for long life with elastooers
[SAE AIB 1112] p0303 A77-3190V

On selection of a hypothesis on summing ot fatigue
damage --- in aircraft materials

pOJOS A77-J2712
Landing gear reliability - Evaluation by a

composite test method --- Bussian book
p0408 A77-J8J14

Helicopter gearbox failure prognosis
[AIAA PAPEB 77-897] pOlll A77-J8582

Engine life considerations in the preliminary
design of a tactical weapon system --- for
aircraft
[AIAI PAPEB 77-955] p0412 A77-38612

Engine life, usage and cycle selection
[AIAA PAPEB 77-956] pOIIJ A77-3861J

Simulated flight endurance testing of a small
helicopter turboshaft engine
[AHS 77-33-70] p0422 A77-40092

An engineering approach to estimating propulsion
contributions to system lite cycle costs
[AIAA PAPEB 77-879] p0152 477-11981

Engine design decisions impact aircraft life cycle
costs
[AI44 PAPEB 77-916] pOQ52 A77-41986

Life considerations in the engine design process
[AIAA PAPEB 77-954] p04S2 A77-41990

A review of methods enabling increased service
lives of high-thermal-load turbojet propulsion
plants

p0461 A77-13JJ1
Equivalent testing of gas turbine engines ---

Bnssian book
p0467 A77-4J619

Hays of increasing the resources /potential lives/
of gas turbine engines

p0519 A77-47172
Beliability improvement warranty techniques and
applications --- to F-16 aircraft

p0559 A77-50477
Airframe composite materials

p0574 A77-S1J53
Current developments in the life of aircraft

structures
[ ARL/STHOC-TH-256] p0281 N77-20075

The performance of aircraft control cables under
service conditions
[ABL/STBOC-HOTE-424] pOJ83 H77-25152

Design of selected helicopter components for ease
of repair
[AD-A035152] pOJ84 B77-25159

Life cycle cost reduction techniques associated
with Advanced Medium STOL Transport (AHST)
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[AD-A012880] p0581 B77-32111
lilitary engine deterioration in service connected

with life cycle costs
p0593 H77-33183

Progress in determining service life by endurance
tests Concorde aircraft

p0595 H77-33195
SEBTICES

BT HEDICAL SERVICES
Winter-related service operations on airports

p0158 A77-22117
Flight service system ucdernizaticn program

p0398 A77-37456
Developing satellite-based systems for aviation

services
p0398 A77-37II57

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions, volume 1
[HASf-CB-151987] p0317 H77-22096

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions. Volume 2: Appendices
[HASA-CB-151988] p0318 H77-22097

SEBVOCOHTEOL
Attitude control of a pilotless aircraft by

radioactive probes
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1976-112] pOISI A77-20867

Utilization of separate surface control systems on
general aviation aircraft
[ S A E P A P J B 770171] p039l» A77-37089

A failure effects simulation of a low authority
flight control augmentation system on a UH-1H
helicopter
[ NASA-TH-732581 p05<!3 N77-31 174

SEBVOHECHABISBS
Prediction and measurement of the dynamic

stiffness and damping of hydraulic servo-actuators
of P-15 aircraft

[ A I A A 77-120] p0208 J>77-25790
SEBVOSTiBILITY COHTHOL

0 SIBVOCOBTBOL
SHADOIGBAPH PHOTOGBkPHY

HT SCH1IEBEII PBOTOGBAPHY
Study "of turbulent transonic flows by

ultra-high-speed photography
p0268 A77-28931

An electro-optic airspeed sensor airborne
optical convolution velocimeter

p0506 A77-11783
SHADOSGHAPHS

U S H A D O W G B A P B PHOTOGBAPHY
SHAFTS (HACHIHE ELEHEBTS)

HT TOBBOSHRFTS
Thermal stress concentration factors in large shafts

turbine rotors
p0271 A77-29855

Shaft coupled lift/cruise fan V/STOL propulsion
system
[ A I A A P U P E B 77-803] pO<!09 A77-38515

Preproduction test program, Kaflez drive shaft
coupling for OH-1 helicopter, phases 8, 9 and 10
[AD-A028202] p0179 177-17011

Analysis of control concepts for gas and
shaft-coufled V/STO1 aircraft lift fan systems
[NASA-TH-X-73611] p0335 H77-23111

SHARIBG
Investigation of aeroelastic stability phenomena

of a helicopter by in-flight shake test
p0288 B77-21010

SHALE OIL
Aviation turbine fuels f rom shale and coal oils

p0353 A77-35150
The production of shale oil crude and its refining

into military operational fuels
p0351 A77-35155

The production and refining of crude oil into
military fuels
[ A D - A 0 2 Q 6 5 2 ] p0038 H77-11207

"hermal stability of sone aircraft turbine fuels
derived f rom oil shale and coal
[NASA-Tfl-J-3551] p0389 H77-25315

SHALLOB SHELLS
A method for studying the aeroelastic stability of

shallow shells in the f l o w of an incompressible
fluid

pOOI43 A77-13018
SHARKS

(1 JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SHASHOi IHFOBBATIOH TBEOBI

U ISFOBBATICB THfOBT

SHAPES
HT LINE SHAPE
HT OGEE SHAPE

SHABP LEAOIBG EDGES
Bypersonic flov in converging conical channel

p0112 A77-17971
Pressures over a sharp-edged air intake
functioning in subsonic tlow at reduced flovrate
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1976-1J7] p0154 A77-20870

Contribution to the theory of axisym metric
supersonic gas flov past a sharp-nosed body of
revolution

pOJOJ A77-J19J2
Study ot the subsonic flow around a sharp leading

edge
[AAAF-NT-76-11] pOU19 B7/-10017

SHEJB FATIGUE
0 SHEAR STRESS

SBEAB FLOf
jjffects of inviscid parallel shear flows on steady

and unsteady aerodynamics and flutter
[AI&A PAPEB 77-158] pOIIO A77-19861

Analysis of blade thickness effects on the cascade
of blades in subsonic shear flow

pO/!00 A77-2S09U
Boundary layer considerations for optimization ot
acoustic liners for aircraft engine ducts
[SAE PAPEB 760896] p02!>8 A77-2S211

Exploratory study of turbulence in air intakes

Numer ica l solution of three-dimensional tree
turbulent shear flows

p O J U l A77-JJ809

SHEAB LATBBS
Tarbulence generated noise on either side ot a

double layer Jet
pOl tb A77-202J8

Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of a
semi- infinite airfoil oscillating in a shear layer
[ A I A A E A P E B 77-157] p0161 A77-222Jy

Variable thickness shear layer aerodynamics
revisited

p0311 A77-JJ191
Vortex pairing and organized structures in

axisynuetric jets under controlled excitation
p O J U b A7/-JJ857

Interactions and merging of line vortices
[ A D - A 0 2 7 7 1 7 ] p012U H77-1JS97

Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of an
airfoil oscillating in a shear layer
[AD-A030887] p0279 N77-20011

SBEAB PBOPEBTIES
Minimized fuselage vibrations using advanced

composites
[ A H S 77-33-81] p0122 A77-10097

SBEAB STBBSS
BT TOBSIOBAL STRESS

Boundary layer shear stress in subsonic and
supersonic flow

p03U5 A77-3J811
Structure and development of a turbulent boundary

layer in an oscillatory external flow
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1977-11] pOJIS A7»-JJ81^

Hechanical shear degradation of polymers in
solution. A review
[ BAB-IK- 76 073] p03J8 D77-2JJ69

SHEABIHG STBESS
U SHEAB STBESS

SHEET HETAL
U HETAL SHEETS

SHELL STABILITY
A method for studying the aeroelastic stability ot

shallow shells in the flov of an incompressible
fluid

p0013 A77-13018
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and

Astronautics, 18th, Tel Aviv and Baita, Israel,
Hay 19, 20, 1976, Proceedings

p0053 A77-15026
Deutsche Gesellschaft fner Lnft- nnd Banmfahrt,
Shell Buckling Besting, Heersbnrg, west Germany,
April 29, 30, 1976, Reports and Discussion
Contributions

pOIUS 477-2057J
SHELL THEOBT

Development of the theory of plates and shells in
the design of structures for contemporary
aerospace craft

p0252 A77-271J1
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SHELLS (STBOCTOBSL FOEBS) SUBJECT IHDEI

SHELLS (STBOCTOBil FOHHS)
NT CYLIPERICAL SHELLS
NT BETAL SHELLS
NT PEBFORJTIE SHFLLS
NT BADOKES
NT REINFORCED SHELLS
NT SHALLOW SHELLS
NT SPHEBICAL SHELLS
NT THIN HALLED SHELLS
SHIELDING
NT ELECIBOHAGNETIC SHIELDING
NT HEAT SHIELDING
NT SPACECRAFT SHIELDING

Scarce location by shielding with application to a
large tu rbo fan engine for aircraft noise
reduction
[AIAA PAPER 77-1301] p0565 A77-51060

Theoretical and experimental investigation of
noise shielding for jet engines acoustic and
aerodynamic interference measurements
[BHFT-FE-H-76-09] p0183 N77-17072

SHIPS
NT AIBCBAFT C A R R I E R S
NT S U B M A R I N E S

Summary of helicopter airframe testing in the
shipboard environment
[ A H S /7-3S-63] pOQ21 A77-U0086

Ship landing trials with the BO 105
p016U A77-M3356

The determnation of ship location by means of
navigation satellites Russian book

p0561 A77-50687
Flightdeck illuirinaticn for helicopters

[IZF-1976-15] p0282 N77-20083
AS/PEC-56 helmet radio set upgrading. Recommended

modifications require minimal resources but
promise considerable improvement in reliability
operability, and logistics support
[AD-AOIM190] p0515 N77-31368

SHOCK ABSOBBSBS
Vibration considerations for high performance

camera systems cntoard reconnaissance aircraft
p0191 A77-23521

Analysis of aircraft loading in the case of a
mnltistrut landing gear

p0253 A77-27150
An adjustable spring rate suspension system

p0356 A77-36163
Optimization of an cleo-pneumatic shock absorber

of an aircraft during landing
P0416 A77-U1517

Investigation of an aluminum rolling helix crash
energy absorber
[AD-A012084] p0587 N77-33132

SHOCK DIFFDSERS
0 DIFFOSEBS

SHOCK HEATING
High lift-drag ratio hypersonic tests and flap

heating investigations
[BMVG-FB8T-76-12] p0233 N77-18171

SHOCK LAYERS
Anisotropic radiatively coupled wedge flow

p0002 A77-10218
A thin shcck laypr in three-dimensional hypersonic

flow problems
pOOSO A77-13839

Hypersonic flow with attached shock waves over
plane delta wings

p0195 A77-21518
Supersonic flow about elliptic ccnes with large

semiaxis ratio
p0261 A77-28U02

SHOCK LOADS
NT BLAST LOADS

The shock and vibration digest, volume 9, no. 1
[AD-A035310] p0326 N77-22520

SHOCK BEASDRIBG IBSTBDHEHTS
Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing

shock pulse techniques
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-99U] pOU13 A77-38626

SHOCK BESISTAKCB
HT IHPACT RESISTANCE

SHOCK SPECTBA
The Shock and Vibration bulletin. Part it:

Measurements and criteria development, isolation
and damping
[AD-A033U22] p0233 N77-18185

SHOCK TUBES
Expansion tunnel performance with and without an

electromagnetically opened tertiary diaphragm
pO«U2 A77-10UJI1

SHOCK RAVE GENBBATOBS
NT SHOCK 1DBES
Oscillating delta wings with attached shock waves

pOJb6 A77-J6160
An investigation of a close-coupled canard as a
direct side-force generator on a fighter model
at Bach numbers from 0.10 to 0.90
CNASA-TN-D-8510] - pO«79 N77-281J9

SHOCK RAVE INTERACTION
Nonlinear analysis of flows generated by, the

impulsive motion of a wedge
pOOIS A77-126JO

Application of boundary layer blowing to suppress
strong shock induced separation in supersonic
inlets
[AIAi PAPER 77-1U7] p0161 A77-222Jb

Development of a turbulent boundary layer after
interaction with a shock wave at II = 2-6

p0202 A77-25J26
A novel concept for subsonic inlet boundary-layer
control

p02b6 A77-27617
Transonic normal shock-turbulent boundary layer
interaction in pressure gradient flows
[ASME PAPEB 77-GT-3H] p026J A77-2ab49

Interaction of the rotor blade shock waves in
supersonic compressors with upstream stator vanes
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-93] p0265 A77-2860J

The effect ot sweep on conditions at separation in
turbulent boundary-layer/shoctc-wave interaction

p030b A77-J2191
Blast from moving guns loads on attacking

aircraft
pOilOS A77-3/9»1

Evaluation of turbulence models tor three primary
types of shock-separated boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 77-692] pOlll A77-J8B87

Normal impingement of a supersonic jet on a plane:
A basic study ot shock-interference heating
[AD-A02M511 ] pOOIS N7/-10026

Investigation of normal shock inlets tor highly
maneuverable aircraft
[NASA-CB-137970] p0128 N77-15026

Remarks on the suitability of various transonic
small perturbation equations to describe
three-dimensional transonic flow; examples ot
computations using a fully-conservative rotated
difference scheme three typical shock
interactions
[NLR-BP-75039-U] p0168 N77-1by92

SHOCK RAVE PROFILES
Sonic boom focusing caustic analysis ot
transonic flight

pOOSO A77-1b"411
Methods and problems in the calculation of
transonic flows

p0260 A77-2B366
Shock-wave profiles about hemispherical ncses at

low supersonic Hach numbers
pOJII A77-JJ1B8

SHOCK RAVE PROPAGATION
Investigation of the stability ot a cbannel flow

with a blocking compression shock at transonic
flow rates

pOObO A7/-11U26
The independence of upper and lower wing flows at
supersonic speeds

p0053 A77-msm
Shock wave diffraction by a thin wedge moving at
supersonic speed in the case ot irregular wave
interaction

p011^ A77-181JU
Implicit finite-difference computations ot

unsteady transonic flows about airtoils,
including the treatment of irregular shock-wave
motions
[AIAA PAPEH 77-205] p01<11 A/7-1989/

The formation of a quasi-steady jet inside a
nozzle during the shock starting of the nozzle

p02b1 A77-27U86
Problem ot dispersion of a conical volune of

heated gas
p02b1 A77-2/OB/

Acoustic shock from an aircraft flying along an
arbitrary trajectory in a layered atmosphere
with a three-component wind
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The entropy layer in two-dimensional flows
hypersonic ideal gas flow behind shock wave

p0306 A77-32282
Shock oscillations in transonic flows

p0346 A77-34123
An implicit shock-fitting scheme for unsteady

transonic f lew ccmrutations
[ A I A A 77-633] p0353 A77-35078

Hethod of calculating flows with shock wares -
Application to design of tnrbomachine blade
profiles

p0359 A77-36963
Calculation of radiant cooling of air behind

intense shock waves nsing mean optical
characteristics

p0469 A77-K3993
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of

a wing moving at subsonic speed, in the case of
a weak shock-wave effect on the wing

p0520 A77-47667
On the Doticn of shock waves on an airfoil with

oscillating flap in two-dimensional transonic flow
[NLP-TR-75038-U] p0169 N77-15994

SHOCK RAVES
HT HACH CONES
HT N O R M A L SHOCK RAVES
NT SOHIC BOCHS

Shock wave boundary layer interaction control by
means of vail suction in a supersonic cascade

p0103 J77-17245
Hypersonic gas flow around slender blunt body of

revolution
p0111 A77-17961

Computation of bow shocks in transonic flow
p0261 A77-28390

Inverse computation of profile shapes for given _
transonic flow-configurations with and without
detached bow-shocks in two-dimensional
turbomachinery cascades
[ASSE P J P E R 77-GT-33] p0263 A77-28548

Normal force of a flat delta wing in supersonic flow
pO»16 A77-39694

Have structure and density distribution in a
nonstaticnary gas Jet

pO«45 A77-41270
Improved computational treatment of transonic flow

about swept wings
p0026 N77-10348

Jet noise from jet tiling flow and shock waves
p0234 N77-18997

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume D: Shock-associated noise data
[AD-A032883] p0386 N77-25179

Efficient solution of unsteady transonic flows
about airfoils

p053U N77-31087
SBOBJN

Analysis of the accuracy of operation of the
rangefinding channel of a Shoran system

p0354 A77-35695
SHOBT BABL AIBCBIFT
NT A-300 AIRCBAFT
ST EUROPEAN AIBBOS

Adaptation of the lateral controls for the VFB 611
during the flight tests
[DG1B PAPER 76-221] p0095 A77-16574

The dynamics of STOL /The Daniel and Florence
Guggenheim Lecture/ utility aircraft for
sheet haul service in remote areas
[ICAS PAPEB 76-01] p0117 A77-19247

Energy considerations in aeronautical
transportation /Tbe I. Rupert Turnbnll Lecture/

p0135 A77-19649
Test flying the VFR 614. I - Airfrane development

p0262 A77-28467
Quiet, clean, Short-Hani Experimental Engines

/QCSEE/ - A technology development program
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-109] p0265 A77-28618

The development and evaluation of two segment
approach techniques for aircraft landing
noise reduction

p0401 A77-37716
Small is beautiful, silence is golden low

noise short haul air transportation
POB17 A77-39923

Harket development problems for local service air
carriers

p04U9 A77-41850

Application of powered lift and mechanical tlap
concepts for civil short-haul transport aircraft
design
[AIAf FAPEB 77-1237) pObOl A77-44JJO

Experience gained in adjusting the mathematical
model of the VFW 614 short-haul aircraft by use
of measured eigenfreguencies

p050« A77-1SJS1
Jakowlew Jak-42 - Uncomplicated, reliable,

economical
pObbb A7?-496bJ

Operational requirements for flight control and
navigation systems for short haul transport
aircraft
[NASA-CB-137975] p0178 N77-1 /OJQ

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEE
over-the-wing configurations
[NiSi-Tfl-X-73588] p0182 B77-1706b

Simulator evaluation of optimal thrust
management/fuel conservation strategies for
airbus aircraft on short haul routes
[NASA-CR-151966] p02JO N77-1S1J7

Iind-tunnel results ot the aerodynamic
characteristics ot a 1/8-scaJ.e model of a twin
engine short-haul transport in Langley
V/STOL tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-74011] p0289 N77-^1047

Short haul air passenger data sources in the
United States
[NASA-CB-152671] p0316 N77-220b4

HASA Ames Active Control Aircraft flight
experiments (ACA) program tor short haul
aircraft

POJ29 H77-J2B10
The development of advanced automatic flare and

decrab for powered lift short haul aircraft
using a microwave landing system
[NASA-CB-151918] pOJJJ S77-JJ09J

A study of commuter airplane design optimization
[BASA-CR-154270] pl)490 N77-J9K12

Airframe response to separated flow on the short
haul aircraft VFS 614

pOSJJ H77-J1081
ilvanced turboprop technology development
[SAS1-TB-73729] p0541 »77-J11bb

The dpvelopment of a model for predicting
passenger acceptance of short-haul air
transportation systems
[HASA-CB-145250] pOb89 B77-JJ148

SBOBT BASGE HAVIGATIOH
D SHOBAN
SHOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
NT A-300 AIBCBAFT
NT BBEGDET 941 AIBCBAFT
NT C-15 AIRCRAFT
NT EOEOPEAN AIBBUS
Optimal ride control for the Twin Otter, STOL

aircraft
p0002 A77-10JJ6

The dynamics of STOL /The Daniel and Florence '
Guggenheim Lecture/ utility aircratt for
short haul service in remote areas
[ICiS PAPER 76-01] p0117 A7V-1S^«7

YC-15 development and test highlights
pOlbT A77-J200J

Aeroflot's STOL tnjet
p02S4 A77-^7^14

Recent Canadian technical developments in STOL
p0262 A77-28470

Digital control of high performance aircratt using
adaptive estimation techniques

p0295 A/7-J0480
1C-14 flight test program accelerating

p0312 A77-JJ284
A deflected slipstream aircraft of the sixties
/Breguet 941/ and its contribution to the
solution of some STOL problems
[AIAA 77-565] pOJ47 A77-J4927

The Advanced Hedinn Short Take Off and Handling
Transport prototype and development programs
[AIAA 77-566] p0347 A77-3492B

Practical aspects of commercial STOL operations
[AIAA 77-567] pUJ48 A/7-J4S29

Military airlift application of STOL technology
[AIAA 77-568] pOJ48 A77-349JO

Becent research on powered-lift STOL ground effects
[AIAA 77-574] pU348 A77-J49J4

Operational and performance criteria tor STOL
aircraft landings in low visibility weather
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conditions
[ A I A ? 77-577] p03Q8 477-3"4936

Development of the circulation control wing to
provide STOL potential for high performance
aircraft
[ A I A A 77-578] p0348 A77-311937

Fluctuating loads on the flap surfaces of an
externally-blown-flap configuration
[ M A A 77-589] p0350 A77-3II916

Plight evaluation of flight-path control required
for the approach and landing of STOL aircraft
[ A I A J 77-6091 p0351 A77-3i(960

Design of avionics for the AHST Advance Medium
Stol Transport aircraft

p0396 A77-37107
DASH-7 silent STOL for FAB-25 certification flight

test
pO«06 A77-38008

A two-level adaptive controller for application to
flight control systems
[ A I A A 77-1092] pOU56 A77-U2797

Investigation of the vulnerability of powered-lift
STOL's to wind shear
[ A I A A 77-1120] pO«58 A77-U3153

XP-19 EW suite
pO<466 A77-43393

OTW noise correlation for several nozzle/wing
geometries using a 5:1 slot nozzle »ith external
deflectors Over The Ring configurations

p0505 A77-1H161
Interim ncise correlation for some OTW

configurations using external jet-flow deflectors
engine Over The Hing

[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1317] p0566 A77-51072
Over-the-wing model thrnst reverser noise tests

C A I A A P A P E B 77-1318] p0566 A77-51073
Three-component measurements on a model of a light

STOL aircraft with chordwise blowing
[ESA-TT-299] p0022 H77-10052

Advanced transcnic aerodynamic technology
p0027 H77-10365

f flight investigation of piloting techniques and
crosswind limitations during visual STOL-type
landing operations
[NASA3TB-D-8284] p0030 B77-11001

Simulation of an automatically-controlled STOL
aircraft in a microwave landing system multipath
environment
[ N A S A - T H - X - 7 3 1 5 4 ] p0037 H77-11063

Wind tunnel investigation of internally blown
jet-flap STCL airplane model
[NASA-TB-D-8309] p0064 N77-11995

Identification of minimum acceptable
characteristics for manual STOL flight path
control. Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A0292U9/0] p0081 N77-13068

Identification of minimum acceptable
characteristics for manual STOL flight path
control. Volume 3: Detailed analyses and
tested vehicle characteristics
[AD-A029250/8] p0081 H77-13069

STOLAND
[NASA-CB-137972] p0123 N77-1Q019

STOL developments
p0127 B77-1H986

Control methods for aiding a pilot during STOL
engine failure transients
[NASA-CB-149280] p0131 N77-150U9

Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
variable-pitch 1.83-meter-(6-ft) diameter
1.20-pressure-ratio fan stage (QF-9)
[NASA-TS-D-8402] p0223 N77-18051

Thrust reverser design studies for an
over-the-wing STOL transport
[BASA-CB-151958] p0239 H77-19071

In-flight simulation study of decoupled
longitudinal controls for the approach and
landing of a STOL aircraft
[NASA-CB-2710] p0292 H77-21099

Airworthiness criteria development for
powered-lift aircraft: A program summary
[NASA-CB-2791] p033U B77-23097

Thrust augmentor application for STOL and V/STOL
[NASA-TH-X-73241 ] p0366 N77-2U098

Interior and exterior fuselage noise measured on
N A S A ' s C-8a angientor wing jet-STOL research
aircraft
[NASA-TH-I-73235] p0371 B77-24137

On-water motion relationships study
[AD-A0353U<O p0385 N77-2S165

Seal-time manned simulation of advanced terminal
area guidance concepts for short-haul operations
[NASA-TB-D-8499] pOMBS N77-29111

Development of an integrated configuration
management/flight director system for piloted
STOL approaches
[HASA-CF-2883] p052S B77-3U132

An in-flight simulation of approach and landing of
a STOL transport with adverse ground effect
[BASA-CB-151875] p05J8 N77-311J3

ABPV system/design trade study. Volume 4: Launch
and recovery
[AD-A039591] p0540 B77-31T46

Life cycle cost reduction techniques associated
with Advanced Hedium STOL Transport (AHST)
[AD-AOM2880] p0581 N77-32141

Wind tunnel and analytical investigation of
over-the-wing propulsion/air frame interferences
for a short-haul aircraft at Hach numbers from
0.6 to 0.78 conducted in the Lewis 8 by 6
foot tunnel
[SASA-CB-2905] pOS86 N77-JJ11II

Longitudinal handling qualities during approach
and landing of a powered lift STOL aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-6214U] p0590 N77-JJ151

Evaluation of composite wing for XFV-12A airplane
[AD-A041208] p0590 H77-JJ152

YC-1U control system redundancy
p0597 N77-JJ214

SBOBT WAVE BADIATIOH
NT HILLIHETEB WAVES
NT SUBHILLIHETEB WAVES
SHBODDED BODIES
0 SHBOUDS

SHBODDED IOZZLES
Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations
for noise reduction in tnrbofan and turbojet
aircraft. Volume 3: Shrouded slot nozzle
configurations
[AD-A041782] p0593 N77-JJ179

SHBOODED PBOPELLEBS
The shrouded tail rotor 'Fenestron1

p0466 A77-4JJ67
SHBOODS

Dependence of the drag coefficient of a parachute
on the number of shroud lines

p019J A77-2J857
SHORTS
U BYPASSES
SHUTTLE AVIOBICS IHTEGBATIOB LABOBATOBI
0 SAIL PBOJECT
SHDTTLE OBBITEBS
U SPACE SBDTTLE OEBITEBS
SIC (COEFFICIENT)
D STBDCTDBAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
SID (IOHOSFHEBIC DISTURBANCES)
U SODDEN IONOSPHEBIC DISTUBBANCES
SIDE-LOOKING BADSB
BT BADAB IHAGEBY

A change detection and classification system for
side-look radar images

p0397 A77-37122
SIDESLIP

Aerodynamics of sideslipping delta wings at
incidence with leading-edge separation

pOOSI A77-14SS8
Side forces on a tangent ogive forebody with a
fineness ratio of 2.5 at high angles of attack
and low speed
[NASA-TH-I-73176] p022J B77-18053

SI6BT
0 VISUAL PEBCEPTION
SIGNAL ANALYSIS

Inter-noise 76; Proceedings of the International
Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
Washington, D.C., April 5-7, 1976

p0149 A77-20629
A method for analysis of electrostatic probe
signals relating to Jet-engine microdistresses
[AD-A038528] p0492 N77-29164

SIGNAL DEJECTION
NT COBBELATION DETECTION
Some relationships between observation and access

in reconnaissance and surveillance
p0295 A77-30482

Performance of a square law psendonoise ranging
time-of-arrival estimator
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p035t A77-358M
Nev theoretical approaches to the 3amming and

multipath problems in aeronautical
communication-navigation systems

p0395 A77-37371
SIGBAL DISTORTION

The switched clearance system - ft new approach to
ILS clearance signal generation

pOIOI A77-37719
SIGNAL ENCODING

Experimental image compression subsystem /EICS/
two-way aircraft laser image transmission

p0269 A77-28969
ADSEL - t selective address secondary surveillance

radar
pO«02 A77-37722

SIGBAL PADEODT
0 SIGNAL FADI8G

SIGBAL FADING
Application of space diversity techniques to

landing guidance systems to circumvent
reflection induced signal fading

pO«03 A77-37734
SIGHAL GENERATORS

The switched clearance system - A new approach to
ILS clearance signal generation

pO"01 A77-37719
Doppler MIS signal processing

pO"02 A77-37730
Video generation and control system

["SD-A033653] p0373 N77-2H157
SIGBAL HESSDBEHBNT

Antenna tilting experiments over radar microwave
links
[1D-A036727] pOU95 N77-29316

SIGNAL HIXIHG
A new mixer design for 1UO-220 GHz

p0311 A77-33206
SIGBAL PROCESSING

Aircraft identification by moment invariants
p0155 A77-21683

Hicroprocessor-based multichannel flutter monitor
using dynaaic strain gags signals

p02"13 A77-26839
Digital control of high performance aircraft using

adaptive estimation techniques
p0295 A77-30»80

New theoretical approaches to the jamming and
multipath problems in aeronautical
communication-navigation systems

p0395 A77-37371
Precision angle measurement in Doppler MLS

p0402 A77-37728
Doppler MLS signal processing

pO»02 A77-37730
Hodular high accuracy tracker for dual channel

laser floppier velocimeter
pOU70 A77-1I1301

Data item description for acquisition of detailed
performance characteristics and signal tracing
diagrams for electronics
[AD-A026953] p0123 B77-11021

An Extended range Sensor Package (ESP)
[AD-A027850] p0177 N77-17025

Moving target detector, an improved signal processor
p0325 N77-22360

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of on route sensor signals. Volume 1:
Summary of results, system definition, radar
processing
[HD-A038U91/7] pO«27 N77-26115

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 2:
Eeacon processing investigation
CAD-A038092/5] pO«27 H77-26116

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 3:
Appendices
[AD-A038U93/3] pO<»27 N77-26117

Comparison of th«s perforaance of the moving target
detector and the radar video digitizer
[AD-AOitO«72] cO«95 N77-29318

A-7 airborne Light Optical Fiber Technology
(ALOFT) demonstration project
[AD-A038U55] pO«97 N77-29952

SIGBAL TO NOISE RATIOS
Signal-treatment methods during aircraft-engine

inspection based on vibroacoustic noises
pOOOS A77-11603

A recursive on-line estimation method with
application to aircraft dynamics parameter
identification

pOOSI A77-150JJ
Analysis of noise during aero-electrical

prospecting by the method of transient processes
p0313 A77-3J5U5

Surface roughness measurements by using
low-resolution FM-cs radar altimeters

pOibl A77-18J77
Determination of antenna radiation patterns, radar
cross sections and Jam-to-signal ratios by
flight tests

pOJ69 B77-2112J
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
NT DATA TRANSMISSION
SI IONOSPHEBIC PROPAGATION
BT 1ICROHAVE ATTEBOATIOB
NT HICB08AVE TBABSBISSIOB
RT HBLTIPATH TRANSMISSION
BT PCH TELEHETBY
NI BADAB TBANSBISSION
BT RADIO TELEHETRY
BT BADIO TBANSBISSION
BT SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
NT TELEMETBY
SIGH&TOBES
BT MAGNETIC SIGBATORES
BI MISSILE SIGNATDBES
BT RADAR SIGNATURES
SIKOBSKY AIBCBAFT
NT CH-5« HELICOPTER
BT H-53 HELICOPTER
NT S-61 HELICOPTER
NT OH-60A HELICOPTER
BT OH-61A HELICOPTER

Survivability of the Army/Sikorsky YOH-60A
helicopter

p02M1 A77-268b7
The basic flying characteristics of the Rotor

Systems Research Aircraft
[AHS 77-33-13] pOU^O A77-I40074

Sirframe design of the S-76 helicopter
[AHS 77-33-85] pO«22 A77-0009U

Inflight Botor Stability Monitor for Sikorsky
aircraft

p0288 I77-210J9
SIKORSKY S-61 HELICOPTEB
0 S-61 HELICOPTEB

SIKOBSKY S-64 HELICOPTER
0 CH-51 BELICOPTEB
SIKOBSKY S-6S HELICOPTBB
0 H-53 HELICOPTEB
SILICATES
NT FLOOBOSILICATES
SILICIDES

NS-D coating process development for colnnbium
alloy airfoils
[AD-A025797] * p0073 N77-121J9

SILICO1 CARBIDES
Technology development of a CVD silicon carbide

radial turbine rotor
[AD-A031S95] pOd26 N7J-22U91

SILICOS COBPODNDS
NT FLOOBOSILICATES
NT SILICIDES
HI SILICON CABBIDES
SILICON POLYBEBS
NT SILICONES i
SILICONS BOBBEB

Trapped rubber processing for advanced composites
[S8E PAPEB EB76-172] pU563 A77-51009

SILICONES
A corrosion protection system for berylliom in

aircraft brake applications
pOJOB A77-32610

Status of silicones as fire-resistant military
aircraft hydraulic fluids

pOJ59 A77-36791
Lubrication of mcroDecbanisns under severe
conditions and application of silicone fluids
with low surface tension

p02J3 B77-18a<IO
Evaluation of a red-silicone-coated Visual

Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) lens
[AD-A035101/1] p0291 N77-2107J

SI8ICOB (IMAGE COBBBLATOB)
0 I M A G E COBBELATOBS
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SIMILARITY THEOBEH
Hypersonic flow in converging conical channel

p0112 A77-17971
Analysis of the turbulent Hake of a cascade airfoil

p0256 A77-27616
SIHULATBD ALTITUDE

0 AITITODE SIMULATION
SIHD1ATIOH

HT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
NT ALTITUDE SIMULATION
NT ANALOG SIMULATION
BT A T M O S P H E R I C ENTRY SIMULATION
NT COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
NT CONTROL S I M U L A T I O N
NT DIGITAL SIBDLATI ON
NT E N V I R O N M E N T SIMULATION
NT EXHAUST FLOW SIBDLATION
NT FLIGHT SIHOLATION
NT HHEOELECTRICAI S IMULATION
NT T H E R M A L S IMULATION

Theoretical and experimental simulation methods
for external store separation trajectories

p0063 N77-11981
SIMULATOR TBAINING

U TRAINING SIMULATORS
SIMULATORS

NT COCKPIT SIMULATORS
NT CONTROL SIMULATION
NT FLIGHT SIMULATORS
NT MOTION S I M U L A T O R S
NT TARGET SIHULATORS
NT T R A I N I N G SIMUIATOHS

The AN/6RM-99 Dynamic Loran Inertial Simulator
p0196 A77-21596

Development and tests of a simulator for a
pendulum accelerometer
[LRBA-E-110-N1-32/SYE] p0082 N77-13079

A simulator to produce narrowband nultipath
effects on L-band aircraft-to-satellite signals
[PB-263621/9] p037» N77-2H372

SIMULTANEOUS IMAGE CORRELATOR
U IMAGE CORRELATORS

SINE SEBIES
Calculation of lift and induced drag f r o m sparse

span loading data
p0199 A77-2U9IIO

SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
The resolvent of singular integral equations

of kernel functions in mixed boundary value
problems

p0299 A77-31185
Generalized Theodorsen solution for singular

integral equations of the airfoil class
p0507 A77-UU946

SINGULARITY (HATHBHATICS)
Derivation of an integral equation for transonic

flotis
p0163 A77-22685

Recent improvements in surface singularity methods
for the flow field analysis abo'nt
two-dimensional airfoils
[ A I A A 77-641] p0353 A77-35085

Supersonic wave drag for nonplanar singularity
distributions

p0356 A77-36171
SINKS

NT HEAT SINKS
SINTERING

Effect of the environment en some properties of
sintered frictional materials aircraft wheel
brake materials

pOUOQ A77-37778
SITES

NT LANDING SITES
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

Hhat is the right size for RPVs?
[HBB-DFE-1272-0] p0383 N77-25151

SIZING (SHAPING)
Resizing procedure for structures under combined

mechanical and thermal loading
p0002 A77-10210

Computer graphics in sizing and analysis of
aircraft structures

p0257 A77-27868
SIZING (SURFACE TREATMENT)

Preliminary sizing and performance evaluation of
supersonic cruise aircraft
[NJSA-TH-X-73936] p0033 N77-11031

SKIDDING
Status of runway slipperiness research

p0227 N77-1B092
Studies of friction and wear characteristics ot
various wires tor wire-brush skids
[NASA-TS-D-8517] pObJ8 N77-J11JII

SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
Environmentally controlled fatigue tests of box

beams with built-in flaws
[AIAA 77-475] p(J207 A77-2S775

Toward integrated structural design with advanced
composites F-16 graphite-epoxy empennage skins
[ASME EAPER 76-WA/AERO-11 ] p0213 A77-<!6106

In-flight crack detection system tor the C-1J5
lower center wing skin

p0212 A77-^680J
Selection of a method for calculating skin
developments of ruled aircraft surfaces

pOJOl A77-JH162
Design and fabrication of graphite-epoxy bolted

wing skin splice specimens
[NASA-CH-1U5216] pObJO B77-J0180

A study of the charge and current induced on an
aircraft in an EHP simulator facility. Part 1:
The formulation. Part 2: The singularity
expansion method. Part 3: The numerical results
[AD-A039507] pObllb N77-J1J8M

SKIN FRICTION
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
Skin friction on a tlat perforated acoustic liner

p0006 A77-1J729
Effects of vorticity amplification in
two-dimensional and axisymmetric
stagnation-point flows
[AIAA PAPER 77-92] pOU9 A77-19821

Total head/static measurements of skin friction
and surface pressure

p02M1 A77-267J7
Experimental study of error sources in
skin-friction balance measurements

p0262 A77-2B487
Mixing length in the wall region of turbulent

boundary layers
pOJOS J77-J219J

The effect of sweep on conditions at separation in
turbulent boundary-layer/shock-wave interaction

pOJOb A77-321VU
Form drag, skin friction, and vortex shedding

frequencies for subsonic and transonic
crossflows on circular cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 77-687] p(M61 A77-J703U

SKIBTS
The design and operating features of Vosper
Thornycroft skirts

pOlOO A77-170J8
SKICBAIE HELICOPTER
U CH-51 HELICOPTEB

SKYHABK AIRCRAFT
U A-U AIRCRAFT

SLABT PERCEPTION
U SPACE PERCEPTION
SLEDS
NT ROCKET EROPBLLBD SLEDS

SLEBDEB BODIES
NT SLENDER CONES
Hypersonic gas flow around slender blunt body of
revolution

pOIII A77-17961
The turbulent wake behind slender propeller-driven

bodies at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 77-133] p0161 A77-222JU

The theory of curvilinear unsteady motion of a
slender lifting body in a gas

P0192 A77-2J/SB
The Reierstrass condition in optimal problems in
the supersonic gasdynamics of weakly
inhomogeneous flows slender body drag
reduction

pOJ09 A77-J28Sb
Unsteady linearized transonic flow analysis tor
slender bodies

pOt"l<i A77-10BJO
steady linearized aerodynamics. II - Supersonic

pOUUb A//-U126H
Theoretical method for calculation of body and
wing-body configuration coefficients up to
extremely high angles of attack
[BHVG-FBBT-"»6-10] p0^2« «77-1BUb8
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Experimental measurements of the turbulent
boundary layer on a yawed, spinning slender body
[AD-A035269J p0380 B77-25109

The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in
a tempera ture stratified fluid
[ A D - A O H 0 8 U 7 ] p0535 H77-31099

SLEHDEE COSES
A thin shock layer in three-dimensional hypersonic

flow problens
pOOSO A77-13839

Contribution to the theory of ansymnetric
supersonic gas flow past a sharp-noseS body of
revolution

p0303 A77-31932
SIBHDEB HIBGS

NT INFINITE SPAB BINGS
Free vortex sheets

p001i( A77-12559
On the not-so-slender wing theory

p<>163 A77-22679
Application of distributed boosters for

control surfaces in slender wings
p025H All-27159

Applications of an improved nonlinear lifting-line
theory

p0256 A77-27618
Energy and economic trade offs for advanced

technology subsonic aircraft
p0271 A77-29Q71

Honliaear aerodynamic characteristics of slender
wings of arbitrary planform

p0296 A77-30556
(linimal-drag slender wings

p0296 A77-30557
Effec t of angle of attack and Hach number on

slender wing aerodynamics application to
space shuttle
[ A I A A PAPER 77-667] p0361 A77-37021

load distributions on slender delta wings having
vortex flow

pOIOS A77-37912
Development of an aerodyanmic theory capable of

predicting surface loads on slender wings with
vortex flow

p0217 N77-13000
The behavior of a conical vortex sheet on a

slender wing near the leading edge
[ABC-B/H-3790] p0379 H77-25102

A new method to calculate the vortex strength and
location of slender wings with flow separation

pO<!71 B77-28066
An assessment of the accuracy of subsonic

linearized theory for the design of warped
slender wings
[ABC-CP-1321I] pO<476 N77-28110

Systematic pressure distribution and force
measurements of two yawed slender wings
[IFD-2/76/1] pOS25 N77-30095

A method for calculating flow around a yawed
slender wing at small angle of attack
[IFD-1/76] p0525 H77-30096

Sonplanar wing load-line and slender wing theory
[NASA-CB-2861] p0535 H77-31094

SLIDING
Status of runway slipperiness research

p0227 877-18092
SLIDING FBICIION

Influence of the lubricant inertia on the
stability of a rotor in short sliding bearings

p0202 A77-25178
Sear formulation for aircraft brake material

sliding against steel
p0356 A77-36202

SLIPS1BBAHS
NT PBOPBLLEB SLIPSTBBABS

An alternative analytical method for ground-effect
aerofoils

pOOHS A77-13H99
SLOPES

NT GLIDE PATHS
SLOI ABTBBBAS

A slotted waveguide antenna as a marker beacon for
aircraft
[NLB-HP-75027-U-BEV] p0382 N77-25111

SLOTS
NT SIFG SLOTS

Film cooling with injection through slots
pOOOl A77-10773

Oblique slot blowing into a supersonic laminar
boundary layer

P0107 A 7 7 - l 7 u ^ n
Investigation of slot cooling for high-speed

aircraft
[lD-A02im6] p0037 N77-110t>1

SLOTTED ABTEBBAS
0 SLOT A H T E N B A S

SHALL PEBTDBBATIOH PLOS
Implicit finite-difference computations of

unsteady transonic flows about airfoils,
including the treatment ot irregular sbcck-vave
motions
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-205] p O l f l l A7/ -19S9/

An approximate calculation of the strong
interaction on a transonic airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEfi 77-210] p01»2 A77-19900

Small unsteady perturbations of a permanent
one-dimensional flow pattern
[ O H E H A , TP NO. 1976-156] p O J b O A77-J /021

Parabolic-series method for transonic wedge flow
pOJII A77-JJ187

Application of finite element approach to
transonic flow problems

pflb19 A77-l|7bJ9
Analysis of transonic flow over lifting and

oscillating airfoils
POS20 A77-17b«2

The role of the boundary layer in supersonic
pressure perturbations along a weak wavy wall

pObbO A7/-1B290
SHORE

SmoKe emission of aircraft seat materials
p0108 A77-17H82

Preliminary study of smoke formed in the
combustion of various Jet fuels

p026S A77-29U68
Smoke generator
[NASA-lASF-AEC-10905-1 ] pOOSI M77-1J11B

SHORE ABATEHEHT
Reduction of exhaust smoke from gas-turbine
engines by using fuel emulsions. II
[HSS/CI PAPEH 76-311] pO«67 A77-1J598

TCH aircraft piston engine emission reduction
program

pUIBb N77-1/012
SHORE TBAILS

Some observations of the behaviour of the vortex
wake of a VC10 aircraft

pOtOO A77-3771J
SHOOTBIHG
NT DATA SHCOTHIBG

SHEAR CIBCOIt AHALISIS
Sneak circuit analysis of military systems

p0097 A77-167J^
Sneak circuit analysis application to control
system design

pOJ76 N77-25U67
SIO» AEBIAL APPLICATOB AIBCBAFT S-2B
0 5-2 AIBCEAFT
SB01 AIBCBAFT
NT S-2 AIBCBAFT
SBOI COVEB

Iinter-related service operations on airports
p0158 A77-22117

The performance of the null-reference glide-slope
system in the presence of deep snow, 1975 - 1976
(AD-AOH1139] pOH90 H77-291«

SBOI S-2 AIBCBAFT
0 S-2 AIBCBAFT

SOCIAL FACTORS
Interactions of technology and society: Impacts
of improved airtransport. A study of airports
at the grass roots in rural communities
[NASA-CK-2871] p05J2 N77-J1005

SOCIOLOGI-
ST SOCIAL FACTOHS

SOFT LABOIIG
Analytical designing of soft-landing systems for

random scatter of initial conditions and
structural parameters

p0301 A77-J2079
Analytic design of flight vehicle alighting gear

with random scatter of initial conditions and
structural parameters

pO«69 A77-M0079
An alternate recovery system tor the Agnila

mini-BPV soft landing
A77-07J«b
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SOFT BECOVEBY SUBJECT INDEX

SOFT BECOVEEI
0 SOFT LAHDIHG

SOFT1ABB (COBPOTEBS)
0 COBPDTEB P B O G B f H S
3 CCHPOTEB SISTERS PF.OGBAHS

SOIL RECBABICS
Landing gear/soil interaction development of

criteria for aircraft operation on soil during
turning and multipass operations
[AD-A027422] p0121 N77-11008

SOILS
NT SANDS

Expedient structural sandwich soil surfacing of
fiberglass reinforced polyester and pclyarethane
foan
[ A D - A 0 3 8 q i 7 ] p04BO N77-28149

SOLAB iZlBOTB
0 f Z I H D T H

SOLiB COLLECTOBS
Georgia Tech high temperature solar test facility

P0556 877-19745
SOLAB BNEBGY

Energy and aerospace /Sixty-fifth Wilbur and
Orville Bright Memorial Lecture/ aerospace
contributions to energy conservation

p0357 A77-36431
SOLAB FOBHACES

Georgia Tech high temperature solar test facility
p0556 A77-U9745

SOLDSBED JOINTS
Technology of manufacturing aircraft honeycomb

structures /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Russian book

p0110 A77-17725
SOLID LOBBICANTS

Ceramic airframe bearings
[ A D - A 0 2 E 1 U 2 ] P0074 N77-12420

SOLID PBOPEL1AHTS
HT COBPOSITE PEOPELLAHTS

SOLID BOTATIOH
0 ROTATING BODIES

SOLID STATE DEVICES
HT AVALfNCBE DIODES
NT C H A E G E COOPLED DEVICES
HT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Future trends in Air Force aircraft electrical
power distribution and control
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-493] p0194 A77-23912

Solid state light emitting displays
p0560 A77-50623

BECOH 6: t real-time, wide-angle, solid-state
reconnaissance camera system for high-speed,
low-altitude aircraft

p0187 N77-17281
Study and design of flight data recording systems

for military aircraft Hicroprocessing flight
data for solid state memory storage
[AD-A028662] p0187 N77-17446

Transient suppression modification for instrument
landing system AN/GBN-27(v) (solid state
instrument landing system (SSILS))
[AD-A033710] p0333 N77-23085

Eadar microwave link pilot system upgrade and
evaluation
[AD-A037198] p037l( N77-24336

Solid state vertical scale indicator for engine
performance indication
[AD-A036154] p0387 N77-25181

SOLIDIPICATIOB
Thermal stability of transition metal monocarbide

fibers in refractory composites prepared by
unidirectional solidification
[ O N E B A , IP HO. 1977-62] p0515 A77-47136

SOLDTIOHS
NT GAS MIJTQBES

SONAB
NT SOHOBOOYS

HATASS - floored Airship Towed Array Sonar System
[ A I A A 77-1190] p0448 A77-41760

SONIC BOORS
Sonic boon focusing caustic analysis of

transonic flight
p0090 A77-16114

Portable R wave generators of different power for
simulation of sonic booms
[ISL-B-123/75]' p0074 N77-12833

Publications in acoustics and noise control from
the H A S A Langley Besearch Center during 1940-1976
[NASA-TN-I-7110U2] p0440 H77-27877

Two problems that arise in the generation and
propagation of sonic booms. 1: Flow tield in
the plane of symmetry below a delta wing. 2-
Focusing of an acoustic pulse at an arete

SOHIC FLOi
0 TBAHSOBIC FLOW

SOHOBOOYS
Precise positioning of sonobuoys using AME and DUE
technigues --- Angle Measuring and Distance
Beasuring Equioment in antisubmarine warfare

pOb72 A77-bl196
S008D AMPLIFICATION

Amplification of jet noise through engine noise
[DGLB PAPEB 76-162] p0092 A/7-165J8

SOOHD FIELDS
Investigation of transient processes in a

perforated useful length of a wind tunnel
pO.^97 A77-30S79

Simultaneous characterization of ]et noise sources
and acoastic field by a new application ot
conditional sampling
[AIAA FAPEE 77-1349] pOb69 A77-b1102

SODHD GEBEBATOBS
The influence of vortex shedding on the generation

of sound by convected turbulence
poooi A/7-ioia;

Sound shielding on an engine model and comparison
with theory
[DGLB IAPEB 76-163] pUOSI A77-1657J

Three-dimensional analysis of blade force and
sound generation for an annular cascade in
distorted flows

p02t>7 f77-2780<!

Portable N wave generators ot different power for
simulation of sonic booms
[ISL-B-123/75] p0074 N77-128J3

Hoise response of cavities of varying dimensions
at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TS-D-8351 ] p0126 N77-14817

Basic aerodynamic noise theory --- sound
generation and propagation

p02J4 NV7-18996
Experimental studies of the noise produced in a

supersonic nozzle by upstream acoustic and
thermal disturbances
[PB-264933/3] p048J N77-28914

SOOBD INTENSITI
Calculation of curves of constant equivalent

levels of enduring sound for implementation ot
the aircraft noise protection law - Hethods and
preliminary results

p0090 A77-16117
SOOBD LOCALIZATION

A computer program for the identification of
helicopter impulsive noise sources
[NASA-CE-151997] pOIUO N77-^7879

SOOHD HEASOBERENT
0 ACOUSTIC MEASOBEBENTS

SOOHD PBBCEPTION
0 AODITOBY PEBCEPTION

SODHD PBESSOBE
Sonic boom focusing --- caustic analysis of

transonic flight
pOOSO A77-16H1I1

Application of the method of causality to the
study of noise from a subsonic jet

p0106 A77-17J49
Structural acoustic considerations for aircraft

P0150 A77-20633
Surface pressure fluctuation measurements in

attached transitional/turbulent boundary layers
at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 77-113] p0161 A77-22228

Optimum acoustic design of free-running low speed
propellers
[AIAA PAPEE 77-1248] p0502 A77-44JJ7

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a
tnrbofan engine using coherence functions
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1277] p056b A77-5103S

Acoustic loads on upper-surface-blown powered-lift
systems
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1363] p0569 A77-51115

Semiempirical airframe noise prediction model and
evaluation with flight data
[HASA-Tn-X-56011] p0086 H77-1J791

Pan noise --- from turbofan engines
p0234 N77-18999
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SUBJECT IBDEX SEACECBAFT TBAJECTOBIBS

SOOBD PBOPAGATIOB
A finite element algorithm for sound propagation

in ausymmetr ic ducts containing compressible
mean f low
[ A I J A P A P E B 77-1301] p0565 A77-51057

SOOHD RAVES
IT A E P O D Y B A B I C HOISE
NT AIBCEAFT NOISE
IT ENGINE BOISE
NT JET AIRCBAFT BOISE
NT SOCKET E N G I N E NOISE
NT SONIC BOOBS
The engine-over-the-wing noise problem

p0257 A77-27806
Optimal one-section and two-section circular

sound-absorbing duct liners for plane-wave and
monopole sources without flov
[NASA-TB-D-8318] p0133 S77-15790

Acoustically swept rotor
[SASA-CASE-ABC-11106-1] p0538 B77-31130

SODBDIHG
NT ACOUSTIC SOUNDING
SOVIET OHION
0 O.S.S.R.
SPACE BIOLOGY
D EXOBIOLOGY
SPACE CAPSULES
NT ESCAPE CAPSULES

SPACE COBHONICATION
NT SPACECRAFT COHSONICATICB
SPACE DIVERSITY
0 RECEPTION DIVERSITY
SPACE ENVIBONBBNT
0 AIPOSPACE ENVIBONHENTS '

SPACE FLIGHT
BT HYP3HSONIC EEEBTBY
NT BANNED SPACE ILIGBT
RT SPACECRAFT REENTRY
SPACE LIB

Beyond supersonic transport
[IAF PAPER ISL-76-66] pOOOS A77-10972

SPACE MISSIONS
Deatsche Gesellschaft fner Luft- und Raumfahrt,

Yearbook 1975. Volumes 182
p0115 A77-18600

Soviet space activities in 1976
p0212 A77-26293

Single pass Doppler positioning for Search and
Rescue satellite missions

p0571 A77-51186
SPACE NAVIGATION

In overview of Viking navigation
p0502 A77-it»it27

SPACE PERCEPTION
Flight test evaluation of slant Visual

Range/'pfroach Light Contact Height (SVB/ALCH)
measurement system
[AD-A038183/0] pOU27 B77-26113

SPACE PBOGBAHS
BT EUROPEAN SPACI PROGRAMS
NT D.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAB
SPACE SBOTTLE OBBITEES

Effect of angle of attack and Hach nunber on
slender wing aerodynamics application to
space shuttle
[AIAA PAPER 77-667] p0361 A77-37021

Bated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for the 0.01 scale model TE 1065 (Boeing
7147-100) of the 717 CAB and the 0.0105 scale
model (13-0) of the space shuttle orbiter in the
BASA Langley V/STOL transition research wind
tunnel (CA8), volume 3
[NASA-CB-117613] p0131 B77-15083

Results of flutter test OS6 obtained using the
0.11-scale wing/elevon model (51-0) in the NASA
LaRC 16-foot transonic dynamics wind tunnel
TNASA-CR-151056] p0292 B77-21177

Dynamic stability characteristics of the
combination space shuttle orbiter and ferry
vehicle
[NASA-T1-X-3197] p037ll N77-21169

Analysis of separation of the space shuttle
orbiter frcm a large transport airplane
[NASA-Tfl-lt-3192] p0388 N77-25189

SPACE SHUTTLES
Emergency escape from shuttle vehicles

p0557 A77-19935
Space shuttle engineering and operations support.

Avionics systeo engineering

[SASA-CR-151361] p03B8 117
Space sbnttle program: Lightning protection
criteria document
[BASA-1S-71971] pOb98 B77-JJ252

SPACE SURVEILLANCE
A3ROSAT system for oceanic ATC communication

and surveillance
pOOSI A7/-15129

SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBOBBE)
Hicrovave holographic imaging of aircraft with
spaceborne illuminating source

pOSJI B77-J01J9
SPACE SYSTEBS ENGINEERING
0 AE3OSPACE EBGIREEBING

SPACE TBABSSOBTATIOB
Beyond supersonic transport
[IAF PAPEB ISL-76-66] pOOOS A77-10972

SPACE TRABSEOBTATIOH SISTEB
NT SPACE SBOTTLE OBBITERS
BI SPACE SHUTTLES

SPACE VEHICLE CONTBOL
0 SPACECRAFT CONTROL

SPACECBAFT COBBOHICATIOB
Communications with aircraft via satellite

pOISI A77-2112J
L-band antenna for aircraft-to-satellite
communications for Aerosat system

pOSSO A77-18J62
A simulator to produce narrowband multipath

effects on L-band aircraft-to-satellite signals
[PB-263621/9] p0371 N/7-21J72

An array technigue for zenith to horizon coverage
[AD-A035503] pOJB9 N77-2bJ92

SPACECBAFT COHPOBEBTS
BT SPACECRAFT BODOLES
Fokker-VFi Netherlands space projects

p0117 A77-20377
SPACECBAFT CONSTBDCTIOS BATEEI6LS

Stainless steels and alloys in air and space-craft
p0109 Af7-17t>10

Rohrbond high strength Ti alloy joining method
for thrust engines, airframe and space structures
[SBE PAPER AD76-280] p0563 A77-5101S

SPACBCBJFT CONTBOL
Spacecraft flight control with the new phase space

control law and optimal linear Jet select
[AIAA 77-1071] p0155 A77-«^781

SPACECRAFT DESIGN
Dual-spin spacecraft dynamics under conditions of

a rotating unbalanced platform and rotor asymmetry
[IAF P»PER 76-019] pU005 A77-10882

Influence of structural dynamics on vehicle design
- Government view of aerospace vehicles
[AIAA 77-138] p0209 A77-2S798

Recent advances in computerized aerospace
structural analysis and design

p0298 A77-JOB7J
SPACECRAFT LANDING
NT BARS LANDING
SPACECRAFT LAUNCHING

Launch risk analysis
p0559 A77-S01bJ

SPACECBAFT RODOLBS
Development of a self contained heat rejection

module, phase 2 and 3
[NASA-CR-151109] p0072 N/7-1^068

SPACECRAFT EBOPULSION
NASA 30,000 hour test demonstration of closed
Brayton cycle reliability
[AIAA PAPER 77-199] p0191 A77-2J917

SPACECBAFT BEENtBY
Self-adaptive difference method for the effective
solution of computationally complex problems of
boundary layer theory
[DGLH PAPEB 76-185] p0091 A77-16561

SPACECRAFT BELIABILITY
Space shuttle engineering and operations support.

Avionics system engineering
[NASA-CB-151361] pOJ88 N77-^52J6

SPACECBAFT SHIELDING
Space shuttle program: Lightning protection
criteria document
[BASA-TB-71971] p0598 B77-JJ252

SPACECBAFT STRUCTURES
High intensity noise testing of panels

p0211 A77-26011
SPACECBAFT TBAJECTOBIBS

An overview of Viking navigation
pOS02 A77-U1127
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SPACELAB PAYLOADS SOBJECT INDEX

SPACELAB PAY10ADS
NT POINTING CCNTBOL SYSTEMS
SPACING
NT AIRCRATT APPROACH SPACING

Longitudial separation' analysis of the central
east pacific track system
[ A D - A O U C 7 5 9 ] • pOU88 N77-29117

SPILLING
Evaluation of scratch-and spall-resistant

windshields
[AD-A038849] p0491 N77-29146

SPANilSB BLOVING
N T BLOWING

Lift augmentation on a moderately swept wing by
spanvise bloving

p0053 A77-14940
Augmenta t ion of maneuver performance by spanwise

blowing
[NASf-TH-X-73998] p0168 N77-15983

The effect of spanvise gust variations on the
transfer function of an aircraft model with one
degree of freedom
[ABL/STBDC-NOTE-1431] pOU79 N77-28134

SPARE PABTS
Interface between maintainability and commercial

aircraft spares support
p0003 A77-10183

SPAERS: Simulation for the Performance Aircraft
Engine Bepair Systems
[AD-A035737] pOU25 N77-26073

SPABK IGNITION
Emissions and new technology programs for

conventicnal spark-ignition aircraft engines
p0185 N77-17096

SPABK SHADORGBAPB PHOTOGBAPHY
D S H A D O W G B A P B PHOTOGBAPHT

SPATIAL ORIENTATION
0 ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)

SPECIFIC BEAT
Specific heat cf components of working fluids used

in gas turbine engines at different temperatures
and pressures

p0310 A77-33172
SPECIFICATIONS

NT HBCBAFT SPECIFICATIONS
NT E Q U I P M E N T SPECIFICATION

SPECTRA
NT EMISSION SPECTRA
NT INFRARED SPZCTBA
NT NOISE SPECTRA
NT POWEB SPECTBA
NT SHOCK SPECTBA
NT V I B R A T I C N A L SPECTBA

SPECTBAL ANALYSIS
D SPECTBUH ANALYSIS

SPECTBOSCOPY
NT ASTRONOMICAL SPECTBOSCOPI
NT INFRARED SPECTROSCOPE
NT R A M A N SPECTBOSCOPY

SPECTBUH ANALYSIS
Signal-treatment methods during aircraft-engine

inspection based on vibroacoustic noises
pOOOS A77-11603

The measurement of aircraft overflight noise -
Errors due to its nonstationary character
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1977-103] p0559 A77-50UU1

SPECDLAB REFLECTION
The redaction cf interference from large

reflecting surfaces instrument landing
system interference reduction at airports for
aircraft communication

puts* A77-a25Hil
SFEECB DISCBIBINATI01

0 SPEECH RECOGNITION
SPEECH RECOGNITION

Effects of interior aircraft noise on speech
intelligibility and annoyance
[NASA-CR-1145203] pO«96 N77-29918

Voice control systems fcr airborne environments
[AD-A043252] p058« N77-32524

SPEED CONTBOL
Design and flight test of a decoupled velocity

control system for VTOL landing approach
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1ia3] pO«61 A77-13199

Investigation cf advanced helicopter structural
designs: Volume 2: Free planetary transmission
drive
[AD-A026247] p<)122 N77-14012

SPEED INDICATOBS
NT ANE30METEBS
NT HOT-WIRE A N E M O M E T E R S
HI LASER A N E M O M E T E R S
Correlation velocity sensor aircraft

navigation instrument
pOlb^ A77-20b70

Semiautomatic testing of altimeter and air-speed
indicator

pO^yb A17-3UJS3
An electro-optic airspeed sensor airborne

optical convolution velocimeter
pObUb A77-UIU8J

Development of prototype optical convolution
airspeed sensor
[AD-A039I169] p0527 N77-J0116

SPEED REGDLATION
0 SPEED CONTROL

SPEEDOMETERS
0 SPEED INDICATOBS

SPHEBICAL SBELLS
Numerical analysis of the azisymmetric tlow past a

pervious shell with a hole at the vertex
p0562 A77-509J8

SPHEROIDS
NT PROLATE SPHEBOIDS
SPIKE ANTENNAS
0 HONOPOLE ANTENNAS

SPIKES (AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS)
Fluctuating pressure environment of a drag

reduction spike
[AIAA PAPEB 77-90] p01J8 A77-19819

SPIN
F-5E spin susceptibility test program

pO»07 A77-JB029
Investigation of aerodynamic loads at spin entry
[AD-A026989] pOI^O N77-1J9Si

An approximate spin design criterion for
monoplanes, 1 May 19J9
[NACA-TN-711] p0183 N77-^9060

SPIN DYNAMICS
Spin entry of aircraft

p0098 A77-16S17
Recent research on aerodynamic characteristics of

fighter configurations during spins
[AIAA 77-1163] p O U & O A77-IU196

Influence of power on the spin of light planes
[NASA-TT-F-17aq7] p04J1 N77

Exploratory investigation of the incipient
spinning characteristics of a typical light
general aviation airplane
[NASA-TH-X-73671] pO»31 N77

SPIN SEDUCTION
Results of recent N A S A studies on automatic spin

prevention for fighter aircraft
p0028 N77-1UJ81

Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin
accidents
[AD-A01082"] pO«88 N77-2911J

SPIN STABILIZATION
Thrust augmented spin recovery device

[NASA-CASE-LAB-11970-1 ] p032j N77-^1U7
Flight testing techniques, autumn 1976

pOJ68 N77-211U9
SPIB TESTS

F-5E spin susceptibility test
pUISS A77-2JUU6

Spin of modern combat aircraft
P03U6 A77-J^Jbi

YA-10 stall/post-stall/spin avoidance tligtt test
program

pO.no A77-JJ1/8
Spin testing using multiple phototheodolites

pO«07 A7/ -J8028
General study of light plane spin, alt fuselage

geometry, part 1
[NASA-TT-F-174U6] p038d N77-251SO

Influence of power on the spin of light planes
[FASA-TT-P-17HU7] p U H J I N / /

Collected works of Charles J. Donlan
[NASA-TH-7»826] pOUBJ N77

Spin tests of a 1/20-scale model of the XP-J9
airplane, 15 March 1939

pO»83 B/7-2SOH
Spin tests of a 1/20-scale model of the XPQO-1

airplane, 12 July 1939
pO»83 N7

Spin tests of 1/16-scale models ot the NJN-J
landplane and seaplane, 12 January 1940
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SUBJECT IHDEI STABILITY DEHIVATIVES

p0181 H77-29063
Spin tests of a low-wing monoplane to investigate
scale effect in the nodel test range. Bay 19«i
[UACA-TB-807] p0181 N77-29061

SPIRAL AHTEHHiS
L-band antenna for aircraft-to-satellite

communications for Aerosat systen
p0550 A77-18362

SPLIBES
Sear reliability of aircraft splines

p0559 A77-50U67
Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling

improvements using high-strength, low wear
polyimide plastic
[AD-A035301] p0387 N77-25182

Investigation of grease-lubricated expendable
spline connections
[AD-A035296] p0387 H77-25183

SPOI1EBS
Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll

control systems
[SAE P4PIB 770111] p0391 A77-37062

t prediction method for spoiler performance
[SHE PAPER 770159] p0392 A77-37078

Evaluation of flight spellers for vortex alleviation
on wide-todied jets

p0117 A77-11518
Performance of plain-type spoilers applied to the

GA/B/-1 wing
p0551 A77-19311

Low speed wind tunnel investigation of flight
spoilers as trailing-vcrtex-alleviation devices
on an extended-range wide body tri-jet airplane
nodel
[HASA-TB-D-8373] p0167 N77-15982

Prediction of aerodynamic effects of spoilers on
wings considering effects of base venting

p0275 N77-19991
Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll

control systems
[BASA-CR-153291] p0128 1177-26122

Flight evaluation of a spoiler roll control system
on a light twin-engine airplane
[NASA-CB-151121] p0179 N77-28135

SPBAY CHARACTERISTICS
An investigation of impingement forces due to

wheel generated sprays using impingement
plate and intensity probe
[BD-200] p0285 H77-20386

SPBAYED PBOTECTIVE COATIHGS
D PBOTECTIVE COATINGS

SPBAYEBS
Acoustic properties of pneumatic vortex sprayers

p0111 A77-10703
SPRAYING

Rotes on the pollution cf airplanes and
helicopters by chemicals during agricultural jobs
[NASA-TT-F-17111] p0587 H77-33129

SPHAYIBG APP8BATOS
0 SPHAYEES

SPBAYS
0 SPEAYEHS

SPBEAD BEFLECTION
The reduction of interference from large

reflecting surfaces instrument landing
system interference reduction at airports for
aircraft communication

p0151 A77-12511
SPBIBGS (ELASTIC)

Advanced composite landing gear leg
[AIAA PAPEE 77-301] p0113 A77-18229

An adjustable spring rate suspension system
p0356 A77-36163

SPUTTERING
Application of spatter-deposited lamellar

composite technology to the development of high
temperature turbine blade materials and airfoil
fabrication
[AD-A037319] p0131 N77-26151

SQUID PBOJECT
Project SQUID: A cooperative program of

fundaoental research related to jet propulsion
[AD-A021001] p0036 H77-11059

STABILITY
HT ACODSTIC INSTABILITY
HT AEBODYBABIC STABILITY
HT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
HT ATTITUDE STABILITY
BT BODHDAEY LAYEE STABILITY

HI COHBOSTICH STABILITY
HT CONTROL STABILITY
HI DIPECTICBAI STABILITY
BT DYHAHIC STABILITY
HT PLA.1E STABILITY
HI PLOB STABILITY
NT FEZOOENCY STABILITY
NT 3YBOSCOPIC STABILITY
HT HOVERING STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LOHGITDDIHSL STABILITY
HT LOU SPEED STABILITY
NT JOTION STABILITY
NT EOTARY STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STATIC STABILITY
HT STEOCTOBAL STABILITY
NT SYSTEMS STABILITY
NT THEE HAL STABILITY

STABILITY ADGHEHTATIOH
The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using

the multiple model adaptive control /MMAC/ method
pOOII A77-1212U

Dynamics of a slung load
p0117 A77-20110

Some analytical control laws for the design of
desirable lateral handling qualities using the
model matching method for aircraft
[AIAA 77-1015] p0157 A77-1^81^

Active control technology aircraft design
p0510 A77-15b.il

Stability and control of maneuvering
high-performance aircraft
[NASA-CB-2788] p028i N/7-^1100

Present-day role of control and stability
augmentation systems and future trends
[BBB-UFE-1182-0] p01J1 N77-261bb

The need for task oriented'control laws
pOU^ B77-26161

STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT PITCHING MOBENTS
NT ROLLING BOHEBTS
HT YAWING BOHEBTS
Parameter identification and study of properties

within the scope of flight testing a
high-performance aircraft
[DGLB P4PEB 76-220] p0090 A77-16528

Prediction of aerodynamic out-ot-plane forces on
ogive-nosed circular cylinders

p0116 A77-1887y
Stability derivative measurements with

magnetically suspended cone-cylinder models
[AIAA PAPEE 77-79] p0138 A7/-1S81J

An experiment to measure moment coefficients tor
aerofoils oscillating in cascade

p011b A77-20115
On aerodynamic coupling between lateral and

longitudinal degrees of freedom tor military
flight conditions
[ A I A A PAPEE 7/-1] p0160 A77-22206

System identification for nonlinear aerodynamic
flight regimes

p0161 A77-^2708
Closed formulae for aerodynamic coefficients of

arbitrary biplane wing sections
p0200 A77-21979

Lift and moment fluctuations of a cambered
aerofoil under nonconvecting streamwise gust

p0271 A77-29499
Oscillating delta wings with attached shocK waves

p0356 A77-J6160
Influence of gust modelling on the identification

of derivatives of the longitudinal motion of an
aircraft

pOJbO A77-369/8
Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic

derivatives from steady-state measurement of an
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1123] ' p0158 A77-1J156

A wind tunnel technique for determining stability
derivatives from cable mounted aeroelastic models
[SIAA 77-1128] p0059 A77-13161

Further observations on maximum likelihood
estimates of stability and control
characteristics obtained from flight data
[AIAA 77-1133] pO»5S A77-1J16»

Identification of aircraft stability and control
derivatives in the presence of turbulence
[AIAA 77-1131] pOISS A77-1J16b
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STABILITY SUBJECT I8DEI

F O R T R A N programs for the determination of
aerodynaiic derivatives from transient
longitudinal or lateral responses of aircraft
[ARC-CP-1344] p0072 H77-12067

Identification of stability derivatives from vind
tunnel tests of cable-mounted aeroelastic models
[NASA-CF-145123] pO«93 B77-29166

Longitudinal moment deviations of Kings for large
angles of attack in subsonic flow
[BMVG-FEST-76-26] p0493 N77-29167

STABILITY TESTS
NT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
HI W I N D TONHEL STABILITY TESTS

High speed flight tests with the BO 105 rigid
rotor helicopter

p0310 A77-33177
YA-10 stall/post-stall/spin avoidance flight test

program
p0310 A77-33178

STABILIZATION
KT SPIN STABILIZATION

Stabilization, gust alleviation and vibration
damping of an elastic aircraft model moving in
the wind tunnel
[DLH-FE-76-41] p0186 N77-1710U

Stabilization, gust alleviation and elastic mode
control for an aircraft model moving in the vind
tunnel
[ESA-TT-359] . p0372 N77-24148

STABILIZED PLATFOSHS
Accuracy evaluation of augmented multilateration

tracking systems for aircraft detection
p0570 A77-51182

STABILIZEBS (AGENTS)
Composite horizontal stabilizer for the B-1 -

Design, fabrication and test
p0512 A77-46519

STABILIZEBS (FLUID DYBAHICS)
NT H O R I Z O N T A L TAIL SURFACES

Damage tolerance program for the B-1 composite
stabilizer
[ M A A 77-46U] p0206 A77-25770

Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer
[AD-A023767] p0033 N77-11036

Active arm (external cargo) stabilization system
flight demonstration
[AD-A031062] p0238 N77-19065

STAGNATION POINT
Effects of vorticity amplification in

two-dimensional and axisymmetnc
stagnation-point flows
[ A I A A PAPER 77-92] p0139 A77-19821

STAGNATION REGIOH
D STAGNATION POINT

STAGNATION TEBPEBAT0HE
Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic mixing

and combustion of hydrogen
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-17] p0137 A77-19778

STAIRLESS STEELS
Stainless steels and alloys in air and space-craft

p0109 A77-17510
Composite tanks for aerospace vehicle application

p0512 A77-46516
STALLING

Centrifugal compressor and pump stability, stall
and surge; Proceedings of the Conference, New
Orleans, La., March 22-25, 1976

p0001 A77-10026
Characteristic wake data for local blade propeller

stalling
p0108 A77-17M97

An expennental study on the aerodynamic response
of a subsonic cascade oscillating near stall
[ A D - A 0 2 9 6 7 2 ] p0236 B77-19021

STANDARDIZATION
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation / 'FALSTAFF'/- I - Introduction to
FALSTAFF

pOOHS A77-13766
P fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation /'FALSTAFF1/- II - Generating the
FALSTAFF load history by digital mini computers

pOOIlS A77-13767
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation /'FALSTAFF•/• IV - The application of
the standardized test program for the fatigue
life estimation of fighter wing components

pOOIlS A77-13769

Search for unified methods of fatigue lite
assessment

pOO«9 A77-1J776
Designing for air transportability military
aircraft standardization, certification,
testing, documentation

. p0270 A77-294b8
Dse of standardized seguences of flight-by-flight
load spectra in fatigue testing of structural
aircraft components

p041J "177-38680
A study of standardization methods for digital

guidance and control systems
tAG1BD-AR-90] pOb30 N77-J01J6

STANDARDS
Operational mass properties data for military

aircraft - Data formulation, presentation and
usage
[SAKE PAPER 1117] pOOlO A77-1̂ 0.i

Engine Structural Integrity Program /ESSIP/,
fatigue life considerations

pU399 A77-J76J9
FALSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft

loading standard for fatigue evaluation
p007« N77-124JO

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket tor
the CH-5UB. Volume 2: Instruction manual
[AD-A027280] p0128 N77-150JJ

Noise standards for aircraft type certification
(modifications to Far Part 36)
[PB-262U01/3] p03JO B77-22939

Adhesive bonded aerospace structures standardized
repair handbook
[AD-A035601] pO«25 N77-26072

A precision voltage reference unit tor calibrating
airborne data acquisition systems
[HAE-TR-76164] p058<l B77-J2474

STABLIFTEB AIRCRAFT
a C-141 AIRCRAFT
STABTEBS
NT EHGINE STARTERS
STiTB 7ECTOBS

Estimation and control of critical gas turbine
engine variables
[ASHE PAPEB 76-WA/ADT-12] p0213 A77-264.21

Identification of state variables and dynamic
inflow from rotor model dynamic tests

p()355 A77-3592b
Accuracy evaluation of augmented multilateration
tracking systems for aircraft detection

p0570 A77-b1182
Design concepts for a fully active helicopter

vibration isolation system by means of output
vector feedback
[DLB-IB-55Z-76/12] p0291 N77-2108S

STATIC AEEODTNAHIC CHARACTERISTICS
Effect of rotor relative diameter on the
efficiency of a single-stage axial tan

p0052 A77-11897
STATIC DEFOBHATION

Changes in aerodynamical characteristics due to
structural deformations

p02b2 A77-27134
STATIC BLECTHICITY

Electrostatics in aviation fuel systems sessions
p0109 A77-17b03

The electrical conductivity during pumping and
filtration of RT fuel containing an antistatic
additive

pl)300 A77-31441
Analysis programme for static electricity on
aircraft

p0360 A77-37012
Static electricity in aviation and ways of
averting its effects

p0511 A77-H6JII9
Effects of laboratory simulated precipitation
static electricity and swept stroke lightning on
aircraft windshield subsystems
[AD-A037196] p0429 N77-^6127

STATIC FIRING
Reduction of exhaust spoke from gas-turbine
engines by using fuel emulsions. II
[ISS/CI PAPER 76-34] pl)467 A77-H3598

STATIC LOADS
Hethodology of measuring applied loads in
full-scale static fatigue tests

p0308 A77-32715
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SUBJECT IBDBI STATOB SLIDES

An experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness
of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and twist
defoliations
[N4SA-CB-137968] p0018 N77-10008

Measurement of the static influence coefficient of
the AH-1G Cobra fuselage
UD-A025114] p0069 N77-1204H

Calibration of a pitot-static rake
[NASA-TH-X-74016] p0232 H77-18170

STATIC PRESS ORE
Measurement of post-separated flovfields on airfoils

p0109 A77-17U99
Total head/static measurements of skin friction

and surface pressure
p0241 A77-26737

Exper imenta l investigations of supersonic cascades
designed for high static pressure ratios
[ A S M E PAPER 77-GT-37] p0263 \77-28552

Theory of viscous transonic flow over airfoils at
high Beynclds number
[AIAA PAPEB 77-680] pOU13 A77-38833

On the static pressure in the wake of a hovering
rotor

P0504 A77-44442
Further studies of static to flight effects on can

tone noise using inlet distortion control for
source identification
[BASA-TH-X-73183] p0124 N77-14027

A note on compressor exit static pressure
maldistributions in asymmetric f low
[CDED/A-TUBBO/TR-79] pOI482 N77-28440

STATIC STABILITY
NT SHELL ST4BILITY
NT STBOCTOBAL STABILITY

Flight-characteristics requirements concerning
static stability in supersonic flight
[DOLE PBPl?B 76-199] p0091 A77-16536

Longitudinal stability in supersonic and
hypersonic flight

p0096 A77-16597
An analytical method for ride quality of flexible

airplanes
p0143 A77-20080

A new concept of static stability and its flight
testing in supersonic flight

00506 A77-U4815
Wind tunnel investigation of an unpo»ered

helicopter fuselage model with a v-type empennage
[HASA-TH-X-3176] p0235 877-19008

Effects of control lavs and relaxed static
stability on vertical ride quality of flexible
aircraft
[NASA-CR-1438»3] p0337 N77-23127

Calculations, and comparison with an ideal
minimum, of trimmed drag for conventional and
canard configurations having various levels of
static stability
[ HASA-TN-D-8391] p0364 N77-24062

STATIC TESTS
NT STATIC FIRING

Tenth-scale powered model test of a tilt-nacelle
V/STOL airplane
[ A I A A 77-5911] p0350 A77-34951

Validation of AV-8B V/STCL characteristics by ful l
scale static and wind tunnel tests
[ A I A A 77-597] p0350 A77-34953

flacroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an
aircraft engine during static tests

p0504 A77-44453
Over-tbe-wing mcdel thrust reverser noise tests

[ A I A A P A P E E 77-1318] p0566 A77-51073
Macroscopic study of tine unsteady noise of an

aircraft engine during static tests
[NASA-TT-X-73556] p0036 N77-11052

Analysis of the Learjet 35/36 wing and correlation
with exper imenta l results

p0286 N77-20502
Static and wind-on tests of an upper-surface-blown

jet-flap nozzle arrangement for use on the Quiet
Cloan Short-haul Experioental Engine (QCSEE)
[ N A S A - T N - D - 8 4 7 6 ] p0378 N77-25086

STATICS
NT ELECTROSTATICS

STATIONS
NT G R O U N D STATIONS
KT H E A T H E 3 STATIONS

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
ST COR8ELATI01 COEFFICIENTS
N T H O L T I V A R I A T E ST'TISTICAL A N A L Y S I S

HT N O B H A L DENSITY FUNCTIONS
HT PHOBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
NT PBOBAEILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
HT REGRESSION ABALYSIS
HI SEQU2NTIAL A N A L Y S I S
HT STATISTICAL COBEELATION
HI STATISTICAL TESTS
NT BEIBOLL DENSITY FUNCTIONS

Statistical analysis of the vibration respons
external aircraft stores

p005"4 A/
& statistical method for the prediction ot

component low cycle fatigue life
pOIOS A77-172b«

Predicting the loading of tail planes in the
preliminary phase of aircraft design

p0156 A77-2187M
Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the

boundaries of turbulent supersonic wakes
p U J O O A77-JHU1

Analytical construction of the throttle
characteristic of a gas turbine engine

p0442 A/7-40712
Statistical modeling of the optimal adjustment ot

the parameters of a gas turbine engine
p0442 A77-4071b

& crashworthiness analysis with emphasis on the
fire hazard: OS and selected foreign turbine
aircraft accidents 1964-1971!
[AD-A029162/5] p O U 7 / N/7-1J02J

Statistical studies on dynamic zones ot protection
during horizontal evasive maneuvers
[DLB-FB-76-51] p0280 N77-20Ub4

Statistical analyses applied to the OS Navy
aircrew automated escape systems
[AD-A035067] pUJ81 N77-2b1^y

Statistical analysis methodology for the US Navy
aircrew automated escape systems
[AD-A035068] p0381 N77-x!51JO

(lethods of analyzing wind-tunnel data for dynamic
flight conditions
[HACA-TN-828] pOUBI N77-2906b

Statistical analysis of US Havy ma jo r aircratt
accident rates, pilot and aircraft
time-dependent variables
[ A D - A O M 0 0 9 6 ] p0525 N77-J009S

OS air carrier accidents involving fire, 1965
through 1974 and factors affecting the statistics
[PB-266883/8] pOb36 N77-J111J

Analysis of air accidents involving airplanes or
helicopters of various types of application
[NASA-TT-F-17443] p0587 N77-JJ12S

STATISTICAL CORRELATION
Correlation of predicted and actual cracfc growth

in a transport wing
[ A I A 4 77-381] p020b A77-25740

Some mathematical aspects ot the correlation
theory of aircraft precision and reliability

p O b b l A77-50 /09
A d v a n c e d terrain correlation techniques

position locating system in war environments
pOb71 A77-51190

STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

Flight inspection data and crack initiation times
pObSS 477-b0466

STATISTICAL PROBABILITY
D P R O B A B I L I T Y THEORY

STATISTICAL TESTS
Combined Environment Reliability Test /CERT/

for avionics
p0560 A77-505U4

STATOB BLADES
Boundary-layer development on an axial-flow

compressor stator blade
[ A S H E PAPER 77-GT-11] p026J A77-285JO

Effect of endwall cooling on secondary flows in
turbine stator vanes

pOJ06 A77-J22J9
Two-diaensional cold-air cascade study ot a

film-cooled turbine stator blade. J: Effect ot
hole size on single-row and mnltirow ejection
[NASA-TH-I-3442] p0030 N77-11007

Stator rotor tools
[NASA-CASE-1SC-16000-1] pOOBI H77-1J062

Influence of leading edge radius on the high
deflection stator blades
[RAE-LIB-TPANS-1896] pOJJJ N7
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STATOHS SDBJECT IBDEI

Stalled and stall-free perfor nance of axial-flow
compressor stage with three inlet-guide-vane an3
stator-blade settings
[NASA-TN-E-8457] p0335 N77-23113

Noise of fan designed to reduce stator lift
fluctuations
[N\SA-TH-X-3538] p0371 N77-24141

Influence of leading edge radius on the
performance of highly deflected stator cascades
[ESA-TT-362] p0371 N77-24142

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with
stater vanes as a noise source
[NASA-TH-73706] p0582 N77-32156

STATOBS
P note on the acoustic effect of aon-uniformly

distributed stator rows
p0002 A77-103U7

Analytical and experimental studies of an axial
compressor with co-rotating stators

p0103 A77-17240
Interaction of the rotor blade shock waves in

supersonic compressors with upstream stator vanes
[ A S M E P A P E R 77-GT-93] p0265 A77-28603

"he prediction and optinisdtion of variable
geometry stators frcm ccnpressor basic data

p0322 N77-22135
Nickel base alloy for gas turbine engine

stator vanes
[NASA-CASB-lEH-12270-1] p0583 H77-32280

STEADY FLOi
An extended integral eguation method for the

steady transonic flow past a two-dimensional
aerofoil

p0014 A77-12562
Supersonic flows numerical computation for

steady inviscid flowfield
p0015 A77-12565

A theoretical study of the acoustic impedance of
orifices in the presence of a steady grazing flow

p0100 A77-17066
Nonlinear steady incompressible lifting-surface

analycis with wake rcll-up
\ p0143 A77-20085

Turbulence generated noise on either side of a
double layer jet

p01l»6 A77-20238
Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer

separations in superscnic flow
p0249 A77-26957

A numerical calculation procedure for twc-phase
recirculating flows

p0261 A77-28384
Finite-volume solution cf the Euler eguations for

steady three-dimensional transonic flow
p0261 A77-28403

Implicit approximate-factorization schemes for the
efficient solution of steady transonic flow
problems
[ A I A A 77-63H] p0353 A77-35079

Steady linearized aerodynamics. II - supersonic
p0445 A77-41268

Application of finite element method for the
solution of transonic flow

p0519 A77-47510
Display and calculation of flow past wings in

supersonic flight
[ESA-TT-333] p0065 H77-12003

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 6: Steady State Flow Analysis (SSFAH).
Computer program technical description
[AD-A038692] p0492 N77-29162

Three dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric
flow past wings of arbitrary clanforns
[HASA-CB-1U5235] p0585 1177-33102

STEAET STATE
Comparisons of several aerodynamic methods for

application to dynamic loads analyses
[NASA-CB-137720] p0075 N77-13001

Investigation of the steady-state behavior of two
delta-wing hang gliders
[NASA-TT-F-17394] p0178 H77-17031

Developments in steady and unsteady aerodynamics
for use in aeroelastic analysis and design
for supersonic cruise aircraft

p0221 H77-18031
Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.

Volume 6: Steady State Flow Analysis (SSFAH).
Computer program technical description
[AD-A038692] p0492 N77-29162

Steady-state unbalance response of a three-disk
flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports
[NASA-TH-I-73666] pOb91 N77-JJ1(,u

STEAD
Steam generation with modified H2/O2-roc)tet engines

[ i lAA P A P E B 77-889] p O I I I A77-J8b7«
STEAK TOBBIBES

Unsteady aerodynamic forces on vibrating transonic
turbine cascades
[ASHE PAPEB 76-WA/GT-3] p02TI A77-J6164

Through-flow calculation procedures for
application to high speed large turbines

p0066 N77-12020
STEELS
NT HIGH STBENGTH STEELS
NT STAINLESS STEELS
Development of aircraft brake materials

[ASLE PBEPBINT 76-LC-1B-J] pOOOS A77-11195
Proof-load testing on 300 H steel

The distribution of fracture toughness data tor
D6ac steel
[ABL/STBOC-NOTE-429] pO»bl N77-2(i^6/

Measurements of buffeting on two 65 deg delta
wings of different materials

pObJJ N77-31U79
STEEP GBADIENT AIBCBAFT

H V/STOL AIBCBAFT
5TEEBIN6

Flight characteristics studies related to the
employment of direct power steering in
longitudinal notion
[DGLB PAPEB 76-238] pOISb A77-J1881

Performance and design of a vertical seeking seat
steering system

pOt>S8 A/7-i |994b
Status of recent aircraft braking and cornering

research
p0227 N77-18U94

STELLA B DOPPLBB SHIFT
0 DOPPLEB EFFECT

STBBEOGBAFHT
0 SIEBEOPBOTOGBAPRY

STBHBOPHOTOGBAPHT
A new, versatile stereo-caaera system for

large-scale helicopter photography of torest
resources in central Europe

pOIBS A7/ -2J271
KS-128 night photo system flight test results

P0192 A77-2JS40
Stereographic projection in the joint surveillance

system
[AD-A031343] pOJJ2 N77-^J081

STEBEOSCOPIC PHOTOGEAPBI
0 STEBEOPHOTOGBAPHY

STBBEOSCOPT
NT STEBEOPHOTOGBAPHY

Stereographic projections in air traffic control
systems

pOb11 A77-H6/62
STEBEOTELE VISION

Terrain following using stereo television
p01/1 N77-16056

STERILIZATION EFFECTS
NT THEBHAL DEGBADATION

STEBBS
U AFTEBBODIES
STIFF STBDCTOBES
0 BIGID STBDCTOBES

STIFFENING
A replacement design for a structural wing box ---
composite material application in V/STOL fighters

pOObl A77-15<!9b
STIFFNESS

Hinimized fuselage vibrations using advanced
composites
[AHS 77-33-81] pO«J2 A77-4009/

STIHDLATEO EHISSIOJ DEVICES
ST LASEBS
NT POLSED LASEBS
NT BING LASEBS

STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
NT flABKOV PROCESSES
NT BARDOH FBOCESSES

The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using
the multiple model adaptive control /PinAC/ method

pOOII »77-
Estimation and control of critical gas turbine

engine variables
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SUBJECT IBDEI STBESS ANALTSIS

[ A S H E P A P E R 76-WA/AOT-12] p0213 A77-26«2«
Inf luence cf gust modelling on the identification

of derivatives of the longitudinal motion of an
aircraft

p0360 A77-36978
load factor response of digitally controlled

aircraft
[ A I J A 77-10803 pO«56 A77-H2786

Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by
a mul t ip le tine-scales method hierarchically
structured suboptimal controller

pOU68 A77-143771
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by

a mul t ip le time scales method vith
application to F-8 aircraft longitudinal control

p0513 A77-Q6621
Terminal area guidance along carved paths: A

stochastic ccntrcl approach
p0028 N77-10383

Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by
a mult iple tine scales nethod
t»ASA-CR-1«9099] p0029 N77-10132

The inpulse response method for the calculation of
statistical properties of aircraft f ly ing in
random atmospheric turbulence
[ V T H - 1 9 7 ] p0082 N77-13073

STOCKPILING
Strategic defense materials: A case study of high

temperature engines
[AD-A037493] p0387 N77-25188

STOKES PLOB
The finite eleient nethcd applied to fluid mechanics

pOOIil A77-12558
STOL AIBCBAFT

0 SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
STOPP1BG

Application of dimensional analysis to predict
airplane stopping distance

p01U7 A77-20116
STOBiBLE PBOPELLiBTS

BT A I R C R A F T FUELS
STOBiGE BATTERIES

NT NICKEL C S D H I O P BATTZBIES
NT N I C K E L ZINC BATTERIES

Electrocheoical cattery trends for aircraft and
missile applications
[ A I A H P A P E R 77-1181] p0193 A77-23901

STOR1S
NT S O D D E N IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
NT TB01DERSTORBS

STOBBS (BETEOEOLOGT)
NT T H U N D E B S T C F H S

STBAIGHT BIHGS
0 R E C T A N G U L A R DINGS

StRAIN AGIBG
0 PRECIPITATION H A R D E N I N G

SIBAIB DISTRIBUTION
0 STRESS CONCENTRATION

STRAIN ENEBGT HBTBODS
Calculating the vibrations of bladed disks of

tarbomachines vith their asymmetry taken into
account

p0060 A77-15992
Calculation of lift and induced drag f ron sparse

span loading data
p0199 A77-219I)0

STBAIB FATIGDE
D FATIGUE (HATEBIALS)

STBAIH GAGB ACCEIEEOBETEBS
United States Navy aircraft structural fatigue

life evaluation program
pOOW A77-13774

STBAIB GSGBS
Systen considerations for reliable strain data

from gas turtine engines
p0009 A77-12176

Correlation of test results f rom flight recorded
strain gage data vith several simulated
flight-by-flight stress spectra

pOOQ8 A77-13765
Hicroprocessor-based multichannel flutter monitor

using dynamic strain gage signals
p02«3 A77-26839

Dynamic-stress-data nanagement for aeromechanical
testing of tnrbomachinery computer aided
data acquisition system

p0352 A77-35008
Besistance strain gages for stability experiments

at temperatures up to 300 C for fatigue

testing of aircraft structures
pOJbS A//-JbbbU

The scratch strain gage as a tatigue damage
monitoring system
[NL8-TR-75091-0] pOOBK B77-1JJ91

Ibe use of a simplified structural model as an am
in the strain gage calibration of a complex ving
[BASA-ltl-560«6] pOOJS N77-J70.29

A study of the effect ot radical load
distributions on calibrated strain gage load
eguations
[NASA-TB-560U7] pO"U9 N77-27DJO

STBAIN SOFTENING
0 PLASTIC DEFOBBATION

STBJPDOBB IBEBTIAL GUIDANCE
Advanced development program for the ring laser

gyro navigator --- for Strapdovn inertial system
application

pOlbl A77-<!0663
t A modular tail op tail safe strapped-dovn navigator

D0151 A77-^06bS
floated maltisensor tor low-cost navigation ---

pendulous gyroscope
00395 A7/-J7Jbe

Redundant integrated flight control/navigation
inertial sensor complex
[AIAA 77-1109] pOU57 A77-12808

An evaluation of future RPV automatic navigation
systems

pOSIB A7V-17J19
Flight test results of the Strapdovn hexad

Inertial Reference Unit (SIBU) . Volume 1:
Plight test summary
[NiSA-lB-73163] pO»27 B77-J6111

Simulation of inertial inputs to a Strapdovn
platform for inertial great circle trajectories
[SAHD-76-0620] p05<!6 N77-J0104

STBATEGI
Can land-based strategic bombers survive an SLBH

attack --- Subnarine Launched Ballistic aissile
assault on B-1 bases

STBATIFIED FLOS
The flov about a slender propeller-driven body in

a temperature stratified fluid
[AD-AOU08U7] pOSJS N77-J109S

STBATOFOBTBESS AIBCBAFT
0 B-52 AIBCBAFT
STBATOSPBEBE

Concorde and the climate
pOIIX A77-181/2

STBATOTABKEB AIBCBAFT
0 C-135 AIBCRAFT

STBEAB F08CTIOBS (FLUIDS)
A high Reynolds number numerical solution of the

Navier-Stokes eguations in stream
f unct ion-vorticity form
[NASA-CR-153933] pO«72 B7 /-^

STBEABLIBE FLOB
U LAMINAR FLOB

STBEAHLIBED BODIES
BT FAIRINGS
STBEHLINING

The aerodynamic design and testing of turbine
blades having high turning angles

Streamline curvature in the passage ot aerofoil
blade cascade

pOJ«6 A77-J«"4b«
STBEBGTB 0? HATEBIALS

0 SECBABICAL PBOPERTIES
STBESS ANALYSIS

Spectrum fatigue crack grovth in lugs --- aircraft
metal structures

pOOII A77-1J29b
Analysis of multicontonr thin-vall structures by

the cell method
p0112 A77-17970

Aerospace veld bonding-rivet bonding
p0198 A77-jay^b

Calculation, beyond the proportional limit, ot a
slightly conical lov-aspect-ratio ving

pOJOS A77-J209B
Influence of the middle-surface curvature on the
stress-strain state of a lov-aspect-ratio ving

p030b A77-J<!097
Hethod for making a preliminary determination of

the basic dimensions ot the force elements ot
aircraft structures
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STBESS CALCULATIONS SUBJECT INDEX

p0415 A77-39389
Analysis cf slightly-conical small-aspect-ratio

wings beyond the proportional limit
p0469 A77-44094

Influence of middle-surface curvature on stress
state of low-aspect-ratio wing

p0470 A77-44097
Advances in engineering science, volume 1

[UASA-CP-2001-VOL-1 ] p0026 N77-10230
Design criteria for elastomenc bearings. volume

3: Program user 's manual
[AD-A024753] pOC85 N77-13431

Thermo-nechanical stress analysis of advanced
turbine blade cooling configuration
[AD-A027718] p0172 N77-16066

Time-temperature-stress capabilities of composites
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications

p0221 N77-18035
Fatigue S/N data in relation to variability in

predicted life
[AHL/STROC-TH-249] p0285 N77-20481

A 100-kH metal wind turbine blade basic data,
loads and stress analysis
[NASA-CB-134956] p0292 N77-21167

An investigation of stress determination for
aircraft fatigue life estimation f rom in-flight
strain data
[AD-A031870] p0327 N77-22541

Thermal stress analysis of a graded zirconia/metal
gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine
engines
[NHSA-TB-X-73658] p0338 N77-23492

Dynamic behavior of stochastically excited
aircraft structures for determination of stress
and jlife
[BBVG-FBHT-76-25] pfll|96 N77-29564

The 3-D stress analysis of a turbine blades
[AD-A039176] p0531 N77-30481

STRESS CM.CUIATIOIS
0 STRESS f N A L Y S I S

STBESS CONCENTBATION
Estimating fatigue-crack lives for aircraft -

Techniques
p0007 A77-11477

Fibre reinforced composites with non fracturing
reinforcing elements

p0054 A77-15287
Optimum distribution of material in rotating disks

found from strength conditions
p0110 A77-17761

Determination of internal stress distribution in a
semimonocogue aircraft fuselage with cutouts

p0193 A77-23873
Double exponential functions that describe crack

growth rate behavior
[AIAA 77-363] p0204 A77-25731

Designing thin-walled many-stringer torque boxes
for strength

p0252 A77-27132
Thermal stress concentration factors in large shafts

turbine rotors
p0274 A77-29855

Selection of the optimal longitudinal assembly for
a multispar box of a wing with allowance for a
nonlinear stress-strain relation

p0301 A77-31458
Blade stress calculations - Rode deflection vs.

force integration for helicopter rotor
p03U2 477-33779

Resistance strain gages for stability experiments
at temperatures up to 300 C for fatigue
testing of aircraft structures

p0358 A77-36650
Numerical computation of stress intensity factors

for aircraft structural details by the finite
element irethod
[AD-A031829] p0282 N77-20097

Calculation of stress intensity factors for corner
cracking in a lug

p0328 S77-22562
STBESS COBBOSIOH
NT STRESS COFBOSION CBACKI8G
Corrosion fatigue behavior of coated 4340 steel

for blade retention belts of the AR-1G helicopter
[AD-A033253] p0325 H77-22254

STBESS COBBOSION CBACKIHG
Crack detection capability of non-destructive

inspection methods in relation to the
airworthiness of aircraft

pOOU9 A77-1J781
Interference fits and stress-corrosion failure

aircraft parts fatigue life analysis
p0298 S77-J06b4

STBESS CYCLES
Development of single-flight cycles for tatigae
tests, based on operational stresses, in the
case of large aircraft components
[DGLH PAPEB 76-216] p0092 A7V-1654J

Investigation of the fatigue strength of aircraft
gas-turbine twin blades

pOJ09 A77-J^716
STBESS DISTRIBUTION
D STRESS CONCENTRATION
STBESS FUNCTIONS

Thermal stress concentration factors in large shafts
turbine rotors

00274 A77-298S5
STBESS 1EASUBEHBNT

Dynamic-stress-data management for aeromechanical
testing of turbomachinery

P0009 A77-12175
Discussion of existing load spectra for aircraft

and their parts
p0193 A77-2J872

Dynamic-stress-data management for aeromechanical
testing of turbomachinery computer aided
data acquisition system

pOJ52 A77-Jb008
General aviation fatigue loads - A comparison of

analytical and recorded spectra
[SAE PAPER 770463] p0393 A77-37081

Normal stress, temperature, and performance
properties of military aircraft tires
[AD-A036153] p0384 H77-25160

STBESS IAVES
Application of a mathematical simulation method

representing the propagation of mechanical
perturbations to the analysis of nonlinear
vibrations in blades subject to collisions

p0061 A77-15999
STEESS-STEJIN DIAGRABS

Critical remarks on the validity of fatigue life
evaluation methods based on local stress-strain
behavior

p0047 A77-1J76J
Cyclic structural analyses of air-cooled gas

turbine blades and vanes
[SAE PAPEH 760918] p02S9 A77-.J8226

Investigation of the fatigue strength of aircraft
gas-turbine twin blades

p0309 A77-32716
Exploratory development of design data on Joints

using fatigue-improvement fasteners
[AD-A030275] p02JJ H77-184S4

HB and T-pultruded composite structural elements
[AD-A035217] p0388 N77-25256

STEESS-STBAIH DISTRIBUTION
D STBESS CONCENTRATION

STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS
D STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS
STBESSES
NT AXIAL STBESS
NT COMBINED STRESS
NT CRITICAL LOADING
NT BESIDDAl STBESS
NT SHEAR STBESS
NT THEHSAL STRESSES
NT TOBSIONAL STRESS
STRINGERS

Designing thin-walled many-stringer torque boxes
for strength

p0252 A77-27132
STBIF THABSBISSIOB LIKES
NT hTCROSTBIP TRANSMISSION LINES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
NT DYNAHIC STBDCTUHAL ANALYSIS
NT ENERGY BETHODS
HI FLDTTEB ANALYSIS
NT BATHIX BETHODS
NT STBAIN ENERGY HETHODS
Resizing procedure for structures under combined

mechanical and thermal loading
p0002 A77-10214

Structural tests of aerodynamic surfaces - A
systems approach to analysis and design

pOOlO A77-12206
Analysis of anlticontoar thin-wall structures by

the cell method
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P0112 A77-17970
Structures, Structural Bynames and Materials

Conference, 18th, Barch 21-23, 1977, and
Aircraf t Ccoposites: The Emerging lethodology
for Structural Assurance, San Diego, Calif. ,
March 2u, 25, 1977, Technical Papers. Volume A -
Structures an3 materials

p0203 A77-25726
Double exponential functions that describe crack

grovth rate behavior
FAIAA 77-363] p0201 J77-25731

Tracking crack growth damage at control joints
[ A l f J 77-379] 00205 A77-25738

Service life monitoring coupons - Accounting for
potential crack growth in fleet aircraft
[ ? I A A 77-380] 00205 A77-25739

Correlation of predicted and actual crack growth
in a transport wng
[ A l f i 77-3811 p0205 A77-25710

Quantification of fastener hole guality
[ A l f ? 77-382] p0205 A77-25711

Environmentally controlled fa t igue tests of box
teams with built-in flaws
[ A I A « 77-175] p0207 A77-25775

» new role for structures technology in aircraft
configuration developaent
[ A S M S P f p s H 76-HP/AIRC-8] p0212 177-26103

An automated procedure for preliminary design of
pr imary structure for transport Aircraft
M S M 2 P A P E R 76-HA/AEBC-9] p0213 J77-26101

Computer graphics in sizing «nd analysis of
aircraft structures

p0257 A77-27868
Cyclic structural analyses of air-cooled gas

turbine blades and vaces
[ S A E P A P E R 760918] p0259 A77-28226

Recent advances in computerized aerospace
structural analysis and design

p0298 A77-30873
Calculation, beyond the proportional limit, of a

slightly ccnical low-aspect-ratio wing
p0305 A77-32091

Analysis of slightly-conical saall-aspect-ratio
wings beyond the prcpcrtional limit

p O U 6 9 A77-14091I
Boron-epoxy-reinforced titanium aircraft

landing-gear drag strut
[BASH-TN-D-8289] p0073 N77-12218

Investigation of advanced helicopter structural
designs. Volume 1: Advanced structural
component design concepts study
[AD-P026216] p0122 N77-11011

Composite hubs for low cost gas turbine engines
[NASf-TI-I-73578] p0182 N77-17066

Correlation of AH-1G helicopter flight vibration
data and tailboom static test data with NASTHAH
analytical results
[1ASA-CR-115120] p0229 S77-18136

Correlation of AH-1G airfTame test data with a
H A 3 T R A N mathematical ucdel
[SASA-CR-115119] p0210 N77-19188

numerical computation of stress intensity factors
for aircraft structural details by the finite
element nethod
[AD-A031829] p0282 N77-20097

Fracture mechanics fundamenta l s with reference to
aircraft structural applications
[ ABL/STROC-TM-215] p0285 N77-20178

Development of a load sequence for a structural
fatigue test
[ARL/STBOC-TM-217] p0285 N77-20179

Application of NASTRAS to large deflection
supersonic flutter of panels

p0285 U77-20190
Development , documentation and correlation of a

N A S T P A N vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter
a i r f r a m e

p0285 N77-20500
The implementation of a finite element computer

code and associated pre- and postprocessor into
ABU 101 and AE1102 flight vehicle structural
analysis 1 and 2
[AD-A032333] p0286 177-20530

Response of A-6 landing gear door to air shock
loading
[AD-A035159] p0381 B77-25157

Development of a lov-cost graphite reinforced
composite priaar; structural component
[HD-A035398] p0388 877-25261

STBOCTOBAL EEABS
tJ 32AMS (StJPPOBTS)

STBDCTDBAL DESIGB
HI PRESSURE VESSEL DBSIGH
Resizing procedure for structures under combined

mechanical and thermal loading
p0002 A77-10211

Advanced design composite aircraft, the next step
for composites
[SAWE PAPER 1105] pOUlO A77-1.i181

Fiber composite structures
pOOSI A7/-15297

A replacement design tor a structural Hing box
composite material application in V/STOL lighters

pOObl A77-15298
Application and effect of the results ot stability

and structural component studies on current and
future aircraft
(DGIR PAPSB 76-167] pOOa3 A77-165SO

The design and operating features ot Vosper
Thornycroft skirts

pOlOU A77-170J8
Advanced composite landing gear leg

[AIAA PAPER 77-301] pOIIJ A77
Aluminum-brazed titanium design

pl)198 A77
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 18th, Harch 21-23, 1977, and
Aircraft Composites: The Emerging Hethodology
for Structural Assurance, San Diego, Calif.,
March 21, 25, 1977, Technical Papers. Volume A -
Structures and materials

p020J A77-2b/26
A multilevel approach for minimum weight
structural design including local and system
buckling constraints
[ A I A A 77-373] p0201 A77-^57J«

A rapid optimization procedure for structures
subjected to multiple constraints
[ A I A A 77-37H] p020M A77-257J5

The optimal manifold in structural optimization
[ A I A A 77-375] p0201 A77-^b/J6

A SOP-3 - A program for the optimum design ot
metallic and composite structures subjected to
strength and deflection constraints
[ A I A A 77-378] p0201 A77-257J7

A new role for structures technology in aircraft
configuration development
[ASSE PAPER 76-BA/AERO-8] p021^ A77-26UOJ

An automated procedure for preliminary design of
primary structure for transport Aircraft
[ A S M E PAPER 76-SA/AERO-9] p021J A77-<!b'»04

Toward integrated structural design with advanced
composites P-16 graphite-epoxy empennage skins
[ A S M E PAPER 76-WA/AEBO-11] p0213 A77-26106

Refinement of the Mean Streamline Method of blade
section design
[ A S M E PAPER 76-HA/FE-11] pOJU A77-26137

Computer graphics in sizing and analysis of
aircraft structures

p02i>J A77-27868
Technology of civil usage of composites in

commercial aircraft structures
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-H68] p0257 A77-280M9

Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft
structures

p02*J A77-J96S7
Recent advances in computerized aerospace
structural analysis and design

p0298 A77-JU87J
The influence of curriculum on aerospace design
decisions
[SAE PAPER 770151] pOJ92 A77-J7075

Airframe design of the S-76 helicopter
[ A H S 77-33-85] p0122 A77-10C98

A new approach to aodel structure identification
[ A I A A 77-1171] p0160 A7/-13191

Design philosophy for helicopter rotor heads
p0163 A77-13J1S

Optimum acoustic design of free-running lev speed
propellers
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1218] p0502 A77-11JJ7

Advanced Technology Ring /ATH/ selection and design
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1210] p0509 A77-15505

Composite horizontal stabilizer tor the B-l -
Design, fabrication and test

P0512 A77-16519
Detail design in aircraft

p0519 A77-18000
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Design, fabrication and test of an ?-1U composite
overwing fairing
[SHE P A P I B EH76-175] p0563 477-51010

Optimal input design for parameter identification
of dynamic systems

p0131 N77-15018
Computer-aided methods for analysis and synthesis

of supersonic crnise aircraft structures
p0221 .177-18028

Structural design studies of a supersonic cruise
arrow wing configuration

p0221 N77-18029
Developments in steady and unsteady aerodynamics

for use in aeroelastic analysis and design
for supersonic crnise aircraft

p0221 H77-18031
Toward a second generation fuel efficient

supersonic cruise aircraft
p0222 F77-18037

Toward a second generation fuel efficient
supersonic cruise aircraft structural design for
efficiency

p0222 N77-18038
Toward a second generation fuel efficient

supersonic cruise aircraft performance
characteristics and benefits

p0222 1177-18039
Design feasibility of an advanced technology

supersonic cruise aircraft
p0222 H77-18040

Structural design of supersonic cruise aircraft
p0222 H77-18011

Performance and benefits of an advanced technology
supersonic cruise aircraft

p0222 N77-180H2
An advanced concept that promises ecological and

economic viability
p0222 S77-180H3

Aircraft stuctural life monitoring and the problem
of corrosion
[ABL/HAT-TH-365] p0281 S77-20071

Comparison of the sonic fatigue characteristics of
four structural designs
[AD-A031965] p0286 N77-20526

Research requirements for development of improved
helicopter rotor efficiency
[«USA-CB-115117] pC128 N77-26121

PASS: A computer program for Preliminary Mrcraft
Structural synthesis
[SASA-TH-73216] p0435 N77-27106

The characteristics of a family of rooftop
aerofoils designed at their drag-rise condition
in viscous, compressible flow. Part 2: Off
design conditions
[AHC-CP-1321] p0172 H77-28075

A multilevel approach in optimum design of
structures including buckling constraints

p0196 N77-29552
STBOCTDH11 DESIGN CBITEBIA

Application of optiuality criteria to automated
structural design

pOOOl A77-10207
Reducing vibration by structural modification

helicopter fuselage model
pOOOS J77-11279

Use of structural model specimens for verification
of aircraft fatigue life

p0045 A77-13353
Experiences concerning construction and testing in

the case of a pressurized fuselage section with
a sandwich-construction design
[DGIB PAPEB 76-197] p0091 A77-16530

Structures and materials for future aircraft
design

p0153 A77-20718
The consideration of damage tolerance in the
design of joints in aircraft structures

p0198 A77-2«916
Heat sink structural design concepts for a

hypersonic research airplane
f A I A A 77-392] p0205 A77-25704

The Air force structural Integrity Program for
advanced composite structures
[ A I A A 77-1160] p0206 A77-25769

Qualification and in-service evaluation of the
A-7D composite outer ning
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1162] p0211 A77-25815

Concepts for the development of light-weight
composite structures for rotor burst containment

pl>301 ft77-J1b75
Damage tolerant design for helicopter structural

integrity

The Shock and Vibration bulletin. Part 1:
Measurements and criteria development, isolation
and damping
[AD-A033422] p02JJ N/7-18I48S

Design and performance of energy efficient
propellers for Hach 0.8 cruise
[1ASA-TM-X-7J612] p0283 H77-20109

Recommended design for rigid-flexible airfield
pavement Junctures
[1D-A031351] p0281 877-201,!,!

Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis, volume 1
[AD-A03216I4] pOJ16 N77-22Ub9

Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis. Volume 2:
Computer manual
[AD-A031951] p0317 N77-22060

Nondestructive evaluation of civil airport pavements
[AD-A036384] pQJ26 M7

Study of structural design concepts for an arrow
wing supersonic transport configuration, volume
1. Tasks 1 and 2
[S1SA-CS-13257b-VDI.-1] p0382 N7

Study of structural design concepts for an arrow
wing supersonic transport configuration, volume
2. Tasks 1 and 2
[SASA-CR-132576-701-2] pOJSJ N77-25148

Aluminium alloy development and evaluation for
aircraft structural performance
[NLR-HP-76022-0] p0389 N/7-25J11

Evaluation of structural design concepts tor an
arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft
[ N A S A - C R - 2 6 6 7 ] p O J B y N77-2bbB1

Optimum design of composite wing structures with
twist constraint for aeroelastic tailoring
[ A D - A 0 3 8 0 2 9 ] pO«<!6 S77-26099

The use of a simplified structural model as an aid
in the strain gage calibration of a complex wing
[NASA-TH-56016] p O U J 9 1 / / - 2 7 U 2 9

Structural design of pavements for light aircraft
[AD-A011300] pOISJ S77-291/1

Propeller study. Part 1: Introduction and overview
[NASA-CR-15S002] p0511 N77-J11b6

An optimality criteria approach to the min imum
weight design of aircraft structures
[ A D - A O U 2 7 5 9 ] pObSI N77-J2110

STBOCTDBAI DIHAHICS
(I D Y N A M I C STRUCTURAL A N A L Y S I S

STROCTOHAL BHGINEBBING
Improvements to airport drainage criteria, phase 1

[AD-A033614/6] p028« N77-<!U119
Engine structural integrity program (ENSIP)

Military engine deterioration in service connected
with life cycle costs

STRUCTURAL JAILORS
Slip of bearings with both races rotating in

axial-flow compressor two-spool engines
pOObB A77-1b797

Crack propagation in the reinforced structure of a
transport aircraft, calculation-experiment
comparison
[DGLB PAPER 76-218] p009^ A7/-1bi11

The determination of collapse load and energy
absorbing properties of thin walled beam
structures using matrix methods of analysis

P011I4 A77-1BJ18
The scatter factor in the reliability assessment
of aircraft structures

Structural acoustic considerations for aircraft
p01bO A7/-206JJ

Structural attachment of composite rotor blades
--- for helicopters

p0198 A77-21911
Damage tolerance analysis of an aircraft

structural joint
p0198 A77-2191 /

Concepts for the development of light-weight
composite structures for rotor burst conta inment

p0301 A77-J1b lb
Fatigue problems in service - Aircraf t structures

p0519 A77-«7bOJ
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Analog computation assessment of the risk of
structural failure doc to crack growth under
random loading
[AD-A025266] p003« H77-110a2

Metallurgical analysis cf arresting gear deck
pendant failures
[AD-A03127U] p0239 N77-19090

STRUCTURAL FATIGUE
0 FSTI60E (BATEBIALS)
STHUCT08AL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS

Experimental deteruinatien of aerodynamic
influence coefficients daring bending-twisting
oscillations of blades in a flat lattice

p0060 A77-15993
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
0 CONSTRUCTION BATEHIALS

STBOCTORAL MEMBERS
HT BEAHS (SUPPORTS)
NT BOX BEAMS
NT CANTILEVIB BEAMS
NT COBVED BEABS
NT END PL?TES
NT FLAT P1ATES
NT SKIN (STRUCTURAL HEHBEK)
NT STRINGERS
NT STBOTS
BT TRUSSES
NT DING PANELS
STRDCTOBAL BEtliBIlITI

Structural reliability prediction method
considering crack grovth and residual strength

of aircraft structures
pOOII A77-13293

Quantification of fastener hole quality
[ A I A A 77-382] p0205 A77-25701

Bayesian estimation of crack initiation times from
service data
[ A I A A 77-383] p0205 A77-25742

The Air Force Structural Integrity Program for
advanced composite structures
[ A I A f 77-Q60] p0206 A77-25769

U.S. Navy certificaticn of composite vings for the
P-18 and Advanced Harrier aircraft
[ A I A A 77-U66] p0207 A77-25771

Navy in-service evaluation program for
composite aircraft structure reliability
[ A I A A 77-4671 p0207 J77-25772

An approach to the development of durable and
damage tolerant composite commercial aircraft
structure
[ A I A A 77-471] p0207 A77-25773

External force balance - The measurement of
inflight loads on F-14 external stores
aircraft reliabilitv design

p0243 A77-26829
The influence of curriculum on aerospace design

decisions
[SAE PAPER 770454] p0392 A77-37075

Engine Structural Integrity Program /ENSIP/,
fatigue life considerations

p0399 A77-37639
Blade inspection system for helicopter rotors

[ A H S 77-33-66] p0421 A77-40089
Measurement and prediction of structural ana

biodynamic crash-impact response; Proceedings of
the Bmter Annua l fleeting, Nev Tork, N.I.,
December 5-10, 1976

p0454 A77-42564
A method of analysis for general aviation airplane

structural crashvorthiness
p045« A77-42566

The need for improved aircraft crashvorthiness
design

p0554 A77-49473
The protection of aircraft radomes against

lightning strike
p0556 A77-49734

Airframe ccmposite materials
p057i| A77-51353

Rationale for structural inspections of aircraft
p0228 877-18100

STRUCTURAL BIGIDITI
0 STBOCTORAL STABILITY

STHOCTOBAl STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
Some aspects of mechanical instability problems

for a fully articulated rotor helicopter
p0464 A77-Q3355

Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward flight

p055J A77-IHM80
Methods and techniques of ground vibration testing

p036f) N77-24110
STRUCTURAL STBAIN

Anal/sis of multicontour thin-nail structures by
the cell method

pOII/ A77-17970
Htl and T-pultruded composite structural elements
[AD-A035217] pUJBH N77-2b2bb

STRUCTURAL VIBRATION
NT BENDING VIBBATIOS
NT PLOTTER
NT LINEAR VIBRATION
BT PANEL FLDTTEB
BT SELP INDOCED VIBRATION
BT SUBSONIC PLOTTER
NT SBPEBSCBIC PLOTTER
NT TORSIONAL VIBRATION
BT TRANSONIC PLOTTER
Reducing vibration by structural modification

helicopter fuselage model
pOOOb A77-1H79

A method for studying the aeroelastic stability ot
shallow shells in the flow of an incompressible
fluid

pOO«3 A7/-1J01B
Certain characteristics of blade oscillations

under conditions of rotating distortion
pOObO A77-15985

Investigation of oscillations of packets with a
finite number of rotor blades

p0060 A77-15986
Calculating the vibrations or bladed disks of

turbomachines with their asymmetry taken into
account

pOU60 A77-15S92
Vibrations in compressor blades exposed to radial
irregularity of flow

pOObO A/7-15S9U
Effect of certain aerodynamic factors on

inducement of vibrations in tnrbomachine blades
pOObl A77-1S99S

Nonradial arrangement ot tnrbomachine guide vanes
pOObl A77-15997

Investigation of helicopter airtrame normal modes
p0107 A77-17U10

Instability phenomena in the flow passages ot a
gas turbine engine compressor

pOUO A77-17751
Prediction of the angular vibration of aircraft

structures
p0112 A77-1997/

Methods and techniques of vibration testing in
flight
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1976-120] p0154 A77-20«b8

Material damping developments for aircraft
lightweight structures subjected to acoustic loads
[AIAA 77-396] p0206 A77-257H8

Shimmy analysis and test ot the Rockwell
International -to Model Sabreliner corotating
dual wheel nose gear
[AIAA 77-»40] p0^09 A77-2S799

Vibration testing of an externally-mounted
avionics system based on HIL-STD-810C

p0211 A77-J60JQ
Vibrations of landing gear struts during braking

p025J A77-^7151
Vibrations of the principal struts ot a landing

gear during landing
p025J A77-J7152

Influence of the dynamic parameters ot the control
system on nose-wheel shimmy

pO^bM A77-27160
Isolation of rotor induced vibration with the Bell
focal pylon-nodal beam system
[SAE PAPER 760892] p0258 A77-28211

Benefits of higher-harmonic blade pitch -
Vibration reduction, blade-load reduction, and
performance improvement for helicopter rotors

pOJ«2 A77-3J7BO
Exact solutions in oscillating airfoil theory

p03S6 A77-Jb1bb
A numerical study of the unsteady leading edge

separation bubble on an oscillating airfoil
pOJ56 A7

Development and evaluation of a method for
predicting the vibration and noise
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characteristics of helicopter transnissions
[ H H S 77-33-76] p0422 A77-40093

Minimized fuselage vibrations using advanced
composites
(*HS 77-33-81] p0422 477-40097

Active flutter control using generalized unsteady
aerodynamic theory

p0455 A77-12772
A model for vindtunnel rotorcraft research -

Ground resonance investigations
pO<166 A77-43369

Heasurement of nondiagonal generalized damping
ratios during ground vibration tests
[ONERS, IP SO. 1977-112] p0558 A77-50110

Correlation of AH-1G helicopter flight vibration
data and tailbcom static test data with HASTBAH
analytical results
[NASA-CB-145120] p0229 H77-18136

Research requirenents for the reduction of
helicopter vibration
[N4SA-CB-145116] p0238 B77-19058

The shock and vibration digest, volume 9, no. 1
[AD-A035310] p0326 H77-22520

Vibration of helicopters
p0327 K77-22521

AH-1G helicopter aerodynamic and structural loads
survey
[AD-A036910] p0385 H77-25169

Treatment of the ncnlinear vibration of a variable
sweep aircraft wing with its drive using a
simplified wing model
[BBB-UFE-1191-0] p0131 H77-26156

Modeling and parameter uncertainties for aircraft
flight ccntrcl system design
[NASA-CR-2887] p0589 H77-33149

Design and development of a structural mode
control system
[NASA-CB-1II38I16] p0595 H77-33201

Rind tunnel study of an active flutter suppression
system

p0597 H77-33215
STBOCTDBAL HEIGHT

Estimating procedures associated with aircraft
modifications
[SAKE P A P E R 1101] pOC09 A77-12181

Fuselage analytical weight estimation nethod
[ S A W E P A P E B 1102] p0009 A77-12182

A method for estimating the weight of aircraft
transmissions
[ S A U E PJPER 1120] p0010 A77-12191

The effect of inclined trailing edges 'and membrane
weight on the supersonic flow past conical
paragliders with small camber

p0096 A77-16598
Predicting the loading of tail planes in the

preliminary phase of aircraft design
p0156 A77-21874

Weight design theory for passenger aircraft
p0252 A77-27135

The takeoff weight growth factor in aircraft design
p0252 A77-27136

Assessment of variable-cycle engines for Nach 2.7
supersonic transforts
[NASA-TM-X-73977] p0021 H77-10065

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas tnrbine engines. Volume 1; nethod
of analysis
[BASA-CB-135170] p0385 H77-25171

Parametric study of transport aircraft systems
cost and weight
[NASA-CR-151970] p0127 B77-26106

Innovative Aircraft Design Study (IADS) task 2,
volume 1
[AD-J041231] p0540 B77-31141

An elementary analysis of the effect of sveep,
Hach number, and lift coefficient on
wing-structure weight
[KASA-TH-74072] p0589 H77-33146

STBDTS
Analysis of aircraft loading in the case of a

multistrnt landing gear
p0253 A77-27150

Vibrations of landing gear struts during braking
p0253 A77-27151

vibrations of the principal struts of a landing
gear during landing

p0253 A77-27152
Automatically lockable axially extensible strut

for helicopters

[BASA-CASB-LAR-11900-1 ] p0229 H77-1S1J4
Buckling of struts. Lipped and unlipped channel

sections
[BSDU-76023] pOJ^6 N/7-22502

Investigation of an aluminum rolling helix crash
energy absorber
[AD-A042081] . p0587 B77-JJ1J2

SOBC8ITICAI FLO!
Compressible snbcritical flow through anally

symmetric sharp-lipped orifices and nozzles
pOOll A77-125b5

Numerical solution for snbcritical flows by a
transonic integral equation method

P0212 A77-26/41
Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips of
thin, lifting wings in subcritical flow

p0075 N77-12996
Iterative calculation of flow past a thick

cambered wing near the ground
CABC-CP-1370] p05d5 H77-J1104

Iterative design techniques tor thick cambered
wings in snbcritical flow
[ABC-CP-1371] p0535 B77-J1105

SOBLATTICBS
B UTTICES (HATHEHATICS)
SDBLIHATIOH

Coefficients of radiative heat transfer tor the
case of flow past bodies in the presence of
intense sublimation

p0203 A77-25S35
SOBSAHIIBS

Omega navigation - Hill the floodgates open
p0250 A77-27028

SOBBI11IHETEB SAVES
Spectral and polarimetric instrumentation for the
aircraft astrophysical investigations in the
range 50-500mkm AH-30 aircraft receiving
equipment in far IB and sabmillimeter range
[D-228] p0086 H77-1J9J6

SOBSOHIC AIRCRAFT
'c.22', the new French target drone

pOOOS A77-11625
The next-generation subsonic transport
[SASE PAPEB 1127] p0010 A77-12195

Belaxation near a sonic line transonic flow
past subsonic lifting aircraft

pOOH A77-12563
Supersonic and subsonic, CTOL and VIOL, airplane

design /1th edition/ Book
pOOSJ A77-11972

Analysis of the climbing characteristics of
subsonic Jet aircraft German book

p0116 A77-18960
Nacelle installation analysis for subsonic
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-102] p0160 A77-22^7

Aerodynamics of passenger aircraft
pO^SI A77-27127

Methods of linear theory in problems involving
optimization of the aerodynamical
characteristics of subsonic profiles

p0251 A77-271JO
Energy and economic trade offs for advanced
technology subsonic aircraft

p02/1 A77-29171
Effect of wing fins on lift-generated wakes
[4IAA EAPEB 77-671] p(>361 A77-37U25

Propulsion designed for V/STOL
[RIAA EAPEB 77-804] p0450 A77-l»196i

The measurement of performance, stability and
control characteristics of a high subsonic Jet
aircraft in non-steady flight conditions
employing high accuracy instrumentation techniques

pOSIO A77-45525
Hydrogen-fueled subsonic aircraft: A perspective

p0026 B77-10J44
The effect of temperature on subsonic Jet noise
C&8C-B/H-3771] p0477 B77-28121

BSEG: A segmented mission analysis program for
low and high speed aircraft. Volume 2: Program
users manual
[BASA-CB-2808] p0584 B77-33100

A suspended anemoneter system for measuring true
airspeed on low-speed airplanes
[BASA-TH-D-8523] p0590 B77-J3157

SBBSOBIC FLOS
Hethods for elliptic problems in external

aerodynamics
pOOIS A77-12554
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SUBJECT IHDEX SDBSOBIC PLOTTBB

Subsonic flovs in tnrboaachines
pOOKt A77-12556

Application of the methcd of causality to the
study of noise from a subsonic jet

p0106 177-17319
Experimental investigation of subsonic tnrbnlent

separated boundary layers on an airfoil
p0108 177-17196

On the mechanism of voctez breakdown point
stabilization for lov subsonic flow around a
delta ving

p0112 A77-17968
Study of the effect of nozzle shape on the

characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic
and supersonic flovs

p0136 A77-19712
Computation of lov speed flow about an asymmetric

nacelle at incidence
[ A H A P A P E R 77-1113] p0110 A77-19857

An inviscid model for submerged transonic vail jets
[ A I A A PX.PEB 77-1711] p01 <K> A77-19875

Penetration and break-up of liquid fuel jets in
high subsonic speed airstreams
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-201] p O I U I A77-19893

Dnsteady aerodynamic forces in a rectilinear
cascade of subsonic blades
[ O N E R A , TP HO. 1976-78] p0115 A77-20113

Pressures ever a sharp-ed^ed air intake
functioning in subsonic flov at reduced flovrate
[ O N E B A , TF FO. 1976-127] p015H A77-20870

A numerical technigue for subsonic flovs past
three dimensional canard-ving configurations
vith edge separations
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1] p0160 A77-22205

A subsonic flov investigation on a research body
at high angles of attack
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-180] p0162 A77-22210

An experimental study of jet ncise. I - Turbulent
mix ing ncise

p0195 A77-21313
Spanvise cambered delta ving vith leading-edge

separation
F0199 177-24937

Analysis of blade thickness effects on the cascade
of blades in subsonic shear flov

p0200 A77-25090
A novel concept for subsonic inlet boundary-layer

control
p0256 A77-27617

The engine-over-the-ving noise problem
p0257 A77-27806

The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at snbscnic flight speeds

p0260 A77-28367
Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis

of unsteady supersonic cascades. II -
Aerodynamic response predictions
[1SME P A P E R 77-GT-U5] p0264 A77-28558

Some singularities of flcvs past profiles at the
root of a swept ving at subsonic flow velocities

p0296 A77-30560
Tvo-dimensicnal turbulent gas flovs

p0296 A77-30561
Boundary layer shear stress in subsonic and

supersonic flov
P0345 A77-33841

Effects of secondary f lcvs in straight cascades
[ O B E R A , TP NO. 1977-29] p0347 A77-31480

Influence of initial distortions on secondary
flovs in a fixed annular cascade
[OHEH1, TP HO. 1977-28] p0347 177-34181

Response of a subsonic nozzle to acoustic and
entropy disturbances turbojet engine noise
generation oechaniso

p0355 177-36122
An investigation of an inclined jet in a ccossvind

p0355 177-36156
Exact solutions in oscillating airfoil theory

p0356 A77-36166
Form drag, skin friction, and vortex shedding

fregoencies for subsonic and transonic
crossflovs on circular cylinder
[ A I A A P A P E E 77-687] p0361 177-37034

An approach to subsonic, turbulent flov airfoil
design using nini-coaputers
[ S A E P A P E R 770179] p039Q 177-37095

Application of the finite element technigue
combined vith the collocation method to subsonic
lif t ing surface problems

p0519 A77-475J7
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of

a v ing moving at subsonic speed, in the case ot
a veak shock-wave effect on the ving

pOb^O A7/ -4 /667
Don-equilibrium flov of an inviscid gas past a

thin profile
pObbO A77-48289

Vortex lattice prediction of subsonic aerodynamics
of hypersonic vehicle concepts

p0554 A77-49J43
The initial region of subsonic coaxial jets. II

p05S>5 177-19561
An analytical model for entropy noise ot subsonic
nozzle flov
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1366] p0569 177-b1118

Study of the sabsonic flov around a sharp leading
edge <
[AiAF-BT-76-14] p0019 H77-10017

Noise response of cavities of varying dimensions
at subsonic speeds
[H1SA-TB-D-8351] p0126 B7/-14817

Tvo-dimensional subsonic wind tunnel evaluation ot
a 20-percent-tbiclc circulation control airfoil
[AD-A027161] p0127 H77-15005

Pressure distribution on a 1- by 3-meter semispan
ving at sveep angles from 0 deg to 10 deg in
subsonic flov
[HAS1-TH-D-8307] p0167 N/7-15979

Variable-area subsonic diffnser study
[AD-A029352] p0172 H77-16067

Advanced surface paneling method for subsonic and
supersonic flov

pOJ17 H77-17S99
An experimental study on the aerodynamic response
of a subsonic cascade oscillating near stall
[AD-A029672] p02J6 B77-19021

Supercritical wing profile DFVLB-R2. Results of
calculations subsonic flow
[DLH-IB-151-76/7] pO.289 877-21060

Approximate method for calculating aerodynamic
loadings on an airfoil oscillating in high
subsonic flov
[HAL-TR-455T] pOJIS H77-22047

Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for
jet-flapped wings
[AD-A033550] pOJIS B77-22051

The intermittent jet for supersonic conditions
increased vith passage to operating in a ramjet
- i lov cost engine

P0321 B77-221JO
Application of panel methods for unsteady subsonic
flow
[BiB-HF-76010-0] pOJ79 B77-25096

The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
ving-body combinations at subsonic flight speeds
[BLR-Ht-76017-0] pOJ79 B77-25097

Behavior of a sabsonic flov past a thin wing in
the vicinity of the leading edge
[ONEBA-HT-1976-16] pOJSO B77-25107

Developments in the lifting surface theory
treatment of symmetric planforns vith a leading
edge crank in subsonic flow
[ AKC-CP-1323] p0472 B77-28076

FLDT - 1 program for aeroelastic stability analysis
ol aircraft structures in subsonic flov

[BSSA-TB-73217] p0175 B77-28108
An assessment of the accuracy ot sabsonic
linearized theory for the design of varped
slender vings
[ABC-Cf-1321] p01T6 B77-28110

p-8 supercritical ving flight pressure. Boundary
layer, and vake measurements and comparisons
vith vind tunnel data
[H1SA-TH-1-3511] p0187 B77-29098

Behavior of a subsonic flov past, a thin ving in
the vicinity of the leading edge
[BSs-TT-101] p018U B77-29108

Pressure distributions on a 1- by 3-meter semispan
wing vith a nonstreanvise tip in sabsonic flov
[H1SB-TH-72755] pOb85 B77-JJ103

The effect of flight on the noise of subsonic jets
[1D-4011730] p0592 B77-JJ176

Sapersonic jet exhaust noise investigation.
Volume I: Acoustic far-field/near-tieid data
report
[1D-A011819] p0593 B77-J3177

SOBSOHIC PLOTTER
Investigation of blade flutter in a subsonic
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SOBSOHIC SPEED SUBJECT IHDEX

turbine cascade
p O I U S A77-20142

Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of a
semi-infinite airfoil oscillating in a shear layer
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-157] p0161 A77-22239

Leading-edge vortex effect on the flutter speed
P0507 A77-44819

Wind tunnel experiments on an actively controlled,
variable geometry flutter model
[AD-J039216] p0529 H77-30134

SOBSOHIC SPEED
Becent ground-based and in-flight simulator

studies of low-speed handling characteristics of
supersonic cruise transport aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1144] pOi(59 A77-43174

Effec t of an integrated scram jet installation on
the subscnic performance of an aircraft designed
to Bach 6 cruise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1230] pOSOO A77-44326

Investigation of subsonic fan noise sources by
fluctuating pressure measurements on rotating
blades
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1321] p0566 A77-51075

Hechanism of stabilization of the 'separation
point1 of a vortex during flow of a stream at
low subsonic velocity over a delta King
[NASA-TT-F-17283] p0018 N77-10012

An analytical study for subsonic obligue wing
transport concept
[NASA-CR-137896] p0021 N77-10045

An analytical study for subsonic obligue wing
transport concept
[NASA-CE-137897] p0021 N77-10046

Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of proposed
high wing maneuvering air-to-snrface submnnitions
[AD-A028227] p0225 N77-18067

Estimation at subsonic speeds of the longitudinal
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body combinations at angles up to 90 deg
[SBE-BEPT-1672(HR/D) ] pO«26 H77-26080

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of a vectored-engine-over-wing configuration
having spanwise leading-edge vortex enhancement
[HASA-TB-X-73955] p0433 N77-27072

Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamic
characteristics of irregular planform wings at
Bach number 0.3 in the Ames 12 ft pressure
wind tunnel
[HASA-TM-X-73132] p0472 N77-28073

The dynamic response of wings in torsion at high
subsonic speeds

p0533 N77-31077
Bethods for reducing subsonic drag due to lift

p0578 N77-32093
SOBSOHIC BIRD TDHBELS

Bethods and problems in practical aerodynamics
/4th revised and enlarged edition/ Russian
book

pOU5U A77-U2219
Beat transfer at the critical point of a cylinder

during intensive blowing
p0549 A77-48054

Coherence and phase techniques applied to noise
diagnosis in the HAS? Ames 7 times 10-foot wind
tunnel no. 1
[HASA-CB-152039] p0532 N77-30905

wind tunnel and analytical investigation of
over-the-wing propulsion/air f rame interferences
for a short-haul aircraft at Bach numbers fron
0.6 to 0.78 conducted in the Lewis 8 by 6
foot tunnel
[HASA-CB-2905] p0586 S77-33114

SOBTBOPICAL BEGIOBS
0 TBOPICAL BEGIOHS

SOCTIOB
Binimal-drag slender wings

p0296 A77-305S7
Problem statement in planning and analysis of

variants of mass-production designs of boundary
layer suction systems

p0308 A77-32713
Effects of secondary flows in straioht cascades

[OHEBA, TP HO. 1977-29] p0347 A77-34480
Three-parameter method for calculating a laminar

boundary layer with suction
p0358 A77-36598

Compressible laminar boundary layers with suction
on swept and tapered wings

p0405 A77-37940

Consideration of clogging in boundary-layer
control system design

p0447 A77-41bo«
An application of the suction analog for the
analysis ot asymmetric flow situations

p0027 N77-1t!JbO
Performance of high-area-ratio annular dump
diffuser using suction-stabilized-vortex flow
control
[FASA-TH-X-3535] pOJ71 N77-^H1I40

SOD AYIATIOH AIBCBAFT
NT ALOOETTE HELICOPTERS
NT CONCOBDE AIBCBAFT

SODDED IOHOSPBEBIC DISTURBANCES
A study of sudden ionospheric disturbances and
their effect on VLF position fixing accuracy

pOJ17 N77-22094
SOUPS

Aircraft engine sump-fire studies
pl)228 N/7-18104

SOBS
Calculation of multi-contour thin-walled
structures by the method of sections
[HASA-TT-F-17284] pOOJ2 H77-1102y

SDPBB SABBE AIBCBAFT .
0 F-100 AIPCBAFT

SOPBBALLOYS
0 dEAT RESISTANT ALLOTS
SOPEBCHABGEBS

Parametric performance evaluation ot a ]et engine
derived from a turbocharger
[AD-A039116] pOb<>9 N77-JU126

SUPBBCBARGIHG
D SDPEBCHABGEKS

SDPEBCOOLIHG
Numerical investigation of the

heterogeneous-homogeneous condensation of a
stream in a supersonic nozzle

p0251 S77-27095
SOPEBCBITIC&L FLOS

Approximate transonic profile flow with shock
p0002 A7/-10251

An inverse method for the design of airfoils with
supercritical flow
[SAE PAPEB 770450] pOJ92 A77-J7071

An investigation ot supercritical aerofoil BGK-1.
Part 3: Extended subsonic ana transonic tests
[ ABL/AEBO-BEPT-146-PT-J] p028S N77-2104b

US Army helicopter design datcom. Volume is
Airfoils
[HASA-CB-153247] pOJSJ »7;-Jb1b1

A practical framework tor the evaluation of
oscillatory aerodynamic loading on wings in
supercritical flow

pOb34 S77-J10B9
SOPEBCBITICAL PBBSSDBES

Unsteady airloads on an oscillating supercritical
airfoil

SOPEBCBITICAL HIBGS
Practical requirements in industry --- in

computerized aerodynamic calculations tor aircratt
pOOU A77-1^bb^

Computation of wave drag for transonic tlow
pOUS7 A77-16bbt>

Calculation of unsteady transonic f low over
oscillating airfoils using the full potential
equation
[ A I A A 77-448] p0210 A 7 7 - ^ b 8 U b

Airf rame technology for energy efficient transport
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 760929] p02b9 A77-^B^JK

The design of lifting supercritical airfoils using
a numerical optimization method

pOJU HJT-J- i iUO
Calculation of transonic tlow over supercritical

airfoil sections
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-681] pO«T» ft7 (-JBBSU

Hew aircraft airfoils. I --- for transonic
aircraft, light aviation and for helicopter
rotor blades

P0461 A77- I4J J29
Advanced Technology King /PT»/ selection and design

[ A I A A E A P E B 77-1210] pOb09 A 7 / - « b b O b
Transonic f low theory of airtoils and wings-

p O O J T N77-10Jb1
Advanced transonic aerodynamic technology

H/7-10J6b
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SUBJECT IBDEI SOPEBSOBIC AIRCB4PT

Design and test of a wind tunnel model PT2, a
sonic roof-tcp wing on a sivple body
[PFA-TB-AU-928] p0076 877-13005

Transonic wind tunnel tests of the PT3 nodel, a
supercritical ving on a simple body. Part 2:
Test results and analysis noting balance,
oil f l o w , and b u f f e t i n g measurements
[FFA-TN-JU-113«-PT-2] p0076 877-13006

Rodograph theory and shock free airfoils
[NLP-BP-76002-0] p0168 N77-15993

On the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of
oscillating airfoils in two-dimensional
transonic f l o w
[HlF-HP-76003-01 p0224 N77-18060

A practical approach to the prediction of
oscillatory pressure distributions on wings in
supercritical f low
[ARC-CP-1358] p0236 H77-19017

The prediction of bu f fe t onset and light buf fe t by
means of computational methods

p0277 B77-20011
An investigation of supercritical aerofoil BGK-1.

Part 1: Near design point tests and comparisons
with theory
CARL/AEFO-BEPT-1 im-PT-1 ] p0288 N77-210U5

An investigation of supercritical aerofoil BGK-1 .
Part 3: Extended subsonic and transonic tests
[ABL/AEEO-EEPT-1Q6-PT-3] p0289 N77-21016

Supercritical wing profile DFVIB-R2. Besults of
calculations subsonic flow
[DLB-IJ-151-76/7] p0289 P77-21060

T B A N D E S : A F O E T E A B program for transonic airfoil
analysis or design
[NASA-CB-2821 ] p0377 877-25081

An exact hcdograph method for the design of
supercritical airfoils
[HBB-DPI-1168-0] pO«28 B77-2612U

P-8 supercritical wing flight pressure. Boundary
layer, and wake measurements and comparisons
with wind tunnel data
[SASA-TB-X-35H1] pO«87 N77-29098

Measurements of surface-pressure and wake-flow
fluctuations in the flow field of a whi tcomb
supercritical airfoil
[NASA-TH-D-81U3 ] pO«87 H77-29100

Buffet characteristics of the P-8 supercritical
wing airplane
[NASA-TB-56009] p0577 H77-32080

Transonic wind-tunnel investigation of the
maneuver potential of the N A S A supercritical
wing concept, phase 1
[NASA-TB-X-353«] p0586 H77-33115

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TB-X-3031] p0586 N77-33116

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls, supplement, part 1
[NASA-TB-X-3031-PT-1] p0586 N77-33117

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge ccntrcls
[NASA-TB-X-3Q31-PT-2] p0586 N77-33118

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with trailing
edge cotfircls
[HASA-TH-X-3H31-PT-3] p0586 N77-33119

Transonic aerodynanc characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TB-X-3131-PT-H] p0586 N77-33120

SOPEBBIGB FBEfiOEHCIES
Ku-band integrated circuit receiver front end

module for BPV
p0519 A77-H735U

SOPEBPLASTICITY
Superplastic forming of titanium alloys

p0110 A77-17559
Fabricating titanium parts with SPP/DB process

Snperplastic Forming and Diffusion Bonding
p0201 A77-25212

SOPBBSOB1C AIBCBAPT
NT B-70 A1BCBAFT
FT COHCOBDS AIBCBAFT
HT F-1 AIBCEAFT
NT P-5 AIKCBAPT
NT F-8 AIBCBAFT
HT F-1H AIBCBAFT

NT P-15 AIBCBAFT
NT P-16 A I R C R A F T
HT F-17 AIBCBAPT
NT P-100 A I B C P A P T
HT F-102 AIBCBAPT
NT P-106 AIBCRAFT
NT F-111 SIBCRJFT
BT 1IG AIBCBAFT
HT HIEAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
HT PHABTOB AIBCBAPT
ST S A A B 37 AIBCBiPT
HT 50PSSSOBIC COBBEBCIAl AIB TBANSPOBT
BT SUPEHSCBIC T E A N S P O R T S
HT TD-111 AIRCBAPT
NT X-15 AIBCBAFT
Applications of linearised supersonic wing theory

to the calculation ot some aircraft interference
flows

p0015 A77-12S66
A method for the preliminary stability analysis of

aircraft structures - Numerical analysis
pOU52 A77-14906

Supersonic and subsonic, CTOL and VTOL, airplane
design /4th edition/ --- Book

p0053 J77-1H972
Investigation of the flow pattern at the engine

face and methods of the flow pattern simulation
at supersonic flight speed

p0106 477-17260
Transonic performance of an auxiliary airflow
system for axisymmetric inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1U8] pOIIO A77-19S60

Operational problems of supersonic aircraft

Flight simulation testing of advanced composites
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
[AIAA 77-U01 ] p020t A77-257SJ

Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Takeotx and
Landing Analysis /FATOLA/ computer program using
flight landing data

p0208 A77-2S7B7
The commercial supersonic aircraft

p0250 A77-2698S
Airf rame/engine integration with variable cycle

engines
[AIAA PAPEB 77-798] pOlbO A77-11961

Supersonic propulsion - 1970 to 1977
[AIAA PAPEB 77-832] pO«51 A77-K1970

Jet engines for high supersonic tlight speeds -
Theoretical principles --- Russian book

pO»5<l A77-U22J8
Application of a computer program system to the

analysis and design of supersonic aircraft
[AIAA 77-1131] p0459 A77-13163

Aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic fighter
airplane configurations based on Soviet design
concepts
[AHA 77-1162] pOU60 A77-UJ1bb

The Birage-2000
pObIS A77-1697S

Study of the subsonic flow around a sharp leading
edge
[AAAF-NT-76-114] p0019 B77-10017

A computational system for aerodynamic design and
analysis of supersonic aircraft. Part 2:
Oser's manual
[HASA-CB-2716] p0030 B77-1100S

Investigation of slot cooling for high-speed
aircraft ,
[AD-A02H316] pOOJ7 B77-11U61

Supersonic aircraft after body study of a thick
boundary layer on a two-dimensional step
[LBBA-E-815-PV-Q/SAB] p0065 B77-12001

A review of several propulsion integration
features applicable to snpersonic-crnise fighter
aircraft
[NASA-TB-I-73991] p0129 B77-1SOJS

A linearized theory method of constrained
optimization for supersonic cruise wing design

p0217 N77-179S8
The role of finite-difference methods in design

and analysis for supersonic cruise
p0217 N77-18001

Besults of recent NASA research on low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic cruise
aircraft

p0217 B77-1800J
Opper surface nacelle influence on SCAB

aerodynamic characteristics at transonic speeds
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p0217 H77-18004
Aerodynamic validation of a SCAB design

p0218 K77-18005
Development of longitudinal handling qualities
criteria for large advanced supersonic aircraft

p0218 N77-18006
Propulsion system/flight control integration for

supersonic aircraft
p0218 H77-18010

Flutter suppression by active control and its
benefits

p0218 R77-18011
Variable stream control engine concept for

advanced supersonic aircraft: Features and
benefits

p0219 H77-18012
Advanced supersonic technology study: Engine

progratD summary. Supersonic propulsion: 1971 -
1976

p0219 F77-18013
Control of propulsion systems for supersonic

cruise aircraft
p0219 H77-18016

Y.r-12 propulsion research program and results
p0219 F77-18017

Composite materials research in support of
supersonic propulsion systems

p0219 N77-18018
Aeroaconstic studies of coannular nozzles suitable

for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
p0219 N77-18020

Coannular nozzle noise characteristics and
application to advanced supersonic transport
engines

p0220 1177-18021
Coannular plug nozzle noise redaction and impact

of exhaust system designs
p0220 K77-18022

Technology for controlling emissions of oxides of
nitrogen from supersonic cruise aircraft

p0220 H77-1802U
Considerations of high altitude emissions from

supersonic cruise aircraft
p0220 H77-18025

Titanium and advanced composite structures for a
supersonic cruise arrow wing configuration

p0220 N77-18026
Advanced structures technology applied to a
supersonic cruise arrow-wing configuration

p0220 N77-18027
Computer-aided methods for analysis and synthesis

of supersonic cruise aircraft structures
p0221 N77-18028

Structural design studies of a supersonic cruise
arrow wing configuration

p0221 H77-18029
Developments in steady and unsteady aerodynamics

for use in aeroelastic analysis and design
for supersonic cruise aircraft

p0221 H77-18031
Fatigue of titanium alloys in a supersonic-cruise

airplane environment
p0221 H77-18032

Time-temperatnre-stress capabilities of composites
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications

p0221 H77-18035
Advanced supersonic technology fuel tank sealants

p0221 H77-18036
Toward a second generation fuel efficient
supersonic cruise aircraft

p0222 N77-18037
Toward a second generation fuel efficient

supersonic cruise aircraft structural design for
efficiency

p0222 H77-18038
Toward a second generation fuel efficient

supersonic cruise aircraft performance
characteristics and benefits

p0222 H77-18039
Design feasibility of an advanced technology
supersonic cruise aircraft

p0222 H77-18040
Structural design of supersonic cruise aircraft

p0222 H77-18041
Performance and benefits of an advanced technology
supersonic cruise aircraft

p0222 H77-18042
An advanced concept that promises ecological and
econoiic viability

p0222 N77-18013
Methods for comparative evaluation of propulsion
system designs for supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-135110] p02J2 B77-181b6

Three dimensional supersonic flow about sliced
bodies

p0275 B77-20001
AEBOX: Computer program for transonic aircraft

aerodynamics to high angles of attack. Volume
1: Aerodynamic methods and program users' guide
[BASA-TM-X-73208-VOL-1] p0277 B//-20022

AEBOX: Computer program for transonic aircraft
aerodynamics to high angles ot attack. Volume
2: Comparisons of test cases with experiment
[NASA-TH-X-73208-VOL-2] pO.277 H77-2002J

AEBOX: Computer program for transonic aircratt
aerodynamics to high angles ot attack. Volume
3: AEBOX computer program listing
[HASA-1H-X-73208-VOL-3] p0277 B77-20024

Analytical screening of low emissions, high
performance duct burners for supersonic cruise
aircraft engines
[NASA-CB-135157] p0283 B77-20102

SCAB arrow-wing active flutter suppression system
[HASA-CB-lltSlin] p0323 B77-22146

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 1: Theoretical methods
and comparisons with experiment
[AD-A031828] p03J<l B77-2J099

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 2: Dsers manual tor
the computer program
[AD-A031388] p03J1 B77-2J100

The generation and radiation of supersonic Jet
noise. Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A032178] p03J6 H77-2J119

Effects of cross-coupling on the stability of
aircraft

p0336 B77-2J122
Low speed wind tunnel tests of 1/10-scale model of
a blended-arrow supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-TH-D-BmO] pO«25 B77-26069

Low-speed wind tunnel tests of 1/9-scale model of
a variable-sweep supersonic cruise aircraft
conducted in the Langley full-scale wind tunnel
[BASA-TB-D-8380] pO»25 B77-26070

Boron/aluminum fan blades for SCAR engines
[BASA-CB-13518U] p0429 B77-26135

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation, volume
2: Technical report
[AD-A038613] pO«77 B77-2B126

Etperimental and analytical investigations to
improve low-speed performance and stability and
control characteristics of supersonic cruise
fighter vehicles
[HASA-CB-154122] pO"t75) B77-28136

Bind-tunnel tests of a 1/1 scale model of the Bell
XS-1 transonic airplane. 1: Longitudinal
stability and control characteristics
[L6D12] pOUBb B77-29U71

Some effects of sweepback and airfoil thickness on
longitudinal stability and control
characteristics at transonic speeds

P0485 B77-29076
Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of an advanced
supersonic cruise arrow-wing configuration
[NASA-TH-74043] p0487 N77-2S096

Subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic
characteristics of a supersonic cruise tighter
model with a twisted and cambered wing with 74
deg sweep
[HASA-TH-X-3530] p0487 B77-29102

Development of high stability fuel, phase 3
[AD-A038977] pO«95 H77-29322

Aerodynamic characteristics at Hach numbers from
0.6 to 2.16 of a supersonic cruise fighter
configuration with a design Hach number of 1.8
[HASA-IH-I-3559] p0577 S77-32081

SOPEBSOilC AIBPOILS
Unsteady pressure distributions on oscillating
airfoils in a supersonic cascade

pOOOM A77-10771
Nonlinear analysis of flows generated by the
impulsive motion of a wedge

pOOIS A77-12630
The independence of upper and lower wing flows at
supersonic speeds

p0053 A77-11941
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Airfoil design for a variatle-geotietry aircraft
[ D G L R PAPEB 76-153] f0093 A77-16550

Shock wave diffraction by a thin wedge moving at
supersonic speed in the case of irregular wave
interaction

p0112 A77-18134
The theory of the optimum-optimorna airfoil in

supersonic conditions
pO<l1« A77-38975

TBAHDES: A FOBTBAH program for transonic airfoil
analysis or design
[HASA-CB-2821] p0377 N77-25081

Experimental investigation concerning the
redaction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical
wings of equal volume with* subsonic leading edge
and bell-shaped planfcrn for different thickness
distributions in the spanvise and chordwise
directions
[DLB-FB-75-62] p0524 N77-30087

SDPEBSOHIC BODBDAET LAYEBS
Oblique slot bloving into a supersonic laminar

boundary layer
p0107 A77-17424

Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer
separations in superscnic flow

p02<19 ^77-26957
The method of deformed coordinates in the problem

of supersonic gas flow over a wing
p0296 A77-30558

study of local perturbations of viscous supersonic
flows

p0297 A77-30566
Boundary layer shear stress in subsonic and

supersonic flow
1 f0345 A77-33841

The role of the boundary layer in supersonic
pressure perturbations along a weak wavy wall

p0550 A77-48290
S0PEBSOBIC COHBOSTIOB

Penetration and mixing of liquid injected into
supersonic transverse gas stream

p0012 A77-12515
Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic mixing

and combustion of hydrogen
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-17] p0137 A77-19778

Streamtube analysis of a hydrogen-burning scra»jet
exhaust and simulation technique

p0507 A77-44817
Direct-connect tests of hydrogen-fueled supersonic

combustors
pOSSO A77-48240

Supersonic variable-cycle engines
[NJSf-T'l-X-73524] p0023 H77-10059

SDPEBSOHIC COBBDSTIOH BABJBT EHGIHBS
Scramjet exhaust simulation technique for

hypersonic aircraft nozzle design and
aerodynamic tests
[ H I A A PAPEB 77-82] p0138 A77-19815

Hach 6 f lowfield survey at the engine inlet of a
research airplane

p0256 A77-27621
Calculation of supersonic flow in flat and

axisymmetric nozzles of a given geometry,
assuming arbitrary inlet gas properties

p0270 A77-29340
Effect of an integrated scramjet installation on

the snbscnic perfornance of an aircraft designed
to Hach 6 cruise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1230] pOSOO A77-44326

Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to
a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane
[NASA-TR-D-8334] p006« H77-11994

Thermal design and analysis of a hydrogen-burning
wind tunnel model of an airfrane-integrated
scramjet
[HASA-TH-X-73931] p0130 H77-150U5

P forebody design technique for highly integrated
bottom-mounted scraujets with application to a
hypersonic research airplane
[NASA-TH-D-8369] p0170 N77-16019

Method for obtaining aerodynamic data on
hypersonic configurations with Scramjet exhaust
flow simulation
[HASA-CP-2831] p0377 H77-25082

Investigation of effect of propulsion system
installation and operation on aerodynamics of an
airbreathing hypersonic airplane at Hach 0.3 to
1.2
[NASA-TH-D-8503] p0474 H77-28093

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
and engine pressure distributions for an
aircraft with an integrated scramjet designed
for Hach 6 cruise conducted in Langley 7 by
10 foot high speed tunnel
[UASA-TH-X-73911] pOS85 H77-33108

SOPBBSOBIC COHHEBCIil AIB TBABSPOBT
HI TO-144 AIBCBAFT
The supersonic commercial aircraft. II

p0301 A77-J1717
Assessment of variable-cycle engines tor Hach 2.7

supersonic transports
[HASA-TH-X-73977] p0024 H77-1006S

Simulator study of the low-speed handling
qualities of a supersonic cruise arrow-wing
transport configuration during approach and
landing

p0218 B77-18008
Study of structural design concepts tor an arrow

wing supersonic transport configuration, volume
1. Tasks 1 and 2
[HASA-CB-132576-VOL-1] p0382 H77-^b117

study of structural design concepts for an arrow
wing snpersonic transport configuration, volume
2. Tasks 1 and 2
[HASA-CB-132576-VOL-2] pOJ83 B77-2S148

Bind tunnel results of a 10-percent scale powered
SCAT VIOL aircraft
[AD-A040313] p05J6 H77-J110S

SOPBBSOHIC COBEBBSSOBS
Theoretical and experimental results of the
investigation of two different supersonic
compressor stages
[DGLB PAPEB 76-166] p0096 A/7-16S86

Supersonic compressors with subsonic and
supersonic axial inlet component

pOIOJ A77-17J1J
One-dimensional analysis ot the properties of the

elementary supersonic axial-flow compressor
cascade

pOIOd A77-17J44
Shock wave boundary layer interaction control by
means of wall suction in a supersonic cascade

p0103 A77-17245
Flow instability in supersonic compressors in the

regime of low compression rate
(OHEBA, IP NO. 1976-71] p0146 A77-20151

The variable geometry in supersonic compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-35] pO^bJ A7/-2BSSO

Experimental investigations of supersonic cascades
designed for high static pressure ratios
[ASHE PAPEB 77-6T-37] p026J A77-<!85b2

Interaction of the rotor blade shock waves in
supersonic compressors with upstream stator vanes
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-93] pO<!6!> A77-^860J

Through-flow calculation procedures for
application to high speed large turbines

p0066 B77-1.iO.20
SOPEBSOBIC CBDISE AIBCBAFT BESEABCB

Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic
cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-874] p0410 A77-J8S68

Recent ground-based and in-flight simulator
studies of low-speed handling characteristics of
supersonic cruise transport aircraft
[AIAA 77-1144] p04S9 A77-4J174

Evaluation of structural design concepts for an
arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft
[BASA-CB-2667] pOJ89 877-^5581

SOPBBSOHIC DIFFDSEBS
Experimental investigation of the near-surge flow

in a high performance centrifugal compressor
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1976-2] pOOOl A77-10036

Some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics
p0297 A77-J0577

SOPBBSOBIC DBAG
Two-dimensional aft bodies for minimum pressure

drag in supersonic flow
p0045 A77-1J496

Supersonic wave drag for nonplanar singularity
distributions

p0356 A77-36171
Experimental investigation concerning the

reduction of wave drag ot pointed symmetrical
wings of equal volume with subsonic leading edge
and bell-shaped planform for different thickness
distributions in the spanwise and chordwise
directions
[DLB-FB-75-62] pOi24 N77-30087
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SOPEESONIC FLIGHT
Flight-characteristics requirements concerning

static stability in supersonic flight
fDGLR PAPER 76-199] p0091 A77-16536

longitudinal stability in supersonic and
hypersonic flight

J0096 &77-16597
The oblique wing - Aircraft design for transonic

and low supersonic speeds
p0271 A77-30010

Fairing drag and additional drag presented by
engines in supersonic flight

p03«1 A77-33626
A neir concept of static stability and its flight

testing in supersonic flight
p0506 A77-11815

fdvanced supersonic propulsion study, phase 3
[NASA-CB-135118] p0130 H77-15011

Aeroacoustic studies of coannular nozzles suitable
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications

p0219 N77-18020
t review of supersonic cruise flight path control
experience mth the YF-12 aircraft

p0226 N77-18089
Possibilities of adapting by-pass-engines to the

requirenents of higher supersonic flight
p0321 H77-22123

SOPEESONIC FLOW
Supersonic flows numerical computation for

steady inviscid flowfield
p0015 A77-12565

Self-excited oscillations in supersonic flow
p0090 A77-16113

Multidimensional solutions for supersonic flow
fields in turbcmachines
[DGLE PAPIS 76-165] p0095 A77-16577

Experiments on supersonic lee-side flow past delta
wings
[DGIS PAPEB 76-151] p0095 477-16582

The effect of inclined trailing edges and membrane
weight on the supersonic flow past conical
paragliders with small camber

p0096 A77-16598
Stability of rotating body in a gas stream

p0111 A77-17955
Effect of a conical break in delta wings on

aerodynamic characteristics
p0136 A77-19733

Study of the effect of nozzle shape on the
characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic
and supersonic flows

p0136 A77-19712
Investigation of superscnic flow past elongated

blunt bodies of elliptical cross section
p0136 A77-19711

Advanced techniques for computation of supersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPEB 77-173] p0110 A77-19871

On the analysis of the aerodynamic and flutter
characteristics of transonic compressor blades

p0115 A77-20139
Surface pressure fluctuation measurements in

attached transitional/turbulent boundary layers
at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 77-113] p0161 A77-22228

Supersonic gas flow past permeable plates
p0193 A77-23860

Supersonic flow of gas-particle mixtures past a
wedge

pQ191 A77-21200
An experimental study of jet noise. I - Turbulent

mixing noise
p0195 A77-21313

Use of a unified curve of corrections to Pitot
tube readings in a rarefied supersonic flow

p0202 A77-25330
Use of the finite difference method for the

calculation of three-dimensional noneguilibnum
flow past blunt bodies

p0203 A77-25531
Unsteady aerodynamic modeling for arbitrary motions

of thin wing
[AIAA 77-1151] p0210 A77-25808

Supersonic-flow disturbances and aerodynamic
forces generated on a streamline surface during
fluid injection

p0256 &T7-27781
Dynamic characteristics of systems for regulating

aerodynamic forces arising on a surface in

supersonic flow with the blowing of a lateral jet
P0260 A77-2B26b

Supersonic flow about elliptic cones with large
semiaxis ratio

p0261 A77-28102
Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis

of unsteady supersonic cascades. II -
Aerodynamic response predictions
[ASME PAPEB 77-GT-45] p0261 A77-^BbbB

Turbulent supersonic wakes
p026S A77-28SW1

Calculation of supersonic tlow in flat and
axisymmetnc nozzles of a given geometry,
assuming arbitrary inlet gas properties

p02/0 A/7-29J10
Two-dimensional turbulent gas flows

Turbulence measurement at supersonic flow rates
p0297 A77-JOb71

Calculation of transonic and supersonic gas flows
in plane cascades of tnrbomachines

p0303 A77-J1B98
Contribution to the theory of axisymmetnc

supersonic gas flow past a sharp-nosed body of
revolution

pdjl)3 A77-J1SJ2
The Weierstrass condition in optimal problems in

the supersonic gasdynamics of weakly
inhomogeneous flows --- slender body drag
reduction

pOJ09 A77-J2885
Shock-wave profiles about hemispherical noses at

low supersonic Hach numbers
pOJII A7/-JJ18S

Effects of secondary flows in straight cascades
[OHEEA, TP HO. 1977-29] pOJ«7 A7/-JU180

Calculation of the supersonic flow in a
three-dimensional expansion region - Trapezoidal
and triangular /delta/ wing

p041H A77-J8970
Normal force of a flat delta wing in supersonic flow

p0116 A77-JS691
Steady linearized aerodynamics. II - Supersonic

pOIIS A77-11268
Applicability of axisynmetric analysis in
predicting supersonic flow through annular
cascades
[ASHE PAPEB 76-PHR-B] p0502 A77-1KJU4

The theoretical determination of the base pressure
in supersonic flow

pObOB A77-
Non-equilibrium flow of an inviscid gas past a
thin profile

pObbO A77-
Aerodynamic effects during supersonic tlow past a

laser beam
p055i A77-l)8b15

The importance of monotonicity at finite
difference schemes in straight-through
calculation methods --- of supersonic flow
problems

p0561 U7-5U917
Normal impingement of a supersonic jet on a plane:

A basic study of shock-interference heating
[AD-A02U511] p0019 N77-1UU26

Display and calculation of flow past wings in
supersonic flight
[ESA-TT-333] p0065 N77-1^00-J

Supersonic pressure measurements and comparison ot
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration
[NASA-CE-1M5016] p0176 S77-17UOO

Advanced surface paneling method for subsonic and
supersonic flow

P0217 N//-l7sy9
Component test program for variable-cycle engines

p0219 S77-1801U
Survey of three-dimensional flow fields in the
presence of wing at H = 2.18
{AD-A028981] p022« »77-1SOb3

Studies of transverse liquid fuel jets in
high-speed air streams
[AD-A032817] p03J8 S77-2J120

Quantitative study of three-dimensional tlow
fields around flight vehicles in the case of
supersonic flow by means of optical methods
[SASA-TT-F-17128] pOJbJ B7;-2«Obb

The' generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 2: studies of jet noise,
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tarbalence structure and laser velocimetry
[AD-A032881] p03B6 H77-25177

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 3: Turbulent mixing noise data
[AD-A032882] p0386 B77-25178

Tvo problems that arise in the generation and
propagation cf sonic hocus. 1: Flow field in
the plane of symmetry belov a delta wing. 2:
Focusing of an acoustic pulse at an arete

pO»86 B77-29091
Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation.

Volume Q; Acoustic far-fleld/near-field data
report
[AD-A011819] p0593 N77-33177

SOPEBSOBIC F10B IBLETS
D SOPEBSONIC IB1ETS
SOPEBSONIC FIDTTEB

A supersonic flutter-excitation mechanism for
compressor blades

p0060 A77-15989 .
Calculation of pressure distribution on

oscillating airfoils in supersonic flow
[DGLS PAPIB 76-156] p0091 A77-16S32

Some recent developments in unsteady aerodynamics
of a superscnic cascade

pOtUU A77-20138
Flow instability in supersonic compressors in the

regime of low compression rate
[ONEBA, IP BC. 1976-71] p01«6 A77-20151

Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis
of unsteady supersonic cascades. I - The
unsteady pressure field
fASHE PAPEB 77-GT-lm] p0264 A77-28557

Stability and snapping vibrations of tail surfaces
in supersonic flow

'p030» A77-32087
Empennage snapthrough stability and vibrations in

supersonic f low
p O U 6 9 A77-1U087

Flutter suppression by active control and its
benefits

p0218 B77-18011
Application of BASTBAN to large deflection

supersonic flutter of panels
p0285 N77-20190

Wind tunnel investigation of supersonic wing-tail
flutter

p0287 N77-21030
SCAB arrow-wing active flutter suppression system

[BASA-CB-105117] p0323 H77-221H6
Fan supersonic flutter: Prediction and test

analysis
[ABC-B/tl-3789] p05l|2 N77-31163

SOPEBSOHIC BEAT TBABSFEE
Crack growth in Ti-8Al-1Ho-1v with real-time and

accelerated flight-by-flight loading for
supersonic aircraft

pOOMIl J77-13291
SOPEBSOHIC ISLETS

Off-design regimes of asymmetric nozzles with
supersonic inlet velocity

p0012 A77-1250U
Supersonic compressors with subsonic and

supersonic axial inlet component
p0103 A77-17243

Application of boundary layer blowing to suppress
strong shock induced separation in supersonic
inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1117] p0161 A77-22235

Fairing drag and additional drag presented by
engines in supersonic flight

p03»,1 A77-33626
atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic
cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-L71] pOU10 A77-38568

Supersonic cruise inlets for variable-cycle engines
p0219 877-18015

ASD advanced program research inlet data analysis
report for 1/5.2-scale model inlet tests
[AD-A000707] p0536 H77-31108

SOPEBSOHIC JET FLOB
Wavelength in axisymmetric steady supersonic free

jets
p0090 A77-16421

Effect of flow characteristics in a supersonic
annular jet on the development of acoustic
perturbations in the jet

p0203 A77-25536

Some results from experimental investigation at a
supersonic tvisted jet

p0251 A77-27101
Semiempirical theory of the generation of discrete
tones by a supersonic underexpanded jet
impinging on an obstacle

pOJ06 A7/-J2<!8J
Parameters governing the range of a supersonic gas

jet
pOJU A77-JJ48b

The noise from nnheated supersonic jets in
sianlated flight
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1327] p0567 A77-51U81

Conditions of physical validity in the linear
" aerodynamics of supersonic jets

p0571 A77-51608
SOPBBSOBIC NOZZLES

Off-design regimes of asymmetric nozzles with
supersonic inlet velocity

p0012 A/;-1^bOH
The effect of the position ot a high-pressure
nozzle on the operational efficiency of an ejector

pOObJ A77-149bJ
Calculation of base pressure in ejector nozzles of

different length for the case of a zero ejection
coefficient

p01J7 A77-197U7
The formation of a guasi-steady jet inside a
nozzle during the shock starting of the nozzle

p0251 A77-270S6
Calculations of hysteresis and flowrate
oscillations of bottom pressure in supersonic
annular nozzles

p0251 A77-2709J
Numerical investigation of the

heterogeneous-homogeneous condensation of a
stream in a supersonic nozzle

some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics
p0297 A77-3U577

Application of nonlinear programming methods to
the solution of variational problems ot gas
dynamics --- maximum thrust supersonic nozzle
design

p030J A77-J1920
Eiperimertal investigation of asymmetric Laval

nozzles
pOJOS A/7-J2B1J

Some supersonic wind tunnel nozzle boundary layer
characteristics
[AD-A02K980] pOOJI S77-1101B

Secondary gas injection into a supersonic conical
nozzle --- induced flow distribution

p007» B77-12JJf>
The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 4: Shock-associated noise data
[AD-A032883] p0386 B77-2S179

Experimental studies of the noise produced in a
supersonic nozzle by upstream acoustic and
thermal disturbances
[PB-26H933/3] pOISJ B77-28911

SOPBBSOBIC SPEEDS
High supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of

five irregular planform wings with
systematically varying wing fillet geometry
tested in the HASA/LaBC t-foot OPWT (LEG 2)
(LA 1)5.8/8)
[RASA-CB-147628] pOOIS B77-10010

Theoretical and experimental pressure
distributions for a 71.2 degree swept arrow-wing
configuration at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds

p0217 B77-18002
Assessment of existing analytic methods for
prediction of high angle-of-attack loads on
delta wings at supersonic speeds

p0^76 B77-2000J
Supersonic powerplant testing for pr el: light
performance evaluation

p03fc<) F77-21116
King-body interference at moderate supersonic
speeds. A comparison between panel method and
experinent
[FPA-TB-AO-940] p0380 H77-25101

An assessnent of the airplane drag problem at
transonic and supersonic speeds, 15 July 1971
[L5QF16] pu«86 B77-2907S

SOPEBSOHIC tBABSPOBTS
HP COBCOBDE AIBCBAFT
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SUPERSONIC TUBBIHES SUBJECT ISDEX

HT SDPEBSONIC COHBEECIAI AIR TBA1SPORT
Effects of atmospheric conditions on the operating

characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft
[IAF P A P E R 76-112] pOOOS A77-10912

Aircraft considerations for advanced S.5.T.
propulsion systems

p O I O S A77-17259
Ejectors for supersonic transport aircraft -

Analytical method
pOIOS A77-17262

Relative effects on atmospheric ozone of latitude
and altitude of supersonic flight

p02»1 A77-26727
Lift corrections to transonic equivalence rule -

Examples
p0211 A77-26730

Powerplants for future SSTs
[ S A E PAPER 760891] p0250 A77-27005

The next SST - Hhat will it be
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-797] pOUSO A77-H1960

The application of nev technology for performance
improvement and noise reduction of supersonic
transport aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-830] pOISO A77-1I1968

Advanced supersonic transport propulsion
requirements
[ A I A A P B P E B 77-831] pO<!50 A77-11969

Technology status of jet noise suppression
concepts for advanced supersonic transports
[ A I A A PUPEB 77-833] p0451 A77-H1971

Recent ground-based and in-flight Emulator
studies of low-speed handling characteristics of
supersonic cruise transport aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1111] p0159 A77-13171

A computationally fast cne-dimensional
diffusion-photochemistry model of SST Makes

p0168 A77-13735
The arrow wing - Its potentialities and drawbacks

with regard to in-flight aerodynamic research
p0512 A77-H6606

Preliminary sizing and performance evaluation of
supersonic cruise aircraft
[HASA-TB-X-73936] p0033 N77-11031

lew-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a large
scale advanced arrow-wing supersonic transport
configuration with engines mounted above wing
for upper-surface blowing
[NASA-TN-D-8350] p0061 H77-11997

Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrust
vectoring on low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a large-scale supersonic
transport model
[NJSA-TH-D-8296] p0072 H77-12065

Oblique wing transonic transport configuration
development
[NASA-CR-151928] p0178 H77-17037

Development of technology for the fabrication of
reliable laminar flow control panels on subsonic
transports
[HASA-CR-1U5125] p0179 H77-17038

Results f rom an exploratory study of airframe
noise on a small-scale node! of a supersonic
transport concept
[HASA-TB-X-71021] p0291 H77-21090

Variable cycle and supersonic transport
p0320 B77-22118

Variable-cycle engines for supersonic cruise
aircraft

p0320 H77-22119
Assessment of variable-cycle engines for

supersonic transports
p0321 N77-22121

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a
large-scale advanced arrow wing supersonic
transport configuration with engines mounted
above the wing for upper-surface blowing
[HASA-1H-I-72761] pO»75 H77-28109

SUPERSOHIC TOBBIRES
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on vibrating transonic

turbine cascades
[ASBE PAPER 76-BA/GT-8] p02in A77-26161

Progress in determining service life by endurance
tests Concorde aircraft

p0595 H77-33195
SOPBBSOHIC f IKES

Calculation of supersonic lamna-j flow about a
blunt body and the flow in the wake

p0165 A77-22931

Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the
boundaries of turbulent supersonic wakes

pOJOO A77-J1U1
Turbulent wake behind a cone-shaped object in

supersonic and hypersonic flow
pOJOV A77-J2J81

lest of second order closure model in a
compressible turbulent wake

pOJKI A77-JJ822
A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisynmetric

near wake behind bluff-base bodies
pOJ15 H77-22011

SOPBBSOHIC HDD TDHHELS
Use of a unified curve of corrections to Pitot
tube readings in a rarefied supersonic tlow

p0202 A77-2bJ3U
The effect of auxiliary blowing on concentration

profiles downstream of a sonic injection in a
2.D Bach flow

p0250 A77-27UU6
Surface cooling and transition of a laminar

boundary layer to a turbulent one at supersonic
flow velocities

pOWl A77-JOS71
Flow past the lower surface of delta wings in

off-design mode at Mach numbers less than the
design Bach number

pOJbl A77-J5601
Methods and problems in practical aerodynamics

/Uth revised and enlarged edition/ Russian
book

p0151 A77-12219
Some supersonic wind tunnel nozzle boundary layer
characteristics
[AD-A021980] pOOJI H77-11018

A computer program for the design ot plane and
axisymmetric supersonic wind tunnel nozzles
[DLB-PB-76-59] p0281 N77-20121

SOPERSOHICS
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a series

of wrap-around-fin missile configurations
[NASA-TH-X-3161] p0279 D77-200JJ

Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic theory tor
interfering surfaces by the method of potential
gradient
[NASA-CR-2898] p0586 B77-J3121

SUPPORT SISTERS
NT EHERGEBCY LIFE SDSTAINING ST.STBHS
MI GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEH
HT GROOSD SDPPOBT SYSTEMS
HI LIFE SDFPORT SYSTEBS
Evaluation of BAK-11 hook-cable support-system

modifications
[AD-B009581] p028b K77-20121

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions, volume 1
[NASA-CB-151987] pOJ17 H77-22U96

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions. Volume 2: Appendices
[KASA-CB-151988] pOilb B77-22097

SUPPORTS
HT PYLOHS
SUPPRESSORS

Aero-acoustic performance comparison ot core
engine noise suppressors on NASA quiet engine C
[NASA-TB-I-73662] p017» H77-28119

SURFACE COOLIHG
Surface cooling and transition of a laninar

boundary layer to a turbulent one at supersonic
flow velocities

p0297 A77-30S71
SURFACE CRACKS

Exoelectrons phenomenon for investigating
metal surface fatigue cracks

pOlOO A77-17080
SURFACE SHEBGY

Development of an aerodyanmic theory capable of
predicting surface loads on slender wings with
vortex flow

p0217 S77-18000
SURFACE FIIISHIBG

Effect of surface exposure time on bonding of
connercially pure titanium alloy

p0016 A77-1J73b
Progress in surface finishing and coatings

pOllt A77-1851b
PABST surface treatment and adhesive selection

Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology
for aircraft structures
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p0255 A77-27S19
Face hardening as a means of improving the fatigue

strength of aircraft gas-tnrbine compressor disks
00351 A77-35692

Structural-logic diagram for ensuring high-rate
products in aircraft industry quality control

pO«12 A77-U0721
Process developoent for fabricating sculptured

decorative interior aircraft panels using sheet
molding compounds

p0512 A77-H6508
Deburring - Requirements of the aircraft

[SHE P A P E R HR76-12H] 00563 A77-51007
Plastic (»ire-coobed) grooving of a slip-formed

concrete runway overlay at Patrick Henry
Airport: An initial evaluation
[BASA-TB-X-73913] pOU37 H77-27135

Surface finishing for aircraft Kings
tSASA-CASE-HSC-12631-1] pO«81 N77-28225

Surface finishing of metal airfoils by
adhesive bending
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12631-2] pOS38 N77-31131

SORFACE GEOHETBT
Structural tests of aerodynamic surfaces - A

systems approach to analysis and design
pOOlO A77-12206

Supersonic wave drag for nonplanar singularity
distributions

p0356 A77-36171
SBBFACE IHTEEiCTIOBS

0 SUBFACE RIACTICNS
SBBFACE IAIEBS

Expedient structural sandwich soil surfacing of
fiberglass reinforced polyester and pclyurethane
foam
[AD-A038U17] pOUSO H77-2811t9

SOBFACE NAVIGATION
Recent improvements in navigation radars

P0309 A77-329«2
Position finding using distance measurements

in hyperbolic navigation
p0506 A77-«4570

J special-purpose pocket calculator for aviation
and maritime navigation

p0506 -A77-UU571
The determination of ship location by means of

navigation satellites Russian book
P0561 A77-50687

An integrated marine navigation system
p0572 A77-51199

SURFACE PROPERTIES
NT COEFFICIENT OF FBICTIOH
HI INTEFFACIAL TENSION

,NT SOHFACE CRACKS
'NT SURFACE F.BERGY
HT SURFACE RCUGHBSSS
NT SURFACE TEHPEBATORE
NT BALI TFHSERATURE

Research on adhesive bonding and surface
characteristics of metals at Fokker-VFH
[FOK-H-1816] p0039 H77-11005

SOBFACB REACTIONS
Effects of jets, Makes, and vortices on lifting

surfaces .
[HASA-TH-X-7397U] p0029 N77-10998

SUBFACE ROOGBHESS
Navigation checkpointing with forward-sensed,

fixed-range terrain profiles
p0571 477-51189

Effects of pavement roughness on naval air
operaticns
[AD-A033558] p032<4 N77-22154

SDBFACE ROUGBBESS EFFECTS
Studies of the drag of air cushion vehicles overland

pOC99 A77-17028
The eaployient of aircraft on operational areas in

the case of differing surface conditions
P0159 A77-22119

Roughness element geonetry required for vind
tunnel simulations of the atmospheric Kind
[ASBE PAPER 76-WA/FI-18] p0213 A77-26139

Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the
boundaries of turbulent supersonic wakes

P0300 A77-31031
Surface roughness measurements by using

Ion-resolution FH-Cf radar altimeters
P0551 A77-H8377

Analysis of dynamic aircraft response to bomb
damage repair

[AD-A025617] pOUb9 N77-120O7
HASA diagonal-braked test vehicle evaluation of

traction characteristics of grooved and
ungrooved runway surfaces at Biami International
Airport, Biami, Florida, 8-9 Hay 197J
[BASA-TB-X-73912] pOUJT B77-271J1

SURFACE IEBPEHATUBE
ST HALL TEHPERATOPB

DSB environment assessment based on IC-T4 flight
test measurements Upper Surface Bloving
[AIAA 77-593] pUJbO A77-J1950

SURFACE IEBSIOB
U IBTERFACIAL TEBSION

SOBFACE TO SOBFACE BISSILES
NT CROISE HISSILES

SOBFACE TBEATREHT
0 SURFACE FIBISHING
SOBFACE VEHICLES
BT AIRCBAF1 CABB1ERS
NT BOATS
HT ELECTBIC BOTOR VEHICLES
HT MOTOR VEHICLES
BT ROCKET EBOPELLED SLEDS
Transport of the future and the tasks of science

pOOU6 A77-136IM
Hovering craft, hydrofoil and advanced transit
systems; Proceedings of the Second International
Conference, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Bay 17-20,
1976

p0099 A7/-170<!b
The vehicle mapping device PKS-1, a device for
indicating the location of land vehicles and
helicopters on the map

pOU67 A77-UJS78
Preliminary test results of the Joint

FAA-OSAF-NASA runway research program. Part 1:
Traction measurements of several runways under
wet and dry conditions with a Boeing 727, a
diagonal-braked vehicle, and a mu-meter
[BASA-TH-X-73909] pOIJ? N77-^71d2

Preliminary test results of the Joint
FAA-OSAF-NASA runway research program. Part ^:
Traction measurements of several runways under
wet, snow covered, and dry conditions with a
Douglas DC-9, a diagonal-braked vehicle, and a
au-meter
[NASA-TB-I-73910] pO«J7 B77-2713J

SOBFACES
An experimental investigation of vortex flow
control for high lift generation
[AD-A02752U] p012U H77-1J991

SDBGES
Centrifugal compressor and pump stability, stall

and surge; Proceedings of the Conference, Bew
Orleans, La., March 22-25, 1976

pOOOl A77-10026
Experimental investigation of the near-surge flow

in a high performance centrifugal compressor
{OSEHA, TP NO. 1976-2] pOOOl S77-100J6

Engine compression system surge line evaluation
technignes fuel step technique tor high
pressure testing

pOIOJ A77-172H1
Transient suppression modification for instrument

landing system AN/GRN-27(v) (solid state
instrument landing system (SSlls))
[AD-A033710] pOJJJ N77-2J085

SURVEILLANCE
BT SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBOBNB)

Skyspy - A ducted RPV fan
p0119 A77-20627

A simple technique for making long range imaging
and surveillance systems trade-offs TV
camera compensation nomographs for aerial
reconnaissance

p0191 A77-23528
Is the pilot necessary in a light observation

helicopter
pO»62 A77-«J»0

Complementary roles for RPVs in support of
tactical manned aircraft

P0516 A77-1733Q
Operational concept for a battlefield surveillance

BPV system /Canadair CL-227/
p()516 A77-17335

The development of the XBQB-105 Agoila mini-BPV
system

P0517 A77-173J8
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SURVEILLANCE BAtAE
IT A I R B O R N E SURVEILLANCE R A D A R

Badiocomnunication in air navigation
p0155 A77-21869

Some relationships between observation and access
in reconnaissance and surveillance

p0295 A77-30482
Airtrack, a system for air traffic control

p0310 A77-32985
Secondary radar: Fundamentals and instrumentation

Book
p0347 A77-34633

Air route surveillance radar
p0317 A77-31874

Air t raf f ic control in the Soviet Onion
p0357 A77-36561

Surveillance radar designed for improved target
visibility

p0357 A77-36562
Air route surveillance radar system ARSB-3

p0357 A77-36565
SINTEQ - A selective interrogation system for SSR

Secondary Surveillance Radar
p0357 A77-36568

AN/APQ-118 multimcde radar for the A-6E all
neather attack aircraft

p0397 A77-37a20
An integrated approach to terminal area surveillance

p0398 A77-37155
Secondary radar for airfield ground movement

nonitoring
p0102 A77-37723

ATCRBS trilateration - A feasible system for
airport surface traffic surveillance

C0102 A77-37726
Integrated radio navigation and surveillance based

on DLS principles Distance measuring
equipment based landing System

p0403 A77-37732
The transfer of the German Worth HATBAC to the

EOBOCONTIOL Centre of Maastricht Military
Air Traffic Radar Centre!

p0551 177-48112
EOBOCOST10L and radar automated air traffic

control radar system implementat ion
p0551 A77-48413

Phase comparison mcnopnlse applied to secondary
surveillance radar

p0326 877-22369
IFF identification in zcnes with highly

concentrated interrogation
p0326 H77-22370

Stereographic projection in the ^oint surveillance
system
[AD-A031303] p0332 N77-23081

Systen defintion and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 1:
Summary of results, system definiticn, radar
processirg
[AD-A038U91/7] pO«27 H77-26115

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 2:
Beacon processing investigation
[AD-A03ei92/5] pO«27 N77-26116

System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 3:
Appendices
[AD-A038493/3] p0427 N77-26117

SDRVETS
HT GEODETIC SOBVEJS

SURVIVAL
DSAP experience in aircraft accident survivability

p0558 A77-49949
SOBVIVAL EQDIFHBHT

The Mini Boat - A life boat for helicopter crewmen
[ A S M E P A P E B 76-ENAS-61] p0135 A77-19502

Aircraft fire fighting tactics - Handling of
equipment

pOIII A77-40938
Aircrew escape and survival - Problems and solutions

p0558 A77-49950
SUSPEBDIBG (BABGIHG)

NT PAGHETIC SOSPENSIOB
Aerodynamic stability testing with magnetically

suspended models
[AD-A031473] p0315 B77-22018

SOSPBRSIOH SYSTEMS (VBBICIES)
Ride control for high speed ground transportation

including passenger-seat dynamics and active

aerodynamic suspensions
p0115 A77-1M721

An adjustable spring rate suspension system
pUJbb A7/-J616J

SWEAT COOLIHG
Certain problems associated with the application

of the transpiration cooling ot gas turbine
engine blades

pOII I A77-40708
SiEEP ABGLE

NT LE1D1HG EDGI SHEEP
An elementary analysis of the etfect of sweep,

"!ach number , and lift coefficient on
wing-structure weight
[NASA-TH-74072] p058V B/7-JJ146

S1BEP EFFECT
The effect of sweep on conditions at separation in

turbulent boundary-layer/shocX-wave interaction
pOJOS A77-3^194

The effect of blade sweep on propeller performance
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-716] pOJbi A77-37056

Pressure distribution on a 1- by 3-ieter semispan
wing at sweep angles from 0 deg to 10 deg in
subsonic flow
[tJASA-TB-0-8307] p0167 H77-1b979

SiEBPBACK
BT 1EADISG EDGE SHEEP

SWEPT PORBABD BIH6S
HI TSAPEZOIDiL 8IBGS

SWEPT RUGS
»T AHSOH VilBGS
NT DELTA BIBGS
BT S H E P T B f C K RINGS
BP TRAPEZOIDAL HIBGS

Separation ahead of steps on swept wings
pOObl A77-lU5bb

Lif t augmentation on a moderately swept wing by
spanwise blowing

pOOSJ A77-14940
Investigation of airfoils near the ground with

nonsymmetrical flow past them
[DGLB P A P E R 76-152] p009^ A77-16bJ9

Calculation of three-dimensional boundary layers
on swepttaack wings
[DSLH PAPEB 76-187] p009« A77-1bb66

Experiments on supersonic lee-side tlow past delta
wings
[ D G L H TAPES 76-151] pOOSE S77-165B2

Ihrea-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations for swept wings
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-3] pOUl A77-1S7bS

Flow survey behind wings
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-17b] pOIH A77-19876

Lateral equilibrium of asymmetrical swept wings -
Aileron control vs geometric twist

p0147 M7-20i|«l
Aeroelastic stability characteristics of an

oblique wing aircraft
[AIAA 77-1)51] p0211 A77-25811

Soae singularities of flows past profiles at the
root of a swept wing at subsonic tlow velocities

pO.!96 A77-JUb6U
Designing a monolithic wing

» pOiOl A77-J<!Q78
Compressible laminar boundary layers with suction

on swept and tapered wings
pOIOS A77-J7*40

Monolithic wing design with spanwise web-spars
p U < t b 9 A77-1407B

Analysis/theory of controlled configured structures
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1212] p04S9 A//-11J16

King design by numerical optimization
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1247] p O b O l A77-14JJ6

Advances in engineering science, volume 4
[SASA-CP-2001-VOL-4] p O U 2 6 N77-10J4b

Improved computational treatment ot transonic tlow
about swept wings

pOO^fc N/ / -1CJ4B
Calculation of the flow around a swept wing ,

taking into account the effect of the
three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 1: wmq
with turbulent boundary layer
[BLB-TB-75076-0] p u O J I N/7-11011

Design and test of a wind tunnel model PT2, a
sonic roof-top wing on a simple body
[FFA-TB-AD-928] p0076 B77-1JOOb

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of 4b deg
swept wings at Bach approximately 0
[NASA-TM-X-73942]
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A brief description of the Janeson-Caughey KTU
transonic svept-ving computer program: FLO 22
[NASA-TB-X-739961 p0167 N77-15977

Pressure distribution on a 1- by 3-meter semispan
ving at sweep angles f ron 0 deg to 40 deg in
subsonic flov
[HASA-TH-C-8307] p0167 H77-15979

Effects of wing leading-edge radius and Reynolds
nuober on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of highly swept wing-body
configurations at subsonic speeds
[HASA-TH-D-8361] p0167 H77-15980

Pressure distributicns for a swept wing body
configuration obtained from coupling transonic
potential flow calculations and boundary layer
calculations

p0276 U77-20006
Bind tunnel investigation of supersonic wing-tail

flutter
p0287 H77-21030

A parametric analysis of vinglet effects
tAD-A034Si |<l] p0331 H77-23069

Wind tunnel measurements in the boundary layer on
a 3-D swept wing
[PFA-TH-AD-1191] p036t N77-24063

A program for the computation of a compressible
turbulent boundary layer under infinite swept
wing conditions
[HLB-TB-75090-0] p0379 N77-25094

Numerical calculation of the transonic flow past a
swept wirg
[HASA-CB-153297] pOU33 N77-27071

A three-dimensional viscous/potential flow
interaction analysis method for multi-element
wings
[HASA-CB-152012J p043« N77-27076

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 3: Symmetrical swept wing
at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical
fuselage
[AHC-CP-1333] p0473 N77-28081

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 4: The design problem for a
lifting swept wing attached to a cylindrical
fuselage
[ABC-CP-1334] 00473 N77-28082

A comparison of the experimental aerodynamic
characteristics of an oblique wing with those of
a swept wing in the Ames 6 by 6 foot wind
tunnel
[HASA-TB-X-3547] p0473 N77-28086

Characteristics of swept wings at high speeds, 30
January 1952
[L52A15] p0486 1177-29078

Wind tunnel experiments on an actively controlled,
variable geometry flutter model
[AD-A039216] p0529 N77-30134

A wind-tunnel investigation of the effects of f lap
span and deflection angle, wing planform and a
body on the high-lift performance of a 28 deg
swept wing
[ABC-CP-1372] p0535 N77-31106

Acoustically swept rotor
[HASA-CASI-ABC-11106-1] p0538 N77-31130

Pressure distributions on a 1- by 3-aeter semispan
wing with a nonstreamwise tip in subsonic flow
[NASA-TH-72755] p0585 N77-33103

An elementary analysis of the effect of sweep.
Bach number, and lift coefficient on
wing-structore weight
[HASA-TB-1H012) p0589 H77-33146

Technical and economic assessment of swept-wing
span-distributed load concepts for civil and
military air cargo transports
[HASA-CB-145229] p0589 N77-33147

SiBPTBACK BUGS
HI ABBOW SIBGS
NT DELTA IIHGS
HT TBAPEZOIDAL 1ISGS

Changes in aerodynamical characteristics due to
structural deformations

p0252 A77-2713(1
Application of the finite element technique

combined with the collocation method to subsonic
lifting surface problems

p0519 A77-47537
Design and analysis of winglets for military

aircraft
[AD-A029345] p0179 H77-17040

Some effects of sveepback and airfoil thickness on
longitudinal stability and control
characteristics at transonic speeds

p048b N77-29076
SIIBLIBG

Heat transfer in tube entrance segment with
initial flow swirl and transverse injection

PU013 A77-H517
Study of flow swirl influence on axiradial
dlffuser effectiveness

P0013 A77-125<!0
Some results from experimental investigation of a
supersonic twisted jet

pO^il A77-27101
Transonic swirling gas flow in a nozzle

POJ09 A77-32807
flanagement of swirling flows with application to
wind-tnnnel design and 7/STOL testing
[AISA 77-585] P0349 A77-J4942

Calculation of swirling flow in turnomachine
cascades on the basis of two-dimensional theory

POJ53 A77-Jb098
SBIHLIBG RAKES
0 TOBEOLEUT HAFKS

SBIICHES
HI FLD1D S»ITCHIHG ELEHESTS
HT SUITCBIKG CIRCOITS
SSITCaiBG CIRCOITS
HI FLUID SKITCHING E1EHENTS
Program documentation for the digital switching

experiment program
[AD-A030363] p02JO B7V-1U144

SilTCBIBG ELEHEBTS
0 SBITCHIHG CIBCDITS

SWIVELS
Snail-scale test program to develop a more
efficient swivel nozzle thrust deflector for
V/STOL lift/cruise engines
[SASA-CH-151956] pOJJS H77-2J110

SIBHETBICAL BODIES
HT AIISTMHETBIC BODIES
HT BODIES OF BSVOIOTIOH
HT COSICAL BODIES
HT CYLIBDBICAL BODIES
NT FAIBINGS
HT BOTATIBG CILINDEBS
NT SLEHDEB COHES
Numerical solution of the conically symmetric
Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic flow at
angle of attack

P0524 1177-30079
SYHCBBOBIS8

The external synchronization of slightly nonlinear
blade crowns

P0059 A77-15979
Linear, dynamic estimation and control of OHBGJ
radio navigation system synchronization

p0298 A77-J0810
Expansion tunnel performance with and without an
electromagnetically opened tertiary diaphragm

p044J A77-4U834
SYBCBBOHIZATIOH
0 STNCHBONISH

SIBCHBOBOOS SATELLITES
HT AEBOSAT SATELLITES
SXB1BBTIC ABBAIS

Lateral beam radar utilizing a synthetic antenna
P032S N77-22J6J

SIHTBETIC FIBBBS
NT GLASS FIBERS
STB1HETIC FOELS

Aviation turbine fnels from shale and coal oils
p035J A7/-J51SO

Alternate fuels for future aircraft
P0552 A77-48709

Alternate aircraft fuels: Prospects and
operational implications
[HASA-TB-X-74030] pO«82 N77-28J22

Evaluation of methods to produce aviation Turbine
fnels from synthetic crude oils, phase 2, volume 2
[AD-A036190] p0482 R77-28J2S

The potential role of technological modifications
and alternative fnels in alleviating Air Force
energy problems
CAD-A039597] pOS30 N77-30261

An evaluation of very large airplanes and "
alternative fuels
[AD-A040532] pOb44 H77-J1JJ4
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SYNTHETIC BBSIHS SUBJECT IBDEI

SYNTHETIC BESIHS
NT E P O X Y BESINS
HT THEEMOPLAST1C EESINS
NT TBEEMOSETIING EESINS

SIHTBETIC BDBBEBS
NT ELASTOHEBS

STSTBB EFFECTIVENESS
Beliability of autcmated flight service stations

p0003 A77-10442
The metering system concept for airport

traffic control efficiency
p0108 A77-17481)

Computers in flight - in historical perspective of
computation in aviaticn and aerospace
[ M A S PAPEB 77-271] p0112 A77-18210

The automatic navigator onboard aircraft
navigation aids systems

p0115 A77-18725
Error model of an inertial navigation system for

integrated navigation based on adjustment
according to the method of least squares

p0150 A77-20652
The employment of aircraft on operational areas in

the case of differing surface conditions
p0159 A77-22119

ECCM measures of effectiveness counter ECU
theory and equipment

p0189 A77-23368
A versatile environmental cooling air facility

for temperature testing of E-3 aircraft radar
p0212 A77-260I17

A measure of safety effectiveness based on
aircraft accident rates

p 0 2 U 1 A77-2663I!
A comparative performance analysis of modern

ground-based, air-based, and satellite-based
radio navigation systems

p0260 A77-28299
MECA system compatibility EBC

p0302 A77-31781I
Increasing system reliability with BITE

Built-in Test Equipment for avionics
p0396 A77-37380

F-15 TEDS test facility Tactical Electronic
Warfare System

p0397 A77-37108
A survey of the costs and benefits of HLS

introduction
p O t O O A77-37705

Evaluation of flight spellers for vortex alleviation
on wide-bodied jets

pOB17 A77-41518
The Analytical Maintenance Program - No more

"maintenance as usual1

pO«53 A77-a20«i|
Proving the correctness of a flight-director

program for an airborne minicomputer
p0573 A77-51261

The helicopter air service passenger program: A
retrospect
[PB-25U830/3] p0021 H77-10036

An operational flight test evaluation of a loran-C
navigator
[AD-A039U98] pOU90 B77-29133

Estimates of the effectiveness of automatic
control in alleviating wake vortex induced roll
excursions
[NASA-TH-73267] p0529 N77-30129

CH-17 medium lift helicopter effectiveness
evaluation program run book
[AD-A01H162] p05<IO N77-311H2

SISTEH F&ILDHES
Beliability applied to landing gear and hydraulics

p0009 A77-12116
A reliable dual-redundant sensor FDI system for

the BASA F8C-DFBH aircraft
p0267 A77-28807

Controlled flight into terrain accidents -
System-induced errors

p0307 A77-32U53
Control of rare events by aircraft system design

regulation - Impact on operations
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1258] p0510 A77-15511

Effectiveness of reliability system testing on
quality and reliability

p0560 A77-50«88
Failure detection and control-system

reconfiguration: Past, present, and future
F-8 fly-by-wire aircraft

pOJ29 S77-2281J
Integrity in electronic flight control systems

for aircraft reliability
[AGABD-AG-22 t ] pOJ7b N77-25055

Safety criteria for fail-operational antoland
systems and their application for civil
aviation

pOJ75 N77-2bOb8
A failure effects simulation of a low authority
flight control augmentation system on a OH-1H
helicopter
[NASA-TH-73258] p0513 N77-J1171

SYSIEIS ANALYSIS
A systems approach to all weather landings

p0003 A77-1011J8
Heliability of automated flight service stations

p0003 A77-104H2
On the identification of state-derivative-coupled

systems
pOOII A77-1Jlm8

in overview of the Air Force Intrasystem Analysis
Program /TAP/ for electromagnetic
compatibility

p0055 A77-15410
Collision avoidance - The state of the art and
some recent developments and analyses

pOOSS A77-1b77b
Bemotely piloted vehicles - The influence of

system thinking on applied technology
pOIIS A77-20622

A matrix method for estimating aircraft system
reliability

p025J A77-271J9
Omega navigation system status and future plans

p0270 A77-29321
Height prediction of onboard systems in the
preliminary phase of aircraft design

p0299 A77-31031
AH/TPN-25 precision approach radar and associated

units
p03b7 A77-36569

Utilization of separate surface control systems on
general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPEH 770171] p039M A77-37089

A 1/20th scale millimetric model for microwave
landing systems

POU03 A77-37738
Information processing requirements for on-board

monitoring of automatic landing
[AIAA 77-1093] p01b6 A77-H2798

A digital data acquisition and reduction system
for flight testing general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1216] pOU99 A77-1H1318

in integrated marine navigation system
P0572 A77-51199

Principles, simulation results and
interoperability of JTIDS relative navigation

Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
P0573 A77-b120b

The impulse response method for the calculation ot
statistical properties of aircraft flying in
random atmospheric turbulence
[VTH-197] p0082 H77-13073

Specification of inputs and instrumentation for
flutter testing of multivariable systems

p0287 N7J-21028
NSEG, a segmented mission analysis program for low

and high speed aircraft. Volume 1: Theoretical
development
[NASA-CB-2807] p0486 N77-29085

ASDAB (aircraft to satellite data relay) flight
test report
[NASA-TH-737ltO] p05<4b N77-31J55

SYSTEHS COBPATIBILITY
An electronic time and frequency referenced
scanning beam compatible with Doppler HLS

pO«03 A77-377J3
SYSIEBS DESIGN
B SYSTEHS ENGINEEBIBG

STSTEHS ENGINEERING
NT COHPOTEB SYSTEBS DESIGN
The Discrete Address Beacon System for air traffic
control

pOOb" A77-15131
Design considerations for a flare guidance subsystem

for time reference scanning beam HLS
pOOb7 A77-15773

i transportable VFB air-traffic control system
P0089 A77-16195
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SUBJECT IHDEX TABLES (DATA)

Computers in flight - Jn historical perspective of
' computation in aviation and aerospace

[ A I A A PAPER 77-271] p0112 A77-18210
Simolation analysis of a microcomputer-based.
Ion-cost cuega navigation system

g0152 A77-20671I
The KA-102A Lorop camera airborne Long Range

Oblique Photography
p0191 177-23536

A fluidically-controlled aircraft environmental
control system breadboard
[ASHE PAPEB 76-BA/FLCS-3] p021t A77-26<t»5

Becirculation air cycle environnental control
system for helicopters
[SRE PAPEB 760902] p0259 A77-28217

The dynamic behavior of nuclear helium turbine
plants during by-pass and pressure level control
operations
[ 4SHE PAPEB 77-GT-3] p0262 A77-28523

An application of pole'zero placement in the
design synthesis of an aircraft system

p0266 A77-28633
Synthesis techniques £0r insensitive aircraft

control systems
p0268 A77-288H3

Integrated surface-air transportation combined
technologies for freight and passenger movement

p0270 A77-29<|60
An improved management approach to upgrade avionic

system reliability -'- F-1U Phoenix system
operational reliability and availability

p0300 A77-31311
Advanced integrated display system /AIDS/ for

V/STOL aircraft
[ A I A A 77-600] p0350 A77-31955

Design and evaluation of an integrated
flight-contrcl systeu concept for manual IFH
VTOL operations
[ A I A A 77-601] p0351 A77-31956

Surveillance radar designed for improved target
visibility

p0357 A77-36562
Design of avionics for the ASST Advance Bedlam

Stol Transport aircraft
p0396 A77-37007

An integrated approach to terminal area surveillance
p0398 A77-37U55

Plight service system nodernization program
p0398 A77-37«56

Let's get serious about total life cycle costs
p0399 A77-37582

The system approach to airborne electrical pover
supplies

pO»09 A77-38465
Engine life consi3eratjens in the preliminary

design of a tactical weapon systen for
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPSB 77-955] pOU12 A77-38612

Digital flight control dejsign for a tandem-rotor
helicopter
[ A H S 77-33-UU] p O U 2 0 A77-M0075

Consideration of clogging in boundary-layer
control system design

p0147 A77-U1519
Fall authority digital electronic control /FADEC/

preliminary design overview for a variable cycle
engine
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-837] pO«51 A77-11972

Redundan t integrated fl ight control/navigation
inertial sensor complex
[ A I A A 77-1109] pO<157 A77-42808

Cost effective design of an air transport flight
control maintenance system
[ A I A A 77-1103] pO»57 A77-U2816

Final approach perforsance monitor
[AD-A028513/0] p0032 H77-11024

Development of a self contained heat rejection
module, phase 2 and 3
[1ASA-CB-151109] p0072 H77-12068

System design study for VHF universal data link
and data link/DABS combinations
[AD-A029507/7] p0083 H77-13290

Technical progress in the OS development of a
Hicrowave Landing System
[AD-A031150/6] p0128 N77-15015

An analysis of an application of aerospace systems
engineering process as it affects design

p0169 S77-16012

Coannnlar plug nozzle noise reduction and impact
of exhaust system designs

p0220 N77-18022
study (safety analysis) ot aircraft systems during
take-off and landing

p02J7 B77-1901J
aid-1980s digital avionics information systen
conceptual design configuration
[AD-A032137] pOJIB B77-2J10J

Systems reliability issues for future aircraft
[8ASA-CP-003] POJ29 B77-22808

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A037130] pOJ66 B77-21091

SBDS technical program document: Fiscal year 1977
engineering and development approved programs

air transportation safety
[AD-AOJH195] POJ66 B77-JI4093

Sneak circuit analysis application to control
system design

p0376 B77-2b067
F-16 flight control system development

pOJ/6 N77-2507U
L-1011 flight control system

p0377 N77-25077
Space shuttle engineering and operations support.
Avionics system engineering
[NASA-CB-15136H] pOJ88 B/7-252J6

Engineering of control systems and implications on
control lav design

p01J2 M77-2616J
SrSIEHS STABILITY

Avionic system integration ot advanced military
aircraft with emphasis on electromagnetic
compatibility

p0302 A77-J17B1

I TAIL SOBFACES
Calculation of the dynamic response of CCH-type

aircraft flexible T tail aircraft lateral
motion
[DLH-FB-76-78] pOISJ K77-2S16B

1-2 AIBCBAFT
Design and fabrication of an 8000 PSI

control-by-vire actuator for flight testing in a
T-2 C airplane
[AD-A021187] pOOJ7 H77-1106b

The capability of the T-2 aircraft as a high
angle-of-attack in-flight simulator
CAD-S025359] pOUSO »77-1305b

Design and test of an LHS lateral control system
for a T-2C airplane
[AD-A032677] p0323 N77-2^1«8

1-39 AIBCBAFT
Preliminary design-lift/cruise fan research and

technology airplane flight control system
[HASA-CB-137971] pOOJ7 B77-1106U

Bind tunnel and ground static tests of a .09*
scale powered model ot a modified T-39
lift/cruise fan V/STOL research airplane
[HASA-CB-151923] p0178 877-170J6

Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Volume 1: Technical
report
[BASA-CB-151925] p0229 N77-18132

Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Volume 2: Schedules
and budgetary data
[HASA-CB-151926] p0229 N77-181J3

Graphite composite aircraft landing gear wheel
[AD-A036207] pO»B1 NV7-28232

T-53 EHGIHE
fiaman measurements of specie concentration add

temperature in an aircraft turbine exhaust
p03W2 477-3J716

T-63 EHGIBE
Characteristic time emissions correlations - The

T-63 helicopter gas turbine combustor
pOSOV A77-H182U

TABLES (DATA)
Operational mass properties data for military

aircraft - Data formulation, presentation and
usage
[SASB PAPEB 1197] p O O l O A77-1<!20J

Small axial compressor technology, volume 2
tables
[HAS4-CR-131827-7OL-2J pOOJS N77-110K9
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TACiH SUBJECT IHDEI

Turbines: Presentation of calculated data and
comparison with experiments

p0067 N77-12026
Single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan.

Volume «: Fan aerodynamics. Section 2:
Overall and blade element performance data
tabulations
[NASA-CB-131893] p0182 N77-17061

TiCAN
Investigation of the accuracy of TACAN

p0310 A77-32963
f fast phase locked loop algorithm with

applications to microprocessor implemented
communication and navigation systems

p0397 A77-37111
The performance of the SETAC landing aid

pOIOI A77-37711
Tactical and long-range navigation in the

AN/ABN-101/V
p0571 A77-51192

JTID5 - 'n overview of the system design and
implementation Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System

p0573 A77-51201
T R A C A L S evaluation report. N A V A I D S station

evaluation report, Aviano AB, Italy (16-23
August 1976)
[AD-A038C62] p0175 S77-2B106

I1CTICAL AIB HAVI6JTIOH
0 TACA1

IACTILB DISCBIHIBiTIOB
Remote rate control for EPVs

p0518 A77-17352
TAGGING
0 MASKING
Till &SSEHBLISS

Design, fabrication and testing an advanced
composite AH-1G tail boom

p0219 A77-26895
Evaluation of empennage fatigue loads for the

Beech Super King Air using a flight simulator
[SAE PAPER 770161] p0393 A77-37082

Development, fabrication and testing of a hybrid
composite tailboom for BO 105

p0161 A77-13351
Aerodynamic characteristics of a series of bodies

with and without tails at Hach numbers from 0.8
to 3.0 and angles of attack from 0 to 15 degrees
[AD-A028321] p0221 N77-18065

Hind tunnel investigation of supersonic wing-tail
flutter

p0287 N77-21030
Tail response to propeller flow on a transport

airplane
p0533 N77-31082

Tilt BOOSTINGS
0 TAIL ASSEMBLIES

TAIL PLANES
H HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES

TAIL BOTORS
NT HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS
Rotor helicopter system dynamic aeroelastic
stability analysis and its application to a
flexstrap tail rotor

p02U6 A77-26869
Composite bearingless tail rotor for OTTAS

p0219 A77-26899
A parametric model study of the noise generated by

the aerodynamic interaction of the tail rotor
with the wake of the main rotor

p03<!2 A77-33777
The YOH-61A /OTTAS/ tail rotor - Development of a
stiff inplane bearingless flexstrap design

p0341 A77-33791
The YDH-61A tail rotor - Development of a stiff

inplane bearingless flexstrap design
[AHS 77-33-32] pO<!19 A77-10067

Detail design aspects of a helicopter transmission
system

p05U9 A77-IJ7999
Design, fabrication, and testing of advanced
composite AH-1G tail section (tail boom/vertical
fin)
[AD-A031157] p0367 N77-21106

Ottawa stray rig tests of an ice protection system
applied to the DH-1H helicopter
[AD-A031158] p0383 H77-25155

OH-58A autorotational evaluation
[AD-A035727] p038fl H77-25156

p0381 N77-25158
Elastic pitch beam tail rotor
[AD-A035175]

TAIL SOBPACES
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SORFACES
NT T TAIL SURFACES
Flow interaction near the tail of a body of
revolution. I - Flow exterior to boundary layer
and wake
[ASMS PIPES 76-PE-KJ pOOOl A7 7-1 085!)

Flow interaction near the tall of a body of
revolution. II - Iterative solution for 'flow
within and exterior to boundary layer and vake
[ASSE PAPEB 76-FE-H] pOOUl A77-108b6

Stability and snapping vibrations of tail surfaces
in supersonic flow

p0301 A77-J<!087
Empennage snapthrough stability and vibrations in

supersonic flow
pfll|69 A77-11087

Hind tunnel investigation of an unpowered
helicopter fuselage model with a V-type empennage
[NASA-TS-X-3176] p0235 N77-19U08

TAILLESS AIRCRAFT
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIBCRAFT
NT HIBAGE 3 AIRCBAFT

The stability and control of tailless airplanes,
19 August 191U
[BEPT-796] pUISI N77-29070

Estimated transonic flying qualities or a tailless
airplane based on a model investigation, 8 June
1919
[L9D08] p0185 N77-29075

TAILOBING
D DESIGN

TAILS (ASSEBBLIES)
0 TAIL ASSEMBLIES

TAKEOFF
NT 7EBTICA1 TAKEOFF

Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Takeoff and
Landing Analysis /FATOLA/ computer program using
flight landing data

P0208 A77-2S787
The takeoff weight growth factor in aircraft design

P0252 A77-27136
Flight-operations problems related to wind sbear

in the approach and the takeoff phase
pOJIO A/7-J2961

Influence of runway roughness on the dynamic
behaviour of aircraft at take-off
[ESA-TT-329] pOO/9 N77-1J017

Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems during
take-off and landing

p02J7 N77-1901J
Kind tunnel high lift optimization of a multiple
element airfoil
[FFA-TN-AD-778] p0379 N77-2510J

Effect of intake total pressure loss on net thrust
at take-off: Turbojet and turbo-fan engines
[ESDO-77001] p0191 N77-2911S

Calculation of side line noise levels during takeoff
[AD-A040621] pOSfl-J N77-J1170

TAKEOFF BOBS
An airline view of the operational reguirements

pfltlOO A 7 I-J11UU
An electronic method for measuring takeoff and

landing distances
p0407 A77-J802J

TAKEOFF SISTERS
0 AIBCBAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES

T4HDEH BOTOB 9ELICOPTEBS
NT CH-17 HELICOPTEB
Digital controllers for VTOL aircraft

p0268 A77-2881i
Digital flight control design for a tandem-rotor

helicopter
[AHS 77-33-11] p0420 A77-1007b

TABKEB AIRCRAFT
GIANT CHANGE final report, KC-135 dual INS test
[AD-A028788] p0177 N77-17027

TANKERS
DSTAR: Direct Sea-To-Air Refueling (inflight

refueling of military cargo aircraft from ships
at sea)
[AD-A026750] p012J SI/-15010

TAIES (CONTAINERS)
NT FUEL TASKS
NT iING TANKS
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SUBJECT I1DEX TECBHOiOGICAL FOBECASTIHG

TAPE BECOBDEES
in operational video tape recording system

utilizing IEIG standard 129-73 segmented helical
scan recording format

p0556 A77-19873
Computer-program for FJ1/ATCRBS tape reader,

program Jasper 1
[AD-A038875] p0131 H77-27103

TiPEBBD BIHGS
0 SWEPT HIRES

TABE (DATA SEDUCTION)
0 DATA BEDOCTIOH

TARGET 1CQOISITIOH
Long wavelength radar - Its purpose and applications

p0192 A77-23538
Digital scan converters in airborne display systems

00212 A77-26316
The relative performance of con-scan, COSRO and

two axis monopulse in air-to-ground ranging
range errors in radar scanning

p0397 A77-37121
Instrumentation for an air-to-ground target

acquisition experiment
p0106 A77-38020

Operational concept for a battlefield surveillance
BPV system /canadair Cl-227/

p0516 A77-1I7335
BPV applications of Tomahawk cruise missile

p0516 A77-17336
Tactical expendable drone system /TEDS/

p0516 A77-17337
Synergistic growth of ITCS to a tactical BPV C2

system Integrated Target Control System
p0517 A77-17313

Moving target detector, an improved signal processor
p0325 H77-22360

Description and performance evaluation of the
moving target detector automated aircraft
detection in all forms of clutter
[AD-AOU0055] p0138 H77-27271

Automatic target hand-off using correlation
techniques
[&D-A036135] p0527 H77-30115

TABGBT DBOHB AIBCB»FT
'C.22', the new French target drone

pOOOS A77-11625
Prediction of airborne target detection

[AD-A011128] p0581 H77-32871
TABGBT PBHBT RATION

0 TEBSIHA1 BALLISTICS
TABSBT BECOG8ITIOB

Target-tracking filter for anticcllision radar
for ship navigation

p0305 A77-32167
Surveillance radar designed for improved target

visibility
p0357 A77-36S62

Target and background signature test program
[AD-A025822] p0086 H77-1383<!

Computer controlled target locator/designator system
[AD-A031II16] p0318 B77-22102

Simulation of a radar tracking a glinting aircraft
target in a aultipath environment

p0326 H77-22377
comparison of the performance of the moving target

detector and the radar video digitizer
t » D - A O U O » 7 2 ] p0195 H77-293«8

Prediction of airborne target detection
[AD-10H1H28] p058<l H77-32871

TiBGBT SIHOLATOBS
Besearch on smart target for aerial combat. Part

1: General description
[AD-1029171] p0180 R77-17050

Besearch on smart target for aerial combat. Part
2: Technical description
[AD-A029172] p0180 R77-17051

Besearch on saart target for aerial combat. Part
3: Interface documentation
[AD-S029173] p0180 H77-17052

BPV operator performance with various flight
control systems during a simulated target approach
[1D-A02900U] p0232 H77-18166

T1B6BTS
RT BADAB TARGETS

IISK COHE1BXITI
Task-oriented Flight Control Systems
[AGABD-1S-89] pO«32 H77-26161

Task-oriented Flight Control Systems:
Introduction and overview aircraft control

p0132 H77-26162
The need for task oriented control laws

p01J2 H77-26161
Impleaentation of task-oriented control laws

p01J2 N77-26165
Additional degrees of freedom and associated
task oriented flight control system functions

P0132 N775-26166
Bibliography on task-oriented flight control systems

P0132 H/7-26167
TAZIIRG

The air traffic controller's problems associated
with ground movement control

p0203 A77-25600
Analysis of dynamic aircraft response to bomb

damage repair
[ AD-A0256U7] p0069 877-1^017

Hinimization of airframe response during ground
operations
[AD-A026393] pOOSO H77-1J052

TCV PROGB4H
D TERHINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PHOGBAB

TDBA
0 TIME DIVISIOH HOLTIPLE ACCESS

TEACHIHG
D EDUCATION

TECHNOLOGICAL FOBECASTIHG
rhe next-generation subsonic transport

[SAHE PAPER 1127] pOOlO A77-1219b
The technical basis for a national civil aviation
research, technology, and development /BT 6 D/
policy; Proceedings of the Workshop conference.
Crystal City, Va., Harch 10-12, 1976

p0016 A77-12927
Transport of the future and the tasks of science

p0016 A77-1J6UJ
Hew technology for fighter aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 76-117] pOOSI A77-16529

Overview: A look into the future of U.S. air
transport - Keynote remarks
CAIAA PAPEB 77-251] p0112 A77-18201

The pay-off for advanced technology in commercial
aircraft design and operation

p0116 A77-19012
Engine noise - A look ahead

p0116 A77-1901b
Aerodynamic design future aircraft oesign

factors
p0153 A77-20716

Structures and materials for future aircraft
design

p01bJ A77-20718
Precision DBE for future landing systems - One
solution

p015« A77-21021
Badio navigation in North America - The next 25

years
p0189 A77-2J268

Future trends in Air Force aircraft electrical
power distribution and control
[AIAA PAPEB 77-193] p0191 A77-2J912

Technology and decision making in the air
transport industry

p02S9 A77-J1066
A civilian spinoff shapes military aircraft

P0302 A77-J1837
Future propulsion plants. II

P0353 A77-J5032
International Conference on the Future of Aircraft

All-weather operations, London, England,
Rovember 23-26, 1976, Proceedings

p0399 A77-37701
The future of all weather operations - An Air
Force view

pOlOO A77-J7707
Propulsion systems of the future. Ill

p0113 A77-38«Ob
The future of rotorcraft in aviation

pOIIS A77-11929
civil aviation activities in global perspective

p01<t9 A77-11930
The changing horizons for technical progress

in air transportation
pUUSO A77-11946

The next SST - Shat will it be
[1IAA PAPBB 77-797] p0150 A77-11S60

Effects of technology level on v/STOL aircraft
[il&A PAPBB 77-1238] pOS08 A77-05501
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TECHNOLOGIES SUBJECT IHDBX

Alternative general-aircraft engines
p0185 N77-17097

Integrated engine instrument system, volume 1
[AD-A035565] p0430 N77-26143

TECHNOLOGIES
1IT E N E R G Y TECHNCIOGY
HT HARISE TECHNOLOGY
NT MILITABI TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY iSSBSSBENT
VIOL FPVs - A technology assessnent

pOOOS A77-12000
Hypersonic technology-approach to an expanded

program
p0051 A77-14597

Some features and problems of metal composites
p0054 A77-15274

Collision avoidance - The state of the art and
some recent developments and analyses

p0058 A77-15775
The Shenyang F-9 combat aircraft

p0059 A77-15875
LTA - Recent developments Lighter Than Air ships

p0099 A77-17021
LTA history and its significance for current events

Lighter-Than-Air aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-328] p0113 A77-18247

Aircraft design 40 years after Juan de la cierva
p0154 A77-21324

The aero engine and its progress - Fifty years
after Griffith gas turbine development and
technology assessment

p0155 477-21591
Technology of civil usage of composites in

commercial aircraft structures
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-468] p0^57 A77-28049

A modern technology - Open-ocean seaplane design
[SAE PAPEE 760922] p0259 A77-2o^29

Aerodynamic technology for advanced rotorcraft
p0342 A77-33781

Lessons learned in digital flight control
flight test on A-7D aircraft

p0395 A77-37362
A review of advanced rotor research in

helicopter development
[ A H S 77-33-17] p0119 A77-40061

Aluminium alloys of the 70 fs: Scientific solutions
to engineering problems - An invited review

p0423 A77-40397
Supersonic propulsion - 1970 to 1977

[ A I A A P A P E B 77-832] p0451 A77-41970
Tilt rotor V/STOL aircraft technology

p0461 A77-1I3332
Characteristics of fighter aircraft

[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1219] p0499 A77-44321
Advanced turboprop technology development

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1223] pOSOO A77-44324
Nonaxisymmetric nozzle technology program - An

overview for fighter aircraft engines
C A I A A PAPEE 77-1225] posoo A77-44325

Effects of technology level on V/STOL aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1238] p0508 A77-45501

The timing of technology - Commercial transport
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1200] p0509 A77-45503

Active control technology aircraft design
p0510 A77-45524

An Amer ican Omega navigation evaluation programme
- 1975-1977

p0521 A77-47815
Space-based solar pover study near completion

p0552 A77-48480
Avionics first principles II - Airborne radars

p0552 A77-48689
Position location systems technology

p0570 A77-51179
Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft

[NASA-CB-137894 ] p0021 1177-10047
Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft

[FASA-CB-137895] p0021 S77-10048
Small axial compressor technology, volume 1

[FASA-CR-134827-VOL-1] p0035 H77-11048
Pollov-on studies for design definition of a

lift/cruise fan technology V/STOL airplane,
volume 1
[NASA-CB-137976] p0178 N77-1703S

Technology for controlling emissions of oxides of
nitrogen f rom supersonic cruise aircraft

p0220 N77-18024

Advanced structures technology applied to a
supersonic cruise arrow-wing configuration

P0220 N77-18027
Aviation safety and operation problems research

and technology
p02J7 N77-19U41

The shock and vibration digest, volume 9, no. 1
[AD-A035310] pl)J2fc N77-<!<!5.iO

Future trends in highly reliable systems
aircraft flight control

p0375 N77-2bObS
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape,

rescue, and survival
[AD-A035251] p0381 H77-251J2

Variable cycle engine control system definition
study. Turbine engine technology demonstrator
component development program, project 678A:
Controls development program
[AD-A036175] p0387 S77-25184

Interactions of technology and society: Impacts
of improved airtransport. A study of airports
at the grass roots in rural communities
[NASA-CB-2871] p0532 N77-J1005

Advanced turboprop technology development
[NASA-TS-73729] pOb41 N77-311bb

An assessment of the hover performance of the
XH-59A advancing blade concept demonstration
helicopter
[AD-A042063] p0590 B77-JJ1bb

TECHNOLOGI TBANSFEE
NT AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TBANSFER

Omega navigation - Rill the floodgates open
p0250 A77-270<!8

Stator rotor tools
[SASA-CASE-HSC-16000-1 ] pOOSI N77-1J062

TECBHOLOGY UTILIZATION
Application of advanced technology to future

long-range aircraft
[ S A K E PAPEB 1126] pOOlO A77-12194

The use of microprocessors in navigation systems
p0057 A77-15772

Future impact of computers on military aviation
[AIAA PAPEB 77-273] p0112 A/7-1821.!

Bemotely piloted vehicles - An Air Force view
p014S A77-20619

Tactical air applications for advanced multisensor
imagery processing and display techniques

p0164 A77-2J738
The pay-off for advanced technology in commercial

aircraft design and operation
p027J A77-29664

Bilitary airlift application of STOL technology
[AIAA 77-568] p0348 A77-J49JO

Th° application of QCSEE technology to V/STOL
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
[ A I A A PAPER 77-583] pOJ52 A77-J4967

Recent advances in nickel alloys for aerospace
applications

p0359 A77-J6684
Aerospace applications of microprocessors

pOJ96 A77-3739J
The application of new technology for performance

improvement and noise reduction of supersonic
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-830] p0450 A77-41968

Application of microelectronic technology to
general aviation flight control
[AIAA 77-1102] p0457 A77-42805

Technology comes to general aviation
military/commercial/ transport technology
transfer by NASA

p0507 A77-44959
ailitarj rocket aircraft: Inherent constraints

and their uses
pOOJB N77-11186

Inertially derived flying qualities and
performance parameters
[AD-A026963] pOOSO N77-13054

Emissions and nev technology programs for
conventional spark-ignition aircraft engines

P0185 N77-17096
On the applicability of integrated circuit

technology to general aviation orientation
estimation
[NASA-CR-151952] p0187 N77-17356

Engine evaluation of advanced technology control
components
[AD-A029371] p02J9 N77-19072
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SUBJECT IHDBI TEBPEBBTOEE EFFECTS

Hulti-oission uses for frop-fan propulsion
p0321 H77-22127

Development of the technology for the fabrication
of reliable laninar f t cm control panels
[NASA-CB-KI5168] p032U H77-22178

Civil min i -BPA' s for the 1980's: Avionics design
considerations remotely piloted vehicles
[HASA-CB-137679] p0370 177-24133

Ident i fying and analyzing methods for reducing the
energy consumption of helicopters
[NASA-CB-1<H1953A] p0135 N77-2710Q

Progress in advanced high temperatnre turbine
materials, coatings, and technology
[HASA-TP-X-73628] p0591 N77-33159

TEETEBIHG
Maximum rotor thrnst capabilities, articulated and

teetering rotors
p0163 A77-22668

Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward flight

p0553 A77-49180
TEFLOH (TBADEBABK)

Teflon a i r f r ame bearings - Their advantages and
limitations

p0159 A77-22146
TELBCOSSOHICJTION

NT AIBCBAFT CCBBOHICATIOB
HT C O B B U N I C A T I O H
HT DATA L I N K S
HI G B O O N E - A I R - G B O O B D C01BDNICATIOBS
NT B O L T I C H A H H I L COBBDHICATION
HT OPTICAL CCfSUHICATION
NT PCB TEIEBITBY
NT POLSE COBSUHICATIOS
NT BADIO COBBDHICATION
HT BADIO B E I A Y SYSTEMS
NT BADIO TELEBETBY
HT SPACICBAFT COBBOHICATIOB
HT STEBEOTELEVIEION
HT TELEHE1BY
NT TIDE DIVISION BOLTIPII ACCESS
NT T B A N S O C E A H I C COBBDHICATIOH
HT VIDEO C O B B D H I C A T I C N
HT VOICE COBBDHICATIOH
HT VOICE D A T A PICCESSIHG
HT S I D E B A N D COBBDHICf tTIOB

The new DTC Time Signals Coordinated Universal
Time

p0151 A77-20658
Aircraft communications systems Russian book

pOU07 A77-38121
Antenna tilting experiments over radar microwave

links
[AD-A036727] POI19S N77-293U6

TELEBBTEBS
D TELEFIETBY

TELEBBTBY
NT PCB TEIEBETBY
HT BADIO TELIBETBY

Flight flutter testing technology at Grumman
automated telemetry station for on line data
reduction

p0288 N77-2103U
TELEVISION CABEBAS

A CCD viewfinder as an adjunct to aerial
reconnaissance systems

p0191 A77-23527
A simple technique for making long range imaging

and surveillance systems trade-offs TV
camera compensation nomographs for aerial
reconnaissance

p0191 A77-23528
The AN/OJ.D-1 electronic camera BP-OC airborne

reconnaissance ;od system
p0192 A77-23537

BECON 6: A real-time, wide-angle, solid-state
reconnaissance camera system for high-speed,
low-altitude aircraft

p0187 B77-17281
A method for measuring aircraft height and

velocity using dual television cameras
[NfSA-TB-X-72829] p0366 N77-24099

TELEVISION EQDIPBBNT
HT TELEVISION C A B E B A S

General principles of automatic TV trackers
for fire control and missile tracking

p0506 A77-44812
TELEVISION SISTERS

ST STEBEOTELEVISIOH

Dnited's experience with computer generated visual
systems, April 1977 for aircraft cockpits

p0502 S77-»«"1J1
Digital generation of contour maps tor raster scan

display
[AD-A034663] pUJ70 »77-^41Ji

TELLEGEN TBEOBY
0 SETBOBK ANALYSIS
0 BETBOBK SYNTHESIS

T2HPEBATOBE
BT AHBIEBT TESPEBATOBE
HT ATBOSPHEBIC TEBPEBATBBE
HT GAS TEBPEBATOBE
KT HIGH TEBPEBATOBE
NT LOW TEBPEBATDBE
HT OPEBATING TEBPEBATOBE
NT STAGNATION TEBPEBATOBE
HT SnHFACE TEBPEBATUBE
BT HALL TEBPEBATOBE

TEBPBBATOBE COHTBOL
Cooling methods for aircraft electronics equipment

[ASBE PAPEB 76-ENAS-51] p01J5 A//-19492
Centralized vacuum system for temperature/altitude

chambers
p02'\2 A77-2604b

The aircraft passenger compartment as a
temperature—regulated plant

pOJOl A77-J208b
Advanced design infrared suppressor for tnrboshatt
engines
[AHS 77-33-73] p0422 A77-U0091

The aircraft cabin as a temperature-controlled plant
p0469 A77-440B5

TEBPEBATOBE DIFFEBEHCBS
0 TEHPEBATUKE GBADIEHTS

TEBPEBATOBE DISTBIBOTIOH
Analytic and experimental study of turbine rotor

blade temperature
p0013 A77-12522

Application of the time-temperature analogy to the
calculation of the total creep of fiberglass
plastics in an unsteady temperature field

p0015 A77-12S79
Electric analog modeling of temperatnre fields in
gas turbine blades for transient modes of
operation

pU089 A77-16J05
Compressible flow, temperatnre and life
calculations with turbine blades

pOIOt A77-172S3
Emissions from gas turbine combnstors. I - An

experimental study on a model combustor
p0115 A77-18616

Utilization of liquid crystals in aerodynamic
experiments

p0298 AT/-30S80
TEBPEBATDBB EFFECTS

Ejector performance at high temperatures and
pressures

pOOSO A77-mbb1
Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic mixing

and combustion of hydrogen
[filAA PAPEB 77-17] p0137 A77-19778

Development of nickel-zinc batteries for aircraft
p0258 A77-28148

Specific heat of components of working fluids used
in gas turbine engines at different temperatures
and pressures

v pOJIO A77-JJ172
Rear formulation for aircraft brake material
sliding against steel

p0356 A77-36202
Effect of the environment on some properties of
sintered frictional materials aircraft wheel
brake materials

pOIOI A77-J7778
Effects of temperatnre on avionics reliability

p0560 A77-50U97
Summary report on effects at temperatnre,
hunidity, and fuel-air ratio on two air-cooled
light aircraft engines

p018« H77-17086
Evaluation of boattail geometry and exhaust plume
temperatnre effects on nozzle afterbody drag at
transonic Bach numbers
[AD-A030852] p0225 F77-18076

Inlet Beynolds nnnber and temperatnre etfects on
the steady-state performance of a TFE731-2
turbofan engine
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TEBPEBATOBE FIELDS SUBJECT IRDEX

[BASA-TH-X-3537] p0371 B77-24138
Effects of temperature transients at fan inlet of

a tnrbofan engine
[NASA-TP-1031] p0541 H77-31153

TEBPBBATDBB FIELDS
0 T E H P S F A T U R E DISTRIBUTION

TEHPEBATDEE 6BADIEHTS
The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in

a temperature stratified fluid
[AD-A0008I17] p0535 N77-31099

Effects of temperature transients at fan inlet of
a turbofan engine
(NASA-TP-1031] p0541 H77-31153

TEBPEBATOB2 INDICATORS
0 INDICATING IBS1HUHENTS
D T E H P E B A T U R E BIASDBING INSTBUHENTS

TEHPEHATDEE I1STBDBENTS
0 TEBPEBATUBE HEASUBING I N S T R U M E N T S

TEBPEBATUBB IH7BBSIONS
NT INTEBFACIAL TENSION

TEHPEBATDBE BEASOBEBEBT
Thermocouple time constant measurement by cross

power spectra
p0046 A77-13724

Ride bandwidth gas temperature oeasnrements in
combust or and combustor exhaust gases

p0202 A77-26807
Advances in turbine blade temperature measurements

p02«2 A77-26814
Gas turbine temperature techniques

p0561 A77-50625
Normal stress, temperature, and performance

properties of military aircraft tires
[AD-A036153] p038» N77-25160

TEBPEBATOBE BEASUBI8G IBSTBUBBNTS
Turbine engine hot section display concept

p02U3 A77-26816
TEHPEBATtJBE SENSOES

Utilization of liquid crystals in aerodynamic
experiments

p0298 &77-30580
TEHSILE TESTS

Summary of buckling and tension tests of landing
mats as related to C-5A aircraft bow save problems
[AD-A037000] p0388 H77-25198

TEBCOB
Recursive approaches to correlation guidance

algorithms
p0267 A77-28835

TERHIHAL BALLISTICS
Development of design and manufacturing technology

for ballistic-damage-tolerant flight control
components
[AD-A028116] p0230 B77-18143

A review of the analyses of hydrodynamic ram
impact damage from terminal ballistics
[AD-A031996] p0318 H77-22099

Ordnance impacts on jet engine fan blades
impact resistance of composite materials
[AD-A031761] p0336 B77-23117

Secondary damage to aircraft by ricocheted small
arms projectiles and fragments
[AD-A038755] p0476 R77-28114

TEBBIBAL CONFIGOBED VEHICLE PBOGRAB
A description of the software analysis from flight

and simulation data of the course cut limiter in
the TCV b-737 area navigation computer
[NASA-TB-74061] p0538 R7/-31125

TERBINAL FACILITIES
A transportable VFR air-traffic control system

p0089 A77-16195
Automated Terminal Service for airport tower

installation
p0152 A77-20668

Airport systems planning: A critical look at the
methods and experience Book

F0270 A77-29*35
One autowalk - Two directions: New means of

transport at Frankfort airport
p0347 A77-34479

Air traffic control in the Soviet Union
p0357 A77-36561

Automation of the low density terminal ATC
facilities

p0358 A77-36572
All weather operations - An airline review

p0399 A77-37702
Reducing walking distances at existing airports

p0549 A77-47980

AFSATCOB terminal segment reliability test program
p0560 A77-50494

Terminal area design: Analysis and validation of
B N A U task force concepts
[AD-A037022] p0365 N77-2U088

Report on airport capacity: Large hub airports in
the United States
[AD-A04143S] P019J N77-29176

TERBINAL GUIDANCE
An integrated approach to terminal area surveillance

p0398 A77-J/4b5
The terminal area automated path generation problem

[AIAA 77-1055] p045b A77-42767
Terminal area guidance along curved paths: \
stochastic control approach

p0028 H77-10J8J
Investigation of the use of an electronic
multifunction display and an electromechanical
horizontal situation indicator for guidance and
control of powered-lift short-haul aircraft
[NASA-CR-137922] p0070 N77-1,!Obb

A flight investigation of control, display, and
guidance requirements for decelerating
descending VIOL instrument transitions using the
X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume 1:
Technical discussion and results
[AD-A029051] p017J N/7-16071

Beal-time manned simulation of advanced terminal
area guidance concepts for short-haul operations
[BASA-TR-D-8499] pl)488 N77-29111

A description of the software analysis from flight
and simulation data of the course cut limiter in
the TCV b-737 area navigation computer
[NASA-TB-74061] pOSJS B77-311.ib

TEBHIBATIBG
U STOPPING

TEBBABI SISTERS (DIGITAL)
0 DIGITAL SISTEBS

TERRAIN 4BALISIS
The effect of terrain near airports on significant

low level wind shear
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1242] p0501 A77-«MJ3»

Navigation checkpointing with forward-sensed,
fixed-range terrain profiles

pOb71 A77-51189
Advanced terrain correlation techniques
position locating system in war environments

pOb71 A77-51190
TERRAIN C01TODR BATCHIBG IATIGATIOB STSTEB
0 TERCOS

TERRAIN FOLLORIRG AIRCRAFT
High energy rotor system

p02UU A77-268S9
A lightweight Doppler navigation system

p0245 A77-2686J
Aerodynamics of helicopter flight near the ground
[AHS 77-33-01] p0118 A77-«OOb2

A versatile display system for NOE operation
Bap-of-the-Earth helicopter flight
CAHS 77-33-24] p0419 A77-10064

Investigation of a helicopter manoeuver demand
system

p04b4 A77-4JJ5J
Terrain following using stereo television

p0171 N77-1b056
Test and evaluation of an enroute system
terrain-avoidance function with the HAS AJd2.1
system
[AD-A036441] p0332 H77-2J079

TEST BEDS
0 TEST EQUIPBEHT

IBS! CHABBEBS
NT ABECBOIC CRABBERS

TEST EQUIPBBRT
Ground vibration test - A tool for rotorcraft

dynamic and aeroelastic investigations
p0107 H77-17111

Testing equipment available in France for studying
aircraft and engine noise

p01b7 A77-
The AN/GBH-99 Dynamic Loran Inertial Simulator

p019b »77-
Advantages of a tine division multiple! data bus

for reaotely piloted vehicle built-in-test
p039S A77-J7J/9

Increasing system reliability with BITE
Built-in Test Equipment for avionics

pOJ96 A77-J/JBO
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SUBJECT IHDBI THEBH4L EFFICIENCY

Fanlt detection/isolation results from AAFIS
hardware built-in-test advanced Automatic
Fault Isolation System

p0396 A77-37381
The airjet distortion generator system - A nev

tool for aircraft tnrtine engine testing
[ A I A A P f P B B 77-993] p0453 A77-12000

IEST FACILITIES
NT AHECHOIC CHAHBEBS
HT BALLISTIC BAHGES
NT CASCADF W I N D TUNNELS
NT EBGIHE TESTING L&BOHATOBIBS
HT HYD1ADLIC TEST TOBHELS
HT HYPERSONIC BIND TONNELS
NT I0» SPEED HIND TDNHEXS
NT SOBSONIC W I N D TONHELS
NT SOPEBSONIC W I N D TOHHELS
NT TEST STANDS
HT TBANSOBIC W I N D TONNEIS
HT WISD TDSSELS

A test facility for aircraft Jet noise redaction. II
pOOOS A77-11844

Ames T-3 fire test facility - Aircraft crash fire
simulation

p O I O S A77-171479
A versatile environnental cooling air facility

for temperature testing of E-3 aircraft radar
p0212 A77-26007

Some OK techniques for assessing BF susceptibility
of electro-explosive devices in aircraft systems

p0302 A77-31785
F-15 TEWS test facility Tactical Electronic

Warfare System
p0397 A77-37H08

Development of a national compressor research
facility
[AIAA PAPER 77-911] pO«12 A77-38593

Transmissometer measurement of particulate
emissions from a jet engine test facility

pO»11 A77-U0603
Simulation of turbine engine operational loads

[AIAA PAPER 77-912] pO«52 A77-41985
Wind tunnel testing of model rotors at RAE

Farnborough
pO«63 A77-43318

Operational reliability and reliability testing
Book '

p0508 A77-Q5173
Acguisition of test compatible avionics - An

updated approach
p0555 A77-09645

Georgia Tech high temperature solar test facility
p0556 A77-49705

The Inverted Bange - GPS Oser test facility
Global Positioning System

p0573 A77-51203
Interface definition CABS engineering model/ATC

(NAFEC) terminal hardware configuration, volume 1
[AP-A025234/6] p0169 H77-16007

Time series analysis in flight flutter testing at
the Air Force Flight Test Center: Concepts and
results

p0287 H77-21033
An experimental facility for dynamic combined

environments reliability testing of airborne
equipment
[AD-A0311I99] p0337 N77-23133

TEST FIBIHG
HT STATIC PIBIHG

TEST PHOTS
Development of a unique, operational digital data
acquisition system for test pilot training and
aircraft performance monitoring

pO<K>7 A77-38024
TEST BANGES
NT BALLISTIC BADGES
TBST STANDS

A model for vind-tunnel rotorcraft research -
Hodel design and test objectives

pO»65 A77-43363
A nodel for vindtnnnel rotcrcraft research -

Ground resonance investigations
p0466 A77-Q3369

TEST VEHICLES
NT FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
An investigation of the near-field wake behind a
full-scale test aircraft

p0507 A77-00816

TESTERS
0 TEST EQUIPMENT

TBSTIRG
0 TESTS

TESTING BACBINES
D TEST EQOIIHENT

TESflHG TIDE
Sechanism of material fatigue during the crack

initiation stage
[ICAF-DOC-895] pOOtO N7/-1TKtl

TBS IS
Low-speed wind-tunnel test of a two-dimensional

wing fitted with two plain
differentially-deflected trailing-edge flaps
[ARC-CP-1326] pU47^ N77-28077

TETHEBED BALLOONS
Atmospheric electricity and tethered aerostats,

volume 1
[ AD-A0311847] p03J^ N/7-2J070

TETHBBIBG
Tethered aerostats - Technology improvements

C A I A A 77-1181] POU18 A77-U17S7
Dynamic problems of unmanned tethered rotor

platform Sea-Kiebitz with special regard to the
landing

pO<46« A77-KJJ57
Tethered hover flight tests of a vertical attitude

takeoff and landing remotely piloted vehicle
pOi17 A7V-II7JU1

TEXAS
Iracals evaluation report. Ground/air/ground

communications special evaluation report,
Sheppard AFB, Texas
[AD-A026823] p0121 M77-1400J

TEXTBOOKS
Appliances for assembling aircraft and helicopter

subsystems and elements Russian textbook
pOb61 A77-b06t)2

A personalized system of instruction for aircratt
performance
[AD-A03965U] pOH76 S77-2811b

IF-30 ENGINE
The engine actuarial system

[AD-A030312] p02J2 S77-18162
Evaluation of an airjet distortion generator used

to produce steady-state, total-pressure
distortion at the inlet of turbine engines
[AD-A033883] p0372 N77-21145

TF-3* ENGINE
Accelerated mission testing of gas turbine engines

[ A I A A PAPER 77-992] pO«1J A77-3B62b
TFI AIRCRAFT

D F-111 AIRCRAFT
THEODOLITES

Spin testing using multiple phototheodolites
pO«07 A77-J8028

THBOBEHS
NT BATES THEOREM
HT SIHILAEITI THEOBEB

THBBBAL COBTBOL COATINGS
Strength of glass-fibre-reinforced plastics at

one-sided heating aircraft ablative thermal
protection coatings
[ IAF PAPER 76-200] pOOOS A77-109J9

THER8AL CDBHENTS
0 COHTECTI'E P1OW

THEBBAL CYCLING TESTS
Life of gas turbine engine materials and parts

under thermocyclic loading
p0197 A77-2K739

Mew approaches to turbine airfoil cooling and
manufacturing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-9H8] pO»12 ATJ-386U9

Thermal stability of transition metal monocarbide
fibers in refractory composites prepared by
unidirectional solidification
[ O N E E A , TP HO. 1977-62] pObIS A77-»71d6

THBBBU. DEGRADATION
The evolution and control of different performance

degradation processes in modern propulsion systems
monitoring jet engines

p0591 H77-JJ19J
THEBBAL DIFFUSION

Heat diffusion as a source of aerodynamic sound
p0107 A77-1711J

THEBHAL EFFECTS
0 TBBPBBATOBE EFFECTS

TBEBBAL EFFICIENCY
D THERHODIBABIC EFFICIBNCY
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TBEBHAL EXPANSION SUBJECT INDEX

THEBHAL EXPANSION
Holographic determination of thermal and

mechanical deformations in the case of
structural components and structures of
aeronautical and astronautical technology
[DGLR PAPEB 76-180] p0096 A77-16587

TBBBBAL FATIGUE
Effect of structural state on the high-temperature

long-term strength of molybdenum
p0015 A77-12583

THEEBIL INSULATION
The aircraft passenger compartment as a

temperature-regulated plant
p0304 A77-32085

The aircraft cabin as a temperature-controlled plant
pO«69 A77-1U085

TBEBHAL POSBB
D TOBBOGENEBATOBS

TBEBHiL PBOPEBTIBS
0 THEBHODYNAHIC EBOPEBTIIS

THEEHAL PBOTBCTION
Coefficients of radiative heat transfer for the

case of flow past bodies in the presence of
intense sublimation

p0203 A77-25535
IHEBHAL BESISTANCE

Besearch on heat resistant transparent interlayers
based on the ethylene terpolyier
[AD-A0335H9] p0325 N77-22269

Bisks affecting the structural resistance and
integrity of modern propulsion systems

p0591 N77-33187
TBEBHiL SHIELDING

D HEAT SHIELDING
IHEBHAL SIHOLATION

Ames T-3 fire test facility - Aircraft crash fire
simulation

p0108 A77-17U79
TBBBHAL STABILITY

Thermal stability of an advanced high speed
aircraft alley beta Ti alloy

p0298 A77-30921
Determination of a fuel's thermal oxidation

stability by the CITO-H method
p0300 A77-311112

Jet fuel quality considerations
p0312 A77-33273

Thermal stability of transition metal monocarbide
fibers in refractory composites prepared by
unidirectional solidification
[OHEEA, IP NO. 1977-62] p0515 A77-47136

Thermal stability of some aircraft turbine fuels
derived from oil shale and coal
[NASA-TH-X-3551] p0389 N77-253U5

Effect of nitrogenous bases on the thermal
stability of jet fuels
[NASA-TH-75131] pfli|38 N77-272«3

Development of high stability fuel, phase 3
[AD-A038S77] p0495 N77-29322

THEBHAL STBBSSES
Besizing procedure for structures under combined

mechanical and thermal loading
p0002 A77-10211

Holographic determination of thermal and
mechanical deformations in the case of
structural components and structures of
aeronautical and astronautical technology
[DGLB PAPEB 76-180] p0096 A77-16587

Compressible flow, temperature and life
calculations with turbine blades

p010« A77-17253
Heat sink structural design concepts for a

hypersonic research airplane
[ A I A A 77-392] p0205 A77-2571<1

Thermal stress concentration factors in large shafts
turbine rotors

p027» A77-29855
Resistance strain gages for stability experiments

at temperatures up to 300 C for fatigue
testing of aircraft structures

p0358 A77-36650
A review of methods enabling increased service

lives of high-thermal-lcad turbojet propulsion
plants

P0161 A77-II3331
Thermal stress analysis of a graded zircoma/metal

gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine
engines
[HASA-TH-X-73658] p0338 N77-23U92

THEBHOCHEHISTBY
NT AEBOTHEHBOCHEHISTBY

THEBHOCOOPLES
Thermocouple time constant measurement by cross

power spectra
pl)OH6 A 77-13721

Gas turbine temperature techniques
p0561 A77-5062b

High temperature thermocouple system for advanced
aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A025500] pOOJ7 N77-11062

TBEBBODYNAHIC CYCLES
NT BBAYTON CYCLE
NT CABNOT CYCLE
Future trends in aero gas turbine design. II -

Dnconventional engines
p0007 A77-11595

Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a
bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with
stepwise heat removal

p0111 A77-17765
Analysis of parameters and characteristics o±
bypass turbojet engines operating in cycle with
multistage heat removal

P0272 A77-29515
Unsteady processes in aircraft piston compressors

Bnssian book
p0467 A77-43610

THBBBODYBiHIC EFFICIENCY
Air-cooled turbine cascade effectiveness criterion

p0012 A77-1250J
Air transportation and fuel consumption

pOOSI A77-14563
Efficiency of turbine-blade cooling by air
injection through longitudinal slots

p0089 A77-16325
Pressure ratio optimization criteria in aircraft
turbojet-engines design

pOIOS A77-172b8
Comparison of energy performance of different
types of heat exchangers

pOIIO A77-17760
Features of the concept of the efficiency
coefficient of a turbine with open air cooling
operating in a gas turbine engine system

pOIII A77-17770
High-temperature potential of uncooled radial
turbines
[ASHE PAPEE 77-GT-16] p026t A77-28S59

On the concept of efficiency of a turbine with
open-loop air cooling operating in a gas turbine
engine system

P0272 A77-29520
Heasured effects of coolant injection on the
performance of a film cooled turbine
[AIAA PAPEF 77-9116] pOU12 A77-J8607

Hew computation method of turbine blades film
cooling efficiency
[ONEEA, TP 50. 1977-85] p0562 A77-50988

The evolution and control of different performance
degradation processes in modern propulsion systems

monitoring jet engines
p0591 H/f-33193

TBEEBODYIABIC PBOPEBTIBS
NT CBITICAL POINT
NT ENTEOPY
NT SPECIFIC HEAT
NT SUPEBCBITICAL PEESSOBES
NT SUBFACE ENEBGY
NT THEBHAL DIFFUSION
NT THEBHAL EXPANSION
NT THEBHAL STABILITY
NT THEBHOPHYSICAL PEOPEBTIES

Development of aircraft brake materials
[ASLE PBEPBINT 76-LC-1B-3] pOOOS A77-11195

Choice of optimal throat dimensions for the
diffusor in a condensing injector

p0057 A77-15667
Jet engines for high supersonic flight speeds -
Theoretical principles Bnssian book

p015<l A77-U2238
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of
kerosene-spray flames

p0550 A77-48181
Bisks affecting the structural resistance and
integrity of modern propulsion systems

p0590 H77-3318-"
THEBHODYIABICS
NT AEBOTBEBRODYNAHICS
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SUBJECT IBDBI THBBE DIHEBSI08AL PLO1

NT COBBOSTION PHYSICS
TBEBBOE1JSTICITI

Forecasting the elastic properties of composites
reinforced by discrete fibers

p011» A77-18167
THEBHOGBABS
0 TEHPEBATUBE BEASOBING INSIBOHENTS

TBBBBOHECHABICAL THE4TBEHT
Selecting processing options for bigh-fractnre
toughness titanium airframe forgings

p0201 177-25213
TBEBHOHETBT
U TEHPEBATOBE HF.ASUBEHENT

THBBBONOCLBAB PBOPOLSIOB
0 HDCLEAE PBCPOLSION

THEBBOPHYSICAI PEOPEBTIES
HT CRITICAL POINT
NT SPECIFIC EEAT
»T SDPEBCEITICAL PBESSDBES
SI THEEHAL D1FFOSION
HT THEBHAL STABILITY
Heopentyl polyol ester lubricants - Balk property
optimization

| p0301 A77-31731
TBEBBOPLiSTIC BESIHS

Thermoplastic polymers for improved fire safety
[SASA-TB-I-73185] p0125 M77-1U206

TBEBBOSETTING BESINS
HT EPOXY BESINS
Polyphenylguinczalines with terminal acetylene

groups for military aircraft construction
materials

p0359 A77-36679
TBEBBOSTABIIITI
D THEBMAL STABILITY

TBEBBOTBOPISH
D AHISOTEOPY
D TEBPEBATDBE EFFECTS

THIB AIBFOILS
HT INFINITE SPAH WINGS
NT THIN SINGS

Approximate transonic profile flow with shock
p0002 A77-10251

Forces on nnstaggered airfoil cascades in unsteady
in-phase notion
[JSHE PfPEE 76-FE-S] pOOOU A77-1085t

Reduction of the drag of a planar polywedge body
in hypersonic flow

pOO!19 A77-13837
Derivation of an integral equation for transonic

floss
F0163 A77-22685

Finite element applications to unsteady transonic
flow
[ A I A A 77-1(116] p0210 A77-25801

Viscous and elastic perturbations of
two-dimensional hypersonic aerodynamics
[ A I A P 77-11119] p0210 A77-25807

Eemarks on thin airfoil theory
p0303 A77-31858

Bixed finite element models and dual iterative
methods for transonic flow

— p0520 A77-I17543
Thin airfcil in eddy-array and part-stalled

oscillating cascade
p0075 N77-12998

THIB BODIES
Calculation of the hydrodynamic interaction of

arrays of thin profiles taking into account the
evolution of vortex trails

p0053 A77-15008
Non-equilibna» flow of an inviscid gas past a

thin profile
pOSSO A77-48289

THIB FILBS
Utilization of lignid crystals in aerodynamic

experiments
p0298 A77-30580

Ku-band integrated circuit receiver front end
module for BPV

p0519 A77-4735U
TRIB LAYEB CBBOBiTOGBJPHY

Investigation of the factors affecting the
determination accuracy of addition
concentrations in aviation oils, using the
method of thin-film chromatography

p03U5 A77-33915
THIB PLATES

Incipient separation of leeward flov past a

lifting plate in viscous hypersonic tlow
p0113 A77-20095

Test of second order closure model in a
compressible turbulent wake

pOJUH 17/-JJ822
ir BALLED SHELLS
Development of method for modification of
thin-wall fuselage-type reinforced shells and
construction of a practical calculation algorithm

p0111 A77-17952
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Lnft- und Raumfahrt,

Shell Buckling Reeting, Heersburg, Rest Germany,
April 29, 30, 1976, Beports and Discussion
Contributions

p01«8 A77-2057J
Thin shell calorimetric techniques for transition
detection at ablation temperatures

Calculation of multi-contour thin-walled
structures by the method of sections
[NASA-TT-F-172811] pOOJ2 H7/-11029

THIS RALLS
Analysis of multicontour thin-wall structures by

the cell method
p0112 A7/-17970

The determination of collapse load and energy
absorbing properties of thin walled beam
structures using matrix methods of analysis

pOIII A77-18JU8
Designing thin-walled many-stringer torgue boxes

for strength
p0252 A77-27132

Designing the basic structure of a wing
p025J A77-271U1

THIS SINGS
HT INFINITE SPAN KINGS
Unsteady aerodynamic modeling for arbitrary motions

--- of thin wing
[AIAA 77-U51] p0210 A77-25808

Hethods of linear theory in problems involving
optimization of the aerodynamical
characteristics of subsonic profiles

p0251 A77-271JO
numerical solutions of the triple-deck equations
for laminar trailing-edge stall --- of thin
wings in subsonic flow

p0260 A77-28J7H
Simplified solution of the compressible subsonic

lifting surface problem
[AD-A02751«] p0120 N77-1J994

Laminar separation near the trailing edge ot a
thin profile
[ESA-TT-3113] p0169 N77-15996

Laminar separation near the trailing edge of a
thin profile
[ONEBA-NT-1976-3] p0173 N77-16297

Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips of
thin, lifting wings in incompressible flow

p0276 B77-20007
Behavior of a subsonic flow past a thin wing in

the vicinity of the leading edge
[ONBBA-NT- 1976-16] p0380 N77-25107

Behavior of a subsonic flow past a thin wing in
the vicinity of the leading edge
[ESA-TT-401] pOll88 877-29108

THBEB DIHEBSIOBAL BODBDABY LAI BE
The hyperbolicity of integral equations of

momentum in a three-dimensional incompressible
laminar boundary layer

pOOOU A77-1066b
Calculation of three-dimensional boundary layers

on sveptback wings
[DGLB PAPEB 76-187] p009ll A77-16566

Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations for swept wings
CAIAA PAPEB 77-3] poi37 A77-19765

Advances in engineering science, volume 4
[ NASA-CP-2001-VOl-a] p0026 N77-103115

Calculation of the flow around a swept wing,
taking into account the effect of the
three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 1: Ring
with turbulent boundary layer
[BLB-TB-75076-D] p0031 N77-11011

THBEE DIBEBSIOBAL FLOi
NT SBCONDABY FLOB
Finite element and difference methods for cascades

pOOKI A77-12557
A thin shock layer in three-dimensional hypersonic

flow problems
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THBEE DIBEBSIONAI BOl'IOH SOBJECI ISDBI

pOOSO A77-13839
lultidimensional solutions for supersonic flow

fields in turbooachines
[DGLS P A P E E 76-165] p0095 A77-16577

Three-dimensicnal turbomachine flow equations
expressed with respect to non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates and methods of solution

p0102 177-17239
Study of the effect of nozzle shape on the

characteristics of thiee-ftiYaeiisioYial svibsoinc
and supersonic flows

p0136 A77-19712
Investigation cf supersonic flow past elongated

blunt bodies of elliptical cross section
p0136 A77-19711

Flow measurements in leading edge vortices
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-11] p0137 A77-19772

An experimental and numerical study of the 3-D
mixing flows of a turbofan engine exhaust system
[ A I A A PAPER 77-201] p0141 A77-19896

Calculation of transonic wing flews by grid
embedding
[ A I A A P A P E E 77-207] p01<41 A77-19899

A numerical technique for subsonic flows past
three dinensicnal canard-wing configurations
with edge separations
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1] p0160 A77-22205

Nacelle installation analysis for subsonic
transport aircraft
[Mill S&MB 11-102} p0160 VH-22221

Investigations related tc the inviscid-viscous
interaction in transonic flows about finite 3-D
wings
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-209] p0162 A77-22211

Some experiments on a radial vaned diffuser
p0201 A77-25192

Investigation of the three-dimensional flow past
blunt bodies with consideration of viscosity in
the f ramework of boundary layer theory

v p0203 A77-25533
Ose of the finite difference method for the

calculation of three-dimensional noneguilibrium
flow past blunt bodies

p0203 A77-25531
Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer

separations in supersonic flow
p02U9 A77-26957

Progress in numerical turbomachinery analysis
p0250 A77-26964

Three-ainensioTial analysis of blade force ana
sound generation for an annular cascade in
distorted flows

p0257 A77-27802
Hethods and problems in the calculation of
transonic flows

p0260 A77-28366
Finite-volume solution of the Enler equations for

steady three-dimensional transonic f low
p0261 A77-28403

On the calculation of three-dimensional divergent
and rotational flow in turbomachines

p0262 A77-28186
Experimental and theoretical investigations on

airfoil flow separation
p0268 A77-28939

The method of deformed coordinates in the problem
of supersonic gas f low over a wing

p0296 A77-30558
The effect of sweep on conditions at separation in

turbulent boundary-layer/shock-wave interaction
p0305 A77-32194

Numerical solution of three-dimensional free
turbulent shear flows

p030i| A77-33809
Two point velocity measurements in a three

dimensional wall jet
[ A I A A 77-590] p0350 A77-3M947

Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing
in an ejector
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-706] p0362 A77-370H9

Calculation of the supersonic flow in a
three-dimensional expansion region - Trapezoidal
and triangular /delta/ wing

pOIH A77-38970
Numerical studies of three-dimensional breakdown

in trailing vortex wakes
[NASA-CB-137888] p0018 N77-10011

Controlled and uncontrolled flow separation in
three dimensions

[LB-591] pOOJO N77-10999
Three-dimensional flow calculation for a transonic

compressor rotor
p0066 N 7 7 r l 2 0 1 9

Calculations on airfoil-tuselage combinations in
transonic flow, problems resulting from the
application of the finite element method
[AAAF-NT-76-1 ] p0076 N77-1J004

Survey of three-dimensional flow fields in the
presence ot wing at B = 2.H8
[AD-A028981] p022« N77-18063

Three-dimensional compressible flow through highly
loaded axial compressor blade rows
[AD-A027781I] p022U S77-1BU61

Three dimensional supersonic flow about sliced
bodies

p0275 B77-20U01
Quantitative study of three-dimensional flow

fields around flight vehicles in the case of
supersonic flow by means of optical methods
[NASA-TT-F-17U28] pOJ6J N77-240!>6

Hind tunnel measurements in the boundary layer on
a 3-D swept wing
[FFA-TN-AO-1191] pOJ61 N77-2106J

A three-dimensional viscous/potential flow
interaction analysis method for multi-element
wings
[NASA-CE-152012] pOIJt N77-27076

Investigations of three-dimensional flow
separation on fuselage configurations
[AD-A039382] pOSJI H77-J0121

The calculation of flow fields about three
dimensional bodies in high altitude
(free-molecular flow of neutral atoms)
[DLB-FE-75-15] p0532 N77-JU922

Three dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric
flow past wings of arbitrary planforms
[NASA-CE-1 15235] pObSS N77-JJ102

THBEE DIBENSIOHAI BOTI01
NT SECONDABY F10H
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLO»

Gradient method of navigation
p0310 A77-JJ165

THROTTLING
Full flight regime autothrottle system

pOJOM A77-J2U72
Analytical construction of the throttle
characteristic of a gas turbine engine

p0112 A77-M0712

NT JET THEOST
NT VARIABLE THBOST

Maximum rotor thrust capabilities, articulated and
teetering rotors

p0163 A77-22668
Effect of intake total pressure loss on net thrust

at take-off: Turbojet and turbo-fan engines
[ESDO-77001] p0191 N77-29119

Propeller study. Part 3: Experimental
/determination of thrust and torque on the Yo-JA
aircraft
[NASA-CE-1 55003] p0541 B77-J1158

IHBDSI AOGBEBTATION
Selection of compressor pressure ratio of small

GTE installed in bypass turbojet engine fan duct
p0012 A77-12513

Ejector performance at high temperatures and
pressures

pOOSO A77-11551
Crossflow performance of lift-fans in tandem ---

for v/STOL transport aircraft
p0106 A/7-172bb

Thrust augmenting ejector analogy
p02t>6 A7/-27620

Experimental and analytical study of an
axisymmetric thrust angmentor

p030J A/7-J18S6
Application of nonlinear programming methods to

the solution of variational problems ot gas
dynamics --- maximum thrust supersonic nozzle
design

pOJ03 A77-J1920
Optimization of axisymsetric thrust-augmenting

ejectors
[AIAA PAPEE 77-707] pl)Jt>«! A /7-J /OSO

Thrust augmenting ejector technology for Navy
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1239] p U b U I A77-11JJ1
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SUBJECT IBD8X TIBE DEPEBDESCE

Increasing Jet-engine thrust by water-augmentation
p0515 A77-16981

Development of a snail, lov cost turbojet engine
with thrust augmentation for BPV

p0518 A77-473U7
Analysis and design of ejector diffuser for

opt imum thrust
[AD-A025491] p0039 N77-11356

Inlet and internal aerodynajiics of a VTOL throst
augmenter
[AD-A027647] p0081 F77-13067

Thrust augnented spin recovery device
[HASA-CASE-1AR-11970-1] p0323 N77-22147

Thrast augnentcr application for STOL and V/STOL
[NASA-TH-I-73241] p0366 B77-24098

THBDST COBTBOI
HT THHDST VECTOE COBTBOL

Optimal control of thrust and angle of attack of
an aircraft performing a climb-acceleration
maneuver

p0135 A77-19329
Poll flight regime autothrottle systen

p0304 A77-32072
Detachment and wind recircnlation of radial wall

jets vertical takeoff aircraft thrust
reducticn
[ILB-9] p0076 B77-13010

TBBOST HEASOBEHEBT
Aerodynamics of the Darrieos rotor

p0051 A77-14559
Comparison of a new method for measuring aircraft

power and drag in flight with a standard technique
[SAE PAPER 770475] p0394 A77-37093

Estimation of drag and thrust of jet-propelled
aircraft by non-steady flight test maneuvers

p0369 N77-24118
TBBOST POHEB

0 TBHOST
THRUST PBOGBABHIBG

Simulator evaluation of optimal thrust
management/fuel conservation strategies for
airbus aircraft on short haul routes
[NASA-CE-151966] p0230 N77-18137

TB5DST BEVEBSAL
Determination of magnitudes of the parameters

characterizing ducted ai^scoop operation
downstream for airplane deceleration

p0013 A77-12521
Developing a cascade thrust reverser

p0044 A77-13175
Static performance of vectoring/reversing

non-axisyumetnc no2zles
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-8110] fOH51 A77-41974

Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1318] p0566 A77-51073

Thrust reverser design studies for an
over-the-wing STOI transport
[NASA-CS-151958] p0239 N77-19071

Dynamics of high-bypass-engine thrust reversal
using a variable-pitch fan
[NASA-TB-X-3524] p0319 H77-22106

Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests
[NASA-Tfl-73495] p0591 H77-33161

TBBOST VECTOE COBTBOL
Invariance of the longitudinal perturbed motion of

VTOL aircraft with thrust-vector control
p0304 A77-32088

Experimental investigations of thrust vectoring
systems for VTOL airc-aft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-805] p0409 A77-38546

Static performance of vectoring/reversing
non-ajtisyunetric nozzles
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-8110] pOftSI A77-U197H

On invariance of the disturbed longitudinal motion
of VTOL airplane with vectored control system

p0469 A77-H4088
Fluidic thrust vector control systems for ejection

seats
p0557 A77-49933

Ground test of the D shaped vented thrnst
vectoring nozzle
[UASA-CR-137959] p0038 F77-11107

Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrust
vectoring on low speed aerodynamic
chaTacteristics of a large-scale supersonic
transport model
[NASA-TN-D-8296] p0072 H77-12065

The effect of thrust vectoring on aircraft
maneuvering

I

[AD-A027367] pOOd.2 H77-U074
lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design

definition study. Volume 3: Development
program and budgetary estimates
[HASA-CB-151933] p0170 B77-1601b

Lo»-speed power effects on advanced tighter
configurations with two-dimensional deflected
thrust
t»ASA-TH-I-7'(010] p0281 N77-20077

Development ot a hydroflmSic vernier rocket
control system for ejection seat stabilization
[AD-A034543] pOJbb N77-21407/

THBOSTORS
0 SOCKET ENGINES

IBOBDERSTOBBS
Badar detection of thunderstorm hazards for air

traffic control. Volume 1: Storm cell detection
CAD-A032732] pOJ17 877-22061

TILT
0 ATTITUDE (INCIISJTIOS)

TILT EOTOB 8IBCBAFT
NT XV-15 AIECBAFT

Optimal control alleviation of tilting proprotor
gust response

p0199 A77-2U9J9
Aerospatiale on the verge of developing a

tiltinq-rotor convertiplane
p0219 A77-2691J

Ihe future of rotorcraft in aviation

Tilt rotor V/STOL aircraft technology
pO«61 A77-I1JJJ2

Design comparison between helicopter and tilt
rotor aircraft
[&D-A027559] p0122 !m-1t01»

TILT BOTOB BESBARCB AIBCBAPT PROGBAH
a. S D. project cost and schedule realism - A rislc

analysis approach

Flight control system development tor the XV- lb
tilt rotor aircraft

p02H7 A77-2687b
Statas report on XV-15 Tilt Botor Test Program

[ A H S 77-33-6»] p O U ^ I A77- tUua7
TILT IISG AIRCRAFT

Naw VTOL designs
pO^OO A77-25097

&Q improved free wing for an aircraft
[ H\SA-CASE-FBC-10092-1 ] pOSJS N77-3TMb

TILTED PROPELLERS
Optimal control alleviation of tilting proprotor

gust response
p0199 A77-219J9

TILTIHG
D ATTITODE (ISCLIHATION)

TILTIHG BOTOBS
Hew VTOL designs

p0200 A77-2509-1

Test of a convertible aircraft rotor in the modane
large wind tunnel

p046J A77-4JJ17
A mathematical simulation model of a 1985-era

tilt-rotor passenger aircraft
[SASA-CR-1519U9] p0334 N77-2J094

TUBER IHVEBTOBY
A new, versatile stereo-camera system for

large-scale helicopter photography of forest
resources in central Europe

p0189 A77-2J271
TIBB

NT BOESIBG TIRE
NT PLIGHT TIHE
HI BTBP
HI TESTING TIBE
BT OHIVEBSAL TIBE

TIBE COBSIAIT
Thermocouple time constant measurement by cross

power spectra
p0046 A77-1J724

Compressor stator time-variant aerodynamic
response to upstream rotor wakes
[AD-A036343] p0478 877-^81 12

TIBB DELAY
0 TIBE LAG

TIBB DBPEBDEBCE
Effect of surface exposure time on bonding of
commercially pure titanium alloy

p0046 A77-1J7J5
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TIRE DIVISIOH HOLTIPLE ACCESS SOBJECT IHDBI

Performance of a square lav pseudonoise ranging
time-of-arnval estimator

p0350 477-3581(11
The importance of experimentally-determined

closure conditions in transonic blade-to-blade
flows calculates by a tine-dependent technique

p0063 H77-11983

Propelled time-dependent forces due to nonuniform
inflow

p0171 N77-16060
Statistical analysis of OS Davy major aircraft

accident rates, pilot and aircraft
time-dependent variables
[ A D - A O H 0 0 9 6 ] p0525 N77-30099

TIME DIVISIOH HDLTIPLE ACCESS
JTIDS - An overview of the system design and

implementation Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System

p0573 A77-51201

TIRE DIVISION BD1TIPIEXIHG
Evaluation of the accuracy of community relative

navigation organization concepts
p0150 A77-20656

Advantages of a time division multiplex data bus
for remotely piloted vehicle built-in-test

p0395 A77-37379
TSDMA - A novel secondary radar Time Space

Division Multiple Access
p0145 A77-41125

Time-division multiplexed data bus integration
technignes avionics

p0376 H77-25071

TIRE LAG
Three frequency difference OMEGA

p0152 A77-20673
TIRE REiSOBEHENT

Characteristic time correlation of emissions from
conventional aircraft type flames
[PB-258269/0] p0183 N77-17078

TIRE HEASDBING IHSTBURBHTS
NT ATOMIC CLOCKS
NT T I M I N G DEVICES

TIRE OPTIHAL COHTBOL
Tine-optimal ascent trajectories for aircraft

flight
[DGLB PAPER 76-200] p0096 A77-16585

Computational methods to obtain time optimal jet
engine ccntrcl

p0513 A77-16614
Characteristics of the boundary-layer eguations of

the minimum time-to-climb ptoblem
p0513 A77-H6618

Computational alternatives to obtain time optimal
jet engine ccntrcl
[NASA-CB-149106] p0023 N77-10060

TIRE SEBIES ANALYSIS
Time series analysis in flight flutter testing at

the Air Force Flight Test Center: Concepts and
results

p0287 N77-21033
System simulation in aircraft landing gear and
tire development
[AD-A0309M2] p0367 N77-2<!105

TIHE SIGNALS
The new DTC Time Signals Coordinated Universal

Time
p0151 A77-20658

VLF pulse timing - Limitations and potential as a
companion to Omega

p0503 A77-III1439
Multipath and performance tests of TBSB receivers
[AD-A041891] p0588 N77-33135

TIHEBS
U TIMING DEVICES

TIRING
D TIME MEASUREMENT

TIDING DEVICES
An electronic time and frequency referenced

scanning bean compatible with Doppler HLS
pO«03 A77-37733

TIP DBIVEB EOTOBS
Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed to

drive a lift fan. 1; Baseline performance
[NASA-TH-X-3452] p0065 N77-12000

TIP SPEED
Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee

tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, loads, and
performance
[AIAA PAP1B 77-13UO] p0568 A77-51093

Performance of low-pressure-ratio fan stage at two
off-design blade setting angles
[NASA-TM-X-3117] pO.278 N77-200J1

Dltra high tip speed (670.6 m/sec) fan stage with
composite rotor: Aerodynamic and mechanical
design
[NASA-CR-135122] p0282 N77-20101

TIPS
NT BLADE TIPS
NT SING TIPS
TIBES
NT AIECBAFT TIBES
Tire runway interface friction prediction subsystem
[AD-A039968] p0196 N77-29532

TITANIUM
A-7 titanium nose gear development

pOS13 A77-46801
Titanium and advanced composite structures for a
supersonic cruise arrow wing configuration

p0220 N77-1B026
New advancements in titanium technology and their

cost and weight benefits
p0221 N77-18033

TITANIUM ALLOTS
Spectrum fatigue cracK growth in lugs aircraft

metal structures
pOOUll A77-1329JJ

Effect of surface exposure time on bonding of
commercially pure titanium alloy

pOO«6 A77-13735
Advanced joining processes CH laser welding,
titanium brazing and plasma arc welding

p0056 A77-1550S
Superplastic forming of titanium alloys

pOIIO A77-17b5«
Aluminum-brazed titanium design

p0198 A77-2492J
Fabricating titanium parts with SPF/DB process

Superplastic Forming and Diffusion Bonding
p0201 A77-25^12

Selecting processing options for high-fracture
toughness titanium airframe forgings

p0201 A77-25213
Utilization of the alloys VT-14 and VT-22 in

landing gear construction welded joint bend
strength

p025<4 A7/-27155
Ambient temperature crack growth in titanium

alloys and its significance for aircraft
structures

p0271 A77-29498
Thermal stability of an advanced high speed

aircraft alloy beta Ti alloy
p0298 A77-30921

Bohrbond high strength Ti alloy joining method
for thrust engines, airrrame and space structures
[SHE EAPEB AD76-280] p0563 A77-51015

Near-net powder metallurgy airframe structures
pOIJI N77-15176

Evaluation of isothermal forgings for T53 impellers
[AD-A030469] p0186 N77-17227

Fatigue of titanium alloys in a supersonic-cruise
airplane environment

p0221 N77-180J2
Toward a second generation fuel efficient
supersonic cruise aircraft structural design for
efficiency

p0222 N77-18038
Fatigue-crack-growth analysis of titanium

gas-turbine fan blades
[AD-A031836] p0292 N77-21096

Softbody impact resistance of beryllium/titanium
composite blades
[AD-A032138] p0325 N77-22196

Besearch on metal matrix composites for naval
aircraft engines
[AD-A033720] p037« N77-2120*

Evaluation of structural design concepts for an
arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-CB-2667] pOJ89 N77-25581

Ambient temperature crack growth in titanium
alloys and its significance for aircraft
structures
[NLB-HE-76008-0] p019« N77-29278

Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of B-l Materials.
Volume 1: Text
[AD-A039883] p049q N77-29287

TOLEBAHCES (MECHANICS)
NT IMPACT TOLEBANCES



SDBJECT IHDEI

Damage tolerance progran for the B-1 composite
stabilizer
[AIAA 77-U6II] p0206 477-25770

TOLEBA8CBS (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT HOBAN TOLIBAHCES
TOLLBEIH-SCBLICBTING BiVES

Flow-induced vibrations resulting from Kaman
vortex trails
[BLL-BISLEY-TE-2991-(9091.9F) ] p0063 N77-11988

TONOBETBY
0 PBESSOBE BIASOEEHENTS
TOPOLOGY
NT FIXED POINTS (BATBEBATICS)
Internal interaction analysis. Topological
concepts and needed model improvements
[AD-A027C17] p0132 H77-15250

TORNADO SIBCBAPT
D «BCA AIBCBAPT

TOBPEDO E1GIHES
NT TOEBOBOCKET EHGINES
NT VERNIEP ENGINES

TOBQOE
Rotor/generator isolation for wind turbines
[AIAA 77-372] p0207 A77-25782

Propeller study. Part 3: Experimental
determination of thrast and torque on the YO-3A
aircraft
[NASA-CB-155003] p0511 N77-31158

TOBSIOH
Nonlinear curvature expressions for combined

flapwise bending, chordmse bending, torsion and
extension of twisted rotor blades
[NASA-TH-X-73997] p0171 N77-16376

The dynamic response of wings in torsion at high
subsonic speeds

p0533 N77-31077
TOBSIOSAL STBESS

Aeroelastic characteristics of composite
bearingless rotor blades

p0205 A77-26868
Botor helicopter system dynamic aeroelastic
stability analysis and its application to a
flexstrap tail rotor

p02U6 A77-26869
TOHSIOHiL YIEBATION

Determination of the aerodynamic damping of
bending-twisting oscillations of turbomachine
blades in air streams

p0059 477-15978
Determination of aerodynamic damping during

torsional vibrations of turbine blades
p0060 A77-1598I1

Influence of aerodynamic factors on the excitation
of torsional flutter in the blades of compressor
cascades

p0060 A77-15990
Experimental determination of aerodynamic

influence coefficients during bending-twisting
oscillations of blades, in a flat lattice

p0060 A77-15993
Application of a mathematical simulation method

representing the propagation of mechanical
perturbations to the analysis of nonlinear
vibrations in blades subject to collisions

p0061 A77-15999
Comparison between theoretical and experimental

results of torsional stall flutter of an airfoil
p01<45 A77-20110

Experimental and theoretical investigations of the
aerodynamic damping of turbojet rotor blade
vibrations

p0115 A77-20111
An experiment to measure moment coefficients for

aerofoils oscillating in cascade
p0115 A77-201B5

Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a
two-dimensional flat plate wing

p01«l5 A77-20116
Aeroelastic stability of coupled

flap-lag-torsional notion of helicopter rotor
blades in forward flight
[AIAA 77-155] p0211 A77-25812

TOUCH
HT TACTILE DISCBIHIHATIOM

TOBED BODIES
Flight test development of a helicopter-towed

surface delivery system
p0106 A77-38006

BATASS - Boored Airship Towed Array Sonar system
[AIAA 77-1190] p0118 A77-11760

Flight test development of a helicopter-towed
surface delivery
[AD-A028637] p0179 N77-17012

TOBED TABEETS
0 TOHED BODIES

TOBEBS
NT AIBPOBT TOBEBS
TOBIIG

Dynamics of a slung load
p0117 A77-20U10

Development of a tow capability for the HH-3F
helicopter
{AD-A025790] p0070 877-12050

TOXIC BAZABDS
The problem of onboard fire hazard

pOJ06 A77-J2J51
TOXICITY AID SAFETY BAZABD

The hidden passenger hazardous air cargo and
flight safety

p0097 A77-16737
Aircraft interior sandwich panel development

p0520 A77-17625
The use and control of hazardous materials in

aircraft maintenance
p028b N77-207U5

TEACHING (POSITION)
NT 1ISSILB TBACKING
NT BADAB TBACKING
NT RADIO TBACKING
Adaptive tracking of abruptly maneuvering targets

p0267 A77-28836
Position Location and Navigation Symposium, San
Diego, Calif., November 1-3, 1976, Proceedings

pOSfO A77-51178
Accuracy evaluation of augmented multilateration

tracking systems for aircraft detection
p0570 A77-b11H2

Applications of augmented multilateration tracking
systems for military targets

p0570 A77-51183
Development of the BHS-2 System of ODDB6E/TSE/

Bange Eeasurement System for tank and aircraft
tracking

pOb71 A77-51187
History and development of the SCORE pod

Simulated Combat Operations Bange Equipment
p0571 A77-511B8

Aircraft Space Position Beasurement System - An
application of precision DHE

p0572 A77-51197
Feasibility of predicting operational removals or

failures of new avionic equipment (BTBR tracking
of S-3A avionics)
[AD-A030317] p02JJ N77-18166

TEACHING FILTEBS
Application of Liapunov model - Tracking parameter

identification for the CH-17 helicopter
pOOII A7/-12160

Application of Kalman filters to automated VTC
systems

p0299 A77-31050
Target-tracking filter for anticollision radar

for ship navigation
pOJOS A77-32167

Adaptive fading memory filtering in a
decentralized airborne tracking system
[AIAA 77-1088] pO«56 A77-1279J

Hodular high accuracy tracker for dual channel
laser Doppler velocimeter

pOI/0 A77-11301
TBACKING BADAB

AN/APQ-118 mnltimode radar for the A-6E all
weather attack aircraft

p0397 A77-J7120
On implementation of the Kalman filter for radar

target tracking
pOIOS A77-J8185

Hybrid reference systems for flight testing
p0369 N77-21121

TBACKING STUDIES
0 TRACKING (POSITION)

TBACTIOR
Preliminary test results of the Joint

FAA-OSAF-NASA ronway research program. Part 1:
Traction measurements of several runways under
wet and dry conditions with a Boeing 727, a
diagonal-braked vehicle, and a mu-meter
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TBADBOFFS SUBJECT IBDEI

[NASA-TH-X-73909] p0437 U77-27132
preliminary test results of the joint

FAA-DSAJ-NASA runway research program. Part 2:
Traction measurenents c£ several runways under
wet, snow covered, and dry conditions with a
Douglas DC-9, a diagonal-braked vehicle, and a
con-meter
[NASA-TH-X-73910] p0437 N77-27133

TBAPBOPFS
Advanced helicopter designs

p0153 A77-20720
Function and configuration analysis program

[AD-A034206] p0334 N77-23104
TB4FFIC

NT AIB TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC CONTROL

NT AIR TRAFFIC CCNTBOL
NT B A D f R A P P R O A C H CONTROL

TRAILING EDGES
Free vortex sheets

p0014 A77-12S59
The effect of inclined trailing edges and membrane

weight on the supersonic flov past conical
para gliders with small camber

p0096 A77-16598
Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of a

semi-infinite airfoil oscillating in a shear layer
[ A I A A PAPER 77-157] p0161 A77-22239

Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to
the selection of transfer functions for flatter
suppression and gust alleviation using active
controls
[ A I A A 77-123] p0208 A77-25793

Experimental studies of trailing-edge conditions
on an oscillating airfoil at frequency
parameters of up to one
[ A I A A PAPER 77-450] p0257 A77-28044

Numerical solutions of the triple-deck equations
for laminar trailing-edge stall of thin
wings in subsonic flow

p0260 A77-2837II
Characteristics of turbulent flow through a

turbine cascade with exhaust through the
trailing edge

p0313 A77-331153
Theory of viscous transonic flow over airfoils at

high Reynolds number
[ A I A A PAPER 77-680] p0413 A77-38883

Experimental study of development of free vortices
behind a rectangular wing

p0422 A77-40113
An experimental investigation of the trailing edge

noise mechanism
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1291] p0565 A77-51049

Buffet ing problems leading and trailing edge
flow separation
[AAAF-NT-76-7] p0022 N77-10050

Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice
concept to aircraft-interference problems

p0027 B77-10349
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of flight

spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices
on an extended-range wide body tri-jet airplane
model
[NASA-TS-D-8373] p0167 N77-15982

Laminar separation near the trailing edge of a
thin profile
[BSA-TT-343] p0169 N77-15996

Laminar separation near the trailing edge of a
thin profile
[ONEHA-NT-1976-3] p0173 N77-16297

pressure distribution on the trailing edge of an
airfoil oscillating in a shear layer
[&D-A030887] p0279 N77-20041

FORTRAN program for calculating leading and
trailing-edge geometry of turbomachine blades
[NASA-TB-X-73679] p0433 N77-27069

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TH-X-3431 ] p0586 H77-33116

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls, supplement, part 1
[NASA-TH-I-3431-PT-1] p0586 N77-33117

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TH-X-3431-PT-2] p0586 N77-33118

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with trailing
edge controls
[HASA-TH-X-3431-PT-3J pOS86 B77-JJ119

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[SASA-TS-X-J431-PT-4] p0586 N77-J3120

TRAILING-BDGE FLAPS
Unsteady surface pressure characteristics on

aircraft components and farfield radiated
airfraae noise
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1295] p()565 A77-51052

Summary and evaluation of theoretical developments
relating to trailing wing tip vortices generated
by aircraft
[AD-A025614] p0065 N77-12007

A nonlinear theory for airfoils with trailing-edge
jet f lap
[NASA-TN-D-8368] p0167 N77-15981

On the motion of shock waves on an airfoil with
oscillating flap in two-dimensional transonic flow
[NLH-TB-75038-U] p0169 N77-15994

A method for calculating turbulent boundary layers
using a formulation of first gradient hinge
of lift augmenting flap
[ONERA-NT-1975-8] p0279 N77-200J5

Low-speed wind-tunnel test of a two-dimensional
wing fitted with two plain
differentially-deflected trailing-edge flaps
[AHC-CP-1326] pl)472 N77-2S077

TBAIHEHS
0 T R A I N I N G DEVICES

TBAINIHS
0 EDUCATION

TRAINING AIBCBAFT
NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT
NT T-2 AIRCRAFT
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT
Practical aerodynamics of the Yak-18T airplane

Russian book
p0162 A77-22450

Flight test of an 8000 psi Lightweight Hydraulic
System (LHS)
[AD-A039717] p0528 N77-J0120

TRAINING DEVICES
Experience with the flight simulator

p0098 A77-16744
Advanced simulator performance specification for

an F-111 test station
[AD-A025853] pOOS2 B77-13087

Test and evaluation of the Army's CH-07 helicopter
flight simulator
[AD-A036159] p0437 N77-2715J

Computer-generated displays added to HEL
helicopter operational trainer
[AD-A043267] pOS83 N77-J217J

Investigation of diagnostic, error detector and
self-taught instructional strategies for flignt
simulator programs
[AD-A035682] p0597 N77-33216

TRAINING SIBOLAtOBS
NT COCKPIT SIHOLATORS
NT FLIGHT SIHDLATORS
Flight simulation of the large helicopter

pO»17 A77-39924
Scanned laser visual system for military

flight simulation
p0506 A77-M181II

Air traffic control and the initial operation of
supersonic transport aircraft - A review of
preparatory measures

pOSbl A77-18415
Advanced simulator performance specification tor
an F-111 test station
[AD-A025853] p0082 N77-1J08/

Video generation and control system
[AD-A033853] p037J N77-211b7

Simulators for training and profit cost
effectiveness
[AD-A038190] pOMSO N77-28TH,

TRAJECTORIES
NT ASCENT TRAJECTORIES
NT BALLISTIC TRAJECTORIES
NT DESCENT TRAJECTORIES
NT HISSILB TRAJECTORIES
»T SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES
Theoretical and experimental simulation methods
for external store separation trajectories
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SUBJECT IBDEZ TBABSLATIONAL BOTIOB

p0063 N77-11981
TBAJECIOBT ANALYSIS

Theoretical and experimental investigation of the
departure characteristics of external stores
which are dropped fro an aircraft
[DGIB PAPEB 76-202] p009« A77-16569

Photogrammetry techniques utilized by G r u m m a n
during the F-11S weapon separation flight test
program

pOOOS A77-38001
Aircraft trajectories f rom radar extrapolations to

long term prediction
p0551 A77-18114

Simulation of inertial inputs to a strapdovn
platform for inertial great circle trajectories
[SAND-76-0620] p0526 B77-30104

TBAJECTOBI COHTEOL
NT TBAJECTOBY OPTIHIZATICH

Gradient method of navigation
p0310 A77-33165

Spacecraft fl ight control with the nev phase space
control law and optimal linear jet select
[ A I A A 77-1071] pOU55 A77-42781

An overview of Viking navigation
p0502 A77-IH427

Performance and design of a vertical seeking seat
steering system

p0558 A77-1199H5
Analysis of separation cf the space shuttle

orbiter f r o m a large transport airplane
[1ASA-TB-X-3492] p0388 N77-25189

TBAJECTOBI BIASOBEBBBT
Heasaring the notion of an aircraft wi th direct

lift control during fl ight along the approach path
p04U6 A77-41391

TBAJECTOBI OPTIBIZATIOB
Time-optimal ascent trajectories for aircraft

flight
[DGIB PAPEB 76-200] p0096 A77-16585

The terminal area automated path generation problem
[ A I A A 77-1055] pO«55 A77-42767

Numerical modeling of helicopter piloting
p0511 A77-H6318

Analysis of separation of the space shuttle
orbiter f rom a large transport airplane
[HASA-TB-X-3<I92] p0388 N77-25189

Recognition criterion and production of easily
solvable models for flight mechanical
optimization problems
[IFD-9/76] p054» N77-31178

TBABSCBIVEBS
0 THANSBITTIR BECEITEBS

TBABSCENDEBTAL POBCTIOHS
NT E X P O N E N T I A L FONCTIONS
NT 'SIHE SERIES
NT TBIGONOHETRIC FONCTIONS

TRANSCONTINENTAL SYSTBBS
A mathematical nodel of transcontinental balloon

[IAF PAPIB 77-167] p057» A77-511160
TBASSDOCEBS

NT DIGITAL TEANSDOCBBS
NT I H A G E T R A N S D U C E R S
NT PBESSORE SBSSORS _
HI QOABTZ TEANSDOCERS

An accurate angular position and angular velocity
instrument based on an optical incremental encoder
[BBE-TN-1730(»H/D) ] p0598 B77-33180

TBAHSFEB FORCTIONS
Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to

the selection of transfer functions for flutter
suppression and gust alleviation using active
controls
[ A I A A 77-123] p0208 A77-25793

An application of pole-zero placement in the
design synthesis of an aircraft system

p0266 A77-28633
Transfer function and parameter indentification

methods for dynamic stability neasnrement in
flutter testing
[ A H S 77-33-35] pO«20 A77-00070

A mission oriented flight test technique for
identifying aircraft and flight control system
transfer functions

p0369 N77-21120
The application of the Booth approximation method

to tnrbofan engine models
[NASA-TB-X-73623] p0430 N77-26137

The effect of spanvise gnst variations on the
transfer function of an aircraft model vith one

degree of freedom
[ABL/STBDC-NOTE-131] p017S N77-

Impact of a command and stability augmentation
system on gust response of a combat aircraft

p0597 N77-JJ21U
TBANSFEB OF TRAINING

Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer of
initial flight training
[AD-A038191] pOISO N77-^8147

1RABSPORBATIONS (BATHEBATICS)
NT COORDINATE TRABSFOHBATIONS
NT LAPLACE TBABSFORBATION

Program manual for the Eppler airfoil inversion
program
[HASA-CR-153928] p0171 N77-^8068

TBAISFORBEBS
Development of lightweight transformers for

airborne high power supplies
[AD-A011515] p05«2 N77-31162

TEABSPORSS
D TRARSFORBATIOBS (BATHBBATICS)

TBANSIEBT BEATING
ST SHOCK HEATING
Electric analog modeling of temperature fields in

gas turbine blades for transient modes of
operation

p0089 A77-16J05
The effect of boundary layer changes dua to

transient heat transfer on the performance ot an
anal-flow air compressor
[SAB PAPEB 770281] pOSOS A77-UMb6b

TBANSIEHT LOADS
HI BLAST LOADS
BI GOST LOADS
BT IBPACT tCADS
NT LAUDING LOADS
NT SHOCK LOADS
Botor dynamic state and parameter identification

from simulated forward flight transients, part 1
[HASA-CR-137963] p0017 N77-1000J

Botor dynamic state and parameter identification
from simulated forward flight transients, part ^
[NASA-CH-137964] p0017 N77-10001

TBAHSIEHT PBESSOBES
PrelLoinary investigations of the unsteady flow in

turbojet engines during transients
[POBL-PP-171] pOSSJ H77-J^164

TBAISIENT BESPONSE
Optimum data utilization for parameter

identification with application to lifting rotors
pOOSO A77-115bt

Prediction of lightning-induced voltages in
aircraft electrical circuits

p0056 A77-1b41<!
Analytical study of transient processes associated

with jet-controlled stabilization ot flight
vehicles

pOJOS A77-J20BS
FORTH411 programs for the determination of

aerodynamic derivatives from transient
longitudinal or lateral responses of aircraft
[ARC-CP-1341] p0072 B77-12067

Curve fitting of aeroelastic transient response
data with exponential functions

p02«6 N77-^102«
Equations for the response of an airplane to

non-stationary atmospheric turbulence patches
[ NLB-TB-76056-0 ] pO»91 N77-29115

TRANSIENTS (SOBGES)
0 SDBGES

TBAHSITIOI FLOi
Surface pressure fluctuation measurements in

attached transitional/turbulent boundary layers
at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 77-113] "" p0161 A77-222.J8

TRANSITION BETALS
NT COBALT
NT BOLTBDENOH
BT TITANIOB
Thermal stability of transition metal aonocarcide

fibers in refractory composites prepared by
unidirectional solidification
[ONEBA, IP BO. 1977-62] pOS15 A77-q71Jb

TBAHSITS
NT THEODOLITES

TBANSLATIONAL BOTIOR
NT SECOSDAEY FLOS
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOB
NT THREE DIHENSIONAL HOTION
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TBANSBISSION SUBJECT INDEX

The velocity field of sirall-Bach number Knudsen
flow on the edge of a disturbed plate

p0090 A77-16422
Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a

helicopter rotor in translational flight. Two
dimensional simulation of the effects due to
cyclic variations of the velocity vector
[AAAF-NT-76-20] p0019 N77-10019

TBABSHISSI08
NT ACODSTIC P R O P A G A T I O N
NT A E B O D T B A B I C BEAT TBABSFER
NT CONDUCTIVE BEAT TEANSFEB
NT COUVECTIVE H E A T TBAHSFEF
NT DATA TRABSBISSIOB
NT GROUND R A T E PBOPAGATICN
NT HEAT TBABSJEB
NT BTPEESONIC BEAT TBANSFEB
NT IONOSPHERIC PEOPAGATICS
NT LIGHT TB?NSBISSION
NT HICEOHSVE ATTENUATION
UT HICBO«AVE TBABSMISSIOS
NT PDLTIPATB TBABSBISSION
NT PCB TELEBETBY
NT BADAE TESNSBISSION
NT RADIATIVE HEAT TBANSFEE
NT BADIO TBANSBISSION
NT SATEL1ITE TBABSBISSION
NT SHOCK SAVE PROPAGATION
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFEE
NT TIME DIVISION BOITIP1EXING
NT RAVE PPOPAGATION

TEANSBISSIOB EFFICIENCY
Tracer decoder - A receiver for radio navigation

relay systems
p0454 A77-42211

TB&NSBISSIOB FLUIDS
The operation of Bell drive systems following the

loss of lubrication
p0218 A77-26891

TBABSHISSIOB LINES
NT BICEOSTBIP TBANSHISSIOli LINES
NT OPTICAL H A V E G D I D E S

A-7 airborne Light Optical Fiber Technology
(ALOFT) demonstration project
[AD-A038455] p0497 B77-29952

TRANSMISSION LOSS
Low-frequency noise reduction of lightweight

airframe structures
[NASA-CB-145104] p0128 N77-15029

TBAHSHISSIOHS (BACHINE ELEBEITS)
A method for estimating the weight of aircraft

transmissions
[ S A W B PAPEB 1120] p0010 A77-12191

Drive mechanisms of flight vehicle control
systems: Analysis and design. Handbook

p0114 A77-18265
Development and evaluation of a nethod for

predicting the vibration and noise
characteristics of helicopter transmissions
[AHS 77-33-76] p0122 A77-40093

ZE41 - A magnesium alloy with improved mechanical
properties for use in helicopter transmission
castings
[ A H S 77-33-86] pOU22 A77-U0099

Righ-survivable transmission system
[AD-H025930] p0069 N77-12046

Transmission condition assessment in
helicopter engines
[AD-»035215] p0387 N77-25187

The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 1: Summary report
[AD-1037308] pO«38 N77-27416

Helicopter transmission vibration and noise
reduction program
[AD-A042457] P0581 N77-32136

TB1NSBISSOBBTEBS
Slant visual range monitoring

pOUOO A77-37708
Transuu-sscmeter measurement of paniculate

emissions from a jet engine test facility
pO«H1 A77-40643

Visual range: Concepts, instrumental
determination, and aviation applications
[NBS-BONO-159] p0525 N77-30102

TB1NSKITTER RECEIVERS
Badar special evaluation report: Degradation of

AN/uPX-6 interrogator set identification friend
or foe/selective identification feature IFF/SIF
returns from F-4 and EF-1 aircraft

[AD-A027417] p0132 N77-15241
AH/PRC-56 helmet radio set upgrading. Recommended

modifications require minimal resources but
promise considerable improvement in reliability
operability, and logistics support
[AD-AOU1190] pOb")S N/7-J1J68

TBAHSHITTEBS
NT B A D A R TRANSBITTEBS
NT BADIO BEACONS
HI RADIO TBANSBITTEBS
NT SOBOBOOYS
BT THANS1IITTEH BECEIVEBS

Mobile data radio transmission quality between
stationary transmitter to receiver in motion
[DGLB PAPEB 76-168] p0092 A77-16S40

THiBSOCEABIC COBBOHICATIOB
AEBOSAT system for oceanic ATC communication

and surveillance
p0054 A77-1i1^9

TBAH30CEABIC SISTERS
ST TRANSOCEANIC COBBDNICATIOH

TBAHSOBIC AIRCBAFT
0 SUPERSONIC AIBCBAPT

TRANSONIC COBPHESSOBS
A comparison of two transonic compressors designed

for a pressure ratio of 1.88
p010<! A77-17237

On the analysis of the aerodynamic and flutter
characteristics of transonic compressor blades

p0145 A77-/!01J9
Flow instability in supersonic compressors in the

regine of low compression rate
[ O N E B A , TP NO. 1976-71] p01«6 A77-20151

Quantitative density visualization in a transonic
compressor rotor

P041I9 A77-11863
Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study.

Volume 2: Data compilation
[BASA-CE-135068-VOL-2] pOOJb B77-11017

Small axial compressor technology, volume 1
[BASA-CB-13«827-VOL-1] pOOJ5 B77-11048

Small axial compressor technology, volume 2
tables
[BASA-CR-1JU827-VOL-2] pOOJS B77-1HW9

Three-dimensional flow calculation for a transonic
compressor rotor

p0066 N77-12U19
Effects of tip clearance on overall performance of
transonic fan stage with and without casing
treatment
[BASA-TB-X-3179] p0175 B77-16992

TBABSOBIC PLIGHT
Sonic boom focusing caustic analysis at
transonic flight

p0090 A77-16314
Lift corrections to transonic equivalence rule -

Examples
p0211 A77-/S67JO

The oblique wing - Aircraft design for transonic
and low supersonic speeds

p027« A77-30010
The transonic multi-foil Augmentor-Wing

[AIAA PAPEB 77-606] p0352 A77-J1969
An exact hodograph method for the design of
supercritical airfoils
[HBB-UFE-1168-0] pO«28 N/7-^61^»

Estimated transonic flying qualities of a tailless
airplane based on a model investigation, 8 June
1919
[L9D08] p0485 B77-29075

Some effects ot sweepback and airfoil thickness on
longitudinal stability and control
characteristics at transonic speeds

pO*85 N77-29076
A comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics at
transonic speeds of four wing-fuselage
configurations as determined from different test
techniques, 4 October 1960
[L50H02] p0485 N77-29077

A brief overview of transonic flutter problems
p0534 N77-31084

1BABSOHIC FLOW
Approximate transonic profile flow with shock

p0002 A77-10251
Pressure distributions over frontal /nose/
surfaces of bodies of revolution in transonic
flow at angles of attack of 0 to 10 deg

pOOOQ A77-10664
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SUBJECT IHDBX TBASSOBIC FLOS COHTD

Transonic flows calculation by integral
equation, relaxation and finite difference methods

p0011 A77-12561
An extended integral equation method for the

steady transcnic flov past a two-dimensional
•aerofoil

pOOII A77-12562
Eelaxation near a sonic line transonic flow

past subsonic lifting aircraft
p0011 A77-12563

A transonic hodograph theory for aerofoil design
p0015 A77-12561

Investigation of the stability of a channel flow
with a blocking compression shock at transonic
flow rates

pOOSO A77-11126
Transonic cascade flov calculation using the

relaxation method
[DG1E P>PE1 76-186] p0091 A77-16537

Design of airfoils in transonic flow by the
integral method

p0096 A77-16599
Computa t ion of wave drag for transonic flow

p0097 A77-16666
Investigation of strongly underexpanded submerged

jets
p0136 A77-19713

Transonic performance of an auxiliary airflow
system for axisynietric inlets
[AIAA P8PEE 77-11(8] p0110 A77-19860

An inviscid model for submerged transonic wall jets
[AIA? PAPEB 77-171] pOUO A77-19875

Implicit finite-difference computations of
unsteady transonic flews about airfoils,
including the treatment of irregular shock-wave
motions
[ A I A A P f P E B 77-205] p0111 A77-19897

Calculation of transonic wing flows by grid
embedding
[ A I A A P P P E B 77-207] pOH41 A77-19899

An approximate calculation of the strong
interaction on a transonic airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-210] p0112 A77-19900

Analytical study of viscous effects en transonic
flow over boattail nozzles
[ A I A A P A P E F 77-223] p0112 A77-19908

On the analysis of the aerodynamic and flutter
characteristics of transonic compressor blades

p011S A77-20139
Investigations related to the inviscid-viscous

interaction in transonic f lows about finite 3-D
wings
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-209] p0162 A77-22241

Prediction of pressure distributions on
axisymmetric bodies in transonic flow
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-226] p0162 A77-222Q8

On the not-so-slender wing theory
p0163 A77-22679

Derivation of an integral: equation for transonic
flows

p0163 A77-22685
Forces acting on an oscillating airfoil in

transonic flew
p0200 A77-25012

Choking of a n o n u n i f o r m flow in a channel with
friction

p0202 A77-25331
A simplified theory of oscillating airfoils in

transonic flow - Review and extension
T A I A A 77-115] p0209 A77-25803

Finite element applications to unsteady transonic
flow
[ A I A A 77-4116] p0210 A77-25801

Computat ion of unsteady transonic flows by the
indicial method
[ A I A A 77-117] p0210 A77-25805

Calculation of unsteady transonic flow over
oscillating airfoils using the full potential
equation
[ A I A A 77-118] p0210 A77-25806

Numerical solution for snbcritical flows by a
transonic integral equation method

p0212 A77-26711
Interpretation of laser velocimeter measurements

in a transonic f low field
p02<!2 A77-26812

The effect of auxiliary bloving on concentration
profiles downstream of a sonic injection in a
2.1 Bach flow

p02bl) A77-27006
Hethods and problems in the calculation of
transonic flows

p0260 A77-28366
Eecent computation ot viscous effects in transonic

flow
p0260 A77-^8J/6

A new approach to far-field boundary conditions in
transonic computations

pU261 A77-28J/8
Computation of bow shocks in transonic flow

p02f>1 A7/-28390
Finite-volume solution ot the Enler equations for

steady three-dimensional transonic flow
p0261 A77-2B10J

Inverse computation of profile shapes tor given
transonic flow-configurations with and without
detached bow-shocks in two-dimensional
tnrboaachinery cascades
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-33] D026J A77-28S18

Transonic normal shock-turbulent boundary layer
interaction in pressure gradient flows
[ASME PAPEB 77-GT-J1] p0263 A77-28519

Study of turbulent transonic flows by
ultra-high-speed photography

p0268 A77-289J1
Strong coupling and weak coupling between boundary

layer and external flow
p026V A/7-28910

Some topics in modeling in high-speed aerodynamics
p0297 A77-3057S

Calculation of transonic and supersonic gas flows
in plane cascades of tnrbomachines

p030J A77-J189U
Highly cambered blades mounted in cascade and
oscillating in a fluid in transonic flow

pOJ09 A/7-J2919
Parabolic-series method tor transonic wedge flow

P0311 A77-JJ187
An implicit shock-fitting scheme for unsteady
transonic flow computations
[AIAA 77-633] p03b3 A77-3b078

Implicit approximate-factorization schemes for the
efficient solution ot steady transonic flow
problems
[ A I A A 77-631] pOJSJ A77-J5079

Numerical calculation of transonic potential tlow
about wing-fuselage combinations
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-677] p0361 A77-370<!8

Form drag, skin friction, and vortex shedding
frequencies for subsonic and transonic
crossflows on circular cylinder
[ A I A A FAPEB 77-687] pOJ61 A77-370JU

An inverse method for the design of airfoils with
supercritical flow
[ S A E PAPEB 770150] pOJ92 A77-J7071

Theory of viscous transonic flow over airfoils at
high Reynolds number
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-680] p0113 A77-J8B8J

Calculation of transonic flow over supercritical
airfoil sections ,
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-681] p O I I I &77-J8881

Ike viscous transonic tlow over two-element
airfoil systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-688] pOI I I A77-J8886

Computation of viscous transonic flow about a
lifting airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-679] pOII I A77-10700

Unsteady linearized transonic flow analysis for
slender bodies

p0112 A77-10830
Load distribution on a close-coupled wing canard

at transonic speeds
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1132] p0161 A77-1J198

The flow over a helicopter blade tip in the
transonic regime
[ O H E B A , TP BO. 1976-115] p0161 A77-1JJM

Application of finite element approach to
transonic flow problems

p0519 A77-17539
Application of finite element method tor the

solution of transonic flow
p0519 A77-17510

Analysis of transonic flow over lifting and
oscillating aiiffoils

p0520 A77-17512
Bixed finite element models and dual iterative

•ethods for transonic flow
p0520 A77-17513
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Transonic flow simulation by the finite element
method via optimal control

p0520 A77-47544
Test verification of a transonic airfoil design

employing active diffusion control
[AD-H0242971 p0020 S77-10Q29

Transonic performance of Hach 2.65 auxiliary flow
axisymmetric inlet
CHJSf.-CB-27»7] p0023 N77-10056

Influence cf wind tunnel wall boundary layers on
two dimensional transonic tests
[AAAF-BT-76-13] F0025 H77-10083

Advances in engineering science, volume 4
[HASA-CP-2001-VOL-4] p0026 H77-10345

Improved computational treatment cf transonic flow
about swept tings

p0026 N77-10348
Transonic flow theory of airfoils and wings

p0027 N77-10351
Inverse transonic airfoil design including viscous

interaction
p0027 N77-10354

viscous interaction with separation in transonic
flow
[HASA-TT-F-T7187] p0029 N77-10997

The importance of experimentally-determined
closure conditions in transonic blade-to-blade
flows calculated by a time-dependent technique

p0063 N77-11983
Calculations on airfoil-fuselage combinations in

transonic flow. Problems resulting f r o m the
application of the finite element nethod
fAfAF-NT-76-1] pC076 N77-130014

A brief description of the Jameson-Caugbey NYO
transonic swept-wing computer program: FLO 22
[BASA-TH-X-73996;) p0167 N77-15977

Beview of the application of hodograph theory to
transonic aerofoil design and theoretical and
experimental analysis of shock-free aerofoils

noting pressure distributions
[NLB-HP-75033-0] p0168 H77-15991

Remarks on the suitability of various transonic
snail perturbation equations to describe
three-dimensional transonic flow; examples of
computations using a fully-conservative rotated
difference scheme three typical shock
interactions
[HLB-HP-75039-0] p0168 H77-15992

Transonic rotor aerodynamics: Fundamentals of the
theory
[HASA-TT-F-17395] p0175 N77-16990

On the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of
oscillating airfoils in two-dimensional
transonic flow
[N1B-MP-76003-D] p0224 H77-18060

The prediction of buffet onset and light buffet by
means of computational methods

p0277 H77-20011
Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for

jet-flapped wings
[AD-A033550] p0315 N77-22051

A Green's function formulation for a nonlinear
potential flow solution applicable to transonic
flow
CHASA-TS-X-711014] p0330 H77-23050

Computation of viscous transonic flow about a
lifting airfoil
[BASA-CB-151999] p0330 H77-23051

Interference-free wind-tunnel flows by
adaptive-wall technology
[AD-A03H889] p0373 H77-24155

Correlation of part-span damper losses through
transonic rotors operating near design point
[HASi-TH-X-3512] P0378 B77-25092

An investigation of the half-model
reflection-plane technique for dynamic stability
testing at transonic Bach numbers
[AD-A035567] p0380 N77-25116

numerical calculation of the transonic flow past a
swept wing
[HASA-CB-153297] pO«33 H77-27071

The transonic Beynolds number problem
limitations of transonic aerodynamic test
facilities

p0437 H77-27140
Studies on transonic turbines with film-cooled

blades
[AD-A036U02] P0478 H77-28131

Study of design and analysis methods for transonic
flow
[8ASA-CB-152041 ] p052<! B77-300H6

A method for calculating flow around a yawed
slender wing at snail angle of attack
[IFD-4/76] pOb25 B77-30096

Unsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow
[AGABD-CP-226] P»532 N77-J1U7J

Unsteady airloads in separated and transonic flow
p05J2 H77-31074

Efficient solution of unsteady transonic flows
about airfoils

p05J4 N7/-J10B7
Application of a finite difference method to the

analysis of transonic flow over oscillating
airfoils and wings

p0534 N7/-J1090
Transonic pressure distribution on an aircraft

wing model during rocket sled runs
[AD-S041633] P0578 N77-J2085

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TH-I-3431 J p0586 H77-JJ11b

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls, supplement, part 1
[HASA-TH-X-3U31-PT-1] p0586 N77-3J117

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TH-X-3431-PT-2] p0586 B77-JJ11B

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-ving transport model with trailing
edge controls
[HASA-TH-X-31131-PT-3] p0586 B77-JJ119

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-Tn-X-3431-PT-4] p0586 N77-JJ1^0

TBAHSOBIC FLOTTBB
A study on choking flutter

p014b A77-2U148
Some experimental and theoretical flutter
characteristics of an arrow-wing configuration
[AIAA 77-422] p0208 A77-2S7S^

Unsteady aerodynamic forces on vibrating transonic
turbine cascades
CASBE PAPEB 76-WA/GT-8] p021U A77-26161

Shock oscillations in transonic flows
p03«6 A77-J412J

A brief overview of transonic flutter problems
pOijJt M77-J10B"4

TBAHSOHIC IHLETS
0 SUPEBSOHIC IHLETS

TEABSOBIC HOZZLES
Self-excited oscillations in supersonic flow

p0090 A77-16413
An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle/afterbody testing at transonic Bach numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 77-106] p01J9 A77-198JO

Calculation of vortex flows in nozzles
p020J A77-.J55J2

Transonic swirling gas flow in a nozzle
p0309 A77-3^«07

TBAHSOSIC SPIED
Advanced transonic aerodynamic technology

p0027 H77-10J65
An analysis of transonic jet-flapped airfoils with

the inclusion of viscous effects
[AD-A027712] p0077 B77-1J019

Upper surface nacelle influence on SCAB
aerodynamic characteristics at transonic speeds

pOJ17 H77-1SOOO
An evaluation of jet simulation parameters tor

nozzle atterbody testing at transonic nach numbers
[AD-A031525] pO^!90 »77-210bb

Investigation of inlet concepts for maneuver
improvement at transonic speeds
[BASA-TB-X-73215] p0363 »77-2<40t>0

AD assessment of the airplane drag problem at
transonic and supersonic speeds, IS July 1974
[L54F16] p0486 B77-29079

Load distribution on a closed-coupled wing canard
at transonic speeds
[SASA-TH-74053] p0487 B77-29097

TBABSOBIC IDBBIIBS
0 SOPEBSONIC TOEBINES
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TBAHSOBIC BIHD IDBBELS
A wall interference problen in a hybrid tunnel at
transonic speeds
[DGLB PAPEB 76-169] p0093 A77-16562

Computer-assisted control of a transonic wind tunnel
p0243 A77-26835

Investigaticn of transient processes in a
perforated useful length of a wind tunnel

p0297 A77-30579
Comparison of axisyaaetric and nonaxisynmetnc
nozzles installed on the F-1S configuration
[AIAA PAPIB 77-842] pOIIO A77-38555

An investigation of induced drag redaction through
aver-the-wing blowing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-884] pOU11 A77-38574

Influence of the ncise level in a transonic wind
tunnel on the aerodynamic characteristics of
nodels
[ O N E R A , TP SO. 1977-110] p0562 A77-50996

An integral equation method for boundary
interference in a perforated-wall wind tunnel at
transonic speeds
[AD-A023493] p0019 S77-10023

Investigation of very low blockage ratio boattail
nodels in the langley 16-foot transonic tunnel
[HASA-TH-D-8335] „ p0064 H77-11998

Correlation of full-scale helicopter rotor
performance in air with nodel-scale Freon data
[NASA-TB-D-8323] p0064 B77-11999

Transonic wind tunnel tests of the PT3 model, a
supercritical wing on a simple body. Part 2:
Test results and analysis noting balance,
oil flow, and buffe t ing measurements
[FFA-TH-AO-1134-PT-2] p0076 H77-13006

Transonic wind-tunnel tests of a lifting parachute
model
[HASA-TH-I-73982] p0168 B77-15987

Results of a carrier aircraft (model AX13191-1)
verification test in the Boeing transonic wind
tunnel using a 0.03-scale 747 CAB/orbiter model
15-0 (CA6) , volume 1
[BASA-CB-147630] p0282 S77-20081

Results of a carrier aircraft (nodel AI13191-3)
verification test in the Boeing transonic wind
tunnel using a 0.03-scale 747 CAB/orbiter model
45-0 (CA6) , volume 2
[NASA-CB-147631] p0282 H77-20082

Correlation with flight of some aeroelastic model
studies in the NASA Langley transonic dynamics
tunnel

p0287 H77-21032
An investigation of supercritical aerofoil BGK-1.

Part 3: Extended subsonic and transonic tests
[ARL/AERO-EEPT-146-PT-3] p0289 B77-21046

Tests of the OHEBA calibration models in three
transonic wind tunnels
[AD-A031997] p0290 H77-21066

Results of flutter test OS6 obtained using the
0.14-scale wing/elevon model (54-0) in the BASA
LaRC 16-foot transonic dynamics wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-151056] p0292 H77-21177

An investigation of the half-nodel
reflection-plane technique for dynamic stability
testing at transonic Bach numbers
[AD-A035567] p0380 H77-25116

High Beynclds Number Besearch
[NASA-CP-2009] p0437 B77-27139

The transonic Reynolds number problem
limitations of transonic aerodynamic test
facilities

p0437 B77-27140
Rind-tunnel investigation of a variable camber and

twist wing in the Langley 8-ft transonic
wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-D-8475] pO»74 H77-28091

Cryogenic design and safety review RASA-Langley
Besearch Center 0.3 meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[HASA-TB-74767] p0480 H77-28143

Experiment and analysis on the flow process
dynamics of the HASi-Langley eight foot
transonic pressure tunnel
[HASA-CH-154806] pOS24 B77-30085

Transonic wind-tunnel investigation of the
maneuver potential of the RASA supercritical
wing concept, phase 1
[HASA-TB-I-3534] p0586 H77-33115

TBMSOKCS
0 TRAHSOHIC PLOB

TEABSPABZHCE
Attenuation of light transmission in Army aircraft
transparencies due to slanting
[AD-A027664] pOOSO H77-1JOi1

Environmental resistance of coated and laminated
polycarbonate transparencies
[AD-A026412] p0125 B77-1421J

Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials ana
Enclosures
[AD-A032141] p0282 B77-2009U

TBABSPABBBT BATEBIALS
0 TBAHSPAREHCE

TBABSPIRiTIOB COOLIBG
0 SBEAT COOLIBG

TRABSPOHDBBS
A precision approach monitor for BLS

p0401 A77-J7721
ADSEL - A selective address secondary surveillance

radar
p0402 A77-J7722

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A037130] p0366 877-24091

THABSPOBT AIBCBAFT
BT A-300 AIBCBAFT
HI BiC 111 AIBCBAFT
HI BOEIBG 727 AIRCRAFT
HI BOEIBG 747 AIRCRAFT
BT BBEGOET 941 AIBCBAFT
BT C-2 AIRCRAFT
BT C-5 JIRCBAFT
HI C-130 AIBCBAFT
HI C-135 AIBCRAFT
BT C-141 AIBCRAFT
BT CABSO AIBCBAFT
HT CH-47 HELICOPTER
BT CH-54 BELICOPTEB
IT COBCOBDE AIRCBAFT
HT DC 9 AIBCRAFT
HT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
BT EOBOPEAH AIRBUS
BT F-27 AIBCBAFT
HT F-28 TBAHSPORT AIRCRAFT
HT H-53 BELICOPTER

- HT BFB-320 AIRCB1FT
HI L-1011 AIBCRAFT
BT S-61 BELICOPTEB
BT SHORT HAOL AIBCBAFT
HT T&RKEH AIRCBAFT
HT TO-144 AIBCRAFT
HT OH-60A BELICOPTER
HI OH-61A BELICOPTEB
HT VC-10 AIBCBAFT
HI YC-14 AIBCRAFT
Haintaining transport aircraft

p0009 A77-12069
The next-generation subsonic transport
[SAiZ PAPER 1127] pOOlO A77-12195

Crack propagation in the reinforced structure of a
transport aircraft, calculation-experiaent
comparison
[DGLB PAPER 76-218] p0092 A77-16544

Layout and flight performance of a hypersonic
transport /HST/
[DGLB PAPEB 76-198] p0095 A77-1657S

System safety and the Utility Tactical Transport
Aircraft System

p0097 A77-16735
Fuel consumption of civil jet transport aircraft

p0102 A77-172J4
Aircraft considerations for advanced S.S.T.
propulsion systems

pOIOS A77-17259
Crossflow performance of lift-fans in taudem

for v/STOL transport aircraft
p0106 A77-17265

Airframe noise of component interactions on a
large transport model
[Alii PAPEB 77-57] p0138 A77-19801

Investigation into the optimum use of advanced
displays in future transport aircraft

P0148 A77-20606
Hacelle Installation analysis for subsonic
transport aircraft
[Alii PAPEB 77-102] p0160 A77-22227

Correlation of predicted and actual cracX growth
in a transport wing
[AIAA 77-381] p0205 A77-25740

Aeroelastic stability characteristics of an
oblique wing aircraft
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[ A I A A 77-454] p0211 A77-25811
An automated procedure for preliminary design of

primary structure for transport Aircraft
[ASHE PAPER 76-iA/AIBC-9] p0213 A77-26404

Composite main rotor blade for the 214 helicopter
p0247 A77-26880

Passenger aircraft of the airbus type: Preliminary
design - A version of the 11-86 aircraft with
D-30KP-1 engines

p0253 A77-27142
Tie mng of a modern transport aircraft

p0253 A77-27143
Designing the basic structure of a wing

p0253 A77-27144
Pirframe technology for energy efficient transport

aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 760929] p0259 A77-28234

Development of pilot navigation procedures for
long haul commercial transport

p0260 A77-28293
Status report of the turbofan engine development

program in Japan
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-102] p0265 A77-23612

Design and evaluation of an integrated
flight-control system concept for manual IPE
7T01 operations
[ A I A A 77-601] p0351 A77-34956

Plight decks for future civil transport aircraft
p0354 A77-35246

Energy utilization factor in civil transport
aircraft

p0359 A77-36788
The effect of blade sweep on propeller performance

[ A I A A P A P E R 77-716] p0362 A77-37056
Design of avionics for the AHST Advance Medium

Stol Transport aircraft
p0396 A77-37407

An evaluation of worldwide transport aircraft fire
experiences

pOUHS A77-40927
Improving fire prevention measures on board

commercial transport aircraft
p0445 A77-40947

Evaluation of flight spoilers for vortex alleviation
on wide-bodied jets

p0447 A77-41548
Operational reliability of aircraft goverplants

Russian book
p0447 A77-41648

Our next commercial transport - Collisions of
interest

p0454 A77-42562
Cost effective design of an air transport flight

control maintenance system
[ A I A A 77-1103] p0457 A77-42816

Parametric study of advanced long range
military/commercial cargo transports
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1221] pOSOO A77-44322

Advanced turboprop technology development
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1223] pOSOO A77-44324

Air transport noise reduction
p0505 A77-44S50

Preliminary design and analysis of advanced
military transports
[MJA PBPE8 77-1224] p0509 A77-4S502

The tiling of technology - Commercial transport
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1200] p0509 A77-45503

The aircraft gas turbine - Status and prospects
p0511 A77-46403

The liquid hydrogen option for the subsonic
transport - A status report

p0553 A77-48819
Jakowlew Jak-42 - Uncomplicated, reliable,

economical
p0555 A77-49653

The determination of the center-of-gravity
position with the aid of dimensionless values

for aircraft control and stability
P0555 A77-49654

LR2 airport requirements study
[BASA-CB-2700] p0020 N77-10032

Critical analysis of comparisons between flight
test results and wind tunnel test predictions in
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
[HASJ-TT-F-17185] p0022 877-10049

Hydrogen-fueled subsonic aircraft: A perspective
p0026 H77-10344

The cryogenic wind tunnel
1 P0028 H77-10368

Application of design data derived from fatigue
tests vith service-like load sequences for lite
prediction wing structures of transport
aircraft
[LBF-PB-109/76] p0040 B77-1114U5

Energy consumption characteristics of transports
using the prop-fan concept
[SASA-CB-1J7937] p0124 877-14029

Energy consumption characteristics of transports
using the prop-fan concept: Summary report
[HASA-CE-137938] p0124 B77-140JO

Safety of transport aircraft
[BHFT-FB-B-76-07] p0177 1177-17019

Transport airplane flight deck development survey
and analysis: Report and recommendations
[HASA-CR-145121] p0178 B77-170JO

Oblique ning transonic transport configuration
development
[NASA-CB-151928] p0178 877-17037

Coannular nozzle noise characteristics and
application to advanced supersonic transport
engines

p0220 N77-180<!1
Tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria for

powered-lift transports
p0227 H77-18090

Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft system
(OTTAS). A critical look at its repairability
[AD-A029992] p0236 877-19029

Thrust reverser design studies for an
over-the-wing STOL transport
[HASA-CB-151958] p0239 S77-19071

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
low-wing lift-fan transport including hover
characteristics in and out of ground effect
[NASA-TH-X-3420] p0278 877-20029

Acoustic emission structure-borne noise
measurements on aircraft during flight
[AD-A03J188] p0319 877-22111

Application of active controls to civil transport
aircraft

pOi29 N77-22809
Highly reliable multiprocessors for commerical

transport aircraft
p0376 877-25072

Parametric study of transport aircraft systems
cost and weight
[8ASA-CE-151970] p0427 877-26106

Comparison of VGH data from wide-body and
narrow-body long-haul turbine-powered transports
[BASA-T8-D-8481] p0471 877-28061

The market for airline aircraft: A study of
process and performance
[8ASA-CB-154617] p047b 877-28100

An assessment of the accuracy of subsonic
linearized theory for the design of warped
slender wings
[ABC-CF-1324] p 0 4 / 6 877-28110

A theoretical analysis of airplane longitudinal
stability and control as affected by wind shear
[BASA-TB-D-8496] p0479 B77-28138

Airframe response to separated flow on the short
haul aircraft 7P» 614

p0533 B77-31081
Tail response to propeller flow on a transport

airplane
p0533 H77-J1082

Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft, OS general aviation, 197S
[PB-267646/8] pOS37 B77-J1121

Innovative Aircraft Design Study (IADS) task 2,
volnne 1
[AD-A041234] p0540 877-31141

Advanced turboprop technology development
[HASA-TB-73729] p0541 B77-311t>5

Life cycle cost reduction techniques associated
with Advanced Hedium STOL Transport (AHST)
[AD-&042880] p0581 877-J2141

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[SASA-TH-I-3431] p0586 877-33116

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing—edge controls, supplement, part 1
[SASA-TH-X-3431-PT-1J p0586 B77-33117
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SUBJECT IHPBI TOBBIIB BLADBS

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-ving transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASJ-T[<-X-3«31-PT-2] p0586 N77-33118

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
snpercritical-wing transport model iiith trailing
edge contrcls
CH»SS-TH-X-3<l31-PT-3] p0586 H77-33119

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TH-X-3«31-PT-0] p0586 H77-33120

Technical and economic assessment of swept-wing
span-distributed load concepts for civil and
military air cargo transports
[NASA-CR-KI5229] p0589 H77-331«7

An evalnation of very large airplanes and
alternative fuels: Executive summary
[AD-A0021121 p0590 N77-3315<l

IHAHSPORT COEFFICIENTS
0 TRANSEOBT PROPEBTIBS

TBAHSPOBT PBOEEETIES
NT GASEODS DJIFDSION
Multistage anal-flow turtomachinery wake

production, transport, and interaction
[AD-AOU1108] p05«J N77-31173

THANSPOBT TBEOBT
HT BIXING LEHGTH FLOH THEOBT

TBAHSPOBTSTIOB
NT AIB THAHSPORTATIOH
NT BABINE TRANSPORTATION
NT BAIL TRANSPORTATION
NT BAPID THAHSIT STSTEHS
NT SPACE TRANSPOSITION
NT URBAN TRANSPORTATION
One autowallt - Two directions: New means of

transport at Frankfurt airport
p0317 A77-31U79

TBANSPORTATION ENERGY
Air transportation and fuel consumption

p0051 A77-1H563
Energy considerations in aeronautical

transportation /The 8. Bupert Tnrnbull Lecture/
p0135 A77-196Q9

The impact of the energy crisis on the demand for
fuel efficiency - The case of general aviation

pO»53 A77-U2038
Alternative fuels for aviation

[GPO-78-5i)<l] p0132 N77-15212
TBAPATT DIODES
U AVALANCBE DIODES

TRAPEZOIDAL SIKGS
Calculation of the supersonic flow in a

three-dimensional expansion region - Trapezoidal
and triangular /delta/ vlng

poll* 477-38970
TRAVELING CBARGB

Electric pulsations in turbulent electrogasdynaoic
flows

p0309 A77-32816
TREADS

Developments in new aircraft tire tread materials
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[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1319] p0566 A77-51071

Acoustic performance of inlet multiple-pnre-tone
suppressors installed on N A S A Qniet Engine 'C1

[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1333] p0567 A77-51087

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression
[4IAA P A P E B 77-1331] p0567 A77-S1088

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities Kith
stator vanes as a noise source
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1312] pOS68 A77-51095

Effect of forward notion on tnrbomachinery noise
[AIAi PAPEB 77-1316] p0568 A77-51099

The influence of the inlet duct contour on forvard
radiated fan noise
[ A I A A FAPEB 77-1355] pUb69 A77-511U8

CF6 engine designed for maintenance
POS71 A77-51J52

Macroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an
aircraft engine during static tests
[NASA-TH-X-73556] pOOJ6 N/7-HOb.i

Core noise source diagnostics on a tnrbotan engine
using correlation and coherence techniques
[SASA-TH-I-73535] pOOJ6 S77-11053

Study of small tnrbofan engines applicable to
single-engine light airplanes
[SASA-CB-137911] p0036 H77-110bB

Method of discrete modeling and its application to
estimation of TF30 engine variables
[NASA-TH-X-3113] p0036 N/7-110S7

The rotating stator concept. Experimental
performance characteristics compared with the
conventional compressor
[AD-A024165] pOOJ9 H77-11111

Acoustic signatures of a model fan in the
BASA-lewis anecboic wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-X-73560] p0086 N77-1J792

Variable-area subsonic diffuser study
[AD-A029352] p0172 N77-16U67

Aerodynamic and acoustic tests of duct-burning
tnrbofan exhaust nozzles
[HASA-CB-2628] p0175 B77-16S86

Core noise measurements on a Y.P-102 turbotan engine
[HASA-TH-I-73587] p0182 S7/-17U61

Development of a retractable vane starting pump
integrated mthin a vapor core fuel pump.
Turbine engine technology demonstrator component
development program, project 668A. Controls
development program (part 5)
[AD-A029032] pOISJ N77-17076

The engine actuarial system
[AD-A030312] p02J2 N77-1B162

Analysis of tnrbofan propulsion system weight and
dimensions
[NASA-TH-X-73199] p02J8 N77-1906V

Definition of propulsion system for V/STOL
research and technology aircraft
[BASA-CB-135161 ] p0283 S77-20110

Analytical study of mixed-flow JT8D exhaust
emissions measurements for fixed-probe
requirements
[AD-A033121/5] p(>283 N77-2011J

Dynamic digital blade row compression component
stability model. Hodel validation and analysis
of planar pressure pulse generation and
two-stage fan test data
[AD-A032079] p0281 S77-20111

Acoustic and aerodynamic performance ot a
1.5-pressure-ratio, 1.83-meter (6 ft) diameter
fan stage for tnrbofan engines (QF-2)
[BASA-TS-X-3521] p0^89 N77-21051

A preliminary study of the use of interceding and
reheat in conjunction vith regeneration for
aircraft turbine engines
[HASA-TH-X-73617] p0291 B77-21087

Hulti-mission uses for prop-fan propulsion
pOJ21 tm-221^7

The ASTAFAR: Dual flow with variable pitch and
constant speed

p0321 H77-2212S
N A S A Quiet Clean General Aviation Tnrbofan (QCGAT)

program status
[NASA-TH-X-73561] pOJ3S N77-23109

Hininnm-time acceleration of aircraft tnrbofan
engines
[HASA-TB-X-73621] p0335 B77-2J112

Integrated propulsion control system (IPCS).
Voluae 2: Technical description
[AD-A.033771] p0336 B77-2J1^0

Integrated Propulsion Control system (IPCS).
Volume 3: Flight test report
[AD-A031172] pOJ36 B77-.iJ1.il

F100 multivarible control system engine
models/design criteria
[AD-A033532] p037^ H77-2111J
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Integrated Propulsion Control System (IPCS) .
Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A032439] p0386 B77-25175

Integrated Propulsion Control System. Volume 4:
Hethodology
[AD-A033062] p0386 H77-25176

Variatle cycle engine ccntiol system definition
study. Turbine engine technology demonstrator
component development program, project 678A:
Controls development program
[AD-A036175] p0387 N77-2518M

Design of tnrbofan engine controls using output
feedbacX regulator theory
[NASA-TB-X-73622] pO<!29 H77-26136

The application of the South approximation method
to turbofan engine models
[NASA-TB-X-73623] p0430 N77-26137

The effect of reliability and maintainability on
the F-14A TF30P412& engine
[AD-A037985] p0432 B77-26525

Preliminary design of propulsion system for v/STOL
research and technology aircraft
[NASA-CB-135207] pO!|36 H77-27115

Full-scale altitude engine test of a tnrbofan
exhaust-gas-forced mixer to reduce thrust
specific fuel consumption
[NASA-TS-X-3568] p0177 N77-28123

Effects of temperature transients at fan inlet of
a turbofan engine
[NASA-TP-10311 p0541 N77-31153

Development and verification of real-time, hybrid
computer simulation of F100-PS-100 (3) turbofan
engine
CNASi-TP-1034] p05<!1 N77-31154

Numerical analyses of soft body impacts on rigid
and deferrable targets
[AD-A040030] p0542 N77-31168

HAPTC Facility modifications required for altitude
testing of current V/STOL engine
[AD-A0416C8] p05<W H77-31184

Acoustic performance of inlet multiple-pure-tone
suppressors installed on NASA quiet engine C
[NASA-TM-73713] p0583 N77-32158

Summary of forward velocity effects on fan noise
CHASA-TH-73722] p0583 H77-32159

Identification and measurement of combustion noise
from a turbofan engine using correlation and
coherence techniques
[NASA-TM-73747] p0591 H77-33162

Heasurenent of far field combustion noise from a
turbofan engine using coherence functions
[NASA-TM-73748] p0591 N77-33163

Output feedback regulator design for jet engine
control systems
[BASA-TM-73776] p0591 N77-33165

state-of-the-art of tnrbofan engine noise control
[NASA-TH-73734] p0591 H77-33166

ninimui tine acceleration of aircraft tnrbofan
engines by using an algorithm based on nonlinear
programming
[NASA-TH-73741] p0592 H77-33167

Pollution reduction technology program for small
jet aircraft engines, phase 1
[NASA-CB-135214] p0592 H77-33168

Ft00 multivariable control synthesis program:
Evaluation of a mnltivariable control using a
real-time engine simulation
[NASA-TP-1056] p0592 N77-33169

CFH56 tnrbofan maintainability and
reliability-oriented development

p0594 H77-33189
Accelerated mission test: A vital reliability tool

p0595 H77-33196
TOBBOFABS

A note on the acoustic effect of non-nniformly
distributed stator rows

p0002 A77-10317
A theoretical investigation on the structure of

fan wakes
[ASHE PAPEB 76-HA/FE-22] p0214 A77-26440

Investigations on axial flow fan impellers with
forward swept blades
[ASHE PAPEB 77-FE-1] p0453 A77-42052

Acoustic signatures of a model fan in the
NASA-Lewis anechoic wind tunnel
[8ASA-TB-X-73560] p0086 N77-13792

Dual output variable pitch tnrbofan actuation system
[BASA-CASE-LBW-12419-1] p0123 H77-14025

The 727/JT8D jet and tan noise flight effects study
[AD-A031877/0] p0171 877-16063

Beverse pitch fan with divided splitter
[BASA-CJSE-LF.W-12760-1] p0181 H77-17U59

Single-stage, low-noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 4: Fan aerodynamics. Section 1:
Sesults and analysis
[BASA-CB-134892] pOISI H77-17060

Single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan.
volume 4: Fan aerodynamics. Section 2:
Overall and blade element performance data
tabulations
[HASA-CB-134893] p01b.i H77-1V061

Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
variable-pitch 1. 83-meter- {6- ft) diameter
1.20-pressure-ratio fan stage (QF-9)
[ NASA-TB-D-8402] p022J N77-180b1

Fan noise --- from turbofan engines
p0234 H77-18999

Hoise of fan designed to reduce stator lift
fluctuations
[BASA-1H-X-3538] p0371 H77-.«141

Fan supersonic flutter: Prediction and test
analysis
[ABC-R/B-3789] pOS42 H77-J116J

TOBBOGEHBBATOBS
Design consideration for the Darrieus rotor ---

wind turbines
pOOIS A//-1^87^

A combined cycle with a partial-oxidation reactor
pOlOS A77-17bJ<f

TOBBOJET 4IBCBAFT
0 JET AIBCBAFT

TDBBOJET ENGINE COHTBOL
Equation solution accuracy in calculating jet
engine characteristics

pOOi; A77-l^b02
Application of simulation studies to the design

and improvement of fuel control systems for
aviation turbine engines

pOOSS A77-1S798
Evaluation of an F100 multivariable control using

a real-time engine simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 77-835] p0409 A77-38S52

Constraints on the operational ranges of turbojet
engines

TOBBOJET EBGIHES
HI BBISTOL-SIDDELEI OLIDPOS 593 EHSIBE
HI DUCTED FAB EBGIBES
BT J-79 EBGIME
NT J-85 BNGIBE
NT T-53 ENGINE
NT TF-30 ENGINE
BT TOBBOFA8 ENGINES
BT TUBBOPBOP ENGIBES
NT TDBROBAHJET ENGINES
Selection of compressor pressure ratio of small
STE installed in bypass turbojet engine fan duct

Penetration and mixing of liquid injected into
supersonic transverse gas stream

Heat transfer in tube entrance segment with
initial flow swirl and transverse injection

pOOU A/7-12517
Slip of bearings with both races rotating in

axial-flow compressor two-spool engines
p0058 A77-15797

Theoretical and experimental results of the
investigation of two different supersonic
compressor stages
[DGLB PAPEB 76-166] p0096 A77-16586

Pressure ratio optimization criteria in aircraft
turbojet-engines design

pOlOb A7/-1/2S8
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a
bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with
stepwise heat removal

pOIII A77-17765
Features of the concept of the efficiency
coefficient of a turbine with open air cooling
operating in a gas turbine engine system

pOIII A/7-17//0
Reliability case history of an airborne air
turbine starter

p0116 A77-189J/
An evaluation of jet simulation parameters tor
nozzle/afterbody testing at transonic nach numbers
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[AIAA PAPEB 77-106] p0139 A77-19830
Experimental and theoretical investigations of the

aerodynamic damping of turbojet rotor blade
vibrations

pOIIS A77-20111
Techniques employed in analyzing turbojet noise

p0157 A77-21893
Aeroelasticity research for turbomachine

applications
CAIAA 77-437] p0209 A77-25797

Analysis of parameters and characteristics of
bypass turbojet engines operating in cycle with
multistage heat removal

p0272 A77-29515
On the concept of efficiency of a turbine with

open-loop air cooling operating in a gas turbine
engine system

p0272 A77-29520
Approximate dynamical model of a turbojet engine

p0308 A77-32705
Response of a subsonic nozzle to acoustic and

entropy disturbances turbojet engine noise
generation mechanism

p0355 A77-36122
Influence of atmospheric conditions on the

parameters of a turbojet engine
p0115 A77-39270 '

Transmissometer measurenent of particulate
emissions from a jet engine test facility

p04i|1 A77-40643
A review cf methods enabling increased service
lives of high-thermal-load turbojet propulsion
plants

p0461 A77-43331
Flight effects on exhaust noise for turbojet and

turbofan engines - Comparison of experimental
data mth prediction

p0505 A77-44462
Development of an ultra-lon-cost gas turbine

for BPV applications
p0517 A77-47344

Development of a small, loti cost turbojet engine
nith thrust augmentation for EPV

p0518 A77-47347
Flight noise studies on a turbojet engine using

microphones mounted on a 450 ft. tower
[AIAA PAPER 77-1325] p0566 A77-51079

Computational alternatives to obtain tine optimal
jet engine control
[HiSA-CB-109106] p0023 N77-10060

Simplified simulation models for control studies
of turbojet engines
[NASA-CB-149107] p0023 N77-10061

Combustor design for low cost expendable turbojets
[AD-A024541] p0025 N77-10070

Conceptual study of a low cost turbojet engine
[AD-A025652] p0071 H77-12062

The impact of JP-4/JP-8 conversion on aircraft
engine exhaust enissions
[AD-A026546] p0083 H77-13234

Small, low cost, expendable turbojet engine. 2:
Performance characteristics
[NASA-TB-X-3463] p0124 N77-14031

Advanced supersonic propulsion study, phase 3
[NASA-CR-135148] p0130 N77-15041

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle afterbody testing at transonic Hach numbers
[AD-A031525] p0290 N77-21065

Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow in
variable geometry engines - preliminary
investigation

p0320 H77-22120
Ram-turbojet engine for long range high terminal

speed missions
p0322 H77-22132

Anti-HOx combustion chamber with variable
aerodynamic flow for a turbo-jet engine

p0322 H77-22137
Potential improvements in engine performance using

a variable geometry turbine
p0323 H77-22141

Turbine engine multi-mission propulsion simulator
wind tunnel demonstration
[1D-A034282] p0367 N77-24104

Rater ingestion into axial flow compressors
[AD-A033611] p0372 H77-2<1144

life cycle analysis of aircraft turbine engines:
Executive Summary
CAD-A039062] P0436 H77-27124

Comparison of VGR data from wide-body and
narrow-body long-haul turbine-powered transports
[HASA-TB-D-8481] p0471 877-^8061

Aerodynamic performance of 0.4066-scale model or
JT8D refan stage with S-duct inlet
[HASA-TH-D-8158] p0474 H77-2BU8B

Effect of intaXe total pressure loss on net thrust
at take-off: Turbojet and turbo-fan engines
[ESDO-77001] p0491 H77-29149

Analysis of unsteady flow in turbojet engine
afterburners
[POBL-185] p0492 B77-^!dbb

Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267646/8] p053* H77-J1121

Development of a catalytic coabnstor for aircraft
gas turbine engines
[AD-A040135] p054J N77-J1171

Preliminary investigations of the unsteady tlow in
turbojet engines during transients
[POBL-PP-174] p058J H77-3^164

Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations
for noise reduction in tnrbotan and turbojet
aircraft. Volume 3: Shrouded slot nozzle
configurations
[AD-A041782] pOb93 N77-JJ179

Testing simulation of damages occurred in service
p05»4 N77-JJ19M

Experimental investigation on the influence of
component faults on turbojet engine performance

pOb95 N77-3J197
TORBOHACHIHB BLADES
HI COMPRESSOR BLADES
NT ROTOR BLADES (TORBOHACHINEHY)
HI STATOR SLIDES
HI TOBBIHE BLADES

Hew aspects of the aeroelasticlty of turbcmachines
pOOSS A77-1b97S

Determination of the aerodynamic damping of
bending-twisting oscillations of turbomachine
blades in air streams

p0059 A77-1597B
Influence of aerodynamic factors on the excitation

of torsional flutter in the blades of compressor
cascades

p0060 A77-1S99U
Effects of axial-compressor stage design
parameters on aerodynamic damping and bending
flutter excitation in dynamically uniform blades

p0060 A77-15991
Calculating the vibrations of bladed disks of
tnrbomachines with their asymmetry taken into
account

p0060 A77-1S99;
Effect of certain aerodynamic factors on
inducement of vibrations in tnrbomachine blades

p0061 A77-15995
Force on a fixed row of blades from an evenly
distributed nonstationary flow

p0061 A77-159S8
Functional representation of the kinematic
properties of two-dimensional blade cascades

p0110 A77-17536
Comparison between theoretical and experimental
results of torsional stall flutter of an airfoil

p01»5 A77-20140
An experiment to measure moment coefficients for
aerofoils oscillating in cascade

p0145 A77-20145
Refinement of the Dean Streamline Bethod of blade
section design
[&SSE PAPER 76-IA/TE-11] p021 = A77-264J7

Investigations on axial flow fan impellers with
forward swept blades
[ASHE PAPER 77-FE-1] p0453 A77-42052

Investigation of the state of dynamic stress and
the influence of service tine on the fatigue
strength of turbine rotor blades of aircraft
gas-turbine engines

p0552 A77-486J2
Protection of cooled blades of complex internal
structure
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1977-90] p0562 A77-S0991

The importance of experimentally-determined
closure conditions in transonic blade-to-blade
flows calculated by a time-dependent technique

p0063 N77-11983
FORTRAN program for calculating leading and
trailing-edge geonetry of tarbomachine blades
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[NASA-TR-X-73679] p0433 N77-27069
Studies on transonic tnrbines with film-cooled

blades
[AD-A036402] p0478 N77-28131

Platform for a swing root tnrbomachinery blade
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12312-1] p0582 H77-32148

TDBBOBACBINBBY
HI AXIAL FLOS TOBBIHES
NT CENTBIFOGAL COBPBESSOBS
HI CENTBIFOGAL PDHPS
HT GAS TOBBIHES
HI STEAH TOBBIHES
HI SOPEBSONIC TDBBIHES
HT TOBBINE POHPS
HT TDBBIHES
HT TOBBOCOHPBESSOBS
HT TOBBOFAHS
UT TDBBOGEHEBATOBS
ST ISO STAGE TOBBINES

Sabsonic flows in turbomachines
p0014 A77-12556

Skin friction on a flat perforated acoustic liner
p0046 A77-13729

Energy dissipation in tnrbomachines due to
boundary layers and their effects

p0052 A77-14745
Hnltidimensional solutions for supersonic flow

fields in turbomachines
[DGIB PAPER 76-165] p0095 A77-16577

Three-dimensional turbomachine flow equations
expressed with respect to non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates and methods of solution

p0102 A77-17239
Some experimental investigations on the

improvement of the off-design performance of a
single stage axial flow fan

p0103 A77-17242
The development of flow boundary layers in

turbonachines
p0143 A77-20086

Symposium on Aeroelasticity in Tnrbomachines,
Ecole Rationale Superieure de Techniques
Avancees, Paris, France, October 18-23, 1976,
Proceedings

p0144 A77-20129
Preliminary reflections en the problems of

aeroelasticity in tnrbomachines
p0144 &77-20131

Beview - Progress in numerical tnrbomachinery
analysis

p0196 A77-24626
Progress in numerical tnrbomachinery analysis

p0250 A77-26964
A review of the fluid mechanics of aeroelasticity

in turbcnachines
p0262 A77-28484

On the calculation of three-dimensional divergent
and rotational flow in turbomachines

p0262 A77-28486
Inverse computation of profile shapes for given

transonic flow-configurations with and without
detached bow-shocks in two-dimensional
turbomachinery cascades
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-GT-33] p0263 A77-28548

Calculation of transonic and supersonic gas flows
in plane cascades of turbonachines

p0303 A77-31898
Fretting corrosion in slit joints in planetary

reduction gears of high-pressure turbines
P0309 A77-32717

Variable geometry air cycle machine for
aircraft environmental control tnrbcmachines
[ASHE PAPEE 77-EHAS-7] p051<l A77-46848

Through-flow calculations: Theory and practice in
turbcmachinery design

P0066 H77-12017
Finite element method for through-flow calculations

p0066 H77-12018
TOBBOPBOP AIBCBAFT

NT BBEGOET 941 AIBCRAFT
NT C-2 AIBCBAFT
HT C-130 AIBCBAFT
NT E-2 AIBCBAFT
NT F-27 AIBCBAFT

Becent Canadian technical developments in STOL
P0262 A77-28470

A study of commuter aircraft design
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-GT-36] p0263 A77-285S1

DASH-7 silent STOL for FAB-25 certification flight
test

p0406 A77-38U08
Advanced turboprop technology development

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1223] pOSOO A77-44J24
Advanced turboprop technology development

[HASA-TH-73729] pOS41 N/7-Jl15b

TOBBOPBOP ENGINES
HI T-53 ENGINE

Operational behaviour of a turboprop engine
pOIOI A77-172J1

Hulti-mission uses for Prop-Fan propulsion
p0212 A77-26400

Evaluation of a staged fuel combnstor for
turboprop engines
[ASME PAPEB 76-RA/GT-5] p0214 A77-26461

Design and performance of energy etficient
propellers for Hach 0.8 cruise
[SAE PAPEB 770458] pOJ92 A77-37077

Design and performance of energy efficient
propellers for Hach 0.8 cruise
[NASA-TH-X-73612] p028J N77-^0109

Hulti-mission uses for prop-fan propulsion
p0321 H77-22127

A review of tnrbopropulsion combustion. Part 1:
Fundamentals of combustion. Part 2:
Turbopropnlsion combustion technology
[AD-A043022] p0583 N77-3216J

TOBBOPOHPS
0 TDBBINE PDHPS

TOBBOBAHJET ENGINES
Performance characteristics of turbo-rockets and
turbo-ramjets using high energy fuel

p0322 N77-22131
TOBBOEOCKET EHGIHES

Performance characteristics of turbo-rockets and
turbo-ramjets using high energy fuel

p0322 N77-221J1
TDBBOBOTOBS
D IDRBINE RHEELS

TDBBOSHAFTS
Reliability and maintainability issues in
helicopter propulsion and drive system design

p0248 A77-26892
Selection of a fuel handling system for a small
advanced turboshaft engine

p0248 A77-26893
The shaft coupled lift/cruise fan propulsion
system for Navy multimission V/STOL aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-112] p0266 A77-28621

Thermal stress concentration factors in large shafts
turbine rotors

p0274 A77-29855
Convertible fan shaft engine (for rotary wing
aircraft)

p0322 N77-221J3
Experience with a one stage variable geometry
axial turbine

pOJ23 H77-22143
TOBBOLEHCE
HT ATHOSPHEBIC TDBBDLENCE
NT GOSTS
NT LOR LEVEL TOBBDLEHCE

TOBBOLEBCE EFFECTS
The influence of vortex shedding on the generation
of sound by convected turbulence

pOOOl A77-10197
Bandom vibration peaks in rotorcraft and the
effects of nonuniform gusts

p0109 A77-17498
Turbulence generated noise on either side of a
double layer jet

p0146 A77-202J8
Investigation of the influence of simulated
turbulence on handling qualities in light
aircraft

p019S A77-24936
Comment on 'Induced side forces at high angles of
attack1

p0299 A77-31071
A study of feedback, blade and hub parameters on
flap bending due to non-uniform rotor disk
turbulence

pOJ41 A77-33606
Optimization of active control systems to suppress
flutter and minimize turbulence response

p0355 A77-36158
Some observations of the behaviour of the vortex

wake of a VC10 aircraft
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pOOOO 177-37713
Atmospheric effects on inlets for sapersonic

cruise aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-874] p O U l O A77-38568

Cost models for applications in flight dynamos -
Physical fundamentals and possibilities of
simulation

pO«16 A77-39U90
Identification of aircraft stability and control

derivatives in the presence of tarbalence
[ A I A A 77-1134] p0459 A77-43165

A study of key features of random atmospheric
disturbance models for the approach flight phase
[ A I A A 77-1145] pO<!60 A77-43175

An analysis of helicopter rotor response due to
gusts and tarbalence

p0503 A77-44440
Upstream influence on the near field of a plane

tarbulent jet
p0515 A77-47005

Effects of simulated turbulence on aircraft
handling qualities
[HASA-CB-152621] p0284 H77-2011S

Comparison of effects cf unsteady lift and
spanvise averaging in flight through turbulence
[NASA-TS-X-74028] p0133 H77-27068

Experimental investigations of aerodynamic noise
during fiscal years 1970, 1975 and 1976
[LB-27438] p0491 H77-29151

TUBBOIEHCB BETEBS
Turbulence neasurement at supersonic flow rates

p0297 A77-3057U
Laser velocimeter turbulence spectra measurements

p0470 A77-44304
lOBBDLEHf BODNDABI 1AIEB

Flow interaction near the tail of a body of
revolution. I - Plow exterior to boundary layer
and wake
[ASHE PAPEB 76-FE-H] pOOOl A77-10855

Plow interaction near the tail of a body of
revolution. II - Iterative solution for flow
within and exterior tc boundary layer and wake
[ASHE PAPEB 76-FE-H] p0004 A77-10856

Fundamental studies of turbulent boundary layers
with injecticn or suction through porous wall.
17 - Application of fundamental theoretical
analysis to cascaded blades with injection or
suction and cascade tests

p0089 A77-16299
Experimental investigation of subsonic turbulent

separated boundary layers on an airfoil
p0108 A77-17496

Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations for swept wings
[AIAi PAPEB 77-3] p0137 A77-19765

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer
flow separation in v/STOI engine inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-144] p0142 A77-19983

The development of flow Boundary layers in
turbomachines

p0143 A77-20086
Surface pressure fluctuation measurements in

attached transitional/turbulent boundary layers
at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 77-113] p0161 A77-22228

Oscillating turbulent flow in a conical diffuser
p0196 A77-24629

Development of a turbulent boundary layer after
interaction with a shock wave at 8 = 2-6

p0202 A77-25326
Roughness element geometry required for wind

tunnel simulations of the atmospheric wind
[ASHE PAPEB 76-WA/FE-18] p0213 A77-26439

Total head/static measurements of skin friction
and surface pressure

P0241 A77-26737
Transonic normal shock-turbulent boundary layer

interaction in pressure gradient flows
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-30] p0263 A77-28549

Hixing length in the wall region of turbulent
boundary layers

p0305 A77-32193
The effect of sweep on conditions at separation in

tarbulent boundary-layer/shock-wave interaction
p0305 A77-32194

Boundary layer shear stress in subsonic and
sapersonic flow

p0345 A77-33841

Structure and development of a turbulent boundary
layer in an oscillatory external flow
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1977-14] p0345 A77-3J842

Hot-wire aneaooetry in a hypersonic turbulent
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPEB 77-702] p0362 A77-J7046

Evaluation of. turbulence models for three primary
types of shock-separated boundary layers
[AIAi PAPEB 77-692] pOIIQ A77-J8887

Saner leal prediction of aeroaconstic jet-flap flows
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1316] pOb66 A77-51071

Calculation of the flow around a swept wing,
taking into account the effect of the
three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 1: Ring
with turbulent boundary layer ,
[HLB-TB-75076-0] pOOJI N77-11011

Some supersonic wind tunnel nozzle boundary layer
characteristics
[AD-A02I1980] pOOJI B77-11018

An investigation of separation models tor the
prediction of maximum lift
[AD-1027359] p0169 H77-1S998

A general method for calculating three-dimensional
compressible laminar and turbulent boundary
layers on arbitrary wings
[HASA-CR-2777] p0176 H77-16994

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer
flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[HASA-TH-X-73575] p0182 B77-17063

A method for calculating turbulent boundary layers
using a formulation of first gradient hinge
of lift augmenting flap
[OHEBA-HT-1975-8] p0279 H77-20035

A program for the computation of a compressible
tarbulent boundary layer under infinite swept
wing conditions
[HLB-TB-75090-0] p0379 N77-25094

Experiaental measurements of the turbulent
boundary layer on a yawed, spinning slender body
[AD-A035269] pOJ80 H77-2S109

Noise due to interaction of boundary layer
turbulence with a compressor or a propnlser rotor
[AD-A033199] pOJ86 H77-2S180

Experimental investigation on axisynmetnc
turbulent wakes with zero momentum defect

pl)471 H77-28065
TOBBOLEHT PLOI
HI CAVITATICH FLOH
Flight-test base pressure measurements in

turbulent flow
p0057 A/7-15718

Prediction of the flow and combustion processes in
a three-dimensional combustion chamber

pl)104 A77-172b1
A general theory of turbulent combustion - The
Lagrangian aspects
[AIAA PAPEB 77-141] pOIIO A77-19855

Numerical solution of axisymmetric boattail tlow
fields with plume simulators
[AIAA PAPEB 77-224] p0142 A77-19909

Calculation of a compressible boundary layer
around an airfoil

p0268 A77-28926
Study of turbulent transonic flows by
ultra-high-speed photography

p0268 A77-^8931
Exploratory study of tarbalence in air intakes

p0269 A77-289H2
Two-dimensional turbulent gas flows

p0296 A77-30S61
Some topics in modeling in high-speed aerodynamics

p0297 A77-30575
Investigation on convective heat transfer from

finned plate surface
p0299 A77-31247

Electric pulsations in turbulent electrogasdynamic
flows

p0309 A77-J2816
Characteristics of turbulent flow through a

turbine cascade with exhaust through the
trailing edge

pOJ13 A77-33453
Parameters governing the range of a supersonic gas

jet
p0313 A77-JJ48S

Experimental and numerical study of constant
diameter ducted jet mixing

p03»5 A77-J38Q9
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The effect of velocity fluctuations and
nonuniformties in the free stcean on the
boundary layer development

p0315 A77-33853
Vortex pairing and organized structures in

axisymmetric jets under controlled excitation
p0315 A77-33857

Hanagement of swirling floHS with application to
wind-tunnel design and V/STOL testing
[ai»» 77-565] J0319 A77-31912

Optimzaticn of axisymmetric thrust-augmenting
ejectors
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-707] p0362 A77-37050

tu approach to subsonic, turbulent flow airfoil
design using mini-computers
[ S A B P A P E R 770479] p0391 A77-37095

Calculation of transonic flow over supercritical
airfoil sections
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-681] p O I I I A77-38881

Computer studies of swirl flows in Carnot diffusors
pC57« A77-51600

Experiments planned specifically for developing
turbulence models in computations of flow fields
around aerodynamic shapes

p0063 N77-11982
On some structure-turbulence interaction problems

[NASA-CB-119161 ] p0168 N77-15986
Basic aerodynamic noise theory sound

generation and propagation
p023« N77-18996

The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in
a temperature stratified fluid
[AD-AOI|Oeil7] p0535 N77-31099

Special course on concepts for drag reduction
[AGAHD-B-65<I] p0578 B77-32091

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with
stator vanes as a noise source
[HASA-TH-73706] p0582 H77-32156

Turbulent effects in axial compressors
[AAAP-BT-77-20] p0593 H77-33180

TORBOLBBT JETS
Jet noise source modification due to forward flight

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-58] p0160 A77-22215
Numerical solution of three-dimensional free

turbulent shear flows
p0311 A77-33809

Computations and measurements of two-dinensional
turbulent jet impingement flovfields

p03<l<4 A77-33816
Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing

aerodynamics
[AIAA 77-575] p03«8 A77-34935

Two point velocity measurements in a three
dimensional wall jet
[AIAA 77-590] p0350 A77-31917

A basic study of the VTOL ground effect problem
for planar flow
[ A I A A 77-611] p0352 A77-34961

An investigation of an inclined jet in a crosswind
p0355 A77-36156

Dpstream influence on the near field of a plane
turbulent jet

p0515 A77-17005
Aerodynamics of a confined jet with variable density

p0516 A77-47248
Coherent structures in the mixing zone of a

subsonic hot free jet
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1977-88] p0562 A77-50989

An experimental investigation of the trailing edge
noise mechanism
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1291] p0565 A77-510Q9

Experimental results of large-scale structures in
jet flows and their relation to jet noise
production
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1350] p0569 A77-51103

A method for deteriining the point of lift-off and
modified trajectory of a ground-based heated
turbulent planar jet in a co-flowing wind
[AD-A04C701] pOSilS N77-31722

TOBBDLEHT HIXIHG
An experimental study of jet noise. I - Turbulent

mixing ncise
p0195 A77-21313

Hixing length in the wall region of turbulent
boundary layers

p0305 A77-32193
Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing

in an ejector
[AIAA PAPEB 77-706] p0362 A77-37019

Acoustic properties of pneumatic vortex sprayers
pOllUI A77-1070J

New scaling laws for hot and cold jet nixing noise
based on a geometric acoustics model
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1287] pOb65 A7/-S1U4/

Shielding aspects of heated twin jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1288] p0565 A77-51018

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 3: Turbulent mixing noise data
[AD-A032882] pOJSb 177-25178

TOBBDLEHT 1AKBS
BT PBOPELLEB SLIPSTBEAHS
HT SLIPSTBEAHS

Measurement of wake vortex strength by means of
acoustic back scattering

pOOOS A77-11712
The initial roll-up of a thick, two-dimensional
wake behind a wing of finite span

pOObJ A77-119J9
The turbulent wake behind slender propeller-driven

bodies at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 77-133] p0161 A77-222J1

Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes
p0163 A77-22678

A theoretical investigation on the structure of
fan wakes
[ASHE PAPEB 76-HA/FE-22] p0211 A77-26410

Analysis of the turbulent wake of a cascade airfoil
p0256 A77-27616

Turbulent supersonic wakes
p0269 A77-28911

Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the
boundaries of turbulent supersonic waxes

pUJOO A77-3HJ1
Turbulent wake behind a cone-shaped object in
supersonic and hypersonic flow

pOJ07 A77-J2J8M
Study of the wake behind a blunted body moving at
hypersonic velocity

pOJ07 A77-J2JB5
Experimental investigation of the wake of a wedge

pOJ11 A77-JJ268
Numerical solution of three-dimensional tree

turbulent shear flows
pOJII A77-3J80S

Test of second order closure model in a
compressible turbulent wake

p03H1 A77-JJ822
An experimental and theoretical investigation of

the structure of a trailing vortex wake
p0355 A77-J61bb

A semi-empirical correction for the vortex core
effect on hovering rotor wake geometries
[AHS 77-33-02] pO«17 A77-10050

study of a nonisothermal axisymmetric near wake
p0168 A//-OJ92B

High speed computer studies of vortex motions in
relation to aircraft wake turbulence
[AD-A021290] pOOJI N77-11013

Interactions and merging of line vortices
[AD-A027717] p0120 H77-1J9S7

A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisymmetric
near wake behind bluff-base bodies

pOJIS N77-22011
Vortex attenuation method for multi-engine
aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAR-120JU-1 ] pOJIb B77-2201b

Unsteady hovering wake parameters identified from
dynamic model tests, part 1
[HASA-CB-152022] p0125 B77-26077

Experimental investigation on axisymmetric
turbulent wakes with zero momentum defect

p0171 H77-2UU65
A flight investigation of the wake turbulence
alleviation resulting from a flap configuration
change on a B-717 aircraft
[NASA-TH-73263] p0587 H77-JJ1JO

TOBBISG PLIGBT
Energy-turn-rate characteristics and turn

performance of an aircraft
pUJOJ A77-J18bb

Nonlinear lifting-surface theory for yawed and
banked wings in ground proximity

pflbOS A77-«bJ8/
Landing gear/soil interaction development of

criteria for aircraft operation on soil daring
turning and multipass operations
[AD-A027Q22] p0121 B77-1100B
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niSTED SIBGS
Full scale vind tunnel tests of a controllable

tvist rotor
p0248 177-26888

Fall scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable
tiiist rotor

p03Ha A77-33792
Investigation of aeroelastlcally adaptive rotor

systems
P0341 177-33793

Optimum design of composite ving structures with
tvist constraint for aeroelastic tailoring
[AD-A038029] p0126 H77-26099

Rind-tunnel investigation of a variable camber and
twist ving in the langley 8-ft transonic
wind tunnel
[HAS&-TH-D-8175] p0171 N77-28091

THIST.IHS
The effect of tvist on the aerodynamic

investigation of axial compressor blades
p0098 A77-16786

Static aeroelastic tvist effects on helicopter
rotor-induced velocity

p0118 A77-20118
An experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness

of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and tvist
deformations
[HASA-CB-137969] p0018 H77-10009

TIO DIBBISIOBAL BODIES
An extended integral equation method for the

steady transonic flov past a tvo-diaensional
aerofoil

p001U A77-12562
Experimental investigation of the vake of a vedge

p0311 477-33268
Recent improvements in surface singularity methods

for the flov field analysis about
tvo-dimensional airfoils
[ A I A A 77-611] p0353 A77-35085

Numerical solutions for laminar and turbulent
viscous flov over single and multi-element
airfoils using body-fitted coordinate systems

p0027 H77-10355
The flutter of a tvo-diaensional King vith simple

aerodynamics forces
[ABC-CP-1355] p0235 H77-19015

Lou-speed vind-tnunel test of a two-dimensional
ding fitted vith tvo plain
differentially-deflected trailing-edge flaps
CABC-CP-1326] pOU72 H77-28077

110 DIBEBSIOBil BOUIDAB? 11TEB
Oblique slot bloving into a supersonic laminar

boundary layer
p0107 A77-17«2i»

The development of flov boundary layers in
torbomachines

p0113 A77-20086
On calculations of flov past an airfoil

separation-free boundary layer
p0308 A77-32700

Calculations of two-dimensional boundary layer
parameters in subsonic flov around leading edge
slats and ving noses
[FFA-TH-AU-1272] p0290 H77-21062

TIO DlHEHSIOHAI F10B
The influence of vortex shedding on the generation

of sound by convected turbulence
p0001 A77-10197

Hethods for elliptic problems in external
aerodynamics

p0013 A77-12551
The finite element method applied to fluid mechanics

p001U A77-12558
The initial roll-up of a thick, tvo-dimensional

wake behind a ving of finite span
p0053 A77-1U939

Transonic cascade flov calculation using the
relaxation method
[DGLB PAPEB 76-186] p0091 A77-16537

Coapotation of vave drag fcr transonic flov
p0097 A77-16666

Effects of vorticity amplification in
tvo-dimensional and axisymmetric
stagnation-point flovs
[AIAA PAPEB 77-92] p0139 A77-19821

Unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on loaded
two-dimensional blades in nonunifore

incompressible flovs
p01<l« A77-2UU/

Unsteady aerodynamic modeling for arbitrary notions
of thin ving

[AIAA 77-151] p0210 A77-2bB08
numerical solution for snbcritical flovs ty a
transonic integral equation method

p02«2 A77-26711
Experimental and theoretical investigations on
airfoil flov separation

p0268 A77-2H9J9
Turbulent supersonic vakes

p0269 A77-28911
Tvo-dimensional turbulent gas flovs

p0296 A77-J0561
The entropy layer in tvo-dimensional flovs
hypersonic ideal gas flov behind shock vave

p0306 A77-J22t)^
A basic study of the VTOL ground effect problem
for planar flov
[AIAA 77-611] p03b2 A77-J1961

Calculation of swirling flov in turbomachine
cascades on the basis of tvo-dimensional theory

POJ53 A7;-Jb098
An experimental study of the cooling effectiveness

of a laminar two-dimensional tangential film in
hypersonic flov
[AIAA PAPBB 77-703] p036^ A77-J7017

Generalized Theodorsen solution for singular
integral equations of the airfoil class

pOb07 A77-1"49»b
The theoretical determination of the base pressure

in supersonic flov
P0508 A77-1bJ8B

Conditions of physical validity in the linear
aerodynamics of supersonic jets

pOS7l» A77-S1608
Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a

helicopter rotor in translational flight. Tvo
dimensional simulation of the effects due to
cyclic variations of the velocity vector
[AAAF-ST-76-20] p0019 H77-10019

Tvo-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of
several rotorcraft airfoils at Bach numbers from
0.35 to 0.90
[HASA-TB-I-73990] p0127 N77-14999

T»o-dimensional subsonic wind tunnel evaluation of
a 20-percent-thick circulation controJ. airfoil
[AD-A027161] p0127 H77-1500S

On the notion of shock vaves on an airfoil vith
oscillating flap in two-dimensional transonic tlov
[HLB-TB-75038-0] p0169 B77-15991

Planar incompressible flov over an aerofoil and
its vake conformal mapping
[ABC-CP-1352] pO^JS B77-1901J

Calculation of flov fields vith separation bubbles
at high Beynolds number around airfoil profile
[ESA-TT-378] pOJ80 B77-2b10b

Experimental observations of the tvo-dimensional
pover augmented ram ving operated statically
over vater
[AD-A038163] pOH75 H 17-2809;

Determination of compressible unsteady aerodynamic
forces on a finite number of veakly curved
cascade of arbitrary depth in plane flov
[BHVG-PBiT-76-21] p0191 N77-29151

(•0 DIHSBSXOBAL JETS
Computations and measurements of tvo-dimensional

turbulent jet impingement flovfields
pOJtl A77-J3816

Dpstream influence on the near field of a plane
turbulent jet

pOSIS A/7-07005
TIO PBASB FL01

Tvo-phase turbine engines using gas-liquid
mixture accelerated in nozzles

p0015 A77-12680
Choice of optimal throat dimensions for the

diffusor in a condensing injector
p0057 A77-15067

Supersonic flov of gas-particle mixtures past a
vedge

p019l A77-.il.iOO
numerical Investigation of the

heterogeneous-homogeneous condensation or a
stream in a supersonic nozzle

p0251 A77-27095
A numerical calculation procedure foe tvo-phase

recircnlating flovs
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p0261 A77-28381
TWO STAGE TOBBISBS

Contribution to the determination of the number of
stages of radial compressors

p0271 A77-29972
T2J AIBCBAFT
0 T-2 AIRCBAFT

T3J AIBCBAFT
0 T-39 AIBCBAFT

u
O.S.S.B.

Onderestimated in the Rest - The HiG-25 Foxbat
weapon system

pOSIll A77-33611
Toward new heights air transportation in the

Soviet Onion
[NASP-TT-F-17248] p0031 N77-11019

Soviet aircraft and rockets
[BASA-TT-F-770] p0523 N77-30065

In Herculean flight Soviet aviation history
p0523 N77-30066

Aircraft Soviet technology
p0523 N77-30067

Aircraft engines
p0523 N77-30068

O.S.S.B. SPACE PBOGBAH
Soviet space activities in 1976

p0212 A77-26293
OH-1 HELICOPTEB

Helicopter rotor isolation evaluation utilizing
the dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator

p02»5 A77-26866
Helicopter gearbox failure prognosis

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-897] pO«11 A77-38582
Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing

shock pulse techniques
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-991] pO«13 A77-38626

Simulated and natural icing tests of an
ice-protected UH-1H
[ A H S 77-33-25] p0119 A77-U0065

Helicopter reliability growth evaluation
[AD-A025265] I p0034 N77-11011

In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter
impulsive noise
[AD-A025979] p0071 H77-12060

Pilot opinion of flight displays and monitoring
gauges in the DH-1 helicopter
[ HD-A024714] p0071 1177-12579

A launch transient experiment for imaging seekers
[AD-A028625] p0170 N77-16049

Preproduction test program, Kaflez drive shaft
coupling for OH-1 helicopter, phases 8, 9 and 10
[AD-A028202] p0179 N77-1704U

Vibration measurements on the rotor shaft of the
OH-1 helicopter,
[AD-A028921] p0180 H77-170U7

A H - 1 G Flat Bate Hanual
[AD-A029933] p0223 N77-18016

Program for experimental investigation of failure
prognosis of helicopter gearboxes
[AD-A030071] p0230 177-181115

Development program for
field-rerairable/expendable main rotor blades
[AD-A03C635] p0238 N77-19061

Development, documentation and correlation of a
B A S T H A N vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter
ai r f rame

p0285 N77-20500
Corrosion fatigue behavior of coated 1310 steel

for blade retention belts of the AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A033253] p0325 N77-22251

Field evaluation of OH-1 helicopter inspection
systems. Project Inspect, phase 2
[AD-A033721] p0363 N77-24054

Ottawa stray rig tests of an ice protection system
applied to the OH-1H helicopter
[AD-A03IHI58] p0383 H77-25155

Elastic pitch beau tail rotor
[AD-A035175] p0381 N77-25158

Aeromedical evaluation of OH-1 internal advanced
personnel rescue hoists, Restern Gear
Corporation hoist models 12277B1 and 12305B1,
Bree2e Corporation hoist ECP-720 modification
[AD-A037621] pOU29 R77-26130

High speed helicopter noise sources
[HASA-CB-151996] pOIIO N77-27878

A failure effects simulation of a low authority
flight control augmentation system on a OH-1H
helicopter
[NASA-TB-73258] p051J N77-311/II

A mathematical force and moment model of a OH-1H
helicopter for flight dynamics simulations
[NASA-TB-7325H] p051J N77-J117b

OH-60A HEIICOPTEE
Survivability of the Army/Sikorsky YDH-60A
helicopter

The army picks a winner --- OH-60A helicopter
pOJ58 A77-J6626

YDH-60A stability and control
[AHS 77-33-16] pO<!21 A77-Q0077

OH-61A HELICOPTEB
Hingeless rotor for the larger helicopters
[DGLB PAPEB 76-223] p0096 A77-16590

Design, development, and testing of the Boeing
Vertol/Arny YOH-61A

pO^lt A77-268b6
Composite bearingless tail rotor for OTTAS

p0219 A77-26899
The IDH-61A /DTTAS/ tail rotor - Development of a
stiff inplane bearingless flexstrap design

pOJtl A77-33791
The TOH-61S tail rotor - Development of a stiff
inplane bearingless flexstrap design
[AHS 77-33-32] p0119 A77-U0067

AEFA/Boeing Vertol demonstration of the
eff activity of the IOH-61A in simulated' moderate
icing conditions
[AHS 77-33-65] p0421 A77-10088

Botor isolation of the faingeless rotor BO-105 and
IOH-61A helicopters

p016« A77-«JJbO
DLTBAHIGB FBEQOEBCIES

Precision DBF for future landing systems - One
solution

p015"4 A77-21121
Air route surveillance radar

pOJM7 A77-31B71
Improvement to I-band DUE for BLS use

P0103 A77-J7735
Application of DBF adaptive array to
navigation/tracking systems

p0571 A77-51185
7HF-OHF aircraft antenna
[AD-A03089U] p02«0 N77-1SJ10

OLTBiSONIC F1AS DEIECIIOS
Acoustic emission system for monitoring components

and structures in a severe fatigue noise
environment

p0310 A77-J2995
OLTBASOHIC TESTS

Application of the ultrasonic technique for
examination and evaluation of concrete slabs or
runways

pOOSO A77-1J879
Acoustic emission investigation - helicopter rotor

system
[AD-A033571] p0319 S77-2^110

Oltrasonic detection of fatigue damage in aircraft
components
[AD-A010009] pOSIb »77-J1b16

OSCAHBEBED RIHGS
Some notes on unsteady lifting-line theory

P0056 A77-1bb55
OHDEBCABBIAGES

Spray from aircraft undercarriages at high speed -
A model investigation

P0116 A77-39779 '
OHDBBIATBB VEBIC1ES
NT SOBBABINES
OBIFOBB FLOR

Analysis of the flow within a centrifugal
compressor rotor
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1976-55] p0200 A77-2H954

OHITED KIBGDOH
Beview of acoustic fatigue activities in the

Onited Kingdom
P0329 H77-22573

DBITED STATES OF AHEBICA
NT CALIFOBKIA
HT HABYLABD
NT IISSODBI
NT NER BAHPSHIBE
HT NER YOBK
NT TEXAS
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HI VIBGIHIA
Annua l review of aircraft accident data, OS

general aviation, calendar year 1975
[PB-26U39V8] ' p0381 B77-25127

Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267619/2] p0537 H77-31118

Briefs of accidents involving turbine fevered
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267606/8] p0537 H77-31121

Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions,
OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267605/0] P0537 H77-31122

Listings of accidents/incidents by aircraft make
and model, OS civil aviation, 1975
[PB-267611/3] p0537 N77-31123

OHI7BBSAL TIHB
The new Die Tioe Signals Coordinated Oniversal

Time
P0151 A77-206S8

USIVBBSITIES
The university's role in the new era of 1TA

technology and applications
[ A I A A 77-1187] p0018 A77-11758

OSIVEBSITY BBOGS4H
The influence of curriculum on aerospace design

decisions
C S A E PJPEB 770150] p0392 A77-37075

OHBABHED SPiCICBAPT
NT H A V I G A T I C N SATELLITES
NT N A V S T A B SATELLITES

UNSTEADY FLOS
NT OSCILLATING F1OW

Onsteady pressure distributions on oscillating
airfoils in a supersonic cascade

pOOOO &77-10771
Some problems of unsteady flow about aircraft

p0011 A77-12560
Recent results in the experimental investigation

of axial-flcw compressors
p0052 A77-14706

Some notes on unsteady lifting-line theory
p0056 A77-15555

Analysis of the nonstatacnary aerodynamic
characteristics of cascades of arbitrarily
shaped profiles

p0059 J77-15981
Force on a fixed row of blades from an evenly

distributed nonstationary flow
p0061 A77-15998

Numerical procedures for the calculation of
unsteady air forces on oscillating wings and
fuselages
[ D G L B PAPEB 76-155] p0095 477-16578

Viscous perturbation effects on hypersonic
unsteady aerodynamics tactical missile fligat
[ A I A B P8PEB 77-5] F<>137 A77-19766

Detailed neasureoents of the periodically unsteady
flow produced by rotor and stator wake
interaction in a multistage turbomachine
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-202} p0141 A77-19890

Implicit finite-difference computations of
unsteady transonic flews about airfoils,
including the treatment of irregular shock-wave
motions
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-205] pOKll A77-19897

The development of flow boundary layers in
turbomachines

p0113 A77-20086
Seme recent developnents in unsteady aerodynamics

of a supersonic cascade
p O I O H A77-20138

Investigation cf blade flutter in a subsonic
turbine cascade

p01Q5 A77-20102
The theory of curvilinear unsteady motion of a

slender l if t ing body in a gas
p0192 A77-23758

Finite elenent applications to unsteady transonic
flow
[ A I A A 77-006] p0210 A77-25800

Computat ion of unsteady transonic flows by the
indicial nethod
( A I A A 77-007] p0210 A77-25805

Calculation of unsteady transonic flow over
oscillating airfoils using the full potential
equation
f A I A A 77-008] p0210 A77-25806

Snail unsteady perturbations of a permanent
one-dimensional flow pattern
[OHEBA, TP NO. 1976-156] p02bO A7/-27021

A review of the fluid mechanics of aeroelasticity
in turbomachines

p0^62 A77-2B480
Farther developments in the aerodynamic analysis

of unsteady supersonic cascades. I - The
unsteady pressure field
[iSHE PAPEB 77-GT-UO] p026« A77-28bb7

Study of turbulent transonic flows by
ultra-high-speed photography

p0268 A77-289J1
Structure and development of a turbulent boundary

layer in an oscillatory external flow
(ONEBA, TP BO. 1977-114 ] p0305 A77-JJ80J

An implicit shock-fitting scheme for unsteady
transonic flow computations
[AIAA 77-633] pOJ53 A77-J507S

Oscillating delta wings with attached shock waves
pOJbfc A77-3t>160

numerical prediction of the unsteady flow field in
an open cavity
[AIAA PAPEB 77-673] pOJ61 A77-37027

Onsteady linearized transonic flow analysis for
slender bodies

pOOl|2 A77-OOS30
Dave structure and density distribution ID a
nonstationary gas jet

pOOIb A77-112/0
Simplified unsteady aerodynamic concepts, with

application to parameter estimation
[MAA 77-1 12U] P015B A77-1J1S7

Onsteady Oseen flow around a flat-plate airfoil

Theory of the lifting surface in unsteady motion
in an inviscid fluid

pOi56 A77-198H7
Transients in turbocompressors --- effect of

unsteady flow on compressor performance
[AD-A021I275] pOOtO 877-11ifU

Effect of unsteady variations in horizontal flow
velocity on the unsteady aerodynamic torces on a
preloaded lifting surface
[BSVG-FBST-75-28] p0076 H77-1J008

Unsteady aerodynamics of helicopter blades
[ESA-TT-327] p0077 N77-1J01b

On the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of
oscillating airfoils in two-dimensional
transonic flow
[NLB-HP-76003-0] p02^« N77-1806U

Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow in
variable geometry engines - preliminary
investigation

pOJZO '(77-22120
Analysis of unsteady flow in turbojet engine

afterburners
[POBL-185] pOl)92 N77-29155

Separated-f low unsteady pressures and forces on
elastically responding structures

pO!>32 N7 ;-J107b
Efficient solution of unsteady transonic flows

about airfoils
p053H N77-31087

Data reduction for the unsteady aerodynamics on a
circulation control airfoil --- wind tunnel test
data
[AD-aO«1153] p0577 877-32080

Three dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric
flow past wings of arbitrary planforms
[NASA-CB-105235] pO!>S5 S7/-JJ102

U N S T E A D Y STATE
Developments in steady and unsteady aerodynamics

for use in aeroelastic analysis and design ---
for supersonic cruise aircraft

p0221 S77-18031
OBSIBPT IIBGS
NT INFINITE SPAB WINGS
NT 8ECTARGOLAB RINGS
Interference problems on wing-fuselage

combinations. Part 1: Lifting nnswept wing
attached to a cylindrical fuselage at zero
incidence in nidwing position
[ABC-CP-1331] p0172 N77-28079

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 2: Symmetrical nnswept wing
at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical
fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position
[ ARC-CP-1332] pO»73 N77-28080
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OPPEE 4IE
0 DPPEE A T M O S P B E B E

OPPEE ATSOSPBEBB
Status of HASA aircraft engine emission redaction

and upper atmosphere measurement programs
p0227 N77-18098

OPPEB SUBFACE BLOWS FLAPS
Recent research on powered-lift STOL ground effects

[ A I A A 77-574] p0348 A77-34934
Two point velocity measurements in a three

dimensional nail jet
[ A I A A 77-590] p0350 A77-34947

USB environment assessment based on YC-14 flight
test measurements Opper Surface Blowing
[ A I A A 77-593] p0350 A77-34950

Acoustic loads on upper-snrface-blown powered-lift
systems
[ A I A A PAPiJB 77-1363] p0569 A77-51115

Cabin noise behavior of a USB STOL transport
upper surface blowing YC-14 aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1365] p0569 A77-51117

New developments in blown flap noise technology
[NASA-CB-145086] p O O I S N77-10013

Free-flight wind-tunnel investigation of a
four-engine sweptwing upper-surface blown
transport configuration
[NASi-TN-D-8479] p0474 N77-28092

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a
large-scale advanced arrow wing supersonic
transport configuration with engines mounted
above the wing for upper-surface blowing
[NASA-TM-X-72761] p0475 H77-28109

DPSTBEAB
Upstream influence on the near field of a plane

turbulent jet
p0515 A77-47005

Attenuation of upstream-generated low frequency
noise by gas turbines
[NASA-CB-135219] pO«77 N77-28122

OPHASB
Development of prediction techniques for multi-jet

thermal ground flow fields and fountain formation
generated by V/STOL aircraft

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-616] pO<!13 A77-38775
Display and calculation of flow past wings in

supersonic flight
[ESA-TT-333] p0065 N77-12003

DBBAH ABEAS
U CITIES

URBAN IBAHSPOBTATIOH
Intercity VTOL aircraft - i Hawker Siddeley review

p0006 A77-11283
Transport of the future and the tasKs of science

pOO«6 A77-13643
The helicopter air service passenger program: A

retrospect
[PB-254830/3] p0021 H77-10036

DBEAS
Urea formadehyde foamed plastic emergency
arresters for civil aircraft
[ABC-CP-1329] pOUSO H77-28144

OSA (DHITED STATES)
0 OHITED STATES OF ABEBICA
USER BABUALS (COHPOTEB PBOGBAHS)

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 3: Computer
program users manual
[AD-A027363/1] p0023 H77-10055

Aeroelastic analysis for helicopter rotor blades
with time-variable, ncn-linear structural twist
and multiple structural redundancy:
Mathematical derivation and program user's manual
[BASA-CB-2638] , p0029 H77-10S56

A computational system for aerodynamic design and
analysis^of supersonic aircraft. Part 2:
User's manual
[NASA-CB-2716] p0030 H77-11005

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume 2:
Computer program user's guide and other appendices
[AD-A030656/3] p0126 H77-14815

BEXOB rotorcraft simulation, volume 3: User's
manual
[AD-A028417] p0181 N77-17054

AEBOX: Computer program for transonic aircraft
aerodynamics to high angles of attack. Volume
1: Aerodynamic methods and program users' guide
[BASA-TH-X-73208-VOL-1] p0277 B77-20022

Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis. Volume 2:

Computer manual
[AD-A031951] pOJ17 B77-.i20bO

Bodel users manual for airfield capacity and delay
models, book 2
[AD-A036354] pUJ^3 H77-22149

Study of a fail-safe abort system for an. actively
cooled hypersonic aircraft: Computer program
documentation
[HASA-CB-144927] p0333 B77-2J090

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
2: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 user's manual
[NASA-CB-114713] pOJJT B77-2J12b

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2: User's
manual
[HASA-CB-135171] p0385 H77-25172

Low-speed V/STOL stability and control prediction.
Volume 1: Hodel description and validation
[AD-A037688] p04J1 877-26158

Low-speed V/STOL stability and control prediction.
Volume 2: Cooputer program user manual
[AD-A037689] pO«31 H77-20159

Program manual for the Eppler airfoil inversion K
program
[HASA-CB-153928] p0471 B77-J806B

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume
3: Computer users manual for aero-acoustic
predictions
[AD-A038614] p0478 H77-281J7

User's manual for generalized ILSGLD-ILS glide
slope performance prediction: Bultipath
scattering
[AD-A034492] p0489 H77-29128

User's manual for ILSS (revised ILSLOC):
simulation for derogation effects on the
instrument landing system
[AD-A035690] p{l490 B77,-291JO

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 3: Frequency response (HSFB). computer
program user manual
[AD-A038691] p0492 B77-29159

Wave drag reduction for aircraft fuselage-wing
configurations. Volume 2: Manual for computer
programs
[AD-A040998] p0547 S77-J201J

Botorcraft flight simulation with coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume J:
Programmer's manual
[AD-A042907] p0581 H77-J21HJ

NSEG: A segmented mission analysis program for
low and high speed aircraft, volume 2: Program
users manual
[KASA-CB-2808] p0584 B77-JJ100

DSEB HEQUIBEBEHTS
Progress report on the Gettysburg workshop sixteen

months later for Loran C navigation systems
p0057 A77-1b769

Operational requirements for advanced fighter
aircrew displays

p0164 A77-22728
Avionic power supplies - Integrity aspects

airworthiness requirements
p0408 A77-JB46J

Aircraft electrical power generation - The needs
and practicalities

p0408 A77-J8464
U.S./F.B.G. advanced tactical BPV requirements as
analyzed by Boeing and Dornier

p0517 A77-4/JJ9
Bli experience at ECO I! Reliability Improvement

Warranty requirements for Army
pOSbS A77-S048J

The GPS Control Segment and its service to the GPS
User Global Positioning system navigation
satellite

p057J A/7-5120^
UTILITY AIBCBAFT
»T BO-105 BELICOPTEB
HT P-531 HELICOPTEB
SI S-2 AIBCBAFT
SI T-39 AIBCBAFT
HI UH-1 HELICOPTER
HT OH-60A HELICOPTEB
HT UH-61A HELICOPTEB
HT BESTLAOD WHIBLWIND HELICOPTEB
HT Z-37 AIBCRAFT

The dynamics of STOL /The Daniel and Florence
Guggenheim Lecture/ utility aircraft for
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short haul service in reiote areas
[ICAS PAPBB 76-01] p0117 A77-19217

T700 engine flight test experience on DTIAS and AAR
[ S A E PAPER 760931] p0260 A77-28239

Avionics of the helicopter Ka-26 Bassian book
p0269 A77-29101

Bell helicopter's model 222
F0271 A77-29786

Developing an Agprop three bladed propeller
agricultnral aircraft

p0298 A77-31026
A conpnter operational analysis of AG-plane

operation to evaluate design parameters
[ S A E PAPEB 770180] p0391 A77-37096

The Ka-26 helicopter in the special flights domain
of Interflng. I

pOI|15 A77-39153
noise emission of the agricaltnral aircraft z-37.

I - Sound intensity level measurements at the
agricultural aircraft Z-37. II - Sound intensity
level measurements at an agricultural airport

p0555 A77-19656
The helicopter Ka-26 in the Special Purpose

Flights sector of Interflug. II
p0555 A77-U9657

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions, volume 1
[NASA-CB-151987] p0317 N77-22096

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions. Volume 2: Appendices
[HASA-CB-151988] p0318 N77-22097

UTILIZATION
RT LASEB APPLICATIONS
HI BEOSE
NT HIHDP08EB UTILIZATION

7/STOl AIBCBAFT
NT AH-61 HELICOPTEB
HT ALOOBTTB BBLICOPTEBS
NT AOTOGYBOS
NT EO-105 HELICOPTEB
NT BBEGOET 911 AIBCBAFT
NT C-15 AIRCBAPT
NT CH-17 BELICOPTEB
NT CH-51 HELICOPTER
NT COHPCOND BEIICOPTEBS
HT PITIHG PLATFOBHS
HT H-53 BELICOPTEB
NT H-51 BELICOPTIB
HT HEAVY LI?T HELICOPTEBS
HT BELICOPTEBS
NT BILITABY HELICOPTEBS
NT OB-6 HELICOPTEB
HT OH-58 HELICOPTEB
HT P-531 HELICOPTEB
HT RIGID BOTOB HELICOPTEBS
NT BOTABY WING AIBCBAFT
HT S-61 HELICOPTEB
NT SHOBT TAKEOFP AIBCBAPT
RT TARDEH BOTOB HELICOPTEBS
HT TILT BOTOB AIBCBAFT
HT OH-1 HELICOPTEB
HT OH-60A HELICOPTEB
RT OH-61A BELICOPTEB
NT VEBTICAl TAKEOFP AIBCBAPT
HT SBSTLARD HHIBLwIHD HELICOPTEB
NT 1-22 AIBCBAFT
HT IV-15 AIBCRAFT
Application of circulation control rotor
technology to a stopped rotor aircraft design

X-wing V/STOL
p0006 A77-11277

Intercity VTOL aircraft - A Ranker Siddeley review
p0006 A77-11283

Ejector performance at high temperatures and
pressures

pOOSO A77-11551
A replacement design for a structural ving box
composite material application in V/STOL fighters

pOOSI A77-15298
'Ski jump' Harrier /H. j. Bitchell Hemorial Lecture/

carvel ramp launching devices aboard
aircraft carriers

p0056 477-15621
Operational experience with lift plus lift/cruise
-— V/STOL aircraft propulsion system performance

p0102 A77-17233

Crossflow performance of litt-fans in tandem
for V/S1OL transport aircraft

P0106 A77-1 /<!6S
Prediction of laninar and turbulent boundary layer

flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[AIAA JAPEB 77-111] p0112 A77-1998J

The Aerodyne - An B.P.V. vith multiple capability
p0119 A77-20626

Skyspy - A docted BPV fan
p01U9 A77-^Ob27

Sea Harrier - The first of the nev wave
/Twenty-third E. J. Bitchell Hemorial Lecture/

Harrier navalization for maritime power
projection and sea control missions

p02bO A77-270S1
Structural and cooling aspects of the ADEN

nonaxisymmetric exhaust nozzle
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-110] p0266 A77-28619

The shaft coupled lift/cruise fan propulsion
system for Navy multimission V/STOL aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-112] p0266 A77-

V/STOL Conference, Palo Alto, Calif., June 6-8,
1977, Technical Papers

pOJ17 A7/-J19.J6
Airplane/engine optimization tor an operational
lift/croise V/STOL airplane
[AIAA 77-572] pOJ18 A77-J19J2

Conceptual design studies of Navy Type A V/STOL
aircraft
[AIAA 77-579] pOJ19 A77-J19JB

Impact of V/STOL operational requirements on power
train design
[ A I A A 77-581] p03«9 A77-J1949

V/STOL shaft propulsion system analytical
performance model
[AIAA 77-582] pOJ«9 A77-3191U

V/STOL aerodynamic testing techniques-at British
Aircraft Corporation
[AIAA 77-581] p0319 A77-J19U1

Hanagenent of swirling flows with application to
wind-tunnel design and V/STOL testing
[ A I A A 77-585] pOJ19 A77-J1912

Large-scale V/STOL testing in wind tunnels
[ A I A A 77-586] pOJ19 A77-3191J

Flight control testing of the VAK-191B
[ A I A A 77-588] pOJIS A77-31915

Two point velocity measurements in a three
dimensional wall jet
[ A I A A 77-590] p0350 A77-31917

Tenth-scale powered model test of a tilt-nacelle
V/STOL airplane
[AIAA 77-591] p0350 A77-J1951

Validation of AV-8B V/STOL characteristics by full
scale static and wind tunnel tests
[ A I A A 77-597] p0350 A77-J19SJ

Advanced integrated display system /AIDS/ for
V/STOL aircraft \
[AIAA 77-600] p0350 A77-31955

The AV-8B wing - Aerodynamic concept and design
[ A I A A 77-607] p03b1 A77-J1959

Analysis of control concepts for gas and
shaft-coupled V/STOL aircraft lift fan systems
[ A I A A 77-611] p0351 A77-J1962

Integration and simulated flight testing of a
geared fan V/STOL airplane
[ A I A A 77-612] p03b1 A77-J1963

Beingestion and footprint characteristics of the
VAK 191B hot gas recircnlation into V/STOL
aircraft inlets
[AIAA 77-617] p03b2 A77-31965

The application of QCSEE technology to V/STOL
Quiet clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-583] p035J A77-31967

V/STOL and the naval planner's dilemma
p0352 A77-35021

Lift enhancement by an externally trapped vortex
[AIAA PAPEB 77-672] p0361 A77-37026

Optimization ot axisymmetric thrust-augmenting
ejectors
[AIAA PAPEB 77-707] p0362 A7/-370bO

Pan inlet for a V/STOL airplane
[AIAi PAPEB 77-802] p0109 A77-38511

Shaft coupled lift/cruise fan V/STOL propulsion
system
[AIAA PAPEB 77-803] p0109 A77-385HS

Development of prediction techniques for multi-jet
thermal ground flow fields and fountain formation

generated by V/STOl aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 77-616] pOIIJ A77-J8775
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Propulsion cycle effects for a two-fan V/STOL
aircraft
[1 IAA PAPER 77-580] p0416 A77-39477

Propulsion designed for V/STOL
[USA P8PEB 77-804] p0450 A77-41963

Use of experimental separation limits in the
theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[AIAA PtPEH 77-878] pO«51 H77-41980

Tilt rotor v/STOL aircraft technology
p0461 A77-43332

Studies on rotor and flight dynamics of a
horizontally stoppable hingeless rotor aircraft

p0465 A77-43365
Aircraft of wide speed and manoeuvering range -—

vertical or short takeoff fighter aircraft
p0466 A77-43366

Thrust augmenting ejector technology for Navy
aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1239] C0501 A77-44331

Effects of technology level on V/STOL aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1238] p0508 A77-45501

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 1:
Identification of sources, noise generating
mechanisms, noise reduction mechanisms, and
prediction methodology
[AD-A027389/6] p0022 H77-10053

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and redaction. Volume 2: Graphical
prediction methods
[AD-A027390/4] p0022 N77-10054

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 3: Computer
program users manual
[AD-A027363/1] p0023 H77-10055

On the status of V/STOL flight
p0028 N77-10367

V/STOL aircraft noise prediction (jet propulsors)
computer program

[AD-A028765/6] p0035 F77-11045
Preliminary design-lift/croise fan research and

technology airplane flight control system
[1ASA-CB-137971] p0037 S77-11064

Advanced v/STOL propeller critical components
investigation
[AD-A024663] p0072 H77-12063

Hind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale model
of a lift-cruise fan V/STOL aircraft Kith
extended lift-cruise nacelles
fNASA-TK-I -73164] p0075 B77-12999

Mathematical model for lift/cruise fan V/STOL
aircraft simulator programming data
[NASA-CB-151916] p0124 N77-14037

Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design
definition study. Volume 1: Technology flight
vehicle definition
[HASA-CB-151931] p0170 N77-16013

Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design
definition study, volume 2: Propulsion
transmission system design
[NASA-CB-151932] p0170 N77-16014

Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design
definition study. Volume 3: Development
program and budgetary estimates
[HASA-CB-151933] p0170 H77-16015

Flow effects at cross blown lifting jets of V/STOL
aircraft and their reaction on aerodynamic
forces and moments of the nacelle
[DLR-FB-76-34] f0176 H77-17008

Follow-on studies for design definition of a
lift/cruise fan technology V/STOL airplane,
volume 1
[NASA-C8-137976] p0178 N77-17035

Rind tunnel and ground static tests of a .094
scale powered model of a modified T-39
lift/cruise fan V/STOL research airplane
[NASA-CB-151923] p0178 H77-17036

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer
flov separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[NASA-TS-Z-73575] p0182 H77-17063

Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Volume 1: Technical
report
[NASA-CB-151925] p0229 H77-18132

Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design
study T-39 modification. Volume 2: Schedules
and budgetary data
[HASA-CB-151926] p0229 H77-18133

Low speed tests of a fixed geometry inlet for a
tilt nacelle V/STOL airplane
[NASA-CH-151922] p02JO H77-181J8

Vortex lattice approach for computing overall
forces on V/STOL configurations

P0276 N77-20008
Definition of propulsion system for V/STOL
research and technology aircraft
[HAS4-CR-135161] p028J N77-20110

NASA/Havy lift/cruise fan cost reduction studies
[HASA-CB-1J5155] p0291 N77-2109.i

Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions, volume 1
[HASA-CB-1S1987] pOJ17 B77-22096

Applications of advanced v/STOL aircraft concepts
to civil utility missions, volume 2: Appendices
[NASA-CR-151988] pOj18 B77-22097

Variable cycle engines for V/STOL fighters
p0320 H77-22117

Augmented deflector exhaust nozzle (ADEN) design
for high performance fighters

p0321 N77-22124
Large-scale V/STOL testing conducted in the

Axes 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-K-73231] p03JJ B77-2J091

Variable pitch fan system for NASA/Navy research
and technology aircraft
[RASA-CB-135185] p0335 H77-2J108

Small-scale test program to develop a more
efficient swivel nozzle thrust deflector for
V/STOL lift/cruise engines
[NASA-CB-151956] p0335 H77-JJ110

Analysis of control concepts for gas and
shaft-coapled V/STOL aircraft lift fan systems
[HASA-TH-X-73611] p03J5 N77-2J111

Thrust augmentor application for STOL and V/STOL
[NASA-TB-X-73241] p0366 H77-J409B

An experimental investigation of favorable
interference effects from a wing and proprotor

wind tunnel tests
[AD-A034075] ' pOJ67 F77-24102

Interference-free wind-tunnel flows by
adaptive-wall technology
[AD-A034889] pOJTJ N77-241S5

High perforuance composites and adhesives for
V/STOL aircraft
CAD-&035928] p038» S77-2526S

Low-speed V/STOL stability and control prediction.
Volume 1: Model description and validation
[AD-A037688] p04J1 H77-26158

Low-speed V/STOL stability and control prediction.
Volume 2: Computer program user manual
[AD-A037689] p0431 N77-26159

Flow effects with cross-blown lifting jets of
v/STOL aircraft and their reactions on
aerodynamical forces and moments of the airframe
[NASA-TH-75143] p0433 N77-27070

Ose of experimental separation limits in the
theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[BASA-TH-73709] p043S N77-27107

Preliminary design of propulsion system for V/STOL
research and technology aircraft
[HASA-CB-135207] p0436 N77-27115

Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
vectored thrust V/STOL transport with two
lift/cruise fans
[NASA-CB-152029] p0487 H77-29095

A laboratory investigation into flight path
perturbations during steep descents of V/STOL
aircraft
[AD-A040101] p0529 N77-301J5

A mathematical force and noment model of a OH-1H
helicopter for flight dynamics simulations
[BASA-TH-73254] p0543 877-31175

NAPTC Facility modifications required for altitude
testing of current v/STOL engine
[AD-&041608] pOS44 H77-31184

VACOOH
Influence of wind tunnel wall boundary layers on
two dimensional transonic tests
[AAAF-HT-76-13] p0025 B77-10083

VIC008 APPABATOS
8T VACODB POOPS

VIGOUR POBPS
Centralized vacuum system for temperature/altitude

chambers
p0212 A77-26045

VACDOB SISTBBS
Centralized vacuum system for temperature/altitude
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chaobers
p0212 A77-250U5

VACOUB TUBE.OSCILLATOBS
HT CATHODE HAY TOEES
NT KLT.STECNS

v&coon TUBES
HT CAT10DE BAI TUBES
NT K L Y S T R O N S

niKTBIE AIBCBAFT
0 B-70 A I B C R A P T

VALVES
BT CCHTBOL V A L V E S
HT HHPERS (ViaVES)
NT FOE1 V A L V E S
NT PBESSOBE f E G O L A T O R S

VANES
^T GDIDZ V A N E S
NT JET V A S E S
NT H I N D V A S E S

\ note on the acoustic effect of non-uniformly
distributed stator rovs

p0002 A77-10317
S u m m a r y of NSSA aerodynamic and heat transfer

studies in turbine vanes and blades
[ S A E P B P I H 760917] p0259 A77-2822S

Cyclic structural analyses of air-cooled gas
turbine tlades and vanes
[S4E P B P I R 760918] p0259 A77-28226

Stalled and stall-free performance of axial-flow
compressor stage with three inlet-guide-vane and
stator-blade settings
[NBSA-TN-D-8457] p0335 R77-23113

Determinat ion of compressible unsteady aerodynanic
forces on a finite number of weakly curved
cascade of arbitrary depth in plane flow
[BHVG-FBST-76-21] p0191 N77-2915U

VBPOB DEPOSITION
Technology development of a CVD silicon carbide

radial turbine rotor
[ A D - A 0 3 1 5 9 5 ] p0326 N77-22491

VAPOB LIQUID EQOILIBHIOH
0 LIQOID-VAPOB EQOIL1BBIDB

V4POBIZEES
ST E V A P O B A T O B S

V6POBIZING
NT E V A P O B A T I O H
ST S U B L I M A T I O N

Besults of farther investigations of a new concept
of fuel prevaporizaticn

p010« A77-172Q7
VARIABILITY

Supersonic variable-cycle engines
[NASA-T1-I-7352II ] p0023 R77-10059

Fatigue S/N data in relation to variability in
predicted life
[ARL/STBOC-Tn-249] p0285 N77-20H81

V A R I A B L E A R E A 8INGS
0 T R B I L I N G - I D 6 E FLAPS

VABIABLE CTC1B EHGIHES
Evaluation of propulsive lift enhancement and

variable cycle engines for advanced tactical
aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-885] p O U I I A77-38575

Airframe/engine integration with variable cycle
engines
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-798] pOUSO A77-Q1961

Full authority digital electronic ccntrol /PADEC/
preliminary design overview for a variable cycle
engine
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-837] p0051 A77-01972

Variable cycle engine control system definition
study. Inrbine engine technology demonstrator
component development program, project 678A:
Controls development program
[AD-A036175] p0387 N77-25181

Dual cycle aircraft turbine engine
[N4SA-CASI-LAB-11310-1] pO»77 177-28118

V A R I A B L E GEOHETRT STBUCtUBES
A premixed, variable area combnstor for a small

gas turbine engine
p O I O Q A77-172"l8

Variable geometry for high performance aircraft
engines

p0106 A77-1726U
The Hikoyan HiG-23 combat aircraft family

p0250 A77-27030
The variable geometry in supersonic compressors

[ASBE P A P E R 77-GT-35] p0263 A77-28550

Sultivariable control design principles with
application to the F100 tnrbofan engine

p0266 A77-2B629
The evolution of the variable geometry rotor

p03HJ A77-4J7BH
Flutter-suppression studies on an actively

controlled variable-geometry wind-tunnel model
p0513 A77-K680S

Variable geonetry air cycle machine for
aircraft envircnnental control turbomachines
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-EBAS-7] p051« A77-«b81B

Variable Geometry and Hnlticycle Engines
[AGABD-CP-205] p0320 H77-22112

Opportunities for variable geometry engines in
military aircraft

p0320 N/7-2211J
aamerical prediction of the unsteady flow in

variable geometry engines - preliminary
investigation

pOJ20 N77-221^0
Dse of engine variables to improve military

performance
pOJ21 N77-22122

Variable geometry in the gas turbine - the
variable pitch tan engine

pOJ21 N/7-22128
Ihe prediction and optimisation of variable
geometry stators from compressor basic data

pOJ.22 B77-22US
Prediction of variable geometry compressor

performances (off design)
POJ22 B77-221J6

The variable geometry combustor
p0322 N77-221J9

The pros and cons of variable geometry turbines
p0322 N77-22TH)

Potential improvements in engine performance using
a variable geometry turbine

p032J N77-22111
Variable flow turbines

pUJ2J N77-221«2
Experience with a one stage variable geometry

axial turbine
pOJ2d N77-22113

The benefits of an integrated digital powerplant
control system

pOJ2J 877-22115
VARIABLE LIFT

U LIFT
VARIABLE PITCH PBOPBLLBRS

Dual output variable pitch turbofan actuation system
[NASA-CASE-LEB-12U19-1 ] p0123 N77-1H02S

Dynamics of high-bypass-engine thrust reversal
using a variable-pitch fan
[NASA-TB-I-352I4] pOJ19 N77-22106

Variable geometry in the gas turbine - the
variable pitch fan engine

P0321 N77-2212B
The A S T A P A N : Dual flow with variable pitch and

constant speed
P0321 N77-22129

Variable pitch fan system for NASA/Navy research
and technology aircraft
[NASA-CE-135185] p0335 877-23108

VARIABLE SWEEP BINGS
Airfoil design for a variable-geometry aircraft

[ D G L B PAPEB 76-153] p0093 A77-165bU
Structural studies of oblique folding wings

[AD-A025712] p0123 N77-1H018
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of 1/9-scale model of

a variable-sweep supersonic cruise aircraft
conducted in the Langley fall-scale wind tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-8380] pO«25 N77-26070

Treatment of the nonlinear vibration of a variable
sweep aircraft wing with its drive using a
simplified wing model
[HBB-DFE-1191-0) p04J1 N77-26156

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of the
longitudinal stability characteristics of a
model equipped with a variable-speed wing, 23
Ray 19U9
[L9B18] pO«85 N77-2907*

VABIABLE TBBOST
Analytical construction of the throttle

characteristic of a gas turbine engine
pO««2 A77-«0712

Aircraft of wide speed and manoeuvering range
vertical or snort takeoff fighter aircraft

pO«66 A77-QJ366
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VARIANCE (STATISTICS) SUBJECT I1DEI

VABIAHCB (STATISTICS)
NT HOLTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
IIT REGRESSION ANfLYSIS

TABIATIOBAL PRINCIPLES
The vanational analysis of the rotating stall and

its experimental investigation in the anal-flow
compressor

p027H A77-29975
Application of nonlinear programming methods to

the solution of variational problems of gas
dynamics mailman thrust supersonic nozzle
design

p0303 A77-31920
Application of finite element approach to

transonic flov problems
p0519 A77-47539

Application of finite element method for the
solution of transonic flov

p0519 A77-47540
VARIATIONS

NT DIURNAL VABIATIONS
NT N O C T D B N A L VABIATIONS

VC-10 AIBCBAFT
Some observations of the behaviour of the vortex

vake of a VC10 aircraft
p0400 A77-37713

The automatic flare maneuver of an airliner
VC-10 aircraft
[VTH-182] p0082 H77-13071

VCE
U V A R I A B L E CYCLE ENGINES

VECTOB ANALYSIS
NT VOBTICITY

VECTOB COSTBOL
0 DIBECTIONAL COBTBOL

VECTOB SPACES
NT E I G E N V A L U E S
ST EIGENVECTORS
NT MATRICES (BATHEBATICS)
NT STATE VECTORS
NT VOBTICITY

VECTOBS (B4TBBBATICS)
NT EIGENVECTORS
NT STATE VECTOBS
ST VORTICITY

VEHICLE WHEELS
BT HOSE WHEELS

VELOCITY
NT AIRSPEED
NT ANG1JLAB VELOCITY
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY
NT FLOW VELOCITY
NT GROUND SPEED
NT G R O U P VELOCITY
NT HIGH SPEED
NT HYPERSONIC SPEED
NT LANDING SPEED
NT LOW SPEED
NT PROPAGATION VELOCITY
NT BOTOB SPEED
NT SUBSONIC SPEED
NT SOPEHSONIC SPEEDS
NT TIP SPEED
ST TRANSONIC SPEED
NT W I N D VELOCITY

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Measurement of waXe vortei strength by means of

acoustic back scattering
pOOOB A77-11712

The velocity field of snail-Bach number Knudsen
flov on the edge of a disturbed plate

p0090 A77-16422
Flow in tnrbomachines vith nonnniforn inlet

velocity distribution
p0136 A77-19708

An initial approach to the design of very vide
angle axisymmetnc diffusers vith gauzes to
achieve uniform outlet velocity profiles
[ASBE PAPER 76-BA/FE-3] p0213 A77-26433

Induction of an arbitrary vortei filament in a gas
p0296 A77-30562

Effect of simulated forward speed on the jet noise
of inverted velocity profile coannnlar nozzles
[AIAA P A P E R 77-1329] p0567 A77-51083

Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a
helicopter rotor in translational flight. Tvo
dimensional simulation of the effects due to
cyclic variations of the velocity vector
[AAAF-NT-76-201 p0019 N77-10019

Summary and evaluation of theoretical developments
relating to trailing ving tip vortices generated
by aircraft
[AD-A025614] pl)065 B77-12007

Propelled time-dependent forces due to nonuniform
inflow

p0171 N77~1b060
VELOCITY BBBOBS

Dual INS velocity error redaction through nev
damping techniques

p015J A77-206/8
VELOCITY FIELDS
0 VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
VBLOCITI BEASOBBBBBT
NT WIND VELOCITY HEASOBBBBNT
Correlation velocity sensor aircraft

navigation instrument
p0152 A77-20670

Analysis of velocity measurements about a
hemisphere-cylinder using a laser velocimeter

p02yy A77-J107U
Tvo point velocity measurements in a three
dimensional vail Jet
[AIAA 77-590] pOJbO A7/-J"49»7

CORAH /A correlation velocity sensor/
Correlation of Radar Altimetry for Navigation

pOJ95 A77-J735J
Helicopter Laser Velocimeter (LV) measurements

p02J3 N77-18298
A method for measuring aircraft height and

velocity using dual television cameras
[NASA-T8-X-72829] pOJ66 N77-24099

A method of computing the potential flov on thick
ving tips

p0486 N77-29090
Development of prototype optical convolution
airspeed sensor
IAD-A039H69] p(!b27 S77-J0116

Laser velocineter utilization in Jet engine
altitude test cells
[AD-A041019] p05»5 N77-J1177

VELOCITY PROFILES
0 VELOCITY DISTBIBOTION
VESTIIG

Prediction of aerodynamic effects of spoilers on
wings considering effects of base venting

p027S B77-1999U
VBIIS

Ground test of the D shaped vented thrust
vectoring nozzle
[NASA-CH-137959] p0038 N77-11107

VERNIER ENGINES
Development of a bydrofluidlc vernier rocltet

control system for ejection seat stabilization
[AD-A034543] pOJ65 N77-2M077

VERTEBRATES
NT BIBDS

VERTICAL FIBS
a tins

VERTICAL PLIGHT
The determination of the true vertical direction

in flight German book
p0117 A77-191ttb

Vertical nanenvers of a flight vehicle in the
atmosphere

pOJOJ A77-J1S81
VERTICAL LABDIBG

Tethered hover tests of the XBQH-108A vertical
attitude takeoff and landing demonstration vehicle
[AIAA 77-570] pOJIB A77-J19J1

A naval VATOL RPV in testing Vertical Attitude
Takeoff and Landing

pOJb2 A77-J5022
Design and flight test of a decoupled velocity

control system for VTOL landing approach
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1143] pO«61 A77-1J1S9

Ship landing trials vith the BO 105
p006"l A77-»JJb6

Tethered hover flight tests of a vertical attitude
takeoff and landing remotely piloted vehicle

p0517 A77-«7J»1
An alternate recovery system for the Agnila
•ini-BFV soft landing

p0518 A/7-U7J16
Ducted-fan VTOL BPV systel

p0519 A77-U7JSJ
Airworthiness criteria development for

povered-lift aircraft: A program summary
[BASA-CB-2791] pOJJO N7
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SOBJECT I1DEX VEST LOR PBEQOEBCIES

Helicopter optimal descent and landing after power
loss i
[NASB-TH-X-7320S] pO«25 N77-26067

VERTICAL BOTIOH
Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: notion in

vertical gusts
[BASA-TH-7-7322S] p0363 B77-2U052

VERTICAL STABILIZERS
0 STABILIZEBS (FIOIB DYBAHICS)

VEBTIC&L THIS
0 STABIU2EFS (FLDIP D Y N A M I C S )
0 TAIL ASSEHBLIES

VERTICAL IAKEOFF
Tethered hover flight tests of a vertical attitude

takeoff and landing remotely piloted vehicle
p0517 A77-Q731H

Docted-fan VTCL RPV system
F0519 A77-H7353

VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
NT FLYIBG PLATFOBHS
BT X-22 AIBCRAFT

Intercity VTOL aircraft - A Hanker Siddeley review
p0006 A77-11283

VIOL EPVs - A technology assessment
p0008 A77-12000

A method for estimating the weight of aircraft
transmissions
[SAKE PAPBB 1120] p0010 A77-12191

Supersonic and subsonic, CTOL and VTOL, airplane
design /Mth edition/ Book

p0053 A77-1II972
Ground vibration test - A tool for rotorcraft

dynamic and aeroelastic investigations
p0107 A77-17011

Vertical takeoff lift augmentation - The
'sculptured deck" concept

pOH47 A77-20439
VTOL landing aid using lew-frequency near-field

techniques
p0152 H77-20672

On a constrained design of an optimal controller
for VTOL aircraft

p0197 A77-2H821
New VTOL designs

p0200 A77-25097
Rigid coaxial /ABC/ rotor system stability and
control characteristics

p02t7 A77-26878
Digital controllers for VTOL aircraft

p0268 A77-28815
Error analysis for combined estimaticn and control

systems vith application to VTOL digital
flight-control synthesis

p0268 A77-28858
Invariance of the longitudinal perturbed motion of

VTOL aircraft with thrust-vector control
p0304 A77-32088

The Hot Cycle Botor/Uing update and review
p03<!3 A77-33783

X-Bing - A new concept in rotary wing VTOL
p0313 A77-33785

Cost-effectiveness benefits of a variable diameter
rotor system as applied to advanced VTOL aircraft

p03« A77-33786
Tethered hcvei tests of the XBQB-108A vertical

attitude takeoff and landing demonstration vehicle
[ A I A A 77-570] p03<!8 A77-3U931

Experimental investigations of control-display
requirements for VTOL instrument transitions
[AIAA 77-599] p0350 A77-3U95*

Design and evaluation of an integrated
flight-contrcl system concept for manual IFB
VTOL operations
[ A I A A 77-601] F0351 A77-3K956

Spiral approach navigation concepts for VTOL
aircraft using a microwave landing system
[ A I A A 77-603] p0351 A77-31958

An in-flight simulation of VTOL hover control
concepts
[ A I A A 77-610] P0351 A77-3S961

A basic study of the VTOL ground effect problem
for planar flow
[ A I A A 77-610] p0352 S77-3196U

Infrared flow visualization for VTOL applications
[ A I A A 77-618] -p0352 A77-3«966

A naval VATOL BPV in testing Vertical Attitude
Takeoff and landing

p0352 A77-35022

A spiral guidance approach concept for all-weather
VTOL operations

pU<40« A7V-J /739
Experimental investigations of tbrust vectoring

systems for VTOL aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-805] pOtOV A77-J8516

A contributicn to the problem of propeller-wing
interference German book

p U I I O A77-J916J
Semi-buoyant lifting body hybrid characteristics

for advanced Naval missions
[ A l f A 77-1191] p O I U S A77-1176J

2PG-X design and performance characteristics for
advanced Naval operations VTOl/hover
non-rigid airship
[AIAA 77-1197] pOUQS A77-<4176b

Design and flight test ot a decoupled velocity
control system for VTOL landing approach
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-11H3] pO»61 A77-1J199

Energy aspects of VTOL aircraft in comparison with
other air and ground vehicles

p0461 A77-1JJJJ
The noise protection area as a criterion for the

problem of aircraft noise during the take-oft of
VTOL aircraft

pO«6J A77-1JJH1
On invariance of the disturbed longitudinal motion

of VTOL airplane with vectored control system
p U U b 9 A77-UH088

Prediction Methods for Jet V/STOL Propulsion
Aerodynamics, volume 1
[AD-A02<4022] p002<4 N77-1U06S

Prediction Methods for Jet V/STOL Propulsion
Aerodynamics, volume 2
[AD-A02U023] pOO^S N77-10069

Display/control requirements for VTOL aircralt
[HASA-CB-115026] pOOJ^ H77-110JO

Analysis and design of ejector diftuser tor
optimum thrust
[AD-A025H91] pOOjy BTI-IUbb

Design studies of a motion system for the VTOL
simulation facility
[AD-A02U732] p0072 H77-1^07b

A program for calculating tnrbotan-driven lift-fan
propulsion system performance
[NASA-TH-X-7J173] pOOBO S77-1J061

Inlet and internal aerodynamics of a VTOL thrust
angmenter
[AD-A0276B7] pOOSI N77-1J067

Digital fly-by-wire technology study, volume 1
[AD-A027689] p0082 N77-1J07b

FN-CV ranging multipath investigation tor Navy
VTOL aircraft
[AD-A027190] pOI^S B77-1imS

Flight evaluation of advanced flight control
systems and cockpit displays for powered-lift
STOL Aircraft

pOJ2b S77-1B084
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a

low-wing lift-fan transport including hover
characteristics in and out of ground effect
[SASA-TH-I-3120] p0278 H77-200^9

Flight investigation of a vertical-velocity
command system for VTOL aircraft
[SASA-TN-D-8»80] pOt79 B77-281J7

Bind tunnel results of a 10-percent scale powered
SCAT VTOL aircraft
[AD-A010313] p05J6 N77-J110y

Flight control testing of the VAK-191B aircraft
[AD-AOA0535] pfliJS N77-J11J7

VERTICAL TAKEOFF AID LABDISG
0 VERTICAL LAUDING
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF

VEBTOL BILITABT HBLICOPTBBS
0 BOEIBG AIBCBAFT

VEfll HIGH FRIQDIBCIBS
Test and evaluation of a phototype VHF

low-intermodnlation amplifier
[AD-A0298B8/9] pOOS3 N77-1J28/

System design study for VBF universal data l^nk
and data link/DABS combinations
[AD-A029517/7] p0083 B77-1J290

VBF-DHF aircraft antenna
[AD-A030891] p0210 BV7-1SJ10

VEST LOI FBEQ01BCIES
LF/VLF NAVAID signal reliability in airborne

applications
pOO!)7 A»7-1b768
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VFB (BOLES) SUBJECT INDEX

VIP pulse tiling - Limitations and potential as a
companion to Omega

p0503 A77-44439
Investigation of aircraft generated VLP interference

[AD-A038300] p0438 N77-27303
VFB (BOLES)
0 VISOAL FLIGHT BDLES

VBF CHNIBANGB NAVIGATION
Experience with the VOB-navigation system in the

German Democratic Republic. I
p0097 A77-16739

Experience with the VOB navigation system in the
German Democratic Republic. II

pOISS A77-22118
A digital goniometer for VOB

p0511 A77-46263
Effect of scattering by obstacles in the field of

VOS/DVOB
[AD-A029U05/8] p0078 H77-13034

Monte Carlo smulations of VOB/DHE holding
procedures. Basic ideas and applications
[DLB-FE-77-08] p0526 H77-30105

Montp Carlo simulation of VOP/DHE holding
procedures. Basic notions and applications
[E5A-TT-I(19] p0588 N77-33142

VIBRATION
NT BEDDING VIBRATION
NT COHBOSTION VIBBATION
NT FLOTTEB
NT FOBCED VIBBATION
NT FBE3 VIBBATIOS
NT 1INEAB VIEBATION
NT PANEL FLDTTEB
NT BAHDOM VIBBATION
HI BESONAST VIBBATION
NT SELF INDOCED VIBBATION
NT STBOCTOBAL VIEBATICS
NT SOBSONIC FLOTTEB
NT SOPEBSONIC FLOTTEB
NT 10BSIONAL VIEBATION
NT TBASSONIC FLOTTEB
Evaluation of vibration levels at the pilot seat

caused by mng flov separation
p0533 N77-31078

Tail response to propeller flov on a transport
airplane

pOS33 N77-31082
VIBBATION DABPEES
0 VIBBATION ISOLATOBS
VIBBATIOS DABPING

Beducing vibration by structural modification
helicopter fuselage model

p0006 A77-11279
New aspects of the aercelasticity of tnrbomacnines

p0059 A77-15975
Determination of the aerodynamic damping of
bending-tmsting oscillations of turbomachine
blades in air streams

p0059 A77-15978
Determination of aerodynamic damping during

torsional vibrations of turbine blades
p0060 A77-15984

Experimental determination of aerodynamic
influence coefficients during bending-tvisting
oscillations of blades in a flat lattice

p0060 A77-15993
Instability phenomena in the flov passages of a

gas turbine engine compressor
p0110 A77-17751

Experimental and theoretical investigations of the
aerodynamic damping of turbojet rotor blade
vibrations

p0145 A77-20141
Investigation of blade flutter in a subsonic

turbine cascade
p0145 A77-20142

Dynamics of a slung load
p0147 A77-20440

Hatenal damping developments for aircraft
lightveight structures subjected to acoustic loads
[AIAA 77-396] p0206 A77-25748

Prediction and measurement of the dynamic
stiffness and damping of hydraulic servo-actuators

of F-15 aircraft
[AIAA 77-1120] p0208 A77-25790

Helicopter rotor isolation evaluation utilizing
the dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator

p02«5 A77-26866

Anti-resonant isolation for hingeless rotor
helicopters
[SAE PAPEB 760893] p02S8 A//-28212

The control of vibration in helicopters
p0271 A77-29497

A damper for accelerometers
pOJOS A7/-J2711

Benefits of higher-harmonic blade pitch -
Vibration reduction, blade-load reduction, and
performance improvement for helicopter rotors

p03«2 A77-3J780
Enhanced structural durability through additive

damping treatments in lightveight high
performance aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-881] p0410 A77-38571

Synthesis of active controls for flutter
suppression on a flight research ving
[AIAA 77-1062] pU455 A77-42773

Some aspects of mechanical instability problems
for a fully articulated rotor helicopter

p0464 A77-4JJ5S
Flutter-suppression studies on an actively
controlled variable-geometry vind-tunnel model

pOb13 A77-46805
Heasurement of nondiagonal generalized damping
ratios during ground vibration tests
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-142] pOb58 A77-50440

Stabilization, gust alleviation and vibration
damping of an elastic aircraft model moving in
the vind tunnel
[DLS-FE-76-44] p0186 N77-17104

The shock and vibration digest, volume 9, no.' 1
[AD-A035310] pOJ26 B77-22b20

Stabilization, gust alleviation and elastic mode
control for an aircraft model moving in the vind
tunnel
[ESA-TT-359] pOJ72 B7/-24148

Helicopter transmission vibration and noise
reduction program
[AD-A042457] pOt.81 N77-321J6

Design and development of a structural mode
control system
[BASA-CB-143846] p0595 N77-J3201

Structural Aspects of Active Controls
[AGABD-CP-228] p0596 N77-3J20B

Active flutter suppression of an airplane vith
ving mounted external stores

p0597 B77-33211
Kind tunnel study of an active flutter suppression
system

pOb97 N77-JJ215
VIBBATION EFFECTS

The control of vibration in helicopters
p0271 A/7-29497

Application of a modified complementary filtering
. technigue for increased aircraft control system

freguency bandvidth in high vibration environment
[NASA-TB-X-74004] p0186 N7/-1710J

VIBBATIOB ISOLATOBS
Vibration considerations for high performance

camera systems onboard reconnaissance aircraft
p0191 A77-2J524

Helicopter rotor isolation evaluation utilizing
the dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator

p024b A77-26866
Isolation of rotor induced vibration vith the Bell
focal pylon-nodal beam system
[SAE PAPEB 760892] p0258 A77-28211

Anti-resonant isolation for hingeless rotor
helicopters
[SAE PAPEB 760893] p0258 A77-28212

An adjustable spring rate suspension system
POJ56 A77-J616J

Botor isolation of the hingeless rotor BO-105 and
IOH-61A helicopters

p0464 A77-4J350
The Shock and Vibration bulletin. Part 4:

Measurements and criteria development, isolation
and damping
[AD-A033422] p0233 N77-18485

Research requirements for the reduction of
helicopter vibration
[BASA-CB-145116] p0238 B77-19058

Design concepts for a fully active helicopter
vibration isolation system by means of output
vector feedback
[DLB-IB-552-76/12] p0291 B77-21085

Steady-state unbalance response of a three-disk
flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports
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SUBJECT IHD^X VISCOOS FLO!

[NASA-TH-X-73666 ] p0591 H77-33160
VIBBATIOB HE1SOBBHBST

Application of holography to panel flutter
p0057 J77-15701

Evaluation of helicopter turbine engine linear
vibration snvironaent
[ S A £ AIB 1289] p0303 S77-31908

An optical techniqae for measuring vibratory
motion in rotating machinery

p0515 A77-47090
Measurement of nondiagonal generalized damping

ratios daring ground vibration tests
[ O H E E A , TP HO. 1977-11)2] p0558 A77-50440

The reduction of base strain sensitivity of a
tnaxial accelercmeter by the nse of a mounting
pad measuring vibration signals up to 2 kHz
in aircraft instrument panels
[BAE-TH-IT-157] pOOBI N77-13398

AH-1 helicopter vibration levels for stub wing
mounted equipment
[ A D - A 0 2 6 8 2 5 ] p<>122 N77-14014

Vibration measurements en the rotor shaft of the
OH-1 helicopter
[ A D - A 0 2 8 9 2 4 ] pOISO H77-17047

Transmission condition assessment in
helicopter engines
[AD-A035215] p0387 H77-25ia7

VIBBATIOB HODS
Investigation of helicopter airframe normal nodes

p0107 S77-17410
Dynamics of elastic curvilinear rod with free ends

p0111 A77-17956
Prediction of the angular vibration of aircraft

structures
p01!!2 A77-19977

Stability and snapping vibrations of tail surfaces
in supersonic flow

p0300 A77-32087
Active flutter control using generalized unsteady

aerodynamic theory
p0455 A77-42772

Empennage snapthrough stability and vibrations in
supersonic flow

P0469 A77-<tD087
Calculation of vibration modes and resonance

frequencies of the Northrop SF-5
[NLB-TB-75050-0] pOO«0 N77-11450

VIBBATION PBOTECTIOH
D VIBRATION ISOLATOHS

VIBBiTION TESTS
NT D A M P I N G TESTS

Ground vibration test - A tool for rotorcraft
dynamic and aeroelastic investigations

p0107 A77-17411
Hethods and techniques of vibration testing in

flight
[ONEEA, TP HO. 1976-120] p015<! A77-20868

Vitration tests on airceaft engines
p0162 A77-22260

Shimmy analysis and test of the Bockwell
International -10 Hodel Sabreliner corotating
dual wheel nose gear
[ A I A A 77-440] p0209 A77-25799

Evaluation of the Harpoon missile captive flight
and aircraft gunfire vibration environments

p0211 A77-26033
Vibration testing of an externally-mounted

avionics system based on MIL-STD-810C
p0211 477-26034

Engine/airframe dynamic interface investigation
using T63/1OH helicopter system

p0219 A77-26894
Nonlinear parameter identification f rom a

vibration test
p0356 A77-36394

Helicopter gearbox failure prognosis
[ A I A A P A P E E 77-897] pO»11 A77-38582

Helicopter vibration requirements
[ A H S 77-33-33] p0419 A77-40068

Operational reliability and reliability testing
Boolt

p0508 A77-45173
Fiberglass reinforced plastic BI-PAC vibration and

rough handling tests
[AD-A025783] p0083 S77-13168

Nonlinear effects in aircraft ground and flight
vibration tests
[AGfBD-B-652] p0129 N77-15034

Methods and techniques of qronnd vibration testing
pOJ68 N//-24110

Son-linear effects in aircraft ground and flight
vibration tests
[BBB-OFE-1273-0] pOJSJ N77-2515J

VIBHATIOBAL JBEQOEHCIBS
0 VIBBATIOHAL SPECTBA
VIBHATIOHAL SPECTBi

An analysis of the stability of blade rus under
conditions of random actions

p0061 A77-160UO
VIBHATOBY LOADS

A dynamic loads scaling methodology for helicopter
rotors
[AIAA 77-424] p0208 A/7-2i794

Vibration analysis of rotor blades with an
attached concentrated mass
[NASA-CB-154987] pOb46 N//-J1bJ/

TICKBBS VC-10 AIBCBAFI
0 VC-10 AIECBAFT

TICEEBS 1100 AIBCBAFI
a VC-10 AIBCBAFT
VIDEO COBBOBICATION

aPV video communications - A new challenge to
video data compression

p0269 A77-28968
VIDEO DATA

HPV video communications - A new challenge to
video data compression

p0269 A77-28S6S
Space experiment simulation using an aircraft

laboratory
p0515 A77-47^00

Video generation and control system
[AD-A033853] p0373 N77-241b7

VIDEO EQUIPKENT
An operational video tape recording system
utilizing IBIG standard 129-73 segmented helical
scan recording format

p0556 A77-4987J
VIDICOHS
KT BETUBS BEAB VIDICOBS
VIKIHG SPACECBAFT
HI VIKING 1 SPACECBAFT
VIKIHG 1 SPACECB&7T

An overview of Viking navigation
p0502 A77-441427

VIOLENCE
HI ATTACKING (ASSAULTING) v

VIBSISIA
Plastic (wire-combed) grooving of a slip-formed
concrete runway overlay at Patrick Henry
Airport: An initial evaluation
[NASA-TB-X-73913] p04J7 N7/-271J5

VISCOUS DJBPIN6
Analytical comparison of effects of solid-friction

and viscous structural damping on panel flutter
[NASA-TN-D-8263] p007"t N77-124J5

TISCOOS FLOI
8T BOUNDABJ LATER FLOD
NT BOONDAET LAYEB SEPABATION
HT BEATTACHED FLOH
NT SECONDABt FLO»
NT SEPARATED FLOH
NT STOKES FLOS

Three-dinensional tnrbomachine flow egnations
expressed with respect to non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates and methods of solution

p0102 A77-172J9
Viscous perturbation effects on hypersonic

unsteady aerodynamics tactical missile flight
[AIAA TAPEB 77-5] pOU7 A77-19766

Analytical study of viscous effects on transonic
flow over boattail nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 77-223] p01«2 A77-19908

Incipient separation of leeward flow past a
lifting plate in viscons hypersonic flow

p01»3 A77-20095
Investigations related to the inviscid-viscous

interaction in transonic flows about finite J-D
wings
[AIAi SAFES 77-209] p0162 A7

Investigation of the three-dimensional flow past
blunt bodies with consideration of viscosity in
the framework of boundary layer theory

p020J A7
Viscous and elastic perturbations of
two-dimensional hypersonic aerodynamics
[AIAA 77-409] p0210 A77-25807
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pecent computation of viscous effects in transonic
flow

p0260 A77-28376
On the calculation of three-dimensional divergent

and rotational flow in tnrbonachines
p0262 A77-28U86

Study of Iccal perturbations of viscous supersonic
flows

p0297 A77-30566
some specific features cf the aerodynamic

characteristics of cones situated in viscous
hypersonic flow

p0297 A77-30576
Theory of viscous transonic f low over airfoils at

high Reynolds number
[ A I J A P A P E R 77-680] pO<413 A77-38883

The viscous transonic flow over two-element
airfoil systems
[ A l f A P A P E R 77-688] pO«1<l A77-38886

computation of viscous transonic flow about a
lifting airfoil
[ A I A A PAPER 77-679] p O U U I A77-U0700

The role of the boundary layer in supersonic
pressure perturbations along a weak wavy wall

p0550 A77-18290
Inverse transonic airfoil design including viscous

interaction
p0027 N77-10351

Numerical sclutions for laminar and turbulent
viscous flow over single and multi-element
airfoils using body-fitted coordinate systems

p0027 N77-10355
Vortex/jet/wing viscous interaction theory and

analysis
[ A D - A 0 2 E 2 9 0 ] p0031 N77-11017

Evaluation of a computerized method for
description of the subsonic, viscous, attached
flow about two-dimensional, multi-component
airfoils computer program for single and
multi-element airfoils flow distribution
[FFf-TN-AO-999] p0077 N77-13011

fn analysis of transonic jet-flapped airfoils with
the inclusion of viscous effects
[AD-A027712] pOC77 (177-13019

An investigation of separation models for the
prediction of maximum lift
[AD-A027359] p0169 H77-15998

Computation of viscous transonic flow about a
lifting airfoil
[NASA-CR-151999] p0330 N77-2305U

A three-dimensional viscous/potential flow
interaction analysis method for multi-element
wings
[HASA-CE-152012] pO«3U N77-27076

The characteristics of a family of rooftop
aerofoils designed at their drag-rise condition
in viscous, compressible flow. Part 2: Off
design conditions
[ABC-CP-1321] EOU72 N77-28075

VISIBILITY
NT LOW VISIBILITY

Cockpit visibility - The pilot's reference eye
position in theory and practice

p0311 A77-33272
Surveillance radar designed for improved target

visibility
p0357 A77-36562

An evaluation of window glass for air traffic
contrcl tower cabs
[AD-A03192V1] p0173 N77-16171

TCSIOH
NT SIGHT VISION

VISOAL AIDS
Visual aids for steep gradient approaches in low

visibility conditions
p0101 A77-37717

Flight simulator evaluation of an electronic
paravisual guidance indicator
[ESA-TT-350] p0071 H77-12056

Visual approach slope indicators. Principles of
operation, recommendations for installation and
maintenance
tPHILIPS-EB-12] p0078 N77-13040

Electronic head-up display at pilot's eye level
[NASA-TT-F-17390] p0181 N77-17058

Evaluation of a red-siliccne-coated Visual
Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) lens
[AD-A035141/1] p0291 H77-21073

Evaluation of radio remote control system for
airport visual aids
[AD-AOM1603] pO<!89 N77-291.26

VISOAL COBTBOL
Experiments with the runway visual range converter

under different conditions of background
luminance (BL)
[BLL-H-2H798-(5828.<1F) ] p028U S77-20060

Empirical comparison of a fixed-base and a
moving-base simulation of a helicopter engaged
in visually conducted slalom runs
[NiSA-TN-D-8421] p033t N77-2J098

VISOAL DISPLAYS
0 DISPLAY DEVICES

VISUAL FIELDS
Design and construction of a hybrid flight visual
simulation system --- German book

pOMIt A77-3S162
VISOAL FLIGBT

Slant visual range monitoring
pOQOO A77-37V08

Aircraft ground roll guidance
pO«01 A/7-3771b

Navigation checkpointing using horizon correlation
[AD-A0399<(6] p0526 S77-JU103

VISOAL FLIGHT BOLES
A transportable VFB air-traffic control system

pOOSS A77-1619S
VISOAL PEECBPTION
NT SPACE PERCEPTION
Preliminary report on airline pilot scan patterns

during simulated ILS approach
p0228 N77-18115

Prediction of airborne target detection
[AD-A001128] p0581| N77-J2871

VISOAL SIGNALS
Altitude warning signal system evaluation

[AD-A039365] p05i)0 N77-J1117
VISUALIZATION OF FLOI

0 FLOH VISUALIZATION
VOICE COBHOBICATION

NT VOICE DATA PEOCESSING
Experimental cognition for qualification of voice

warning systems in aircraft
[DGLE EAPEB 76-211] p0091 A77-165J1

Tracer decoder - A receiver for radio navigation
relay systems

Voice control systems for airborne environments
[AD-AOU3252] p0581 N77-J^52<t

Air traffic control experimentation and evaluation
test
[AD-AOIH971] p0586 N77-JJ13*

VOICE DATA PROCESSING
Future trends in aircraft display/control systems

p025t A77-.2766J
Flight service system modernization program

pOJ98 A77-J7«5t
VOLATILIZATION
0 VAPOBIZIHG
VOLTAGE BEEAKD01N
0 ELECTEICAL FABLTS
VOLTAGE GENERATORS

A 2.5 BVA, high voltage, lightweight generator
[AIAA PAPEB 77-503] p0191 A7/-^39^!1

VOLTAGE BEGDLATOBS
A precision voltage reference unit for calibrating

airborne data acquisition systems
[BAE-TR-76161] p058<4 S77-J217a

VOI KABBAH EQOATIOB
Transonic swirling gas flow in a nozzle

VON HISES THEOBY
0 STRESS FUNCTIONS

VOB SYSTEBS
0 VHF O H N I B A N G E N A V I G A T I O N

VOBTEX BBE1KDOHH
On the mechanism of vortex breakdown point
stabilization for low subsonic flow around a
delta wing

p011.i A77-17968
Evaluation of flight spoilers for vortex alleviation

--- on wide-bodied jets
pU<f*7 A77-»1b«B

Calculation of vortex breakdown locations tor flow
over delta wings

p055» A7/-«»J«b
Dingtip vortex dissipator for aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11645-1 ] pOOIT N77-1U001
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Hechanism of stabilization of the 'separation
point1 of a vortex daring flov of a stream at
low subsonic velocity over a delta King
[HASA-TT-F-17283] p0018 H77-10012

Numerical studies of three-dimensional breakdown
in trailing vertex wakes
[NASA-CR-137888] p0018 B77-1001U

VOBTBX COLOHBS
0 VOETICES

VOBTEX DISTDBEABCES
0 VOBTICES

VOBTEX FLOS
0 VOETICES

VOBTEX GEBEBATIOB
0 VOETEX GEHEBATOBS

VOBTEX GESBEiTOHS
Lift augmentation on a moderately swept wing by

spanwise blowing
p0053 A77-11910

Induction of an arbitrary vortex filament in a gas
p0296 A77-30562

An evaluation of vortical wake hazard separation
distances for military aircraft
[AIAA 77-1116] p0160 A77-43176

Trailing vortex wake structure
p0162 A77-13337

Vortex attenuation method for multi-engine
aircraft
[HASA-CASB-LAR-12031-1] p0315 N77-22015

Performance of bigh-area-ratio annular dump
diffuser using suction-stabilized-vortex flow
control
[HASA-TH-X-3535] p0371 H77-2<»1»0

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with
stator vanes as a ncise source
[HASA-TM-73706] p0582 N77-32156

VOBTEX IHJECTOBS
Acoustic properties of pneumatic vortex sprayers

p01«1 A77-40703
VOBTBX BIBGS

Vortex simulation of the pressure field of a jet
[HASA-TH-X-73981 ] p0063 H77-11989

VOBTEI SBEETS
Free vortex sheets

p001<4 A77-12559
The initial rcll-up of a thick, two-dimensional

wake behind a wing of finite span
p0053 A77-11939

Spin entry of aircraft
p0098 A77-16917

Incompressible flow over delta wings
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-320] p0113 A77-18212

The engine-over-the-wing noise problem
p0257 A77-27806

On the calculation of three-dimensional divergent
and rotational flow in tnrbomachines

p0262 A77-28186
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of slender

wings of arbitrary planforn
p0296 A77-30556

Calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing of complex planform
with allowance for vortex sheet at the nose

p0309 A77-32811
Form drag, skin friction, and vortex shedding

frequencies for subsonic and transonic
crossflows on circular cylinder
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-687] p0361 A77-37031

Load distributions on slender delta wings having
vortex flow

pOIOS A77-37912
Experimental study of development of free vortices

behind a rectangular wing
p0122 A77-10113

High speed computer studies of vortex motions in
relation to aircraft wake turbulence
[AD-A021290] p0031 B77-11013

Vortex/jet/wing viscous interaction theory and
analysis
[AD-A025290] p0031 S77-11017

Scanning laser-velociaeter surveys and analysis of
multiple vortex wakes of an aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-73169] p0119 B77-13985

The behavior of a conical vortex sheet on a
slender wing near the leading edge
[ABC-B/S-3790] p0379 B77-25102

VOBTEX STBBBTS
BT KABBAH VOBTEX STBEET

Vortex streets in the wakes of subsonic and
transonic turbine cascades

p0116 A77-20151
A theoretical investigation of laminar waxes

behind airfoils and the resulting noise pattern
pOIbB A77-2201b

An experimental and theoretical investigation of
the structure of a trailing vortet wake

pOJ55 A77-J615b
Rearrangement of vortex structures in the wake

behind a body and in a jet
p0520 A77-17671

VOBTBX TUBES
0 VOBTICES
VOBTICES
»T HltlG TIP VOETICES
The influence of vortex shedding on the generation

of sonnd by convected turbulence
pOOOl A77-10197

Heasurement of wake vortex strength by means of
acoustic back scattering

pOOOB A77-11/12
Effect of rotor relative diameter on the
efficiency of a single-stage axial fan

p0052 A77-11897
Calculation of the hydrodynamic interaction of
arrays of thxn profiles taking into account the
evolution of vortex trails

pOOSJ A77-1b008
The force on a confusor ring from an unevenly

distributed nonstationary flow
p0060 A7/-1b982

The relationship between the mean depression in a
vortex and its rotational kinetic energy
[DGIE PAPEE 76-181] p009b A77-1bb79

Experiments on vortex stability on laminar
flow wings in wind tunnels

pOlOO 177-17167
Flow measurements in leading edge vortices

[AIAA PAPEB 77-11] p0137 A77-19772
Effects of vorticity amplification in
two-dimensional and axisymmetric
stagnation-point flows
[AIAA PAPEB 77-92] p0139 A77-19821

Flow survey behind wings
[AIAA PAPEB 77-175] pOIII A77-19876

vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes
p0163 A77-22678

Calculation of vortex flows in nozzles
p0203 A77-255J2

Two-dimensional turbulent gas flows
p0296 A77-30561

Vortex pairing and organized structures in
axisynmetnc jets under controlled excitation

p0315 A77-33857
Neasurements on a delta wing in unsteady flow

p03bJ A77-Jb07J
Hot-wire anemometry tor in-flight measurement of

aircraft wake vortices
p03b7 A77-36100

Boiling moments in a trailing vortex flow field
[AIAA PAPEB 77-670] pOJ61 A77-J7021

Lift enhancement by an externally trapped vortex
[AIAA PAPEB 77-672] p0361 A77-J7026

The effect of blade sweep on propeller performance
[AIAA PAPEB 77-716] p0362 A77-J7056

Honitoring of aircraft wake vortices at Heathrow
Airport

pOlOO A77-37711
Predictive motion of wake vortices

pOlOO A77-J7712
Some observations of the behaviour of the vortex

wake of a VC10 aircraft
p0400 A77-3771J

A semi-empirical correction for the vortex core
effect on hovering rotor wake geometries
[AHS 77-33-02] p0117 A77-10050

On the validity of lifting line concepts in rotor
analysis

pOSOl A77-11111
Leading-edge vortex effect on the flutter speed

pOb07 A77-1Q819
Configuration of free vortices trailing off a wing

of finite span
pOS20 A77-1766S

Vortex lattice prediction of subsonic aerodynamics
of hypersonic vehicle concepts

pOSbt A77-19313
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Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice
concept to aircraft-interference problems

p0027 N77-10349
Effects of nets, wakes, and vortices on lifting

surfaces
[NASA-TM-X-7397II ] p0029 N77-10998

Development of predictive wake vortex transport
model for terminal area wake vortex avoidance
[AD-A0290U9/1I] p0030 N77-11002

The inviscid pressure field on the tip of a
semi-infinite wing and its application to the
formation of a tip vortex
[SASA-CR-2748] p0039 N77-11345

In experimental investigation of vortex flow
control for high lift generation
[AD-A027524] p0120 N77-13991

Interactions and merging of line vortices
[AD-A027717] p0120 N77-13997

Low speed wind tunnel investigation of flight
spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices
00 an extended-range wide body tri-jet airplane
model
[HASA-TN-D-8373] p0167 N77-15982

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes eguations for
the structure of a trailing vortex
[NASA-TM-X-73361 ] p0175 N77-16993

Effects of spoilers and gear on B-7H7 wake vortex
velocities
[NASA-TM-X-73197] p0223 N77-18052

Vortex lattice approach fcr computing overall
forces on V/STOI configurations

p0276 N77-20008
Performance of high-area-ratio annular dump

diffuser using suction-stabilized-vortex flow
control
[NASA-TM-X-3535] p0371 H77-21110

A new method to calculate the vortex strength and
location of slender wings with flow separation

p0471 N77-28066
A vortex wake analysis of optimum high by-pass

ratio ducted fans
p0491 N77-29148

Estimates of the effectiveness of automatic
control in alleviating wake vortex induced roll
excursions
[SASA-T1-73267;) p0529 N77-30129

Flutter calculation for the Viggen aircraft with
allowance for leading edge vortex effect

p053"4 N77-31083
Vortex-lift roll-control device

[NASA-CASF.-LJR-11868-2] pOSIU H77-31176
Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes
[NASA-CF-2870] p0585 N77-33105

VOBTICITI
The variational analysis of the rotating stall and

its experimental investigation in the axial-flow
compressor

p0271 A77-29975
An investigation of the near-field wake behind a

full-scale test aircraft
p0507 A77-44816

A high Reynolds number numerical solution of the
Navier-Stokes eguations in stream
function-vorticity form
[NASA-CR-153933] pO«72 H77-28070

An attempt to correlate normal vorticities with
total pressure distortion patterns at the
entrance to a gas turbine engine
[AD-A040370] p0528 N77-30122

VOHTICITY EQUATIONS
The initial roll-up of a thick, two-dimensional

wake behind a.wing of finite span
p0053 A77-14939

Transonic swirling gas flow in a nozzle
p0309 A77-32807

YTOI
0 VERTICAL LANDING
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF

YTOL AIBCBAFT
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT

VULHBBABILITI
Vulnerability of advanced aircraft fuel to
ballistic and simulated lightning threats

p0045 A77-1351U
Internal interaction analysis. Topological
concepts and needed vodel improvements
[AD-A027047] p0132 877-15250

Secondary damage to aircraft by ricocheted small
arms projectiles and fragments

[AD-A038755] p0176 H77-20114

w
9 RINGS
0 VARIABLE SHEEP RINGS

RAKES
NT AIRCRAFT RAKES
NT HELICOPTER RAKES
NT HYPERSONIC RAKES
NT LAHINAR RAKES
NT HEAR RAKES
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
NT SLIPSTREAMS
NT SUPERSONIC RAKES
NT TURBULENT 9AKES

The effect of rotor blade wakes on centrifugal
compressor diffuser performance - A comparative
experiment

pOOOl A77-10032
Self-similar representation of the structure of
the gasdynamic region during discharge of a
highly underexpanded gas jet into a hypersonic
wake flow

p0136 A77-197J2
Investigation of the size of the wake of a cone

flying at hypersonic speed
p0137 A77-19746

Analysis of unsteady airloads of helicopter rotors
in hover
[AIAA PAPER 77-159] pOIIO A77-1986i

Detailed measurements of the periodically unsteady
flow produced by rotor and stator wake
interaction in a multistage turbomachine
[AIAA PAPER 77-202) pOIUI A77-19894

Vortex streets in the wakes of subsonic and
transonic turbine cascades

p01<!6 AI7-201b«
Induced rolling moment on trailing wings

[AIAA PAPER 77-663) pOJ60 A/7-37018
Theory of viscous transonic flow over airfoils at

high Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 77-680] pOUU A7/-J8883

An evaluation of vortical wake hazard separation
distances for military aircraft
[AIAA 77-11U6] pOllfcO ATJ-HJIlfe

Trailing vortex wake structure
p0462 A77-1JJ37

Rearrangement of vortex structures in the wake
behind a body and in a jet

p0520 A77-47674
Numerical studies of three-dimensional breakdown
in trailing vortex wakes
[NASA-CR-137888] pOOIS N77-10U14

Rake region perturbation for base drag reduction
[AD-A026147] p0120 N77-13998

Survey of three-dimensional flow fields in the
presence of wing at B = 2.18
[AD-A028981] p02.24 N77-18063

Planar incompressible flow over an aerofoil and
its wake conformal mapping
[ARC-CP-1352] p02J5 N77-1901J

Multistage axial-flow tnrbomachinery wake
production, transport, and interaction
[AD-A041108] p0543 N77-J117J

R&LL FLO!
Strong coupling and weak coupling between boundary

layer and external flow
p0269 A77-28910

Mixing length in the wall region of turbulent
boundary layers

p0305 A77-32193
Effects of secondary flows in straight cascades
[ONERA, TP NO. 1977-29] p03U7 A77-34t80

The role of the boundary layer in supersonic
pressure perturbations along a weak wavy wall

pOSSO A77-18290
RALL JETS

An inviscid model for submerged transonic wall jets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-174] p01UO A77-19875

Two point velocity measurements in a three
dimensional wall jet
[AIAA 77-590] p0350 A77-34947

Reingestion and footprint characteristics of the
VAK 191B hot gas recirculation into V/STOL
aircraft inlets
[AIAA 77-617] pOJ52 A77-34965

An experimental investigation of the trailing edge
noise mechanism
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[ A I A A P A E I B 77-1291] f0565 A77-51049
Detachment anil wind recircnlation of radial wall

jets vertical takeoff aircraft thrust
reduction
[ILB-9] D0076 B77-13010

Bill EBESSOBB
Oscillating turbulent flow in a conical diffuser

p0196 A77-21I629
Flow conticl in wide-angled conical diffusers

p0197 A77-2U632
(ALL TBHPBBATUBE

Effect of endwall cooling on secondary flows in
turbine stator vanes

p0306 A77-32239
•ALLS
NT POBOOS BAILS
HT THIH BALLS
NT BIND TUNNEI BALIS

RiHKBL ESGIBES
Performance, emssions, and physical
characteristics of a rotating combustion
aircraft engine
[BASA-CB-135119] p01»29 N77-26131

iAB 6AHES
ninimum required capture radius in a coplanar

model of the aerial coabat problem
p0068 A77-43726

RABFABB
NT ABTISOBSABINE WARFARE
NT COMBAT
Plight simulators for air varfare of the future

TAIAA PAPEB 77-327] p0113 A77-18216
A civilian spinoff shapes military aircraft

D0302 J77-31837
F-15 TEWS test facility Tactical Electronic

Warfare System
p0397 A77-37U08

BABBING DEVICES
a HABNING SYSTEMS
RABNIHG SIGNALS
0 BABNISG SYSTEMS

DABBING STSTEBS
Experimental cognition for qualification of voice

warning systems in aircraft
CDGLB PAPEB 76-2113 P0091 477-15531

Flight information for airline pilots - The
certification angle

p01U8 A77-20605
ECCH measures of effectiveness counter ECB

theory ard equipment
p0189 A77-23368

Sundstrand maintains lead in GPRS battle - Bark II
system on offer Ground Proximity Barning
Systems

p0250 A77-27027
Aircraft fire detection and suppressant systems

p0303 A77-31895
Investigation of a stall deterrent system

utilizing an acoustic stall sensor
[SAE PAPEB 770473] pC394 477-37091

Design criteria for aircraft warning, caution and
advisory alerting systems
[AIAA PAPEB 77-12UO] p0501 A77-i|»332

SENDS /Safe Ejection Envelope Display System/
p0557 A77-1I9932

? systematic approach to advanced cockpit warning
systems for air transport operations: Line
pilot preferences

p0229 H77-18116
A mid-air collision threat algorithm that uses

bearing data
[AD-A033617] p0332 N77-23075

sltitude warning signal system evaluation
[AD-A039365] pOSIO N77-31147

1ATEB
A rotating high pressure water condenser and

separator for aircraft environmental control
system
[ASBE PAPEB 77-ENAS-10] p051U A77-U6851

BATEB CONTENT
0 nOISTOBE CONTENT

RATES EBOSIOB
Erosion protection for the AH-1 G low radar
cross-section main rotor blade. Volume 1: Sand
and rain erosion evaluation
[AD-A035961] p0128 N77-26123

RATBB PLOW
Investigation on convective heat transfer from

finned (late surface

p0299 A7
HATEB INJECTION

Steam generation with modified H2/02-rocket engines
[AIAA PAPEB 77-889] pOtll A77-38578

Increasing Jet-engine thrust by water-augmentation
pOSIb A77-I46980

IATEB TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIBCBAFT
IT SEAPLANES
On-water motion relationships study

[AD-A0353UU] p0385 N77-2b16b
IATEB TONNELS
0 HYDBAHLIC TEST TONHELS
•ATEB VEHICLES
NT AIBCRAFT CABBIEBS
NT BOATS
NT SHIPS
NT SOBHABINES

BATEB RAVES
On-water motion relationships study

[AD-A0353U1] p0385 N77-25165
HAVE 4TTEBOATIOB
NT ACODSTIC ATTENDATION

RAVE DIFFBACTION
Shock wave diffraction by a thin wedge moving at
supersonic speed in the case of irregular wave
interaction

p0112 A77-181J1
The engine-over-the-wing noise problem

p0257 A77-278U6
RAVE OBAG
NT ISTEBFEBENCE DBAG
Computation of wave drag tor transonic tlow

p0097 A77-16666
Supersonic wave drag for nonplanar singularity

distributions
pOJSb A77-J6171

notions and drag of an air cushion vehicle with a
deep skirt in calm water and random waves
[1D-A039086] pOISS B77-29JJ1

RAVE EXCITATION
HT ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
NT HABBONIC EXCITATION

Wavelength in axisymmetric steady supersonic free
jets

pOOSO A77-16U21
RAVE FBONT DBFOBHATION

Effects of flow field aerodynamics on imaging
sensor resolution for high performance
reconnaissance aircraft

p0191 A77-2J52J
HAVE FBONTS

Two problems that arise in the generation and
propagation of sonic booms. 1: Flow field in
the plane of symmetry below a delta wing. 2:
Focusing of an acoustic pulse at an arete

pO«86 N77-29091
HAVE IBTBBACTIOB
NT SHOCK SAVE INTEBACTION

RAVE PBOPAGATIOS
BT SCODSTIC PBOPAGATION
NT GEOOHD WAVE PBOPAGATION
BT IONOSPHEBIC PBOPAGATION
HT SHOCK WAVE PBOPAGATION
Application of a mathematical simulation method

representing the propagation of mechanical
perturbations to the analysis of nonlinear
vibrations in blades subject to collisions

p0061 A77-15999
RAVE BADIATION
0 ELECTBOHAGBETIC BADIATION

RAVE SCATTEBING
NT ACODSTIC SCATTEBING
NT ELECTBOHAGNETIC SCATTEBING
HT HICBOSAVE SCATTEBING

RAVBGOIDE ABTEBBAS
Installation and test of the compensated waveguide

antenna at Buffalo, New York, Bnnway 2J
glideslope site
[AD-A029488/1] p0078 B77-1JOJ6

RAVBGDIDES
NT OPTICAL WAVEGDIDES

REAPON SYSTBB BANAGEBEBT
An improved management approach to upgrade avionic

system reliability F-11 Phoenix system
operational reliability and availability

p0300 A77-31J11
Let's get serious about total life cycle costs

pOJ99 A77-J7b82
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WEAPON SYSTEBS SUBJECT IHDEI

The life cycle cost impacts of unsafe designs
aircraft accident effects

p0559 A77-50U62
iElPON SISTERS

NT GBOBND O P E R A T I O N A L SDPPOET SYSTEM
The EF-111A

p0310 A77-33179
Underestimated in the Sest - The HiG-25 Foxbat

weapon system
p03I|1 A77-336111

F-15 composite speedbrake in production
p0359 A77-36682

Kalman filter design and performance foe an
operational *-,H Loran inertial weapon delivery
system

p0396 477-37396
Photogrammetry techniques utilized by Grumman

dur ing the F-1BA weapon separation fl ight test
program

pO<!05 A77-38004
On implementation of the Kalman filter for radar

target tracking
pO*08 A77-38185

Engine life considerations in the preliminary
design of a tactical weapon system for
aircraft
[ A l f A PAPIB 77-955] pOU12 A77-38612

Development of an integrated fire/flight control
system for a high-performance fighter aircraft
[ A I A A P f P I B 77-1078] P01461 A77-43201

XF-19 EH suite
pO«66 A77-13393

Blast from aircraft gans at subsonic and
supersonic speeds

p0168 A77-13832
F-18 mends advanced fighter concepts

p0512 A77-U6575
U.S./P.E.G. advanced tactical FPT requirements as

analyzed by Boeing and Dormer
p0517 A77-47339

Nultiple Drone control development for RPV and
electronic warfare applications

pOSIS A77-47345
An evaluation of future FPV automatic navigation

systems
p0518 A77-47349

Advanced avionics for the Advanced Betnotely
Piloted Vehicle /»8PV/

p0518 A77-47350
An analysis of an application of aerospace systems

engineering process as it affects design
p0169 N77-16012

Flight Test Techniques of aircraft and weapon
systems control
[AGiHD-CP-223] p0368 N77-21107

Weapons testing techniques aerodynamic loads
during aircraft maneuvers

p0369 N77-24115
GATOB/A7-8A environmental captive flight vibration

response tests
[AD-A036H98] p0527 N77-30111I

Safety (aviation material)
[AD-AOU1021] p0536 N77-31111

WEAPONS
NT GOHS (ORDBiNCE)

BEAPOBS DBVELOPHEST
A civilian spinoff shapes military aircraft

p0302 A77-31837
WEAPONS INDUSTRY

A methodology for estimating jet engine costs
early in weapon system acquisition
[AD-A033667] p0375 N77-25001

SB1B
Separation and investigation of wear particles

from aircraft engines
pO«16 A77-39H92

Wear reliability of aircraft splines
p0559 A77-50U67

Studies of friction and wear characteristics of
various wires for wire-brush skids
[NASA-TN-D-8517] p0538 N77-3113a

WEAB IHHIBITOBS
Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling

improvements using high-strength, low wear
polyimide plastic
[AD-A035301] p0387 N77-25182

SEAE TESTS
Teflon anframe bearings - Their advantages and

limitations

A77-22116
Fretting corrosion in silt Joints in planetary
reduction gears of high-pressure turbines

pOJOV A77-J2M7
Wear formulation for aircraft brake material
sliding against steel

p0356 A77-J6202
Effect of the environment on some properties of

sintered frictional materials aircraft wheel
brake materials

pOUOt A77-J777B
Developments in new aircraft tire tread materials

fatigue life of elastoneric materials
P0221 B

IEATHBB
NT HOT liEATHER
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor, US general aviation 1975,
[PB-267618/14] p05J7 B77-J1119

BEATHBE C01D1TIOIS
D HBATHEB

HEATHER FORECASTING
Collocated flight service station/Air Route

Traffic Control Center aviation weather unit,
task 1
[AD-A031099/5J pOU3 B77-1S579

BB1TBBR BODIFICATIOB
NT CLOOD SEEDING
NI FOG DISPERSAL
NT LIGHTNING SOPPRESSION
iEATHBB RADAH
0 UETEOBOLOGICAL RADAB

BEATHBR STATIONS
Collocated flight service station/Air Boute

Traffic control Center aviation weather onit,
task 1
[AD-A031099/5] p013J N77-15579

•EATBEBIIG
Environmental effects on maintenance costs tor

aircraft equipment
[AD-A025801] p0069 N77-12018

•EDGE FLOW
Anisotropic radiatively coupled wedge flow

p0002 A7
nonlinear analysis of flows generated by the

impulsive motion of a wedge
pOOIS A/7-12630

Seduction of the drag of a planar polywedge body
in hypersonic flow

pOO«9 A77-1JBJ7
Shock wave diffraction by a thin wedge moving at
supersonic speed in the case of irregular wave
interaction

p0112 A77-181J4
Supersonic flow of gas-particle mixtures past a

wedge
p01914 A77-2120U

Parabolic-series method for transonic wedge tlow
pOJ11 AI7-JJ187

Experimental investigation of the wake of a wedge
p0311 A77-JJ268

BEIBOLL DEBSITT FOBCTIOBS
Double exponential functions that descri&e crack

growth rate behavior
[AIAA 77-363] p020« A77-^b7i1

BEIEESTBASS FDBCTIOHS
The ieierstrass condition in optimal problems in

the supersonic gasdynanics of weakly
inhonogeneous flows slender body drag
reduction

pOJ09 A7
WBIGBT (BASS)
ST STBOCTOBAL WEIGHT
WEIGHT ANALYSIS

Fuselage analytical weigbt estimation method
[SAiE PAPBB 1102] p0009 A7

Weight and balance considerations in the design of
the A-10A close air support aircraft
[SAWE PAPER 1101] pOOlO A7/-1^18J

A method for estimating the weight of aircraft
transmissions
[SAWE PAPEB 1120] pOOlO A/7-12191

Aircraft loadability parameters - Some results ot
an airline survey
[SAWE PAPEB 1116] pOOlO »7/-1^01

Operational mass properties data tor military
aircraft - Data formulation, presentation and
usage
[S*WE PAPEB 1117] pOOlO A77-1220;
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SUBJECT IBDEI RBIBLWIBD BE-10 BELICOPTBB

A 2.5 H V A , high TCltage, lightweight generator
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-503] p0194 A77-23921

Besults of j-7 aloft bottoms up model and weight
sensitivity analysis
[AD-A033767] p0338 H77-23350

A method to estioate weaght and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 1: Method
of analysis
[NASA-CB-135170] P0385 N77-25171

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2: User's
manual
[HASA-CB-135171] P0385 N77-25172

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3:
Programmer 's manual
[NASA-Cfl-135172] P0386 N77-25173

WEIGHT BEDOCTIOH
Application of optimality criteria to automated

structural design
pOOOl A77-10207

Estimating procedures associated with aircraft
modifications
[ S A W E P A P E R 1101] P0009 A77-12181

Advanced design composite aircraft, the next step
for composites
[ S A W E PAPER 110S] p0010 A77-12184

Application of a gradient-projection method to
m i n i m u m Height design of a delta wing with
static and aeroelastic constraints

* P0050 A77-13899
Computer-augmented preliminary design of aircraft

wing structures
pOOSO A77-13900

Fiber composite structures
P0054 A77-15297

Theoretical aspects of optimization of aviation
gas turbine engine design variables

P0110 A77-17762
Improved aluminum alloys for airframe applications

P0201 A77-25214
A multilevel approach for minimum weight

structural design including local and system
buckling constraints
[ A I A A 77-373] P0204 A77-25734

A rapid optimization procedure for structures
subjected to multiple constraints
[AIAA 77-3711] P020U A77-25735

The optimal manifold in structural optimization
[ A I A A 77-375] P0204 A77-25736

ASOP-3 - A program for the optimum design of
metallic and composite structures subjected to
strength and deflecticn constraints
[ A I A A 77-378] P0204 A77-25737

Ways of improving joints in aircraft construction
P0253 A77-27149

Utilization of the alloys VT-1U and VT-22 in
landing gear construction welded joint bend
strength

P0254 A77-27155
Theoretical questions of aircraft GTE design

parameter optimization
D0272 A77-29512

Weight prediction of onboard systems in the
preliminary phase of aircraft design

P0299 A77-31031
Composite technology - The boom is under way

rotorcraft materials
P0341 A77-33616

A naval VATOI BPV in testing Vertical Attitude
Takeoff and Landing

P0352 A77-35022
Fiber optics cost models for the A-7 aircraft

P0359 A77-36972
Composite tanks tor aerospace vehicle application

P0512 A77-46516
The need for improved aircraft crashworthiness
design

P055I1 A77-49U73
Design, fabrication and test of an P-14 composite

overwing fairing
[SHE PAPER EH76-175] P0563 A77-51010

New advancements in titanium technology and their
cost and weight benefits

P0221 N77-18033
Toward a second generation fuel efficient
supersonic cruise aircraft structural design for
efficiency

P0222 H77-18038

Analysis of tnrbofan propulsion system weight and
dimensions
[BASA-IH-X-73199] p02J8 B77-19069

AD optimality criteria approach to the minimum
weight design of aircraft structures
[AD-A042759] p0581 N77-J2140

WELD TESTS
Bon-destructive testing of electron-beam welds to

A detect lack of fusion by acoustic emission
pOJ01 A77-31S92

WELDED JOISTS
Aerospace weld bonding-rivet bonding

p0198 A77-24925
Hays of improving joints in aircraft construction

p0253 A77-27149
Inproving the service life and reliability of
welled joints in landing gear elements

p0254 A77-271S4
Utilization of the alloys VT-14 and VT-22 in

landing gear constrnction welded joint bend
strength

p0254 A77-271Sb
Rohrbond high strength Ti alloy joining method

for thrust engines, airtrame and space structures
[SUE PAPER AD76-280] p0563 A77-51015

WELDED S1BOCTOBES
Technology of manufacturing aircraft honeycomb
structures /2nd revised and enlarged edition/

Russian book
pOIIO A77-17725

WELDIBG
NT BRAZING
HI DIFFUSION WELDING
ST 2LECIRCU EEAH BELDISG
NT FUSION WELDING
NT PLASHA ABC WELDING
WEST GERSAHI
D GERH1NY

IESTLAHD AIRCRAFT
NT P-531 HELICOPTEB
HI WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
The design and development of the Restland Lynx
rotor and transmission system

p0258 A77-28071
WESTLABD BK-10 BBLICOPTEB
D BSSTL&ND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTEB

WESTLAID P-531 HELICOPTEB
0 P-531 HELICOPTEB

WESTLAHD WHIRLWIND HELICOPTEB
Effect of production modifications to rear ot
Hestland Lynx rotor blade on sectional
aerodynamic characteristics
[ABC-CP-1362] pOJ»9 N7/-251U1

WETBESS
0 SOISTOBE CONTENT

WBEEL SHAKES
Aircraft antiskid braking systems

pOObB A77-1579b
Effect of the environment on some properties of

sintered frictional materials aircraft wheel
brake materials

p0404 A77-37778
Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on
dry and wet runway surfaces - A
velocity-rate-controlled,
pressure-bias-modulated system
[NASA-TN-D-8332] p0281 N7/-20079

Preliminary test results of the joint
FAA-DSAF-NASA runway research program. Part 1:
Traction measurements of several runways under
wet and dry conditions with a Boeing 727, a
diagonal-braked vehicle, and a mn-meter
[NASA-TB-I-73909] p0437 N7/-271J2

Preliminary test results of the joint
FAA-DSAF-NASA runway research program. Part 2:
Traction measurements of several runways under
net, snow covered, and dry conditions with a
Douglas DC-9, a diagonal-braked vehicle, and a
mu-aeter
[NASA-TB-I-73910] p0437 N77-271JJ

IHEBLS
NT HOSE WHEELS
NT TDRBIRE WHEELS
WBIRL IBSHBILITI
0 ROTARY STABILITY
WBIBLIIS TESTS
0 SPIN TESTS
IHIRLWIBD BK-10 BBLICOPTEB
0 WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
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WIDEBAND SUBJECT INDEX

WIDEBAND

D B E O A D E A U D
WIDEBAND COHBONICATIOH

Software mplementation of a PB spread spectrum
receiver to accommodate dynamics SHP
pseudcnoise communication link foe
aircraft/satellites

p0506 '77-141738
WILDLIFE 4k

HT BIRDS
WIHD (NETEOBOL06I)
HT 6DSTS
HT JET STBIAHS (HETEOBOLOGY)

WIHD CIRCULATION
0 ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
WIND DISECTIOB

Runway utilization coefficients based on wind
velocity and direction dependence only

p0521 A77-U7950
WIHD EFFECTS

Optimal ride control for the Twin Otter, STOL
aircraft

pOOQ2 A77-10336
Wind shear - An update aircraft hazard

p0219 A77-26919
Dynamic response of an elastic aircraft to wind

effects
p0257 A77-27787

Acoustic shock from an aircraft flying along an
arbitrary trajectory in a layered atmosphere
with a three-component wind

p0296 A77-30563
Gust models for applications in flight dynamics -

Physical fundamentals and possibilities of
simulation

p0116 A77-39190
Detachment and wind recircnlation of radial wall
jets vertical takeoff aircraft thrust
reduction ,
[ILB-9] p0076 H77-13010

Experimental study of lateral wind effect on free
jet noise
[ISL-R-121/76] p0497 H77-29923

Flight mechanical problems in connection with the
interception process

P0580 H77-32121
WIND HBASOBBHEHT

HT W I H D 7ELOCITT HEASUBEHIHT
WIND SHEAR

Airspeed stability under wind shear conditions
p0199 A77-21911

Wind shear - An update aircraft hazard
pQ2«9 A77-26919

Flight-operations problems related to wind shear
in the approach and the takeoff phase

p0310 177-32961
Investigation of the vulnerability of powered-lift

STOL's to wind shear
[AIAA 77-1120] pO«58 A77-113153

The effect of terrain near airports on significant
low level wind shear
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1212] p0501 A77-11331

Factors influencing tolerance to wind shears in
landing approach

p0226 N77-18085
Investigation into the feasibility of utilizing

wind shear for obtaining continuous non-powered
flight
[AD-A032716] p0330 N77-23047

A theoretical analysis of airplane longitudinal
stability and control as affected by wind shear
[NASA-TN-D-8196] pO»79 H77-28138

WIND TDHHEL APPABATOS
HT WIND TOHSEL HCZZLES

Experimental study of error sources in
skin-friction balance measurements

p0262 A77-28187
Turbulence measurement at supersonic flow rates

p0297 A77-3057Q
Some optiiization problems of internal aerodynamics

p0297 A77-30577
Flow characteristics in an expansion tunnel as

inferred from velocity measurements
p0515 A77-47108

WHO TORNEL BALANCES
0 WIHD TOHHEL APPABATOS

WIHD TOHHEL CALIBEATIOH
Wind tunnel test and calibration techniques for

the measurement of damping and dynamic cross

derivatives due to pitching and yawing
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-80] p0160 A77-222.il

Calibration of a pitot-static rake
[NASA-TH-X-71016] p02J2 N77-18170

Tests of the ONERA calibration models in three
transonic wind tunnels
[AD-A031997] p0290 H77-21066

8IHD TOHHEL HODELS
Experimental investigation of the boundary layer

on a rotating cylinder
p0002 A77-102U«

Airframe noise measurements by acoustic imaging
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-55] p0138 A77-19799

Beynolds number ana nozzle afterbody configuration
effects on model forebody and afterbody drag
[AIAA PAPEB 77-103] p01J9 A77-19827

Prediction of pressure distributions on
axisymuetric bodies in transonic flow
[AIAA FAPEB 77-226] p0162 A77-22218

Some experimental and theoretical flutter
characteristics of an arrow-wing configuration
[AIAA 77-122] p0208 A77-25792

Comparison of applied propulsion jet simulation
techniques, using models of the Airbus fl 300
[HBB-OFE-1276-OE] p0267 A77-2B7B9

Some specific features ot the aerodynamic
characteristics of cones situated in viscous
hypersonic flow

p0297 A77-30576
Large-scale V/STOL testing in wind tunnels

[AIAA 77-586] p0319 A77-31913
Recent experience in the testing of a generalized
rotor aeroelastic model at Langley Research Center

p0165 A77-13J61
Flutter-suppression studies on an actively
controlled variable-geometry wind-tunnel model

p051J A77-16805
Influence of the noise level in a transonic wind

tunnel on the aerodynamic characteristics of
models
[ O H E B A , IE HO. 1977-110] p05b2 A77-50996

The design, analysis and testing of a low budget
wind tunnel flutter model with active
aerodynamic controls, volume 2
[AD-A021180] p0025 H77-10U90

Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the
NASA-Lewis 9X15 anechoic wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-X-73510] p0035 H77-11050

Experiments planned specifically tor developing
turbulence nodels in computations of flow fields
around aerodynamic shapes

p0063 H77-11982
Bind tunnel models for aero-optical interaction

study
[AD-A021925] pOO?3 B77-12078

Design and test of a wind tunnel model PT2, a
sonic roof-top wing on a simple body
[FFA-TN-AU-928] p0076 H77-1J005

Transonic wind tunnel tests of the PT3 model, a
supercritical wing on a simple body. Part 2:
Test results and analysis noting balance,
oil flow, and buffeting measurements
[FFA-TH-AD-1131-PT-2] p0076 N77-13006

Thermal design and analysis of a hydrogen-burning
wind tunnel model of an airframe-integrated
scranjet
[NASA-TH-X-73931] p0130 H77-15015

Stabilization, gust alleviation and vibration
damping of an elastic aircraft model moving in
the wind tunnel
[DLB-FB-76-41] p0186 S77-1710H

Icing testing in the large Hodane wind tunnel on a
reduced-scale model of a helicopter rotor
[AD-A030110] p0231 H77-18149

Preliminary evaluation of a technique for
predicting buffet loads in flight from
wind-tunnel measurements on models of
conventional construction

p0277 H77-20012
The design, analysis, and testing of a low-budget

wind-tunnel flutter model with active
aerodynamic controls

p0287 B77-210J1
Correlation with flight of some aeroelastic model

studies in the NASA Langley transonic dynamics
tunnel

p0287 H77-21032
Evaluation of the aerodynamic interference of the
tunnel IT captive trajectory system on the
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separation characteristics of the BLO-27 store
[AD-A032063] p0290 S77-21064

Stabilization, gust alleviation and elastic mode
control for an aircraft model moving in the wind
tunnel
[3SA-TT-359] p0372 B77-24148

Analytical and experimental investigation of
ejector-powered engine simulators for wind
tunnel models
[AD-A034725] p0373 H77-24158

An investigation of the half-model
reflecticn-plane technique for dynamic stability
testing at transonic Hach numbers
[AD-A035567] p0380 H77-25116

An experimental investigation of incompressible
flow over delta and double-delta vings
[AD-A035380] p0426 H77-26101

Rind tunnel experiments on an actively controlled,
variable geometry f lutter model
[AD-A039216] p0529 B77-30134

HID TDHHEL BOZZLES
Flow characteristics in an expansion tunnel as

inferred f r o m velocity measurements
p0515 A77-47108

Some supersonic wind tunnel nozzle boundary layer
characteristics
[AD-A024980] _ p0031 H77-11018

A control system for the wind tunnel model of a
Reverse-Blowing Circulation Control Rotor (HB-CCB)
[4D-A026548] p0122 H77-14013

A computer program for the design of plane and
axisymmetric supersonic wind tunnel nozzles
[DLR-FB-76-59] p0284 N77-20121

WIND TONHE1 STABILITY TESTS
A wind tunnel technigue for determining stability

derivatives f r o m cable mounted aeroelastic models
[ A I A A 77-1128] p0459 A77-43161

Rind tunnel tests and aerodynamic computations;
thoughts on their use in aerodynamic design

p0063 N77-11979
low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a large

scale advanced arrow-wing supersonic transport
configuration with engines mounted above wing
for upper-surface blowing
[NASJ-TN-D-8350] p0064 H77-11997

Aerodynamic stability testing with magnetically
suspended models
[AD-A031473] p0315 H77-22048

Low speed wind tunnel tests of 1/10-scale model of
a blended-arrow supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-8410] p01425 577-26069

Identification of stability derivatives fron wind
tunnel tests of cable-mounted aeroelastic models
[HASA-CR-145123] p0493 H77-29166

RIHD TORHE1 TESTS
Rotational noise measurement in a wind tunnel by

total sampling synchronization
[ O N E R ? , TP HO. 1976-111] p0007 A77-11284

Optimum data utilization* for parameter
identification with application to lifting rotors

pOOSO A77-14551
The independence of upper and lower wing flows at

supersonic speeds
p0053 A77-14941

Theoretical and experimental investigation of the
departure characteristics of external stores
which are dropped from an aircraft
[ D G L R P A P E R 76-202] p009« A77-16569

Experiments on vortex stability on laminar
flow wings in wind tunnels

p0100 A77-17167
Shock wave boundary layer interaction control by

means of wall suction in a supersonic cascade
p0103 A77-17245

Rind tunnel investigation of devices to reduce bus
aerodynamic drag
[ A I A A PAPES 77-307] p0113 A77-18232

Fluctuating pressure environment of a drag
reduction spike
[ A I A A PAPER 77-90] p0138 A77-19819

Transonic performance of an auxiliary airflow
system for axisymmetric inlets
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-148] p0140 A77-19860

Flow survey behind wings
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-175] p0141 A77-19876

Unsteady pressures on a harmonically oscillating
staggered cascade in incompressible and
compressible flow

p01«5 A77-20144

Experimental aeroelastic investigations on a
cascade in compressible flow

p0146 A77-20147
Dynamics of a slung load

pl)147 A77-20440
Hind tunnel test and calibration techniques for

the measurement of damping and dynamic cross
derivatives due to pitching and yawing
[AliA P A P E R 77-80] p0160 A77-222.il

A subsonic flow investigation on a research body
at high angles of attack
[ A I A A PAPER 77-180] p0162 A77-22240

A wing for the Airbus
p0163 A77-22662

Flow separation downstream of a stepwise change in
diameter of a rod centered in a wind tunnel

p0192 A77-2J7S4
Injection of helium for visualization of air flow
patterns

p0192 A77-2J759
Precession motion of a rotating parachute

p0193 A77-2J858
Development of a turbulent boundary layer after
interaction with a shock wave at H = 2-6

p0202 A77-25J26
Roughness element geometry required for wind
tunnel simulations of the atmospheric wind
[ASBB PAPER 76-WA/FE-18] p0213 A77-264J9

Interpretation of laser velocimeter measurements
in a transonic flow field

p0242 A77-26812
The effect of varying freestream velocity on

dynamic stall characteristics
p0246 A77-26872

Full scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable
twist rotor

p0248 A77-26888
Analysis of aircraft performance at large angles
of attack

p0251 A77-2/129
Experimental studies of trailing-edge conditions

on an oscillating airfoil at frequency
parameters of up to one
[AIAA PAPER 77-450] p0257 A77-28044

Experimental investigations of supersonic cascades
designed for high static pressure ratios
[ASHE PAPER 77-GT-37] p0263 A77-28552

Ihe aerodynamic design and testing of turbine
blades having high turning angles

p0270 A77-29J22
Flight mechanics. Collection of papers dedicated

to the sixtieth anniversary of the academician
Vladimir Vasil'evich Struminskn Russian book

p0296 A77-305b5
Some singularities of flows past profiles at the
root of a swept wing at subsonic flow velocities

p0296 A77-30560
Experimental investigations of hypersonic air inlets

p0297 A77-J0564
Some topics in modeling in high-speed aerodynamics

p0297 A77-30b7S
Utilization of liquid crystals in aerodynamic
experiments

p02'J8 A77-30580
Influence of the parameters of gas jets impinging

on a wall on the suction of a circular wing
p0301 A77-31451

Experimental investigation of the wake of a wedge
p0311 A77-33268

The Reverse-Velocity Rotor - 300 knots plus hover
capability

p0343 A77-33787
Fall scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable
twist rotor

p0344 A77-33792
The effect of velocity fluctuations and
nonuniformities in the free stream on the
boundary layer development

p0345 A77-3J85J
V/STOL aerodynamic testing techniques at British
Aircraft Corporation
[AIAA 77-584] p0349 A77-31941

Hanagement of swirling flows with application to
wind-tunnel design and v/STOL testing
[AIAA 77-585] p0349 A77-34942

Large-scale v/STOL testing in wind tunnels
[AIAA 77-586] p0349 A77-J4943

Tenth-scale powered model test of a tilt-nacelle
V/STOL airplane
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[ A I A A 77-591] - p0350 A77-31951
Validation of AV-8B V/STOL characteristics-by full

scale static and Hind tunnel tests
[ A I A A 77-597] p0350 A77-31953

Measurements on a delta wing ID unsteady flow
p0353 477-35073

Flow past the lower surface of delta wings in
off-design node at Nach numbers less than the
design nacb number

p0351 A77-35601
Induced rolling moment en trailing wings

[ A I A A PAPER 77-663] p0360 A77-37018
Effect of wing fins on lift-generated wakes

[ A I A A PAPER 77-671] p0361 A77-37025
studies of flow separation and stalling on one-

and two-element airfoils at low speeds
[SAE PAPJB 770112] p0391 A77-37063

Propeller design by numerical optimization
[SAE PAPER 770151] p0392 A77-37072

Evaluation of empennage fatigue loads for the
Beech Super King iir using a flight simulator
[SAE PIPER 770161] p0393 A77-37082

Blast from moving guns loads on attacking
aircraft

pOIOS 477-37941
Comparison of axisymmetnc and nonaxisyrcmetric

nozzles installed on the F-15 configuration
[ A I A A PAPER 77-812] p0110 A77-38555

An investigation of induced drag reduction through
over-the-wing blowing
[ A I A A PAPER 77-881] p0111 477-38571

Wind tunnel test techniques for powered lift
airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 77-888] • p0411 A77-38577

Film cooling of heated turbine surfaces at
representatively simulated conditions
[AIAA PAPER 77-917] p0112 A77-38608

Static performance of vectoring/reversing
non-ansymetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 77-810] p0151 A77-11971

Hethods and problems in practical aerodynamics
/1th revised and enlarged edition/ Russian
book

p0151 477-12219
Load distribution on a close-coupled wing canard

at transonic speeds
f A I A A PAPER 77-1132] p0161 A77-13198

High-speed helicopter impulsive noise
p0162 A77-13335

Trailing vortex wake structure
p0162 477-13337

Test of a convertible aircraft rotor in the modane
large wind tunnel

p0163 477-13347
Rind tunnel testing of model rotors at R4E

Farnborough
f0163 A77-13318

4 model for wind-tunnel rotorcraft research -
Model design and test objectives

p0165 477-13363
Recent experience in the testing of a generalized

rotor aeroelastic model at Langley Research Center
p0165 A77-13361

A model for windtunnel rotorcraft research -
Ground resonance investigations

p0166 477-13369
Rind tunnel flow seeding for laser velocimetry

applications
p0170 477-11291

Effect of an integrated scramjet installation on
the subsonic performance of an aircraft designed
to Hach 6 cruise
[4I4A PAPER 77-1230] p0500 A77-11326

Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the
HASA-lewis 9 x 1 5 anechoic wind tunnel

pOSOl 477-11156
OHEH& aeradyDaaic research worK on helicopters

[ONEHA, IP HO. 1977-12E] p0507 477-11957
Computers and wind tunnels - Complementary aids to

aircraft design
p0521 A77-17879

Performance of plain-type spoilers applied to the
GA/W/-1 wing

pOSSU A77-19311
Influence of the noise level in a transonic wind

tunnel on the aerodynamic characteristics of
models
[OHERA, TP HO. 1977-110] p0562 A77-50996

Aerodynamic problems of helicopter blade tips
[OHERA, TP HO. 1977-112] p056J 4/7-50998

Techniques and facilities used at ONERA /Modane -
Center/ for icing tests
[OHERA, TP MO. 1977-123] p0563 A77-51002

Forward speed effects on blown flap noise
[4IAA PAPER 77-1315] p0566 477-51070

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression
[4144 EAPF.B 77-1331] pOb67 477-51088

Aeroacoustic performance of a scoop inlet
[4144 PAPEB 77-1351] p0569 477-51.107

Performance of steady and intermittent blowing jet
flaps and spanwise upper surface slots
[4D-4021364] p0019 B77-10027

The development of a computer aided airfoil design
procedure including preliminary wind funnel
experiments on a low Reynolds number high lift
section, volume 1
[4D-A021361] p0020 H77-10028

Test verification of a transonic airfoil design
employing active diffusion control
[AD-A021297] pOO.20 N77-10029

Critical analysis of comparisons between flight
test results and wind tunnel test predictions in
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-17185] p0022 H77-10019

Hew buffeting acquisition methods data
acquisition, military aircraft
[4A4F-HT-76-8] pOO/>2 H77-10051

Influence of wind tunnel wall boundary layers on
two dimensional transonic tests
[S4AF-HT-76-13] p0025 H77-10083

The AFFDL-Hielsen flow-field study
[4D-A023755] pOOJ1 H77-11015

A wind tunnel captive aircraft testing technique
[AD-A023690] p003J H77-110J7

Hind tunnel investigation of internally blown
jet-flap STOt airplane model
[NASA-TN-D-8309] p0061 B77-1199i

Kind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale model
of a lift-cruise fan v/STOl aircraft with
extended lift-cruise nacelles
[HASA-T8-X-73164] pOOTS H77-1.M91*

Transonic wind tunnel tests of the PT3 model, a
supercritical wing on a simple body. Part 2:
Test results and analysis noting balance,
oil flow, and buffeting measurements
[FFA-TH-AD-1131-PT-2] p0076 H/7-13006

Acoustic signatures of a model fan in the
NASA-lewis anechoic wind tunnel
[HAS4-TB-X-73560] p0086 H77-1J792

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of 15 deg
swept wings at Bach approximately 0
[N4S4-TH-X-73912] p0120 U77-13990

Test data report: Low speed wind tunnel tests of
a full scale, fixed geometry inlet, with engine,
at high angles of attacK
[H4SA-CB-151927] p0127 H77-11996

Two-dimensional subsonic wind tunnel evaluation of
a 20-percent-thick circulation control airfoil
[AD-A027161] p0127 H77-1500b

Hated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for the 0.01 scale model TE 1065 (Boeing
717-100) of the 717 CAB and the 0.0105 scale
model (13-0) of the space shuttle orbiter in the
H4SA Langley v/STOL transition research wind
tunnel (CAS), volume 3
[HASA-CB-117613] pOIJI H77-150BJ

Transonic wind-tunnel tests of a lifting parachute
model
[H4SA-TH-X-73982] p0168 H77-1bS»7

Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design
definition study. Volume 3: Development
program and budgetary estimates
[HASA-CB-151933] p0170 H77-16015

Comparison of two methods used to measure
aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models
in wind tunnel tests
[4D-4030208] p0177 N77-1701b

Rind tunnel and ground static tests of a .091
scale powered model of a modified T-39
lift/cruise fan V/STOL research airplane
[HASA-CR-151923] p0178 H//-170J6

The effect of forward speed on J8S engine noise
from suppressor nozzles as measured in the
N4SA-Ames 10- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[H4S4-TH-D-8126] p0182 H77-17068

Experimental and theoretical low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a Rortmann airfoil as
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manufac tured on a fiberglass sailplane
CBASA-TH-D-8324] p0223 B77-18049

Icing testing in the large Hodane wind tunnel on a
redaced-scale model of a helicopter rotor
[AD-A030110] p0231 B77-18149

Hind tunnel tests of the dynamic characteristics
of the fluidic rudder
[1ASA-CB-145142] p0232 H77-1B163

Rind tnnnel flatter tests at subsonic speeds on a
half-wing wi th a fan engine nacelle
[AHC-CP-1354] p0235 H77-190H1

Sectional loads technique. Part 1: Test
technique. Part 2: Test results aircraft
design optiiization

p0275 S77-19992
Comparisons of theoretical and ezperiaental

pressure distributions on an arrow-King
configuration at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds

p0275 "77-20000
Low-speed power effects on advanced fighter

configurations with two-dimensional deflected
thrnst
rNASA-TH-X-74010] p0281 B77-20077

Results of a carrier aircraft (lodel AX13191-4)
verification test in the Boeing transonic wind
tunnel using a 0.03-scale 747 CAH/orbiter model
45-0 (C16) , volume 1
[HASA-CB-147630] p0282 H77-20081

Results of a carrier aircraft (model AX 13191-3)
verification test in the Boeing transonic wind
tunnel using a 0.03-scale 747 CAH/orbiter model
45-0 (CA6) , volnie 2
[HASA-CS-147631] p0282 H77-20082

Determination of snbcritical damping by
moving-block/randomdec applications

p0287 H77-21025
Rind tunnel investigation of supersonic wing-tail

flutter
p0287 H77-21030

An investigation of supercritical aerofoil BGK-1.
Fart 3: Extended subsonic and transonic tests
[ABL/AEBO-BEPT-146-PT-3] p0289 B77-2101I6

Wind-tunnel results of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/8-scale model of a twin
engine short-haul transport in Langley
V/STOL tunnel
[BASA-TH-X-74011] p0289 877-21047

Rind tunnel tests and aerodynamic computations:
Thoughts on their use in aerodynamic design
[BLS-BP-76013-0] p0289 H77-21061

Evaluation of the aerodynamic interference of the
tnnnel 4T captive trajectory system on the
separation characteristics of the BLU-27 store
[AD-A032063] p0290 B77-21064

Rind tnnnel investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of symmetrically deflected
ailerons of the F-8C airplane conducted in
the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel
[HASA-TH-X-74008] p0330 B77-23052

The effect of wind tnnnel flow boundaries on the
flow past a wing of low aspect ratio
[AD-A032527] p0331 B77-23065

Large-scale v/STOL testing conducted in the
Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[BAS&-TH-X-73231] p033T B77-23091

Rind tunnel measurements in the boundary layer on
a 3-D swept wing
[FFA-TB-AO-1191] p036l| H77-24063

An experimental investigation of favorable
interference effects from a wing and proprotor

wind tnnnel tests
[AD-A03407S] p0367 B77-24102

Turbine engine multi-mission propulsion simulator
wind tunnel demonstration
[&D-&034282] p0367 B77-24104

Dynamic stability characteristics of the
combination space shuttle orbiter and ferry
vehicle
[BASA-TH-X-3497] p0374 B77-24169

Wind tnnnel tests of a two bladed model rotor to
evaluate the TAHI system in descending forward
flight
[HASA-CB-105195) p0377 B77-2S080

Rind tnnnel high lift optimization of a multiple
element airfcil
fPPA-TH-AO-778] p0379 H77-25103

Experimental evaluation of analytically shaped
helicopter rotor hub-pylon configurations using

the hub pylon evaluation rig
[AD-A033S54] p0380 B77-2S111

An experimental investigation of incoopressible
flow over delta and double-delta wings
(AD-A03S380] p0426 H77-26101

Self optimizing flexible technology wing program,
senispan wind tnnnel test of a generalized
geometry wing panel. Bodel design and
aerodynamic analysis
CAD-A039085] pO«J6 B77-27111

Beynolds number effects on the aerodynamic
characteristics of irregular planfora wings at
Bach number 0.3 in the Ames 1^ ft pressure
wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-X-73132] p0412 B/7-2807J

i comparison of the experimental aerodynamic
characteristics of an oblique wing with those ot
a swept wing in the Ames 6 by 6 foot wind
tnnnel
[NASA-TH-X-3547] p047J H77-28086

Hind-tunnel investigation of a variable camber and
twist wing in the Langley 8-ft transonic
wind tnnnel
[BASA-TB-D-8475] p0474 B77-28091

Free-flight wind-tunnel investigation of a
four-engine sweptwing upper-surface blown
transport configuration
(BASA-TB-D-8479] p0474 B77-2809.*

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a
large-scale advanced arrow wing supersonic
transport configuration with engines mounted
above the wing for upper-surface blowing
CBASA-TH-X-72761] p0475 N77-J8109

Force testing manual for the Langley 20-inch Bach
6 tnnnel
[BASA-TH-74026] pOUBO B/7-2814i

Aeroelastic analysis for rotorcraft in flight or
in a wind tunnel
[BiS4-TB-D-851S] p0482 B77-^85^b

Collected works of Charles J. Donlan
[HASA-TH-74826] p0483 »77-290b9

Hethods of analyzing wind-tunnel data for dynamic
flight conditions
[BACA-TB-828] p0484 B77-2»Obb

Some theoretical considerations of longitudinal
stability in power-on flight with special
reference to wind-tunnel testing, Bovember 1942
[L-309] p0484 B77-29067

Lateral stability and control tests ot the XF-77
airplane in the 1ACA full-scale tnnnel, 16 June
1944

p0484 B77-29068
The lateral flying qualities of the Bell XF-77
airplane as estimated from full-scale tunnel
tests, 16 June 1944

p0484 877-̂ 9069
Rind-tunnel tests of a 1/4 scale model of the Bell

XS-1 transonic airplane. 1: Longitudinal
stability and control characteristics
[L6D12] p0485 S77-290M

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation ot the
longitudinal stability characteristics of a
model equipped with a variable-speed wing, 2J
Hay 1949
[L9B18] p0485 B77-29074

Estimated transonic flying qualities of a tailless
airplane based on a model investigation, 8 June
1949
[L9D08] p0485 B77-29075

Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
vectored thrnst V/STOL transport with two
lift/cruise fans
CBASA-CB-152029] p0487 B77-2909b

F-8 supercritical wing flight pressure. Boundary
layer, and wake measurements and comparisons
vith wind tunnel data
[BASA-TH-X-3544] p0487 B77-2SU98

Aerodynamic data and off-design characteristics ot
the modified quasi-elliptical airfoil section
HLB 7101
[HLB-TB-76012-OJ p0525 B77-30094

A comparison of the results of dynamic wind-tunnel
tests with theoretical predictions for an
aeromechanical gust-alleviation system tor light
airplanes
[BASA-tB-D-8521] p0532 B77-31072

A wind-tunnel investigation of the effects ot flap
span and deflection angle, wing planform and a
body on the high-lift performance of a 28 deg
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swept wing
[ARC-CP-1372] p0535 N77-31106

tSD advanced program research inlet data analysis
report for 1/5.2-scale model inlet tests
[ A D - A 0 4 0 7 C 7 ] p0536 N77-31108

Hind tunne l results of a 10-percent scale powered
SCAT VTOI aircraft
[AD-A040313] p0536 N77-31109

Effect of rotor wake on aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6 scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft in the
Langley V/STOL tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-3548] p0577 N77-32083

Data redaction for the unsteady aerodynamics on a
circulation control airfoil wind tunnel test
data
[AD-A041153] p0577 N77-32081

The effect of flight on the noise of subsonic jets
[HGTE-B-3113] p0584 N77-32850

KIND TDHHEI HALLS
A vail interference problem in a hybrid tunnel at

transonic speeds
C D G L I PAPER 76-169] p0093 A77-16562

influence of wind tunnel wall boundary layers on
two dimensional transonic tests
rAAAF-NT-76-13] p0025 N77-10083

Interference-free wind-tunnel flows by
adaptive-wall technology
[AD-A034889] p0373 N77-24155

WIND TOHHELS
NT CASCADE WIND 10NNELS
NT CRYOGENIC KIND TOSNELS
NT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
NT LOW SPEED WIND TDNNELS
NT SDBSOSIC BIND TUNNELS
NT SUPERSONIC WIND TDNNELS
NT TRANSONIC WIND TOSNELS .
Investigation en convective heat transfer from

finned plate surface
p0299 A77-31247

The cryogenic wind tunnel
p0028 N77-10368

Acoustical evaluation of the NASA Langley V/STOL
wind tunnel
[NASA-CS-1H5087] p0038 N77-11068

A control system for the wind tunnel model of a
Reverse-Blowing Circulation Control Rotor (RB-CCH)
[AD-A026548] p0122 N77-14013

BIND VANES
Design of wind measuring instruments Russian

look
p0454 A77-42220

BIHD VELOCITY
Runway utilization coefficients based on wind

velocity and direction dependence only
p0521 A77-47950

WIHD VELOCITY BIASDBEHENT
Design of wind measuring instruments Russian

book
pO«54 A77-42220

BINDIHG
NT FILAHEHT WINDING
NT HELICAL WINDINGS

BIND BILLING
0 AtJTOROTATION

BIND BILLS (BIIDPOWERED HACHIIZS)
Aerodynamics of the Darrieus rotor

pOOSI A77-1H559
WINDOWS

An evaluation of window glass for air traffic
control tower cabs
[AD-A031924/4] p0173 N77-16171

BINDPOWER OTILIZATI01
wind energy conversion

[PB-2561S8/3] p0086 N77-13552
Aerodynamic performance of wind turbines

[PB-259089/1] p0234 N77-18598
SINDPOWERBD GEBEBATORS

Design consideration for the Darrieas rotor
wind turbines

pOOIS A77-12872
Rotor/generator isolation for wind turbines

[ A I J A 77-372] p0207 A77-25782
Experimental data and theoretical analysis of an

operating 100 kw wind turbine
p0553 177-48898

Fluid dynamics of diffnser augmented wind turbines
p0553 A77-48899

Early operation experience on the ERDA/SiSA 100 US
wind turbine rotor blade loads
[NASA-TH-X-71601] p O U 2 9 N77-10640

A 100-kW metal wind turbine blade basic data,
loads and stress analysis
[NASA-CR-13H956] plU92 N77-21467

RINDS ALOFT
NT JET STBEAHS (METEOROLOGY)

WINDSCREENS
0 WINDSHIELDS
WIBDSHIELDS

Development of the windshield for the 8-1 aircraft
pOJSI A77-27464

Helicopter icing - A problem to be defined
p0466 A77-H3368

Attenuation of light transmission in Army aircraft
transparencies due to slanting
[AD-A027664] pOOSO N77-1J051

Environmental resistance of coated and laminated
polycarbonate transparencies
[AD-A026I112] p0125 N77-1421J

Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures
[AD-A032141] p0282 N77-20090

Research on heat resistant transparent interlayers
based on the ethylene terpolyuer
[AD-A033549] p0325 N77-22269

Effects of laboratory simulated precipitation
static electricity and swept stroKe lightning on
aircraft windshield subsystems
[AD-A037196] pU42S N77-26127

Evaluation of scratch-and spall-resistant
windshields
[AD-A038849] p0491 N77-291M6

WING CAHBER
Calculation of three-dimensional boundary layers

on sweptbacX wings
[DGLB PAPER 76-187] p0094 A77-16566

Influence of the middle-surface curvature on the
stress-strain state of a low-aspect-ratio wing

p0305 A77-32097
Influence of niddle-surface curvature on stress
state of low-aspect-ratio wing

p0470 A77-4U097
WING FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT THAILING-EDGE FLAPS
Theoretical determination of the characteristic
curves of airfoil profiles with flaps, flow
separation and ground effect
[DGLH PAPER 76-206] p0093 A77-16546

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEE
over-the-wing configurations Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine program
[AIAA PAPER 77-23] p0142 A77-19982

Application of powered lift and mechanical flap
concepts for civil short-haul transport aircraft
design
[AIAA PAPER 77-1237] p0501 A77-44JJO

Forward speed effects on blown flap noise
[AIAA PAPER 77-1315] p0566 A77-51070

Three-component measurements on a model of a light
STOL aircraft with chordwise blowing
[ESA-TT-299] p0022 N77-100W

Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-flap configurations with
externally blown flaps
[H&SA-CB-2705] p0030 S77-11006

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEE
over-the-wing configurations
[NASA-TB-X-73588] p0182 N77-1706S

Acoustic tests of augmentor wing model
[N4SA-TH-X-3519] p031b N77-220U6

Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for
jet-flapped wings
[AD-A033550] p0315 B77-22051

WING FLOW HETHOD TESTS
The independence of upper and lower wing flows at

supersonic speeds
p0053 A77-11941

Theoretical determination of the characteristic
curves of airfoil profiles with flaps, flow
separation and ground effect
[DGLB PAPER 76-206] p0093 A77-16546

Experiments on supersonic lee-side flow past delta
wings
[DGLB PAPER 76-154] p0095 A77-16582

Influence of the parameters of gas jets impinging
on a wall on the suction of a circular wing
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p0301 >77-31Q51
Simpl i f i ed unsteady aerodynamic concepts, with

appl icat ion to parameter estimation
[ A l f A 77-112K] pOU58 A77-03157

An investigation of supercritical aerofoil BGK-1.
Part 1: Hear design point tests and comparisons
with theory
f ARL/AEBO-fEPT-1UU-PT-1 ] p0298 H77-21005

Effec t of wing flexibility on the experimental
aerodynamc characteristics of an oblique wing
r H A S A - T H - X - 3 U 6 0 ] p0292 H77-21098

HIN6 LOADIHG
1 fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation /'"ALSTAFF'/• I - Introduction to
"ALSTAFF

p O O U B A77-13766
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation / 'FALSTAIF' /• II - Generating the
?ALSTAFF load history by digital aim computers

pOOflB A77-13767
A fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue

evaluation / 'FALSTAFF' / • I? - The application of
the standardized test program for the fatigue
life estmation of fighter King components

pOOU8 A77-13769
L i f e estimation by parametric analysis

p0019 A77-13773
Fatigue load spectra for ccmbat aircraft - Their

derivation and data requirements
P0049 A77-13775

The initial rcll-up of a thick, two-dimensional
wake behind a wing of finite span

p0053 A77-10939
Investigation of airfoils near the ground with

nonsymmetrical flow past them
[DG1B P1PIR 76-152] p0092 A77-16539

Design of airfcils in transonic flow by the
integral method

p0096 A77-16599
A numerical method for the exact calculation of

airloads associated with impulsively started wings
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-2] p0137 A77-19760

Flow survey behind wings
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-175] pOKll A77-19876

Advanced helicopter designs
p0153 &77-20720

Nonlinear, unsteady aercdynamic loads on
rectangular and delta wings
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-156] p0161 A77-22238

Damage tolerance analysis of an aircraft
structural joint

p0198 A77-21917
Calculation of lift and induced drag f rom sparse

span loading data
p0199 A77-20900

Flow regimes underlying aeroaconstic excitation of
airplane wings

p0211 A77-26039
Designing a monolithic wing

p030<l A77-32078
Calculation, beyond the proportional limit, of a

slightly ccnical low-aspect-ratio wing
p0305 A77-32090

Influence cf the middle-surface curvature on the
stress-strain state of a low-aspect-ratio wing

p0305 A77-32097
Blade stress calculations - Rode deflection vs.

force integration for helicopter rotor
p0342 A77-33779

Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing
aerodynamics
[ A I A A 77-575] p0348 A77-31935

Rolling moments in a trailing vortex flow field
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-670] p0361 A77-37021

General aviation fatigue loads - A comparison of
analytical and recorded spectra
[ S A E P A P H B 7701163] p0393 A77-37081

A contribution to the prcblem of propeller-wing
interference German hook

pO«m A77-39163
Load distribution on a close-coupled wing canard

at transonic speeds
[ A I A A P A P t B 77-1132] pO«61 A77-U3198

Optimizat ion of flexible wing structures subject
to strength and induced drag constraints

p0068 477-03727
Monolithic wing design with spanvise web-spars

p0069 A77-00078

Analysis of slightly-conical small-aspect-ratio
wings beyond the proportional limit

p0069 A77-OQ090
Influence of middle-surface curvature on stress
state of low-aspect-ratio wing

p0170 A77-00097
Analysis/theory of controlled configured structures
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1212] p0099 A/7-01J16

Application of the finite element technique
combined with the collocation method to subsonic
lifting surface problems

p0519 A77-07SJ7
Preliminary sizing and performance evaluation of
supersonic cruise aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-7J9J6] pOOJJ H77-110J1

Long term properties of carbon fiber reinforced
plastic structures glider wing loading
[BHVG-FBWT-76-13] p02l3 HV7-1 tUfcb

The flutter of a two-dimensional wing with simple
aerodynamics forces
[AHC-CP-1355] pU2JS H77-1901S>

Analysis of the Learjet 35/36 wing and correlation
with experimental results

p0286 H77-20502
Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 1: Lifting nnswept wing
attached to a cylindrical fuselage at zero
incidence in midwing position
[ABC-CP-1331] p0072 H77-28079

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 3: Symmetrical swept wing
at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical
fuselage
[AEC-CP-1333] pO<!73 H77-28081

Nonplanar wing load-line and slender ving theory
[HASA-CB-28611] p0535 N77-31090

King rock as a lateral-directional aircraft limit
cycle oscillation Induced by nonlinear
aerodynamics occurring at high angle of attack
[AD-A002100] p0596 877-JJ^OO

BISG OSCILLATIOHS
Method of analyzing flatter in light aircraft

p0052 A77-10895
A technique for reducing the differential

wing-flutter equations to integral equations
p0089 A77-16J11

Calculation cf pressure distribution on
oscillating airfoils in supersonic flow
[DGLH MPEB 76-156] p0091 A77-165J2

Numerical procedures for the calculation of
unsteady air forces on oscillating wings and
fuselages
[DGIB PAPEB 76-155] p0095 A77-16578

The effect of inclined trailing edges and membrane
weight on the supersonic flow past conical
paragliders with small canher

P0096 A77-16b98
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow over
oscillating airfoils using the full potential
equation
[AIAA 77-01(8] pU<!10 A77-258U6

Application of optimization technology to
wing/store flutter prediction
[AIAA 77-053] pOZIO A77-^5810

Stability and snapping vibrations of tail surfaces
in supersonic flow

p0300 A77-32087
Shock oscillations in transonic flows

p0306 A77-JM12J
Oscillating delta wings with attached shock waves

pOJSb A77-J6160
Transfer function and parameter indentification

methods for dynamic stability measurement in
flutter testing
[AHS 77-33-35] p0020 A77-00070

Synthesis of active controls for flutter
suppression on a flight research wing
[AIAA 77-1062] pOObS A77-02773

Empennage snapthrough stability and vibrations in
supersonic flow

pO»69 A77-00087
Effect of unsteady variations in horizontal flow

velocity on the unsteady aerodynamic forces on a
preloaded lifting surface
[BHVG-FBST-75-28] p0076 H77-13008

On the motion of shock waves on an airfoil with
oscillating flap In two-dimensional transonic flow
[HLB-TB-75038-0] p0169 B77-15990
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On the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of
oscillating airfcils in two-dimensional
transonic flow
[8LR-SP-76003-0] p022i» N77-18060

A practical approach to tie prediction of
oscillatory pressure distributions on Kings in
supercritical flow
[A8C-CP-1358] p0236 N77-19017

The measurenent of aerodynamic forces on an
oscillating model of a fan-engine nacelle
[RAE-TH-STBOCT-889] p0236 1177-19018

Results of flutter test OS6 obtained using the
0.1 it-scale ving/elevon model (54-0) in the N A S A
LaBC 16-foot transonic dynamics wind tunnel
[HASA-CR-151056] p0292 N77-21177

'pproximate method for calculating aerodynamic
loadings on an airfoil oscillating in high
subsonic flow
[NAL-TH-1155T] p0315 B77-22017

Unsteady airloads on an oscillating supercritical
airfoil

p0531 H77-31085
Wind tunnel study of an active flutter suppression

system
p0597 H77-33215

IIMS PANELS
Reliability analysis of wing panel considering

test results f rom initiation of first and
subsequent fatigue cracks /The 5th F. 3.
Plantema Memorial Lecture/

pOO«7 A77-13752
A replacement design for a structural wing box

composite material application in V/STOL fighters
pOOSt A77-15298

Advanced composites manufacturing as influenced by
design for A-7D aircraft outer wing panel

p0159 A77-2211S
Comparative flutter calculations for the Viggen

aircraft
P0507 A77-H818

Durability testing of the A-7D composite
outer-wing panel

p051U A77-46808
Development' of the technology for the fabrication

of reliable laminar f rcm control panels
[NASA-CB-115168] p032t N77-22178

Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49/epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-1U5111} p0371 N77-21199

Prediction of aerodynamic interference effects on
a fighter type wing-tip tank configuration with
and without pylon and store
[NLB-TB-75070-U] p0188 N77-29105

RUG PIANFOEHS
NT A R R O W W I N G S
HT DELTA K I N G S
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT SWBPTBACK WINGS
NT TBAPEZOIEAL WINGS
NT VABIABLE SWEEP WINGS

Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a
two-dimensional flat plate wing

p01<45 A77-201116
Investigations related to the inviscid-viscous

interaction in transonic flows about finite 3-D
wings
[ A I A A PAPEH 77-209] p0162 A77-222««

Lift corrections to transonic equivalence rule -
Examples

p0241 A77-26730
Nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of slender

wings of arbitrary pianform
p0296 A77-30556

Rinimal-drag slender wings
p0296 A77-30557

Calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing of complex planform
with allowance for vortex sheet at the nose

p0309 A77-32811
High snperscnic aerodynamic characteristics of

five irregular planform wings with
systematically varying wing fillet geometry
tested in the SASA/LaBC H-foot OPWT (LEG 2)
(LA45A/B)

[HASA-CB-1B76283 pOOIS N77-10010
AH-1 helicopter vibration levels for stab wing

mounted equipment
[AD-A026825] p0122 N77-K40U

Lifting surface theory for wings of arbitrary
planform
[ A D - A 0 2 8 1 U 9 ] p0169 H77-16000

Theoretical parametric study of the relative
advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions
[MSA-Tn-X-71003] P0175 N/7-16S89

Wind tunnel flutter tests at subsonic speeds on a
half-wing with a fan engine nacelle
[ARC-CP-1351] pO^JS N77-lyU11

A parametric analysis of winglet effects
[ AD-A03191U] pOJJ I N77-^J069

Eeynolds number effects on the aerodynamic
characteristics of irregular planform wings at
Hach number 0.3 --- in the Ames 12 ft pressure^,
wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-73132] p0172 N//-2B07J

A wind-tunnel investigation of the effects of flap
span and deflection angle, wing planform and a
body on the high-lift performance of a 28 deg
swept wing
[ARC-CP-1372] p0535 S77-J1106

WING PBOFILES
NT HING SPAN
The hyperbolicity of integral equations of

momentum in a three-dimensional incompressible
laminar boundary layer

pOOQtl A77-1066S
Some problems of unsteady flow about aircraft

pOOT4 A77-12560
Compater-augmented preliminary design of aircraft

wing structures
pOObO A77-1J900

Airfoil design for a variable-geometry aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 76-153] p009J J77-16551

A wing for the Airbus
p016J A77-2^662

On the minimum induced drag of ground effect wings
p0189 A/7-2J276

Injection of helium for visualization of air flow
patterns

pU192 A7
Closed formulae for aerodynamic coefficients of

arbitrary biplane wing sections
pOZUO A77-

Qualification and in-service evaluation of the
A-7D composite outer wing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-162] pU211 A77-2581b

Aerodynamics of passenger aircraft

Methods in the aerodynamical design of lifting
surfaces

p0251 477-271.^8
ilathods of linear theory in problems involving
optimization of the aerodynamical
characteristics of subsonic profiles

pO/!51 A77-271JO
High-lift devices on a wing and means of improving
their effectiveness

pO^SJ A77-2/1U8
Applications of an improved nonlinear lifting-line

theory
pU2bt A77-<!7(jia

Aerodynamics --- contributions to advanced aircraft

Some singularities of flows past profiles at the
root of a swept wing at subsonic flow velocities

p0296 A77-JObbO
Influence of the middle-surface curvature on the

stress-strain state of a low-aspect-ratio wing
p O J O b A77-J2U97

On calculations of flow past an airfoil ---
separation-free boundary layer

p U j O S A / 7 - J 2 7 U O
The transonic multi-foil Augmentor-Hing

[ A I A A PAPER 77-606] pOJ5J A 7 / - J < 4 - * b y
Effect of wing fins on lift-generated wakes

[ A I A A P A P E R 77-671] pOJ61 A 7 / - J / 0 2 S
Influence of middle-surface curvature on stress

state of low-aspect-ratio wing
p04/0 A 7 7 - 1 U U 9 /

iiag design by numerical optimization
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1217] pOb01 A/7-11JJ6

Buffet ing problems --- leading and trailing edge
flow separation
[AAAF-NT-76-7] p0022 »77-10UbO

Program for establishing long-time f l ight service
performance of composite materials in the center
wing structure of C-1JO aircraft . Phase 1:
Ground/flight acceptance tests
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p0033 H77-11032
Effects of wing leading-edge radius and Reynolds

number on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of highly swept wing-body
configarations at subsonic speeds
[HASA-TN-D-8361] p0167 R77-15980

Prediction of aerodynamic effects of spoilers on
wings considering effects of base venting

p0275 H77-1999H
Snpercritical wing profile DFVLB-R2. Besalts of
calculations snbscnic flow
[DLE-IB-U1-76/7] p0289 B77-21060

Aeroelastic characteristics of a circulation
control wing
[AD-A033328] p0331 B77-23063

Wind tunnel high lift optimization of a multiple
element airfoil
[FFA-TN-AU-778] p0379 H77-25103

Experimental investigaticn concerning the
reduction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical
wings of egual vclume with subsonic leading edge
and bell-shaped planform for different thickness
distributions in the spanvise and chordwise
directions
[DlB-FE-75-62] p052M 577-30087

Performance prediction method for a wing-in-ground
effect vehicle with blcwing under the wing
[AD-A039829] pOSSO H77-30301

BISG BOOTS
Some singularities of flows past profiles at the
root of a swept wing at subsonic flow velocities

P0296 A77-30560
Theoretical parametric study of the relative

advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions
[B4SA-TB-X-7«003 ] p0175 H77-16989

BIHG SLATS
tJ LEADING EDGE S1ATS
SIBG SLOTS

Circulation control applied to a high speed
helicopter rotor

p02«1 A77-268514
Performance of steady ana intermittent blowing jet

flaps and spanwise upper surface slots
[AD-A02H36H] p0019 R77-1G027

Three-component measurements on a model of a light
STOL aircraft wi th chordwise blowing
[ESA-TT-299] p0022 H77-10052

BIHG SPAR
Configuration of free vortices trailing off a wing

of finite span
P0520 A77-17669

Spanwise variation of potential form drag
finite element method
[HJSA-CR-1451SO] p0331 S77-23055

Comparison of effects of unsteady lift and
spanwisE averaging in f l ight through turbulence
[BASA-TB-X-71028] p0133 H77-27068

BIHG TANKS
Active flutter suppression of an airplane with

wing mounted external stores
p0597 H77-33211

BIHG TIP VOBTICES
An experimental and theoretical investigation of

the structure of a trailing vortex wake
P0355 S77-36155

Bain rotor wake/tail totor interaction
pOSOt A77-4»<ini

Some measured and calculated effects of a tip
vortex modification device on impulsive noise

for helicopter rotors
C A U A PAPEB 77-13111] p0568 A77-5109q

Bingtip vortex dissipator for aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAR-116«5-1 ] p0017 H77-10001

Summary and evaluation of theoretical developments
relating to trailing wing tip vortices generated
by aircraft
[AD-A025611] p0065 H77-12007

BIHG TIPS
Experiments on vortex stability on laminar

flow wings in wind tunnels
p0100 A77-17167

Nonlinear, unsteady aerodynamic loads on
rectangular and delta wings
[ A I A A PAPBB 77-156] p0161 A77-22238

Experimental study of development of free vortices
behind a rectangular wing

p0122 A77-H0113
The inviscid pressure field on the tip of a

semi-infinite wing and its application to the

formation of a tip vortex
[NASA-CR-2718] pl)039 B77-11J1S

Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips or
thin, lifting wings in snbcritical flow

p0075 B77-12<m
SmoKe generator

[HASA-CASE-ABC-10905-1 ] pOOBU B7/-1JIM8
Theoretical parametric study of the relative

advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions
[NASA-TH-X-7»003] p0175 B77-ie.S8<(

Design and analysis of winglets for military
aircraft
[SD-AOJ93115] p0179 B77-170»0

A method of computing the potential flow en thick
wing tips

POU86 B77-29090
Theoretical parametric study of the relative

advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions
[KASA-TP-1020] pU585 N77-3311J

KBG-FOSEIAGE STORES
The technical concept of the IL-62B. II - Fuel

system
p0159 A77-221JO

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 1: Theoretical methods
and comparisons with experiment
[4D-A031828] P03J1 S77-2J099

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 2: Osers manual tor
the computei program
[AD-A031388] pOJJ« B7J-2J100

BIHGED VEHICLES
An investigation of induced drag reduction through

over-the-wing blowing
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-881] pOI I I A77-JBb7»

BINGIETS
A parametric analysis of winglet effects

[»D-A03«9<lll] pOJJI N77-23069
Nonplanar wing load-line and slender wing theory
[HASA-CB-286« ) p05J5 B77-31094

Theoretical parametric study of the relative
advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions
[HASA-TP-1020] pObSS H/7-J311J

BIBGS
NT AEEO« WINGS
NT CAHBEBED BINGS \
NT CRtJCIFOBB «IHGS
NT DELTA BIBGS
NT PIXED BIHGS
SI FLEXIBLE BISGS
NT GAS-1 AIBFOIL
NT IHFIBITE SPAH BIHGS
NT LIFTING BOTOBS
SI 10R ASPECT RATIO BIBGS
NT OBLIQUE RINGS
NT PABAGLIDEBS
NT BECTAHGOLAB BINGS
NT BIGID ROTOBS
NT BOTARI BINGS
NT SLEHDEB RINGS
NT S0PZBCBITICAI BIHGS
NT SBEPT WINGS
NT SBEPTBACK BINGS
HT THIS KINGS
NT TILTIBG BOTOBS
Nl TIP DBIVEH BOTOBS
NT TBAPEZOIDAL BINGS
NT TBISTED BIBGS
NT OHCARBERED BIBGS
NT DHSHEPT BINGS
NT VARIABLE SWEEP BIBGS

Application of optimality criteria to antoiated
structural design

pOOOl 477-10207
AZ monitoring of rapid crack growth in a

production-size wing tatigne test article
Acoustic Emission

pOIIS A77-18650
A multilevel approach for minimum weight

structural design including local and system
buckling constraints
[AIAA 77-373] p020« A77-^S7J«t

Correlation of predicted and actual crack growth
in a transport wing
[AIAA 77-381] pU205 A77-257«0

In-flight crack detection system for the c-Ub
lower center ving skin

p02<)2 A77-.46803
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Hatrix approximation in the design of structures
p0253 A77-27141

The wing of a modern transport aircraft
p0253 A77-27143

Designing the tasic structure of a wing
p0253 A77-27144

Aerodynamics. I - Fundamentals of theory, Airfoil
and wing aerodynamics. II Aerodynamical design
methods /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Bussian book

p0254 A77-27350
Development of the circulation control wing to

provide STOL potential for high performance
aircraft
[ A I A A 77-578] p0348 A77-34937

The AV-8B King - Aerodynamic concept and design
[ A I A A 77-607] p0351 A77-34959

Manufacture of ribs for the A7D composite outer mng
p0359 A77-36700

Induced rolling ooment on trailing viogs
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-663] p0360 A77-37018

A prediction method for spoiler performance
[SAF. PAPIB 77045!)] p0392 A77-37078

Opper surface bloving aerodynamic and acoustic
charact eristics
[ A I A A P A P H B 77-608] p0449 A77-lt1657

Mass flo* roguirenents for IFC wing design
laminar Flow control
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1222] pOSOO A77-44323

Nonlinear lifting-surface theory for yaved and
banked wings in ground proximity

p0508 A77-I15387
Accelerated environmental conditioning of the A-7D

composite outer iiing
p0514 A77-46838

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a wing moving at subsonic speed, in the case of
a weak shock-wave effect on the wing

p0520 A77-II7667
Performance of plain-type spoilers applied to the

GA/S/-1 wing
p0554 A77-49344

Application of design data derived from fatigue
tests with service-like load sequences for life
prediction wing structures of transport
aircraft
[LBF-FB-109/76] pOO"lO H77-11445

Display and calculation of flow past wings in
supersonic flight
[ESA-TT-333] / p0065 R77-12003

F-111a wing fatigue test program
[AD-A025795] p0070 B77-12049

Analysis of aircraft wing-mounted antenna patterns
p0083 B77-13283

The scratch strain gage as a fatigue damage
monitoring system
[m,B-TR-75094-0] pOOBU H77-13394

Prelininary study of effects of winglets on wing
flutter
[NASA-TH-X-3433] p0119 H77-13988

Aerodynamic centre of wing-fuselage combinations
[ESDD-76015] p0127 H77-14992

Bemarks on the suitability of various transonic
small perturbation equations to describe
three-dimensional transonic flow; examples of
computations using a fully-conservative rotated
difference scheme three typical shock
interactions
[HLF-HP-75039-D] p0168 H77-15992

A general method for calculating three-dimensional
compressible laminar and turbulent boundary
layers on arbitrary wings
[HASA-CR-2777] p0176 H77-16994

Survey of three-dimeasicnal flow fields in the
presence of wing at 8 - 2.48
[AD-J028981] p0224 H77-18063

Aileron and Krneger nose flap effectiveness
neasured on an oblique wing
[HASA-TH-Z-3II59] p0278 H77-20032

Calculations of two-dimensional boundary layer
parameters in subsonic flow around leading edge
slats and wing noses
[FFA-TH-AO-1272] p0290 B77-21062

Theory of power augmented ram lift at zero forward
speed
[AD-A033673] p0364 H77-24073

Experimental observations of the two-dimensional
power augmented ram wing operated statically
over water

[AD-A038163] pO»7b M/7-28097
Surface finishing for aircraft wings

[HASA-CASB-HSC-126J1-1 ] p04»1 H77-.JB22b
load distribution on a closed-coupled wing canard

at transonic speeds
[KASA-Tn-74053] p0487 H77-2909/

Longitudinal moment deviations at wings tor large
angles of attack in subsonic flow
[BHVG-FBWT-76-26] p0493 N77-29167

Some quadrature methods for lifting wing theory
[IFD-5/76] pOb25 H77-J0097

Design and fabrication of graphite-epoxy bolted
wing skin splice specimens
[HASA-CB-145216] pOSJO N77-J0180

The dynamic response of wings in torsion at high
subsonic speeds

pObJJ 1177-31077
Evaluation of vibration levels at the pilot seat

caused by wing flow separation
pOSJJ H77-JKH8

A practical framework for the evaluation of
oscillatory aerodynamic loading on wings in
supercritical flow

p0534 N/7-J1089
An improved free wing for an aircraft

[HASA-CASK-FRC-10092-1J p05J9 N77-J11J5
Transonic pressure distribution on an aircraft

wing model during rocket sled runs
[AD-A041633] p0578 S77-J2085

Evaluation of composite wing for XFV-1->A airplane
[AD-S041208] J0590 H77--JJ1b.i

iIBB
Effect of scattering by obstacles in the tield o£

TOB/DVOB
[&D-A0294Q5/8] p0078 N77-1J034

Studies of friction and wear characteristics of
various wires for wire-brush skids
[NASA-TH-D-8517] pObJS H77-31134

KOBKIHG FID1DS
Specific heat of components of working fluids used
in gas turbine engines at different temperatures
and pressures

pOJ10 A/7-3J172
•OBKI.OADS (BS7.CHOPBT.SIOLOGI)

BNAV waypoint charting effects on pilot
procedures, training and workload

p0502 A77-444J2
RJIOOGBT A1LOIS

High strength-high damping capacity wrought
magnesium alloys
[AD-A02S164] p0073 M7

I2F AIBCBAFI
0 B-2 AIBCFAFT

I BABD
0 SOPEEHIGH FBEQDENCIES
Z BAI IBSPECTIOB

Badioisotope inspection of jet engines
p0299 A77-31047

Exclusive study finds that airport X-ray
inspections may cause damage to film

p0347 A77-34525
1-15 AIBCBAFT

Hypersonic technology-approach to an expanded
program

pOObl A77-14597
Z-22 A1BCBAFT

A flight investigation of control, display, and
guidance requirements for decelerating
descending 7TOL instrument transitions using the
X-224 variable stability aircraft. Volume 1:
Technical discussion and results
[AD-A'029051 ] p0173 H77-16071

k flight investigation ox control, display, and
guidance requirements for decelerating
descending VTOL instrument transitions using the
X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume 2:
Background information and supporting data
[JID-A028874] p017J 877-16072

IB-70 AIBCBAFT
0 B-70 AIBCBAFT
XJ-79-GB-1 BSGIHB

0 J-79 BHGISE
Xf-15 UBCBIM

Flight control system development for the IV-15
tilt rotor aircraft

p0247 A77-26875
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Performance and safety aspects of the IV-15 tilt
rotor research aircraft
T A B S 77-33-11] p0118 A77-110058

Status report on XV-15 Tilt Botor Test Program
[»HS 17-33-6H] p0121 A77-10087

TAK 00 AIRCRAFT
Avionics and radio electronics of the Yak-10

aircraft Russian took
p0312 A77-33118

TAB
On aerodynamic coupling retween lateral and

longitudinal degrees of freedom for military
flight conditions
[ A l f A P A P E R 77-tl] p0160 A77-22206

wind tunnel test and calibration techniques for
the measurement of damping and dynamic cross
derivatives doe to pitching and yawing
[ A I A A PAPER 77-80] £0160 A77-22221

Nonlinear lifting-surface theory for yawed and
banked vings in ground proximity

00508 A77-15387
Helicopter yaw axis augmentation investigation

[AD-A021512] p0037 N77-11066
Systematic pressure distribution and force

measurements of two yawed slender vings
[IFD-2/76/I] p0525 N77-30095

A method for calculating flow around a yawed
slender wing at small angle of attack
[IFD-1/76] p0525 N77-30096

TARIHG BOHBHIS ~^
Experimental measurements of the turbulent

boundary layer on a yawed, spinning slender body
[AD-A035269] F<>380 H77-25109

IAWBETEBS
D ATTITUDE INDICATORS
D YAW

YC-15 AIRCBiFT
U C-15 URCFAFT

YC-11 AIBCB1FT
YC-11 - All blow and no puf f general design

details
p0003 A77-10525

Electrical flight control for Boeing YC-11
p0113 A77-20006

YC-11 flight test progress report
p0157 A77-22002

what A H S T means to civil operators
p0311 A77-33271

YC-11 fl ight test program accelerating
p0312 A77-33281

Surface fluctuating pressure measurements on a
1/1-scale TC-11 boilerplate model
[ A I A A 77-592] p0350 A77-31919

USB envi ronment assessment based on YC-11 flight
test measurements Upper Surface Bloving
[ A I A A 77-593] B0350 A77-34950

Large quant i ty , high speed pressure data acquisition
YC-11 in-flight surveys

pO»06 A77-38021
Hind tunnel, test techniques for powered lift

airplanes
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-888] p0111 A77-38577

Poverei lift - Its impact on YC-11 materials and
structures
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1231] pOSOO A77-11327

Cast a l u m i n u m structures technology for YC-11
airframes
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1232] pOSOO A77-11328

YC-11 f l ight test results
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1259] p0510 A77-15512

Cabin noise behavior of a OSB STOL transport
upper surface blowing YC-11 aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1365] p0569 A77-51117

YP-102 lIBCBiFT
D P-102 A I R C R A F T

YP-12 AIRCRAFT
Comparison of estimated with measured nai imum

instantaneous distortion using flight data from
an axisymeetric mixed compression inlet for
YF-12C aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-876] p0110 A77-38570

Handl ing qualities aspects of NASA YE-12 flight
experience

p0218 H77-18007
Propulsion system/flight control integration for

supersonic aircraft

p0218 H77-18010
personic

p0219 N/7-1S01b
t results

p0219 B77-18017
tank sealants

p02<!1 H77-180J6
path control

p0226 1177-18089

p0158

Control of propulsion systems for so
cruise aircraft

YP-12 propulsion research prograu an

Advanced supersonic technology fuel

A review of supersonic cruise flight
experience'with the YP-12 aircraft

IF-16 AIBCRAPt
Plight testing the tighter CCV

YHO-1 HELICOPTER
0 UB-1 HELICOPTER
YJ-79 EHSIBB
0 J-79 EHGJSE
IJ-85 BHGUE
0 J-85 EHGIHE

YT-2 AIBCBAPT
0 T-2 AIBCRAFT

YOB-1 HELICOPTER
0 OH-1 HELICOPTEB

YOH-60A BELICOPTEB
0 OH-60A HELICOPTEB

YOH-61A HELICOPTER
0 OH-61A HELICOPTEB

Z-37 AIBCBAFT
The propulsion system of the aircraft 2-37. I

pOISS A77
Noise emission of the agricultural aircraft Z-37.
' I - Sound intensity level measurements at the
agricultural aircraft Z-37. II - Sound intensity
level measurements at an agricultural airport

pObbS A77-19656
ZEIBB DIODES
0 A7ALAHCHE DIODES

ZIBC BICKEL BATTERIES
0 SICKEL ZIHC BATTERIES
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Acoustic signatures of a model fan in the
BASA-Lewis anechoic vind tunnel
[SASA-TH-X-73560] p O C 8 6 N77-13792
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[AD-A025176] pOC69 H77-12013

ABDBLWABAB, B.
Effects of temperature transients at fan inlet of

a turbofan engine
[NASA-TP-1031] p0511 H77-31153

ABEL, I.
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suppression en a flight research ving
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Aircraft aeromechanics
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Review of the application of hodograph theory to
transonic aerofoil design and theoretical and
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Hodograph theory and shock free airfoils
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Theoretical and experimental investigation of
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The design, analysis, and testing of a Ion-budget
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analysis apptoacb
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parameters of a turbojet engine
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engines
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Evaluation of Halon 1301 system for postcrash
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The production and refining of crude oil into
military fuels
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Development and evaluation of a method for
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High-speed helicopter impulsive noise
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Theory of automatic aircraft power plant control:

p0467 A77-43604
GE7AEBT, G.

The develop neat of advanced automatic flare and
decrab for powered lift short haul aircraft
using a microwave landing system
[NASA-CR-151948] p0333 S77-23093

GETEB, G. B.
Methods to neasure aircraft fire fighting

equipment capabilities
p0444 A77-40943

GB01SOH, H. B.
Adapt ive tracking of abruptly maneuvering targets

p0267 477-28836
GliBSiHTE, B.

Helicopter transmission vibration and noise
reduction program
[ A D - A 0 4 2 4 5 7 ] p0581 N77-32136

GIABDIHA, C. B.
A nodular fail op fail safe strapped-doun navigator

p0151 A77-20665
GIBB, B. I.

Reconnaissance design considerations for the F-5
multiple mssion tactical fighter

p0190 A77-23518
An LED numeric display for the aircraft cockpit

p0446 A77-41473
GIBBOUS, B. T.

Fiberglass reinforced plastic BI-PAC vibration and
rough handl ing tests
[AD-A025783] p0083 1177-13168

Design and testing of the H-53, ISO-gallon
auxiliary fuel tank container
f AD-A028283] p0181 N77-17056

GIBBS, E. B.
Inlet and internal aerodynamics of a VTOL thrust

augmenter
[ A D - A 0 2 7 6 4 7 ] p0081 N77-13067

GIBOIH, B.
Recent improvements in navigation radars

p0309 A77-32942
GIBSOB, J. S.

Upper surface blowing aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-608] p0449 A77-41857

Hew developments in blown flap noise technology
[NASA-CR-145086] p O O I S H7-7-10013

V/STOI aircraft noise prediction (jet propulsors)
[AD-A028765/6] p0035 N77-11045

GIBSOH, W. H.
DASH-7 silent STOl for PAS-25 certification flight

test
p0406 A77-38008

GIFFIH, H. C.
Queues with delayed, probabilistic feedback as a

model of air traffic control communications
p0574 A77-51610

GIFFOBD, B. E., Ill
A method for analysis of electrostatic probe

signals relating to jet-engine nicrodistresses
[AD-A038528] p0492 577-29164

GILBBBT, B. I.
Fluid dynamics of diffuser augmented wind turbines

p0553 A77-48899
GILDEi, B. J.

Real-time aerial reconnaissance using the
return-team vidicon

p0441 A77-40665
GILES, G. L.

Computer-aided methods for analysis and synthesis
of supersonic cruise aircraft structures

p0221 B77-18028
GILIABETDIH07, B. B.

Experimental investigations of hypersonic air inlets
p0297 A77-30564

GILL, t. B.
Engineering of control systems and implications on

control law design
p0432 H77-26163

Design and theoretical assessment of experimental
glide path and flare systems for a BAC 1-11
aircraft (including direct lift control)
[ABC-CP-1337] pO«75 S77-28104

GILLEBL1IB, 3. D., JR.
E x p e r i m e n t a l investigation of a fin-cone

interference flow field at Bach 5
[ A D - A 0 2 9 9 9 9 ] p0236 N77-19022

GILLESPIE, G. P.
The Him Boat - A life boat for helicopter crewmen

[ASHE PAPEB 76-ENAS-61 ] pOIJS A77-195U2
GILLETTE, I. B.

Nacelle installation analysis for subsonic
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-102) p0160 A77-22227

GILSIBB, J. F.
Validation of an airport simulation model

p0510 A77-4S719
GILiEB, H. J., JB.

A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire
safety

p0444 A77-4U9J7
GI1I1BO, 6. B.

Effects of atmospheric conditions on the operating
characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft
[IAF PAPEB 76-112] pOOOS A77-1091^

Handling qualities aspects of NASA YF-12 flight
experience

p0218 B77-1«007
A review of supersonic cruise flight path control

experience with the YF-12 aircraft
p0226 H77-1B089

GIBHELFABB, A. L.
lays of improving joints in aircraft construction

p025J A77-27149
GIHGEBICH, E. D.

Stereographic projections in air traffic control
systems

p0511 A77-46262
GIBGBICB, P. B.

Aerodynamic configuration development of the
highly manenverable aircraft technology remotely
piloted research vehicle
[NASA-CR-143841] p0425 N77-26076

GIBZBDBG, S. I.
The force on a confusor ring from an unevenly
distributed nonstationary flow

p0060 A77-15982
A supersonic flutter-excitation mechanism for
compressor blades

p006U A77-15989
Effects of axial-compressor stage design

parameters on aerodynamic damping and bending
flutter excitation in dynamically uniform blades

p0060 A77-1b991
Force on a fixed row of blades from an evenly

distributed nonstationary flow
p0061 A77-15998

GIORGI, C.
Some aspects of mechanical instability problems
for a fully articulated rotor helicopter

p0164 A77-4JJb5
GIOBGIEBI, L.

Military engine deterioration in service connected
with life cycle costs

p0593 B77-3J18J
Testing simulation of damages occurred in service

p0594 H77-JJ194
GIVEBS, B. L.

Investigation of factors controlling engine
scheduled overhaul: T53/T55
[AD-A042190] p0583 N77-J^!162

GIYBAT, B.
SPAEBS: Simulation for the Performance Aircraft
Engine Repair Systems
[AD-A035737] p0425 S77-2607J

GLAOKIKB, B. A.
Determination of a fuel's thermal oxidation

stability by the CITO-B method
p0300 A77-3144^

GLABSEB, I. A.
Aircraft propulsion lubricating film additives:

Boundary lubricant surface films, volume 3
[AD-A029267] p0174 H77-16J56

6L1H7ILL, D. I.
Crack detection capability of non-destructive

inspection methods in relation to the
airworthiness of aircraft

p0049 A77-137B1
GLASBB, F. C.

Advanced design procedure for aircraft engine
selection
[AIAA PAPEB 77-953] p0452 A77-4198D

Variable cycle engines for V/STOL fighters
pOJ20 877-2^117

GLASEB, F. 1.
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
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variable-pitch 1.83-meter-(6-ft) diameter
1.20-pressnre-ratio fan stage (QF-9)
[NASA-TN-D-8402] p0223 N77-18051

GLASGOW, J.
Experimental data and theoretical analysis of an

operating 100 kw wind turbine
p0553 177-48898

GLASGOW, J. A.
An electronic time and frequency referenced

scanning beam compatible with Dcppler BLS
pO«03 A77-37733

GLASGOW, J. C.
Early operation experience on the ERDA/NASA 100 kB

wind turbine
[NASA-TB-X-71601] p0029 N77-10640

GLASSBDBB, G. L.
Flight service system modernization program

p0398 A77-37456
GLASSBAS, I.

New directions in combustion research as related
to jet propulsion systems

p0341 A77-33702
GLAZKOV, 10. A.

Inspection of the working order of airplanes and
helicopters: Handbook

p0163 A77-22541
GLAZKOV, V. D.

Space expernent simulation using an aircraft
laboratory

p0515 A77-47200
GLAZREV, V. B.

Semiempirical theory of the generation of discrete
tones by a supersonic underezpanded jet
impinging on an obstacle

p0306 A77-32283
GLEZEB, V. L.

Influence of the middle-surface curvature on the
stress-strain state of a low-aspect-ratio wing

p0305 A77-32097
Influence of middle-surface curvature on stress

state of low-aspect-ratio wing
p0470 A77-44097

GLOBCKBBB, B.
The employment of aircraft on operational areas in

the case of differing surface conditions
p0159 A77-22119

GLOSS, 0. B.
Load distribution on a close-coupled wing canard

at transonic speeds
[ A I A A P f P E B 77-1132] C0461 A77-43198

Development of an aerodyanmic theory capable of
predicting surface loads on slender wings with
vortex flow

p0217 B77-18000
Load distribution on a closed-coupled wing canard

at transonic speeds
[HASA-TB-74053] p0487 H77-29097

GLOTOV, G. F.
Flow separation downstream of a stepwise change in

diameter of a rod centered in a wind tunnel
p0192 A77-23754

GLOTZ, 0.
Self-adaptive difference method for the effective

solution of computationally complex problems of
boundary layer theory
[DSLB P A E E B 76-185] p0094 A77-16564

GLOVEB, B. D.
Design and test experience with a triply redundant

digital fly-by-wire control system
p0377 H77-25076

GLOVIBSKI, B.
Transonic flow simulation by the finite element

method via optimal control
p0520 A77-47544

GBBLIH, B.
A model for wind-tunnel rotorcraft research -

Model design and test objectives
p0465 A77-43363

GHYBIA, A. I.
Heat transfer in cross flow past a square prism

having a smooth or finned surface
p0202 A77-25329

GOBETZ, F. i.
Effects of selected BSD options on fuel usage in

the comiercial air system
p0271 A77-29«72

GODFBET, J. 1.
Half-plane scattering applied to ILS grading

criteria

p0157 A77-J1951
GODFBIED, L. B.

Certification of the replacement of glass fabric
per mat. spec. 5.670/1, with glass fabric per
mat. spec. 5.670 in the F27 plastic sandwich
wing-and-stabilizer-leading edges
[FOK-H-1876] p0038 H77-111^2

GOOBIB, J. B., JB.
Electrostatics in aviation fuel systems sessions

pOIOS A77-17SOJ
GOEBEL, F. L.

conceptual designs for a modular remotely piloted
vehicle
[AD-A023844] pOOJ3 S77-110J5

GOEHLEB, D. D.
cast aluminum structures technology

[AIAA P A P E B 77-1232] pOSUO A77-44JJ8
GOEELICH, J.

Experience with the flight simulator
p0098 A77-16744

GOETBBBT, B. B.
Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations

for noise reduction in tnrbofan and turbojet
aircraft. Volume 3: Shrouded slot nozzle
configurations
[AD-A041782] p059J H77-JJ179

GOGISB, L. V.
calculations of hysteresis and flowrate
oscillations of bottom pressure in supersonic
annular nozzles

p0251 A77-2/09J
Turbulent wake behind a cone-shaped object in

supersonic and hypersonic flow
p0307 A77-J2J84

GOGOLBV, I. G.
Study of flow swirl influence on axiradial
diffuser effectiveness

pOOU lTI-12i>2Q
GOLDBEBG, E. B.

The effect that the probability of a successful
approach has on the sequential landing rate ot
like aircraft

p0417 A77-J9B4H
GOLDEIBEBG, K.

Structural tests of aerodynamic surfaces - A
systens approach to analysis and design

pOOlO A77-1.UOD
GOLDFBLD, B. A.

Development of a turbulent boundary layer after
interaction with a shock wave at H = 2-6

pOJ02 A77-25JJ6
GOLDBAH, B. I.

Vibration measurements on the rotor shaft of the
OH-1 helicopter
[AD-A02892Q] pOIHO N77-17047

GOLDHAI, L. J.
Effect of endwall cooling on secondary flows in

turbine stator vanes
p0306 A77-J^J9

GOLDSBITH, B. A.
Aircraft considerations for advanced S.S.I.

propulsion systems
pOIOS A77-17J59

GOLDSTEIH, J. K.
Cooling methods for aircraft electronics equipment

[ASBE PAPEB 76-EHAS-51] pOU5 A77-194D2
GOLDSIBII, B. B.

Unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on loaded
two-dimensional blades in nonnniforot
incompressible flows

p0144 A77-201J/
GOLDSTOIB, L,

Monitoring of aircraft wake vortices at Heathrow
Airport

poqoo A77-J//11
GOLOVCSEHKO, I. V.

Computer simulation of Fresnel lens optical
landing system
[AD-A038456] p0138 »7

GOLDB, B. A.
Developments in new aircraft tire tread materials

GOLDB, V. V.
Have structure and density distribution in a
nonstationary gas jet

pO<|l(5 A77-UH70
GOLDBEVA, I. A.

Investigation of the composition of phenol
antioxidants containing zinc
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diaDtyldithiccarbanates, used to improve the
thermal-cxidative stability of jet faels

p0345 477-33912
SOIOBIHSKII, A. I.

Hypersonic gas flow over a delta wing
p0296 477-30559

GOBILIIOB, G. B.
Aerodynamic load characteristics of six 0.05-scale

stores in the flow field of an F-UC aicccaft at
Hach numbers f rom 0.5 to 1.1
[AD-A029144] p0225 H77-18073

GOHOB, i. L.
Effect of a conical break in delta wings on

aerodynamic characteristics
p0136 477-19733

GOHSilVBS, J.
The CH-17C vulnerability redaction modification

program: Ply-by-wire backup demonstration
[AD-A030682] p0479 H77-28140

GOHS4LVBS, J. E.
Helicopter vulnerability reduction, fly-by-wire

backup demonstration
p0245 A77-26862

Emergency power benefits to multi-engine helicopters
p02U8 A77-26890

Emergency-cover benefits to multi-engine helicopters
pOSOS A77-44515

GOBYEA, D. C.
Thermal stress concentration factors in large shafts

p027U A77-29855
GOODE, B. I.

Landing practices of general aviation pilots in
single-engine light airplanes
[HASA-TH-D-8283] p0033 H77-11033

GOODBAB, C. S., JB.
Evolution of automatic opening lap belts in high

performance aircraft '
p0558 A77-499H6

GOODBAH, J. «.
The Air Force Structural Integrity Program for

advanced composite structures
[ A I A A 77-1160] p0206 A77-25769

GOODBABSOB, L. T.
The next SST - What mil it be

[ A I A A P A P E B 77-797] p0450 A77-41960
GOODWIN, F. K.

Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-flap configurations with
externally blown flaps
[NASA-CB-2705] p0030 H77-11006

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 1: Theoretical methods
and comparisons with experiment
[AD-A031828] p0334 F77-23099

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 2: Users manual for
the computer program
[AD-A031388] p0330 N77-23100

GOODYKOOHTZ, J.
Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests

[ A I A A PBPEB 77-1318] p0566 A77-51073
Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests

[NAS4-TB-73495] p0591 H77-33161
GOODTKOO1TZ, J. B.

Acoustic tests of angmentor wing model
[H4S4-TH-I-3519] p0315 B77-22046

GOOEJIAB, F. B.
Implicit finite-difference computations of

unsteady transonic flows about airfoils,
including the treatment of irregular shock-wave
motions
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-205] p0141 A77-19897

Computation of unsteady transonic flows by the
indicia 1 method
[ A I A A 77-447] p0210 A77-25805

Efficient solution of unsteady transonic flows
about airfoils

p053U B77-31087
GOPA1KBISBBAH, G.

Some experiments on a radial vaned diffuser
p0201 A77-25192

GORABSOH, 0. G.
Spectrum loading in relation to aircraft design

pOO«8 477-13771
GOBDOB, C. G.

Noise redaction for business aircraft
[AD-A031149/8] p0130 H77-15040

GOBDOB, C. K.
SCAB arrow-wing active flatter suppression system

[HASA-CB-145147] p032J B77-^2146
GOBDOB, G.

Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[BASA-CB-137894] p0021 B77-1UU4/

Civil ases of remotely piloted aircraft
[RASA-CB-137895] pOO^I B77-10048

GOBDOB, J. T., JB.
An asymptotic method for predicting amplitudes of
nonlinear wheel shimmy
[AIAA PAPEB 77-«<41] p0257 A77-2B04J

GOBDOB, S.
nationalization of the European air net

pOSSI A77-484/4
GOBBAB, J. A.

Operational and performance criteria for STOL
aircraft landings in low visibility weather
conditions
[AIAA 77-577] p03<ll) A77-349J6

GOBIOBOV, V.
The technical concept of the II.-6.ill. IV - Air
conditioning system

pOai5 A77-39449
GOBItJBOV, S.

Technical concept of the IL-62M. V - De-icing system
pO"H5 A/7-J94bb

GOEKIBA, Z. G.
Resistance strain gages for stability experiments

at temperatures up to 300 C
p0358 A77-J6650

GOBODBTSKII, S. S.
Investigation of the fatigue strength of aircraft

gas-turbine twin blades
pOJ09 A77-3.2716

GOBODETSKII, V. A.
Some aspects of analyzing the state of corrosion
of civil aviation aircraft

p0301 A77-J1466
GOHODBTSKII, V. H.

Strength of compressor wheels of low-ductility
alloys

p0003 A77-10J8J
60B3BEHIB, D. S.

Methods and problems in practical aerodynamics
/4th revised and enlarged edition/

p0454 A77-42219
GOHSHBBIB, 10. F.

Analytical designing of soft-landing systems for
random scatter of initial conditions and
structural parameters

p0304 A77-32079
Analytic design of flight vehicle alighting gear

with random scatter of initial conditions and
structural parameters

p0469 A77-44079
GOBSKII, T. B.

Transonic swirling gas flow in a nozzle
pOJ09 A77-J2807

GOBUH, 1. E.
Army applications of advanced composites

pOObS A77-1SJ45
GOSLIBG, G.

Short haul air passenger data sources in the
United States
[H4SA-CB-152671] p0316 H7

GOSSAB. A. D.
A numerical calculation procedure for two-phase
recirculating flows

pl)261 A7
GOSSE, B. J.

Testing procedures for carbon fiber reinforced
plastic components
[DGLB PAPEB 76-215] p0096 A77-165BB

GOTLIEB, P.
Preliminary design-lift/cruise fan research and
technology airplane flight control system
[HASA-CB-137971] p0037 B77-11064

GOTO, J. B.
Fluidic applications in aerospace

[AIAA FAPEB 77-496] p0194 477-23914
G03LABD, B.

Combustion measurements in air breathing
propulsion engines - Survey and research needs

p0200 477-24974
GOIAL, V. K.

Advanced avionics for the Advanced Bemotely
Piloted Vehicle /ABPV/

pObIS A77-47JbO
GOZBBB4, G. B.

Solid state vertical scale indicator for engine
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performance indication
[4D-A036154] p0387 H77-25181

GB&BITZ, G.
Wavelength in axisymmetric steady supersonic free

jets
p0090 477-16421

GBABOVSKII, H. IA.
Operation of a turbine stage under variable

conditions
p0408 A77-38136

GRAB SB, A. B.
Besults of recent NASA research on low-speed

aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic cruise
aircraft -

p0217 H77-18003
Experimental and analytical investigations to

improve low-speed performance and stability and
control characteristics of supersonic cruise
fighter vehicles
[SASA-CB-15IH22] pO<m H77-28136

GBAHAB, D. K.
Transport airplane flight deck development survey

and analysis: Report and recommendations
[NASA-CB-145121] p0178 N77-17030

A historical perspective for advance in flight
control systems

p0375 N77-25056
GBAHAB, J.

System avionic architectures for SPVs
[AD-A041502] pOSSI N77-32145

GB1H1, K. G.
A contribution to calculate the performance of

multistage anal-flow ccmpressors
p0360 A77-36977

GBABATO, D. J.
Loran-C data acguisition and handling for improved

accuracy
p0572 A77-51200

GBABDAGB, J. H.
The distribution of fracture toughness data for

D6ac steel
[AHL/STBOC-BOTE-429] p0481 N77-28267

GB&HDFIELD, J.
Weather radar for light centerline thrust aircraft

[SAE PAPEB 770186] p0395 A77-37100
GBABM, A. J.

A crack growth gage for assessing flaw growth
potential in structural components
[AD-A033574] p0292 N77-21463

GBAHDT, A. f.. JB.
Tracking crack growth damage at control points

[ A I A A 77-379] p0205 477-25738
GBANGB, J. A.

A new mixer design for 140-220 GSz
P0311 A77-33206

GBABT, A. D.
The effect of boundary layer changes due to

transient heat transfer on the perfcrmance of an
axial-flcw air compressor
f S A E PAPEB 770284] p0505 A77-44565

GBAHT, B. J.
An experiment to measure moment coefficients for

aerofoils oscillating in cascade
p0145 477-20115

GBAHTHAH, 8. D.
Becent ground-based and in-flight simulator

studies of low-speed handling characteristics of
supersonic cruise transport aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1144] p0459 477-43174

Simulator study of the low-speed handling
qualities of a snperscnic cruise arrow-wing
transport configuration during approach and
landing

p0218 N77-18008
GBATfB, S. D.

Analysis/theory of controlled configured structures
C A I A A PAPEB 77-1212] p0499 477-44316

GBAVES, B. B.
Shimmy analysis and test of the Bockwell

International -40 nodel Sabreliner corotating
dual wheel ncse gear
C A I A A 77-440] p0209 A77-25799

GBAV11B, E. S.
Position updating with microwave radionetric sensors

p0395 A77-37355
GBAT, D. C.

Hoise standards for aircraft type certification
(modifications to Par Part 36)

[PB-262401/3] p0330 H77-22939

GBAX, 0. B.
High efficiency engine cycles for air transport
fuel economy

pOJ21 H7
GBiY, B. B.

4 semi-empirical correctidn for the vortex core
effect on hovering rotor wake geometries
[4HS 77-33-02] p0417 477-40050

Helicopter hovering performance studies. 1:
Vortex wake analysis. 2: Test facility. J:
Blade tip pressure distributions
[AD-A034093] p0367 N77-24101

GBAX, T. 0.
Quantification of fastener hole quality

[ A I A A 77-382] p0205 A77-2b741
GBBCHABICHEBKO, 10. T.

Operation of a turbine stage under variable
conditions

p0408 477-38136
GHBC8ISHKI1, 7. ?.

Bearing materials and frictional units for
operation without lubricant

p0405 477-3778:1
GBEBS, B. L.

Usage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt runway
during military field exercises
[4D-4033914] p0373 B77-24154

summary of buckling and tension tests of landing
mats as related to C-5A aircraft bow wave problems
[4D-A037000] pOJ88 B77-25198

GBEES, 3. L.
Development of a Doppler radar technique for the

detection of bird hazards to aircraft
[AD-A030410] p0280 H77-200!>8

GBBEB, K. A.
Thrust augmenting ejector technology for Navy
aircraft
[4144 P4PEB 77-1239] pOSOl A77-443J1

GBBEB, B. B., JB.
Ultrasonic detection of fatigue damage in aircraft
components
[AD-A040009] pOSIS H77-31516

GBBBBB, B.
Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.

Volume 3: Frequency response (HSFB). Computer
program user manual
[AD-4038691] p0492 N77-29159

GBBEBB, C. B.
1700 engine flight test experience on DTT4S and AAH

[SAE P4PEB 760931] pO/60 477-282J9
GBBEBE, C. S.

The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using
the multiple model adaptive control /1IHAC/ method

pOOII A77-1242B
GBEEIE, B. G.

4 miniature rotary-wing BPV
p0518 477-47351

GBBEIE, C. B.
Vertical takeoff lift augmentation - The

'sculptured deck' concept
p0147 477-20439

GBBEIE, B. 1.
Combustor design for low cost expendable turbojets
[4D-A024541] p0025 N77-10070

Mid-1980s digital avionics information system
conceptual design configuration
[4D-4032137] p0318 N77-2^10d

GBBEISPAB, B.
AH/APQ-148 mnltimode radar for the 4-6B all

weather attack aircraft
pOJ97 A77-J7420

GHBEBSELL, B. A.
Fiber optics cost models for the A-7 aircraft

p0359 A77-J6972
Results of A-7 aloft bottoms up model and weight

sensitivity analysis
[4D-4033767] p0338 B77-23350

A-7 airborne Light Optical Fiber Technology
(410FT) demonstration project
[AD-4038455] p0497 B77-29952

GBEEB, P. B.
(faster monitor display applications study for the

A-7B
[AD-4039882] p0528 H77-30118,

GBEFSBOD, L. E.
Failure analysis of digital systems using simulation

pOSbO 477-50501
GBEGOBBK, G. B.

Shock-wave profiles about hesispherical noses at
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low supersonic Bach naibecs
p0311 A77-33188

In-flight measurements cf the GA/S/~2 aerodynamic
characteristics
[SAE PAPEB 770U61] p0393 A77-37079

Drag evaluation of the Bellanca Skyrocket II
[SAE PAPEB 770472] p0394 A77-37090

GBEGOBIOO, G.
Conpnter program for estimating coefficients of

axisymmetric bodies at extremely high angle of
attack
[BM7G-PBHT-76-11] p0221 B77-18059

On the calculation of the pressure distribution of
wing-body ccobinations in the non-linear angle
of attack range

p0276 N77-20001I
GBEIP, B. K.

An in-flight simulation of VIOL hover control
concepts
[AIAA 77-610] p0351 A77-34961

GBEI6, A. 8. B.
A statistical method for the prediction of

component loo cycle fatigue life
p0105 A77-17254

GBEITZBB, E. B.
Coupled compressor-diffuser flov instability

p0199 A77-24934
Prediction of compressor performance in rotating
stall
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JOHHSOH, 8. Bt
Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue
systems, characteristics of kinematic jet fuel
fires cascading and rod fuel geometries
[AD-A0211U7] p0032 H77-11022

Design of a cascade fire apparatus for testing
countermeasnre effectiveness
[AD-A013176] p0578 H77-J2101

JOBHSOH, 8. S.
Service life monitoring coupons - Accounting for

potential crack growth in fleet aircraft
[AIAA 77-380] p0205 A77-^5739

Flight inspection data and crack initiation times
p0559 A77-50466

JOBISTOH, E. J.
Effect of an integrated scramjet installation on
the subsonic performance of an aircraft designed
to Bach 6 cruise
[1I&A PAPER 77-12JO] pOSOO A77-M4J26

Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to
a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane
[HAS4-TH-D-833U] p006« H77-11994

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
and engine pressure distributions for an
aircraft with an integrated scramjet designed
for Hach 6 cruise
[HASA-TS-1-73911] p05B5 H77-JJ108

JOHBSTOH, B. B.
Evaluation of a red-silicone-coated Visual

Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) lens
[AD-JOJS141/1] p0291 H77-21073

JOHBSTOH, B. F.
Study of unconventional aircraft engines designed
for low energy consumption
[HASA-CB-135136] p0130 H77-1b04J

JOHHSTOH, T. Si
Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control

p0553 A7
JOHAS, F. B.

Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of proposed
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high ving maneuvering air-to-surface submunitions
[AD-A028227] p0225 N77-18067

JONES, B. B.
HH and T-pultruded composite structural elements

[AD-A035217] p0388 N77-252S6
JONES, D. J.

Computat ion of bow shocks ID transonic flow
p0261 A77-28390

The design of lifting supercritical airfoils using
a numerical optimization method

p<3313 A77-33500
JONES, G. L.

A mission oriented flight test technique for
identifying aircraft and flight control system
transfer functions

p0369 N77-24120
JONES, J. L.

The transcnic Beynolds number problem
p0437 N77-271110

JONES, J. P.
The future of rotorcraft in aviation

p0449 A77-H1929
JONES, H.

Helicopter rotor isolation evaluation utilizing
the dynaiic antiresonant vibration isolator

F0245 A77-26866
JONES, E. 1.

Auxiliary power system for activity cooled aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11626-1] p0073 S77-12332

JOHES, R. L.
TEACALS evaluation report. SAVAIDS station

evaluation report, Aviano AB, Italy (16-23
August 1S76)
[AD-A038062] p0475 N77-28106

JONES, R. I.
The obligue wing - Aircraft design for transonic

and low supersonic speeds
p0274 &77-30010

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: notion in
vertical gusts
[NASA-TH-X-73228] p0363 N77-24052

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: Dive recovery of
hang gliders
[NASA-TH-X-73229] p0363 N77-24053

JONES, S. K.
New theoretical approaches to the jamming and

multipath problems in aeronautical
communication-navigation systems

p0395 A77-37371
JONES, B. L.

State-of-the-art of tnrbofan engine noise control
[NASA-TH-73734] p0591 N77-33166

JONES, i. N.
Evaluation of the Harpoon missile captive flight

and aircraft gunfire vibration environments
p0211 A77-26033

JONES, R. P.
Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic theory for

interfering surfaces by the method of potential
gradient
[NASA-CR-2898] p0586 N77-33121

JOHES, R. B.
Application of OHP adaptive array to

navigation/tracking systems
p0571 A77-51185

JONSCN, E. C.
AFSATCOH terminal segment reliability test program

p0560 A77-50494
JOOS, D. K.

Error model of an inertial navigation system for
integrated navigation based on adjustment
according to the method of least squares

p0150 A77-20652
JORDAN, D.

Handling qualities evaluation of helicopters with
different stability and control characteristics

p0107 A77-17409
JORDAN, J. H.

Design of nonlinear automatic flight control systems
p0552 A77-48693

JORDAB, I.
Dser's manual for ILSS (revised ILSLOC):

simulation for derogation effects on the
instrument landing system
[AD-A035690] p0490 N77-29130

JORDAB, P.
Lift calculation and flow mechanisms when the

maximum lift is exceeded
[NASA-TT-F-17H29] pO«71 H77-28067

JORDAN, P. F.
Integration of the 3-D harmonic kernel
[AD-A029550] p0177 N77-1701t>

JOBDAN, I.
The aircraft gas turbine - Status and prospects

p0511 A77-4640J
JOSHI, D. S.

Investigation of the influence of simulated
turbulence on handling qualities

p0199 A77-249J6
Effects of simulated turbulence on aircraft

handling qualities
[NASA-CR-152621] p0284 N77-20115

JOSHI, H. C.
Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations
for noise reduction in turbofan and turbojet
aircraft. Volume 3: Shrouded slot nozzle
configurations
[AD-A041782] p0593 H77-JJ1/9

JOSLIB, B.
A study of simplified methods for longitudinal
control decoupling
[SAE PAPER 770468] p0393 A77-37086

JOT, E. B.
A technology plan for electromagnetic

characteristics of advanced composites
[AD-A030507] p01S6 1177-17175

JOTCE, H. G.
Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 2: Symmetrical unswept wing
at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical
fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position
[ABC-CP-1332] p047J N77-280BU

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 3: Symmetrical swept wing
at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical
fuselage
[ARC-CP-1333] p0473 N77-28081

Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations. Part 4: The design problem tor a
lifting swept wing attached to a cylindrical
fuselage
[ARC-CP-1334] p0473 N/7-28082

J0DD, R.
An analysis of helicopter rotor response due to
gusts and turbulence

p0503 A77-44I440
JDENKB, B.

Experimental data organization and experimental
data processing in the flight tests of the Alpha
Jet prototypes
[DGLH PAPER BS-86/76] pOOUJ A77-12981

JOBASZ, A. J.
Performance of high—area-ratio annular dump

diffuser using suction-stabilized-vortex flow
control
[NASA-IB-X-3535] pOJ71 B77-241UO

JOLL, E. V.
The reduction of interference from large

reflecting surfaces
P0454 A77-»2b4ll

JOVE, D.
Application of the method of causality to the
study of noise from a subsonic jet

p0106 A77-17J49

K
KACHHABA, N. L. •

An initial approach to the design ot very wide
angle axisymmetric diftnsers with gauzes to
achieve uniform outlet velocity profiles
[ASHE PAPER 76-SA/FE-3] p0213 A7/-264JJ

KAHN, D.
Dser's manual for ILSS (revised ILSLOC):
simulation for derogation effects on the
instrument landing system
[AD-A035690] pl>490 N/7-291JO

KAIIATZIDIS, H.
Testing procedures for carbon fiber reintorced
plastic components
[DGLR PAPER 76-215] pU096 A/7-1bbB8

KAKAD, I. P.
An application of pole-zero placement in the
design synthesis of an aircraft system

p02b6 A77-2S6JJ
KALATA, P. B.

On implementation of the Hainan filter for radar
target tracking
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pOOOB A77-38185
KALEBSBIS, S. G.

Effects of technology level on J/STOL aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1238] pOSOB A77-H5501

K A L E T K A , J.
Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor

helicopter
[»HS 77-33-112] pO«20 A77-10073

KALFADBLIS, C. D.
Aviation turbine fuels froo shale and coal oils

p0353 177-35150
Evaluation of methods tc produce aviation Turbine

fuels f rom synthetic crude oils, phase 2, volume 2
[AD-A036190] pO<482 B77-28325

KiflAT, H. P.
Computer simulation of light aircraft crash

p055U A77-H93I41
KiBEBETSKII, F. B.

Analysis of noise daring aero-electrical
prospecting ty the method of transient processes

p0313 A77-33505
RABEBTSEVA, 1. I.

Resistance strain gages for stability experiments
at temperatures op to 300 C

p0358 A77-36650
RJHBOH, t.

Investigation on convective heat t ransfer from
finned plate surface

p0299 A77-31247
KABIBEB, i. i.

Determination of the aerodynamic damping of
bending-twisting oscillations of tarbomachine
blades in air streams

pOOS9 A77-15978
Determination of aerodynamc damping during

torsional vibrations of turbine blades
pOOSO A77-1598U

Experimental determinat ion of aerodynamic
influence coefficients during bendxag-twisting
oscillations of blades in a flat lattice

pOOSO A77-15993
Experimental and theoretical investigations of the

aerodynamc damping of turbojet rotor blade
vibrations

p01M5 A77-201U1
KABAI , K.

On a constrained design of an optimal controller
for VTOL aircraft

p0197 477-24821
KAHDIL, 0. 1.

A numerical technique for subsonic flows past
three dimensional canard-wing configurations
with edge separations
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1] p0160 A77-22205

Nonlinear, unsteady aerodynamic loads on
rectangular and delta Kings
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-156] p0161 477-22238

Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice
concept to aircraft-interference problems

p0027 N77-10319
Three dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric

flow past vings of arbitrary planforms
[HASA-CR-1115235] p0585 B77-33102

KAHE, G. S.
Automatic target hand-off using correlation

technigues
[AD-A036U35J p0527 B77-30115

KAHISS, 1. H.
Statistical review of counting acceleroneter data

for Havy and Marine fleet aircraft
[AD-A025182] p O O B O H77-13058

Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for N a v y and Marine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 - 30 Jane 1976
[AD-A031833] F0282 N77-20096

Statistical review of counting acceleroneter data
for Navy and narine fleet aircraft
CAD-A011266] p0539 H77-31110

KABBABOBLLBB. G.
Aircraft of vide speed and manoeuvering range

pOt66 A77-13366
KABTOLA, B. >.

Shielding aspects of heated twin jet noise
[ A I A A PaPEB 77-1288] p0565 A77-510H8

KAPLAB, 8. P.
Effec t of spectrum type on fatigue crack growth life

p O O U U A77-13289
KABCHHBB, ».

Core noise measurements on a YP-102 tnrbofan engine

[ A l f A PAPEB 77-21] p0112 A 7 / - 1 V V B 1
Core noise source diagnostics on a turbotan engine

using correlation and coherence techniques
p O b O U A 7 / - H q < i b 7

KABCHBEB, A. B.
Measurement of far field combustion noise iron a

turbofan angine using coherence functions
[ A I A A PAPER 77-12771 n O b b b A77-b1 lMB

Core noise scarce diagnostics on a t o rboJan engine
using correlation and coherence techniques
C HA Si-IB- X-73535] pOOJb H77-11UbJ

Core noise measurements on a YF-102 turbotan engine
[BASA-TN-X-73587] p018^ H / / - 1 J U b < l

Identification and measurement of combust ion /noise
f r o m a turbofan engine using correlation and
coherence technigues
[HASA-TH-737U7] p0591 B77-JJ162

Heasurement of far field combustion noise f rom a
tnrbofan engine using coherence functions
[NASA-TB-737D8] p0591 B77-JJ16J

KABISOYJ, A. G.
Contribution to the investigation ot heat transfer

in turbine blade cascades in effusion cooling
p O I I O A 7 / - 1 / / b a

Heat transfer in turbine blade cascades with
effusion cooling

p021t A7/-2950U
KABIHTIS, E.

System avionic architectures for BPVs
(AD-A011502] p0581 H77-J^1"»b

KABIBTSEV, I. B.
Influence of the lubricant inertia on the

stability of a rotor in short sliding bearings

K A B B A B K A B , J. S.
Information processing requirements for on-board

monitoring of automatic landing
[ A I A A 77-1093] pOUSb A77-12/98

Civil mini -EPA's for the 1980's: Avionics design
considerations
[SASA-CB-137679] pOJ70 S77-2M1JJ

KJBB1ZIH, 8. B.
BP7 applications ot Tomahawk cruise missile

P0516 A77-1I7JJ6
KAEP, D.

PILB - A system for precise aircraft location
pOObb A7/-15771

PALI - A beacon radar precision Altitude and
Landing nonitor

D\BS monopulse summary
[4D-J038157/«] p0427 N77-J611U

KiBPLDS, «. J.
Computers for real time flight simulation: A

market survey
[NASA-CB-2885] pO«7t B77-J811J

EASHIB, G. B.
Hatheoatical model of elastic structure in flight

dynamics studies
p0^52 A77-271JJ

K&SI, B. B.
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine

[BASA-CASE-LEH-12830-1 ] pOJJI B77-2J106
Digital shaft encoder

[AD-AOH0706] pOb13 S77-J1172
KATS. B. H.

Starting systems for aircraft gas turbine engines
pOl t l A77-20122

KATSDKI, B.
Emissions from gas turbine coabustors. I - An

experimental study on a model combustor
P0115 A77-186M6

Emissions f rom gas turbine combustors. II -
Analytical model and numerical analysis

p011b A77-1B617
KAISCBOTO, K. T.

GATOR/AV-8A environmental captive flight vibration
response tests
CAD-A036998] p0527 B77-J011«

KAIZ, A.
F-8 oblique wing structural feasibility study

[NASA-CB-15«8«1 ] p0526 H77-J010/
BSI2, B.

F-15 flight flutter test program
p02B8 N7/-210J7

KADBi , t.
Supersonic aircraft after body study ot a thick

boundary layer on a two-dimensional step
[LRBA-E-815-PV-U/SAE] p U O b b H/7-12001
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KAOFBAH, ».
Cyclic structural analyses of air-cooled gas

turbine blades and vanes
[SAF PAPIB 760918] p0259 A77-28226

IUOFBAH, B.
An adaptive flight controller for the 1-8 without

explicit parameter identification
p0267 A77-28801

K A U F M A N . J. I.
A-37B fat igue sensor evaluation program: Fall

scale test and field aircraft instrumentation
[AD-A012111] p0590 N77-33156

KAOTBAS, L. G., II
Separation ahead of steps on swept wings

p0051 A77-11555
KAOFBAHH, B.

Improved navigation using adaptive Kalman filtering
F0150 A77-20657

KADPS, K.
Compressible laminar boundary layers with suction

on swept and tapered vings
pOIOS A77-37910

A general method for calculating three-dimensional
compressible laminar and turbulent boundary
layers on arbitrary wings
[NASA-CB-2777] p0176 N77-16991

KAOSCH, D.
Maintenance basis for the aircraft Ta-131

p0098 A77-16711
KAVIAKABI , H.

Dynamics of an elastic seesaw rotor
p0199 A77-21938

KAT, I. 8.
A mid-air collision threat algorithm that uses

bearing data
[AD-A033617] p0332 H77-23075

A review and analysis of the BITBE beacon
collision avoidance system
[ A D - A 0 3 7 2 2 5 ] p0366 N77-21090

KiTS, A. 0.
Development of the technology for the fabrication

of reliable laminar f rom control panels
[HASA-CB-115168] p0321 N77-22178

KAZA, K. B. V.
A critical examination of the flap-lag dynamics of

helicopter rctor blades in hover and in forward
flight

p02i!6 A77-26870
Nonlinear curvature expressions for combined

flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion and
extension of twisted rotor blades
[NASA-TB-I-73997] p0171 H77-16376

Nonlinear aeroelastic eguations for combined
flapwise bending, chordvise bending, torsion,
and extension of twisted nonuniform rotor blades
in fo rward flight
[NASA-TH-71059] p0585 H77-33107

KEAHE, «. P.
A versatile display system for HOE operation

[ A H S 77-33-21] p0119 A77-10061
KEiTES, F. E.

A comparison of fatigue crack propagation rates in
CM002 (unclad RB58) aluainium alloy immersed in
}et fuel and a fuel simulant

-~ CABC-CP-1365] pO«91 N77-29280
KEATIHG, J. B.

Helicopter drive system en-condition maintenance
capability DH-1/AH-1
[AD-A028032] p0180 N77-17018

KEBA, I. V.
Flight operations of helicopter gas-turbine engines

p0197 A77-21663
KECECIOGLD, D.

Hear reliability of aircraft splines
F0559 A77-50167

KEEREB, E. B.
Side forces on a tangent ogive forebody with a

fineness ratio of 2.5 at high angles of attack
and low speed
fNASA-TB-X-73176 ] p0223 877-18053

Side forces on forebodies at high angles of attack
and nach numbers f rom 0.1 to 0.7: two tangent
ogives, paraboloid and cone
[NASA-TB-X-3138] p0278 N77-20030

KEFFOBD, H. F. K.
Cost-effectiveness benefits of a variable diameter

rotor system as applied to advanced YTOL aircraft
p0313 A77-33786

KBIBSTEAD, B. H.
Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 2: Osers manual tor
the computer program
[AD-A031388] pOJJI N77-2J100

KELLHAT, S.
Developments in the lifting surface theory

treatment of symmetric planforms with a leading
edge crank in subsonic flow
[ARC-CP-1323] fO<H2 N77-^8076

KEL1EB, B.
Large quantity, high speed pressure data acquisition

pO»06 A77-JB021
KELLEB, B. i. B.

Precise positioning of sonobuoys using ABE and DBS
techniques

pOb72 A77-51196
KELLEI, B. J.

Estimation o£ weapon-radius versas maneuverability
trade-off for air-to-air combat
[AIAA PAPEB 77-35] pOIJT A77-1978/

KELIY, J. B.
The effect of variations in controls and displays
on helicopter instrument approach capability
[HASA-TS-D-8385] pOISS N77-17102

Flight investigation of a vertical-velocity
command system for VTOL aircraft
[NASA-TU-D-8180] pOt79 H77-2B1J7

KELLY, R. B.
Doppler BIS signal processing

pfli»02 A77-J7MO
KELLI, B. R.

A review of advanced rotor research
[AHS 77-33-17] pO<!19 A77-40061

KELLI, B. D.
Our amazing air transportation system /AIAA-SAE

«llliam Littlewood Regional Lecture/
[ A I A A PAPER 77-356] p O I I I A77-18260

KELLY. B. J.
Guidance accuracy considerations for the Hicrowave

Landing System
pOJ97 A77-J7"»b<t

KEHBEB, A. B.
Environmental degradation of fuels, fluids and

related materials for aircraft
[4D-A026908] pOU2 877-lb^ll

EEBP, D. B.
Technology ot civil usage of composites

[ A I A A P A P E B 77-168] pO^S7 A7/-280US
KESP, H. B.

Forces on unstaggered airfoil cascades in unsteady
in-phase motion
[ A S B E PAPEB 76-FE-S] pOOOl A77-10851

KBMP, B. B., JB.
Hind-tunnel tests of a 1/4 scale model of the Bell

XS-1 transonic airplane. 1: Longitudinal
stability and control characteristics
[L6D12] pOUBS B77-29071

KEHPKE, E. E., JB.
Emissions of an AVCO Lycoming 0-320-DIAD air

cooled light aircraft engine as a function of
fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature and
humidity
[HiSA-TH-X-735003 p002J B77-100S8

Summary report on effects at temperature,
humidity, and fuel-air ratio on two air-cooled
light aircraft engines

p0181 H77-17086
Introduction to NASA contracts

P0185 S77-17091
KEHPKE, B. B.

Effect of air temperature and relative humidity at
various fuel-air ratios on exhaust emissions on
a per-mode basis of an Avco Lycoming 0-320 DIAD
light aircraft engine. Volume 2: Individual
data points
[HASA-TB-X-73507] pOO.il N77-10066

KEBPTOB, A. J.
Heat diffusion as a source of aerodynamic sound

p0107 A77-1701J
KEHDALL, J. 84

Airframe noise measurements by acoustic imaging
[AIAA PAPEB 77-55] p0138 A77-19799

KBSDiLL, B. I.
Emergency escape from shuttle vehicles

p0557 177-19935
Proposed helicopter safety system for catastrophic
failures

p0557 A77-199J6
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KEHBEDY, T. I. •
Feynolds number and nozzle afterbody configuration

effects on BCdel forebody and af terbody drag
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-103] p0139 A77-19827

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle/afterbody testing at transonic Bach numbers
C f t f A P A P E B 77-106] p0139 A77-19830

KEW, I. 3.
Conceptual study of a lov cost turbojet engine

fAD-J025652J f0071 S77-12062
KBPPEIBB, B.

Safety of transport aircraft
[SHFT-Ft-B-76-07] p0177 H77-17019

Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems during
take-off and landing

p0237 H77-19013
KEBGOAT, B.

Performance of a French airborne Omega receiver
and outlcck for its use

p0309 A77-329II3
KBBKEBIHG, K. J.

Altitude warn ing signal system evaluation
[AD-A039365] pOSW N77-311U7

KEBLIN, B. L.
Inter-noise 76; Proceedings of the International

Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
Washington, C.C., Apr i l 5-7, 1976

p01«9 A77-20629
KEBB, A. B.

J new mixer design for 110-220 GHz
p0311 A77-33206

KEBB, J. B.
Flight simulation testing of advanced composites

for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
[ A I A A 77-1101] p0206 A77-25753

Time-temperature-stress capabilities of composites
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications

p0221 N77-18035
KBBSBSEB, D. 0.

A suspended anemometer system for measuring true
airspeed on low-speed airplanes
[HASA-TH-D-8523] p0590 N77-33157

K K S K A B , , D . A. i
Load factor response of digitally controlled

aircraft
F A I A A 77-10801 pO<456 A77-I12786

KBDHES, F.
Experimental investigation concerning the

reduction of vave drag of pointed symmetrical
wings of equal vclume with subsonic leading edge
and bell-shaped planform for different thickness
distributions in the spanuise and chordwise
directions
[DLB-FB-75-62] p0521 H77-30087

KEIES, J. 9.
Force testing manual for the Langley 20-inch Hach

6 tunoel
[8ASf-Tli-74026] p O U S O N77-28115

KBZB, J. P.
Operational concept for a battlefield surveillance

BPV system /Canadair CL-227/
p0516 A77-47335

KHAIBDLLIH, A. KB.
Estimation of automated GTE test system

characteristics
p0111 A77-17958

KHALJTOV, A. A.
Beat transfer in tube entrance segment vith

initial flow swirl and transverse injection
p0013 A77-12517

KHALIL, E. E.
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of

kerosene-spray flanes
pOSSO A77-U8181

KBAB, T.
Thermal stability of transition metal monocarbide

fibers in refractory composites prepared by
unidirectional solidification
[ O N E F A , TP HO. 1977-62] p0515 A77-17136

KBABIH, V. I.
Pvionics and radio electronics of the Yak-UO

a i rcraf t
p0312 A77-33U08

KHABITOHOT, 1. H.
Some topics in modeling in high-speed aerodynamics

p0297 A77-3057S
ItBOKHlOV, B. V.

A e r o d y n a m i c effects dur ing supersonic f l o w past a
laser beam

A77-UU!>1t>
KBOKBOLOV, H. Z.

Spectral and polarmetnc instrumentation for the
aircraft astrophysical investigations in the
range 50-500mkm
CD-228] p U O B 6 B77-1J9J6

SHOLIA7KO, V. I.
Ihe effect of wind tunnel flow boundaries on the
flow past a wing of low aspect ratio
[AD-H032527] pOJJ1 S77-2J065

Low-aspect-ratio wing in a bounded inviscid flow
[AD-A032529] p03J1 H77-^JU66

KBOBIKOV, 1. 1.
The chances of "classical1 flutter onset in the

moving blades of turbines
P0059 A77-159BO

KHOiosags, L. p.
Forecasting the elastic properties of composites
reinforced by discrete fibers

pOIIQ A77-1Bl»b7
KBOI, B. S.

Optimua design of composite wing structures with
twist constraint for aeroelastic tailoring
[AD-A038029] pOU26 877-̂ 6099

KHBABOT, G. A.
Self-similar representation of the structure of

the gasdynamic region during discharge of a
highly undererpanded gas jet into a hypersonic
wake flow

pOU6 A77-197J^
KBBOS1&LEV, H. B.

Optimal control of thrust and angle of attack ot
an aircraft performing a climb-acceleration
maneuver

pOUS A77-19J29
KIBBBE. G. I.

Minimization of airframe response during ground
operations
[AD-A026393] pOOBO N77-1JOS2

KICKS, J. C.
Large quantity, high speed pressure data acquisition

p0106 A77-3B021
KIDA, T.

An alternative analytical method for ground-effect
aerofoils

pOOIb A77-1JM9
KIDO, D. 1.

Advanced two-bladed rotor systems at Bell
Belicopter Teitron

pOJMlt A/7-3J790
KIDDLE, F. E.

Effects of heat on fatigue^1 in aircraft structure
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tnrbofan exhaust nozzles
[HASA-CB-2628] p017S 877-16986

Coannular nozzle noise characteristics and
application to advanced supersonic transport
engines

p0220 877-180^1
KOZLOHSKI, L.

Safety on board/evacuation procedures and training
of cabin crew

pOUqU A77-4U936
KH&AB, L.

General Dynamics struggles to build a plane for
all nations
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p0197 A77-24653
KBACBBAN, H. E.

Jn alternate recovery system for the Aquila
p0518 A77-47346

KEAEHEHBOEBL, B.
Haintaining transport aircraft

p0009 A77-12069
KBAEHEB, K.

The velocity field of small-Bach number Knudsen
flow on the edge of a disturbed plate

p0090 A77-16Q22
KBAFKA, B.

Studies on rotor and flight dynamics of a
horizontally stoppable hingeless rotor aircraft

pO<465 A77-43365
KBAFT, D. C.

landing gear/soil interaction development of
criteria for aircraft operation on soil during
turning and multipass operations
[AD-A027422] p0121 N77-14008

KBAFT, E. H.
An integral eguation method for boundary

interference in a perforated-wall wind tunnel at
transonic speeds
[AD-A023493 ] p0019 H77-10023

KBAG, B.
Maneuver load control and gust load alleviation -

Design and application possibilities
[DGLB PAPEB 76-210] p0157 A77-21882

Calculation of the dynamic response of CCV-type
aircraft
[DLB-FB-76-78] p0493 N77-29168

KEAIKO, A. H.
Investigation of the stability of a channel flow

with a blocking compression shock at transonic
flow rates x

pOOSO A77-14426
KBAHEB, A.

Some aspects of the development of air traffic of
the Socialist States. II

p0555 A77-49651
KBAHEB, J. I.

The GPS Control Segment and its service to the GPS
Oser

p0573 A77-51202
KBAHBEE, H.

layout and flight performance of a hypersonic
transport /HST/
[DGLE PJPEB 76-198] p0095 A77-16575

KBASIIOV4, N. A.
Measurement-data system for investigating the

thermal stability of structures
p0358 A77-36649

KBASIISBCHIKOV, A. P.
Some specific features of the aerodynamic

characteristics of cones situated in viscous
hypersonic flow

p0297 A77-30576
KBASHOV, H. F.

Aerodynamics. I - Fundamentals of theory. Airfoil
and wing aerodynamics. II Aerodynamical design
methods /2nd revised and enlarged edition/

p0254 A77-27350
KBAOSE, B.

Electric power supply in the case of airports. I
p0098 A77-16712

Electrical power supply of airports. Ill
p0415 A77-39455

Electroenergy supply for airports. IV
p0556 A77-49658

KBADSB, «.
Noise emission of the agricultural aircraft Z-37.

I - Sound intensity level measurements at the
agricultural aircraft Z-37. II - Sound intensity
level measurements at an agricultural airport

p0555 A77-49656
KBiVCBEHKO, V. p.

A technique for reducing the differential
wing-flutter equations to integral equations

p0089 A77-16311
KBAYETS, V. V.

Effect of a conical break in delta wings on
aerodynamic characteristics

p0136 A77-19733
KBAVTSEVA, A. I.

Increasing jet-engine thrust by water-augmentation
p0515 A77-46984

KBEBS, J. B.
Supersonic propulsion - 1970 to 1977

[AIAA PAPEB 77-832] p0451 A77-4197U
Advanced supersonic technology study: Engine

program summary. Supersonic propulsion: 1971 -
1976

p0219 N77-1B013
KBBIFELDT, J.

Multiple curved descending approaches and the air
traffic control problem
[NASA-TM-78430] p0579 H77-J21UU

KBBIS, a. J.
Hacroscopic study of time unsteady noise o± an
aircraft engine during static tests

pOSOt A77-44453
Hacroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an
aircraft engine during static tests
[HASA-TM-X-73556] p0036 N77-11052

KBEJSA, E. A.
Interim prediction method for turbine noise
[NASA-TM-X-73566] p0081 »77-1JObb

KBEHZ, G.
Aerodynamic design and flight testing of the VFB bit
[DOLE PAPEB 76-208] p0093 A77-16560

Airframe response to separated flow on the short
haul aircraft VF« 614

p05J3 H77-31081
KBESKOVSKI, J. P.

A numerical study of the unsteady leading edge
separation bubble on an oscillating airtoil

pOJ56 A77-362J9
KBETOV, A. S.

Calculation, beyond the proportional limit, of a
slightly conical low-aspect-ratio wing

p0305 A77-J2091
Analysis of slightly-conical small-aspect-ratio

wings beyond the proportional limit
p0469 A77-44094

KBE1SCBHBB, D.
A premized, variable area combustor for a small

gas turbine engine
pOIOI A77-1724b

KBE1Z, 8.
Eesearch in multicyclic and active conol of rotary

wings
p0106 A77-17H06

Relaxation of rotor limitations by feedback control
[AHS 77-33-36] p0420 A77-40071

KBEZEIBAGEB, K. B.
Numerical analyses of soft body impacts on rigid

and deformable targets
[AD-A040030] p05«2 N7/-J116B

KBICBEVSKII, ID. G.
Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the
boundaries of turbulent supersonic wakes

p0300 A77-J1H31
KEIHITZ, A.

A review and analysis of the MITEE beacon
collision avoidance system
[AD-A037225] p0366 877-24090

KBOCKOH, B.
Results of further investigations of a new concept
of fuel prevaporization

pOIOM A77-17247
KBOBLL, L.

The new airport radar systems
p05"49 A77-47979

KBOENEBT, G.
The Ka-26 helicopter in the special flights domain

of Interflug. I

The helicopter Ka-26 in the Special Purpose
Flights Sector of Interflug. II

pOb55 A77-496S7
KBOGOL1, B.

What is the right size for BPVs?
[MBB-OFE-1272-O] p0383 N77-2b1b»

KEOLL, B. I.
Comparisons of several aerodynamic methods for

application to dynamic loads analyses
[NASA-CB-137720] p0075 N77-1JUU1

KBOTOV, V. F.
Optimal control of thrust and angle of attack ot

an aircraft performing a climb-acceleration
maneuver

pOUb A77-19J29
KEOIBE, C. 8.

Ku-band integrated circuit receiver
pOb19 A77-«/Jb»

KBDCZINSKI, I_ B.
Aircraft navigation with the limited operational
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phase of the BATSTAB Global Positioning System
p0503 A77-44436

Global positioning system navigation algorithms
p0578 B77-32103

KBOT.I, B. P.
Considerations of high altitude emissions

p0220 H77-18025
KBOSE, G. S.

An automated procedure for preliminary design of
primary structure for transport Aircraft
[ASHE PSFEB 76-KA/AEBC-9] p0213 A77-26404

KBOSE, B.
Boundary layer calculation of an effusion cooled

turbine blade
p0105 A77-172S5

KBDSE, B. L.
Beynolds number effects en the aerodynamic

characteristics of irregular planform wings at
Hach number 0.3
[BASA-TH-S-73132] p0472 H77-28073

KBOTOV, T. I.
The aircraft passenger compartment as a

temperature-regulated plant
p0304 A77-32085

The aircraft cabin as a temperature-controlled plant
pOU69 A77-U408S

KBOTOVA, B. H.
Thermal analysis of flight vehicle compartment

structure
p0012 A77-12509

KBTLOV, I. P.
Effect of phenol-type antiozidant additives on the

operating properties of water-free jet fuels
p0300 A77-31440

Investigation of the composition of phenol
antioxidants containing zinc
dialkyldithiocarbamates, used to improve the
thermal-cxidative stability of jet fuels

p0345 A77-33912
KBTSIB, V. B.

Technology of manufac tur ing aircraft honeycomb
structures /2nd revised and enlarged edition/

p0110 A77-17725
KO, S. B.

Lubricant/metallurgy interaction effects on
turbine engine lubricant load rating
[AD-A026208] p0133 B77-15410

KOCEBA, B.
Discussion of existing load spectra for aircraft

and their parts
p0193 A77-23872

KDCBAB, 1. P.
Bonaxisymmetric nozzle configuration development

for a multimissicn cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-843] p O H 1 0 A77-38556

KOCZYBSKI, •- 1.
Inflight Botor Stability Hcnitor

p0288 H77-21039
KODBIASBOY, 1. IA.

Hethodology of measuring applied loads in
full-scale static fatigue tests

p0308 A77-3271S
KOBHL, P.

Experimental data organization and experimental
data processing in the flight tests of the Alpha
Jet prototypes
[DGLB PAPEB F.S-86/76] p0043 A77-12981

KOEHBEL, B.
Energy dissipation in turbcmachines due to

boundary layers and their effects
p0052 A77-147115

KtJEHKIEH, H.
Possibilities of adapting by-pass-engines to the

requirements of higher supersonic flight
p0321 K77-22123

KOBTBE, &. H.
Foundations of aerodynamics: Bases of aerodynamic

design /3rd edition/
p0110 A77-17548

KDBAB, t. T.
Helicopter offshore operations

p0503 A77-44437
Impact of automation npcn air traffic control

system productivity/capacity (ABTS III)
[AD-A038659] p0434 B77-27094

KUHI, A. E.
The use of a simplified structural model as an aid

in the strain gage calibration of a ccuplex uing
[HASA-TH-56046] p0439 H77-27429

A study of the effect of radical load
distributions on calibrated strain gage load
eguations
[NASA-TH-56047] p04JS H77-^74JU

KDHLBAH, G. I.
Selecting processing options for high-fracture

toughness titanium airframe forgings

KUHLBAB, J.
Load distributions on slender delta wings having

vortex flow
pU«0!> A77-J7942

KOHLTBAO, A. B.
The development of a model for predicting

passenger acceptance of short-haul air
transportation systems
[BASA-CR-145250] ' p05B9 B77-JJ148

KOHB, B. E.
Estimated transonic flying qualities of a tailless

airplane based on a model investigation, H June
1949
[L9D08] p0485 H/7-^!907b

KOHH, T. E.
Pollution reduction technology program for small

jet aircraft engines, phase 1
[NiSA-CB-135214] pObS2 N7;-jJlbb

KOflBS, J.
Research on smart target for aerial combat. Part

2: Technical description
[AD-A029172] pOISO S77-17Ub1

Research on smart target tor aerial combat, part
3: Interface documentation
[AD-A029173] pOISO N77-17052

KPIPEBS, J.
An Extended range Sensor Package (ESP)
[AD-A027850] p0177 B7V-1 /OZb

KDKBTA, K. IA.
A technique for reducing the differential

•ing-flutter equations to integral equations
p0089 A77-16J11

EOEIBOT, A. G.
Plow in turbomachines with nonuniform inlet

velocity distribution
p0136 A77-19708

KOKLEVi, A.
Synthesis of an automatic aircraft control system

p0114 A77-1H503
KOLAGIBA, V. A.

Certain characteristics of blade oscillations
under conditions of rotating distortion

p0060 A77-1S38S
KOLAS, C. E.

A launch transient experiment for imaging seeXers
[AD-A028625] p0170 N77-16049

KOLIAEV, B. I»
Calculation of the hydrodynamc interaction of

arrays of thin profiles taking into account the
evolution of vortex trails

p0053 A77-1S008
KDLIKOV, E. I.

Fatigue strength of aircraft propeller blades
p041J A77-J875S

KOLIKO7, F. B.
Improving the service life and reliability of

welded joints in landing gear elements
p0254 A77-271b4

Utilization of the alloys VT-14 and VT-22 in
landing gear construction

p0254 A77-271b5
KDLIKOVSKII, A. A.

Have structure and density distribution in a
nonstationary gas jet

p0445 A77-41^70
KDLKABBI, S. B.

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings. Volume
2: Design manual
[AD-A024767] p0084 H77-1J4JO

KOLLGBEB, T. E.
Theoretical and experimental analysis of surface
cracks emanating from fastener holes
IAD-A039817] p0496 S77-2DS77

KOLBICKI, P. T.
Influence of aircraft angle of attack on high G

cockpit design
[AD-A025083] p0034 B77-1104J

KOHAGAI, 1.
Study on film cooling of turbine blades. I -

Experiments on film cooling with injection
through holes near leading edge
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p0115 A77-18645
KOBAB, A.

Low Reynolds number flow past a blunt axisymmetnc
body at angle of attack

p0468 A77-43737
KUHBALB, It.

I study of the charge and current induced on an
aircraft in an EBP simulator facility. Part 1:
The formulation. Part 2: The singularity
expansion method. Part 3: The numerical results
[AD-A039507] p0515 N77-31384

KUBCBAL, K.
The production and refining of crude oil into

military fuels
[AD-A024652] p0038 N77-11207

KOHG, J. T.
Lightning protection design concepts for advanced

composite structures
p0302 A77-31765

Advanced composite rudders for DC-10 aircraft:
Design, manufact »ing, and ground tests
[NASA-CB-145068] p0068 B77-12039
L, B. 1.

Fog dispersal - Hodern implementation of proven
concepts

p0271 A77-29465
KUHZ, D. L.

The effect of varying freestream velocity on
dynamic stall characteristics

p02i|6 A77-26872
KUBOSAKA, B.

Unsteady pressure distributions on oscillating
airfoils in a supersonic cascade

pOOOil A77-10771
Some recent developments in unsteady aerodynamics

of a supersonic cascade
p O I U H H77-20138

KOBTSBVA, I. I.
Nonradial arrangement of turbomachine guide vanes

p0061 A77-15997
KOBTZE, B. L.

Structural design studies of a supersonic cruise
arrov ving configuration

p0221 N77-18029
KDBZ, B.

Comparison of applied propulsion jet simulation
techniques, using models of the Airbus A 300
[HBB-UFE-1276-OE] p0267 A77-28789

KOBZIHEB, B. I.
Jet engines for high supersonic flight speeds -

Theoretical principles
pO»5» A77-42238

KUBZKE, J.
The pros and ccns of variable geometry turbines

p0322 H77-22140
KOBZKE, J. I.

Gas turbines - operational characteristics and
optimization

p0197 A77-24775
KOSAKIH, S. I.

The method of deformed coordinates in the problem
of superscnic gas flow over a wing

p0296 A77-30S58
KUTBSOV, a. A.

Utilization of the alloys VT-11 and 7T-22 in
landing gear construction

p0254 A77-27155
KOTHEY, J. T.

Analysis and documentation of QCSEE (Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine) over-the-wing
exhaust system development
[BASA-CB-2792] p0436 N77-27119

KDZBICBBV, V. S.
Influence of the intended use of an aircraft on

the optimal parameters of gas-turbine power plants
p030a A77-32086

Influence of flight vehicle mission on optimal GTE
powerplant parameters

pO<!69 A77-44086
KOZBINSKII, V. A.

Surface cooling and transition of a laainar
boundary layer to a turbulent one at supersonic
flow velocities

p0297 A77-30571
KDZBETSOV, I. D.

Equivalent testing of gas turbine engines
p0467 A77-43619

KOZIETSOT, T. I.
Ground-based air conditioning in passenger

airplane cabins
pOJOl A77-J1450

KV1SBA, V. F.
Investigation of transient processes in a

perforated useful length of a wind tunnel
p0297 A77-30579

KVATBBBIK, B. G.
A critical examination of the flap-lag dynamics of

helicopter rotor blades in hover and in forward
flight

p02<16 A77-26S70
Nonlinear curvature expressions for combined
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion and
extension of twisted rotor blades
[ NASA-Til-X-73997] p0174 H77-16J76

Nonlinear aeroelastic egnations for combined
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion,
and extension of twisted oonuniform rotor blades
in forward flight
[NiSA-TH-74059] pOS85 S77-JJ107

KBAH, A. S. B.
The initial region of subsonic coaxial jets. II

p0555 A77-49&64
KIAHTBS, F. 3.

Multiple backup systems assure operation of
aircraft hydraulic functions

i p0195 A77-2U575
KYLE, S. G.

Engine life considerations in the preliminary
design of a tactical weapon system
[AIAA PAPEB 77-955] pO«12 A77-J861^

Opportunities for variable geometry engines in
military aircraft

pOJ20 N77-2211J
KTBISS, C. t,

Boundary layer transition flight test observations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-125] p0161 477-22^31

KISEB, 1. C.
An elementary analysis of the effect of sweep,

Hach number, and lift coefficient on
wing-structure weight
[HASA-TH-74072] p0589 B77-JJ116

LA PADOLA, C. D.
A mathematical model of transcontinental balloon
[IAF PAPEB 77-167] p057« A77-51160

LA1KSO, J. B.
Development of a low-cost graphite reinforced

composite primary structural component
[AD-A035398] p0388 N77-25261

LABIB, A. B.
The variational analysis of the rotating stall and

its experimental investigation in the axial-flow
compressor

p027U A77-29975
LABIB, B. A. E.

The variational analysis of the rotating stall and
its experimental investigation in the axial-flow
compressor

p027« A77-29975
LABIBGEB, B. L.

EECOB 6: A real-tine, wide-angle, solid-state
reconnaissance camera system for high-speed,
low-altitude aircraft

p0187 B77-17281
LABOB, J. D.

Environmentally controlled fatigue tests cf box
beams with built-in flaws
[AIAA 77-875] p0207 A77-25775

LABOSSIBBB, t. A*
A coaposite system approach to aircraft cabin fire

safety
p04<41 A77-409J7

LACSI, D. I.
(ind tunnel results of a 10-percent scale powered

SCAT VTOL aircraft
[AD-AOQ0313] p0536 B77-3110S

LACBI, T. B.
The AV-8B wing - Aerodynanic concept and design

[AIAA 77-607] p0351 A77-3M959
LACKBAI, L.

Advanced composites and advanced metallics meet
the challenge of design-to-cost
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1234] pOSOl A77-44J29

LACBOIS, A. B4
Fracture toughness of 8mm 2024-T3 non clad plate

with long central cracks
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[FOK-B-1879] pOOlO N77-11U»9
LACT, G. a.

A flight control sjsteo using the DAIS architecture
[ A I A A 77-1100] p0156 A77-U280<I

LiDD, D. R.
Structural design of pavenents for light aircraft

[AD-A011300] pO»93 H77-2917U
LAETT, B. ».

Badiocoamnnication in air navigation
p0155 A77-21869

LAFABGOB, B.
The shrouded tail rotor 'Fenestron'

pOU66 A77-U3367
liFOBGB, S. V.

faiinao rotor thrust capabilities, articulated and
teetering rotors

p0163 A77-22668
Aerodynamic and dynamic design and development of

the main totor of the YAH-61 advanced attack
helicopter

p02«1 A77-26858
LAFBBY, B.

P A L H - A system for precise aircraft location
pOOSS A77-15771

LAFBBY, B. B.
PALH - A beacon radar Precision Altitude and

Landing l"cnitor
pOU02 A77-37725

LAFOZE, D. L.
The 150 KVA samar ium cobalt VSCF starter generator

electrical system, phase 1
[AD-A026518] f0133 H77-15299

LAFOZE, E. L.
? high-power rare earth cobalt permanent magnet

generator in a variable speed constant frequency
aircraft starter generator system

p0399 A77-37475
LAGABELLI, A. L.

Surface pressure fluctuation measurements in
attached transitional/turbulent boundary layers
at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
[ A I A A E A P E B 77-113] p0161 A77-22228

LAI1, G. G.
YJ101/YF-17 flight test experience

[SAE PAPEB 760932] p0259 A77-28237
LAKE, B. B.

The problem of certifying helicopters for flight
in icing conditions

p0052 A77-11937
Helicopter icing - A problem to be defined

p0166 A77-13368
L A K S B B I H A B A Y S H A , B.

Noise due to interaction of boundary layer
turbulence 'with a ccupressor or a propulser rotor
[AD-A033199] p0386 N77-25180

LALETIB, K. B.
Practical aerodynamics of the Yak-18T airplane

p0162 A77-22150
LAHABHi, i. J.

Equivalent system approaches to handling qualities
analysis and design problems of augmented aircraft
[ A I A A 77-1122] pO«S8 A77-43155

LAHAB, J. E.
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of 15 deg

swept wings at Bach approximately 0
[HASA-TH-X-73912] p0120 H77-13990

Vortex-lift roll-control device
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11868-2] pOSIU H77-31176

LABB, B.
Aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic fighter

airplane configurations based on Soviet design
concepts
T A I A A 77-1162] p0160 A77-13188

LABBODBIOH, J.
Investigation of subsonic fan noise sources by

fluctuating pressure measurements on rotating
blades
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1321] p0566 A77-51075

LABOBT, G. B.
Bicroprocessor development for a digital Flight

Control System voter/monitor
p0397 A77-37112

LiBOBT, P. 3.
Comment on 'Induced side forces at high angles of

attack1

p0299 A77-31071
LABOBT, t. I.

Prediction of aerodynamic out-of-plane forces on
ogive-nosed circular cylinders

pone A77- i«B7y
LABPABD, G. I. B.

Integration and simulated flight testing ot a
geared fan V/STOL airplane
[ A I A A 77-612] p03b1 A/7-J196.1

LiSPKIB, B. A.
Tenth-scale powered model test of a tilt-nacelle

V/STOL airplane
[ A I A A 77-591] p03SO A77-J1951

LAB, C. E.
Applications of an improved nonlinear lifting-line

theory
p0256 A77-27618

Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing
aerodynamics
[AIAA 77-575] p0318 A77-J19J5

Computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristics of upper-surface-blowing and
over-wing-blowing configurations
[ NASA-TH-X-73987] p022J »77-1b05b

LABCAST8B, E. J.
Initial unsteady aerodynamic measurements of a

circulation controlled airfoil and an
oscillating flow wind tunnel
[AD-AOB2102] p0587 N77-JJ122

1ABCASTEB, J. S.
Semi-buoyant lifting body hybrid characteristics

for advanced Naval missions
[AIAA 77-1194] pO««8 A77-U176J

ZPG-X design and performance characteristics for
advanced Naval operations
[AIAA 77-1197] pO»49 A77-11/6b

LABDESS, C. L.
Cost/performance trade-of±s Hughes Helicopters

YAH-61 advanced attack helicopter
[AHS 77-33-11 ] pOUIS A77-OOU5b

LABDES, B. E.
Composite tanks tor aerospace vehicle application

p0512 A77-U6516
LABDGBEBE, A. J.

Prediction of helicopter induced flow velocities
using the Botorcraft Rake Analysis

pOJtt A77-268bJ
Aerodynamic technology for advanced rotorcratt

pOJ12 A77-JJ/81
LABDBETH, J. H.

Simulation of a radar tracking a glinting aircraft
target in a multipath environment

pOJ26 N77-22J77
LAHDBOB, B. J.

Assessment of existing analytic methods for
prediction of high angle-of-attack loads on
delta wings at supersonic speeds

p0276 N77-2000J
LABOIEBEB, L.

Flow interaction near the tail of a body of
revolution. I - Flow exterior to boundary layer
and wake
[ASHE PAPEE 76-FE-M] pOOOl A77-108bb

Flow interaction near the tail of a body of
revolution. II - Iterative solution for flow
within and exterior to boundary layer and wake
[ASBE PAPEB 76-FE-N] pOOOH A/7-10856

L&HDT, fl. A.
Effect of spectrum type on fatigue crack growth lite

pOOia A77-1J289
LAHE, B.

Design and flight test of the Active Arm External
Load Stabilization System /AAELSS II/

p0247 A77-26876
LAHG, J. 0.

Dynamic loading on an airfoil due to a growing
separated region

p02/7 N77-20015
LAHSB, B.-B.

Flight characteristics studies related to the
employment of direct power steering in
longitudinal motion
[DGLB PAPEB 76-2J8] p0156 A77-21881

LAHGB, B. B.
Effects of artificial stability on configuration
design

p0153 A77-2U719
Parametric study of advanced long range

military/commercial cargo transports
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1221 } pOSOO A77-OOJ22

Effects of artificial stability on configuration
design

p0119 H77-1J982
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LANGEB, B.-J.
A model for windtunnel rotorcraft research -

Grounfl resonance investigations
p0166 A77-U3369

LANGEBEOX, P.
•C.22 ' , the new French target drone

pOOOS A77-11625
LANGFELDEB, H.

New technology for fighter aircraft
[ D O L E P A P E R 76-1U7] p0091 A77-16529

LAHGHAHS, B. A.
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a

supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TH-Jt-31131 ] p0586 N77-33116

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls, supplement, part 1
[H\SA-TH-I-3«31-PT-1] p0586 H77-33117

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-T1-X-3031-PT-2] p0586 H77-33118

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
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Detailed design of a quiet high flow fan
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BILHELH, K.
Flight nechanical problems in connection with the
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BILKEBSOI. B.
Safetj concepts and innovations on the E-1 Bomber
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control wing
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BILKIBS, B. S.
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with thrust augmentation
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BILLIAHS, D. 1.
Beapons testing technigues
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Video generation and control system

[AD-A033653] p0373 H77-24157
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A systematic approach to advanced cockpit warning
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pilot preferences

p0229 H77-18116
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p0117 A77-19242
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Advanced turboprop technology development
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Advanced turboprop technology development
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rotor blades
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Exact solutions in oscillating airfoil theory
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I-Bing - A new concept in rotary wing VTOL
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survey
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systems
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System considerations for reliable strain data
from gas turbine engines
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Supersonic variable-cycle engines
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BILLIS, J. B,
Flight control system development for the XV-15
tilt rotor aircraft
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BILLIS, B. S.

Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engines
/QCSEE/ - A technology development program
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The application of QCSEE technology to V/STOL
[AI&A PAPEB 77-583] p0352 A77-3U967

BILLISTOH, E. B.
An advanced fighter aircraft propulsion control
concept
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Rain rotor wake/tail rotor interaction
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Advanced materials and their use in civil aircratt
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Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft
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Status report on the generalized likelihood ratio
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data and tailboom static test data with NASTBAH
analytical results
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Calculation of vortex breakdown locations for flow

over delta wings
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Development of nickel-zinc batteries for aircraft
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Investigation into the opt imum use of advanced

displays in fu ture transport aircraft
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Investigation into the opt imum use of advanced
displays in future transport aircraft
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Safety of transport aircraft
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Measurements of pressure distribution on a
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International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines,
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Emissions and new technology programs for
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Preproduction test program, Kaflei drive shaft
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Design of selected helicopter components for ease
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BISE, H. A.
Description and flight tests of an oculometer
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Hydrogen-fueled subsonic aircraft: A perspective
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Alternate aircraft fuels: Prospects and
operational implications
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BITHEHSPOOB, J. B.
Air transport propulsion for the 1980's

p0119 S77-13980
BITT, B. B.

Dear-net powder metallurgy airframe structures
p0131 877-15176

BITTEBOHB, F. C.
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spectra of LkH-alpha 101
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A method of analysis for general aviation airplane

structural crashworthiness
p0454 A77-42b66

A method of analysis for general aviation airplane
structural crashworthiness
[AD-A032415/2] p0280 B77-20052

BOAH, C. J.
Optimum acoustic design of free-running low speed

propellers
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1248] p0502 A77-44JJ7

Propeller study. Part 2: The design ot
propellers for minimum noise
[HASA-CE-155005] p0541 H77-J11b7

BOELFEB, G.
Sound shielding on an engine model and comparison

with theory
[DGLB PAPEB 76-163] p0094 A77-1657J

Theoretical and experimental investigation ot
noise shielding for jet engines
[BHFT-FB-B-76-09] pOIBJ B77-17072

BOEBBEB, B.
Reliability applied to landing gear and hydraulics

P0009 A77-12116
BOBHEBE, F.

Development of prediction technigues for multi-jet
thermal ground flow fields and fountain formation
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BOIIBE, K.
Development of single-flight cycles for fatigue
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BOJCIECH, J. J.
Flight test and evaluation of HDEC (McDonnell
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avoidance system
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Strategic defense materials: A case study of high

temperature engines
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Comparison of the sonic fatigue characteristics of
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WOLFE, B. L. , JB.
Development of a small, low cost turbojet engine

with throst augmentation
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An unproved free wing for an aircraft
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iOBG, P. J.

Sri's air traffic flow Dodel
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p0353 A77-35071
WOHG, B. F.

Application of boundary layer blowing to suppress
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ROOD, B. 1.
Current practice on estimating crack growth damage

accumulation with specific application to
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Experimental performance of a
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WOODCOCK, D. L.

The theoretical prediction of steady and unsteady
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Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
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Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
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helicopter simulation
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A program for increased flight fidelity in
helicopter simulation
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Spacecraft flight control with the new phase space
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Aircraft tires: Balance pad bonding integrity
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engines
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economic viability
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WBIGHT, G.

Future trends in aero-gas turbine design -
Conventional engines

p0272 A77-29653
WBIGBT, G. E., JB.
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BRIGHT, G. B.
Future trends in aero gas turbine design. II -

Unconventional engines
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Future trends in aero-gas turbine design -
Unconventional engines
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WBIGHT, H. E.
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with thrust augmentation
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Hadiation characteristics of acoustic sources in
circular motion
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B. HEX.

A methodology for estimating jet engine costs
early in weapon system acquisition
[AD-&033667] p0375 H77-25001

AIB FOBCE IASTBBN TEST BASSE, PATBICK AFB, FLA.
Atmospheric electricity and tethered aerostats,

volume 1
[AD-4034847] p0332 B77-23070

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT DTHAHICS LAB., HBIGHT-PATTEBSOF
AFB, OHIO.

Hypersonic technology-approach to an expanded
program

p0051 A77-14597
Two-dimensional nozzle/airframe integration

technology - An overview
[AIAA PAPEB 77-839] ' p0451 A77-41973

Ronazisymmetric nozzle technology program - An
overview
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-1225] pOSOO A77-44325

Current practice on estimating crack growth
damage accumulation with specific application
to structural safety durability and reliability
[AD-A025499] pOOtO B77-11478

F-111a wing fatigue test program
[AD-A025795] p O O T O 877-12049

Analysis of inherent errors in asynchronous
redundant digital flight control systems
[AD-A02695U] p0124 H77-14035

Him BPV engine noise reduction
[AD-A027638] p0130 877-15046

Flight test demonstration of automatic landings
based on microwave landing system guidance
[AD-A031777] p0281 877-20066

Comparison of the sonic fatigue characteristics
of fonr structural designs
[AD-A031965] s p0286 877-20526

Rind tunnel investigation of supersonic
wing-tail flutter

p0287 877-21030
Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for

jet-flapped wings
[AD-A033550] p0315 877-22051

f. review of the analyses of hydrodynamic ram
[AD-A031996] p0318 B77-22099

An experimental facility for dynamic combined
environments reliability testing of airborne

equipment
CAD-A03I>«99] pOJ37 B77-231J3

objectives for the design of improved actuation
systems

p0376 N77-2b07J
Optimum design of composite wing structures with

twist constraint for aeroelastic tailoring
[AD-A038029] pO«26 B77-2609S

An experimental investigation of trunk flutter
of an air cushion landing system
[AD-A038559] p0435 H77-27110

A brief overview of transonic flutter problems
pOS34 H77-31084

Consistency in aircraft structural and flight
control analysis

p0597 B77-JJ21J
AIB FOBCE FLIGHT TEST CEBTBB, BDIABDS AFB, CALIF.

Dynaoic test techniques - Concepts and practices
pO»07 A77-J80^6

A new method for test and analysis of dynamic
stability and control
£AB-A029039] p0186 R77-17107

Time series analysis in flight flutter testing
at the Air Force Flight Test center: Concepts
and results

p0297 B77-21033
Inertial navigation systems testing handbooks
(AD-A03H921] ' p0366 B77-^«092

Flight control system structural resonance and
linit cycle results

pOJ68 N77-21108
A mission oriented flight test technique for
identifying aircraft and flight control system
transfer functions

p0369 B77-21120
Overall aircraft systems evaluation

p0369 S77-21121
C-141A pitot-static system calibration tests
[AD-A0362U1] p0476 B77-28115

AIB FOBC8 GEOPHTSICS LAB., BAHSCOH AFB, HASS.
A Bethod for determining the point of lift-off

and modified trajectory of a ground-based
heated turbulent planar jet in a co-flowing wind
[ AD-AOU0700] p05<46 N77-31722

AIB FORCE BDHAB BESODBCES LAB., BBOOKS AFB, TEX.
Advanced simulator performance specification for

an F-111 test station
[AD-A025853] p0082 S77-1J087

Investigation of diagnostic, error detector and
self-taught instructional strategies for
flight simulator programs
[AD-A03S682] p0597 B77-33216

AIB FORCE IBST. OF TECH., IBIGHT-PATTEBSOB AFB, OBIO.
la investigation of the effect on aerodynamic

forces caused by the addition of end plates to
helicopter rotor blades
[ AD-A023511] pOOIS H77-10021

Conbustor design for low cost expendable tnrbojets
[AD-A0245t1 ] p0025 H77-10070

Conceptual study of a low cost turbojet engine
[AD-A025652] pOOTI B77-12062

The engine actuarial system
[AD-A030312] p0232 B77-18162

The magnitude of internal rework on the F-1
aircraft during depot level maintenance at
Ogden Air Logistics Center
[AD-A032458] p0330 H77-2J048

t parametric analysis of winglet effects
[AD-A03!19U<1] p0331 B77-23069

Air launched cruise missile staging base
selection for full scale development test and
evaluation
[AD-A032199] p0337 H77-23161

Stability and control characteristics of the
winglet configured KC-135A
[AD-A03Q940] p0364 B77-24068

System simulation in aircraft landing gear and
tire development
[AD-A034912] p0367 B77-24105

Tbe electrostatic sensing of simulated H A - 1 A gas
path distresses
[AD-A038527] pO»78 877-28130

Techniques for the initial evaluation of flight
simulator effectiveness
[BD-A036460] p0481 B77-281SO

A method for analysis of electrostatic probe
signals relating to jet-engine microdistresses
[AD-A038528] p0492 877-29164
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AIB FORCE INSTBMBNT FLIGHT CBNTBB, COBFOBATE SODBCB IBDEI

Homerical solution of the conically symmetric
Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic flow at
angle of attack

p052<l 1177-30079
Parametric performance evaluation of a jet

engine derived frcm a tnrbocharger
[AD-A039116] p0529 N77-30126

AIB FORCE INSIBOHERT FLIGHT CB1TEB, BilDOLPB 1FB,
TEI.

Altitude naming signal system evaluation
[AD-A039365] pOSUO H77-311H7

AIB FOBCE LOGISTICS COHBAND, IBIGHT-PATTEBSON 1FB,
OBIO.

Preliminary results of USAF experience with
engine monitoring and diagnostics

p05S5 H77-33199
AIB FOBCE BATEBIAIS LAB., HBIGHT-PATTEBS01 AFB, OHIO.

Environmental effects on naintenance costs for
aircraft equipment
[AD-A025801] p0069 N77-12048

Trends in the application of advanced powder
metallurgy in the aerospace industry

p0131 N77-15153
Conference on Aerospace Transparent Haterials

and Enclosures
[AD-A032KI1] p0282 N77-20090

A crack growth gage for assessing flaw growth
potential in structural components
[AD-A03357II] p0292 H77-21U63

AIB FOBCB PACKAGING BVALOATIOB A6EBCI,
RBIGHT-PATTBBSOB AFB, OHIO.

Fiberglass reinforced plastic BI-PAC vibration
and rough handling tests
[AD-A025783] p0083 N77-13168

Design and testing of the H-53, ISO-gallon
auxiliary fuel tank container
[AD-A028283] p0181 N77-17056

AIB FOBCE STSTBBS COHBABD, WBIGBT-PATTEBSON AFB,
OHIO.

Damage tolerance and durability assessments of
Onited states Air Force aircraft

p0328 H77-22567
AIB FOBCE WEAPONS LAB., KIBT1ABD AFB, B. BEI.

Analysis of dynamic aircraft response to bomb
damage repair
[AD-A025647] p0069 H77-12047

Computer-program for FAA/ATCBBS tape reader,
program Jasper 1
[AD-A038875] pO<l3« H77-27103

AIB PBODOCTS AND CBEBICALS, IBC., ALLEBTCIN, PA.
An exploratory study to determine the integrated

technological air transportation system ground
requirements of lignid-hydrogen-fneled
subsonic, long-haul civil air transports
(HASA-CB-2699] p0020 B77-10033

AIBBSBABCB BFG. CO., LOS ABGBLES, CALIF.
Preliminary design study of astronomical

detector cooling system
[HASA-CB-151979] p0339 H77-2»02<l

AIBBSBABCB HFG. CO., PHOENIX, ABIZ.
NASA 30,000 hour test demonstration of closed

Brayton cycle reliability
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-tt99] p0190 A77-23917

Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study,
volume 1
[NASA-CH-135068-VOL-1] p0035 N77-11016

Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study.
Volume 2: Data compilation
[NASA-CB-135068-VOL-2] p0035 N77-110U7

Small axial compressor technology, volume 1
[NASA-CB-13H827-VOL-1] p0035 H77-11018

Snail axial compressor technology, volume 2
[NASA-CB-131827-VOL-2] p0035 N77-110<49

Study of stall turbofan engines applicable to
single-engine light airplanes
[NASA-CB-13794U] p0036 N77-1105«

A fluidic fuel and air bleed load control system
for gas turbine engines
[AD-A035701] pO«30 N77-26141

Pollution reduction technology program for small
jet aircraft engines, phase 1
[NASA-CP-135211] p0592 H77-33168

AIBESEABCB BF6. CO., TOBBABC2, CALIF.
Subsystem design analysis light weight
alternator (model test program). Addendum 2
[AD-A011257] p0592 N77-33171

AII-HABSEILLES OB17. (FBABCE) .
Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a
helicopter rotor in translational flight. Two

dimensional simulation of the effects due to
cyclic variations of the velocity vector
[AAAF-NT-76-20] p0019 N77-10019

AKBOB DBIV., OBIO.
Dynamic response of nonnniform rotor blades

p0076 N77-1J003
ALL ABEBICAB EBGINEEBIBG CO., IILHINGTON, DEL.

An analytical and experimental investigation of
the hovering dynamics of the aerocrane hybrid
heavy lift vehicle
[AD-A031HB3] p0282 H77-20089

ALoaiNOH co. OF ABEBICA, ALCOA CEHTEB, PA.
Design mechanical properties, fracture
toughness, fatigue properties, exfoliation and
stress-corrosion resistance of 7050 sheet,
plate, hand forgings, die forgings and
extrusions
[AD-A021609] p0025 N77-10195

AIEBIBD PUBLISHING CO. P7T. LTD., NEW DELHI (IBDIA).
Soviet aircraft and rockets
[NASA-TT-F-770] p0523 N77-3006S

In Herculean flight
p052J N77-30066

Aircraft
p0523 N77-30067

Aircraft engines
p052J 877-30068

Aircraft equipment
p0523 N77-30069

Instruments and method of air navigation
p052J 1177-30070

Aircraft cybernetics
p0523 H77-30071

ANALYTIC SCIEBCBS COBP., BEADIBG, BASS.
Digital controllers for VTOL aircraft

p0268 A77-288HS
Digital flight control design for a tandem-rotor
helicopter
[AHS 77-33-ltl] p0420 A77-«007S

High angle of attack of stability and control
[AD-A027877] p0186 H77-17106

Stability and control of maneuvering
high-performance aircraft
[HASA-CB-2788] p02<)2 N77-21100

An extended Kalman filter for estimating
aerodynamic coefficients
[AD-AOU0591] pOS^I B77-30092

ANALTTICAL HECHANICS ASSOCIATES, INC., JERICHO, N.I.
Estimation of weapon-radius versus

maneuverability trade-off for air-to-air combat
[AIAA PAPEB 77-35] p0137 A77-19787

ANALTTICAL BETBODS, INC., BBLLE70E, HASH.
A numerical method for the exact calculation of
airloads associated with impulsively started
wings
[AIAA PAPEB 77-2] p0137 A77-19764

An investigation of separation models for the
prediction of maximum lift
[AD-A027359] p0169 N77-15998

A three-dimensional viscous/potential flow
interaction analysis method for multi-element
wings
[HASA-CB-152012] pO«3« N77-27076

Investigations of three-dimensional flow
separation on fuselage configurations
[AD-A039382] p0531 H77-30121

APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., JOHNS BOPKIHS OBIT., LAOBBL,
HD.
A Structural studies of oblique folding wings

[AD-A025712] p0123 N77-1H018
System definition and investigation of the on
site processing of en ronte sensor signals.
Volume 1: Summary of results, system
definition, radar processing
[AD-A038191/7] pO«27 N77-26115

System definition and investigation of the on
site processing of en route sensor signals.
Volume 2: Beacon processing investigation
[AD-A038192/5] p01^7 N77-26116

System definition and investigation of the on
site processing of en route sensor signals.
Volume 3: Appendices
[AD-A038Q93/3] p0127 N77-26117

APPLIED SYSTEHS COBP., VIENNA, VA.
The production and refining of crude oil into

military fuels
[AD-A02«652] pOOJS N77-11207



COSPOBATE SOOBCE IHDSI ABBY AVIATIOB SISTERS COBBABD,

ABA, IHC., BEST COTIHA, CALIF.
Investigation of an aluminum rolling helix crash

energy absorber
[ A D - A O a 2 C 8 4 ] p0587 B77-33132

ABIZOBA OBIV., TOCSOB.
An implicit shock-fitting scheme for unsteady

transonic flov computations
[AliA 77-633] p0353 477-35078

ABKABSAS OSIV.. IITTLE BOCK.
Bind tannel flov seeding for laser velocioetry

applications
pO«70 A77-B4291

ABHABEBT DEVELOPBBBT iBD TEST CEBTEB, EG1IH 1FB, FLA.
Transonic pressure distribution on an aircraft

ving model during rocket sled runs
[AD-A041633] p0578 N77-32085

ABBY AEBOBBDICAL BESBABCH IAB. , FOBT BDCKEB, ALA.
Pilot opinion of flight displays and oonitoring

gauges in the 0H-1 helicopter
[AD-A02U71!;] p007H N77-12S79

Redaction of glare from the landing lights of
the OH-58: An evaluation of four potential
solutions
[AD-A025779] p0079 H77-13050

Attenuation of light transussion in Army
aircraft transparencies due to slanting
[AD-A027664] pOOSO H77-13051

Aeromedical evaluation of DH-1 internal advanced
personnel rescue hoists. Western Gear
Corporation hoist models 1227781 and 1230581,
Breeze Corporation hoist ECP-720 modification
[AD-A037621] pO«29 H77-26130

ABHY AIB BOBILITI BESEABCB ABD DEVBLOPBEBT LAB.,
CLEVELABD, OHIO.

Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed
to drive a lift fan. 1: Baseline performance
[HASA-TB-X-31152] p0065 H77-12000

Cold air performance of a tip turbine designed
to drive a lift fan. 2: Partial admission
[BASA-TH-X-3U81] p0223 B77-18050

Inlet Reynolds number and temperature effects on
the steady-state performance of a TFE731-2
turbofan engine
[HASA-TB-X-3537] p0371 B77-24138

Cold air performance of a
12.766-centimeter-tip-diameter axial-flow
cooled turbine. 2: Effect of air ejection on
turbine performance
[HASA-TP-1018] p052U 1177-30089

ABUT AIB BOBILITT BBSIABCB ABD DE7ELOPBEBT LIB.,
FOBT EOSIIS, VJ.

Design of helicopters for sumvability
p0237 H77-19045

Convertible fan shaft engine (for rotary wing
aircraft)

p0322 B77-22133
An assessment of the hover performance of the

XB-59A advancing blade concept demonstration
helicopter
[AD-A042C63] p0590 B77-33155

ABBI AIB BOBIIITT BESEABCB ABD DEVBLOPBBBT LAB.,
BABPTOB, VA.

A study to deternine the characteristic shapes
of helicopter visual approach profiles

p02«7 A77-26877
Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee

tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, leads, and
performance
[A1AA PAPEB 77-1340] p0568 A77-51093

Correlation of full-scale helicopter rotor
performance in air with model-scale Freon data
[BASA-TH-D-8323] p006» B77-11999

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor
noise in hover and in fl ight
[HASA-TH-X-7U3I11] p0072 B77-12060

Bind tunnel investigation cf an nnpovered
helicopter fuselage model with a V-type
empennage
[BASA-TB-I-3U76] p0235 N77-19008

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
low-mng lift-fan transport including hover
characteristics in and out of ground effect
[BASA-T8-X-3920J p0278 S77-20029

Load and stability measurements on a
soft-inclane cotor system incorporating
elastoaeric lead-lag dampers
[HASA-TH-D-8Q37] pO<I76 N77-28112

ABBY. AIB BOBILITI BBSF.AHCB ABD DEVELOPBEBT LAB..
HOFFBTT FIELD, CALIF.

Optimal control alleviation or tilting propiotor
gust response

p0199 A77-2H9J9
Large-scale V/STOL testing

[AIAA 77-586] ' p03«9 A77-J494J
An in-flight simulation of VTO1 hover control
concepts
[ J IAA 77-610] pOJSI A77-34961

An implicit shock-fitting scheme for unsteady
transonic flov computations
[ A I A A 77-633] p0353 A77-3S078

A review of advanced rotor research
C A H S 77-33-17] pOi)19 A77-40061

Status report on XV-15 Tilt Botor Test Program
£ A H S 77-33-6M] p0421 A77-t0087

In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter
impulsive noise
[AD-1025979] p0071 877-1^060

Further studies of static to flight effects on
fan tone noise using inlet distortion control
for source identification
[ SASA-TB-X-73183] p0121 B77-1I4027

Analysis of the development of dynamic stall
based on oscillating airfoil experiments
[NASA-TH-D-8382] p0176 M77-16999

Large-scale 7/STOL testing
[HASA-TB-X-73231 ] p0333 H77-2J091

Calculated dynamic characteristics of a
soft-inplane hingeless rotor helicopter
CHASA-TM-73262] pOIJS S77-27105

Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale
powered model of the rotor systems research
aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-3189] p017« H77-28090

Aeroelastic analysis for rotorcraft in flight or
in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-D-8515] p0182 H77-^8b25

Accuracy of the Kirchoff fornula in determining
acoustic shielding with the use of a flat plate
[HASA-TB-73261] p0532 B77-30906

Efficient solution of unsteady transonic tlovs
about airfoils

p053a N77-J1087
Acoustically swept rotor
[HASA-CASE-ABC-11106-1] p0538 H77-J11JO

A failure effects simulation of a low authority
flight control augmentation system on a OB-IB
helicopter
[NASA-TH-73258] p0543 N77-J117U

A mathematical force and moment model of a OB-IB
helicopter for flight dynamics simulations
[»ASA-TH-7325<1] p05«3 S77-J1175

ABHI AIB HOBILITT BESEABCB ABD DEYELOPBENT LAB.,
ST. LOUIS, BO,

Single-rotor helicopter design and performance
estimation programs. Volume 1: Bethodology
[AD-AOH0803] ' pOb39 N77-311J8

ABBI AVIATIOB CEBTEB, FOBT BOCKEB, ALA.
Cost and training effectiveness analysis (CTEA)

of the CB-U7 flight simulator (CB17FS)
fAD-A033972] pOJ7J 877-24156

ABBY AVIATIOB EBGIBEEBIBG FLIGBT ACTIVITY, BDIABDS
AFB, CALIF.

Army preliminary evaluation YOB-58A helicopter
with a flat-plate canopy
[AD-A021501] p0031 N77-110J9

Army preliminary evaluation JOB-S8A helicopter
with low reflective paint and infrared
countermeasure exhaust system
[ A D - A 0 2 4 7 2 7 ] p0068 S77-12042

Airworthiness and flight characteristics
evaluation: YAB-1S improved Cobra agility and
maneuverability helicopter
fAD-A025176] p0069 N77-12013

Army preliminary evaluation IAR-1B improved
Cobra agility and maneuverability helicopter,
addendum
[AD-A02U850] p0079 B77-13048

Instrument flight evaluation AB-1G helicopter
[AD-A026633] pOOBO S77-13053

Airworthiness and flight characteristics
evaluation C-12A aircraft
[AD-A040239] p0539 H77-31136

ABBY AVIATIOB SISTERS COBBABD, ST. LOOIS, BO.
Bearing restoration by grinding

[BASA-CB-149188] p0039 H77-11UOQ
aenotely piloted vehicle (BPV) mission

capability concepts as related to OS Army
operation doctrine
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ABBT AVIATIOH STSTEBS TEST ACTIVITT, COBPOBAtB SOOBCE IBDEI

[AD-A035392] p0385 H77-25163
Flying, maintenance, and the sale of pacts to

the field: Interactive models for AH-1 and
CH-147 systems
[AD-A039193] p0523 H77-30073

CH-U7 median lift helicopter effectiveness
evaluation program ran book
[AD-A041H62] p0540 N77-31142

ABBT AVIATIOH SISTERS TEST ACTIVITY, EDSABDS AFB,
CALIF.

OH-58A aatorotational evalaation
[AD-A035727] p038<4 H77-25156

ABUT COLD BEGIOHS BESEABCB ARE EHGIBBEBIBG LAB.,
HAHOVEB, B. B.

Icing testing in the large Bodane wind tannel on
a reduced-scale nodel of a helicopter rotor
CAD-A030110] p0231 H77-18149

Air cushion vehicle ground contact directional
control devices
[AD-A034825] p0372 R77-24150

ABHT COBBIRED ABHS COHBAT DEYELOPHEITS ACTIVITI,
FOBT LEAVEHSOBTB, KAIS.

Analysis of phase JIB of FE 43.8
[AD-A028816] p0180 H77-17049

ABBI COHBAHD AHD GEBEBAL STAFF COLL., FOBT
LEAVEHiOBTB, KABSAS.

Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
(DTTAS). A critical look at its repairability
[AD-A029992] p0236 H77-19029

ABHT COHHDHICATIOBS COHHABD, FOBT BOACBDCA, ABIZ.
Standard engineering installation package. US

Army Airfield/Heliport air/ground communications
[AD-A026913] p0132 N77-15274

ABBT COHSTBOCTION BBGIHBEBIBG BESEABCB LAB.,
CBAHFAIGN, ILL. '

Technical backgronnd: Interim criteria foe
planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic
patterns, and siting noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A031449] p0324 N77-22150

User manual: interim procedure for planning
rotary-Ming aircraft traffic patterns and
siting noise-sensitive land uses
[AD-A031450] p0324 1177-22151

ABBT ELECTBOBICS CORBABD, FOBT HOBBOOTB, H. J.
Digital generation of contour maps for raster

scan display
[AD-A034663] p0370 N77-24135

ABBT EBGIBEBB BATEBRATS BIPEBIHEHT STATIOB,
VICKSBOBG, HISS.

Improvements tc airport drainage criteria, phase 1
[AD-A03364V6] p0284 H77-20119

Recommended design for rigid-flexible airfield
pavement junctures
[AD-A031351] p0284 H77-20122

Usage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt
runway during military field exercises
[AD-A0339111] p0373 K77-24154

Summary of buckling and tension tests of landing
mats as related to C-5A aircraft bov wave
problems
[AD-A037000] P0388 N77-25198

Structural design of pavements for light aircraft
[AD-1041300] p0493 H77-29174

Plastic pipe in airport drainage system, phase 2
[AD-AO<41200] p0493 N77-29175

ABBT BATEBIALS ABD BECBABICS BESEABCB CBBTBB,
RATEBTOIB, BASS.
, Corrosion fatigue behavior of coated 1340 steel

for blade retention belts of the AB-1G '
helicopter
[AD-A033253} p0325 H77-22254

Secondary damage to aircraft by ricocheted small
arias projectiles and fragments
[AD-A038755] p0476 H77-28114

Evaluation of scratch-and spall-resistant
windshields
[AD-A038849] p0491 H77-29146

ABBT HATEBIEL STSTEHS AHALTSIS AGB1CT, ABIBDEEB
PB07IBG GBOOID, HD.

Design comparison between helicopter and tilt
rotor aircraft
[AD-A027559] p0122 B77-14017

PEOVIH6 GBOOHD, HD.
computer programs for helicopter aerodynamic
stability evaluation
tAD-A030816] p0239 H77-19075

ABHT BISSILE BBSBABCB, OEVELOCHEHT AID EBGIIEEBIIG
LAB., BEDSTOIE 1BSEIA1, ALA.

Investigation of jet plume effects on the
longitudinal stability characteristics of a
body of revolution with various fin
configurations at Bach numbers fron 0.2 to 2.3
(normal jet plume simulator)
[AD-A02M978] p0065 N77-12006

AH-1 helicopter vibration levels for stub wing
mounted equipment
[AD-A026825] p0122 N77-1H014

A launch transient experiment for imaging seekers
[AD-A028625] p0170 H77-16049

Aerodynamic characteristics of a series of
bodies with and without tails at Bach numbers
from 0.8 to 3.0 and angles of attack from 0 to
15 degrees
[AD-A028324] p0224 H77-1806b

An assessment of the Bartin-Hanetta high angle
of attack aerodynamic methodology for body
tail missiles
[AD-A028053] p0225 B77-18066

Computer controlled target locator/designator
system
[AD-A031416] p0318 N77-2210^

ABHT BIGHT VISIOB LAB., FOBT BELVOIB, VA.
tide area illuminator development for OS Coast

Guard HB-3F helicopter
[ AD-A041425] p0581 N77-32132

ABHT TEST ABD EVALUATION COHHABD, ABEBDEEB PBOV1BG
GfiOORD, HD.

Safety (aviation material)
[AD-A041021] p0536 N77-J1111

ABBT TBAIIIBG SOPSOBT CEBTBB, FOBT EDSTIS, VA.
Test and evaluation of the Army's CH-47
helicopter flight simulator
[AD-A036159] p0437 B77-27153

ABO, IBC., ABBOLD AIB FOBCE STATIOH, TEBI.
An integral equation method for boundary

interference in a perforated-wall vind tunnel .
at transonic speeds
[AD-A023493] p0019 H77-1002J

The AFFDL-Nielsen. flow-field study
[AD-A023755] p0031 N77-11015

A wind tunnel captive aircraft testing technique
[AD-A023690] p0033 H77-11037

Experimental roll-damping, magnus, and
static-stability characteristics of two
slender missile configurations at high angles
of attack (0 to 90 degrees) and Bach numbers
0.2 through 2.5
[AD-A027027] p0127 N77-15004

Variable-area subsonic diffnser study
[AD-A029352] p0172 R77-16067

Comparison of two methods used to measure
aerodynamic loads acting on captive store
models in wind tunnel tests
[AD-A030208] p0177 H77-17016

Aerodynamic load characteristics of six
0.OS-scale stores in the flow field of an F-4C
aircraft at Bach numbers from 0.5 to 1.1
[AD-A029144] p0225 N77-18073

Flow-field characteristics near the midwing
weapons pylon of the F-16 aircraft at Bach
numbers from 0.4 to 0.95
[AD-A028078] p0225 B77-18075

Evaluation of boattail geometry and exhaust
plume temperature effects on nozzle afterbody
drag at transonic Bach numbers
[AD-A030852] p0225 S77-18076

Evaluation of the aerodynamic interference of
the tunnel 4T captive trajectory system on the
separation characteristics of the BLD-27 store
[AD-A032063] p0290 H77-21064

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for
nozzle afterbody testing at transonic Bach
numbers
[AD-A031525] p0290 H77-21065

Tests of the OBEBA calibration models in three
transonic wind tunnels
[AD-A031997} p0290 H77-21066

Aircraft motion sensitivity to cross and
cross-coupling damping derivatives
[AD-A032654] p0337 B77-23130

Evaluation of probe sampling versus optical in
situ measurements of nitric oxide
concentrations in a jet engine combustor exhaust
[AD-A034726] p0339 H77-23634

Evaluation of an airjet distortion generator
used to produce steady-state, total-pressure
distortion at the inlet of turbine engines
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COBPOBATE SODBCE IBDEI BOEIBS AEHOSPACB CO., SEATTLE, S4SB.

CAD-A033883] p0372 N77-21115
Analytical and experimental investigation of

ejector-powered engine simulators for vind
tunnel models
[AD-A034725] p0373 B77-24158

An investigation of the half-model
reflection-plane technique for dynamic .
stability testing at transonic Hach numbers
[AD-A035567] p0380 H77-25116

static stability and drag effects of various
external store configurations on the ?-15
aircraft at Bach naabers from 0.6 to 1.3
[AD-A038494] p0435 N77-27109

Laser velocimeter utilization in jet engine
altitude test cells
[AD-A041019] p0545 B77-31477

ASSOCIATIOH AEB08AOTIQOE ET ASTBOHAOTIQOE DE
FBA8CB, PABIS.

Turbu len t effects in axial compressors
[AAAF-NT-77-20] p0593 H77-33180

ADBUBB O H I V . , A1A.
Automatic target hand-off using correlation

techniques
[AD-A036435] p0527 B77-30115

AVCO LYCOBIBG DIY., STBATFOBD, COHH.
Evaluation of isothermal forgings for T53

impellers
HD-A030469] pC186 B77-17227

1VCO lYCOHIHG DIV. , WILLIAHSPOBT, ft.
Avco Lycoming emission and flight test results

p 0 1 8 U B77-17088
Review of measurement and testing problems

p0185 N77-17099
AVCO ITCOHIBG" EBGIBB GBOnp, STBATPOBD,, COHB.

Investigation of factors controlling engine
scheduled overhaul: T53/T5S
C A D - A 0 4 2 1 9 0 ] p0583 N77-32162

AVCOB AVIATION COBSDLTABTS, IHC., BBOOBFIELD, COLO.
Operational requirements for flight control and

navigation systems for short haul transport
aircraft
[BASA-CB-137975] p0178 H77-17031

AVIOBS HARCEL DASSAOLT-BBEGDBT AVIATION,
SAIBT-CLOOD (FBABCE).

Calculations on airfoil-faselage combinations in
transonic flov. Problems resulting f rcm the
application of the finite element method
[AAAP-HT-76-1] p0076 877-13004

B
BALLISTIC BESIABCH LABS., ABEBDEEB PBOTIBG GBODHD,
80.

An improved projectile boattail, part 2
[AD-A024C73] p0031 877-11016

Some supersonic wind tunnel nozzle boundary
layer characteristics
[ A D - A 0 2 4 9 8 0 ] p0031 877-11018

Experimental measurements of the turbulent
boundary layer on a yawed, spinning slender body
[AD-A035269] pC380 877-25109

BATTELLE COLDBBDS LABS., BODBTAIB VIES, CALIP.
N A S A aviation safety reporting system

[HASA-TM-X-3546] p0365 877-24076
BATTBLLE COLOSSUS LABS., OHIO.

Aircraft propulsion lubricating fill additives:
Boundary lubricant surface 'films, volume 3
[AD-A029267] p0174 H77-16356

Exploratory development of design data on joints
using fatigue-improvement fasteners
[AD-A030275] p0233 B77-18454

A r m y aviation manufacturing technology program
guidance

• [AD-A040821] p0523 B77-3007H
BATTELLE PACIFIC BOBTBIBST LABS., EICHLAFD, BASH.

Application of sputter-deposited lamellar
composite technology to the development of
high temperature turbine blade materials and
airfoil fabrication
[AD-A037309] pOU31 B77-26151

BEECB AIBCBAFT COBP., 8ICHITA, KABS.
In-flight measurements of the GA/1/-2

aerodynamic characteristics
[SAE P A P E B 770161] p0393 A77-37079

BELL BELICOPTEH CO., POST 10BTH, TEX.
Performance and safety aspects of the XV-15 tilt

rotor research aircraft
[AHS 77-33-11] p0118 A77-10058

Helicopter reliability groirth evaluation
[AD-A025265] pOOJI H77-11011

High-survivable transmission system
[AD-A025930] p0069 B77-12016

Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance
capability OB-1/AB-1
[AD-A028032] pOIBO B77-17018

Correlation of AB-1G helicopter flight vibration
data and tailboon static test data with
BASTBAB analytical results
[HASA-CB-115120] p0229 B77-1B1J6

Development of design and aanufactnrlng
technology for ballistic-damage-tolerant
flight control components
[AD-A028116] p0230 H77-18113

Correlation of AH-1G airframe test data with a
BASTBAB mathematical model
[HASA-CB-1U5119] p0210 B77-19188

Development, documentation and correlation of a
BASTBAN vibration model of the AH-1G
helicopter airframe

P0285 H77-20500
Flight flutter testing of rotary vlng aircra±t

using a control system oscillation technique
p0288 B77-21011

Botor blade flapping criteria investigation
[AD-A031159] p0385 B77-25162

AB-1G helicopter aerodynamic and structural
loads survey
[AD-A036910] p0385 B77-25169

Botorcraft flight simulation vith coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 3:
Programmer*s manual
[AD-A012907] p0581 S77-3211J

Botorcraft flight simulation with coupled rotor
aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 1:
Engineer's manual
[AD-A012162] p0596 B77-33207

BEBDII BESBABCB LABS., SOOTBFIELD, HICB.
Acoustic emission investigation - helicopter

rotor system
[AD-A033571] p0319 B77-22110

BIOTECBBOLOGY, IHC., FALLS CHDBCH, VA.
Format practices for documenting time critical,

harzardons procedures
[AD-A036369] p0525 B77-30100

BODEBSEBIEBK GEBAETETECBNIK G.D.B.H., DEBEBLUGBB
(REST GESSSBY).

Failure self-detection in digital flight
guidance systems

pOJ76 H77-25066
BOEIBS AEBOSPACE CO., SEATTLE, BASB.

Tenth-scale powered model test of a tilt-"nacelle
V/STOL airplane
[AIAA 77-591] p0350 A77-319S1

Preliminary design-lift/cruise fan research and
technology airplane flight control system
[NASA-CB-137971] p0037 S77-11061

Ceramic airframe bearings
[AD-A025112] p0071 B77-12120

Aerodynamic design
p0119 H77-1J979

High voltage design guide for airborne equipment
[AD-A029268] p0173 N77-16272

Bind tannel and ground static tests of a .094
scale powered model of a modified T-39
lift/cruise fan V/STOL research airplane
[S&S&-CB-151923] p0178 B77-17036

Integrated propulsion control system (IPCS).
Volume 2: Technical description
[AD-A033771] - p0336 S77-2J120

Integrated Propulsion Control system (IPCS) .
Volume 3: Plight test report
[SD-A034172] p0336 B77-2J121

Integrated Propulsion Control System (IPCS).
Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A032439] p0386 H77-25175

Integrated propulsion control System. Volume 4:
Bethodology
[AD-A033062] p0386 B77-25176

Development of a low-cost graphite reinforced
composite primary structural component
[AD-A035398] p0388 B77-25261

Innovative Aircraft Design Study (IADS) task 2,
volume 1
[AD-A041234] pOSIO B77-J1141

IC-14 control system redundancy
p0597 B77-33214
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BOEING CO., BODSTON, TEX. COBPOBAIE SOOBCB IIDEI

BOEING CO., BODSTOH, TEX.
Sneak circuit analysis application to control

system design
p0376 H77-25067

BOEING CO., BEHTOB, RASH.
Test data report: LOB speed wind tunnel tests

of a full scale, fixed geometry inlet, with
engine, at high angles of attack
[NASA-CR-151927] p0127 N77-1U996

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, RASH.
Fan inlet for a 7/STOL airplane

[AIAA EAPEB 77-802] pOIOS A77-38544
Aircraft design concept

[NASA-CASE-lAR-11852-1] p0128 H77-15027
Follow-on studies for design definition of a
lift/cruise fan technology V/STOl airplane,
volume 1
[NASA-CR-137976] p0178 N77-17035

Low speed tests of a fixed geometry inlet for a
tilt nacelle V/STOL airplane
[NASA-CR-151922] p0230 N77-18138

Opportunities for varialle geometry engines in
military aircraft

p0320 H77-22113
A method to estimate weight and dimensions of

aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 1:
Method of analysis
[NASA-CR-135170] p0385 H77-25171

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2:
User's manual
[NASA-CB-135171] p0385 N77-25172

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of
aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3:
Programmer's manual
[NASA-CB-135172] p0386 N77-25173

BOEING CO., WICHITA, KANS.
SCAR arrow-wing active flutter suppression system
[NASA-CR-145117] p0323 N77-221U6

Future trends in highly reliable systems
p0375 N77-25059

Airplane math modeling methods for active
control design

p0597 N77-33212
BOEING COBHEBCIAL AIRPLANE CO., HENTOH, WASH.

Tire runway interface friction prediction
subsystem
[ 1D-A039968] p0496 H77-29S32

An extended prediction model for airplane
braking distance and a specification for a
total braking prediction systems, voluue 2
[AD-A039967] p0531 N77-30476

BOEING COHBBBCIAL AIRPLANE CO., SEATTLE, BASE.
Hethod% of reducing low frequency cabin noise

and sonically induced stresses, based en the
intrinsic structural tuning concept
[ A I A A 77-U44] p0209 A77-25802

A new role for structures technology in aircraft
configuration development
[ A S H E PAPER 76-HA/AIRO-8] p0212 A77-26403

Large quantity, high speed pressure data
acquisition

p0106 A77-38021
Aircraft interior sandwich panel development

p0520 A77-47625
The influence of the inlet duct contour on

forward radiated fan noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1355] p0569 A77-51108

An exploratory study to determine the integrated
technological air transportation system ground
requirements of liquid-hydrogen-fueled
subsonic, long-haul civil air transports
[NASA-CB-2699] p0020 H77-10033

A computational system for aerodynamic design
and analysis of supersonic aircraft. Part 2:
User's manual
[NASA-CB-2716] p0030 N77-11005

Comparisons of several aerodynamic methods for
application to dynamic loads analyses
[1ASA-CR-137720] p0075 N77-13001

Further development of reliability analysis
application to structural fatigue evaluation
[AD-A025365] p0085 N77-13»«2

Energy consumption characteristics of transports
using the prop-fan concept
[NASA-CB-137937] p012« N77-11029

Energy consumption characteristics of transports
using the prop-fan concept: Summary report
[NASA-CB-137938] p0124 N77-14030

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume
2: computer program user's guide and other
appendices
[AD-A030656/3] p0126 N77-1I4815

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume
3: computer program source listing
[AD-A030657/1] p0126 N77-1K816

The 727/JT8D jet and fan noise flight effects
study
[AD-A031877/U] p0171 N77-16063

Supersonic pressure measurements and comparison
of theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration
[NASA-CR-1U5046] p0176 N77-17000

Transport airplane flight deck development
survey and analysis: Report and recommendations
[NASA-CR-1U5121] p0178 N77-17030

Oblique wing transonic transport configuration
development
[NiSA-CB-151928 ] p0178 N77-170J7

Design and analysis of winglets for military
aircraft
[AD-A029315] p0179 N77-17.010

Titanium and advanced composite structures for a
supersonic cruise arrow wing configuration

pO.220 N77-18026
Toward a second generation fuel efficient

supersonic cruise aircraft
p0222 N77-18037

Toward a second generation fuel efficient
supersonic cruise aircraft structural design
for efficiency

p0222 N77-18038
Toward a second generation fuel efficient

supersonic cruise aircraft performance
characteristics and benefits

p0222 S77-18039
Application of NASA-ARC delayed flap approach

procedures to Boeing 727 airplane
[NASA-CR-137907] p0238 N77-19U61

FLEXSTAB: A summary of the functions and
capabilities of the NASA flexible airplane
analysis computer system
[NASA-CR-2564] p0336 N77-23123

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane.
Volume 1: FLEXSTAB theoretical description
[NASA-CR-11H712] p0336 N77-2312H

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane.
Volune 2: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 user's manual
[NASA-CB-11II713] ,P0337 N77-23125

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane.
Volume 3: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[NASA-CR-11II711] p0337 1177-231^6

Study of structural design concepts for an arrow
wing supersonic transport configuration,
volume 1. Tasks 1 and 2
[NASA-CB-132576-VOL-1 ] p0382 N77-25147

Study of structural design concepts for an arrow
wing supersonic transport configuration,
volume 2. Tasks 1 and 2
[NASA-CB-132576-VOL-2] p0383 N77-25148

Adhesive bonded aerospace structures
standardized repair handbook
[AD-A035601] pO»25 N77-26072

Preliminary analysis of aircraft fuel systems
for use with broadened specification jet tuels
[NASA-CB-135198] pO»38 N77-27.W1

Design and fabrication of graphite-epoxy bolted
wing skin splice specimens
[NASA-CB-1«5216] p0530 N77-30180

Exploratory development on durability of
adhesive bonded joints
[AD-A039864] p0530 N77-JIU49

The 3-D stress analysis of a turbine blades
[AD-A039176] p0531 N77-J0481

Application of a finite difference method to the
analysis of transonic flow over oscillating
airfoils and wings

p053Q N77-31090
Air traffic control experimentation and

evaluation test
[AD-A041971] p0588 B77-JJ1J6

Technical and economic assessment of swept-wing
span-distributed load concepts for civil and
military air cargo transports
[SASA-CB-1»5229] p0589 N77-3J1Q7
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COEPOHATE SOOBCE ISDEI BBORB, BOfESI ABO CO., LTD.,

BOEIBG COHPOTBB SERVICES, IBC., SEATTIB, SASH.
Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume

1: Engineering analysis
[AD-A030655/5] p0126 H77-1181II

1 method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane.
Volume Is FIEXSTAB theoretical description
CfUSA-CB-114712] p0336 K77-23121

A net hod for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane.
Volume 2: PIEXSTAB 1.02.00 user's manual
[HSSA-CB-114713] p0337 H77-23125

A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane.
Volume 3: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[HASA-cR- i i47 i<i ] p0337 1177-23126

BOEING VEBTOL co., PHILADELPHIA, pa.
Efficient civil helicopters - The payoff of

directed research
[ A H S 77-33-15] pO<M8 A77-10059

The use of computers in rotary wing testing
p0063 N77-11973

Advanced helicopter structural design
investigation. Volume 1: Investigation of
advanced structural component design concepts
[AD-A021662] p0070 S77-12052

Heavy lift helicopter - Cargo handling ATC
program. Volume 1: Detail design structural
and veights analysis and static and dynamic
load analysis
[AD-A030072] p0231 N77-18148

Research regnirements for development of
regenerative engines for helicopters
[HASA-CB-1H5112] p0231 N77-18155

Research requirements for the reduction of
Helicopter vibration
[BASA-CB-145116] p0238 H77-19058

Research regnirements for emergency power to
permit hover-one-engine-inoperative helicopter
operation
[HASA-CB-11511S] p0238 N77-19059

Active arm (external cargo) stabilization system
flight demonstration
[AD-A031062] p0238 B77-19065

Investigation of aeroelastic stability phenomena
of a helicopter by in-flight shake test

p0288 H77-21040
Research requirements for development of

advanced-technology helicopter transmissions
[N&SA-CB-1<l511l|] p0291 N77-21080

A mathematical simulation model of a 1985-era
tilt-rotor passenger aircraft
[BASA-CB-151919] p033U N77-2309U

OS Army helicopter design datcom. Volume 1:
Airfoils
[NASA-CB-1532«7] p0383 N77-25151

Transmission condition assessment
[AD-A035215] p0387 B77-25187

Research regnirements for development cf
improved helicopter rotor efficiency
[NASA-CB-1U5117] pO»28 H77-26121

Identifying and analyzing methods for reducing
the energy consumption of helicopters
[BASA-CB-1II4953A] p0435 B77-2710H

The CH-47C vulnerability reduction modification
program: Fly-by-wire backup demonstration
[AD-A030682] pOU79 B77-281UO

Comparison of dynamic stall phenomena for
pitching and vertical translation motions
[HASA-CB-2793] p052« H77-30088

Product improvement program evaluation
[AD-A00213U] p0585 H77-33101

BOLT, BEBAHEK, ADD HBSBAB, IDC., CABBBIDGE, BASS.
Acoustical evaluation of the HASA Langley V/STOL

wind tunnel
[BASA-CB-1»5087] p0038 B77-11068

Data base for predicting noise fron civil
aircraft: Flight profile prediction
[PB-257638/7] p0174 B77-16867

Development of prototype optical convolution
airspeed sensor
[AD-A039H69] p0527 B77-30116

A guide for estimation of aeroacoustic loads on
flight vehicle surfaces, volume 1
CAD-A011198] p0578 F77-32090

BOLT, BBBASBK, ADD BBiHAB, IHC., CABOGA FABK, CALIF. '
Test plan for aircraft runup noise penalty

evaluation
[AD-A026209] p0126 H77-H1639

Noise reduction for business aircraft
[AD-A0311t9/8] pOUO B77-15010

Calculation of day-night levels (Ldn) resulting
from civil aircraft operations
[PB-266165/0] P048J B77-28918

Effects of interior aircraft noise on speech
intelligibility and annoyance
[8ASA-CB-145203] p0496 H77-29918

Coherence and phase techniques applied to noise
diagnosis in the NASA Ames 7 times 10-foot
wind tunnel no. 1
[BASA-CB-152039] p0532 B77-J0905

Calculation of side line noise levels during
takeoff
fAD-A040624] P0513 B77-31170

Selection of minimum day/night levels for
noisemap contour calculations
[AD-A010623] p0516 N77-J1922

Aircraft sideline noise: A technical review and
analysis of comtemporary data
[AD-AO<12076] p0598 B77-3J685

Further sensitivity studies of
community-aircraft noise exposure (NOISEMAP)
prediction procedures
[AD-AOt1781 ] pOb98 H77-JJ6B6

BOSTOI OBIV., BASS.
nonlinear steady incompressible lifting-surface
analysis with vake roll-up

pOIQJ A77-2008!)
State-space formulations for flutter analysis

[AIAA PAPER 77-117] p0161 A77-222JU
FCAP - A new tool for the performance and

structural analysis for complex flexible
aircraft with active control

p0298 A77-J0869
BBISTOL OSIV. (EflGLABD).

Carbon fibre reinforced plastic sandwich beam
construction in the main wing structure of a
man powered aircraft
[BO-197] p0179 B77-170J9

An investigation of impingement forces due to
wheel generated sprays
(BO-200] p0285 N77-20386

BBITISH AIBCBAFT CORP., FUTON (EBGLABD) .
Review of acoustic fatigue activities in the

Qnited Kingdom
p0329 H77-22S/3

A practical optimum selection procedure for a
motivator in active flutter suppression system
design on an aircraft with underwing stores

pOS96 N77-JJ209
Active flutter suppression of an airplane with

wing mounted external stores
p0597 N77-33211

BBITISH AIRCRAFT COBP., PBESTOB (EBGLABD)
TOBHADO flight loads survey

p0368 H77-2I4111
The effect of a command and stability

augmentation system on flight testing
p0368 N77-21112

Dynamic loading of airframe components
p0533 N77-J1080

BRITISH AIBCBAFT COBP. (OPEBATIBGJ LTD., BBISTOL
(EBGLABO).

The benefits of an integrated digital power plant
control system

p0323 N77-22115
Flight assessment and development of the
Concorde intake system

P0368 B77-2K114
BRITISH AIBIAIS HEDICAL SERVICE, BIDDLESEI (EBGL1BO).

The use and control of hazardous materials in
aircraft maintenance

p0286 B77-20715
BRITISH COLOBBIA OBIV., VABCOOVER.

Prediction of aerodynamic effects of spoilers on
wings

p0275 H77-1999H
BRITISH LIBBABI LEBDISG OIV., BOSTOB SPA (EBGLABO).

Flow-induced vibrations resulting from Karman
vortei trails
[BlL-BISLET-TR-2994-(9091.9F)] p0063 H77-11988

Experiments with the runway visual range
converter under different conditions of
background luminance (BL)
[Bll-H-2tt798-(5828.«F)] p0280 B77-20060

BHOIB, BOVEBI ABD CO., LTD., BADBB (SRITZEBLABO).
Design of turbine, using distributed or average
losses; effect of blowing
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CACI. IRC., ARLINGTON, VA. CORPORATE SODHCB I N D E X

p0066 N77-12021

CACI, IHC., ARLINGTON, VS.
Statistical analyses applied to the OS Navy

aircrew automated escape systems
[AD-A035067] p0381 N77-25129

Statistical analysis Bethodology for the DS Navy
aircrew automated escape systems
[AD-A035C68] p0381 H77-25130

CALIFORNIA IBST. OP TECH., PASADENA.
Experimental investigation on azisymmetric

turbulent wakes with zero momentum defect
p0471 N77-28065

Analytical studies of some acoustic problems of
jet engines
[PB-264918/4] pOi(78 N77-28133

Experimental studies of the noise produced in a
supersonic nozzle by upstream acoustic and
thermal disturbances
[PB-26U933/3] p0483 N77-28914

CALIFORNIA RESEARCH ADD TECHNOLOGY. INC., iOODLAND
HILLS.

Numerical analyses of soft body impacts on rigid
and deferrable targets
[ A D - A 0 4 0 C 3 0 ] p05<!2 N77-31168

CALIFORNIA DHIV. , BERKELEY.
Pollutant formation in fuel lean recirculating

flows
[NASA-CS-2785] p0182 N77-17069

Short haul air passenger data sources in the
Dnited states
[NASA-CB-1E2671 ] p0316 N77-22054

Effects of cross-coupling on the stability of
aircraft

p0336 N77-23122
Interactions of technology and society: Impacts

of improved airtransport. A study of airports
at the grass roots
[NASA-CB-2871] p0532 N77-31005

CALIFORNIA QUIT., LOS ANGELES.
A multilevel approach for minimum weight

structural design including local and system
buckling constraints
[AIAA 77-373] p020t A77-257311

Aeroelastic stability of coupled
flap-lag-torsional motion of helicopter rotor
blades in forward flight
[ A I A A 77-455] p0211 A77-25812

Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward
flight

p02<45 A77-26867
Computation of viscous transonic flow about a

lifting airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-679] pOtfl A77-U0700

Recent developments in rotary-wing aeroelasticity
p0465 A77-H3362

Aeroelastic stability of complete rotors with
application to a teetering rotor in forward
flight

p0553 A77-49180
The helicopter air service passenger program: A

retrospect
[PB-25K830/3] p0021 N77-10036

Holographic flow visualization
[NASA-CB-1I19182] p0039 N77-11365

A study of the effect of unsteady aerodynamics
on the aeroelastic stability of rotor blades
in hover

p0486 N77-29086
The coupled flap-lag-torsional aeroelastic

stability of helicopter rotor blades in
forward flight

pOU86 N77-29089
A multilevel approach in optimum design of
structures including buckling constraints

pO«96 N77-29552
An optimality criteria approach to the minimum

weight design of aircraft structures
[AD-A042759] p0581 N77-321UO

CALSPAN CORP., BUFFALO, N. T.
The capability of the T-2 aircraft as a high

angle-of-attack in-flight simulator
[AD-A025359] pOOSO N77-13055

A flight investigation of control, display, and
guidance regnirements for decelerating
descending VTOL instrument transitions using

the X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume
1: Technical discussion and results
[AD-A029051] p0173 W77-16071

A flight investigation of control, display, and
guidance requirements for decelerating
descending VIOL instrument transitions using
the X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume
2: Background information and supporting data
[AD-A028874] p0173 N77-16072

Investigation of rotating stall phenomena in
axial flow compressors. Volume 2:
Investigation of rotor-stator interaction
noise and lifting surface theory for a rotor
[AD-A030070] p0239 N77-1907J

Investigation of rotating stall phenomena in
axial flow compressors. Volume 1: Basic
studies of rotating stall
[AD-A031658] pOJ19 N77-22108

Investigation of rotating stall phenomena in
axial flow compressors. Volume 3:
Development of a rotating stall control system
[AD-A031659] p0319 N77-22109

Interference-free wind-tunnel flows by
adaptive-wall technology
[AD-A034889] pOJ73 N77-24155

Normal stress, temperature, and performance
properties of military aircraft tires
[AD-A036153] pOJ84 N77-25160

Bultipath and performance tests of TRSB receivers
[AD-A041891] p0588 N77-J3135

CAHBHIDGE DBIV. (ENGLAND).
A note on compressor exit static pressure
maldistributions in asymmetric flow
[COED/A-TDBBO/TB-79] p0482 N77-2B440

C&RLEION DNIV., OTTABA (ONTARIO).
Through-flow calculations based on matrix
inversion: LOSS prediction

p0066 N77-12016
CENTBE D'ESSAIS DE PBOPOLSE0BS, SACLAI (FRANCE).

Parameters for optimizing engines as a function
of mission

p0320 N77-22115
CENTBE D'ESSAIS EN VOL, ISTBES (FRANCE).

Examples of laser utilization in civil aircraft
certification tests

pOJ70 N77-24127
CENTBE DE VILLABOCBE, HOISST (FRANCE) .

Variable cycle and supersonic transport
p0320 N77-22118

CENTRE TECHNIQUE DE L'INDUSTRIE HORLOGEBE, BESiNCON
(FRANCE).

Lubrication of micromechanisms under severe
conditions and application of silicone fluids
with low surface tension

p0233 N77-18440
CENTRE TECHNIQUE DBS INDUSTRIES BECAHIOUES, ST.
DENIS (FRANCE).

Experimental examination of tnrbomachine blade
profiles

pOOBS N77-13424
CESSNA AIRCRAFT CO., ilCHITA, KANS.

Flight test summary of modified fuel systems
pOISK N77-170SO

A method of analysis for general aviation
airplane structural crashworthiness
[AD-A032415/2] p0280 N77-20052

A-37B fatigue sensor evaluation program: Full
scale test and field aircraft instrumentation
[AD-A042114] p0590 N77-33156

CHABPLAIN TECHNOLOGY, INC., REST PALB BEACH, FLA.
An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 1:
Operational considerations
[NASA-CB-145107] p0365 N77-24082

An operational flight test evaluation of a
Loran-C navigator
[AD-A039498] p0490 N77-29133

CHEBONIS (C. G.), RHEATON, BD.
Equating fin, motor position feedback and

airframe angular acceleration feedback
autopilots, or the angular acceleration model

p0232 N77-18164
CHRISLER CORP., NEB ORLEANS, LA.

High supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of
five irregular planform wings with
systematically varying wing fillet geometry
tested in the NASA/LaRC 4-foot OPHT (LEG 2)
(LA45A/B)
[NASA-CB-147628] p0018 N77-10010
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COBPOBATB SOOECE IIDBI DEFEBSE SISTBBS BAH1GEHBBT SCHOOL,

Hated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for the 0.00 scale nodel TE 1065 (Boeing
71(7-100) of the 7i|7 CAR and the 0.0405 scale
oodel (13-0) of the space shuttle orbiter in
the HASA Langley V/STCL transition research
wind tnnnel (CAS), volume 3
[1ASA-CB-147643] p0131 H77-15083

Pesnlts of a carrier aircraft (model AX13191-4)
verification test in the Boeing transonic wind
tunnel nsing a 0.03-scale 747 CAH/orbiter
model 45-0 (CA6) , vclome 1
[BASA-CB-147630] p0282 877-20081

Besalts of a carrier aircraft (model AX13191-3)
verification test in the Boeing transonic wind
tunnel nsing a 0.03-scale 747 CAH/orbiter
model 45-0 (CA6) , volume 2
[BASA-CB-147631] p0282 N77-20082

Besalts of flutter test OSS obtained using the
0.14-scale wing/elevon model (54-0) in the
RASA La EC 16-foot transonic dynamics wind tunnel
[NASA-C8-151056] p0292 B77-21177

CIBCIHBATI OBIT., OHIO.
Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer

separations in supersonic flov
p0249 A77-26957

A two-dimensional cascade solution using
minimized surface singularity density
distributions - vith application to film
cooled turbine blades
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-715] p0362 A77-37055

Optimal input design for parameter
identification of dynamic systens

p0131 N77-15048
The effect of ambient conditions on carbon

monoxide emissions f r c m an idling gas turbine
combustor
[HASA-CB-154986] p0541 B77-31148

CIVI1 AEBOBEDICAL IHST.. OKLAHOHA CITY, OKLA.
An epidemiologic investigation of occupation,

age and exposure in general aviation accidents
[AD-A04CS78] p0488 N77-29112

CIVIL AVIAIIOB AOTBOBITT. B3DHILL (BBGLABD).
Safety criteria for fail-operational autoland

systems and their application
p0375 B77-25058

Civil airworthiness requirements for po»erplant
reliability

p0593 S77-33185
CLABKSOB COLL. OF TECBBOIOGY, POTSDAB, H.Y.

Cumulative deflection and rigid pavement
, serviceability

[AD-A024969] pOC73 877-12077
CLEHSOB DSIV., S.C.

Optimization of active ccntrol systems to
suppress flutter and minimize turbulence
response

p0355 A77-36158
COAST GOABD, RASBIBGTOB, D.t.

Hide area illuminator development for US Coast
Guard HB-3F helicopter
[AD-A041425] p0581 B77-32132

COLOBADO STATE DBIV., FOBT COLLIBS.
Boundary layer shear stress in subsonic and
supersonic flov

p0345 A77-33841
Theoretical and experimental analysis of surface
cracks emanating from fastener holes
[AD-A039817] p0496 B77-29577

COLT IHDOSTBIES, IBC., iBST BABTFOBD, COBB.
Engine evaluation of advanced technology control

components
[AD-A029371] P0239 B77-19072

COLOBBIA OBIV., BBR IOBK.
Interior ncise analysis and control for light
aircraft
[SAE PAPEH 770445] p0391 A77-37066

A comparison of a laboratory and field study of
annoyance and acceptability of aircraft noise
exposures
[BASA-CR-2772] p0187 B77-17608

COBSITTEB 0« ABBOHADTICAL ABD SPACE SCIBBCES (0.
S. SEHATE) .

Alternative fuels for aviation
[GPO-78-S44] p0132 B77-15212

Aircraf t fuel efficiency program
[S-BEPT-94-633] p0178 H77-17032

COaBITTEB OB GOVBBBHBBT OPEBAIIOBS (0. S. BOOSE) .
FAA procedures in making no hazard

determinations with respect to structures near

airports
[GPO-79-322] p049J B77-29171

COBBITTBE OH POBLIC ROBKS ABD TBABSPOBTATIOB (0. S.
BOOSE).

Aviation safety. Volume 1: An inquiry into
certain aspects of approach and landing
weather phenomena and cockpit-tower
relationship problems
[GEO-70-501] pOJIS B77-22052

Aviation safety. Volume 2: Aircraft cabin
environment
[GEO-70-797] pOJ16 877-2̂ 053

COBPHTATIOBAL HECBABICS COBSOLTABTS, KBOIVILLE, IEBB.
numerical prediction of aeroaconstic jet-flap
flows
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1316] p05b6 A77-51071

COBPOTBB SCIE1CES COBP., FALLS CBOBCB, VA.
^ System design study for VBF universal data link

and data link/DABS combinations
[AD-A0295«7)'7J pOOSJ S77-1J.<!90

COHPOTEB SCIENCES COBF., BOOBTAIB VIEI, CALIF.
Computers for real time flight simulation: A

market survey
[HASA-CB-2885] p0476 H77-^811J

Simulation of a synergistic six-post motion
system on the flight simulator for advanced
aircraft at NASA-Ames
[HASA-CB-152010] p0493 877-29173

COHSBBVATOIBE IATIOBAL DBS ABTS BT BETIEBS, PABIS
(FBABCE) .

New buffeting acguisition methods
[A1AF-NT-76-8] p0022 877-10051

COBBELL OBIV., ITHACA, B. I.
SPAEBS: Simulation for the Performance Aircraft
Engine Bepair Systems
[AD-A035737] p0425 B77-26073

Two problems that arise in the generation and
propagation of sonic booms. 1: Flow field in
the plane of symmetry below a delta wing. 2:
Focusing of an acoustic pulse at an arete

P0486 B77-29091
CBABFIBLD IBST. OF TECHBOLOGI (EBGLABD).

An application for variable inlet guide vanes in
distortion suppression

pOJ22 H77-221J4
The variable geometry combustor

pOJ22 877-22139
COBTISS-RBIGBT COBP., 90OD-BIDGE, B.J.

Performance, emissions, and physical
characteristics of a rotating combustion
aircraft engine
[1ASA-CB-135119] p0429 B77-.J6134

DABCDB IHTEBH TBAIHIHG CEBTEB, TBIABKAHA, TBI.
Aircraft tires: Balance pad bonding integrity
[AD-A024815] p0074 877-12413

DAITOB OHIV.. OHIO.
Landing gear/soil interaction development of

criteria for aircraft operation on soil during
turning and nultipass operations
[AO-A027422] p0121 H77-14008

Ordnance impacts on Jet engine fan blades
[AD-A031761] p0336 877-23117

DB BAVILLARD AIBCBAFT CO. LTD., DOIBSVIER (OBTABIO).
The transonic multi-foil Angmentor-Ring

[ A I A A PAPBB 77-606] $0352 A77-34969
DB BAVILLABD AIBCBAFT CO. OF CABADA LTD., OTT1SA
(OBTABIO) .

STOL developments
p0127 H77-14986

DBCCA BAVIGATOB CO. LTD., S08BBI (BIGLAHD) .
A study of sudden ionospheric disturbances and
their effect on VLF position fixing accuracy

P0317 K77-22094
DEPBHCB BESEABCH BSTABLISBBEBT OTTARA (OBTABIO).

Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: High rate
discharge equipment
[AD-A031866] p0329 B77-2266S

DBFEBCB BBSBABCB IBFOBBATIOB CBBTBB, OBPIIGTO1
(EBGLAHD).

Bibliography on task-oriented flight control
systems

p04J2 B77-26167
DEPESSE SlSTBBS HABAGEHKBT SCHOOL, FOBT BELVOIB, VA.

Advanced avionics for the A-10: A decision
analysis model
[AD-A027678] p0123 877-140̂ 3
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Hew radar for the F-13: A discounted cash flow
analysis
[AD-A033918] p0338 B77-23339

Improving jet engine reliability and
maintainability: A conceptual approach
[AD-A033815] p0372 N77-24146

A view of the evolution of the reliability
improvement warranty (BIH)
[AD-A033952] p0374 N77-24525

The effect of reliability and maintainability on
the F-1UA TF30P412A engine
[AD-A037985] p0432 H77-26525

fietui ning EOT and E assets (aircraft) to
operational usage
[AD-A036484] p0483 H77-28980

Life cycle cost reduction techniques associated
with Advanced Medium STO1 Transport (AHST)
[AD-A042880] p0581 N77-32141

A new look in reliability: F-18 operational
mission environment
[AD-A042781] p0584 H77-32573

DEPABTBENT OF RATIONAL DEFENCE, OTTAWA (OHTABIO).
Research and development in support of Canadian

military air requirements
p0126 N77-14984

DEPABTHEHT OF TBADB AND INDOSTBY, LONDON (ENGLAND) .
The flight recorder and accident investigation

p0237 N77-19035

DEPOSITS AND COHPOSITES, IDC., BEBBDON, Vi.
Technology development of a CVD silicon carbide

radial turbine rotor
[AD-A031595] p0326 H77-22491

DETROIT DIESEL ALLISON, INDISSAPOLIS, IND.
Through-flow calculations: Theory and practice

in turbomachinery design
p0066 N77-12017

Development of a retractable vane starting pump
integrated within a vapor core fuel pump.
Turbine engine technology demonstrator
component development program, project 668A.
Controls development program (part 5)
CAD-A029032] p0183 H77-17076

Detailed design of a quiet high flow fan
[NASA-CB-135126] p0239 N77-19070

Definition of propulsion system for V/STOL
research and technology aircraft
[BASA-CB-135161] p0283 N77-20110

Preliminary design of propulsion system for
V/STOL research and technology aircraft
[NASA-CB-135207] pO«36 N77-27115

Compressor stator time-variant aerodynamic
response to upstream rotor wakes

- [AD-A036343} p0478 N77-28132
An experimental investigation of a subscale

variable pressure ratio high thru flow turbine
[AD-A039823L] p0528 H77-30121

DEUTSCHE FOBSCHDHGS- DUD VEBSDCHSiNSTALT FOBB LOFT-
UND BAOBFAHBT, BEBLIH (IEST G E B B A N Y ) .

Basic aerodynamic noise theory
p0234 B77-18996

DEDTSCHE FORSCBDBGS- OHD VEBSOCHSABSTALT FOES LOFT-
DSD BADSFiHBT, BBUBSiICK (REST G E B H A B Y ) .

Flow effects at cross blown lifting jets of
V/STOL aircraft and their reaction on
aerodynamic forces and moments of the nacelle
[DLB-FB-76-34] p0176 N77-17008

Stabilization, gust alleviation and vibration
damping of an elastic aircraft model moving in
the wind tunnel
[DLB-FB-76-44] p0186 N77-17101

The prediction of buffet onset and light buffet
by means of computational methods

p0277 1177-20011
Statistical studies on dynamic zones of

protection during horizontal evasive maneuvers
[DLB-FB-76-51] p0280 N77-20054

Supercritical wing profile DFVLB-B2. Besults of
calculations
CDLB-IB-151-76/7] p0289 K77-21060

Real time data transmission and processing for
the deteriination of aircraft antenna
radiation patterns

p0369 H77-24123
Hybrid reference systems for flight testing

p0369 N77-24124
Flight testing of displays in a helicopter

p0370 H77-24125
Implementation of task-oriented control laws

p0432 N77-26165

Calculation of the dynamic response of CCV-type
aircraft
[DLB-PB-76-78] pO"493 877-29168

Honte Carlo simulations of VOB/DME holding
procedures. Basic ideas and applications
[DLB-PB-77-08] p052b B77-J0105

DEOTSCBB FOBSCHONGS- OHD VEBSOCHSANSTALT F0EB LOFT-
OHD BADHFAHBT, COLOGNE (WEST 6EBBABY).

Compressor design and experimental results
p0067 N77-1202J

Comparison between the calculated and the
experimental results of the compressor test
cases

p0067 B77-12024
Safety of transport aircraft
[BBFT-FB-8-76-07] p0177 N77-17019

A computer program for the design of plane and
axisymmetnc supersonic wind tunnel nozzles
[DLB-FB-76-59] p0284 M77-20121

Experimental investigation concerning the
reduction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical
wings of equal volume with subsonic leading
edge and bell-shaped planform for ditferent
thickness distributions in the spanwise and
chordwise directions
[DLB-FB-75-62] pOSJU N77-J0087

DEBTSCHB FOBSCHOSGS- OHD ¥BBSOCHSSHSTALT FOES LDFT-
DBD RAOBFABBT, GOETTIBGEB (VEST GEBHAKY).

Development of a method for calculating
separated flow around airfoils accounting for
profile drag
[DLB-FB-76-36] p027y N77-20037

Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade
tips with incidence in incompressible flow
[DLB-FB-76-42] p0279 B77-20UJ8

The calculation of flow fields about three
dimensional bodies in high altitude
(free-molecular flow ot neutral atoms)
[DLB-FB-75-45] p0532 N77-J0922

DEOTSCHE FOBSCHOSGS- OHD fEBSOCHSAHSTALT FOEB LOFT-
OHD BAOBFABBT, OBEBFFAFFENBOFEN (NEST GEBBANT).

Design concepts for a tully active helicopter
vibration isolation system by means Of output
vector feedback
[DLB-IB-552-76/12] p0291 B77-210Bb

DIBECTION CEBTEALE DO HATEHIEL DE L'ABBEE DE L'AIB,
PABIS (FBABCE).

Maintenance methods for improving propulsion
system reliability

pOb93 N77-JJ184
DIRECTION DO HATEHIEL ETUDES DE PROPULSION, PABIS
(FBAHCE) .

The evolution and control of different
performance degradation processes in modern
propulsion systems

p0594 H77-JJ193
DOD AIBCBAFT GROUND FIBE SUPPRESSION AND BESCOE
OFFICE, HRIGHT-PATTEBSOB AFB, OHIO.

Design of a cascade fire apparatus for testing
conntermeasure effectiveness
[AD-A043176] p0578 B77-32101

DOBHIBB-STSTEB G.B.B.B., FBIEDBICHSBAFEN (BEST
GEBBABI).

Theoretical and experimental simulation rcethods
for external store separation trajectories

pl)0b3 D/7-11981
Safety of transport aircraft
[BHFT-FB-W-76-07] p0177 N77-17019

Determination of compressible unsteady
aerodynamic forces on a finite number of
weakly curved cascade of arbitrary depth in
plane flow
[BHVG-FBST-76-24] p0491 N77-29154

Dynamic behavior of stochastically excited
aircraft structures for determination of
stress and life
[BBVG-FBHT-76-25] p049b N77-29bb4

DORBIBH-SEBKE G.H.B.B., FBIEDBICHSBAFEN (REST
GERSAHI).

Effect of unsteady variations in horizontal flow
velocity on the unsteady aerodynamic forces on
a preloaded lifting surface
[BBVG-FBST-75-28] p0076 N77-1300b

Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems
during take-off and landing

p02J7 B77-190WJ
Vortex lattice approach for computing overall
forces on V/STOL configurations

p0276 H77-20008



COBPOBATE SODECE IHDEX FACILITY CHECKIBG SQOiDBOH (1868TB)

Flight testing and evaluation techniques for the
determination of handling qualities

p0369 N77-24119
DOOG1AS AIBCBAFT CO., IHC., LOBG BEACH, CALIF.

Compressible laminar boundary layers with
suction on swept and tapered wings

pOUOS A77-379UO
Hing design by numerical optimization

[ A I A A PiPEB 77-12*7] pOSOl A77-UU336
Trapped rubber processing for advanced composites

[SHE PAPIB EH76-172] p0563 A77-51009
Pi r f r ame noise of the DC-9

[ A I A A P A P E H 77-1272] p056« A77-51035
Effects of forward motion on jet and core noise

[ A I A A P A P E R 77-1330] p0567 A77-5108<4
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer

[AD-A023767] p0033 B77-11036
Advanced composite rudders for DC-10 aircraft:

Design, manufacturing, and ground tests
[SASA-CB-1Q5068] p0068 H77-12039

Hinimization of airframe response during ground
operations
[AD-A026393] pOOBO N77-13052

Development of technology for the fabrication of
reliable laninar flow control panels on
subsonic transports
[NASA-CB-1II5125] p0179 H77-17038

Aircraft community noise impact studies
[NASA-CB-115152] p0375 H77-24638

Effects of laboratory simulated precipitation
static electricity and svept stroke lightning
on aircraft windshield subsystems
[AD-A037196] p0129 H77-26127

Wind tunnel and analytical investigation of
over-the-wing propulsion/air frame
interferences for a short-haul aircraft at
Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.78
[NASA-CB-2905] p0586 B77-33111

Modeling and parameter uncertainties for
aircraft flight control system design
[NASA-CB-2887] p0589 B77-331U9

DOUGLAS AIBCBAFT CO., IHC., SAHTA HOBICA, CALIF.
Structures and Haterials

p0119 H77-13981
DBAPIB (CHARLES STABK) LAB., IHC.. CAHBBIDGE. HISS.

A reliable dual-redundant sensor FDI system for
the SASA F8C-DIB8 aircraft

—"•- p0267 A77-28807
Spacecraft flight control with the new phase
space control law and optimal linear jet select
[AIAA 77-1071] pOUSS A77-42781

DEEXEL ORIV., PHILADELPHIA, PB.
Impact behavior of polymeric matrix composite

materials
[AD-A038188] pOl(81 N77-28316

DOBBAH DBIV. (ENGLABD).
Through-flow calculations in axial

turbomachinery: A technical point of view
p0066 S77-12015

DIBASICS BBSBABCB COBP., HILHINGTOB, BASS.
Hid-1980s digital avionics information system

conceptual design configuration
[AD-A032137] p0318 N77-22103

DYTEC ENGIHEEBIBG, INC., BDHTIBGTOH BEACH, CALIF.
Becommended procedures for measuring aircraft
noise and associated parameters
[NASA-CB-1K5187] p0389 H77-25912

BDIBBDBSH OHIV. (SCOTLABO) .
Vibration of helicopters

p0327 B77-22521
BLECTHOHAGHBTIC COBPATIBIIITY AHALTSIS CEBTBB,
AHHAPOLIS, HD.

A model to predict mutual interference effects
on an airframe
[AD-A03922Q/1] pO«95 N77-29347

ELLCO BBGIBBEBIBG, IHC., CCHPTOH, CALIF.
Transonic perfornance of Bach 2.65 auxiliary

flow axisymmetric inlet
[HASA-CB-27H7] p0023 S77-10056

EBGELBABD HINEBALS ABB CHBBICALS COBP., EDISOI, B. J.
High temperature thermocouple system for

advanced aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A025500] p0037 877-11062

BBGIBEEBIHG SCIENCES DATA OBIT, LOHDOB (EBGLABD).
Aerodynamic centre of wing-fuselage combinations
[ESDD-76015] p0127 N77-1Q992

Buckling of struts. Lipped and nnlipped channel
sections
[ESDO-76023] p0326 H77-22502

Effect of intake total pressure loss on net
thrust at take-off: Turbojet and turbo-fan
engines
[ESDO-77001] pO«91 B77-29119

EHVIBOHHEBIAL PBOTBCTIOH AGE1CT, VASBIIGTOB, D. C.
Development of EPA aircraft piston engine

emission standards
p018<t B77-17082

Application of automobile emission control
technology to light piston aircraft engines

p018« 1177-17083
Noise standards for aircraft type certification

(modifications to Far Part 36)
[PB-262401/3] p0330 H77-22939

BUHOPEAH SPACE AGEBCT, PABIS (FBABCE).
Three-component measurements on a model of a

light STOL aircraft with chordwise blowing
[ESA-TT-299] p0022 B77-10052

Theoretical and experimental investigations on
landing gear spring blades out of fiber
reinforced plastic for small aircraft
[ESA-TT-312] p0025 H77-10162

Experiments on the feasibility of aero-acoustic
measurements in the 3-m low speed wind tunnel
of the DFVLB-AVA
[ESA-TT-311] p0029 1177-10873

Display and calculation of flow past wings in
supersonic flight
[ESA-TT-333] p0065 N77-12003

Flight simulator evaluation of an electronic
paravisnal guidance indicator
[ESA-TT-350] p0071 B77-12056

Unsteady aerodynamics of helicopter blades
[ESA-TT-327] p0077 B77-13015

Influence of runway roughness on the dynamic
behaviour of aircraft at take-off
[ESA-TT-329] p0079 N77-130U7

Development and application possibilities of new
construction techniques with fiberreinforced
materials
[ESA-TT-267] p0083 B77-13165

Study by hydrodynamic visualisations of various
processes for controlling separated flows

p0086 H77-13972
Laminar separation near the trailing edge of a

thin profile
[ESA-TT-313] p0169 H77-15996

Unsteady pressure measurements in rotor blade
tips with incidence in incompressible flow
[ESA-IT-37tt] p0364 H77-21065

Influence of leading edge radius on the
performance of highly deflected stator cascades
[ESA-TT-362] p0371 N77-21H12

Stabilization, gust alleviation and elastic node
control for an aircraft model moving in the
wind tunnel
[ESA-TT-359] p0372 H77-21118

Calculation of flow fields with separation
bubbles at high Beynolds number
[ESA-TT-378] p0380 N77-25105

Advancement of a method for calculating
separated flows around airfoils with special
consideration of profile drag
[ESA-TT-373] pO»26 B77-26091

Behavior of a subsonic flow past a thin ving in
the vicinity of the leading edge
[ESA-TT-101] p0188 B77-29108

Honte Carlo simulation of VOB/DHE holding
procedures. Basic notions and applications
[ESA-TT-119] p0588 N77-J31H2

EXXOH BESEABCB ABD EHGIBEEBI86 CO., LIHDEB, B. J.
Evaluation of methods to produce aviation

Turbine fuels from synthetic crude oils, phase
2, volume 2
[AD-A036190] pO»82 N77-28325

Development of high stability fuel, phase 3
[AD-A038977] p0495 H77-29322

Development of a catalytic coabnstor for
aircraft gas turbine engines
[AD-A000135] p0513 B77-31171

FACILITY CBECKISG SQDiDBOB (1868TB) (AFCS) , APO BE!
TOBK 09332.

Badar special evaluation report: Degradation of
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X-6 interrogator set identification
friend or foe/selective identification feature
IFF/SIF returns from F-1 and HF-0 aircraft
[AD-A027417] p0132 N77-15241

TBACALS evaluation report. NAVAIDS station
evaluation report, Aviano AB, Italy (16-23
Angast 1976)
[AD-A038062] p0475 N77-28106

PACI1ITT CHECKING SQOADBOB (1866TH) (AFCS),
BICH1BDS-GEBAOB AFB, BO.

Tracals evaluation report. Ground/air/ground
communications special evaluation report,
Sheppard AFB, Texas ,
[AD-A026823] p0121 N77-14003

TPACALS evalaution report. Communications
station evaluation report, Kadena AB, Japan, 4
Harch - 16 Harch 1976
[AD-A029713] p0177 H77-17028

Communications station evaluation report,
Selfridge AHGB, Michigan, 9-18 November 1976
[AD-A037479] pO«28 H77-26120

TEACAIS evaluation report. IIS station
evaluation report, Luke AFB, HZ 1 - 13
December 1976
[AD-A038390] p0434 N77-27102

FAIBCHILD BBPOBLIC CO., FABHISGDALB, N. I.
Higher harmonic rotor blade pitch control

p0244 A77-26860
FBDEBAL AVIATIOH ADBIBISTBATION, RASHIHGTON, D. C.

A crashworthiness analysis with emphasis on the
fire hazard: US and selected foreign turbine
aircraft accidents 1961-1974
[AD-A029162/5] p0077 N77-13023

FAA category 3 instrument landing system: A
ground egnipment development overview
[AD-A030150/7] p0077 1177-13031

A comparison of air radionavigation systems (for
helicopters in off-shore areas)
[AD-A030337/0] p0121 N77-14002

Performance measurement system for major airports
[AD-A026224] p0121 N77-14004

Technical progress in the OS development of a
Microwave Landing System
[AD-*031150/6] p0128 H77-15015

Collocated flight service station/Air Eoute
Traffic Control Center aviation weather unit,
task 1
[AD-A031099/5] p0133 B77-15579

Emissions data by category of engines
p0184 1177-17087

Considerations of high altitude emissions
p0220 H77-18025

Model users manual for airfield capacity and
delay models, book 2
[AD-A036354] p0323 1177-22149

' FAA air traffic activity, fiscal year 1976
[AD-A032260] p0333 H77-23083

SBDS technical program document: Fiscal year
1977 engineering and development approved
programs
[AD-A03U195] p0366 H77-24093

Impact of automation npcn air traffic control
system productivity/capacity (ABTS III)
[AD-A038659] p0434 H77-27094

Boston Air Bonte Traffic Control Center (ABTCC)
lighting study
[AD-A041324] p0489 H77-29124

TAA air t raff ic activity, calendar, year 1976
[AD-A040474] p0490 1177-29134

Helicopter noise measurements data report.
Volume 1: Helicopter models: Hughes 300-c,
Hughes 500-C, Bell 47-G, Bell 206-L
[AD-A040561] p0497 H77-29919

Helicopter noise measurements data report.
Volume 2: Helicopter models: Bell 212
(OH-IH), Sikorsky S-61 (SH-3A), Sikorsky S-64
Skycrane (CH-5HB), Boeing Vertol Chinook
(CH-47C)
[AD-A040562] p0497 S77-29920

Noise levels for turbojet powered airplanes and
large propeller driven airplanes: Notice of
proposed rule making

p0541 1177-31150
FJBEB SCIENCE, INC., GABDEHA, CALIF.

Design, fabrication, and testing of advanced
composite AH-1G tail section (tail
boom/vertical fin)
[AD-A034457] p0367 H77-24106

FLOBIDA STATE OHIV. , TALLAHASSEE.
An experimental investigation of the trailing

edge noise mechanism
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1291] p0565 A77-51049

FLOBIDA ONIV., GAINESVILLE.
A subsonic flow investigation on a research body

at high angles of attack
[AIAA PASEB 77-180] p0162 A77-22240

FLOW RESEABCH, INC., KENT, RASH.
Application of finite element approach to
transonic flow problems

p0519 A77-H7b39
Study of design and analysis methods for
transonic flow
[NASA-CB-152041] p0524 N77-30086

FLOGZEDGHEBKE, EHHEN (SRIIZEBLAHD).
FALSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft
loading standard for fatigue evaluation

P0074 N77-12430
FOBSCHONGSINSTITOT FOEB ANTHBOPOTECBRIK, MECKBBHBIH
(BEST GEBBANI).

Comparative experimental evaluation of
two—dimensional and pseudo-perspective
displays for guidance and control

p0171 N77-16053
Methods of noise simulation and their
application to flight simulators
[FB-22] pO»94 H77-^9179

FBANKFOBD ABSEBAL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
High strength-high damping capacity wrought

magnesium alloys
[AD-A025164] p0073 N77-12212

Wake region perturbation for base drag reduction
CAD-A0261U7] p0120 877-13998

Vibration measurements on the rotor shaft of the
OH-1 helicopter
[AD-A028924] pOIBO N77-17047

FBAHKLIN INST. BESEABCB LABS., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Design studies of a motion system for the VTOL
simulation facility
[AD-A024732] p0072 B77-12075

Rind tunnel tests of the dynamic characteristics
of the flnidic rudder
[NASA-CB-105142] p0232 N77-18163

FROST BNGIBEEBING DEVELOPMENT COBP., ENGLEIOOD, COLO.
Design and evaluation methods for optimizing
ejection seat cushions for comfort and safety
[AD-A036035] p0536 N77-31110

GATES LEABJET COBP., DENVEB, COLO.
Analysis of the Learjet 35/36 wing and
correlation with experimental results

p0286 N77-20502
The application of recent technignes in flight
flutter testing

p0288 N77-21036
SEC TOBBIBB GEREBATOBS LTD., BANCBESTEB (EBGLABD) .

Through-flow calculation procedures for
application to high speed large turbines

p0066 N77-12020
SEIEBAL DYBAHICS/CONVAIB, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

An automated procedure for preliminary design of
primary structure for transport Aircraft
[ASME PAPEB 76-RA/AEBO-9] p0213 A77-26404

Nonlinear lifting line theory for predicting
stalling instabilities on wings of moderate
aspect ratio
[AD-A027645] p0077 N77-13020

Low-frequency noise reduction of lightweight
airframe structures
[HASA-CB-145104] p0128 N77-15029

Theory of wing span loading instabilities near
stall

p0277 N77-20014
Self optimizing flexible technology wing
program, senispan wind tunnel test of a
generalized geometry wing panel. Model design
and aerodynamic analysis
[AD-A039085] Np0436 N77-27111

The transonic oscillating flap: A comparison of
calculations with experiments

p0534 N77-31086
GEBEBAL DYNAMICS COBP., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

The design, analysis, and testing of a
low-budget winS-tonnel flutter model with
active aerodynamic controls

p0287 N77-21031
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COBPOBATE SOOECB IHDBI GOLDSBOBTHI EB6IBEBBIBG, IBC.

Control power criteria for statically unstable
aircraft
[AD-A033S69] p0373 H77-24151

GEHEESL DTBAHICS/FOBT WOBTB, TEX.
Flight inspection data and crack initiation times

p0559 A77-50466
Application of fracture mechanics to the F-111

airplane
p0327 H77-22557

Prediction of transonic aircraft buffet response
p0533 H77-31076

ASD advanced program research inlet data
analysis report for 1/5.2-scale model inlet
tests
[AD-A040707] p0536 B77-31108

SENEBAL ELECTBIC CO., BIBGHABTOB. B.I.
The 150 KVA samarium cobalt VSCF starter

generator electrical system, phase 1
[AD-A026518] p0133 H77-15299

GEIEBAL ELECTBIC CO., CIHCIHBJTI, OBIO.
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engines
/QCSEE/ - A technology development program
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-109] p0265 A77-28618

Static performance of vectoring/reversing
non-axisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 77-810] p0451 177-11974

Analysis of pressure distortion testing
[HASA-CR-2766] p0068 N77-12041

Fiber composite fan blade impact improvement
program
[SASA-CR-135078] p<3081 N77-13063

Dual output variable pitch tarbofan actuation
system
[HASA-CASE-LEH-12419-1] p0123 N77-14025

Study of unconventional' aircraft engines
designed for low energy consumption
[HASA-CR-135136] p0130 N77-15043

Reverse pitch fan with divided splitter
[NASA-CASE-LZB-12760-1 ] p0181 H77-17059

Single-stage, lov-roise, advanced technology
fan. Volume 4: Fan aerodynamics. Section 1:
Results and analysis
[NASi-CR-1311892] p0181 H77-17060

Single stage, low noise, advanced technology
fan. Volume 4: Fan aerodynamics. Section 2:
Overall and tladc element performance data
tabulations
CNASA-CR-134893] p0182 B77-17061

Thrust reverser design studies for an
over-the-wing STOL transport
[NASA-CR-151958] p0239 H77-19071

Dynamic digital blade rcw compression component
stability model. Model validation and
analysis of planar pressure pulse generation
and two-stage fan test data
[AD-A032079] p0284 N77-20111

lASA/Navy lift/croise fan cost reduction studies
[1ASA-CR-135155] p0291 N77-21092

Variable cycle engine applications and constraints
p0321 N77-22125

Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
[PASA-CASE-LEH-12830-1 ] p0334 N77-23106

Boron/aluminum fan blades for SCAR engines
[NASA-CR-135184] p0429 H77-26135

Analysis and documentation of QCSEE (Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine) over-tie-wing
exhaust system development
[BASA-CR-2792] p0436 B77-27119

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation.
Volume 2: Technical report
[AD-A038613] pO«77 S77-28126

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation.
Volume 3: Computer users manual for
aero-aconstic predictions
[AD-A038614] p0478 1177-28127

NASA/Navy lift/cruise fan. Phase 1: Design
s u m m a r y
[NASA-CR-135242] p0541 H77-31149

Digital shaft encoder
t A D - A 0 4 0 7 0 6 ] p0543 S77-31172

Platform for a swing root turbomachinery blade
[NASA-CASE-LEB-12312-1 ] p0582 H77-32148

High velocity jet noise source location and
reduction. Task 4: Development/evaluation of
techniques for inflight investigation
[AD-A041819] p0592 B77-33175

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation.
Volume 4: Acoustic far-field/near-field data
report

[AD-A041819] p0593 H77-J3177
Aircraft engine design and development through
lessons learned

p0594 H77-33190
GEIEBAL ELECTBIC CO., EVEBDALE, OBIO.

Measured effects of coolant injection on the
performance of a film cooled turbine
[AIAA PAPER 77-946] p0412 A77-38607

Attenuation of upstream-generated low frequency
noise by gas turbines
[HASA-CB-135219] p0477 H77-28122

GEIEBAL ELECTBIC CO., FAIBFIELO, COH9.
The need for task oriented control laws

p0432 H77-26164
GBBBBAL ELECTBIC CO., BEB IOBK.

Status of research into lightning effects on
aircraft

p0227 U77-18099
GEHEBAL ELECTBIC CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Advanced supersonic technology study: Engine
program summary. Supersonic propulsion: 1971
- 1976

p0219 H77-1801J
Coannnlar plug nozzle noise reduction and impact
of exhaust system designs

p0220 N77-180J2
GE8EBAL ELECTBIC CO., SCHEBECTADI, B. I.

Laser velocimeter turbulence spectra measurements
p0470 A77-44304

GEIEBAL ELECTBIC CO., ilLHIHGTOH, BASS.
Solid state vertical scale indicator for engine
performance indication
[AD-A036154] p0387 H77-25181

Integrated engine instrument system, volume 1
[AD-A035565] p0430 H77-26143

Integrated engine instrument system, volume 2
[AD-A035566] p0430 N77-26144

GEIEBAL HOTOBS CORP., IBDIABAPOLIS, IBD.
Evaluation of a staged fuel combnstor for

turboprop engines
[ASHE PAPER 76-BA/GT-5] p0214 A77-26461

V/STOL shaft propulsion system analytical
performance model
[AIAA 77-582] p0349 A77-34940

Softbody impact resistance of beryllium/titanium
composite blades
[AD-A032438] p0325 N77-22196

Variable cycle engine control system definition
study. Turbine engine technology demonstrator
component development program, project 678A:
Controls development program
[AD-A036175] p0387 B77-25184

Low-emissions combastor demonstration
[AD-A0385SO] p0478 H77-28129

GEOBGE HASHIBGTOI DHIV., iASHIBGTOB, D. C.
Flight inspection data and crack initiation times

p0559 A77-50466
Proving the correctness of a flight-director

program for an airborne minicomputer
p0573 A77-51261

GEOBSIA IHST. OF TECH., ATLANTA.
Thermocouple time constant measurement by cross

power spectra
p0046 A77-13724

The effect of varying freestream velocity on
dynamic stall characteristics

p0246 A77-26872
Interference fits and stress-corrosion failure

p0298 A77-J0654
Experimental and analytical separation of

hydrodynamic, entropy and combustion noise in
a gas turbine combnstor
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1275] p0564 A77-51036

A theory of the supersonic turbulent
axisymmetric near wake behind bluff-base bodies

pOJIS H77-22044
Helicopter hovering performance studies. 1:

Vortex wake analysis. 2: Test facility. 3:
Blade tip pressure distributions
[AD-A034093] p0367 N77-24101

A method of computing the potential flow on
thick wing tips

p0486 H77-29090
A vortex Hake analysis of optimum high by-pass
ratio ducted fans

p0491 B77-29148
GOLDSiOBTHI EBGIHEEBIBG, IBC., TOBBAICE, CALIF.

HH and T-pnltrnded composite structural elements
[AD-A035217] p0388 H77-25256
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GOODYEiB AEROSPACE COBP., COBPOBATB SODECB IBDEI

GOODYEAB SEBOSPiCE CORP., AKBCH, OHIO.
Feasibility of modern airships - Design

definition and performance of selected concepts
[ A I A A PSPER 77-331] p0113 A77-18249

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 1:
Overall study results
[NASA-CE-151917] p0331 N77-23056

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 2: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book
2: Appendixes tc bock 1
[SASR-CE-151918] p0331 H77-23057

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book
3: Aerodynamic characteristics of heavy lift
airship as ueasured at lev speeds
[NASA-CB-151919] p0331 N77-23058

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2r"
Volume 2: Airport feeder vehicle
[NASA-CH-151920] p0331 N77-23059

GOODYEAR AEBOSP6CE COBF., LITCHFIE1D PABK, ABIZ.
Environmental resistance of coated and laminated

polycarbonate transparencies
[AD-A026412] p0125 N77-14213

G E O B H A H AEBOSPACE CORP., BETHPAGE, H.T.
The effect of varying freestreao velocity on

dynamic stall characteristics
p0246 A77-26872

numerical solutions of the triple-deck equations
for laminar trailing-edge stall

p0260 A77-28374
Theory of viscous transonic flow over airfoils

at high Reynolds number
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-680] p0413 A77-38883

Near-net powder metallurgy airframe structures
p0131 N77-15176

Results of flutter test OS6 obtained using the
0.11-scale wing/eleven model (51-0) in the
NASA LaBC 16-foot transonic dynamics wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-151056] p0292 R77-21177

Raster monitor display application study for F-14
[AD-A041570] p0590 N77-33158

GBOBBAH DATA SYSTEMS COBP., BETHPAGE, R. Y.
Flight flutter testing technology at Grumman

p0288 N77-21034

H
HAMBDBG DNIV. (BEST GEBBAHY).

Profile flows taking cavitation bubble dynamics
into account
[BMVG-FEVT-76-22] pC495 N77-29329

BABILTOH STANtABD, HIHDSOB LOCKS, CORH.
Multi-mission uses for prop-fan propulsion

p0321 N77-22127
Variable pitch fan system for NASA/Navy research

and technology aircraft
[NASA-CB-135185] p0335 H77-23108

HABKEB SIDDELEY AVIATION LTD., DOHSF01D ( E N G L A N D ) .
Flight testing technigues, autumn 1976

p0368 N77-24109
H A B K E B SIDDBLBY AVIATION LTD., KIHGSTOH OPOH THAHES
( E N G L A N D ) .

Failure mode analysis in the light of experience
p0237 H77-190UO

Examples of load prediction difficulties
p0275 N77-19991

Unsteady airloads in separated and transonic flow
p0532 N77-3107H

H A B K E B SIDDELEY AVIATION LTD., LOIDCB ( E H G L A N D ) .
Practical applications of fracture mechanics

techniques tc aircraft structural problems
p0327 N77-22555

HEBCDLES, IRC., B A G N A , DTAH.
Graphite composite aircraft landing gear wheel

[AD-A0362C7] p0481 N77-28232
HORBYRELL, INC., BINNEAPOLIS, BIRR.

nax imum likelihood identifier refinements for
F-8C adaptive control

p0267 A77-28803
Specific failure identification algorithms for

the F-8
p0267 A77-28806

Synthesis techniques for insensitive aircraft
control systems

p0268 A77-28843
Flight data processing with the F-8 adaptive

algorithm
[ A I A A 77-1042] p0455 A77-42758

Adaptive control laws for F-8 flight tests
P0329 N77-

Development of a hydrofluidic vernier rocket
control system for ejection seat stabilization
[AD-A034543] p0365 N77-24077

F-8C adaptive flight control laws
[NASA-CB-2880] p0596 N77-3J202

F-8C adaptive flight control extensions
[NASA-CB-2881 ] p0596 N77-JJ203

HONEYBELL, IRC., ST. LODIS PABK, BIRR.
Built-in test techniques for digital flight

control systems
p0376 N77-25068

HOUSTON DRIV., HI.
Vortex pairing and organized structures in
axisymmetric jets under controlled excitation

P0345 A77-33857
BOGHES AIBCBAFT CO., COLVEB CIIT, CALIF.

Function and configuration analysis program
[AD-A034206] p0334 R77-23104

BDGBES H.ELICOPTEBS, CDLVEB CITI, CALIF.
Analytical investigation of an improved
helicopter landing gear concept
[AD-A029372] p0231 N77-18150

Design, fabrication, and testing of advanced
composite AH-1G tail section (tail
boom/vertical fin)
[AD-A034457] p0367 H77-24106 .

Erosion protection for the AH-1 G low radar
cross-section main rotor blade. Volume 1:
Sand and rain erosion evaluation
[AD-A035961] p0428 H77-26123

HUHAH BNGINEEBING LABS., ABEBDBBH PBOVIRG GBOOND, BD.
An investigation of cockpit lighting for
compatibility with use of night-vision
goggles, AN/PVS-5
[AD-A029212] pOISO R77-17046

Pilotage navigation utilizing a night-vision
system
[AD-A036774] p0428 N77-26118

Helicopter integrated control (GAT-2H)
[AD-A036204] p0480 N77-281U1

Computer-generated displays added to BEL
helicopter operational trainer
[AD-A013267] p0583 R77-J217J

HYDBOB&OTICS, IBC., LAOEEL, BD.
High speed computer studies of vortex motions in
relation to aircraft wake turbulence
[AD-A02«29*0] p0031 N77-11013

IBB FEDEBAL SYSTE9S DIV., OSEGO, R. Y.
Program documentation for the digital switching

experiment program
[AD-A030363] p0230 S77-181<K»

III BESEABCB INST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Identification of critical failures and cost

effective reliability improvement approaches
[AD-A028333] p0177 N77-17022

Turbine engine particulate emission
characterization
[AD-A041M99] pO«91 R77-29152

ILLINOIS IRST. OF TECB., CHICAGO.
Optimization of flexible wing structures subject. -

to strength and induced drag constraints
pO<!68 A77-I1J727

ILLINOIS ONIV. , OBBAHA.
Optimum acoustic design of free-running low

speed propellers
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1248] p050^ A77-44JJ7

Low speed airfoil stud;
[BASA-CB-153914] p043J N77-27074

Design of high lift airfoils with a Stratford
distribution by the Eppler method
[NASA-CB-153913J p04J5 N77-^7108

Program manual for the Eppler airfoil inversion
program
[NASA-CB-153928] p0471 S77-28068

Propeller study. Part 1: Introduction and
overview
[RASA-CB-155002] p0541 N77-31156

Propeller study. Part 2: The design of
propellers for minimum noise
[NASA-CB-155005] pOS41 H77-J11S7

Propeller study. Part 3: Experimental
deteraination of thrust and torque on the
YO-3A aircraft
[NASA-CB-155003] p0541 N77-31158
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COBPOEATE SOOBCB IHDEX KABBBB (LEO) ASSOCIATES,

IL1IHOIS DHIV., OBBABA-CBAHPAIGH.
A versatile computer-generated dynanic flight

display
[AD-A027<!19] p0123 N77-1il02»

On some strnctnre-tartmlence interaction problems
[NASA-CB-1491161] p0168 H77-15986

Control strategies for ccmplex systeas for use
in aerospace avionics
[AD-A032673] _ p0318 N77-22101

Design of a digital aircraft simulator for use
with a computer-aided decision maker
[AD-A033S06] p032« N77-22155

Advanced integrated aircraft displays and
augmented flight control
[AD-A034817] p0370 H77-2<t13<l

Lou-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
13.1-percent-thick, high-lift airfoil
[FASA-CB-153937] pO«71 H77-28069

Simulators for training and profit
[AD-A038190] p O U B O B77-281U6

Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer of
initial flight training
[AD-A038194] pOUSO H77-28147

On the importance of program intelligence to
advanced automation in flight operations
[AD-A042915] p0582 N77-32147

IBDOSTBIEABLA6ES-BETB1BBSGESELLSCHAFT B.B.B.,
OTTOEBOH (WEST GEBBANY) .

FALSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft
loading standard for fatigue evaluation

p007<l N77-12U30
Possibilities of adapting by-pass-engines to the

regnirenents of higher supersonic flight
p0321 N77-22123

Crack propagation and residual static strength
of typical aircraft forgings

p0327 N77-22556
Beviev of acoustic fatigue activities in Germany

p0329 H77-22569
IBFOBBATICS, INC., EAIO ALTO, CALIF.

Implicit finite-difference computations of
unsteady transonic flows about airfoils,
including the treatment of irregular
shock-wave motions
[AIAA PAPBB 77-205] p01«1 A77-19897

Computation of unsteady transonic flows by the
indicial method
[AIAA 77-447] p0210 A77-25805

INSTITOT FBAHCO-A1LEBAHD DE BECBESCBES, ST. LODIS
(PBAHCE) .

Portable N nave generators of different power
for simulation of sonic booms
[ISL-B-123/75] p0074 N77-12833

Experimental study of lateral wind effect on
free jet ncise
[ISL-E-121/76] pOH97 N77-29923

INSTITUTE FOB DEFBHSE ABAIYSES, ABLIBGTOH, ¥A.
A mid-air collision threat algorithm that uses

bearing data
[AD-A033617] p0332 1177-23075

A review and analysis of the HITBE beacon
collision avoidance system
[AD-A037225] p0366 N77-24090

INSTITOTE FOB PEBCEPTIOH BVO-TBO, SOBSTBBBEBG
(HEtHEELABDS).

Flightdeck illumination for helicopters
[IZF-1976-15] p0282 B77-20083

IBSTITOTE FOB TBLBCORBOBICATIOB SCIE1CBS, BOULDBB,
COLO.

Badar microwave link pilot system upgrade and
evaluation
[AD-A037198] pC374 H77-24336

The measurement of licrowave anltipath in an
airport environment
[AD-A037791/1] p0381 H77-25135

IBSTBOBEBT FLIGHT CEBTBB, BA1DOLPH AFB, TEX.
Helicopter yaw axis augmentation investigation

[AD-A024512] p0037 H77-11066
Bole of head-up display in instrument flight

[AD-A030075] ?0231 H77-18153
IOBA STATE OBIV. OF SCIBBCB AID TECBIOLOGT, ABES.

Bnltistage axial-flow tnrbomachinery wake
production, transport, and interaction
[AD-A041108] p05«3 S77-31173

ISBILL ASSOCIATES, IDC., DEBVBB, COLO.
Comprehensive plan and development program for a

regional industrial airpark, Springfield
Bnnicipal Airport for the City of Springfield,
Rissouri

[PB-26297VO] p03714 N77-24159
ITT 6ILFILLAB, INC., VAB BOIS, CALIF.

Emulation of a radar tracking a glinting
aircraft target in a anltipath environment

p0326 H77-22J77

JET PEOPOLSIOB LAB., CALIF. IBST. OF TECH., PASADENA.
Airframe noise measurements by acoustic imaging

[AIAA PAPEB 77-55] p0138 A77-1S799
Bev potentials for conventional aircraft when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline

pOJ12 A77-3J392
An overview of Viking navigation

p0502 A77-U<«1.27
Effect of flight on jet noise from supersonic

underexpanded flows
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1328] p0567 A77-510B2

Experimental results of large-scale structures
in jet flows and their relation to jet noise
production
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1350] p0569 A77-51103

Reduction of gaseous pollutant emissions from
gas turbine combnstors using hydrogen-enriched
jet fuel
[NASA-CB-1«9m6] p0038 N77-11198

Hew potentials for conventional aircraft when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline

p0293 N77-21629
JOBBS HOPKINS OBIV., BALTIBOBE, BD.

Ultrasonic detection of fatigue damage in
aircraft components
[AD-A010009] p05t5 N77-31516

JOHHS HOPKIBS ONIV., LAOBEL, BD.
Direct-connect tests of hydrogen-fueled
supersonic combnstors

p0550 A77-«82«0
JOIST IHST. FOB ACOOSTICS ABD FLIGHT SCIENCES,
BABPTOH, VA.

Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic
derivatives from steady-state measurement of
an aircraft
[AIAA 77-1123] pOH58 A77-13156

JOINT IHST. FOB ADVANCEBENT OF FLIGHT SCIENCES,
8ASBIBSTON, D. C.

Recent research on powered-lift STOL ground
effects
[AIAA 77-5711] p0348 A77-34934

An experimental investigation of the trailing
edge noise mechanism
[AIAA PAPEE 77-1291] p0565 A77-51049

K
KANAH IBBOSPACE COBP., BLOOBFIELD, COBB.

Elastic pitch beam tail rotor for LOH
[AD-A028115] p0181 B77-17055

Development program for
field-repairable/expendable main rotor blades
[AD-A030835] p02J8 H77-19064

Design study of a feedback control system for
the Hulticyclic Flap System rotor (HFS)
[NASA-CE-151960] p0363 N77-24055

Elastic pitch beam tail rotor
[AD-A035175] p0384 N77-25158

Design of selected helicopter components for
ease of repair
[AD-A035152] p0384 N77-25159

Helicopter noise reduction design trade-otf study
[AD-A038192/1] p0430 S77-26148

Helicopter transmission vibration and noise
reduction program
[AD-A012Q57] p0581 B77-J2136

KABAB SCIEBCES COBP., COLOBADO SPBINGS, COLO.
An evaluation of boundary layer forces and

measurement methods
[AD-A040907] pOStl N77-J1218

KABATICS COBP.,XBLOOBFIELD, COBN.
Preprodnction test program, Kaflex drive shaft
coupling for OR-1 helicopter, phases 8, 9 and 10
[AD-A028202] p0179 B77-17041

SABHEB (LEO) ASSOCIATES, BBDIOOD CITI, CALIF.
Critical analysis of comparisons between flight
test results and wind tunnel test predictions
in subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
[BASA-TT-F-17185] p0022 B77-10049

Investigation of the steady-state behavior of
two delta-wing hang gliders
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KANSAS DHI7., CORPORATE SOOBCE IBDBI

[NASf-TT-F-17394] p0178 H77-17031
Electronic head-up display at pilot's eye level

[SASA-TT-F-17390] ' pOISI H77-17058
Quantitative study of three-dimensional flow

fields around flight vehicles in the case of
supersonic flow by means of optical methods
[HASA-TT-F-17428] p0363 H77-24056

General study of light plane spin, aft fuselage
geometry, part 1
[NASA-TT-F-17<)«6] p0383 H77-25150

Influence of power on the spin of light planes
[NASA-TT-F-174117] p0131 H77-26152

Flow effects with cross-blown lifting jets of
V/STOL aircraft and their reactions on
aerodynamical forces and moments of the airframe
[NASA-TH-751U3] p0133 877-27070

KANSAS ONIV. , LAiBlNCE.
Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing

aerodynaaics
[ A I A A 77-575] p03M8 A77-34935

Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll
control systems
[SAE SAFER 770i|i|1] p0391 A77-37062

Utilization of separate surface control systems
on general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPER 770471] p039M A77-37089

Flight evaluation of an advanced technology
light twin-engine airplane (ATLIT)
[8ASA-CR-2832] p0585 877-33104

KANSAS ONIV. CBNTEB FOB BESEABCB, IDC., 1AWBEHCE.
Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll

control systems
[8ASA-CH-153291] p0428 N77-26122

A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes
[SASA-CR-153268] p0439 877-27871

Flight evaluation of a spoiler rcll control
systen on a light twin-engine airplane
[NASi~CR-15ll121] p0479 877-28135

A study of commuter airplane design optimization
[8ASA-CR-154270] p0490 877-29142

A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes
[NASA-CH-155154] p0598 877-33959

KEHTDCKY OSIV.. LEXINGTOB.
Thermo-mechanical stress analysis of advanced

turbine blade cooling configuration
[AD-A027718] p0172 1177-16066

KLB ROYAL DUTCH AIBLINES, 1BSTEBDAB (NETHERLANDS) .
Reliability versus cost in operating wide body

jet engines
p0591 N77-33186

KOLITE SEIH-CCBDUCTOB PBODDCIS, INC., BIDGEFIELD,
8. J.

large guantity, high speed pressure data
acquisition

p0406 A77-38021

LABOBATOIRE EE BECB3BCBES BALISTIQDES ET
AEBODYNAHIQUBS, VEB8OB (FBABCE) .

Supersonic aircraft after body study of a thick
boundary layer on a two-dimensicnal step
[LBBA-E-815-PV-4/SAI] p0065 H77-12001

Development and tests of a simulator for a
pendulum accelerometer
[LHBA-E-410-NT-32/SYB] p0082 877-13079

LABOEATOBIDB EOEB BBTBIBBSIBSTIGKEIT. DARHSTADT
(BEST GBBHAHY).

Application of design data derived from fatigue
tests with service-like load seguences for
life prediction
[LBF-FB-109/76] p0040 »77-n««5

Compilation of measures to increase the fatigue
strength of aircraft structures
[LBF-TB-126/75] p0040 N77-11147

FALSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft
loading standard for fatigue evaluation

p0074 877-12430
Comparison of several models describing the gust

loads on aircraft structures
[LBF-TB-130/76] p0372 H77-24149

LEAB SIEGLEB, IRC., LOS ARGEIES, CALIF.,
The development of advanced automatic flare and

decrab for powered lift short haul aircraft
using a microwave landing system
[SASA-CE-1519118] p0333 N77-23093

LEAB SIBGLEB. INC., BBIGHT-PATTEBSOB AFB, OHIO.
C-141 All Weather Landing System engineering

support
[AD-A029467] p02J8 N77-19062

LINCOLN LAB., BiSS. INST. OF TECH., LEZIBGTOB.
Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A030368/5] p0121 B77-1I1000

Radar detection of thunderstorm hazards for air
traffic control. Volume 1: Storm cell
detection
[AD-A032732] pOJ17 N77-^206t

.Moving target detector, an improved signal
processor

pOJ25 N77-^2360
Development of a discrete address beacon system

[AD-A037130] pOJ66 N77-^U091

DABS monopnlse summary
[AD-A038157/II] pO»27 H77-26111

The ATCRBS mode of DABS
[AD-A0385U3] p013!4 B77-27092

Description and performance evaluation of the
moving target detector
[AD-AOU0055] pO«38 N77-2727M

Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A011089] pO«89 S77-291<!7

Comparison of the performance of the moving
target detector and the radar video digitizer
[AD-A040M72] p0495 H77-29348

LINKOEPING OBIV. (SWEDEN).
Computer simulation of fatigue crack propagation
in aircraft components
[ISBN-91-7372-117-6] p0482 H77-28518

LITTLE (ABTBDB Df), INC., CABBRIDGE, BASS.
The market for airline aircraft: A study of
process and performance
[HASA-CR-15t617] pO»75 N77-28100

LITTON SYSTEBS, INC., WOODLAND HILLS, CALIF.
Bedundant integrated flight control/navigation
inertial sensor complex
[AIAA 77-1109] pO»57 A77-12808

LOCKHEED AIBCBAFT CORP., BOBBAHK, CALIF.
F-15 flight flutter test program

p0288 K77-21037
LOCKHEED AIBCBAFT COBP., BABIETTA, GA.

Full temperature range protective system for
fastener areas of carrier-based naval aircraft
[AD-A021523] p0026 H77-10210

LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA CO., BOBBANK.
Experimental data and theoretical analysis of an
operating 100 kW wind turbine

p0553 A77-48898
Producibility aspects of advanced composites for

an L-1011 Aileron
[SHE PAPER EHB76-04] pOS63 A77-51006

LB2 airport requirements study
[HASA-CB-2700] p0020 N77-10032

Feasibility and tradeoffs of a transport
fuselage fire management system
[AD-A02921I2/5] p0079 N77-1JOU5

Development of fire resistant, nontoxic aircraft
interior materials
[HASA-CB-137920] p0125 H77-11205

REXOB rotorcraft simulation. Volume 3: User's
manual
[AD-A028H17] pOISI S77-1705H

Advanced structures technology applied to a
supersonic cruise arrow-wing configuration

p0220 N77-18027
An advanced concept that promises ecological and
economic viability

p0222 H77-180"43
A method of analysis for general aviation
airplane structural crashworthiness
[AD-A032115/2J p0280 K77-20052

A 100-kW metal wind turbine blade basic data,
loads and stress analysis
[NASA-CB-131956] p0292 N77-21U67

Effects of combined acoustic and flight loads of
crack growth
[AD-A033573] p0338 N77-23550

Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-09/epoxy
composite panels in vide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[NASA-CB-lflSIII] p037fl B77-21199

L-1011 flight control system
p0377 877-25077

Ottawa stray rig tests of an ice protection
system applied to the OB-1H helicopter
[AD-A03UU58] p0383 877-25155
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Evaluation of structural design concepts for an
arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft
C&ASA-CR-2667) p0389 S77-25581

Experimental investigations of aerodynamic noise
during fiscal yeacs 1971. 1975 and 1976
[LB-27U38] pO<491 H77-29151

LOCKHEED ELECTBOHICS CO., BOOSTOB, TBI.
Backup flight control system functional

evaluator software nannal
[NASA-CR-151361] p0337 H77-23128

LOCKEEED-GEOB6IA CO., SABIETTA.
Dnsteady linearized transonic flow analysis for

slender bodies
pOa02 A77-H0830

Upper surface blowing aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics
[ A I A A P A P E B 17-608] p04<t9 A77-91857

Forward speed effects on blown flap noise
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1315] , p0566 A77-51070

Hew developments in blcwn flap noise technology
[NASA-CB-145086] P0018 H77-10013

Numerical studies of three-dimensional breakdown
in trailing vortex wakes
[KASA-CB-137888] p O O I S H77-10011

An analytical study for subsonic oblique wing
transport concept
[NASA-CB-137896] p0021 877-10045

An analytical study for subsonic oblique wing
transport concept
CKASA-CR-137897] p0021 B77-10046

Design considerations for laminar flow control
aircraft

p0027 H77-10366
Vortex/jet/wing viscous interaction theory and

analysis
[AD-A025290J p0031 H77-11017

Program for establishing long-time flight
service performance of composite materials in
the center wing structure of C-130 aircraft.
Phase Hi Ground/flight acceptance tests
[BASA-CR-145043] p0033 N77-11032

V/STOl aircraft noise prediction (jet propnlsors)
[AD-A028765/6] p0035 H77-110(15

Effects of artificial stability on configuration
design

p0119 1177-13982
Acoustic emission structure-borne noise

measurements on aircraft during flight
[AD-A033188] p0319 B77-22111

Development of the technology for the
fabrication of reliable laminar from control
panels
[NASA-CR-145168] P0324 N77-22178

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise, volume 1: Summary
[AD-A032U78] p0336 N77-23119

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 2: Studies of jet noise,
turbulence structure and laser velocimetry
[AD-A032881] p0386 N77-25177

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 3: Turbulent mixing noise data
[AD-A032882] p0386 N77-25178

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume «: Shock-associated noise data
[AD-A032883] p0386 H77-25179

LOCKBBED BISSILES AHD SPACE CO., BOBTSVILLE, A1A.
Analysis of transonic flow over lifting and

oscillating airfoils
p0520 A77-47542

Development of predictive wake vortex transport
model for terminal area wake vortex avoidance
[AD-A029049/H] p0030 N77-11002

LOCKBEBD BISSILES ABD SPACE CO., SOBNYVAL8, CALIP.
Effect of angle of attack and Bach number on

slender wing aerodynamics
[AIAA P A P E B 77-667] p0361 A77-37021

Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[NASA-CR-137894] p0021 N77-10047

Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[HASA-CB-137895J p0021 1177-100118

LOGISTICS HABA6EBEBT IBSI., IASBIBGTOH, D. C.
Sensitivity of A r m y helicopter operating and

support costs to changes in design and
logistic parameters
[AD-A000353] p0539 H77-31139

LOOGBBOBOOGH DBIV. 0? TECBBOLOGT (BBGLABD) .
noise levels of jet transport aircraft during

initial climt

[TT-7702] p0492 H77-29156
Pole-placement methods. A survey of applicable

methods for flight control systems
[TT-7607] p0493 B77-29170

LTV ABBOSPACE COSP., DAIL1S, TBI.
Safe ejection envelope display system

development program. Phase 4A: Preliminary
flight test
[AD-A030612] p0236 B77-190JO

F-8 oblique wing structural feasibility study
[BASA-CB-154841] p0526 B77-30107

LOUD OBIT. (SIEDEB).
Self-tuning regulators

p0329 B77-2281J

M
BAB-ACOUSTICS ABD BOISE, IBC., SEATTLE, IASB.

Noise certification considerations for
helicopters based on laboratory investigations
[AD-A032028/3] p0174 B77-16865

HABTIB BABIETTA ABBOSPACE, DENVER. COLO.
HICROM reliability analyses
[AD-A042987] pObSO B77-J2129

HABTIB HABIETTA LABS., BALTIBOBE, HD.
Integration of the 3-D harmonic kernel
[AD-A029550] p0177 B77-1701S

HABYLABD OBIV., COLLEGE PABK.
Aircraft operator - Rould you buy higher DOC to
lower noise and fuel use

p0269 A77-29UJ1
B&SSACBUSETTS IBST. OF TECH., CAHBBIDGE.

The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft
using the multiple model adaptive control
/HHAC/ method

pOOII B77-12428
Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a
two-dimensional flat plate wing

P0145 A77-201H6
Relative effects on atmospheric ozone of
latitude and altitude of supersonic flight

P0211 A77-26727
A reliable dual-redundant sensor FDI system for

the NASA F8C-DFBM aircraft
p0267 A77-28807

Status report on the generalized likelihood
ratio failure detection technique, with
application to the F-8 aircraft

P0267 A77-28808
A spiral guidance approach concept for
all—weather VTOL operations

pOIOt A77-377J9
Quantitative density visualization in a
transonic compressor rotor

P01Q9 A77-U1863
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems

by a multiple time-scales method
p0468 177-113771

Bass flow requirements for LFC wing design
[AIAA PAPER 77-1222] . pOSOO A77-M432J

Linear regulator design for stochastic systems
by a multiple time scales method

P0513 A77-116621
An experimental investigation of helicopter
rotor high frequency broadband noise
[AIAi PAPER 77-1339) p0568 A77-51092

Linear regulator design for stochastic systems
by a multiple time scales method
[HASA-CH-1119099] p0029 N77-10QJ2

Analog computation assessment of the risk of
structural failure due to crack growth under
random loading
[AD-A025266] P0034 N77-110U2

Three-dimensional flow calculation for a
transonic compressor rotor

P0066 N77-12019
Barrow-band passive systems theory with
applications to positioning and navigation
[AD-A0257H3] p0068 B77-12036

Research on the exploitation of advanced
composite materials to lightly loaded structures
IHASA-CB-1092U7] p0079 B77-130»<t

A dual-mode generalized likelihood ratio
approach to self-reorganizing digital flight
control system design
[BASA-CB-iq9317] p0082 B77-13070

Rind energy conversion
[ PB-256198/3] p0086 B77-1J552
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Performance and sensitivity analysis of the
generalized likelihood ratio method for
failure detection
[NASA-CH-149272] p0086 N77-13761

"hree-dimensional compressible flow through
highly leaded axial conpressor blade rovs
[AD-A027784] , p0224 N77-18064

numerical computation of stress intensity
factors for aircraft structural details by the
finite element method
[AD-A031829] p0282 N77-20097

Fracture mechanics analysis of centered and
offset fastener hcles in stiffened and
nnstiffened panels under uniform tension
[AD-A032034] p0286 H77-20528

High speed helicopter noise sources
[NASA-CH-151996] p0440 N77-27878

A computer program for tie identification of
helicopter impulsive ncise sources
[NASA-CB-151997] p0440 N77-27879

Studies on transonic turbines with film-cooled
blades
[AD-A036402] p0478 H77-28131

HCDONNBLL AIBCBAFT CO., SI. LOOTS, HO.
Validation of AV-8B V/STOL characteristics by

full scale static and Hind tunnel tests
[ A I A A 77-597] p0350 A77-34953

Static performance of vectoring/reversing
non-azisymmetric nozzles
[ A I A A SAPEB 77-8U03 pOU51 A77-U1974

Performance of steady and intermittent blowing
jet flaps and spanvise upper surface slots
[AD-A020364] p0019 B77-10027

Ground test of the D shaped vented thrust
vectoring nozzle
[NASA-CR-137959] p0038 N77-11107

Wind tunnel models for aero-optical interaction
study
[AD-A024925] p0073 N77-12078

Simulation test results for lift/cruise fan
research and technology aircraft
[NASA-CB-137979] p0121 N77-14007

Mathematical model for lift/cruise fan V/STOL
aircraft simulator programming data
[NASA-CB-151916] p0124 B77-14037

lift/cruise fan V/ST01 technology aircraft
design definition study. Volume Is
Technology flight vehicle definition
[NASA-CR-151931 ] p0170 H77-16013

Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft
design definition study. Volume 2:
Propnlsicn transmission system design
[BASA-CB-151932] p0170 N77-16014

Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft
design definition study. Volume 3:
Development program and budgetary estimates
[NASA-CB-151933] p0170 N77-16015

Study of a fail-safe abort system for an
actively cooled hypersonic aircraft: Computer
program documentation
[NASA-CB-144927] p0333 N77-23090

Turbine engine multi-mission propulsion
simulator wind tunnel demonstration
[AD-A0314282] p0367 N77-24104

Additional degrees of freedom
p0432 N77-26166

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 3: Frequency response (HSFE).
Computer program user manual
[AD-A038691] pO*92 S77-29159

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Volume 6: Steady State Flow Analysis (SSFAN).
Computer program technical description
[AD-A038692] p0492 N77-29162

BCDONNELL-DOOGLAS COBP., LONG BEACH, CALIF.
A general method for calculating

three-dimensional compressible laminar and
turbulent boundary layers on arbitrary wings
[HASA-CB-2777] p0176 N77-16994

BCDONNELL-DOOGLAS COBP., ST. LOUIS, BO.
Aerodynamic validation of a SCAB design

p0218 N77-18005
Design feasibility of an advanced technology

supersonic cruise aircraft
p0222 N77-18040

Structural design of supersonic cruise aircraft
p0222 H77-18041

performance and benefits of an advanced
technology supersonic cruise aircraft

pQ222 1177-18042
Space shuttle engineering and operations

support. Avionics system engineering
[HASA-CR-151364] p03B8 B77-25236

BECHAHICAL TECBNOLOGY, INC., LATHAB, N. I.
Advanced compressor seal for turbine engines

[AD-A026916] p0125 N77-14491
HESSBBSCHBITT-BOELKOR-BLOHS G.B.B.B., HABBDBG (REST
GBBBABY).

Theoretical and experimental investigation of
noise shielding for jet engines
[BHFT-FB-R-76-09] p0183 N77-17072

BESSEHSCHBITT-BOELKOR-BLOHB G.B.B.B., BOB1CH (WEST
GEBBAHI).

On the calculation of the pressure distribution
of wing-body combinations in the non-linear
angle of attack range

p0276 N77-20004
The intermittent jet for supersonic conditions
increased with passage to operating in a
ramjet - A low cost engine

p0321 S77-221JO
Proof-load testing on 300 B steel

p0328 N77-22566
Longitudinal moment deviations of wings for

large angles of attack in subsonic flow
[BHVG-FBST-76-26] p0493 877-29167

HESSEBSCBBITT-BOELKOR-BLOBB G.H.B.B., OTTOBBONN
(REST GEBBAIT).

Theoretical method for calculation of body and
wing-body configuration coefficients up to
extremely high angles of attack
[BBVG-FBST-76-10] p0224 B77-180S8

Computer program for estimating coefficients of
axisymmetnc bodies at extremely high angle of
attack
[BHVG-FBHT-76-11 ] p0224 H77-18059

Non-linear effects in aircraft ground and flight
vibration tests
[BBB-OrE-1273-0] p0383 B77-2515J

Rhat is the right size for BPVs?
[BBB-OFE-1272-0] p0383 N77-25154

An exact hodograph method tor the design of
supercritical airfoils
[HBB-OFE-1168-0] p0428 B77-26124

Present-day role of control and stability
augmentation systems and future trends
[SBB-OFE-1182-0] p0431 H77-261b5

Treatment of the nonlinear vibration of a
variable sweep aircraft wing with its drive
using a simplified wing model
[HBB-OFE-1191-0] p0431 B77-26156

HESSEBSCBBIDT-BOELKOR G.B.B.B., BOBICH (REST
GEBBANI).

Evaluation of vibration levels at the pilot seat
caused by wing flow separation

p0533 B77-31078
BINISIBBO DELLS OIFESA AEBOHAOTICi, BOHE (ITALI).

Hilitary engine deterioration in service
connected with life cycle costs

p0593 B77-33183
BIBISTBT OF DEFENCE, LONDON (ENGLAND).

Development procedures to promote reliability
p0594 N77-JJ188

BINNESOTA DNIV., B1BBEAPOL1S.
Dynamics and stability of lifting parachutes

p0486 B77-29087
BISSISSIPPI STATE OBIV., BISSISSIPP1 STATE.

Flight test evaluation of a method to determine
the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770470) p0393 A77-370B8

Investigation of a stall deterrent system
utilizing an acoustic stall sensor
[SAE PAPEB 770473] p0394 A77-37091

Aerodynamics of horizontally-opposed aircraft
engine installations
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1249] p0509 A77-H5508

Numerical solutions for laminar and turbulent
viscous flow over single and multi-element
airfoils using body-fitted coordinate systems

p0027 N77-10J55
Flight test evaluation of a method to determine

the level flight performance of a
propeller-driven aircraft
[NASA-CB-149889] p0281 B77-20076

An investigation of the aerodynamics and cooling
of a horizontally-opposed engine installation
[NASA-CB-15273II] p0291 B77-21088
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A high Reynolds number numerical solution of the
Bavier-Stokes equations in streaa
function-vorticity form
[BASA-CB-153933] p0472 H77-28070

A study of the charge and current induced on an
aircraft in an EHP sioulator facility. Part
1: The formulation. Fart 2: The singularity
expansion nethod. Part 3: The nnnerical
results
[AD-A039507] p0545 H77-31384

BISSODBI DBIV., COIOBBIA.
Analysis of inherent errors in asynchronous

digital flight controls
[AD-A041813] p0596 B77-33206

BISSODBI OHIV. , E01LA.
Navigation checkpointing using horizon correlation

[AD-S039946] p0526 B77-30103
HITBE COBP., ATLANTIC CITT, H. J.

Interface definition DABS engineering nodel/ATC
(NAFEC) terminal hardware configuration,
volume 4
[AD-A025234/6] p0169 H77-16007

HITBE COEP., BEDPOBD, BASS.
HAC air cargo data entry: 2. Photography of

shipping labels
[AD-A031Q54] p0316 N77-22057

HAC air cargo data entry: 3. Initial testing
of on-line terminal, digital recorder, and
checksheet
[AD-A031455] p0316 N77-22058

Stereographic projection in the joint
surveillance system

, [AD-A0313113] p0332 B77-23081
BITBE COBP., HCIEAB, VA.

The terminal area automated path generation
problem
[ A I A A 77-1055] pOO.55 A77-42767

Bulti-site intermittent positive control
algorithms for the discrete address beacon
system, revision 2
[AD-A026515] p0121 S77-14006

BODEIB ABALISIS, IBC., BIDGBBOOD, B. J.
Development of reliability-based aircraft safety

criteria: An impact analysis, volume 1
[AD-A032164] p0316 N77-220S9

Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis. Volume 2:
Computer manual
[AD-A031951] p0317 N77-22060

BOBSAHTO BESIABCB COBP., DAITOR, OHIO.
Environmental degradation of fuels, fluids and

related materials for aircraft
[AD-A026908] p0132 877-15214

Research on heat resistant transparent
interlayers based on the ethylene terpolymer
[AD-A033549] v p032S N77-22269

HOHSABTO BESIABCB COBP., ST. LODIS, BO.
Development of a gas turbine engine oil for bulk

oil temperatures of -40 to 465 P, part 2
[AD-A027068] p0131 H77-15202

HOTOBEB- DBD TOBBIBEI-OIIOB BOEBCBE1 S.B.B.H. (BEST
GEBBABT) .

Advanced engine design concepts and their
influence on the performance of multi-role
combat aircraft

p0320 N77-22116
Experience with a one stage variable geometry

axial turbine
p0323 H77-22143

N
BAP1ES OHIV. (HALT).

Barn-turbojet engine for long range high terminal
speed missions

p0322 H77-22132
HATIOBAL AEBOHAOTICAL BSTAB1ISHBEBT, OTTAIA
(OBTABIO) .

On aerodynamic coupling fcetveen lateral and
longitudinal degrees of freedom
[AIAA PAPEE 77-4] p0160 A77-22206

Bind tunnel test and calibration techniques for
the measurement of damping and dynamic cross
derivatives due to pitching and yawing
[AIAA PAPEB 77-80] p0160 A77-22221

Controlled and uncontrolled flow separation in
three dimensions
[LH-591] p0030 B77-10999

BATIOIAL ABBOBAOTICAL LAB., BABGA10BE (IBDIA).
Bird strike hazards: A bibliography, 1971 - 1976
[ BAL-BIBL-SEB-77] p0587 B77-JJ1J1

BATIOBAL ABBOIADTICS ABD SPACE ADBIHISTB1TIOB,
BASBIHGTOB, D. C.

LTA - Becent developments
p0099 A77-17021

Computation of unsteady transonic flows by the
indicial method
[AIAA 77-447] p0210 A77-25805

Summary of RASA aerodynamic and heat transfer
studies in turbine vanes and blades
[SAE PAPEB 760917] p0259 A77-28225

Aircraft fuel conservation technology. Task
force report, September 10, 1975
[HASA-TH-X-74295] pOOJ6 B77-11055

Aeronautical Engineering: A special
bibliography with indexes, supplement 74
[BASA-SP-7037<74) J B77-11S67

Aviation safety and operation problems research
and technology

p0237 B77-19041
HATIOBAL 1EBOBAOTICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOB. ABES
BESEABCB CBHTEB, BOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.

Ames T-3 fire test facility - Aircraft crash
fire simulation

p0108 A77-17479
Feasibility of modern airships - Design
definition and performance of selected concepts
[AIAA PAPEE 77-331] p0113 A77-18249

Transonic performance of an auxiliary airflow
system for axisymmetric inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-148] p0140 A77-19860

Implicit finite-difference computations of
unsteady transonic flows about airfoils,
including the treatment of irregular
shock-wave motions
[AIAA PAPEB 77-205] p0141 A77-19897

An approximate calculation of the strong
interaction on a transonic airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 77-210] p0142 A77-19900

A subsonic flow investigation on a research body
at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 77-180] p0162 A77-22240

Investigations related to the inviscid-viscous
interaction in transonic flows about finite
3-D wings
[AIAA PAPEB 77-209] p0162 A77-22^44

Derivation of an integral equation for transonic
flows

p016J A77-22685
Optimal control alleviation of tilting proprotor
gust response

p0199 A77-24939
Aeroelastic stability characteristics of an

oblique wing aircraft
[AIAA 77-454] p0211 A77-25811

Numerical solution for subcritical flows by a
transonic integral equation method

p0242 A77-26741
The effect of varying freestrean velocity on

dynamic stall characteristics
p0246 A77-26872

Experimental studies of trailing-edge conditions
on an oscillating airfoil at frequency
parameters of up to one
[AIAA PAPEB 77-450] p0257 A77-28044

Becent computation of viscous effects in
transonic flow

p0260 A77-28376
Finite-volume solution of the Euler equations

for steady three-dimensional transonic flow
p0261 A77-2840J

A numerical solution of the axisymmetric jet
connterflow problem

p0261 A77-28409
A study of commuter aircraft design
[ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-36] p0263 A77-28551

The oblique wing - Aircraft design for transonic
and low supersonic speeds

p0274 A77-30010
Variable thickness shear layer aerodynamics
revisited

p0311 A77-33191
Boundary layer shear stress in subsonic and

supersonic flow
p034S A77-33841

Large-scale V/STOL testing
[AIAA 77-586] p0349 A77-34943
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Tenth-scale powered model test of a tilt-nacelle
VSTOL airplane
UIAA 77-594] p0350 A77-31951

Validation of AV-8E V/STOL characteristics by
fall scale static and Kind tnnnel tests
[AliA 77-597] p0350 A77-31953

Design and evaluation of an integrated
flight-control system concept for manual IFF
VTOL operations
C A I A A 77-601] p0351 A77-31956

Spiral approach navigation concepts for VTOL
aircraft using a microwave landing system
[AIAA 77-603] p0351 A77-31958

Flight evaluation of flight-path control
required for the approach and landing of SIOL
aircraft
[ A I A A 77-609] p0351 A77-31960

An in-flight simulation of VTOL hover control
concepts
[ A I A A 77-610] p0351 A77-31961'

The transonic multi-foil Augmentor-Hing
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-606] p0352 A77-31969

Analytical display design for flight tasks
conducted under instrument meteorological
conditions

p0355 A77-35918
Hot-»ire anemometry for in-flight measurement of

aircraft sake vortices
p0357 A77-36VOO

Implicit finite difference simulation of flow
about arbitrary geometries with application to
airfoils
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-665] p0360 A77-37019

Effect of wing fins on lift-generated wakes
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-671] p0361 A77-37025

Lift enhancement by an externally trapped vortex
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-672] p0361 A77-37026

Form drag, skin friction, and vortex shedding
frequencies for subsonic and transonic
crossflovs on circular cylinder
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-687] p0361 A77-37031

Application of numerical optimization to the
design of supercritical airfoils without
drag-creep
[SAE PAPEB 7701*0] p0391 A77-37061

Propeller design by numerical optimization
[SAE PAPIB 770151] p0392 A77-37072

Experimental investigations of thrust vectoring
systems for VTOL aircraft
[1IAA PAPEB 77-805] pOU09 A77-38516

Calculation of transonic flow over supercritical
airfoil sections
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-681] p0111 A77-38881

Evaluation of turbulence models for three
primary types of shock-separated boundary layers
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-692] pOIII A77-38887

A review of advanced rotor research
[AHS 77-33-17] p0119 A77-10061

Status report on XV-15 Tilt Botor Test Program
[AHS 77-33-61] p0121 A77-10087

Computation of viscous transonic flow about a
lifting airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-679] p0111 A77-U0700

A composite system approach to aircraft cabin
fire safety

pOIII A77-Q0937
Hodular high accuracy tracker for dual channel

laser Doppler velocineter
p0170 A77-11301

Advanced turboprop technology development
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1223] pOSOO A77-11321

Application of powered lift and mechanical flap
concepts for civil short-haul transport
aircraft design
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1237] p0501 A77-11330

Wing design by numerical optimization
[AIAA PAPEB 77-12*17] pOS01 A77-14336

The computer for design and optimization
p0510 A77-16136

Characteristics of the boundary-layer equations
of the linimai time-to-climb problem

p0513 A77-16618
Improved computational treatment of transonic

flow about swept wings
P0026 N77-10318

Bationale and description of a coordinated
cockpit display for aircraft flight management
[NASA-TB-X-3157] p0035 577-11011

Simulation of an automatically-controlled STOL
aircraft in a microwave landing system
multipath environment
[HASA-TB-I-73151] p0037 N77-11063

Conference on the Development of Fire-Hesistant
Aircraft Passenger Seats
[NASA-TB-X-73111] p0038 S77-11111

Experiments planned specifically for developing
turbulence models in computations of flow
fields around aerodynamic shapes

p006j H77-11982
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach
lighting system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10990-1] p0067 N77-120J1

Hind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale model
of a lift-cruise fan V/STOL aircraft with
extended lift-cruise nacelles
[ NASA-TB-X-7316H] p0075 N77-12999

A program for calculating turbofan-dnven
lift-fan propulsion system performance
[HASA-TH-X-73173] pOOSO H77-13061

Smoke generator
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10905-1] pOOSI N77-13118

Scanning laser-velocimeter surveys and analysis
of multiple vortex wakes of an aircraft
[SASA-TB-X-73169] p0119 H77-13985

Further studies of static to flight effects on
fan tone noise using inlet distortion control
for source identification
[NASA-TB-X-73183] p012» N77-11027

Thermoplastic polymers for improved fire safety
[NASA-TB-X-73185] p0125 H77-11206

A simplified analysis of propulsion installation
losses for computerized aircraft design i
[NASA-TB-X-73136] p0170 S77-16016

Effect of drooped-nose flaps on the experimental
force and moment characteristics of an oblique
wing
[HASA-TB-X-3398] p0172 N77-16068

Analysis of the development of dynamic stall
based on oscillating airfoil experiments
[HASA-TN-D-8382] p0176 H77-16999

Bingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10807-1] p0178 N77-17029

The effect of forward speed on J85 engine noise
from suppressor nozzles as measured in the
NASA-Ames 10- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[HASA-TN-D-8426] p0182 M77-17068

Advanced surface paneling method for subsonic
and supersonic flow

p0217 N77-17999
Development of longitudinal handling qualities
criteria for large advanced supersonic aircraft

p0218 N77-18006
FLEXSTAB: A computer program for the prediction
of loads and stability and control of flexible
aircraft

p0218 H77-18009
Advanced supersonic technology fuel tank sealants

p0221 N77-18036
Effects of spoilers and gear on B-717 wake

vortex velocities
[HASA-TH-X-73197] p022J H77-18052

Side forces on a tangent ogive forebody with a
fineness ratio of 2.5 at high angles of attack
and low speed
[BASA-TH-X-73176] p022J H77-18053

Flight evaluation of advanced flight control
systems and cockpit displays for powered-lift
STOL Aircraft

p0226 H77-18081
Factors influencing tolerance to wind shears in

landing approach
p0226 N77-18085

Delayed flap approach procedures for noise
abatement and fuel conservation

p0226 K77-18086
Tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria
for powered-lift transports

p0227 N77-18090
Accident investigation: Analysis of aircraft
motions from ATC radar recordings

p0227 H77-18091
Materials research for aircraft fire safety

p0228 877-18102
A systematic approach to advanced cockpit

warning systems for air transport operations:
Line pilot preferences

P0229 H77-18116
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The engine air intake system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10761-1] p0231 H77-1815Q

The influence ot handling Qualities en safety
and survivability

p0237 B77-19044
Analysis of turbofan propulsion system Height

and dimensions
[HASA-TB-I-73199] p0238 H77-19069

Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apeies, and tips
of thin, lifting wings in incompressible flow

p0276 H77-20007
A E B O X : Computer program for transonic aircraft

aerodynamics to high angles of attack. Volume
1: Aerodynamic methods and program users' guide
[HASA-TB-X-73208-VOL-1] p0277 B77-20022

A E B O X : Computer program for transonic aircraft
aerodynamics to high angles of attack* Volume
2: Comparisons of test cases with experiment
[HASA-TB-I-73208-V01-2] p0277 H77-20023

AEBOX: Computer program for transonic aircraft
aerodynamics to high angles of attack. Volume
3: AEBOX computer program listing
[NASA-TB-X-73208-VOL-3] p0277 877-20024

Separated-flow unsteady pressures and forces on
elastically responding structures
[HASA-TB-X-73214] p0277 H77-20026

Experimental evaluation of nacelle-airframe
interference forces and pressures at Hach
numbers of 0.9 to 1.4
[HASA-TH-X-3321] p0278 N77-20028

Side forces on forebodies at high angles of
attack and Hach numbers from 0.1 to 0.7: two
tangent ogives, paraboloid and cone
[HASA-TB-X-3438] p0278 H77-20030

Aileron and Krneger nose f lap effectiveness
measured on an oblique wing
[HASA-TB-X-3459] p0278 S77-20032

Effect of wing flexibility on the experimental
aerodynamic characteristics of an oblique wing
[HASA-TB-X-3B60] p0292 N77-21098

Systems reliability issues for future aircraft
[HASA-CP-003] p0329 N77-22808

H A S A Ames Active Control Aircraft flight
experiments (ACA) program

p0329 N77-22810
Large-scale V/ST01 testing

[NASA-TH-X-73231] p0333 N77-23091
Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: notion in

vertical gusts
[BASA-TH-X-73228] p0363 K77-24052

Dynamics of ultralight aircraft: Dive recovery
of hang gliders
[HASA-TB-X-73229] p0363 H77-24053

Investigation of inlet concepts for maneuver
improvement at transonic speeds
[HASA-TH-X-73215] p0363 N77-24060

H A S A aviation safety reporting system
[RASA-TS-X-3546] _ p0365 N77-24076

Thrust angmentcr application for STOL and V/STOL
[NASA-TH-X-73241] p0366 H77-24098

Interior and exterior fuselage noise measured on
NASA's C-8a angmentor mng jet-STOL research
aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-73235] p0371 N77-24137

Laser velocimeter measurements of two-bladed
helicopter rotor flow fields
[HASA-TB-X-73238] p0378 N77-25088

Helicopter optimal descent and landing after
power loss
[ H A S A - T H - X - 7 3 2 4 4 ] p0425 H77-26067

Flight test results of the Strapdown hexad
Inertial Beference Dnit (SIBO). Volume 1:
Flight test summary
[HASA-TH-73163] p0427 N77-26111

Calculated dynamic characteristics of a
soft-inplane hingeless rotor helicopter
[NASA-TH-73262] p0435 H77-27105

PASS: A computer prograe for Preliminary
Aircraft Structural Synthesis
[HASA-TB-73216] p0435 H77-27106

The transonic Reynolds number problem
pO«37 N77-27140

A communications system for the terminal area
effectiveness prcgrai
[HASA-TB-73227] p0439 H77-27791

Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamic
characteristics of irregular planform wings at
Hach number 0.3
[ N A S A - T B - X - 7 3 1 3 2 ] p0472 H77-28073

A comparison of the experimental aerodynamic
characteristics of an oblique wing with those
of a swept wing
[HASA-TB-X-3547] p047J H77-28086

FLOT - A program for aeroelastic stability
analysis
[BASA-TB-73217] p0475 H77-28108

Constant lift rotor for a heavier than air cratt
[NASA-CASE-ABC-11045-1] p0476 H77-28111

Aeroelastic analysis for rotorcraft in flight or
in a wind tunnel
[BASA-TN-D-8515] p0482 H77-28525

Heasurements of surface-pressure and wake-flow
fluctuations in the flow field of a whitccmb
supercritical airfoil
[HASA-TB-D-84M3] pO»87 B77-29100

Beal-time manned simulation of advanced terminal
area guidance concepts for short-haul operations
[BASA-TH-D-8499] p0488 B77-^9111

Estimates of the effectiveness of automatic
control in alleviating wake vortex induced
roll excursions
[SASA-TB-73267] p0529 H77-J0129

Accuracy of the Kirchoff formula in determining
acoustic shielding with the use of a flat plate
[HASA-TB-73261] p0532 H77-30906

Separated-flow unsteady pressures and forces on
elastically responding structures

p0532 B77-J107S
Efficient solution of unsteady transonic flows

about airfoils
p0534 H77-31087

Acoustically swept rotor
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11106-1] p0538 N77-J11JO

A failure effects simulation of a low authority
flight control augmentation system on a DH-1H
helicopter
[HASA-TB-73258] p0543 H77-31174

A mathematical force and moment model of a UH-1H
helicopter for flight dynamics simulations
[SASA-TH-73254] p0543 H77-J1175

Determining the lift and drag distributions on a
three-dimensional airfoil from flow-field
velocity surveys
[NASA-TB-73247] p0577 H77-J2079

Bultiple curved descending approaches and the
air traffic control problem
[ NASA-TB-78430] p0579 M77-32104

A flight investigation of the wake turbulence
alleviation resulting from a flap
configuration change on a B-747 aircraft
[BASA-TB-73263] p0587 B77-J3130

Longitudinal handling qualities during approach
and landing of a powered lift STOL aircraft
[KASA-TH-X-62144] p0590 H77-J3151

BATIOHAL AEBOHAOTICS AHD SPACE ADHIJISTBATIOB. BOGB
L. DBIDEB FLIGHT BESEABCB CEBTEB, BDIABDS, CALIF.

Effects of atmospheric conditions on the
operating characteristics of supersonic cruise
aircraft
[IAF PAPEB 76-112] pOOOS A77-10912

Procedures used in flight tests of an integrated'
propulsion control system on an F-111E airplane
[SAE PAPEB 760933] p0260 A77-282J8

Comparison of estimated with measured maximum
instantaneous distortion using flight data
from an axisymmetric mixed compression inlet
[AIAA PAPEB 77-876] pOIIO A77-38570

Flight data processing with the F-8 adaptive
algorithm
[AIAA 77-1042] pO«55 A77-12758

Active flutter control using generalized
unsteady aerodynamic theory

p04S5 A77-42772
Further observations on maximum likelihood
estimates of stability and control
characteristics obtained from flight data
[AIAA 77-1133] pO<459 A77-43164

Baximnm likelihood estimation of aerodynamic
derivatives for an oblique wing aircraft from
flight data
[AIAA 77-1135] p0459 A77-43166

Semiempirical airframe noise prediction model
and evaluation with flight data
[HASA-TB-X-56041] p0086 N77-1J791

Handling qualities aspects of NASA IF-12 flight
experience

p0218 H77-18007
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Propulsion system/flight control integration for
supersonic aircraft

p0218 N77-18010
YF-12 propulsion research program and results

p0219 H77-18017
A revlev of supersonic cruise flight path

control experience with the YF-12 aircraft
p0226 K77-18089

Flight-measured lift and drag characteristics of
a large, flexible, high supersonic cruise
airplane
[HASA-TB-X-3532] p0366 N77-24100

Design and test experience Kith a triply
redundant digital flj-by-vire control system

p0377 H77-25076
The use of a simplified structural model as an

aid in the strain gage calibration of a
complex wing
[HASA-TH-560K6] pO«39 H77-27429

A study of the effect of radical load
distributions on calibrated strain gage load
equations
[HASA-TS-56047] p0439 K77-27430

P-8 supercritical wing flight pressure. Boundary
layer, and wake measurements and comparisons
with Bind tunnel data
[BASA-TS-X-3544] p0487 H77-29098

An improved free ving for an aircraft
[HASA-CASE-FBC-10092-1] p0539 N77-31135

Buffet characteristics of the P-8 supercritical
wing airplane
[HASA-TH-56049] p0577 H77-32080

HATIOHAL AEBOBAOTICS ASD SPACE ADBIBISIBATION.
FLI6BT BBSEABCB CF.HTEB, BDIABDS, CALIF.

Influence of structural dynamics on vehicle
design - Government view
[AIAA 77-U38] p0209 A77-25798

Unsteady aerodynamic modeling for arbitrary
motions
[AIAA 77-451] p0210 A77-25808

Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices
, p0407 A77-38026

H1TIOWL AEBOSAOTICS ADO SPACE iDHIBISTBATIOB.
GOODiBD IHSI. FOG SPACE STUDIES, BER IOBK.

A new mixer design for 140-220 GHz
p0311 A77-33206

BATIOBAL AEBOBAOTICS AND SPICE iDBIHlSTBATIOH.
60DDABD SPACE FLIGHT CBBTEB, GBEEHBELT, BD.

A digital goniometer for YOB
p0511 A77-46263

Single pass Dorpler positioning for Search and
Bescne satellite missions

p0571 A77-51186
HATIOBAL AEBOHADTICS ABD SPACE ADHIHISTBillOH.
ITBDtiB B. JOBBSOB SPICE CEBTEB, BODSIOB, TEX.

Stator rotor tools
[NASA-CASE-HSC-16000-1 ] p0081 B77-13062

Surface finishing
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12631-1] p0481 N77-28225

Surface finishing
[NASA-CiSE-BSC-12631-2] p0538 H77-31131

Space shuttle program: Lightning protection
criteria document
[BASA-TH-7497H] p0598 H77-33252

BATIOBAL AEBOHADTICS ABD SPACE iDBIHlSTBATIOH.
liHGLEI BESEABCB CEBTBB, I1BGLEY STiflOH, VA.

Besizing procedure for structures under combined
mechanical and thermal loading

p0002 A77-102K1
Application of advanced technology to future

long-range aircraft
[SURE P&PEB 1126] p0010 A77-12194

Crack growth in Ti-8Al-1Bo-1V with real-time and
accelerated flight-by-flight loading

p0044 A77-13291
Aerodynanic heat transfer to a hypersonic

research aircraft model /X-24C/ at Bach 6
p0051 A77-14557

Bypersonic technology-approach to an expanded
program

p0051 A77-14597
Prediction of light aircraft interior noise

p0100 A77-17069
Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic

mixing and combustion of hydrogen
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-17] p0137 A77-19778

An experimental investigation of airframe
component interference noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-56] p0138 A77-19800

Airframe noise of component interactions on a
large transport model
[AIAi PAPER 77-57] p0138 A77-19801

Scramjet exhaust simulation technique for
hypersonic aircraft nozzle design and
aerodynamic tests
[AIAA PAPEB 77-82] p0138 A77-19815

Analytical study of viscous effects on transonic
flow over boattail nozzles
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-223] p01»2 A77-19908

Numerical solution of axisymmetric boattail tlow
fields with plume simulators
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-224] p0142 A77-19909

Survey of inlet noise reduction concepts for gas
turbine engines

pOISO A77-206J4
Heat sink structural design concepts for a

hypersonic research airplane
[AIAA 77-392] p0205 A77-25744

Analytical prediction of moisture
absorption/desorption in resin matrix
composites exposed to aircraft environments
[AIAA 77-400] f0206 A77-25752

Flight simulation testing of advanced composites
for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
[AIAA 77-401] p0206 A77-25753

Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Takeoff and
Landing Analysis /FiTOLi/ computer program
using flight landing data

p0208 A77-25787
Simplified and refined structural modeling for

economical flutter analysis and design
[ A I A A 77-421] p0208 A77-25791

Some experimental and theoretical flutter
characteristics of an arrow-wing configuration
[AIAA 77-422] p0208 A77-25792

Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to
the selection of transfer functions for
flutter suppression and gust alleviation using
active controls
[AIAA 77-423] p0208 A77-25793

A critical examination of the flap-lag dynamics
of helicopter rotor blades in hover and in
forward flight

p0246 A77-26870
A study to determine the characteristic shapes

of helicopter visual approach profiles
pOJ47 A77-26877

Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer
separations in supersonic flow

p0249 A77-26957
Bach 6 flowfield survey at the engine inlet of a

research airplane
p0256 A77-27621

Airframe technology for energy efficient
transport aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 760929] p0259 A77-282J4

Experimental study of error sources in
skin-friction balance measurements

p0262 477-28187
Hi Si's advanced control law program for the F-8

Digital Fly-By-Wire aircraft
p0267 A77-28802

Aircraft operator - Soula yon buy higher DOC to
lower noise and fuel use

p0269 A77-29031
Energy and economic trade offs for advanced

technology subsonic aircraft
p0271 A77-29471

Botor Systems Besearch Aircraft /BSBA/ canopy
explosive severance/fracture

p0274 A77-296S5
Some early perspectives on ground requirements

of liquid hydrogen air transports
p0312 A77-3JJ91

A parametric model study of the noise generated
by the aerodynamic interaction of the tail
rotor with the wake of the main rotor

p0342 A77-33777
numerical solution of three-dimensional free

turbulent shear flows
p034« A77-J3809

Becent research on powered-lift STOL ground
effects
[AIAA 77-574] p0348 A77-34934

Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing
aerodynamics
[ A I A A 77-575] p0348 A77-39935
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Flactoating loads on the flap surfaces of an
externally-blown-flap configuration
[ A I A A 77-589] p0350 A77-34946

Interior ncise analysis and contrcl for light
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 770445] p0391 A77-37066

Investigation cf a stall deterrent system
utilizing an acoustic stall sensor
[SAE PAPEB 770173] . p0394 477-37091

Comparison of axisymmetric and nonaxisyametric
nozzles installed on the F-15 configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 77-802] p0410 A77-38555

An investigation of induced drag redaction
through over-the-ving bloving
[AIAA PAPEB 77-881] p0111 A77-38574

Effects of deflected thrnst on the stability and
performance characteristics of a close-coupled
canard fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 77-887] p0111 A77-38576

Efficient civil helicopters - The payoff of
directed research
[AHS 77-33-15] p0418 A77-40059

Expansion tunnel performance Kith and without an
electrooagnetically opened tertiary diaphragm

p0112 A77-10831
Evaluation of flight spoilers for vortex

alleviation
p0447 A77-41548

THO-dimensional nozzle/airframe integration
technology - An overview
[AIAA PAPEB 77-839] p0151 A77-11973

Static performance of vectoring/reversing
non-axisymmetnc nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 77-810] p0451 A77-41974

Synthesis of active ccntrols for flatter
suppression on a flight research wing
[AIAA 77-1062] p0455 A77-42773

The aircraft energy efficiency active controls
technology program
[AIAA 77-1076] p0456 A77-42781

Simplified unsteady aerodynamic concepts, vith
application to parameter estimation
[AIAA 77-1121] p0158 A77-43157

Prediction of Jump phenomena in
rotationally-coupled maneuvers of aircraft,
including nonlinear aerodynamic effects
[AIAA 77-1126] p0458 A77-43159

A wind tunnel technique for determining
stability derivatives from cable mounted
aeroelastic models
[AIAA 77-1128] p0459 A77-43161

Becent ground-based and in-flight simnlator
studies of low-speed handling characteristics
of supersonic cruise transport aircraft
[AIAA 77-1114] p0159 A77-43171

Aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic
fighter airplane configurations based on
Soviet design concepts
[AIAA 77-1162] p0460 A77-43188

Becent research on aerodynamic characteristics
of fighter configurations during spins
[AIAA 77-1163] p0460 A77-43196

Load distribution on a close-coupled wing canard
at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1132] p0461 A77-43198

Low Reynolds number flow past a blunt
axisymmetric body at angle of attack

p0468 A77-43737
Development of a controllable particle generator

for IV seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels
pO«70 A77-44295

Hass flow requirements for LFC wing design
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1222] pOSOO A77-44323

Honaxisymietric nozzle technology program - An
overview
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1225] pOSOO A77-44325

Effect of an integrated scramjet installation on
the subsonic performance of an aircraft
designed to Bach 6 crnise
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1230] pOSOO A77-44326

streamtnbe analysis of a hydrogen-burning
scramjet exhaust and simulation technique

p0507 &77-44817
Flow characteristics in an expansion tunnel as

inferred from velocity measurements
p0515 A77-47108

The liquid hydrogen option for the subsonic
transport - A status report

p0553 A77-48819

Vortex lattice prediction of subsonic
aerodynamics of hypersonic vehicle concepts

pOSSI A77-4SJ4J
An experimental investigation of the trailing
edge noise mechanism
[AIAA PAPER 77-1291] p0565 A77-51049

Acoustic scattering of point sources by a moving
prolate spheroid
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1326] p0567 A77-51080

Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee
tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, loads, and
performance
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1340] p0568 A77-5109J

Sone measured and calculated effects of a tip
vortex modification device on impulsive noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1311] p05*8 A77-51094

Acoustic loads on npper-surface-blown
powered-lift systems
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1363] p0569 A77-51115

Hingtip vortex dissipator for aircraft
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11645-1] p0017 H77-10001

Assessment of variable-cycle engines for Mach
2.7 supersonic transports
[HASA-TB-I-73977] p0024 B77-10065

Advances in engineering science, volume 1
[HASA-CP-2001-VOL-1] p0026 H77-102JO

Hydrogen-fueled subsonic aircraft: A perspective
p0026 H77-10344

Advances in engineering science, volume 4
[HASA-CP-2001-VOL-4] p0026 N77-10J45

An application of the suction analog for the
analysis of asymmetric flow situations

p0027 H77-10J50
Advanced transonic aerodynamic technology

p0027 B77-10365
The cryogenic wind tunnel

p002B H77-10368
Design of active controls for the RASA P-8
digital fly-by-wire airplane

p0028 H77-10J77
Results of recent HASA studies on automatic spin
prevention for fighter aircraft

p0028 H77-10381
Effects of jets, wakes, and vortices on lifting
surfaces
[HASA-TH-X-73974] p0029 H77-10998

A flight investigation of piloting techniques
and crosswind limitations during visual
STOL-type landing operations
[HASA-TH-D-8284] p0030 H77-11001

Preliminary sizing and performance evaluation of
supersonic crnise aircraft
[HASA-TB-l-73936] p0033 H77-110J1

Landing practices of general aviation pilots in
single-engine light airplanes
[BASA-TB-D-8283] p0033 877-11033

Vortex simulation of the pressure field of a jet
[RASA-TB-I-73981] p0063 H77-11989

A method for the analysis of nonlinearities in
aircraft dynamic response to atmospheric
turbulence
[HASA-TH-D-8265] p0064 B77-11992

Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied
to a highly integrated hypersonic research
airplane
[BASA-TB-D-8334] p0064 B77-11994

Rind tunnel investigation of internally blown
jet-flap STOL airplane model
[HASA-TH-D-8309] p0064 H77-11995

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a large
scale advanced arrow-wing supersonic transport
configuration with engines mounted above wing
for upper-surface blowing
[HASA-TB-D-8350] p0064 H77-11997

Investigation of very low blockage ratio
boattail models in the Langley 16-foot
transonic tunnel
[8ASA-IH-D-833S] p0064 B77-11998

Correlation of full-scale helicopter rotor
performance in air with model-scale Freon data
[BASA-TB-D-8323] p0064 B77-11999

Full-scale crash test of a CH-47C helicopter
[HASA-1B-X-3412] p0067 B77-12027

Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrnst
vectoring on low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a large-scale supersonic
transport model
[BASA-TB-D-8296] p0072 B77-1206S
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Boron-epoxy-reinforced titanium aircraft
landing-gear drag strut
[NASA-TN-D-8289] p0073 N77-12218

Auxiliary power system for activity cooled
aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11626-1] p0073 N77-12332

Analytical comparison of effects of
solid-fnotion and viscous structural damping
on panel flutter
[NASA-TN-D-8263] p007(| N77-12435

The design and fabrication of microstrip
omnidirectional array antennas for aerospace
applications
[NASA-TM-Jt-73979] p0084 N77-13332

Preliminary study of effects of Kinglets on wing
flutter
[HAS&-TH-X-3U33] p0119 N77-13988

Sing surface-jet interaction characteristics of
an upper-surface blown model with rectangular
exhaust nozzles and a radius flap
[HASA-TN-D-8187] p0119 H77-13989

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of 45
deg swept wings at Hach approximately 0
[HASA-TH-X-73942] p0120 H77-13990

Noise response of cavities of varying dimensions
at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TN-D-8351] p0126 N77-14817

Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of
several rotorcraft airfoils at Hach numbers
from 0.35 to 0.90
[NASA-TM-X-73990] p0127 N77-14999

Aircraft design concept
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11852-1 ] p0128 N77-15027

Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11903-1] p0129 N77-15036

A review of several propulsion integration
features applicable to supersonic-cruise
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-73991 ] p0129 H77-15039

Thermal design and analysis of a
hydrogen-burning wind tunnel model of an
airframe-integrated scramjet
[NASA-TH-X-73931 ] p0130 N77-150U5

Optimal one-section and two-section circular
sound-absorbing duct liners for plane-wave and
monopole sources without flow
[NASA-TN-D-8348] p0133 H77-15790

A brief description of the Jameson-Caughey NYO
transonic swept-wing computer program: FLO 22
[HASA-TH-X-73996] p0167 H77-15977

Jet exhaust and support interference effects on
the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter model with two widely spaced engines
[HASA-TH-X-3U2H] p0167 N77-15978

Pressure distribution on a 1- by 3-meter
semispan wing at sweep angles from 0 deg to 40
deg in subsonic flow
[NASA-TN-D-8307] p0167 H77-15979

Effects of wing leading-edge radius and Reynolds
number on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of highly swept wing-body
configurations at snbscnic speeds
[HASA-TN-D-8361] p0167 H77-15980

A nonlinear theory for airfoils with
trailing-edge jet f lap
[HASA-TN-D-8368] p0167 1177-15981

Low speed wind tunnel investigation of flight
spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation
devices on an extended-range wide body tri-jet
airplane model
[NASA-TN-D-8373] p0167 N77-15982

Augmentation of maneuver performance by spanwise
blowing
[HASA-TH-X-73998] p0168 H77-15983

Transonic wind-tunnel tests of a lifting
parachute model
[NASA-TH-I-73982] p0168 H77-15987

A forebody design technique for highly
integrated bottom-mounted scramjets with
application to a hypersonic research airplane
[HASA-TH-D-8369] p0170 H77-16019

A flight instrumentation system for acquisition
of atmospheric turbulence data
[HASA-TH-D-8314] p0170 H77-16048

Nonlinear curvature expressions for combined
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion
and extension of twisted'rotor blades
[SASA-TH-I-73997] p0174 N77-16376

Subjective assessment of simulated helicopter
blade-slap noise
[NASA-TH-D-8359] p0174 1177-16864

Theoretical parametric study of the relative
advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions
[NASA-TH-X-74003 ] p0175 N77-16989

Plight measurements of lifting pressures for a
thin low-aspect-ratio wing at subsonic,
transonic, and low supersonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-3405] p0176 N77-16996

The effect of variations in controls and
displays on helicopter instrument approach
capability
[UASA-TN-D-8385] p0185 N77-17102

Application of a modified complementary
filtering technique for increased aircraft
control system frequency bandwidth in high
vibration environment
[ NASA-TM-X-74004 ] p01 86 1177-17103

A linearized theory method of constrained
optimization for supersonic cruise wing design

p0217 N77-17998
Development of an aerodyanmic theory capable of

predicting surface loads on slender wings with
vortex flow

p0217 N77-18000
The role of finite-difference methods in design

and analysis for supersonic cruise
p0217 H77-18001

Theoretical and experimental pressure
distributions for a 71.2 degree swept
arrow-wing configuration at subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic speeds

p0217 H77-18002
Results of recent NASA research on low-speed

aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic
cruise aircraft

p0217 H77-18003
Upper surface nacelle influence on SCAB

aerodynamic characteristics at transonic speeds
p0217 N77-18004

Simulator study of the low-speed handling
qualities of a supersonic cruise arrow-wing
transport configuration during approach and
landing

p0218 N77-1800B
Flutter suppression by active control and its

benefits
p0218 N77-18011

Computer-aided methods for analysis and
synthesis of supersonic cruise aircraft
structures

p0221 N77-18028
Structural design studies of a supersonic cruise

arrow wing configuration
p0221 N77-18029

Developments in steady and unsteady aerodynamics
for use in aeroelastic analysis and design

p0221 N77-18031
Fatigue of titanium alloys in a

supersonic-cruise airplane environment
p0221 H77-180J2

Time-temperature-stress capabilities of
composites for supersonic cruise aircraft
applications

p0221 N77-180J5
Experimental and theoretical low-speed

aerodynamic characteristics of a lortmann
airfoil as manufactured on a fiberglass
sailplane
[HASA-TH-D-8324] p0223 H77-18049

Computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristics of npper-snrface-blowing and
over-wing-blowing configurations
CNASA-Tn-X-73987] p0223 N77-18055

Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems
[HASA-SP-416] p0226 N77-18081

Review of operational aspects of initial
experiments utilizing the D.S. HLS

p0226 H77-18082
Status of runway slipperiness research

" p0227 H77-18092
Developments in new aircraft tire tread materials

p0227 N77-18093
Status of recent aircraft braXing and cornering

research J

p0227 H77-18094
Bationale for structural inspections

p0228 1177-18100
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Prelininary report on airline pilot scan
patterns dar ing simulated ILS approach

p0228 B77-18115
Helicopter sling load accident/incident survey:

1968 - 19711
[BASA-TH-X-71007] p0229 B77-18117

Prelioinary study of tag-glider freight systems
utilizing a Boeing 707 as the tag
[BASA-TH-X-71006] p0229 H77-18118

Automatically lock able anally extensible strut
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11900-1] p0229 H77-18131

Calibration of a pitot-static rake
[BASA-TH-I-71016] p0232 H77-18170

Airplane self-noise - foor years of research
p0231 H77-19000

Hind tunnel investigation of an nnpovered
helicopter fuselage model Kith a V-type
eepennage 1
CHASA-TH-I-31176] p0235 H77-19008

Lateral aerodynamic parameters extracted from
flight data for the F-8C airplane in
maneuvering flight
[BASi-TB-B-8276] p0235 B77-19009

Cciiparisons of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions on an arrow-wing
configuration at subscnic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds

P0275 H77-20000
Assessment of existing analytic methods for

prediction of high angle-of-attack loads on
delta vings at supersonic speeds

p0276 H77-20003
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a

Ion-wing lift-fan transport including hover
characteristics in and out of ground effect
tHASA-TH-X-3120] p0278 N77-20029

Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
series of wrap-around-fin missile configurations
[BASA-TH-X-3161] p0279 B77-20033

Low-speed power effects on advanced fighter
configurations with two-dimensional deflected
thrust
[BASA-TH-X-71010] p0281 H77-20077

Behavior cf aircraft antiskid braking systems on
dry and wet runway surfaces - A
velocity-rate-controlled,
pressure-bias-modulated system
[BASA-TN-D-8332] p0281 H77-20079

Application of HASTBAN to large deflection
supersonic flutter of panels

p0285 B77-20490
Curve fitting of aeroelastic transient response

data with exponential functions
p0286 S77-21021

Determination of snbcritical damping by
moving-block/randomdec applications

p0287 B77-21025
Correlation with flight of some aeroelastic

model studies in the NASA Langley transonic
dynamics tunnel

p0287 B77-21032
Wind-tunnel results of the aerodynamic

characteristics of a 1/8-scale model of a twin
engine short-haul transport
[HASA-TH-X-71011 ] p0289 877-2*1017

Besnlts f rom an exploratory study of airframe
noise on a stall-scale model of a supersonic
transport concept
[BASA-TB-Jf-711021 ] p0291 N77-21090

Vortex attenuation method
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12030-1] p0315 H77-220U5

Computer simulation incorporating a helicopter
model for evaluation of aircraft avionics
systems
[HAS&-TH-X-3Q91] p0318 H77-22098

Assessment of variable-cycle engines for
supersonic transports

p0321 B77-22121
Thrust augmented spin recovery device

[NASA-CASE-LAB-11970-1) p0323 H77-22117
Patterns of broad-beam antennas of different

polarizations next to simple Hangar models
[BASi-T8-X-719»0] p0325 B77-22313

Bondestructive method for instrumenting
helicopter rotor blades
(BASA-CASE-LAH-11201-1] p0326 B77-22152

Application of active controls to civil
transport aircraft

p0329 H77-22809

Failure detection and control-system
reconfiguration: Past, present, and future

pOJ29 877-22813
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a

13-percent-thick airfoil section designed for
general aviation applications
[HASA-Ta-I-72697] pOJ30 B77-2J019

A Green's function formulation for a nonlinear
potential flow solution applicable to
transonic flow
[HASA-TH-X-71011] pOJ30 B77-2J050

Wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of symmetrically deflected
ailerons of the P-8C airplane
[BASA-TB-X-71008J pOJ30 B77-23052

Empirical comparison of a fixed-base and a
moving-base simulation of a helicopter engaged
in visually conducted slalom runs
[HASA-TB-D-8121] p0331 B77-23098

Theoretical study of the effect of ground
proximity on the induced efficiency of
helicopter rotors
[BASA-IH-X-71951] p036J H77-21059

Aerodynamic characteristics at Hach 6 of a
hypersonic research airplane concept having a
70 deg swept delta wing
[HASA-TB-X-3175] pOJ61 877-21061

Calculations, and comparison with an ideal
minimna, of trimmed drag for conventional and
canard configurations having various levels of
static stability
£HASA-TB-D-8391] p0361 S77-21062

A method for measuring aircraft height and
velocity using dual television cameras
[RiSA-TH-I-72829] p0366 H77-2II099

Dynamic stability characteristics of the
combination space shuttle orbiter and ferry
vehicle
[HASA-TH-X-3197] p0374 B77-2H169

Boise data for a twin-engine commercial jet
aircraft flying conventional, steep, and
two-segment approaches
[H&SA-TB-D-8U41] p0375 H77-21610

Highly reliable multiprocessors
pOJ76 B77-25072

Static and wind-on tests of an
upper-surface-blown Jet-flap nozzle
arrangement for use on the Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
[SASA-TN-D-8tt76] p0378 877-25086

Analysis of separation of the space shuttle
orbiter from a large transport airplane
[BASA-TB-X-3I192] pOJ88 H77-25189

A review of current procedures for normalizing
aircraft flyover noise data to reference
meteorological conditions
[BASA-TB-D-8006] p0390 B77-2591S

Low speed wind tunnel tests of 1/10-scale model
of a blended-arrow supersonic cruise aircraft
CBASA-TB-D-8U10] pO»2S B77-26069

Low-speed wind tunnel tests of 1/9-scale model
of a variable-sweep supersonic cruise aircraft
[BASA-TB-D-8380] pO»25 N77-26070

Airframe, wing, and tail aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6-scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft with the
rotors removed
[BASA-TB-D-8156] p0426 B77-26082

Description and flight tests of an oculometer
[BASA-TB-D-8019] pO"»31 B77-26151

Comparison of effects of unsteady lift and
spanwise averaging in flight through turbulence
[BASA-TH-1-71028] p0133 B77-27068

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a vectored-engine-over-wing
configuration having spanwise leading-edge
vortex enhancement
[HASA-TH-X-73955] p0133 B77-27072

Effect of gyro verticality error on lateral
antoland tracking performance for an
inertially smoothed control law
CBASA-TB-X-3515] p0136 N77-27130

Preliminary test results of the Joint
FAA-OSAF-BASA runway research program. Part
1: Traction measurements of several runways
under wet and dry conditions with a Boeing
727, a diagonal-braked vehicle, and a no-meter
[BASA-TH-X-73909] p0437 B77-27132
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Preliminary test results of the joint
FAA-OSAF-BASA runway research program. Part
2: Traction measurements of several runways
under vet, snow covered, and dry conditions
with a Douglas DC-9, a diagonal-braked
vehicle, and a mu-meter
[HASA-TB-X-73910] p0437 S77-27133

NASA diagonal-traked test vehicle evaluation of
traction characteristics of grooved and
ungrooved runway surfaces at Itiaai
International Airport, Bianii, Florida, 8-9 Hay
1973
[HASA-TH-X-73912] p0437 H77-27134

Plastic (wire-combed) grooving of a slip-formei
concrete runway overlay at Patrick Henry
Airport: An initial evaluation
[SASA-TM-X-73913] p0137 N77-27135

High Beynclds Number Research
[NASA-CP-2009] p0437 H77-27139

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor
and propeller noise including the effect of
forward motion
[SASA-TH-X-711037] p0439 B77-27876

Publications in acoustics and noise control from
the B A S A Langley Research Center during
19HO-1976
[BASA-TH-X-74042;] p0440 H77-27877

Comparison of VGH data from wide-body and
narrow-body long-haul turbine-powered transports
[BASA-TB-E-8481] p0471 N77-28061

Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale
powered model of the rotor systems research
aircraft
[BASA-TH-X-3489] p0474 H77-28090

Wind-tunnel investigation of a variable camber
and tvist wing
[BASA-TB-D-8475] p0474 877-28091

Free-flight wind-tunnel investigation of a
four-engine sweptwing upper-surface blown
transport configuration
[SASA-TB-D-8479] p0474 N77-28092

Investigation of effect of propulsion system
installation and operation on aerodynamics of
an airbreathing hypersonic airplane at Bach
0.3 to 1.2
[NASA-TB-D-8503] p0474 B77-28093

Aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
configuration with two advanced general
aviation airfoil sections and simple flap
systems
[HASA-TB-D-8524] p0474 N77-28094

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a
large-scale advanced arrow wing supersonic
transport configuration with engines mounted
above the wing for upper-surface blowing
[SASA-IH-X-72761] p0475 877-28109

Load and stability measurements on a
soft-inplane rotor system incorporating
elastomeric lead-lag dampers
[8ASA-T8-D-8437] p0476 877-28112

Dual cycle aircraft turbine engine
[NASA-CASE-LAH-11310-1] p0477 H77-28118

Flight investigation of a vertical-velocity
command system for VTOL aircraft
[FASA-TB-D-8480] p0479 877-28137

A theoretical analysis of airplane longitudinal
stability and control as affected by wind shear
[HASA-TB-D-8496] p0479 H77-28138

An investigation of a close-coupled canard as a
x direct side-force generator on a fighter model

at Bach numbers from 0.40 to 0.90
[BASA-TB-D-8510] p0479 N77-28139

Force testing manual for the Langley 20-inch
Bach 6 tunnel
[BASA-TB-74026] p0480 877-28145

Alternate aircraft fuels: Prospects and
operational implications
[BASA-TH-7,-74030] p0482 H77-28322

Interior noise reduction in a large civil
helicopter
[HASA-TH-D-8477] pO»83 N77-28911

Collected works of Charles J. Donlan
[NASA-TB-74826] p0483 B77-29059

An approximate spin design criterion for
monoplanes, 1 Bay 1939
(HACA-TH-711 ] p0483 B77-29060

Spin tests of a 1/20-scale model of the XP-39
airplane, 15 Rarch 1939

p0483 877-29061

Spin tests of a 1/20-scale nodel of the XF4D-1
airplane, 12 July 1939

p0483 B77-29062
Spin tests of 1/16-scale models of the BJB-3

landplane and seaplane, 12 January 1940
p0484 877-2906J

Spin tests of a low-wing monoplane to
investigate scale effect in the model test
range. Bay 1941
[HACA-T5-807] p0484 877-29064

Methods of analyzing wind-tunnel data for
dynamic flight conditions
[SACA-TN-828] p0484 H77-29065

The effect of cowling shape on the stability
characteristics of an airplane, September 1942
[L-343] p0484 H77-29066

Some theoretical considerations of longitudinal
stability in power-on flight with special
reference to wind-tunnel testing, Hovember 1942
[L-309] p0484 B77-29067

Lateral stability and control tests of the T.P-77
airplane in the KACA fall-scale tunnel, 16
June 1944

p0484 N77-2906B
The lateral flying qualities of the Bell XP-77
airplane as estimated from full-scale tunnel
tests, 16 June 1944

p04B4 N77-29069
The stability and control of tailless airplanes,

19 August 1944
£HEPT-796] p0484 R77-29070

wind-tunnel tests of a 1/4 scale model of the
Bell XS-1 transonic airplane. 1:
Longitudinal stability and control
characteristics
(L6D12] p0485 B77-29071

Current status of longitudinal stability, 24 Bay
1948
[L8A28] p0485 B77-29072

Factors affecting static longitudinal stability
and control

p0485 B77-29073
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of the

longitudinal stability characteristics of a
model equipped with a variable-speed wing, 2J
Hay 1949
[L9B18] p0485 N77-29074

Estimated transonic flying qualities of a
tailless airplane based on a model
investigation, 8 June 1949
[L9D08] p0485 N77-29075

Some effects of sweepbacK and airfoil thickness
on longitudinal stability and control
characteristics at transonic speeds

p0485 B77-29076
A comparison of tbe aerodynamic characteristics
at transonic speeds of four wing-fuselage
configurations as determined from different
test techniques, 4 October 1960
[L50H02] p0485 B77-29077

Characteristics of swept vings at high speeds,
30 January 1952
[J.52A15] p0486 877-29078

An assessment of the airplane drag problem at
transonic and supersonic speeds, 15 July 1974
[I54F16] p0486 877-29079

Proportioning the airplane for lateral stability
p0486 877-29082

Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of an
advanced supersonic cruise arrow-wing
configuration
CSASA-TB-74043] p0487 877-29096

Load distribution on a closed-coupled wing
canard at transonic speeds
[BASA-TB-74053] p0487 N77-29097

Subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic
characteristics of a supersonic cruise fighter
model with a twisted and cambered wing with 74
deg sweep
[SASA-TB-X-3530] p0487 877-29102

Compatibility check of measured aircraft
responses using kinematic equations and
extended Kalian filter
[BASA-TR-D-8514] p0490 B77-2914J

A comparison of the results of dynamic
wind-tunnel tests with theoretical predictions
for an aeromechanical gust-alleviation system
for light airplanes
[8ASA-T8-0-8521] p0532 B77-J1072
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Subsonic and supersonic longitudinal stability
and contiol characteristics of an aft-tail
fighter configuration vith cambered and
nncambered wings and cambered fuselage
[8ASA-TB-D-8472] p0535 B77-31093

A description of the software analysis fron
flight ard simulation data of the coarse cut
limiter in the TCV b-737 area navigation
conputer
[HASA-TH-71061] p0538 H77-31125

Studies of friction and wear characteristics of
various Hires for wire-brush skids
[BASA-TH-D-8517] p0538 H77-31134

vortex-lift roll-control device
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11868-2] pOSII H77-31176

Beat-transfer and pressure measurements on a
simulated elevon deflected 30 deg near flight
conditions at Bach 7
[HAS»-Ta-X-3563J p0545 R77-31440

Aerodynamic characteristics at Hach numbers from
0.6 to 2.16 of a supersonic cruise fighter
configuration with a design Hach Dumber of 1.8
[HASA-TB-X-3559] pOS77 B77-32081

Effect of rotor wake on aerodynamic
characteristics of a 1/6 scale model of the
rotor systems research aircraft
[BASA-TH-X-3548] p0577 H77-32083

An overview of concepts for aircraft drag
reductions

p0578 H77-32092
Hethods for reducing subsonic drag due to lift

p0578 B.77-32093
Variation of pitching moment with engine thrust

for a twin-engine commercial Jet aircraft
[BASA-TH-X-3569] pOSBO H77-32131

Pressure distributions on a 1- by 3-meter
semispan wing with a ncnstreamwise tip in
subsonic flow
[ NASA-Ttl-72755] p0585 H77-33103

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics and engine pressure
distributions for an aircraft with an
integrated scramjet designed for Hach 6 cruise
[NASA-TH-I-73911] p0585 H77-33108

Theoretical parametric study of the relative
advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions
[NASA-TP-1020] p0585 H77-33112

Transonic wind-tunnel investigation of the
maneuver potential of the NASA supercritical
wing concept, phase 1
fBASA-TH-X-3531] p0586 H77-33115

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[BASA-TH-X-3431 ] p0586 B77-33116

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls, supplement, part 1
[BASA-TH-X-3431-PT-1] p0586 B77-33117

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge ccntrcls
[HASA-TH-X-3U31-PT-2] p0586 B77-33118

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing edge controls
[BASA-TH-X-3431-PT-3] p0586 B77-33119

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[BASA-TH-X-3031-PT-1] p0586 B77-33120

An elementary analysis of the effect of sweep,
Hach number, and lift coefficient on
wing-structure weight
[NASA-TH-71072] p0589 B77-33116

Behavior of aircraft antiskid breaking systems
on dry and wet ronvay surfaces: A
slip-ratio-controlled system with ground speed
reference from nnbraked nose wheel
[BASA-TB-D-8455] p0589 H77-33150

A suspended anemometer system for measuring true
airspeed on low-speed airplanes
[BASA-TB-D-8523] p0590 N77-33157

HATIOBAL ABBOBAOtlCS ABO SPACE ADHIBISTBATIOB.
LEWIS BBSEABCB CBBTEB, CtEVELABD, OHIO.

Skin friction on a flat perforated acoustic liner
p0046 A77-13729

A theoretical study of the acoustic impedance of
orifices in the presence of a steady grazing

flow
pOlOO A77-17066

Status review of NASA programs tor reducing
aircraft gas turbine engine emissions

p0103 A77-17216
Core noise measurements on a YP-102 tnrbofan
engine
[AIAA PAPEE 77-21] p01«2 477-19981

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model
QCSEE over-the-wing configurations
[AIAA PAPEE 77-23] p0142 A77-19982

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary
layer flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1141] pOII.^ A77-1998J

NASA 30,000 hour test demonstration of closed
Brayton cycle reliability
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1(99] p0191 A77-23917

Overview of HASA/OAST efforts related to
manufacturing technology

p0212 A77-26J95
Advances in turbine blade temperature measurements

p0212 A77-26811
A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning
system

p0213 A77-26838
Hicroprocessor-based multichannel flutter

monitor using dynamic strain gage signals
p02l|3 A77-26839

A novel concept for subsonic inlet
boundary-layer control

p0256 A77-27617
The impact of emission standards on the design
of aircraft gas turbine engine combustors
[ S A E PAPEB 760909] p0259 A77-28220

Cyclic structural analyses of air-cooled gas
turbine blades and vanes
[ S A E PAPEB 760918] p02S9 A77-28226

Optical detection of blade flutter
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-GT-66] p0264 A77-28577

K4SA Quiet, Clean General Aviation Tnrbofan
/QCGAT/ program status
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-77] p0261 A77-28588

Altitude engine test of a turbofan exhaust gas
mixer to conserve fuel
[ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-97] p0265 A77-28607

Concepts for the development of light-weight
composite structures for rotor burst containment

pOJ01 A77-31575
Effect of endwall cooling on secondary flows in

turbine stator vanes
p0306 A77-322J9

Analysis of control concepts tor gas and
shaft-coupled V/STOL aircraft lift fan systems
[AIAA 77-611] pOJ51 A77-3U962

Design and performance of energy efficient
propellers for Hach 0.8 cruise
[SAE PAPEB 770158] p0392 J77-37077

Large quantity, high speed pressure data
acquisition

p0106 A77-J8021
Evaluation of an F100 mnltivariable control

using a real-time engine simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 77-835] p0109 A77-J8552

Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic
cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 77-871] pO»10 A77-38568

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine noise suppressors on BASA quiet engine
•c1
[AIAA PAPEB 77-922] p0112 A77-38597

Ose of experimental separation limits in the
theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 77-878] pOISI A77-11980

Advanced turboprop technology development
[AIAA PAPBB 77-1223] pOSOO A77-11J21

Bacroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an
aircraft engine during static tests

pOSOO A77-11153
Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in
the HASA-Lewis 9 x 15 anechoic wind tunnel

pOSOl A77-114S6
Core noise source diagnostics on a tarbofan
engine using correlation and coherence
techniques

pOSOl A77-11157
Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85
turbojet engine with inltitube suppressor fro*
wind tunnel and flight tests

p0505 A77-41160
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OTB noise correlation for several nozzle/wing
geometries using a 5:1 slot nozzle with
external deflectors

p0505 A77-q»46l
Flight effects on ezhanst noise for turbojet and

turbofan engines - Comparison of experimental
data with prediction

p0505 A77-4U462
Composite hubs for lov cost turbine engines

p0512 A77-46520
Experimental data and theoretical analysis of an

operating 100 kw wind turbine
p0553 A77-48898

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a
turbofan engine using coherence functions
[ A I A A PAPER 77-1277] p0565 A77-51038

Interim noise correlation for some OTH
configurations using external jet-flow
deflectors
[ A I A A P8P2B 77-1317] p0566 A77-51072

Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1318] p0566 A77-51073

Summary of forvard velocity effects en fan noise
[AIAJ PAPEB 77-1319] p0566 A77-51074

Acoustic performance of inlet mnltiple-pure-tone
suppressors installed on NASA Quiet Engine 'C'
[AliA PAPEB 77-1333] p0567 A77-51087

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise
suppression
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1334] pOS67 A77-51088

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities
vith stator vanes as a noise source
[ A I A A P A P E B 77-13112] p0568 A77-51095

Aeroacoustic performance of a scoop inlet
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1351] p0569 A77-51107

Emissions of an AVCO lycoming 0-320-DIAD air
cooled light aircraft engine as a function of
fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature
and humidi ty
[BASA-TM-X-73500] p0023 H77-10058

Supersonic variable-cycle engines
[BASA-TH-I-73524] p0023 B77-10059

Advanced ccabustion techniques for controlling
MO sub x emissions of high altitude cruise
aircraft
[BASA-TH-X-73473] p0023 N77-10062

The impact of emissions standards on the design
of aircraft gas turbine engine combustors
[BASA-TH-X-73490] p0024 H77-10063

Effec t of air temperature and relative humidity
at various fuel-air ratios on exhaust
emissions on' a per-mode basis of an Avco
Lycoming 0-320 DIAD light aircraft engine.
Volume 2: Individual data points
[HASA-TB-X-73507] p0024 H77-10066

Hot corrosion studies of four nickel-base
superalloys: B-1900, NASA-TBS VIA, 713C and
IN738
[BASA-TB-X-73479] p0025 N77-10183

Inlet noise suppressor design method based upon
the distribution of acoustic power vith node
cutoff ratio

p0026 B77-10311
Early operation experience on the BBDA/BASA 100

kw mnd turbine
[BASA-TH-X-71601] p0029 H77-10610

Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a
film-coded turbine stator blade. 3: Effect
of hole size on single-rov and multirow ejection
[BASA-TB-X-3442] p0030 N77-11007

Performance of 1.15-pressure-ratio fan stage at
several rotor blade setting angles with
reverse flow
[BASA-TB-X-3451] p0031 H77-11008

Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in
the BASA-Lewis 9X15 anechoic wind tunnel
[BASA-TB-X-73540] p0035 H77-11050

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85
turbojet engine with oultitube suppressor from
wind tunnel and flight tests
[BASA-TH-X-73542] p0036 H77-11051

Bacroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an
aircraft engine during static tests
[NASA-TB-X-73556] p0036 B77-11052

Core noise source diagnostics on a turbofan
engine using correlation and coherence
techniques
[BASA-TH-X-73535] p0036 H77-11053

Method of discrete modeling and its application
to estimation of TP30 engine variables
[BASA-TB-X-3443] p0036 H77-11057

Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed
to drive a lift fan. 1: Baseline performance
[BASA-TB-X-3452] p0065 H77-12000

Summary of HASA aerodynamic and heat transfer
studies in turbine vanes and blades
[HASA-TH-X-73518] p0071 B77-120S9

Interim prediction method for turbine noise
[BASA-TB-X-73566] pOOSI B77-1J065

Acoustic signatures of a model fan in the
HASA-Levis anechoic wind tunnel
[BASA-TH-X-73560] p0086 B77-13792

Dual output variable pitch turbofan actuation
system
[HASA-CASE-LEW-12U19-1] p0123 H77-1II02S

Small, low cost, expendable turbojet engine. 2:
Performance characteristics
[HASA-TB-X-3463] p0124 B77-14031

Effect of ceramic coating of JT80 combnstor
liner on maxinnm liner temperatures and other
combnstor performance parameters
[HASA-TH-X-73581 ] p0129 H77-1S037

Effects of tip clearance on overall performance
of transonic fan stage with and without casing
treatment
[BASA-TH-X-3479] p0175 S77-16992

Beverse pitch fan with divided splitter
[BiSA-CASB-LES-12760-1] p0181 B77-17059

Prediction of "laminar and turbulent boundary
layer flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[BASA-TS-X-73S75] p0182 H77-17063

Core noise measurements on a IF-102 tnrbofan
engine
[BASA-TB-X-73587] p0182 B77-17064

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model
QCSEE over—the—wing configurations
[HASA-TH-X-73588] p0182 B77-17065

Composite hubs for low cost gas turbine engines
[HASA-TH-X-73578] p0182 B77-17066

Internal flow characteristics of a multistage
compressor with inlet pressure distortion
[BASA-TB-X-3446] p0183 H77-17070

Aircraft Piston Engine Exhaust Emission Symposium
[HASA-CP-2005J p0183 H77-17081

Summary report on effects at temperature,
humidity, and fuel-air ratio on two air-cooled
light aircraft engines

p018<l H77-17086
Introduction to NASA contracts

p0185 H77-17091
Emissions and new technology programs for
conventional spark-ignition aircraft engines

p0185 B77-17096
Alternative general-aircraft engines

p0185 H77-17097
Component test program for variable-cycle engines

p0219 H77-18014
Supersonic cruise inlets for variable-cycle
engines

p0219 N77-18015
Control of propulsion systems for supersonic
cruise aircraft

p0219 H77-18016
Composite materials research in support of
supersonic propulsion systems

p0219 H77-18018
Aeroaconstic studies of coannnlar nozzles
suitable for supersonic cruise aircraft
applications

p0219 H77-18020
Technology for controlling emissions of oxides
of nitrogen from supersonic cruise aircraft

p0220 B77-18024
Cold air performance of a tip turbine designed
to drive a lift fan. 2: Partial admission
[BASA-TB-X-3II81] p0223 B77-18050

Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
variable-pitch 1.83-meter-(6-ft) diameter
1.20-pressure-ratio fan stage (Q?-9)
£BASA-TB-D-8402 ] p0223 H77-18051

Status of RASA aircraft engine emission
reduction and upper atmosphere measurement
programs

p0227 B77-18098
Aircraft engine sump-fire studies

p0228 877-18104
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Alternative aircraft fuels technology
p0228 H77-18105

Gas-path seal technology
p0228 H77-18106

Performance cf low-pressure-ratio fan stage at
tvo off-design blade setting angles
CHASA-TH-I -3 lm7] p0278 B77-20031

Optical detection of Hade flutter
[HASA-TH-X-73573] p0283 H77-20108

Design and performance of energy efficient
propellers for Hach 0.8 cruise
[BASA-TB-X-73612] p0283 877-20109

Application of differential similarity to
f inding nondimensional groups important in
tests of cooled engine components
[BASA-T11-X-3<I8<I ] p0283 H77-20111

Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
1.5-pressnre-ratio, 1.83-aeter (6 ft) diameter
fan stage for turbofan engines (QP-2)
[HASA-TB-X-3521 ] p0289 H77-21051

A preliminary study of the use of interccoling
and reheat IB conjunction with regeneration
for aircraft turbine engines
[FASA-TH-X-73617] p0291 H77-21087

Acoustic tests of augmentor wing model
[HASA-TB-I-3S19] p0315 N77-220U6

Dynamics of high-bypass-engine thrust reversal
using a variable-pitch fan
[BASA-TB-X-3524] p0319 H77-22106

Prelininary studies of autoignition and
flashback in a premixing-prevaponzing flame
tube using Jet-A fuel at lean equivalence ratios
CHASA-TB-X-3526] p0319 S77-22107

Variable-cycle engines for supersonic cruise
aircraft

p0320 H77-22119
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine

[NASA-CASE-LEH-12830-1] p033U N77-23106
H A S A Quiet Clean General Aviation Turbofan

(QCGAT) program status
[NASA-TH-X-7356H] p0335 N77-23109

Analysis of control concepts for gas and
shaft-coupled V/ST01 aircraft lift fan systems
[NASA-TM-X-73611] p0335 H77-23111

Minimum-time acceleration of aircraft turbofan
engines
[BASA-TB-X-7362U] p0335 H77-23112

Stalled and stall-free performance of axial-flow
compressor stage with three inlet-gnide-vane
and stator-blade settings
[BASA-TB-D-8II57] p0335 B77-23113

Thermal stress analysis of a graded
zirconia/metal gas path seal system for
aircraft gas turbine engines
[HASA-TB-X-73658] p0338 B77-23«92

Inlet Reynolds number and temperature effects on
the steady-state performance of a TFE731-2
turbofan engine
[BASA-TB-X-3537] p0371 H77-21138

Analytical prediction of the performance and
stability of a J85-13 compressor with
distorted inlet flow
[NASA-TB-X-3515] pC371 B77-2Q139

Performance of high-area-ratio annular dump
diffnser using suction-stabilized-vortex flov
control*
[NASA-TB-X-3535] p0371 B77-241UO

Noise of fan designed to reduce stator lift
fluctuations
[HASf-TB-X-3538] p0371 H77-24141

Experimental performance of a
16.10-centimeter-tip-diameter sveptback
centrifugal compressor designed for a 6:1
pressure ratio
[HASA-TH-I-3552] p0378 H77-2508Q

Correlation of part-span damper losses through
transonic rotors operating near design point
[BASA-TB-X-35U2] p0378 H77-25092

Thermal stability of some aircraft turbine fuels
derived from oil shale and coal
[NASA-TB-X-3551] p0389 B77-253U5

Design of tnrbofan engine controls using output
feedback regulator theory
C N A S A - T H - X - 7 3 6 2 2 ] p0429 B77-26136

The application of the Booth approximation
method to tu rbofan engine models
[BASA-TH-X-73623] p0430 H77-26137

Explora tory investigation of the incipient
spinning characteristics of a typical light

general aviation airplane
[BASA-TB-I-73671] p0131 B77-2615J

FOBTEAU prograa for calculating leading and
trailing-edge geometry of turbomachine blades
[HASA-TH-X-73679] pO»33 B77-2706S

Dse of experimental separation limits in the
theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[BASJ-TB-73709] p01I35 B77-27107

Comparison of jet Bach number decay data with a
correlation and jet spreading contours tor a
large variety of nozzles
[BASA-TH-D-8123] pCW7J H77-28087

Aerodynamic performance of O.«066-scale model of
JT8D refan stage with S-duct inlet
[BASA-TB-D-8H58] pO»71 H77-28088

Aeco-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine noise suppressors on BASA quiet engine C
[HASA-TB-X-73662] p0477 H77-28119

Full-scale altitude engine test of a tnrbofan
exhaust-gas-forced mixer to reduce thrust
specific fuel consumption
CNASR-TU-X-3S68] pfllt77 B77-28123

Cold air performance of a
12.766-centimeter-tip-diameter axial-flow
cooled turbine. 2: Effect of air ejection on
turbine performance
[HASA-TP-1018] p052« H77-J0089

Effects of temperature transients at fan inlet
of a tnrbofan engine
[NASA-TP-1031] pOSHI H77-J11SJ

Development and verification of real-time,
hybrid computer simulation of F100-PW-100(3)
tnrbofan engine
[HASA-TP-103Q] p05«1 H77-J115U

Advanced turboprop technology development
[NASA-TB-73729] pOSItl B77-J1155

ASDAH (aircraft to satellite data relay) flight
test report
[HASfl-Tn-73714] pOSQS B77-31J5S

Cold-air performance of a
12.766-centimeter-tip-diameter axial-tlo«
cooled turbine. 3: Effect of rotor tip
clearance on overall performance of a solid
blade configuration
[HASA-TP-1032] p0577 N77-32082

Platform for a suing root turbomachinery blade
[BASA-CASE-1EB-12312-1] p0582 N77-J21U8

Effect of slotted casing treatment with change
in Reynolds number index on performance of a
jet engine
[ NASA-TP-1058] p058^! H77-32151

Interaction of rotor tip flov irregularities
vith stator vanes as a noise source
[BASA-TB-73706] p0582 877-32156.

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise
suppression
[HASA-TH-73708] p0582 B77-J2157

Acoustic performance of inlet multiple-pure-tone
suppressors installed on BASA gniet engine C
( HASA-TH-73713] p0583 N77-J2158

Snnmary of forward velocity effects on fan noise
[BASA-TB-73722] p058J B77-32159

Bickel base alloy
[8ASA-CASE-IES-12270-1] pOSBJ B77-J2280

nonlinear aeroelastic equations for combined
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion,
and extension of twisted nonuniform rotor
blades in forward flight
£NASA-TH-7a059] p0585 B77-3J107

Progress in advanced high temperature turbine
materials, coatings, and technology
£BASA-TB-X-73628] p0591 B77-JJ159

Steady-state unbalance response of a three-disk
flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports
[HASA-TB-X-73666] p0591 B77-33160

Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests
[BASA-TB-73«95] p0591 B77-J3161

Identification and seasarement of combustion
noise from a tnrbofan engine using correlation
and coherence techniques
[NASA-TB-737H7] p0591 B77-JJ162

Beasnrement of far field combustion noise from a
turbofan engine using coherence functions
[8ASA-TB-737U8] p0591 B77-33163

Output feedback regulator design for jet engine
control systems
[HASA-TH-73776] p0591 B77-J3165

State-of-the-art of turbofan engine noise control
[HASA-TB-73730] p0591 H77-3J166
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Minimum tine acceleration of aircraft tnrbofan
engines by using an algorithm based on
nonlinear programming
[HASA-TH-73741] p0592 H77-33167

F100 oultivariable control synthesis program:
Evaluation of a multivariable control using a
real-time engine simulation
[NASA-TP-1056] p0592 N77-33169

HATIOHAL ABBOBADTICS AND SPACE ADHIBISTBATIOB.
HABS8ALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTIB, HOBTSVILLB. ALA.

Numerical solutions of Nailer-Stokes equations
for the structure of a trailing vortex
[NASA-TH-X-73361 ] p0175 H77-16993

BATIOBAL ABBOSPACE LAB. , ABSTEBOAH (RETHEBLABDS).
Calculation of the flow around a swept wing,

taking into account the effect of the
three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 1:
King with turbulent boundary layer
[BLB-TB-75076-D] p0031 N77-11011

The establishment of safe separations between
aircraft in flight
[NLB-HP-750U1-D] ' p0032 N77-11020

Calculation of vibration modes and resonance
frequencies of the Horthrop BF-5
[HLB-TB-75050-D1 p O O Q O H77-11450

Kind tunnel tests and aerodynamic computations;
thoughts on their use in aerodynamic design

p0063 H77-11979
FJLSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft

loading standard for fatigue evaluation
p0074 N77-12430

The scratch strain gage as a fatigue damage
monitoring system
[HLB-TB-75094-0] p0084 N77-13394

fieview of the application of hodograph theory to
transonic aerofoil design and theoretical and
experimental analysis of shock-free aerofoils
[BLB-MP-75033-0] p0168 H77-15991

Bemarks on the suitability of various transonic
small perturbation equations to describe
three-dimensional transonic flow; examples of
computations using a fully-conservative
rotated difference scheme
[NLB-HP-75039-0] p0168 N77-15992

Hodograph theory and shock free airfoils
[NLB-MP-76002-0] p0168 N77-15993

On the motion of shock waves on an airfoil with
oscillating flap in two-dimensional transonic
flow
[NLB-TB-75038-0] p0169 1177-159911

Application of active controls for the reduction
of fatigue loads
[NLB-T8-75163-0] p0172 H77-16070

* On the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of
oscillating airfoils in two-dimensional
transonic flow
[HLB-HP-76003-0] p0224 H77-18060

Rind tunnel tests and aerodynamic computations:
Thoughts on their use in aerodynamic design
[NLB-HP-76013-OJ p0289 H77-21061

Application of fracture mechanics in designing
built-up sheet structures

p0327 H77-22559
Calculation of stress intensity factors for

corner cracking in a lug
p0328 N77-22562

Determination of antenna radiation patterns,
radar cross sections and jam-to-signal ratios
by flight tests

p0369 S77-24122
A program for the computation of a compressible

turbulent boundary layer under infinite swept
wing conditions
[HLB-TB-75090-0] p0379 B77-25094

Application of panel methods for unsteady
subsonic flow
[NLB-BP-76010-D] p0379 B77-25096

The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics
of wing-body combinations at subsonic flight
speeds
[HLB-HP-76017-0] p0379 B77-25097

Exploratory investigation of decelerating
approaches of a twin-engined jet transport.
Volume 1: Fixed-base simulation
[BLB-TB-75171-0] p0382 B77-25136

A slotted waveguide antenna as a marker beacon
for aircraft
[BLB-BP-75027-O-BEV] p0382 B77-25141

Aluminium alloy development and evaluation for
aircraft structural performance
CHLB-HP-76022-0] p0389 S77-25J11

Analysis of the BLB airports pollution
dispersion model on sensitivity for
meteorological parameters and on source modeling
[SlB-TB-75014-0] pOJ89 N77-25681

Prediction of aerodynamic interference effects
on a fighter type wing-tip tank configuration
with and without pylon and store
[BLB-TB-75070-0] p0488 H77-29105

Comparison between the statistical discrete gust
method and the power-spectral density method
[HLB-TB-75158-U] p0491 N77-29144

Equations for the response of an airplane to
non-stationary atmospheric turbulence patches
[HLB-TB-76056-0] p0491 N77-29145

Ambient temperature crack growth in titanium
alloys and its significance for aircraft
structures
[NLB-BP-76008-0] p0494 H77-29278

Bate effects on residual strength of flawed
structures and materials
[HLB-TB-76004-D] p0496 N/7-29565

Besidnal strength data of riveted panels with
different stiffener configurations
[BLB-1B-76033-0] p0496 N77-29569

Aerodynamic data and off-design characteristics
of the modified quasi-elliptical airfoil
section BIB 7101
[NLB-TB-76012-0] pOS25 N77-J0094

Unsteady airloads on an oscillating
supercritical airfoil

p0534 N77-J1085
Handling quality criteria development for

transport aircraft with fly-by-wire primary
control systems
[BLB-TB-74141-0] p0544 N77-31179

The need of stick force stability for
attitude-stabilized aircraft, part 1
[HLB-TB-76125-0] p0544 B77-J1180

BATIOBAL ABBOSPACE LAB., KAKODA (JAPAN).
Secondary gas injection into a supersonic
conical nozzle

p007« N77-12336
BATIOBAL AEBOSPACB LAB., TOKYO (JAPAB).

Approximate method for calculating aerodynamic
loadings on an airfoil oscillating in high
subsonic flow
[BAL-TB-455T] p0315 B77-22047

BATIOIAL ABCHI7ES ABD BBCOBDS SERVICE, 8ASHIBGTOB,
D. C.

Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics
and space, parts 1 to 59

p0075 N77-129J2
Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics

and space, parts 60 to 199
p0075 N77-129JJ

Code of federal regulations. 14. Aeronautics
and space, parts 200 to 1199

p0075 B77-12934
BATIOHAL AVIATIOB FACILITIES EZPEBIREBTAL CEBTEB,
ATLANTIC CITY, B. J.

Test and evaluation of ATCBBS electronic scan
antenna (system test)
[AD-A029486/8] p0078 N77-130J3

Independent altitude monitor: A literature
search, analysis, and bibliography
[AD-A029541/0] pOOBO B77-1J056

Test and evaluation of a phototype VHP
low-intermodnlation amplifier
[AD-A029848/9] p0083 B77-13287

Evaluation of Balon 1301 system for postcrash
aircraft internal cabin fire protection
[AD-A032150/5] p0169 M77-16003

Ambient temperature and humidity correction
factors for exhaust emissions from two classes
of aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A031923/6] p0172 B77-16064

An evaluation of window glass for air traffic
control tower cabs
[AD-A031924/4] p0173 N77-16171

Aircraft cabin coopartientation concepts for
improving postcrash fire safety
[AD-A033051/4] p0280 B77-20053

Analytical study of mixed-flow JT8D exhaust
emissions measurements for fixed-probe
requirements
[AD-A033121/5] p028J 91
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Feasibility study of noise-level redactions for
computer display channel equipment using
anderfloor environaent air cooling
[AD-A033053/0] p0286 N77-20513

Test and evaluation of a feasibility model ILS
glide slope performance assurance monitor for
the final approach path
[AD-A030892/0] p0290 B77-21068

Evaluation of a red-silicone-coated Visual
Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) lens
[AD-A03E1I11/1 ] p0291 H77-21073

HAVAID support of high-altitude area navigation
routes
[AD-A036388] p0317 H77-22065

Test and evaluation of an enroute system
terrain-avoidance function vlth the HAS A3d2.1
system
[AD-A0364IH] p0332 H7 7-23079

Applications of the simulation model for air
traffic control communications
[AD-A036738] p0365 B77-24087

Flight test and evaluation of BDEC (McDonnell
Douglas Electronics Corporation) collision
avoidance system
[AD-A037435/5] p0381 N77-25126

Area navigation/vertical area navigation
terminal simulation
[AD-A038623] pOU3U 877-27093

Seal-tine manned simulation of advanced terminal
area guidance concepts for short-haul operations
[HASA-TH-D-81199] p0488 H77-29111

Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin
accidents
[AD-A040824] pO<»88 H77-29113

Longitndial separation analysis of the central
east pacific track system
[AD-A0407S9] pOH88 N77-29117

Evaluation of radio remcte control systen for
airport visual aids
[AD-A041603] pOU89 N77-29126

Air traffic ccntrol experimentation and
evaluation vith the HASA ATS-6 satellite.
Volume 2: Demonstration of
satellite-supported communications and
surveillance for oceanic air traffic control
[FAA-HA-7S-61-VOL-2] p0537 877-31124

HATI081L BOBEAQ Of STSSDABDS. BOOLDEB, COLO.
Cryogenic design and safety review HASA-Langley

Besearch Center 0.3 meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[HASA-TM-74767] p0480 N77-28143

RATIOBAL BOBBAD OF STAIDSBES, BASHIBGTOH, D. C.
Evaluated numerical data for the SST and
chlorofluorocarbon problems: A case study of
how to help the engineer and the modellers

p0174 N77-16912
Visual range: Concepts, instrumental

determination, and aviation applications
[BBS-BOHO-159] p0525 H77-30102

BATIOHAL GAS TBBBIBB ESTABLISBMEHT, FABBBOBOOSH
(EBGLAHD).

The effect of flight on the noise of subsonic Jets
[AD-A041730] p0592 877-33176

HATIOBAL GAS 1QBBIBB ESTABIISHBEIT, PYESTOCK
(EBG1AHD) .

Some aspects of variable cycle propulsion systems
p0320 H77-22114

Supersonic powerplant testing for preflight
performance evaluation

p0369 877-24116
The effect of flight on the noise of subsonic Jets

[NGTE-E-3H3] p0584 B77-32850
BATIOHAL OCEABIC ADD ATBOSFBEBIC ADHIBISIBiTIOH,
BOOLDZB, COLO.

Development of a Doppler radar technique for the
detection of bird hazards to aircraft
[AD-A030410] p0280 B77-20058

HATIOBAL BESEABCB COOBCIL OF CAHADA, OTTAWA
(OHTABIO).

The rotating stator concept. Experimental
performance characteristics compared with the
conventional compressor
[AD-A024465] p0039 877-11*11

BATIOHAL TBABSPOBTATIOH SAIBTI BOABD, iASBIBGTOB,
D. C.

General aviation accidents involving aerobatics,
1972 - 1570 -
[PB-257747/6] p0177 H77-17020

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format. Civil
aviation, issue number 2, 1976 accidents
[HTSB-BA-76-7] p0365 877-29075

Annual review of aircraft accident data, OS
general aviation, calendar year 1975
[PB-264394/8] p0381 877-25127

OS air carrier accidents involving fire, 1965
through 1974 and factors affecting the
statistics
[PB-266883/8] p05J6 877-31112

Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations, O.S. General Aviation 1975
[PB-267654/2] p0536 N77-J111O

Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267652/6] p0537 S77-J1115

Briefs of accidents, involving
corporate/executive aircraft, OS general
aviation, 1975
[ PB-267651/8] p0537 H77-31116

Briefs and accidents involving missing and
oissing later recovered aircraft, 05 general
aviation, 1975
[PB-267650/0] p0537 877-31117

Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation, 1975
[PB-267619/2] p0537 877-31118

Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation 197S,
[PBr267618/«] pOSJ? 877-31119

Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft OS
general aviation, 1975
[PB-2676117/6] p0537 877-31120

Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1975
[ PB-267616/8] p0537 877-31121

Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions,
US general aviation, 1975
[PB-267615/0] p0537 877-31122

Listings of accidents/incidents by aircraft make
and model, OS civil aviation, 1975
[PB-267644/3] p0537 H77-31123

Briefs of accidents involving air taxi
operations, OS general aviation, 1975
£PB-267653/4] p0578 H77-32102

BAVAL A C A D E M Y , ABHAPOLIS, HD.
Investigation into the feasibility of utilizing

wind shear for obtaining continuous
non-powered flight
[AD-A032716] p0330 877-23047

•AVAL AIB DEVELOPHBBT CBBTBB, BABBIBSTEB, PA.
Catapult launch fatigue investigation of the

model S-2 E airplane
£AD-A024071] p0030 B77-1103B

Fatigue investigation of the E-2B/C nose landing
gear
[AD-A024072] p0034 877-11040

Statistical review of counting acceleroneter
data for Davy and Marine fleet aircraft
CAD-A025182] pOOBO 877-13058

Investigation of larger than A size dimensional
confi gurations
[AD-A029024] p0179 B77-17043

Statistical review of counting acceleroneter
data for Bavy and Marine fleet aircraft Iron 1
January 1962 - 30 Jane 1976
[AD-A031833] p0282 877-20096

Flight test evaluation of AVOID 2 (avionic
observation of intruder danger) collision
avoidance system
[AD-A033596] p0317 877-22061

Besearch on metal matrix composites for naval
aircraft engines
[AD-A033724] p0374 B77-24204

Fatigue investigation of the C-2A nose landing
gear
[AD-A037901] pO«29 877-26126

Low-speed V/STOL stability and control
prediction. Volume 1: Model description and
validation
[AD-A037688] p0431 877-26158

Low-speed V/STOL stability and control
prediction. Volume 2: Computer program user
manual
[AD-A037689] p0431 877-26159

Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint
system for ejection seats
[AD-A038762] p0488 H77-29115
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RATAL AIB EN6IHEBBIBG CBSIBB, COBPOBATB SOURCE IHDEI

Statistical review of counting accelerometer
data for Havy and Harine fleet aircraft
[AD-AO»1266] p0539 N77-311UO

Prediction of airborne target detection
[AD-AOU1128] p0584 H77-32871

NATAL AIB ENGIBEEEIHG CBNTIB, LAKEHOBST, H.J.
Analysis and design of an electro-mechanical

optical landing system for helicopters at
night in varying sea states
[AD-A025346] p0078 N77-13012

Data item description for acquisition of
detailed performance characteristics and
signal tracing diagrams for electronics
[ A D - A 0 2 6 9 5 3 ] p0123 N77-14021

Hetallargical analysis of arresting gear deck
pendant failures
[AD-A03127<»] p0239 N77-19090

Support equipment program for avionics
readiness: Intitial planning
[AD-A033585] p0318 N77-2210*

Non-integrated gas turbine engine diagnostics
tradeoff analysis
[AD-A039494] p0528 N77-30125

• ATAl AIB PROPULSION TEST CEBTEB, TBBBTOB, B.J.
Two-dimensional nozzle/airframe integration

technology - An overview
[AIAA PAPER 77-839] pOl51 A77-U1973

Nonaxisymmetric nozzle technology program - An
overview
[ A I A A PAPEE 77-1225] pOSOO A77-M325

Discussion of aircraft air pollution legislation
and Naval aircraft operations
[AD-A026176] p0126 N77-K1621

Tariable cycle engines for T/STOL fighters
p0320 N77-22117

Augmented deflector ezhaust nozzle (ADEN) design
for high performance fighters

p0321 877-22124
Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from

coal
[AD-A036073] p0432 N77-26333

Rotor burst protection program: Experimentation
to provide guidelines for the design of
turbine rotor burst fragment containment rings
[NASA-CR-135166] p0528 B77-30119

SAPTC Facility modifications required for
altitude testing of current T/STOL engine
[AD-A011608] pOStl N77-3118M

NATAL AIB STSTEHS CCHHAHD, BASHIBGTON, 0. C.
Talidation of AT-8B T/STOL characteristics by

full scale static and mnd tunnel tests
[ A I A A 77-597] p0350 A77-34953

Prediction nethods for Jet T/STOL Propulsion
Aerodynanics, volume 1
[AD-A021022] p002« N77-10068

Prediction Sethods for Jet T/STOL Propulsion
Aerodynaiics, volume 2
[AD-A021023] p0025 N77-10069

NATAL AIB TEST CENTEB, PATOZEBT BITEB, HD.
Development of a tow capability for the BB-3F

helicopter
[AD-A025790] p0070 N77-12050

Flight test development of a helicopter-towed
surface delivery
[AD-A028637] p0179 N77-17Q142

Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling
improvements using high-strength, low wear
polytmide plastic
[AD-A035301] p0387 B77-25182

A program for increased flight fidelity in
helicopter simnlaticn
[AD-A039231I] p0526 N77-30108

The development of primary equations for the use
of on-board accelerometers in determining
aircraft performance
[AD-A03917M] p0527 N77-30112

Flight control testing of the TAK-191B aircraft
[AD-A040535] p0539 N77-31137

Summary of helicopter airframe testing in the
shipboard environment
[AD-A039748] p05«0 R77-311Q11

• ATAL AIB TEST FICI1ITT, L6KEBOBST, B.J.
Hark 2 nose-gear-lannch system hardware

evaluaticn report
[AD-A029020] p0179 N77-170U1

Evaluation of BAK-lt book-cable support-system
modifications
[AD-B009581] p0285 N77-20124

RATAL AVIATION 1HTEGB4TED LOGISTIC SOPFOBT CEBTEB,
PATOXENT BITEB, BD.

Feasibility of predicting operational removals
or failures of new avionic eqnipnent (HTBB
tracking of S-3A avionics)
[AD-A030317] p0233 B77-18466

Procedure for the development of naval aviation
maintenance objectives
[AD-A038201] pO»71 N77-28064

NATAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB., FOBT BUESBHB, CALIF.
Effects of pavement roughness on naval air
operations
[AD-A033558] p0321 N77-2^15U

Expedient structural sandwich soil surfacing of
fiberglass reinforced polyester and
polynrethane foam
[AD-A038M17] pOUSO N77-281U9

BATAL ELECTRONICS LAB. CEHTBB, SAB DIE6O, CALIF.
FH-C1 ranging mnltipath investigation for Navy

TTOL aircraft
[AD-A027190] p0125 N77-1H319

Results of A-7 aloft bottoms up model and weight
sensitivity analysis
[AD-A033767] p03J8 N77-23350

A-7 airborne Light Optical Fiber Technology
(ALOFT) demonstration project
[AD-A038455] pO<»97 877-29952

BATAL IBTELLIGEBCE SUPPORT CBBTBR, BASHIBGTOB, D. C.
AB 212 ASH: New multipurpose helicopter for
Italian Navy
[AD-A026861] p0122 N77-11015

The effect of wind tunnel flow boundaries on the
flow past a wing of low aspect ratio
[AD-A032527J pOJ31 N77-2J065

Low-aspect-ratio wing in a bounded inviscid flow
[AD-A032529] p03J1 N77-2J066

BATAL OCEAN SISTEBS CEBTBB, SAB DIEGO, CALIF.
AN/PBC-56 helmet radio set upgrading.

Recommended modifications require minimal
resources but promise considerable improvement
in reliability operability, and logistics
support
[AD-AOM1190] p05»5 N77-31368

BATAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, RORTBBEI, CALIF.
Unsteady linearized transonic flow analysis for
slender bodies

pOl>!»2 A77-10830
Hydraulic ram effect on composite fuel cell
entry walls
[ AD-A021832] p0085 N77-13518

A study of the failure of joints in composite
material fuel cells due to hydraulic ram loading
[AD-A027258] p0122 N77-11016

Lifting surface theory for wings of arbitrary
planform
[AD-A028119] p0169 N77-16000

Study and design of flight data recording
systems for military aircraft
[AD-A028862] p0187 N77-17416

The implementation of a finite element computer
code and associated pre- and postprocessor
into AE1101 and AE4102 flight vehicle
structural analysis 1 and 2
[AD-A032333] p0286 N77-20530

Analysis of as Bavy aircraft accident rates in
major aviation commands
[AD-A031837] p0316 N77-22055

Analysis of 0. S. navy major aircraft accident
rates by aircraft type
[AD-A032379] p0316 N77-22056

An investigation of stress determination for
aircraft fatigue life estimation from
in-flight strain data
[AD-A031870] p0327 N77-22511

A personalized system of instruction for
aircraft performance
[AD-A039654] p0476 N77-28116

Aviation common ground support equipment
replacement policy investigation
[AD-A039160] p019<! B77-29180

Statistical analysis of DS Navy major aircraft
accident rates, pilot and aircraft '
time-dependent variables
[AD-A040096] p0525 B77-30099

Introductory investigation of the Bange
Measuring system/data collection system
(BHS-2/DCS)

[AD-A039921] p0526 B77-30106
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COBPOBATE SOQBCE IHDEX HIELSEB EBGIBEEBISG ABD BESEiBCH, I1C.

Energy management display for air combat
maneuver ing
[AD-A010198] p0526 H77-30109

Decision-Baking and optimization in aircraft
design
[AD-A03SQ611] p0527 B77-30111

An evaluation of a raster scan display for use
in an aircraft information handling system
[AD-A039652] p0528 H77-30117

A study of spectrum loading and range-pair
counting method effects on emulative fatigue
damage
[AD-A03S651] pOSIO 877-31145

Data reduction for the unsteady aerodynamics on
a circulaticn contrcl airfoil
[AD-A0141153] p0577 877-320811

Initial unsteady aerodynamic measurements of a
circulation controlled airfoil and an
oscillating flow wind tunnel
[AD-AOI12102] p0587 N77-33122

An analysis of personnel parachutes for use by
Marine Corps Force Beconnaissance onits
[AD-A011151] p0587 H77-3312U

Human factors engineering considerations in
designing Naval aircraft for maintainability
CAD-A01I1156] p0590 N77-33153

Hing rock as a lateral-directional aircraft
limit cycle oscillation induced by nonlinear
aerodynamics occurring at high angle of attack
[AD-A012104] p0596 H77-33204

N A 7 A L RESEABCB LAB., SASHISGTOB, D. C.
Electrostatic properties of JP-5 jet fuel from

alternate sources
[AD-A025681I] p0073 N77-12232

7EF-HHF aircraft antenna
[AD-A03C8911] p02UO N77-19310

Fatigue-crack-growth analysis of titanium
gas-turbine fan blades
[AD-A031636] p0292 N77-21096

High performance composites and adhesives for
V/ST01 aircraft
[AD-A035928] p0388 H77-25265

Quantitative Tic analysis of amine antioxidants
in high-temperature jet engine lubricants
[AD-A039909] p0528 N77-30124

A simple closed-form solution of a
position-fixing problem
[AD-A039303] pOS38 H77-31127

H A V A L SHIP RBSEABCH AIID DEVELOPHEHT CEHTEB,
BETHESDA, BD.

\nalysis and design of elector diffuser for
optimum thrust
[AD-A025191] p0039 H77-11356

A control system for the wind tunnel model of a
Reverse-Bloving Circulation Control Rotor
(BB-CCH)

[AD-A0265U8] p0122 877-14013
Two-dimensional subsonic wind tunnel evaluation

of a 20-percent-thick circulation control
airfoil
[AD-A027161] p0127 H77-15005

The design of a two-dimensional, high-endurance
airfoil with a given thickness distribution
and Reynolds number
CAD-A027968] p0176 H77-17012

Survey of three-dimensicnal flow fields in the
presence of wing at M = 2.18
[AD-A028981] p022» N77-18063

Aeroelastic characteristics of a circulation
control wing
[AD-A033328] p0331 N77-23063

Theory of power augmented ram lift at zero
forward speed
[AD-A033673] p0361 F77-24073

Experimental evaluation of the effect of
rotation on the aerodynamic characteristics of
two rotor hub fairing shapes
[AD-A033555] p0380 877-25110

Experimental evaluation of analytically shaped
helicopter rotor hub-fylon configurations
using the hut pylon evaluation rig
[AD-A033550] p0380 1177-25111

Experimental observations of the two-dimensional
power augmented ram wing operated statically
over water
[AD-A038163] p0175 H77-28097

Notions and drag of an air cushion vehicle with
a deep skirt in calm vater and random waves
[AD-A039086] p(W95 R77-29331

Seakeeping characteristics of a preliminary
design for a sea loiter aircraft
£AD-A010062] p0527 H77-3011J

Performance prediction method for a
mng-in-groand effect vehicle with blowing
under the wing
[AD-A039829] p0530 877-30301

Hover evaluation of circulation control high
speed rotor
[AD-A010921] p0535 H77-J1100

ffind tunnel results of a 10-percent scale
powered SCAT VTOL aircraft
[AD-A010313] p0536 H77-J1109

RA7AL SOHFACE SEAEOHS CEHTER, DAHLGBBR, 7A.
Simplified solution of the compressible subsonic
lifting surface problem
[AD-A027514] p0120 N77-1J99U

BAVAL SOBFACE SEAEOBS CEHTER, BHITE OAK, BD.
Hormal impingement of a supersonic jet on a
plane: A basic study of shock-interference
heating
[AD-A021511] p0019 H77-10026

Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue
systems. Characteristics of kinematic jet
fuel fires cascading and rod fuel geometries
£AD-A02<H>«7] p0032 W77-11022

Experimental investigation of a fin-cone
interference flow field at Nach 5
[AD-A029999] p0236 N77-19022

Response of 6-6 landing gear door to air shock
loading
[AD-A035P59] p038U H77-25157

B&7AL TEST PHOT SCHOOL, PAIOXE8T BIVEB, BD.
Inertially derived flying qualities and

performance parameters
[AD-A026963] p O O H O H77-1J05U

RATAL TBAISIHG EQOIPHEHT CEBTEB, OB1ANDO, FLA.
Computer simulation of Fresnel lens optical

landing system
[AD-A038156 J pO<!38 K77-2715«

HA7AL BEAPOHS CEHTEB, CHINA LAKE, CALIF.
Baseline data from an A-4 cockpit in simulated

carrier deck fire
[AD-A03B217] p0332 H77-23077

7oid filler foam accelerated load testing
[AD-A031118] p0338 H77-2327J

Aircraft fire simulator testing of candidate
fire barrier systems
[AD-A038601] pO»75 H77-28102

GATOR/A7-8A environmental captive flight
vibration response tests
[AD-A036U98] p0527 H77-301T*

HA7AL HEAPOBS SOPPOBT CENTEB, CBABE, IBD.
Flight test evaluation of Slant Visual

Bange/Approach Light Contact Height (S7B/ALCH)
measurement system
[AD-A038183/0] pO«27 H77-26113

HEILSBH EHGIBEEBIFG ADD BESEABCB, IBC., HOOBTAIB
TIER, CAIIF.

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics. Volume 1: Theoretical
methods and comparisons with experiment
CAD-A031828] p0334 1177-23099

Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics, volume 2: users manual for
the computer program
[AD-A031388] p0331 H77-2J100

RED IOBK ORI7., B. T.
Computation of wave drag for transonic flow

p0097 A77-16666
A computationally fast one-dimensional
diffusion-photochemistry model of SST wakes

pfli»68 A77-13735
Transonic flow theory of airfoils and wings

p0027 B77-10351
Numerical calculation of the transonic flow past
a swept wing
[HASA-CB-153297] pO«33 877-27071

IB! IOBK D1IT., BESTBOBY.
Investigation of slot cooling for high-speed
aircraft
[AD-A02"316] p0037 H77-11061

HIELSEB EIGIREEBIBG ABD BESBAECB, IRC., BODNTAIB
TIER, CALIF.

Boiling loments in a trailing vortex flow field
[AIAA PAPEB 77-670] p0361 A77-3702U

Theoretical study of hall-rotor aerodynamic
interference on semibnoyant vehicles
[AIAA 77-1172] p01tt7 A77-11752
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HOAH (J. BAtSON) ASSOCIATES, IHC., COBPOBATE SOOBCB IHDEX

Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-flap configurations
with externally blown flaps
[NASA-CB-2705] p0030 H77-11006

Investigation of aerodynamic loads at spin entry
[AD-A026989] p0120 N77-13995

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book
3: Aerodynamic characteristics of heavy lift
airship as measured at low speeds
[NASA-CB-151919] p0331 H77-23058

HOAH (J. WATSOH) ASSOCIATES, IHC., FALLS CBOBCH, VA.
Cost benefit analysis and the national aviation

system: 4 guide
[AD-A037434/8] p0381 H77-25134

An econometric analysis of enroote and terminal
air traffic control
[AD-A036892] p0428 N77-26119

ROBTH CABOLIHA STATE UNIT., BALEIGH.
Lifting surface theory for rectangular wings

p0026 B77-10347
Best-range flight conditions for cruise-climb

flight of a jet aircraft
p0028 N77-10379

Transients in turbocomfressors
[AD-A024275] p0040 N77-11412

Predictions of light aircraft horizontal tail
onset flows: A review and analysis

p0128 N77-15025
Prediction of light aircraft horizontal tail

onset flows: A review and analysis
[NASA-CB-2774] p0278 H77-20027

An experimental investigation of favorable
interference effects from a wing and proprotor
[AD-A031C75] p0367 N77-2U102

NOBTBEBH BESEABCH AHD EHGIHEEBIHG COBP., CAHBBIDGB,
BASS.

A critical review of turbine flow calculation
procedures

p0067 H77-12022
KOBTHBOP COBP., HAWTHOBHE, CAIIP.

Aeroelastic stability characteristics of an
oblique wing aircraft
[AIAA 77-451] p0211 A77-25811

Unsteady linearized transonic flow analysis for
slender bodies

p0442 A77-10830
Horthrop/Onited States Air Force durability and

damage-tolerance assessment of the P-5E/T
aircraft

p0327 H77-22558
Have drag reduction for aircraft fuselage-wing

configurations. Volume 1: Analyses and results
[AD-A040997] p0546 N77-32012

Wave drag reduction for aircraft fuselage-wing
configurations. Volume 2: Hannal for
computer programs
[ A D - A O U C 9 9 8 ] p05P7 N77-32013

BOBTHBOP BESEABCH AHD TECB10LOGY CB1TEH, HABTHOBHE,
CALIF.

Program for experimental investigation of
failure prognosis of helicopter gearboxes
[AD-A030071] p0230 H77-18145

HOTBE DAUB DHIV., IHD.
Alternative methods for the design of jet engine

control systems
p0266 A77-28632

Interaction studies on a jet engine model by
characteristic methodologies

p0270 A77-29381
A jet engine ccntrol problem for evaluating

minimal design software
p0270 A77-29382

Computational methods to obtain time optimal jet
engine control

p0513 A77-46614
Computational alternatives to obtain time

optimal jet engine control
[HASA-CB-149106] p0023 N77-10060

Simplified simulation models for control studies
of turbojet engines
[HASA-CB-149107] p0023 N77-10061

Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CB-1Q6531] , p0071 H77-12058

HOCLBAB HETALS, IBC., COHCOBD, HISS.
Filled billet oxide dispersion strengthened

hollow airfoil extrusions
[AD-A033215] P0338 H77-23255

HOHEBICAL COBTIHDOn HECBAHICS, IHC., BOODLAiN
HILLS, CALIF.

Computation of viscous transonic flow about a
lifting airfoil
[AIAA EAPEB 77-679] pO«41 A77-40700

Computation of viscous transonic flow about a
lifting airfoil
[NASA-CB-151999] p0330 H77-2J054

OFFICE 8ATIOHAL D'BTOOES ET DE EECBEHCHES
AEBOSPATIALES, PABIS (FBABCB).

Study of the subsonic flow around a sharp
leading edge
[AAAF-HT-76-14] p0019 H77-10017

Influence of wind tunnel wall boundary layers on
two dimensional transonic tests
[AAAF-NT-76-13] p0025 H77-10083

Laminar separation near the trailing edge of a
thin profile
£OHEBA-HT-1976-3] p0173 H77-16297

A method for calculating turbulent boundary
layers using a formulation of first gradient
[OHEBA-HT-1975-8] p0279 H77-200J5

Prediction of variable geometry compressor
performances (off design)

p0322 H77-221J6
Methods and techniques of ground vibration testing

p0368 577-24110
Behavior of a subsonic flow past a thin wing in

the vicinity of the leading edge
[OHEBA-HT-1976-16] p0380 N77-25107

Bind tunnel study of an active flutter
suppression system

p0597 N77-JJ215
OFFICE OF TELECOflHOHICATIOBS, BOOLDBB, COLO.

Antenna tilting experiments over radar microwave
links
[AD-A036727] p0495 H77-29346

OHIO STATE OHIV., COLDHBOS.
In-flight measurements of the GA/B/-2

aerodynamic characteristics
[ SAE PAPEB 770461] p0393 A77-37079

Drag evaluation of the Bellanca Skyrocket II
[SAE PAPEB 770472] p0394 A77-37090

analysis of aircraft wing-mounted antenna patterns
p0083 H77-13283

Beasarement of the power handling capabilities
of a biplanar slot array
[AD-A027500] p0132 H77-15247

Currents induced on metal/dielectric structures
for transverse magnetic plane wave incidence
[AD-A026896] p0132 H77-15253

OHIO DHIV., ATHEHS.
Simulation analysis of a microcomputer-based,

low-cost omega navigation system
p0152 A77-20674

A study of diffraction of electromagnetic waves
around large stationary aircraft and its
effects on instrument landing system guidance
signals

p0132 H77-1522J
The performance of the null-reference

glide-slope system in the presence of deep
snow, 1975 - 1976
[AD-A041139] p0490 B77-291^9

Interactive LOBAH-C to geographic and
geographic-to-LOBAH-C computation
[HASA-CB-153985] p0525 H77-J0101

OLD DOHIHIOH SYSTEBS, IHC., GAITHSBSBDBG, HD.
Single pass Doppler positioning for Search and

Rescue satellite missions
p0571 A77-51186

OLD DOHIBIOH DBIV., HOBFOLR, VA.
Besizing procedure for structures under combined

mechanical and thermal loading
P0002 A77-10214

Load distributions on slender delta wings having
vortex flow

p0405 A77-J7942
OLD DOBIHIOS DHIV. BESEABCH FOOSDATIOH, HOBFOLK, VA.

Experimental and analytical investigations to
improve low-speed performance and stability
and control characteristics of supersonic
cruise fighter vehicles
[HASA-CB-154122] p0479 H77-281J6

Experiment and analysis on the flow process
dynamics of the BASA-Langley eight foot
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transonic pressure tunnel
[BASA-CB-154806] p0524 H77-300B5

Sensor for neasnring instantaneous angle of
attack of helicopter blades
[HlSA-CB-154808] p0531 H77-30444

Vibration analysis of rotor blades with an
attached concentrated mass
[HiSA-CB-154987] p0546 H77-31537

OPBBATIOBS BBSEABCH, IHC., SILVBB 3PBIHG, HO.
Aviation and programmatic analyses; Volume 1,

Task 1: Aviation data base development and
application
[HASA-CB-152581] p0490 H77-29139

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 2,
Task 2: Identification of planning factors
and activities
[BASA-CB-152582] p0490 B77-29140

Aviation and programmatic analyses. Volume 3,
Task 3: Development of special issue papers
[HASA-CB-152583] p0490 877-29141

OPTIRIZATIOB SOFTRABE, ISC.. LOS AHGELES, CALIF.
Improvements in aircraft extraction programs

[NASA-CB-115090] p0078 B77-13013
OBBGOB STATE OHIV., COBVALHS.

Optimal ride control for the Twin Otter, STOL
aircraft

p0002 A77-10336
Aerodynamic performance of wind turbines
[PB-259089/1] p0231 H77-18598

PACIFIC HISSILE TEST CBRTEB, POINT BDGD. CALIF.
Terrain fclloving using stereo television

pOm H77-16056
PESBSTLVAHIA STATE OBIV.. OHIVEBSITY P1BK.

On the status of V/STOL flight
p0028 H77-10367

Propelled tile-dependent forces due to
nonuniforn inflow

p0171 H77-16060
Hoise due to interaction of boundary layer

turbulence vith a compressor or a propnlser
rotor
[AD-A033199] p0386 H77-25180

PBBBSXLVABIi OBIV., PHILADELPHIA.
Microwave holographic imaging of aircraft with

spaceborne illuminating source
p0531 H77-30139

PBBICIB-BLHEB COBP., DiBBOBT, COBB.
HECOH 6: A real-time, wide-angle, solid-state

reconnaissance camera system for high-speed,
low-altitude aircraft

p0187 H77-17281
PHILIPS GLOEILAHPEBFiBBIBKIl I. V., EIBDBOVBH
(BBTBEBLASDS).

Visual approach slope indicators. Principles of
operation, recommendations for installation
and maintenance
[PHILIPS-2B-12] p0078 H77-13040

PIPES AIBCBAPT COBP., LOCKBAVEB, St.
Summary of the general aviation manufacturers'
position on aircraft piston engine emissions

p0185 H77-17098
PISA OHIV. (ITALT).

Performance characteristics of turbo-rockets and
turbo-raijets using high energy fuel

p0322 B77-22131
Fatigue behaviour cf cracked stiffened panels

p0328 S77-22561
Testing simulation of damages occurred in service

p059U B77-33194
PLBSSBI CO. LTD., JDDLSSTOSE (BSG1JSO) .

study of the integration and evaluation of an
aeronautical satellite system in oceanic air
traffic control centre
[HEPT-84/71/37-VOL-1J p0382 H77-25137

Study of the integration and evaluation of an
aeronautical satellite system in oceanic air
traffic control centre
[BEPT-84/71/42-VOL-2] p0382 H77-25138

POITIEBS OBIV. (FBABCB).
Buffeting problems

[iiAF-BT-76-7] p0022 H77-10050
POLHEBOS BAVIGATIOB SCIBSCBS, IHC., BOBLIBGTOB, TT.

An Extended range Sensor Package <ESP)
[AD-A027850] p0177 B77-17025

POLITECHICO DI TOBIIO (ITJIT).
Three dimensional supersonic flow about sliced

bodies
P0275 B77-

Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow in
variable geometry engines - preliminary
investigation

N P03JO B77-22120
Analysis of unsteady flow in turbojet engine
afterburners
[BflBL-185] p0492 B77-29155

Preliminary investigations of the unsteady flow
in turbojet engines during transients
[POBL-PP-174] p0583 N77-J2164

PBATT ABD BHITIEI 1IBCBAFT, BAST BABTFOBD, COBB.
Theoretical jet exhaust noise model for the duct
burning turbofan
[SIAA PAPEB 77-1261] p056U A77-51028

Experimental clean coobustor program: Noise study
[BiSA-CB-135106] p00214 B77-1006H

Evaluation of angmenter light-off detection
systems
[AD-A025321] p0071 H77-H061

Air transport propulsion for the 1980's
P0119 H77-1J9BO

Advanced supersonic propulsion study, phase 3
[BASA-CB-1351U8] p0130 B77-150»1

Analysis and design of digital output interface
devices for gas turbine electronic controls
CBASi-CB-135135] p0130 H77-15011

Aerodynamic and acoustic tests of duct-burning
tnrbofan exhaust nozzles
[SASA-CB-2628] p0175 H77-16986

Compressor critical response time determination
study
[ AD-A023882] p0183 H77-17074

Analytical and experimental study of subsonic
stalled flutter
[AO-A027869] p0225 877-1807^

Ultra high tip speed (670.6 m/sec) fan stage
with composite rotor: Aerodynamic and
mechanical design
fHASA-CH-135122J p0282 H77-20101

Analytical screening of low emissions, high
performance duct burners for supersonic cruise
aircraft engines
[HASA-CB-135157] p0283 H77-20102

PBATT ABD BHITBEI AIBCBiPT, 8EST P&LB BEACH, FLA.
Static performance of vectoring/reversing
non-axisymmetric nozzles
[AIAi PAPEB 77-810] pOISI A77-41971

Accelerated mission test: A vital reliability
tool

p0595 B77-33196
PBiTT ABD SBITBET AIBCBAPT GBOOP, EAST BABTFOBD,
COBB.

Effect of simulated forward speed on the jet
noise of inverted velocity profile coannnlar
nozzles
[AIAi PAPEB 77-1329] p0567 177-S1083

combustion noise investigation
[AD-A038154/1] pO»39 B77-27873

PBATT ABD BBITHET AIBCBaFT 6BOOP, REST PALH BBACB,
PLA.

Variable stream control engine concept for
advanced supersonic aircraft: Features and
benefits

p0219 H77-18012
Coannnlar nozzle noise characteristics and

application to advanced supersonic transport
engines

p0220 B77-18021
F100 inltivarible control system engine
models/design criteria
[AD-J033532] p0372 S77-21143

Advanced cooled turbine airfoil aerodynamic
investigation
[AD-A041137] p0542 B77-31161

PBISCBTOH DHIV., H. J.
A simplified theory of oscillating airfoils in
transonic flow - Beview and extension
[Alii 77-145] p0209 A77-25803

The resolvent of singular integral equations
p0299 477-31185

Variable thickness shear layer aerodynamics
revisited

p0311 A77-J3191
Exact solutions in oscillating airfoil theory

p0356 A77-36166
A study of simplified methods for longitudinal
control decoupling
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[SAE PAPIB 770168] p0393 A77-37086
Generalized Theodotsen solution for singular

integral equations of the airfoil class
p0507 A77-1149U6

Sensitivity of hingeless rotor blade flap-lag
stability in hover to analytical modelling
assumptions
[NASA-CB-137967] p0017 H77-10007

tn experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness
of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and
twist deformations
[BASA-CB-137968] p0018 N77-10008

An experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness
of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and
twist deformations
[HASA-CB-137969] p0018 H77-10009

An experimental investigation of the flap-lag
stability of a hingeless rotor with comparable
levels of hub and blade stiffness in hovering
flight
[HASA-CE-151924] p0068 H77-12040

An analytical and experimental investigation of
the hovering dynamics of the aerocrane hybrid
heavy lift vehicle
[AD-A031B113] p0282 H77-20089

In-flight simulation study of decoupled
longitudinal controls for the approach and
landing of a STOL aircraft
[ N A S A - C K - 2 7 1 0 ] p0292 H77-21099

Applications of the simulation model for air
traffic control communications
[AD-A036738] p0365 N77-24087

A study of lightplane stall avoidance and
suppression
[AD-A039223] p0436 N77-27129

An in-flight simulation of approach and landing
of a STOL transport Kith adverse ground effect
[NASA-CB-154875] p0538 N77-31133

Eesearch on noise generated by ducted air-fuel
combustion systems
[AD-A039957] p0542 N77-31169

PBOTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, ISC., SANTA AHA,
CALIF.

Evaluation of carbon-carbon composite nosetip
materials
[AD-A0335110] p032» H77-22188

POBDDB D N I V . , LAFAYETTE, ISO.
The effect of blade sweep on propeller performance

[ A I A A PAPEB 77-716] p0362 A77-37056
Prediction of elastic-airplane lateral dynamics

from rigid-body aerodynamics
[ A I A A 77-1125] p0458 A77-II3158

Project SQUID: A cooperative program of
fundamental research related to jet propulsion
[AD-A02U001] p0036 N77-11059

Characteristic time correlation of emissions
f r o m conventional aircraft type flames
[PB-258269/0] p0183 N77-17078

An experimental study on the aerodynamic
response of a subsonic cascade oscillating
near stall
[AD-A029672] p0236 H77-19021

Effects of control laws and relaxed static
stability on vertical ride guality of flexible
aircraft
[NASA-CB-1«38«3] p0337 H77-23127

Water ingestion into axial flow compressors
[AD-A033611] p0372 H77-2«1«a

Manual control displays for a four dimensional
landing approach

p0475 H77-28103
Fffects of control lavs and relaxed static

stability on vertical ride quality of flexible
aircraft

p0529 N77-30128

QUEST EESEABCB COUP., HCLEAB, 7A.
Besearch on smart target for aerial combat.

Part 1: General description
[AD-A029171] p0180 H77-17050

Eesearch on smart target for aerial combat.
Part 2: Technical description
[AD-A029172] p0180 H77-17051

Eesearch on snart target for aerial combat.
Part 3: Interface documentation
[AD-A029173] p0180 1177-17052

BAI1 CO., BALTIBOBE, f!D.
Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft
[NASA-CB-152003] p0471 N77-28063

BABD COBP-, SAHTA HONICA, CA1IF.
A second look at relationships for estimating
peacetime aircraft attrition
[AD-A023681] p0032 N77-1102J

A computer model for estimating development and
procurement costs of aircraft DAPCA-III
[ AD-A025276] p0075 H77-1.2929

Scheduled maintenance policies for the F-t
aircraft: Results of the maintenance posture
improvement program
[AD-A030106] p0222 H77-18014S

Strategic defense materials: A case study of
high temperature engines
[ AP-A037II93] p0387 N77-25188

life cycle analysis of aircraft turbine engines:
Executive Summary
[AO-A039062] p0436 877-27124

The potential role of technological
modifications and alternative fuels in
alleviating Air Force energy problems
[AD-A039597] p0530 H77-30261

An evaluation of very large airplanes and
alternative fuels
[AP-A040532] p05<!4 H77-J1334

Avionics data for cost estimating
[AP-A043265] p0582 B77-32146

An evaluation of very large airplanes and
alternative fuels: Executive summary
[AP-A042112] p0590 H77-33150

BAID COUP., SSSaiBGIOH, D. C.
The potential of liquid hydrogen as a military

aircraft fuel
[AD-A026666] p0125 H77-11272

BIIIBBOSI CO., SUBBWI, BiSS.
Bodular high accuracy tracker foe dual channel
laser Doppler velocimeter

pO«70 A77-44301
BCA GOVBBHHEBT ABD COHHEBCIAL SISTERS, BOBLIBGTOI,
H ASS.

Field evaluation of'DH-1 helicopter inspection
systems. Project Inspect, phase 2
[AP-A033721] p0363 H77-21051

BEHSSELAEB POIYTECHBIC IHST., TBOI, B. I.
Development of aircraft brake materials
[ASLE PBEPBIBT 76-LC-1B-3] pOOOS A77-11195

Hear formulation for aircraft brake material
sliding against steel

p0356 A77-36202
BESEABCB TBIABGLE I1ST., BESBABCH TBI6HGLB PABK, 8.
C.

Preliminary study of NA7STAR/GPS for general
aviation
[NSSA-CB-145059] p0078 N77-1J038

BOCK ISLAHD ABSEBAL, ILL.
Measurement of the static influence coefficient
of the AB-1G Cobra fuselage
[AD-A025111I] p0069 B77-12014

The investigation of dynamic gun pointing errors
for helicopter mounted automatic cannon systems
[AD-A035138] p0381 H77-25161

Aircraft gun icing evaluation
[AD-A039830] p0527 B77-30110

SOCKET PBOPOLSIOH ESTABLISHHBBT, BSSTCOTT (EBGLAND).
The effect of simulated aerodynamic heating on
the strength of three rocket motor case steels
[BPE-TB-45] p0583 N77-32240

BOCKBELI. I8TEBBATIOHAL COBP., CEDAB BAPIDS, IQiA.
Compass cope flight control system redundancy
study
[AP-A029021] . p0186 B77-17105

BOCKBELI. IHTEEHATIOBAL COBP., COLOHBUS, OHIO,
conceptual designs for a modular remotely

piloted vehicle
[AD-A0238H4] ' p0033 B77-11035

Design and fabrication of an 8000 PSI
control-by-wire actuator for flight testing in
a T-2 C airplane
[AD-A024487] p0037 B77-11065

Digital fly-by-wire technology study, volume 1
[AP-A027689] p0082 B77-13075

Lift cruise fan 7/STOL aircraft conceptual
design study T-39 modification. Volume 1:
Technical report
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[BASA-CB-151925] p0229 B77-18132
lift craise fan V/STOI aircraft conceptual

design study T-39 modification. Volume 2:
Schedules and budgetary data
tSASA-CB-151926] p0229 S77-18133

Design and test of an IBS lateral control system
for a T-2C airplane
[AD-A032677] p0323 H77-221*8

On-water notion relationships study
CJD-A0353IIU] p0385 H77-25165

Flight test cf an 8000 psi Lightweight Hydraulic
Systeo (LHS)
[AD-A0397171 p0528 N77-30120

A B P V system/design trade study. Volume 1:
Launch and recovery
[AD-A039591] pOSUO H77-31U6

Evaluation of composite wing for XFV-12A airplane
[AD-A0111208] p0590 S77-33152

BOCKIBLL IBTBBHATIOHAl COBP., CORBET, CALIF.
New advancements in titanium technology and

their cost and weight benefits
p0221 H77-18033

BOCKSELL IBTESHATIOHAL COBS., LOS ABGELBS, CALIF.
Investigation of normal shock inlets for highly

maneuverable aircraft
[BASA-CB-137970] p0128 H77-15026

flethods for comparative evaluation of propulsion
system designs for supersonic aircraft
[SASA-CB-135110J p0232 B77-18156

Spanvise variation of potential form drag
[HASA-CB-1115180] p0331 B77-23055

Small-scale test program to develop a more
efficient snivel nozzle thrust deflector for
V/STOL lift/crnise engines

^[NASA-CB-151956] p0335 B77-23110
Method for obtaining aerodynamic data on

hypersonic configurations with scramjet
exhaust flow simulation
[HASA-CB-2831] p0377 H77-250B2

Aerodynamic configuration development of the
highly maneuverable aircraft technology
remotely piloted research vehicle
[BASA-CE-1138111 ] p0125 H77-26076

low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
vectored thrust V/STOl transport with two
lift/cruise fans
[NASA-CB-152029] p0487 H77-29095

Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of B-1 Haterials.
Volume 1: Text
[AD-A039883] pOi»9fl H77-29287

Fracture Hechanics Evaluation of B-1 Haterials.
Volume 2: Fatigue crack growth data
[JD-A039785] pO»9S B77-29288

Design and development of a structural mode
control system

, [BASA-CB-1138U6] p0595 1177-33201
BOLLS-EOTCB 1TB., BBISTOL (ESGLAKD) .

Variable geometry in the. gas turbine - the
variable pitch fan engine

p0321 S77-22128
The prediction and optimisation of variable

geometry stators from compressor basic data
p0322 H77-22135

Variable flow turbines
p0323 B77-221U2

BO11S-BOYCB LTD., EBBBY (BSG1SBD).
Gas turbine engine exhaust noise

p023U H77-18998
?an noise

p023U B77-18999
Use of engine variables to improve military

performance
p0321 H77-22122

Fan supersonic flutter: Prediction and test
analysis
[ABC-B/B-3789] p05U2 H77-31163

BOHE AIB DBVElOfBEHT CEHTEB, 6BIFF1SS AFB, S.Y.
A short backfire antenna fitted with a waveguide

feed
[AD-A028910) p0173 B77-16279

Transient suppression modification for
instrument landing system AB/GBH-27 (v) (solid
state instrument landing system (SSILS))
[AD-A033710] p0333 H77-23085

An array technigue for zenith to horizon coverage
[AD-A035503] p0389 H77-25392

VLF/LF propagation measurements over long paths
on board a high-speed aircraft
[AD-A038018] pO«38 H77-27285

Investigation of aircraft generated VLF
interference
[AD-A038300] pOQ38 H77-27J03

BOfAL ilBCBAFf ESTABLISBBEBT, BEDFOBD (EBGLABD) .
Preliminary evaluation of a technique for

predicting buffet loads in flight from
wind-tunnel measurements on models of
conventional construction

p0277 H77-20012
Keasurenents of buffeting on two 65 deg delta

wings of different materials
p0533 H77-31079

Comparative performance measurements of two
helicopter blade profiles in hovering flight
[ABC-B/B-3792] pOSIO B77-J1143

BOIAL AIBCBAFT BSTABLISBHB1T, FABBBOBOOGB (B1GLABD).
FOBTBAR programs for the determination of

aerodynamic derivatives from transient
longitudinal or lateral responses of aircraft
[ ABC-CP-1311J p0072 H77-12067

The effect of geometry on the fatigne strength
of aluminium alloy lugs
tABC-CP-1319] p0083 B77-13211

The redaction of base strain sensitivity of a
triaxial accelerometer by the use of a
mounting pad
[BAE-TH-IT-157] pOOSH B77-133S8

The development of aircraft instruments
p0171 H77-16051

Some series-expansion solutions for slender
wings with leading-edge separation
CABC-B/B-3785] p0235 B77-19012

Planar incompressible flow over an aerofoil and
its wake
[ABC-CP-1352] p02J5 B77-1901J

find tunnel flutter tests at subsonic speeds on
a half-wing with a fan engine nacelle
[ABC-CP-135a] p02J5 B77-19011

The flutter of a two-dimensional wing with
simple aerodynamics
[ABC-CP-1355] p0235 B77-19015

A practical approach to the prediction of
oscillatory pressure distributions on wings in
supercritical flow
[ABC-CP-1358] p0236 B77-19017

The measurement of aerodynamic forces on an
oscillating model of a fan-engine nacelle
[BAE-TB-STBOCT-889] p0236 B77-19018

The theoretical prediction of steady and
unsteady aerodynamic loading on arbitrary
bodies in supersonic flow

p0276 N77-20010
Iterative method for thick cambered wings in

subcritical flow
[ABC-B/B-3786] p0289 H77-210S7

The Precision Approach Path Indicator - PAPI
CBAB-TB-76123] p0291 N77-21075

Scatter in fatigue: Elements and sections fron
aircraft structures
[ABC-CP-1357] p029J H77-21179

Influence of leading edge radius on the high
deflection stator blades
(BAE-IIB-THABS-1896J p033J H77-23092

Bechanical shear degradation of polymers in
solution. A review
tBAB-IB-76073] p0338 H77-23269

Weapons testing techniques
p0369 B77-21115

angular motion sensing with gas rotors
j. p0370 H77-21126

A high-reliability, high integrity flight
control system for helicopters

p0377 B77-25079
Effect of production modifications to rear of

Hestland Lynx rotor blade on sectional
aerodynamic characteristics
[ABC-CP-1362] p0379 H77-25101

Task-oriented Flight Control systems:
Introduction and overview

pO»32 S77-26162
Engineering of control systems and implications

on control law design
pO*32 B77-26163

A comparison of fatigue crack propagation rates
in CB002 (unclad BBSS) aluminium alloy
immersed in jet fuel and a fuel simulant
£ABC-CP-1365] p019» B77-29280

The dynamic response of wings in torsion at high
subsonic speeds
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p0533 N77-31077
A practical framework for the evaluation of

oscillatory aerodynamic loading on wings in
supercritical flow

p0534 H77-31089
Iterative calculation of flow past a thick

cambered wing near the ground
[AHC-CP-1370] p0535 N77-31104

Iterative design technigues for thick cambered
wings in snbcritical flow
[ABC-CP-1371] p0535 H77-31105

A wind-tunnel investigation of the effects of
flap span and deflection angle, wing planform
and a body on the high-lift performance of a
28 deg swept wing
[ARC-CP-1372] p0535 H77-31106

A precision voltage reference unit for
calibrating airborne data acquisition systems
[BAE-TR-76164] p058I| H77-32474

BOYAL NETHBBLAHDS ilB FOBCE, THE HAGUE.
>n accident analysis of fighter aircraft in

relation to modifications introduced and new
developoents

p0237 H77-19036
BOYAL 8ETHBELAHDS AIHCBAFT FACTOBIES FOKKEB,
SCHIPH01-OOST.

Certification of the replacement of glass fabric
per mat. spec. 5.670/1, with glass fabric per
mat. spec. 5.670 in the F27 plastic sandwich
wing-and-stabilizer-leading edges
[FOK-B-1876] p0038 H77-11122

Besearch on adhesive bonding and surface
characteristics of metals at Fokker-7F»
[FOK-B-1816] p0039 H77-11405

Fracture toughness of 8mm 2024-T3 non clad plate
with long central cracks
[FOK-B-1879] pOOflO N77-11449

Comparative impact tests on metal honeycomb
sandwich structures
[FOK-B-1843] p0082 N77-13163

Prediction of aerodynamic loadings on the
leading-edge slats of the Fokker F 28 airliner

p0275 N77-19993
BOYAL SIGNALS AND BADAB ESTABLISHHBNT, BALVBHN
(ENGLAND) .

Phase comparison monopulse applied to secondary
surveillance radar

p0326 N77-22369

SAAB-SCANIA, LIHKOPIBG (SWEDEN).
Flutter calculation for the Tiggen aircraft with

allowance for leading edge vortex effect
p0534 N77-31083

SAIHT LODIS OHIV. , CAHOKIA. 111.
AH-1G Flat Bate Banual

[1D-A029933] p0223 877-18046
SAN FBANCISCO UNIV. , CAIIF.

A composite system approach to aircraft cabin
fire safety

pOUII A77-40937
SAH JOSE STATE ONI7., CAIIJ.

A composite system approach to aircraft cabin
fire safety

pOS44 A77-40937
SANDIA LABS., ALBUO.DBBQOE, ». BBZ.

Simulation of inertial inputs to a strapdown
platform for inertial great circle trajectories
[SAND-76-0620] p0526 1177-30104

SANDIA LABS., LIVBBHOBE, CALIF.
B77 flight test data processing

[SAND-76-8010] p0235 N77-19011
SCHOOL OF AEBOSPACE BEDICINE, BROOKS iPB, TEX.

Oxygen accumulation in hypobaric chambers
[AD-A025860] p0072 N77-12073

SCHdEIZEBISCBEB VEBBABD FUIB DIE HATEBIALEBDBFUNG
DEB TECBBIK (SVBT), DUEBEBDOBF (SBITZEBLABO).

Mechanism of material fatigue during the crack
initiation stage
[ICAF-DOC-895] p O O U O H77-11441

SCIEBCE APPIICATI08S, IBC., BBBKELBI, CALIF.
Internal interaction analysis. Topological

concepts and needed model improvements
[AD-A027047] p0132 N77-15250

SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Parametric study of transport aircraft systems

cost and weight
[NASA-CB-151970] pO»27 N77-26106

SCIENTIFIC TBSHSLATIOB SBB7ICB, SANTA BABBABA, CALIF.
Transonic rotor aerodynamics: Fundamentals of

the theory
[HASA-TT-F-17395] p0175 H77-16990

Bead-up piloting aids
[NASA-TT-F-17389] p0181 N77-17057

Effect of nitrogenous bases on the thermal
stability of jet fuels
[NASA-TB-75131] p0438 N77-2724J

Lift calculation and flow mechanisms when the
maximum lift is exceeded
[NASA-TT-F-17429] p0471 N77-28067

Analysis of air accidents involving airplanes or
helicopters of various types of application
[NASA-TT-F-17443] p0587 N77-33128

Rotes on the pollution of airplanes and
helicopters by chemicals during agricultural
jobs
[NASA-TT-F-17444] p0587 B77-33129

SCOPE ELECTBONICS, INC., BESTON, VA.
7oice control systems for airborne environments
[ AD-AO<13252] p058U N77-J252U

SEBV-AIB, INC., BODSTON, TEX.
Stator rotor tools
[NASA-CASE-aSC-16000-1] p0081 H77-13062

SEE7ICE BBS ETUDES DE PBOPDLSIOS, PABIS (FBAHCE).
Bisks affecting the structural resistance and
integrity of modern propulsion systems

p059» N77-3J187
SEB7ICE TECHNIQUE OB L<AEBONAOTIQDB, PABIS (FBABCE).

Hilitary rocket aircraft: inherent constraints
and their uses

pOOJB H77-11186
Evaluation of cockpit lighting

p0171 N77-16052
SHOCK AND 7IBB1TION INFOBHATIOH CENTEB (DEFENSE),
IASBIRGTON, D. C.

The Shock and 7ibration bulletin. Part U:
Heasnrements and criteria development,
isolation and damping
[1D-A033K22] p0233 N77-18485

The shock and vibration digest, volume 9, no. 1
[AD-A035310] p0326 N77-22520

SIGIATBOI, INC., LEXIBGT08, BASS.
A simulator to produce narrowband mnltipath
effects on L-band aircraft-to-satellite signals
[PB-263624/9] p037« N77-^U372

SIKORSKY AIBCBAFT, STBATFOBD, CONN.
BSBA flight control and stabilization

p02<46 A77-2687J
Investigation of advanced helicopter structural
designs./ Volume 1: Advanced structural
component design concepts study
[AD-A0262S6] p0122 N77-11011

Investigation of advanced helicopter structural
designs: Volume 2: Free planetary
transmission drive
[AD-AQ262B7] p0122 N77-11012

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for
the CB-51B. Volume 1: Design study
[AD-A027206] p<>128 N77-1SOJ2

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for
the CH-51B. 7olnme 2: Instruction manual
[AD-A027280] p012B N77-15033

Aatooatically lockable axially extensible strnt
[NASA-CASB-LAB-11900-1] p02^9 N77-18131

Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance
capability
[AD-A028414] p0230 N77-18142

Inflight Botor Stability Bonitor
p0288 N77-21039

Bearingless helicopter main rotor development.
7olume 2: Combined load fatigue evaluation of
weathered graphite/epoxy composite
[BASA-CB-145114] p0324 N77-22177

Study to investigate design, fabrication and
test of low cost concepts for large hybrid
composite helicopter fuselage, phase 1
[NASA-CB-145167] pOJ66 N77-24097

Design selection tests for TBAC retraction '
mechanise
[AD-A037307] pO»29 H77-26A29

The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. 7olnme 1: Summary report
CAD-A037308] pO»38 N77-27116

The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 6: Reliability and
maintainability report
[AD-&039381] p0531 N77-30480
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COBPOBATB SOOBCE IBDEX SISTERS COHTBOL, IHC., CABBBID6E, BASS.

Performance flight tests of the BH-53D design
growth confignratioD
[SEB-651316] P0588 R77-33H3

Bandling qualities of the RH-53D in the design
groirth ccnfigaration
[SEB-651317] p0589 H77-331IJ4

SIHAT, BELLIESEH ABD EICBBE8, IBC., IASHIBGTOH, D. C.
in analysis of the Intrastate air carrier

regulatory forum. Volume 1: Summary report
[AD-A023761] p0020 B77-1003IJ

in analysis of the intrastate air carrier
regulatory forum, volume 2: Technical report
[AD-A023762] p0020 R77-10035

SIBBOBDS PBBCISIOB PBODOCTS, IHC., T4BBITOBB, B. I.
The market for airline aircraft: A study of

process and performance
[HASA-CB-154617] p0475 H77-28100

SOCIETE D'ETODBS DES SISTEB2S D<AOTOBATIOR, PABIS
(FBARCE) .

Study of the integration and evaluation of air
traffic control systems in an aeronautical
satellite system, volume 1
[SESA-EX-5030/14639/71-VOL-1] p0382 H77-25139

Study of the integration and evaluation of air
traffic control systems in an aeronautical
satellite system, voluBe 2
[SESA-EX-5030/10639/71-VOL-2] p0382 H77-25140

SOCIETE D«ETUDES ET DE COHSfBUCTIOBS ELECTBOHIQOBS,
PABIS (FBARCE).

IFF identification in zones with highly
concentrated interrogation

p0326 H77-22370
SOCIETE HATIOSALE D'ETODES ft DE COBSTHOCTIOB DE
ROTEOBS D'iVIATIOB, HOISSI-CBABAIEL (FHABCE) .

Anti-ROx combustion chamber with variable
aerodynaiic flow for a turbo-jet engine

p0322 H77-22137
CFH56 tnrbofan maintainability and
reliability-oriented development

p059« H77-33189
Progress in determining service life by

endurance tests
p0595 &77-33195

SOCIETB RATIONALE D'ETUDE EX DE COBSTBOCTIOR DE
HOTEOBS D'AVIATIOB, VILLABCCBE (FBAHCB) .

Models for calculating flow in axial
turbomachinery

p0065 H77-12014
SOCIETE IATIOBALE IBDOSTBIEllE ABBOSPATIALB, PABIS
(FBAHCB) .

Application of fracture mechanics to the
selection of aluminum alloys, part 1

p0328 H77-22563
SOCIETE HATIOHALE IHDUSTBIEJ.LE iEBOSPATIALE,
TOULOOSB (FEJFCB).

Experimental solutions of acoustic fatigue
problems

p0329 H77-22572
SOCIETE TOBBCHBCA, BOBDES (IBARCE).

The ASTAFAR: Dual flow with variable pitch and
constant speed

p0321 H77-22129
SOLAS. SAI DIEGO, CALIF.

Development of erosion resistant claddings foe
helicopter rotor blades
CAD-A02189K] p0070 H77-12054

RS-i) coating process development for colnmbinm
alloy airfoils
[AD-A025797] p0073 H77-12139

SODTHABPTOH OUT. (EB6LABD) ,
Jet noise

p023« H77-18997
The behavior of a conical vortex sheet on a

slender wing near the leading edge
[ABC-B/B-3790] p0379 H77-25102

SOOTBSEST BBS2ABCB IHST., SAB AHTOHIO, TEX.
Lubricant/metallurgy interaction effects on

turbine engine lubricant load rating
[AD-A026208] p0133 B77-15t10

Evaluation of coatings for air/fluid accumulators
[AD-A033295J p032S H77-22251

Investigation of grease-lubricated expendable
spline connections
[AD-A035296] p0387 S77-25183

SPBBBr PLIGHt SISTERS, PBOZSIX, ABIZ.
STOLAHD
[HASA-CR-137972] p0123 H77-11019

Simulator evaluation of optimal thrust
management/fuel conservation strategies for

airbus aircraft on short haul routes
[SASA-CB-151966] p02JO B77-18137

Chronological overview of past avionic flight
control system reliability in ailitary and
commercial operations

POJ75 H77-25057
SPEBBI VICKEBS, TBOI, BICB.

High speed hydraulic starter motor for aircraft
auxiliary power unit
[ AD-A027H13] p0172 H77-16065

SPEISGFIELD BUHICIPAL AIBPOBT BOABO, BO.
Comprehensive plan and development program for a
regional industrial airpark, Springfield
Municipal Airport for the City of Springfield,
mssonri
£ PB-262<IVt/0] p037U R77-21159

STABFOBD BESEABCH IHST., BEHLO PABK, CALIF.
Application of microelectronic technology to
general aviation flight control
[AIAA 77-1102] pO»57 A77-D2805

Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue
systems. Characteristics of Kinematic jet
fuel fires cascading and rod fuel geometries
[AD-A024117] pOOJ2 S77-11022

DSIAB: Direct Sea-To-Air Refueling (inflight
refueling of military cargo aircraft from
ships at sea)
[AD-A026750] p0127 H77-15010

Advanced productivity analysis methods for air
traffic control operations
[AD-A035095J p0489 B77-29120

Definition of a data collection system for DS
Army tactical microwave landing system
evaluation
£AD-AO!|1230] p0538 N77-31126

STAHPOBD OBIV., CALIF.
Derivation of an integral equation for transonic

flows
p0163 A77-22685

Unsteady aerodynamic modeling for arbitrary
motions
£AIAA 77-451] p0210 A77-25808

Active flatter control using generalized
unsteady aerodynamic theory

p0455 A77-42772
Application of microelectronic technology to
general aviation flight control
[AIAA 77-1102] p0457 A77-42805

Minimum required capture radius in a coplanar
model of the aerial combat problem

p0468 A77-43726
Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips

of thin, lifting wings in subcritical flow
p0075 H77-12996

Control methods for aiding a pilot during STOL
engine failure transients
[BASi-CB-149280] ' p0131 H77-15049

On the applicability of integrated circuit
technology to general aviation orientation
estimation
[SASA-CB-151952] p0187 N77-17356

Power plant management systems for general
aviation reciprocating engines
[HASA-CB-151963] p0283 H77-20104

STEVEHS I8ST. OF TECB., BOBOKBB, B. J.
Thin airfoil in eddy-array and part-stalled
oscillating cascade

p0075 B77-12998
STBATEGIC AIB COHBABD, OFFDTT AFB, HEBB.

Sumiary and evaluation of theoretical
developments relating to trailing wing tip
vortices generated by aircraft
£AD-A02561<1] p0065 F77-12007

GIAHT CBANGE final report, KC-135 dual IRS test
[AD-&028788] p0177 877-17027

SDHBB2FIE1D ASSOCIATES, SABTA HOBICA, CALIF.
A study of commuter airline economics

[BASA-CB-152035] pOH88 R77-2911*
SIB1COSE OBIV., I. I.

Effect of scattering by obstacles in the field
of VOB/DVOB
[AD-A029105/8] p0078 R77-13034

A technology plan for electromagnetic
characteristics of advanced composites
[AD-A030507] p0186 S77-17175

SISTERS COBIB01, IRC., CAHBBID6E, BASS.
Specification of inputs and instrumentation for
flatter testing of multivariable systems

p0287 R77-21028
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SYSTEBS COHTBOL, INC., PALO ALTO, CALM. COBEOB&1E SOOBCE IBDEI

SYSTEHS COHTICL, IHC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Information processing requirements for on-board

monitoring of automatic landing
[ilAA T7-1093;) p0456 A77-42798

A «ind tunnel technique'for determining
stability derivatives f rom cable mounted
aeroelastic models
[AIAA 77-1128] p0459 A77-a3161

An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 1:
Operational considerations
[NASA-CH-1115107] p0365 H77-24082

An avionics sensitivity study. Volume 2:
Evaluation of airborne navigation system
performance during SHAV/HLS transition
[1ASA-CB-145108] p0365 H77-24083

Terminal area design: Analysis and validation
of OTIAD tasX force concepts
[AD-A037022] p0365 H77-24088

Civil mini-BPA's for the 1980's: Avionics
design considerations
[HASA-CB-137679] p0370 H77-2U133

Implementation of area navigation in the
national airspace system: An assessment of
R N A V task force concepts and payoffs
[AD-A039225] ' p0434 H77-27096

Area navigation route width requirements
[AD-A040153] p0489 H77-29119

Identification of stability derivatives from
wind tunnel tests of cable-mounted aeroelastic
models
[HASA-CB-145123] p0493 H77-29166

SYSTEHS BESEABCH LABS., IIC., DAYTOH, OHIO.
Aircraft simulator data requirements study.

Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A040955] p049l| 877-29181

Aircraft simulator data requirements study,
volume 3
[AD-A040928] p049M N77-29182

STSIEBS BBSEABCH LABS., IHC., NEBPOBI HE1S, VA.
A parametric model study of the noise generated

by the aerodynamic interaction of the tail
rotor mth the wake of the main rotor

p03i»2 A77-33777
Some measured and calculated effects of a tip

vortex modification device on impulsive noise
[AIAA P A P E B 77-13111] p0568 A77-51094

An experimental investigation of vortex flow
control for high lift generation
[AD-A027524] p0120 M77-13991

flind tunnel tests of a two bladed model rotor to
evaluate the TAHI system in descending forward
flight
[SASA-CH-145195] p0377 877-25080

SYSTEBS TECHNOLOGY, IHC., BARTHOBBE, CALIF.
Investigation of the use of an electronic

multifunction display and an electromechanical
horizontal situation indicator for guidance
and control of powered-lift short-haul aircraft
[NASA-CB-137922] p0070 H77-12055

Identification of minimum acceptable
characteristics for manual STOl flight path
'control. Volume 1: summary
[AD-A029249/0] p0081 1177-13068

Identification of minimum acceptable
characteristics for manual STOL flight path
control. Volume 3: Detailed analyses and .
tested vehicle characteristics
[AD-A029250/8] pOOSI H77-13069

A historical perspective for advance in flight
control systems

p0375 H77-25056
Development of an integrated configuration

management/flight director system for piloted
STOL approaches
[UASA-CB-2883] p0529 H77-30132

SYSTEMS TECHHOL06Y, IIC., HODHTilH TIER, CALIF.
A study of key features of random atmospheric

disturbance models for the approach flight phase
[ A I A A 77-1115] p0460 A77-43175

Airworthiness criteria development for
powered-lift aircraft: A program summary
t«ASIi-CB-2191} p033it 1511-23097

Researcher's guide to the HASA Ames Flight
simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA)
[HASA-CB-2875] p0598 H77-33230

TAHSSIG ASSOCIATES, CA1IAA8, H. H.
British Airways: An analysis of efficiency and
cost levels
[PB-268060/1] P0536 B77-31113

TDB, IIC., LOS AHGELES, CALIF.
Foundation of the magnetic field integral
equation code for the calculation of the
electromagnetic pulse external interaction
with aircraft
[AD-A039953] p0505 H77-31389

TECHHICAL 01IV. OF NOBB4T, TBORDBEIH.
Airplane noise: Dimensions and means of noise
reduction
[ELAB-STF44-A75080] p0598 1177-33696

TECHHISCHE HOCHSCHOLE, AACHEI (RBST GEBHAIY).
Noise generating by interaction between subsonic
jets and blown flaps
[DLB-FB-76-20] p0021» S77-10067

High lift-drag ratio hypersonic tests and flap
heatinq investigations
[BBVG-PBHT-76-12] , , p0233 H77-18171

Experimental investigation on the influence of
component faults on turbojet engine performance

p0595 H77-33197
TECHHISCHE BOCHSCHDLE, DABHSTADT (REST GEBBAHY).

Systematic pressure distribution and force
measurements of two yawed slender wings
[IFD-2/76/I] p0525 H77-30095

A method for calculating flow around a yawed
slender wing at small angle of attack
[IFD-V16! P0525 N77-30096

Some quadrature methods for lifting wing theory
[IFD-5/76] p0525 H77-30097

Investigation of flight dynamics during roll
CI^D-8/76] p05«|lt 877-31177

Recognition criterion and production of easily
solvable models for flight mechanical
optimization problems
[IFD-9/76] pOSIIH H77-31178

TECHHISCHE BOCBSCBULE, BQIICB (REST GEBBABY).
The pros and cons of variable geometry turbines

P0322 877-22140
fECBHISCHE BOGESCBOOL, DELFT (NETHERLANDS).

The calculation of the rms value of an
aircraft's normal acceleration due to Gaussian
random atmospheric turbulence
[VTH-213] p0079 877-13046

The automatic flare maneuver of an airliner
[VTH-1B2] P0082 877-13071

The impulse response method for the calculation
of statistical properties of aircraft flying
in random atmospheric turbulence
[VTH-197] p0082 B77-13073

Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in
aircraft materials under variable-amplitude
loading
£VTH-193] p0085 877-13<m

Estimation of drag and thrust of jet-propelled
aircraft by non-steady flight test maneuvers

p0369 877-24118
TECHHISCHE ONIV., BEBLIH (REST GEBBAHY).

Detachment and wind recircnlation of radial vail
jets
[ILB-9] p0076 H77-13010

TECBHISCBE OHIVEHSITAET, BBDISRICK (REST GEBBAIY).
Long tern properties of carbon fiber reinforced

plastic structures
[BBVG-FBBT-76-13] p0233 H77-18268

Contributions to the evaluation of the German
proposal DLS for a new microwave landing
system, part 1
C.TOBS/SFB58/H1-PT-1] pQ579 877-32105

Simulation of the maltipath propagation of DLS
P0579 877-32106

Beasnrement of the nultipath propagation at the
Brunswick test airport

P0579 877-32107
The Brunswick DLS test airport area - a non
clean environment

p0579 877-32108
Influence of the moltipath propagation on the
distance measuring part of DLS '

P0579 877-32110
Presentation of DLS information • '

P0579 877-32111
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COBPOBATB SODBCB I1DBX TDFTS OBIT.,

Contributions to the evaluation of the German
proposal DIS for a Sew Microwave Landing
System, Part 2
[TOBS/SFB58/H2-PT-2] p0580 H77-32112

Bultipath insanity of HLS in mountainons sites
p0580 877-32116

Civil transport aircraft short range all-Heather
flight
[TOBS/SPE58/FB1976] p0580 H77-32118

Integrated path guidance system for
unconventional approach procedures

p0580 H77-32119
Flight mechanical problems in connection with

the interception process
pOSSO H77-32121

Becognition and elimination of interference
disturbances by acidification of the radio
field of landing systems with spatial
modulation degree diagrams

pOSBO N77-32123
Measurements of the influence of static and

dynamic interference on an US-receiver and
measurement of the capture effect with the
double frequency procedure
CTOBS/SIBS8/50] p0588 R77-33140

TELEDYHE COBTIBEBTAL BOTOBS, HOBILB, All.
Screening analysis and selection of emission

reduction concepts for intermittent combustion
aircraft engines
CHASA-CB-13507II] p0129 H77-15038

Teledyne Continental Botors emissions data and
analysis and flight test results

p018a H77-17089
TCH Jaircraf t piston engine emission reduction

program
p0185 H77-17092

Review of measurement and testing problems
pOISS S77-17100

TBBBESSBB OBIT., RBOIVILLE.
numerical prediction of aeroacoustic jet-flap

flows
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1316] p0566 A77-51071

A new method to calculate the vortex strength
and location of slender wings with flo*
separation

pO»71 B77-28066
TEHBBSSEE OBIT. SPACB IBS!., TOLLA80BA.

Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations
for noise reduction in torbofan and turbojet
aircraft. Volume 3: Shrouded slot nozzle
configurations
[AD-A041782] p0593 H77-33179

TEXAS ASB OBIT., COLLEGE SIATIOH.
Inverse transonic airfoil design including

viscous interaction
p0027 H77-10351

TBABDBS: A POETB4H program for transonic
airfoil analysis or design
[BASA-CB-2821] p0377 H77-25081

An experimental investigation of incompressible
flow over delta and double-delta wings
[AD-A035380] pO»26 B77-26101

Estimation of engine removal times and
prediction of replacement requirements
[AD-A038C76] pO*92 H77-29165

TEXAS IBSIBDBBBTS, IBC.. DALLAS.
System avionic architectures for BPTs

CAD-AOH1502] pfl581 »77-321«5
TBIAS OBIT., ABLIBGTOB.

An analysis of an application of aerospace
systems engineering process as it affects design

p0169 B77-16012
TBXAS OUT., AOSTIB.

The development of a computer aided airfoil
design procedure including preliminary wind
tunnel experiments on a low Beynolds number
high lift section, vclnme 1
[AD-A02Q361] p0020 B77-10028

The design, analysis and testing of a low budget
vind tnnnel flutter model with active
aerodynamic controls, volume 2
CAO-A024480] p0025 B77-10090

Rind tnnnel experiments on an actively
controlled, variable geometry flatter model
[AD-A039216] p0529 B77-30134

Global positioning system navigation algorithms
P0578 B77-32103

TBXTBOB BELL ABBOSPACB CO., BOFFA10, B. I.
Bumerical solution of complete flows around

external stores
[AD-A039213] p0531 B77-JO«22

Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic theory for
interfering surfaces by the method of
potential gradient
(HASA-CB-2898] p0586 B77-3J121

IEXTBOB, IBC.. BUFFALO, B. I.
Bumerical solution of complete flows around
external stores
[AD-A028037] p0225 H77-18070

THEEHAL TECBBOLOGT LABS., BOFFALO, B. T.
Development of lightweight transformers for

airborne high power supplies
[AD-A011515] p0512 H77-31162

TBIOKOL CBEBICU COBP., BBIGHJH CUT, OTAB.
Design criteria for elastomeric bearings, volume 1

[40-4021166] pOOSH B77-1J»29
Design criteria for elastomeric bearings.

Volume 2: Design manual
[AD-A02»767] pOOSU H77-13«30

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings.
Volume 3: Program user's manual
[AD-A020753] p0085 B77-13UJ1

Design criteria for elastomeric bearings.
Volane »: Programmer's manual
[AD-A02»75«] p0085 177-13132

TBOBPSOB (ABBOID) ASSOCIATES, IBC., CHICAGO, III.
Comprehensive plan and development program for a

regional industrial airpark, Springfield
Municipal Airport for the City of Springfield,
Hissonri
[PB-262U7S/0] p037» B77-2»159

THOBSOB-CSF, BAIAKOFF (FBABCB).
Lateral beam radar utilizing a synthetic antenna

p0325 S77-22363
TIBKBB CO., CABTOB, OBIO.

Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft
turbine engines
[AD-AOH1317] p05»5 H77-31507

TOBOBTO OBIT. (OBTABIO).
Telocity measurements on the aerodynamic wake of
a hovercraft using laser Doppler anemometry
[OTIAS-TB-203] p0065 N77-12010

A laboratory investigation into flight path
perturbations during steep descents of T/STOL
aircraft
[AD-A010101] p0529 B77-30135

TBiBSBHiHTICS, IBC., B1SBIBGTOB, D.C.
Hechanism of stabilization of the 'separation
point' of a vortex during flo* of a stream at
lov subsonic velocity over a delta wing
[BASA-TT-P-17283] pOOIB N77-10012

Tiscons interaction with separation in transonic
flow
[BASA-TT-F-17187] p0029 B77-10997

Toward new heights
[BASA-TT-F-172B8] p0031 B77-11019

Calculation of multi-contour thin-walled
structures by the method of sections
[HASA-TT-P-1728H] p0032 B77-11029

TBJHSPOBTATIOB BESBiBCB BOABD, BASBIBGTOB, D. C.
Airport and air transport planning

[PB-2591H3/3] p0280 B77-20057
TBABSPOBTATIOB SISTBHS CBHTEB, CABBBIDGB, BASS.

ILS glide slope performance prediction multipath
scattering
[AD-A035298] pO«89 M77-29125

User's nanoal for generalized ILSGID-ILS glide
slope performance prediction: aultipath
scattering
[AD-A031492] pOD89 S77-2912B

Oser's manual for ILSS (revised ILSLOC):
simulation for derogation effects on the
instrument landing system
[AD-A035690] p0090 B77-29130

Requirements for flight testing automated
terminal service
[AD-A011975] pOS88 B77-331J7

TBI DBFBBSB ADD SPACB SISTERS 6BODP, BEDOIDO BEACB,
CAIIF.

Advanced high speed roller bearing Inspection
techniques
[AD-AO«2121] p05«6 B77-31529

TBI, IBC., CLEVB1AHD, OBIO.
PBB polyimide/graphite fiber composite fan blades

[HASA-CB-135113] p0131 B77-15101
TOFTS OBI*., BBDFOBD, BASS.

Investigation of the effects of a moving
acoustic medium on jet noise measurements
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UNION CABBIDE COBP., COBPOBATB SOOBCB IBDEI

[SASA-CB-1E2038] p0497 N77-29921

u
ONION CSEBIDE COBP.. TOHASA1DA, B.I.

A study of the efficiency of hydrogen liquefaction
p0312 A77-33377

UNITED AID LIVES, INC., CHICAGO, ILL
An exploratory study to determine the integrated

technological air transportation system ground
regairenents of liquid-hydrogen-fueled
subsonic, long-haul civil air transports
[NASA-CB-2699] p0020 N77-10033

tmiTED AIHCBAFt COBP., EAST BABTFOBD, GOBI.
Advanced helicopter designs

p01!9 N77-13983
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES COBP., EAST HABTFOBD, CONN.

Jet noise source modification due to forward
flight
[AIAA PAPEB 77-58] p0160 A77-22215

Forxard flight effects on EBF noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1314] p0566 A77-51069

Cost/benefit analysis of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine engines
[NASA-CB-135107] p0123 N77-14026

High efficiency engine cycles for air transport
fuel economy

p0321 N77-22126
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES COBP., STBATFOBD, COBB.

Validation of the rotorcraft flight simulation
program (C81) for articulated rotor
helicopters through correction with flight data
[AD-A025934] p0069 N77-12045

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES COBP., BINDSOB LOCKS, CONN.
7/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 1:
Identification of sources, noise generating
mechanisms, noise reduction mechanisms, and
prediction methodology
[AD-A027389/6] p0022 N77-10053

V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 2:
Graphical prediction methods

4 [AD-A027390/4] p0022 K77-10054
V/STOL rotary propulsion systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 3: Computer
program users manual
[AD-A027363/1] p0023 N77-10055

Advanced V/STOL propeller critical components
investigation
[AD-A024663] p0072 N77-12063

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES BESEABCH CENTEB, EAST HABTPOBD,
CONN.

Aeroelastic characteristics of composite
bearingless rotor blades

p02«5 A77-26868
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-76-G-0007
p0417 A77
p0367 N77

-76-G-0034
p0160 A77

-76-G-0045
p0026 S77-

-76-G-0241
pOIIO A77-

-74-C-0054
p0070 H77

-74-C-0089
p0073 H77-

-75-C-0072
p0531 H77-

-75-C-T1078
P0186 N77-

-75-C-0099
p0324 1I77-

•76-C-0012
p0430 H77-

-75-C-0533
p0086 S77-

-76-C-0396
p0527 N77-

-71-C-0840
p0231 H77-

-72-A-0027
p0223 H77-

-75-C-0448
p0523 H77-

-75-C-0806
pO«18 A77-

•75-C-1087
p0177 N77-

-75-C-1110
p0179 H77-

-69-C-0042
p0438 N77-
p0531 S77-
-72-C-0006
p0381» S77-

•72-C-0012
p0072 B77-

•72-C-OOa9
p0429 H77-

•72-C-0082
p0245 A77-

-72-C-0092
p0248 A77-
p0344 A77-
•72-C-0118
p0411 A77-
p0230 H77-
•73-C-0006
p0238 H77-

•73-C-0063
p0230 S77-
•73-C-0066
p0319 H77-
•73-C-0076
p0128 H77-
p0128 N77-
•73-C-0079
p0367 H77
•73-C-0091
p0084 H77
p0084 N77
p0085 H77
p0085 N77

•73-C-0097
p0031 N77

•73-C-0105
p0247 A77
p0407 A77-

-47354

•10208

-51180

-29068

•17054

•20500

•51092

-15998

•1)0050
•24101

•22205

•10347

•19865

•12054

•12139

•30481

•17227

•22188

26141

13834

30115

•18148

18046

3007U

40056

17022

17044

27416
30480

25158

12063

26129

26866

26888
33792

38582
18145

19064

18143

22110

15032
15033

-24106

13429
13430
13431
13432

-11041

26885
38030

p0385 877-25169
DAAJ02-74-C-0019

p0069 1177-12046
DAAJ02-74-C-0020

p0239 N77-19072
DA&J02-74-C-0025

p0478 877-28129
DAAJ02-74-C-0039

p0422 A77-40093
p0581 877-32136

DAAJ02-74-C-0044
p0363 H77-24054

DAAJ02-74-C-0045
p0230 877-18142

DAAJ02-74-C-0046
p0069 877-12045

DAAJ02-74-C-0053
p0388 877-25256

DAAJ02-74-C-0060
p0180 877-17048

DA&J02-74-C-0061
p0122 877-14011
p0122 877-14012

DAAJ02-74-C-0063
p0238 877-19065

DA1J02-74-C-0066
p0070 H77-12052

DAAJ02-75-C-0015
p0587 H77-33132

DAAJ02-75-C-0018
p0583 877-32162

DAAJ02-75-C-0021
p0387 877-25187

DAAJ02-75-C-0025
p0581 1177-32143
p0596 H77-33207

DAAJ02-75-C-0029
p0384 877-25159

DAAJ02-75-C-0030
p0385 877-25162

D8.AJ02-75-C-0036
p0531 H77-30421

DAAJ02-75-C-0045
p0231 877-18150

DAAJ02-75-C-0052
p0479 877-28140

DAAJ02-75-C-0119
p0411 A77-38582

DAAJ02-76-C-0008
p0428 877-26123

DAAJ02-76-C-0012
P0383 H77-25155

DAAJ02-76-C-0039
p0518 A77-47346

DAAKOA-74-C-0175
p0214 A77-26447

DAAK02-74-C-0246
p0326 S77-22491

DACW39-76-C-0010
p0326 877-22499

DAHC04-74-G-0160
p0349 A77-34942

DAHC04-74-G-0184
p0140 A77-19865

DAHC04-75-C-0023
P0367 877-24102

DAHC04-75-G-0007
p0367 B77-24102

DAHC15-73-C-0181
p0387 877-25188

DAHC15-73-C-0370
p0127 877-15010

DAJ01-72-A-0027-001
p0413 A77-38626

DAJ01-72-A-0027-0002
p0413 A77-38626

DAJ01-72-S-0027-0012
p0113 A77-38626

DE-8103
p0213 A77-26439

DGBST-73-7-1247
p0084 877-13424

DGBST-74-7-0687
p0233 877-18440

DBA001-75-C-0038
P0544 877-31218

DOT-CS-23735-A
p0298 &77-30810

DOT-CS-63154-A
pO»90 877-29133

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT-

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT-

DOT

DOT-

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT-

DOT-

DOT-

DOT

DOT-

DOT-

DOT

DOT-

DOT-

-FAHI-213
p0427 1177

-FA69NS-162
p0196 A77-
p0358 A77
p0169 N77

-FA70BA-2448
p0196 A77

A77
A77

p0121 1177
-FA70HAI-175

p0495 877-
-FA71BA-2637

p0171 877-
-FA72BA-741

pOJ65 877-
-FA72HA-2801

p0098 A77-
-FA72BA-2837

p0032 N77-
-FA72HA-3053

p0593 877-
-FA72BA-J072

p0083 877-
-FA72WA-3098

p0365 877-
pO*34 B77-
p0489 877-

-FA72BA-3099
p0035 B77-

-FA72BAI-242
p0325 877-

-FA72BAI-261
p0121 877-
p0366 B77-
p0427 877-
p0434 B77-
p0489 877-

-FA73BA-3272
p0078 B77

•FA73BA-J276
pOOSI B77
p0081 B77

•FA73BAI-358
pOJ17 B77

p0374 B77
•FA74BA-3353

p0157 A77
•FA74BA-3360

p0078 B77
•FA74BA-3445

p0588 877-
-FA74BA-3477

p0022 877-
p0022 877
p0023 »77

•FA74BA-3480
p0436 877

•FA74BA-3497
p0126 H77-
p0126 877
p0126 877-

-FA74BA-3498
p0366 877

•FA74BAI-419
p049S H77

•FA74BAI-471
p0381 877

•FA74BH-485
p0317 877-

•FA74BAI-490
p0174 877-

•FA75BA-355J
p0427 877-
p0427 877
p0427 877-

•FA75BA-3657
p0079 877-

•FAT 5« A- 366 3
p0439 877

•FA75BA-3668
pOUO 877-

-FA75BA-3707
p0454 A77
p0280 877

•S175SA-3722
p0491 877-

•FA75BAI-526
p0493 877-

-26113

•24600
•36571
•16007

•24600
•J5844
•36571
•14006

•29347

•16063

•24087

•16959

•11024

•33179

•13290

•24088
•27096
•29119

•11045

•22360

•14000
•24091
26114
•27092
•29127

-13034

1J068
13069

-22061

•24336

•21951

•13036

•3J1J5

10053
•10054
•10055

-27129

•14814
•14815
•14816

•24090

•29346

•25135

22064

•16865

•26115
•26116
•26117

•13045

•27873

•15040

•42566
•20052

•29152

•29174
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DOT-F475BAI-536
p0284 877-20119
p0493 877-29175

DOT-F476BA-3738
p0489 B77-29124

DOT-FA76BA-3764
p0490 877-29129

DOT-FA76R4-3769
p0381 877-25134
p0428 877-26119

DOT-FA76W4-3791
p0430 877-26148

DOT-F476B4-3821
p0564 477-51034
p0440 877-27880

DOT-OS-30034
p0565 477-51048

DOT-OS-40013
p0489 B77-29123

DOT-OS-60078
p0020 877-10035

DOT-OS-5023947
p0551 477-48474

DOT-OST-PS-70292
p0536 B77-31113

DOT-OST-20197
p0478 B77-28133
p0483 877-28914

DOT-OST-30034
p0220 877-18022
p0592 B77-33175

DOT-OST-60078
p0020 877-10034

DOT-TSC-372
p0374 877-24372

DOT-TSC-707-6
p0588 877-33136

DOT-TSC-988
p0030 877-11002

DOT-TSC-989
p0113 477-18232

DOT-TSC-1128
p0489 877-29120

DRB-4003-02
p0197 A77-24821

DRB-9551-13
p0392 A77-37078

DHB-9781-04
p0197 A77-24821

DRHE-74/118
p0065 877-12001

DBBE-74/607
p0593 877-33180

DBBE-75/228
p0344 A77-33822

DHHE-76/371
p0269 477-28941

DBBE-76/731
p0344 477-33822

DBBE-76/1047
p0269 477-28942

DSBS PBOJ. PBC-76-1
p0372 877-24146

E (04-3) -1207
p0015 477-12680

E (04-3) -1228
p0015 477-12680

E(04-3)-1255
p0015 477-12680

E (1 1 — 1) —261 2
p0207 A77-25782

E (1 1 —1) —261 6
p0553 A77-48899

E(11-1)-3077
p0097 A77-16666
p0361 A77-37028

E(29-1)-789
p0235 877-19011
p0526 877-30104

E(49-18) -2087
p0468 477-43771
p0513 A77-46621
p0029 877-10432

BDA-05-06-01565
p0374 B77-24159

BPA-B-802650
p0507 477-44824

EPA-B-802650-02
p0183 B77-17078

EP4-B-80292S
p0549 477-48174

EP4-68-01-2265
p0174 B77-16867

EP4-68-01-3218
p0483 B77-28918

ESTEC-1346/71-GC
p0382 877-25137
p0382 877-25138

ESTEC-1377/71-CG
p0382 H77-25139
p0382 B77-25140

EY-76-C-02-3077
p0433 B77-27071

F-IBK-13-13316
p0380 877-25104

F-IBK- 82223-6 8- 00 1-07-001
p0379 877-25103

F-IBIC-82223-6 9-002-07-001
p0379 877-25103

F-IBK-82223-70-807-07-001
p0379 877-25103

F-IBK-82223-7 1-302-07-001
p0379 B77-25103

F-IBK-82223-72-004-07-001
p0379 B77- 25103

F-IBK-82223-73-009- 07-001
p0379 877-25103

F-IBK-82223-74-001 -07-001
p0364 877-24063

F-I8K-82223-75-007-07-001
p0364 877-24063

F-IBK-82223-76-001-21-001
p0364 877-24063

F-IBK-82223-0 72-004-07-001
p0077 B77-13011

FAA PROJ. 034-241-012
p0489 877-29127

FAA PROJ. 044-326-010
p0317 877-22065

FAA PBOJ. 071-312-070
p0291 B77-21073

FAA PROJ. 082-421-214
P0323 B77-22149

FAA PBOJ. '181-521-000
p0280 B77-20053

FAA PBOJ. 184-520-100
p0488 H77-29113

FAA'PROJ. 201-521-000
p0283 B77-20112

FEA-C-04-50088-00
p0029 B77-10690

FHV-F-IBK-07-12615
p0076 B77-13005

FBV-P-INK-82223-73-009-07-001
p0076 B77-13006

F04701-72-C-0150
p0242 A77-26804

F04701-74-C-0208
p0139 A77-19820

F08635-76-C-0117
p0524 877-30092

F09603— 74— C-1 232
p0198 A77-24917

F19628-73-C-0188
p0396 477-37396

F19628-73-C-0292
p0396 477-37396

F 19628- 76-C-0001
p0316 S77-22057
p0316 B77-22058
p0332 B77-23081

F19628-76-C-0002
p0121 B77-14000
p0317 B77-22064
p0325 877-22360
p0366 B77-24091
p0427 B77-26114
p0434 B77-27092
p0438 B77-27274
p0495 877-29348

F29601-74-C-0010
p0132 N77-15253

F29601-74-C-0055
p0592 B77-33171

F29601-75-C-0002
p0073 B77-12077

F29601-75-C-0012
p0132 H77-15250

P29601-75-C-0040
p0073 H77-12078

F29601-75-C-0067
p0545 877-31389

F30602-73-C-0065
p0003 477-10442

F30602-75-C-0121
p0186 B77-17175

F30602-76-C-0127
p0584 877-32524

F33615-67-C-1912
p0536 B77-31110

F33615-72-C-1052
p0507 477-44816

F33615-72-C-1172
p0218 B77-18009

F33615-72-C-1358
p0238 B77-19062

F33615-72-C-1456
p0147 477-20443

F33615-72-C-1915
p0192 477-23537

F33615-73-C-0106
p0177 877-17025

F33615-73-C-1173
p0132 B77-15247

F33615-73-C-1238
p0324 B77-22155
p0582 B77-32147

F33615-73-C-2003
p0172 B77-16065

F33615-73-C-2026
p0174 B77-16356

F33615-73-C-2027
p0133 B77-15410

F33615-73-C-2031
p0477 877-28126
p0478 877-28127
p0593 B77-33177

F33615-73-C-2032
p0195 477-24313
p0336 877-23119
p0386 S77-25177
p0386 877-25178
p0386 877-25179

F33615-73-C-2035
p0336 B77-23120
p0336 877-23121
p0386 S77-25175
p0386 877-25176

F33615-73-C-2043
p0125 877-14491

F33615-73-C-2046
p0239 877-19073
P0319 877-22108
p0319 B77-22109

F33615-73-C-2051
p0367 877-24104

F33615-73-C-3013
p0529 877-30135

F33615-73-C-3023
p0121 B77-14008

F33615-73-C-3051
P0186 B77-17105

F33615-73-C-3056
p0019 877-10027

F33615-73-C-3138
p0163 A77-22678

P33615-73-C-4014
p0249 477-26957

F33615-73-C-5037
p0338 877-23255

F33615-73-C-5066
p0159 477-22145
p0359 477-36700
p0514 477-46838

F33615-73-C-5079
p0131 877-15202

F33615-73-C-5102
p0481 877-28316

F33615-73-C-5111
p0233 B77-18454

F33615-73-C-5171
p0425 877-26072

F33615-74-C-1107
P0580 877-32129

F33615-74-C-2002
p0132 877-15214

F33615-74-C-2007
p0543 877-31172

F33615-74-C-2014
p0372 877-24144

F33615-74-C-2016
p0492 B77-29159
p0492 B77-29162

F33615-74-C-2036
p0353 477-Jb150
p0482 B77-28325

F33615-74-C-2037
p0133 B77-15299

F33615-74-C-2069
pOOJ7 877-11062

F33615-74-C-30J6
p0282 877-20097

F33615-74-C-3039
p0514 477-46851

F33615-74-C-3040
p0481 877-28232

F3J615-74-C-3046
p0034 877-11042

F33615-74-C-3063
p0286 877-20528

F33615-74-C-3069
p0496 877-29577

F33615-74-C-4053
pOIBO B77-17050
p O I B O B77-1VOb1
p O I B O 877-17052

F33615-74-C-5005
p0125 B77-1421J

F33615-74-C-5037
p O O B S B77-1J442

F33615-74-C-5065
p0530 877-30249

F33615-74-C-5076
p0055 477-15J28

F3 3 6 1 5- 7 4-C- 5 1 2 4
p0359 477-36682

F33615-74-C-5182
p0207 A77-2b775

F33615-74-3031
p0214 A77-26445

F33615-7S-C-0106
p0384 877-25160

F3361b-75-C-1223
p0192 477-23538

F33615-75-C-1270
p0334 877-23104

F33615-75-C-2014
p0542 877-31162

F33615-75-C-2029
p0284 877-20114

F3J615-75-C-20J3
p0264 477-28595
p0543 877-31171

F33615-75-C-2036
p0183 877-17074

F33615-75-C-2048
p0372 B77-24143

F33615-75-C-2053
p0266 477-28629
p0268 477-28844
p0409 A/7-38551

F33615-75-C-20b7
p0399 A77-37641

F33615-75-C-2063
p0399 477-37640

F33615-75-C-3016
P0255 477-27519

F33615-75-C-3017
p0578 877-32090

F33615-75-C-3036
p0033 877-11035

F33615-75-C-3053
p0334 877-23099
p0334 8/7-23100

F33615-75-C-3065
p0161 477-22228

F33615-75-C-3066
p0316 877-22059
p0317 877-22060

F33615-75-C-3070
p0457 477-43152

F33615-75-C-307S
pOOBO B77-130b2

F33615-75-C-3087
p0338 B7/-23bbO

F33615-75-C-3105
p0429 B77-261J7

F33615-75-C-3123
p0179 B77-17040

F33615-75-C-3124
pOOlO 4//-12184
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P33615-75-C-3125
p0210 A77-25804

F33615-75-C-3132
p0218 H77-18009

F33615-75-C-3146
p0204 A77-25737

F33615-75-C-5044
p0126 H77-14639

F33615-75-C-5C52
p0336 B77-23117
p0542 B77-31168

F33615-75-C-5090
p0325 H77-22269

F33615-75-C-5152
p0230 H77-18KH)

F33615-75-C-5218
p0318 B77-22103

F33615-75-C-5289
p0536 H77-31108

F33615-75-D-1125
p0518 A77-47350

F33615-76-C-0106
p0494 B77-29181
p0494 B77-29182

F33615-76-C-0122
p05«0 N77-311I11

F33615-76-C-0507
p05»3 N77-31170
p05«6 B77-31922
p0598 S77-33685
p0598 N77-33686

F33615-76-C-101I8
p0395 A77-37356

F33615-76-C-121S
p0581 B77-32145

F33615-76-C-2008
p0397 A77-37433
p0173 S77-16272

F33615-76-C-2009
p0542 N77-31161

F33615-76-C-2019
p0545 B77-31507

F33615-76-C-2021
p0565 A77-51047

F33615-76-C-2068
p0528 B77-30121

F33615-76-C-2147
p0546 B77-31529

F33615-76-C-3010
p0161 177-22231

F33615-76-C-3042
pfli»92 B77-29165

F33615-76-C-3051
p0527 B77-30116

F33615-76-C-5030
p0481 B77-28282

F33657-70-C-0800
p0494 B77-29287
p0495 B77-29288

F33657-71-C-0163
p0590 B77-33156

F33657-72-C-0829
p0209 477-25802

F33657-73-C-0618
p0183 B77-17076
p0387 H77-25184

F33657-73-C-0619
p0071 B77-12061

F33657-74-C-0129
p01<!7 A77-20446
p0496 B77-29532
p0531 B77-30476

F33657-74-C-0562
p0556 A77-49873

F33657-74-C-0588
p0319 N77-22111

F33657-75-C-0518
p0518 A77-47349
p0540 B77-31146

F33657-75-C-0606
p0452 A77-41986

F36615-74-C-3066
p0507 A77-44816

F44620-71-C-0080
p0031 B77-11013

F44620-73-C-0011
p0032 B77-11023
p0075 H77-12929
p0222 B77-18045

F44620-73-C-0041
p0177 H77-17015

F44620-73-C-0071
p0431 H77-26151

F44620-74-C-0014
p0077 B77-13019

F«'(620-7a-C-OOa3
pOUIH A77-20138

F«1620-7<4-C-0065
p0256 A77-27616
pOa78 B77-28132

FU1I620-75-C-0003
p0531 B77-30H22
p0225 B77-1807H

FU1620-75-C-0010
p0161 A77-22239
p0279 S77-200U1

FH1620-75-C-0031
p0153 A77-20676
p019a A77-214192

F1U620-75-C-OOUO
p0002 A77-10218

FI114620-75-C-0051
p0120 N77-13997

F«1620-75-C-0066
p0225 H77-18072

Ftll620-75-C-0080
p0362 A77-370M6

Fit4620-76-C-0009
poaso B77-28iae
p0480 K77-28117

FUU620-76-C-0072
p0529 B77-30131

Fit»620-76-C-0081
pOStS B77-31516

F49620-77-C-0023
pOU36 N77-2712U
p0530 B77-30261
pOSlit B77-3133U
p0590 B77-33151

ILIH PEOJ. 74-11
p0385 B77-25170

LI/LH/4969
p0496 N77-29565

BAEC-EBG-788U
p0325 B77-22251

BASA OBDEE A-29917-B
p0488 S77-29114

HASH-2780
p0160 A77-22206
p0160 A77-22221

BASB-2789
p0071 N77-12057

BASg-2790
p0022 B77-10049
p0181 H77-17058
p0363 N77-24056
p0383 B77-25150
p0431 B77-26152
p0433 H77-27070

HASW-2791
p0175 B77-16990
p0181 H77-17057
p0438 H77-27243
p0471 H77-28067
p0587 N77-33128
p0587 N77-33129

BASB-2792
p0018 B77-10012
p0029 B77-10997
p0031 B77-11019
p0032 B77-11029

BASS-2971
p0475 B77-28100

BAS1-4246
p0519 A77-47539

HAS1-9559
p0038 H77-11068

HAS1-10960
p0245 A77-26868
p0021 B77-10044
p0029 B77-105S6

BAS1-11100
p0033 B77-11032

SAS1-11543
p0538 B77-31133

BAS1-11568
p0356 A77-36239

BAS1-11621
p0374 B77-24199

BAS1-11707-91
p0405 A77-37942

BIS 1-12199
p0404 A77-37739

NAS1-12287
p0382 B77-25147
p0383 S77-251U8

HAS1-12288
p0389 H77-25581

NAS1-12308
p0206 A77-25753
p0221 H77-18035

NAS1-12426
p0260 A77-28374
p0413 A77-38883

BAS1-12436
p0389 B77-25912

HAS1-12506
p0213 A77-26404

BAS1-12680
p0329 H77-2J811

HAS1-12754
~ p0383 B77-25149

NAS1-12794
p0039 B77-11345

BAS1-12821
p0176 B77-16994

BAS1-12841
p0350 A77-34949

NAS1-12895
p0470 A77-44304

NAS1-12939
p0563 A77-51006

NAS1-12954
p0068 B77-12039

BAS1-13158
p0030 B77-11006

HAS1-13267
p0178 B77-17030

HAS1-13371
p0298 A77-30869
p0028 B77-10378

HAS1-13383
p0267 A77-28803
p0267 A77-28806
p0329 N77-22811
p0596 B77-33202
p0596 H77-33203

BAS1-13395
p0312 A77-33377

BAS1-13479
p0366 B77-24097

BAS1-13490
p0456 A77-42798

BAS1-13500
p0535 B77-J1094

BiSI-13502
p0292 B77-21099

BAS1-13541
p0455 A77-42773

N1S1-13559
p0212 A77-26403

BAS1-13599
p0486 B77-29085
p0584 B77-33100

B1S1-13618
p0292 B77-21100

BAS1-13624
p0231 N77-18155
p0238 B77-19058
p0238 H77-19059
p0291 B77-21080
p0428 H77-26121
p0435 H77-27104

BAS1-13631
p0333 H77-23090

BAS1-13633
p0218 B77-18005

HAS1-13653
p0032 H77-11030

BAS1-13680
F0268 A77-28843

BAS1-13694
p0027 B77-10366

B1S1-13732
p0030 B77-11005

BAS1-13786
p0520 A77-47542

HAS1-13801
P0229 H77-18136
p0240 B77-19488
p0285 B77-20500

BAS1-13807
p0268 177-28845
p0420 A77-40075

NAS1-13824
p007B B77-1J04J

NAS1-13847
p0457 A77-42B08

HAS1-13870
p0449 A77-41857
pOOIS H77-10013

BAS1-13871
p044V A77-II1857

BAS1-1J882
pOJ24 877-^2177

NAS1-13910
p0128 B77-15029

SAS1-1J914
p0267 ATI-2B807

HAS1-1J930
p02J2 B77-1816J

HAS1-1J9J2
p016J A77-22b78

BAS1-13938
p049J B77-29166

BAS1-13939
p0585 B77-JJ105

BAS1-1 J986
p0586 B77-JJ1^1

BAS1-14056
p0524 M77-JU088

BAS1-14108
p0331 H77-2JObb

HAS1-14129
p0377 B7J-25080

BAS1-14137
pOO^O B77-100J2

BAS1-14141
p0176 B77-17000

HAS1-14141
pOJ6S B77-240B<i
p0365 B77-240B3

BAS1-14151
p05B9 B77-JJ149

BAS1-14159
p0020 B77-100JJ

MAS1-14204
p0534 B77-J1030

NAS1-14205
p032J B77-22146

BAS1-14270
pO«36 M77-27119

HAS1-14282
p0566 A77-51071

BAS1-14302
p0078 B77-1JOJ8

BAS1-14320
p0377 B77-25082

NAS1-14J27
pOSJO B77-J0180

BAS1-14358
p0268 A77-2884S
p0420 177-40075

BAS1-14408
p0179 B77-17038

B1S1-14409
p0324 B77-2217B

BAS1-14463
p0496 B77-29S18

BAS1-14488
p0375 B77-24638

H1S1-14498
p0405 177-J7940

BAS1-14667
p0589 B77-3J147

BAS1-14673
p0569 A77-51108

HAS1-14696
p0564 177-510J5

NAS1-14740
pOJSO A77-34949

B6S2-b006
P0218 B77-18009
p0336 N77-2J123
P0336 B77-23124
p0337 B77-2J1^5
p0337 H77-23126

H1S2-6441
p0529 B77-J0132

BAS2-61173
p0440 B77-27881

BAS2-6567
p0123 B77-14019

B1S2-7031
p0178 B77-170J7
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RAS2-7613
pOOSO A77-14554
p0355 A77-35925
p0017 B77-10003
p0017 B77-10004
P0017 N77-10005
p0017 H77-10006
p0425 B77-26077
p0426 H77-26079

BAS2-7615
p0017 B77-10007
p0018 B77-10008
p0018 B77-10009
P0068 B77-12040

BAS2-7729
p0075 H77-13001
p0217 B77-17999
p0218 B77-18009

NAS2-7747
p0370 B77-2m33

BAS2-7800
p0418 A77-40058

BAS2-7806
p0476 H77-28113
p0493 H77-29173

SAS2-7926
p0460 A77-43175
p0334 B77-23097

HAS2-7966
p0218 B77-18006

BAS2-8048
p033«l H77-23094

NAS2-8382
p0532 B77-30905

BAS2-8582
p0036 B77-11054

BAS2-8608
p027l A77-29472

BAS2-8637
p0383 B77-25151

NAS2-8643
p0331 B77-23056
p033l H77-230S7
p0331 B77-23058
p0331 B77-23059

KAS2-8651
p0018 S77-10014

BAS2-8663
p0038 N77-11107

BAS2-8679
p0023 B77-10056

BAS2-8686
p0021 B77-10045
p0021 B77-10046

BAS2-8703
p0427 N77-26106

BAS2-8710
p0317 B77-22096
p0318 B77-22097

BAS2-8726
P0363 S77-24055

BAS2-8738
p0137 A77-19787

NAS2-8788
p0434 B77-27076

HAS2-8835
p0125 B77-1I1205

HAS2-88I47
p052a B77-30086

BAS2-8935
p0021 B77-10047
p0021 R77-10048

RAS2-8953
p0238 B77-19061

HAS2-8955
p0128 B77-15026

BAS2-8972
p0335 B77-23110

BAS2-8973
p0070 B77-12055

BAS2-8984
p0339 B77-2Q020

BAS2-9003
pO«87 R77-29095

BAS2-9024
p0598 B77-33230

BAS2-9028
p0178 B77-17031

SAS2-9052
p0330 H77-2305I1

BAS2-9068
p0333 H77- 23093

BAS2-9083
p0457 A77-42805
p0187 B77-17356

BAS2-9101
p012"l B77-11029
p0124 B77-14030

BAS2-9143
F0471 H77-28063

BAS2-9144
p0121 B77-14007
p0124 H77-14037

BAS2-917I1
' p0230 H77-18137

BAS2-9177
p0037 B77-11061

BAS2-9178
p0178 H77-17036

BAS2-921S
pOa09 A77-38544
p0127 B77-14996
p0230 H77-18138

BAS2-9223
p0468 A77-43726

BAS2-9245
p0170 H77-16013
p0170 R77-16014
P0170 B77-16015

BAS2-925M
P0239 B77-19071

BAS2-9277
p0178 B77-17035

BAS2-9307
p0229 N77-18132
p0229 B77-18133

BAS2-9382
pO«57 A77-42805

HAS2-9398
P0361 A77-37024

HAS2-9512
P0447 A77-41752

BAS3-15335
p0282 B77-20101

BAS3-16732
p0412 A77-38607

HAS3-16813
P0181 B77-17060
p01B2 H77-17061

HAS3-17836
F0081 H7 7- 13 063

BAS3-178I46
P0035 B77-11048
P0035 B77-11049

SAS3-17863
P0566 A77-51069

BAS3-17866
p0160 A77-22215
P0564 A77-51028
pOS67 A77-51083
p0175 B77-16986

BAS3-18008
p0220 B77-18022

HAS3-18021
p0035 B77-110U6
P0035 B77-11017

BAS3-18281
P0586 B77-33114

BAS3-185UU
p002a B77-10061

BAS3-18560
P0592 B77-33168

BAS3-18910
p0029 B77-26135

BAS3-18939
P0131 B77-15101

BAS3-19235
P0292 B77-2ia67

BAS3-19I111
p0291 B77-21092

BAS3-19Q33
P0239 H77-19070

BAS3-19435
POU77 H77-28122

BAS3-19519
P0130 B77-150H3

BAS3-19522
P0068 B77-120U1

BAS3-195UO
p0130 R77-15011

8AS3-

BAS3-

BAS3-

BAS3-

BAS3-

BAS3-

BAS3-

BAS3-

BAS3-

BAS3-

NAS3-

BAS3-

BAS3-

BAS3-

•JAS3-

BAS3-

sssar
RAS1-

NAS<4-

NASI4-

HAS5-

BAS7-

HAS8-.

HAS8-.

SAS9-

HAS9-

HAS9-

HAS9-

HAS9-

RATO I

HATO-S

RAVI I

RCA-O1

RCA2-C

BCA2-C

BSL-01

RSL-0!

p0129 B77-15038
p0185 B77-17092
777
p0220 B77-18022
1781
p0283 B77-20102
783
p0438 B77-27241
858
p0232 B77-18156
898
p0130 B77-15044
913
p0385 B77-25171
p0385 B77-25172
p0386 B77-25173
030
p0429 B77-26134
031
p0567 A77-51084
033
p0335 B77-23108
034
p0283 B77-20110
036
p0553 A77-48898
I046
p0541 B77-31149
053
p0436 B77-27115
072
p0123 B77-14026
6561
p0214 A77-26461

r2250
p0086 B77-13791
!66
p0526 B77-30107
!76
p0425 B77-26076

I47
p0595 B77-33201

I477
p0490 B77-29139
p0490 B77-29140
p0490 1177-29141

10
p0138 A77-19799
p0312 A77-33392
p0502 A77-44427
p0567 A77-51082
p0569 A77-51103
p0038 B77-11198
p0293 B77-21629

1082
p0442 A77-40830

1652
p0361 A77-37021

1247
p0018 B77-10010
p0131 R77-15083
p0282 B77-20081
p0282 N77-20082
p0292 B77-21177

1809
p0455 A77-42781
408
p0072 B77-12068

i960
p0388 B77-25236
.200
p0337 H77-23128
IOJECT 823
p0519 A77-47540
5-455-75
p0263 A77-28549

RAVI PBOJECT 382922-1
p0267 A77-28836
86-501
p0002 A77-10336
1165-604
p0345 A77-33841
785-601
p0497 B77-29921
001-007
p0470 A77-44294
046-002
p0229 B77-18116
p0579 B77-32104

BGL-22-009-1^4
pOOII A77
p0468 A77
p0513 A7/
p0029 B77

BGL-22-009-3BJ
p0449 A77
p0066 B77

BGE-05-OOJ-U71
P0532 B77

BGB-05-007-J37
p0204 A77

BGB-05-007-414
p0211 A77
p0245 A77
p0465 A77
p055J A77

BGB-09-010-085
p0072 H77

HGB-11-002-169
p0298 A77-

BGB-11-002-185
p0246 A77

BGB-14-005-144
p043J H77
p04J5 B77
p0471 H77
p0471 B77

BGB-14-OOb-194
p0502 A77
p0541 B77
p0541 B77
p0541 B77

BGB-17-002-072
p0391 A77
pO«99 A77
pOV28 N77
p0585 B77

NGB-17-003-021
pOIOS A77
p0109 A77
p0391 A77
p0378 B77

BGB-22-004-030
p014J A77
p0161 A77

!IG 8-22-009-7̂ 9
p0241 A77-

NGB-22-009-781
p0079 B77

HGB-25-001-005
p0027 B77

BGB-25-001-Obb
p0472 B77-

BGB-J1-001-197
p0140 A77-
p029S A77-
p0311 A77
p0356 A77-
p0507 A77-

SGB-33-016-167
p0097 A77
p0027 B77
p043J B77

BGB-JJ-016-201
p0097 A77-
p0027 B77-
P0433 H77-

BGB-JJ-018-152
pOOOS A77-
p0356 A77-

BGB-36-OOM-061
pOUSB A77-

BGB-36-001-064
p0362 A77-

BGF-36-009-017
p0152 A77-
p0525 877-

HGB-47-OOU-090
p0161 A77-
p0295 A77-
p0585 B77-

BGB-47-OOM-116
p0595 H77-

BGB-47-005-181
p0589 B77-

BGB-47-005-208
p0199 A77-
p0284 B77-

BIVB-1705
p0496 B77

-1J771
16621
10432

41863
-14!019

•25B12
•26867
4JJ62
•49180

-1^064

-26872

27074
2710B
28068
28069

44JJ7
31156
-31157

•37062
-44J19
-26122
•JJ104

•17496
•17499
-37063
•25090

•20085
•22230

•^6727

•13044

•10355

•28070

•19864
•31185
-33191
•36166
•44946

•16666
•103S1
•27071

•16666
•10351
•27071

•11195
•36202

•43157

37055

20674
30101

22238
30480
33102

33200

33148

24936
20115

-29569

D-5
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NIVB-1723
p0525 1177-30094

NIVB-1737
p0031 B77-11011

NIVB-1745
p0544 H77-31179
p05»4 N77-31180

KI7R-1747
p0382 H77-25136

NIVB-1775
pOM91 N77-29145

HOHB-4965(»8)
p0100 A77-17167

NB PBOJ. OU2-335
pOI(25 N77-26073

SB PBOJ. 062-481
p0535 N77-31099

NB PBOJ. 078-038
p0036 N77-11059

HB PBOJ. 098-038
p0236 N77-19021

NB PBOJ. 196-133
p0123 N77- 14024

SB PBOJ. 212-223
p0120 N77-13991

NB PBOJ. 212-225
p0120 N77-13995

SB PBOJ. 215-227
p0081 N77-13067

HE PBOJ. 215-233
p0031 N77-11017

NB PBOJ. 215-237
p0186 N77-17106

NE PBOJ. 387-076
p0526 N77-30103

SBC 1-586
p0392 A77-37078

NBC S-1080
p0197 177-24821
p0456 177-42797
p0457 A77-U2812

NBC A-1585
p0270 A77-29322

SEC 1-1942
p0516 177-47218

NEC A-4308
p0213 177-26439

HBC 1-5625
p0197 A77-24821
pOI(56 A77-42797

NBC A-7799
p0141 A77-19876
p0360 A77-37018

NEC J-8927
p0549 A/7-47980

SBL PBOJ. B07-35
p0240 B77-19310

NSF AEB-74-04014-A03
pOOSI A77-ia559
p023» H77-18598

HSP AEB-75-00826
P0086 N77-13552

NSF AST-75-04810
p0056 A77-15612

NSF C-76-12038
p0016 A77-12927

NSP DCB-73-03431-A01
p0573 177-51261

NSF ENG-75-22322
P0270 A77-29381
p0270 A77-29382

SSF GK-32626
P0515 A77-47005

NSF GK-37285
p0266 A77-28632

SSF GK-41482
p0011 A77-12448

NSF GK-42091
p0295 A77-30480

SSF OIP-74-21450
P0158 A77-220U5

NSF OIP-75-06046
p0392 A77-37075

BSG-268
p0039 H77-11365

NSS-1018
p O O I I 177-12428

BSG-1077
p0278 N77-20027

1SG-1079
p0524 R77-30085

NSG-1083
p0509 A77-1I5508
F0291 N77-21088

BS6-1099
F0205 A77-25742
p0559 A77-50466

NSG-1112
p0267 177-28808
p0082 N77-13070
p0086 N77-13761

FSG-1125
p0355 177-36158

NSG-11113
p0531 N77-30«it4
p05l(6 N77-31537

NSG-1160
p0126 N77-11615

NSG-1161
pO»58 A77-113156

NSG-116H
p0187 N77-17608

NSG-1165
p0391 A77-37063
p039» A77-37097
p0378 N77-25083

NSG-1170
p0573 A77-51261

SSG-1171
p0027 N77-10351
p0377 N77-25081

NSG-118P
p0393 177-37079

NSG-1192
p0330 N77-23051

NSG-1199
p0028 B77-10383

NSG-1227
p0391 A77-37062
pOI|28 N77-26122
pfli»79 S77-28135

NSG-1231
p0281 N77-20076

NSG-1231
p0393 177-37086

NSG-1261
p0168 N77-15986

NSG-1266
pOU68 177-U3727

NSG-1271
p0333 N77-23088

NSG-1298
pO«68 177-43735

NSG-1301
pO«39 N77-27871
p0598 N77-33959

BSG-1302
p03U8 A77-3U935

NSG-1309
pO«79 N77-28136

SSG-1327
p039i| 177-37090

NSG-2010
p02i|1 A77-26727

BSG-2016
P01117 A77-20M1I1
p0211 177-25811

NSG-2095
p0568 A77-51092
pOiaO N77-27878
pO<ltO N77-27879

NSG-2100
p0131 B77-15049

HSG-2101
p0137 A77-19764

NSG-2112
p0353 177-35078

NSG-2127
p0316 N77-22051

NSG-21Q5
pO<490 B77-291U2

NSG-2169
p0283 H77-20101

NSG-2191)
p0209 177-25803

NSG-3015
p0016 177-13721
p056I| A77-51036

BSG-3028
p0182 N77-17069

NSG-3015
p05<!1 N77-31118

NSG-30118
p0266 A77-28632
p0270 A77-29381
p0270 177-29382
p0513 I77-H6614
p0023 N77-10060
p0023 N77-10061
p0071 B77-12058

NSG-1002
p0210 177-25808

NSG-<|003
p01H3 &77-20080
p0207 177-25786
pO«58 177-13158
p0337 N77-23127

B001U-75-C-OU32
p0155 177-12759

N0019-73-C-0504
p0161 177-43199

S00014-67-1-0151-0029
p0542 N77-31169

N O O O 14-67-1-0204-0079
p0478 N77-28131

B0001 4-68-1-0196-0002
p0004 177-10855
pOOOl 177-10856

NOOO 14-68-1-0402-0008
pOSIS 177-47005

N00014-72-C-0101
p0525 N77-30100

N00014-72-C-0102
p0373 N77-24155

N00014-72-C-0218
p0189 177-23262

N00014-72-C-0328
p016» 177-22708

N00014-73-C-0281
p0213 177-26424

N00014-74-C-0091
p0120 B77-13991

N00014-74-C-0151
p0031 N77-11017

N00014-74-C-0344
p0120 B77-13995

N00014-75-C-0055
p0354 177-35155
p0038 N77-11207

B0001U-75-C-0255
p0353 177-35073
p0426 N77-26101

N00014-75-C-0324
pOOBI B77-13067

N00014-75-C-0132
p0186 N77-17106

N00014-75-C-0507
p05U2 B77-31169

N00014-75-C-0520
p0241 177-26730

N00014-75-C-0639
p0526 B77-30103

N00014-75-C-0722
p0414 177-38886

N00014-75-C-0763
p0535 S77-31099

N00014-75-C-1143
p0036 N77-11059
p0236 N77-19021

B00014-75-C-1172
p0425 N77-26073

N00014-75-C-1198
p0571 177-51185

N00014-75-C-9432
p0553 177-49340

N00014-76-C-0081
p0123 N77-14024
p0370 B77-24134

N00014-76-C-0350
p0140 177-19875

N00014-76-C-0494
p034U 177-33816
p0352 177-34961

N00014-76-C-0576
p0161 177-22239

B00014-76-C-0742
P0436 N77-27111

N00011-76-C-093-I
P0261 177-28376

B00014-76-C-1411
p0509 177-45506

N00011-77-C-0033
p0361 177-37028

N00014-77-C-0052
p0373 N77-24155

N00017-72-C-4401
p012J B77-14018

B00017-73-C-1418
p0386 B77-J51BO

N00019-70-C-OJ91
p0570 177-51184

N00019-71-C-0451
p0570 A77-51184

N00019-7^-C-0512
p0025 S77-1019S

N00019-73-C-OJ19
p0255 177-27467

N00019-7J-C-0504
pO^SO 177-34954
P0173 B77-16071
p0173 N77-16072

B00019-73-C-0537
p0570 177-51184

N00019-74-C-018J
p0588 N77-3J14J
p0589 H77-JJ144

K00019-74-C-0267
p0026 N77-102tO

N00019-75-C-0170
P0074 N77-1J4^0

S00019-75-C-0355
p0373 N77-^4151

N00019-75-C-0418
p0282 N77-20U89

B00019-75-C-0503
P0325 B77-^2196

N00019-76-C-0034
p0381 B77-25129
p0381 B77-251JO

B00019-76-C-0160
p0210 177-25810

N00019-76-C-0374
p0365 B77-24077

N00019-76-C-042J
p04S1 177-41972

B00019-76-C-0444
p0262 177-28484

N00039-75-C-0368
p0191 177-2J528

N001^3-74-C-0900
p0570 177-51184

N00123-75-C-0715
p0570 177-51184

N00140-74-C-0114
p041J 177-J8775

BOU140-74-C-0618
p0495 N77-29322

N00150-74-C-1717
p0467 477-43598

N00156-70-C-1321
p0033 B77-110J6

N00156-74-C-1660
p0325 877-22^51

B00156-75-C-0944
p0559 177-50467

B00228-75-C-4544
p040<t 177-37744

B00600-76-C-1606
pOJ85 N77-25165

N61339-76-C-0007
p0072 B77-12075

B62269-73-C-0550
p0054 177-15298

B62269-73-C-0713
p0137 177-19766
00388 B77-25261

N62269-74-C-0517
p0020 B77-10029

B62269-74-C-0577
pOS90 B77-33152

N62269-75-C-0311
pOOJ7 N77-11065

B62269-75-C-0356
p0077 B77-1J020
p0277 N77-20014

B62269-75-C-0359
p0430 S77-26143

B62269-75-C-0422
pOJ2J N77-22148

B62269-75-C-042J
p0082 B77-13075

N62269-75-C-0537
p0546 B77-32012
P0547 B77-3201J
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B62269-76-C-0
p0387 B77-25181

S62269-76-C-0017
p0236 H77- 19030

H62269-76-C-0107
p0430 H77-26150

862269-76-C-0198
p0528 B77-30118

S62269-76-C-0199
p0590 877-33158

S62269-76-C-02511
p0528 S77-30120

S62269-76-C-0370
p0350 A77-34950

B62269-76-C-0464
p0420 A77-40076

B62269-76-C-0466
p0448 A77-II1763

862269-76-H-4325
p0449 A77-41765

S66269-75-C-0388
pOOSO H77-13055

868335-75-C-1117
p0387 877-25183

H68335-76-C-1136
p0467 A77-43598

PEOJ SQOTD
p0036 877-11059

PBOJECT SQUID
pOlOO 877-17167
p0200 A77-24974

BB-BID-1974-1.1
p0382 B77-25136

BB-BLD- 1973- 1.1
p0544 877-31179

BB-B1D- 1975- 1.1
p0544 S77-31180

BF41411801
p0120 B77-13995

RBLAF-BB-KL-1975/S3
p0488 B77-29105

RHIAF-BB-KLO-1974
p0379 877-25094

SD-321 p0539 B77-31139
SH/1 170/012

p0492 877-29156
SBC-B/BG/1095

p0104 A77-17251
SBC-B/BG/85125

p0002 A77-10347
SBI PBOJ. 3000

p0127 B77-15010
SHEDBTD-75-4581

p0290 B77-21062
SOU07056

p0495 B77-29331
WF32322205

p0236 B77-19022
WP32323203

p0224 H77-18063
HF41421201

p0380 B77-25110
p0380 B77-25111

8F41422206
p0033 N77-11036

»F41461408
p0318 877-22104

RF53532403
p0365 877-24077

WF54592201
p0430 H77-26150

IF54593201
p0388 B77-25265

WF57571301
p0073 B77-12232

WB02204001
p0374 877-24204

010-01-01
p0363 877-24053

504-09-33
p0035 877-11044

505-02-13-01
p0067 B77-12027

505-C2-21
p0277 B77-20026
pO»87 B77-29100

505-02-21-01
p007» B77-12435
p0119 B77-13988

p0168 B77-15987
505-02-22-01

p0176 N77-16996
505-02-23

pO»39 B77-27429
pO»39 B77-27U30
p0577 B77-32080

505-02-25
p0595 B77-33201

505-02-41-01
p0073 B77-12218

505-03 p0223 H77-18051
p0289 B77-21051
D0319 B77-22107
p0371 B77-21141
p0473 B77-28087

505-03-11-02
p0063 877-11989

505-03-11-04
p0133 B77-15790

505-03-11-06
p0390 B77-25915

505-03-12
p0124 S77-14027

505-03-12-02
p0440 B77-27877

505-03-12-03
p0126 877-14817

505-03-12-07
p0232 B77-18170

505-03-32
p0592 H77-33168

505-04 p0030 B77-11007
p0031 B77-11008
p0175 877-16992
p0278 B77-20031
p0283 B77-20111
p0335 N77-23113
p0371 N77-24140
F0378 B77-25084
p0378 B77-25092
p0389 B77-25345
p0474 B77- 28088
p0524 B77-30089
p0577 B77-32082

505-04-11
p0363 B77-24060

505-04-11-01
p0064 B77-11998
p0129 877-15039
p0479 877-28139

505-04-32
p0541 B77-31148

505-05 p0036 877-11057
p0065 B77-12000
p0124 B77-14031
p0183 877-17070
p0223 B77-18050
p0315 B77-22046
p0319 B77-22106
p0371 B77-24138
p0371 B77-24139
p0477 877-28123
p0541 B77-31153
p0541 877-31 15a
p0582 H77-32154
p0592 B77-33169

505-05-41-09
p0130 H77-15045

505-06-11-02
p0167 B77-15977

505-06-14-01
p0120 877-13990

505-06-15-02
p0167 877-15979
p0585 B77-33103

505-06-19
p0277 877-20022
p0277 877-20023
p0277 B77-20024
p0435 B77-27106

505-06-31
p0278 877-20032

505-06-31-02
p0167 B77-15981
p0223 877-18049
p0330 B77-23049

505-06-33-07
p0127 877-14999

505-06-33-08-00
p0377 877-25081

505-06-33-10
p0378 877-25083

505-06-91
p0337 B77-23127

505-06-93-01
p0235 877-19009
p0490 877-29143

505-06-95
p0278 B77-20030

505-07-10
p0230 877-18137

505-07-31-02
p0170 B77-16048

505-07-41-00
p0318 B77-22098

505-07-41-01
p0325 B77-22313

505-07-41-06
p0590 B77-33157

505-08-21
p0125 877-14206

505-08-22
p0529 877-30129
p0587 877-33130

505-08-25-01
p0471 877-28061

505-08-26-02
p0479 B77-28138

505-08-30-01
p0030 B77-11001

505-08-31-01
p0281 B77-20079
p0437 B77-27134
p0538 877-31134
p0589 B77-33150

505-09-11-01
p0126 B77-14615
p0174 B77-16864

505-09-31-01
p0431 877-26154

505-09-32
p0365 B77-24076

505-09-41-01
p0334 877-23098

505-10-11-01
p0033 B77-11033

505-10-11-02
p0532 B77-31072

505-10-11-03
p0278 B77-20027
p0585 877-33104

505-10-11-10
p0474 877-28094

505-10-12
p0577 H77-32079

505-10-21
p0378 B77-25088

505-10-21-01
p0039 877-11345
p0524 B77-30088

505-10-21-03
p0064 877-11999
p0235 B77-19008

505-10-21-05
p0426 877-26082
p0474 877-28090
p0577 H77-32083

505-10-22
p0425 S77-26067
p0435 877-27105
p0482 877-28525

505-10-23
p0543 877-31174
p0543 B77-31175

505-10-23-02
p0185 877-17102

505-10-23/513-54-02
p0186 B77-17103

505-10-26-01
p0174 877-16376
p0476 B77-28112
p0585 B77-33107

505-10-26-02
p0439 B77-27876

505-10-26-04
p0483 877-28911

505-10-35
P0075 B77-12999

505-10-41
p0333 B77-2J091
p0366 877-24098

p0532 B77-30906
505-10-41-OJ

p0064 BT7-11995
p0119 877-13989

505-11-12
p0172 B77-16068
p0278 B77-2U02B
p0292 877-^1098
p047J B77-280B6

505-11-16-07
pOJ30 B77-2J050

505-11-16-08
p0474 B77-28091

505-11-16-11
p0378 877-25086
p0474 B77-^8092

505-11-21-02
p0487 B77-29097

505-11-21-03
p0487 B77-29102
pOS35 B77-31093
p0577 B77-J2081

505-11-21-09
p0278 B77-20029

505-11-22-01
pOJ79 B77-200J3

505-11-24-02
p00^9 B77-10998
p0281 877-20077

505-11-26
p0086 B77-13791

505-11-31-02
p0064 B77-11994
p0170 B77-16019
pOJ64 877-24U61
p0474 B77-28093
P0545 B77-31440

505-11-41-11
p0167 B77-15978

505-15-22-01
pOSBS B77-JJ102

506-26-10-08
p0388 N77-251B9

506-26-JO-04
P0374 B77-24169

506-26-31
p0472 877-^807J

510-56-01
p0038 B77-11111

512-5J-01-12
p0364 877-^4062

51J-52-01-04
p0375 877-24640

513-52-01-16
p0538 B77-J1125

51J-52-01-19
p04J6 B77-271JO

513-52-01-24
p02B9 877-21047

513-52-01-il
p05t)0 B77-J2131

51J-53-02
p0037 B77-1106J

513-5J-05
p0427 B77-26111

513-53-06
p0488 877-29111

51J-54-02-01
p047» B77-J8137

514-52-01
p0585 877-JJIOb

514-52-01-03
p0167 B77-15982

516-51-01
p0366 877-24100

517-51-01
p0487 B77-29UV8

517-51-03-00
p0586 B77-3J115

710-01-01
p036J 877-^4052

72J-01-01
p0425 877-26076

743-01-12-02
p01/6 8/7-17000

743-01-13-01
p0064 B77-11S92

74J-OJ-11
p0182 B77-17068

743-04-01-01
pOOJJ B77-110J1
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7<43-04-i2-02
p006t
p0072
p0425
P01125
pO<»75
p0487

7511-62-01-06
p0586

769-02-02
p0371

791-10-03
p0238

791-UO-OU
pOOSO

791-UO-08-01
p0175
p0363
p0535
p0585

992-22-08
p0439

K77-11997
H77-12065
N77-26069
H77-26070
N77-28109
N77-29096

H77-33116

H77-2U137

N77-19069

N77-13061

S77-16989
S77-2H059
H77-31094
H77-33112

N77-2779a
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REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
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JANUARY 1978

DOCUMENT MICROFICHE

SYMBOL SYMBOL

I I

I
REPORT PAGE
NUMBER NUMBER

J

NASA ACCESSION
NUMBER

jstings in this index are arranged atphanumencally by repon number The
ssue and page number indicate the actual Supplement and page where the
itation may be located The accession number denotes the number by which
tie citation is identified An asterisk (*) indicates that the item is a NASA re-
ort A pound sign (j\ indicates that the item is available on microfiche A plus
ign ( + ) indicates a document that cannot be microfiched but for which one-
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a-63l)!> n02T8 B77-20028*i
A-6461
A-6592
A-6599
A-6608
A-6633 ,
A-6645
A-6663
A-6670
A-6674
A-66S3 ..
A-6727
A-6736
A-6740
A-6750
-6776
-6797
-6821
-6832
-681)1
-6877
-6881
-6890
-6894
-6924
-6927-VOI-1
-6927-V01-2
-6927-701-3
-6947 ,
-6948
-6952 , ...
-6951 ,
-6955
-6980
-£989
-7001
-7002
-7012
-7020
-7047
-7062 .......
-7071
-7080
-7097

-7115
-7116

A-7127

p0172 B77-16068»<
.... p0182 N77-17068**

p0472 B77-28073*<
pOITO B77-16016*)
p0038 1177-11111*

. ... p0278 B77-20032*
p0035 B77-11044*
p0278 H77-20030*
p0176 B77-16999*

. ... p0075 N77-12999*

... . p0292 B77-21098*
p0482 S77-28525*

.... pOOSO B77-13061*
p0223 B77-18053*
p0121 B77-14027*

p0488 B77-29111»
pOU87 S77-29100*
p0223 N77-18052*

p0473 B77-28086*
pOt27 B77-26111*
p0277 B77-20022*

. ... p0277 B77-20023*

. ... p0277 B77-20024*

... p0363 B77-24052*
p0277 H77-20026*

p0435 B77-27106*
p0475 B77-28108*

.... p0439 B77-27791*

.... p0371 B77-24137*
p0366 H77-24098*
p0425 B77-26067*
pOS77 B77-32079*

p0543 B77-31174*

p0435 B77-27105*
p0587 B77-33130*

P0022 H77-10050

1
t

1

AAAF-HT-76-8 p0022 B77-10051
AAAF-BT-76-13 p0025 S77-10083
AAAF-BT-76-14 p0019 B77-10017
AAAF-HT-76-20 p0019 B77-10019
AAAF-BT-77-20 p0593 H77-J3180

AAE-75-4 p0471 B77-28068*
iAE-75-5 p0435 B77-27108*
AAB-77-11 p04J3 B77-27074*
AAE-77-12-PT-1 p0541 B77-31156»
AAE-77-13-PT-2 p05<11 B77-31157*
AAE-77-14-PT-3 pOSOl B77-311S8*

AAS 76-045 p051J A77-46630

ACC-SEIP-010-C-1 p0132 B77-15274

ACS-1109 p0133 B77-15299

AD-4023493 p0019 B77-10023
AD-A023541 p0019 B77-10024
AD-A023681 p0032 B77-1102J
AD-A023690 p0033 H77-11037
AD-A023755 p0031 B77-11015
AD-A023761 p0020 B77-100J4
AD-A023762 p0020 B77-100JS
AD-A023767 p0033 B77-110J6
AD-A023830 p0029 B77-10512
AD-A023844 p0033 B77-11035
AD-&024001 p0036 B77-110S9
AD-A024022 p0024 B77-10068
AD-A024023 p0025 H77-10069
AD-A024071 p0034 B77-11038
AD-A024072 p003« B77-11040
AD-A024073 p0031 B77-11016
AD-A02I427S pOO»0 H77-11412
AD-A024290 p0031 B77-11013
AD-A024297 p0020 S77-10029
AD-A024316 pOOJ7 B77-11061
AD-A024361 p0020 B77-10028
AD-A024364 p0019 H77-10027
AD-A024447 pOOJ2 B77-11022
AD-A024465 p0039 B77-11411
AD-ia241t80 p0025 N77-10USU
AD-4024487 pOOJ7 B77-11065
AD-A024501 p0034 B77-11039
AD-A024511 p0019 B77-10026
AD-4024512 p0037 B77-11066
AD-A024523 p6o26 B77-10210
AD-A024541 p0025 N77-10070
AD-A024609 p0025 B77-10195
ID-4024652 p0038 B77-11207
AD-A024662 p0070 B77-12052
AD-A024663 p0072 B77-12063
AD-1024714 p0074 S77-12579
AD-A024727 p0068 B77-12042
AB-A024732 p0072 B77-12075
AD-A021753 pOOSS S77-131J1
AD-A021754 pOOBS B77-13432
AD-A024766 p0084 S77-13429
AD-A024767 p0084 B77-13430
AD-A021815 p0074 877-12413
AD-A024832 pOOBS B77-13548
AD-A024850 p0079 877-13048
AD-A024894 p0070 B77-12054 '
AD-A024925 p0073 B77-12078
AD-A024969 p0073 B77-1^077
AD-A024978 p0065 B77-12006
AD-A024980 p0031 B77-11018
AD-A025083 p0034 877-11043
AD-A025114 p0069 B77-12044
AD-1025142 p0074 877-12420
AD-A025164 p0073 877-12212
AD-A025182 pOOBO 877-13058
AD-A025234/6 p0169 877-16007
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AD-A025265 p003<l B77-11041
AD-A025266 p0034 N77-11042
AD-A025276 p0075 N77-12929
AD-A025290 pOQ31 S77-11017
AD-A025321 p0071 N77-12061
AD-A025346 p0078 H77-13042
AD-A025359 pOOBO B77-13055
AD-A025365 p0085 H77-13442
AD-A025420 p0039 B77-11404*
AD-A025U76 p0069 B77-12043
AD-A025491 p0039 B77-11356
AD-A025499 pOOllO H77-11478
AD-A025500 p0037 B77-11062
AD-A02561II p0065 B77-12007
AD-A025647 p0069 877-12047
AD-A025652 p0071 B77-12062
AD-A025684 p0073 H77-12232
AD-A025712 p0123 877-14018
AD-A025743 p0068 177-12036
AD-A025779 p0079 B77-13050
AD-A025783 p0083 B77-13168
AD-A025790 p0070 H77-12050
AD-A025795 pOOTO 877-12019
AD-A025797 p0073 877-12139
AD-A025801 P0069 B77-12048
AD-A025822 p0086 B77-13834
AD-A025853 p0082 B77-13087
AD-A025860 p0072 N77-12073
AD-A025930 p0069 B77-12046
AD-A025934 p0069 B77-12045
AD-A025979 P0071 B77-12060
AD-A025982 p0072 1177-12064*
AD-A026147 p0120 1177-13998
AD-A026176 p0126 S77-14621
AD-A026208 pD133 877-15410
AD-A026209 p0126 B77-14639
AD-A026224 p0121 B77-1<IOO<4
AD-A026246 p0122 B77-14011
AD-A026247 p0122 S77-14012
AD-A026393 pOOSO B77-13052
AD-A026412 p0125 H77-14213
AD-A026515 p0121 B77-14006
AD-A026518 p0133 H77-15299
AD-A026546 p0083 B77-13234
AD-A026548 p0122 B77-14013
AD-A026633 pOOSO B77-13053
&D-A026666 p0125 B77-14272
AD-A026750 p0127 N77-15010
AD-A026823 p0121 S77-14003
AD-A026825 p0122 B77-14014
AD-A026861 p0122 H77-14015
AD-A026896 p0132 B77-15253
AD-A026908 p0132 B77-15214
AD-A026913 p0132 B77-15274
AD-A026916 p0125 B77-14491
AD-A026953 p0123 H77-14021
AD-A026954 p0124 S77-14035
AD-A026963 pOOBO B77-13054
AD-A026989 <.. p0120 877-13995
AD-A027027 p0127 1177-15004
AD-A0270U7 p0132 B77-15250
AD-A027068 p0131 B77-15202
AD-A027164 p0127 B77-15005
AD-A027190 p0125 B77-14319
AD-A027206 p0128 877-15032
AD-A027258 p0122 B77-14016
AD-A027280 p0128 K77-15033
AD-A027359 p0169 B77-15998
AD-A027363/1 p0023 B77-10055
AD-A027367 p0082 B77-13074
AD-A027389/6 p0022 B77-10053
AD-A027390/4 p0022 B77-10054
AD-A027413 p0172 B77-16065
AD-A027I117 p0132 B77-15241
AD-A027419 p0123 1177-14024
AD-A02TIJ22 p0121 B77-14008
BD-A027500 p0132 B77-15247
»D-A0275la p0120 B77-13994
AD-A027524 ,... p0120 B77-13991
HD-A027559 p0122 B77-14017
AD-A027638 p0130 H77-15046
AD-A027645 p0077 N77-13020
AD-A027647 p0081 B77-13067
AD-A02766U pOOBO H77-13051
AD-A027678 p0123 B77-14023
AD-A027689 p0082 N77-13075
AD-A027712 p0077 B77-13019
AD-A027717 p0120 B77-13997
AD-A027718 p0172 B77-16066

AD-A027784 p0224
AD-W27850 p0177
AD-A027869 p02J5
AD-A027877 p0186
AD-A027968 p0176
AD-A028032 p0180
AD-A02B037 p0225
AD-A028053 pO.^25
AD-A028078 p0225
AD-A028202 p0179
AD-A028227 p0225
AD-A028283 p01B1
AD-A02832I1 p0224
AD-A028333 p0177
AD-A028414 p02JO
AD-A028415 p0181
AD-A028416 p02JO
AD-A028417 p0181
AD-A028449 p0169
AD-A028513/0 pOOJ2
AD-A028625 p0170
AD-1028637 p0179
AD-A028765/6 p0035
AD-A028788 p0177
AD-A028816 p0180
AD-A028862 p0187
AD-A028874 p0173
AD-A028882 p0183
AD-A028910 p0173
AD-A028924 p0180
AD-A028981 p0224
AD-A029004 p0232
AD-A029020 p0179
AD-A029021 p0186
AD-1029024 p017S
AD-A029032 p0183
AD-A029039 p0186
AD-A029049/4 p0030
AD-A029051 p0173
AD-A029144 p022S
AD-A029162/5 p0077
AD-A029171 pOIBO
AD-A029172 pOIBO
AD-A029173 p0180
AD-A029212 p0180
AD-A029242/5 p0079
iD-i0292«9/0 pOOSI
&D-A029250/8 p0081
AD-A029267 p0174
AD-A029268 p0173
AD-A0293M5 pQ179
AD-A029352 p0172
AD-A029371 p0239
AD-A029372 p02J1
1D-A029405/8 p0078
AD-A029467 p0238
AD-A029486/8 p0078
AD-A029488/4 p0078
AD-A0295M1/0 pOOBO
AD-A029547/7 p0083
AD-A029550 p0177
AD-A029672 p02J6
AD-A029713 p0177
AD-A029848/9 p0083
AD-A029933 p0223
AD-A029992 p0236
AD-A029999 p0236
AD-A030070 p0239
AD-A030071 p0230
AD-A030072 p0231
AD-A030075 p0231
AD-A030110 p0231
AD-A030146 p0222
AD-A030150/7 p0077
AD-A030208 p0177
AD-A030275 p0233
AD-A030312 p0232
AD-A030317
AD-A030337/0
AD-A030363
AD-A030368/5
AD-A030410
AD-A030469
AD-A030507
AD-A030642
AD-A030655/5 p0126
AD-A030656/3 p0126
AD-&030657/1 p01^6
AD-A030682 p0479

p0233
p0121
p02JO
p0121
p0280
p0186
p0186

B77-18064
S77-17025
N77-18072
877-17106
877-17012
H77-17Q148
B77-18074
N77-18066
H77-18075
877-17044
S77-18067
877-170S6
877-18065
S77-17022
M77-18142
S77-17055
K77-18143
B77-170S4
877-16000
B77-11024
N77-16049
S77-17042
877-11045
877-17027
S77-17049
B77-17446
S77-16072
B77-17074
877-16^79
877-17047
877-18063
877-18166
877-17041
877-17105
877-17043
877-17076
N77-17107
877-11002
1177-16071
H77-18073
877-13023
877-17050
S77-170S1
S77-17052
877-17046
H77-13045
877-13068
877-13069
877-16356
877-16272
877-17040
877-16067
B77-19072
877-18150
877-13034
877-19062
877-13033
877-13036
877-13056
877-13290
877-17015
877-19021
877-17028
877-13287
877-18046
877-19029
877-19022
877-19073
877-18145
877-18148
N77-18153
877-18149
877-18045
877-13031
877-17016
877-18454
877-18162
877-18466
877-14002
877-18144
877-14000
877-20058
877-17227
877-17175
877-19030
877-14814
877-14815
1177-14816
877-28140
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AD-A030816 p0239 B77-19075
AD-A030835 p0238 877-19064
AD-A030852 p0225 877-18076
AD-A030887 p0279 877-20041
AD-A030890 p0210 S77-19310
AD-A031062 p0238 H77-19065
AD-A031099/S p0133 H77-15579
AD-A0311119/8 p0130 B77-15040
AD-A031150/6 p0128 H77-15015
AD-A031274 p0239 H77-19090
AD-A031343 p0332 B77-23081
AD-A031351 p0284 B77-20122
AD-A031388 p033a H77-23100
AD-A031416 p0318 B77-22102
AD-A031043 p0282 H77-20089
AD-A031449 p0324 B77-22150
AD-A031150 p032« S77-221S1
AD-A031454 p0316 H77-22057
AD-A031455 p0316 H77-22058
AD-A031473 p0315 B77-22048
AD-A031II79 p0337 B77-23129
AD-A031525 p0290 H77-21065
AD-A031595 p0326 877-22491-
AD-A031658 p0319 H77-22108
AD-A031659 p0319 B77-22109
AD-A031761 p0336 B77-23117
AD-A031777 p0281 B77-20066
AD-A031828 p033<l B77-23099
AD-A031829 p0282 H77-20097
AD-A031833 p0282 H77-20096
AD-A031836 p0292 N77-21096
AD-A031837 p0316 B77-22055
AD-A031866 p0329 S77-22665
AD-A031870 p0327 877-22541
AD-A031877/4 p0171 B77-16063
JD-A031923/6 p0172 B77-1606a
AD-A03192U/a p0173 877-16171
AD-A031951 p0317 B77-22060
AD-A031965 p0286 B77-20526
AD-A031996 p0318 S77-22099
AD-A031997 p0290 H77-21066
AD-A032028/3 p0174 877-16865
AD-A032031 p0286 B77-20528
AD-A032063 v p0290 877-21064
AD-A032079 p0284 B77-20114
AD-A032137 p0318 B77-22103
AD-A032141 p0282 H77-20090
AD-A032150/5 p0169 H77-16003
AD-A03216H p0316 B77-22059
AD-A032199 p0337 H77-23161
AD-A032260 p0333 B77-23083
AD-A032320 p0030 577-10999
AD-A032333 p0286 B77-20530
AD-A032379 p0316 877-22056
AD-A032415/2 p0280 B77-200S2
AD-A032438 p0325 877-22196
AD-A032439 p0386 B77-25175
AD-A032458 p0330 B77-230<48
AD-A032478 p0336 B77-23119
AD-A032527 p0331 B77-23065
AD-A032529 p0331 B77-23066
AD-A032654 p0337 B77-23130
AD-A032673 p0318 B77-22101
AD-A032677 p0323 B77-221Q8
AD-A032716 p0330 B77-23047
AD-A032732 p0317 877-22064
AD-A032817 p0338 877-23420
AD-A032879 p0332 H77-23076
AD-A032881 p0386 877-25177
AD-A032882 p0386 H77-25178
AD-A032883 p0386 877-25179
AD-A033051/4 p0280 877-20053
AD-A033053/0 p0286 B77-20513
AD-A033062 p0386 877-25176
AD-A033068 p0333 877-23084
AD-A033121/5 p0283 877-20112
AD-A033188 p0319 B77-22111
AD-A033199 p0386 877-25180
AD-A033215 p0338 B77-23255
AD-A033253 p0325 877-22254
AD-A033295 p0325 877-22251
AD-A033328 p0331 B77-23063
AD-A033422 p0233 877-18485
AD-A03342S p0383 H77-25151*
AD-A033506 p032<l 877-22155
AD-A033532 p0372 877-24143
AD-A0335110 p0324 877-22188
AD-A033549 p0325 877-22269
AD-A033550 p0315 B77-22051

AD-A0335S4 p0380 877-25111
AD-A033555 p0380 B77-25110
AD-A033558 p0324 877-22154
AD-A033571 p0319 B77-22110
AD-A033573 p0338 B77-23550
AD-A033574 p0292 877-21463
AD-A033585 p0318 B77-22104
AD-A033596 p0317 B77-22061
AD-A033611 p0372 877-24144
AD-A033617 pOJ32 877-23075
AD-A0336<44/6 p0284 877-20119
AD-A033667 p0375 B77-25001
AD-A033673 p0364 877-24073
AD-A033710 p0333 B77-23085
AD-A033721 p0363 B77-24054
AD-A033724 p0374 877-24204
AD-A033767 p0338 877-23350
AD-A033774 , p0336 B77-23120
AD-A033815 p0372 B77-24146
AD-A033853 pOJ73 B77-24157
AD-A033883 p0372 877-24145
AD-A033914 p0373 B77-24154
AD-A033918 pOJJB B77-233J9
AD-A033952 p0374 B77-24525
AD-A033969 p0373 877-24151
AD-A033972 p0373 B77-24156
AD-A034075 p0367 877-24102
AD-A034093 p0367 B77-24101
AD-A034118 p0338 B77-23273
AD-A034172 pOJ36 B77-23121
AD-A03419S pOJ66 B77-J4093
AD-A034206 p0334 877-23104
AD-A034217 p03J2 877-23077
AD-A034282 p0367 877-24104
AD-A034457 pOJ67 877-24106
AO-A034158 p038J B77-25155
AD-A034459 p0385 877-25162
AD-A034492 p0489 B77-29128
AD-A034499 p0337 B77-2J1J3
AD-A034543 p0365 B77-24077
AD-A034663 pOJ70 877-24135
AD-A034724 p0370 877-24136
AD-A031725 p037J B77-241b8
AD-A034726 p0339 877-23634
AD-A034817 p0370 877-24134
AD-A034825 pOJ72 877-24150
AD-A034847 p0332 877-23070
AD-A034889 p037J 877-24155
AD-A034892/0 p0290 877-21068
AD-A034921 pOJ66 877-24092
AD-A034940 p0364 B77-24068
AD-A034942 p0367 B77-24105
AD-A034944 p03J1 B77-23069
AD-A03S067 p0381 B77-25129
AD-A035068 p0381 B77-251JO
AD-A035095 p0489 B77-29120
AD-A035138 p0384 B77-25161
AD-A035141/1 p0291 877-21073
JD-J035152 p038<l H77-25159
AD-A035175 p0384 B77-25158
AD-A035215 p0387 B77-25187
AD-A035217 p0388 B77-25256
AD-A035251 p0381 B77-25132
AD-A035269 p0380 B77-25109
AD-A035296 p03B7 B77-25183
AD-A035298 p0489 877-29125
AD-A035301 p0387 B77-2S182
AD-A035310 p0326 B77-22520
AD-A035321 p0385 B77-25170
AD-A03S344 p0385 B77-25165
AD-A035380 p0426 877-26101
AD-A035392 p0385 877-25163
AD-A035398 p0388 877-25261
AD-A03S459 p0384 B77-2S157
AD-A035503 pOJ89 877-25392
AD-A035565 p0430 877-26143
AD-A035566 p0430 877-26144
AD-A035567 p0380 B77-25116
AD-A035601 p0425 877-26072
AD-A035682 p0597 B7/-33216
AD-A035690 p0490 877-29130
AD-A035701 p0430 B77-26141
AD-A035727 p0384 B77-25156
AD-A035737 p0425 B77-26073
AD-A035928 p0388 877-25265
AD-A035961 p0428 877-26123
AD-A036035 p0536 877-31110
AD-AOJ6073 p0432 877-26333
AO-A036153 p0384 877-25160
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AD-A036154 p0387 N77-25181
AD-A036159 p0437 877-27153
AD-A036175 p0387 877-25184
AD-A036190 p0482 H77-28325
AD-10362014 pOISO B77-28141
AD-A036207 p0481 877-28232
AD-A0362141 p0176 N77-28115
AD-A036313 p0478 B77-28132
AD-A036354 p0323 N77-22149
AD-A036369 p0525 877-30100
AD-A036384 p0326 877-22499
AD-A036388 p0317 877-22065
AD-A036393 p0482 877-28630
AD-A036I102 p0478 1177-28131
AD-A036I(35 p0527 N77-30115
&D-A036lti(1 p0332 N77-23079
AD-A036II60 p0481 N77-28150
AD-A036484 p0483 877-28980
AD-A036498 p0527 B77-30114
AD-A036727 p0495 S77-29346
AD-A036738 p0365 B77-24087
AD-A036774 p0428 B77-26118
AD-A036892 p0428 877-26119
AD-A036910 p0385 1177-25169
AD-A037000 p0388 S77-2S198
AD-A037022 p0365 877-24088
AD-A037130 p0366 B77-24091
&D-A037196 pO<l29 877-26127
AD-A037198 p0374 B77-24336
JD-A037225 p0366 877-24090
AD-&037246 p0430 N77-26150
AD-A037307 p0429 1177-26129
AD-A037308 pO<138 B77-27416
AD-A037349 p0431 877-26151
AD-A037434/8 p0381 877-25134
AD-A037435/5 p0381 1177-25126
AD-A037479 p0128 877-26120
AD-A037493 p0387 S77-25188
AD-A037621 p0429 B77-26130
AD-A037688 p0131 877-26158
AD-A037689 p0431 877-26159
AD-A037791/1 p0381 N77-25135
AD-A037901 p0129 B77-26126
AD-A037985 pOH32 JI77-26525
AD-A038018 p0138 1177-27285
AD-A038029 pOt26 B77-26099
AD-A038062 p0175 B77-28106
AD-A038069 p0481 N77-28282
AD-A038076 p0492 N77-29165
AD-A038154/1 pO«39 N77-27873
AD-A038157/K pO«27 N77-2611B
AD-A038163 p0475 H77-28097
AD-A038183/0 pO!|27 N77-26113
AD-A038188 p0181 B77-28316
AD-A038190 p0480 N77-28146
AD-A038192/1 p0130 N77-26118
AD-A038191 pOUBO H77-28117
AD-A038201 pOU71 S77-28064
AD-A038300 pOU38 N77-27303
AD-A038390 pOH3<t S77-27102
AD-A038U17 pOISO H77-28119
AD-A038I155 p0497 1177-29952
AD-&038U56 pOq38 B77-2715U
AD-A038U91/7 p0427 B77-26115
AD-A0381192/5 pO»27 B77-26116
AD-A038a93/3 pOi»27 S77-26117
A"D-A038a9<t pOa35 B77-27109
AD-A038527 pO<178 B77-28130
AD-A038528 pO»92 B77-29161
AD-A0385U3 pOU3H 877-27092
AD-A038550 pO«78 B77-28129
AD-A038559 pO«35 877-27110
AD-A038601 p0175 877-28102
AD-A038613 pfl»77 877-28126
AD-A03861I1 p0478 B77-28127
AD-A038623 pOU3U S77-27093
AD-A038659 pO«3» B77-27091
AD-A038691 p0192 H77-29159
AD-A038692 p0192 877-29162
AD-A038755 p0476 877-28111
AD-A038762 pO«88 877-29115
AD-A0388H9 pO«91 877-29116
AD-A038875 p013« 877-27103
AD-A038977 pO«95 877-29322
AD-A039062 p0136 877-27121
AD-A039085 p0136 877-27111
AD-A039086 p0195 877-29331
A0-A039116 p0529 S77-30126
AD-A039160 p0191 877-29180

AD-A03917U ........................ p0527 B77
AD-A039176 ........................ p05J1 B77
AD-A039193 ........................ p052J 877
AD-A039213 ........................ p0531 N77
AD-A039216 ........................ p052S B77
AD-A039223 ........................ p01J6 877
AD-&039221/1 ...................... pO<495 B77
AD-A039225 ........................ p0131 877
AD-A03923H ........................ p0526 tl77
AD-A039303 ........................ p0538 B77
AD-A039365 ........................ p0510 877
AD-A039381 ........................ pOSJI B77
AD-A039382 ........................ p053 1 B77
AD-A039U61 ........................ p0527 877
AD-A039169 ........................ p0527 B77
AD-A039491 ........................ p052S 877
AD-A039U98 ........................ p0490 B77
AD-A039507 ........................ p05«5 877
AD-A039591 ........................ p0540 877
AD-A039597 ........................ p0530 877
AD-A039651 ........................ p05«0 877
AD-A039652 ........................ p0528 B77
AD-A03965a ........................ p0176 877
AD-A03966H ........................ p0410 877
AD-A039717 ........................ p0528 S77
AD-A0397U8 ........................ p05«0 877
AD-A039785 ........................ pO«95 N77
AD-A039817 ........................ pOa96 N77
AD-A0398231 ....................... p0528 B77
AD-A039829 ........................ pO530 877
AD-A03983B ........................ p0527 B77
AD-A039864 ........................ p0530 877
AD-A039882 ........................ p0528 877
AD-A039883 ........................ p0191 B77
AD-A039909 ........................ p0528 877
AD-A039921 ........................ p0526 877
AD-A039916 ........................ p0526 877
AD-A039953 ........................ pOSIS B77
AD-A039957 ........................ p0512 877
AD-A039967 ........................ p0531 877
AD-A039968 ........................ p0496 M77
AD-A040009 ........................ p0545 877
AD-A010030 ........................ p0512 877
AD-A040055 ........................ p0438 877
AD-A040062 ........................ p0527 877
AD-A010096 ........................ p0525 B77
AD-A040101 ........................ p0529 B77
AD-A040135 ........................ p0513 B77
AD-A040153 ........................ p0489 B77
AD-A040198 ........................ p0526 B77
AD-A040239 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . p0539 B77
AD-A040313 ........................ p0536 B77
AD-A010353 ........................ p0539 877
AD-A010370 ........................ p0528 877
AD-A040472 ........................ p0495 877
AD-A040171 ........................ p0190 877-
1D-A010532 ........................ pObltl M77
AD-A010535 ........................ p0539 B77
AD-A010561 ........................ p0197 B77
ID-A040562 ........................ p0497 877
AD-A010594 ........................ p0524 B77
AD-A010623 ........................ p05»6 877
AD-A040624 ........................ p0543 877
AD-A040701 ........................ p0516 877
AD-A040706 ........................ p0543 B77
AD-A040707 ........................ p0536 877
AD-A010759 ........................ p0188 877
AD-A040803 ........................ p0539 H77
AD-A010821 ........................ p0523 B77
AD-A040824 ___ ..................... p0488 B77
AD-A040817 ........................ p0535 877
AD-A040921 ........................ p0535 877
AD-A040928 ........................ p0494 877
AD-A040947 ........................ p0544 877
AD-A040955 ........................ p0494 H77
AD-A040978 ........................ p0488 M77
AD-A010997 ........................ p0516 B77
AD-A040998 ........................ p0547 B77
AD-A041011 . ....................... p0592 877-
AD-A041019 ........................ p0545 877
AD-A041021 ........................ p0536 877
AD-A041089 ........................ p0489 877-
AD-A041108 ........................ p0543 877
AD-A041137 ........................ p0512 877
AD-A041139 ........................ p0490 877
AD-A041151 ........................ p0587 877
AD-A041153 ........................ p0577 877
AD-A041156 ........................ p0590 877-
AD-A041190 ........................ pObIS 877

30181
-30073
J0122
J013(|

-27129
-29317

27096
30108
J1127

-311Q7
3018Q
J0121
30111
J0116
30125
291JJ
J1381
3111(6
30261
31145
30117
28116
27880
30120
J1THI
29288
29577
30121
30301
30110
30219
30118
29287
30124
30106
3010J
31389
31169
30176
295J2
31516
31168
27274
30113
30099
30135
J1171
29119
30109
311J6
31109
31139
30122
29348
29131
313J4
31137
29919
29920
30092
31922
31170
31722
J1172
31108
29117
311J8
30074
29113
31099
31100
29182
31218
291B1
29112
32012
3201J
33172
31477
31111
29127
31173
31161
29129
33121
32084
33153
31368
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AD-AC11198 p0578 H77-32090
AD-A011200 p0493 H77-29175
AD-AC11208 p0590 877-33152
AD-A041230 p0538 H77-31126
AD-A041231 pOSIO 877-31111
AD-A041257 p0592 B77-33171
AD-A041266 p0539 B77-31140
AD-A041300 p0493 H77-29174
AD-A041317 p0515 B77-31507
AD-A041324 p0489 B77-29121
AD-A0111I25 p0581 S77-32132
AD-A041428 pOSSU N77-32871
AD-A011135 pO»93 H77-29176
AD-J041462 pOSIO 877-31142
AD-A01I1481 p0489 B77-29123
AD-A041199 pO"l91 B77-29152
AD-A011502 p0581 H77-32115
AD-AOU1515 pOSl»2 B77-31162
AD-A011570 p0590 K77-33158
AD-A041603 pO"189 B77-29126
AD-A041608 p0541 877-31184
AD-AOI41633 p0578 B77-32085
AD-A041730 p0592 N77-33176
AD-AOIH781 p0598 B77-33686
AD-A041782 p0593 B77-33179
AD-A011813 p0596 B77-33206
AD-AOU1819 p0593 B77-33177
AD-A041849 p0592 B77-33175
AD-A041891 p0588 N77-33135
AD-A011971 p0588 B77-33136
AD-A041975 p0588 B77-33137
AD-A012063 p0590 B77-33155
AD-A042076 p0598 B77-33685
AD-AOU2084 p0587 B77-33132
&D-AOI42102 p0587 B77-33122
AD-A042101 p0596 B77-33204
AD-A012112 p0590 877-33154
AD-A012114 p0590 B77-33156
AD-A042121 p0546 B77-31529
AD-A042134 p0585 N77-33101
AD-A042190 p0583 S77-32162
AD-A042457 p0581 B77-32136
JD-A042462 p0596 N77-33207
AD-A042759 p0581 877-32140
AD-A042781 p0584 B77-32573
AD-A042880 pOS81 B77-32141
AD-A042907 p0581 B77-32143
AD-A042915 p0582 877-32147
AD-A042987 p0580 B77-32129
AD-A043022 pOS83 B77-32163
AD-A043176 p0578 H77-32101
AD-A043252 p058« B77-32524
AD-A013265 p0582 H77-321I16
AD-AOQ3267 p0583 B77-32173

AD-B009581 p0285 B77-20121I

ADTC-TH-77-31

AEDC-TS-76-
AEDC-TH-76-
iEDC-T8-76-
AEDC-TB-76-
AEDC-TS-76-
AEDC-T8-76-
AEDC-TK-76-
iEDC-TB-76-
AEDC-TB-76-
AEDC-T8-76-
AEDC-TB-76-
AEDC-TB-76-
AEDC-TB-76-
AEDC-Tfi-76-
AEDC-TB-76-
AEDC-TB-76-
AEDC-TB-76-
AEDC-TB-76-
AEOC-T8-77-

18
22
113
an
45
58

p0578 N77-32085

p0031 B77-
p0033 B77-
p0019 H77-
p0225 B77-
p0225 B77-
p0127 B77-

73 p0135 B77-
102 1. p0225 S77-
109 p0290 B77-
122 p0177 B77-
126 p0172 B77-
128 p0373 B77-
133 p0290 K77-
138 p0337 B77-
111 p0372 B77-
112 p0290 B77-
165 p0380 B77-:
180 p0339 B77
21 pOSIS B77

11015
11037
10023
18075
18073
15001
27109
18076
21065
17016
16067
21158
21066
23130
21115
21064
25116
23631
31177

AERO-1211 p0039 B77-11356
AEBO-1221 p0176 B77-17012
AERO-1221 p022il B77-18063
AERO-1239 p0535 H77-31100

AFA1-TB-76-U5 p0183
AFAI-TB-76-58 p0132

B77-17071
B77-15217

APAL-TB-76-122 p0331 B77-23101
APAL-TB-76-161 p0373 B77-21157
APAL-TB-76-215 p0581 B77-32115

APA1-TB-77-20 p0582 B77-32117
APAI-IE-77-62 p0580 877-321^9

AF4PL-TB-73-121-VOI-3 p0171 B77-16356
APAPL-IB-75-10-V01-2 p0182 B77-28325
AFAPL-TB-75-57 p0071 B77-12061
APAP1-TB-75-66 p0125 B77-11191
AFAPL-TB-75-85 p0183 B77-17076
AF4PL-TR-75-108 p O O J T H77-11062
AFAPL-TB-76-8 p0133 B77-15299
AFAPL-TB-76-20 p0083 H77-1J2J1
APAPL-TB-76-23 p0172 B77-16065
AFAPL-TR-76-26 pOU^ B77-15214
APAPL-TB-76-27 p0133 B77-15110
APAPL-TB-76-11 p017J B77-16272
SPAPL-TR-76-13-V01-3 p0192 B77-2915H
AFAPL-TB-76-I43-V01-6 p0192 B77-29162
iFAPL-TB-76-18-TOL-1 p0319 B77-22108
APAPL-TB-76-18-V01-2 p0239 B77-1907J
AFAPL-TR-76-18-VOL-3 p0319 H77-22109
AFAPL-TB-76-19 p0387 B77-25181
AFAPL-TR-76-61-VO1-1 pOJ86 B77-25175
AFAPL-TR-76-61-TO1-2 p0336 B77-2J120
AFAPL-TR-76-61-VOI-3 p0336 B77-23121
AFAPL-TR-76-61-V01-1 p0386 B77-2b176
APAP1-TB-76-65-V01-1 p0336 B77-2J119
AFAPL-TB-76-65-VOL-2 p0386 B77-25177
AFAPL-TR-76-65-V01-3 p0386 M77-25178
AFAPL-TB-76-65-VOL-1 p0386 B77-25179
AFAPL-TB-76-68-VOL-2 pO«77 H77-28126
AFAPL-TR-76-68-VOI-3 pO«78 B77-28127
AFAPL-TB-76-68-V01-1 p0593 B77-3J17.7
AFAPL-TB-76-69 p0325 H77-22196
AFAPL-TB-76-73 p0367 B77-2U101
AFAPL-TB-76-71 p0372 B77-21113
AFAPL-TR-76-76 p0281 B77-20111
AFAPL-TB-76-77 p0372 H77-21111
AFAPL-TB-76-80 p0543 H77-31171
AFAPL-IB-76-102 p0512 B77-31162
AFAPL-TR-76-106 p05«3 H77-31172
AFAPL-TB-76-113 p0512 877-31161
AFAPL-TH-77-6 pOSIS B77-31507
A7APL-TB-77-7 p0528 B77-30121
AFAPL-TR-77-32 p0516 B77-J1529
AFAPL-TB-77-11 p0583 H77-3216J

AFATI.-rH-76-IO p0385 B77-25170
AFATL-TB-76-32 p0225 B77-18075
AFAIL-TH-76-36 p0225 B77-18073
AFAH.-1B-76-51 p0135 B77-27109
AFATL-TB-76-58 p0225 B77-18067
AFATL-TR-76-158 p0521 B77-30092

AFCEC-TB-75-20 p0073 B77-12077
AFCEC-TB-76-7 p0182 B77-28630
AFCEC-TB-76-11 p0332 B77-23076
AFCEC-TB-76-17 p0280 877-20058
AFCEC-IB-76-36 p0182 877-28630

AFETB-TB-76-07-TOL-1 p0332 B77-23070

AFFDL
APFDL
AFFDL-
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL-
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL-
AFPDL
AFFDL
AFFDL-
AFFDL
APFDL
APFDL-
AFPDL-
AFFDL-
APFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFPDL
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL

-IE-75-32 pOOlO B77-
•TB-75-70 p0286 877-
•TB-75-78 p0121 877-
•TH-75-102 p0318 B77-
•TR-75-107 p0135 877-
•TB-75-123 p003fl 877-
-TB-75-128 p0019 B77-
•TE-75-162 p0033 877-
•TB-76-6 p0179 B77-
•TB-76-01-VOL-1 p0578 877-
•TB-76-12 p0282 877-
•IB-76-13 pOOSO 877-
•TB-76-16 p0121 B77-
•TB-76-28 p0130 B77-
•TB-76-30 p0070 B77-
•TB-76-36-VOI-1 p0316 B77-
•TB-76-36-VOL-2 p0317 B77-
.-TB-76-38 p0181 B77-
TB-76-11-TOL-1 p0331
TB-76-11-VOL-2 p0331

B77-
B77-

•TB-76-16 p0238 877-
•TB-76-59 p0186 S77
•TB-76-66 p0286 B77
•TB-76-68 p0338 877
•TB-76-75 p0129 877
•TB-76-81 p0529 877
•TB-76-86 p0315 877
•TB-76-95 p0381 877

11178
20528
11008
22099
27110
11012
10027
11035
17010
32090
20097
13052
14035
15016
12019
220b9
22060
28232
23099
23100
19062
17105
20526
23550
26127
J0135
22051
25160
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AFFDL-TB-76-104
AFFDL-TH-76-105
AFFDL-TB-76-108
AFFDI-TB-76-117
AFFDL-TB-76-130
AFFDL-TB-76-132

AFFTC-TD-75-4

AFFTC-TIB-76-1

AFGL-AFSG-361

AFG1-TB-77-0033

AFHBL-TB-75-70
AFHRL-TE-76-59
AFH81-TR-76-65

AFIT/SAE/AE/76D-2
iFIT/G8E/PH/76-2
APIT/GHE/PH/76-3

AFSI-TH-74-247-PT-2
AFHL-TR-74-264
AFMl-TB-75-165
AFHL-Tfi-75-191
AFHL-TB-76-24
AFSL-TE- 76-31
iPHL-TR-76-34
AFHL-TR-76-52
AFHL-TR-76-54
AFBL-TR-76-65
AFHI-TB-76-109
AFML-TB-76-137-V01-1
AFBL-TH-76-137-VOI-2
AFUL-TE-76-172
AFHL-TR- 76-173
AFHL-TB-76-174
AFHL-TB- 76-202
APBL-TR-76-242

AFOSB-76-0036TB
AFOSB-76-0481TR
AFOSB-76-0501TB
APOSB-76-0505TR
AFOSB-76-0536TB
AFOS8-76-0537TB-VOL-2
AFOSB-76-08291B
AFOSB-76-0840TR
AFOSB-76-0841TB
AFOSB-76-0873TB
AFOSB-76-0895TB
AFOSR-76-0901TB
AFOSB-76-0948TB
AFOSB-76-1076TB
AFOSB-76-1155TB

AFOSB-77-0066TB
JFOSR-77-0186TR
AFOSB-77-0373TB
AFOSB-77-0380TB
AFOSB-77-0621TB
AFOSP-77-0636TB

AFOSB-77-0658TR
AFOSB-77-0770TR
AFOSB-77-0728TR
AFOSB-77-0844TB

AFHL-TH-75-66-ADD-2
AFH.-TH-75-116
AFHl-TB-75-138
AFHL-T8-75-219
AFRI-TB-75-282
AF»t-TB-76-219
AFWL-TR-76-279

AGABD-AG-224

AGABD-AB-90

AGABt-CP-187
AGiRD-CP-195
AGASt-CP-201
AGABD-CP-205
AGAHD-CP-209
AGABD-CP-215
AGABE-CP-221

p0496 B77-29577
p0281 877-20066
p0337 877-23133
p0426 B77-26099
p0492 N77-29165
p0527 S77-30116

p0186 B77-17107

p0366 S77-24092

p0546 N77-31722

p0546 877-31722

p0082 877-13087
p0318 N77-22103
p0597 B77-33216

p0529 877-30126
p0478 877-28130
p0492 N77-29164

p0131 877-15202
p0338 B77-23255
p0319 877-22111
p0085 877-13*12
p0125 877-11213
p0069 B77-12048
p0336 S77-23117
p0233 877-18454
p0282 877-20090
p0425 S77-26072
p0325 877-22269
p0494 877-29287
p0495 877-29288
p0481 B77-28282
p0530 B77-30249
p0292 877-21463
p0542 877-31168
p0481 B77-28316

p0315 877-22048
p0031 877-11013
p0040 877-11412
p0037 877-11061
p0020 877-10028
p0025 877-10090
p0225 877-18072
p0077 B77-13019
p0172 877-16066
p0120 877-13997
p0224 N77-18064
p0225 B77-18074
p0177 B77-17015
p0279 B77-20041
p0318 N77-22101

p0478 F77-28132
p0431 B77-26151
p0480 877-28146
p0480 B77-28147
p0531 S77-30422
p0545 877-31384

p0545 B77-31516
p0543 877-31173
p0596 S77-33206
p0581 877-32140

p0592 B77-33171
p0132 B77-15253
p0069 877-12047
p0073 N77-12078
p0132 877-15250
p0434 H77-27103
p0545 877-31389

p0375 877-25055

p0530 877-30136

p0065 877-12013
p0171 877-16050
p0320 877-22112
p0317 877-22068
p0593 TI77-33181
p0327 877-22554

AGABD-CP-222
AGARD-CP-223
AGiBD-CP-226
AGABD-CP-228

AGARD-LS-89

AGABD-B-652
AGABD-B-653
AGABD-B-654

AHS 77-33-02
AHS 77-33-03
AHS 77-33-04
AHS 77-33-05
AHS 77-33-11
AHS 77-33-12
AHS 77-33-13
AHS 77-33-14
AHS 77-33-15
AHS 77-33-16
AHS 77-33-17
AHS 77-33-23
AHS 77-33-24
AHS 77-33-25
AHS 77-33-31
AHS 77-33-32
AHS 77-33-33
AHS 77-33-34
AHS 77-33-35
AHS 77-33-36

iHS 77-33-42
AHS 77-33-43
AHS 77-33-44
AHS 77-33-45
AHS 77-33-46
AHS 77-33-61
AHS 77-33-62
AHS 77-33-63
AHS 77-33-64
AHS 77-33-65
iHS 77-33-66
AHS 77-33-71
AHS 77-33-73
AHS 77-33-74
AHS 77-33-76
AHS 77-33-84
AHS 77-33-85
AHS 77-33-86

AIAA PAPER 77-2

AIAA PAPEB 77-4
AIAA PAPEB 77-5

AIAA PAPEB 77-17
AIAA PAPEB 77-21
AIAA PAPEB 77-22
AIAA PAPEB 77-23
AIAA PAPEB 77-35
AIAA PAPEB 77-52
AIAA PAPEB 77-55
AIAA PAPEB 77-56
AIAA PAPEE 77-57
AIAA PAPEB 77-58
AIAA PAPEB 77-79
AIAA PAPEB 77-80
AIAi PAPEB 77-82
AIAA PAPEB 77-90
4IAA PAPEB 77-91
AIAA PAPEB 77-92
AIAA PAPEB 77-102
AIAA PAPEB 77-103
Alii PAPER 77-106
AIAA PAPEB 77-112
AIAA PAPEB 77-113
AIAA PAPER 77-115
Alii PAPER 77-117
AIAi PAPEH 77-125
AIAi PAPEB 77-133
AIAA PAPEB 77-141

AIAi PAPER 77-156
AIAi PiPEB 77-157

p0328 877-22568 *
p0368 877-24107 t
p0532 877-31073 *
p0596 B77-JJ208 «

p04J2 B77-26161 *

p0129 877-15034 *
p02JJ 877-18462 «
p0578 B77-J2091 t

p0417 A77-40050
p0417 A77-40051
p0418 A77-40052
p0418 A77-40053
p0418 A77-40055

p0418 A77-40057
p0418 A77-40058*
p0418 A77-40059*
p0419 A77-40060
P0419 A77-40061**
p0419 A77-40063
p0419 A77-40064
p0419 A77-40065
p0419 A77-40066

p0419 A77-40068
p0420 A71-40069
p0420 A77-40070 *
p0420 A77-40071

p0420 A77-40074
p0420 A77-40075*
p0420 A77-40076
p0421 A77-40077
p0421 i77-40084
p0421 A77-40085
p0421 A77-40086
p0421 i77-40087*»
p0421 A77-40088
p0421 A77-40089

p0422 A77-40092
P0422 A77-40093
p0422 A77-40097
p0422 A77-40098
p0422 A77-40099

p0137 i77-19764*

p0160 A77-22206*
P0137 A77-19766

p0137 177-19778»
p0142 A77-19981*
p0160 A77-22207
P0142 A77-19982*
P0137 i77-19787*

p0138 A77-19799*
p0138 A77-19800»
B0138 A77-19801*
p0160 A77-22215»
p0138 A77-19813
p0160 A77-22221*
p0138 A77-19815*
p0138 A77-19819
p0139 A77-19820
pOU9 A77-19821
p0160 A77-22227

p0139 i77-19830
p0139 A77-19836

p0139 A77-198J7
p0161 i77-22230»

p0161 177-22234
P0140 A77-19855

P0142 A77-19983»

P0161 A77-^22J8»
p0161 A77-222J9
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A I A A
AIAA
MAS
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
A I A A
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
&IAA
AIAA
A I A A
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
AIAA
A I A A
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
A I A A
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
AIAA
AIAA
A I A A
A I A A
A I A A
AIAA
A I A A
AIAA

PAPER
PAPER
P A P E H
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
P A P E R
PAPEE
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
P A P E R
PAPER
PAPER
P A P E R
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEH
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PIPES
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
P A P E B
P A P E B
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEH
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB

77
77
77
77-
77-
77
77
77
77
77
77-
77-
77
77-
77
77-
77-
77-
77-
77-
77-
77-
77-
77-
77
77-
77-
77
77
77
77
77
77-
77-
77
77
77
77
77
77-
77
77
77-
77
77
77
77-
77
77
77
77
77-
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77

•158 pOIIO A77-19861**
•159 pOIIO A77-19865
•173 pOIIO A77-19871
•171 pOIIO A77-19875
•175 p0111 A77-19876
•180 p0162 A77-22210*
•201 p0111 A77-19893
•202 p0111 A77-19891
•201 pOII I A77-19896
•205 p0111 A77-19897*
• 207 p01«1 A77-19899
•209 p0162 A77-22211»
•210 p0112 A77-19900*
•223 p0112 A77-19908*
•221 p0112 A77-19909*
•226 p0162 A77-22218
•251 p0112 A77-18201
•263 p0195 A77-21150
•271 p0112 A77-18210
•273 p0112 A77-18212
•271 p0112 A77-18213
•301 p0113 A77-18229
•307 p0113 A77-18232
•308 p0113 A77-18233
•320 p0113 A77-18212
•327 p0113 A77-18216
•328 p0113 A77-18217
•331 p0113 A77-18219*
-356 p0111 A77-18260
•135 p0257 A77-28012
•111 p0257 A77-28013
•ISO p0257 A77-28011*
•162 p0211 A77-25815
•168 p0257 A77-28019*
•181 p0193 A77-23901
-193 p0191 A77-23912
•196 p0191 A77-23911
•199 p0191 A77-23917*
-502 p0191 A77-23920
•503 p0191 A77-23921
•517 p0191 A77-23931
•580 p0116 A77-39177
•583 p0352 A77-31967
•606 p0352 A77-31969*
-608 p0119 A77-11857»
-616 p0113 A77-38775
•663 p0360 A77-37018
•665 p0360 A77-37019*
•667 p0361 A77-37021*
•670 p0361 A77-37021*
-671 p0361 A77-37025*
•672 p0361 A77-37026*
•673 p0361 A77-37027
•677 p0361 A77-37028
•679 pOIH A77-10700»
•680 p0113 A77-38883*
•681 p011« A77-38881*
•687 p0361 A77-37031*
•688 pOIII A77-38886
•692 pOIII A77-38887*
-702 p0362 A77-37016
•703 p0362 A77-37017
-706 p0362 A77-37019
•707 p0362 A77-37050
-715 p0362 A77-37055«
-716 p0362 A77-37056*
•797 pOISO A77-11960
-798 pOISO A77-11961
•802 p0109 A77-38511*
•803 p0109 A77-38515
•801 pOISO A77-11963
-805 p0109 A77-38516*
•830 pOISO A77-11968
-831 pOISO A77-11969
•832 • p0151 A77-11970
•833 p0151 A77-11971
-831 p0109 A77-38551
•835 p0109 A77-38552»
•836 p0109 A77-385S3
•837 p0151 A77-11972
•838 p0109 A77-38551
•839 p0151 A77-11973*
•810 p0151 A77-11971*
•811 p0151 A77-11975
•812 pOIIO A77-38555*
•813 pOIIO A77-38556
•871 pOIIO A77-38568*
•876 pOIIO A77-38570*
•878 p0151 A77-11980*

AIAA PAPEH 77-879
AIAA PAPER 77-881
AIAA PAPEB 77-883
AIAA PAPBB 77-881
AIAA PAPEB 77-885
AIAA PAPEB 77-887
AIAA PAPER 77-888
AIAA PAPEB 77-889

AIAA PAPER 77-896
AIA1 PAPBB 77-897
AIAA PAPEH 77-898
AIAA PAPER 77-899
AIAA PAPEH 77-911
AIAA PAPEB 77-912

AIAA PAPER 77-916
AIAA PAPEH 77-917
AIAA PAPEB 77-918
AIAA PAPEH 77-919

AIAA PAPBB 77-951
AIAA PAPER 77-955
AIAA PAPEB 77-956
AIAA PAPEH 77-960
AIAA PAPEH 77-992
AIAA PAPEB 77-993
AIAA PAPEH 77-991
AIAA PAPEB 77-1078
AIAA PAPEB 77-1111
AIAA PAPER 77-1119

AIAA PAPEH 77-1200
&IAA PAPEB 77-1210
AIAA PAPER 77-1212
AIAA PAPEB 77-1215

AIAA PAPER 77-1217
AIAA PAPEH 77-1218
AIAA PAPEH 77-1219
AIAA PAPEB 77-1221
AIAA PAPEB 77-1222
AIAA PAPEB 77-1223

AIAA PAPER 77-1225
AIAA PAPEB 77-1227
AIAA PAPER 77-1228

AIAA PAPEB 77-1231
AIAA PAPEH 77-1232
AIAA PAPEH 77-1231
AIAA PAPEH 77-1237

AIAA PAPEH 77-1239
AIAA PAPER 77-1210
AIAA PAPEB 77-1211
AIAA PAPEB 77-1212
AIAA PAPEB 77-1211

AIAA PAPEB 77-1218
AIAA PAPEB 77-1219

AIAA PAPEH 77-1252
AIAA PAPEB 77-1255
AIAA PAPEB 77-1256
AIAA PAPEB 77-1257

AIAA PAPEB 77-1259
AIAA PAPEB 77-1260
AIAA PAPEB 77-1261

AIAA PAPEH 77-1275

AIAA PAPEH 77-1277
AIAA PAPEB 77-1287
AIAA PAPEB 77-1288
AIAA PAPEB 77-1291
AIAA PAPBB 77-1295

AIAA PAPEH 77-1301
AIAA PAPEB 77-1311
AIAA PAPEB 77-1315
AIAA PAPBB 77-1316
AIAA PAPEB 77-1317

p0152 A77-11981

pOIIO A77-J8S73
pO«11 A77-3S571*
pOIII A77-38575
p0111 A77-38576»
pOIII A77-38577
pOIH A77-38578
p0152 A77-11983
p0152 A77-119B1
pOIII A77-J8582
p0111 A77-38583
p0111 A77-38581
p0112 A77-38593
p01S2 A77-11985
p0152 A77-11986
p0112 A77-38597*
p0112 A77-38607*
1-0112 A77-38608
p0112 A77-38609
p0112 A77-38610
p0152 A77-41989
p0152 A77-11990
p0112 A77-38612
p0113 A77-3861J
p0152 A77-11991
pOIIJ A77-J8625
p0153 A77-12000
p0113 A77-38626
p0161 A77-1J201
p0507 A77-15171
p0161 A77-1J197
p0161 A77-1J198*

p0509 A77-IJ5503
p0509 A77-15S05
p0199 A77-11316
p0199 A77-11J17
p0199 A77-11318
p0199 A77-a«319»
p0199 A77-11320
p0199 A77-11321
pOSOO A77-11322
pOSOO A77-11-)2J»
p0500 A77-11J21»

pOSOO A77-«4325»
p0509 A77-U5S06
p0509 A77-15507
pOSOO A77-11326»
p0500 A77-U1J27
pOSOO A77-11J28
pOSOl A77-11329
pOSOl A77-«1330»
pOS08 A77-15501
pOSOl A77-11J31
p0501 A77-11332
p0501 A77-U1333

pOSOl A77-11335
pObOl A77-mJ36<
p0502 A77-«1337»
p0509 A77-15508*
p0502 A77-11339

p0502 A77-«1jaj
p0509 A77-15509
p0509 A77-4551U
p0510 A77-15511
pOSIO A77-U5512
p0510 A77-U5513
p0561 A77-51028"
p0561 A77-51032
p0561 A77-510J3

p0561 A77-51036»
p056» A77-51037
p056S A77-510J8*
p0565 A77-51017
POS65 A77-51018
p0565 A77-51019*
p0565 A77-51052
p0565 A77-51057'

POS66 »77-S1069»
p0566 A77-51070'

p0566 »77-5107^»»
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A I A A P A P E B 77-1318 p0566 477-51073**
A I A A PAPEB 77-1319 p0566 A77-51074*
AIAA PAPEE 77-1321 p0566 A77-51075
AHA PAPER 77-1325 p0566 A77-51079
A I A A PAPEB 77-1326 p0567 A77-51080*
A I A A PAPEB 77-1327 p0567 A77-51081
A I A A PAPEB 77-1328 p0567 A77-51082*
A I A A PAPEB 77-1329 p0567 A77-51083*
A I A A P A P E B 77-1330 p0567 A77-51084*
AIAA PAPEB 77-1333 p0567 A77-51087*
A I A A PAPEB 77-1334 p0567 A77-51088*
A I A A PAPEB 77-1338 p0568 A77-51091
AIA& PAPEB 77-1339 .' p0568 A77-51092*
AIAA PAPEB 77-1340 p0568 A77-51093*
A I A A PAPEB 77-1341 p0568 A77-5109II*
A I A A PAPEB 77-1312 p0568 A77-51095*
A I A A PAPEB 77-13<l6 p0568 A77-51099
A I A A PAPEB 77-1319 p0569 A77-51102
AIAA PAPEB 77-1350 p0569 A77-51103*
AIAA PAPEB 77-135(1 p0569 A77-51107*
A I A A PAPEB 77-1355 p0569 A77-51108*
A I A A PAPEB 77-1356 p0569 A77-51109
A I A A PAPEB 77-1363 p0569 A77-51115*
AIAA PAPEB 77-1365 p0569 A77-51117
A I A A PAPEE 77-1366 p0569 A77-51118
A I A A 77-363 p0204 A77-25731
A I A A 77-372 p0207 A77-25782
J I A A 77-373 p020<l A77-25734*
A I A A 77-374 p020<l A77-25735
AIAA 77-375 p020<l A77-25736
A I A A 77-378 p0204 177-25737
A I A A 77-379 p0205 A77-25738
AIAA 77-380 p0205 A77-25739
A I A A 77-381 p0205 A77-25740
A I A A 77-382 p0205 A77-257111
A I A A 77-383 p0205 A77-25742*
A I A A 77-392 p0205 A77-25744*
A I A A 77-393 p0206 A77-25745
A I A A 77-396 p0206 A77-257U8
A I A A 77-HOO p0206 A77-25752*
AIAf 77-1(01 p0206 A77-25753*
A I A A 77-1103 p0207 A77-25786*
A I A A 77-1120 p0208 A77-25790
A I A A 77-«21 p0208 A77-25791*
A I A A 77-422 p0208 A77-25792*
A I A A 77-1123 p0208 A77-25793*
AIAA 77-424 p0208 A77-25794
AIAA 77-1133 p0209 A77-25795
A I A A 77-4311 p0209 A77-25796
AIAA 77-437 p0209 A77-25797
A I A A 77-438 p0209 A77-25798*
AIAA 77-440 p0209 A77-25799
AIAA 77-444 p0209 A77-25802*
A I A A 77-U45 p0209 A77-25803*
AIAA 77-446 p0210 A77-25804
AIAA 77-447 p0210 A77-2S805*
A I A A 77-448 p0210 A77-25806
A I A A 77-449 p0210 A77-25807
A I A A 77-451 p0210 A77-25808*
AIAA 77-453 p0210 A77-25810
AIAf 77-454 p0211 A77-25811*
AIAA 77-455 p0211 A77-25812*
A I A A 77-460 p0206 A77-25769
A I A A 77-464 p0206 A77-25770
AIAA 77-466 p0207 A77-25771
A I A A 77-467 p0207 A77-25772
AIAA 77-471 p0207 A77-25773
AIAA 77-475 p0207 A77-25775
AIAA 77-565 p0347 A77-34927
AIAA 77-566 p0347 A77-34928
ilAA 77-567 p0348 A77-34929
A I A A 77-568 p0348 A77-34930
ilAA 77-570 p0348 A77-34931
AIAA 77-572 p0348 A77-34932
AIAA 77-574 p0348 A77-34934*
AIAA 77-575 p0348 A77-34935*
AIAA 77-577 p03«8 A77-34936
A I A A 77-578 p0348 A77-34937
A I A A 77-579 p0349 A77-34938
AIAA 77-581 p0349 A77-34939
AIAA 77-582 p0349 A77-34940*
A I A A 77-584 p0349 A77-34941
AIAA 77-585 p0349 A77-34942
AIAA 77-586 p0349 A77-34943*
AIAA 77-588 p0349 A77-34945
AIAA 77-589 p0350 177-34946*
AIAA 77-590 p0350 A77-34947
AIAA 77-592 p0350 A77-34949*
AIAA 77-5S3 p0350 A77-34950

AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAt 77-
AIAA 77-
A I A A 77-
A I A A 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
A I A A 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
A I A A 77-
A I A A 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77-
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
A I A A 77
A I A A 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77
AIAA 77

•594 p0350 A77-349b1*«
•597 p0350 A77-34953**
599 p0350 A77-34954 *
• 600 P0350 A77-34955 *
•601 p0351 A77-34956**
•603 p0351 J77-319bS*»
607 pOJ51 A77-34959 *
609 p0351 J77-34960**
610 p03b1 A77-J4961**
611 p0351 A77-
612 p0351 177-
•614 p03b2 A77-
617 p0352 A77-
618 p0352 ?77-
633 '. p0353 A77-
634 p03b3 A77-
641 pOJ53 A77-
1042 p04b5 A77-
1044 p0455 A77-
1045 p0457 A77-
1055 p0455 A77-
1062 p0455 A77-
1066 p04b7 A77-
1070 p0455 A77-
1071 p0455 A77-
1076 p0456 A77-
1079 p045b A77-
1080 p045b A77-
1088 p0456 A77-
1092 p04S6 A77-
1093 p0456 i>7-
1100 p0456 A77-
1102 p0457 A77-
1103 p04t>7 A77-
1104 p0457 A77-
1109 p0457 A77-
1118 p0457 A77-
1120 p04b8 A77-
1121 p04b8 A77-

-1122 p0458 A77-
1123 p04b8 A77-

•1124 p04b8 A77-
•1125 p0458 A77-
1126 p0458 A77-
1128 p0459 A77-
1131 p0459 A77-
1133 p0459 A77-

•1134 pO«59 A77-
•1135 p04b9 A77-
•1136 p04b9 A77-
•1144 p0459 A77-
•1145 p0460 A77-
•1146 p0460 A77-
•1162 p0460 A77
•1163 p0460 A77
•1166 p0460 A77
•1169 p0460 A77
•1171 p0460 A77
-1172 p0447 A77
•1175 p0447 A77
•1177 p0448 A77
•1179 p0448 A7*
•1184 p0448 A77
-1187 p0448 A77
•1188 p0448 A77
•1190 p0448 A77
•1194 p0448 A77
•1196 p0449 A77
•1197 p0449 A77

•34964 <
34965 *

•34966 *
35078**
Jb079 *
35085 >
42758**
427b9 *
42812 t
42767**
42773**
42815 «
42780 «
42781**
42784**
42785 *
42786 t
42793 *
42797 *
4279B**
42804 *
42805**
42816 *
42806 *
42808**
4J152 *
4J15J *
4J154 f
43155 *
4J156**
43157**
4J158**
43159**
43161**
4J163 *
43164**
43165 *
43166**
43167 t
43174**
43175**
4317b *
43188**
4J196**
43191 *
43192 *
43194 *
41752**
41753 »
41754 *
41755 *
417b7 *
41758 *
41759 <
41760 <
4176J f
41764 *
41765 <

AIAA-PAPEH-77-1277 p0591 S77-JJ16J**

AIHSSEABCH-21-2498 p0592 H77-JJ168**
AIflBSEABCH-73-311305-VOI,-1 pOOJS H77-11046**
AIBESEABCB-73-311305-VOI,-2 pOOJS S77-11047**
AIBESEABCH-74-310862-VOL-1 p0035 H77-11048**
AIBESEAHCH-74-310862-VOL-2 p0035 S77-11049**
AIBESEABCH-76-211893 p0036 H77-11054**
AIBESEAHCB-76-411516 p0430 B77-26141 *

AHBBC-CTB-76-8 p0073 H77-12139 *
ABBBC-CIB-76-9 p0070 N77-12054 *
ABHBC-CTB-76-14 p0186 H77-17227 *
AaSBC-CTE-76-34 p0324 H77-22188 *
AHHBC-CTB-77-14 pOSJI S77-30481 *

ABHBC-TB-76-34 p0325 B77-22254 *
AHBBC-TB-76-35 p0476 H77-28114 *
ABBBC-TB-76-39 p0491 B77-29146 *



BEPOBT/1CCESSIOH HDBBEB IBDEI

AHRL-BESS-76-5 p0230 B77-18144 «

ABRL-TB-68-126 p0536 B77-31110
A1BL-TR-73-59 p0177 N77-17025
JHRI-TB-75-82-PT-1 pOISO B77-17050
ABBL-TB-75-83-PT-2 pOISO B77-17051
AMRL-TH-75-84-P1-3 p0180 B77-17052
ABBl-TB-75-110 p0126 H77-14639
ABBl-TR-75-124 ^ p003« B77-11043
JBRl-TB-76-33 p0232 B77-18166
ABRL-TB-76-42 p0230 B77-18144
ABBL-TB-76-69 p0337 B77-23129
AHRl-TB-76-115 p0598 B77-33685
ABBL-TR-76-123 p0543 B77-31170
ABRL-TR-76-124 p0546 B77-31922

ABS-1194 p O O I B H77-10008*
ABS-1236 p0017 K77-10007*
JSS-1257 p0018 B77-10009*
A1S-1300 p0068 B77-12040*
A8S-1311 , p0292 H77-21099*
fHS-1327 p0542 B77-31169

ABSAf-TB-130 p0239 B77-19075
AHSAf-TR-153 p0122 B77-14017

APCA PAPER 77-11 p0441 A77-40638

AP1/JBD-TG-1296 p0123 B77-1H018

AR-1 p0388 K77-25265
AB-2-PT-1 p0017 B77-10005*
AR-3 p0374 B77-24199*
AR-76-5 p0175 B77-16988
'R-000-518 p0473 N77-28083
AR-228 p0479 B77-28134

ARA-176 p0587 B77-33132

1RAP-276 , p0120 B77-13997
ARAP-278 p0279 B77-20041

ARC-CP-1321 p0472 H77-28075
ARC-CP-1323 p0472 B77-28076
HRC-CP-1324 , p0476 B77-28110
ABC-CP-1326 p0472 B77-28077
ARC-CP-1328 p0472 877-28078
ARC-CP-1329 p0480 S77-28144
ARC-CP-1331 p0472 1177-28079
ARC-CP-1332 p0473 B77-28080
ABC-CP-1333 p0473 B77-28081
ARC-CP-1334 p0473 B77-28082
ABC-CP-1337 p0475 B77-28104
ABC-CP-1344 p0072 B77-12067
ABC-CP-1349 p0083 B77-13211
ABC-CP-1352 p0235 B77-19013
ARC-CP-135M p0235 B77-19014
ARC-CP-1355 -. p0235 B77-19015
ABC-CP-1357 p0293 B77-21479
ARC-CP-1358 , p0236 B77-19017
ARC-CP-1362 p0379 B77-25101
ABC-CP-1363 p0592 B77-33172
ARC-CP-1365 p0494 B77-29280
ARC-CP-1370 p0535 «77-3110<f
AHC-CP-1371 P0535 B77-31105
ABC-CP-1372 p0535 B77-31106

ABC-B/H-3771 pOa?7 B77-28121
ABC-B/H-3785 p0235 S77-19012
ABC-B/H-3786 p0289 B77-21057
ABC-B/N-3789 p05»2 S77-31163
ABC-B/B-3790 p0379 B77-25102
ABC-B/H-3792 pOSUO B77-311II3

ABC-31532 pO»72 H77-28079
ARC-3163S p0293 877-21479
AHC-33412 , pO«72 S77-28076
ARC-33437 p0473 B77-28080
ARC-341167 pO«72 B77-28075
ABC-34835 p0379 B77-2S101
ARC-3495S p0289 B77-2i057
ARC-35289 pOSUO S77-31143
ABC-35291 P0473 B77-28082
ARC-35311 , pO«76 B77-28110
ARC-3535U p0289 B77-210S7
ARC-35413 p0473 B77-28081
ARC-35575 p0477 S77-28121
ARC-35771 pO«80 B77-28104

iRC-35901 p0379 B77-25102 *
ABC-3595S p0235 S77-19014 t
ARC-35971 p0472 H77-2B077 f
ABC-35978 p0472 H77-2807B t
ARC-35979 p0175 N77-28104 »
ABC-36059 pO^JS N77-19012 t
ABC-36100 p02J6 B77-19017 *
ASC-36115 p02i5 B77-19014 *
AHC-3616Q p02J5 H77-1901S f
ARC-36216 p0083 N77-1J211 «
ARC-36303 p0072 R77-12067 *
ABC-363714 p0542 N77-3116J f
ABC-36856 p05J5 N77-31101 »
AHC-36857 p053b N77-3110b *
ARC-36892 pO<t94 H77-29280 »
ABC-36936 p05J5 N77-31106 *

ABL-76-5/OBB-76-1 p0123 N77-1102U »
ARL-76-8/AFOSE-76-4 pO«80 N77-^8147 f
ARL-76-10/AFOSH-76-5 pO»BO N77-28146 t
ARL-76-17/OBB-76-4 p0370 N77-^I41J4 »
ABL-76-19/AFAL-76-1 pOJ24 877-2^155 *

ARL/AEBO-BEPT-144-PT-1 p02«8 H77-21045 *
ABL/AEBO-EEPT-146-PT-3 p0289 877-21046 «
ARL/aiT-lH-365 p0281 H77-20071 »
ASL/8AT-TM-366 p0281 N77-20072 t
ARL/SIROC-MOTE-424 pOJ83 N77-25152 »
ARL/SIBDC-NOTE-429 p0481 H77-28267
A8L/STHDC-BOTE-431 pO«79 N77-28134
&RL/SIRDC-TH-245 p0285 N77-20478 f
ABL/STRDC-TB-247 p0285 177-20479 *
ARL/STBDC-TH-249 p0285 N77-^0481 *
ABL/S1RDC-TB-256 p0281 N77-20075 *

ABO-ETP-TR-76-75 p0172 H77-16067 »
ABO-ETP-TB-76-76 p03J9 N77-2J634 «
ABO-ETP-TH-76-81 pOJ7J N77-241i8 •
ABO-EIP-TB-76-91 p0372 H77-2U145 *
ABO-EIF-TB-76-147 p0545 N77-31477 *

ARO-PiT-TB-75-80 p0033 N77-11037 *
ABO-PHI-TH-75-162 p0019 N77-1002J *
ARO-PMT-TB-76-8 p0225 N77-18075 «
ARO-PHT-TB-76-12 p0225 N77-18073 »
ABO-PBI-TB-76-14 p04J5 N77-27109 »
ARO-PHT-TR-76-28 p0225 N77-18076 *
ABO-PBT-TR-76-55 p0177 N77-17016 *
ARO-PMT-TB-76-67 p0290 H77-21065 »
ARO-PHT-TB-76-88 pOJJ7 N77-2J130 f
ARO-PHT-TR-76-98 p0290 S77-21064 *'
ARO-PKT-TB-76-127 pO-JSO H77-2S116 *

ARO-THT-TR-76-68 p0290 N/7-21066 *

ARO-VKF-TB-75-164 pOOJI N77-11015 *
ARO-7KF-TB-76-13 p0127 N77-15004 »

ARO-11630.1-E pOJ67 H77-24101 «
ABO-13225.1-EX p0169 M77-15998 *

ASC-B-110 p0428 N77-26119 «

ASCE PHEPEIBT 2635 p027J A77-2966/

ASD-TB-76-34 p0528 N77-30122 «
ASD-IB-76-35 pOS36 H77-J1108 f
ASD-TB-77-2 p0381 B77-25132 *
ASD-rB-77-4 p0590 N77-3J156 »
ASD-TB-77-6-V01-2 pOSJI B77-30476 •
ASD-IB-77-7 p0496 877-29532 *
&SD-TB-77-25-VOL-1 p0494 N77-29181 »
ASD-IB-77-25-VOL-3 p0494 N77-29182 f

4SD/BAH-76-6 p0029 H77-10512 *

ASI-IB-75-26 pOOJ2 B77-11030*»

ASLE PBEPBIHT 76-LC-1B-3 pOOOS A77-11195*

ASBE PAPEB 76-EBAS-13 pOIJS A77-19464
ASBE PAPEB 76-EBAS-21 p0135 A77-19471
ASBE PAPEB 76-EBAS-51 p0135 A77-19492
ASBE PAPEB 76-EHAS-61 p0135 A77-19502
ASSE PAPEB 76-PE-B p0004 A77-10855
ASBE PAPEB 76-FE-B p0004 A77-10856
ASSE PAPEB 76-FE-S p0004 A77-10854
ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-A p0502 A77-44345
ASBE PAPEB 76-LOB-25 p0189 A77-23488
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BBPOBT/ACCESSIOH BOHBBB IHDEI

ASHE PAPER 76-PBR-B p0502 A77-44344
ASHE PAPEB 76-SA/AEEO-8 p0212 A77-26403*
ASBE PAPEB 76-BA/JEBO-9 p0213 A77-26404*
ASBE PSPEB 76-BA/AEBO-11 p0213 A77-26106
ASBE PAPEB 76-RA/AERO-13 p0213 A77-26408
A S H E P A P E R 76-iA/AUT-12 p0213 A77-26424
ASBE PAPER 76-HA/FE-3 p0213 A77-26433
ASBE P A P E B 76-SA/FE-11 p0213 A77-26437
ASBE P A P E B 76-BA/IE-18 p0213 A77-26439
ASHE PAPEB 76-SA/IE-22 p0214 A77-26440
ASBE P A P E B 76-BA/IICS-3 p021l| A77-26445
ASBE PAPER 76-BA/ILCS-5 p0211 A77-26447
ASBE P A P E B 76-HA/FLCS-7 p021<( A77-26448
ASBE PAPEB 76-BA/ILCS-10 p021» A77-26450
ASBE PAPEB 76-BA/GT-5 p0214 A77-26461*
ASBE PAPEB 76-HA/G?-7 p0214 A77-26463
ASHE PAPER 76-BA/GT-8 p0214 A77-26464
ASBE PAPEB 77-DE-9 p0514 A77-46904
A S H E PJPEB 77-DE-16 p0514 A77-46915
ASBE PAPEB 77-EBAS-7 p0514 A77-46848
ASHE PAPER 77-ESAS-8 p0511 A77-46849
ASBE PAPER 77-ENAS-10 p0514 A77-a6851
ASBE PAPER 77-FE-1 p0453 A77-42052
ASBE PAPER 77-GT-3 p0262 A77-28523
ASHE PAPER 77-GT-10 p0262 A77-28529
ASHE PAPER 77-GT-11 p0263 A77-28530
A S H E P A P E R 77-GT-15 p0263 A77-28534
ASHE P f P E R 77-GT-33 p0263 A77-28548
ASSE PAPEB 77-GT-34 p0263 A77-28549
A S H E PAPER 77-GT-35 p0263 A77-28550
ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-36 p0263 A77-28551*
ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-37 p0263 A77-28S52
f S H E P A P E R 77-GT-44 p0264 A77-28557
ASHE PAPER 77-GT-45 p026« A77-28558
ASBE PAPER 77-GT-46 p0261( A77-28559
ASBE PAPER 77-GT-66 p0264 A77-28S77*
ASBE PAPER 77-GT-76 p026<l A77-28587
A S H E P A P E R 77-GT-77 p0264 A77-28588*
ASSE P A P E R 77-GT-84 p0264 A77-28595
ASBE PAPEB 77-GT-87 p0264 A77-28598
ASHE PAPER 77-GT-88 p0265 A77-28599
ASHE PAPER 77-GT-93 p0265 A77-28603
A S H E PAPEB 77-GT-96 p0265 A77-28606
ASBE PAPER 77-GT-97 p0265 A77-28607*
A S H E P A P E R 77-GT-101 p0265 A77-28611
ASBE PJPER 77-GT-102 p0265 A77-28612
ASHE PAPEB 77-GT-104 p0265 A77-28614
ASBE PAPEE 77-GT-109 p0265 A77-28618*
ASBE P A P E R 77-GT-110 p0266 A77-28619
A S H E PAPEP 77-GT-112 p0266 A77-28621

ASRL-TR-177-2 p0286 H77-20528
ASBL-TB-177-1 p0282 H77-20097
ASRI-TR-179-1 p0034 H77-11042
fSRL-TR-1811-2 p0086 877-13552

ATC-B-94300/5CR-3U p0020 S77-10029

ATC-65 p043U S77-27092
JTC-67-TOI-1 p0317 H77-22061I
ATC-69 pOU38 H77-27274
fTC-70 p0495 B77-29318
ATC-72 pOU27 H77-26114

fTL-TB-230 p0077 S77-13019

ATB-3 p0478 H77-28131

AVSCOH-76-22 p0491 B77-291I16

BBN-2746 p0174 H77-16867
BBN-2941 p0126 H77-14639
BBN-3157 p0483 S77-28918
BBN-3215-TOI-1 p0578 H77-32090
BBH-32811 p0130 H77-15040
BBN-3291 p0598 B77-33685
BBN-3295 p0598 B77-33686
BBU-3298 p0543 B77-31170
BBB-3380 p0527 H77-30116
BBN-3559 p0532 B77-30905*
BBB-10189 p0546 B77-31922

BHC-299-939-0 p O I S O H77-170a8
BHC-699-199-001 p0230 B77-181U3

BLL-H-2»798-(5828.«P) p02BO B77-20060

BL1.-RISIEY-TB-29911-(9091.9I) p0063 N77-11988

BHPI-FB-8-76-07 p0177 877-17019 *
BHFT-FB-B-76-09 p01M3 H77-17072 t

BHVG-FBBT-75-28 p0076 H77-1J008 »
BHVG-FBBT-76-10 p0224 B77-18058 *
BBVG-FBBT-76-11 p022<l 877-18059 »
BHVG-FBBT-76-12 p02J3 877-18171 f
BHVG-FBBT-76-13 p02J3 877-18268 *
BHVG-FBBT-76-22 p0495 877-.i9J.i9 *
BBVG-FBBT-76-24 p0491 B77-2915U *
BHVG-FBBT-76-25 p0496 877-29564 *
BHVG-FBBT-76-26 p049J S77-29167 «

BRL-HR-2618 pOOJI 877-11018 *

BBI-1866-PT-2 p0031 877-11016 »
BBL-1951 p0380 877-25109 f

BB50143 p0084 877-1JJ98 f
BB53365 p03J8 B77-2J269 «
BB53602 p02J6 877-19018 *
BR54759 p0291 877-21075*
BH54874 p0333 877-23092 *
BR55165 p0584 877-J2850 t
BB55715 p0583 877-32240 »
BB56069 p0584 877-32474 »

BO-197 p0179 877-17039 f
BO-200 p0285 S77-20386 *

BOLL-16-PT-4 p0233 B77-18485 t

C-6352-10 p0491 B77-29152 *

CiCDA-TB-3-76 p0180 H77-17049 *

CAL-UBT-7(7)T-35 p0021 877-10036 *

C&LSPAS-AG-5580-E-1 p0588 S77-J31J5 t

CALSPAB-AK-5336-F-1-VOL-1 p0173 877-16071 t
CALSPAH-AK-5336-F-1-70L-2 p0173 877-16072 «
CALSP1B-AK-5759-F-1 pOOSO 877-13055 *

CALSPA8-RK-6040-A-1 p0373 H77-24155 f

CALSPAB-XE-5315-A-12-VOL-1 p0319 877-
CALSPA8-XE-5315-A-12-YOL-2 p0239 877-
C&LSPAH-IE-5315-A-12-VOL-3 p0319B77-

CALSPAB-ZH-5689-T p0384 B77-

CASD-HAS-76-032 p0128 B77-

CASD-HSC-76-001 p0077 877-
CASD-BSC-76-003 p0373 877-
CiSD-HSC-77-001 p0436 877-

CBL-TH-1472 p 0 4 8 0 B 7 7 -

CEL-TB-846 p0324 877-

CEHL-IH-H-9 p0324 B77-
CERL-IB-B-10 p0324 B77-

CH-ISSB-0082-5263 p0065 H77-

COO-3077-1110 p0433 S77-

CEBEL-SB-76-45 p0372 B77-

CRHBL-TL-523 p0231 »77-

CSH-77-5 p0526 H77-

COBD/A-TDBBO/TB-79 p0482 B77-

CB-Wfi-76-028.2 p0429 B77-

C75-1443/034C p0033877-
C76-1324/03«C-VOt-4 p0540 877-

D-228 p0086 B77-

D»BCOa-ITC-02-08-76-114 p0074 B77-

DCI-113R-1 p0326 B77-

22108 *
19073 *
22109 *

25160 t

15029**

13020 <
24151 *
27111 *

23149 *

22154 *

22150 *
22151 *

12010 *

27071**

24150 *

18149 *

30103 *

28440 *

26134**

11035 *
31146 *

13936 *

12413 *

22491 *
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EDA-EDB-8555-PT-5
DDA-EDB-8723
DDA-IDH-8806
DDA-EDR-8836
DDA-EDB-9005
DDA-ZDH-9082

DP76AEE228

DGLB PAPER BS-86/76
DGLB PAPER 76-138
EGLR PAPER 76-147

DGIR PAPER 76-152
DGLR PAPER 76-153
DGLB PAPER 76-154
DGLB P A P E R 76-155
DGLR PAPER 76-156
DGLR PAPER 76-162
DOLE PAPER 76 163
DGLB PAPER 76-164
DGLB PAPER 76-165
DGLB PAPEB 76-166
DGLB P A P E B 76-167
DGLR PAPEB 76-168
DGLB PAPER 76-169
DOLE PAPEB 76-176
DGLR P f P E B 76-180
DGLR PAPEB 76 184
DGLE PAPEB 76-185
DGLE PAPEB 76-186
DGLR PAPEB 76-187
DGLB PAPEB 76-188
DGLB PAPEB 76-193

DGLB PAPEB 76-195
DGLB PAPEB 76-197
DGLB P A P E B 76-198

DGLR PAPER 76-200

DGLB P A P E B 76-204

DGLR PAPER 76-208
DGLE P A P E R 76-209
DGLB PAPER 76-211
DGLB PAPEB 76-213
DGLB PAPER 76-215
DGLR PAPER 76-216

DGLR PAPEB 76-220
DGLB PAPEB 76 221
DGLR PAPEB 76-222
DGLB PAPER 76-223
DGLH PAPEB 76-236
DGLR PAPEB 76 237
DGLE P A P E B 76-238
DGLR PAPER 76-239
DGLR PAPER 76-240

DGLR PAPER 76-243

DGLR-PAPER-74-117

DGT-11.850

DLB-FB-75-52
DLH-IB-75-61
DLR-FE-75-62
DLB-FB-75-74
DLR-FB-76-06
DLR-FB-76-20
DLR-FB-76-28

DLB-IE-76-34
DLR-IB-76-36
DLR-JB-76-36
DLB-IE-76-112
DLR-FB-76-42
DLB-TB-76-44
DLH-FB-76-44
DLB-FB-76-51
DLB-FB-76-52
DLB-FB-76-59
DLB-FB-76-78

DLB-FB-77-08

p0183 B77-17076
p0478 877-28129
p0325 B77-22196
p0387 R77-25184
p O U 7 8 B77-28132
pOU36 B77-27115*

p0387 S77-25181

p0043 A77-12981
p0043 A77-12978
p0091 A77-16529
p0094 A77-16568
p0092 A77-16539
p0093 A77-16554
p0095 A77-16582
p009S A77-16578
p0091 A77-16532
p0092 A77-16538
p0094 A77-16573
p0093 A77-16558
p0095 A77-16577
p0096 A77-16586
p0093 A77-16550
p0092 A77-16540
p0093 A77-16562
p0092 A77-16541
p0096 A77-16587

.'... p0095 A77-16579
p009» A77-16564
p0091 A77-16537
p0094 A77-16566
p0091 A77-16534
p0094 A77-16572
p0094 A77-16571
p0095 A77-16581
p0091 A77-16530
p0095 A77-16575
p0091 A77-16536
p0096 A77-16585
p0094 A77-16569
p0092 A77-16545
p0093 A77-16546
p0093 A77-16560
p0093 A77-16561
p0091 A77-16531
p0092 A77-16542
p0096 A77-16588
p0092 A77-16543

p0090 A77-16528
p0095 A77-16574
p0094 A77-16567
p0096 A77-16590
p0156 A77-21879

>. p0156 A77-21876
p0156 A77-21881
p0156 A77-21877
p0157- A77-21882

p0156 A77-21878

p0083 H77-13165

p0076 B77-13004

p0029 S77-10873
p0065 N77-12003
p0524 N77-30087
p0022 B77-10052
p0025 B77-10162
p0024 877-10067
p0071 B77-120S6
p0176 N77-17008
p0433 H77-27070*
p0279 877-20037
p0426 B77-26091
p0279 B77-20038
p0364 877-24065
p0186 B77-17104
p0372 S77-24148
p0280 B77-20054
p0380 877-25105

p0493 877-29168

DLB-I3-151-76/7 p0289 B77-21060 t
DLB-IB-552-76/12 p0291 B77-2108S f

DHE-HE-242 p0039 877-11411 t

DHS-DB-2262-VOL-1 p0282 H77-20081»»
DHS-DB-2262-VOI-2 p0282 H77-20082*»
DHS-DB-2290-VOI.-3 p0131 N77-15083»t
DBS-DB-2297 p0018 B77-10010»t
DBS-DB-2365 p0292 H77-21177»f

DBA-4202P p0544 B77-31218 t

DOD-AGFSRS-76-3 p0032 B77-11022 *
DOD-1GPSRS-76-7 pOS78 H77-32101 «

DOT-TSC-FAA-76-7 pl)<l90 877-29130 f
DOT-TSC-FAA-76-15 p0030 B77-11002 *
DOT-TSC-PAA-76-16 p0439 B77-29125 »
DOT-TSC-PAA-76-19 pO"!89 B77-29128 »
DOT-TSC-FAA-76-27 p0489 B77-291JO *

DOT-TSC-OST-76-44 p0374 B77-24372 *

DOT-TST-76-104 p0478 B77-281J3 *
DOT-T5T-76-1051 p0483 S77-28914 f

DODGLAS-6616 p0567 A77-51084*f
DOOGLAS-6619 p0568 177-51099 t
DOOGLAS-6658 ,p0564 A77-S1035»*

DBEO-TH-76-22 p0329 U77-22665 »

DBIC-BR-556165 pOS92 N77-JJ176 *

DBSAV-D-76-13 p0385 877-25163 I
DBSA7-D-77-6 p0523 877-30073 *
DBSAV-D-77-10/2 p0540 S77-J1142 *

DESAV-TB-76-26 p0177 577-17022 f

DHSAV-76-16 p0070 877-12054 *
DBSAV-76-17 p0073 H77-12139 »
DBSAV-76-30 p0523 877-30074 t

DSPD-76-10 p O I B I B77-170S6 *
DSPD-77-75 p0083 B77-1J168 t

DTSSBDC-76-0015 p0176 H77-17012 t
DTBSBOC-76-0075 p0224 877-18063 t
DTBSBDC-76-0115 p0331 S77-23063 t
DTHSHDC-77-00311 p0535 S77-31100 *

DTBSBDC/ASED-331 pU127 B77-15005 »
DTBSfiDC/ASED-355 p0380 877-25111 t
DTHSBDC/ASED-364 p0380 B7/-25110 *
DTHSHDC/ASED-365 p0364 877-24073 f
DTSSBDC/ASED-371 p0536 B77-31109 f
DTBSBDC/ASED-372 p0475 B77-28097 t
DTBSRDC/ASED-379 p0530 B77-J0301 f
DTBSBDC/ASED-1215 p0122 877-14013 •
DTBSBDC/ASBD-1219 p0331 177-23063 t

DTTEC-R-0176 p0389 B77-25912»*

D3-11139-1 p0323 B77-2214b*f
D6-41064-1 p0336 H77-23124*t
D6-41064-2 p0337 S77-23125»»
D6-41064-3 p0337 B77-2312b»*
D6-41098 p0336 877-2J123»«
D6-41317-2 p0530 H77-J0249 f
D6-41799 p0179 B77-17040 •
D6-42438-70L-1 p0382 877-25147»»
06-42438-701-2 p0383 B77-25148»i
06-42735 p0531 877-30481 t
D6-42849-1 p0126 B77-14814 f
06-42849-2 p0126 S77-14815 »
06-42849-3 p0126 D77-14816 *
D6-43798-2 p0030 B77-11005»»
06-44051 p0588 B77-J313b •
D6-44111 p0075 877-1J001»»
06-44145 p0171 H77-16063 •
06-44224 p0176 B77-17UOO»*
D6-44258-70L-1 pOJSS S77-25171»«
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D6-4t258-VOI.-3 . . ...
D6-U1311 •
D6-U4380
D6-Q 11503
D6-11538
D6-15159
D6-75775
D6-75780
D6-75780 ....
D6-75793
D180-18236-5
D180-19Q17-1
D180-20216-1
D180-20276-1
D180-20338-1
D180-20U87-1-VCL-1
D210-10965-1
D210-11016-1
D2 10-11067-1
D210-11078-1
D2 10-1 1097-1- VOL- 1
D210-111U6-2
D210-11154-1
D238-10002-1
D238-10007-1

E-0162

E-8222
E-8268
E-8560
E-8561 .....
E-8571 ........... .
E-8578 . ......
E-8720
E-8751
E-8775
E-8837
E-88118
E-8858
E-8887
E-8914 . .....
E-8916-VOL-2 .........
E-8923
£-3941
E-8943 .
E-89Q5 ........
E-8961
E-8968
E-8972 .. . ..... .
E-897U
E-8986
E-8995 .. . .
E-9002

E-9010
E-9011 ... . .
E-9015
E-9022

E-9028 ...........
E-9038
E-9039

E-9050
E-9051 . ..............
E-906B
E-9070
E-9071
B-9090

E-9095
E-9106

E-911H
E-9115
E-9164 ............
E-9170 ............
E-9181
E-9182 ....
E-9185

E-92 09 . .......
E-9211

E-925U

p0386 B77-25173**
...... . p0178 877-17030**

. p0238 B77-19061**
p0530 B77-30180**
p0438 877-272<t1**
pOS89 B77-331U7**
p0020 H77-10033**
p012<l B77-1U029**

p0178 877-17037*
p0388 N77-25261

. p0071 B77-12420
. p0037 877-11064*

p0230 B77-18138*
p0178 877-17036*
p0178 K77-17035*
p0070 B77-12052

p0387 B77-25187
p0238 B77-19065 *
p0383 877-25151**
p0585 877-33101 *
p0238 N77-19058**
p033« K77-23091**
p052U 877-30088**

... . p05i»1 877-31153**

p0335 H77-23113**
pQI|74 877-28088**
p0036 S77-11057**
pOH73 877-28087**
p0031 B77-11008**
p0278 877-20031**
p0030 877-11007**
p0065 877-12000**
p0124 877-14031**
p0223 H77-18051**
p0183 H77-17070**

. . p0023 N77-10062»*
p0371 N77-21139'*
p0223 N77-18050**
p002U H77-10066**
p0315 B77-22016**
p0371 B77-2M138**
p0283 K77-20111**
p0175 H77-16992**
p0036 H77-11053**
p0289 R77-210S1**
p0035 H7'7-11050*#

... p0036 N77-11051*t
p0371 N77-241IH**

. p0036 N77-11052*f
p0086 H77-13792**
p0335 H77-23109*f
p0183 H77-17081**
p0371 H77-2U140*!
p0081 B77-13065**
p0283 H77-20108**
p0319 577-22106**
p0182 B77-17063**
p0182 H77-17066**
p0319 H77-22107**
p0129 N77-15037**
p0182 H77-17061**
p0182 S77-17065**
p0378 B77-25092»»
p0389 S77-253I15**
p0378 H77-2508U**
pOSII B77-31151**
p0591 B77-33160**
p0335 B77-23111**
p0283 H77-20109**
p0291 H77-21087**
pO»77 H77-28123**
p0429 B77-26136**
pO«30 H77-26137**
p0335 H77-23112**
p0338 H77-23492»*
p0592 H77-33169**
p0577 H77-32082**
pOU77 H77— 28119**
p0582 H77-3215***
p0431 B77-26153**
pOS83 B77-32159**
p0133 B77-27069**
pOS82 B77-32157**
P0591 B77-33166**

B-9311

EE-757

EPA-550/9- 76-013

EB-7821-F

ESi-TT-312 ................
ES1-TT-327

ESA-TT-313
ESA-TT-350
ESA-TT-359

ESA-TI-373
ESA-TI-371
ESA-II-378

ESD-TE-76-12-2

BSDD-76023

ESL-3622-9

EZXOH/8BD. 1BFS.76
EXXON/SBD. 2PBA.76-VOL-2 ...
EXXOH/SB0.17.64HP.76 ......

PA-IB- 75 073
FA-TB-76009

F1A-ATP-77-1
FAA-ATP-77-15
PiA-AVP-77-26

FAA-EH-77-3

PAA-BA-75-12
FAA-HA-75-49
FAA-BA-75-61-VOI-2
FAA-BA-75-73

p05«5 B77-31355*»
pOS91 B77-331b^*»

p0195 N77-293M7 *

pOS38 B77-31126 *
p0370 B77-211J5 *

p0371 S77-21159 *

pOOaO B77-11H12 *

p0283 B77-20110**
p02J9 H77-19070**

p0023 B77-10061**

p0490 B77-291<i9 t

pOS98 B77-33696 »

p0330 H77-229J9 *
pOUSJ B77-28918 *

p0131 N/7-15101**

pOOSS N77-13165 *
p0022 B77-10052 »
p0029 B77-10873 (
p0025 B77-10162 »

........ p0077 B77-13015 *
p0079 B77-13017 »
p006S H77-12003 *
p0169 B77-15996 *
p0071 H77-12056 *
p0372 B77-2t148 »

pO»26 B77-26091 *
p0361 H77-2106S »
p0380 B77-25105 *

p0316 S7 7-22057 »

p0326 B77-22502

p0132 877-15217 »

p0513 877-31171 »
p0482 B77-2BJ25 »

........ p0095 877-29322 »

p0073 B77-12212 *
pOISO B77-17017 *

........ p0286 B77-20513 *

P0078 877-13033 *
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PAA-
FU-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
F A A -
FAA-
FAA-

FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
PAA-
FAA-
FAA-
PAA-
FAA-
P A A -
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
PAA-
FA»-
FAA-
PAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
PAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
PAA-
FAA-
FAA-
PAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
F A A -
FAA-
FAIL-
PAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
F A A -
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-
FAA-

BA-75-
m-76-
FA-76-
HA-76-

•Nf -76-
•BA-76-
HA-76-
UA-76-
HA-76-
HA-76-

•HA-76-
BA-76-

•RA-76-
•NA-76-
HA-76-
HA-77-

HD-73-
ED-71-

•BD-75-
•ED-75-
•ED-75-
BD-75-

•ED-75-
•ED-75-
ED-75-

•BD-75-
8D-75-
•SD-76-
•ED-76-
ED-76-
ED-76-

•ED-76-
BD-76-

•BD-76-
ED-76-

•ED-76-
•SE-76-
•ED-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-

•ED-76-
•BD-76-
•BE-76-
•BD-76-
•BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-

•ED-76-
ED-76-
ED-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
8D-76-
ED-76-
ED-76-
ED-76-
ED-76-
BD-76-

•BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-

•BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-76-
BD-77-
BD-77-
BD-77-

•BD-77-
BD-77-

180 p0365 H77
2 pOOSO B77-
8 p0083 H77-
12 p0280 B77-
13 p0173 H77-
16 p0172 H77-
20 p0290 B77
21 P0169 H77
23 p0381 H77
28 pO«3a B77
31 p0291 877
35 p0332 B77
39 pO»88 B77
09 p0317 S77
51 pO»89 B77
2 pO»88 H77

24087
13056
13287
20053
16171
16064
21068
16003
25126
27093
21073
23079
29117
22065
29126
29113

1115 p0035 S77-11045
187 p0128 H77-15015
107 p0077 B77-13031

•123-VOI-1 pOOBI B77-13068
125 p0035 B77-11045
156 p0077 B77-13023

•159-70L-4 p0169 H77-16007
162-3 p0593 B77-33179
•173-6 p0588 B77-33136
231 p0381 B77-25126
1732-TOL-2 p0537 B77-31121
9 p0078 B77-13036
13 p0083 B77-13290
19 p0365 H77-24087
21 p0078 H77-13034
37 p0489 B77-29123
39 p0434 N77-27092
•49-701-1 p0022 B77-10053
•49-VOL-2 p0022 B77-10054
49-VOI-3 p0023 H77-10055
50 p0195 B77-29347
52-V01-1 p0317 H77-22064
54 p0079 B77-13045
59 p0284 B77-20119
•76-701-1 p0126 H77-1U814
•76-V01-2 p0126 H77-14815
•76-70L-3 p0126 B77-14816
•79-4 p0592 N77-33175
•83 p0326 B77-22499
94 .'. p0030 H77-11002
97 p0078 N77-13033
105 p0173 B77-16171
110 p0171 B77-16063
116 p0174 B77-16865
117 p0032 H77-11024
119 p0083 (77-13287
123 p0280 B77-20052
125 p0130 B77-15040
126 p0121 B77-14000
127 pOOSO B77-13056
128-BK-2 p0323 H77-22149
131 p0280 B77-20053
132 p0169 H77-16003
140 p0283 B77-20112
101 p0491 B77-29152
146 p0121 B77-14002
149 p0172 B77-16064
155 ...-. p0286 B77-20513
163 p0381 B77-25135
164 p0489 B77-29120
167 p0427 B77-26113
176 p0290 B77-21068
179 p0493 B77-29174
184 p0374 B77-24336
186 pO«89 B77-29128
190 p0438 B77-27274
191 p0495 H77-29348
194 p0365 B77-24088
195 p033» B77-23097*
196 P0434 B77-27096
201 p0291 B77-21073
203 p0489 B77-29124
210 p0317 B77-22065
211 p043» B77-27093
216 p0489 B77-29125
217 p0490 B77-29130
219 p0427 B77-26114
2 p0366 B77-24090
3 p0439 B77-27873
5 ..-. p0495 B77-29346
7 p0366 B77-24091
12-701-1 p0427 B77-26115

FAA-BD-77-12-70L-2 p0427 H77-26116 *
FAi-BD-77-12-701-3 p0427 B77-26117 f
FiA-BD-77-14 p0332 B77-2J07y *
FAA-BD-77-21 p0489 B77-29119 *
FAA-BD-77-24 p0490 H77-2(*1^9 >
FAA-BD-77-25 p0436 S77-27129 t
FAA-HD-77-29 pO«40 B77-27880 f
FAA-BD-77-38 p0493 B77-29175 f
FAA-BD-77-39 p0434 B77-27U94 *
FAA-HD-77-41 p0488 B77-29113 *
FAA-BD-77-57-701-1 .- p0497 H77-29919 •
FAA-BD-77-57-70L-2 p0497 877-29920 »
FAi-HD-77-64 p0489 B77-29127 *
FAA-BD-77-66 p0588 H77-3J135 f
FAA-BD-77-67 p0489 B77-29126 *

FAA-76-22-6 pOS88 H77-3J1J6 »

FB-22 p0494 H77-29179 f

PEA/D-CP-48 p0029 B77-10690 *
PEA/D-76/026 p0029 H77-10690 *

FFA-TH-AD-778 p0379 H77-25103 *
FFA-TB-AO-928 p0076 H77-1J005 *
FFA-TB-4D-940 p0380 877-25104 *
PPA-TB-AO-999 p0077 S77-13011 »
FFA-TB-AO-1134-PT-2 p0076 H77-13006 *
PFA-TH-AO-1191 p0364 B77-24063 <
FFA-IB-AB-1272 p0290 B77-21062 t

PIBL-F-C4270-01 '. p0072 B77-12075 *

FO-1255 p0178 877-17031**

FOK-B-1816 p0039 N77-11405 *
FOK-B-1843 p0082 B77-1316J »
FOK-B-1876 pOOJS 877-11122 f
FOK-B-1879 pOOHO B77-11449 t

FP8-E-024-701-1 pOa27 H77-26115 t
FP8-E-024-701-2 p0427 B77-26T16 *
FP8-E-024-701-3 p0427 B77-26117 <

FE-ISSH-0078-3781 p0380 B77-25107 *

FB-1191-FAA p0381 H77-25134 t
PB-7809 p0372 B77-2414J *

FTB-699-099-022-7OI-3 p0581 B77-32143 *

F0440-PB p0365 H77-24077 f

GA/HC/76D-5 p0331 B77-2J069 *

SAB/AE/76H-1 p0025 877-10070 *
GAE/AE/76B-2 p0071 B77-12062 *
SAE/BC/76D-5 p0364 B77-24068 *
SAE/BC/76D-7 p0367 B77-24105 »

GAB/AB/74D-11 p0019 877-10024 *

GBBA-2119 p0125 B77-14213 t

GPO-57-010 p0178 B77-170J2 t
GPO-70-501 p0315 877-22052 *
GPO-70-797 p0316 877-22053 *
GPO-78-544 p0132 877-1521^ *
GPO-79-322 p0493 B77-29171 *

GSH/S8/76D-34 p0481 B77-28150 *
GSH/SB/76S-12 p0337 877-23161 *

B-850 p0487 B77-29098**
B-913 p0366 B77-24100**
B-945 p0577 B77-32080»*
B-951 p0086 B77-13791»*
B-959 p0439 B77-27429»t
B-962 p0337 877-23127**
B-984 p0439 877-27430**

HEt-IS-6-77 p0428 877-26118 *
HEL-TB-18-77 p0583 877-32173 •
BEL-TH-26-76 p0180 877-17046 *
BEL-TS-39-76 p0480 877-28141 *

BH-76-37 p0231 877-18150 *
BH-76-50 p0367 877-24106 *
HH-76-191-VOI-1 p0428 B77-26123 *
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HOHEYWELI-76SBC/16 p0596 H77-33202**
HOBBTSE11-76SBC/16 p0596 877-33203**
HOHEYSE11-77SBC/1 p0365 877-24077 t

IAF PAPEB ISI-76-66 pOOOS J77-10972 *
ISP PAPEB 76-C19 pOOOS A77-10882 t
IAF PiPBB 76-111 pOOOS A77-10911 *
IAF PAPEP 76-112 pOOOS A77-10912**
ISP F4PEP 76-200 pOOOS A77-10939 t
IAF PAPEB 77-167 p0574 A77-51460

ICAF-DOC-801 p0047 A77-13751
ICAF-DOC-895 p0040 877-11441 *
ICAF-DOC-934 p0482 B77-28518 *

IC6F-901 p0285 B77-20481 *
ICAF-905 p0281 N77-20075 *
ICAF-907 p0281 B77-20071 *

ICAS PAPEB 76-01 p0117 A77-19247 «

ICAS-PAPEB-76-02 p0373 877-24155 #

IDA STODY S-481 p0366 877-24090 *
IDA/BQ-76-18690 p0332 H77-23075 f

IFC-lB-76-2 p0231 H77-18153 t

IFC-TB-76-3 p0037 S77-11066 *

IFD-2/76/I 1 p0525 B77-30095 t
IFD-4/76 pOS25 877-30096 *
IFD-5/76 p0525 B77-30097 *
IFD-8/76 p0544 B77-31177 t
IFD-9/76 p0544 B77-31178 *

IITRI-K6338-FB P0177 N77-17022 *

ILR-9 p0076 B77-13010 »

ISBB-0-11-470S165 p0477 B77-28121 t
ISBB-0-11-4709335 p0472 B77-28076 *
ISBN-0-309-02554-0 p0280 B77-20057 t
ISBN-0-85678-172-5 p0491 877-29119
ISBB-0-85679-151-2 p0127 877-14992
ISBH-0-85679-160-1 p0326 B77-22502
ISBB-2-7170-0379-7 p0076 877-13004 f
ISBH-2-7170-0385-1 p0022 B77-10050 t
ISBH-2-7170-0386-X p0022 877-10051 t
ISBB-2-7170-0391-6 p0025 877-10083 f
ISBB-2-7170-0396-7 p0019 B77-10017 *
ISBH-2-7170-0398-3 p0019 877-10019 »
ISBN-2-7170-0437-8 p0593 877-33180 f
ISB8-3-7983-0552-8 p0076 B77-13010 *
ISBU-82-595-696-3 p0598 877-33696 *
ISBB-91-835-0197-7 p0532 B77-31073 f
ISBB-91-7372-147-6 .' p0482 H77-28518 t
ISBN-92-835-0179-9 p0065 877-12013 t
ISBB-92-835-0181-0 p0171 877-16050 *
ISBB-92-835-0189-6 p0317 877-22068 f
ISBB-92-835-0192-6 p0375 B77-25055 *
ISBB-92-835r019«-2 p0368 B77-24107 t
ISBB-92-835-0198-5 p0593 B77-33181 *
ISBB-92-835-0200-00 p0596 877-33208 t
ISBN-92-835-1090-X p0327 B77-22554 t
ISBB-92-835-1231-7 p0129 877-15034 »
ISBB-92-835-1239-2 p0233 B77-18462 *
ISBN-92-835-1242-1 p0432 877-26161 t
ISBB-92-835-1244-8 p0530 B77-30136 *
ISBN-92-835-1247-2 p0578 B77-32091 *
ISBH-011-470931-9 p0472 877-28075 *
ISBH-011-470934-3 p0476 877-28110 *
ISBH-011-a70936-I p0472 877-28077 *
ISBB-011-470938-6 p0472 877-28078 *
ISBB-011-470939-4 p0480 B77-28144 »
ISBB-011-470941-6 p0472 B77-28079 *
ISBH-011-470942-4 p0473 B77-28080 t
ISBB-011-470943-2 p0473 877-28081 t
ISBB-011-470944-0 p0473 877-28082 *
ISBB-011-470947-5 p0475 877-28104 *

ISL-B-121/76 p0497 B77-29923 *
ISt-F-123/75 p0074 877-12833 f

ISSB-0077-5541 p0030 B77-10999 t
ISSB-0078-3781 p0173 B77-16297 *

ISO-EBI-ABBS-T7130 p0543 B77-31173 f

ITS-Sfi-76-1

IZF-1976-15

JPl-TH-33-790

JSC-07636-REV-A

JTC6/AS-74-T-011

K-76-1180(R)

KC-123175

KO-FBL-203
KO-FBL-313-4
KO-FBL-317-2
KO-FB1-317-5

1-309
L-343

NL-10410
L-10471

1-10527

L-10712
L-10722
L-10742

L-10844
1-10869
1-10871

L-10887
1-10914
L-10923
1-10942
1-10963
1-10969
1-10976
1-10982
1-10984
1-10994
1-11003
1-11016
1-11017
1-11039

1-11063

1-11074
1-11086
1-11104
1-11115
1-11126
1-11131
1-11137
1-11149
L-11153
1-11200
1-11265
1-11269
1-11273
1-11275
1-11287
1-11292
1-11303
1-11305
1-11315
1-11332
1-11349
1-11352
L-11357

1-11392

1-11421
1-11424
1-11428
1-11454
1-11457
1-11515
1-11524
1-11604
1-11613

pOJ16 877-22054«f

p0282 B77-20083 t

p0038 B77-11198*t

p0598 B77-33252»»

p0544 B77-31218 f

p0479 B77-281J5»t
p0490 B77-29142»t
p0439 B77-27871»
p0598 877-33959*

P0484 B77-29067*
p0484 B77-29066*

p0390 B77-25915»

p0073 B77-12218»

p02J5 877-19009*
p0167 877-15978*
p0064 877-11999*
p0223 877-18049*
p0586 B77-J3116*
p0033 877-11033*

p0074 B77-12435*
i pOOJO B77-11001*

p0119 B77-1398B*
p0167 B77-15979*
p0281 877-20079*
p0185 877-17102*
pOSSO B77-321J1*

p0064 B77-11994*

p0167 B77-15980*
p0133 B77-15790*

p0064 877-11998*

p0425 B77-26069*
p0167 M77-15982*

p0167 B77-15981*
p0374 B77-24169*

p0425 B77-26070*
P0279 B77-20033*

p0170 877-16019*
p0590 877-33157*

.* p02J5 877-19008*
p0334 B77-23098*
p0474 877-28090*
p0589 877-33150*
pOJ75 B77-24640*
p0474 B77-28094*
p0476 B77-28112*
pO«74 B77-28092*
p0483 877-28911*
p0532 B77-31072*
p0474 877-28091*

p0479 B77-281J8*

p0378 877-25086*

p0436 B77-27130*
p0479 B77-28137*
p0487 B77-29102*

p0577 877-32081*

p0538 B77-31134*
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1BP-FB-109/76 p0040 877-11445 *

LBF-TB-126/75 p0040 B77-11447 *
LBP-TB-130/76 p0372 877-20149 *

LC-77-73II3 p0525 H77-30102 t

1EC-10119 p0337 B77-23128*t

LG74EB0147 p0319 H77-22111 *
LG75EB0054 p0035 H77-11045 *
LG76EB0007 p0031 B77-11017 »
LG76EB0029 p0026 H77-10210 i
LG76EB0095 p0033 B77-11032**
LG76EB0133-701-1 p0336 B77-23119 *
1G76BB0133-701-2 p0386 B77-25177 *
LG76EB0133-70L-3 p0386 B77-25178 t
IG76BB0133-701-4 p0386 B77-25179 I
LG76EB0156-1 p0021 B77-100H5»t
LG76EB0156-2 p0021 877-10046**

IBI-75-1/1 p0539 877-31139 *

LBSC-DOS7322 ^ p0021 877-10048**
LHSC-D057323 p0021 877-10047**

1BSC-HBEC-TB-D496597 p0030 B77-11002 t

LB-591 P0030 877-10999 *
tB-27153 p0292 S77-21467**
1B-27438 p0491 H77-29151 *
1B-27463-701-3 p0181 H77-170511 *
IB-27477 p0079 877-13015 *
IB-27581 p0020 B77-10032**
1H-27694 p0383 877-25155 *
LB-27697 p0338 H77-23550 *
18-27698 p0280 877-20052 t
IB-27832 p0389 877-25581**

IBBA-E-410-BT-32/SYE p0082 877-13079 *
IBBA-E-815-P7-4/SAE p0065 877-12001 *

IT7-2-57110/6B-3300 p0236 H77-19030 *

ITC-76-42 p0583 877-32162 *

16D12 pOISS S77-29071*»
18A28 p0485 877-29072**
I9B18 p0485 877-2907***
19D08 p0485 877-29075**
150B02 p0485 877-29077**
I52&15 p0486 B77-29078**
154P16 p0486 877-29079**
110851 ./ p0067 B77-12027**
L10979 .' p0072 H77-12065**

B-»PiFB-T-76-1 p0372 877-2*114 *

BA8-1014 p0174 877-16865 »

BBB-OD-178-76 p0094 A77-16567 *

HBB-DPE-1168-0 p0128 877-26124 «
HBB-UPE-1182-0 p0131 B77-26155 »
BBB-OFE-1191-0 p0431 877-26156 *
BBB-DPE-1261-0 p0157 477-21882
BBB-OFE-1262-0 p0156 A77-21879
HBB-DPE-1263 p0091 A77-16529
BBB-OPB-1266 p0093 A77-16554
HBB-OPE-1268 p0090 A77-16528
BBB-OPB-1269 p0093 &77-16561
HBB-DPE-1271-0 p0156 A77-21880
HBB-OPE-1272-0 p0383 B77-25154 *
BBB-OPE-1273-0 p0383 B77-25153 *
HBB-OFB-1276-OE p0267 A77-28789

HBB-OB-16-76 p0094 A77-16573

HCH-74-164 p0580 877-32129 *

BDC-A3791 p0333
HDC-A4434 p0038

877-23090**
877-11107**

BDC-A4439 p0121 877-14007**
BDC-A4551-701-1 p0170 877-16013**
RDC-A4551-701-2 p0170 B77-16014**
BDC-A9551-701-3 pOITO 877-16015**
BDC-A4571 p0124 877-14037**

BDC-J1546 p0179 877-17038**
BDC-J4555 p0589 877-33149**
BDC-J6902 p0033 877-11036 >
BDC-J6952 p0429 877-26127 *
BDC-J7601 p0586 B77-3J114**

BBL-TB-76-46C p0177 B77-17015 *

BBC-DA-533 p0325 S77-22269 t
BBC-DA-539 p0132 877-15214 *

BBC-SL-538-PT-2 p0131 877-15202 t

BTI-75TB59 p0125 877-14491 *

HTB-3066-VOI-2 p0316 877-22057 *
BTB-3066-701-3 p0316 877-22058 *
BTB-3225 p03J2 877-23081 »
BTB-4221-701-4 p0169 877-16007 *
BTB-6742-CH-2 p0121 B77-14006 *

UA-71-862-7O1-1 pO«94 B77-29287 »
HA-74-862-701-2 p0495 877-29288 *
NA-76-170 p0232 S77-18156**
BA-76-752 p0377 877-25082**
NA-76-863 p0335 877-23110**
8A-76-865 p0425 877-26076**
BA-77-296 p0595 877-33201**

BACA-rB-711 p04»3 B77-29060**
5ACA-DI-807 pO»84 877-29064**
HACA-T8-828 p0484 877-29065**

BADC-75208-30 p0430 877-
BADC-75219-50 p0387 B77-
BADC-75295-30 p0179 877
BADC-75368-30 p 0 0 3 4 B 7 7
BADC-75369-30 p0034 877
BADC-76049-30 p0037 877
8ADC-76078-30 p0033 877
BADC-76141-60 p0317 B77
BADC-76166-30 p0323 B77-
BADC-76180-30-701-1 p0430 877
HADC-76180-30-7O1-2 i p0430 »77
BADC-76217-30 " p0374 877
BADC-76235-30 p0429 B77
BADC-76262-40 p0236 877-
BADC-76312-30-70L-1 p0431 877
8ADC-76313-30-701-2 p0431 877
BADC-76357-40 p0488 B77
BADC-77075-30 p0528 877
SADC-77076-30 p0590 B77
BADC-77098-30 p0528 N77
BADC-77102-40 p0584 877
SADC-77157-30-701-1 p0546 877
SADC-77157-30-701-2 p0547 877
BADC-77183-30 p0590 B77

26150 *
25181 *
17043
11U38
11040
11065
11036
22061
22148
26143
26144
24204

*
f
*
*
*
*
*
*
f
*
*

19030 «
26158 *
26159 *
29115 *
30118 *
33158 *
30120 *
32871 »
•32012 »
32013 *

-33152 *

SfiEC-BHG-7858 p0078 B77-1JO«2 *
BiEC-EHG-7910 p0239 B77-19090 t

BAEC-GSED-8ISC-0183-BE7-1-A p0123 B77-14021 *

BSEC-GSED-100 p0528 B77-3012b *
BAEC-GSED-104 p0318 B77-22104 *

BAILC-03-47I p0471 B77-28064 *

BAI1SC-300-7624 p0233 877-18466 *

BAL-BIBl-SBB-77 p0587 877-33131 »

BAL-TB-455T p0315 B77-22047 *

BAPTC-PE-83 p0126 877-14621 *
BAPTC-PE-98 p0528 877-30119**
SAPTC-PE-99 p0432 877-26333 *
BAPTC-PE-102 p0544 877-31184 •

8ASA-CASE-ABC-10761-1 p0231 877-18154*
BASA-CASE-ABC-10807-1 p0178 877-17029*
HASA-CASE-ABC-10905-1 p0084 877-13418*
HASA-CASE-ABC-10990-1 p0067 877-12031**
BASA-CASE-ABC-11045-1 p0476 877-28111**
BASA-CASE-ABC-11106-1 p0538 (77-31130**

BASA-CASE-PBC-10092-1 p0539 877-31135**
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N AS A-CASE-LRB- 11626-1
N A S A -CASE-LAB- 11645-1
NASA -CASE-LAB- 11 852-1
NASA -CASE-LA E-1 1868-2
NASA-CASE-LftB-11900-1
NASA-CASE-LAB- 11 903-1
NASA-CASE-1AR- 11 970-1

NASA -CASE-LEW- 12270-1
NASA -CAS E-LEi- 123 12-1
NASA-CASE-LEH- 124 19-1
NASA-CASE-LEH-12760-1
NASA -CASE-LEW- 12830-1

NASA-CASE-HSC-12631-1
NASA-CASE-MSC-12631-2
N ASA -CASE-HSC- 16000-1

NASA-CP-003
NASA-CP-2001-V01-1
NASA-CP-2001-VOL'- t*
NASA-CP-2005
NASA-CP-2009

NASA-CR 2628
NASA-CB-2637 . .,
NASA-CR-2638
N A S A - C B 2667
NASA-CB 2699

NASA-CR-2710
NASA CB-2716 ..*

NASA-CH 2773 ..,
NASA CR-2774 .,,

NASA-CB 2785 ..,
NASA-CR-2788 .,*
NASA-CR-2791 . .,

NASA-CR-2793 . . ,

NASA-CB 2831 . ,,
NASA-CR 2832

NASA-CR- 2834 . .,

N A S A CB-2864 . . .,
NASA-CB-2870
NASA-CR-2871

NASA-CE-2883
NASA-CB-2885

NASA CB-114712
NASA-CH- 11 47 13
NASA-CR- 11 47 14
NASA-CB-132576-VOL-1

NASA-CH-134827-VOL-1
NASA-CR- 134 8 27- VOL-2

HASft. CR-135068-VOL-1

NASA-CB-1351C7

p0073 N77 12332**
p0017 N77-10001*
p0128 N77-15027**
p0544 N77-31176**
p0229 N77-18134*f
p0129 N77-15036**
p0323 N77-22147**

p0583 N77-32280*
p0582 N77-32148*
p0123 N77-14025*
p0181 N77-17059*
p0334 N77-23106*

p0481 N77-28225*
p0538 N77-31131*f
p0081 N77-13062**

p0329 N77-22808*#
p0026 N77-10230*f
p0026 N77-10345**
p0183 N77-17081**
p0437 N77-27139**

p0175 N77 16986**
p0021 N77-10044**
p0029 B77-10556*#
p0389 N77-25581*#
p0020 N77 10033**
p0020 N77-10032**

p0292 H77-21099*#
p0030 N77-11005*#

p0126 N77 14615**
p0278 N77-20027**
p0176 S77-1699U**
p0182 N77-17069**
p0292 N77-21100**
p0334 N77-23097**
p0436 N77-27119**
p0524 H77-30088**
p0486 N77-29085**
p0584 S77-33100**

....... p0377 N77-25082**
p0585 N77-33104**
p0378 N77-25083**
p0383 N77-25149**
p0378 N77-25090**
p0535 N77-31094**
p0585 N77-33105**

....... p0532 N77-31005**
p0598 N77-33230**

p0529 S77-30132**
p0476 N77-28113**
p0589 N77-33149**

p0586 N77-33114**
p0336 N77-23124**
p0337 N77-23125**
p0337 N77-23126**
p0382 H77-25KI7**

p0035 B77-11048**
p0035 H77-11049**
p0181 N77-17060**

p0035 N77-11046*t
p0035 N77-11047**
p0129 H77-15038**

p0024 N77-10064**
p0123 B77-14026**
p0232 N77-18156**

p0429 H77-26134**
p0282 N77-20101**

NASA-CB-135126
NASA-CB- 135135
NASA-CR-1351 36 .......
HASA-CB-1351U8
NiSA-CB- 135155 ......
NASA-CB- 135157

NASA-CR-135170 ......
NASA-CR-1351 71
NASA-CB-13b172 .......
NJSA-CE-135184
NASA-CB- 13 51 85

NASA-CB-135207 ........

HASA-CR-1352U2

NASA-CB-137720

NASA-CB- 137967 .......

NASA-CH- 143841

NASA-CR- 14 4 9 53 A -

NASA-CB-145059 .......

NASA-CR- 145087 ,

NASA-CB- 1451 17

NASA-CR-145123 .......
NASA-CR- 1451 2 5 . *

NASA-CR- 14 5 144

NASA-CH-145152
NASA-CH— 145167

NASA-CR— 145216
NASA-CH- 145225

HASA-CB-145235
NASA-CH- 145 24 6 ........

p0239 N77-19070**
pOUO N7 7-1504 4**

. ... p0130 N7 7- 1504 3**

... p0291 N77-^10y2*t

... p0283 N77-20102*t
p0283 N77-20110*f

p0385 N77- 25171**
p0385 N77-25172**
p0386 H77-2517J**
p0429 N77-26135**
p0335 N7 7-23 108**
p0438 N77-27241**

... p04J6 N77-27115**
p0592 N77-33168**
p0477 N77-28122**
p05U1 1(77-31149**
p0370 N7 7 -24 133**

... . p0075 N77-U001**

p0021 N77- 10047**

p0021 H77-10046**
. p0238 N77-19061**

p0125 N77-1420b**
p0070 N77-12055**

p0124 N 7 7- 14030**
p0036 N7 7- 11054**
p0038 S7 7 -11107**

... p0017 R77-10003**

... pOOl7 N77-10004**
p0017 N77-10005**

.... pOOl7 N77-10007**

- . p0178H77-l7035*ff

. p0425 N7 7-26076**
. ... p0337 N77-231^7**

p0595 N77-3J201**

... p0435 N7 7- 27 10 4**

• . * p0038 N77-11068**

• p0365 N77-24082**
* p0365 N77-240B3**

. .. p0238N77-l9058**

P0071 N77-12058**
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HASA-CB-147628 pOOIB 877-10010*»
HASA-CH-147630 p0282 B77-20081**
HASA-CB-147631 p02B2 B77-20082*f
BASA-CB-147643 p0131 H77-15083**
BASA-CB-149099 p0029 B77-10432**
8ASA-CB-1491C6 p0023 B77-10060»f
BASA-CB-149107 p0023 B77-10061*!
BASA-CB-149146 p0038 B77-11198»t
HASA-CB-149182 p0039 B77-1136S»»
BASA-CB-149188 p0039 B77-11404**
HASA-CB-11192117 p0079 B77-13044**
BASA-CB-149272 p0086 B77-13761»»
BASA-CB-149280 p0131 B77-15049**
BASA-CR-149317 p0082 B77-13070**
BASA-CR-149461 p0168 B77-15986**
BASA-CB-149889 p0281 H77-20076**
NASA-CB-151056 p0292 877-21177**
HASA-CB-151109 p0072 B77-12068**
HASA-CB-151361 p0337 877-23128**
RASA-CB-151364 p0388 B77-25236**
1ASA-CB-151916 p0124 B77-14037**
BASA-CH-151917 p0331 B77-23056*«
BASA-CB-151918 p0331 B77-23057**
HASA-CR-151919 p0331 B77-23058*»
NASA-CE-151920 p0331 B77-23059**
BASA-CB-151922 p0230 B77-18138»*
HASA-CB-151923 p0178 B77-17036**
BASA-CH-15192q ." p0068 B77-12040**
HASA-CB-151925 p0229 B77-18132*f
BASA-CB-151926 p0229 B77-18133**
BASA-CH- 151927 "." p0127 H77-14996**
HASA-CB-151928 p0178 B77-17037**
HASA-CB-151931 .' p0170 877-16013**
BASA-CB-151932 p0170 877-16014**
BASA-CB-151933 p0170 B77-16015»t
BASA-CH-151948 p0333 M77-23093**
SASA-CH-1S1949 p0334 877-23094**
BASA-CB-151952 p0187 877-17356**
BASA-CB-151956 p0335 877-23110**
BASA-CB-151958 p0239 B77-19071**
BASA-CB-151960 p0363 877-24055**
NASA-CB-151S63 p0283 H77-20104**
BASA-CR-151966 p0230 B77-18137*«
BASJ-CR-151970 p0127 B77-26106**
BASA-CH-151979 p0339 B77-24024**
BASA-CB-151987 p0317 H77-22096*f
BASA-CE-151988 p0318 B77-22097**
BASi-CB-151996 .- p0440 B77-27878**
BASA-CB-1519S7 p0440 B77-27879**
BASA-CB-151999 p0330 877-23054**
FASA-CB-152003 p0471 B77-28063**
NASA-CP-152010 p0493 B77-29173**
BASA-CB-152012 p0434 877-27076**
BASA-CB-152017 p0440 B77-27881»*
BASA-CB-152022 p0425 877-26077**
BASA-CR-152024 p0426 B77-26079**
BASA-CB-152029 p0487 B77-29095**
BASA-CS-152035 p0488 B77-2911***
BASA-CB-152038 pO«97 B77-29921**
BASA-CB-152039 p0532 B77-30905**
BASA-CB-1520H1 p052« B77-30086**
BASA-CB-152581 pO«90 B77-29139**
BASA-CB-152562 pO«90 B77-29iqO»»
BASA-CB-152S83 pOH90 B77-29141**
BASA-CB-152621 p028« S77-2011S»«
BASA-CB-152671 p0316 B77-220S4**
BASA-CB-152702 p0330 B77-23051**
BASA-CH-152734 p0291 B77-21088**
BASA-CB-1532q7 p0383 877-25151**
BASA-CB-153266 p0139 B77-27871**
BASA-CB-153291 pOU28 877-26122**
BASA-CB-153297 P0433 B77-27071**
BASA-CB-153913 pO«35 B77-27108**
BASA-CB-15391H pO«33 H77-27071**
BASA-CB-153928 p0471 B77-28068**
RASA-C8-153933 P0172 B77-28070**
BASA-CB-153937 p0471 B77-28069**
BASA-CB-153985 p0525 877-30101**
BASA-CH-154121 pO«79 B77-28135**
BASA-CB-154122 p0479 B77-28136**
BASA-CB-154270 p0490 B77-29142**
BASA-CB-154617 p0475 B77-28100**
BASA-CB-154806 p0524 B77-30085**
BASA-CB-154808 p0531 B77-30444**
BASA-CB-154841 p0526 877-30107**
BASA-CB-154875 p0538 B77-31133**
BASA-CB-150986 p0541 B77-31148**
BASA-CB-154987 p0546 877-31537**
BASA-CB-155002 pOSql B77-31156**

8ASA-CB-155003 p0541 B77-31158*f
BASA-CR-155005 p0541 B77-31157**
BASi-CB-155154 . p0598 H77-33959**

BASA-SP-416 p0226 B77-1B081**
BASA-SP-7037(74) S77-11967**

HASA-TB-
8ASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-IB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-IB-
BASA-Tfl-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TS-
BASA-rS-
BASA-TB-
BASA-IB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-IB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-1B-
BASA-Tfl-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TM-
SASA-rS-
BASA-IB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TS-
BASA-IB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-IB-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
BASA-IB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-IB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-IB-
BASA-IB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-IH-
BASA-TB-
BASA-IB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-1B-
SASA-IB-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-1B-
BASt-IB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-T8-
SASi-XB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-IB-
BASA-IB-
HASJ-IH-
BASA-TB-
BASi-TS-
BASA-1B-
BASA-IB-
BASA-T8-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-IB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-

-3398
-3405
-3412
-3420
-3Q24
-3M31
-3431-PT-1
-3431-PT-2
-3431-PT-3

-3433
-3438
-34Q2
-3443
-3446
-3447
-3451
-3452
-3457
-3459 .. ... . ,
-3460

-3463
-3475
-3476
-3479
-3481
-3484
-3489
-3491
-3492
-3497 .. ... . .
-3515
-3519
-3521
-3524
-3526
-3530
-3532
-3534
-3535
-3537
-3538

-3544
-3545
-3546
-3547
-3548
-3551
-3552
-3559
-3563
-3568
-3569
-56041
-62144
-71601

-71951
-72697
-72761
-72829
-73132
-73136 ..............

-73164
-73169
-73173
-73176
-73183
-73185
-73197
-73199

-73208-VOL-2
-73208-VOL-3
-73214 ..............
-73215
-73228

p0172 H77-16068*»

p0067 H77-12027**
p0278 877-20029**

p0586 B77-33116*f
pOS86 H77-33117**

p0586 B77-33119**

. p0278 M7 7-2 0032* f
pQ292 N77-210**8*f

pOI/5 H77-16992*f

p0283 H77-20m*f

p0318 B77-22098*f
p0388 H77-25189*f
p0374 N77-24169*f

p0319 H77-22106*t
p0319 N77-22107**

p0378 H77-25Q84**

p05U5 H77-31ttaO*«

pD330 H77-230U9*»

p0223 H77-18053*»
p012Q H77-11027*t

p0277 H77-20023*f
p0277 R77-2002****

..... p0277 H77-20026*»
p0363 H77-2<»060*f
D0363 H77-2d052*«

E-n



BEPORT/ACCESSIOH HOBBEB IBDEX

NASA-TM-X-73229
BASA-TB-X-73231
BASA-TB-X-73235
SASA-TH-X-73238
NASA-TB-X-73211
BASA-TM-X-73244
BASA-TH-X-73361
NASA-TH-X-73473
SASA-TH-X-731179
NASA-TB-X-73490
NASA-TB-X-73500
NASA-T8-X-73507
NASf-Ta-X-73518
NASA-TH-X-73524
BASA-TB-X-73535
NASA-TB-X-73540
NASA-TB-X-73542
NASA-TB-X-73556
NASA-TB-X-73560
NASA-TM-X-73564
NASA-TB-X-73566
NASA-TB-X-73573
NASA-TB-X-73575
NASA-TB-X-73578
NASA-TB-X-73581
NASA-TB-X-73587
NASA-TH-X-73588
NASA-TB-X-73611
NASf-TB-X-73612
NASA-T8-X-73617
NASA-TH-X-73622
NASA-TN-X-73623
NASA-TB-X-73624
NASA-TB-X-73628
NASA-TB-X-73658
BASA-T1-X-73662
NASA-TM-X-73666
NASA-TB-X-73671
NASA-TH-X-73679

NASA-TB-X-73910
NASA-TB-X-73911
NASA-TB-X-73912
SASS-TB-X-73913
NASA-TH-X-73931
NASA-TB-X-73936
NASA-TB-X-73S42
BASA-TB-X-73955
NASA-T8-X-73974
NASA-TB-X-73977
NASA-TH-X-73979
NASA-TB-X-73982
NASA-TB-X-73984
NASA-TM-X-73987
NASA-TB-X-73990
NASA-TB-X-73991
NASA-TB-X-73996
NASA-TB-X-73997
NASA-TB-X-73998
NASA-TB-X-74003
NASA-TN-X-74004
NASA-TB-X-74006

NASA-TB-X-74008
NASA-TS-X-74010
NASA-TB-X-74011

NASA-TB-X-74016
NASA-TB-X-74021
BASA-TB-X-74028
HASA-TS-X-74030
NASA-TB-X-74037
NASA-TB-X-74042
NASA-TB-X-74295
BASA-T8-X-743U1

NASA-TB-56046
BASA-TB-56047

NASA-TB-72755
NASA-TH-73163

1ASA-TB-73217 ,
1ASA-TB-73227
NASA-TB-73247
NASA-TB-73254

NASA-TB-73261
NASA-TB-73262

p0363 B77-24053**
p0333 S77-23091**
p0371 B77-24137**
p0378 N77-25088**
p0366 877-24098**
p0425 N77-26067**
p0175 877-16993**
p0023 B77-10062**
p0025 B77-10183**
p0024 877-10063**
p0023 B77-10058**
p0024 B77-10066**
p0071 N77-12059**
p0023 B77-10059**
p0036 B77-11053**
p0035 877-11050**
p0036 B77-11051**
p0036 877-11052**
p0086 877-13792**
p0335 877-23109**
p0081 877-13065**
p0283 877-20108**
p0182 877-17063**
p0182 B77-17066**
p0129 N77-15037**
p0182 877-17064**
p0182 S77-17065**
p0335 877-23111**
p0283 N77-20109**
p0291 877-21087**
p0429 877-26136**
p0430 877-26137**
p0335 877-23112**
p0591 B77-33159**
p0338 877-23492**
p0477 877-28119**
p0591 877-33160**
p0431 877-26153**
p0433 877-27069**

p0437 877-27133**
p0585 877-33108**
p0437 877-27134**
pO«37 R77-27135**
p0130 S77-1S045**
p0033 B77-11031**
p0120 B77-13990**
p0433 877-27072**
p0029 B77-10998**

p0084 877-13332**
p0168 877-15987**
p0063 B77-11989**
p0223 877-18055**
p0127 877-14999**
p0129 877-15039**
p0167 B77-15977**
p0174 B77-16376**
p0168 877-15983**
p0175 877-16989**
p0186 B77-17103**
p0229 877-18118**

p0330 877-23052**
p0281 877-20077**
p0289 877-21047**
p0330 877-23050**
p0232 877-18170**
p0291 877-21090**
p0433 877-27068**
p0482 877-28322**
p0439 877-27876**
p0440 B77-27877**
p0036 877-11055**
p0072 B77-12064**

p0439 B77-27429**
p0439 B77-27430**
p0577 B77-32080**
p0585 877-33103**
p0427 B77-26111**
p0435 B77-27106**
p0475 877-28108**
p0439 H77-27794**
p0577 877-32079**
p0543 B77-31175**
p0543 877-31174**
p0532 877-30906**
p0435 877-27105**

BASA-TB-73267

HASA-m-73706
BASA-TB-73708
BASi-TH-73709
NASA-TB-73713
BASA-IB-73722
SASA-IB-73729
»ASA-ia-7373t
BASA-TB-737<»1
BASA-ia-73711t
NASA-IS-737117

HASA-IB-73776
BASi-IB-74026
NASi-TJi-7»0«3
BASA-lB-7a053
HASA-TH-711059

BASA-lB-7a971
HASA-TB-75131
BASA-TB-751U3
MA5A-TH-78U30

NASA-TN-D-8263
SASA-IH-D-8265

BASA-1B-D-8283 .-

BASA-IN-D-8307
NASA-TB-D-8309
NASA-TB-D-83H
SASA-IB-D-8323
HASA-1B-D-832M
NASA-TH-D-8332
NASA-1B-D-833U
HASi-T»-D-8335
SiSl-IS-D-83a8
NASA-TH-D-8350
HASA-TH-D-8351
BASA-IB-D-8359
BASA-TB-D-8361
HASA-TH-D-8368
NASA-TH-D-8369
BASA-TB-D-8373

HASA-TH-D-8382
NASA-IH-D-8385

BASA-TB-D-8402
BASA-TH-P-8II06

BASA-TB-D-81119
HASA-TH-D-8123
HASA-TH-D-8<12»
BASA-TN-D-8H26
BASA-TB-D-8437

BASA-TH-D-8HI13
BASA-TK-D-8455

BASA-IB-D-84S8
HASA-IH-D-8472
BASA-TH-D-847S

HASA-1B-D-8477

BASA-TB-D-8481
BASA-TH-D-8496
HASA-TS-D-8499
BASA-IS-D-8503
HASA-TB-D-8510

BASA-TB-D-8521

HASi-TP-1018

p0587 N77-3J1JO*»
p05^9 B77-301^!»*f

p0582 N77-32156»*
p0582 B77-32157**

,... p04J5 B77-27107*t
p058J B77-32158**
p0583 H77-32159**
pOSHI S77-J11bb*»
p0591 N77-JJ166»f
p0592 B77-3J167**
p0545 N77-3135S**
p0591 B77-33162*f

p0591 B77-33165»*
p0480 B77-28145*»
p0487 B77-29096**
p0487 B77-29097»*
p0585 B77-3J107»*
p0538 B77-31125**
p0589 B77-33146**

p0598 H77-33252**

p0433 B77-27070**
p0579 H77-3210»*»

p0119 B77-13989**

p0033 B77-11033**

p0167 B77-15979**
p0064 H77-11995**
p0170 B77-16048**
p0064 B77-11999**
p0223 N77-18049**
p0281 B77-20079**
p0064 S77-11994»*
p006« S77-11998»*
p0133 S77-15790»t
p0064 B77-11997*»
p0126 B77-14817**
p017« B77-16864*»
p0167 B77-15980**
p0167 B77-15981*t

p0167 B77-15982**

p0176 B77-16999**
p0185 B77-17102*f

p0223 B77-18051**
p0390 B77-25915*f

p0431 N77-26154*t
p0473 B77-28087**
p0334 B77-23098»*
p0182 B77-17068**
P0476 B77-28112**
p0375 S77-24640**
p0487 H77-29100»t
p0589 B77-33150**

p0474 B77*28088*t
p0535 B77-31093**
p0474 877-28091**

p0474 877-28092**

p0471 B77-28061**
pO»79 B77-28138**
p0488 877-29111**
p0474 B77-28093**
p0479 877-28139**

p0538 H77-3113«»*

p0474 B77-28094**

P0524 B77-30089**

E-18



BEPORT/ACCESSIOB HOUSES IBDBI

RASA-TP-1020 p0585 H77-33112*f
BASA-TP-1031 pOSII 877-31153**
BASA-TP-1032 p0577 B77-32082**
BASA-TP-1031 p05Q1 B77-31151*«
BASA-TP-1056 p0592 877-33169**
HASA-TP-1058 p0582 B77-32154**

BASA-TT-F-770 p0523 B77-30065**
SASA-TT-F-17C73 p0071 S77-12057**
BASA-TT-I-17185 p0022 877-10019**
HASA-TT-F-17187 p0029 B77-10997**
HASA-TT-F-17218 p0031 B77-11019»#
HASA-TT-F-17283 p0018 B77-10012**
8ASA-TT-F-17281 p0032 B77-11029**
HASA-TT-F-17389 p0181 B77-17057»l
8ASA-TT-F-17390 p0181 H77-17058**
BASA-TT-F-173S1 p0178 B77-17031**
BASA-TT-F-17395 p0175 B77-16990**
SASA-TT-F-17428 p03€3 877-21056**
BASA-TT-F-17129 pO<O1 B77-28067*»
HASA-TT-F-17113 p0587 877-33128**
BASA-TT-F-17111 pOS87 H77-33129**
NASA-TT-F-17116 p0383 H77-25150**
BASA-TT-F-17lia7 p0131 B77-26152**

FATC-EU-9R-76 p0070 B77-12050 *
BATC-BS-9B-76 p0179 B77-17012 *

NATC-TB-76-1-SI p0387 B77-25182 *
BATC-TB-76-2-BW p0179 H77-170U2 t
BATC-TH-76-3-SA p0527 B77-30112 t
BATC-TB-77-1-BH p0526 B77-30108 t
BATC-T8-77-1-SA p0539 H77-31137 *
8ATC-TS-77-2-B» p05«0 B77-311H1 *

BATF-EB-1135 p0285 877-20121 *
HATF-BH-1139 p0179 S77-17011 *

BAYTBABQOIPC-IB-265 p0138 877-27151 *

8AVTBiEQOIPC-76-C-0007-1 p0072 B77-12075 *
N

BA7WBSA-B-7605 p0381 B77-25130 f
HA7WESA-B-7606 p0381 B77-25129 f

BBS-HOBO-159 p0525 B77-30102 t

BBSIB-77-857 p0180 877-28113**

HCBB-76-100 p0330 877-23051*1

HEAB-TB-1C5 p0331 B77-23099
HEAB-TB-106 p033» B77-23100
NEAB-TR-117 p0120 B77-13995
BE&B-TB-119-70L-1-BK-3 p0331 N77-23058*

HELC-TB-1986 p(M25 877-14319
NELC-TE-1998 p0338 B77-23350
HELC-TB-2021 pO»97 B77-29952

HGTE-HT-1029 p0592 B77-33172

BGTE-B-331 p0477 N77-28121
HGTE-B-343 p0581 B77-32850
BSTE-B-313 p0592 S77-33176

BISC-IBABS-3815 p0122 H77-11015
BISC-TBiNS-3836 p0331 B77-23065
NISC-THAFS-3838 p0331 B77-23066

HLR-HP-75027-D-BEV p0382 B77-25111
BLB-HP-75033-D p0168 N77-15991
B1H-HP-75039-0 p01S8 B77-15992
HLH-»P-75011-0 p0032 B77-11020
NIB-HP-76002-D p0168 S77-15993
BLB-SP-76003-0 p0221 B77-18060
B1B-HP-76008-0 p0191 H77-29278
BLH-gP-76010-0 p0379 B77-2S096
BLB-BP-76013-0 p0289 B77-21061
BLB-HP-76017-D p0379 B77-25097
H1B-BP-76022-D p0389 B77-25311

BLH-TB-71012-0 pOOHO 877-11150
BLB-TB-7K1Q1-U p05»» B77-31179
HLB-TB-750m-D p0389 B77-25681
H1B-TB-75038-0 p0169 S77-1599H
BLB-TB-75050-0 pOOHO H77-111150
BlB-TB-75070-0 pO»88 H77-29105

ULB-TB-75076-0 .................... p0031 H77-11011 f
BLB-IB-75090-0 .................... p0379 H77-2S091 *
BLB-IH-75091-D .................... pOOSI B77-1J391 *
BLB-IB-75158-0 .................... p0191 B77-29111 *
HLB-TB-75163-0 .................... p0172 B77-16070 *
BLB-TH-75171-0 .................... p0382 B77-251J6 *
NLB-TB-76001-0 .................... p0196 B77-29565 t
HLB-TH-76012-0 .................... p0525 B77-30091 t
BLB-IB-76033-D .................... pO»96 B77-29569 f
BLB-rB-76056-0 .................... p0191 H77-29115
BLB-TH- 76 125-0 .................... pOSIU B77-311BO

HOB-76-190-VOL-1 .................. p0516 B77-32012 •
BOB-76-190-VOI-2 .................. p0517 B77-3201J f

HOSC/TD-105 ....................... p0515 B77-31368 *

BOTE-118 .......................... p052H B77-30086*f

BPS-67BP77021A .................... p0527 877-30111 »

BBC-15171 ......................... p0030 877-10999 f
HBC-1915032 ....................... p0039 S77-11111 *

BBL-SB-3291 ....................... p0073 877-122J2 *
RB1-HB-3378 ....................... p0292 H77-21096 *
BBL-HB-3133 ....................... p0388 B77-25265 f
BBL-HB-3H90 ....................... p0528 B77-30121 *

HBL-8012 .......................... p0210 B77-19310 »
BBL-8115 .......................... p0538 B77-311J7 t

SBTC-71-52B ....................... p0230 877-18115 t

BB76B-1 ........................... p0037 B77-1106S t
8B76H-11 .......................... p032J 877-22118 »
SB76H-33-TOL-1 .................... p0082 »77-1J07b *
BB76H-135 ......................... p0590 877-J3152 *
HB76H-137 ......................... p0385 877-25165 f
BB77H-21 .......................... p0528 877-30120 t

HSF/BA-760160 ..................... pOO»6 877-13552 t
BSF/BA-760228 ..................... p0231 877-1U598 *

HSSC/Dl-TB-3187 ................... p0120 877-13991 »
8SWC/»OL/TB-75-63 ................. p02J6 B77-19022 f
HSSC/HOL/TR-75-195 ................ p0019 B77-10026 *
BSiC/iOL/TB-76-91 ................. p0381 877-25157 *

BTSB-AAS-76-1! ... .................. p0177 877-17020 »
8TSB-AAS-77-1 ..................... p05J6 S77-31112 f

BTSB-AHB-77-1 ..................... p0537 877-31123 »
STSB-ASB-77-2 ..................... p05J7 877-31122 »
BTSB-ABB-77-3 ..................... p0537 877-31121 •
STSB-AHH-77-1 ..................... p05J7 877-31120 *
BTSB-AMB-77-5 ..................... p0537 877-31119 «
BISB-AHB-77-6 ..................... p0537 877-31118 *
BTSB-ABB-77-7 ..................... p0537 877-31117 *
BTSB-ABS-77-8 ..................... p0537 877-31116 »
BTSB-ABB-77-9 ..................... p0537 877-31115 t
STSB-AHH-77-10 .................... p0578 N77-32102 t
8TSB-ASB-77-11 .................... p0536 877-31111^

HTSB-ABG-77-1 ..................... p0381 K77-25127 «

8TSB-BA-76-7 ...................... p0365 877-21075 t

BHC-IP-5812 ....................... p0332 B77-2J077 I
BIC-TP-5883 ....................... p0527 877-30111 «
BSC-IP-5915 ....................... p0175 877-28102 »

OCCASIOBil-PAPEB-10 ............... p0021 B77-100J6 »

OBEBA-8T-1 975-8 ................... p0279 877-20035 t
OSSBA-BT-1975-11 .................. p0079 877-1J017 »
OBEBi-BT-1976-3 ................... p0169 877-15996 «
OBEBi-BT-1976-3 ................... p0173 877-16297 *
08EB4-UT-1976-16 .................. pOJ80 877-25107 *
08EBA-BT-1976-16 .................. pOIBB 877-29108 «

OBEBA-TP-1237 ..................... p0371 877-21112 •
OBEB1-TP-1975-121 ................. p0077 B77-1J015 »

08BB&, TP 80. 1976-2 .............. pOOO 1 A77-10036
OHEBi, TP 80. 1976-16 ............. p0266 A77-2B7U7 *
ONSBA, TP BO. 1976-55 ............. p0200 A77-2»9b1
OHEBA, TP BO. 1976-71 ............. p0116 A77-20151
08EBA, TP 80. 1976-78 ............. p0115 A77-2014J
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O N B B A , TP NO. 1976-111 pOOOV A77-11284
ONEEA, TP NO. 1976-112 p0154 A77-20867
ONEBA. TP NO. 1976-115 p0464 A77-43351
OBEBA, TS BO. 1976-116 pOU6U A77-43352
O N E R A , TP NO. 1976-120 p0154 A77-20868
O N E B A , TP NO. 1976-127 p0154 A77-20870
ONEEA, TP NO. 1976-156 p0250 A77-27021
ONEBA, TP NO. 1S77-7E p0112 A77-40901
O N E B A , TP NO. 1977-11 p03U5 A77-33842
ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-16 p0360 A77-37011
ONEBA, TP SO. 1977-28 p03U7 A77-3I1I»81
ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-29 p0347 A77-34480
ONE8A, TP NO. 1977-42E p0507 A77-44957
O N E B A , TP NO. 1977-62 p0515 A77-47136
ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-71 p0562 A77-50983
ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-80 p0562 A77-S0987
ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-85 p0562 A77-50988
OBEBA, TP NO. 1977-88 p0562 A77-50989
ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-90 p0562 A77-50991
O N E B A , TP NO. 1977-110 p0562 A77-50996
OHE8A, TP NO. 1977-112 p0563 A77-50998
ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-123 p0563 A77-51002
ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-129 p0563 A77-51004
ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-112 p0558 A77-50440
ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-143 p0559 A77-50411

ONB-CB212-223-2 p0120 N77-13991
OSE-CB212-22U-3 pOH36 H77-27111
ONS-Cim 2-725-2 p0120 N77-13995
ONB-CE215-227-3F .' p0081 N77-13067
ONR-CB215-231-3 p0426 N77-26101
ONB-CB215-233-2 p0031 N77-11017
ONB-CE215-237 P0186 N77-17106

OS-137 p0282 N77-20089

OST-PS-70292 P0536 N77-31113

P-1231 P0332 B77-23075
P-5577 P0125 N77-14272
P-5745-1 P0582 H77-32146

PB-254830/3 p0021 B77-10036
PB-255351/9 POD29 H77-10690
PB-256198/3 p0086 N77-13552
PB-257638/7 P0174 N77-16867
PB-257747/6 p0177 N77-17020
PB-258269/0 p0183 N77-17078
PB-259089/1 P0234 N77-18598
PB-259413/3 p0280 N77-20057
PB-262401/3 P0330 N77-22939
PB-262474/0 P0374 N77-24159
PB-263624/9 p0371 B77-24372
PB-264394/8 p0381 N77-25127
PB-261918/4 p0178 N77-28133
PB-261933/3 p0483 H77-28914
PB-265472 P0288 N77-21045
PB-266165/0 P0483 H77-28918
PB-266883/8 p0536 N77-31112
PB-267644/3 P0537 N77-31123
PB-267645/0 P0537 N77-31122
PB-267646/8 P0537 N77-31121
PB-267647/6 p0537 N77-31120
PB-267648/4 P0537 N77-31119
PB-267649/2 P0537 H77-31118
PB-267650/0 p0537 N77-31117
PB-267651/8 P0537 B77-31116
PB-267652/6 P0537 B77-31115
PB-267653/4 p0578 B77-32102
PB-267654/2 P0536 B77-31114
PB-268060/1 P0536 B77-31113

PDA-TB-1042-00-09 p0324 S77-22188

PHILIPS-EB-12 P0078 N77-13040

PR-2 p0374 S77-24204

PDBL-PP-174 P0583 N77-32164

POBL-185 P0492 B77-29155

POBDD-CL-76-05 p0183 B77-17078

PSA-5277 P0071 B77-12061
PWA-5296 P0175 B77-16986*
PWA-5415 p0183 B77-17074
PBA-5420 P0225 S77-18072

PSA-5453 p0123 S77-14026»f
PHA-5458 p0024 N77-10064»t
PHA-5461 pOUO N77-15QU1*f
PHA-5471 p0130 ^N77-1S044*t
PRA-5478 p0439 N77-2787J *
PHA-5487 p0282 N77-20101»f
PiA-5489 p0283 N77-20102*t

B-1332 p O I B I N77-170S5 »
B-1387 p0238 N77-19064 *
B-1399 p0384 B77-2515B «
B-1464 p0384 N77-25159 «
B-1493 p04JO N77-26148 »
S-1494 p0363 H77-240S5»»
B-1495 , pOSBI N77-321J6 t
B-1829-PB pOSJO B77-J0261 t
B-1840-PB pOOJ2 N77-11023 f
B-1854-PB p0075 B77-12929 *
B-1889-AF p0544 N77-J1JJ4 »
B-1889/1-AF p0590 N77-J3154 *
B-1942-PS p0222 N77-18045 *
B-1970-4BPA p0387 N77-25188 *
B-2103/1-AF p0436 N77-27124 »

BADC-T1-76-15 p0438 H77-21J03 »
BADC-IS-76-16 p04J8 H77-2728S »

BADC-IB-76-148 p0173 N77-16279 f
BADC-TB-76-206 p0186 1)77-11175 *
BADC-TB-76-265 pOJ3J N77-23085 »
BADC-TB-76-360 pOJBa N77-2b392 »
BiDC-TB-77-189 p0584 N77-32524 *

BAE-LIB-TBANS-1896 pOJ33 N77-23092 t

BAE-TH-IT-157 p0084 N77-1J398 f

BAE-IM-STBOCT-889 p0236 H77-19018 *

BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-Tfi
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BiE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-IB
BAE-TB
BAB-IB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB-
BAE-TB
BAE-TB'
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB
BAE-TB-
BAE-TB-
BAE-TB-
BAE-TH-
BAE-IB

•69130 p0472 N77-28079 t
•69155 p0293 N77-21479 »
•71179 pOU73 1177-21)080 »
•72142 p0472 B77-28075 *
•73043 p0379 N77-25101 *
•73047 p0289 B77-21057 *
•73159 p0476 N77-28110 *
•73189 p0473 B77-28081 *
•73190 p0473 B77-28082 f
•74002 p0480 N77-28144 f
•74008 p0540 N77
•74013 p0475 S77
•74044 p0289 B77
•74130 p0235 B77

3114J
28104
21057
19014
28078
25102
19013
19017
19012 *
19015 t
13211 «

-74149 p0472 »77-
-74150 p0379 B77-
-74169 p02J5 N77-

74181 p0236 "
75004 p02J5
75008 p0235
75045 p008J
75090 p0072
•76027 p0535 N77-J1105 »
76030 p0535 N77-31106 »
76047 p0494 B77-29280 f
76053 p0535 B77-31104 f
76073 p03J8 N77-2J269 *
76123 p0291 B77-2107S *
76164 p0584 N77-32<t7i> t
94174 p0472 N77-28077 *

B77
B77
B77
S77
H77-12067 t

BASA/SBI-14-76-2

HD-7T-3
BD-76-22
BD-76-33

p0120 B77-1J991 *

p0224 N77-18065 f
P0065 H77-12006 »
p0225 B77-18066 f

BDB-1788-2 p0070 B77-12054 f
BDB-1811 p007J B77-12139 t

BE-76-33 p0170 B77-16049 «

BEPT-IB-1035-3B-VOL-3 p0081 N77-13069 •

BEPT-1 p0173 N77-16272 t
BEPT-1.3-DN-C0712-003 p0388 N77-252J6»t
BEPT-2-57000/5B-3239 p0526 N77-30107**
BEPT-2-57110-IB-3367 p0528 R77-J0118 *
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BEPT-3 p0017 877-10003**
BEPT-3 p0017 877-10004**
PEPT-7-52100/6R-9 p0086 B77-13834
BEPT-9-5011-100 p0172 877-16065
BEPT-36.300 p0039 B77-11345*
BEPT-130-1228 p0078 877-13038*
BEPT-75-0280A p0032 B77-11024
BSPT-75/66S-75 p0333 877-23084
BEPT-75/68S-17 p0132 877-15241
BEPT-76/66C-63 p0177 877-17028
BEPT-76/66C-83 p0428 N77-26120
HEPT-/76/66B-84 p0434 B77-27102
BEPT-76/66S/59 p0121 B77-14003
BEPT-76/68T-18 pOU75 H77-28106
BEPT-77-2 p0330 H77-23051*
BEPT-84/71/37-VCL-1 p0382 B77-25137
REPT-84/71/42-VOL-2 p0382 B77-2S138
BEPT-337 p0175 B77-16990»
BEPT-338-7 p0536 877-31110
BEPT-699-099-016 p0240 B77-19488*
BEPT-699-099-017 p0385 S77-25169
BEPT-699-099-021 p0385 B77-25162
BEPT-699-099-022 p0596 B77-33207
BEPT-796 p0484 B77-29070*
BEPT-2288 p0038 B77-11068*
BEPT-6205-0377 p0584 877-32521
BEPT-7603 p013« »77-27076»
BEPT-9236-927001 p0531 B77-30422
BEPT-9236-928001 p0225 877-18074
BEPT-770U41 p0428 H77-26122*

BG-7T-4 p0318 877-22102
HG-76-30 p0122 877-14014

BIA-B-TB-76-005 p0069 B77-12044
BIS-B-TB-76-042 p03811 877-25161
BIA-E-TB-77-021 p0527 B77-30110

BIT-EE-76-101 p0186 B77-17175

BLD-7980 p0319 877-22110

BPE-TB-45 p0583 877-32240

R74AEG452-VOL-2 p0477 877-
B74AEG452-VOI-3 p0478 B77-
B74AEG452-VOL-4 p0593 877-
H76-911209-47 p0021 877-
P76AEG272 p0068 B77-
H 7 6 A H G 2 9 9 p0284 877-
B76AIG407 p0436 B77-
B76AZG461 p0081 B77-
B76ABG565-VOL-4 p0181 877-
B76AEG566-VOI-4 p0182 877-

P0291 877
B76AIG597 p0130 877-

R77AEG190 '.'."'.'. P0239
R77AEG194 P0543
R77AEG482

R77-9126.07-11 £„„,„ H77.
B77AIG180 vOSHI B77-
B77AEG189 JJ0592 |!77.

877-
B77-

p0477 877-
B77-
877
1T77-

A77-
A77-
A77-

S-BEPT-94-633 p0178

S-76-2 p0186
SAC-SB-76-01 p0065

SAE AIR 1289 p0303
SAE AIR 1U12 p0303
SAE PAPEB 760885 p0258
SAE PAPEB 76C886 p0258 A77-
SAE FAPEB 760891 p0250 »77-
SAE PAPEB 760892 p0258 177-
SAE FAPEB 76C893 p0258 A77-:
SAE PAPEB 76C896 p0258 A77-
SiE PAPEB 76C897 p0258 J77-
SiE PAPEB 760898 p0259 A77-
SAE PAPEB 760902 p0259 J77-
SAE SAPEB 760909 p0259 J77-
SAE PAPEB 760917 p0259 A77-
SAE PAPEB 760918 p0259 A77-
SAE PAPEB 760920 p0259 A77-
SAE PAPEB 760922 p0259 »77-
SAE PAPEB 760929 p0259 A77-
SAE PAPEB 760S32 p0259 A77
SAE PAPEB 760933 p0260 A77-
SAE PAPEB 760S34 p0260 A77-
SAE PAPEB 77028* p0505 i77-
SAE PAPEB 770UHO p0391 A77
SAE PAPEB 770UQ1 p0391 A77-

23126
28127
33177
10044*
12041'
20114
27119*
13063*
17060*
17061

21092*
15043*
27880
31149*
•JJ175
19071*
31172
28122*
17032
•17105
•12007

31908
31909
28207
28208
27005
28211
28212
28214
28215
28216
28217
28220*
28225*
28226*
28228
28229
28234*
28237
28238*
28239
44565
37061*
37062*

SAE P A P E B 770442
SAE PAPEB 770443
SAE PAPEB 770444
SAE P A P E B 770445
SAE PAPEB 770447
SAE P A P E B 770448
SAE P A P E B 770449
SAE PAPEB 770450
SAE P A P E R 770451
SAE P A P E B 770454
SAE PAPEB 770455
SAE P A P E B 770458

SAE PAPEB 770461
SAE P A P E E 770463
SAE P A P E R 770464 ,
SAB PAPER 770465
SAE PAPER 770466
SAE P A P E R 770467
SAE PAPEB 770468
SAE PAPER 770469 ,
SAE PAPEB 770470
SAE PAPEB 770471
SAE PAPER 770472
SAE P A P E R 770473
SAE PAPEB 770474
SAE PAPEB 770475
SAE PAPEB 770479 ..'.
SAE P A P E B 770480
SAE P A P E B 770481

SAE PAPEB 770486

p0391 A77-3706J*
p0391 A77-37064
p0391 A77-J7065
p0391 A77-37066*
pOJ91 A77-3706b
pOJ92 A77-37069
p0392 A77-J7070
p0392 A77-37U71
pOJ92 A77-37072*
p0392 A77-37075
p0392 A77-37076
p0392 A77-3V077**

p0393 A77-37079*
p0393 A77-37081
p0393 A77-37082
p0393 A77-37083
pOJ93 A77-37084
p03»3 A77-37085
p0393 A77-J7086*
p039J A77-37087
p0393 A77-37088*
p0394 A77-37089*
p0394 A77-370yfl*
p0394 A77-J7091*
pOJ94 A77-37092
p0394 A77-J7093
p039« A77-37095
p0394 A77-370U6
p0394 A77-37097*

pOJ95 A77-37100

SAE PAPEB-770458 p0283 877-20109**
y

SAE-740366 p0471 H77-28069**

SAH-TB-14 p0072 N77-1207J *

SABD-76-0620 p0526 H77-30104
SAND-76-8010 p0235 S77-19011

SAKE PAPEB 1101 p0009 A77-12181
SAKE PAPEB 1102 p0009 A77-12182
SAKE PAPEB 1104 p0010 A77-12183
SAME PAPEB 1105 p0010 A77-12184
SABE PAPEB 1120 pOOlO A77-12191
SAiE PAPEB 1126 pOOlO A77-12194"
SAKE PAPEB 1127 p0010 A77-12195
SAKE PAPEB 1146 p0010 A77-12201
SA»E PAPEB 1147 pOOlO A77-12202

SEB-50929-V01-1 p0122 N77-14011
SEB-50932-T01-2 p0122 H77-14012
SEB-50956 p0069 N77-12045
SEB-50975 p0429 B77-26129
SEB-64385-70L-2 p0128 H77-150JJ
SEB-70238-VOL-2 p0324 N77-22177*
SEB-651316 p0588 B77-JJ143
SEB-651317 p0589 H77-33144

SESA-EX-5030/14639/71-VOL-1 p0382 H77-251J9
SESA-EX-5030/14639/71-VOL-2 p0382 B77-25140

S1SB-7-76A p0232 N77-18162
SLSB-11-76B p0330 H77-23048

SHE PAPEB AD76-280 p0563 A77-S1015
SHE PAPEB EBR76-04 p0563 A77-51006**
SHE PAPEB EB76-172 p0563 A77-51009*
SHE PAPEB EB76-175 p0563 A77-51010
SHE PAPEfi HR76-124 p0563 A77-51007
SHE PAPEB BB76-547 p0564 A77-51016
SHE PAPBB BB76-705 pOSIO A77-45871

SPD-748-01 p0495 B77-29331 »
SPD-748-02 p0527 877-30113 »

SQtJID-TB-OfBC-2-PO p0236 B77-19021 *

SR-3 p0490 H77-29142**

SBI-JSB-75-9 p0127 S77-15010 *

SBI-4462-SOPPL p0538 B77-31126 *

SBIO-77-1-VOL-1 p0539 H77-31138 «

SBI.-14-76-2 p0377 877-25080**
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SRL-3298-VOI-1 p0494 H77-29181 *
SBL-3298-VOL-3 p0494 B77-29182 t

STI-TB-10a7-i( p0334 B77-23097**
STI-TB-1074-1 p0598 N77-33230**

SWBI-RS-634 p0325 B77-22251 *
SHRI-RS-638 p0133 N77-15410 *
SBHI-RS-650 p0387 B77-25183 *

TASC-TR-612-1 p0186 B77-17106 »
TASC-TR-636-1 p052« B77-30092 *

TCH-5206 p0129 B77-15038**

TCBL-7 p0543 B77-31173 *

TDCK-67505 p0335 N77-23107 +
TDCK-68485 p0282 H77-20083 *

T8-52 p0525 N77-30101**
TH-76-2U1 p0386 B77-25180 *

TOP-7-3-506 p0536 N77-31111 *

TPS-76-1 pOOSO B77-13054 t

TR-49 p0081 S77-13067 f
TB-76-1 p0478 B77-28131 t
TR-490 p0068 N77-12036 t
TB-587-1 p0292 S77-21100*t
TB-1015-4 p0529 B77-30132**
TR-1035-3R-VOI.-1 P0081 N77-13068 t
TB-1035-3P-VCI-3 pOOSI N77-13069 *
TB-1072-1 p0070 N77-12055**
TB-1291 p0282 N77-20089 *
TR-7115-4 p0031 N77-11013 f

TRB/TRR-588 p0280 N77-20057 *

TSC-FAA-77-3 p0588 H77-33137 *

TT-7II-52007 p0523 N77-30065**
TT-7607 p0193 H77-29170 *
TT-7702 p0192 N77-29156 *

TOBS/SFB58/FE1976 p0580 H77-32118 «
TOBS/SFB58/H1-PT-1 p0579 N77-32105 *
TOBS/SFB58/H2-PT-2 p0580 H77-32112 I
TOBS/SFB58/50 p0588 B77-33140 *

T6-6094 p0127 B77-14996*S
T211-RP-032 p0072 B77-12068**

OCB-HE-76-5 p0182 B77-17069*t

OCLJ-EBG-7731 p0581 B77-32140 f
OCLA-BNG-76105 p0039 B77-11365**

OILO-E8G-75-0504 p0471
niLD-ENG-75-0505 p0435

DILO-ENG-77-0513-PT-2 p05<»1
OILO-EBG-77-0514 p0541

N77-28068**
N77-27108**

DIH3-EBG-T7-0511 pOH33 B77-27074**
OILO-EBG-77-0512-PT-1 pOStl 877-31156»*

B77-31157**
B77-31158**

DKY-TR95-76-EB12 p0172 B77-16066 «

DBTA-CA-11-0009-75-11 p0021 H77-10036 *

OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB
DS-PATENT-APFL-SB
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB
DS-PATEBT-APP1-SB
OS-PATEBT-APPI-SH
DS-PATEBT-APPL-SS
DS-PATEBT-APPL-SB
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB
DS-PATEBT-APPL-SB
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SN
DS-PATEBT-APPL-SB
DS-PATEBT-APPL-SB
OS-PATENT-APPL-SS
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB
DS-PATEBT-APPi-SS
OS-PATEBT-APfL-SB
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB
OS-PATENT-APPL-SB

-394898 p0477 N77-28118*
-473973 p0017 B77-10001*
•513612 p0178 B77-17029*
•568541 p0481 N77-28225*
•569925 p0181 H77-17059*
•579375 p0123 B77-14025*
-596641 p033« B77-23106*
•612899 p0231 B77-1815H*
•618594 p0084 N77-13418*
•645507 p0583 N77-32280»
•654787 p0582 N77-32148*
•655149 p0334 H77-23106*
•727503 p0323 B77-22147*«
•733814 p0315 B77-22045*t
•739915 p0081 S77-13062**
•1U2035 p0128 H77-15027**
•744542 p0073 N77-12332**
•749420 p0067 B77-12031**
•753971 p0129 B77-15036»*

OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB-775239 p0229 B77-181J4*
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB-779429 pOS44 N77-31176*
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB-785279 p0538 N77-31131*
DS-PATEBT-APPL-SB-788705 pOJ26 N77-224S2*
OS-PAIEBT-APPL-SB-818916 p0176 K77-28111*
DS-PATEBT-APPL-SB-831633 p0538 B77-311JU*»
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB-831634 p0539 B77-311J5**

OS-PATEBT-CLASS-60-39.03 p0334 B77-23106*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-60-39.28R p03J4 B77-2J106*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-60-39.66 p0334 H77-2J106*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-60-226A p0181 N77-17059*
OS-PiIEBT-CLASS-60-226B p012J B77-14025*
DS-PAIEBT-CLASS-60-226R pOH77 N77-2B11B*
DS-PATEHT-CLASS-60-228 p0181 B77-17059»
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-60-263 p0477 B77-28118*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-75-170 p0583 N77-J2280*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-123-41.33 p033U B77-2J106*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-123-122E p0334 B77-23106*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-137-15.1 p0231 N77-18154*
DS-PATENT-CLASS-137-101 p03J4 N77-2J1U6»
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-148-32.5 p058J N77-J2280»
DS-PATEBT-CLASS-156-229 p0481 B77-28225*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-219-300 pOOSM H77-13«18»
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-219-304 p0084 N77-1J418*
DS-PATEHT-CLASS-239-171 pOOSt B77-1J418*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-244-53B p0231 B77-18154*
OS-P4IEBT-CLASS-244-113 p0017 B77-10001*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-244-123 p0481 N77-28225»
US-PATEBT-CLASS-244-130 pOOIT N77-10001*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-252-359A pOOBU N77-1J418*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-415-145 p0477 H77-2B118*
DS-PATEBT-CLASS-415-180 p03J4 N77-2J106»
OS-PATENT-CLASS-416-104 p0178 B77-17029»
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-1116-135 p0582 S77-J2148*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-416-138 p0178 N77-17029»
DS-PATEBT-CLASS-416-141 p0178 N77-1702»*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-416-153 p01/!3 B77-1l»025*
DS-PATENT-CLASS-416-160 p0123 N77-1402S*
OS-PAIENT-CLASS-416-162 p0123 B77-14025»
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-416-165 p0123 N77-14025*
DS-PATENT-CLASS-416-167 p0123 N77-14025*
DS-PATEBT-CLASS-416-190 p0582 N77-J214B*
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-416-193A p05B2 B77-32148»
DS-PATEBT-CLASS-416-241A p0582 N77-J2148*
OS-PATEMT-CLASS-428-1in p0481 M77-28225*
DS-PATEBT-CLASS-428-161 p0481 N77-2822b»
DS-PATEBT-CLASS-l)28-«25 p0481 N77-28225*
DS-PATENT-CLASS-428-457 p0481 N77-2822b»
DS-PATEBT-CLASS-428-458 p0481 N77-2H225»

US-PATEBT-3,984,070 p0017 B77-10001»
OS-PATEBT-3,990,987 p008« N77-1J1I18*
DS-PATEBT-3,994.128 p0123 B77-14025*
DS-PATEBT-3,999,886 p0178 S77-17029»
OS-PATEBT-4,005,574 p0181 B77-17059»
BS-PATEBT-4,007,891 p0231 B77-18154*
OS-PATEBT-4,020,632 p0334 B77-23106»
OS-PATEBT-4,032,089 pOMSI N77-28225»
OS-PATEBT-4,033,119 p0477 S77-28118*
DS-PAIEBT-4,045,149 p0582 M77-J2148»
DS-PA1EBT-4,046,560 p0583 S77-32280*

OSAAEFA-72-29 pOOSO B77-1305J
OSAAEFA-74-33-1-ADD p0079 N77-13048
OSAAEFA-74-34 p0069 N77-12043
DSAAEFA-75-08 p0539 N77-311J6
OSAAEFA-75-11 p0068 B77-12042
OSAAEFA-75-20 p0034 N77-11039

OSAAMBDL-CB-76-2 p0383 N77-25151*

OSAABBDL-TB-73-98A p0438 N77-27416
OSAAMBDL-TB-73-98F-TOL-6 p0531 H77-30480
OSAAHBDL-TB-74-97A-TOL-1 p0231 B77-18148
OSAAHBDL-TB-75-25A p0128 B77-15032
DSAABBDL-TR-75-25B-TOL-2 p0128 N77-15033
OSAABBDL-TB-75-39A-JOL-1 pOOBH B77-1J429
OSAABBDL-TB-75-39B-VOL-2 p0084 N77-13430
OSAASBDL-TB-75-39C-VOL-3 p0085 B77-13431
OSAABBDL-TR-75-39D-70L-4 pOOSS B77-134J2
OSAASBDL-TB-75-41 pOIBI N77-17055
OSAABBDL-TB-75-52 p0180 N77-17048
OSAABBDL-TB-75-53 p0034 N77-11041
OSAABBDL-TB-75-56A .., p0070 H77-12052
OSAABHDL-TB-75-57 p0230 S77-18142
OSAABBDL-TB-75-59A-VOL-1 p0122 B77-14011
OSAABBDL-TB-75-59B-VOL-2 p0122 H77-14012
DSAABBDL-TB-76-1 p0072 B77-12063
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USAABBDL-TB-76-0
OSAABBDL-TB-76-5
DSAABBDL-TB-76-6
OSAABBDL-TB-76-8
USAABBDi-TB-76-9

OSAABBDL-TB-76-13
OSAABBDL-TB-76-17

DSAAMBDL-TB-76-22

USAAHBDL-TB-76-27
USAABBDL-TB-76-28C-VOL-3
DSAtHBDL-TB-76-29
OSAAHBDL-TB-76-32
DSAAHBDL-TB-76-33
DSAABBDI,-TB-76-3»
USWBBDL-TB-76-35
OSAABBDL-TB-76-36
OSAAHBDL-TB-76-39
OSAABBDL-TB-76-108-VOL-1

USAABBDL-TB-76-141C
USAABBDL-TB-76-143
OSAABBDL-TB-76-2«21
DSAABBDL-TB-77-0
OSAABBDL-TB-77-8
DSAAHBDL-TB-77-9
OSAABBDL-TB-77-11

DSAABL-76-18
DSAABL-76-21
OSAABL-76-23
DSAAEL-77-7

USAASTA-71-U6

USRAVSCOH-B-76-21

DSAAVSCOB-TB-76-27
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OVA/528051/ESS77/102
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DVA/528066/ESS77/106

VPI-AEBO-009
VPI-AEBO-062
VPI-AEBO-068

VTH-182
VTB-193
VTH-197

HES-BP-S-76-19
BES-BP-S-76-2U
SES-HP-S-77-1

p0069
p0388
p0230
p0069
p0238
p0319
p0230
p0239
p0231
pO»79
p0238
p0363
p0181

p0383
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p038«
p038«
p0387
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pO»28
p0596
p0581
pO«29
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p0583
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p0585

p007«
p0079
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p038fl

p0186

p0039
p0179
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p0385
p0523
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p0082
p0225
p0370
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p0590

pO»90
p0581
p0070

p0330

p0126

p0065

p0236
p0430
p0128
pOD38
p0531

p0315
p0333
p0589
p028Q

p0338
p0535
p0263

p0082
p0085
p0082
p0079

p028I|
P0373
p0388

N77-12015 »
B77-25256 *
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H77-19064 *
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N77-19072 *
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H77-28110 *
B77-19065 *
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B77-25162 *
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N77-2H106 *
B77-30M21 *
M77-33132 *
H77-32162 *
N77-32136 *
B77-33101 *

R77-12579 *
B77-13050 *
1177-13051 *
B77-26130 *

B77-25156 t

1177-17227 *

S77-1U01**
H77-170«<4 *
B77-180U6 *
H77-25163 *
1177-30073 *
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B77-1307U *
S77-18067 *
H77-21136 t

1177-31147 *

1177-33155 *

1177-29133 *
S77-32132 *
H77-12050 *

K77-2301I7 »

B77-14615**

B77-12010 *

B77-19021 *
B77-26150 *
B77-15032 *
B77-27116 *
N77-30U80 *

N77-220U8 *
H77-23088*»
B77-331»8*t
K77-20115*«

S77-23420 *
B77-31099 »
477-28549 t

B77-13071 t
B77-13471 »
H77-13073 t
B77-13016 *

B77-20122 *
B77-21151 *
H77-25198 *

SBE-BEPT-1672 (BB/D)

»BZ-TB-1730(BB/D)

WBE-TR-1779(S) .

»SS/CI PAPEB 76-31

BSO-AB-76-1

pO«26 B77-^6080 f

p0598 B77-33180 *

p0173 B77-28083 »

pOH67 A77-QJ59B t

p0378 B77-25083*»
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